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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1969.

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
WITNESSES
LT. GEN. JOSEPH F. CARROLL, U.S. AIR FORCE, DIRECTOR
CLYDE W. ELLIOTT, COMPTROLLER
CAPT. HARTSELL F. KcCUE, U.S. NAVY, CHIEF, AUTOMATIC DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEMS CENTER

The committee will come to order.
The committee is prepared today to give consideration to the budget request of the Defense Intelligence Agency for fiscal 1970. The
request is for $74 575,000, of which $68,496,000 is for operation and
maintenance funas, $2,479,000 is for procurement, and $3,600,000
for research development, test, and evaluation.
The funding request for 1970 is an increase of $5,060,000 above the
current estimate for fiscal year 1969.
Mr. SIKmES.
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SUMMARY DATA ON FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET

At this point in the record we will insert the various summary
justification pages.
(The justification pages follow:)
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY-SUMMARY
(Inthousands of dollars
Appropriation

Operation and maintenance, Defense agencies ........................
Procurement, Defense agencies .....................................
Research, development,-test and evaluation, Defense agencies ..........
Total ......................................................

Fiscal year
1968

Fiscal te969
ar

Fiscal yer
17

59,295
3,974
1,600
64,869

65,668
1, 72
2,075

68 496
2,479
3,600

69,515

74, 575

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY
[Dollar amounts Inthousands
Fiscal year-

DESCRIPTION
Direct obligations .................................................
...........................................
obligations
Reimbursable
Gross obligations............................................
DIRECT PROGRAM, CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES
Average number of all employees (man.years) ........................
Number of permanent employees at end of year......................
Obligations:
Civilian salaries and benefits ...............................
............................
Other operating expenses
Total direct ................................................
REIMBURSABLE PROGRAM

1968

1969

1970

.$59,295
2,160

$65,668
160

$68,496
163

61,455

65,828

68,659

3,445
3,653

3,578
3.526

3,530
3,519

$33,728
25,567
59,295

$37 981
27,687
65,668

$38,597
29,899
68,496

7
7

7
7

7
7

.

Average number of all employees (man.years) .......................
Number of permanent employees at end of year ......................
Obllations:
Civilian salaries and benefits ..................................
Other operating expenses. .....................................

.$112
2,048

$120
40

$123
40

Total reimbursable ..........................................

2,160

160

163

PunPosE ANI) SCOPE

The Defense Inteiligence Agency (DIA) was established on October 1, 1001
in accordance with Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5105.21. phis
Agency reports to the Secretary of Defense through the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

The responsibilities and authorities of DIA are enumerated In DOD Directives

5105.21, 5106.25, 5105.27 5105.28, 0-5105.32, and S-5200.17.
are as follows:
to the Agency
assigned
Responsibilities
.The organization,
direction,
management, and control

of all D6partnfent

of Defense intelligence resources assigned to or included within the DIA.
Review and coordination of those Department of Defense Intelligence ftIWwtions retained by or assigned to the Intlitary departments. Overall guidance
for the conduct and management of such functions is developed by the Dirvec-
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tor, DIA, for review, approval, and promulgation by the Secretary of
Defense.
Supervision of the execution of all approved plans, programs, policies, and
procedures for intelligence functions not assigned to DIA.
Obtaining tie maxilmlm economy and efficiency In tile allocation and mallagemont of Dopartmemt of Defense intelligence resources. This includes analysis
of those DOD intelligence activities and facliLtles which can be fully integrated
or collocated 'and non-DOD intelligence organizations.
lIespondlng directly to priority requests levied upon the DIA by the U.S. Intelligenc. Boalrd.
S4ttisfying )tile intelligence requirements of the major components of the DOD.
The operation and control of the Defense Intelligence School.
The management control over DOD mntping, charting, and geodesy activities
to thiclude suptr 'sIon of the execution of all approved M.C. & G. plans, programs,
1( procedures.
and polici and
Tihe develolinellt, assembly, integration, and validation of all DOD scientific
and t(hlnical intelligence colleotlon, and production requirements; and the review
and supervision of all DOD scientific and technIcal intelligence programs, projects,
and activities. Provide intelligence estimates employing scientific and technical
intelligence findings to all DOD components, to other members of the national
intelligence community, and to international organizations.
11eresenting DOI) in preparation of U.S. position papers in technical intelligence matters concerning international ol01icy or activities.
The direction and administration of the Defense attach system (DAS).
Exercising general surveillance and management direction of the commiuications intelligence (Comint) security program established by all DOD components,
except tile National Security Agency, for the security, use and dissemination of
Comint.
OROANIZATION
The Direetor,DIA, and headquartersstaff
The Director, DIA, is the principal adviser to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for
substantive intelligence matters, and the piincitPil staff assistant to the Secretary
of Defense for both substaitive intelligence and managerial matters within areas
of responslbllty assigned by the Secretary of Defense. The headquarters staff
assists tle Director, DIA, in the exercise of his planning, programing, management, and supervisory responsibilities for the overall DOD general intelligence
effort and provides administrative supervision and. direction for DIA activities.
Tile Directorate for Intelligence Production carries out the principal substantive intelligence functions and responsibilities of the DIA, and directly
controls and coordinates the intelligence production, intelligence estimates, photographic intelligence, and current intelligence and indications functions of the
DIA.
The Directorate for Collection carries out those functions and responsibilities
assigned to tile Director, DIA, for tie processing of intelligence collection reqifirements, the management of DOD intelligence Collection activitles including tie Defense Attoeh6 System, and tile conduct of an intelligence dissemination program.
Tihe Directorate for Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy discharges the responsibility of tile Director, DIA, for management of all departments of Defense,
mapping, charting, and geodesy activities, including hydrography and relating
oceanography target materials and related surveys and geophysical activities.
The Automatic Data Processing System centers carries out the responsibilities of the Director, DIA, in developing policy and guidance for all DOD
Automatic Data Processing (ADP) intelligence systems, plans and programs,
*and prepares DOD-wide ADP plans for intelligence data processing, including
the development of plans for assignment of tasks to various DOD components in
support of such plans. Assemblies, validates and establishes priorities for all
I)OD automated intelligence systems and supporting equipment requirements.
Operates the DIA ADP facilities in support of the DIA mission.
The Directorate for Scientific and Technical Intelligence develops, maintains, and manages the DOD foreign scientific and technological Intelligence

I "1....

production program on an all-source worldwide basis in order to insure the
continuous availability of timely, complete, accurate, and responsive finished
scientific and technical intelligence for use within OSD and Joint Staffs, and by
the Military Departments, the Unified and Specified Commands and executive
agencies.
The Defense Intelligence School conducts courses of instruction related to
DOD Intelligence functions designed to (1) enhance the preparation of selected
mi litary officers and key DOD civilian personnel for important command, staff,
and policymaking positions in the national and international security structure:
(2) prepar- DOD military and civilian personnel for duty In the military attachI6
system; (8)enhance the broad career development of DOD military and civilian
personnel assigned to Intelligence functions; and (4) prepare selected military
and civilian personnel for the application of information science te Intelligence
problems of the intelligence community.
The Specrl'u"ecurity Ofilae.aperates and maintains a facility for the security
and dissemination of sensitive Intelligence requiring the protection of the S0
system, including the operation of an exclusive communication system II support
of
the Office
of the
Secretary
"e,ithe Orgtnization
of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff,
and the
Dotfen
eiI~of Defe'
ce Jnc:,.
...
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responsibilities of

ementf administration and support

of reconnaitssance plans, r-atims, o bJeL ives, materials and security.

The Counterintelligence ai Security Office discharges the responsibilities
of the Director, DIA, to provide counterintelligence Information and support to
the 30, and counterintelligence policy, planning and programing guidance, review and integration to the Unified and Specified Conmmands and Military Departments; administer programs of personnel security, physical and document
security, and security education; and monitor release, and disclosure of intelli.
gence Information.
The defense attaoWt offices
The defense attaches are representatives of the DOD in foreign capitals as
members of the Ambassador's military staff.
SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN TIE BUDGET PROGRAM

The budget program for fiscal year 1970 envisions no major change in the
overall scope of operations from that approved In fiscal year 1969. Efforts will
continue to direct available resources to the most critical areas. The long-range
threat projection function undertaken during fiscal year 1969 as directed by
the Secretary of Defense will expand in fiscal year 1970 according to phased
implementation plans. The resources In support of this function were previously
Included in the budget estimate of the military departments and are included
In the DIA budget for the first time in fiscal year 1970, The funds requested in
the amount of $68,490,000 in fiscal year 1970 will support operations at programed levels, providing for the full year costs of projects undertaken IiI the
current fiscal year for which only partial year funding was required; higher
salary expenses resulting from the Postal Revenue and Federal Salary Act of
1967, and Implementation of -the long-range threat projection function. The requested Increase of $2,828,000 over fiscal year 1969 finiding levels will provide
for:
Thouesand8
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Salaries and support of 41 additional' personnel (16 military and 25
civilian) associated with the long-range threat projection project
directed by the Secretary of Defense ----------------------$97
Higher average civilian salaries and fuil-year costs of salary increases
effected during fiscal year 169--. -----------------------361
Upgrading of communication facilities and increased communication
services
----------------------------------- ----------- 542
Increase in reimbursement to Department of State for administrative
support furnished 'to defense attach offices ----------------325
Full-year cost of ongoing projects which were undertaken during fiscal
year 1969 and other miscellaneous adjustments ---------------608

Total

-----------------------------------------

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

2,828

JUSTIFICATION OF ESTIMATES

To accomplish the mission and functions assigned to DIA, it is estimated that
$68,490,000 will be required for the period July 1, 1969, to June 30, 1970 for
civilian pay and operating expenses of the Agency exclusive of military pay
costs. The total fiscal year 1970 dollar requirements represents a net increase of
$2,828,000 over the $05,668,000 available in fiscal year 1909.
Civiliancompensation,and personnel benefits
The largest single item of expense included in the DIA estimate is for the
salaries and benefits accruing to civilian personnel which approximates 56 percent
of the fiscal year 1970 annual estimate. Direct hire, full-time civilian employment is estimated to increase from the projected fiscal year 1969 end-strength of
3,533 to an end-year strength of 8,526 by June 80, 1970. Based on current employment experience, fiscal year 19069 average civilian employment is projected at
8,585 man-years. Average employment is anticipated to decrease by 48 to 3,537
man-years in fiscal year 1970. This reduction iiitverage employment recognizes
the full year, fiscal year 1970 effect of personnel hiring limitations imposed during fiscal year 1969. The amount of $38,597,000 required for salaries and other
benefits considers the grade and salaries of incumbent personnel; a normal lapse
estimate based on personnel employment experience; and the salary scale effective July 1, 1968. A personnel summary is set forth below:

1968

Fiscal year1969

Total number of permanent positions ................................
3,660
fuil-time equivalent of other positions ...............................
19
Average number of all employees ..................................
3,452
Employees in permanent positions, end of year ......................
3,660
Average CS grade .................................................
8.7
Average OS salary ................................................
$9,587
Average salary of ungraded positions. ......... - .........
$3,426
Compensation and benefits (Inthousands of dollars)---------------$33,728

3,533
20
3,585
3,533
9.0
$10,479
$3,773
$37,981

1970
3,526
20
3,537
3,526
9.2
$10,614
$3,903
$38,597

Other operatingeopenases
General operating expenses to support tasks to be accomplished in fiscal year
1970 are estimated at $29,899,000. This compares' with $27,687,000 in fiscal year
1969, an increase of $2,212,000. The distribution of these costs by object of expense,
with a comparison with fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 support levels, is as
follows:
[In thousands of dollars]

1968

Fiscal year1969

1970

1,387
359
5,1018
1,399
14,453
2,627
324

1,351
418
7,195
1,550
14,423
2,543
207

1.299
522
8,039
1,573
15,538
2,700
228

Total, other operating expense ...............................
Civilian salaries and benefits ......................................

25, 567
33,728

27,687
37,981

29,899
38,597

Total direct obligations......................................
Reimbursable obligations ...........................................

59, 295
2,160

65,668
160

68,496
163

61,455

65,828

68,659

Travel and transportation of persons ...............................
transportation of things..-..-.......................
ent, communications, nd utilitiesand
............
Printing aqd reproduction ..........................................
Other services ....................................................
Sup plies and materials .............................................
Equipment .......................................................

Total obligations ............................................

.

PItOCURE3MENT

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) was established on October 1, 1961,
In accordance with Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5105.21. The Agency
reports to the Secretary of Defense through the Joint Chiefs of Staff, The
responsibilities and authorities of DIA are enumerated in DOD Directives 5105.21, 5105.25, 5105.27, 5105.28, C-5105.82, and S-5200.17.
The equipment program for which fiscal year 1970 funds are requested is required to enable DIA to support requirements in the following functional areas:
a. Intelligence data handling system (IDHS)
(1) Operates an automatic data processing systems center and provide automated Intelligence support to the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JOS), military departments, unified and specified commands, and DIA components and activities.
(2) Develop and operate the DOD Intelligence documents storage and retrieval system.
(3) Conduct feasibility testing of Improved intelligence data handling capabilities for the DOD-IDHS.
b. Speokal 8ecwritt communications
Operate the Pentagon relay center of the defense special intelligence communication system and seven subscriber terminal facilities supporting the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, certain facilities of the military departments, components of the national military command system, the U.S. delegation
to the United Nations Military Staff Committee, and the DIA; to provide cryptographic support to DIA projects; and to provide ciphony equipment for DIA
subscribers to the automatic secure voice network.
o. Photographio laboratory and interpretation
Maintain and operate the necessary facility for providing a central DOD
depository and office of record for all DOD aerial and ground intelligence photographic holdings and -to provide services necessary for military photographic
processing, printing, and interpretation analysis required by the Secretary of
Defense, Joint Chiefs of Staff, unified and specified commands, military departments, defense agencies, and authorized non-DOD activities.
d. Veoil8s
Provide and replace passenger carrying and special purpose vehicles required
in the operation of the defense attach system.

e. Other
Replace and provide miscellaneous special purpose equipment required for
normal operations of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY BY PROJECT

tIn thousands of dollars)
1968
Procurement program:
1.Electronics and communications equipment:
a Intelligence data handling system -------------------(b)Secure communications system --------------------2. Photographic laboratory and Interpretation equipment ----------3.Vehicles ---------------------------------------------------4.Othet equipment -----------------------------------------Total procurement program ................................

580

1,470
1,668
160
96
3,974

Fiscal year1969

431
498
636
133
74
1,772

1970.

489
1,131
572
203
84
2,479

EXPLANATION OF EsTIMATES BY EQUIPMENT PROJECT

1. ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS
a. Intelligence data handling:
$580, 000
------------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
41,000
------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
489,000
------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970
Data
Automatic
DIA
To provide automatic data processing equipment for the
Processing Systems Center. The funds requested will provide for purchase of an
IBM 360/30 computer acquired on a rental basis during fiscal year 1969 under a
lease-purchase arrangement which has proven satisfactory for its intended application. A lease versus purchase economic analysis indicates that financial benefits will accrue to the Government through purchase of the equipment. The computer with component configuration is estimated to cost $489,000.
b. Secure communications:
$1,470, 000
----------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
498,000
------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
1,131,000
-----------------------------------Fiscal year 1970
To provide secure data communication support for the DIA on-line, time sharing computer systems; to provide ciphony equipment for DIA subscribers to the
automatic secure voice network (AUTOSEVOCOM); and to provide for limited
upgrade of the Defense Intelligence Relay Center and DIA terminals of the special intelligence communications (SPINTCOMM) network. Specific undertakings for which funds are requested follow:
(1) Remote terminal devices, high-speed printers and secure communications
equipment for the DIA on-line, time-sharing computer system are required to
provide the intelligence analyst personnel with capability to query the DIA automated intelligence data base in order to correlate information in support of specific intelligence production projects and to respond to critical situations; and to
support data processing applications relating to laboratory experimentation and
development of new systems and techniques. The system will also permit on-line
access to certain specifically designated computer files of other activities of the
intelligence community in the Washington area. The fiscal year 1970 estimate for
data communications equipment is $777,000.
(2) Extension instruments to be used in conjunction with ciphony equipment
presently on hand or on order are required to provide needed access to the automatic secure voice network (AUTOSEVOCOM). The fiscal year 1970 estimates
include $17,000 for the purchase of 100 extension instruments and initial spares.
(3) Replacement and modification of component equipment used in the Defense
Intelligence Relay Center (DIRC) and in DIA terminal facilities of the special
intelligence communications network (SPINTCOMM) are required to satisfactorily maintain current and anticipated message traffic flow requirements. Due
to delay in -the activation of the programed foll'-on phase of the defense special
secure communications system, a limited upgrade to existing SPINTCOMM capabilities is required to provide, insofar as is possible, responsive managehnt and
analysis capability on a real-time or near-real-time basis. The fiscal year 1970
estimate includes $337,000 for the replacement of teletypwriters, reperforators,
transmitter-distributors, and other wornout equipment; to modify other components; and to provide high-speed relay capabilities to high volume subscribers.
c. Photographic laboratory and interpretation:
$1,608,000
----------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
6000
-------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
572,000
------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970
To provide additional and replacement equipment to enable DIA to iiaIintaiiJts
photo laboratory and interpretation capabilities to meet the highest priority
operational requirements of the 3CS, military departments, Unified and Specified
Commands, the DIA, and other authorized reqtestors. Newly developed photographic equipment and collection systems have rendered obsolete many items
-of equipment thereby necessitating replacement with equipment which is responsive to, and compatible with, new techniques.

d. Vehicles:
------------------------------------$160, 000
Fiscal year 1968
133, 000
Fiscal year 1969
-------------------------------------203, 000
-------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970
To provide for replacement of 122 passenger carrying and special purpose
vehicles required at defense attach offices. Vehicle replacements are made iII
accordance with prescribed replacement criteria.
e. Other:
-------------------------------------$96, 000
Fiscal year 1968
74,000
--------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
84,000
--------------------------------------,Fiscal year 1970
To provide for new and replacement special purpose equipment necessary in
the daily performance of the Agency's functions; such as reproduction, graphics,
and Intelligence data retrieval and display equipment.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION
PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) was established on October 1, 1961,
in accordance with Department of Defense (DOD) Directive 5105.21. The Agency
reports to the Secretary through the Joint Chiefs of -Staff. The responsibilities
and authorities of DIA are enumerated in DOD Directives 51.05.21, 5103.25,
5105.27, and 5105.28.
The Secretary of Defense approved the detailed plan for the DIA Automatic
Data Processing System (ADPS) Center on February 9, 1963. In the performance of this function, the DIA shall assemble, validate, and establish priorities
for all DOD-wide automatic data processing (ADP) plans for intelligence data
processing; assign task to various DOD components in support of such plans;
develop policy and program guidance for all DOD ADP intelligence plans; specify
standards for intelligence data representations, formats, and systems; develop
and operate an ADP system for DIA and provide for the integration of all DOD
ADP intelligence systems, insuring that they complement, where appropriate,
those of non-DOD intelligence activities.
JUSTIFICATION OF ESTIMATES

To accomplish the mission and functions assigned to DIA, it is estimated that
$3,600,000 will be required for the period July 1, 1979, to June 30, 1970, for ADP
systems analyses and techniques development in support of the DOD intelligence data handling system. The funds will be used to obtain specialized contractor assistance which will supplement the Agency's in-house capability in
enhancing intelligence processing through information sciences technology and
by directing new knowledge and techniques to critical intelligence functional
areas.
SUMMARY OF OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY
In thousands of dollars]
Fiscal year1968

1969

1970

Intelligence data handling system ...................................

1,600

2,075

3,600

1. Advance techniques development .............................
2. Information processing ......................................
3. Test and evaluation .........................................

983
352
265

1,485
590
0

2, 020
1,180
400

Eirplanation of C8tnates by

su bproJect

1. Advanced Techniques Development (Approximately 50 manyears of contractor effort in fiscal year 1970) :
Fiscal year 1968
------------------------------------$983, 000
Fiscal year 1969
-----------------------------------1 485, 000
2020,000
-----------------------------------Fiscal year 1970
TIle fiscal year 1970 efforts ificluded in this subproJect will be pursued to
assist in the development of advanced technities as follows: (1) to adapt,
modify, and expand selected ADP/dAta communications development to Intelligence processing; to integrate systems; and to concentrate on applying advanced
techniques to problems which are peculiar to the intelligence function (eg., multilevel security) ; (2) to develop and implement plans, techniques, and procedures
to provide secure store and forward on-line computer data commulications systemis for intelligence activities and to provide systems analysis and programilug
support for the design and implementation of a supervisor program to control
multiple conipfiters installed at the DIA computer center; (3) to provide system
support. in accordance with the provisions of the National EBINT Plan, to
applicable DIA activities for the validation, evaluatoin, and dissemination of
electronic intelligence; (4) to provide technical assistance in the design and
conduct of a pilot series of experiments aimed at testing the application of improved methods and techifilles to a critical intelligence analytical function;
(5) to develop techniques and procedures to be used in the processing of intellgence information In the newly formed DIA Intelligence BExamination Research
Facility wherein Intelligence processing is carried on in a simulated environment by highly trained information science and intelligence personnel; and (6)
application of concepts and techniques of cost-effectiveness and system analysis
to the many and varied areas of DOD intelligence activities to foster the highest level possible of DOD intelligence readiness and the wisest application of
resources.
2. Information processing (approximately 30 man-years of contractor
effort in fiscal
years------------------------------------1970) :
Fiscal
$352,000
Fiscal year
year 1968
1969
-------------------------------------590, 000
Fiscal year 1970
-----------------------------------1, 180, 000
The fiscal year 1970 efforts categorized under this subproject will be undertaken to (1) develop an advanced data management system that will replace
the Formated File System (FFS) used throughout the DOD IDHS; to (2) determine the nature of the DIA IDHS in the 1970's through analysis ond systems
studies of the receipt, distribution, holding, filing, dissemination, and other activities associated with message, report, document, and other data handling activities; and (3) to continue efforts to determine the areas of intelligence processing
where optical clhracter readers can make a significant contribution to information processing.
3. Test and evaluation (approximately 10 man-years of contractor
effort in fiscal year 1970) :
Fiscal year 1968
---------------------------------$265, 000
Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year 1970
---------------------------------400,000
The fiscal year 1970 effort included in this subproject is intended to provide
D.D.R. & E,/DIA with specilized analysis and consultant services in support of
net technical assessments and in support of effectiveness studies of foreign strategic weapon and warfare systems.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. STiFs. General Carroll, we are pleased to welcome you again
before tie committee in support of your agency s request for fiscal year
1910. We also welcome yotir associates who are here as supporting witnesses with respect. to this program.

Would you please proceed with your statement.
General CARROLL. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, once again, I appre-

ciate the opportunity to appear beforethis committee to discuss budget
estimates for the Defense Intelligence Agency for fiscal year 1970
and to answer any. questions the coinmittee may have concerning the
mission, organization, or operation of the Agency. In my prepared
statement I will attempt to respond to the committee report which
accompaied the Department of Defense appropriation bill for 1969
which recommended that we take action to improve the management
and operation of military intelligence activities. We appreciate the
interest the committee has taken in our activities and your suggestions for imp rovement. I will review some of the actions we have
taken and will be taking in the near future to improve the conduct
of military intelligence operations in the Department of Defense.
The objectives of this committee and my objectives as Director of
the Defense Intelligence Agency are identical-to provide necessary
military intelligence to our decisionmakers in the most timely, efficient, and economical manner possible. I appreciate the fact that the
committee has supported the Agency in its budget request while at
the same time offering constructive criticism.
To the average person who receives his impressions from radio,
television, newspaper headlines, and spy novels, the intelligence business is a bizarre and exciting adventure. We run into this when we
attempt to recruit college graduates and we have to be careful to clarify
this misimpression, otherwise they become disillusioned and leave us
when they find out that the intelligence business is really the accumulation, sifting, sorting, and analyzing of literally millions of bits of
informiation In an attempt to determine the facts insofar as we can
concerning the military capability and intentions of the nations of
the world to the extent required by our national interests.
In his letter of December 27, 1968, the Deputy Secretary of Defense
-outlined some of the ways in which we are seeking to improve the
quality and timeliness of our intelligence product. We in DIA are
attempting to develop a system to improve the priorities related to our
production planning.
Your committee report stated that too much time personnel, and
money are spent in accumulating a wide variety of information of no
immediate and of doubtful future value. Information needs of the
Department of Defense are varied and far-ranging. Urgent reports on
the Middle East crises, a fighting war in Vietnam, a tense international situation in Korea-must be balanced against the less urgent
but highly important requirements. Let me say that we expend a
great deal of effort trying to collect only that information that is
clearly needed and -to insure that the collected data is usable, pertinent, and available in a timely manniter. I caused a study to be made
of the effectiveness of these efforts in response to the committee
remarks.

11
INXTELLIGENCE INFORMATION REPOrS AND THMIR PROCESSING

It is true, of course, that any infofinitfi6n system as complex as
the one DIA must naitiain is in conlstant danger of getting clogged

with apparently useless or maroinally useful mathterial. Safeguards are
necessary. In DIA these take two major forms:

The first is a set of precautions to insure we collect in the field only
that information that is clearly needed, to insure we collect it only
once, and that it isn't already available in usable form in the United
States.
The second is a series of processes to insure that the collected data
is usable, pertinent, and timely. In these processes we provide for a
continuing evaluation of the reports from all collectors.
The checkpoints in the first arena can be described briefly. All DOD
intelligence collection requirements are processed and registered by
DIA. All intelligence collection requirements are funneled through a
central office for validation to reduce duplication and to insure tliat
thorough research has established that the information is not already
available.
Stringent validation criteria reduce the ntiuiber of requirements for
low priority and encyclopedic information of marginal use. The nonvalidation of unnecessary, unrealistic , or low priority requirements
causes the originators of specific requirements to limit their requests
to essential needs.
In 1966 the nonvalidation of specific requirements was 10 percent.
In 1968 the non alidation of specific requirements was 27 percent due
to more stringent validation criteria. This has also reduced the number of specific requirements received by the collection managers in
DIA. In 1966 over
specific requirements were processed in DIA.
In 1968 abotit
- specific requirements were received-a reduction
of almost 50 percent. This is attribfited in large part to the conthiffI ig
indoctriiation of origilators of specific requirements.
During the committee's deliberations, concern was expressed over
u backlog of some 517 linear feet of information reports. This, like the
other backlogs that occasionally occur, was a transient situation and no
longer exists. When such backlogs do occur, the IR's that make up the
backlogs have already been given an iiial review by DIA analysts
who are on the lookout for information of a tiie sensitive nature. The
IR's that do not contain information of immediate value then may
accumulate until the analyst can analyze them in detail. Elmitition
of the occasional backlog comes about through the indepth processing
of the IR's by the desk analyst as lie evaltuates them and integrates
the resultant intelligence into the data base.
IR's are not time sensitive. Information of time perishing significance or of unusual inip rt'aice Is flashed by electrical means in inessage form from all ports of the world to the DIA current operations
center.
I hope it is clear that a relationship "to a current situation caninoit
be the sole criterion of the relevancy and value of information to be
collected. Much of the information which iftst be collected and placed
in the DOD intelligence data base may be unrelated toa current crtiis
or high interest situation. It is collected because of its potential rele-

vancy to the needs of a military plaither or coMifitnider at a future
tin whn the exigencies of the situation or other factors may prevent
its tiely collection. Obviously, such information does not require
rapid triansmission, rapid dissemination, or even rapid processing by
the analyst once it is received, nor is it sound to cominIt the large
additional amouifits of expensive resources which would be required
to achieve maximum rapidity in any or all of these phases of mnforiMa-

tion hmdling.

I waut to enphasize that neither the fact that information is not

needed immediately nor the fact that it is tolerable for some time to
,elapse before it enters the datar base permit the judgment tht it
should not have been collected in the irst place.
Since IR's do not contain time sensitive information, they are normally disseminated routinely through the DIA dissemination center to
analysts. On the a,'erago it requires 8 working days from the time an IR
comes into the dissemination center until itis received by the analyst.
if, by chance, a time sensitive IR should be urgently needed duinirtg
this dissemination, it is given priority handlih-g. This can be accomplished within a matter of minutes or hours depending upon the
makeup of the IlI. Also, it should be emphasized, an initial distribution
is made to selected principal users by the collector at the time the IR is
forwarded to the DIA disemination center. "
In view of the critical attention that was focused on this area by
your committee, and in order to insure tlhat our muidance and instruietion for collection and reporting were being followed, I set up a
comprehensive and objective test to determine two basic facts:
First, the number of incoming IR'.c that contained tiame sensitive
information, and second to determine the number of incoming iR's
that contained information of no value in relation to the legitimate
needs of the analysts to whom they were disseminated for exploitation.
This test was conducted over a 3-month period between mid-October
1968 and mild-Jantry 1909 by a special panel of six experienced
analysts who screened all R's coming into DIA.
These analysts were senior-levol analysts, civilian and military,
and they were supervised by my Chief of Staff, a major general. To
provide a broad perspective, the panel members were rotated as a
roup approximately every 3 weeos. The relief for the senior mmDers of the panel overlapped with the shifts of oncoming panel groups
to provide continuity from one group to another. ''he panel members
were drawn from five general subject fields of intelligence.
The partml operated in this manner. Every IR received by the DIA
dissemination center was reviewed in detail by each men'ber of the
panel. When an IR was judged by the panel to be of questionable
value for dissemination, the receiving analysts wore asked by questionnaire whether or not the IR was of-value, and to indicate in specific
terms, what was of value. When an IR was judged to be of a tme
sensitive nature, the receiving analysts were asked by the panel to
state whether or not the information had already been received by
electrical message.
Regarding the number of IR's containing time-sensitive information, tho Panel found that in the more than
IR's that were

screened, only one was judged to be of a time sensitive nature. The
Patiel's followup revealed thatt the information had beeti previously
reported by electrical message.
With respect to worth of the information being reported, of the
IR's processed by the Panel, less than one-half of 1 percent
were determined by the analysts to be of insufficient value to warrant

dissemination or retention.

The results of this objective and comprehensive test demonstrate that
the DIA IR system, in all of its aspects-requesting, validating, collecting, and dissemmnatilig-intelligence information, actually works
and is working with'increasing efficiency.
The responsibilities of the Department of Defense require that DIA
establish and Maintain an information system of great volume and
great complexity. The concerns of the committee are reflected in the
concerns of DIA-that this information system not get too ponderous,
too unresponsive, or overloaded with information of no use to anybody. We believe we have moved strongly to control collection,
processing, analysis, and production. We know this eycle of intelligence activity is a contintiilhig problem of major proportions, not only
for DIA but the entire intelligence community. We know that the increasing volume and complexity of information handling requires
constant attention and iifovative improvements, and all of our efforts
are dominated and guided by a high priority recognition of this
requirement.
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The question of duplicntion iniiintelligence production among DIA,
the Unified and Specified Commands, aid the Military Departments is
under constant review.
Perhaps what has given rise to the impression of large-scale duplication in )OD iitelf igeneo production, is the practice of the unifled
and specified commands wherein DIA intelligence publications are
' eln'matted and additional detail is included to meet special coinmand needs. The principal difference between DIA intelligence pubheations and those produced by the commands is that ours are intended
for a wide variety of users, while the commands' are mission oriented.
Mission oriented intelligence often is required in greater detail than
that provided by DIA, requires formatting in a manner best suited
for immediate use, and must reflect the essential updating necessary to
maintain a readiness posture. This more precisely tailored intelligence
must be developed by the tactical comfnfider's intelligence staff, up-

dated, and be formatted and packaged'in multiple copies for immediate

use in the field.
Let me outline the management system which has been developed by
DIA to make sure that intelligence production and automation
throughout the military isystem is mutually supporting and not dupli.
native. This system is fully supported by the commands and departments and undergoos constant review and refinemfiont. It was never the
intent of the Secretary of Defense or the Joint Ohiefs of Staff to have
DIA prodtice all intelligence required by the unified and specified
commands and the departments. DIA, therefore, never developed

the capability nor was given the resources to do so. Instead we adopted
a concept or mutually supporting DIA, command, and military department intelligence production wherein all commands are expected
to draw upon the system for direct support, to the greatest extent
possible.

The mutually agreed DIA, command, and departmental effort is
directed toward the timely, efficient, and economical production of
standardized intelligence products. We have pursued this coordinated
production concept through continuing liaison, staff visits, ad hoe
meetings, regional conferences, and worldwide intelligence production/automation conferences, held annually. The results of these efforts
are reflected in an agreed worldwide intelligence production program.
This coordinated production program addresses the entire DOD intelligence production effort and is regulated by guidance manuals,
plans, and schedules.
Prior to DIA, for example, the military departments produced a
wide variety of orders of battle (OB). There was some automation
planning and development, but no OB was completely automated.
The OB's varied widely in coverage, format, and schedulhig. Forces
and weapons systems that constituted a major potential threat to the
United States were often analyzed by all the departments on a duplicative basis.
Prior to DIA, field commanders produced basic OB data often duplicating Washington area OB analysis. A given order of battle might
have been produced by several military organizations, with overlapping/conflicting content and differing ormats. No mechanism existed
to insure resolution of differences. Some OB coordination did occar

and some use was made of Washington area analysis by the commands. But lack of standardization in format and procedure made it
extremely difficult.
DIA has substantially improved the quality, quantity, and objectivity of OB data available to decisionmakers at all echelons. However, field commanders still must be able effectively to follow and
identify moving enemy forces during actual conflict. This is possible
only if a field commander has an integral intelligence capability which
has been constantly exercised.
As piat of our.contin'utfig effort to improve utilization of DOD
coordination
full and
resources,
intelligence
worldwide
commands, we have
U.S.complete
the eight
andafter
departments
with all military
developed a plan which eliminates unnecessary duplication, minimizes
necessary redundancy, ,and promotes mutual interdependency and
cross-servicing among all elements of DOD intelligence organizations.

As illustrative of the fact that this DIA management system which
have described actually works to promote efficiency and in a manner
mutually agreeable to DIA and the commands concerned, I am
furnishing to the committee a message to DIA from the Commander
in Chief Pacific, captioned "Review of Scheduled Intelligence Production," dated Febriary 4, 1969. This message states in part:
1. In accordance with the management principles stated, this
headquarters has reviewed scheduled intelligence production within the Pacific Command.
2.Based upon the recommendations of components and discussions during the PACOM Intligence Production Review Board
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meetiig of December 10, 1968, the following intelligence products
have been determined to be unnecessary or duplicative.
The message then identifies for elimination certain products. The
prodtbtion man-hours associated with each product are set forth. The
total man-hours saved amount to 44,820. This Is but one tangible example of the beneficial results being achieved through collaborative
DIA-Unified and Specified Command management efforts.
AuTOmATE

snPPeiT FOn XNTELLICINCE ANALYSTS

We feel that a particularly promising activity in production operations is that of automated support for analysts in access to information
data bases. DIA is engaged.in two major improvement projects in this
area. One of these is project ANSRS (Analysis Support aid Research System) which permits analysts to query a DIA time-sharing
computer from remote consoles in their own offices. The system is currently in limited operational use although the current test and evaluation period will extend to June 36, 1969.
Probably the greatest obstacle to improvement of production operations in the DIU1 is the continued dispersion of our production, production support, and collection elements in several scattered and operationally inefcient facilities. Included in our budget request this year,
which will be heard by Representative Sikes' Subcommittee, is the
funding for a new building which will provide for the first time an
adequate operating facility.
Now let me proceed to outline our budget estimates for fiscal year
1970, the details of which have been furnished to your staff.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

The operation and maintenance expenses to conduct the Agency's
mission during the fiscal year 1970 are. estimated to be $68,496,000,
exclusive of expenses associated with minor reimbursable projects
which we will undertake in behalf of other government agencies. This
is an increase of $2,828,000 over currently available fiscal year 1969
funds which is due principally to higher average civilian salaries and
full year costs of salary increases Olected during fiscal year 1969 as
a result of the Federal Salary Act of 1967; upgrading of communication facilities and Increased communication services; increased costs
to DIA for support furnished by the Department of State to our
attach activities; and other miscellaneous adjustments.
Our fiscal year 1970 budget projects a decrease in civilian personnel
strengths and man-years when compared with comparable fiscal year
1969 estimates as follows:
Fiscal year

Estimated end strength..........................................................
Estimated man-years ............................................................

1969

1970

3,553
3,585

3,546
3,537

During 196 the Joint Chiefs of Staff assigned to the DIA a. new
function . This project which has been explained in detail in classified
35-202 -069-pt. 0-2

'papers furnished to the committee is in accordance with pluised inplementation plans which were recommended by the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and approved by the Secretary of Defense. The resources in support of
this function were previously included in the budget estimates of the
Military Departments and are included in the 151A budget for the
first time in 1070.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION

The research, development, test and evaluation program for the
Defense Intelligence Agency for fiscal year 1970 is estimated at $3,600,000. Thisofcompares
$2,075,000 a-vailable in fiscal year 1969, an
"increase
$1,525,000with
over current funding levels, We intend to con•tinue our efforts to improve intelligence d t handling ca abilities by
introduction of new techniques and procedures, to further expand
the application of mechanized processes to intelligence production,
and to utilize newly developed equipment, or any combintition thereof.
Funds approved for the DIA R.D.T. & E. program in fiscal year
1970 will be used to obtain specialized contractor assistance in futelir
.enhancing the intelligence processing capabilities through informa tion sciences technology and the direction of new lnowledge and techniques to critical intelligence functional areas. We will continue development of a system to apply more effectively concepts and techniques
,of cost effectiveness and system analysis to the many and varied areas
of DOD intelligence activities to foster the highest level possible of
DOD intelligence readiness and the Wisest application of resources.
Further development will be undertaken on projects to determine the
nature of intelligence data handling systems in the 1970's in order to
provide for a planned progression from today's capability and methodology to tomorrow's requirements and foreseeable techiical develop-

ments.

PROCUREMENT

The procurement appropriation request contains specific new and
replacement equipment iteis and modifications to existing equipment
estimated to cost $2,479,000--an increase of $707,000 over the amount
available during the current fiscal year. Of the amount requested for
fiscal year 1970, $489,000 is for pul'rhase of a comIpiter acquired on a
lease-purchase arrangement in fiscal year 1960 which has proven sat isfactory for its intended application and where an economic analysis of
rental versus purchase cost has reflected that financial benefits will
accrue through purchase of the equipment. It is estimated thaft $1,131,000 will be required for secure data coniiuinication equipment, secure

voice comnimification equipment for DIA. subscribers to the automatic

secure voice network, and for limited upgrade of certain Defense

Intelligence Relay Center and DIA terminal equipment, Additional
and replacement. photographic laboratory and'interpretation equipment progyramed for l)rocuremeftin fiscal 1970 is estimated to cost
$572,000. The amount of $203 000 isrequested to provide.for replacement of 12'2 vehicles in the Defense Attach6 System which meet the
established criteria for replacement. The balance of the request ($84,.

000) is for the acquisition of miscellaneous additional and roplacemeit.
equipment necessary in the daily performance of the Agency's functions. More specific details on. our procurement program and requireinents have been furnished to the committee.
This concludes my prepared statement.
Mr. SiKES. General Carroll, this has been very interesting, a very
.colprehensive statement. I cotisidler it, one of the best, you have given
to this comlMittee.
General CARROLL. Thank you, sir.

-NIP. SioEs. I wanl; to compliimlent you on the thorough detail which
you went; into conceding .questions which previously had been raised
)y this comm
iittee and upon the obvious
effort on
the part,of DTA to
heretofore.
committee
meet any criticism advanced by this
(General CAROIoT,. Thank you, sir.
EIEC'T O REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. Six:cs. Now I wotild like to turn to your overall budget estimate

for fiscal 1969 and 1970 briefly. The original DIA budget request. for
'fiscal 1969 was $71,883,000. In the supplemental now pending there is
:tt request for $1,629,000. These two amiouiduts would have made available
to your agency without reduction a total of $78,012,000 for fiscal year
19619.
You now show an estimated funding level in fiscal 1969 of $69,-

:515,000 or a reduction of $3,497 000 below the amount that could have
been available. This miii ith lfunding reduction would seem to imdicate that the coimiittee report of last year and the Revenle antid Exj)endituve Control Act of 1968 did not have an apprecitflle effect upon
*your operations.
Will you exl)lahl that situation to the comiiiittee? In other words,
we would have assumed that the DIA funding level for 1969 would
have been redttced Wider the Reveie and Expenditure Control Act
substantially more, approximating the 1968 level. Will you explain
that?
MNr. Errliorr. Mr. Chairman, the additional supplemental anottut
was submitted and, as you mentioned, $1,629,000 was the net additional
mountt required for the civili Pay Act after absorbing $411,000 of
the total within available funds. This reqUest has not been acted upon
by the Congress, as far as I am aware. We have recently made known to
the Office of Secretary of Defense that. we had In or, program
$1,200,000 Wlikh, due to the cutbacks in l)ersonnel that have been
*occurring mifithly as a result of Public Law 90-364; and other redtfoed
requirements would not be needed. The degree to which the Office of
SecretarPy of Defense has taken those additional savings into consideration in their overall supplemental determinations I am not sure.
MNr. Snbus. Mr. Gari'ity.
Mr. GAvRrrY.'Wihat ihe committee is really trying to goet at., Mr.
Elliott, is: On the basis of our report of last year and in connection
with the Revenue and Expenditire Control Aet, why funding for
Defense intelligence activities would not have been reduced more substantially than they were or than is indicated by the figures that have
'been presented tis year. They halve only been reduced, according to

the information provided, by about $3,5)00,000. Considering everything
that has transpired in the last year, why would not it have been reduced substantially more?
Mr. EuoTT. I don't know how much you expected, Mr. Garrity,
but I do know that our civili anmanhtiig has been goiig down steadily
during this year. As a result, our authorized strength, of course, has
been reduced.
In June of 1968 we had .3,688 full-time permanent civilian positions
authorized. Due to the estimated effect of the public law that you
refer to and other actions this number has been reduced to an authorized strength of 3,583 permanent civilian positions on June 30, 1969.
Our actual on board civilian strength on June 30, 1968, was 3,660. As
of March 31, the latest date that wehave, it is 3,456.
So we are complying fully with the public law. Our strength is
going down in very regular and easily estimated fashion, as we only
replace three out offoiir of otir civilian qilts. Considerilig the $1,200,000 savings which I previously mentioned, plus the $471,000 of civilian
Pay Act costs which were absorbed within our fnindlig program and
not included in the supplemental request our present estimate for fiscal
year 1969 is $5,168,000 below the amount th t could have been available..
EFFECT OF COMM-THE

REPORT

Mr. GARRITY. Well, we recognize that reductions have been made be.
cause of the,Revenue and Expendlitiure Control Act, but did our report
have any effect on the operations or expenditures of the Defense Intelligence Agency?
General G-ARROLL. Which report are you referring to?
Mr. GARRITY. The committee report of last year, insofar as we discussed the operations of intelligence activities.
General CARROLL. It had a tremendous effect.
Mr. GARRITY. Fundingwise; that is what is referred to.
General CARROLL. From a management standpoint, yes. Now, fundingwise, I can't identify any other than the kind of savings that are
associated with improved utilization of resources that made the handling of our ever-growing requirements possible. I cannot identify any

direct fiscal reductions that would have been associated with it, tliough
I believe I have in my statement-and I am prepared to elaborate in
the event' that we have additional questions-described savings that
could be derived, associated with improved utilization of resources.
Mr. GAMUTY. We will get into management, improvement activities
later on but Ight now we were trying to establish something regarding fund1ig re uctions which resulted fromithe commiItee report.
EXPLANATION

OF 1970 INCREASES

Mr. ANwREws. General, for fiscal year 1970 you are requesting total
funding of $74,575,000 or an increase of $5,060,000 over the total estimated to be available for 1969, and $9,706,60 above the actual for 1968.
In light of our report last year, why do you believe any increase in
funding is justified?

Gelleral CAftiOLT,- May I address that, sir, at least as a basis for
tier discussion, by identifying in general terms what the increases furare
associated with?
The budget program for 1970 envisions no major change in the overall scope o.1
operations from that approved infiscal year 1969. Efforts
will continue to direct available resources to the most critical areas.
The. long-range threat projection function which I described in my
statement un&rtaken during fiscal year 1969 as directed by the Secretary of Defense will expand inl fiscal year 1970 according to,phased
implement0at6n plaiis. The resources in support of this function were
previously Included in the budget estimate of the military departments
and are included in 'the DIA budget for the first. time in fiscal year
1970.
The operation and mait6fice funds requested in the amoiit of
$68,496,000 in fiscal year 1970 will support operations at programed
levels providing for the full-year costs of projects undertaken in the
current fisca-l year for wich only partial fuing was required, higher
salary expenses resulting from the Post Revenue and Federal Salary
Act. of 1967, and implem-ien,taion of the long-range threat projection
f unction.
The requested increase of $2,828,000 over fiscal year 1969 funding
levels will provide for, one, salaries and support of 41 additional personnel associated with the long-range threat projection project directed
by the Secretary of Defense to the amount of $997,000; higher average
ciVilian salaries and full-year costs of salary increases effected during
fiscal year 1969, $361,000; upgrading of conimrticat'iiis facilities and
increased communications services, $542,000; increase in reimbirsement to the Departmeit of State for administrative support furnished
to Defense attach(- offices, $325,000; full-year cost of ongoing projects
undertaken dtlig fiscal year 1969 and other miscellaneous adjustments, $603,000, t4taling $2.828 million.
I believe from that, sir, that it should be indicated that the increases
that we are asking for axe associated fundamentally with built-in increased costs associated with pay raises pertaining to civilian personnel, with the new function assigned to us by the Secretary of Defense
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and with increases in reHmbursements
which it is incumbent upon us to make to the State Department for administrative support to our Defense attach6 offices.
INCREASED EMPLOYMENT

Mr.

ANDREWS.

1970?
General
of seven.

How many new employees are you requesting for

CARROLL,.

It would be a net decrease with respect to civilians

IMr. ANDREWS. What about military?

General CARROLL. There will be an increase, I believe it is, of 53,
which would give us a net increase, mifils the seven civilians, of 46.
Mr. ANDREWS. You mentioned the number 41 in your previous
answer.
General CARROLL. The 41 was directly related, sir, to the iong-range
threat assessment project which I mentioned, and includes both miiitary and civilian.
Mr. ANDREWS. You are not asking for an increase in civilian
employees?
General CARROLL. No, sir; not a net increase.
Mr. ANDREWS. But ou are asking for a new program?
General CARROLL. Yes, sir; I am.
Mr. ANDREWS. And new employees for the new program?
General CARROLL. That is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREwS. So when you total it all up and look at the picture
overall you are askingfor new employees or iscal1970.
General CARROLL. I am asking for new employees to perform this

function, but when we add up the pluses and the minuses it comes out
the way I cited.

COM3MIEE

RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING DIA

Mr. ANDREWs. Let me read briefly from the committee report of last

year in connection with intelligence activities.

(Reading):
Because of the very essential need for accurate, up-to-date intelligence infermation, the committee first investigated, and then discussed, current intelligence
units of the services.
The evidence disclosed a need for reorganization of the Intelligence activities of
the Department as a whole. The committee Is convinced that certain intelligence
operations are overstaffed, duiplicnte activities are being carried out, and there
is a general inadequacy of management. There appear to be far too many
separate operating units or Intelligence organizations, too many layers of
authority, and too much time, personnel, and money being spent on accumulating
a wide variety of information of no immediate, and of doubtful future value,
The Defense Intelligence Agency and the services should deal in more realistic
priority -requirements and not waste their thne and effort in accumuliting
volumes of ineffectual material.
It was evident that there was, in part at least, a failure to properly analyze
current intelligence information. The possible resultant effect of inadequate operational planning would be inexcusable. Evident, also, was the fact that some
intelligence officers were not knowledgeable as to current factual intelligence
information.
The committee noted that the military services are performing functions
which were specflcally delegated to the Defense Intelligence Agency and also
that the Defense Intelligence Agency Is performing operations which In somc' In.
stances could be better undertaken by the services. Sound guidelines should be
established for the collection and dissemination of intelligence information, and
a reallnement of operations Is clearly needed, Better management of the titellgence function should result in savings both In operation and mainten"Ance and
military personnel funds.
The committee was assured that responsible intelligence officials within the
Department were taking actions on their own to Improve current operting procedures. The Secretary of Defense should take direct and immediate action to
see that improvements are made in the management and operation of the Intelligencp activities of the Department, and a report on progress in that direction
should be furnished the committee before commencement of the 91st Congress.

Now, in your statement, General. you mention the Deputy Secretary of Defense's letter to the compnittee dated December 27, 1968,.

reporting on the intended improvements in intelligence operations.Of, course, we appreciate the Department's reporting in a timely

manner. Does the letter convey most of the improvements in intelligence operations which are intended to be accomplished?
General CAP oIL. It conveys in general terns various courses of'
action which have been undertakeni within the Department of Defense, Mr. Andrews. It describes individual actions which are underway which are designed to improve efficiency, and which are designed to come to more tangible grips with some of the specific detail
that was pointed out in the House Appropriations Committee investigative team report.
In elaborating upon some of the things stated by the Deputy Secretary of Defense, I went into more detil in my statement as to some.
of the things we have done, particularly addressing problems concerning volume of information received, value of information received,,.
and the kind of controls that we are Undertaking to exercise both as
regards the beginning of the intelligence cycle; namely, the establishment of requirements, and the end of the intelligence cycle as regards providing for mutual cross-servicing, mutual interdependency
among the production elements of the Departnent of Defense.
CIVILIAN AND MILITARY EMPLOYMENT

Mr. ANDREwS. Could you tell me, General, for the year 1968, how.
many civilian employees DIA had and how many military?
General CARROLL. in 1968 our number of permanent civilian employees at the end of the year was 3,660.
Mir. ANDREWS. What about 1969?
General CARROLL. 1969, We estimate 3,533 on June 30.
Mr. ANDREWS. How many are proposed for 1970?
General CARROLL.3,526.
Mr. ANDREWS. What about the nfilitary?
General CARROLL. At the end of fiscal year 1969, we estimate 2,723..
At the end of fiscal year 1970 it will be 2,776.
Mr. ANDRE.WS. How about 1968?

General

CARROLL. 2,652.
SYSTEM TO IMPROVE PRIORITIES

Mr. AxDREws. You mention that DIA is attempting to develop a
system to improve the priorities related to production planning an'
that this is an attempt to achieve more realistic priority requirements.
Is this improvementi.n priorities related to the improvement in intelligence production or in the management of intelligence operations, or
are they synonymous?

General CARROLL. They represent a common objective in both areas.
The purpose, primarily, is to provide more definitve guidelines in
establishing requirements and permitting better priority determinations associated with the various requirements. This, then, would serveas the base for developing an improved management approach to the
allocathon of collection and production effort and to the determinationof the content and timeliness of the products which are produced.
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TARGET-0tENTED DISPLAY

Mr. ANDREWS. How will the development and use of the targetoriented display or TOD improve the management of intelligence
operations and what have been the results to date ?
General CARROLL. Mr. Andrews, the target-oriented display is an
assemblage of all of the resource data pertaining to the overall conduct
of intelligence operations in significant elements of the executive department. It is being collected and arrayed in such manner that the
information thus acquired will ietad itself to providing high visibility
to the manner in which intelligence resources, whether they pertain
to collection or production or support or administration, are being
allocated to the performance of the principal aspects of the intelligence mission.
For example, they can be arrayed and displayed in such maner as
to show what is the total amount, of resources allocated, together with
the associated costs,
It will also permit a determination as to how much of this overall
resource is allocated to the collection futlion, how much to the
production function, how much to positive intelligence as a categorization, how much to counterintelligence, how much to administration,
how much to support, and so forth. It will also permit identification of
the various activities and facilities that are engaged in these various
major segments of the intelligance activities.
It will also permit us to make determinations as to what are the
total resources and thib balance among those resources that are being
devoted to major mission achievements.
a
In doing all this, I think we will be in a position where we
will be able, one, to make better judgments than we have been able
to in the past, bearing in mind, Mr..Andrews, that this assemblage
of resources and allocation of them in relationship to various intelligence objectives euts across the entire broad of all intelligence programs, not Just mine but that of NSA, that of CIA, and that of other
activities of the Department of Defense which are highly classified.
This, then, enables management to, one, have a better idea as to
how the total resources are being allocated, what is being received and
returned from them, how they accord with the priority determinations
of the needs of the United States, what our alternate courses of Rction
are that can be puirused, either from the standpoint of improving
effectiveness in -the respective areas or modifying the effort better to
coincide with what is considered to be a cost-effectiveness relationship
between the effort on the one hand and the value of the product
received.
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES CONCERNED WITH INTELLIGENCE

,Hr. ANDREWS. General, could you tell us how muny Government
agencies are concerned with intelligence? There is CIA, DIA, NSA,
and others.
General CARROLL. Prinoipally within the Executive Department, Mr.
Andrews, it would be 'the Departmertt of Defense, which I will elaborate o in a moment; then CIA, NSA, the State Department, with
certain infelligence activities and inputs stemming from other mem-

bers of the U.S. Intelligence Board, such as in some i1tances -the FBI
in a support role, and the Atomic Energy Conumissiol.
Principally, the major intelligence activities are conducted by DIA
and associated Department of Defense elements, the Central
Intelligence Agency, and the National Security Agency.
Within the Department of Defense, the principal 1titclhgence agency
is the Defense Intelligence Agency. Within.the overall Department of
Defense structure there are intelligence entities and organizations and
facilities which are associated with each level of command.
Mr. ANDREWS. Such as Army Intelligence, Naval Intelligence, Air
Force Intelligence, Marine Intelligence?
General CARROLL. That is correct.
EMPHASIS ON INTELLIGENCE

Mr. ANDREWS. General, you are one of the highest ranking members
of the intelligence commnitiity. I would like to ask if, in your opinion,
there is too much emphasis on intelligence. With all the agencies you
have mentioned, are there any overlapping functions . or dtiplication of
effort, any wate of money? What is your come on that?
To an outsider and a layman, it appears to me that we are overly
"intelligent."
General CARROLL. Perhaps I can respond in this way: The world
environment in which we live.'today and the broad interests of the
and decisionmakers have an everthat planners
United
information upon which to do their forsufficient
forsuch
ned are
growingStates
ward planning and to enable them to consider alternate decisions
with which they may be confronted, of a military, political, diplomatic,
or economic nature.
I believe I can state from my own personal observation that in the
past 10 years there has been a dramatic increase of dependency on and
for intelligence by the planners and decisionmakers. I think this is
attributable, in turn, to a combination of the technological revolution
that we have seen go on in the world anAd the sociological revolution
which is erupting in almost every corner of the world.
I think what has evolved is this,: an absolutely indispensable sine
qua non to the development of any rational strategy and to the implementation of any strategy that may be so developed is intelligence.
That, in turn, has resulted in a very substantial increase of requirements on the intelligence community.
Over and beyond: that, one of the reasons these additional requirements are coming on us in the technological breakthroughs which
have occurred in the past decade, which have put intelligence in the
fortunate position of .. ing able to acquire much more precise, much
more detailed information than ever was the case before.
. This,. in turn, puts intelligence in a better position to serve the
increasing needs of the planners and the decisionmakers and policymakers.
OVERLAPP[NG OF AGNOcIS

Mr. A nD

ws. You have made a good statement, General Carroll,

but my question is: In your opinion, is there any overlapping of jurisdiction among the intelligence agenciesV
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General CARROLL. I believe the first part of your 4uestion was, in
my opinion, do I think it is worth it. I think it is worth it and absolutely
essential to the security of our Nation and to the best interest of our
Nation. I do not mean to imply it cannot be done more efficiently and
economically, but I think it is essential.
As far as duplication is concerned, I am sure there is some duplication at various levels because of the magnitude and complexities of
the problem. We also must bear in mind that it would be exceedingly
dangerous to isolate each major problem to the point where it could
be considered and addressed by only one activity. There is strength
and enlightenment in having cross-considerations, cross-checks, and
balances, dual approaches, as long as they are being coordinated and
integrated and compared and made available.
The U.S. Intelligence Board, under the direction of the Director
of Central Intelligence 'who has special authority both from the Congress and the President, devotes a great deal of effort, to keep abreast
of the kinds of problems implied-in sour question. Internal to the
Department of Defense we have, as the committee referred to it, a
many-layered structure of intelligence organizations ranging from
DIA through the military departments, through the Unified and
Specified Commands, to the combat commafids in tAe field.
ALLOCATION OF RESPONSIBrITY

Mr. ANDbuWS. I know the intelligence people have a, tremendous job
to do. I am still wondering whether or not we do not have too many
people in the intelligence community and if we are not spending too
much money for what we are getting.
Does your Agency do anything that CIA does not do?
General CARROLL. Under the directive of the National Security
'Council, Mr. Andrews, there is an allocation of responsibility as between the various departments and agencies of the Government. The
principal responsibility for the collection and production of military
intelligence vests in the Department of Defense. The Central Intellifgence Agency has responsibility for coordinating all these activities,
maintainifig development of intelligence in order to support the Presi-dent and the National Security Council.
As between DIA and CIA or other elements of the Department of
Defense, we will have areas of overlap and redundancy, such as in our
scientific and technical analysis of Soviet strategic capabilities,
ICBM's, ABM's, and things of th~tt nature but we coordinate our
efforts. We concentrate our efforts on things that each has a principal
capability of accomplishing. We exchange the views thlt we have.
We sometimes have differ ig views. When we have these differing
views, we get together and hammer them out.
I think each contributes in a mutually beneficial way to the other.
I think it would be utterly dangerous it only one did all of this, and
-not the others.
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED BY DIA BUT NOT CIA

Mr. Ln obM. General, the chairman asked you a specific question
,which you ought to be able to answer. Does your Agency do anything

that CIA does not do? That can be answered yes or no, and then

explain it. Does your Agency do anything that C1A does not do?
General CAIROLL. My Agency engages in direct support of the military intelligence needs of the Joiit Chiefs of Staff, the Secretary of
Defense, to the extent it can be centrally produced at unified 'and
centralizedMr. ANDEWS. That is eva ding the question more than answerinfg the
,question. The question is just as simple as A, B, C. In court we would
say "Give us a 1yes' or 'no' answer."
"GeneralCARRoLL. The aiswer is "Yes."
Mr. Andrews. That is a good answer to that question.
Now let us pursue it further. We know for whom you gather intelligence, and we knowv the mission of the CIA. The second question is:
S'hat, for instance, do you do entirely separate and different from
what the CIA does?
General CARROLL. We develop our military intelligence in such mhanner as to make it responsive to the planning and to the operating needs
of the nlitary forces. Consepiently, even though CIA, for example,
alay be addressing order-of-battle questions pertaining to the Soviet
Union, we address them in such manner and in such mifite detail as
to have them be responsive to the strategic plan of the Joint, Chiefs of
Staff, the contingency plahs of tl commanders, and more particulirly
in the scientific and developfieut field to the research and developlilent
needs of the Department.
DW-EuENCE BETWErN DIIA AND NSA MISSION

Mr. ANDrnwS. This is different work than the CIA. Is there any
,difference between your mission and that of NSA?
General CARIoITJ. DIA, Mr. Chairman, has a responsibility in intelI igence production which in the Depart-,ment of Defense is not engaged
*inatall by the National Security Agency. DIA in developifig its intelligence production inputs receives a very valuable and very substantial
input of
intelligetice froml NSA. All requirements for
intelligence which develop, within the Department of Defense are
submitted to DIA for valdaii6ii in relations ipto need and association with mission, and to deterinie whether or not it is already avail,able.. After this is validated, we then levy that requirement on NSA,
which is also being responsive to requirements levied on them by other
-elements of the Governmlent, bearing in mind that NSA functions not
only on behalf of the Deparfitm t of Defense, but also CIA, the State
Department, and others. NSA to the extent that it has the resources
•and the capabilities, collects that nfor tion and furnishes it back
to DIA and other interested consuiners.
NSA then, is a collection agocy in a highly specialized and highly
valuable field. DIA is one of those who generates a requirement that
NSA undertakes to collect, and we are one of its mostinto
beneficial
reciour overall
pients when we receive the product and incorporate it
intelligence production.
Mr. A NEW. Do you not collect intelligence?
General CA .ROr&L. DIA itself: no, sir.
Mr. AR"IDaws. You analyze.

General CARRo0I. I would like to modify that onle bit, sir. DIA, from

the standpoinit of operations as distingIislhed from liagement, is exclusively in the intelligence production business, not collection
DIA is not engaged per so in the collection business. We receive reqiivements. We generate requirements. Then we levy requirements, perhaps on NSX, perhaps on the Army, Navy or Air Force.
The Department of Defense has very substantial intelligence collection activities in which they are engaged, but DIA is not one of those.
The Army, Navy and Air Force and the component commands and
the unified and specified commands are the ones engaged in the
collection business.
DIA REPRESENTATION AT POREION E3BASSIES

Mr. ANDREWS. Do you have representatives at our foreign embassies?
General CRROLM. Through
the attach(I system, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDRIIws. They are DIA people?
General CARROLL. They are Army, Navy, Air Force people operating under the administrative and operational control of DIA.
(Discussion oj the record.)
Mr. ANDREWS. I get the inipession that you think coordiiation
eliminates duplication.
General CARROLL. I think, first of all, mission assignment is important, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. I would say you have defended your branch of the
intelligence community well.
General CA LUoiL. Thank you, sir.
MN-r. ANDREWS. You see no need to change otur intelligence setup.
General CARROLL. Considering the complexities associated with the
performance of the intelligence mission today, Mr. Andrews, I see a
great need for constant striving to improve. I see no need perceptive
to me at the moment for any major reorganizational restructuring.
CONSOLIDATED INTELLI(ENcE PROGRA31[

(OP)

Mr. LipscoMB. May I ask a question at this point, Mr. Chairman?

Going back to your Target-Oriented Display TOD, what is the
difference between TOD and the consolidated inteligence program.?
General CARROLL. The consolidated intelligence program sir, addresses only those activities, facilities and resources which com-e within
its stated purview, only those in the main which are associated with
responses to national requirements, responses to requirements which
serve more than one element of the Department of Defense, responses
to broad planning requirements, responses to staff needs at major
command levels.
They do not include generally, sir, those resources in the Department
of Defense which are integral to the component commands or combat
commands, because the requirements for those resources are judged
primarily on the basis of the combat mission. So, tactical intelligence
resources are not included in the central consolidated intelligence
program.
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Secondly, the consolidated intelligence program addresses only one
facet of the overall intelligence programing categorization in the De-

partment of Defense or the Governmeit. It does not address the CCP,
the consolidated cryptologic program, whichi is NSA's program. It
does not address the CIAP, the Central Inteligence Agency program.
It does not address other programs:which are contributory in a major
way to the performance. of the intelligence mission.
The TOD, the Target Oriented Display, sir, is designed to bring
all of these resources that presently are separately judged in separate
programs, into a merger so the total resource, the combination of all of
these can be reviewed in relationship to the specific purposes for
whicA the combined resources are being applied to make judgliets
whether or not there is an overallocation of resource to one particulhr
area because of the various agencies that might be involved, and to make
judgments as to whether or not the totality of the resource is proportionate from a cost-effectiveness standpoint to the value of the information being received.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF CIP REVIEW OROUP

Mfr. LIPscomB. According to the letter of December 27, from the
former Deputy Secretary of Defense, there was a CIP review group
that reported on October 14, 1968. According to the letter, it says:
The review group recommended retention of certain aspects of the existilng
CIP process, including the present program change request, program change
decision procedure, In order to price out in some detail the decision of major
issues, both as a means of adjusting the 5-year Defense program as well as providing such budgetary guidance to the Services.

Why could this not be included in the TOD program?
General CAUROLL. The TOD, sir, should not really be referred to as
a program in the sense that the consolidated intelligence program uses
the same term. The TOD is really a project. It does not coilstitutte a
program in a budgetary or fiscal sense. It is a management tool.
Throu gh the medium of exploiting the visibility in the various areas
Of intelligence activity, which we should be enabled to take advantage
of within the TOD, we should be able to do better programing
and better decisio'maklig in the consolidated intelligence program
or the other programs with which you are familiar.
The TOD is not a separate program, sir, in the sense of its beig
a program for programiig decisions. It is a management tool to assist
in better development of such as the CIP as well as the other programs
to which I alludeed, and it is a management tool to permit clteriliiiation of alternate- levels of effort in relationship to varying returns
so that the decisioninaker will have an opportunity to make judgments
as between alternate considerations.
INCLUSION OF TOD IN Tin CIP

Mfr. Lipsconmi., I do not want toget into a discussion of whether program change requests and program change decisions are a management
tool or are a program. I do not know why, as described in the Secretary's letter, this particular part of the CIP process could not be incluided in your target oriented display.

General CAROLL. All of the resources and the assets in the CIP, all
of them, without exception, are included ii the TOD. 'T7hey are ineluded in combination with all similar resources that are presently
being programed for in NSA, in CIA, and in other areas of activity.
M'r. LIscoM. Let me ask it backwards, then. Could the TOD, target
oriented dis lay, be included in the CIP program?
General dMtir. It would be possible if someone wanted to make that
decision, but that would entail, instead of havhig several programs in
the intelligence area such as the NSA program, such as the program I
am here before you on today, such as the program that Mr. Helhns
comes before you with, such as the program that others that I believe
you are familiar with come before you with-if all of those were to be
put in one program, then it.could'be done.
But, even then, the TOD would not be that prograni. The TO)
would merely be a manner in which informiwitioi was being collected
to permit close scrutiny of potential issues.
IIEDUPION TN CiI

Mr. LwPscoMB. The consolidated intelligence program, as a result
of this review group's action, hs been cut lown from what it was 18
montlis ago.
General CARROLL. Would you like me to elaborate on that, sir?
Mr. LiPsconit.No. But that is the case.
General CARROLL. Yes, sir, it is.

Mr. Livsco~m. Would you say it was cut in half or cut in quarter?

General CARROLL. From the standpoint of administrative detail, the
revised program that we are pursuing will effect very substantial reduction. This year under the revised approachMr. LIrscoMB. How severely was it cut? Have you any idea?
General CARROLL. We are going through it. We are just beginning to
go through it now.
Let me put it this way: Previous to this year and previous to the
critical review we made of the CIP, all of the
facilities, activities, and orgalizations that are in the consolidated intelligence program submitted program change requests. This year we are asking
only 40 percent of the activities, from a dollars standpoint, rather than
from a numerical standpoint, to submit a program change request.
That is being required this yearn what is referred to as a zero base
review basis, so we will get c ata in considerable detail as to 40 percent. As to the remaining 60 percent, the services are told that they
need not submit any program change requests. They are told, since
they may wish to anx we cannot deny them this right, that if they
see fit on their own initiative to submit a program change request, then
if it be one for resources 25 percent in excess of the presently approved
resource level, they have to submit full and detailed justflcation concerning the overall organization. If it be one between 10 percent and
25 percent, then they Have to submit considerable justification because
it is a major change. If it be less than 10 percent, very minimal justification is required.
As to the other 60 percent, I emphasize that if such program change
requests are submitted, they will be done at the initiative of the military departments and on their own election.
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In addition to that, another fundahiental chaiige in the hanidlinig of
the CIP this year is the identification of intdlligence issues, wlich
calls for broad studies, as determined by the Secretary of Defense, of
selected areas of activity with a view toward determiing adequacy
and effectiveness of the resources being applied, and the deteriniiation as to whether or not different force levels could be adequfitely
responsive to the identified needs.
TOD AND CIP COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Mr. LPsCIOUt.

Does the CIP take a different computer system than

the 'TOD? They both use computer systems; do they not?
General CAiuto.,. The TOD is being eomputerizedl. Thle CIP is not
engaged in anything comparable to the very extensive and detailed
eon ititer'iation of the TOD.
Mr. LInsco.m.Is it on a corny t0tr system ?
.General CAUIILri. Not speciTcatlly. We have certain data associated

with it which is comniputerized, but not the CIP as such; no, sir.
Mr. EL4Lo',rr. The CIIP is part of the Overall Department of Defense
programiiing system. In other words, it is just one program of the entire complex of programs that make up the entire DOD 5-year defense
program.
Mr. LIPsCO.im. Has any thought been given to putting the CIP-

you have two programs which are basically complementary here, your
management tool andyour CIP programGeneral CARROLT. I am sorry, sir; it is quite clear I have not elaborated on this to the point of bringing understanding. There is no
relationshipMr. LiPscoizm. All you have to say is no.
General CARROLL. No, they cannot be. It has not been considered )ecause it would not be conceivably rational at this point in time to do so.
Mr. Lpscomrn. In developing your TOD computer system, it would
be impractical to try to use the same compfiter setup so youGeneral CARROLL. itwould, very much so, sir.
Mr. IAPSCOMB. You could not do it?

General CARROLL. No, sir.
Mr. Lipscomn. That is all.
COMLECTION OF CO1CAUNICATIONS AND TRANSPORTATION DATA

Mr. SIKES. On page 3 of your statement, General Carroll, you

mention the varied needs for intelligence informatiii in the Department of Defense and the urgency of some infornition versus the

less urgent but highly important requirements to keep abreast of the
transportation, communications, and military developments in
other areas of the world.
You also state on page 7, regarding information reports (IR's)
not needed immediately nor
that neither the fact that information %is
the fact that it is tolerable for some time to elapse before it enters
the judgment that it shoflinot have been colthe data base, permit
lected in the first instance.
This brings to mind a itumber of questions which I think are
pertinent in this immediate area. For instance, what is the reqiire-

ment for the need to know about the transportation and communications developments
General CARROrz.
L

Essential elements of overall military capabilities have to do with
transportation and communications.
In the event any of our commanders are required to exercise contingency plans, such as had to be done in relationship to Lebanon
some years ago, it is imperative that information concerning transportation and communications be available in our holdings in order
to support the contingency plans of the commander.
With reference to the Dominican Republic incident of a few years
ago, the fact that we had available information pertaining to conmunications and transportation materially facilitated the movement
of our forces there, enabled them to develop the kind of plans that
were required for efficiecy of operation and for success of operation
after the activity was undertaken.
PUBTSHED DATA-MAXOR SOURCE OF INFORMATION

Mr. Snu s. In general, is it not possible to obtain the essential information from publications, maps, publicity generated from within the
country for tourists and others, rather than obtaining it through an
intelligence-gathering service of our own? To what extent do you
rely on sources of this type in order to save money?
General CARROLL. They represent a very substantial source of information. These sources are thoroughly exploited, sir. We have to have
collection in some places of our own to augment what we acquire
through the medium of exploiting public source information.
We also undertake to acquire through others who are engaged in
related activities, the related information they may acquire. I could
offer an example of this, sir, where we do try to refrain from collecting things ourselves which are available more cheaply and more readily through other sources.
Mr. Sxxs. That is the primary thing I am getting at.

General

CARROLL.

Mr. SInREs. Tell us briefly now. I shall get into that in more detail
.later.
General CARROLL.
MILTARY VERSUS SOCIOECONo3O

IN7ORHATION

Mr. SIumS. How do you establish a line between intelligence which
isstrictly of 'use in the military community on transportation and
communications and these areas, and how do you avoid getting in the
socioeconomic information area?
General CAPoLL. We'cannot avoid getting into it entirely, because
there are social and economic impacts on matters of military signiflcance. We do not collect that kind of information ourselves within
the Department of Defense, sir. That information is collected by
and produced by such activities as CIA and perhaps the State Department. We merely use only that portion of the information which
has applicability to our overall mission. We do not ourselves go out
and
form.try to collect that kind of information or to produce it in finished

COLLECTION

IN EXCESS OF NEED

Mr. Srmns. How do you draw the line on the collection of information of doubtful value in the fields of transportation and communications, for instance VAt what point do you consider that you have
obtained the essential information rather than a lot of information
about back-country roads, et ctra-that-ma y.or may not be necessary in the event of trouble jrtlie area?
General CAnOL,. Nornally we try to tailor our collection of data of
that kind to be respougive to the stated needs of the comianders who
are developing coi4ngency plans in as iatiQn with that l0rticular
area. We will provide terrain analysis tudies, 6 example, wh.ch are
fundamentally ;'ssocited with main lines of communication,\other
lines of commfiication which in _urt may be'related to plans of the
commander, his requirements wit# respect o this, d t the kind of
data he needs Except ir unusual'f
youmstanoes, w6 wottd not be dollecting and, t ierefore, we would n6t be poducihg information coficetningzbackroad. However, we woulde collecting---Mr. SIKES, Yet ther reoulld be bi h4nstances Whiere knowledge of bypasses and back country rdads cold bd 6xt'6r#ely useful to a commander. So hyw do you'know w hht ifnfornti6ii to-collect?
General CAEmOLL. W6 try to do it in r bttioshi to.hwbat appearito
be the strategy objective in thee cointr. 3ackrals which might provide an alterIte route ihthit connedoW would fit withifi our collection and production programs.
/

)PERSONNEL ASSIGNED AS AV1ACHiS

Mr. SIKES. How many military personnel are assigned
.I to
from your organization
General CARROLL. You my-recall, sir, I stated .the6nly representation that I have outside of Washinton.-withthe exception of two
liaison offices, one in Ottawa and one in London,-4s the attach system.
personnel. That includes
In
for 1970, DIA will have
Army, Navy; Air Force, as well as support personnel. That includes
U.S. civilians as well as foreign nationals.
Mr. SIKES. What is the breakdown between civilian and military

personnel?
General CARROLL. I can supply that for the record, sir.

(Information provided the committee is classified.)
I would like to mention that before DIA became
involved in the attache system in
, such as back in 1965 there
. Today we
were
people authorized inthe same areas in . Before DIA there were eight aircraft assigned to the
have
attaeh6 offices. Today we have four.
General CARROLL.

/

VALIDATION SYSTEM

Mr. SiKEs. On page 4 you speak of intelligence collection requirements and of your validity system. You state:
In 1960, the nonvalidation of specific requirements was 10 percent. In 1068,
the nonvalidation of specific requirements was 27 percent due to a more stringent validating criteria. This has also reduced the number of specific require35-202-0--pt. 6-3
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ments received by the collection managers in DIA. In 1966, over --specific
requirements were processed in DIA. In 1968, about
specific requirenients were received-a reduction of almost 50 percent. This Is attributed in
large part to the continiftng indoctrination of originators of specific requiremneats,

Since your budget for specific requirements has been reduced by
almost 50 percent, tell us why your budget and the budgets of services
to whom these requirements are passed on, continue to increase?
General CARROLL. First of all, we address specific requtrements

here because that was a subject matter which was addressed in the
team's report. Specific requirements represent one facet of the overall
intelligence collection mission. There are others, as mentioned earlier
ini my statement.

The reduction in specific requirements does not necessarily represent
a reduction in collection workload so much as it does a reflneient in
the expression of the requirement, a better focusing of attention by
the collector on the essential elements of the information, and a
consolidation of requirements of varying collectors to a point where
.theywill be responsive at one time to the greatest number of users
in the Department of Defense.
REDUCTION IN

ORDER OF BA''LE PRODUCTION

Mr. SIKES. On page 8, you mention a plan covering all DOD order
of battle productions was pIibli hed . This appears to have l)een
a refinemenit and a reduction, in order of battle production. Do you
feel that you reached the optlhiim level, or will there be further" refinement aindreduction in the number of these?
General CARROLL. I believe there will be further refinement and
better until ization of the resources associated with the performance
of this kind of mission,.sir.
Mr. SixEs. Does this represent a scaledown in personnel requirements and eqifptment requirements?
General CARROLL. I believe it ultimately should, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Has it resulted in such reductions to date?
General CARROLL. In the attache system it has resulted in very substantial reductions. When DIA assumed responsibility for the attach6
system in 1965, there were 1,880 persotel in the separate Army, Navy,
and Air Force systems. DIA at the timne, it assumed responsibility
reduced that number down to somewhat in excess of 1,500. By end
fiscal year 1970, we will be reduced down to approximtitely 1,100.
Mr. SIRm. Is not a similar reduction reflected in the area of personnel required for analysis, filing, et cetera, in this particular area?
General CARotL. No, sir, it has notlhad thAt kindof impact. What
it has done, Mr. Chairman, is permits to allocate the limited resources
that we have to the better performance of the mission we have.
You may recall that the contimittee took note of backlogs whidh liad
accumlaitted and which we were having diffifiulty keeping abreast of.
1 believe that all of these actions are designed to permit a more smooth
flow, more tiiely handling and niore in-depth analysis of the data
being acquired.
Mr. SmEs. Mr. Garrity.

:j,~
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EFFECT ON SERVICE BtUD-TS

OF DIA FORMATION

Mr. GARRITY. General, since you have assumed this responsibility
from the services through a transfer of responsibility, why don't we
see a reciprocal reduction in the service budgets? This would have entailed tremendous expenditures on the part of the services in prior
years, but we do not find any reductions there.
General CARROLL. First of all, Mr. Garrity, there were fully proortionate reductions in the service budgets at the time DIA came
ilnto
being. I mean proportionate to the nmfibers of personnel that were
placed in DIA.
Mr. GARITY. Are you talking how about the transferring of Defense

agencies?

General CARROM. No, sir. I am talking about the establishment of
the Defense Intelligence Agency and the assignment of its mission. All
the personnel the Army, Navy, and Air Force had that were identified
as bein& associated with the performance of the mission which was
being delegated to DIA were transferred to DIA, and the service
personnel authorizations were reduced accordiiigly.
The services madnta'n quite large organizations to perforin ftunctims
which were not transferred to the Defense Intelligence Agency. The,
Navy this year, for example, was askin(' for a substantial nui ier of
additional personnel in support of the qc.ientific and Technical Inflligence Center here in the .Washington area and in support of the Naval
Reawmais.sance Technical Support Center. All of this has to do with
the )erformance of misions which are not assigned to DIA. The Scientific and Technical Intelligencemission was decided by the Secretary
of Defense and the Joint Chifs of Staff to remain vested in tle Amny,
Navy, and Air Force.
.
Mr. GARRITY. You are sayin i effect, that although you assumed
responsibility for funding for this new operation, there were reciprocal
increasesin the service budgets for other activities?
General CARROLL. That is correct, sir.
PROJECT COINS

Mr. SIKES. On page 16 you mention the Washinfigton level Intelligence Commnunity ComPuter . Complications System (COINS)
which 'is
intended to make possible on-line queries by an analyst in one
agency to the cmpitr
i'n another.

For the record, give us the total cost to install and operate this
system.
(The information follows:)
The Washington-level community on-line intelligence system (COINS) is an
experiment to test tie feasibility of interagency Intelligence lnformatoII
lhiilnlihig

making use of interconnected computer-based files. The COINS essenltially i
tieiu of existing computer systenis and atitomate'd d6,tabases In exi.temce hitthea
various participating agencies. The costs directly attrlbthble to the DIA In
SU)pOl't Of the C(INS ('xlirliietit are as follows:
Prior to fiscal year 1969 --------------------------------------$393, 000

Fiscal year 1909-----------------------------------------------

Fiscal year 1970 -

----------------------------------------------

.82.4 00

2.
Total---------------------------------------------------91,300

()
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VALUE OF PROJEIt,.r COINS

Mr. SpiK:s. In terms of time saved and value to the country, are you
convinced it is worth the investment in opei,'ating cost involved?
General CARRoLe. Did you want that for the record?
Mr. SIKEs. No, I would like. the answer now.
General CARROLL. The development of the computer colnmIuications
system as between the various Washington-level activities in the intelligence community stems from a high-level direction that ths sort
of activity be engaged in. This is designed better to facilitate the flow
of information and the more beneficial exploitation of data available
as between significant agencies of the Government-NSA, CIA, DIA,
and the State Department.
This is still an experimental project, sir, but it is one which, if it
Proves out along the lines that it appears to be moving now, will be
highly beneficial, not only in improving efficiency in the information
handling area and mutial exchanges between interested agencies, but
also enable the individual analysts themselves better to keep abreast
of the increasing flow of information which is being received.
Mr. SIKEmS. For the record, tell us the cost per normal working hour
for this system.
General CARROLL. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The cost per normal working hour for the COINS experiment based on dedicated
costs accruing solely to the project (i.e., communications equipment and circuits)
would be approximately $121 per hour.

Mr. SIKxS. Wits this committee directly requested to provide funds
to install this system I
General CARROLL. To provide that portion of the system which comes
within DIA's funding responsibility, but only that portion of it, from
the standpoint of DIA.
EQUIP MENT REQUIRED FOR PROJECT COINS

Mr. LipscoAmt.

May I ask a question at this point?

Mr. SIKES. Of course.

Mr. LiPsCOMB. Is this a commercial, off-the-shelf system ?
Captain McCUE. Yes, sir, it is. It provides capability for making
use of the existing systems in three agencies-NSA, CI7, and DIAand using these automated data that are currently in being remote
terminals will be used to query certain identified data bases in those
three systems. It is not a new system, sir. COINS is essentially a tie-ill
of existing comptiter systems and ailtomated data bases. Interconnection of computers through a common switch to permit agencies
to query the files of another agency.
Mr. LrPscovn. But the equipment is new, is 't not, at points where
they have the console and where the operator qneries the system?
Captain McCuE. The technology, yes, sir. The equipment items in
themselves are not new.
Mr. LrPscomn. Is that off the shelf
Captain McCui. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lrpscomn. What company is making this?

V
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Captain MoCuE. Sir, we are using in DIA a 300/30 IBM computer
as a communications switch to tie the computers of the three , agencies
together.
Mr. Lirscoxrn. Just to review it a little bit, this is a console, nd the
operator who makes the query either types it out or does something to
query the computer, is that right?
Captain McCu-. Sir, the consoles are located in the agencies concerned. The query comes from the consoles in one agency through the
comnicimfations switch, that I just mentioned, to the computer data
base of another agency. The answer is received through the same route.
Mr. LIPsco.m. Does the opei ator sit at a desk and make the query?
Captain MCCuE. At the console, or terminal device, yes, sir.
Mr. IAPSCoMII He views the response when it comes back?
Captain McCu-E. Yes, sir. In the case of the COINS, they are using
only teletypewriter machines.
Mr. Lipsco~m. This is a rather new technique, is it not?
Captain McCuE. Sir, the techiiue is not new. Joining the agencies
through a coimonl1 switch is new, yes, sir.
Mr. LiPscoipt. You say the equipment required is off the shelf ?
Captain McCrt. Yes, sir. The equipment being used is off the shelf.
Mr. Ln'scoimii. What company is selling, the system? What kind of
machine or system are they selling?
Captain McCUE. The terminals are Western Union devices, stand-

ard teletypewriter machines.
Mr. LwPsnoM. It is not the kind that is viewed?
Captain McCrn. This is not a visual display device. There are no
cathode ray tubes connected with the COINS system.
Mr. LiIsCO HB. You say Western Union--,
Captain McCUPE. Western Union supplies the terminal units, yes, sir,
the remote query stations where the analysts sit and ask the questions.
REQUIRE"tENT

FOR PROJECT COINS

Mr. Lirsco:m. The General said this requirement was laid on by
higher authority?
General CARIo-r,. Yes, sir.

Mr. LiPscomn. What do you mean by "higher authority"?
General CAroL,. I had in mind in this instance the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and its advice to the highest autlirity that they serve. 'There has been, quite understandably, considerable
attention focusedMr. Linscoxii. What do you mean by "higher authority"? Who was
this higher authority?
General CARIUOL,. The President, the Pi'esident's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board reports to the President. Under direction of the
President, one of the items that they have been devoting very special
attention to is the improved automation and interchange of automated
relationships between elements of the intelligence community, taking
cognizance of the explosion of information whieh has transpired in
recent y'vars.
MN[r. LjPSCOMB. What kind of communication came from the Intelligence Board to tell you to do this?
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General CARROLL. These directives came to the Director of Central

Intelligence,
since the COINS system is one which, as we mentioned,
san iteragenc
effort to
ide this kind of interface between the
separate major elements of the intelligence cofiltutilty.
Mr. LiPscomB. So the Intelligence Board puit out a directive?
General CAnnoL. Which would have been approved by or on behalf

of the President.
Mr. LipscoMn. This system of querying the comiptter and getting
back information was laid on youGeneral CAItROLL. Not necessarily this specific one, but the general
principles which this project is endeavoring to further. Reports pertaining to this particular one are made back to the President's Board.
They have been very much interested in it because it is an interagellcy
effort to develop an autominhted relationship.
MPLEMtENTATION OF PROJECT COINS

Mr. Liscou. Do you have responsibility for putting in the whole
system?
General CAnRoL,. No, sir; just a portion of it. We collaborate with
the other agencies under the general guidance of DCIA and the
U.S. Intelligence Board in the whole system. We are responsible for
programning the computer switch. We also are responsible for the development of the data bases in our own conpiters which are deemed
to be of use to the other agencies that are parbicipatinlg in COINS.
Mr. Litscoxn. In your'budget you are paying for oily the part that
pertains to your orgaizat.ion, DIA ?6
General CAUIOmL. That is correct, sir.
EQUIPMENT INS'ALLATrION

Mr. Luisco-xli. Who Is doing the coordinating and instaillfntion? VhIat

company ?

Calpt4.in MCuE. Sir, there is no company. NSA has been assigned
the directorship of the entire program. General Carter has appointed
a program nianger, Mr. George Hicken. All of the effort is nanaged

and directed by Mr. .icken through the a geinfies participating, sir.
There is no company involved in any part o this d(veloptieht, sir.

M.r. LPscoum.
iois doihig the installationn ? Western Unioinh? Do
you have the int-house capability to put in the machine and to get
it working and tie p the teleplhotie lilies aid everything?
Captain MCCuE. No, sir.
Mr. Liwsco m. Who is doing the work ?

Captain McCtE. NSA does practically all of the hardware work
on the terminals. Our security people, DASO, do the wiring within
the building,

-.

All three, agencies, sir, have in-house capability.

The DCA gets very deeply involved when a wire is stretched between
any two of the agencies. So they are involved. It is all, to date,

Government involvement.
lMr. LiPsco-un. It is all Government installhtioll?

Captain McCur,. Yes, sir. The specific.Mr. Lirsco-mn. You have no outside contract for this work?
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Captain McCur.. Sir, there are rental eqtipments involved in DIA.
The con pfter switch is rented eqipment. The maintenance of that
rented equipment is the responsibiity of the company from which
we rent it.
11r.' LIPSCOMRB.

Who

do you rent that from?

Captain MdCuv. Sir, it is an IBM machine, InternationA-l Business
Machines.
Mr. Lwscowitr. Have you hired consultants to help you put it in?
Captain McCui,. No, sir.
Mr. Lipscotii. It is all in your shop?
Captai McCurh. Sir, I am speaking only of DIA's participating.
What NSA is doing at its particular location sir, I do not know.
Mr. Lirscoi. Aren't you all going to use tins same thing to coordinite information ?
Captain McCuE.. We are using it, now; yes, sir.
Mr. Lirscorn. To coordiiate liformatioi between all of you?

Captain McCUE. Sir, it is to make available to one agency the dita

bases of the ofher two agencies, in addition, State and the Natiolial
Indications Center have avail)ility to the data bases from all three
agencies.
COORDINATION

OF PROJECT COINS

Mr. LipscOMB. I had the impression that for better intelligence, so

you would have coordinatil and be able to use each other's intelligence, you were setting up a system to inquire of your data bank.
You are putting in this system, which is new to you, is it not? What
kind of coordination is going on ? You tell me that DIA is doing their
share, and NSA is doing theirs, and DCA is doing theirs. Do you have
a board working? )o you have a consultaiit? Bo you have a firm?
How are you getting this coorditiftfon?
After you fell mne, we will look and see~how much is budgeted for
the program and how it is finanCed. How are you doing this VHow do
you know that your system .will coordinate wi th CIA's or NSA's?
General CAmIOLL. That might call for a tchnital response for which
Captain Mcgue is better qAlfiAed than I am, sir,.
Mr. LTPs'o.n. Is there a coordiating committee ?
Captain McCtTr. Yes, Sir; there is.
General CARROLL. What was mentioned was that General Carter
has eell glvenf the l)rincil)al aet i6n responsibility to pull all facets of
this together. Ie has been given that by the Director of Central Intelige e on behalf of the coiif'll ity.
In additioii to thitit, we have a laroe committee in the U,S. Intelligence Board which is mo1nitoring andproviding guidatice and makifig
value judgmefits and reports to the DCILA pertaining to this operati6i.
M '. Lrs(,'o.%. What is the name of that C(olmmlittee ?
Captain McCuyi.. inforilhtk iTHI-andiig(.,oi ittee.
Mr. SiKES. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The committee will resume its hearings at 2 o'clock.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. WHImsN. The committee will come to order.
NEED FOR PROJECT COINS

General, will you explain why analysts require remote data access consoles in their offices to query computers ?
General CARROLL. Mr. Chairman, the purpose is to permit rapid en-

try into the data base by an analyst on a direct basis. In the event the
direct access is not provided to him, lie has to develop his queries, send
them over to the automatic data processing center, and wait until he
gets a return back in response to his query. Under an on-line of arrangement he will be making inputs into the data base directly through
his console connection with the computer, and querying the computer
to extract from it, on a selected basis, that which he needs in support
of a particular project that he may be working on.
This arrangement will maximize the application of advanced information sciences technology to the handling, processing, and evaluating of information in the intelligence business.
VALUE OF PROJECT COINS

i Mr. WHImTEN. Our information is that this operation is conducted
i four different buildings with 10 more terminals scheduled in July
1969, and is currently in limited operational use.
What is there to indicate this is worth flhe effort, or the manpower or
the cost, or what does it contribute in everyday terms, General? You
have it on an experimental basis. That being true, when will you de.
termine whether or not it is worthwhile?
You have given me a pretty good answer about why you tried it out,
but I do not think you have given me anything on whether or not you
have decided it is worthwhile.
General CARROLL. As I mentioned, sir, this is being done on an exprimental 'basis. The experiment is to conclude at the end of this
1fscal year. It is in limited operational form now to the point that we
are able to formulate, pending final results upon termination of the
experiment,: some hopeful judgments.
I would like Captain McCue, my chief of automatic data processing,
to address that question, if he will, please.
Captain McOJuE. We have placed in the system those data which
the analysts most frequently query,. By doing this, we provide analysts
rapid access to the data they need in their day-to-day business without
reqiiring the searching of voluminous files and many data bases to
achieve the same results.
UTILIZATION OF INFORMATION

Mr. Wnrrx. That would make sense if I had not had time to
read the General's statement. The statement, as I read it, was that
only one out of

--

were of some urgency, and it really did not

make all that much difference about 'how much delay was involved

in this.

Now you say the justification of this is to provide rapid access to
much asked for information. Yet your statement indicates that is very
slow, indeed, if I understood you correctly. If I did not, you explain it.
General CARROLL. This refers to utilization of the information after
it has been incorporated in the magnitudinous data base. It is now
available for utilization by the analyst in support of the various projects that he is working on. He will Tave made many of the piecemeal
inputs into the data base in his processing of the information reports
to which you have just made reference.
.
The analyst participates in maintaining currency. in the data base
by making inputs to it from intelligence data which come to him
from many sources including the information reports to which you
have just referred. Ifter having done that, however, he has in his data
base now, or in data bases which are contributed to by other analysts,
also, a vast accumulation of data. By having this direct access to the
computer, he is able to select from it that which he needs in a very
selective manner to support the particular project he is working on
at a particular time.
It is not merely a question of timeliness in relationship to immediate
access alone from the standpoint of urgency of any single piece of
information. It is important from the standpoint of the contribution

which accumulated data which at one time had no immediate currency now have in relationship to a particular study which he is doing.
Insofar as any information reports which may not as yet have been
incorporated in the data base, he will already have been the recipient
of those, will have screened them, and will know that those within
the period of the last 10 or 12 days or so are in his own hands to be
taken Into consideration in additional to what he derives from the data
base query through his console arrangement.
VALIDITY OF NEED FOR RAPID ACCESS

Mr. W rivNx. Following this up, it may be I do not understand
it but turning to page 4 of your statement, with reference to the panel

which reviewed your inte ligence-gathering procedure and system
following the report of the committee last year, you say:
The Panel operated in this manner. Every IR, intelligence report, received
by the DIA Dissemination Center was reviewed in detail by each member of
the Panel. When an IR was judged by the Panel to be of questionable value
for dissemination, the receiving analysts were asked by questionnaires whether
or not the IR was of value, and to indicate in specific terms what was of value.
When an IR is Judged to be of a time sensitive nature, the receiving analysts
were asked by the Panel to state whether or not the information had already
been received by electrical message.
Regarding the number of IRs containing time sensitive information, the
Panel found that in more than
IRs that were screened, only one was
Judged to be of a time sensitive nature. The panel's follow-up revealed that the
tnfOrifnation in this it had been previously reported by electrical message.
'Withrespect to the worth of the informntion boing reported, of the JRs processed by the panel, less than one-half of one percent were determined by the
analysts to be of insufficient value to warrant dissemination or retention.

Earlier you said this delay really made no difference. If time is not
of the essence, and if you have a production process that moves along

at a leisurely
why put inone
basis. step such as you would do
on an experimental
only timewise,
and doitpace,
here,
Some years ago I was in Russia, and they had some of the most
modern methodsof inline production, but every once in a while you
would rum into a l)ottleneck where they had people handling hot bolts
by hand. The speed of one operation was affected by the slowness of
therI other.
cannot see that your statement makes. much of a case for speed
at this point.
General CAuMOLaU I see your point.
First, of all, I would like to state that the data base which the
analyst, will be querying in the computer is comprised of information
which is derived not only from the information reports which we are
discussing in my statement here, but also from, all other sources of
intelligence input.
In addition to that, the data at the time it is incorporated in the
intelligence data bae will be formatted in a manner to conform to the
previously determined needs of the analysts who have to work with
this kind of product.
So, in the data base at the time that the analyst is querying it on his
console is not only the data which is derived f rom these information
reports, but also data which is derived from Inany other sources. 'The
timing aspect that we were talking about has applicability in different
manner in each of the two instances.
In my statement where we were talking about time sensitive information, we were talking about that kind of information which eould
have immediate or near-term significance from the standlpoint. of
current events or have an impact on , product that had to be inmediately processed. In this sense the IR information was not, time
sensitive.

Most of the information which is in the data base to which we are
referring now is not in itself time sensitive. To the extent that anything in there was time sensitive it will already have been processed
andotherwise'used and made available to those to whom it might have
imficance.
"The timing that we are talking about here is the time that it saves
the analyst iii being able to extract from the data base the kind of
information that ieneeds, whereas if he had to do it the more laborious
way which has prevailed primarily up until the present, it would taie
hin
much longer to do the job. So, there is vast time
tie capability.
• savings in having
EvALVATION OF Pn6ROJcT COINS

Mr. WHriEN. If it saves time, it saves personnel. How much reduction in personnel do you. recommend as a result of replacing people by
thisnmechantcal means I
GeneriC)AT&OrL. In the first plce,'Mr. Whitten, as mentioned, this
isstilin limited operation and ithais notyet proven itself.,
Mr. Wurrri. Its chlei value isso you won't get caught with 517
lineal feet of.unprocessed reports You thumb through the Jizformtf-tio and pass it0n and get.H totheshelf,.1.
General OCAiU1hOLt.,vir., Tliq particular project we are disus6ipg
here does not have any drect relevancy to the manner in which th
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information is presented into the data base in th first place from the
standpoint of the analyst reviewing it and seeing what is available.

Mr. WhmuinN. Are you asking for any additional units of this kind,

pending final determination ?

General CARROLL. Captain McCue I
Captain McCu. Yes, sir, we are asking for additional terminals
in the 1970 time frame. That is part of the increased budget request.
Mr. WniirEw. You are doing it on an experimental basis. Why can't
you do it on 12 in four different buildings?. .iy-do-you have to have
more if the whole thing is experineimtafT "You do not i i xn.you buy
thembefore you decide whether.thi. experiment is worthwlitle.
General C(unomlj,. Our experjnfent was designed to encomlpass'thls

kind of interplay from this nfifiber of locationsand this number f.
analysts having access into lje data base. Our ex; erienctlus far, Mr.
Whitten, has lieen suflicieltly encouragii )and ,favorabld so we are
go Itward
,re
re going ,t os.
quite convinced that
n expansion
"
. .with
xd
of t h i s p rogr a m .
-

VXANStON O4 -PROJECT,COINS
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COLTL,,CTION or INP'2FOrnrATO..

, OF DOUnBTm,

VALtUE

Mr. WjN'rENm. General, I had to be in anotheilcommittee this
morning. May I take just a inuiite to say I am sorry I could not be
here. I "ave gone over your statement, and the earlier questions that
have been asked.
As you know from our report and from questions last year, there is
mitch to lead me, at leu.t, to feel that you are caught with a system that
was started Off on years ago, and we might be accumulatin much
information that might be worth much to somebody who wanted sbme.
thing like that, but with tine, with contracts and other things, they
are of questionmible value,
I believe What you just said about these data consoles will help move
the workload out so if somebody checks you over, they won't find 517
lineal fiet of unprocessed reports.
The question still iests with us whether we are reviewing the information we are getting and scAlingit down to usable proporions, or
whether ve continUe to carry on contiaets just because we aRe in the
habit of it.

LONG-RANGE THREAT 1PRIOJECTIONS

For instance, there are so many areas that do raise questions. On
page 18 of your statement you discuss DIA's new function of longrange threat projections. Where does this new function arise? Under
whose order and why was this new function assigned to you?
General CARROLL. It arose as a requirement of the military depart-

inents. It was reviewed and analyzed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Seeretary of Defense; DIA was
directed to undertake that portion of the overall problem which my
statement alludeq to.
Mr. W rrirm. Will you supply to the committee copies of these
orders and findings?
General CAROLL. I shall do so.
(The information follows:)
The orders and findings from the Deputy Secretary of Defense directing the
DIA to assume the fmction of long-range threat projectios are provided below.
TIE DEPUTY SECRETARY or DEFENSE,
lWa8hlngton, D.C., Noremihcr 1, 1968.
MENMORANDUM FOR TME CHAIRMAN,

JOINT 01EFS OF STAFF

Subject: Long-range threat projections,
References:
(a) DepSecDof memo for Chairman, JOS, dated February 2, 1068.
(b) Study of the Department of Defense intelligence threat projections, dated
April 14, 1067.
This responds to your memorandum, JOSM 408-68, dated June 27, 1068.
You recommended that we apply the spaces identified for reduction under
BALPA to satisfy the personnel and financial requirements recommended in reference (a). This is not suitable because BALPA savings have been applied to
project 698 goals, and are thus not available.
Further, you report that the military departments could not identify specific
spaces with the function to be performed by DIA. rThis Is understandable in part;
nevertheless a considerable amount of long-range threat projection goes on annually in the various studies conducted by the individual military departments:
reference (b) reported 187 separate and duplicative efforts in long-range threat
projection by study groups in fiscal year 19067,
1 recognize the difficulties which the various savings and cutback programs
have imposed on the military departments this year. I further Understand and
appreciate their fears of losing the resources which they use for projecting longrange threats, for making long-range threat applications, and for justifying ex.
cursions from the common threat base provided by DIA. Yet it is apparent that
considerable savings (!an be realized by reducing the plethora of separate and
duplicative efforts in projecting long-range threats for use in studies and war
games.
In view of the various cost-reduction programs currently underway in DOD,
I feel that it is not feasible to set up the full program in fiscal year 1969. On
the other hand, I do not desire to delay commencement of the program any
longer. The program is hereby approved, and is to be included in the 5-year
defense plan, DIA ts to assume responsibility for discharge of the long-range
threat projection function in accordance with option 2 of reference (b). Accordingly, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is requested to identify manpower spaces to be transferred from the military departments to DIA to form
a nucleus or cadre on which the full organization can be built, These spaces
need
of course, necessarily come from intelligence organizattaons.
IThenot,
cadre
is to form in fscal year 109, and remaining spaces Are to be identified and to be transferred in fiscal year 1970 to build to the level set up in
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reference (b), for a total of 51 spaces (22 military, 29 civilian). I suggest trans.
ferrying the cadre spaces using the following guidelines:
Army: Two military (one 0-0, one 0-5), one civilian (0S-14);
Navy: One military (0-6), one civilian (08-14)
Marine Corps: One military (0-5);
Air Force: One military (0-8), two civilian (one 08-15, one GS-14) ; and
Joint War Games Agency: One military (0-5).
rlhe intent here is to set up the manpower nucleus around which the program will be built. Severe funding restrictions in fiscal year 1969 require that
financing of this function conic from DIA reprograming of funds until the fiscal
year 1970 budget cycle. DIA is to commence now to produce those portions of the
long-range threat projection function which it can handle using the limited resources available. I desire a list of those long-range threat projection functions
which cannot be produced with resources provided for fiscal year 1969 under
this memorandum.
Please recommend a list of manpower spaces to be transferred, using the
guidelines set forth above. Appropriate changes to the fiscal year 1969 program
should be made to reflect the transfers. DIA and the military departments
should adjust their fiscal year 1970 budget requests to reflect the total of 51
spaces to be transferred for fiscal year 1970.
PAUL H. NITZE.
DIA ]RESPONSIBILITY FOR LONG-RANGE THREAT PIOJEOPIONM

Mr. LiscomB. What did you mean by "that portion" I
General CAMM0LL. There is a requirement on the part of a military
department to do long-range planning in conjunction with their own
force-structure development and in conjunction with their own devolopinent of strategy and tactics.
-Mr. Lipscol. General, by "that portion," do you mean that, this
is itstudy or a project that is divided between DIA and others?
General CAmnOLL, No, sir. I am trying to come to the requirement.
The military departments have a requirement to do long-range planning in conjunction with their own force-structure development. They
always have been doing this. However, because of the advances in
technology, the leadtimes that normally used to be employed have
now been vastly extended, and the services have to cope with leadtimes as much as 20 years into the future.
One of the essential ingredients in their long-range planning is an
appreciation of the threat as it will exist in the time frame for which
they are doing their planning. If it is 20 years into the future, they
need an appreciation of the threat of a conflict environment that might
exist at that time, the military capabilities of the particular nation
involved, so in turn they can then view their planning in relationship
to what the military threat requirements might be at that particular
point in time.
The national intelligence estimates whioh are produced in the intelligence community normally only go
*A years into the future,
because hard evidence does not support projections beyond that. The
national intelligence community, going baok a few years ago, did
endeavor to expand in that particular area, but was never able to do
it to a satisfactory extent within the national machinery.
Begininng in the early 1950's, because of the-_
Mr. Lipsco~m. I think the committee understands the analysis of
the threat and all of this.
General CARROLL. All right, sir.

ASSE.SSAIRiN'
Mr. Liviscoma. You are starting out on at new study, and you said
"(thatt portion of the thro'at." Aye you doing the whole thing?
GIonoi'al. CJARROLL. We 11r1 do0ing the tl'ea1S.R.asessmet, and11
that Wiill
be0 it Coll trUblt ioh which WO iiittketo the total project.
Mr'. Lmscomit. But the DIA is dolig this new partt. This new requIr('nuelt hisI(t111(l l 01doil ol
oeneral Oanno., Tat if,xiglt.
All'. IAI'$coMbi. You are.dJoingk tho Whole thing?
General C~uOARROL. We are doing the whole thinMr. TApmoomit. And the mui lfary will use whatever you gain to
crank ito what they are doing ?
enera-Il Cmlnuor., 4. With one6 expanlsiot) of'tchait sir'. Sinceo we 11ue projecting 20vyears in the futture, nIlI Will he us8ing thie S1111e V0o11,on base,
1111(1 fromt f-hat, thoy ean mlake their owni exemrsions in their. jIaimitg.
Mr. Lii'scomi, Yolk did niot metut thereo are othor stutdies going onI the
'HVflE'1

(10n10111 CARRniOLLi. 'I'hitt istr111e?
Genlerl

matoi4 I. TPhem' hld h1ot). i10('111180 of tihe jptli foratln Or

thoso, this tak was ltignemmd to uts, sit'.
&fi'.
IJusmC0s[I. Thent 1i 10160 Imit docitt))oit that I unlder-stanld volt I'ilI
rut, in tho record which shows this wits aiss4igned to you by (tired Ion of
he N~rta-r, of lDefenlso.

(GeneralC(AuoR~R
1,4 nFuit Is corvI'O(t., sit'.
May i askc One thing long thiat ilie.
YOU Satid threat a1880811ment. YOU said thitt WAS Vyour portionl, inl i0Sponse to Mri. Lipseomh's query. What other j)ortioulm re there to thlis
aside from the threat assessment? Isn't your over-nil1 aigunlent to
Ca~litInt
hat the
determine the threat. assessment, thio enemly
namne of thuesane?
Cleneral (.A'uto~t. 'That is ('orrect, sir. After a threat assessment. is
made, it theiu has, to be ap)lled to the partticular p)lannitig Inconjuncetion With) which it is4 being useWd. Thilt Will 1)0 th11 respons~ib'iity, Of the
Mu'. MINAIIAI.L.

military dolatlttst.

Mr'. %NfUi~Ar.L,
I understand this, ht. yVou toll them. Is this autotiter
name for enemy caplalilty, "threat assessment." ?
Gen101r11 C"ARRIOLL. Yes, si.
MiMr s 4 Ir. The same thing, ist;l- It.?
General11 CO LLour.
Pr'ojected 20 years- into the1 fuitm'e-.
Mr. MTNSIIAT,.

It is thetoenmy capability 20 years from now.

Gen0er111l CAUutOLL,. That, is 1ight
Mr.' MINRIALL. Yout give this to the JTont Cllefs, and they decide
what we need to counteract that threat or whatever they wan~it. to do
about it?

General CAntboLLr. The inilltnroy departments.
Mr. MINSHTAILL WMat other port-ions of this (lefens intelligence

analysis are there, otiter than enemy capability and the threat
nassesslent?
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(4mn
hCuerl('itoil. When I sit id "Poltionl, sir, I Wits referring to thle
overall reqttli'emint of theo Ilififiay deipntieloits, whichl 1. to dto

phal itifg.
. A1i
iNk~iAI.I,. WeP le tat Ilcig il)ott. illttllfio nlow. You sAy
l wit y fromtht )aiiiglwi'.
( h'leilll (CAmil()Im. 1li t~
liM lijolhit of Ilitt&lligoeiwe luld( this moillttiot-tIiritt.flN(~MI)U ich enl('
(Ii 1w used III tf)l't l t
heilsft~
Iepil rtmelnt,

Ist III]. Tlhitt. 15 voil. -jo01) '1'twit yoll turn'f It overP
ind they ('Ifll figiure Oft w%%hat. they nived.
(eea
I'IAII( AMIL That. 44 correct(1.
INI . MNSII AM.I. Isn1't. tha t whilt ?'oii'hal'e ben (lollig III 1aflonig
(hlinad (,uiui,.
Not. 2()yea i's iflh) thel fi ti',o, 8'1.
Alr. Ans-i
IMIA.. imf

to the Joliit (hie4's

NI i' IlNHMIiALL. ~IVtenI (11(1 You got olt()this 20-year kciic?
(I(kni'al (CmIutow:. A1,'101 (Ile 1ililit
was tat id )It ts lby the 1olit
Chief.." O'Stillli nd(the se'etilry of IDefene.
Mi'. AllNSIIAI, 4 . W171101 WIN It. fild Oil fnllI~YwionI?
(.1plranl CAItIoI,,. BlY the .Joint Chlefs of 'StillU'and the Secrtary of
Ioft'llse.

(h'niei'a (ClARioaaj. A1little over It )y411 lago. F~or lO00), 1IlhaVe heeti
11llomated by tho Swril~ry of Itvfenl() sce
to
ge,1PHC
t going Onl thlis,
11('t
ye 101I90 hud gef. for this
111(11
t iii'eti~tlu b11M
scsInI thle
All'. AhNa 41A.
Why thie magic number 20 years? IDid thepy explain
that. 'to 3'oli ?
( 4oloi-al ("4 muot.,. It. Illis beeuu determined b~y the ilitary &%partt
111(mts that their long 'lrag I1111tuling Illust j)i'ojeet 2(0 y(4l1; it(o tho

Ai1'. Af NSHAr.I. Whyv
(lnern I (,'mutonn.. cause of thle twe'hnologieal and force dejploymflet
ltetdtiifls wi('hlare tissociatted. With the developsiliilt of m11ilry force

WI rucl~tu( toay.

Mr. AMINsuI 1 , . Whyv 20 yearvs? Why ntot. 1(0 0r1' Why didn't they go
to 30 years?k
General C.ItOL. It. Ismas fitn' as. 120. Ut will iclde 10 lu.1
and tfl ItI)
to 200. ''ey decided that 20 years was as fa as they ('otild.Mr. MuN6mrATI1u1. Wihy d's the magic number .st01 ait 20? Why (11(1
they pickC thalit?
(deel1 (J1nnOOL.
1 11811111tileheaesoin thtw picked that wals l)efliso
4
they felt ttait was the degree of 1eod(thiie tat. they lne(ded.
Mr. MrTNIMALrj. WhereV is this directive? I o you have It with1 YouI
00en1eral (JAlMOLLI. No sir;- I do not.
Air. miNSHA1.;, H ow longf a.dwilument is it?
Goceral (O
,%n ou,. First. of all, it is at big study whichi was rioiwed
by thle .Joint 1Chiefs of Staff. Then therp tu'e presetnittion lby th TlIt
dhti1ofe Of Staff to the S9ecpretary of Deens, with it paper Coming bac'k
from theo Secretary of IDefenso mainhg tile deeisionl, approving the
project.
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Mr. MINSHALL. Is that paper in letter form?
General CARROLL. I believe it is in memorandum form.

Mr. WiITEN. Earlier I asked that this information be put in tile
record. I think it should be. By the same token, I think it should be
submitted to the committee. We do not wish to wait for the printed
record to see it.
Mr. MINSHALL. Provide a copy to the committee by tomorrow.
General CARROLL. Can do.

Mr. MINSRALL. W17o is your deputy now?
General CARROLL, Vice Admiral Lowrance.
Mr. MIzSHrALL. What happened to General Quinn?
General CARROLL. General Quinn departed DIA several years ago
and became commander of the 7th Army over in Europe.
Mr. MINSIIALL. Where is he now?
General CARROLL. He is retired.
CoNTRAOr STUDIES

Mr. ANDREWS. I want to say, Mr. Chairman, I have been on this com-

mittee a few years, and I believe this year, General, we have had more
discussion about studies than I have ever heard before. I just wish
we could put in the record-of course, you cannot furnish the information, but I am sure you could get it if you put your whole intelligence
force to work on it-I would like to know how many studies are underway in the Pentagon and how much they will cost, studies of all
types. It seems every time we ask about anything, it is either under
studyy or going to be studied. I am sure it is very expensive.
GeneralrCARIrVLL. I am sure you are right, sir.
Mr. ANDR EWS. How many studies do you have underway in your
own shop ? Can you give us a ball park figure?
General CARROLL. I have multiple numbers of studies going on in
just about every organizational element of my outfit.
Mr. SIREs. Mr. Andrews, you did not have in mind that DIA should
go out and contract for studies to determine how many studies there
are, did you I
Mr. ANDiEnWS. I do not think it would shock me any more. I do not
mean'to be facetious, General. The record is full of these studies, Each
one of them costs money. How much would you say this one will cost
you? Forty-onemo repeople?
General CARmoxr. And $700"000 for external contra ctual assistance.
Mr. ANDPrWS. That is not a light study, I would say.

General CARROLL. No, sir, it is not. I think I should mention, howeverl that this does not represent t new add-on to the Department of
Defense budget, because many of these things previously were done
separately in various areas of the military departments. The funds that
I am requesting in my budget presentation had previously been carried, even to a larger extent, in some other elements of the Department of Defensebudaetary presentation.
Mr.ANDREWS. I think you will agree w'ith me when I say the studies

are very expensive.
General CIAUROLL. Yes, sir; they are.

Mr. AmDPtws. Thank you.
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Mr. Wui-mvE. General, as you pointed out in your earlier statement,.
last year we said it appeared to the coltittee that you had accumulated a lot of informatfon of doubtful value. I think tlhis has been sufficiently substantiated by the record for the committee to have such,

an opinion.
y attention was called earlier to this new assignment wlen we had
the communications hearings, at which time we hail Lt. Gen. Richard P.
Klocko, Director of the Defense Communilcations Agency. His record
showed us that in communications alone, lie hd about 36,500 military
and civilian personnel in over 80 countries engaged in operating and
maintaining defense communications systems.
We are not unaccustomed around here to having studies and re
organizations. It. usually looks like they reorganize tlem up instead of
down. The study so frequently drifts off into a study of how to per.
petuate an agency and to enlarge and increase it.
TOO MGvoll INFORMArMON

The record last year showed that what we needed to do was consolidate, simplify, and reduce so we could get our hands on what we
need when we need it. So far as I know, Irom the Liberty, Pveblo,
and Tet offensive, we did not suffer from lack of information. We
suffered from so much information and there were so many ways to
get it out that it never got where it was needed in time to do any good.
You are planning more studies and setting up a new outfit. Intelligence reports laid around an average of 8 days and accumulated to the
tune of 517 linear feet, and you in your statement said it really didn't
make much difference. Then you want to put in the electronic equipment so you can move it faster.
The only way I see is, if it does not amount to anything, and you say
it doesn't, what you want to do is just move it out of the way so investigators won't run into it'any more. That is a pretty sharp statement, but
that is the way it sounds.
General GARnOLL. Mr. Written, th6 information reports to which you
refer, I have addressed at some length in my statement. I know you
have read that. The only purpose of presenting it there was to indicate
that they were not time-perishable and, therefore, when backlogs did
generate, there was not a loss of current information of current sig.
nificance which should'be called to someone's attention for planning or
decision purposes. The information, however, is required. The mere
fact that 8 days may elapse before it is processed to the analyst, or the
fact that on occasion it may backlog before he analyst can extract
from it certain data and colate and evaluate it in conjutiotion with
other information does not mean that tht information is not valuable
and shouldn't be incorporated into our data base.
USE OP INTELLIOENCE DATA

Mr. WxiirEw. After World War II, the Navy, the Army, and the
Air Force recalled some officers to write the history of ordnance di ingi
the war. One of my good friends, was recalled, and was well qualified
for that.
3f-202-4 39-pt. 0-4
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Other than writing history after the thing is over, isn't that about
the only value of much of this iifollmitton? Youi keep this information
avalable to write the history of defense intelligence sometime in the

future. Isn't that the fact ?

General CARoLrLr. Not at all, sir. The use which is nade of this data
which is incorporated in the data base is to produce a multiple niimber
of programed intelligence products which are required in support of
the planners the dectsionmakers, and comnianders in the Department
of I)efense. iuch of what we do will result in a publication which is
used as the basis for contingency plan development by planners in the
joint staff or unified and specified commands or for the further aplication to operational use in the event their contingency plans are called
upon for execution.
The information is not for historical purposes at all. It is to support
military needs in the event military action is required.
QUALIFICATIONS FOl LONG-IANOI1 TIIIIUIAT P1101FCTION

M11r. Wii'rmN. Now we come to the question: Wiat special qualfitations do you and your people have to project the world situation as
it relates to this country for the next 10 or 20 years? What special
qualifications do you and your group have for that task?
General CARnoL. It, is a difficult task. I have asked for a total of 51
people as I mentioned. Thirty-eight of them will be directly involved
Ji stain the threat projection organization within DIA. The rewill be placed in various other DIA production activities
maining
to support the threat projection elements by making inputs to them.
INTEI1,I0ENCE CONTRACTS

Mr. WHI'mr.
Let me ask the question another way, then. The )efense Intelligence Agency was set up, as I recall, after the Bay of Pigs.
We had to do something, so we created a new agency. Now we are
getting to where folks are beginning to look at it. It appears to me,
you have Army Intelligence, Navy Intelligence, Air Force Intelligence, Central Intelligence, Defense Intelligence. Now it develops
that you have a whale of a lot of contracts for intelligence. My inform.
mation is that DIA has about 40 technical service contracts. Thoso
are where you hire some company to get a certain amotint of information.
Did you ever find one of them who said, "We have finished the job
and we ask to be relieved of the contract" and you end it, or do you
always contiitethe contract?
General CAU1OAIJ. We have several contracts thht have been continuifig over a Ionix period of time.
Mr. Wm-rr
. Let us have for the record a list of the contracts you
have, who they are with, how long they have been in existence, how
many have been concluded, and how many have been conftinfied, and
the dates when they were concluded and the dates when they were
continued.
General CAnROLL,. We can do that.
Mr. MINSvIAmL. And what the studies accomplished.
Mr. W nr. I would like in line with that, a description of what
the contract is, in such detail that we can tell what it is about.
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General CAtOLL. I understand.
Mr. Wirr1Imm. Not just "find out what is going on" sort of studies.
(Tile information follows:)
EXTERNA,

ASSISTANCE CONTrACTUAL

SUPPORT

External aslstonce contracts entered into by I)IA, covering both agreements
with other Government agencies and contracts with commercial flrms follow.
INTELLIGENCE PROI)UCTION

Contract title/purpose: Open source exploitation.
Contractor: Library of Congress-Defense Resea rcb Division.
Fiscal year:
1963
-----------------------------------------19064
-----------------------------------------1965
-----------------------------------------1966
-----------------------------------------1907
-----------------------------------------1968
------------------------------------------

1969

------------------------------------------

$2, 225, 000
2,465,000
2,872,000
2,749,000
2 819, 000
2, 88,000

,346,000

Dcmcrtption.-DIA continued the agreement originally established in 1948 between the U.S. Air Force and tie Library of Congress, establislling an organizarion within the Library of Congress to exploit for intelligence use tile extensive
collections of unclassified, open source material. Tie Library of Congress has the
largest collection of Slavic material o1tsid(l of the U.S.S.R. and tie third largest
collection of Chinese documents, with only China and the Soviet Union possessing
larger collections. In addition, extensive collections have been developed on Latin
America, Africa, and the remainder of tie free world. DIA uses the Defense
Research Division (DRD) of the Library of Congress not only to exploit these
collections in support of its intelligence programs, but to research all appropriate
collection requirements to determine whether information is available in the
open source prior to requesting technical or other more expensive collection resources. This is a continuing requirement.
Accomplishment&-The contributions of tie Defense Research Division can be
classified into three groups:
1. Extracts: DRD produces approximately 20,000 extracts from foreign language publications for DIA per year. The DRD analysts are provided guidance
from DIA as to subjects and recommended sources to exploit. These extracts are
used by tile DIA analysts in their intelligence production.
2. Automated installation file: DRD prepares'and submits over 50,000 inputs
annually to the DIA automated installation file (AIF). DRD supports DIA in
those subjects and in those areas where the open sources are most productive.
8. Studies: DRD produces over 200 special studies or inputs to DIA studies
annually, on a variety of topics of intelligence interest based on exploitation of
the open source and used in conjunction with classified material provided by
DIA analysts. These studies have included, among many others:
African Paramilitary Studies.
Chinese Communist Foreign Aid : Motivations and Constraints.
Pl ods: Indo-Chinese Peninsula.
Military Control, Communist China.
Boundary and Housing Data on U.S.S.R. Cities.
Soviet Military Doctrine.
Viet Minh Logistics.
Demographic Reviews of North Korea, U.S.S.R., and North Vietnam.
Peoples Liberation Army Rank Structure.
Government Control Force Estimates for Soviet Block Satellites.
Chinese Communist and Conflict Negotiations.
Meteorology-Communist China and Mongolia.
East German Ground Forces Logistics.
Public Image of Military in Latin America.
Administrative Studies on Selected Countries of Africa.
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Contract title: Geological Survey Exploitation.
Contractor: Department of Interior.
Fiscal year:
1963
-------------------------------------$1,400,000
1964
--------------------------------------1 400, 000
1905
--------------------------------------1, 010, 000
1966
---------------------------------------500,000'
1907
---------------------------------------115,000
1908 ---------------------------------------124,000
1069
---------------------------------------138, 000
Deserlption,-Infiscal year 1903 the Defense Intelligence Agency inherited the
Military Geology Branch (MOB), Department of Interior, support from the U.S.
Army at an annual cost of $1.4 million involving approximately 118 man-years.
This one agreement included support from the World Soils Geography Unit at
the Department of Agriculture (see Department of Agriculture) and Geology
Branch at the Department of Interior. This agreement wos for support In speeialized geologic research and terrain studies production. Beginning In fiscal year
1960 separate agreements were negotiated with the Department of Agriculture
for $195,000 and approximately 14 man-years of effort and with the Department
of Interior for $500,000 and approximately 22 man-years of effort. The Department of Interior agreement was further reduced in fiscal year 1907 to $115,000
and approximately i man-years. As a result of the reductions over the 2-year
period in the Department of Interior agreement, the work previously performed
by Interior, but not discontinued was taken In-house by DIA utilizing 44 spaces
for this purpose. This is a continuing requirement,
Aocomplshmet.-The Department of Interior contract currently provide the
following type of analyses:
Contract title: Exploitation Soil Conservation.
Contractor: Department of Agriculture.
Fiscal year:
1006 -------------------------------------$195, 000'
1907
-----------------------------------213,00
1968 .......................221,000
1969
----------------------234,000
Desoription.-This support was originally part of one agreement with the
Department of Interior (see Interior contract) for $1.4 million in fiscal year 1963;
and continued as part of the Interior Agreement until fiscal year 160 when a
separate agreement was negotiated with the Department of Agriculture World
Soils Geography Unit. This agreement was originally requested by the U.S, Army
to obtain the services of the soil scientists of the Department of Agriculture
required for 'the development of terrain intelligence on foreign countries. These
terrain studies include soil analysis to assess the degree of cross-country movement permitted, capability of an area to support military construction and
suitability for defense positions. This is a continuing requirement.
AooompUlshments.--The World Soils Geographic Unite (WSGU), Soil Conservation Service is tasked annually to prepare the soil inputs for three groups of
DIA studies:
1. Strategic Terrain Studies-used by United States and NATO Forces.
2, Tactical Terrain Analysis Studies-studies on key areas where U.S.
Forces may be required in support of command contingency plans.
8. National Intelligence .Studies on Terrain-prepared for area background and military planning throughout the Department of Defense.
WSGU is tasked annually for the preparation of inputs to approximately two
strategic terrain studies, six national Intelligence surveys, and 12 tactical terrainmanaly$sis. In addition, WSGU provides technical expertise in support of
other epeell DIA studies, such as soil studies in the areas of Soviet-hardened
missile site deplOyment.'

Contract title/putpose: Photo processing, motion picture film.
Contractor: Department of Agriculture.
Fiscal year:
1966
-----------------------------------------

$5,000

1967
1--------00
1908------------------------------------------1000

1969

------------------

-----------------------------

1,000
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Deortpton.-To process black and white motion picture film including film
,duplicating services that cannot be accomplished within DIA photographic laboratory capabilities,
Aceamplahments.-This contractual support for motion picture film processing has enabled DIA: to fulfill its mission to support the Joint Chiefs of Staffs,
Department of Defense mapping and charting activities, and the intelligence
community with photographic reproduction services. The comparatively low volume of requirements for processing of this type does not justify the high cost
that would be incurred to purchase the specialized equipment required to develop
and maintain an in-house capability.
Contract title/purpose: Photo processing, color film.
Contractor:
(Fiscal year 1966) Blair Inc., Bailey's Cross Roads, Va. (Fiscal years 126769) Blair Inc,, Bailey's Cross Roads, Va. ; Capital Film Laboratories,
Washington, D.C.
Fiscal year:
1906
-------------------------------------$5, 000
1967
--------------------------------------7,000
1968
--------------------------------------7,000
1969
-----------------------------------7000
Desorlption.-To process color still and color motion picture photography, including duplication services that could not be accomplished within DIA photographic laboratory capabilities, In fiscal year 1067, the single contract with Blair
Inc. was dropped and open purchase system instituted -to enable DIA to utilize
other commercial sources to better provide required services within established
time frames, Under present arrangements Blair, Inc., is used for processing of
color still photograpy and Capital Film Laboratories provides processing and
duplication of color motion picture film.
Aceoiptl18h7tnt8.-Tlis contractual support enables DIA to fulfill requirements of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense mapping and charting
activities, and the intelligence community with photographic reproduction services. Although recently acquired equipment provides DIA with still color film
processing capability, contractual support is required for motion picture film and
for processing of specific franchise still color photography (Kodachrome). The
comparatively low volume of requirements does not justify the high cost that
would be incurred to provide this total in-house capability.
Contract title/purpose: Indexing of aerial photograf)hy.
Contractor:
(Fiscal year 1065-68) Universal Engineering, Inc.
(Fiscal year 1069) Potomac Aerial Surveys, Inc.
Fiscal year:
1965
------------------------------------1966
------------------------------------1967
-------------------------------------1968
--------------------------------------

$1,000
7000
50,000
8000

109-------------------------------------------33,:000

Dcqcrlptlon.-The contract provides for indexing of critical aerial photography
by precise geographical location to facilitate storage and retrieval through automated index listings to support the photographic research requirements of
DIA, the unified and specified commands, military, departments, and other
authorized users. Contractor assistance is utilized when the quantity of aerial
photography received by DIA exceeds the in-house indexing capability.
Araomp?18himen8t.--Tle approximate number of aerial exposures indexed by
the contractor in each fiscal year is as follows:
Fiscal year 1065
---------------------------------158,000
Fiscal year 1960
----------------------------------75,000
Fiscal year 1067
----------------------------------805, 000
Fiscal year 1968
---------------------------------295,000
Fiscal year 1969
--------------------------------225,000
Estimated.
Contract title/purpose: Meteorological data.
Contractor: National Weather Records Center-Department of Commerce.

Fiscal year:
1065

84,000
47, 000
88,000
1967
- 126,000
1968
84,000
1969
Dcscrlption.-When the Defense Intelligence Agency was formed, the meteorological intelligence functions transferred from the military services included
only the jobs directly involved it production and the manpower spaces necessary
to perform them. The production of each NIS section on weather and climate
requires the machine processing of several million weather observations into
statistical summaries suitable for human analysis. The national archives for
climatological data are maintained by ESSA at the National Weather Records
Center (NWRC), Asheville, N.C. Automated Data Processing of climatological
data in support of the NIS productions hIas always been performed by NWRO.
The policy was continued when DIA was forced is the most economical means of
acquiring the required support. This is a continuing requirement.
Accompllshment8
1. Ocean area NIS action I support: Support required is irregular, reenling
once every 8 to 4 years as production shifts to a new ocean basin. SUpport involves
both programing and processing, the cost varying from approximately $75.000
to $150,000 depending on the volume of records available for processing. A 2-year
leadtfme on NWRO contracts is required to allow completion of analyses for
preparation of the first scheduled production in the series. Support is received
In the form of statistical summaries of meteorological parameters and a magnetic
tape of wind data for use in the machine production of wind roses by DIAMS.
2. Amphibious objective study support: Support is required on an annual basis
varying in amount nccordings to the number of productions scheduled. Contract
covers programing and processing costs. Support is in the form of macitne summaries of elimatologieal data for selected stations In and adjacent to the AOS

1066

-----------------------------------------------

-

ar(M.

3. Upper air atlas: in 1064 the format of the ocean arei NIS section I was revised to delete upper air Information subject to the preparation and publication
of a series of upper air atlases prepared on a hemisphere (rather than sectional
basis, Support furnished by HESSA has been in two forms: A detailed survey and
evaluation of the materials (raw data and published studies) available for use
in preparation of the proposed series, and actual production of a set of documents covering tme southern hemisphere. The decision on the production was
made in 1908 to take advantage of extensive collection and analysis work which
had already been done under Government contracts by a group of scientists workIng on a joint ISSA-NCAR (National Committee for Atmospheric Research)
project. This action will permit publication of the southern hemisphere series
several years sooner than could have been achieved with DIA Internal production
and at a savings of several hundred thousand dollars.
4. Climatological data collections: The major portion of the national ellmnatologlcal data base is aciluired by processing and storing data routinely received
on long-haul circuts in support of operational meteorological requirements
Contract title/purpose: Physical vulnerability studies.
Contractor: Various as indicated by project accomplishments.
Fiscal year:
1903
------------------------------------------$111,000
1964
-------------------------------------------218,000
19065 ------------------------------------------------0
1906
-------------------------------------------235,000
107
-------------------------------------------150,000
1968
-------------------------------------------155,000
19
-------------------------------------------189,000
Description.
1. These contracts have been used to extend and augment "in-house" capabilities
In the functional area of physical vulnerability of targets to various weapons with
kill mechanisms Including fragmentation and nuclear effects.
2. Over this period, work performed has included:
(a) Developing methodology for solving targeting problems involving
hardened instjillations.
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(b) l)eveloping prediCtive models for personnel casualties exposed to
combined nuclear effects.
(v) l)etermining hardness levels of various type bridges.
(d) Production of circular slide rules permitting rapid solution of typical
weapon effects and weapons apillications problems.
(c) Preparation of mathemfatlcal models and computer codes. for special
weapon delivery system applications.
(f) Solving unique target problems (radars, etc.).
(g) Performing research (DAMS, SLABS, NEACP) studies, laboratory
investigations, and field work to extend the state-of-the-art In certain areas
to obtain data and procedures necessary to solve special problems of targetting interest.
3. These projects are a portion of an overall program which is viable and
aimed at providing a capability to respond to assigned responsibilities in a
more rapid, accurate, precise manner.
4. The work performed Under these contracts requires equipment, facilities,
knowledge, data, expertise, and disciplines not available to the organization.
5. Efforts are made to fully coordinate with other interested agencies to insure economy, combine objectives, and to best utilize resources.

Acconplishments
A. FISCAL YIAIl 1963

Project: Vulnerability Handbook of Hardened Installations. Contractor:
Newmark, Hanson & Associates, Urbania, i11. Amnotllt: $17,000.
Sitniarj.-The vulnerability of hardened installations is critical for target
planning, Initial methodologies for calculating this vulnerability required updating due to increased knowledge derived from testing and analytical work.
This contract was to update DIA manuals utilized in computing ithe vulnerability
analysis of hardened Installations.
BencftO.-This contract provided a befiter, more complete, manual for the
calculation of vulnerabilities of hardened istallatils. Incorporation of advanced analytical theories id test dta bits improved our analyses and the
analyses of users of the DIA manual.
Project: vulnerability of bridges. Contractor: General American Transport
Co., Chicago, Ill. Amount: $36,000.
Siminary.-This contract was for 'the development of a methodology for the
prediction of vulnerability of four types of bridges to the effects of nuclear
weapons. The types of bridges studied were steel arch, olened spandrel reinforced
concrete arch, solid concrete and/or masonry arch,-and suspension bridges. The
study was continued under the provisions of an .Air Force fiscal year 1963 contract when function was assigned to DIA,
Bflcncft.-Based on ,the findings of this study "Vulnerability Numbers" (AIN)
for the various type of bridges were determined and assigned to the apl)ropriate
targets listed in the target data Inventories (TDI). Note: This support was Initiated by the U.S. Air Force in fiscal year 1962 at $73,904 and was extended
by DIA Into fiscal year 1003 at $36,000. The benefits described above pertain to
the completed contract.
Project: Combined effects. Contractor: H. H. Smith, Washington, D.C. Amount:
$58,000.
Sumrnary.-Tlie vulnerability of personnel in various environments is critical
for target planning. Prediction of personnel casualties and fatalities in urbanindustrial areas had been made solely on the basis of analyses of the World War
II experiences at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This contract was to bring together
the data developed in two previous contracts, one on the phenomenology of nuclear weapons and the other on environmental factors as pertinent to effects
on personnel, to provide the means of predicting casualties and fatalities among
personnel in various environments.
BcnfltM.-This contract provided a better, more complete basis for canculation of personnel casualties and fatalities InI various environments, from the
combined effects of nuclear weapons ranging in yield from fractional kilotons
to multimegatons. The data derived from this contract has been published in
PC 550/1-2 Physical Vulnerability Handbook-Nuclear Weapons, for use by the
U. & S. Commands and other DOD agencies in the prediction of casualties and
fatalities in the strategic intelligence operations plan, war gaming, etc. Vulnerability Numbers derived from the results of the contract study are entered in
the Eurasian target data inventory for the users of that document.
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B. FISCAL YEAR 1004

Project: Shock analysis. Contractor: Newmark, Hansen & Associates, Urbana,
I11. Amount: $30,000.
Summary.-As a result of the hardening of critical facilities by placing them
underground, new methodologies were required in order to evaluate vulnerabilities. This contract developed methodologies to predict damage to missile systems,
antennas, electronic equipment, computers, and communications equipment which
were shock mounted in hardened sites.
Betwflts.-Prior to the development of these methodologies for shock analysis,
vulnerability analysis of hardened underground targets was based on the hardness of the structure and did not consider the shock effects on the equipment. As
a result of this contract, vulnerability analysis of hardened targets has been
significantly improved. These methodologies have been adopted widely and are
currently used by the U.S. Air Force elements planning and testing U.S. missile
vulnerabilities.
Project: Vulnerability of bridges. Contractor: Newmark, Hansen & Associates,
Urba'na, Ill. Amount: $40,000.
Slummay.-This contract developed generalized, but easily applied, methods
for evaluating the vulnerability of various types of bridges to the effects of nuclear blast. Bridge types studied included simply; supported steel highway and
railroad girder, truss, and tied arch bridges.
Benef/ts.-As the result of this contract, this v.ency produced a document for
the guidance of planners which permits ready, easy determination of the vulnerability "of these type targets for normal ranges of sizes. In addition, the data
was utilized to provide vulnerability numbers (an index system) for specific targets included in the various TDI's (target data inventories).
Project: Salvo kill probabilities. Contractor: Republic Aircraft, N.Y. Amount:

$10,000.

Summary.-The purpose of this research project was to develop a computer
program that would predict the effectiveness of a salvo release of munitions
;against personnel and materiel targets. This computer program calculates the
probability of damage of a salvo of rockets, gunfire, or cluster bombs.
Reneflts.-This computer program was used in the effectiveness calculations
for the Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manual for Air to Surface munitions. This
manual is used by weapons planners for calculating force requirements.
Project: Computer solutions to fragmentation. Contractor: U.S. Army Arsenal,
-Picatinny,
N.J. Amount:
$50,000.
Sunmmary.-This
contract
was for weapons effectiveness calculations of nonnuclear munitions. MAE's (Mean Areas of EffectiveneSs) were calculated for
general purpose bombs, rockets, gunfire and fragmentation munitions against a
large spectrum of personnel and materiel targets This project covered MAEs for
WWII general purpose, bombs, missiles and rockets, and MAE's for additional
munitions being used in Vietnam.
Beneflts.-The.se weapons effectiveness computations measure the relative effectiveness
various munitions and are used in weapons employments manuals
by targetingofofficers
for calculation of force requirements.
Project: Nuclear computers, Contractor: General American Transportation
Co., Chicago, Ill. Amountt: $89,000.
Sutmary,.-This contract was for the revision and production of 1,700 sets
of plastic, circuladr lide rules (PVC 9 -and 10) and production of 850 sets of
PV-8 circular slide rules. These hand computers are used for the rapid
solution of nuclear weapons problems.
Benefit.-These computer kits have been provided to organizations and etements of the DOD who are engaged in nuclear weapon employment planning.
These computers simplify and speed the solution of weapon employment problems.
Project: Nonnuclear hand computers. Contractor: General American Transportation Co., Chicago, Ill. Amount: $49,000.
Summary.-This contract was for thei development and production of seven
hundred (700) .sets of plastic, circular /slide rules ior rapid solution of nonnuclear weaponsproblem.s.
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Beneflta.-These computer kits have been provided to organizations and elements of the DOD who are engaged in target planning. These computers simplify
and speed the solution, by unskilled personnel, of typical weapon application
problems.
0. FISCAL YEAR 1900

Project: Analysis of radars. Contractor: General Electric. Amount: $97,000.
Summar.-This project investigated the vulnerability of selected RED (Hostile) and BLUE (Friendly) radar antennas to nuclear blast effects. The radars
were selected to be representative, by size, funtelon, type, and deployment.
Beneflts.-The data produced has been utilized in handbooks published by
this Agency for those elements in the DOD engaged in targeting or weapons
employment planning. The data has also been employed in recent studies concerning major communications systems employed by the Soviets.
Project: Computerizing vulnerability analysis system. Contractor: Newmark,
Hansen & Associates, Urbana, Ill. Amount: $138,000.
Sumn.ary.-This project was designed to automate and improve existing
manual systems of computing the vulnerability of harded targets.
Beneflts.-This computer system (VAS), when fully operational, will be a
basic analytical tool utilized for solving many problems in a rapid efficient manner. Portions of the VAS system have been utilized in determining the hardness
levels of buried, reinforced concrete communications vaults and are currently
being utilized in connection with a study concerning the hardness of Soviet
ICBM missile launch facilities. By conversion, addition, and improvement other
analytical methods will be adopted to the VAS framework to form a comprehensive, viable system geared to provide speed, accuracy, and flexibility to resolve
targeting problems involving complex elements and conditions.
D. FISOAL YEARS 1067-69

Project: Analysis of large, concrete dams. Contractor: U.S. Army Waterways
Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. Amount: Fiscal year 1967, $50,000; fiscal
year 1968, $62,000; fiscal year 1969 $50,000.
Summary.-This project was initiated as a joint effort with DASA (Defense
Atomic Support Agency) in fiscal year 1967. The objective is to determine the
behavior, mode of failure, and extent of breach of large hydraulic structures
experiencing shock loading from nuclear weapons birst in or on the upstream
reservoir. This Is a very complex problem combining theoretical investigations,
laboratory scale model tests, development of computer predictive coeds, and
finally full-scale catastrophic test of a prototype damn.
Beneflt8.-The work to date has summarized all known work; developed parametric data on the water shock environment; derived test results on shock
propagation and stress intensity for various test conditions on scale models; and
investigated adaptation of existing computer codes using finite element analysis
for prediction purposes. Remaining work consists of further model tests, code
development, and destructive testing of a large dam (concrete arch, 600 feet
long by 150 feet deep) recently made available in California. The data developed
has not been employed on any specific targeting problem as yet. When completed, it should provide a capability to conduct a rapid analysis of a target
system composed of large hydraulic structures which are located upstream of
other critical facilities. This type study capitalized on the secondary effects of
downstream damage and could effect economies in maximizing weapons
employment.
Project: Deep reinforced concrete slabs. Contractor: U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss. Amouit: Fiscal year 1967, $100,000;
fiscal year 1968, $93,000;- fiscal year 1969, $30,000.
Project: Analysis of the effects of electromagnetic pulse on a selected aircraft. Contractor: U.S. Army Equipment Research and Development Center.
Fort Belvoir, Va. Amount: Fiscal year 1969, $50,000.
Project: Physical vulnerability computers." Contractor: Not yet awarded.
Amount: Fscal year 1969, $14,000.
Ssinma-y.---To UPdate nuclear hand computers and provide additional material
tO meet demands levied by the military departments.
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Project: Application in blast and shock phenomena in ground effect of low
yield weapons. Contractor: Not yet awarded. Amount: Fiscal year 1969, $45,000.
Contract title/purpose: Foreign language translation.
Contractor: Various, see data below.
Contractor

Fiscal year

Translations Consultants, Ltd ......................................................
1965
Do ........................................................................
1966
Scripted Technica ..............................................................................
Total ..................................................................................
Translations Consultants, Ltd .....................................................
International Information Institute ..............................................................

Amoun
$21,000
100,000
11,000
111,000

1967

Total ..................................................................................

40,000
105,000
145,000

1968
Institute of Modern Languages ....................................................
Translations Consultants, Ltd...................................................................
frank Farnham Co ............................................................................

89,000
40,000
11,000

Total ..................................................................................

140,000

Mc~regor & Werner .............................................................
1969
Translation Consultants, Ltd ....................................................................
Institute of Modern Languages ..................................................................

80,000
10,000
10,000

Total ..................................................................................

100,000

De8orlptiot.-Much of the textural material used in DIA originates outside
the United States and is not available in English. Translations are required to
analyze and evaluate this foreign language information. In fiscal year 1965 when
Informal translation agreements, primarily with Army Map Service, could no
longer support DIA's requirements, the first commercial contra(,t was awarded.
During fiscal year 1969 a translation services branch was established in the production center. The current in-house capability now covers 12 languages. The
current contract provides on-call service in languages not translated in-house or
In quantities beyond the capability of the DIA staff. This is a continuing requirement, contractors) are lowest acceptable bidder.
Accomplishments.-The ,translation of foreign language publications permits
production center analyst, JCS, and others to exploit and analyze foreign language materials for intelligence.
Contract title/purpose: Special cartographic support.
Contractor: U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office.
Fiscal year:
1968 ---------------------------------------------$35,000
1969
-------------------------------------42,000
Deserlption.-Specialized support reqtilred in cartographic preparation of
tactical commanders' terrain analysis (TacTA). This support includes the
preparation of dry trips, paneled positives, name overlays suitable f6r prepiaration of lithographic printitng plans. Support also includes the combination rlb-on
color proofs or color separation media. This 2-year effort is proposed to terminate
In fiscal year 1969.
Acemitpliehm nt.-Approximately five TacTA's were produced in fiscal year
1968 and 10 are to be proditced in fiscal year 1969.
Contract title/purpose: Cartographic techniical support.
Contractor: U.S. Army Map Service.
Fiscal year:
195 ---------------------------------------------

1966

------------------------------------------------

$302, 000

30,000

1967
-----------------------------------------------30,000
1968
-----------------------------------------------40,000
1969
--------------------- ----------- --------------000
Desorption.-Thisagreement provldesfor geodetic computations in support of
controlled lease maps; production of photo mosaics as required for intelligence
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analysis and studies; and specialize cartographic technical supplies whieh are
not available in normal supply channels, for example, scribing materials and Instruments, topographic symbols and special inks. Additionally, prior to fiscal
year 1966, the Army Map Service also provided translation services to DIA.
This is a continuing requirement.
Aceomplishments.-The effort provided by Army Map Service supported all
divisions of -the DIA Intelligence Production Directorate requiring geodetic.
mosaic, and special graphic support beyond DIA in-house capabilities, These
products are used in the National Intelligence Survey (NIS), Tactical Commanders' Terrain Analysis (TacTA), and Line of Communications Studies.
*

*

*

*

*

Contract title/purpose: Weapons costing.
Contractor: Various, see data below.
Fiscal year Contractors

Amount

1965 .......
RCA .............................................................................
U.S. Army Springfield Armory .....................................................
U.S. Tank and Automotive Center ....--------------------------------

000
000
- 5000
20,.000

Total ...................................................................................

Dcser pton..-This study met requirements for specifying the costs of mannfeature, step by step with a labor materials breakotut, of certain identified items
of elect ronic equipment, largely radars, small arms, and self-propelled vehicles.
Acoomplhoh nit-This study developed data on unit costs of equipment from
which, for example, the costs of equipping and fielding of a Soviet Army division
were extrapolated.
Contract title/purpose: Missile systems costing.
Contractor: Martin-Marietta.
Fiscal year 1963
-------------------------------------$14, 000
Description.-Thiscontract was to develop techniques for estimating the costs

of production of foreign missile systems.

Accompllshlwnts.-This contract indicated that available data did not permit
a sufficiently precise analysis of the production costs of foreign missile systems.
A follow-on ($267,000) contract proposed by Martin-Marletta was rejected by DIA
on this basis.
*

*

*

*

*

Contract title/purpose: Press service.
Contractors:
New York Times.
Associated Press News Service.
United Press Internationil News Service.
Reuters News Service ( Western Unin).
Foreign Broadcast Information Service.
Fiscal year:
1965
----------------------------------------------$16,000
1966
-----------------------------------------------16, 000
1967
-----------------------------------------------10,000
1968
------------------------------------------------- 1,000
1969
-----------------------------------------------15,000
Desription.-These press services and the Foreign Broadcast Information
Service provide ctirrehit indications of military, political, economic, and sociological happenings throughout the world. The AP/UPI in tandem complement each
other; Renters reflects the local output from 18 centers located throughout
tihe world.
Accompstlnments.-These materials are rough edited as received and sorted by
geographic area for distribution three times a day. They alert analyststo 9igntficant developments to insure timely consideration in the intelligence analytical
processes, and sufiply open source background data and contintious cross-check
of information received from other sources.
contract title/purpose: Targeting information.
Contractor: Georgetown University.
Fiscal year 1963
-------------------------------------

$376,000

.

t
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Deoription.-The contract, which provided targeting information on selected
areas of transportation; for example, information which would pinpoint the geograpbic location of rail traffic control installation, was first negotiated by the
Assistant Chief of Staff, U.S. Air Force and transferred to DIA upon activation of
the Intelligence Production Directorate In 1902. The external effort was cancelled
after fiscal year 1963 and converted to an in-house function as DIA became operational.
Aecomplishment.-Material provided under the contract was used to prepare
and update then existing targeting information folders.
Contract title/purpose: Signal intelligence general-SIGMA.
Contractor:-.
Fiscal year:

1968

-------------------------------------------

$300,000

300, 000
-------------------------------------------1964
300, 000
1965
-------------------------------------------300,000
1966
-------------------------------------------300,000
1967
-------------------------------------------000
1968 ----------------------------------- ---------300,000
1969
-------------------------------------------De8oription.-This contract provides for maintenance of worldwide data on
of unclassified data
foreign communications and electronics by acquision
and the exploitation of this data in combination with classified data provided by
DIA into finished studies and analyses -.
INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

Contract titlo/purpose: Secure packaging.
Contractor: Syracuse University Research Corp. (SURC).
$20, 000
Fiscal year 1968
-------------------------------------De8orption.-This was a one-time project, requiring a total of 5 man-months
during-fiscal year 1968. The project report was completed on June 14. 1968. rite
contract was for an Initial phase investigation of the most efficient, economical,
and reliable techniques for packaging materials with a precisely measured degree of traceability of any surreptitious entry into a securely prepared package.
The study was initiated at the recommendation of a U.S. intelligence board ad'
hoe group.,.
Acomptlhtents.-The study covered scientific and practicable aspects of the
problem and resulted in a recommendation that a combination of techniques be
simultaneously enploYed in a single mechanism developed for the purpose of packaging materials needing a high degree of protection. The recommendations are
now under consideration within the Department of Defense for follow-on perfection of a single machine integrating the various techniques, installation of the
system in a designated packaging facility on a pilot basis, and training of personnel in its use.
MAPPING, OHARTING, AND GEODESY (M.C. & 0.)

Contract title/purpose: Feasibility study of airborne gravity.
Contractor: Bell Aerosystems.
$15, 000
.Fiscal year 1966
-------------------------------------Desorpfion.-A study to determine the feasibility of configuration an airborne
gravity subsystem by modifying the AN/USQ-28 mapping and survey system, in
the RC-135A aircraft.
Acootnpishtnents.-A final report was written by the contractor and accepted
in November i966. Using the potential accuracies that the RC-185A/USQ-28
could obtain, a high-altitude gravity system was defined that could obtain gravity
over land with a RMS error of 7.4 milligals and over ocean of 7 millIgals for a
12 hour mission,.
Contract tite/purpose: Airborne geomagnetic Survey.
Contractor: Fairchild Hiller.
$45, 000
-------------------------------------Fiscal year 1966
Desoriptton.-This study was divided into 2 phases. Phase I was an investigation of the present system in the NO121K and C54 aircraft. The objective
was to improve the current operational efficiency of the airborne geomagnetic
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survey system. Phase II was to provide definition of a new system configuration
for magnetic surveying utilizing anew Navy aircraft.
A ccomplishmozts.-The contractor prepared reports dated February 10, 1968, on
phase I and April 15, 1968, on phase II which were accepted. The results of the
phase I study were used to update the existing aircraft by the procurement and
installation of Astro-tracker and Loran A/C systems to provide a more efficient
worldwide positioning system. The results of the Phase II study are now being
worked into a statement of work for the procurement of the advanced magnetic
survey system to be installed in the P3A aircraft.
Contract title/purpose: Mapping, charting, and geodesy (M.C. & G.) program.
management system analysis, phase I.
Contractor: Planning Research Corp.
Fiscal year 1966
-------------------------------------$45,000
Description.-Providedtechnical assistance to M. C. & G. Automated Data
Processing (ADP) working group in defining objectives for a DOD M.C. & G.
data processing and reduction system. Identify possible problem areas in the
production agency intelligence data handling systems program which will
require action. Provide DIA with statement of characteristics of a R. & D. management information system (MIS).
Accomplishnwts.-PRO Report R-874, October 3, 1966. Analyzed all M.O. & G.
data exchange files (Air Force, Navy and Army) resulting in recommendation
for a standard coding (formatted data elements) cartographic products. Recommended a suitable weighing to permit ranking of area requirements (U. &S.
Commands) in priority order. Provided concept for a research and development
MIS in addition to a DIA M.C. & G. MIS.
Contract title/purpose: M.C. & G. program management system analysis, phase
II.

I

Contractor: Planning Research Corp.
Fiscal year 1967
----------------------------------------$30, 000
Descrfption.-Analyze all M.C. & G. data files; identify and define M.C. & G.
data elements, data chains; 'and recommend data codes. Prepare draft addendum
to existing DIA Manual. Develop (test and evaluate) suitable weighting system
for implementation by unified and specified commands and military departments
that will permit ranking the area requirements for mapping, charting and geodesy
products in priority order:
List and evaluate the recommended weighting system (code and sample
Joint Strategic Operational Plan (JSOP) submission from commands).
Evaluate JSOP printing categories.
Defined automated data processing application for integrated area
requirements.
Accomplishment.-Contract completed in November 1987. A proposed M.C.
& 0. area requirements file was developed. File content, and evaluation of the
weighting system, outline of format and item description of the file were
provided. Determination was made of subject headings required by DOD M.O.
& G. community for inclusion in intelligence subject code (IS). A composite
listing of subject headings was compiled. An analysis and requirements for
geopoltical coding requirements of DOD M.O. & G. community were accomplished
with compilation of a geopolitical lifting proposed for standardization within
the M.C. & G. community. A plan and description of tasks involved in the creation of the M.C. & G. area requirement file, the suggested method to accomplish tasks, 'and the estimation ;of effort required to accomplish the task were
furnished. DIA is in the process of applying the study conclusions in the establishment of a system of ADP support to M.O. & G. management.

Contract title/purpose: Glossary of M.C. & G. terms.
Contractor: IteklCorp.
Fiscal year 1987 -0-------------Deacrp tion.-The contract provided a glossary of M.O. & G. terms with
acceptable definitions to the community. The report was turned over to the
General Printing Office for printing and the Army Map Service for maintenance.
Aooomplishment.--Glossary is currently in widespread use throughout the
M.C. & G. community as the DOD standard for terminology.
W-

-

iikuedwWed
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Contract title/purpose: Lunar mapping program.
Contractor: Raytheon/Autometrics.
Fiscal year 1907
----------------------------------------$14, 000
De8eription.-Thecontracted study determined the M.C. & G. products which
can be produced for NASA to meet ,their needs for extraterrestrial map and chart
products.
AccompUhments.-Final report was accepted on February 19, 1908. Project
products have been Identified and programed.
Contract title/purpose: Photogrammetric equipment standards.
Contractor: National Bureau of 'Standards.
Fiscal year 1967
-------------------------------------$10,000
De8orlptlmn.-In 1967, DIA established a requirement to initiate a study to
develop standards or diagnostic procedures for testing and determining the
accuracy of electro/optical photogrammetric systems. This contract was negotiated with the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to carry out phase I
of the effort-the preparation of proposed test methods, standards and 'test
materials.
Accomplihnmnts.-The phase I report, NBS Report 9500, was completed
in June 1967. NBS proposed a laboratory test program including resolution
test and use of precision grid plates to determine the 'upper limit of performance
of automatic photogrammetric plotting equipment. The phase I report was
provided to the USAF Rome Air Development Center and USA Engineer Topographic Laboratory for review and evaluation. It was concluded by DIA, as 'a
result of the phase I evaluation, that the continuing effort to develop test
pro-cedures and test materials could be made a ,part of the exploratory development programs of the military departments. Subsequent to this conract effort, precision grid plate as well as ,mathematical performance models of the
advanced photogrammetric systems have been. developel
by the military
departments.
Contract title/purpose: Hydrographic survey system analysis.
Contractor: National Bureau of Standards (NBS).
Fiscal year 197
------------------------------------$50,000
Deserlptmt.-The NBS study examined the hydrographic survey methods in
use within Navy, established a cost effectiveness model for evaluating hydrographic survey systems and made recommendations on improvements to current
techniques, promising areas for research and development and more cost effective
replacements f0r current systems.
AcoompnIhnurts.-Report accepted April 14, 1967. As a result of the NBS
study, a number of precedural changes were made by the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office in the operation of hydrographic surveys. The NBS study also
provided basic data for iltiation 'of an R. & D. program for developtnent of a more
efficient hydrographlic survey system and for 'a new design for coastal survey
ships.
Contract title/purpose: M. C. & G. research, development, test, and evaluation
information system.
Contractor: Data Corp.
Fiscal year 1967
-------------------------------------$30,000
Desorlptfoit.-To develop a M.C. & G. R.DT. & E. information system, short
title: Mapping Central, within the Department of Defense. This will 1e a
data storage, retrieval, and dissemfitlon system for handling research; development, test, evalhhtlon, and related technological information in fields of 'mapping charting and geodesy. This system will provide a capability for rapidly
and effectively collecting and extending this much needed information throughout the mapping, charting and geodesy community. Orgafilzations affected include:. Defense Documentation Center; Department of Commerce Clearinghouse
of Sientiflc and Technical Information, Library of Congress';' DOD mapping,
charting,- and geodesy, organizations; Army, Navy, and Air Force research
and development organizations; Mapping charting, and Geodesy CoordinfAting
Committee; Industry; etcetera.
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Aecompli8hotets.-The initial contract effort structured a sample data base
and identified preliminary system characteristics and requirements. The contractor proposed utilization of a computer program and an ADP system configuration similar to that previously developed for the USAF Reeon Central. DIA did
not elect to proceed with the system development as proposed by the contractor.
The preliminary report provided a valuable base for continued i-house examination of additional, essential elements prior to further system definition.
Contract title/purpose: Cartographic Equipment Handbook.
Contractor: Data Corp.
Fiscal year:
1967
--------------------------------------------

199

-------------------------------------------

$20,000

Desorlptlon.-To prepare a compendium of cartographic instrumentation, with
evaluation and description of their fUnictions.
Accornplihment&-Two hundred and twenty-five copies of the handbook were
produced under the fiscal year 1967 contract and an additional printing of 200
was made in fiscal year 1969. The handbooks have been distributed to recognized
users of this information and maintenance is being provided by U.S. Army Topographic Command.
Contract title/purpose: M. C. & G. program management system analysis,
phase MI.
Contractor: Planning Research Corp.
Fiscal year 1968
-------------------------------------$45, 000
Dcsceiption.-Create and implement an area requirement file to support
M. C. & G. management needs in accordance with plan proposed under fiscal year
1967 contract.
.AcCoMplish ents.-As of April 1969, the contract is approximately 96 percent
complete, Dite to a lesser number of actual area requirement cards to be converted
than initially anticipated, an engineering change is being negotiated to permit
inclusion of programmed products data and/or corner coordinate data into the
file.
Contract title/purpose: M. C. & G. product distribution system analysis.
Contractor: Systems Technology Associates.
Fiscal year 1968
------------------------------------$40, 000
Dcscription.-To evaluate current procedures' used by the military departments in the distribution of M. C. & G. products-in anticipation of using operations
research and modeling techniques to determine optimum future distribution
system.
Accompltshmenzt.-Final report was submitted to DIA on October 31, 1908,
and has been accepted. The final report Is currently being used in related map
and chart distribution system evaluation and planning.
Contract title/purpose: Prototype orthophotomap.
Contractor: U.S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior.
Fiscal year 1968
-------------------------------------$14, 000
Description--Overallproject objective was to produce eight orthopictomlps
of Southeast Asia in which distortions are miilmized and test them in actual
field conditions. Specific purpose of the contract was to have orthophotos for
the eight orthopictomaps compiled by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Acoomplishncnt.-Orthopliotos for eight orthopictomaps were satisfactorily
completed by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Contract title/purpose: M.C. & G. program management system analysis.
Contractor: Not determined-lowest acceptable bidder.
FIseal year 1969
-------------------------------------$40,000
Dcscription,-This contract requires a one-time preparation of a series of
standardized indexes designed for use with digital plotters as well as a manual
mode. At present some 200 different indexes exist for which the preparation of
computer programs and plotter input is impractical. These standardized indexes
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will greatly facilitate the exchange of M.C.& G. data between departments, commands and DIA. Future use includes DOD map and chart catalogs and DOD

libraries.

Accomplihment.-Contract under negotiation.

Contract title/purpose: Technical assistance to R.D.T. & E. coordinating
committee.
Contractor: Not determined-lowest acceptable bidder.
$36,000
------------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
De8oription.-DIA and Director, Defense Research & Engineering (D.D.R. &
B9.) have formed an M.C. & G. R.D.T. & ED.Coordinating Committee which will
assist DIA in generating information for validating R. & D. requirement, for
evaluation of alternatives, for doing cost/effectiveness, and other management
studies. The charter of the committee requires the use of scientists, educators,
and contractual assistance for this purpose. The fiscal year 1969 contract requires
analysis of scientific and technological developments in non-M.C. & G. fields
and the preparation of a compendium of newly developed or prototype equipments, materials, techniques, and concepts for which feasibility has been determined in the following functional areas: Imagery and data acquisition sensors
and devices, automatic data and image reduction, displays, and graphics (compilation, processing, printings, and so forth), facsimile transmission, and photography. This compendium excludes developments already directed toward mapping
and charting, geodesy, gravity, DOD aerial 'photographic systems and associated
subsystems, surveying, and radar. It will contain information on those developments that are applicable and promising in potential aplplicability to the functions
of M.C. & G. Expected completion time is 6 months from date of contract.
Acomplishment&.-Contract under negotiation.
SOIENTIIO AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE

Contract title/purpose: Thermal pollution of arctic rivers.
Contractor: Classified will be provided separately to the committee upon request.
Fiscal year:

1967

--------------------------------------------

1969

--------------------------------------------

$19,000
25,000

Contract title/purpose: Command and control computer simulator.
Contractor: General Research Corp.
$15,000
-------------------------Fiscal year 1968 -----------Description.-To modify an existing digital computer simulation program for
the special requirement of DIA, preparing documentation on the contents and
use of the program, and assisting in the debugging and checking out of the
routine on the DIA computer system.
Accompslihmets.--This contract was completed in less than, 6 months. The
program developed has been used for the evaluation of special problems related
to the U.S.S.R. air defense and strategic rocket force operations and command
and control. The program has additionally been made available to the military
scientific intelligence agencies for their use as a tool, in accomplishing similar
studies.
INTELLIGENCe PLANS AND PROGRAMS--DIA HEADQUARTERS

Contract title/purpose: Requirements and specifications for the DIA experimentation and research facility (task under Air Force contract F8062-67-C-

0281).
Contractor: Planning Research Corp.
$50,000
--------------------------Fiscal year 1967 (R.D.T. & H.)
Desoriptftm.-This study contract provided for one-time short-term technical
assistance to DIA in detailed' planning for the experimentation and research
facility (ERF). The contractor was requested to study three representative
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PIA intelligence production processes

- In order to assist DIA in dete'minilig resource requirements for laboratory experiments designed to innovate
such processes: Manpower levels and skills, physical facilities, equipment.
Further, the contractor was to specify a recommended technically sound concept of operations, and a research plan for conduct of the pilot series of experiments. The contract was let March 31, 1967, and was terminated in january 1968
upon completion of the assigned work and delivery of two required studies.

Acconlislahmnt8.-The contract studies provided the information required by
DIA. The contractor took advantage of prior experience of the Rand Corp.
and others in designing and conducting experiments analogous in some respects
to the intended DIA experiments. The parametric data provided In the studies
enabled DIA planners to scale down significantly initial estimates of resources
required for the program.
Contract title/purpose: Design of executive management planning and control
(EMPAC) system
Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
Fiscal year:
1967 (0. & M.)
----------------------------------$76,000
1968 (R.D.T. & E.)
---------------------------------90,000
1969 (R.D.T. & E.)
--------------------------------235,000
Description.-The EMPAC 'System was designed, and is being developed, to
incorporate the following characteristics:
1. Procedures to determine specific information and objectives (IEO's)
for DIA as derived from national security policy.
2. Procedures (called factoring) for breaking down an IEO into components so basic that they can be satisfied with a simple answer. These are
called basic information requirements (BIR's).
3. Procedures for assigning weights to BIR's in order to reflect their
relative significance and to indicate priority of consideration,
4. Procedures for examining the DIA data base to identify those BIR's
for a given IEO that are immediately answerable and those that require
collection.
5. Procedures for developing and evaluating tentative plans for collecting
and processing those BIR's that are not answerable rom the data base;
and, to identify several of the most cost effective plans from which a choice
may be made.
0. Procedures to monitor the ,physical execution of the selected plan and
to compare actual performance with forecasted performance.
Further contractual assistance will be limited to the technical skills and
services not available within DIA.
Accorpli8hments.-During fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year 1968 external
assistance was utilized in designing the EMPAC System. During fiscal year 1969
external assistance is being devoted to developmental testing, with one IOE used
used as a vehicle to accompliShthe following:
(1) Development of an 'automated subject structure that will enable
the generation of weighted'BiR's for 1WEO achievement.
(2) Instruction of analysis to objectively assess the data base available
to them, and measure the amount of answer than can be provided, and
identify gaps in our intelligence.
(8). Development and partial testing of computer programs that will
assist, analysts in assessing the data base, identifying intelligence gaps, and
separating BIR's into those that require collection and those that do not
require collection.
(4) Development and partial testing of a computerized forecasting model
that will generate alternate plans and identify those that are the most
effective.
(5) Design of monitoring subsystem to provide management with visibility
of the status and operational progress of 1EO achievement.
85-262-09--pt. 6--5
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BEOURE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

(SPINTCOMM)

Contract title/purpose: Defense Intelligence Relay Center (DIRC) post acceptance programing assistance.
Contractor: Western Union.
Fiscal year:
1968
-------------------------------------------$45,000
1969 __-12,000
De8oriptio.-This contract is to provide technical and
programming
assistance
in the operation of the Defense Intelligence Relay Center switch after its
acceptance In July 1967. This assistance is in areas not covered -by -the original
lease and maintenance contract and is mainly to provide reprograming actions
as required to update the functions of the DIRC. This contract does not provide a monthly or annually recurring payment to the contractor, but provides
funds on a piecework basis as the need for assistance occurs.
Accomplishnent.-To date two reprograming actions have been accomplished
under this contract. The new capabilities programed into the switch are (1)
the off-line message retrieval program which enables the automfiatic search
and read out of any specific message handled by the switch during the last
30 days, and (2) the off-line message tracing program which will provide the
point of entry, method of handling and delivery points of any message handled
by the switch within the past 30 days. Both of these programs have worked
well and have 'been very beneficial in terms of manpower -saved and information
available.
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE SCI[OOL

Contract title purpose: Programed instruction.
Contractor: Varlous-see below by fiscal year.
Fiscal year:
1965
--------------------------------------------$4,00
1966
--------------------------------------------4000
1967
--------------------------------------------8,000
1968
-------------------------------------------20,00
1969
-------------------------------------------35,000
Dc8rIpto.--In fls al year 1905, the Defense Intelligence School's first prograied text, entitled "Components of Strategic Intelligence," was developed.
This text combined basic lectures given in 5 of,8 resident courses for ease of
presentation in the 5 resident courses. In fiscal year 1960, a second unit on "The
Intelligence Process," including a unique case study was developed. A third unit,
"The Applifcaiflon of Logic to Intelligence Analysis," was completed in fiscal year
1967. All three of these units are used to provide students of appropriate courses
with the required orientation In the basic knowledge needed as a foundation for
from two to five of the eight resident courses. In fiscal year 1968 area studies were
developed on the Soviet Union *and Communist China. In fiscal year 1969, a
contract is being awarded to develop a series of texts on the recognition of
Soviet and satellite military equipment,
AccornplIlhmets.-Pr'ogrimed texts prepared in fiscal years 1965, 1966, and
1967 have been most successful in that tests show that learning and retention are
higher than experieIhced:in the'straight lecture methodology. The use of these texts
allowsthe school tO present the basicc core knowledge" that the student requires
to absorb the course. Thus, students who are, weak in background matter can
use the programed texts to catch up allowing the instructor to cover assigned
material on schedule. The fiscal year 1968 programed text is at the printers and
has not yet been used or evaluated.
Contract titlepurpose: War gaming exercise.
Contractor: HRB Singer.
Fiscal year:
1966
-------------------------------------------$35,000
1967 ------------------------------------------40,000
'1968
-------------------------------------------40,000
Dcecriptfoh-In fiscal year 1966, the Defense Intelligence School (DIS) began
a series of intelligence oriented gaming exercises to be used with three of the four
principal courses offered at the school. Each game was developed in order to
provide for a full week of student involvetnent in the practical application, in as
realistic a problem, situation as possible, of the knowledge, techniques, and
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skills which had been taught during the course of instruction. Bach game is
tailor-made for the particular course. For the advanced intelligence course,
which is designed for senior military and civilianit personnel, "Tiger Paper" was
developed in fiscal year 1966. It emphasizes the management and planning aspects
of intelligence. In fiscal year 1967, "Analyst Military Intelligence Gaming Operation" (AMIGO) was developed for the Intelligence Analyst course. In fiscal year
1968, "A Defense Intelligence Operational Study" (ADIOS) was developed for thor
Defense Intelligence Course as an exercise at the staff officer level. The students
spend a full week applying the principles and concepts acquired in the pre-,
ceding weeks to the solution of a realistic, simulated intelligence situation,
Students participate in small groups or teams in the problem, which incorporates.
many of the latest educational techniques including role playing, simulation, case
studies, problem solving and seminars. The exercises combine the use of both
real and simulated intelligence.
Although the Defense Intelligence School does not have the staff necessary
to develop such game internally, the Defense Intelligence School faculty plays:
a major role in the development of each game by providing. its general concept, defining Its scope, the major elements of its content and by working
closely with contractor personnel at every step of the development of the game.
Because of the time and manpower required to develop an integrated, valid,
continuinitg game of 1 week's duration, the school must necessarily rely on contractural service to develop the sequence, phasing and other aspects of the game.
The exercise developed for the Defense intelligence Course (funded in fiscal
year 1968) will be given to approximately 650 students and the one for the
Intelligence Analyst Course wil be given to at least 500 before it will have to be
revised. The costs per student hour of the 40 hours of instruction range from
$1.90 to $4.06 as compared to the, range of $4 to $8 for each hour of instruction
which prevails at the war colleges.
Beginning in fiscal year 1971, it will be necessary to start a program of updating existing war games, Normally, a game can be kept current and updated
annually by the DIS faculty for about 5 years. The best of these gaming exercises, although basically sound as a teaching device, are subject to being overtaken by world events. Areas of special Interest and activity change with the
ebb and flow of International tensions. Changes of place names, and names of
national and international political and military figures and changes In the world
situation must be incorporated into each game about every 5 years to maintain
an aura of currency and to insure student motivation.
Accomplslisments.-"Tiger Paper" and "AMIGO" have both been prevented
several tunes with great success, Course and sub-course learning objectives have
been amply satisfied and both faculty and student have fouid the exercises stimulating and rewarding. ,ADIOS" has only been presented once, since its recent
completion but relhninary evaluation indieates that it also is very successful in
satisfying course objectives.
INTELLIGENCE DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS (IDft)

Contractuail assistance is used to obtain specialized technical support inthe
field of information sciences to improve intelligence data handling capab1ftiies
by introducing new techniques to exlAind the apiltiication of mechanized processes
to intelligence production and to utilize newly developed a "utoitated
and anllar y
equipinfit systems, Thc products obtaihed through contractual assistance are
in the form of autouimtlc data processing systems analysis, design, computer
programs and associated documentation.
Front the establishment of the DIA Automatic Data Processing Systems Center
through fiscal year 1967, DIA contraetuirl assistance in support of intelligence
data handling system (IDHS) programs was combined with Air Force contracts.
This arose from the fact that this Agency and the Air Force jointly were. participating in the development and improvement of automated intelligence systems.
Also, the DIA does not have procurement autithority, hence, the Rome Air Development Center (RADC), an Air Force activity at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome,
N.Y., is used as the contracting office for the procurement of all DIA IDHS
"software" programs. Therefore, particulars relating to specific contract regarding IDHS projects and tasks during the early years of this Agency are not
readily available. It will require extensive research into retired Air Force files to
compile such information.
Starting In fiscal year 1968 the DIA entered into separate contractural agreements with firms dealing in computer systems analysis, design and programing
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efforts; therefore, information is available on all IDHS contracts for fiscal year
1)08-69 and iN provided herein. Total amounts expended fox external assistance
contractural effort in support of the DIA intelligence data handling systems
since inception fire:
O. & M.

Fiscal year
1964 .........

.

..

$815,000 .

1,017,000
............................................................
871,000
- 1,472,
...............................................................
1966 ..........................................
000
:... .......................... 1967
195 .............

1,653,000
1968 ...............................................................
" ."-"-'-"022,000
" ..
1969 ................................................................-

R.A.T. & E.

$2;300,00
374, 000
1,856,000
1,120,000
1,072,000

Contract title purpose: Systems improvement and programing support.
Contractor: International Business Machines Corp. (IBM).

Fiscal year
1968 ....................... -1969 ....................................................

0. &M

R.Q.To & E.

$486,000
$705, 00
418,00 ..............

The following projects/efforts are supported by this controat:
(1) Formnatted file 8ystern (FFS)
Desoription.-The IDHS Formatted File System (FFS) was developed to
establish standards for automatic data processing techniques and intelligence
data systems throughout the DOD Intelligence community. Contractual assistance
Is undertaken to continue improving the efficiency, accuracy and capability of
FFS to respond to user's needs and to take advantage 6f advancing technology.
Accompliaslrent.-The contractor has and Is continuing to provide support to
assist in the analysis, design and implementation of FFS improvements.
(2) National tasking plan (NTP)/1tnager11
Dmriptlon.-In support of the National Tasking Plan (NTP) for the Exploitation of Multi-Sen|sory Imagery, this effort is to provide automated support
to the complete cycle of intelligence production based on photo reconnaissance
aerial photoand to provide an accurate and readily accessible index to
graphic.coverage.
Aceomplishments.-The fiscal year 1968 contract was to develop an automatic
data processing system to support both routine and quick-reaction photo intelligence production requirements. The Imagery Reconnaissance Objective System
and the Imagery-Derived Information System for Southeast Asia have been developed. The photo Index file was converted to allow direct access of the file.
The fiscal year 1969 project is to develop the capability of making changes
directly .to the aerial photo index file and is currently in progress.
(3)' DIA on-line system

iDesrlption.--This effort was to support intelligence analysts by providing
linee direct access to automated files through A remote query console enhancing
the anlyst's capability to retrieve and correlate information.
Acconplishnwnts.-fnder the fiscal year 1908 contract the automated inforDIA Onyear 1969 contract will develop a capabili'mation' files were developed. The fiscal with
a knowledge of the system's
Line SyStem manual to provide users
tiesI ind to provide updated documentation for the system.
(, ): tmmunity on-line Intelligence Sstem (0fINS)
Deserlptn.-The COINS experiment is a feasibility test of Interagency information handling, making use of a system of interconnected remote access computers and computer-based files, to determine the utility of such a system.
'Meniber agencies are to have the capability to interrogate classified files maintailhedin the computer system of other parrticlpatlhg agencies through a central
eOmpnter store and forward switch operated by DIA.
Acoinplishnwnts.&-Under the fiscal year 1068 contract secure communications
links were completed between the DIA central computer switch and the remote

access computer systems at three participating agencies and the remote access
consoles at two others, making a total of six agencies now in the network. The
DIA central computer switch was upgraded to handle the increased traffic. All
files in the DIA on-line system have been made available In the network to service queries from the participants. The entire network is now in operational test
phase 5 days per week and computer based classified files in the participating
agencies are being interrogated by analysts in all agencies.
(5) Mitieard
Deseription.-Minicard Is an automated system for document storage and
retrieval that contains raw intelligence on film chips, indexed according to content. Contractual assistance was used to convert the minicard system to a magnetic tape data base with a retrieval and maintenance capability.
Acecomplishments.-In fiscal year 1968 the system to provide generalized maintenance and retrieval capability was designed. The fiscal year 196) effort is
currently In progress.
(6) Technlques
Descrlption.-Contractualassistance was to provide display application and
error detection techniques for the DIA automated intelligence data handling
system.
Accomplismnnts.-In fiscal year 1968 graphic display techniques to assist
photo interpreters were developed. Also developed was an error detection
technique.
(7) Progranting8y8tetns support
Desription.-This effort was undertaken to provide the capability for computer programs written for the IBM 7094 to efficiently run on the IBM 860/80.
Accomplishment.-In fiscal year 1968 an analysis was conducted to determine
methods to allow the IBM 7094 programs to run on the IBM 860/80.
(8) Intelligence dissemination support 8sy8tem
Decerlption-,-This effort was to provide a more efficient, orderly, and timely
method for the control, identification, and distribution of Intelligence documents
A4coomplihments.-In fiscal year 1068 the designs were developed and implemented for the automation of the customers' address file, and for querying the
raw intelligence distribution history file and the finished raw intelligence file.
(9) Standards
Dcs 'lptioln.-This effort supports DIA's role as an assigned responsible agency
for developing data standards in the areas of Intelligence, geopolitics and security classification Under the DOD data standardization program (DOD Directive
5000.11 and DOD Instructions 5000.12, 5000.14 and 5000.18). This program in
turn supports the Federal standardization program under BOB Circular No.
A-86. The goal is to insure effective, rapid, meaningful, and economical data
processing, data communications, and data exchange by providing common
(standard) data terminfiology, formate, definitions, usages, and standard codes
applied Uniformly thro6ighout POD.
Accompishrnwnts.-r1he following products and services were developed and
produced or performed by the contractor in support of thp DIA effort for data
standards during fiscal years 1968 and 1969: Standard data elements/chains and
related features for imagery exploitation data, North Vietnam (NVN) POL
system Instruction, analyst input forms for the files of operational target
analysis (OPTAN), petroleum, oil and lubricants (POL), Intelligence data element automated system (IDEAS), master imagery exchange format (MiEf),
master imagery exchange and preparation of instructions for first and second
phase Imagery exploitatin.
Contract title/purpose: Systems development and programing assistance.
Contractor: General Electric Co. (GE).
Fiscal year

1968

...........................................................

1969...........................................................

O.& M.

R.D.T. &E.

$355,000 ..........
263,000

$142
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The following efforts are supported by this contract :
(I) D1A/IDIHS tran portatHon service development
De8orlption..-Thts effort was undertaken to construct and Implement an Integrated inultimode transportation file. The system will provide for thil entry,
storage, processing, computhtlo, maintenimlce, and retrieval of intelligence assoeiated with transportation lines of conmtiulicatlon.s. Tie system Is to support
requirements for intlligence needed for strategic a|ldl taciltial logistiell estl mates,
evaluation of current transportation capabilities, related target, and target
systems correlation. The file will include intelligence for time following modes
of transportation: rail, highway, inland waterways, pipeline routes, clvil air
routes.
Accompll8h titnh% In fiscal year 1008 the systems design for rail ln1ode of
transportation, Including a capability for network analysis and capacity calculations, was completed. The fiscal year 1069 systems analyst currently in progress
contilfties to support the attainment of an initial operhtting capability for the
rail mode of transportation. Systems analysis, deflittlon of systems specifieiltions and system design of the highway mode of transportation are under
,development.
.(0) IlVapon8 appi lcatIon and target anal/818
1)c8crption.-This effort was initiated to enhance capability to undertake a
variety of weapon application and titrget studies on short notice,
Accomplishmnt.-'re fiscal year 1(8 analysis and prograiilg of specific
subjects included fallout casualty assessment, war plan evaluation, and weapon
.application.
0') Plotflirg and colloettYloft systemrsfteehn.i(ques
De8erlpt-lon.-'*This effort was to improve ad expand plotting systems and to
improve collocation, technic ues.
Accomplshmets.-In fiscal year 1908 the automated system was reprograined to recognize and rectify congestion on plots, new plottitg routines were
added and collocation techniques were improved.
14) Colicotlom management
Dc~se, tptlotn.-Estahlislimeit of a single automated computer file for the control of all of the DoD collection management requirements, specifically, collection requirements entries were to be automated and added to the collection
requirements file. The contract was to develop an automated collection assets
inventory subsystem, to assist in determining the opttini, levying of collection requirements and collection postures to respond to high priority intelligence
requirements In crisis areas.

IAoconzipilhfhts.-In fiscal year 1908 several subregistries wecre automated
and added to the collection, reqluirements fMe. The collection assets Inventory wvas

completed. The fiscal year 1969 contract, currently in progress, will provide
,systemanalysis, design and file development in the validation of ill DoD aerial
Imagery Intelligence collection reqiliements.
(5) Biograp sts
Decrlption.-The contract is to adapt the military biographies systems, currently in use by the Fleet Intelligence Center, lEtrope. The system is to provide
personality and blographlc intelligence data about foreign nilitihry tfidividuails
for OSD, JCS, IA, military departments, tile IT. & S. cominiinds, USIBiagencies,
high level nititary schools and other authorized Users needed for successful conduct of international military and political actions,
A ccomplflh,}ents.-This contract is currently in progress.
<6) IDHS cobol data matagemcnt qyltcml (ODMS)
Descrlption.t-Thiseffort is to convert the retrieval and output modhies of the
,existifig 1410 formatted file systeths (iFS)from autocoder language to the USA
standards institute common business oriented language (COBOL) in order to
develop a relatively- machine indelwident data maihgement system, having an
on-line query and output capability.
Aee0mpl.qhwiunt8.-This contract Is currently In process.
Contract title/purpose: Blectronle intelligence (elint) requirements and capabilities management system (HRCMS).
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Contractor: General Electric Co. (GE).
0. & M.

Fiscal year

R.D.T. &E

$80,000 ------- _-_-

1968 ...........................................................................

D)eseriptiO.-The objective of the fiscal year 1968 effort was to provide DIA
and the unified and specified commands with responsive electronic intelligence
(ELINT) planning and exploitation utilizing automatic data processing support.
The contract called for an analysis of the existing ELINT requirements and
capabilities, followed by the design and implementation of a management system
to assist in valldhting, leving, and monitoring ELINT requirements,
AocornilisltWfltts8.-In fiscal year 1968, analysis of the present FILINT system
was completed, a preliminary design for BROMS was developed and system specifications for two subsystems were completed. A partial implementation of one
subsystem was Initiated.
Contract title/purpose: Analyst support and research system (ANSRS)
0. & M.

Fiscal year
Contractor: General Electric Corp.:
1968............................................:.......

1969......................................................

.......

$246,000

80,000

Contractor: Software Products:
...............................................................
1968
...............................................................
1969
Contractor: Anderson & Co.:
1968 .....................................................................................
1969 .....................................................................................

R.DT. & E.
5 000

s93, 000

92,000
192,000
17,000
21,000

Dcscrlptlon.-ProJectANSRS is a development effort which was undertaken
to design, implement, test and evaluate in an operational environment the
applicability and utility of advanced ADP technology to the solution of Intelligence data-handling problems. ANSRS is designed to permit an intelligence
analyst or manager to interact directly with an automated data base or computational capability instead of working through programmer intermediaries. The
analyst queries and/or maintains the dhta'base files with which he works, thereby
minimizing the time and effort expended in obtaining or maintaining information
and allowing more time for creative analysis or management.
Accompliht1nntq.-Under the fiscal year 1968- contract, the General Eleetric
Corp. assisted in-house DIA software personnel in developing an on-line, remote
access, time-sharing aUtomated data processing system for application to intelligence functons. DIA persouiel from 'the Collection, Intelligence Prodution
and Sclent flc and Technical Intellignce D1irectories then developed specific
applications of tlhe generalized ANSRS capability to functions within" their
respective elements, with the assistance of in-house DIA computer sYstenis personnel. Operational data base files developed in this malner and currently
available in the system are:
Other files on the system a.e:
5. System access log and directory (system security and administration).
0., ANSRS test file.
7. User's guide (training) file.
A large number of on-line computational Programs and routines are available
in ANSRS. These are used prliMarilly by targetihig and weapons effects analysts.
Under the fiscal year 1969 contracts with General Electric and Software
Products, development effort has been devoted in part to system software improvement and modifications based on results of the offlcilh ANSRS test and
evaluation. Other contractor efforts have been applied to the design aid partial
development of an integrated niUltimode system ('batch, remote batch and timesharing) which provides the capability for concurrent processing of data through
remote terminals or directly at the central computer site. The Anderson and
Co. contract has involved the development of system security measures which
would allow ANSRS ,to be accredited for operation in a multilevel security
environment.
Contract title/PUrpese: DIA cartographic mapping, charting, and geodesy management information system.
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Contractor: Planning Research Corp. (PRo).
0. & M.

FIscal year
19
..................................................................
1 9.......... . ........ .'. ..... .8......................................

R.D.T. & E.

$119,000 ..............
85,000 ..............

Dmeorlption.--Thls, project was undertaken to develop the design for an
automated data processing (ADP) system to manipulate data inputs and
to provide the output information needed to support the DOD mapping, charting,
and geodesy management responsibilities of DIA. The contractor was to provide
systems analysis and detailed system design of ,the area requirements/cartographic products segment to support short and long range DOD MO&G requirements necessary for integration into the MC&O Production Management System.
Accomptishment.-Under the fiscal year 1968 contract the concept for the
ADP system to support the DIA Cartographic Management Information
System' and the systems design and programing fok the area requirements/
cartographic products file were accomplished. In the fiscal year 1969 contract
further improvements to the DIA Cartographic Management Information System
will be undertaken to refine the segment developed under the fiscal year 1968
contract by incorporating the air target material system and to commence development of the detailed system design to provide a graphic output capability.
Contract title/purpose: Data standards.
Contractor: Planning Research Corp. (PRO).
0. &M.

Fiscal year
.$6.0.

.

$6

R.D.T. & E.

0....

79,000.....

DC8Mr 1ton.-T his effort supports DIA's role as an assigned re6pnsible
agency for developing data standards in the areas of intelligence, Geopolitis and
security classification under the DOD data standardization program (DOD
Directive 5000.11 and DOD instructions 5000.12, 5000.14, and 500.18), This
program In 'turn supports the Federal standardization program uder BOB
Circular No. A-80. The goal is to.insure effective, rapid, meaningful and economical ' daita iproeng, iata communications and data exchange by providing
common (standard) data terminology, formats, definitions, usages and standard
codes applied Uniforinly throughout DOD.
Ac
UoAptesm 0ts.-The following products and services were developed and
produced or performed by the contractor in support of the DIA effort for
data standards during fiscal years 190 and 1969; list of data elements and
related features t6 the equipment portion of the ARTS was delivered, changes to
air target materials program, revision to data standards for mapping, charting,
and geodesy support system, data standards for the security classflcation area,
data standards for ports and naval installations, input htistrtictions for transportation intelligence and Input forms and instructions for huinerous other files.
contract title/puro6Se: Central information reference and control on-line experineent (coi).
Contractor: Systems Development Corp. (SDC).
O.&M.

F4cal yar
........... .

.......

R.IT.&

.

$227,000

Desorlpfoft.-Cole was an experiment which provided on-line direct access
from remote data terminals to bibliographic references to documents 'of foreign
science and technology.. Document citations were stored in autoniated foriii
in an Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) time-sharing computer. The
objectives..of the experiment were, to test the efficacy of the system and to define
requirements for an operational system.L

Accomplishmentts.-TI fiscal year 1968 the experiment cMel~ided that there
was a growing need for an on-line system to provide sclentifie and technical
information to DOD approved users, The design and prograitfig for the on-line
system was developed during this experimental phase. 0 July 1, i968, the operational Central Information Reference and Control (0110) on-line (CIRCOri)
system was Implemented with the Foreign Technology Division (FTD), WrightPatterson Air Base, Dayton, Ohio, as the DOD executive agent.
Contract title/purpose: Scientific and technical thesaurus.
Contractor: Systems development Corp. (SDC).
0. & M.

Fiscal year
1968 ..............................................................

..........................

R.D.T. & E.
$203,000

Dc8otrpton.-This effort was undertaken to provide a comprehensive computerized thesaurus of scientific and technical terms to be used for information processing by scientific and technical intelligence activities of the Department of Defense. The thesaurus will contain the terms, phrases, nicknames, and
interrelationships unique to defense, scientific and technical intelligence activities. It will satisfy Internal indexing, retrieval and dissemination requirements
of individual organizations and also enhance communication between organizations. The thesaurus will be used with an on-line, direct access computer based
system to service analysts in the DOD scientific and technical intelligence
community,
Acconplie1&tft.-The thesaurus is in the final stages of completion.
Contract title/purpose: Text processing techniques development and. test/
OCR evaluation.
Contractor: Bunker-Ramo Corp.
0. & M.

Fiscal year

R.D.T. & E.
$125,000

1969 ........................................................................................

Deoriptimn.-The purpose of tits project is to improve accession and dissemination of intelligence materials through -automating the process of content indexing. Included are: tle development of a dictionary of thesaurus terms
structured to recognize intelligence indexing concepts and to minimize computer
processing time; a procedure which uses the thesaurus to select indexing terms;
a parsing module which attempts to resolve certain language ambiguities. Additional programs provide aids to continual development of the thesaurus, e,g,,
term frequency Information. A multifont optical character reader (OCR) has
been leased for a period of 1 year to place typewritten text on magnetic tape for
computer processing. The 0CR is being evaluated as to its feasibility and effectiveless for performing this function.
Aocohipliahent.-A partial thesaurus of significant military terms covering limited subjects and geographic areas has been developed. Computer
programs which index intelligence Information reports (111t) have been written
and limited success has been demonstrated. Special forms have been produced.
These are used by selected collection agencies for regular reporting to test the
system under realistic conditions. These reports are being run through the automatic text processing system on a regular basis to provide a basis for analysis,
evaluation, and modification of the system.
Contract title/purpose: COINS switch monitor, backup and computer integration.
integration.
Contractor: Western Union Co.
0. & M.

Fiscal year

1969 ...........--......................

0-

RAD.T. & E.

$199,000
....
--..........................................-.....
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Deseriptio.-The major tasks under this contract are twofold:
(a) To develop a capability for a computer used in a utility processing
role to monitor a (second) computer used as a store and forward message
switch, allowing the utility computer to automatically assume the functions
of the switching computer. should the latter fail.
(b) To design a systems plan placing all computers in the DIA
center under the control of a single supervisory computer program coml)uter
A single
control program will increase computer efficiency, provide remote terminals
access to any and all data bases and provide backup in the event that one
central processing unit should malfunction.
Accomplishents.-This contract is currently in process.
Contract title/pUrpose: Keypunch and verification.
Contractor: Auto Data Services, Inc.
Fiscal year

0. & M.

R.D.T. & E

1969 ................................ ....-$82,000 ..........
1969............................97,00..........

De8orlption.-Keypunching is the process used to convert written material
into machine readable punched card form. DIA requirements for keypunchIng and key verifying averages 63,000 cards per week, of which approximately
30,000 on average are performed in-house with the balance provided under
contract. This is a continuing effort which accommodates to peak input periods
when volume exceeds in-house keypuneling capability.
Accompli8hrnent.-In fiscal year 19068 1,719,212 cards
keypunched and
verified by contract. During the first 11 months of fiscalwere
year 1969 1,554,048
cards have been keypunched and verified by contract.
EXAMfPLEB o(I, AN EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE CONTRACT

Mr. WHTrEN. Now name one that you recall offhand, and tell us in
your everyday language, if you can, what they are dohig.
General CARROLL. The first on my list is a long, contiUlg program,
and $350,000 is the amount that we are requestig, in the-fiscal year
1970 budget.
This contract,
has been in being for many yeafrtsi the Department of Defense. It was in being before DIA came into existence,
and. onthe basis of our evaluation ofit, it was of such high value that
we have continued it at roughly the same level as it had previously

been operated by theArmy,.
..
prod.
I have some exam), of the kind of productthat is prodiiced wlhch

yout may wish me to ailfide to. This represents a very unique asset to
DIA. It has two primary advantages. It permits DIA to obtain access
to a large reservoir of techinical expertise
and makes available
the extensive technical information base
Mr. WHITTn. That sounds very nice, but I am asking what they
are doing for you. What 4re the terms of the contract? HVave you
a
copy of the contract?
General CARROLL. I have copies of work order statements with me.
Mr. W rtTrrN. Haveyoi copies of,tle co tract?
General CARROLL. I have copies of amendmeiits to the contract.
I will have to get the contract itself from the coitracting officer.
Mr.:WUintrN. I would like to have that, plus the amendmfits. My
information is that two or three of these contractors, in order to get a
Government check, have just. stricken, out the old date and put a new
j

t,

/

date on it, on occasion. Can you remember ever terminating one of
these contracts?
General CARROLL. We have terminated contracts, yes, sir. As a
matter of fact, the one that comes to mind now is when DIA came
into being, we inherited a contract with Georgetown University, a
transportation contract. I decided I could do the job much cheaper
in-house. We terminihted that contract. We have lad a number of
others which we have either terminated or drastically reduced.
Mr. ANbUEWS, Before you get away
where is the work done,
how many people are doing the work, and what machiiry, if any,
is used in the performance of the contract? Give us a little more information about it. Tell us what they give you in return for the $350,000
and, if you will, please, give it in layman's language so we can understand it.
General CAnnoixm
here in the Washington
4. The work is done
area. Incidentally, one of the points that was considered essential in
the contract was that the contractor be located in the Washington
area so we could lave the personal interTelationships between the production analyst and the contractor in the development -of the contract.
Mr. ANDREWVS. They are in the Washington area. Where? In what
building?
Genral CARROLL. It is

here in the Washington area. I can

provide the address for the record, sir.

Mr. ANDRnWS. Rental property or Government property?
General CARROLL. -owned property.

Mr. ANmtEWS. I assume they pay for the rent out of the $350,000.
General CARoL.. I assume tis is just a portion of the operation.
MAN-YEARS

DEVOTED TO CONTRACT

Mr. ANDRE.WS. How many people are actually working on the

project?
General CARROLL. At the present time, I believe it is 17 man-years.
Mr. ANDREVS. Full-time?
General CARROL,. It probably would entail a number of people contributing a total of 17 ma.ii-years to the performance of the contract.
Mr. ANwn Ws. What do you mean by 17 man-years?
General CARROLL. The equivalent of 17 men full-time.

Mr. ANDREoWS. Five days a week, 52 weeks a year?
GeneralCARROLL. Yes, sir.

Mr. ANtiMvs. You do not know whether it is the same 17 men or

a groip of men totaling 17 mnan-Tears?
General CARUOLL. Ibelieve it is the latter, sir.

END PRODUCT OF CONTRACT

Mr. ANDREWS. What did they deliver to you? If they are
here in Washiigtn, certainly they are fence~d inf, so to speak. They
cannot leave the city . They are doing intelligee: work in ta ilding. Tell us -what thle do and wvhat they have delivered to you.
General CARROLL. They respond to the tasks which -we place-upon
them in accordance with the provisions of the contract. We task them

to produce anliually from between 40 to 50
studies in all areas
of the world, and to provide information to DIA's automated file
These studies and reports are received by DIA subject to DII's
quality control and incorporating not only the vast amount of
ata which is available
Mr. ANDREWS. When we get on the floor of the House, General, and
somebody tries to cut out the $350,000 from your appropriation for
this
contract
we were
read wordof for
your answer,
I do -not think
it willifsatisfy
the toopponents
thisword
program.
I wish you would tell us, if you can, if it is possible, just what they
give you for the $350 000. Do they give you booklets, pamphlets?
General CAROLL. They give us a finished study. Here is one
Mr. ANDREWS. Did they do it under this contract?
General CARROLL. Yes, sir, under this contract. It is dated May 1968.
It is in conformance with the requirements which we have laid on thom
for this kind of updated study. It has all the data in it pertaining to
I facilities
to meet requirements of the Department of
Defense and other users of this product within the Government.
Mr. ANDimVS. What product is this?
General CARROLL. This is what we have received under our quality

control supervision - .This is a draft which, after we have reviewed and approved it in relationship to its proper utilization of
the data as responsive to the need, is then used as part of our national
intelligence survey program whicih is monitored by CIA. It is submitteA to them for ei ting and for publication.
This is used as the basis for this final product (indicating)
We have the same thing on many other countries of the world which
they have contributed.
Mr. MINSHALL. How much did that report cost?
General CARROLL. This is one of the 40 or 50 which they produce

each year under the contract to the amount of $350,000.

Mr. ANDPWS. All that work was done here in that office in Wash-

ington, -

,

-General CARROLL. Yes, but the input to this particular office in

Washington came from the total
-.
Mr. ANDRwws. I was interested to know whether or not under this
contract they furnish any field men
.
General CARROLL. What they do, sir, is not collect specifically for
us. They have to collect in conjunction with their own operation.
Mr. Awn''Iws. Could we see that finished product?
General CARROLL. Yes, indeed, sir, and many others.
.Mr.ANDREWS. No. Just one. I would'not have time to go through
all of them.
General CARROLL. The one that I'described there had to do with the
national intelligence survey, which is a joint commimty effort.
NEED FOR CO01RDINATION O1 INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

Mr. Wu'rN. General, this is frightening to me. You assigned this
job. 'Y6u are very articulate in testifying. You know a good many
words with a good ntumbpr of syllables. I have yet to et any comfort
out of your testimony about streamlining any of this activity. You
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have. been assigned the job of telling us what we face 20 years from
now,. which in turn will be reflected in budgets, planning, expenditures,
and inflati-on.
We find that you are looking to contractors to tell you what to tell
us so you can keep this military machine goitw for 20 years, perhaps.
Some people might see it that way at least I believe ou said the Secretary of Defense has the job of seeing that our intelligence
efforts are
M
not duplicated.
The committee iis some information which I thifik I should bring to
your attention here.
Contract No. DA8C1567C0053. The contract has been completed, but
much of the information was just taken out of earlier reports and lt
together and rehashed and turned over to you. 'lhat contact was
with
Also, we have information on contract No. DASC 1567C0053 that is
now for $500,000, increased from the last contract. The previous
contract was $280,000.
You have another contract here, a publication for DIA employees
only, which is being sent through the mails under DIA frank.
Somebody is supposed to be coordinating this. In our cursory investigation up to now, we find the Air Force has three contracts to get
tle same thing. Now you want 41 additional people, addifional computers and additional contract money just to carry on the same thing.
I also have before m Mr. Nitze's letter of December 27 addressed to
the chairman in which he indicates that they are doing something
about our report of last year. He also mentions that they want to get
you further away from, I p resume CIA and the other intelligence
agencies, so he ends with a plea to give you a new big building. I think
that letter should appear in the record at this time.
(The letter follows:)
THE SECRETARY Or DEFENSE,

Hon. GEoYWE H. MAHON,

Wa8hington,December 87, 1968.

Chairman, Committee on Appropriatlon8,
House of Repre8entatives,
Washington, D.0.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to the Comnmittee on Approprlati6h's tesoirt
for the 1969 Department of Defense appropriations bill, which recommended that
we take action to see that improvements are made in the management and operation of the Intelligence activities of the Department, I will review the actions
we have taken, and will be taking in the near future to improve the management
of DOD intelligence activities.
The intelligence community is operating in a complex, constantly changing
environment. As a result; we are confronted with requirements generated at the
national, departmental, and operational command levels, the -magnitude of which
could not have been prophesied in 191 when DIA was created. The'response to
these ever-increasing demands for the product of the intelligence comimfiuxitv has
been the creation of a group of interlocking, mutitaily supporting intelligence
organizations and systems at the national, departmental, qnd operationAl com.
manld levels. Some of these organizations like DIA are part of DOD; others are
not: collectively they make up the liteiligenceco iuiiit.
"
We are continually seeking ways to improve the quality and timeliness of our
input to the intelligence community's product. We have reviewed tle March 1968

survey and investigations staff report on the "Management and Conduct of

Milithiy activities in the Department of Defense" (which I will refer to as the
"HACIT report") and It has provided a most helpful analysis of our activities.
Since DIA has already provided you, through testimony before your subcomnilt.
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tee and in written comments, with information on specfic criticisms noted in
the HAOIT report, I would like to emphasize key areas where, in my judgment,
broad improvements are taking place In the management of DOD intelligence.
The first major improvement relatesmtol the committee report statement that
fi more realistic priority requirements.
DIA and the military services should deal
Recognizing this, the Joint Chiefs of Staff or updating their statement of
strategic Intelligence objectives and priorities in the intelligence annex to the
Joint strategic objectives plan (JSOP) with a view toward improving ongoing
identification of intelligence requirements against which futUre effort can be
directed DIA Is translating these requirements Into a system for controlling
priorities for production planning.
An -associated activity in the requirements area has been the development of
the target oriented display (TOD) by a group under the chairmanship of the
Director of Central Intelligence (DOI) with participation by representatives
of the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), DIA, the DOI staff and the
Bureau of the Budget staff. This management tool shows how intelligence resources are directed against satisfying major intelligence requirements. The
TOD provides a more precise analysis than was previously available of the
all-ocation of our intelligence resources and gives us a horizontal' look at costs
across several programs directed against a given target. The initial output of the
'TOD Indicates that this system has great potential value as indicator of possible
areas of distortion in the allocation of intelligence resources. Additionally, it
enables us to look at those requirements requiring high cost collection systems
to insure that the magnitude and relevancy of the requirements are valid and
funded at the proper level. Our "first cut" version of the TOD has proved encouraging ind has highlighted areas where further analysis is required. Future
development and expansion of the TOD system is under study by the DCI-chaired
group.
Your committee report asserted that too much time, personnel and money are
spextt in accumulating a wide variety of information of no immediate and of
doubtful future value. We recognize that there Is a need for continous control
over collection of information and over the routing of information to production
analysts to Insure that only relevant intelligence collection reports are sent to
the analyst. However, we must collect and ploce in the data base a great deal
of information of a more permanent character, even though that information
may not relate to a specific situation at the time it Is collected. The relttlihip
to a current situation cannot be the sole criterion of the relevancy and value of
information to be collected. Related to this is a current DIA project in which
six experienced analysts are reviewing each incoming hard copy information relort to determine if the report has any current or future intelligence value. Sigreports processed during the first 5 weeks of operanificantly, out of about
tion, less than one-half of I percent were finally rejected by the quality control
panel of analysts and the supported intelligence production analysts.
Production activities continue to reflect improved management by DIA. In
implementing the defense intelligence plan over ,the past 2 years, DIA has directed its energies toward publishing comprehensive standard operating guidance
In all functional areas in a standard system of intelligence guidance manuals.
Since your staff investigation and the appropriations hearings, DIA has published a basic manual for intelligence production, manuals on exploitation and
production of imagery- intelligence aimed at achieving a more effective program in that large, high-cost area, and a greatly revised and expanded manual
on human resource (HUMINT) collection. At the present time, DIA has a manual for order of battle production in draft form. This manual is designed to
standardize the format and approach to order of battle intellgence among all
DOD components and should result in improved economy of effort and better
mutual support on a Worldwide basis.
On October 11, DIA concluded its worldwide production and automation conference. Conferees Included representatives of the military departments, unified
and specified commands, and component commands. Significant results of the
conference included:,
(a) Implementation of the defense intelligence production schedule (DIPS)
as the primary management device for DOD-Wide intelligence production.
(b) Adoption of a standard biographic intelligence automation system, and
standard formAt guide for order of battle production.
(o) Agreement on a worldwide program to develop compatible and mutually
supporting files on environmental and transportation intelligence, and on priI
orities for their automation.
-
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We feel that a particularly promising activity in production operations is that
of automiaited support for analysts In access to information data bases. DIA is
engaged in two major improvement projects in this area.
The first is a WaShingt6n-level intelligence community computer communications system (COINS) which is intended to make possible on-line queries by all
-. The system is currently
analyst in one agency to the computer in another.
in limited operational use, although the current test and evaluation period will
extend to June 30, 1969.
At this point I should mention the Minieard automated document storage and
retrieval system which was criticized in the Hacit Report. We are keeping this
system under very close scrutiny. While it is true that the Miicard system
has deficiencies, it has performed well in the purpose for which it was originally
designed-the effective storage and retrieval of a large volume of documents at a
relatively low cost. It has been in extensive operational use for nearly 10 years
and Is becoming obsolescent in terms of modern technology. We are currently
studying likely candidates as a replacement for this system.
Tile next major topic is ;the consolidated intelligence program (CIP). Our
CIP review group completed a comprehensive critique on October 14 In which
the members addressed the deficiencies noted not only by your investigators, but
by the review group members themselves. The group recognized thdit the CIP
had become an administrative 'burden for all concerned, and that it could be
improved to assist more effectively in the management of defense general Intelligence resources. In particular, it was noted that the CIP was not oriented to
show the relationship of resources among the various functional -areas in 'terms
of end objectives. The review group recommended that the thrust of the CIP
be modified to identify major intelligence issues or missions and that studies
be conducted beginning with a critical evaluation of the requirements followed
by an analysis to identify the appropriate level of resource allocation. This
process would cut across the major functional areas (collection, processing, production) and would analyze all resources associated with discrete intelligence
tasks. This approach wiil focus DIA and review group attention on those areas
where major mission capabilities and signiflealnt resources need to be evaluated
and possibly adjusted.
The review group recommended retention of certaihl aspects of tile existing
CIP process including the present program change request (P0R)/prograln
change decision (POD) procedure in order to price out in some detail the decisions on major issues, both as a means of adjusting the 5-year defense program
as well as providing sufficient budgetary guidance to the services.
The requirement for less detail in supporting information was also recoinmended by the review group. The shift to the major issues review approach noted
above will ultimately elinilhAte much of tile detail associated with the existing
CIP review process. Such a reduction cannot be immediately achieved, since
this year's review will be one 'of transition fr6m the old to the new process, and
some carryover of previous review methods for large areas of the CIP resource
aggregation will continue to 'be necessary. It should also be noted that full
transition to tile major issues review approach does not totally eliminate the
need for detailed data. For those major issues Which are selected for study,
detail will be -required on the relative importance of stated intelligence needs,
their contiibution to military effectiveness, aimd the costs and benefits associated
with alternative courses of action. The Defense Conjtroller incorporated tIle
review group recommendations in his program to the Director, DIA who has
published appropriate instructions and is coordinating this new approach to
nniilgemet within the CIP process.
There are several other areas on which I would like to comment briefly. We
have effected consolidation of the Washington-level control of field human
resources intelligence collection (HUMINt). This consolidation was directed
by the HIJMINT iplementhtion plan approved in January 1967. This program
has been delayed because of the problems inherent In locating such an operation
in the existing facilities of the metropolitan area. DIA and the military departments' HUMINT collection operations hAVe been moved to a common control
center at Port Belvoir and they are now implementing the HUMiNT plan.
I would also like to cbmmeiht on the criticism in the committee report concerning the relationship between DIA and the service intelligence organizations. We
recognize the need to reexamine the interface between those functions being

performed by DIA and those functions being 'performed by the service intelligence organizations. The quantum jump in intelligence requirements coupled
with advances in collection and processing techniques has diffused the relatively clear demarcations of responsibility which were established when DIA
was created. Based on your investigative activities, plus several in-house
inspections of the functions and responsibilities as they currently exist, we are
action to better define intelligence functions and responsibilities within
taking
DOD.
Finally, the committee report, the HACIT report and the hearings stressed
a failure, in part, to analyze current intelligence. General Carroll pointed out
in his testjmony that every effort is made to analyze for follow-on corrective ac.
tion what in retrospect may be considered to be less than timely, complete and
pertinent intelligence. I know you recognize we may never be able to achieve a
perfect record in this respect, bit we are constantly striving toward that objective.
Notwithstanding, DIA, by any standard, has demonstrated its value. Within the
intelligence community it is a young organization. While improvements can an(]
are being made, we should not lose sight of the fact that it has achieved a high degree of professionalism in a fairly short time. The management activities which
I have discussed are part of the continuing program which should have the cumulative effect of improving the effectiveness and efficiency of DOD intelligence
activities.
The Direetor, DIA indicates the greatest obstacle to improvement of production operations in his agency-the largest production agency in the general intelligence area-Is the continued dispersion of DIA production, production support,
and collection elements in several scattered and operationally inefficient facilities.
Accordingly, we believe our request for a new building -to provide an adequate
consolidated operating facility for DIA strongly merits congressional approval.
I have appreciated this opportunity to provide you with information, which I
feel substantiates an atmosphere of continuing progress in DOD intelligence activities. I am confident that the DOD Intelligence activities will continue to respond to the intelligence requirements of the Defense establishment and the
Nation.
Sincerely,
PAUL H. NrrzE.

Mr. WHrrnr;. Today the committee was delivered by hand the fol-

lowing memorandum from the present Secretary of Defense, Mr. Laird,
who served on this committee last year when we had this investigation.
We quizzed you at that time the Lest we could on some of the shortcomings and failing of our inteigence services regarding the Liberty
incident and the Pueblo incident and the Tet Offensive, and the Bay
of Pigs was not too distant in history.
Secretary Laird's letter will appear in'the record at this point.

(The letter follows:)

THE SEcRETAnY Or DEFENSEt

Wa8Mflgton, D.A., April 29, 1969.
Memorandum for Secretaries of the Military Departments, Chairman, Joint Ohiefs
of Staff; Director, Defense Research and Engineering; Assistant Secretaries of
Defense; Director, Defense Intelligence Agency; and Director, National
Security Agency.
Subject: Management of DOD Intelligence Resources.
After considering the recommendations of the Director, Bureau of the Budget,
Director of Central Intelligence, and others,, I recognize the Importance of Insuring continuous high level review of all of the Defense Department's Intelligence progrena There is an apparent need'to have one focal point for Intelligence
resource matters, Including the developmentof a review and decisionmak~ng process for intelligence resource allocation. The latter will Integrate the program
review of Defense Intelligence programs with full recognition of the relationship
of each program to the others and to the total efforts of the national intelligence

community. r

'

Accordingly, as of this' date Mr. Robert F. roefilke, Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Administration, is assigned additional duty as Special Assistant for

Intelligence to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary. In this role he will be our
principal adviser on intelligence resource management.
In addition, I request the Special Assistant for Intelligence to provide me.
within 45 days a study of the intelligence efforts within the DOD. This study
should analyze alternatives and provide recommendations in the following areas:
(a) DOD intelligence organizational structure, to include the responsibilities.
and relationships of elements of the OSD staff as well as the military departments, the JUS, DIA, and NSA.
(b) The process by which national and DOD intelligence requirements are
established,
(o) The means by which these requirements are satisfied inclu ding collection.
processing, production, and dissemination of finished intelligence to appropriate.
user agencies.
The study should be coordinated with appropriate elements of 'the DOD and
the intelligence coniAdunity..
Please cooperate in assisting Mr. Froehlke in carrying out these tasks, par,ticularly in his study of intelligence activities.
MELVxN R. LAIRD.

Mr. WHmaNEx. Apparently Mr. Laird can see that what we are tryihgx to do here needs to be done. I presume that subsection b, as follows .
"The process by which national and DOD intelligence requirements
are established's would be broad enough to include these contracts on,
which we are not only counting for our safety at the moment but forour planning for the next 20 years.
Are you familiar with the two letters?
General CARROLL. Yes, I am.
Mr. 1rHIrEqx. Walt are your feelings?,
General CARUOLL. I think it is good.The point here is not one merely
of its being a mechanism that can address some of the problems you and
I have been discussing, Mr. Whiten, but beyond that, this provides for
a better integration of relationships between the program that I am,
presenting to you and the program presented to you by General Carter
of NSA and intelligence resource programs that are submitted byother elements of the Department of Defense. Consequently, this is'
a mechanism wlich is going to permit the Secretary of Defense to draw
all of these together in competitive relatiofiships, one with the other
and in direct reliationhlhip to the requirem6nts which they are designed
to satisfy.
DUPLIOATION OF EFFORT

Do you take this directive as sufficiently pointed and'
Mr. WnmTT.
sufficiently specific to avoid letting three contracts for ti same informatin Io
General CARROLL. It certainly would be designed to accomplish that,
sir; although I am not familiar with our havingthree contracts for the.
same information.
Mr. WHrTEN. That is our information. I think other members maygo into imore detail about it later, but that is our information at this
time.
Do you take from this that Secretary Laird recognizes, as we think
we do, that we have to pul this thitag together and see who is chief
cook? At least, we do not need a lot of duI icatn cooks.
General CARROLL. I think you are right, ir.
35-202-69-pt. 6-6

LONG-RANGE THREAT PROJECTIONS

'Mr.WHrrrmi.

Is this responsibility for 20 years really a DIA-type

responsibiity.
Lieneral ,OARnoLL. DIA's responsibility under the direction it has
received from the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of Defense
is to produce intelligence required in support of the national planning
effort'in the Department of Defense. They have decided that there is a
requiremnt for this kind of information in support of Army, Navy,
and Air Force force projection planning.
.
That requirement having been verified, and since it is cleared that
-todo th t playingg there is a need for an assessment pertaining to military capabilities of foreign nations in the time frame required, it then
is DIA'S business to do it.
MNr. Wmitrn. I am trying to indicate the feeling of inadequacy I
feel in this area. I quote from your statemiit in wAich you say con.cerning this assignment that you would require "an external assist:ant contract to correlate political, economic, psychological, social, and
institutional factorsIf you have -to contract out that part of it, what have you left to do
except to reduce it to writing
General CARROLL. Actually, what we will request on the basis of
these external contract assistance relationships is inplits. to our overall study. I will have a 38-man group organized as an interdisciplinary team, geographic specialists, sociologists, economists, political
and technological specialists and, of course, military intelligence specialists. They are the ones who will produce the projection and forecasts of possible conflict environments throughout the world
The inputs that we will get from the externial assistance contracts
that we are discussing now would be by drawing on the growing body
of political, economic, and social scientists in the United States who
have devoted their full time over many years to forecasting world
trends.
We also need to learn more from mathematicians, operations analysts, and systems analysts i this country who are leaders in developingthe latest analytic techniques and methodologies in projecting this
far into the future.
.
Many of these contracts have been let in many areas over the past
many years to produce an end product. Those contracts should now
be terminated, having previously been let by the services. At a much
lesser cost, DIA will -e letting some external assistance contracts, not
to produce an end product, but to make an essential iniput to the very
complicated projections that we are going to endeavor to make.
QUALIFICATION OF INDIVIDUALS

FOR THREAT ANALYSIS

Mr. WUrrrEnr. I have known a few people who are qualified academically, which is the description you use. Most all of them, I would
guess, have aPh. D. or at least an M.A. dewre, and they have written
theses or otherwise have taken a given position. If you, went out and
lired people in that area, couldn't you almost hire then to reach any
conclusion you might desire? They would be perfectly honest about

it, but they have a fixed attitude already. How would you find anygo about
this objectively, and what are your qualibody whoto would
select such
an individual?
fications
General CARROLL. My own people are going to be the ones who ana-

lyze the inputs which are received from them. We have to be careful
in selecting the people with whom these contracts are made in the first
place.
Mr. Wnmri'r.
Who in your shop is qualified to select these people?
General CAiROLL. The people I have working on the long-range
projections who are cognizant of the inputs they want.

Mr. Wxirr'rnN. What are their backgrounds?
General CARROLL. They are military and civilian intelligence spe-

cialists in the interdisciplinary fields that I mentioned.

Mr. WuIr':EN. You gather, as you say, raw data and put it together

and come out with what you call manufactured ifitellignce. 1h that
not a detailed-type thing as against this long-range planning? Don't
you acknowledge long-range planning has tote by these other people?
General CARROL,. 11ie long-range planning, by all means.
CONTRACTORS QUALIFIED FOR LONG-RANOE TREAT PROJECTIONS

Mr. WHi'-rEiN What corporation or who among your present contractors are qualified to take on this assignment?
General CARROLL. This would be accomplished through the inedilil

of competitive bid. I have not had any pai'hticular contractor in mind,

but there are mnay who could make major contributions to us in this

area.
Mr. WiiTTEN. What assurance under such a contract do you have

that they will live up to the terms of the contract?
General CARROLL. Such as one does in the effective administration
of any contract, Mr. Whitten.
Mr. "WRITlMN. Would they pay cash.damages if we have another
Liberty or Pueblo or another Tt offensive in spite of their advice to
you? Would they be liable in costs?
General CARROLL. We are not asking the contractor to assume that
responsibility,
Mr. Whitten.
RESPONSItILITY OF CONTRACTOR

Mr. WiVii N. I am asking you, what are you asking him to assune?
General CARROLL. We would be asking him to make inputs in ac-

cordance with the requirements that we establish as to sociological

trends, economic trends, projections of demographic studies in con-

.junction with economic indicators as to wvhat the environment willbe
in a particular country in, let us say, the 1985 timeframe. Assimilating
that sort of input that we will receive from their, we will try to marry
it with our own military analysts' projections, the projections of our

*own experts in the area.
Mr. WH rEN. A shotgun wedding?
General CARROLL. No, sir.
Mr. WHxmN. Since you were going to attempt to marry them, I
wondered how much force you would use.
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Mr. Liisco:%m. On this contract for long-ran ge-threat projection,

the information which the committee lias is that tiLe contractor will be
a coimunercial bidder.
General CARROLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. From that statement, I assume that you are going to
call upon one of the groups that do this kind of work.
General CARROLL. Yes, sir; I would assume so.
Mr. Lwrsco=. You said you did not have anybody in mind.
General CARROLLJ. I don't.
Mr. LipscomB. There are many who have this kind of capability?
General CARROLL. Yes, sir.
CONTRACTORS WITU CAPABiIW5ITIS FOR LONG-RANGE THREAT ANALYSIS

Mr. LiPscotB. Could you namne some of those that have this kind
of capability?
General CRROLL. Offhand, ones that come to mind to me would be
the Institute for Defense Analysis, the Rand Corp., MIT, various
universities.
Mr. Lirscosm. What gives them this capability now? What makes
you think they can project 20 years front fow an have this c pability
at this time? Or are they going to go out and form the capability?
General CARROLL. If they do not have the capability, of course, they
should not succeed in bidding on the contract. If our own analysis of
their capability indicated that to be tie case, we would iot award tie
contract to them.
I might mention, sir, that contracts of this nature have been accomplished in considerable volimie over the past several years, in response
to service requirements that were contracted for, to a number of commercial iputters. The areas are there. What is happening now is not
something which is being undertaken de novo by the Defense Intelligence Apency. It is a question of DIA assuming the responsibility
for making tiese long-range-threat projections, not by contracting it
'out to somebody to do it for us as has been the case in the past but,
rather, by seelkng such input assistance as will enable us to do it. Much,
much more than the $700,000 that we are seeking here has been spent
anntumlly in this area in the past'.
USE OF PREVIOUSLY DEVELOPED I)ATA

Mr. LIPsco.m. I think that is part of wl)at is bothering us. We know
for a fact that this kind of estimating has been going on. That is how
we have been developing a 5-year program. The th1ilg that is bothering
me is that we know this has been going on. W1e do not know at this
point whether it has been for 12 years or 20 years or what it has been.
Now you come in with a new program under your supervision or
DIA's supervision. What is happenig to the other parts? Do you
anticipate or do you feel that they are all being canceled'now?
General CARROLL. I feel any of those that are violative of the assignment which has been made to us by the Secretary of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff certainly shoulil be canceled, and they should
not be supported in the budgetary submissions of the services.

Mr. Lmiscouin. From what I understand, you have started this prograIn already. You have put soffie people on board.
General CAnnorL. Thaitis correct.

Mr. LIPscOMB. Would the fist thing that those people do be to find
out what has been going on in the field, what resources are available; another words, find out where they stood?

General CARROLL. They already have in relationshipMir. LIPScOmB. Have they foun-d thaht out?
General CARROLL. To a certain background extent; yes, sir.

Mr. LiPscoM. How long have these people been on board?
General CARROLL. Wie have been bringing them on over the past year,

sir, a total of 10.
Mrt. LIPSOOB. If they have had the time to look and see what has
been g )ing on in this period for the past w ntmiber of yeArs, they would
know in iediately what contracts are let and how they are getting
the i-ipftinow. They should.
General CARROLL. Wre have had a complete survey made. Many of
these things were not monitored within the framework of the intelligence organizational structure. They would be R. & D. contracts, for
example, let by elements of the services.
DROPPING OF ONGOING SERVICE PROGRAMS

Mr. LIrscou.ni. Now that you are starting a new program in your

shop) what recommendations are there for dropping ongoing prograhis?
General CARROLL. They should all be drolped, sir.

Mr. Lwrscoiu . This i s what you should be telling us today, that you

are pickih , tp a new program here and you are dropping tlese other
programs in Army, Navy, and Air Force, and in systems analysis
under the Department of Defense which are going on right at this
moment. They are doing this, too; are they not?
General CARROLL. This long-r ange threat projection?
Mr. LirscoxB. Yes, sir.
General CARROLL. What they would be doing would be on the basis
of varit.41s iipts which are made by us, and then assuming whatever
follow-onMr. LiPsconiB. You miist have found out by this time that systems
analysis has been projecting the threat, too.
General CARROLL. I know they have. Much of what they have been
doing has been on the basis of. inifts which they have received from
11s.
Ali. LIPsco31n. Wha1t you seem to have here is yet another layer, a
new prograin, it may be a valid program, but it appears to the coinmittee you are jiust heaping one Tob on another. The cominttee does
not intend to permit that any longer. You have not in any way disco cited our fears.
General CARROLL. When you say we are heapingone job on another,
it was because of a recognition ofthe fact that this was a job of considerable importance to be done in the Department of Defense, and
that several people have been undertaking to do it, that the decision
was made to centralize this long-range threat projection aspect of the
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overall program in DIA where we will be respotsible to the Army, the.
Navy, and the Air Force, who will lay their requirements on us and
thereafter, then, not undertake to do the same thing on their own?
Mr. Lirscomn. We have been sitting here listening to operations and

maintenance for all the military services. We have been listening to
contracts that have been made outside with consultants for studies. I
would be hard pressed to tell you of any studies that have been
canceled as a result of your taking on any responsibility.
General CAROTL. We have not undertaken to perform "thatresponsi-

bility yet, sir, because I do not have the resources to the extent
required.
Mr. LiPscoMn. We are talkiig about fiscal year 1970.
General CARROLL. That is rigit.
Mr. IApscoM. So you have not. yet taken it oil, and they have not
yet canceled any of their 1970 requests, as far as I know.
General CARROL.

For fiscal year 1970, they should not have any-

thing in their budget that pertains to this partkuioiiir matter, sir, since
the responsibility was assigned to DIA, and the military department
and other concerned were advised to that effect.
NEED FOR CENTRALIZATION OF

ERPONSIBILTArY

Mr. Lipscom. After we get through with this record, I think if you
are sincere about this study which has been laid on you and if it has
not been taken away from you by this memoraidum of the Secretary
todayGeneral CARROLL,. It. has not.
Mr. Liwscomri (continuing). We should have some assurance to
bringing this type of long-range projections together under one head,
in one spot, and not have it spread all over the Defense Departmiint.
Can you pit that together?
General CAmiorR...Yes, sir. This was the purpose.
Mr. ijsIcomOi. Maybe you will show a savings.
General CARUOLL,. It was the purpose of the directive in the first
place, sir, not only to make it response to the total needs of the Army,
Navy, and Air Force, rather than having them severAlly undertaking
to satisfy themselves, but also to eliilflhte the duiplication that. had
been involved in this kind of endeavor.
Mr. Liscomn. Even though I personally do not understand why
it is being put in the Defense Intelligence Agency, I still recognize the
need of such information and that it should not be spread all over the
lot if that is the case.
General CARROLL. The instructions of the Secretary of Defense and
the Joint Chiefs of Staff are being ignored if it is spread all over the
lot.
AIR FORCE CONTRACTS OVERLAPPING DIA RESPONSIBILITY

Mr. Lipscom. While I have the time, what would you know or what
would be your opinion of the contracts that are being let by the Air
Force
Why isn't this a DIA responsibility ?
General CARROLL. Not beifig -personally familiar, with those particular contracts, sir, I assume they relate to the scientific and tech-
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nical intelligence responsiblities of the Foreign Technology Division'
of the U.S. Air Force. This has to do with the production of scientific
and techiiiehl intelligence.
I would like to Make very clear that DIA does not have that direct

responsibility. At the time DIA came into being and intelligence production responsibilities were assigned to it by the Secretary of Defense, he reserved for further study a decision as to whether or not
the production of scientific and telinical intelligence pertaining to
capabilities and lihcitations of enemy foreign weapons systems and
associated areas of endeavor in foreign countries, whether that would
come to DIA or stay in the services. His decision was to leave it ithe
services. So the Army, Navy, and Air Force are still the primary producers of scientific and technical intelligence in the Department of Defense. They function, however, sir, under my managerial guidance, in
turn, under direction of the Secretary of Defense.
Mr. Lipsco~ni.

We have had underother directin military attaches,

whose responsibility it is to observe military capabilities o0fthe cofintries in which they are stationed. We have other operations by other,
agencies. This information has flowed into DIA, I would think.
General CARROLL. That is correct.
Mr. Lipscomii. Under this contract
. For the life of me, I do
not see why we have to have a contract outside when this is inforniation which, by all good reason, should flow through out in-house
capability in all of our intelligence agencies, covert and overt. I do not
understand it.
General CARROLL. I am not too sure what the provisions of that contract are, but. the Foreign Technology Division has been tasked to
produce certain scientific and technical intelligence pertaining to that
subject matter, and the Air Force apparently have determined that
they need external assistance in that respect.
linless you
.have
already obtained it from the Air Force, sir, I can
provide you drta not only in relationship to these particular contracts,
but tlie particular tasks which they are designed to support.
Mr. LIPscoMB. What I wouldlfle to see done is that these contracts

be evaluated and see whether they are superfluous to the needs of the
Air Force or whether the Air Force has not had the opporttinity orknowledge whether to solicit the information from you or other intelligence agencies.
General CARROLL. I would not have the data. Actually, this undoubtedly is related -toa task which I have levied on the Foreign Technology Division of the Air Force to produce scientific and technical
intolligence in response to either the Air Force's requirements or
D.D.R. & E.'s requirements or national requirements.
In addition to that, sir; at the time the consolidated ifitelliegence
program is.put together, the resources required by the Foreign Technology Division would have been reviewed by my office as well As by
the Office of the Secretary of Defense review group and, ultimately, by
the Secretary of Defense. These external assistance contracts as welt
as the in-house resources required in FTD would all have been evaluated in relationship to (1) the mission being performed, and (2) adequacy or excessiveness as regards the resource being solicited.

QUESTIONABLE NEED FOR OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS

Mr. LIPS OMB. We may be talkifig a different language, but it is very

hard for me to understand, with the vast amount of resources that we
and
have in the intelligence community, why we are hiring
others to do this work for us, outsiders whose expertise I shouldthink,
in my view, would be limited compared to the resources available to

you. I just do not understand it.
General CARROLL. I think it has been generally accepted, at any rate,

sir, that specialty areas in industry ad iiuniversities and inthe scientific field can make major coritributi6ns in areas in which they are
experts, to the Department of Defense.I
with the U.S. Army,
Mr. LiPsc0dxB,To gatler ifforiifdfioiln
Air Force, and Navy over there, you have to hire
to do it for
you?
contract?
General CARROLL. Are you talkifig abo~tt the
Mr. Lirsco-Bn. I am taking about the whole ball of wax.
General CARROLL. We do not hire them to go over there to collect it at
all. This is i~orlmation which we get because they already have it in
conjuiiction with the performance of their own cominercial mission.
CONITRAMOR PtlEPARFJD REPORT

Mr. MINSuAL,. Who prepared this report which has been handed
to us earlier, called National Intelligence Survey,

General

CARROLL.

The basic-

Mr. MiNSITALL. Who prepared this particular report?
General CARROLL. This is one of the chapters of ftie National Intelligence Survey which is put out by CIA as part of an overall community
effort. Within this community framework, DIA is charged with producing the input to various chapters of the National Intelligance
Survey.
Mr. MINSSHALL. My question is this: Who prepared this particular
report, not the background history of it. Who prepared this?
...
preparedGeneralCARROLL.
Mr. ix nA
iL. Did
prepare this report? Will you answer
h
'yes o no?
General CARROLL. The answer is,
prepared the draft of that
report; and then this draft, after review by DIA and by CIA, is put
out in this form.
Mr. MzINSHALL.
is the one that got the basic material for this?
General CAROLL. Thatis correct.
Mr. MINSHALL. Do you realize where the basic material came from?
I would like to read this into the record, if I may, please.
COMMENTS ON PwINOIPAL SOURCES

Information contained in this section Is, considered reliable and current as
of early 1968. Some of the basic data are from a U.S. intelligence study dated
March 1964. More recent additional data are from official U.S. Government documents and open. sources, Theprincipal source dociuments include reports originatcd by units of the U.S. Army and within "thevarious attach offices. OPen
sources, include the publications .....- ,and professional and trade papers.

Why couildii't y6u have done this irnho"use atthe ' very outset?

General CARROLL. In that partdti~flr one, we probably could have,
air.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why didn't you ?
General CARROLL. Because this was part of the contract which has
proven to be very beneficial.
Mr. M1nSHALL. Why was it part of a contract?
General CARROLL. This is an updating.
Mr. MINSHALL. The Government got charged for this; did they
not?
General CARROLL. It was produced within, the framework of theMr. MINSHALL. Wait a second. My question is-

General CARROLL. Yes; the Government was charged for it.
Mr. MINSHALL. Why did you include this in it when you had information readily available from your own sources? I do notunderstand it. Mr. Lipscomb has brought this out. It defies me why you
would waste the taxpayers' money hiring
to get together V
lot of info mation when I could have gotten most of it here myself.
General CARROLL. Much of what was produced for us -by
comes from their principal input. In addition to that, they do the
work of pulling this together across the board.
Mr. MINSHALL. General, the heck with that input-output talk of
yours. This conti'adt was paid for by the taxpayers. You ordered it.
I see no reason why you should have. It is ridiculous.
That is all I have.
PERFORMANCE OF LONG-RANGE THREAT PROJECTION

Mr. WHITTEN. Referring to your statement where you said, regard-

ing the long-range threat projections project, that you will require

"an external assistance contract to correlate political, economic, psychological, social, and instituitional factors
-,"
again, would you
briefly explain how the contractor would carry this broad responsibility We went into how you selected thbe people where you would
find them. How would he carry out this' responsibilityN
General CARROLL. There are
specific contracts which we
plan to obtain in fiscal year i90 at a cost of $70,00, "to give this new
organization the caipabllity of obtainiitg expert assistance. For example, we must be able to draw on the growing )ody of political, economic,
and social scientists in the United States who have devoted their full
time over many years to forecasting world trends. We also need to
learn from the matheiticiafi, operational analysts, and systems analysts in this country who are leaders in developing the very latest
analytical techiqtes and methodologies. The $700,000 in our present
planning would break out as follows:
A palified expenditure of $275,000 for conflict enviroinfient studies,
which wi l include a projection of the future of and a number
of other input studies on the
as a potential source of warfare
situations.
The sum of $225,000'is planned for economic studies, including weapons systems and force structure costing a"nal yses for the
. An
economic restraint study of factors affecting military capability
growth over future time frames in these
countries.

Ffinally,
. there is planned $200,000 for five methodologiea- contracts
Which
vWill include adapting long-rane threat
Mr. ' WrirEN. General, you read Yroin yourproject0ions -t--t
prep-'red statement
there. However, I will 1'epea't mn question: Iftow would
thle coniteactor
Carry out this broad- responsibility?
General CARROLL. The only other way I can answer
the question is to
state that lie A'ill apply the expertise
which we feel hehas when we give
him the contract, to the perfortiiance of the
task which we levy Ul)On
Specificall how lie would go about it, I do not
know.
fullness of detail, we would not need his assistance. If we did to
INFORMATION PROVIDED TO THE CONTRACTOR

Mr. WiTwrriN. Would you supply all tie intellignce
informatiin
to the contractor, or will he also have
collection responsibilities?
General CARROLL. He will not have collection reslponsibilifs.
He
may have to doresearch of available
material in O)e1n literature, and
we e rtainly will supply certain sup lementary
dcta to him.
Mr.
.You tell him whether your embassy has
been stoned
-and tell him what the local newspapers have said.
He
will
use his
,expertise. These social scientists, economiss, political
scientists
and
various and sundry other folks, are completely honest,
but
they
study
.one line of authority and become convinced or
another line of authority and become convinced societies they study
of its merits.
OBJFECTIVENESS OF CONTRACT PERSONNEL,

If you have a big contract, you are going
thority or another. George F. Kennan had to follow one line of ausome very decided views.

I doubt if any man had more standing with folks
th htnn.e did. I happened to agree with him very who agreed with him
not, think of another naie at the moment, but you much. Offlanld, I do
could flid outstanding people who take another view in the same general
When you hire these men with a fixed position, havearea.
you
written
yur own report? I asked
you earlier how would y6u getnot
somebody
t'hat you felt woUld be objective? You have a contrActo;.
Yoh Wfla
have to let him select tie.people, would you not,?
General CArrorr. Yes, Mr.
Mr. Wmirkvx. When lie
selected them, lie could select up or down
or in or out. He could select antiwar, prowar,
peace. When Vo got
into that area and you are dealing with
run the corporate structure o-f - -and you areyou aie not going to
internal affairs. Aren't you putting your" money not going to run its
the hands of contractors where you had nothing' and" the Nation in
to do with the selectionOftethe personnel?
General .CARROT. ITe have something to do with
the selection of
personnel to the extent that security clearances
will
permit, them to,work on"many facets of this program.be requiied to
On the other
hand, there isn't any doubt, Mr. Whitten, that when
we
seek
to receive
lielp from experts In various fields, if We happen
to select, one who is
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biased, albeit an expect, we have problems in endeavoring to analyze
the objectivity of the contrilifitiotfi he makes back to us.
Mr. Wii'i rm. Bins is just somebody disagreeing with you. If he
agrees with you, he is ]just0 a very smatt hian. Isn't, that right
General CAmmoJ. If that, is the base, biases are more difficult, to
ascertain.
Mr. Wnvr'mIN. Would you not say that is a fair description of bias?
Who is goiig to judge whether lie is biased or not?
General Cumomrr. I think. everything is relative wheln one is trying to
determine what cnstitfites bias. It may be a questioih of philosolply.
All I can say is that, we are embarked here upon trying to project 20
years into the future in a reasonably tangible and meaningful form,
and it is a very difficult task. I do not thtik it has ever been well done
anyplace. DIX has been given the task of doilno it. I have people who
have a lot of exl)erience -in this general area. *Te feel t hA with some
external assistance, we will be able to do it 'better tlan it has been
attempted to be done in the past.
COST OF EXTERNAL ASSISTANCE

CONTRACTS

BY YEAR

Wr. Wimmrir . I would like youto provide for the record wht your
costs on contracts have been since your Agency has been in existence,
by years; including the contracts that lave been ended alid the contracts that have been extended.
General CARROLL. Can do, sir. I understand.
(The information follows:)
The cost of external assistance contracts entered into by DIA, covering both
the agreements with other Government agencies in which costs have Increased
significantly over the years due to Federal pay act legislation, and for contracts
with commereia1 firms Is as follows:
[In thousands of dollars
Fiscal year

0. & M.

1963 ---------....................................................
1964 .............................................................
1965
...............................................

R.O.T. & E.

Total

$4,425
5,198
6,211

0
0
$2,300

$4,425
5,198
8,511

1967 ............................................................
1968 .......--........-...............................
...........
1969 ......... ........-......................
...................

5,739
5,972
5,702

1,424
1,210
1,307

7,163
7,182
7,009

Total ......................................................

38,462

8,097

46, 559

Note: This Includes all external assistance contractual effort, the costs of contracts that have been ended, and those
extended.
10 7 0 CONTRACTS

Mr. ANnmu.mws. Afr. Chairmainl, I w oild like to see at tlis poiit in
the record, withott namifig thet, just the total ntuber of contracts
that you have planned for 1970 in this budget. request, and the total
dollar ao1t int involved for contratcts in 1970.
General CAnROL. Yes, sir.
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(The in formatiton follows:)

The total number of external ms.4stance contracts and the total amount requested for this purpose In fiscal year 1970 is as follows:
Number

Amount

30
11

$6,
600,000
3,600,000

41

10,200.000

Operation and maintenance....................................................
Research, development, test, and evaluation .............................
.....
Total ...................................................................

Mr. ANDREws. Could you tell us offhand, out of your total bUdget
request, wlicih is roughly $74 miinGeneral CARROLl,. Tlat is correct, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS (contiffinig). How much is for contracts with outsiders?
CAIMorL.
contracts in 0. & M.. amount.
to General
$6.6 million:
andi inExternal
R.,D.T. &assistance
E., $3.6 million.
Mr. ANDRE WS.That is the total amount?
General
CARnor~r,.
That
is correct,
sir.
Mr. AWDnnF
WS.That
is $10.2
million.
General CAnnomI,.That is correct.
Mr. AiDREws. Out of your $74 million.
General CAnRoLY,. That is correct.
Mr. AND1imS. It appears to me the way this thing is growing that

your outside contractors will get as big, if not bigger, than you in
the next few years.
General CAnnoLL1 . I could run through i list of these.
Mr. AxDonmw. That is about one-seventh of your-budget?
General CAnnOTjT,. Yes, sir; of the total.
CONTAC'I'S WI111 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Mr. Er r~xo-r. One (ontract accounts for $3.3 million, though.
Mr. AN Dws. Who Is that with?
Mr. ELLiorr.That is with the Library of Congress.
Mr. ANDRws. What do they do for you?
General CARROJm,,. We have had a long-term contr~et with the.

Library of Congress which enables us to derive from them the ,beiefit
of the very extensive Library capabilities and open source materials
that are available to them. tinder special tasking whieh is revised
each year by DIA they exploit the very extensive holdings of open
materials which they have, including foreign language materials,
in combination with certain classified materials which, we supplyto them, and they produce various abstracts and studies as called
for in their work statements.
Thi
fundamentally
is
in support of our military capabilities and
targeting program. This, too, has been a long-continuing contract.
Mr. Axwmrws. I am familiar with that,. I serve on the subcommittee
which handles the appropriation of the Library of Congress. Is it
true that the.Air Force has a contract with the Library of Congress
for $3.250 million?
General CARROLL. The Foreign Technology Division of the Systems
Command of the U.S. Air Force does have a contract with the Library

of Congress. That is i, support of the scientific and technical intelligence produciotn responsibilities of that activity.
Ifr. ANDBnws. Does the Army have a contract with them?
General CARROLL. I do not believe so: no, sir.
Mr. ANDRnWS. The Marines?
General CAUROLL. None that I know of.
Mr. AxDmxws. The Navy -*

General CAmoLL. I know of none. The Library of Congress has
been a very beneficial contractor to the Air Force and to the DIA.
Mr. ANDrmws. I would rather let the Library of Congress get your

contract money than these outside contractors.
General CA~itoLL. Most of our long-standing contracts, with the exwhich I mentioned, are with
contract ception of the other governmental elements such as the Department of the Interior,
the Department of Commerce Army Map Service, and so forth.
Mr. ANDREWS. That is all, M'r. Chairman.
coLrErON VERSUS PRODUCTION

Mr. WHTFEN. I note in one of these contracts you call for physical
vulnierability studies, geological survey exploration, and an exploration of soil conservation studies. Would these contracts infer that you
are in the collection business rather than in the production of finished intelligence?
General (,ArflOM. As to the first one that you nt6fionetod, sir, the
o f intelliphysical vulnerability studies, is n6t a qitestion of colleint
gence information. It is a question of analysis of inforniatidn and data
available through the specialty areas of activity that are mnentih6i7d
here, to enable its to make better projections as to what the hardness
of military targets might be.
You will note we have $100;000- this year in connection with radiation vulnerability-missile vulnerability t.o radiation phenomena. A
good deal of this will be research by experts in that field witI inputs
to us that will enable my people then to make further utilization of
g what the degree of hardness or vulnierability
that data in estimatini
of it particular weapons system mlgli be.
KNOWLEDGE Or INTVLLIOENCE. IN OTHER SERVICES

Mr. Wi-ri, m. It appears from time to time one agency does not
know what another agency in the same general area is doing or you
are busy trying to find out what tie other is dotig, or else you are
off on a 20-year projection, a study about underwater warfare, submarines, and so forth. We have heard the Navy testify along that line
in support of requests for funds every year. It is hard to know what
you could do in conneetion with ithdrseas warfare thit the Navy is
not doing. It would be equally surprising if you told me you knew
what they were doing.
General CARROLL. What the Navy is doing?

MUr. WinivrEN. Yes.

General CARROLL. I certainly do know in the intelligence area.
ir. WImI'rirEN.

General CARTRO

Iow about research and development?
. No, sir.
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Mr. WnViirqriN. You doiiot know?
General CARRoLL,. Only if they are engaged i a research and devel-

opment program portainig to intelligenee,'the stafing of which would
be referred to it for support, or comment. Or I may have been involved in the generation of a.requireienlt for that, systemI in the first
place. I do not. review the Nttvy's whole. R. & 1). requirements.
NEED To KEEP AiIIIEAS'r OF SERVICEWiiE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Wtinrm. You are going to project. what will lappen in 20
years, and you limit your knowledge of research and development to
the field'of Intelli6ene.
I do not wit tle miit plftfiffly for tile 'oulitry 20 years from now
to limit himself, insofar as knowing what the Army, Navy, and Air
Force are doing, to those things they are doing in the general area of
intelligence gathering. We had better get somebody who is in better
contact with what tile services are doing and what. they are prepared
to do, hadn't we, or would you conftirat that out with the Navy,
General CAuoLL. You are talking about, intelligence gatherings,

sir?
No; I asked you if you knew what the Navy was doing in research and developlimenit in connectionn with deepwater and
underwater warfare, and you said you did not; that you are limited
to areas where tho research was in ntellig nee. So I added this quesMr. Wiiir-rm.

tion: If you eame to something. like thisin your ,20-yearprojection,
you would give that contract out to the Navy?
General (.,\iiotr,, In our 20-year projeon, we are endeavoring to
describe what the Soviets might be doing in that area, not what the
U.S. Navy is doiilg.
Mr. W, I't',.
I he Soviets to a. great degree,. ould you not agree,
would be in tluin giving thought to what the U"nited States was doing,
and if you did not know what, the Tited .States was doing, you would
be in poor shape to analyze what the Soviet Union miglit 6r might. not
be doilg?

Genexa1 C,\it0om,. It. will be very necessary to lring considerable
thought of that lnatle to bear, because1r. WIlrivsN. You may have made a ease for the Jo'int Chiefs of
Staff handlhig this rather than you.
I beg you l)ardon?
Mr. Wxi'i'rrN. Haven't, you lmiade a ease for this beigiian area. for the
Joit Chiefs of Staff, who know what the respective Servi'ces are doing,
rather thah for you to contract it out to somebody other thnil1 the three
(General (C],\itltol,.

services?

General CARROLL. I-e are not contracting out to deterd6ine what the
research and development programs are now in the Army, Navy, awd
Air Force.
Mr. Wiim'ra. Were we dependent on contractors in connection with
the Puebloor the UY-2 or the Liberty or the Tot offensive?
General CARROLL. No, sir.
INTELLIGENCE

EXPERIMENTATION RESEARCHIH FACILITY

Mr. Wnirrr. With regard to your R.D.T. & E. fulds, if all your
funds are contracted out, where do you get the resources to operate the
Intelligence Experimentation Researbh Facility?
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General CARROLL. There is one elenidft of that we have not yet
established i DIA, but we hope to do so ill 1970, whieh would call for
some people aid expoerhlielital fundS.
Mr. Wni 'rN.You do have a research facility,
General CAMoLL. No, sir, we have not yet established it.
Mr. Win'mmN. Why is there need for such a facility, in view of the
fact that, we have so miinty research facilities in existence in the I)epartfifeut of Defense at the preseilt time
General (,\Iio r,. This is one specifically designed to engage in sys-

tem develoimient inder real time condiftins. We have no research
of activity.
ilndagain.
inlthis
which are enita'ed
facilities
I did not follow you.
o)esgJe
the
activity
Mr. WV~w'OntN.
General (ARROLL. We have a nith6ber of 1)roblelils that we are co1iproblems
to solve those
f fronted with today, and we are endeavorig
nseto
in rso
while at the same time try fi to maintain a currency
the users whom we serve. The purpose of this exlperifilmitMr. Wimirn-isr. Read iiiy question, Mr. Reporter.
(Question read.)
Gen'al (?AnnomLL. Whalt I had st-arted to say, sirMr. Wl ri'rn.. I know. That, is what I stopped you from doing.
General, I stopped you from saying that. 1 wait to go hack to my
question.
General ,imCoARr,. I uiderstanid, sir.
Mr. IV'in-ripr.N:,. Will you direct yourself to my question? Then you
cait say what you like.
General C,\i i omi. i this ex1)erioileital research laboratory, we intend to oIlerte under real time conditions oil m1"ajor intelligence prol)lems that. we are conifrohted with today, but l)eihig analyzed for other
than imm diate use pitposes.
ro some extent, w hile the research and developlltft and test are
gohig oil, 'it
will be parallelilig what is being (loie in real life by our
is an effort
day-tn and day-out analysts and itelligence-l)rduc lS. It,
to tackle in t more considered and experiimiental manner the real
PIroblems tht,we are confited with today and are uuiable to address
to the extent that. we should because the primacy of attention hhs to
be givenl to gett-ifigthe job d6fie to meet a curreiit reqi ii'nient.
Mr. IiVrnm'N'. General, you used a whole lot of lantguage, and you
lost ine somewhere there. I repeat what I said: You are planing to
-set 11) a research facility, and that research facility, insofar as we call
tell from youir statemet, isto do research inthoset areas that might
have to do'with the futtuire as a against the present.
,R.No, sir; It has to do with tryiig to hell) us solve
General
010C oAR
present problems and to do it in a real world rather thail a theoretical
en\viromnent. WVe are wrestling with these problems now, bit our attention cannot be as fully extensive as we would like it to be because
we have to try to solve tf e problem and at the same time do the job.
POSSTBI4 E DtiPriCIATION OF RESEARCH

EFFORT

What is the Centeral Intelligence Agency doing in
Mr. Wir .'x.
this area..
General CARROLL. They are engaged in certain research which is
somewhat comparable. I do know-
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M r. WirrTEN. How is it comparable? Wherein does it coincide and
wherein does it differ?
General CARnoLL. Because it is being tailored-I am not too familiar
with the actual CIA effort in this respect. I know they have one
which is generally related. I know at the time we developed this one,
we initial ly thought in terms of doing both of ours at the same time.
It was decided, however, that since each of us was addressiig separate
problems of our own, in an experimental manner, it would be preferable in the initial stages to coordinate but go our separate ways.
Mr. WmTr'N. Including the construction of a facility.
General CARROLL. We are referring to it as a facility. That is the

name. It will not be a very elaborate structural facility. They will
need computer support as we get going.
Mr. WHi-rEN. What is the Navy doing in this area?
General CARROLL. Nothing that I know of sir.
Mr. WmTT'EN. What about the Air Force
General CARROLL. Nothing.
Mr. VHITzN. How about NSA and the Atomic Energy Com-

mission?
General CARROLL. I doubt that they would be doing anything in
the specific area we are addressing, because we are talking fundamentally in terms of the intelligence
production problems which DIA
- ,
h a s.
Mr. WHITEN. The National Security Agency recognizes the seriousness of this, but you had to come along and pick up the chips.
Why hasn't National Security Agency done something in this area?
General CARROLL. We are doing it in relationship to a different kind
of problem. Maybe NSA is doing something.
Mr. WHI rEN. General, I cannot follow you when you say you do

not know what they are doing. Maybe theirs is a different approach
to theproblem which you could say if you knew that they were doing,
'but if you do not know what they are doing, you cannot say the
problem is different. You would not know anything about it. We
would have to set up another intellig ence agency to find out what
the similarity might be or the duplication might be between you and
these others.
NEED FOR RESEARCH FACILITY

General CARROLL. Since this is a research and development activity,
Mr. Vhitten, I think I should say it is not something thilt is just
generated out of the thin blue sky in DIA. This stems Trom a multimonth study which was participated in by D.D.R. & E., by several
outside scientific experts, who did research on what the situation was
in Government and out of Government, and recommended to me that
we establish this kind of facility because nothing comparable to it was
being done to an adequate extent elsewhere.,
Sir. WirrrN. You are bolstering your own testimony a little bit.
I asked you the question after you said you did not know. I am presumig from 'your present statement that a study was made and thley
reported to you, and that you did not read the part which said what
Others were doing. You just read the part about your own activity
and you presented it here. Or have you just forgotten what the other
part was?

General CARROLL. The study group that I mentioned was chaired
by D.D.R. &E., not by me, Mr. Witten.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is D.D.R. & E.?
General CARROLL. The Director of Defense Research and Engineering. It was in recognition of the fact that certain researcliand developnent should be undeAtaken in this hitherto unexplored area and, after
deliberations as to ways and means of best going about it, it was decided that the Department of Defense should undertake such an
endeavor and that it would be preferable to have it conducted within
DIA rather than in D.D.R. & E. or in some contractor facility responsive to D.D.R. & E. because of an appreciation of the fact that to
make it meaningful it shouldbe done in as real time practical environmeit as cold be done. The oily place to have that done was internal
to an intelligence organization.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

Mr. Wni'rrN. General, we turn now, if agreeable, to "Civilian
employees."
PERI5ANENT POSITIONS

On page 31 of your budget justification, you are showing that on
June 30, 1969, you will have 3,533 permanent positions. On this same
date you are showing that your yearend employmeit will also be
3,533. How is it possible that you will have every positionl filled at
the end of this year whereas in the hearings last year it was brought
out that you had 250 vacancies? What changes have occilpre(d dui'lig

the past year that have caused you to totally eliniifite all vacant
positions?
General CARROLL. Onboard, assigned strengths provided to the
committee in April 1968 reflected tie employment stAtus as of that
date. As indicated last year, DIA employs a large number of persofnel from high school and college graduates throughout the Nation.
These young men and women are generally hired as soo h after their
graduation as circumstances permit, else this prime source of employment is lost by their acceptance of non-Federal employment. DIA's
end-year fiscal year 1968 civilian employment was at 99.3 percent of
authorprized strength onJune 30, 1968. End fiscal year 1967 data reflects
actual civilian employment at 99.6 percent of authorized strength.
Based on our recritmenfit effort this year we anticipate much the same
levels as heretofore, with substantially full employment within atithorized civilian allowances.
Mr. W rrm'rw. For the record what is your current employment,
and what is your current authorized strength?
(The information follows :)
3,443
Civilian employment, Apr. 30, 1969 -------------------------------Currently authorized ciViliAn strength, end fiscal year 1969 ----------DIA ASSUMPTION

3, 533

OF CONTRACTOR PERFORMED FUNCTION

Mr. Wmn'rr.. In the hearings last year, it was stated that DIA had
four prO-jects that were being done by contractor personnel. The intention at that time was that DIA should take over these contractor-per35-22-69-pt. 6-7
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formed functions and, through the addition of 51 civilian employees,
add an in-house capacity to perform these functions. It was stated 'I
the hearings that DIA ad performed a cost-effectiveness study and
that you had found that you could do it cheaper in-house. Since you
actually had a decrease in employment in fiscal year 1969, have you
been able to take over any of these functions, or are they still being
performed by contractor personnel?
General CARROLL. One. Cost analyses were made in April 1967 of four
external assistance programs. The analyses were made under the provisions of DOD instruction 4100,33 dated July 22, 1966, subject: Commercial or industrial activities- 6 peration of. Fifty-one additional
civilian manpower spaces were requested for fiscal year 1969 to replace
these four contracts at an estimated annual budget savings of $176,000.
The following programs were affected:
(a) Automation of coasts and landing beaches data; 6 man-years.
(b) Photographic data base maintenance and automation support;
19 man-years.
(c) Automation of biographies data; 20 man-years.
(d) Reproduction servicing for cartographic activity: 6 man-years.
Two. All four of the above contracts were terminated by the end
of fiscal year 1968 and the functions are not now being performed by
contractor personnel.
Three. Because of manpower and budgetary constraints and internal
intelgence production prioities only 1-7 of the 51 manpower requirements have ben appliedinternally; Two to automation of Coasts and
landing beaches data; nine to photographic data base maintenance and
automation support; and six to reproduction servicing. Since external
contracts had -been terminated it was considered essential that work
continue in the above areas to the extent indicated. Other programs
have been deferred or substantially reduced in order to function within
the authorized manpower ceilings. In the instance of automation of
biographies data, no additional internal manpower has been applied
with the result 'being that new automated biographies systems are not
being developed at the rate desired. However, efforts are continuihg to
develop a DACIA/NSA standard automated biographies reporting
format.
DISCREPANCY

IN

YEAREND

EMIPLOYMENT

Mr. WITTrN. Fb fiscal year 1970, you are showing that your yearend employment in permanent positions will be 3,550. However, your
total number of authorized permanent positions will only be 3.526.
How is it possible for you to have at June 30, 1970, 24 more employees
in permanent positions than you have positions authorized?
General CARROLL. The question appears to stein from a possible
mechalical omission in updating an exhibit to reflect the President's
April 1969 adjitstment to the initial budget submission for fiscal year
1970. DIA's fiscal year 1970 program was reduced by 24 cvilian spaces,
so that both the end-year authorized positions and the dictipated yearend employment were. adjusted downward to .3,526. Appropriate
adjustments were made to estimated fiscal year 1970 average employmeit and to fuiiing levels.

DIA

L,\IASE RATES

Mr. WnrrmN. In the case of most Government agencies, including
Defense agencies, the normal lapse rate is approximately 3 percent. In
other words, at any one point in time you would normally expect to
have approximately 97 percent of your total authorized positions filled.
Does this 3-percent lapse factor also hold true for DIA?

General CARUOLL. Based on employment levels achieved in prior

years, the 3-percent normal lapse rate indicated to be experienced by
other Governmeit agencies does not hold true for DIA. Actual DIA
experience has indicated a lapse of approximately 1 percent against
positioh'S filled at the beginning of each fiscal year. However, since
total authorized civilian employment is planned to decrease in both
fiscal years 1969 and 1970, the man-years reflected in the budget
consider the time phasing of the reduction in onboard strength
and the estimated man-year equivalent of terminal leave payments.
For fiscal year 1970 the employment lapse rate is anticipated at approximately one-half percent. New positions are priced in the budget
atia higher lapse rate-usually 50 percent.
INCREASE IN

AVERAGE GRADE

Mr. WrVHiTTEN. In fiscal year 1968, your average grade was 8.7. In
fiscal year 1969, this moved to 9, and in 1970 you are projecting a
further increase to 9.2. What is causing this steady increase in your
average grade?
General CAnROLL. The average GS grade considers the salary level
of incumbent personnel at the end of fiscal year 1968 and position
requirdiments as projected for the current and budget years. In this respect the cumulative effort of the following actions causes an increase
inaverage grades:
(a) During the period cited, the Agency wyas and is engaged in the
reduction of U.S. employment overseas associated with the balaneeof-payments (Balpa) program: afnd related transfer of local administrati%'e support of defense attach offices to the Department of State.
Virtually all DIA spaces affected thereby are relatively low-graded
clerical positions thus aritliietically increasing the average grade of
residual employment.
(b) The Civil Service Commission certified four new supergrades
one GS-17 and three GS-16's, for information science technology and
for the intelligence system development directorate, and approved
promotions of two other existing supergrade positions.
(e) New civilian spaces prograied ror the long range threat IproJections project, imagery interpreters and computer specialsts are in
highly
tionls.• s ecialized'skills requirig abovee "average" grade classificaINCREASED PEIsoNNEL COMJPENSATION AND

1 NEFITS

"Mr."WinTTEN. For fiscal year 1970, you are requesting 3 8,597,000
for personnel compeisatioh and benefits an increase of $9006,00over
your plaiied level for fiscal year 1969. However, in fiscal year 1970,
You are planing on 3,537 man-years, a decrease of 48 man-years from

your fiscal year 1969 level. A decrease of 48 mian-years would be priced
out at approximately $500,000. Therefore, your gross increase in fiscal
year 1970 would actually be approximately $1.4 million if you were
speaking in terms of the same number of man-years. Why is this
large increase required?

General CARTIOL,. The amount of $38,597,000 requested for civilian
salaries and benefits in fiscal year 1970, represents an increase of
$616,000 over planned fiscal year 1969 obligations of $37,981,000. This
estimate considers the pay level of personnel expected to be onboard
on July 1, 1969, including provision for full-year effect of periodic
within-grade salary increases effected during fiscal year 1969; the
full-year impact of salary increases effected in July 1968; and the
higher-tha -average grades for specialized talent reqilred to SUpl)ort
the new long-range threat projection project and other operations as
previously discussed relative to increases projected in average U.S.
civilian grades. Included in the net reduction in average employment
are 53 man-years employment of foreign national personnel at an average salary of $2,635 annually which will offset only a portion of the
.anticipated higher salary expenses of U.S. citizen employees.
31A N-YEAR REI)UCTIONS

rrimlm. On page 29 of your budget justification, you are
Mr.
showing, in the section entitled "'Sgificant changes in the budg-kit
program," an increase in 1970 of $997,000, for salaries and support of 4.1
additional employees-16 military and 25 civilian-associated with
the Long-range threat Projection Project. Since it was previously
pointed out tiat your total man-years in 1970 decrease, where is tle
offsetting reduction for this increase reflected in your budget?
General CARROLL. The offsetting man-years are principally attributed
to reduction of full-time employees associated with (1) BALPA-37
man-years, (2) reduction in defense attach6 system administrative
support transferred to State Department-21 man-years, (3) reduction in national intelligence survey production and other minor miscellaneous adjustments-4 man-years. This total reduction of 62 manyears is offset by additional 14 man-years civilian employment estiMated for the long-ranee threat project resulting in a net man-year
reduction of 48. The positions involved in the first two items were predoiinantely lower-grade U.S. civilian clerical personnel and foreign
nationals whose salaries are significantly lower ihan the new positions
associated with the long-range threat projection project.
CIVILIAN EMtIPiLOYM INT

M'r. WIVr:rr.
What are the total increases in civilian personnel for
1970?
General OAmoLr,. Civilian personnel levels projected for the end of

fiscal year 1970 reflect a net decrease of seven in the total number of
permanet positions from end fiscal year 1969 strengths. It is now
planned: that the number of U.S.-aitizen personnel will decrease by
tliree and that foreign national employment will decrease by four
during fiscal year 1970.
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INCREASE IN

OTHER OPE1ATING EXPENSES

Mr. WVrtEN. Oil page 31 of your budget justification, under the
section entitled "Other operating expenses," you are requesting $29,899,000 in fiscal year 1970 an increase of $2,212,000 over your paimhed
level for fiscal year 1969. Would you briefly summarize or the record
why this $2.2 million increase is required?
(The information follows:)
The required increase In other operating expenses of $2,212,000 over the fiscal
year 1969 level of $27,687,000 Is required for the following:

1. EHternal contractual assistance and operating support for longrange threat projection as directed by the Secretary of Defense_. $742, 000
2. Upgrading of communications facilities and increased conimuniea542, 000
---------------------------------------tions services
3. Increase In reimbursement to Department of State for administrative support furnished to the defense attached offices----------- 825,000
4. Full-year costs of ongoing projects which were undertaken during
603,000
fiscal year 1009 and other miscellaneous adjustments ----------Total increase in other operating expenses In fiscal year 1970
2,212,000
-----------------------------over fiscal year 1969
OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS EDUCATION PROGRAM

Mr. 1WiutEN. You are no lonoer required to support the overseas

dependents education program. What would the cost be if it were ilcluded in your budget request?
General CARROLT,. During fiscal year 1970, DIA will have approximately 825 dependents of school ae located at,overseas activities who,
will be required to attend titi6n-feo schooling. Based on the fiscal
year 1970 average tuition-fee schooling cost for Department of Defense.
students, estimated at $722 per student, approximately $596,000 would*
be required to support the overseas dependent education program for
DIA in fiscal year 1970.
FUNDING

CHANGES FF'ECTING 1970 PROGRAM

Mr. WnmrrEN. Are there any other funding changes which have
effect on your budget porgram for 1970?
General CARTOLL. Other than the overseas dependents education
program previously discussed, the only other funding change affecting the DIA budget program for fiscal year 1970 pertained to the
lease of office space in the Washington, D.O., area by the General
Services Administration (GSA) for occupancy by certain DIA components. This project entered into in fiscal year 1968 required reimbursement to GSA for partial year occupancy in amount of $198,000.
The first full year's rental in amontit of $241,000 was transferred to
GSA in fiscal year 1969 as an appropriation adjustment. Rentals for
subsequent years wiNll be financed by the General Services Administra-

tion in accordance with section 13.5 (1), BOB Circfli r A-11 and pro.
vision tlerefore is not included in the DIA fiscal year 1910 appro.
priation request.
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P~RO('ulEWEN'1'
DEFENSE INErLrAGEXCE RELAY (,.NTE

Mr. WHirrrn. You are requesting procurenient funds to provide for

limited upgrade of Defense Intelligence Relay Center, and DIA
terminals of the special intelligence communications network. What
type of limited upgrading will you be doing, and what equipment do
you intend to purchse?

General CAYIROYrT. The limited upgrade of the Defense Intellignce
Relay Center (DIRC) and DIA terminals will provide for the followIng improvements to the existing facilities.
(a) Addition of a high-spee message relay capability to selected
high-v6olume subscribers in the Pentagon by use of an automatic message distribution system (AMDS) thereby reducing message hand Ifg
and improving delivery time.
(b) Modification of installed magnetic tape stations to significantly
improve quality of reproduction and to increase life span of existing
equipment.
(o) Installation of automatic communications circuit evaluation and
sensory system (ACCESS) equipment to monitor all circuits for
quality and signal distortion in order to provide immediate identificaton of circuit degradation or failure. This equipment will be installed
at both the DIRC and the ANMCC at Fort Ritchie.
(d) Installation of error detection and correction (EDAC) equipment at the DIRC at the DIA terminal at Arlington Hall station to
provide a reduction in errors in long-haid medim-sled and lighspeed circuits.
(a) An'increase in the air conditioning capacity at the DIRC to
provide proper operating environment for the automatic equipment.
(f) Installation of medium-speed modems to provide improved communications between the DIR C and the other major relay centers in
the Spintcomm network.
(g Improve and expand the tech control equipment at the DIRC
and at Fort Ritchic to enable the ANMCC to assume full control of the
Spintcomm network in ease of emergency.
Equipment to be procured for this upgrade is:
Two ACCESS sensor units.
Two sets of tech control equipment.
Seven modems.
Two air conditioning units (10-ton capacity).
Seven magnetic tape station heads.
Six EDAC units.
The high-speed message relay system will be leased.
Mr. Wnrrr ,N,
What new remote terminal devices do you anticipate
purchasing during fiscal year 1970 t
General CAnOLE. The remote terminal devices planned. for procurement in fiscal year 1970 consist of 39 teletypes and 11 high-speed
printers with attendant spare parts.
Mr. Wrrn,. Mr. Lipscomb?
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Mr. Lirsco~mi, General, did you mplement any new computer programs during 1969?
General C~atnoLL. The DIA did not implement any new computer
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programs duriig 1969. It, did, however, continue to iini)i'ove on-going
programs and carry out phuned expert imental a-id test projects suchi
as the analyst support and research system (ANSRS) and the cominiity on-li e intelligence system (COINS).
Mr. LiPscorn. Did you make any major improvements to computer
programs during 1969?
General CARROLL. The DIA did make some major inpi'ovement to
its computer programs in 1969 to keep abreast of increasing intelligence processing requirements. In the second quarter of fiscal year
1969 an IBM 360 model 65 computer was installed to augment the
processing capability of an installed and Government-owned IBM
7094 model II computer. The latter system was being operated around
the clock and could not provide the conputer processing capability
required during fiscal year 1969, nor could it provide a capability for
crisis situations. The newly installed collpilter will provide the support that is required and is compatible with the Governmnent-owned
IBM 7094 computer.
Mr. LipscomB. Were these systems reviewed and approved by the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)?
General CARROLLJ. All computers, proposed for installation within
the Department of Defense are subject to the approval of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). Department of Defense Directive No. 4105.55, subject: "Selection and Acquisition of Automatic
Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) ,.prescribes the policies for the
selection and acquisition of ADPE within the Department of Detense. In consonance with this directive, the DIA submitted its proposal for the installation in fiscal year 1969 of an additional largescale computing system. The DIA proposal was approved by the ASD
(Comptroller) and an IBM 360 model 65 computer was installed in
the second quarter of fiscal year 1969.
Mr. Lnrscomn. Why were they installed or implemented, in view of
this committee's report, of last year?
General CARROLL. Every attempt is being made by the DIA to operate and maintain its automated intelligence systems and files as efficiently as possible. The main thrust in imp roving DIA's automated
systems in fiscal year 1969 was in the on-line data storage and retrieval com putin_ systems and the hased development of Projects
ANSRS and CO N:. The comnifttee s report of last year addressed a
bacldog n intelligence information reports (IIR's) awaiting inputting
to the DIA document storage and retrieval (minicard) system. During fiscal year 1969 DIA changes to this system inhlfided modification
of its cameras to speed up the photographing of IIR's. Also, original
copies of intelligence reports are now routed through the mmineard
system thereby expediting the inputtifig to the data base.
ASSESSMENT

OF SOVIET WINTER GRAIN CROP

'Mr. Lpnsc mn. T have a question I would liketo ask which-does not
bear on your operation.
Recent press reports have indicated that-the Soviet Union has suffered damAge ,to its wiiiter grain crop. Whit is the DIA analysis of
the Soviet winter grain crop in terms of: (1) Percent drop in otitpit
of winter wheat this year over the past 3-year average; (2) specifically
in the Kuban-Krasnodar territory?
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What proportion of the area normally sown to grain has been badly
damaged?
Are you able to answer this, or would you lhve to do it for the
record?
General CARROLL. I would have to do it for the record, with your
permission, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Is that the type information you would have?
General CARROLL. Some of it we would have. Some of it I might
have to pull together from CIA, for example, because this is the kind
of information that is fundamentally their responsibility to collect.
Mr. LnSCOMB. Whose?
General CARROLL. Central Intelligence Agency.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Do they not funnel in this type of information for
your data bank?
General CARROLL. That is correct. They furnish information to mne
in accordance with our needs. They have much more data in this area
than I normally acquire from them, because we do not need the data
for our military support purposes to the same extent that they may
need them.
I will have certain data available to me on this, and I can acquire
supplementary data, if you desire it, in response to your question.
(&te formation follows:)
ASSESSMENT OF SOVIET WINTER GRAIN CROP

This year the Soviet Union's four critical winter crop areas are expected to
suffer losses of one-third to one-half of the grain crop. The winter grain crop
loss in other parts of the Soviet Union is tentatively expected to be about 10
percent, thereby bringing the prospects for a national winter grain loss to approximately 25 percent. In the Krasnodar Territory, the highest grain yield area
in the Soviet Union, 2.2 million hectares of land under cultivation are devoted to
grain, 1.5 million hectares of which are sown for wheat. Over the last 3-year
period, an average of 4.5 million tons of winter wheat have been produced annually. The Kasnodar Territory is expected to produce only 3 million tons of
wheat by the winter harvest, thereby suffering a prospective loss of 1.5 million
tons of wheat, or one-third of the 3-year annual 'average. One-half million hectares, or-one-third of the total Krasnodar Territory wheat area under cultivation has been damaged, but this area is being resown for the spring crop. During
May 'and early June 1969, the spring sowing will take place in the Soviet Union.
If the weather is good during ,this period and the 60-day period that follows, the
Soviets should recoup some of their expected winter"grain losses. In any case,
reserve stocks of grain are such that the U.S.S.R. i in a relatively good position to offset estimated losses.
SIGNIFICANCE OF INFORMATION RECEIVED PRIOR TO EC-121 LOSS

Mr. LirscoB, On operations again, through the briefings which tlis
committee had had, it was idiated that one or more Mig
Would this be the kind of information that you would have on a real
time basis?
General CARRLL. Yes, sir; we would have had that because the
information would have been acquired, I believe, through real time
which was the
collection means. We do know, I believe, it was
source of the Mig's which attacked the EC-121.
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Mr. LIPSCOMB.

We know that now. I am interested in whether this

is the type of information which you were passing along or would
have received ahead of time. This happened the day before?
General CARROLL. It was a couple of days before, I believe, sir. The

information would have been received by us. It would have been received by people out inthe Pacific. It would have been received principally by NSA and by others here.
We did not accord a significance to that with a view toward
engaging in hostile action against the EC-121.
In addition to that, the pilots who were associated with those aircraft
To this time, we - that shot down the EC-121.
Mr. LIpSCOMB. Would this have been the type of information that

you would have handled in any special way?
General CARROLL. Only if we had attathed a special significance to
it. Otherwise, no sir, because it would have been viewed as the
In and of itself , it would have hadno special significance.
Mr. Lmrscoini. We, are almost through now, but it would be interesting to follow through the operation that you have over there with
your analysts and evaluators. You have no information specifically
on how it was handled at this point?
General CARROLL. You mean that particular message?
Mr. Lipscoxi. That message.
General CARROLII. No, sir, I do not.

Mr. LIPsCO.MB. I should think you would know that one backward
and forward.
General CARROLL. You are talking about the processing of it. I

know there was no significance associated with it in relationship to
the EC-121. Whether we can draw that kind of significance today
is still questionable.
Mr. LirscomB. Because of the importance of the message or more
than one message, what would be the best way for a member of this
comiIttee to see how a message of that kind *tashandled?
General CARROLL. Come over and we will run you through the
system.
M'fr. LIPscoB. Do you have it in writing? Is there a time schedule?
General CARROLL. I can do that.
Mr. LirscoMn. You would have to do it for the record?
General CARROLL. Yes.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I would be interested in seeing something like that,
how it went through the evaluators.
General CARROLL. I will do that.

(Inforimatioi provided the committee is classified.)

Mxr. WIrIrmN. Mr. Rhodes?

Mr. RHODe. No questions.
Hr. WHimN. General, we thank you for your presentation. The

questions we raise are serious to us, and I know they are to you. We
appreciate the detail in which you have dealt with them.
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In the field of intelligence there is always room for difference of
opinion. Any orf"anization wich grows like ropsy, various parts at
different times, las problems wlich were not foreseen when the or-

ganization was set up.

Mr. IiPsCoAzB. Mr. Chairman, I want to say something more.
General, as you know, the committee was presented with this mepmorandum from the Secretary of Defense dated April 29, entitled "Management of DOD Intelligence Resources."
I believe the committee is encouraged that this memorandum was
issued. I believe it fits in with the report of this committee in the past
and some of the members' feelings. I sincerely hope. that it receives
every attention and cooperation, as I am sure it will.
General CARROLL. I am sure it will, sir.
Mr. LiPsco.r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WnirmN. Thank you again, General, you and your associates,
for your aptparance.

The committee will convene aga on Monday
Army.to begin consideration
of procurement of equipment and missiles,

MONDAY, JUNE 9, 1969

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
WITNESSES
DR. D. N. MacARTHUR, DEPUTY DIRECTOR (RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY), D.D.R. & E.
DR. B. HARRIS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY), D.D.R. & E.
DR. K. C. EMERSON, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF

T E ARMY (R. & D.)
BRIG. GEN. W. S. STONE, JR., DIRECTOR OF MATERIEL REQUIREMENTS, HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND
COL. J. 37. OSICK, CHIEF, SYSTEMS AND REQUIREMENTS DIVISION,
DIRECTORATE OF CBR AND NUCLEAR OPERATIONS, OFFICE OF
THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF FOR FORCE DEVELOPMENT

Mr. MAHox. We. have before us this afternoon Dr. Donald M.
MacArthur. Dr. MacArthur at this point we will place in the record

your biographical sketch.
(The biographical sketch follows:)
Dr. Donald M. MacArthur was born in Detroit, Mich. in 1931. He received a
B. Sc. (Honors) degree from St. Andrews Ubiversity, Scotland, In 1954, and a.
Ph. D. in X-ray crystallography from Edinburgh University in 1957.
Afterward Dr., MacArthur taught for a year at the University of Connecticut.
In 1958 he Joined Melpar, a subsidiary of Westinglbuse Air Brake. When he
left he was, manager of the Chemistry and Life Sciences Research Center. In.
this position he was responsible for the management and direction of a large
number of defense and space programs representing a broad spectrum of*
disciplines from instrumentation engineering to biology. These. programs;
represented applied research in the physical and life. sciences,-'i addition to,
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development programs In space instrumention, life support equipment, cheniical
and biological detection and warning equipment, and the development of largescale atmospheric diffusion experiments.
In July 1966 he was designated Deputy Director (Research and Technology), Defense Research and Engineering in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.
As Deputy Director (Research and Technology) he is responsible for management of the DOD overall research and technology programs. The programs
which le directs cover such diverse fields as rocket and missile propulsion,
materials technology, medical and life sciences, social and behavioral sciences,
environmental sciences, and chemical technology. He also oversees the 70 DOD
in-house laboratories for development of policies, and improved management
systems to insure that they are organized most effectively to meet current and
future military weapons needs.
INTRODUCTORY RE&AItS

Mr. MAION. I take note of the fact that prior to the beginning of
the formal hearing we have had an informa discussion about some of
the matters which are to be covered in your presentation.
We are very much interested in all aspects of our defense program.
This subcommittee and the Congress has, over a period of years
supported the appropriation of funds for chemical and biological
warfare. This has not been a program of great magnitude but it has
been a program of considerable significance.
I think there is probably considerable misconception about the nature of the program.
I am not sure what portion of your testimony can appropriately be
put in the record, or we would want to have in the record. WVe would
not want to have in the record anything that would be dimiaging to
the security of the United States, but otfierwise we feel that tlie ongress and the American public are entitled to know all the basic facts.
Now, Dr. MacArthur, do you have a written statement or how do
you propose to proceed ?
Dr. MAcARTHUR. Mr. Chairman, I do not have a prepared statement. The way I proposed to proceed was to pose the questions that
seemed to be of most concern to Members of the Congress, the press,
and to the public at large and try to answer them.
Mr. MAnHo. I think tgat is a good way to proceed.
Dr. MACARTHUR. I believe I know most of the facts about this area

but when it comes to areas of national policy and the policy that has
been espoused by certain individuals, I would want the privilege of
reading specifically for the record what they have said.
In addition I have a discussion paper here, which discusses various
issues in this area and I will be happy to distribute this. It is
unclassified.
Some of the material I will speak about will be classified, but as
I go along I will inidc6e thie level-6f ilassificaion.
Mr. MAHON. You have been authorized by the Department of De-

fense to make the presentation.
Dr. MACAnTHUR. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIRFs. Who is the author of the paper on the U.S. position
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Dr. MACARTIWtJR. This position paper was prepared in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and already is in tle record.
Mr. SIKES. But not in this committee's record.
Dr.
Record of April 21, 1969,
. the Congressional
_
pages MACARTIIUR.
B3167-3169. It is in
Mr. MAHON. YOU may insert the position paper in the record.

(The information follows:)
"U.s.

,osIrION Wirri

REWARD TO CH EMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE

"In recent veeks there has been increased comment and conjecture
regarding the involvement of the United States in chemical and biological (CB) warfare, and speculation concerning the policies and
purposes governing such involvement.

"It is the policy of the United States to develop and maintain i
defensive chemical-biological (CB) capability so that U.S. military
forces could operate for some period of time in t toxic environment if
necessary; to develop and maliitati a limited offensive capability in
order to deter all use of CB weapons by the threat of retaliation in
kind; and to contiie a prograin of research and development in this
area to mint ize the possibility of technological surprise. This policy
on CB weapons is part of a broader strategy designed to provide the
United States with several options for response against various forms
of attack. Should their employment ever be necessary, the President
would have to authorize their use. The United States does not have a
policy that requires a single and invariable response to any particular
threat. In the field of CB warfare, deterrence is the primary objective
of the United States.
t
eaolns,
ig many
s tuat ns, may be more effective than conVentiotual (high explosive and projectile) weapons. Accordingly, it is
believed wise to deter their use. If two approximately equally effective military forces were engaged in combat, and one side initiated a
VCW
operation, it would gain a significant advantage even if the
.opposing side has protective equipment. This advantage cannot be
neutralized with conventional weapons.
"As a matter of policy the United States will not be the first to use
lethal chemical or biological weapons, but we are aware of the capabilities those weapons place in the hands of potential adversaries. For
this reason it is important to carry on our R. & D. program in CB, not
only to provide necessary equipment, such as detection and warning
devices, but to define and quantify more fully the poteiitial threat to
our country from these weapons, and the hazards involved if they are
ever used against the United States.
"The threat to the U.S. eivil population from CB attack has been
studied by the Department of Defense, and these analyses are periodically updated. It is clear that the threat of CB attack'is less significant than that of nuclear attack. For this reason, more emphasis has
been placed in civil defense on the nuclear threat.
"For logistic reasons. chemical agents do not appear to pose a major
strategic threat against the United States. For example, it would
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requti'e many tons of nerve agent munitions to carry out. an effective

attack against a.
city of a few million people. Tis may appear inconsistent with tle high toxicity of the nerve agents, but for many techmileal reasons, such as the (ifliCIlty ill dissenIiiflthig the agents in
vapor or aerosol form, the dil
hioof the ageft ilthe atmosphere,
and their impiig.IOelt0 on groltnd and vegetati, it is correct. For
this reasoni stockpiles of therapeitic 11ateiials for nerve agents are
not maitlined. Although the possibility of the employment of biological weapons against-U.S. pl)opultion centers cannot be ruled out
entirely, it. does not presently warrant the
#rioIitygiven to defense
against the effects of nuclear weapons. Researcem on methods of detecting and warning, identifying, and defending against biological attack
are contiuing, as is review of the magnitude aild nature of the threat.
"The Ofice of Civil Defense has developed an ifieXpelsiv but effective protective mask for civiliaift use, and a limited production run
was made. to test, pro(liction quality. No large-scale production was
undertakeni because of the low estimate of the threat as described
above. Should the threat to our populatibn, increase, this mask could

be produced quite rapidly and, together with other necessary defensive measures, would afford protection against both chemical and biological attack. Filtration systems have been designed and tested, and
these could be added to falloit shelters to afford collective protection
for groups of people. In addition, mny of the emeigen.y plans developed by the Department of HEW for post-nulear attack medical
sul)port would be applicable. The emergency packaged hospitis, for
example, provide for expansion of hospital facilities by the equivalent of 2,500 hospitals of 200-bed size.
"Large stockpiles of medical supplies such as antibiotics anid vaccines
are not maiftaitned against the possibility of biological attiek. There
is no specific antibiotic therapy avalia'ble for most ?3V agents. As for
vaccines, there are more than to0possible BW agents, and l)roduction
and admifistratioi of 100 vaccines to the U.S. population is not practicml. There is medical reason to believe that such a program would
be
generally injurious to health in addition to requiring prohibitive
expenditures....
"Chemical detection and warniing iistrumefits which could l)rovi(le

the components for a national alarm system have been developed, but
it has not seemed wise to expend the large stums to deploy them to
build such a system. As noted above, we believe that the threat of
strategic chemical attack is not great. Warning against biological 14ttack is much more difficult, technologically. Recently there has been
success with a prototype instrithent which would provide some biological warning capal|iity. R. & I. efforts in this area will be continued.
U. S. forces have the equipment required for protection agaitist CB
attack with the exception of a biological warning aId detection device
which is under developfenit, Soldiers and sailors overseas have masks
and protective clothing; and collective pIrotection eqiV06nt for vans
and.comnicationcenters is being developed and suP8plied.
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"Statements have been'made that there is enough nrve gas to kill 100
billion people. This kind of general statement is as "true" as saying
that a test tube in a hospital laboratory can contain enough disease
microorganisms to kill 100 billion people. Neither statement is true
inI any real sense, and there is no way in whili the human race could
be destroyed with nerve agents. The United States could not latniiih
an immediate, massive retaliatory chemical or biological attack. The
technical capability to do this has been developed, but it has not been
judged necessary or desirable to procure and install the weap6fi systens for this purpose. The carefully controlled U.S. inventories are
adequate for tactical response against enemy military forces, but not
for strategic, nationwide attack.
"The total U.S. expenditure in the CB field, including smoke flame
and incendiary weapons, is $350 million for fiscal year 1969. There is
no procurement of lethal chemical agents or of biological agents. Details of expenditures are given in the table below.

Oil expenditures, fl8oal.Iear 1969
Procurement:
Smoke, flame and tfcendlary
----------------------------Riot control munitions
---------------------------------Herbicides
------------------------------------------Defensive equipment
----------------------------------Total

--------------------------------------------

R.D.T. & E.:
General and basic R. & D
--------------------------------Offensive R. & D
-------------------------------------Defensive R. & D
------------------------------------Test and evaluation
Total
--------------------------------------------Operation and maintenance
-------------------------------

Million

$139
81
5
15
240

9
31
30
0--------90
20

"Of the $90 miill'on1 in R. & D., about $26 million is spent. on contracts, prinrily with industry; $2 million is contracted to universities
for basic defensive investigations. Every attempt is made to use discretion in selection of contractors, and not to ask institutions to do work
which might be contrary to their policies and purposes. For example,
some years ago the advice of the Smithsonian Institution was sought in
identifying a suitable institute to perform al ecological and medical
survey of the Central Pacific area. As a result, they submitted a proposal which was accepted. As a direct consequiente of this work, there
have been 45 papers written by Smithsoniani scientists and published in
the scientific literature. This has been a remarkably productive scientific
investigation brought about by a coincidence of interests in the fauna
of the area.
"The Smithsonitan Institution was never asked to do, nor did they
do, any "military" chemical or biological warfare research. It carried
out scientifl investigations appropriate to its charter and objectives,
and published the significant findings in the scientific literature. These
results are available for use by any Government agency, or by any nation or'scientist wishing to do so.
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"U.S. forces have used riot control agents and defoliants (herbicides)
in the Vietnamese conflict. These materials do not cause lethalities ill
humans, and, as former Secretary Rusk said, are not considered to be
the type of materials prohibited by the Geneva protocol of 1925.
"The only riot control agent in use by U.S. forces in Vietnam is CS,
although CN was also authorized some years ago. Both are tear gases.
There are no known verified instances of lethality by CS, either in
Vietnam or anywhere else in the world where it has been used to conI ol disturbances by many governments.
"Of the herbicidal chemicals, there are none used in Vietnam to destroy vegetation which have not been widely used in the United States
in connection with clearing areas for agricultural or industrial
purposes.
"The term 'defoliants' is often used because it properly describes the
purpose of its use; that is, to remove leaves from jungle foliage to
reduce the threat of ambush and to increase visibility for U.S. and
Allied troops. This use of defoliants has saved many American and
South Vietnamese lives.
"Herbicides are also used in a carefully limited operation in South
Vietnam to disrupt the enemy's food supply. It is limited to the attack of small and usually remote jungle plots which the VC or NVA
are known to be using. Usually these iots are along trails or near
their base canip areas. Each such operation is approved by the U.S.
Emlbassy and the Government of the Republic of Vietnam. Enemy
caches of food, principally rice, are also destroyed when it cannot be
used by the South Vietnamese. These limited Allied activities have
never, in any single year, affected as much as 1 percent of the annutil
food outptt of South Vietnam.
"To date surveys have shown no evidence of substantial permnnt or
irreparabledhiiage froi- the viewpoifit of the future development of
South Vietnam, attributable to the defoliation effort. The Department of Defense has supported the Department of Agricultur1e in
studies of herbicides in analogous areas, and in a base fine study of
the forests of Vietnam. Recently a study, "Assessment of Ecological
Effects of Extensive or Repeated Use of Herbicides," was done by
Midwest Research Institute, and reviewed by a special committee of
the National Academy of Sciences. It was judged by them to be an
accurate and competent report. Last fall, the Department of State,
with Departmefit of Defense participating, made a survey of the
ecology of defoliated areas. One of the scientists who made this survey, Dr. Fred Tsclrrley from the Departmeit of Agriculture, published his report in Science, volume 163, pages 779-786, February 21,
1969.
"At the end-of active combat, it, appears probable that there will'be
agricultural and forestry activities and other programs whichl will aid
the South Vietnamese people. The Department of Defense would
cooperate with the Deparitment of State and the U.S. Agency for International Development as necessary in accomplishing these. The
Department of Defense supports the concept of a comprehensive study
of the long-term effects of the limited defoliation program, and has
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endorsed, in principle, proposals by the American Association for the

Advancement of Science for such a scientific study.
"Every effort is made to assure that activities in CB do not pose
hazards to the U.S. population. Strict safety practices are enforced
at laboratories which do research on CB agents. Elaborate systems
of air-tight hoods, air filtration and waste decontamination are employed. These precautions and procedures are reviewed by the U.S.
Public Health Service as well as by our own safety experts. The
equipment and building designs developed at the U.S. Army Biologi-

cal Laboratories, for example, have been generally accepted thrUgh-

out the world as the ultimate in safety 0or the investigation of infectious diseases.
"With regard to the extremely unfortunate SkUll Valley incident in
which a number of sheep died, the exact chain of events is still not
completely uihdcrstod. A freak meteorological situation was probably
a major contributing factor. This matter has been carefully reviewed
by a special advisory committee appointed by the Secretary of the
Army and chaired by the Surgeon General of the U.S. Public Health
Service. This committee Ms made a number of recommenldations
concerning test limitatlis, toxicological and environmental investigations, added meteorologieal facilities, and a. permanent safety
committee. All of these recommendations are being followed.
"Movement of chemical agents is governed by rules and procedures
established by the Interstate Commerce Commission and the U.S.
Public Health Service. The material is shipped in special containers;
these containers are put on pallets if necessa r y and fully restrained,
and an underlying layer of sand is used to reduce vibration and to
absorb agent in the highly unlikely event of leakage. All shipments
are accompanied by a trained escort detacdhment equipped with decontaminating and first aid equipment. Routes are carefully planned
to avoid populated areas to the greatest extent possible; and, where
they cannot be avoided, to move through them carefully and with as
little delay as possible.
"The precautions taken-the use of special trains, careful routing,
controlled speeds, and other measures-make a train wreck extremely
unlikely. H-owever, even further steps are taken to minimize any
hazard that might result from an accident. Buffer cars are included
in the train, the escort detachment is distributed in different cars to
provide prom t full-train coverage in emergencies, and transit time
through popuated areas is minimized. Although the agents are not
inert, it is important to note that transported agents are neither volatile nor in the gaseous state. They are liquid, and the most volatile is
about eight times less volatile than water. The containers are not
under pressure, and nerve agents are rapidly rendered harmless
by fire.
"A succinct statement; of the U.S. position on CB warfare was made
in 1967 by then Deputy Secretary of Defense Cyrus Vance in testimony before the Disarmament Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. A copy of the relevant portion of his testimony
is attached.
"The United States has consistently supported the Geneva protocol
of 1926, although it is not signatory to that document. The United
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States supported tle Hungarian revoluttioi in 1966 for all nations to.
adhere to the principles of tlie Geneva, protocol. The New York Thmes
for March 19, 1969, quoted President Nixon's instructions to the
U.S. delegation to the 18-Nation Disarinament Conference now meeting in Geneva. The relevant portion of his introduction is quoted
beow.
Fourth, while awaiting the United Nations Secretary General's study on the
effects of chemical and biological warfare, the United States delegation should
join with other delegations in exploring any proposal or ideas that could contribute to sound and effective arms control relating to these weapons.

"The Defense Department is fully in accord with miltual arms control efforts and supports themn in every way possible. For example,
members of my stafi joined representatives of the State Department
and Arms Control and Disarfa~d fit Agency in meetings in late April
to assist the United Nations Secretary General's group of consultant
experts prepare a report to the Secretary Genral of the U.N. on the
characteristics of CB weapons.

"With regard to unilaterAl disarmament, it was pointed out above
that CB weapons are, in iny military situations, more effective than
conventional weapons. Thus, a nation which lacks CB weapons and
could not deter or counter their use would have to consider more

extreme measures. Unilateral CB disarmament would reduce a nation's
deterrent capability, it would decrease its response options, and it
would ultimately seriously degrade its CB defensive capability."
STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE CYRUS K. VANCE, DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE.
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT OF THE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS
COMMITTEE, FEBRUARY 7, 1907

The Department of Defense has consistently supported measures aimed at
achieving linitattons on chemical and biological weapons.
The proposal for general and complete disarmament tabled by the United
States at the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee in Geneva states as an objective
of our Government the elimination of all stockpiles of chemical and biological
weapons and the elimination of all means of delivery of weapons of mass
destruction.
We supported the U.S. affirmative vote in the United Nations General Assembly last December on a resolution calling on all nations to observe the principles and objectives of the Geneva protocol of 1925. We have observed these
principles consistently since 1925, although the United States, as you know, did
not ratify the Geneva protocol.
We have consistently continued our de facto limitations on the use of chemical
and biological weapons. We have never used biological weapons. We have not used
lethal gases since World War I and it is against our policy to initiate their use.
We have used riot control agents in Vietnain-agents similar to those used by
police forces throughout the world. We have also used herbicides to destroy vegetation and crops in Vietnam.
I have indicated that we seek international understanding to limit chemical
and biological warfare and that we have not used weapons of the sort condemned
by the Geneva protocol. I should also point out that we have at the same time
maintained an active chemical and biological program. In he last few years we
have placed increasing emphasis on defensive concepts and materiel. As long
as other nations, such as the Soviet Uilon, maifitin large programs, we believe
we must maintain our defensive and retaliatory capability. It is believed by
many that President Roosevelt's statement in'1948, which promised "to any perpetrators full and swift retaliation in kind," played a significant role in preventing gas warfare in World War II. Until we achieve effective agreement to,
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elidnate all stockpiles of these weapons, It may be necessary to be In a position
to make such a statement again in the future.

Mr. MAHON. You may proceed.

HISTORY OF U.S. POLICY ON CB WARFARE

Dr. MACART.UR. The first question I want to address is: What is the
U.S. policy on chemical and biological warfare?
In 1943, President Roosevelt stated that we would not be the first to
use chemical warefare but that we would be prepared to retaliate if
such was used against us.
This statement has been espoused by President Truman and President Eisenhower.
Members of the last administration also made similar statements.
For example, on February 7, 1967, Mr. Vance, Deputy Secretary of
Defense, said:
We have consistently continued our de facto limitations on the use of chemical
and biological weapons. We have never used biological weapons. We have not used
lethal gases since World War I and it is against our policy to initiate their use.
We have used riot control agents in Vietnam, agents similar to those used by
police throughout the world.

This policy continues to be that of the present administration. In
fact, President Nixon recently directed a comprehensive study of the
U.S. position with regard to both chemical and biological warfare.
CONTROL OF CB WEAPONS

Another question that comes u very often is: Do we consider riot
control agents as OB warfare as Sefined by the Geneva protocol? The
aiiswer to that is no. In fact, in December 1966, our representative to

the U.N., Ambassador Nabrit, spoke in support of the Hungarian resolution that all nations should abide by the protocol. He stated on that
occasion that riot control agents and herbicides did not constitute
chemical warfare. His statement was not rebutted. The riot control
agents we use are those used by police forces throughout the world.
Are we participating in any action to curb these weapons? Yes
we supported the -Hungarian resolution in December 1966, and indeed
at the present time we are participating with 13 other nations in a
study for the U.S. Secretary General on the effects of CB weapons.
This will be used by the U.N. General Assembly and the 18-Nation
Disarmament Conference Committee in Geneva next month.
Two months ago President Nixon gave the following charge to the
U.S. delegation to the the 18-Nation Disarmament Committee:
While awaiting the United Nations Secretary General's study on the effects
of chemical and biological warfare, the U.S. delegation should Join with other
delegations in exploring any proposal or ideas that could contribute to sound
and effective arms controls relating to these weapons.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CHEMICAL WARFARE AGENTS

I would like for a moment to dwell on the types of chemical and
biological Systems we have. On the chemical side, in addition to mus-
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tard, we have lethal chemicals of the sanlme types as the chemical warhire agents developed by the Germans prior to World War II. These
are more powerful thah several of out woll'kuown insecticides, and
about 10 times more potent than. the most toxic of Wiorld War I gases.
A lethal dose of these agents is about 1 mifilgram per person.
Mr. FLOOD. Would you touhelf upon delivery systems?
Dr. MAwMHVr. XYes. Thereiare varlfis ways of delivery. You can
deliver in artillery shells or bombs, rockets, or you can deliver them
from spray tanks.
.
Mr. MINSUALL. I-low much of a drop is a miligrai?
Dr. MAoAiriTURt. One-fiftieth of a drop.
I would like to elaborate on that.
There has been a lot of misunderstatding, niot so much about toxicity, but about its effectiveness.
Mr. SIKEs. The story, has gone arot||d thitd tlieire is enough of this
material on haid to idil everybody in the world.
Dr. fACARrTHuR.

Thirty times ovter.

Mr. Sincs. This might be true if you lined them tip and injected them
,
one by one.
Would you get into theipracticality of tis statementt?
Dr. MACARTHUR. I would be happy to, sir.
As you indicated, if you simply do the arithmeitic you arrive at the
-.onclusion that that could be accomplished if you line them up and
inject them one by one with the min iiiitiiAioitflt of agent.
But that is just like saying we have enough billets to kill the population of the world 50 times over, or 100 times over if you equate one
bullet with one individual.
It is totally impossible to get 1 milligram ilialed by every person
in any practical situation.
Due to atmospheric dilution, absorption by the terrain, and destruction in deployment (when I say destruction I mie6all part of the agent
is physically burned tip as the inu1iti,61 bursts), the quantity required
is mcih higher. In fact, a typical nerve aient-I am talking right now
about GB-requires 1 ton of agent disp rsed in the air to produce 50
percent casualties to unprotected personnel over an area of about 1
square mile. Now this is more effective than high explosives btt certainly not as effective as nuclear weapons and moest. certainly not as
effective as some self-ordained experts who write and talk about it
would have us believe.
Does that answer your question?
Mr. SIKEs. I think so.
Dr. MAoAwm1tr. One ton, 50 percent casualties among unprotected
personnel per square mile:
Mr. MNSHtATL. What kind of a gas was that?
Dr. MAcARTtR. It is called GB.
Mr. MINUALaL. What is that?
Dr. MAcARTHUR. It is a nerve agent. It is one of the most toxic ones
we have.

Talking about effectiveness, I would like to extrapolate a little
further and say, to attack a complete city of many milionsof people-
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let's say a densely populated city like New York-it would taie 300 to
400' tons bfliciently dispersed to immobilize the city.
Mr. MiXs1iAL,. How would you disperse it?
Dr. MACARpTItn. Effective dispersal is difficult. That is why you reqpir6 that number of tons. It would have to be dispersed in the air from
aircraft or missiles which would have to fly over the city and deliver
it fairly uniformly over the entire area.
Mr. ADmAIU0. We do not have a stockpile that large.
Dr. MAOARTHUR.Yes, we do. I

I just wanted to bring out that the weapon, though effective, is not
as effective as many people today make it out to be.
.
From the example I gave, the high logistics burden imposed, makes
chemical warfare weapons clearly tactical rather than strategic.
XOCAPAoITATINO AGENTS

Mr. FLOO. .Wouldn't it be more effective to disable than to kill
troops? .Vouldn't it cause the enemy more trouble to disable him'
thanto kill him.
Dr. MAcAnTnTm. Yes, it imposes a greater logistic burden on the
enemy when he has to look after the disabled peof e.And we do R. &D.
on chemical warfare agents that are not lethal but incapacitate.
For clarificattion, incapacitating agents are agents that incapacitate
troops by either physical Ior mental effects (or a combination of both)
so that they constitute no effective, throat. We have to ifiqst, by definitiOn that the lethal dose of such an agent is so hi h that the risk of
death is minimal. We have one standard agent of tfl s kind called BZ,
and it is effective upto 2 or 8 days.
Mr. EvANs. What does it do?
FmFECTS OF BZ

Dr. MACAirrumt BZ brings about complete mental disorientation
as well as sedation which induces sleep.
Mr. SIXEs. Explain that in more detail..
Dr.,MAoAurnuu. First of all th11 individual is completely confused
as
whatie is doing or what le is supposed to do and in addition he
hastohalluiciuations.
Mr. StitEs. He cannot concentrate on the task in front of him.
Dr. MAoARTHUR. He cannot carry out his assigned duties nor can
he remember what his assigned duties were.
Mr. F1On. Isn't thereaznausea and temporary physical disability?

Dr. M.&ARAJTUURv. Pr'om lIZ?
Mr. FLooi. Yes..

General STONE. I don't think there is any nausea.

Dr. MipAATHaii. You are correct, General StOne. There is physical
incapacitation but vomiting is not a usual symptom,
Mr'.' SIKs. Is there complete recovery ?

Mr..S NEBO xt is automitio I
Pr, M'CoAiTHft. Y6s. It takes 2 or8days. He does not need any

therapy,

if I understand the sense of your question.
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APLICATION OF BZ

Mr. Sums. How is this ineapacitant admthistered I
Dr. MAoAuRUnR. It is admiiiistered the same way as a lethal chemi-

cal agent.
It has to be inhaled.
Mr. Snks. What is a dose that will incapacitate?
Dr. MAcARTnIuit. The incapacitating dose is about 2 milligrams by

inhalation.

Mr. FLooD. Is this a first cousin of LSD?

Dr. MAoARTUUR. Chemically, no, and although some 6f the effects
are similar, the mental effect is as a depressant and not one of excitation. There is no relatiftship from a chemical standpoint.
Mr. MINSuALL. It has to be inhaled? You cannot put it in the water
Supply?
Dr. MAoARTII'A. Yes yb.caf. I should have said earlier it has to
be ingested into the body-dirough inluation-or othe'm eans.
Mr. MINSUIA. Su~~6se you put this into the water supPly?
Dr. MAoARTHu. /You would need tonf11d4tons of the Ima riiil be-

fore it would liave/fy effect wvhatso eer ecaus-of the dileltioh effect.
It would take ab9 a ton for -fmilli on g llon reservoir.
Mr. MINSA
Hlow sO~rf I it effe tiv ? \
Dr.
MAcAir
Itlit. The onset tim
, of -th, 0tects is1l4'to 11/ ho1Irs
tfter ingestion I'and the effect lastisg
Mr. ANDq~
'a.And they get it b
lihtion I
Al
Dr. MACA4 R. Yeq- a tactC flejldituati n/
Mr. Sms. he diet ibu I iW slte as fo
Ithnerv! gases?
Dr. M~oA urt. Y ; it. wod b iis, ilii
by ti'. ne type
weapons, but ngineerel so tha, he mun o
grenade has no fray,nentitfion. or b ast effect o injtirt .rget p. 'sonueJ ]
/
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.Mr. SIKEs.
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of s ),lsdo we have lidwft kind o ca-

pacity do we have fqr production..

Dr. MAcArrum. As far as BZ is e-Ucer ied our stock of blldi agent
is less thai 10 tons..
,
Mr. SxxKs. Ten tons 'ujd be effective against wlhatsize military
unit'? A regiment or a divisioiA.rbrigade?
..
Dr, MAcAiTUUR. Ten tons would 'ft(1'r&V'one battalion.
Mr. StKmS. We do not have very much.
Dr. M~oA'vru. I would agree.
Mr. SIKES. And very little capacity to mafifacture Imore.
Dr. MAOAnTi-run. That is right. We have no capacity. We procure
it from ifidistry,
COST OF BZ

Mr. Froon. Is it expensive to manufacture?
Dr. MAOA HUtIu. I believe it is in the region of $5 to $10 a pound;
but I would like the opportunity to supply the exact figure for the
record.
Mr. FIri;00. It is expensive.

-.
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I)r. MAoARTHUR. Yes.

(Note: Current cost of BZ is $20 per pound.)
Mr. FLoon. Where do your raw materials come from, Continetital
United
States?
Dr. MfAeA'rTHVI.Yes
sir.
Mr. SiKrs. Compared to other chemical or biological weapons, is it
expensive
.
Could you give us some of the range of cost on these?
Dr. MACARTUit. The nerve agent GB is $1 to $2 a pound. VX is

$2 to $3 a pound.

Mr. ANDREWs. What is VX?

Dr M,\cARTlun. Tliat is a nerve agent. similar to GB, but in addition to being. effective through inhalation it can also be effective
through the skin-that is why we call it a percutaneous agent.
PRODUCTION OF 13Z

Mr. MINSHALL. What is the lead time for manufacturing these in-

capacitatiig agents? How long would it take for you to make 10 tons
of BZ1
Dr. MAoATHUR. Six to 9 months.
Mr. MINSHALL. With the plants that you have going, or the
standby's
Dr. MAcART
Our three chemical plants which are in stand-by
are for nerve gases. BZ would be procured from industry; however,
there is no requirement for additional production.
Mr. SIrES. Can you switch to an industrial chemical operation?
Dr. MACARTHUR. Yes, for an incapacitant.
Mr. SrXEs Quicker than you can put your own plants back in
operation ?
Dr. MACARTIHUR. For incapacitants we would go to industry. For
lethal agents, we could recondition our plants more rapidly tlhan we
could procure from industry.
LETHAL VERSUS INCAPACITATING AGENTS

Mr. FLOOD. Why do you emphasize and lay so much stress on the
stockpile and speak so highly of the killer rather than the disabling
agent? You have so much of the killer and you-are so concerned about
it and so interested in it and you beat your chest about it. Why not
the disabling agent? Why not that first? y
Dr. MACARTHUIR. We have had lethal agents for a long time and
they are the ones that comprise our stockpile. I merely want to get
the record straight on what the agents can and cannot do. Ineapacitating agents are a more recent development and are largely in the
R. & D. phase. In fact, the prime emphsis in agent R. & 1. is on
developing better incapacitating agents. We are not emphasizing
new lthal agents at all.
In faet,. we have not in this country developed any new classes of
lethal agents. They were developed by other countries and we have
"just adopted them. As far as R. & D. is concerned, the amoiuit of
. & D. dollars we are spending on developing more toxic lethal
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agents is no more than $500,000 per year. We are concentrating oil
incapacitants.
ir. FLOOD. If you are talking about a lethal agent, it does not matter how many you have. If you are killed by one it doesn't matter
what it is called. And it does not matter whether the Germans or
British created it. We have it.
Mr. SIK s. When you speak of the development of incapacitants,
what do you include? I-ow many different agents ?
We are looking at various types on the chemical

Dr. MACAirHUR.

side. In addition to chemical incapacitants you can have biological
incapacitants.
On the chemical side we are looking at four classes of compounds.
Mr. SiKES. You say looking at them, what does that mean?
Dr. MAocARTHUR. We are synthesizing new compounds and testing

them in animals. I should mention that there is a rule of thumb we
use. Before an agent can be classified as an incapacitant we feel that
the mortality must be very low. Therefore, the ratio of the lethal dose
to the incapacitating dose has to be very high. Now this is a very
difficult technical job. We have had some of the top scientists in the
country working for years on how to get more effective incapacitating
agents. It is not easy.
OPERATMOAL STORAGE LIFE OF AGENTS

Mr. FLOOD. We have the question of longevity as between a killer
chemical agent, the longevity of a biological lethal agent and the
longevity of any incapapltant.
You have four questions. You have a chemical lethal agent. You
have a question of longevity. How long will it live? Howlong is it
effective? How long will it stockpile and be effective? Six months,
6 years, a century?
Then you have a biological killer. How long will it be with us?
What is its longevity or effectiveness?
Then you go to the nonlethal category, the disabling agents. YoU
have the same classification. How long will it be chemically, effective
and how long biologically effective?
Mr. SIKES. Generally let's have the periods at whih these materials
in the different classifications enuimerated by Mr. Flood can safely be
stored and will retain their effectiveness.
Dr. MAcARTHUR. We maintain our chemical and biological agents
nowMr. FLOOD. Not 100 percent effective, but operationally effective.
STORAGE OF CHEMICAL AGENTS

Dr. MAoCARTHUR. As far as chemicals are concerned, I would say the

lethal capacity can be effective for indefinite periods of time.
Mr. FLOOD. That doesn't satisfy me. By "indefinite" what do you
means? Six months, 6 years?
Dr. MACARTHVR. Five to ten years.
General SToNE. Beyond that time period we begin to worry about
what is happening in the munition, itself. The fuzes for example.
Dr. MACARTHUR. Also, after that period the container eight start
to leak due to corrosion.
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STORAGE OF BIOLOGICAL AGENTS

Mr. SiKFs. What is the case with biologicals?
Dr. MACARTCUR. On the biologicals the lifetime is much, much
less.,
The half-life of a few is something on the order of 3 to 4 years.
Most bioligical agents have half-lives of 3 to 6 months, but only if
kept under refrigeration.

Mr.

MINSIALL.

Would it be possible to transfer it from one con-

ge.i
tainer to another after a certain period of time without endangering
thosedoing it?
Dr. MlAcAnTHUR. Safety is always one of the things that is very
difWfilt to define. Transferring fromone container to another definitely
involves a lot of hazard and many safety precautions would have to
be taken. It would be easier to produce more than to salvage the old
material from a safety standpoint.
STORAGE OF INCAPACITATING AGENTS

Mr. FLOOD. Now how about the disabling agent?
Dr. MACARTHUR. As long as you are talking about chemical incapacitants, which are solids rather than gases, I would say 5 to 10
years.
Mr. MINSHALL. What kind of containers are these stored in that you
are afraid they might deteriorate? What are they made of?

Dr. MACARTHuR. The containers are the munitions which are metal,

usually steel, although alumifium is sometimes used. Agents stored in
bulk are in steel cylinders.
DEV2 LOPMENT OF LETHAL WEAPONS

Mr. SIKEs. Let me see if I understand the statement you made a
little bit ago. You say we are not seeking to develop new chemical
killers such as the nerve gases?
Dr. MAoAu'rrnu. That is right.
Mr. SIKEs. Are we updating or modernizing the ones we have or
do we think they are adequate?
Dr. MACARTIrTn. We think from a toxicity standpoint that they are
toxic enough. Where we are losing most of the effectiveness is in the

dissemination process. So our R. & D. emphasis is on increasing the
operational utilIty of the ones we have.
Mr. SIKES. What are other countries doling, notably Russia, are
they developing new weapons or are they taking to improving their
dissemination process?
Area.Dr. MACARTHUR. The Russians certainly are doing R. & D. in this
Mr. field?
SnXES. Are they developing any new chemical weapons in the
lethal
Dr. MAARTHURn. Yes, there is information of a new agent which
;they have developed.
Mr. SI

sS. Which we do not have?

Dr. MAcAnmnU . We do not have itn stockpile.
Mr. Si'Es. What are its characteristics?
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Dr. MACARTHUR.

Mr. SIKES. Does it have advantages we should have in our weapons?

Dr.

MACARTHuR.

Yes. Then there is another agent the Russians

have-GD. In terms of inhalation toxicity, GD is not any more effective than GB, which we have. However, if we were attacked with GD,
we have no adequate therapy, which we do have for the other nerve
agents.
Mr. FLOOD. They have been bragging about their anthrax for years.
Dr. MACARTHUR. We were talking about chemicals.
Mr. SIKES. Are we seeking to develop a remedy?
Dr. MAOARTHUM. We have had R. & D. programs at the Edgewood
Arsenal working on the GD therapy problem or at least 5 years, now.
Mr. SIKES. Without success?

Dr. MACARTHUR. To date without complete success. And there are

other countries working on the same problem.
Mr. SInEs. What do the Russians do to provide a remedy for their
own gas if it gets out of hand?
Dr. MACAjTHUR. That I do not know, sir, and I cannot answer.
We do know that they have therapy or a remedy for the nerve agents
we have stockpiled.
TRAINING OF RUSSIAN SOLDIERS IN CW

Mr. FLOOD. But it is also true that far beyond our training, almost
witlpti exception-so our intelligence indicates-that every Russian
man in uniform is trained as well as possible depending upon his job,.
in offensive and defensive biological and chemical warfare.
Dr. MAcARTHUR. That is right. Their soldiers get extensive trainiiig
in chemical and biological warfare operations-offensive and defensive.
Mr. FLOOD. And also radiological and atomic ABC.
Dr. MACARTUmR. That is right.
Mr. FLOOD. And they have been doing it for some time and they
are good.
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INCAPACiTANTS

Mr. SiKES. Ai3 we seeking to develop new incapacitants or to im-prove the ones that we have?
Dr. MAoARTHUR. We are seeking to develop new incapacitants.
Mr. SIKES. Will you provide for the record some information on'
what we are doing m that field ? What can you tell us about the Russian capability in the field of chemical in'apacitants?
Dr. MACARTnR. I am not personally aware, and I do not thifk
anybody here is, about what the Russians are doing in the field f '
chemical incapacitanit. Whether they are doing R. & D. or have incorporated them in military weapons, we do not know. I will submit
for the record information on our program.
(The information follows:)
Chemical incapacitants are substances which cause incapacitation with an:
extremely small risk of death or permanent injury to personnel. They would be.
used in weapons with very little risk to personnel, such as pyrotechnic grenades.
Possible uses include attack of mixed population of enemy and civilians, captureof prisoners, and similar actions where the intent is to reduce the scale of vio-
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:lence with minimum risk to target personnel. Compounds investigated include
LSD, which was discarded as unsuitable in view of deleterious side effects,
Including possible genetic effects. We have one standard agent, known is BZ,
which has the effect of causing confusion, disorientation, and slowing of mental
and physical activity. Research is under way on several classes of (ompoUids of
greater promise.

DEVELOPMENT OF BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

Mr. SIREs. Tell us something about the biological weapons, both
lethal and inca pacitants. 'ill us what we are doing and what the
Russians are doing.
Dr. ACArHuR. I am sure all of you know biologicals are micro.organisms.
We have had a policy that the biological agents that we would try
to develop would be noncontagious; that is, that it could not be passed
on directly from individual to individufal.
Mr. FLOOD. Would they be effective if not contagious?
Dr. MAcARTnHU. They could be infectious from the standpoint that
they would be used as a primary aerosol and infect people inhaling it.
After that they could be carrWed from me to you, say by an insect
vector-a mosquito for example.
Mr. FLOOD. Could they be effective and contagious?
Dr. MAOAnrTm. No.
Mr. FLOOD. I doubt that. I doubt that.
Dr. MAcARTHUR. A contagious disease would not be effective as a
biological warfare agent, althou h it might have devastating effects.
-It lacks the essential element of control which I alluded to earlier
since there would be no way to predict or control the course of the
*epidemic that might result.
Mr. SiKEs. Tell us the story of our progress and our capability.
Dr. MAcARrjITTR, I want to reemplsize that our policy has been not
to develop any contagious agents so that we could control the effects
:so that they would not "boomerang" on our own-people if ever we
were forced to use them. Typical examples of diseases caused by agents
we have worked on are tularemia, Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
"Q fever, Venezuelan equine encephalitis. These agents are different
from the chemicals in that they are naturally occurring diseases.
Mr. SiEs. Are all of these lethal?
Dr. MACARTHUR. No. Some of these are lethal and others are nonlethal.
Mr. FLooD. Could any be inherent by transmission? One generation
to another?
Dr. MACAUTHuR. If you are talking about genetic effects, no.
I would like to dwell a moment on the limitations of biological
weapons which most people don't fully understand and consequently
lead to a great deal of public misunderstandifig. They are just not
,as effective as they are made out to be by many people.
LETIUAL AND INCAPACITAG
NO AGENTS

Mr. FLOon. Break out for the record which are lethal and which

are incapacitants.
(The information follows:)
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BIOLOGICAL AGENTS

The following potential biological agents are among those that
have, been studie-d for offeisive and defensive purposes:
Incapacitating :
Rickettsia causing Q-fever
Rift Valley fever virus
Chikungunya disease virus
Venezuelan equine encephalitis
virus

Lethal:
Yellow fever virus
Rabbit fever virus
Anthrax bacteria
Psittacosis agent
Rickettsia of Rocky Mountain
spotted fever
Plague

Mr. FLOOD. Now go ahead with your answer.
LIMITATIONS OF BIOLOGICAL WEArONS

Dr. MNAcARTHtUR. Talking about potential offensive agents, I will

first restate the constraints I mentioned earlier that wehave put on
ourselves as a matter of policy to prevent exactly what people have
been saying-that there will be a worldwide scourge, or a black death
type disease that will envelop the world or irajor geographical areas
if some of these materials were to accidentally escape. That could not
possibly happen with the biological agents that we have. That is a
constraint that we have plut on ourselves.
However, to keep the record straight, we have done a small amount
of research on a few agents that do not satisfy this constraint-the
reason for this is that a.potential enemy might use them against us and
we have to be prepared to defend ourselves-so we try to develop vaccines and rapid identification systems, for example, for defensive
Another constraint is shown by analysis of the logistic burden.
To store bio6iotl agents, you either have to have constant refrigeration, or lave hem freeze-dried and even then you cannot prepare these agents for long periods of time before use.
Also, when they are exposed to the atmosphere with its ultraviolet
rays, the organisims are killed.
Liglit kills them and so to be effective you have to only disseminate
'them tinder cover of darkness. And there are only so many hours of
darkness. Let's assume there are 10 hours of darkness and the normal
average wind speed is 10 to 15 miles an hour. Then your agent cannot
travel and be effective for more than 100-150 miles downwind. So it is
clear it cannot be effective on a continental scale by disseminating
,upwind.
Mr. FLOOD.

Isnt this then important? Your primary object in CB
warfare is not to attack a, populatio-n- or a city,. it is to attack a limited
objective of troops on the line for a specific period of time for a specific
.
purpose; isn't it

Dr. MACARTHUR. The answer is "Yes." There is no question as far

as chemical agents are concerned, they are tactical agents and anyone
familiar with their characteristics recognizes them as tactical weapons.
I cannot conceive of them as strategic weapons.
Personally
olog....cal agents are considered strategic rather than tactiCal
'......
weapons buf there are many limitations which I pointed out earlier.
'When we talk of strategic applications, we think of large area cover'age, but as I said you can only cover so much because of the germidcidlal
,effects of ultraviolet radiation.
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Also, for most of these agents there is natural immunity. Some p)eople will not. be affected because of natural imiflitity. Second, you callnot use the same agent twice against the same population because after
the first attack, the people build tp itmti'ty to that agent.
Mr. SunEs. Would that be true of chieiiial ineapacitants, if you use
it once you can use it 2 days later with the same effect?
Dr. MAcARTTUI. You can use it ad infinitum with equally good
results.
CHLORINE AND PHOSGENE

Mr. Scrs. How about chlorine and phosgene?
General S2oxE. We are selling the last of our phosgene.
Mr. SIKES. Why?
General STO.;, They are very much less effective than the G agents.
Phosgene is a lethal agent.
Mr. MINSIALL. Who did you sell this to?

General STO,E. To two chemical companies who use this as a raw
material in the manufacture of plastics. The material is being moved
-out of Rocky Mounitain Arsenal. There is some still at Rocky Motintain but it has all been sold. The Government, as far as I know, owns.
no phosgene at the present time.
USE OF DISSM1INATORS IN VIrNAM

Mr. SIxES. When the use of chemicals was begun in Vietnam it was
found the disseminators we had on hand were generally of World
War 1I vintage and extremely limited in capability and in number.
Have we overcome that shortcoming?
Dr. MACATnUxt. Well, efficiency of dissemination is a problem that
has been with us for a long time.
Mr. SiKrs. My statement was true; was it not?

Dr.

MACAR'ITU'.

Your statement was perfectly true. And we are

spending R. & I). on getting more effective methods of dissemination,
to get most of the agent that is In a munition to the target area in
an effective form. And we do have a number of more effective mthitions for tear gas (CS) than we had a few years ago.
Mr. Stms.Have we developed new and effective disseminators since
their use bean in Vietnam?
Dr. MA ARTnR. We have a pyrotechnic CS grenade which has an
efficiency of 50 percent.
Mr. FLOOD. Fifty percent? That is very good; is it not?
Dr. MAcARTI-IUR.7[t is good compared to what we used to have, but
I believe we can do muehibetter.
Mr. FLooD. Fifty percent for any munition is pretty good.
Dr. MNAoAInim. Yes, but I think we can and should increase the
efficiency.
Mr. Srnts. You are using a number of other disseminators in Vietnam. Give us for the record a rundown of what you are using and what
improvements have been made.
(The information follows:)
When we went intoVietnam the Army was equipped with the M-7 type
grenades as the only riot control munition. Since that time we have developed
a family of weapons, as follows:
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Cartridge, 40 millimeter, CS, XM 651-El.
Rocket launcher, E-8,
Cartridge, 4.2 inch, mortar, CS, XM-430.
Cluster bomb, E-158/E-159.
Fuse and burster for bulk agent XM-925.
Grenade, CS XM-54.
Grenade, hand, riot, CS-1, M-25 series.
Grenade, hand, riot, CS-2, M-7 series.
Cartridge, 103 millimeter tactical, CS.
Bomb, chemical, BLU 52.
Dispenser and bomb, aircraft, CBU 30.
USE OF CHEMICALS IN VIETNAM

Mr. SIKns Now tell us about the use of chemicals in Vietnam. What
are you using.? What has been their reception by U.S. field commanders, and their effect against the enemy?
Dr. MACARTHUR. Well, there are two types of chemicals that we
are using in Vietnam. The first is riot control agents and the second
is herbicides. One is antipersonnel, one is antivegetation.
I want to make clear that we do not consider riot control agents to
be chemical warfare agents as defined by the Geneva Protocol. They
are tear gases that are used in the United States, and by civil authorities all over the world.
Mr. FLOOD. And if this goes in the record, I repeat for you, when
Ambassador Nabrit, who is the retiring president of Howard University and Ambassador to the United Nations, when this presentation was
made, it was not rebutted.
Dr. MACARTHUR. The agent we are using-the tear gas we are using
in Vietnam, is CS.
Now in terms of effectiveness, the troops who have used them and
the field commanders feel there are many situations where the use of
CS has enhanced our military effectiveness. For example, in situations
where the civilians are mixed in with the military, in situhtions where
there are bunkers that high explosives just cannot take care of; in
denying the use of tunnels, after our troops leave the area. It is also
useful in flushing the enemy out of tunnels.
In Vietnam it has saved may U.S. and Vietnamese lives.
Mr. FLOOD. Have we used Mace?
Colonel OSicK. We have not, no.
Mr. SuKws. General what can you tell us about the attitude of U.S.
field commanders and the effectiveness of these weapons against the
enemy?
General STONE. CS is very well accepted. It has been 3 or 4 years
since we first iitrodicetd this over there. We have had several commanders and they have learned how to use these materials more effectively. I think Dr. MacArthur has stated all the specific types of
tactical usages to which it can be applied. It is the degree to which
they are being applied. The requrement in terms of numbers of munitions and tonnages of matter has indicated an acceptance.
Mr. FLOOD. How about the troops?
General STONE. They like it very much. It flushes out Charlie, gets
him out of the bushes, and they are able to see who they are fighting.
Mr. SIKES. The demand has been great from field commanders because of the effectiveness of the weapon; is thtt right?
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General STONE. Yes, sir.

Mr. SIKiEs. Will you provide information on the actual quantities
of different kinds of chemical weapons that have been used in Vietnam, so we will have some comparison of the effectiveness?
(The quantities of CS used in Vietnam by type of weapon has been
provided to the committee and is classified.)
Mr. MINSHALL. Have you had sufliient supply of these tear gases to
take care of the comni i bers' needs in Vietnami
General STOXE. Yes, quite well. The qu~aftities of production have
been stepped up several times and I believe at the present time we
are satisfying all requirements.
Mr. MINSALL. Has there been a time when you have been in short
supply?
General STONE. Yes, there was initially as we were getting going.
Mr. MINSHALL. When was that?
General STONE. About 3 years ago. I think we should Supply this

for the record.

Mr. MINS-TALL. Fine.

(The information follows:)
PROCUREMENT OF RIOT-CONTROL AGENT CS (ALL SERVICES)
[In
thousands of poundsl
CS In weapons

Fiscal year

1964 .................................................
....................................
1965..........
....................................
1966 .........
1967 .................................................
1968 (programed) .....................................
...................................
1969 (programed).
Total ................................................

233
93
458
509
869
2,334
4,496

Bulk CS-i
142
182
1,217
770
3,504
192
6,007

Bulk CS-2
................
........
........
.........
931
3,884
4,815

MACE

Mr. MINSIALL. I would like to know a little bit more about Mace.
Are you qualified to tell us about that? We have read so much in the
papers about it whether it is harmful or whether it is not harmful:
Une report said it was harmful and another said it is not harmful.
What are the facts?
Dr. EMERSON. We ran some experiments with Mace as it is coin-

mercially available, at Edgewood Arsenal.
Mr. FLOOD. Many police departments will use it and many are
against it.
Dr. EMEnSON. On rabbits, which was the only test animal we used
it on, we found that in some cases there was some damage, very slight
damage to the eye.
Mr. MNSALL. Permanent damage to the eye?
Dr. EMEnso. No.
Mr. FLOOD.There are reports to the contrary.
Dr. .RiE.soN.
I know it.
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Mr. MAINS1ALL. What do you mean damage to the eye,? How tem-

porary was it? Describe that damiAge a little more.
-)r. EMEiso0. The lens on the eye became opaque. Our experiliments
only ran for 30 days. The Food and Drug Adniiistration at the same
time ran some experiments. They did not duplicate the damage that
we got. By that, tire we had determined that we wanted to go with
CS ratherthan CN, which is the product in Mace. It was no longer of
any interest to the Army and we dropped our experiments at that
point. Food and Dru continued.
Mr. MINSHALL. What is the fact in your opinion t Is Mace harmful'
or isn't it?
Dr. EmEimsoW. In the form you buy it today it is dissolved in a petroleum base and there is some qtlbsti6n as to whether it is the petroleum base or the CN. We haven't determined that because we were not
interested in it.

Mr. MINSIXALL. What is your opinion, Dr. MacArthur?
Dr. MAcART11t1. I would like to comment on the way the experiment was made. The rabbit's eyes were kept open and the mittei'ial
was dropped in.
Many people feel that if anything is squirted at the eye the automati resp ose is for the eyelid to close, so that it is unlikely that.
the same concentration that was used in the experiment will get into
the eye.
M r. MINSALL. If you get enough soap in yoir eye in a heavy concentrate, it will do some damage, won't it
Dr. MAoARTHUI. Yes.
Mr. SIKES. Was it really a harmful effect?

Dr. MAcAnTI tR. Yes, during the experiment. The question is how
much will get into the eye in a practical situation.
DAXAN-,I

TO tSE1 OF MACE

Mr. FLOOD. On the delivery there is also'a problem. There is a very
strong opinion that the man who delivers it is in great danger as
well as the ian who is supposed to receive it.

Dr. MAoAwruTm. Usually in greater danger.
Mr. MINSALL. Why do you say that?
Dr. MACARTHU. I am not now talking about Vietnam but talking
aboutMr. MINSA r,. The commercial applications in this country with
the police department.
Dr. MAcARTHUiR. I am sorry, I was thinking, you can go otit and
get Mace as an ordinary John Smith citizen ahd carry it and use it
for self-protection.
Mr. MfINSITALL. Mr. Flood implied it was more dangerous to the
man ising-it against the potential foe.
Dr. MA-cARTH1UR. What I thought Mr. Flood was implyig was
that it, was more dangerous to the person who was goihg to ulse it
because the act of reaching for the itet might provoke a more violent
response on the part of a potential attacker.

Mr. FrLOOn. Many police departments advise, against the femiie.
carrying a sm-iall gi*1n iniher handbag for exactly the s111e reason.
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IVOSSIhILWTY OF PERMANENT t,,Y,I MAG

Mr. MiNSIAL.. Would you recommend to a police department

based( o the experinients that you have conducted, that Mace is safe,
unsafe to use as far as permanent eye damage?
or is it,
Dr.MAcA, RTTIVIR. 1ased on my personal knowledge of experiments
conutlctedtat. Edgewood, I think no definitive conclusions can be
drawn. I do oot believe I am in a position to say whether it would be
safe or unsafe. The indications from the experiment were that, it might
be unsafe. However, we have to look carefully at how the experiment

Nwas coithtited interms of whether it represents a true simuttfition of
i practical situatlOfl before we come out with a dellnitilve answer sayilng it is safe or un1safe.
I myself as an. individifil, couldn't ini all good conscience say
witethol:,it was safe or uisafei.
Mr. Sixiis. Now would you get into herbicides as used in Vietnal?
CS NOT
Dr. M,

AwrrU.

\ARILj

May I make one more comment on tear gas?

We know of lno death in Vietntm or in any situation where CS has
been usedl-no situation where anybody has died because of the effects
of CS.A lot of people feel that CA kills people.

Mr. Aiti.mo. Has anybody been permanently maihued by the use

of CS?

D'. M'A(,AIHtIi I personally do not know of any such instance.
('neral SroNE. I know of no'such instance.
USE OF CN RATHER THAN Cs

Mr. M1INSrLMr Why would people go from CS to CN? What is the
advantage of one over the other
Dr. MtcwArii t. Are you talking about the police departments?
Mr. MINSIALL. Yes.

Dr. MAfcAirtit. I think the manufacturer decided that he was
going to manufacture tproduct with CN,because it was better known,
and that is what was available and so he selected CN over CS. I
it was a pure aind simple tliig like that.
think
General STONE. I thIk tI military has really had the national capacity to produce CS tied up for military use and the civilian users
have not been able to get hold of CS. They have been able to get,
hold of CN.
Dr, ~aus, 'There is the historical fact that CN has been an article
of comtiiice for a long time. CS was developed under our aegis only
about 10 years ago and it is only now becoming accepted and being
produced for commercial use.
Mr. MINSIIALL. Do you mean the ordinarily tear' gas?
Dr. lfAnrRIs. No; dS. There are a number of tear gases and to distinguish, CN is an older one. It was 'i World War i[ for example. It
lhas been in comiiferetal supply for nany years. CS was more recently
developed by the military. It now is becoming known by the general
public and becoming available.
Mr. MINKsALL. But CS is not Mace?
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Dr. H RIS. No. Mace contains CN,We are now conducting soile
experiments in our research and development program to see if one
call make a Mace-type weal)oi, using CS.
Dr. MAcARTIMr.

We are not using Mace.

Mr. MINSHALT. Wlat are these little gns that used to be advertised
like a fountain pen that you could put tear gas in?
Dr. MAcAHrnun. They contain CN,as does Mace. They were not
advocated by the Defemse Department.
Hi,nIMcPFs

USE IN VIErNAMt
Mr. Simls. Herbicides in. Vietnam, now, please.
Dr. MAoAwrTwUi. Herbicides are plant control chemicals and they
are used in many counties s throughout the world by millions of P9undcs
a.year. Domestic use is 50 to 70 million pounds per year in the United
States. People contilitily say, "You are not using herbicides, you are
using defoliaits." Defolhantsl d herbicides are one and the same. We
call them defoliants because we use them to defoliate the jungles. Wce
use them to defoliate the jungle along the sides of roads to reduce
ambush and save lives, and along enemy trails to reveal enemy traffic
caips, and for very limited antierop use along infiltration routes
ol riee plots used by the enemy.
In fact, when we started usig it, the ambush rate on roads-maiie
roads leading out- of Saigon-was reduced by 90 percent while the
ambush rate in other areas of the country remained the same. So that,
is an indicator that its use was successful.
Secondly, when w usse it, the eriatial visibilty through the jlngle is
increased by 80 percent ad tile horizontal visibility through ti
jun( le is increased by 40 to 60 percent.
1r. SmuCs. Does that mean you can also take pictures if necessary of
what is unde' the jungle cover when you "(out1d not while tle leaves
were oil tile trees?
Dr. .AOATItVit. That is exactly the reason we use it,
to detect the
enemy in addition to tinul.nsh prevention,
Mr.F.oor. This (an olly bhe delivered by air?
Dr. MAfcAwrrim. No. It you want to ptit your herbicides on a.rice
plot thht.is klown to have been l)lanited fThngY the trail by VC for later
use you just, take a little sprayer. But the iiost effective way for large
area. coverage is aerial delivery.
NO Kxowx iEm'ANENT I)AN
AMAGi

Mr. Sm.s. What. about permalen't dailagoe to the area inisofir as

the produltioli anld reprodl tion of vetetut0io is concerned ?
Dr. MAcArTI[I.
Before we ffnitiatetd the use of herbicides in Vietnam, we condthted studies in Thailid, Texas, and Puerto Rico, to
see whlt the long-ter effects would be-the short-term and longterm effect, ill fact. Wv hen we first started using then in Vietnam, they
were( ('losely monitored by at toolhnicail group including eXp)erts frontl
thle 11.S. 1 epartihent of'A iriulture. Based onl thle stud Tes. we -did
before we wenlt to Vlietnamil, Fca1spd onl what we have seen in Vietnlaml35-202-09-pt. 0-9
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.and we have experts who have gone there who are not members of the

Department of Defense-and based on it study done for us by Midwest Research Insttitte of Kansas City where they reviewed 1500
reports and interviewed 140 experts, they conclted that no startling
adverse results were likely to occur.
In addition, recently the U.S. Embassy in Saigon jointly with
MACV looked into this matter again wiith the [lid of Dr. Fred
'Tschirley of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and caine to the
same conclusion. However, he did recommeid-Dr. Tschlrley-that
:an in-depth study be done after cessation of hostilities to see if
there was any long-term perimlanefit effect that hadn't been shown
up by all the previous studies.
Mr. SIRES. You can find out the same information by driving along
any highway or riglt-of-way where defoliaits are used by power line
companies, by telephone companies, by others who want to prevent
the growth of underbrush and they have to use it over again every
year to keep the underbrush down.
Dr. EIxnsoN. The Department of Agriculture has plots in Beltsville that are over 10 years old that they have yearly reports on, with
no permanent damage.
Mr. SIX ES. Let's get into the field of stockpiling and then shipments.
Tell us about stockpiling, first.
CHEMICAL AGENTS

Dr. MAARTHUR. First of all, taking the chemicals, our stockpile
for chemicals is
approximately lialf mustard and half nerve
agents. About one-quarter of this is in weapons-the rest is in bulk.
The best intelligence estimates we have indicate the Russian stockl)ile is 7-10 times ours.
The Chinese stockpile could be as high as
. WPe don't have
any other firm information on stockpiles of any other cotitries but
there have been news accounts that the Egypthilns recently did use
lethal chemical agents in Yemen.
I just want to emphasize that at the present time we are not producing any chemical agents for stockpiling. Our three plants thait had
been used in the past are now in a standby status.
We are not producing any biological agents at the present time.
MOLOGMAL AGENTS

Mr. SIKtS. What do you know about the comparative stockpile of
Russian biological agents?
Dr. MAcARTHUR.
Mr. SIxEs. What about incapacitanits? Did you include those in
your prior figures?
Dr. MACARTHUR. Yes. In fact, the materials I referred Io are
incapacitants.
As far as the Russians' biological warfare R. & D. is concerned, we
don't know too much about that. but we know from the scientific literature that the Russians have published openly on most of the biological
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agents that we have ever considered. So, we have to believe they are
probably working in the same areas.
SYNTHETIC BIOLOGICAL AGENTS

There are two things about the biological agent field I would like
to mention. One is the possibility of technological surprise. Molecular
biology is a field that is advancing very rapidly, and eminent biologists
believe that within a period of 5 to 10 years it would be possible to
produce a synthetic biological agent, an agent that does not naturally
exist and for which no natural iniftIty could have been acquired.
Mr. SIKES. Are we doing any work in that field?
Dr. MACARTHUII. We are not.

Mr. SiiEs. Why not? Lack of money or lack of interest?
Dr. MACARTHUR. Certainly not lack of interest.
Mr. SiKES. Would you provide for our records information on what
would be required, what the advantages of such a program would be,
the time and the cost involved?
Dr. MACAUTIiUi. We will be very happy to.
(The inforitnation follows:)
The dramatic progress being made In tie field of molecular biology led us to
investigate the relevance of this field of science to biological warfare. A small
group of experts considered tills matter and provided the following observations:
1. All biological agents up to the present time are representatives of naturally
occurring disease, and are thus known by scientists throughout tie world. They
are easily available to qualified scientists for research, either for offensive or
defensive purposes.
2. Within tie next 5 to 10 years, it would probably be possible to make a new
infective microorganism which could differ in certain important aspects from
any known disease-causing organisms. Most import of these is that it might
be refractory to the imlmuiological and therapeutic processes upon which we
delend to maintain our relative freedom from infectious disease.
3. A research program to explore the feasibility of this could be completed
in approximtely 5 years at a total cost of $10 ndilit6t.
4. It would be very difficullt to establish sucli a program. Molecular biology
is a relatively new science. There are not many highly competent scientists in the
field, alinost all are in university laboratories, anti they are generally adequately
supported fr6n sources other than DOD. However, it was considered possible
to initiate an adequate 1wogriniu through thi National Academy of SciencesNational Research Council (NAS-NRC).
The matter was dis(cussed with the NAS-NRC, and tentative plans were made
to initiate tle program. However, decreasing funds in CB, growing criticism
of the CB program, and our reluctance to involve the NAS-NRO in sucha coitrov(,rsial endeavor have led us to postpone it for the past 2 years.
It is a highly controversial issue, and there are many wiho believe such
research should not be undertaken lest it lead to yet another method of massive
killing of large popilail ois. On tie other hand, withtit the sure scientific
knowledge that such a weapon Is possible, and an ttnderstitlidiuig of the ways It
could be done, there is little that can be done to devise defensive measures.
Should an enemy develop it there is little dotuibt that this is an important area
of itentitil military t((llfinloglcal Iinferiority In wltteh there is no adequate
research program.

Mr. SiKrs. Now, let's talk about shipments. There hais been a great
deal of discussion-most of it hostile-about the proposal to ship ceitam stocks of nerve gas across country for transporting to a deep
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ocean area and disposal. Tell us something about the reasons, and the
alternatives, and why you propose to follow this procedure and what
the alternatives would be.
Dr. MAcARTIUR. I would like Colonel Osick, who is here, who is the

action officer in this program, to address himself to that question.
OBSOLETE CHEMICAL AGENTS

Colonel OSICK. Sir, we have roughly 27,000 tons of obsolete or
unserviceable munitions.
Mr. Siims. What do you mean by that? They have been stored too
long?
Colonel Oscr.Some of them stored too long. In the case of the Air
Force bombs, they have become obsolete because of the calendar time.
They were all manfittured in 1953 and 1954 and with an expected
life span of 5 to 10 years, but, more importahtly, for an aircraft that
is no longer in the inventory.
In addition to that, in the normal surveillance performed year by
year and in analyzing the results, we find that they are passing the
point in time where they are now beginning to leak. The Air Force
recently declared them obsolete and has no requirement for them.
Since we are the custodians of them we are now obligated to carry
out some type of disposal.
In addition to the Air Force bombs, we have a number of Army
rockets. This rocket is an item about 6 feet long, about 115 millimeters
in girth, holds about 103/4 pounds of nerve agents in the head and has
a motor and booster that goes with it. This is a thin-skinned rocket.
made of aluminum. It was a first step in this area and we are finding
now that, having been in storage for some time, there is an electrolytic
process that set up and we are getting leakers. We don't really know
what is happening in all cases. As a result of our surveillance, e have
identified those leakers and they have been put aside and encased in
concrete and are part of the disposal action that you hear of.
Recently it has been determined by DOD that we had sufficient
quantity of mustard and could dispose of a large part of it. This, too,
then was added to the disposal action.
In addition
to that,
we have
somethem.
contaninated
We
lcotraiier.
don't
know really
what cont
admitted
whether it. was an arsenical or phosgene or what, and we are not sure we can decontamhiinate it satisfactorily and we have declared them excess and are disposing of those.
The last item in this group is some CS. This CS was manufactured
and pit up with a pyroteehnic ilix designed to go into an artillery
shell, but the CS itself was rejected as not being able to meet the
specifications. Rather than burn this in the atmosphere, this rather
large quantity of 3 tons we decided to encase it in concrete to provide
the negative buoyancy and incltde this in the shipment.
NEED FOR SHIPMENT

N1ow, what does this shipment involve ? We have most of the shipment at Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Denver. Let me go back about
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a year and a half ago. We undertook, in the DOD and the DA, a
look at our stockpile, where the items were located, and the need to
provide proper security or to reorganize our stocks and relocate them.
As part of this look, we faced the gut decision of what was to become
of Rocky Mountain Arsenal. When the arsenal was constructed in the
early part of World War II, Denver was a long ways away, as the
say out West, and today we find it right snug up against the back
door. The muficipal airport there has expanded. Twice we have given
up 650-acre plots and the FAA and the city and county of Denver
are askfig for additional ground.
Decision was made to relocate the stocks which are now above
grouiid in Denver to other relocations and provide necessary storage
and security.
When the Air Force identified certain items as being excess we
then looked at what were the methods of disposal. We had on three
different occasions disposed of unserviceable items by taking them to
sea and dthping them.The Maritime Administration makes available
an old hulk from the Reserve fleet; it is stripped of anything usable
in shipyards and then they literally have holes cut in the hulk and
patched. The hulk is then filled with these unserviceable munitions,
towed to a site, the patches are pulled off and literally the hulk sinks as
a. container.
Since we had done three of these in tle past and it has proven to
be the cheapest and safestMr. SmiKs. When was this done?

Colonel Osicx. The last one was done in 1967. I have the exact dates
here.
Mr. SIKFS. Provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
There have been three previous. CHAS10 operations involving chemical
munitions:
Date of operation

Material involved

June 15, 19067 --- Concrete cofins of M-55 rockets, 1-ton containers of mustard
June 19, 1968 ---- Concrete coffins of M-55 rockets, 1-ton containers of mustard
Aug. 7, 1968 ----------------Contaminated 1-ton containers (water filled)
DISPOSAL LOCATION

Mr. FLOOD. Where?
Colonel OSIcK. At the same site we planned to do this one. The figure 250 miles east of Atlantic City has been used, but I will not use that.

It turned out to be incorrect.
Mr. FLOOD. What is peculiar about that site? With all the seacoast
we have, why pick on the same site three tihes
Colonel 0SI0K. That particular site is one of two on the east coast
that is identified on maritime maps as a disposal area.
Mr. FLOOD. That doesn't answer my question.
Colonel OSICK. I will get to it, sir.

The geography of it, the depth at which we will drop this, the marine
life and what we know about what is on the bottom there
is ideal for
tye of dump. It is in 1,200 fathoms of water, roughly 7,200 feet.
WVohave dumped other Intnitlons there before and tlerefore shiping stays away from it. It is off the Continental Shelf not near tle
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normal Russian fishing fleets that come into the area, and impingiig
on this is also the length of time we want to have this tow in hand. Ceitainly there are deeper parts in the ocean and more remote. The tow
from New Jersey to the site is about 20 hours.
Mr. SIXEs. Why not the Pacific coast? Denver is much closer to the
Pacific coast. You have a munitions loading area out. there that presumably you could use for this.
Colonel Osic . In looking for a port in which we would carry this
operation out, we looked at Concord in California. We looked at Bangor in Washington. We looked at Charleston, S.C.; Yorktown, Va.,
and Earle, N.J. We ruled out Bangor-we didn't; the Navy did. They
are the ones that had to reeonilnend the ports. They ruled (nit the oi-e
in Bangor, Wfasl., because it was heavily ,ommillitted to Southeast Asia
and it services a large part of the Polaris fleet.
They felt they couil not undertake this operation and fulflt their
mission.
Concord was ruled out. largely for the same reason.
Charleston does have three piers. One is under repair at. this time
and not availableMr. FLOOD. Mr. Sikes asked you about the west coast and not
Charleston.
Colonel OsTic. I have essentially finished the west. coast.
Mr. FLOOn. Only two spots on the west, coast.?
Colonel OsmcK. Only t.wo were looked at. The Navy felt the facilities
to carry this out were only available in these two locations.
Mr. SixFs. Do you have to outload from a defense installation?
Colonel Osici.'It would certainly be desirable.
Mr. Siiuts. Is that what you are trying to (ret at?
Colonel Osrcic. Because of the nature of tie items there is security
involved with them. The safety procedures aid the handling equipment normally wouldn't be availaible at a civilian facility. I would say
categoik'k ly, yes.
1fi' Slic~s. How about San Diego?
Colonel OsrCK. As far as I know, the Navy (lid not even consider
San Diego. The Navy has onfly two west coast ports qualified to handle
this type-of operations. San Diego is not one of th em'.
3METITOI) 01" STPV'EN'

Mr. MTXSArT,. To move this gas and the bombs and all, how many
freight cars and/or traiiis would be required to do it?
Colonel OstCe. We have estimated tlie number of cars to be 809. We
estimate the trains would be between 60 and 70 cars, so we are talking
about 12 or 13 trains.
Mr. MINSITAY,. These things are all encased in cement?
Colonel 0510r. No, the bombs themselves-if I can describe the
bomb for you. the package and then T will describe its come across
country. The bomb is a thousand-pound bomb composed of 76 submunitions or bomblets. The bomb, when it is completely manufacturned, weighs about. 1,300 pounds. The bomblet, inside i;; about 10
inches Iong and contains about 2. pounds of nerve agent. It has a
half-pound of tetryl and a fuse. The bomblets are arranged such
that four bundles of 19 are placed in this container. Eah bomb is

U
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pressing on ile otflt', holdhg down a,delay bar. The, delay bar, wheit

released, aetivates a paraelifite delay to aflow the bolifbl ts to swilgv
clear, and have the ptraclito pop out, the back. The sudden chni;o
in velocity inerially arms tile fuse, allowing the bomblet to hit tio
ground taid explode.
Unless the explosion takes place, we don't have any nerve agent
Vaporized in the form of it gas. It is a liquid iuch ike water. Now,
this bofib, as it is going to be packed for shipment to come East or
wherever we go, if we go any pl ace, could contAin four of these 1,300
pound bombs to a skid, banded and strapped together and placed in
a steel boxcar. Those items that are in concrete are the rockets. They
are aboit, (6feet, long and about, 4 inches in diameter. They have been
pllaced 30 to a coffin to provide necessarily a package 4fnd give it
the negative buoyancy required to keep it at the bottom. These coffiis
weigh about 13,000 pounds. The block of cement is wrapped with a
one-quairter inch steel plate, double-welded to provide a hermetic
seal.
We. feel tle safety involved in this laCekafe is So great tha't it is
hard to even ealeoilatet.

First, you have the rocket. immobilized in concrete. While there has

been no test, ltat
I klowi of to ignite one of the rockets to see if it.

would escape the cofiorete, it appears it. would be very, eIT difliilt
to make this happen. If the agent should develop leakage within tile
concoete, the concrete would tend to absorb it. The vapor would be
certitinl\ leld iin there. IFurther, it,
would be encased within tile
dloulle-welded liner.
PO~SILITr
Y OP ACCNT
1

)'

NN1 9tlI111IrPMEI'T

Mr. MIT.iSu.\r. There has been much publicity abofit one of these

t'aiins going f•on Deliver to whiltever port this eight be, and if you

had a train wreck, what is the situation then'?

Colonel OswclK. This hoxear with 12 ski(ds inl it. oltaiiing 48
steel, but it,
you assume that. an ind
ividtal sitting alongside a culvert with a,oi Ih-owI)overed rifle which has euiolighli over to poletrat( tis qua-rter-filh steel and still retain on the tl) of the bulht
enough of an incendiaivy head to cause something to ignite-let's

boombs-,v'lanted a. boxcar isnt. very heavy steel, maybe quarter meih

bring across that 1)ath a. tank car full of propane gas shil ped under
pressure. If this happened, we woilid have a f,bulolts explosion and a
large fire. I think you will find if you
examine
the area that miost of
tile.things in the immediate area would be destroyed and we would set
most of the things burnable on fire.
Bring this same car with our nerve agent inl
it and give tle man the
Cre(lit of peuieti'at ing the car. He would then have to penetrate another
quarter inelt of steel of ti outer casiig, and let's assume it (toes that.
It would then have to find one of the bondblets, and there is a. void be-

tween the bomblets, but assuming he tinds the bomnblet it then goes
through the bomblet and into the hNlf-poind of tetryl. What wold
we tzet? We would get agent. leaking into this big container, leaking
lile water. Certainly yov would have somie vapor (oIming off . But here
the plan for tile shipment igai is to examine this car about every 1-2
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to 18 hours and look for just these things happening. If a bomb should
leak,
detect
find it, isolate it fix it or remove it.
. I can't
sayit,this
is so safe nothing would happen. If this car blew up
by somebody's planting a large pile of TNT or dynamite under it, certainly it would rip the car open.
If this car were to go through an open drawbridge, for exaiiple,
let's assume it ripped open. .We would find some of these containers
being crushed. We don't believe that any of the agent would get loose
or get into the water,
Last week at the Naval Ship Research and Development Center, we
asked them to take one of our bombs as coifigured for shipment and
sumerge it and expose it to some external hydrostatic pressures to
see what would happen to it as it goes down through the levels of
water that we would plan to sink it througli.
Ve found at slightly below 265 p.s.i. we got buckling in the outside
of the casing, although no leakage. We found the item would get to
7,200 feet, it would be intact and that the bomblets inside the container
again would buckle but there would be no leakage.
We took the bomblet down to 8,000 p.s.i. external pressure, equivalent to a depth of about 16,000 feet. Again we found the very pronounced buckle about three-quarters of the length of the bomb and
about a quarter of the girth but again no rupture. Admittedly, it was
a limited test. We did one empty casing, one complete bomb and 10
small bomblets. In no case were we able to rupture the bomblets.
I would conclude then while it would be thrown asunder in the water and conceivably could be crushed, it would only be from running
into a spike or something physical down there. If that happened, we
would have some contaminated water from what spilled out. Hydrolyzing in fresh water is a lot different than in salt water, and I am not
technically qualified to say what it would be but it would be a different problem. There wouldbe some contaminaion.
General SToNE. In all of our munitions, the standard test is a 30foot drop test. These clusters have been tested. There is a free drop of
30 feet on all corners tried from a number of attitudes onto a *hard
cement pad. This simulates a crash at some speed, I am not sure what.
POSSIBILITY OF DISPOSING Olt STORING GAS IN DESERT

Mr. MINSHAL. Would it be feasible to take this stuff from your
Denver arsenal and rather than ship it to one coast or the other, take it
out into some wasteland in Nevada or a desert area and store it?
Colonel OSK. If I may add one thing to follow up on Mr. Sikes'
question on why we didn't go up to the North, the Navy tells us now
that with the decreased load in Southeast Asia and with the Polaris
scheduled the way it is, there might be a time between, I believe they
said the middle of June and early September, that they could fit two
ships in out of the Bangor pier up in Washiington. They haven't said
they can, they said they were willing to look at it real hard and might
be able to work it through there.
Mr. MINSTIALL. The headlines in the Seattle paper would be banner
tomorrow morning if this were known.
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Mr. SixEs. I would think there would be less objection from the

sources you were discussing if it were out of Concord, which has no
other principal function.
Colonel OsiK. It is the Navy's responsibility to come up with a
port.
COST OF LAND VERSUS SEA DISPOSAL
Mr. 'INSHALL. To revert back to my question about disposing of it
-or storing it in some desert area; is that feasible?
Colonel OsicK. I guess everything is feasible. Yes, sir. We have
gone through it. In the land burial we estimated that to prepare the
ground, fill-the pit with concrete, move the items there, make sure
the ground is blocked off or fenced so that aiials or human beings
would not traverse the top of it, and insure there would be no percolation Up; about $11 million andabout 39 months to do it.
Mr. Sirns. Compared with what cost for disposal by sea?
Colonel Osiox. About $3.9 million and 3 months.
Mr. 1IN8s.TALL. How much area would be required to dispose of this
and to bury it? How many acres, square miles or whatever it might be?
Colonel OS1K. I would have to provide that.
Mr. SIKES. Provide the details for the comparison for the record.
(The information follows:)

It Is estimated that approximately 25 acres of land would be required to bury
on land the items in Project Chase.
COST OF DROP TESTING BOMBS

Mr. Srxms. Did you have this testing done at the model basin on a
reimbursable basis?
Colonel Os0. The Navy provides the facilities and we provide the
transportation to get it there. It was a joint project.,
Mr. SIKEs. Would you be able to find out how much it cost jointly,
Army and Navy?
Colonel OsoK. I am sure we can.
(The information follows:)
Cost of ortish te8t of MS31 bombs
U.S. Army:
Preparation for shipment

--------------------------------

Transportation
Technical escort team
----------------------------------U.S. Navy: Test
-----------------------------------------Total

---------------------------------------------

$2,028

6----------1,375
2200
$10, 293

PURPOSE OF DROP TESTING BOMBS

Mr. SIKES. Now, is this a new test or is this a duplication of something that was done 6 or 8 years ago?
Colonel OsioK. So far as I know, it is the first time it has ever been
done.
Mr. SiKES. What was the purpose in having it done at this poifit?
Is this simply to answer some newspaper headlines?
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Colonel 0SiK. No, a colmiitee of the National Academy of Sciences is meeting to consider the subject, and it was felt by somiie of the
scientists that this was the type of information they would need to
have.
Mr. FLOOD. Just, don't get any bright ideas like the Atomic Energy
people. Keep out. of my mines.
Colonel OslciK. Yes, sir.
TRANSPORTATION

OF CB WEAPONS DURING WARTIME

Mr. SIRES. For the record, provide these answers: How would we
be able to utilize our stockpile of chemical biological weapons if they
were required in war? Would we have serious problems in transporting them safely to the combat area?
1-tow is it proposed that this be acconpished?
What period of time would be required?
Are our stockpiles of such weapons only in continental United
States or do we also have them stockpiled worldwide, including Europe
and Southeast Asia?
(The information follows:)
TRANxSPORTATION IN WARTIME

All weapons, including the M34 chemical bomb, are designed and constructed
to be safely shipped by normal freight (rail or truck) in their final contiguration. They meet all specilfications and regulations of the Department of Transportation and its regulatory offices, and all other applicable regulation. In
wartime the weapons would be safely shipped to active theaters by normal
transportatilon (rail, truck, and ship). All shlimients of toxic agents are accompanied by trained technical escort teams, equipped to handle any incident, and
provided with decontaminating materials for use it the unlikely event of a spill.
In this regard, it is well to realize that no present chemical or biological agents
are gases under pressure. All are liqfilds or solids, so that any rupture of a container would contaitate oily a small localized area, easily decontaminated.
The thne required would be that for normal trntIsl)rtatlion by the carriers
mentioned.
CR TRAINING RECEIVED BY RUSSIAN

SOLDIERS

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have pr vided for the record a comparison of the Russian training given to the Russian soldiers in this field,
bot h offensive and defensive training, versus that of the United States.
(The inforinfition follows:)
RUSSIAN

TRAINING

ORGANIZATIONS

(a) The chemical branch of the Soviet Army is a separate troop directorate
under the Ministry of Defense. It is considered to be a combat arms branch.
(b) Most significant of the chemical organizations of the Soviets is the chemical defense organization. Unlike our organization, where identification, deconitamination, an( CBR reconnaissance are dependent on individuals within the
unit, the Soviet organization has special chemical defense units to accomplish
these actions. Each Soviet front in time of war is supported by a chemical
brigade, each combined army and tank army Is supported by a-cheiclal battalion.
each motorized rifle and tank division is supported by a chemical company, and
motorized rifle and tank regiment is supported by a chemical platoon. Tlese
chemical troop units have special respolnsibilitles for reconnaissance, decontamination and medical treatment (first aid, primarily) during chemical war-
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fare. They also provide traihihg in offensive chemical operations and supervised
CB detection, reconnaissance, and decontaminatili training In peaettie. This
organization provides an excellent chemical defense posture spread out through
all echelons of command. It also has the advantage of being able to mass chemical defense organizations where the need exists.
TRAINING

(a) The Soviet training program is characteristic of any well-planned train,
ing program. The Military Academy of Chemical Defense located in Moscow and
the Higher Officers Chemical School located on the testing grounds of Shilkihny
provide schooling for senior chemical officers. The Chemical Officers School at
Yaraslavl gives instruction in offensive and defensive procedilres that could be
compared to our basic officers' course, and the School for Chemical Troops at
Saratov provides specialist training for the chemical enlisted men assigned to
the various chemical units.
(b) The individual soldier is also well trained in CBR defensive procedures.
The use of diluted toxic chemical agents to provide realism in field training for
CBR personnel has been confirmed. The Soviets believe that these realistic nieasures stimulate a psychological awareness in the soldier that Will improve his
combat efficiency, and demonstrate the adequacy of protective equipmetlt. The
Soviet soldier is well trained in the use of his protective mask and Is required
to use It often and over extended periods. Field exercises and maneuvers are
usually based on the theme of nuclear and chemical warfare. The Soviet Army
training follows the concept that chemical and nuclear warfare are a normal
part of war and any future general war will be characterized by the use of these
weapons.
PRODUC'rIOx CONVERSION TO WAR FOOTING

Mr. SIRES. I would like to have for the record information on the
time required to achieve a war footing if it should be necessary to
resort to these weapons in time of war and what steps wotlld be takeil.
How would industry be broult into the picture?
(The information follows:)
CONVERSION TO WAR FOOTING

On competent authority to begin mobilization, existing indulstrial nobllia-

tion plans would be Implemented. One of the first steps would be the assignment

oZ priorities in an environment that would already be strained by the pressure
of production requirements in many other areas. These priorities must be sUfficiently high to permit adequate acquisition of materials, both for chemical ingredients and hardware for munitions components.
It Is estimated that to build production to a rate equal to combat consumption from our present posture would take about
. The long lead time is
predicated on the present condition of our production base, that is, all CD production facilities for lethal or incapacitating systems are either laid away or
in a standby status.
IlUS,\lAN

3IIL1TI,%Y DOCTRINE

MIr. SIKES. I believe it has been testified by you, Dr. MacArthur,
that the Russian capability in chemiicals is substaftihlly 10 times that
of ours ?
Dr. MAcAItiTir. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIxES. 'Would it be safe to assume that most of the Commulist
world capability is in Russia, whereas most of the free world capabil-

ity would be in the United States?

Dr. MACAnTntm. In terms of nerve agents the answer is yes.

Mr. MINSHALL. What is your estimate of how the Russians would

use this large stockpile of gas that they have?
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Dr. MACARTUR. Their military doctrine is for tactical use, on a
massive scale.
Mr. MINSIIALL. It wouldn't be used against mass populations in
this country?
Dr. MACAUTHUR. Not chemicals, but for the biological, their doc-

trine calls for its use in combination with a nuclear attack-to follow a
nuclear attack with a biological attack. The nuclear attack will take
care of our defenses and installations and the biological weapon will
take care of people.
Mr. MINSHALL. Do the Russians have that capability to follow up?
Dr. MAoAU'r=n. If that is part of their doctrine we must infer that
they feel they have the capability.
Mr. MINSHALL. What protection do we have in this country ?
Dr. MACAnTHti . As far as the population is concerned?
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes.

Dr. MAoARTHUJR. The Office of Civil Defense has developed a mask
that could be mass-produced, but we haven't done this because it -is
felt that the possibility of use of biological weapons against the
United States at the present time is not high. Should the situation
demand it, we could mass-produce the masks in sufficient quantity to
protect a population in a relatively short time.
FIVE-YEAR BUDGET FOR CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL W-APONS

Mr. Sim . For the record please provide for 5 fiscal years up to
and including fiscal year 1976, a breakdown of the budget which will
show a comparison by major fields. For instance, R. &'D., munitions
manufacture, plant facilities, et cetera.
(The information follows:)
Ce FUNDING, FISCAL YEARS 1966-70
(Programed figures Inmillions of dollars)

1968
Procurement:
Smoke and flame weapons
~lotjontroI
weapons-------------------8
.....
oerblcldes ............
...................
20
DeOensve equipment mlscellaneou.................
-19
Lethal homcIs ... .
........................
129
Total ..............................................
134
R.D.T. &it:
General
andt basle
R.&D...........................
16
ffensiv
& .......
fonslve,&D............
...........
.... 3
40...23
Teoo lnd ovilusitln ........ *.......... ,,..:':.

Total.. ......
...........................
Operational maintenance OQf *to,
.
"InItr construction (plant fa jltles end RbT,& E.Ie/ated
total
.

...

..

Fiscal years
1967
1968

1969

1970

147

51
-3
297

I8
2
21
0
291

128...
2
57
2
0
223

12
44

10
19

31
30

17
?

23

23

114

102

87

120
3

15
2

I!..
10
28,

,,,,
272

,20

408,

9o
, 18
8

9
,

31
30
30
18

88
15
4

,36

*I
nTh
a tOvlO-ofoffort
rs 1
figure,.,
b tal was
.
,
the h g a t
d not
(Cle'rko.not~i.'the 1969 colnrw 9f (he aboetbl ;i €eooo u qot to the .hearlngs and therefore does not
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ABOLITION

OP CHIOAL CORPS

Mr. SIKES. I would like to know what the efect is from the standpoint of chemical officers as of today on the abolition some years ago
of the Chemical Corps, which I thought was a serious mistake in view
of the highly specialized nature of thie Corps and its activities.
General STONE. Well, sir, as I believe you know, the school system
we had in the days of the old Chemical Corps has been maintained
and all Chemical Corps officers do receive the regular training. We
still have staff positions, not as key chemical officers, but inserted
within the operations directorates where we do in general have chemical officers with this background locatel the operations sections in'
major tactical units.
c personally think we have 4ofie quite well in holding tOgether a
corps of technical talent.
ar.SIES. Isit more d'ecult under the present procedure thah\it.
was under the Chemical Qrps?
General SToz;E. Sir, Idon't believe'so. I thought it woild be at the",
time technical services ere diss91ed. I bel.ev i has worked ot quite \
well. At last from my wn person observa.ionitj
..
Mr. SIES. Are yo a chemical'
.fffti
. "
Colonel OsxOK. Y , sir, I am.
f
\? \
Mr. SIKES. What s your feeling on tle atter?
/
Colonel OsioK. I 1thk geely, as" nerJl Stone
s, ther certainly has been so
eviden e that-l',rhli ai,'ei
a heiofd or s
together it might be working little b t smoothex1:i.b1,
_eneral speaking, overall, I think e have fitted int t ie stru tetJ6 have adapted.
Mr. Sutis. From \the stanpoint of The siehtis , O' ou wish to
add anything to these common atDr. l AoARTu, N. I would personally-agree witi what ho been /
said.
General
Sro"i. I mi~lt add -one fiact. Since ve no lnger exist as q/
arate corps,-it
has enab ed us to be ta'cetectb the i groups.. /
f' lrfr. Sirms. Do you havban opportunity to exp ess those v56ws
freely?
"
General STONE. Yes, sir; moreo I would say.
-,

TIME LIMIT ON DISPOSING"OF OBSOLETE CHEMICALS

Mr. ADIABBO. On the question of transportation, the chemicals
which are, outdated, must those chemicals be disposed of within a
given period of time?
Colonel OSoK.We have the cost to maintain an old obsolete item.
The other is that the time to'dispose Qf it at sea is limited by the hutrricane season in the East, and that is generally accepted to be hurricane
free during May through August. The Navy reluctantly would pro-

ceed after. mid-August, let's say, mainly because of the hurricanes,
*winds, aid so forth.
Mr. SIiES.JHave they started t6 bq removed out oI the arsenal
Colonel Os010K. No, they have not. The plans, proposed would have
starte tlie exercise about May 15 and would Have completed about
August 10.

V.
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Mr.SiKi,s. I read somewhere in the paper that they were loaded on
cars
and had
to be taken off.
I Colonel
Osicc.
They were loaded on cars. Because of
the high
demurrage cost we (lid unload those nondefense vars. Those (a's thit
belongedd to tle Government still remain loaded.
Mi. Sri]s. The (ars were at the arsenal ?
Colonel OsicK. They were at the arsenal loaded and ready to move.
ItI'*E:\l(A1iI

AN)

DEVELOIWENT

('''

Mr. Sici.s. On th question of reseai'ch, could you supply for the
record the extent of research l)erfoi'med by private industry, by uni-

versities and the Government?

Dr.MAcA'ritun. When you talk about the amount spent, by us with
universities and industry, (o you include flame weapons, inc'endiaries
and everything?
Mr. SiKS. Yes.
Dr. MAoAnTjIuit. That is all in the $350 million. It is a misleading
figure and I think the Department of Defense will try to do something about clarifying it next year. Only $71 million is chemical and
biological warfare. The other is flame weapons, smoke, herbicides
and so forth.
(The information follows:)
RESEAROII AND DEVELOPMENT COSTS BY PERFORMER

The relative participation of Government, industry and universities In the
n. & D. program can best be illustrated by analysis of the fiscal year 1000
program:
OB

Value

Performer

(in millions)

Government laboratories .........................................................

66

Percent
of total

72

Industrial ......................................................................
University ......................................................................

24
2

26
2

Total ....................................................................

$92

100

Very effort Is made to
base research appropriate
of munitions, for example,
ex(lusively in Governinent

assure that the university contracts are in areas of
to academic missions and purposes. The development
is not considered appropriate, and such work is done
laboratories or in industry.

FNDS FOl

AREA DECONTAINAVION

Mr. SKin's. Of the amouit requested, how much is forldecontanintion of areas?
(The information follows:)
There has been no contamination of areas or decontamination of such areas
ex.ce)t in small laboratory studies, and any cost associated with such de-

contamination is very small. Area decontamination in combat situations is not

envisioned; the logistic expenditure would be prohibitive. Doctrine requires

that personnel decontaminate themselves and their equipment when subjected
to toxic attack.

Dr. Exrosoi;. The figures that dolonel Osick gave you on the tonnages are the total packages, including the continers. If you take
the agents, it comes out to something less than 1,000 tons.
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FEASIBILITY OF RINFI)N(t

WEA1'ONS NONTOXIC

Mr. EVANS. With regard to the disposal problein, 11 that case no

mention has been marie about the practicality of changing the
chemical qualities of the items, whether chemical or biological, so as
to render thmi harmless. Has this been considered?
Colonel OSICK. Yes; it is possible and feasible. In the Air Force
bombs, for example, we can render the agent nontoxic. However,
when you look at the total package, the munition, the hazard and
risk involved in taking a munition that has now reached this age,
)lnllingit apart and doing the opposite of what was intended to do,
taking out the agent and then rendering that nontoxic, we felt the
rsisk was not acceptable.
Mr. SiKES. What about the costs?
Mr. MINSUALL. You better strike out that word "feasible." lie said
it,
was feasible and then le turned around and said it wasn't feasible.
Colonel s011K. It can be done but it is not practical.
DI)r. McAnTritu. It is $17.1 million for 59 months.
I)AN(OilI IN EVENT O,' AIRPLANE CRASH

Mr. EVANS. We are talking about things stored in my State but
not in my district.
There has beena great deal of conversation about the danger represented 1by the existence ol these items where they are and the possibility of aircraft falling on them and releasing some of these dangerous
Items. Can you comment on that?

Colonel OSK.I would merely state this, that the items were all

manufactured at Rocky Mlounhin Arsenal and placed there. They
were placed in the open for many years. They have been there since
1954. There have been no accidents so far. That is not to say one
wouldn't occur. The items, as they were designed and laid out thereit has been evaluated that an airplane falling among those containers
would merely scatter them. However, the city of Denver now is a lot
closer than it was then and I am not. so sure the same criteria would
hold today.
P*OSSIBILIT'EY

Mr. S

OP

MOVING

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

ARSENAL

,iiS.las (consideration been given to movifi

this arsenal to

itmore remote location in view of the hazards pOiltod out by the dis-

tinguished gentleman from Colorado and, if so, what would be the
cost ?
Colonel OScK.Our technology, Mr. Sices, ts it is moving here now,
envisions its not manuiifacturing any more GB. We think In the next
5 years certainly we cal see our going to a binary-type of muition
where we have two nontoxic elements that wouldonly become toxic
en route to the target or over the target. If this does come-to pass, we
feel thit for Rocky Molintail Arsenal, as a producer of nerve agent as
we have known it' the requirement does not exist. So, to answer your
question specifically, while there have been some studies, I don't know
of any that have been addressed to moving the entire arsenal as a
pJaclee somewhere else.
Dr. M4oAnrmun, In terms of the miitelials stored there, it is our
intent to move it all, In terms of the point Colonel 0Osick brought
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out about binary munitions, I would like to say that just to produce
what the Russians have now would take us years. However, if we
go
to we
thiscan
binary
munition
concept,
which
are working
on intime
R.
& D.,
use the
industrial
base of
this we
country
and at that
we really don't need an arsenal because we are producing two nontoxio items and can have a large stockpile in a short period of time.
BINARY CHEMICAL WEAPONS

Mr. Sims. How do you spell the term "binary ?"
Dr. MA0ARTHUR.

B1-i-n-a-r-y.

Mr. Srxm. Will you provide for the record some details on just
what you are seeking to do and what the capabilities and function,
of the weapon would be?
Dr. MAdAmtu.. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
BINARY LETHAL CHEMICAL WEAPONS SYSTEM~!

Within the past few years it has been found technologically feasible to devise.
a shell or bomb in which two nontoxic chemicals are filled in separate compartments, During final trajectory of the munition to target the chemicals are
mixed; they then react to form any selected one of several nerve agents, and'
are disseminated when the munition arrives on target. This is called a binary
chemical munition.
There are a number of advantages of the binary system which are enumerated
below:
1. Binary munitions are very much more safe than previous chemical munitions. They can be designed so that one of the two chemical components is Inserted, along with fuze and burster, just before firing. During storage and'
transportation, the two components could be completely separated so that even
if serious accident occurred there would be no possibility of formation, much
less release, of toxic material.
2. There would be no need to construct and operate Government-owned toxic
production facilities. The components, being relatively nontoxic, could easily
be manufactured by the U.S. chemical industry and procured by DoD on competitive contract purchase.
8. Because of the tremendous capacity of the chemical industry it will beunnecessary to maintain large stocks of chemical munitions. This will result
in reduction of storage depots and other economies. More importantly, it will
in large measure negate the importance of stockpile discrepancies with regard
to potential adversaries since our own limitation would be the rate at which
munitions could be fabricated, not the amount of nerve agent on hand and Inproduction.

Mr. SxKEs. We have not completed all of the items that are before
us. For instance, there is the problem of the sheep kill.
Let me suggest, doctor, that you provide a paper for the record
in which you will spell out in detail any items that we have not discussed that were to have been covered.
Dr. MAoAWHuR. We will'be happy to do that,
(The information follows:)
EScAPD NEava AGENTS FROM TESTING AyEA AT DUoWAY

PROVINO GROUND,.

UTAH,

On'March 18, 108, a spray mission using e high performance aircraft wasconducted at Dugway Proving Ground using liquid persistent nerve agent VX.
One spray tank malfunctioned, so that the agent continued to trail out of the
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tank as the plane rose to a higher altitude (about 1,500 feet) enroute to the
area in which the tank was jettisoned. The meterological conditions at the time
of test were such that all agent would have been deposited within the test area,
miles from the Proving Ground border. Subsequent to the test the meteorology
changed abruptly and in an unpredicted and anomalous manner. Subsequent
analysis reveals that less than 20 pounds of agent remained airborne.
On March 14 range sheep began sickening and some died later. This was not
reported to the Army until March 17 at which time investigations were started.
These ultimately involved the Utah State Departments of Health and Agriculture, the U.S. Public Health Service, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture as
well as many elements of the U.S. Army Materiel Command. Extensive investigations finally revealed that the sheep probably ingested very low dosages of
the agent VX. In later experiments on sheep, the symptoms exhibited by the
range sheep were reproduced at much higher dosages, leading to the conclusion
that the range sheep were more susceptible for some reason or reasons, as yet
unknown. There might have been such factors as physical condition due to overwintering, and the presence on the range of various toxic plants. In view of the
fact that the agent VX was apparently involved, the Army has agreed to the
compensation of the owners of the sheep in accordance with established claims
procedures.
In July of 1008 Secretary of the Army Stanley Resor established an advisory
panel of experts from the groups mentioned above and others, and chaired by Dr.
William Stewart, Surgeon General of the US. Public Health Service. This panel
recommended certain additional restrictions on open-air testing at Dugway
Proving Ground which were immediately ordered by the Secretary of the Army
and are now in effect. A permanent chemical safety advisory committee has now
been established to oversee testing in the future. This committee is composed of
representatives of U.S. Public Health Service, Departments of Interior, Conimerce and Agriculture, Utah State Department of Health, and two members
representing the public at large, one of whom is the chairman.
CHEMICAL AND BrOLOGCAL It, D. T. & E. PROGRAM

The current R. D. T. & E. program in chemical and biological warfare has
been divided into three priority groups, which are described in the following
paragraphs.
FirstPriority
1. New and improved items for individual and colleotivo YB protcotio.-This
refers to improved overgarments and protective clothing with less physiological
stress than those currently available; to an improved mask with less bulk and
improved visibility and communication capability; to helmets with OB protection for aircraft pilots; and to protective filters and shelters for missile vans,
communication centers, command posts, etc.
2, Rapid deteotion and warning devices for ohemtical and biological agents.There has recently been developed a rapid automatic alarm for lethal chemical
agents for Army use. Alarms for incapacitating chemical agents and for biological agents are not available but are necessary for complete defense. Specialized
alarms for Navy and for Air Force use are also needed.
8, Now and improved materials and methods for prevention and treatment of
OB casualties.-Atropine and oximes provide effective treatment for some nerve
agents, but other agents are refractory to therapy. There is no prophylaxis for
chemical agents. A few biological agents can be treated with antibiotics, but
there is no therapy for most known agents. A substantial effort is devoted to
development of vaccines for both prophylactic and possible therapeutic use.
4. Improved nonlethal and riot control ohemioal agent.- he concept of
reducing battlefield deaths and permanent disability by using incapacitating
chemical weapons instead of bullets and explosives is relatively new. No completely acceptable agent of this type has been developed as yet; however, an
extensive program to do so is under way.
5. Binary chemical weapons.-It is possible to make nerve agent weapons
which are nontoxic in storage and shipment. This is done by allowing two nontoxic components to react chemically during the time a shell or bomb is in its

85-262 O-69-pt. 6-10
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final trajectory to target. The safety advantages of such a system are
and a substantial program to develop such weapons has been started. obvious,
8. NOW and improved methods for Per8onnel marking and deteotion.-There
has been modest success in detecting ambushes with a personnel
"sniffer," and
its Improvement as well as development of other methods of detecting
or marking
people in some reliable but harmless manner is being investigated.
Second priority
1. Universal decontamination system,--This is an attempt to develop
one material which will decontaminate all CB agents and be harmless
to personnel,
equipment, and structures.
2. Advanced collective proteotivo equipment, cspecoially field 8helterB.-The
field shelter Is Intended to provide opportunity for troops to remove
their individual protective clothing and masks and be in a safe environment while
they
eat, rest, and accomplish personal hygiene. Other Improvements sought
are decrease in weight and increased mobility.
3. Automatic biological agent sampling 8Y8tcm,.-Automatic biological
devices do not provide agent identification, as is the case with chemical warning
It is desired to have a sampling system which will be activated by the alarms,
biological
alarm. Laboratory analysis of the sample can then provide Identification
for media.
cal planning and other purposes.
4. Advanced field laborator.-A field laboratory to analyze
samples
(see above) and to investigate new or unusual chemical agentsbiological
would contribute
significantly to overall CB protective capability,.
5. Improved defoliant dmspensers for aerialdissenzination.-The present
aircraft and helicopter dispensers would be unusable against an enemy with0-123
more
effective antiaircraft weapons. Dispensers for high performance
aircraft
possessing standoff capability are needed.
0. Research in biological agent and munttiton sisteis.-The nature and extent
of the threat to our national security from enemy use of biological
weapons has
not been completely defined. Questions such as efficiency of dissemination,
whether
viruses and bacteria can be mutated to new forms resistant
to
vaccines,
the
longevity of microbes in aerosols, and others must be quantitated so that
we can
accurately assess our vulnerability and develop effective defense.
TihLrd priority
1, Prevention,of technological surprised in OB,--A broad continuing research
program is required to provide some attention to a, eas of potential
technological
advances not covered by the specific R. & D. effort enumerated above.
This is
particularly necessary in view of the very rapid stildes being made
worldwide
in molecular biology, pharmacology, and related sciences.
2. Vehicle, structure, and ntedical OB decontaminatio0n sstcms.--Pending
development of a universal decontaminant, specialized decontaminating
materials
are needed for medical use on vehicles and for structures, especially
those containing communication equipment.
8. Largo area incapacitating weapon systems.--A modest effort is being
voted to exploration of munitions which would be effective over relatively delarge
areas (greater than 500 km2 per aircraft, for example).
In addition, there are a number of areas which represent either continuing
research efforts, or special problems of short duration not easily categorized
in
any of the priority areas above. For example, continuing safety research
and
inspection is carried on at all in-house 0B installations. Analyses and
investigations for intelligence purposes are done as material may becomespecial
able, A search for realistic but harmless training agents Is carried out to availtroop training, and vulnerability studies of critical installations and Improve
facilities
are done (e.g., missile silos).

Dr. MAOAnrxuR. With re ard to funding, since 1964
in absolute
dollars in the R. &D. for CA warfare it dropped 80 'percent and if
you add inflation to that, we are only doing 40 percent of the K & D.
in this area we were doing in 1964.
Mr. SIKES. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
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SAFEGUARD BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM
WITNESSES
LT. GEN. A. D. STARBIRD, SAFEGUARD SYSTEM MANAGER, OFFICE,
CHIEF OF STAFF, U.S. ARMY

Mr. MAION. General Starbird, the committee is pleased to have you
in this hearing room again. We are to hear your testimony in regard
to the antiballistic missile system now known as Safeguard.
In your last appearance you talked about the Sentinel system and
prior to that time, with various witnesses we talked about numerous
types of programs designed to counter the intercontinental ballistic
missile.
The committee has ali'eady had and published a hearing with Secretary Laird which concerns itself with.the philosophy of the development and deployment of an antiballistie missile system. Have you
seen that hearing?
General STARBIRD. I have read it complete, both the classified and
unclassified.
Mr. MA ON. Let me ask you about it off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MAllON. It is our purpose today to go into the details of the
budget proposed for funds to implement the deployment of the system
in the configuration which we now know as Safeguard. I would hope
that since we have hadithe earlier hearing with respect to the principles
and national policies involved that this hearing can be limited to the
less glamorous and less exciting but very important budgetary details,
and details otherwise.
Do you have a prepared statement for us?
General STArnIRD. I have a prepared statement. It would take me
about 20 minutes to read, and 1 have some charts that go with it. I
have pretty well confined to what you spoke to right then, confined
myself to certain general description. In specific things, I am going
to talk about on the money side, primarily in the financial side.
Mr. MAHON. You have had many assignments in the Department
of Defense, General Starbird, and some of us have worked with you
in connection with various programs for quite a number of years.
We will let you proceed witlOut questioning. You say your statement
will probably take about 20 minutes?
General STAnBm. That is right.
HIGH TURNOVER IN SYSTEM MANAGERS

Mr. MAHOW. That is fine. Then after that we will have a discussion
period, General.
Quite often a program is started General, in the Department of
Defense under the guidance of a civilian or a military official and long
before the project is completed the man has moved on to some other
assignment. Now, we are not expecting the impossible in connection
with the Safeguard system. We recognize its weaknesses and its diflculties and we know that it could not be a perfect answer to the
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problem which confronts us, but apparently it is the best answer we
ave at the present.
Now, is it likely that you will remain in your important post as the
Safeguard systems manager until we know more about this business?
In other words, will yoube the goat, to some extent, if this program
flops.
General STAI1mITD. I came to this program about a year and 3 months
age, sir. As far as being a goat for the problem, I intend to do everything possible to make this program work right and as close as possible to the costs that are forecast for the program.
I cannot comment well as to whether or not I will stay in the
current assignment. I had expected that I would when I came to it,
stay for a period of 2, 3 years, and probably not much more because I
am approaching the retirement age.
Mr. MAHON. Df course, we know that to get a program through research and development into production takes often 10 years or more.
This program has been proceeding in one form or another for at
least a decade. I assume you anticipate, though you cannot guarantee
it, that you will stay with the program maybe until your retirement.
General STAIIBID. Until retirement, sir; but I don't know when that
would come, actually. I am 57 years old right now. It could come
at almost any time after a year from now, say.
GENERAL

STATEMENT

Mr. MAiJov. All right. Proceed, General Starbird.
General STAInni. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it
is a pleasure for us to testify to you on the fiscal year 1970 budget request for the Safeguard program.
INTRODUCOON

I am familiar with the testimony of Secretary Laird, Dr. Foster,
and General Wheeler to the committee. They covered our overall strategic posture, the threat Safeguard was designed to meet, system
characteristics, and something of the characteristics of individual
components. I shall avoid repeating the detailed information they
have already covered. However, I would like to remind you of a few
specific points they covered in connection with my explanation as to
why certain funding is required. In outline, therefore I will cover:
(,) first, a r4sum6 of those few points earlier explained by the Secretary of Defense and others; (b) second and in summary, what is our
total request for fiscal year 1970 and I will break that down by appropriation; and (o) third, for each appropriation what are the amounts
concerned and what the requirements are.
First then, as to certain facts concerning the deployment:
(a) +he approved deployment is only for the installation of two
sites. The first of these is to be near Grahid Forks N. Dak. (chart 1),
and is to be operationally available January 1, 194. The charts being
shown are the same as those inthe text Mr. Chairman. The second
is to be at Malmstrom Air Force Base, Mont. (chart 1), with readiness July 1, 194. Each is to be located within one of our six Minuteman missile wings. Each is to contain a perimeter acquisition radar
(PAR) for long-range surveillance, a missile site radar (MSR) for
battle direction, Spartan missiles for high-altitude long-range de-
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fense, Sprint missiles for close-in terminal defense, and necessary
support facilities.

(b).The basic objective of this deployment is to provide us with
essential experience in the production, installation, checkout, test and
operation ofa ballistic missile defense entity. In addition, it will provide protection to a limited portion of our Minuteman force. It will
serve as it nucleus to permit us to make rapid additions to meet an
increased threat to our Minuteman missiles or other threats should
one or more of these threats require.
(o) Decision as to what, if any, further deployments will be made
will be decided upon annually by the President and will be based on
the actual development of the threat and the international situation
generally. The President is expected to make his first review as to the
necessity for further deployments by January 1, 1970, prior to submission of the fiscal year 1971 budget and authorization request.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND STATUS

The individual components have reached a relatively advanced
state of design and development. That state was explained in detail by
Secretary Laird. To repeat a few key points on each however:
(a) With respect to the PAR (chart 2), we do not intend to install
been
establishedbecause
and production
has beena prototype
ainitiated.
prototype.
the radarhas
is quite
WeThe
are design
notbuilding
similar to other radars now in operation. We have initiated the assembly of components into a "brassboard test/bed" at the manufacturer's
plant, and where we are trying preproduction components to insure
that they will behave as expected.
(b) As to the MSR (chart 3), a prototype has been constructed at
Meek Island of the Kwajalein Atoll. The data processor has been installed and the software is now being installed. Beginning in the first
quarter of 1970, all test launchings of our i3partan and Sprint will be
madc from Meek Island controlled by the MSR. Beginning in mid1970, we will start the interception of incoming target ballistic missiles fired into the atoll.
(c) The predecessor of the Spartan (chart 4), the Nike-Zeus, was,
of course, fired many, many times. The first firing of a Spartan was
accomplished at Kwajalein in March of 1968. We have had nine firings to date of a total planned phase 1 .predeployment test program
launchings. Of tlis number, six have been fully successful,
of
two only partially successful and one unsuccessful.
(d) The Sprint (chart 5), being a new design as contrasted with
the Spartan which was a development from an earlier design, has
been under test since November 1965. We have flown some 30 missiles
to date of a total planned redeployment test program of
launchings. Of these 15 have been successful, eight failures, and seven
partially successful. WOwever, out of our last 11 firings, nine have been
successful. Moreover, the exact causes of the two failures in the last
11 have been Identified and corrective action taken. On the basis
of these recent flight tests, we believe the Sprint will meet its performance specifications.
SUMMARY OF FISCAL YEAR 1070 FISCAL REQUIREMENTS

The January 1969 budgetary submission to Congress for carrying
out of the fiscal year 1970 Sentinel program was for new obligational
authority (NOA) totaling $1,788 million. With the decision to adopt
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an alternate deployment, a phased deployment naihed Safeguard, the

requested fiscal year 1970 appropriation could be radically reduced.
,Fiscal year 1970 required total obligation authority would be $892
million and the carryover of certain obligational authority from the
PEMA and MCA earlier appropriations could reduce the new obligational authority required to $794 million. A breakout of the request for fiscal year 1970 and earlier authorization by appropriation
are as shown on this next chart (chart 6). In brief, as it indicates:
(a) With respect to R.D.T. & E.-that is particularly in the development and test phase of it-the NOA for fiscal year 1970 is
$400.9 million. We have been pressing our R.D.T. & E. to the maximum degree possible particularly in the test area. We expect to carry
over no significant amount of unused obligation authority from fiscal
year 1969 to fiscal year 1970.
(b) With respect to PEMA, the new obligat ional authority required in fiscal year 1970 is $345.5 millionI although total obligational authority (TOA) is $360.5 million. With the decision to adopt
the Safeguard deployment, we continued our procurement contracts
already in force but adjusted them so that the procurement was directed at items required for the phase 1 deployment only. The adjustment has permitted us to carry over approximately $15 million Irom
fiscal year 1969 to apply to fiscal year 1970 requirements.
(c) In the MCA area, the change to Safeguard, and particularly
the fact that the deployment sehedole has been retarded over Sentinel,
has permitted us to 'Withhold obligation of much of the authority
earlier granted us. The MCA funds carried over to fiscal year 1970 as
reported to 34bu by the Secretary of Defense should total*$83 million
and, together with approximately $14.1 million NOA. should permit
us a TOA of $97.1 millon to accomplish construction in time to meet
phase 1site requirements.
.
(d) In the 0. &M.A. area, our requirements in fiscal year 1970 are
largely for the pay of personnel and their Support. With the change
of deployment we reduced our fiscal year 1970 requirement from $60.2
million to $23.2 million. This amount is a minimum necessary for the
purpose.
(e) Our MPA area also is the mininium necessary to insure roper
conduct of our program. As the chart shows, our NOA for MPA in
fiscal year 1970'is $9.8, million.
DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

With that general background, I would like to take each of the appropriations and go into somewhat more detail as to what are the requirements that necessitate the obligational authority requested. I
shall take themin the order in which they are listed on the chart (chart
6) which I have just used.
R.D.T. & E. (Chart 7). With respect to R.D.T. & E., our requirements break out into four categories as shown on this chart totaling
$400.9 million.
(a) In the R.D.T. &E. area, I believe it would be well that I first
summarize what we have accomplished i the last year as a backdrop
to the statement of fiscal year 1970 requirements.
(1) In the
area during the past year, we have pressed
forward with missile
the buildup of
a produotin capabilty and have intensified our flight testing. Of the 22 firings in the last 15 months,
15 have been fully successful,, 3 have partially achieved their ob-
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jectives and only 4 have been classed as failures. The AEC has
carried forward very satisfactorily its warhead testing plans and
has achieved excellent results.
(2) Construction and installation of equipment in the prototype MSR was completed during the year. The radar was brought
up to power and performance exceeded somewhat the design
goals. The initial operating software programs are being completed, installed and checked out as portions are completed.
(8) For the PAR, in the last year, we have established the de-

sign and moved into production. We have completed the basic
building criteria and design. We have started brassboard test of

preproductiorn components.

(b) rSfeguard System Development Contrat.-As you will remember, the Government employs for the development and test of
the BMD capability the Western Electric Co. as prime system contractor. Western is assisted by the, Bell Telephone Labs with respect to
engineering and design. R. I.T. &E. of the major componeilts is accomplished by four subcontractors to Western Electric-General Electric
for the PAR, Raytheon for the MSR., McDonnell-Douglas for the
Spartan, and Martin for the Sprint. A major portion of our funding
requirement is, therefore in the system contract category, some $818.6
million. The major activities which must be carried out and the
general nature of the required work is as follows:
(1) For continued development and test of the Sprint, some
$63.9 million is required. We are scheduled to make a number
of the test firings in fiscal year 1970 and this is a major portion of
the requirement.
(2) With respect to the Spartan, the requirement is for $74.9
million. We shall make a number of Spartan firings during this
period. The major portion of this amount relates to continued development of the Spartan and to these specific firings. However,
a lesser amount is to initiate the development of an improved third
stage for the Spartan to better handle 'more sophisticated threats
whIch may follow the mid-1975 threatf.
(8) We are carrying out during each of the fiscal years 1968
through 1970 a very large data processing effort. The total requirement in fiscal year 1970 is $58.4 million. This effort is largely
concerned with the development of the software for our testing at
Meek and for developing the actual tactical software to be used
at operating sites.
(4) Continued development on the MSR including operation
of the Meek.prototype will cost approximately $11.4 million and
work on an improved version of the MSR to handle later threats
will cost about $9.5 million.

(5) For the PAR, the requirement is for $25.7 million and relates largely for completion of the design documentation and the

procurement and test of preproduction components prior to

adopting, them as production items.

(6) O(verall systems engineering and integration will require

$26.1 milhion.

(7) The remainder some $49.7 million, is for site operations,
fee, contractor's overAead and certain maintenance documentation and orientation for training.

(c) Sy8tem support.-Some $28.4 million is required for system

support. Included in this requirement are funds for program manage-
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ment by the Government personnel concerned; R. & D. laboratory
support, support studies, and development studies; work by the Army s
Munition Command on warhead adaption kits; and certain special
hardness testing of components.
(d) Test 8upport.-CertainR. & D. costs ($40.7 million) are necessary as test support. The major portion of this is for test targets fired
into Kwajalein Atoll ($34.3 iulion). The remaining ($6.4 million)
is for special support rendered to us on a reimburs-ile basis by the
National Ranges, primarily Kwajalein.,
(e) The Safeguard S8tem Nvaluation Agency (SAFSEA).The fourth category is that for operation and support of the Safeguard System Evaluation Agency. -This is an Army organization of a
strength of approximately 400 military and civilian personnel which
carries out for the System Manager another Army agencies the functions of performing continuing independent evaluation of the system
and participates in testing to support evaluation to insure responsiveness of the system to the user requirements. The total requirement
for SAFSEA's activities for theyear is $13.2 million.
PEMA (chart 8).-As I statedearlier, with the decision to ado t
the Safeguard deployment, we continued our procurements already
in force but adjusted them so that procurement was directed to the
items required for the phase 1 deploy,ment only. ThIis permitted us
to carry over approximately $15 mil lion of obligational authority
from 1969 to apply against the fiscal year 1970 requirements. The
breakout of the requirements by line item is shown on pages 5, 6, 7,
and 15 of your PEMA supporting data for fiscal year 1070 budget
estimate (P-1 exhibit) and is also as shown on the chart (chart 8).
(a) Spt4nt.-Some $26.5 million of PEMA TOA is required for
activity related to the Sprint. This appears as lines 63 and 64 of page
5 of the P-1 exhibit.
(1) Only $1.6 million of this amount is for hardware items
for actual deployment and of this only $0.2 million is for verylong-leadtime parts for the guidance equipment of the missiles
themselves an'$1.4 million is for launch equipment.
S(2) $10.2 million is for facility amortization and for engineering related to preparation for production,
(3) $11.9 million is for support to ready for production and for
the necessary management, direction, and integration of overall
Sprint effort.
(4) $2.8 million is for preparatory measures for later installation and test, which includes work in fiscal year 1970 such as contractor planning for site activation and preparation for the conduct of tests and demonstrations.
(b) S artan.-Some $76.6 million of PEMA TOA is required for
activity related to the Spartan and appears as lines 65 and 66 of page
5 of the P-1 exhibit.
(1) Only $0.4 million of this amount is for hardware items for
actual deployment. These are long-leadtime parts for the missileborne guidance equipment.
n(2) $27.1 million is for facility amortization and for engineerng related to preparation for production.
(3) $41.1 million is for support to ready for production and
for the necessary management, direction, and integration of
overall Spartan effort,
0 (4) $8 inillion is required forhe preparatory measures for later
installation and test.
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(c) Ground equipment.-The largest single line item of the PEMA
TOA requirement is for $249.3 mill in for ground equipmient and appears as lines 67 and 68 of page 5 of the P-1 exhibit.. As shown on the

chart, this has been broken out. I shall break this out into hardware,
hardware advanced components, production base support, and so
forth.

(1) Hardware.-The only major hardware obligated with earlier year funds was the first PARt and PAR data processor to be
deployed and that for a tactical software control site (TSCS),

That is the site where we test out the tactical software packages

before we deploy them to the-operational site. The latter is a tactical software test location, 'The funds for fiscal year 1970 hardware
procurement total $183 million. The main items here are the first
missile site radar ($56.4 million) and its data processor ($46 million), certain interface and test equipment for the first PAR and
augmentation of the flist PAR data processor ($11.2 million), data
processing augmentation for the TSCS ($3,5 million), and training equipment for the training facility ($15.9 million).
(2) Hardware advancedoomponent.-In addition to the above
items, certain long leadtime components related to the second
PAR and second 1MSR will be acquired with an obligation of $20

million.

(8) $35.5 million is for preparation for production to include
facility amortization and manufacturing engineering.
.
(4) $50.7 million is for the support of production to include
management, direction, and integration of effort on the radars and
data processors.
(5) $10.1 million is required for preparation for later installation and test such as contractor planning for site activation and
design of test procedures.
(d) Produotion ba8e 8upport.-Production base support is for rehabilitation, repair and installation of Government-owned industrial
plant equipment at contractor plants. Production base support (as
shown by line 90 of p. 6 of the P-1 exhibit) drops off sharply for fiscal
year 1970, down to $0.8 million.
(e) Repair parts.-The initial stockage of repair parts at an estimated $4 million will be required as shown on line 94 of p. 7 of the P-i
exhibit.
(f) Compmniatiow.-Procurement of the initial portion of the
communications equipment for the phase 1 sites is planned for fiscal
year 1970 at an estimated $3.8 million. This requirement appears on
line 232 of p. 15 of the P-I exhibit.
MCA (ohart 9).-Appropriations given us to date in MCA have
been $81 million for fiscal year 1968 and $263 million for fiscal year
1969, total $344 million, With the change of deployment anol the slowdown involved, we have readjusted materially our obligation schedules,
Insofar as the fiscal year 1970 appropriation is concerned, you can see
from the upper part of the chart that the new obligational authority
required is reduced to $14.1 million due to the proposed reprograming
and carryover of prior-year funds to offset the fiscal year 1970 TOA
requirement of $97.1 million. The $14.1 million NOA is required for
construction of R. & D, support facilities at Kwajalein Missile Range
and related planning and design.
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0. & M.A. (ohwt 10). Our 0. & M.A. requirement is shown on this

chart together with the funding situation for the 2 prior years. As you
can note from the upper portion of the chart, there is a significant
decrease between 1969 and 1970. This is accounted for primarily by
the change in deployment plan. Our requirements breakout into three
categories as shown by the line item breakout. The major portion is,
of course, for personnel costs to include salaries, travel, transportation
and office services. We do lease certain space for offices and we have
certain contracts, primarily for analysis effort, evaluation of alternate
forms of logistic support, and preparation of trade-off studies on
manning and equipment requirements.
(a) The personnel funding for fiscal year 1970 is necessary to support the 1097 man years of effort required for planning, supervision
and management of the program. These are the personnel in the various headquarters and offices to include my own Safeguard System
Office (SAFSO), the Safeguard System Command (SAFSCOM)
office in Huntsville, the Safeguard System Evaluation Agency
(SAFSEA) in Now Mexico, and personnel engaged in Safeguard support in the Army Materiel Command (AMC), the Continental Army
Command (CONARC), the Army St~ategic Communications Command (STRATCOM), and the Army Air Defense Command
(ARADCOM).
(b) The $2.1 million for leases is to cover space at Huntsville, Fort
Huachuca and District of Columbia and also certain communication
lease costs.
(o) The $4.8 million for contracts is required for site operation
studies, nuclear effects studies, a management data system, new equipment training, and a communication engineering study.
MPA (chart 11). The requirements in MPA to support the. Safeguard deployment are shown by this last chart. We plan a military
end strength in fiscal year 1969 of 984 andin fiscal year 1970 of 1,290.
For fiscal year 1970, these include 32 military personnel in SAFSO,
121 in SAFSCOM, 159 in SAFSEA, 293 in ARADCOM, 160 in
STRATCOM, 360 in CONARC, 112 in AMC, and 53 in Huntsville
Engineer Division (USAEDH).
This is a summary of the situation, and I will be pleased to answer
any questions at this time.
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FLIGHT TESTS IN PROGRESS
ADDITIONAL WARHEAD DEVELOPMENT NECESSARY

LENGTH 55 FEET
RANGE SEVERAL HUNDRED MILES
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SPARTAN

SUCCESSFUL FLIGHT TESTS

LENGTH
DIAMETER
RANGE
CHART .

27 FEET
4.5 FEET
APPROX. 25 MILES

SPRINT

SUMMARY
SENTINEL/SAFEGUARD FUNDING
($ in Millions)

FY 68
APPROVED
PROGRAM

FY 69
APPROVED
PROGRAM

RDT&E

383.9

PEMA

FY 70
TOA

FY 70
NOA

311.5

400.9

400.9

137.9

330.6

360.5

345.5

MCA

55.2

183.0

97.1

14.1

O&MA

10.3

30.3

23.2

23.2

9.8

9.8

891.5Y

793.511

MPA
TOTAL

_/

4.1
591.4

6.0

861.4L/

$984 of difference from SENTINEL to SAFEGUARD available as carry-over to reduce FY 70 TOA
of $892M to
$794M4 NOA.

CHART 6

SAFEGUARD RDTE

($ in Millions)

APPROPRIATED

FY 68

FY 69

411.9

312.9

FY 70

REQUESTED NOA

400.9
APPROVED

APPROVED

REQUIRED

REQUESTED

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

TOA

NOA

383.9

311.5

400.9

400.9

330.2

251.1

318.6

318.6

SYSTEM SUPPORT

28.2

26.4

28.4

28.4

TEST SUPPORT

12.6

24.0

40.7

40.7

1.9

10.0

13.2

13.2

PROGRAM TOTALS
WEAPON SYSTEM CONTRACT

SAFSEA
REENTRY MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM

11.0
OBLIGATED
BY END FY 69

OBLIGATION TOTALS

CHART 7

383.9

OBLIGATED
BY END FY 69
310.6

-

SAFEGUARD PEVIA
($ in Millions)

APPROPRIATED

PROGRAM TOTALS

FY 68

FY 69

269.03/

342.7Y-

APPROVED

APPROVED

PROGRAM

PROGRAM

137.91/

26.5

25.4

22.8

76.6

73.3

101.4

252.2

249.3

238.7

27.4

47.2

REPAIR PARTS

4.0

COMMUNICATIONS

3.3
OBLIGATED
BY END FY 69

OBLIGATION TOTALS
AMOUNT OF CARRY-OVER
1

REQUESTED
NOA

345.5/

SPARTAN

PRODUCTION BASE SUPPORT

REQUIRED
TOA
360.5-Y

330.6-./

SPRINT

GROUND EQUIPMENT

FY 70

132.7

OBLIGATED
BY END FY 69
314.2
15.0

Approved DOD program for FY 68 is $137.9M. Congress appropriated
deployment was not initiated at the beginning of the fiscal year,
hearings, the Congress authorized the NIKE-X PEMA funds remaining
'The OSD approved FY 69 program for SENTINEL was $345.6M. The OSD
$330.6M, thus providing $15.OM carry-over to apply to FY 70 total
leaving a new obligational requirement of $345.5M.
CHART 8

$269.OM for NIKE-X deployment. Since
only $137.9M was needed. During FY 69
from FY 67 and FY 68 to be reprogrammed.
approved FY 69 program for SAFEGUARD is
obligational requirements of $360.5M,

SAFEGUARD MCA

($ in Millions)

APPROPRIATED

FY 68

FY 69

81.4

263.31.1

FY 70

REQUESTED NOA

PROGRAM TOTALS

14.1

APPROVED
PROGRAM

APPROVED
PROGRAM

REQUIRED
TOA

REQUESTED
NOA

55.2

183.0

97.1

14.1

_/ The OSD approved FY 69 program for SENTINEL was $266.OM. The OSD approved program for SAFEGUARD is $183.OM,
thus providing a $83.OM carry-over to apply to FY 70 TOA of $97.1M, leaving NOA of $14.1M.
CHART 9

SAFEGUARD OMA
($ in Millions)

APPROPRIATED

FY68

FY 69

18.0

39.0

FY 70

REQUESTED NOA

23.2

APPROVED
PROGRAM
PROGRAM TOTALS

10.3

PERSONNEL COSTS
LEASES

REQUESTED
NOA

30.3

23.2

23.2

18.4

16.3

16.3

10.7

OBLIGATED
BY END FY 69

CHART 10

REQUIRED
TOA

1.2

CONTRACTS

OBLIGATION TOTALS

APPROVED
PROGRAM

6.5

OBLIGATED
BY END FY 69
29.2

2.1
4.8

SAFEGUARD MPA

($ in Millions)

FY 68
APPROPRIATED

FY 69

FY 70

6.0

REQUESTED NOA

PROGRAM TOTALS

9.8

APPROVED
PROGRAM

APPROVED
PROGRAM

REQUIRED
TOA

REQUESTED
NOA

4.1

6.0

9.8

9.8

NOTE: MPA is an open allotment appropriation centrally controlled and managed at HQ, DA. The approved
program for SAFEGUARD represents that portion of the total appropriation estimated to be required
to cover
pay and allowances of SAFEGUARD military personnel based on Army wide average cost factors. Actual
expenditures are not controlled by individual commands or activities.

CHART 11
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MILITARY CONSTRUCTION FUNDS

Mr. MAHON. General, thank you for your statement. In view of the
fact that you were talkin about MCA, meaning Military Construction, Army, I think it well to point out that we are pleased to have
this information about the carryover funds$ some $83 million, give or
take, from th'e prior fiscal year and the fact that you will be asking and
are asking for $14.1 million of new funds for military construction,
that part of this program will be handled by the Military Construction Subcommittee. We will get into detail on that later. Mr. Sikes is
the chairman of that subcommittee.

General STARBIRD. Right, sir. I merely put in that paragraph to bal-

ance the total statement.

Mr. MAHON. I think it is all right.
Mr. SIKES. It may be well at this point for continuity of the record

if we have a breakdown of the construction simply submitted as a chart
for the record.
General STARBiRD. I shall do that, Mr. Sikes.
(The information follows:)
SAFEGUARD MCA
IDollars in millions)
Fiscal year
1968

1969

1970

Appropratd.......................................
81.4
1263.3 ...........................
Requested, NOA ................................................................
14.1
Approved program

Required
TOA.

Requested,
NOA
14.1

Program totals ......................................

55.2

183.0

97.1

Design .........................................
Construction ....................................
Access road ....................................
R. & D. support.................................

25.1
16.7
0
13.4

26.5
152.0
4.5
0

14.1
1.4
60.5 ..............
9.8 ..............
12.7
12.7

By end of fiscal year 1969
Obligations totals ...................................
Amount of carryover ................................
I

41.9
13.3

.1 ............................
182.9
0

The Office of the Secretary of Defense approved fiscal year 1969 program for Sentinel was $266 000 000. The Office

of the Secretary of Defense ap roved rogram for Safeguard Is $183,0000 thus providing a 83,000,000 carryover to
apply to fiscal year 1970 TOA of$97,100,000 leaving NOA of $14,100,000.
EFFECT OF CANCELING DEPLOYMENT

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Sikes and I were discussing, prior to this hearing,
a question which we think might be well to ask at this moment. That
is, what will be the loss in time and money if ABM is not carried
forward at this time? As you know, there are those who say that
moving forward in accordance wlth the budget plan with the ABM

Safeguard system is premature. They say that the system should be
further researched in order that the actual deployment could be approached with greater confidence, and so forth.
Now, what would be the effect of our action, an action by the Congress or by the administration stopping the program as outlined?
General STAPmRD. The most normal statement made is that the
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deployment itself would stop but research and development would
continue. I think that is what you are speaking to.
I can answer the time factor quite simply, sir: If we stopped the
deployment effort underway, letting the people that have been trained
and are engaged, even if a decision were to be made within a very few
months to go ahead again, the deployment of the first two sites would
be delayed approximately 2 years.
In other words, the first site would become operational not in early
1974 but wouldbe delayed until early 1976.
Now, of course, that is 2 years and that could be prolonged for a
much longer period of time if the decision to go back to deployment
were made, say, a year and a half or 2 years from now.
It takes us about a year to remobilize, to retrain the people and
to get them back engaged in effective production and to get them back
and get them onsite starting effective construction so that the facilities
can be ready to receive the equipment when that is completed.
Now in funds, sir, it is a little more difficult to answer because we
would hve to take each of the items as of the time of stopping and
go out and negotiate and see how far we had gone. This would apply
not only to the prime contractor and the first tier subcontractors but
to all the venders that had received purchases.
Our obligations through April 30, the lateBt date I have, for PEMA
are $433 million. Some major portion of that would be lost effort, sir.
PRACTIALITY OF DELAYING DEPLOYMENT

Mr. MAiHrON. Do you think it-makes sense, General--you have been
associated with this program and related programs for a long time.
Now, do you think it makes sense from some standpoints to dela the
deployment, to proceed with research, even though there would be
quite a hiatus as between your schedule now and what would become
your schedule?
General STARBIRD. No, sir, it does not to me, make sense, if the objective is to acquire an increased capability through a very short period
like a year or so's added R.D.T. &E.
After all, we have carried the preparations for this deployment to
a rather advanced state as compared with many other of the deployments or decisions to produce or deploy.
In part, this is due to the fact that we did start a program directed
toward the sentinel deployment. We started that back in October of
1967. We intensified our research, we intensified our development.
Now, looking at possibilities of change in the system you have to
look at them from two separate categories. First, would there, through
a year or two's added R.D.T. & E., come along an entirely different
design ? To me, looking at this for a year and a-half roughly, I do not
see that. In other words, we have carried the design and capability to
a very advanced point, considering what the state of the art can now
do for us.
Now alternatively, the second thing to think of is, have we made provision in this deployment for things that would permit us to improve
if the threat became heavier than has been discussed for the mid-1970
period? The answer to that is "Yes." We have made two basic provisions for this.
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First, we are developing an
able to do. So in each of our
we are building the large concrete structure so that if we need
to in the future we can put
-. In other words, it, too, can be phased
into the program.
So, Mr. Chairman, I have answered from the technical point of view:
From the practical point of view if we reverted to R.D.T. &E. there
would be much funding lost, as the chairman has already brought out.
Now, I won't try to cover the matter of relationship to the threat or
relationship to strategic arms limitation negotiation unless you desire,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIKES. No, I don't think that is necessary at this time.
It would appear that this progam, having been in the R.D.T. & E.
stage for a considerable period of time, is ripe for progressing into the
deployment and operational states and that further delays would not
only be costly but they would, in considerable measure, frustrate the
accomplishments to date. Is that overstating the case ?
General STARBIRD. No; I think you have hit upon a very, very important point, Mr. SIKES. The people who have been engaged in this
program and have come to a point of starting a deployment; now
should that deployment now be stopped, I think many of them would
wonder whether it would ever be started again and consequently you
would have a frustration, in part, with them, a question in the sense
of whether they would stay with the program.
ADMINISTRATIVE

MANAGEMENT OF SAFEGUARD

PROGRAM

Mr. SxKEs. The committee would like for you to describe in some
detail the administrative management of the Safeguard anti-ballisticmissile system program.
We note that within the Safeguard organizational structure there
have been established several agencies, offices, commands, and facilities, such as (1) the Safeguard Systems Command, (2) the Safeguard
Agency, (4) the
systems office, (3) the Safeguard System Evaluation
Safeguard Logistics Command, (5) Safeguard Central Trainng Facility, (6) various Safeguard operations within the Strategic Communications Command and the Air Defense Command.
If I am not mistaken, you have a rather sizable missile system headquarters in Huntsville. There is another significant headquarters-type
activity at White Sands Missile Range. I am sure thereis also a certain amount of headquarters-type activities performed in the Pacific
islands.
Now, with that background, this means very considerable overhead,
a very large team. What type of administrative management system is
being used and what does it cost V
General STARBn. I would like to take each of those commands and
only give about two sentences to give the basic structure.
Mr. SIREs. Let me pose two additional subquestions because you
may want to touch on all of them rather broadly.
General STARBIRD.

Very well.

Mr. SIrES. The first was: What type of administrative management
system is being used and what does it cost?
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Second. Would you distinguish between the administrative management of the development and deployment on the one hand, and the
operational command and control on the other hand?
The third subquestion is: Why was it necessary to establish all of
these agencies, offices, commands, or facilities in support of the Safeguard operation?
General STARBIRD. Let me take it in order, sir. The basic structure
of management that is being carried out or exerted in this program is
the normal Department of Defense and Army system of management. This is one whereby the program in detail is submitted and
reviewed. Departures there from have to be approved at OSD and
Secretary of theArmy level.
However, in addition to that, and like some other major programs
such as the Polaris program and some of the Air Force programs,
the Army saw fit in November of 1967 to establish a single manager,
a single manager who reported directly to the Secretary of the Army
dthe Chief of Sta, and was responsible for effectiveness in management. He also had a responsibility for accomplishing at General
Staff level the coordination that was necessary to insure that the program was carried out. He was given a small structure of his own,
basically to carry out planning and to exert control over the contractors. And he was authorized to task other organizations of the Army,
such as the Continental Air Defense Command the Strategic Army
Command to insure that work was done by them necessary to the
system and without creating a duplicate organization.
Letme take the various organizations briefly.
In

WASHINGTON

4hfi

at

General:

OFFICE

personally,
in individuals
the Washington
have a small
office of
102Now,
individuals.
Those
assist area
me inI directing
the program,
in accomplishing coordination and approvals with the Department
of Defense and the Department of the Army. I, however, do not have
a large number of technical and management people here. We are
basically an overseeing organization, but, I might state, a very closely
watching overseeing agency.
MAIN COMMAND

My main command is one in Huntsville, Ala., that you spoke of. It
is the Safeguard System Command. It is a command of aroiid 1,00
people.
of planning
under my general direction. It
It accomplishes
accomplishes the
the details
supervision
and inspection
of all contract
effort. It does our cohesive planning with the other elements of the
Army.
EVALUATION AGENCY

The only other organization that I have under my direct command
is the Safeguard System Evaluation Agency. Actually, it was not created for Saf'guard. It took over two smaller agencies that were watching the development program at an earlier date. This is an organization of about 400 persons. They go to all our tests. They observe the
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contractors' tests. Under my direction, they exanfie anythln g that
I think is possibly going to cause trouble. They mainly are in the technical side. They are somewhat, though, in the cost and cost-tradeoff
side to assist me in getting an independent evaluation of what is being
done and what could be done.
CENTRAL TRAINING FACILITY

You spoke of the central training facility. Under the Continental
Army ominand, substantially all traninifig for the Army is accomplished. They have no permanenit facility and only a nucleus of personnel right now. To train the various specialists that we need for
this program, the central training facility is a facility created under
my direction by the Continental Army Command commander to accomplish this purpose.
COMMUNICATIONS

Communications are particularly critical to this program. As an
example, some of the technical comfiications cannot be interrupted
for more than
Now, we do not intend to build separate communications for this
system. The commUnications will be furnished by the large industrial
communications system base that we have in this country and rather
than create a separate organization to plan, supervise, raise that communications, even to operate that communications, I called upon the
Strategic Army Communications Command to do this. So they have
a definite function in this regard.
LOGISTICS

You asked about the Safeguard Logistics Command. This is an
organization operating under the Army Materiel Command. It is the
organization that will accomplish off-site maintenance and supply for
our equipment once it is deployed.
An element of that agency is now mobilized doing the planning for
that later test, so that we will not have to come in late in the game
and try to scramble at high costs to create good logistics support setup. I have forgotten the exact numbers of persons that they have, but
I think it is about 70 personnel.
I think I have answered the question, sir. But I will recheck in
the record and insert, have I missed any.
(The additional information follows:)
(a) The administrative management system being used is the system/project
manager system as outlined in DOD directive 5010.14, dated May 4, 1905. The
Safeguard System Manager (SAFSM) has under his immediate command the
Safeguard System Office (SAFSO), the Safeguard System Command (SAFSCOM) and the Safeguard System Fivaluation Agency (SAFSIA). These three
organizations form the safeguard system organization and together provide centralized mangement of the development and deployment of the Safeguard system.
The Safeguard Logistics Command (SAFLOG), an element of the Army Materiel
Command and the U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville (USAEDH), an element of the Office of the Chief of Flngineerd have been placed under the operational
control of the Safeguard System Manager. The Continental Army Command, the
U.S. Army Strategic Communications Command, 'and the U.S. Army Air Defense Command provide support for the Safeguard system. The operational cost
of the Safeguard system organization will be $18.2 million for fiscal year 1969.
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(b) The SAFSM is charged with the development and deployment of the Safeguard system. Once the system has been deployed, it will be turned over to the
Continental Air Defense Command for operational command and control of the
deployed BMD system.
(o) To provide the complex support required by the Safeguard system, the
commanders of the agencies identified as "participating organizations, not part
of the system/project management office" in the system charter have organized
elements of their commands to provide "complementary support such as operational testing, personnel training, activation, or deployment" to the system manager as directed in DOD directive 5010.14. This resulted in the establishment
of the U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville, the Safeguard Logistics Command, Safeguard Central Training Facility and the various Sdfeguard operations within the strategic Communications Command and the Air Defense
Command. The Safeguard System Office, the Safeguard System Command, and the
Safeguard System Evaluation Agency are the organizational elements of the
Safeguard System Manager's Office.
NEED FOR EXTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAMS

Mr. SIKES. The committee is puzzled by the organizational requirements, personnel requirements.
Let me approach it from this direction: In the anti-aircraft programs, which are similar in many respects, there are extensive training facilities and training procedures. Were these.u.tlized at all in
establishing the Safeguard offices and trainingprogras I
General STA.RIRD. They definitely are, sir. There is an Army air
defense traiiing center which is located at Fort Bliss. The Safeguard
Central Training Facility is an element of that center. We have run extensive investigations to insure that we phase, that we use the facilities that could be made available from that center and elsewhere for
Fort Bliss. We are using the same basic command structure over it
and we are using the same people to the degree possible for instruction.
Now, manyof the people that we use are not specialists unique to-the
Safeguard type of deployment. Those individuals will be trained in
the normal Army training centers. MP's are an example, and the administrative staffs. It is only those that are unique by qualification to
this particular system that will be trained in the central training
facility.
The central training facility and the manpower to operate that
facility are scaled to that training of unique personnel.
CONTROL OF STAFFING

Mr. SiKES. It seems inherent in practically all operations of Government, includifig those of Congress, that a system which has been in
existence for a number of years tends to grow and to accumulate more
people than are essential. What do you do, what have you done to prevent that occurrence in the Safeguard system?
General STARBIRD. I could tell you what I have done and what I intend to do, Sir.
When the Sentinel requirement came in-and I am talking about
Sentinel-shortly after I came into my office, the personnel requirements as submitted to me appeared excessively high. I actually got in
the commnier eror the deputy to the commander, the appropriate deputy to the commander, and I went over space by space every one of
the spaces that was concerned. It was a long and a time-consuming
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activity but through this means we screened back radically the numbers that were required.
Now, as you may have noted in my testimony, sir, the 0. & M.A.
setup for 190 under the Sentinel program would have been $60.2 milhion. Only a portion of that was for personnel. The presently stated requirement
is $23.2
million. In fact, in that screening it was even more
rigid and the
$23 million
and the numbers carried by that $23 million
are the bare mihiti to carry out the program.
Mr. Su'Es. Well, the program is being reduced. Now, why is it
necessary that 1,290 military personnel be assigned during fiscal
1970 at an estimated cost of $9.8 million for the various operations?
General STAitiIrD. The major portion of those are already assigned,
""
Mr. Chairman.
INCREASE IN STAFFINO

Mr. SIKES. There is an increase, by 306, in fiscal 1970 and that is
difficult to understand, in view of the reductions in the program.
General STARIBIRD. About 25 of those are in the Safeguard System
Command; that is, the agency in Huntsville, Ala. They are largely
ones that are connected with the inspection and carrying out of the
testing connected with the bringing in of the elements for the sites.
About 60 are in the Army Air Defense Command. That is a
headquarters that I did not mention. It is the one that operationally
will fake over these sites, and it is preparing, conducting the analyses,
and assisting me with the preparations for the deployment -that will
come,
Fifty are in the Strategic Communications Command. They had
just started their activities. These will be the minimum numbers to
carry on the planning and analysis and some of the initial operation
of the administrative communications sites which must go in.
In the Continental Army Command, largely in the training
facilities, the increase is by a total of 66. These are to pick up the
others that are coming in for training prior to deployment to sites.
As. you realize, Mr. Chairman, a large number of these must reach
the sites about 15 months before deployment.
I have covered a large number of those, sir. I can insert the details
in the record, if you wish.
Mr. SIRES. All right.
(The information follows:)
INCREASES IN MILITARY AUTHORIZED END STRENGTH
fiscalY969

SAFSO ..................---------............
SAFSCOM.-................................-

SASEA ..........................................................
ARADCOM .....................................
STRATCOM
CONARC
(S-------------------------------------...............................
SAFLOR....
.....T ....
.
..
Corps of Engineers (JSAEIDH)---------------------------3
Total ......................................................

32
98

145
238
110
295
32

Fiscal 11970

Change
Change

3.--------12go.

159
293
160
360
112

114
+
+60
+65
.- B0

-19
984

1,290

+306

Note: The fiscal year 1970 authorization repremnts the minimum required to provide for a planned phased building
toward operational status. This end strength reflects a mllitarycivilan mIx of about 1:2 which Is appropriate to Insure
flexiblit inherent in assignment of military personnel qnd yet maintain civilian continuity.
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TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL TO SAFEGUARD
Mr. MIOHAELS. Going back to one of the points you mentioned, I
think you said 50 spaces in the Air Defense Command.
General STAiIBIRD. Right.

Mr. MIOHAELS. Hasn t the Air Defense Command been gradually

reducing? Is it not phasing down as the number of batteries are
being phased out?
General STARnniD. Let me make clear, sir, what this listing of personnel is and accomplishes. These are the persons who are doing work
connected with this system. In many cases they are individuals who
are doing other work earlier. But our stated requirements are for
the full numbers that are on the Safeguard proam.
I will determine and insert in the record, should you like, a statement as to the numbers of the increase that are expected to come
from Hercules or other type activity which is decreasing.
Mr. MICTTAELS. And where they are costed, because the implication
here is that this represents additional people being charged to the
Safeguard program. If they are in fact the same people who are
already there, is there a reduction in some other command?
General STARBIRD. Right. I would have then to go clear back, and
I will get as much as I can on the overall situation, but what the
military personnel requirement is that is shown is the numbers of
personnel actually working on Safeguard multiplied by the Armywide dollar factors that apply.
Mr. MIOTAELS. Are you saying, then, the numbers used here are
program numbers and do not necessarily relate to the budget?
General STARBiRD. No. T think the total of this and all other programs would make up the same sum as is included in the budget. X
am saying that in the over-all budget number we are allocated so
many personnel for the duties that we have to perform, and the costs
which are shown are those which are a -factor times that number.
(The information follows:)
There has been a gradual reduction in the strength authorized the Air De-

fense Command concomitant with the number of air defense batteries deactivated. Spaces from Armywide activities, including Hercules, have been repro-

gramed to Safeguard in consonance with DOD approved Safeguard manpower
requirements or have been authorized to the Army by OSD from other than
Army sources. It is impracticable to actually trace the paths of individual
spaces because of the vast number involved and constantly changing requirements. However, 47 spaces have been identified as having been reprogramed
from ARADCOM to the Safeguard program for fiscal year 1970 requirements.
CIVILTAN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. SmFs. How many civilian personnel does the system employ?
General STARaT.. I think it is 2,347, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. Provide for the record the numbers by appropriation.
General STARBIrPD. I can do that, sir.
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(The information follows:)
The system employed a total of 2,347 full-time civilian personnel In permanent
positions as of May 31, 1069 In the following appropriations:
Number
employed
Appropriation:
0. & MA.
-------------------------------------------1, 255
R.D.T.E.
----------------------------------------------521
MCA
-------------------------------------------------348
AIF
-------------------------------------------------223
Total

----------------------------------------------

2847

Mr. SIKRs. Will you employ additional civilian personnel in fiscal

1970?

General STARnIXmn. I think there is a slight reduction, sir. I would
like to give that for the record.
Yes, from a planned 2,433 reducing to 2,283.
Mr. SIRpS. Is this a realistic reduction in view of the overall reduction in the program?
General STAImiRD. I think so, sir. The initial number planned for
fiscal year 1970 was much larger for the larger program.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to have for the record a schedule showing
the number of civilian personnel employed, by appropriations, for
fiscal years 1968,1969, and the estimate for 1970.
General STAiBID. I will provide that.
(The information follows:)
AUTHORIZED CIVILIAN END STRENGTH
Appropriation

OMA ............................................................
RDTE ............................................................
MOA .............................................................
AIF .............................................................
Total ......................................................

Fiscalyear
1968 1

Fiscal year
199

Fiscal year
197

650
399
273
54
1,376

1,291"
556
367
219
2,433

1,209
487
388
219
2,283

1Operating (on board) strength as of June 30, 1968.
ADP

1ANAOEMENT SYSTEMS

Mr. SIREs. How many ADP management systems are being used
within the Safeguard command structure?
General STAPBIRD. There is one, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Provide a description for the record.
(The information follows:)
There Is only one ADP management system being used within the Safeguard
Command structure. The computer is located at the Safeguard System Command
headquarters at Huntsville, Ala., and the system is referred to as the Safeguard
management Information system (SMIS).

Mr. SIKES. Will any new systems be established in fiscal year 1970?
General STAiwm: While we are procuring additional ADP for the
operational sites, sir, no new ADP management systems will be
installed.
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RENTAL OF MANAGEMENT SYMSN ADP EQUIPMENT

Mr. SiKES. I would like the total amount being requested for fiscal
1970 for the rental of ADP equipment for management of the Safeguard system.
(The information follows:)
The total amount being requested for the rental of ADPE for management of
the Safeguard system is 1.440 million.
(Broken down: )

Safeguard System Command:

O. & M.A
-------------------------------------------------PIEMA
----------------------------------------------------.
Total

---------------------------------------------------

1.410
030
1.440

Mr. SIKES. I would like prepared for the record a schedule showing
the amount obligated, by appropriations, for fiscal years 1968,1969, and
estimated 1970, for the rental or purchase of ADP equipment in support of the management of the Safeguard system.
(The informat-ion follows:)
The following is a schedule showing the amount obligated by appropriations for
fiscal years 1908, 1969 and the estimate for fiscal year 1970 for the rental or purchase of ADPE in support of the Safeguard management Information system:
I-RENTALS
Appropriation

Fiscal
year

Obligated (millions of dollars)

PEMA ...........................................

0.200 (Western Elctric Co.) ............
0.030 (SAFEUARD System Comniand.......
.244 (SAFEGUARD System omman) .............
1.410 (SAFEGUARD System Command).............

0. & M.A ..................................
o. & M.A ..................................

1968
1969
1970

II-PURCHASES (1 ADPE PURCHASE WAS MADE BY WESTERN ELECTRIC CO. AS FOLLOWS:)
PEMA ...........................................
PEMA ...........................................

0.292 ........... ..............................
0.292 .........

1969
1...........................
970

'Estimated.

Mr. SIKEs. Will there be or is there now a Safeguard ADP management command?
General STARBID. There is no ADP management command as such,
sir. Every one of our systems established for management, however,
must be approved by the Comptroller of the Army and his organizational review set-up for ADP systems.
COMMUNICATIONS
DEDICATED COMMUI NATIONS SYSTEM

Mr. SIxES. Last year and in the original budget request for fiscal
year 1970, you proposed the establishment of a special dedicated commuications system for Safeguard. Considering the changes in the system, do you still intend to establish a dedicated Safeguard communications system?

General

STARBIJD.

Only where the general-purpose systems do not

adequately meet the requirements, sir. We ar actually establishing a
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system that is partly integrated with the defense communications system and partly an extension of it.
Mr. SIKES. Wil you provide additional information on that for the
record?
General STAniaxiD. Will do,sir.

(The information follows:)
,Safeguard communications plans are based: on leasing the majority of the
services required from the common carriers through the DOS. Safeguard must
procure its own encryption devices since these are not supplied by the carriers.
Funds for extensions from the existing common carrier routes to the Safeguard
sites will be provided by Safeguard. These routes will actually become part of the
DOS. Within these services Safeguard will have some dedicated circuits in
order to provide the speed of service, bandwidths, and reliability needed by the
weapons system. These cannot be met within the existlngcommon user facilities

of the DOS.

ROSSLYN COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY

Mr. SIKES. Why is it necessary to install a special telecommunications facility for the Safeguard headquarters in Rosslyn?
General STARBItD. We have there a very small communications center. As far as I know-and I checked this the other day-we are the
only organization in the building that has one. We, of course, are not
adjacent to or next to main communications facilities. It is a very small
center to handle our classified and unclassified traffic. We handle some
other traffic that is in that building now and may handle more depending upon the outcome of a study currently being conducted.
Mr. SutES. What are they?
General STARBImiD. There is a large number, sir. We have a part of
two floors of a 12-floor building. As far as I know, the only commercial organization in there occupies about one floor.
COMUNICATIONS COSTS

Mr. SiREs. What is your estimated total communications cost for
fiscal year 1970?
General STAiRD.. I will have to give that for the record.

Mr. S uEs. And give us some estimate of the projection for future
years.
General STARBn. The average for future years after phase I becomes operational is around $6 million a year, sir.
(The information follows:)
The projected estimated cost of Safeguard communications for the two sites
In phase I is as follows:
[Dollars in millions

OMA:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.494
12.029
7.1
50661
5.748

I
-------Fiscal year 1970
----------- -----------------------------Fiscal year 1971-----------

8 800

Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
PEMA:

year
year
year
year
year

1970
1971
19721978
1974
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STUDIES ON PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Mr. SIKES. For the record, tell us what type of mannifig and equip-

ient requirement studies will be financed with 0. & M. funds in fiscal
year 1970, and how much this will cost.
(The information follows:)

In fiscal year 1970, It Is estimated that $600,600 0. & M. funds will be required
to finance studies on mannifig and eiiiipment requirements. These studies will
consider personnel and equipment requirements at the tactical sites with a view
to deternifling trade off and the fixing of functional responsibilities at the
tactical sites.
FUNDS FOR SAFEGUARD
REPROGRAMING ACTION

Mr. SIKc.S. When the Secretary of Defense testified before the cominittee last May 22, he provided a table comparing the amount of
funds obligated i fiscal years 1968 and 1969 with the approved prograin and the amount appropriated,
In fiscal year 1968 Conoress appropriated a total of $766,9 million,
which included $401.3 million for Nike X engineering development
applicable to the Sentinfel system. The approved program for fiscal
year .198,however, was only $591.4 illli6h, For what purpose will the
remaining $365.6 million from fiscal 1968 funds be used?
General Starbird. Sir, the approved program of $591 millioh:represents the total made available to us. There are two other large sums
of money involved. One is about 131 million, which was fiscal year
1968 PEMA funding that was not required because the initial Sentinel
deployment started later than planned. This was reprogramed by
a formal action of last year.
The remaining sum, around $26 million, as I remember it, in fiscal
year 1968 MCA, was also funding not required in that year because
we did not start the deployment as early as expected. That also was
withdrawn from us.
Mr. SIKES. Congress appropriated $963.6 million in fiscal year 1969,
and the currently approved OSD program is $841.2 million. Whit use
is to be matle of the remainin- $102.4 million from fiscal 1969 funds ?
General STAIRBIil. $98 mill&n of it, sir, is in MOA and PEMA
which will be carried over and applied against the total obligational
authority of the next year. $3 nillii of it, as I remeiber, is
0. & M.A., which lapses due to the fact th t these are 1-year ftnfids.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to have fortlie record a table showing how
the unprograihed funds were applied, identifying the programs,
projects, or items of equipment for which any of these funds were
reprogameiid.
General STARBIAD. We will prepare a statement on that, sir.
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(The information follows:)
SAFEGUARD, FISCAL YEAR 1968 FUNDING PROGRAM
(In
millions of dollars]
Appropriated
RDTE ......................................................
1411.9
PEMA .....................................................
269.0
MCA ......................................................
81.4
OMA ......................................................
18.0
MPA ......................................................................
Total ................................................

780.3

Reprograming

OSD approved
program

2 -28.0
4-131.1
s -26.2
6.-7.7
7+4.1

3383.9
137.9
55.2
10.3
4.1

-188.9

591.4

I Includes $401,300,000 transferred to SENTINEL by OSDfrom NIKE-X basic development.
I Net amount derived from carryng forward $12,0000 of fiscal year 1967 NIKE-X fundsattributable to the SENTINEL
program, OSD reprograjin $15 000,000 attributableto IKE-X advanced development to that Program, and $25,000,000
was re
$Irogrameito
0A (411 b00,0ot$1200000-(1500,000$25,0
=$383,900,0 0).
Includes $361,300,000 tr
NINEL b
romNIKE-X basic development.
IThis Isa net amount, $153,500.000 of fiscal year 1967 funds appropriated to support NIKE-X were carried forward to
increase funds available to SENTINEL to $422,500,000. Durin the fiscal year 1969 budget hearings, the Congress reprogramned the $153,500,000 plus $131,100,000 of the $269,000,000-fora tOtal of $284,600,000 to meet other requirements, e.g.,
Southeast Asia.
6 This Is a net-decrease derived from a $21,100,000 increase In plannIng/design funds and a decrease of $47,300,000
in construction fundsrepro ramed by OSD.
o Reprogramed by
y %reduce the fiscal year 1968 supplemental budget request.
.
m
r
?Reprogramed by OS withIn the MPA appropriation total based on pay and allowance requirements ataverage man-year
rates to support military personnel approved for the SENTINEL program.
SAFEGUARD FISCAL YEAR 1969 FUNDING PROGRAM
(in millions of dollars)
Appropriated

Reprogramilng
SENTINEL

SENTINEL Reprogramlng
program I SAFEGUARD

SAFEGUARD
program

RDTE................................
PEMA ...............................
MCA ................................
OMA ................................
MPA ................................

312,9
342.7
263.3
39.0
5.7

1-1.6
I2. 9
-+2,7
'-5.7
1+.3

311.3
4+0.2
8-15.0
345.6
266.0
8-83.0
1o-3, 0
33.3
6.0 ..............

311,5
330.6
183. 0
30.3
6.0

Total ..........................

963.6

-1.4

962.2

861.4

-100.8

I The amounts requested Inthe January budget request.
3The amounts requested Inthe April revised budget request.
I Reductionin R.&D.funded manpower authorized SENTINEL by OSD.
by OSD from prior-year NIKE X funds to cover increased civilian salary rates which became effective
4Reprogramed
July
,1969.
*IsDetencrease results primarilyfrom several OSDdirected program adjustments.

a year 197NOA
b ISO bypen$15,0000.
i
5ressional.approval
. of fiscal year 1970 program. If approved, carryover will reduce
fiscalDeferred
.This Isa net increase by.OS.D derived from a $5,100,000 In plannlng/design funds carried over from fiscal year 1968
offset by a $2400 000 decrease In OSD-approved construction funds.
SDeferred b OSD pending congressional approval of fiscal year 1970 program. Itapproved, carryover will reduce
fiscal year 197 NOAby $83,000,000.
'Army's availability of OMA was reduced by OSD.The $5,700,000 reduction was subsequently used by OSD to reduce
the Army's request tot
f,cal year 1969 supplemental funds,
" Army's availability ofOMA was reduced an additional $3,000,000 by OSD. This amount was subsequently used to
further reduce te Army's re guest for fiscal year 1969 supplemental funds.
I Increased allocation to SENTINEL within total Army MPA appropriation to cover personnel costs at then current
man-year rates.
FUNDS FOR KWAJALEINI,

GRAND FORKS AND MALMSTROM

Mr. SIKES. HOW much -of your, Safeguard program for fiscal years
1968, 1969, and 1970 will be utilized at Kwajalein? Do you wish to
provide thatfor the record?.
General STARBnD. I would like to, sir. I will cover only the support
items sir. Of course, as you realize all the missile firings are chargeable. i thinkl the question is directed at how much support cost, is that
correct sir?
Mr. SrKES. Yes. I would like to know how much is programed for
each of the. two Safeguard sites and, in each instance, for all appropriations.
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General STAIIBIiR. All right, sir.

(The information follows:)

SAFEGUARD PROGRAM UTiLIZED AT KWAJALEIN
[In millions of dollars
Fiscal year
RDTE, A..........................................
."-"
MCA ........................................--...--Total ......................................................

Fiscal year

Fiscal year
20. 1
12.7

18.6
29.9
13.4 ..............

.

18.6

43.3

32.8

FUNDS PROGRAMED FOR DIRECT SITE COSTS FOR THE FIRST 2 SITES (ESTIMATED)
tin millions of dollars
Malmstrom

Grand Forks
PEMA .........................................
MCA ..........................................
Total ....................................

1968

1969

33
27
60

66
152
218

1970
91
1
92

1968

1969

15
1
16

1970

40
17
57

45
52
97

UNEXPENDED BALANCES

Mr. SIias. Please provide a table showing the anticipated unexpended balances for fiscal years 1968 and 1969 at the beginning and at
the end of fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
SAFEGUARD ESTIMATED UNOBLIGATED AND UNEXPENDED BALANCES
[In millions of dollars]
Approved

program
FIscalyear 1968:
RTE ............................
PEMA ...........................
MCA --------------------------OMA ............................
MPA ............................
Total ..........................
Fiscal oar
1969:
W E: ---------------------PEMA ................

....-..
-183.0"
MCA .................
OMA ............................
MPA ............................
Total ...........................

June 30, 1970

June 30,1969:
Unobligatid

Unexpended

Unobligated

Unexpended

6.5 ............................
383.9 -------5.2
52.2 ............................
137.9
0.8
13.3
24.0 -------------55.2
110.3 ........................................................
4.1 ........................................................
591.4
311.5

2330.6

18.5
.9

16.4

82.7 -------------151.5 ..............

259.9 ..............

0.8
5.0

74.8

183.0 ..............
152.7
182.9
a12.2 ............................
30.3
41.1
6.0 ......................................
606.6 ..............
232.5
6861.4
201.3

IA totaI6f ,500,000 OMA was obligated as of June 30 196841the remaining $3,800,000 was made available to finance
other OMA priority re uirernents which arose during the fiscal year.
2Excludes $15,000,000 deferred by OSD pending congressional approval of fiscal year 1970 program. If approved carryover will reduce fiscal year 1970 NOA.
3 Excludes $83,000,000 deferred by 0SD pending congressional approval of fiscal year 1970 program. If approved, carryover will reduce fiscal year 1970 NOA.
i The unobligated OMA balance of $1,100,000 was made available to finance other OMA priority requirements which
arose during the fiscal year.
aAmount shown unexpended is difference between amount obligated and amount expended at June 30,1969.
$ Excludes $98,000,000 deferred by OSD pending congressional approval of fiscal year 1970 program. If approved carryover will reduce fiscal year 1970 NOA.
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NIKE-X UNOBLIGATED

AND UNEXPENDED

BALANCES

Mr. SIKES. Also, I would like provided a schedule showing the anticipated unobligated and unexpended balances on June 30, 1969, for
Nike X, by fiscal year for all appropriations.
(The in formation follows:)
PROJECTED NIKE-X UNOBLIGATED AND UNEXPENDED BALANCES AT JUNE 30, 1969
[in millions of dollars]
OSD approved
program

Unobligated

1964, ROTE .......................................................

269.7

0.1

0.2

1965:
RDTE ........................................................
MCA ........................................................

328.8 ..............
15.0
.5

.2
1.2

343.8

.5

1.4

1966:
ROTE ........................................................
MCA ........................................................

389.8
24.2

.2
.3

4.1
.6

Total ......................................................

414.0

.5

4.7

420.7
31.3

.4
1.8

2.8
7.0

452.0

2.2

9.8

129.3 .............
5.8
.2

9
.7

Fiscal year appropriation

Total ......................................................

1967:
RDTE ......................................................
MCA ........................................................

.

Total ......................................................
1968:
ROTE ........................................................
MCA .......................................................
Total ......................................................

Unexpended

135,1

.2

1.6

137.1
3.2

26.1
3.0

81.7
3.2

Total ......................................................

140.3

29.1

84.9

Total:
ROTE .......................................................
MCA ........................................................

1,575.4
79.5

26.8
5.8

89.9
12.7

1,654.9

32.6

102.6

1969:
ROTE ........................................................
MCA .........................................................

Total ...................................................

-.

1Excludes $361,300,000 transferred to Sentinel/Safeguard program.
COST OF SAFEGUARD

PROGRAM

Mr. SiKEs. In view of the current front page interest in military
weapons system costs, would you at this point in the record list the
current estimate of the cost of the Safeguard antiballistic missile system and to the extent applicable, show target costs and ceiling costs
Separately
(The information follows:)
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SAFEGUARD TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS-PHASE 1
In millions of dollars)

Appropriations
R,& D.............................................
Total Investment .................................
Total operating ......................................
Total .......................................

Programed Total program,
fiscal year
fiscalyea r
1968-74
1971-74

OSO-approved
program,
fiscal year
1968-69

Requested
fiscal
10

1695.4
706.7
50.7

400.9
457.6
33.0

976.4
948.2
231.1

2,072.7
2,112.5
314.8

1,452.8

891.5

2,155.7

4,500.0

.

'Includes $361,300,000 transferred to Sentinel/Safeguard from fiscal year 1968 Nike X program.
Safeguard development and production coniracts are of the cost-reimbursable type and contain a provision which
precludes expenditures beyond the target amount in the contract unless proper yJustified and additional contract fuadng
has been provided, Inthis vein, target and ceiling cost become the same. There have been minor cost increases (less than
1 percent) for the work potformed In the development contract from its initiation in fiscal year 1954 through fiscal year
1969. For that portion of the effort which In on cost-plus-Incentive.fee, $513,000 000 development effort Infiscal year
1968 and 1969, there Is a cost-control clause In the contract which provides for a dollar-for-dollar reduction In earned performance and schedule Incentives by the amount that actual cost exceeds established target cost in the contract.
COST OVI'MRUNS

Mr. SiKES. Tell us at this point what your picture is going to be
on cost overruns.
General STAIwimD. Of course, we will control cost increases to the

maximum degree that we possibly can, sir. A portion of any increase
in estimated cost, may be due'to increased price levels, and in fact they
have occurred even since we made up the present estimates, which was
at the turn of the calendar year.
3We have a very rigid system, both internally in the Safeguard Systen Command, n my own office, in the Army, and the Department
of Defense as a whole, with respect to the whole. That is being reviewed to see whether added measures need be taken*
We undoubtedly will have some things determined that we do not
know at the present time. We hope some of these will be a downward
revision as well as an upward revision. However, as I mentioned
earlier, we have carried research and development to a fairly advanced
state and, therefore, we expect that the occurrences of such major
events of this nature should be small.
Mr. SiAs. It would be anticipated, I would assume, because of the
nature of the program and the delays which have been encountered in
the deployment of the p50gram, delays whlieh were imposed officiAlly
rather than necessitated by the progress of the program itself, that
you would have had a better control over cost overruns than in a crash
program where the emphasis had been on early deployment or early
operational capability. However, other thdh inflati6nary costs which
are beyond your control-orthe control of any individual hithe Department of Defense, what would you assume tle cost overrun would have
been, percentagewise, in the R.D.T. & E. phases of: the progrAm
General STARBIR.

The R.D.T. & E. phases, sir, have had a fairly

stable set of estimates as long as I have been with the progrimi2 with
one exception. When the present deploymefit was decided upon, it cast
the earliest site in the 1974 period. It also cast them to different threats
than the original Sentiiiel deployment had been directed toward, particularly the sub-launched threat which you discussed last year, and
to the FOBS threat.
This being true, we -hadto carry out research and development that
was not earlier contemplated.
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This research and development was largely in three areas. one was
in data processing. This added a complexity to our data processing
system, not one which cannot be handled, but it still was an uddition
that the data processor had to handle.
The second was the improved Spartan that I mentioned, something
that would let the system transition to an even more advanced threat
should that threat develop.
The thild was with the improved missile site radar.
Mr. SIREs. Can you provide an estimate of the percentage of cost
overruns from these causes?
General STARIBMID. I can provide, sir, what in the programs figures
that have earlier been given the committee is for R.D.T. & E. and
what percentage of that relates to each of these tree.
Mr. SiKES. Would you say that there have not been significaiit cost
overruns, not more tlhn 2 or 3 percent, in those areas which were
originally assigned to the mission of the R.D.T. & E. program?
General STAIm. No, sir. When you say 2 or 3 percent, I would
have to go back andanlyze the whole program.
Mr. SIuES. Other than inflationary costs.
General STAItBIRD. I would have to go back, sir, and take a look at
the whole thing. I am willing to do this.
Mr. SIRS. See what you can do in this way.
General STAIMID. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
(a) There have been inior cost increases lessi than 1 percent) for the work
perrornied li the development contract from Its Initlation in fiscal year 1964
through fiscal year 1969.
(b) The percentage Increases In the planned R. & D. program as it was
changed from Sentinel to Safeguard amount to about:
Percentage
Fiscal year
Data processing ............. .................................................
Improved MSR ..................................................................
Improved Spartan ...............

Total
program

3.2
2.8
3.4
1.1
6................................
6.8
5.1

COST OF NIKE-AJAX AND NIKE-IIEOIULES

Mr. Sixrs. Pursuing this matter of the present, public - interest in
military weapons systems costs, would you at this point tell us brieflyand insert the full detail in the record-the original cost estimates of
the Nike-Ajax antiaircraft weapons system program and the NikeHercules weapons system program as compared with the actual cost
of development and production of the weapons systems up to the point
of deployment on site? In other words, do not confuse these contract
cost comparisons by the addition of operational costs at some point.
General STArmm. We have gotten those costs. I did not bring them
with me.
Mr. SIKEs. Can you discuss it briefly at this point?
General STBmIRD. My recollection is that they were very close, and
the same prime contractor was carrying out the systems development
and production.
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(The information follows:)
Actual costs associated with NIKE-AJAX and NIKES-HERAOULES from program initiation through 1908 are:

RDTE.............................................
pEMA ......................................--------------.-

NIKE AJAX

NIKE HERCULES

-$165, 900,000
- 844,700,000

$148,700,000
1,751,700,000

Original cost estimates associated with NIKE-AJAX and NIKE-HERCULES
are not available because official records covering the periods of development and
production of NIKE-AJAX and NIKE-HERRCULES (beginning in 1945 and
1953, respectively) have been retired to records holding areas,
It is not possible to determine at this time how long it will take to search the
records holding areas to reconstruct these original cost estimates.
APPROIRIATIONS VOR NIKE X

Mr.SIKF. I would also like provided for the record the amount' of
fuids Congress has appropriated for the NIKE X, by appropriation
and(Thle
by fiscal
year. follows:)
informaiaAon
FUNDS APPROPRIATED, NIKE-X
[in millions of dollars

Appropriated

Fiscal year, appropriation

OSD
approved

program

1964, RDTE .....................................................................

245.0

269.7

1965:
ROTE ......................................................................
MCA ......................................................................

306.8
24.7

328.8
15.0

331.5

343.8

390.0
24.1

389. 8
24. 2

414.1

414.0

Total ....................................................................
1966,.
ROTE .............................................. ........................
MCA ......................................................................

Total ....................................................................
1967:
RDTE ......................................................................
MCA ......................................................................
PEMA .....................................................................

431.4
420.7
31.3
31.3
1153.5 ..............
616.2

452.0

421.3
4.4

3390.6
5.8

425.7

396.4

129.0
3.2

137.1
3.2

132.2

140.3

Total:
RDTE ......................................................................
MCA
...........
.................
....
..

21,923.5
87.7

31,936.7
79.5

Total ....................................................................
Less amount transferred to Sentinel ...............................................

22164. 7
401.3

8 2016.2
361.3

1,763.4

1,654.9

Total ....................................................................
1968:
RDTE ......................................................................
MCA ......................................................................
Total ....................................................................
1969:
RDTE ......................................................................
MCA ......................................................................
Total ....................................................................

PEMA ....

........................

""

.. "...

Net Nike-X total ..........................................................

1153.5 ..........

I Reprogramed to Sentinel In fiscal year 1968 by the office of the Secretary of Defense and thereafter reprogramed by
Congressional action during fiscal year 1969 budget hearings to support other programs.
S$401,300,000 of this was transferred to the SentineliSafeguard program.
$361.300,000 of this Was transferred to the Sentinel/Safeguard program.
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Mr. SiKFS. Before I get onto missile sites and the breakdown of

the various aspects of the programare there questions at this point?
Mr. LnscomB. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SixS. Questions on my right?
DEVELOPAIWNT OF COST ESTIM AT

Mr. WniTTEN. I was curious and have been discussing witl my
colleague how these cost figures are built up. You have given us

large figures compared with the original esti m ate of what we woild

spend on the ABM program. How are these floiures built up? Can
you submit to the comit[tee details which build-up to these figures,
or has it been decided at the Defense DepartUelt level that you
can have so much money for this program and you are working
backwards?
General STAUBImU. No, it did not work that way, sir. There was
a revised deployment. We were called upon to estifte the miiimum required in fiscal year 1970, and we were asked to estitiate
the miii total
required.
We went back to the contractor, who worked with his subcohtractors and took%each individual item, attempting to reduce it to
the miimm.I"
In the time available to us, which was a few weeks, we prepared
the revised estimates which are here. These are really nmilltin
figures, because we were driving-Mr. WlrIrEN. Minimum from what viewpoint? Minimum for

what prose?

General STAU3iib). Let me take the PEMA and MCA first. Those
are two of the large ones. I will come back to the R.D.T. & E.
In the PEMA and MCA areas, they are the miinififtin to achieve
the readiness dates that were given us for the Phase I deploymiit,
of January of 1974 for the first site, and July for the second site.
Mr. WmrE.n. Where do you get your yardstick when you say
this is the minimum? Do you base that on prior experience? This
is the first time you have gone into actual construction in this area,
is it not? What yardstick do you use?
General STARIJmRD. We had about a year, sir, of time in whtih we were
engaged in comparable type preconstriction and early production
acivities and prodtlctionleadiness activities. Our personal, therefore,
in the contractor structure aqnd tle architect-engineer area, hlve established a high degree of familfiarity with the situation which they will
have to face in cArrying out the program.
TOTAL FUNDING REQUIRE31ENT

Mr. WnVutTm . Mr. Sikes asked you earlier about personnel. In addition to the funds that you ask that we appropriate here for Safeguard, is it contemplated that funds are to be transferred from other
activities in the Department or from other branches -toyou in addition
to the sums requested here?
General STAnBIRD. No, sir. Tils is the total requiremefit for the
Safeguard system.
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Mr. WH-IiIrlW. Then if you get. personnel from some other activity,
you expect to pay then from tis apjop'itio?
.
General STARrlu). lThefunds ,that would be required for those personnl are in here.
Mr. Wnr'rN. Thailk you.
General STItnntD. I did not answer with respect to R.D.T.& E. I was
still comihig to flit.
Mr. WVlrI-rEN. I just wantted the system.
COST OP IJEASI"D SPACE

Mr. SLACIK. General, I notice at the bottom of lige 17 you are
requestirtg ,$2.1 million for leases for space at three loctut ons. Is this
till aniufl lease?
General STAimi). That is an aiUifihi l-ase, sir. We actually leased
splce for the. Sentinel system office here in' Washington, we leased
space in Hiitsville, Ala., for the Sentinel System Command, and we
leased space in Fort Iunclitca or a little town outside of Fort
Huachuca for the Stratcom element.
Mr. S AcK. In the $2.1 million that you are requesting, has this
space already been contracted for?
General STAiRmnD. It has been contracted for, and the exact contracts
differ, sir. In the case of the Safeguard system office here in Washington, we are actually reimbursing GSA for a building as a whole
that GSA leases. We do not lease that building directly.
In the case of the Safeguard system office in Huntsville, Ala., this
was a lease accomplildin accordance with title X action that was
taken before the Congressnotification to the Congress.
Fort Huacluca is a smaller one, and I will have to insert for the
record the details of how that was set up.
(The information follows:)
Stratcon, located at Fort Huachuca, Ariz., through the GSA, arranged for the
lease of office space in the city of Sierra Vista, Ariz. Sierra Vista is located in the
immediate vieltilty of Fort Huachuca. The lease, as negotiated by GSA, pro.
vides for a 3-year lease with an option for 2 additional years. In this case since
the total lease was less than $50,000 per year, title action was not required.

Mr. SLACK. What happened to the space that was leased for the
Nike-X ? Do you still live that space?
General STARIUilm. No, sir. Actually, in the Washington area we had
a small space available to the old Nike-X manager's office in Alexandria, Va., but this, again, was not an Army lease. It was reiffibursement to the GSA for GSA-leased space that we were occupying. That
would accommodate only about 40 people.
So, we applied to the GSA for a different set of space, and moved
to the space we now occupy in Rosslyn.
In Huntsville, the space occupied was in two separate building
elements, quite widely spread. One of those elements of space was

rental space. We have consolidated in a building which, again, GSA
leases, but we occupy the space and reimburse GSA for the occuPancy.
ir. SLACK. If it is agreeable with the chairman, at this point in
order to complete the record on space requested to the extent of $2.1
million, I would like provided for the record the amount of space at
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each of these three locations and the cost per square foot of that space
at each of the locations, whicl make up the $2.1 million.
Mr. SixEs. Wi you provide th at for the record?
General STARBi D.I will provide that.
I would like to repeat, we are merely reimbursing GSA, so the cost
per square foot is in accordance with the GSA standards.
(The' information follows:)
The $2.1 million lease cost which is shown on page 17 Is made up of the
following:
Building lease costs
-----------------------------------$1,363,000

Communication lease costs --------------------------------Utilities, guards, and other costs ----------------------------

515, 000
190, 000

SAFEGUARD LEASED SPACE
Number of
square feet

Cost per
square foot

Huntsville, Ala ....................................................
232, 840
Do..........................................................
76,200
Roslyn, Va.....--------------------------..........
30, 875
Sierra
A..z
-----------------------...
-........ 32,000
Total, Safeguard lease cost ...............................................................

$3.83
3.75
4.75
1.38

Cost (In
thousands)
$892
286
141
44
1,363

Mr. MAAHON. General, may I ask, where is this space in Rosslyn?
General STARBIRD. It is on the 11th and 12th floors of the Common-

wealth Building. The Commonwealth Building is on the corner of
Wilson Boulevard and Fort Myer Drive in Rosslyn, Va. It is in a
building leased by the GSA...
A major portion of that building is occupied by Department of
Defense,, Department of the Army, Department of the Navy. On the
11th floor there is the headquarters USAF (AFSPDI) Industrif]
Research Division.
Mr. MAHON. Where is your own office?
General STARBiD, It is there, sir, in Rosslyn.
Mr. SIKES. Further questions?
PERSONNEL LOSS IN EVENT OF PROGRAM CUTBACKS

Mr. MrNSHAML. I would like to ask a few very brief questions, please.

General Stwrbird, earlier in your testimony you said, in response to
a query from our chai man, that if the SAFEGUARD missile system was not approved by Congress this year, a large part of the funds
we have put in this program would be lost, even if we should try to
pick it up a year or two hence, and also there would be tremendous
loss of personnel.
I wonder if you would detail that a little bit for us this morning
as to how much money and how many numbers of people we are talking about?
General STARpIRD. Right sr.
We have employed in the prime contractor and the first tier subcontractors-those are the ones who 1are producing the SPARTAN,
the SPRINT, and the like, or making preparation for their pro-

duction-something over 5,000 personnel. These are all, of course,
carryin out production-ty activities that are paid for by PEMA
fun ds,

MA funds for effecting thq' deployment.
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In addition to that, there are approximaitely 10,000 personlll who

are'carryifig out research, development, and test activities il the priie
and subContractor plaits.

We have much1 smaller numbers who are engaged in pprep oduietlon

type activities in the Arny Commands. For exam ple, the Army Mu-

nitions Command of the Army Materiel Colnihnd is pirepailig to
produce what are called adaptidih kits the thifig that iniks the warhead
the missile
and
makestrained.
the warhead safe and belave prol)erly.
Thoseto3;ople
were all
highly
Mr. INSHALL. May 1 interrupt at this point. You gave us a figure
totaling 15,000 plus some others. What is tie total nuifilbtr of personnel
involved in the Safeguard program as of today, June 16, 1969?
General SrAtiIirm. It is somewhat higher thAn the 15000.
I would estimiAte them to be about 18,000 people in all. They are
carrying out two types of actiVities: research, development, aid test;
and, in addition to that, preprodiction-type activities and engieehi~ti type activities. About one-third are on the preproduction and engineering for preproduction, aboiit two-thirds are on the research, developinent, and test.
As you can appreciate, sir, below the first tier contractors we are
not able to get the exact mai-years, because, for example, if you buy
wire from a cable-furnishfing company, it is almost inpossible to establish exactly how many ian,-years of effort. are related to that Wire.
Mr. MINSHALL. The reason I asked the qUestion, geIeral, wias because
of your earlier testimony in which you stated a large p portion of this
persomel, whether it be in R.. & D. or whatever phase of the Safeguard System they come under, would be lost if Congress should
not act this year and did not act, say, for another year or two.
General STAmuni. Let me go on, if I may. I tried to showMr. MINSHALL. I would like to have specific the number for that
large part that you gave us.
General STARBImi. It is on the order of 6,000 to 7,000 people who
would be no longer carried because the procurement and ploe(kt
type activity was not authorized. That is only witin the prilfie contratcor, the first-tier contractors, and the arcltect engineers related

to tie deployment.

Mr. MINSHALL. Is that the kind of personnel you were refetrIfig to?
General STAIRBIRD. It is those. It is the producihtion and iro1)d
ochti(id

management people; to a much lesser number it is A-E s who are
engaged in planiffng in connection with constriction.
INVESTMENT LOSS IN EVENT OFPPUORAM CUTBACKS

Mr. MINSIIALL. So much for the personnel phase of it.

How about the dollars tobe lost I
General STAMID.

I did not give a total figure. As I indicated, some-

thing over $400 million has been, obligated on PEMA-type activities.
The dollars obligated on MCA are much smaller, but are still substantial. If we terminated the production and termiiiated our preconstruction readiness activities, we would allow those people to go.
We would have to neg iate to determine exactly what has already
been put underway, what is the most economical method of termiiating, all the way down-to the vendors.
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Mr. M1INSHALL.

Your request is based on continuing R. & D.

General STARBmD. My answer was based on the assumption of con.

tinuing the full R. &D., but I cannot estimate the nuiber and it would
take several weeks to several months, because once a terminatioh had
been decided upon, one would have to negotiate with each contractor
and vendor to determine what would be required to terminate his
effort.
Mr. MNSHALL. But on the order of what we are talking about, in

round figures?
General STAn mD. It was something under $40 million. The $400
million covers certain procurement that is already underway. As I
remember, the procurement of hardware runs on the order of
$150 million. If we were ever to use that again, then that would not
be lost effort, but if it were just boxed and put away or thrown away,
then a major portion of the obligated $400 million would be lost.
'TOTTAL COST OF SAFEGUARD AND PREDECESSOR PROGRAMS

Mr. M.NSHALL. I think it would be well at this point in the record
General, if you would supply how much we have put in the Safeguar4d
missile system with all its predecessors, as of today, and as you look
down the road, how much you anticipate you will put into the Safeguard missile system.
General STARBmD. I can do that and shall, sir. If I may, I will con-

fine it to the phase 1 because, of course, there is no decision as to what
a phase 2 might be.
Mr. MINSHAL.. This I well understand.

General STARBnuD. Right, sir.

Mr. AiNSHALL. I do not know how far back you should go.

General STAPBmI . We have u sheet which goes clear back to 1957,
as far as the effort that has been put into it.
Mr. MiNsHALL. Thank you.

(The information follows:)
FUNDING IN SUPPORT OF SAFEGUARD AND PREDECESSOR PROGRAMS
[In millions of dollars

Program
Nike-Zeus fiscal years 1956 through 1965 ............................
ZMAR/Sprlnt fiscal years 1962 through 1963 .........................
N ke X, fiscal years 1964 through 1969...............................
ABM range support, fiscal years 1956 through 1969 ....................

Appropriated
1,473.9
51.2
t 1,763.4
73.6

OSD
approved
program
1,398.0
109.2
21,654.9
3 123. 7
3,285.8

Obligated
as ol
June 16, 1969
1,398.0
109.2
1,603.7
122.4

3,233.3
3,362. 1
Total ......................................................
1,205.1
511452.8
41,743.9
isca years 1968 through 1969 .................................
891.5..........
Fiscal year 1970- ...Fiscal years 1971 through 1974-----------------------------------02,155. 7
4,500.0
1,205.1
1,743.9
Total ........................---------------------------I Excludes$401j300,000 transferred to Sentinel/Safeguard. Includes $153,500,000,fiscal year 1967 PEMA, subsequently
repro ramed to Sentinel by the Office of the Secretary of Defense Infiscal year 196 and thereafter reprogramed by congresslonal action during fiscal yer 1969 budget hearidgs to support other programs.
2 Excludes $361,300,OQO transferred to Sentinel/Safeguard.
3 Exact amount attributable to ABM cannot be determined. Amounts shown reflect best estimate of Kwajalein and
White Sands Missile Range costs attributable to ABM activities.
4 Includes p01,30,000 transferred front Nlke-X.
&Includes $361,300,000 transferred from Nike-X.
6Soaguard phase I costs only.
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Mr. SIKES. Further questions?
(No response.)
MISSILE SIMs
rAR AREA COVERAGE

Mr. SIXKES. Under missile sites, you indicated, General Starbiild tlihat
each of the two Safeguard sites will hfave one PAR and one MSR. The
PAR
has only one face. Will the PAR at; each site face in the same
direction?
General STARImD. It does, sir; generally north.

Mr. SIKEs. What lii tati0n does a one-face PAR have as to area
of coverage and direction?
GenerY STARBIun. It will Cover a sector
sir. These two PAR
are directed on the ICBM avenue of attack.
USR AREA COVERAGE

Mr. SIKES. The MSR has four faces. Does it have full 360-degree
coverage?
General STARBRD. It does, sir. Realize that an MSR is a battle-direction radar, and if an incoming ICBM overflies the radar, it is first
tracked on the face looking in one direction, and then tracked and the
battle may be controlled on a face looking in another direction.
Mr. SiKr.s. Is there no blind spot?
General STARBIRD. There are no blind spots.

INSTALLATION OF PAR "BREADBOAPD

TEST/BED"

Mr. SIKEs. Your statement indicates you do not intend to install a
PAR prototype but a "breadboard test/bed."
Will you explain the difference?
General STARBIRD. Yes, sir. A prototype is a full-scale operating

item. In other words a full-scale MSR. A breadboard test/bed is
merely a slice of a full prototype.
Let me explain a little more. Radar consists of many trabsibitter
elements. We take a slice of transmitter elements, a. slice of all the
other electronic elements behind it, and we use this to prove that a
preprodfition component will behave as we expect.

PAR OR 3rSR INTERCEPT OF INCOMING MISSILE

the PAR or
used either
you
thusintercept
far, havean
tests and
Mr. SIKEs.
missile?
incoming
acquire
or both,Intoyour
MSR,
have not used the PAR and MSR. Earlier

General STAIBIRD. -ro

rada!'s were used in 1962 and 1963 to make ifiterceptions of ICBM's by
Nike-Zeus missiles, the predecessor to the Spartan.
DESCRIPTION OF MISSILE SITE RADAR

(MSR)

Mr. MATiON. General, you may already have done this, but I wish
you would repeat, if necessary, a description of what an MSR, Missile

Site Radar, will look like.
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General STAuim). A Missile Site Radar Mr. Chailifidh is a large
fixed structure. It is a structure almost 260 feet on the side. It is a
structure which extends above ground about 40 feet and below ground
about 40 more feet. It is filled with electronic gear and data processing
gearl, and in almost every one there is a command center.
Each of those circular faces which you can see on the diagram eonsists of about
- little transmitting elements. You will remember
that the older radar were generally big dishes.
Mr. MA1lON. That is what I was wondering about.

General STAniUtib. Those dishes had to get their beams on a target
by rotating vertically and horizontally the dish. The speeds, therefore,
at which they could accomplish were comparatively extremely slow.
Around 10 years ago, an electrically steered beam was first develoiped
and used. That electrically steered beam is a so-called phased array
radar. The phased array radar, such as that which you see here, can
scan a whole
in a period of less than
.
It can be focused into several different beams, if need be, to track
several different objects. It can flick back and forth to aid you in
tracking.
In the case of the PAR,
- different objects can be looked at
nearly simultaneously. This particular MSR can handle about
incoming objects, and at the same time handle interceptors in
the air going out for objects.
Mr. MAo. How big is the building that we are looking at in the
diagram 'f
General STARBIMD. It is about 120 feet on the side, and extends
about 40 feet above ground, and about the same distance undeground.
PAR BLIND SrOT

Mr. Snis. The chart says the antenna is 131/2 feet. You have
stated there are no blind spots on the MSR. Would you say there
is a blind spot on the PAR when it faces only one way?
General STAiRnD. There is a blind spot. In fact, there is a
on the perimeter acquisition radar. However, the two sites tiat are
concerned here are sites that could have either of two purposes: one
handling Minuteman-like missiles approaching from over the pole,
or a like attack from the Chinese, or an accidentally launched attack.
If our deploymenfit at, some future time had to be aigmented to
handle a sulb-launched attack, then added PAR would be put in, along
the coast, and these PAR looking Seaward along the coast would
provide the warning to the MSR's of objects coming into this area.
Mr. SixREs. Isn't that taking a dangerous risk? You already know
that you can have that attack fromn subfiiarines.
General STAtBIID. There are submarinfies in existence at the present
time which would have the capability of attacking into this area.
The purpose of the deplopnent which has been approved so far is
not to handle that attack sir. As you know, it is to put ourselves in
a readiness position to deploy to handle additional threats, should these
develop.
PROTECTION AGAINST FOBS

Mr. SIxEs. You have not mentioned possible attack from FOBS.
General STARBIRD. That is correct, sir, and for FOBS there is a
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limited capability given to the MSR by its own southIern-lookifig faces.
However, if it were decided to make a full deployment, then there
would be two perimeter acquisition radars put in on the south coast.
One would be in Florida. The other one would be in California.
Mr. Six.. Aren't you exposing your program to serious cricim on
degree protection, and
the ground that you are offering only
from - degrees' direction you have much more limited protection
is correspondingly
the entire
usefulness
and, therefore,
at charge?
to thsystem
yourofanswer
Whaltthewouldbe
degraded?
General STARnInIM. If it were decided tlfht, it was necessary to make
a deployment to handle the sub-lafhChed attack, then we would have
to place PAR's along the coast and at least four PAR's would be so
required.
One of the alternate deploynients that was described to the committee was one in which there were 12 basic stations and there were
four coastal PAR's to give the warning and early track for the sublaunched attack. The same one will provide protection agaifist FOBS.
With respect to these two MSR's, for an attackby subs or by FOBS,
they would give a lesser degree but a. degree of protection to the Minuteman areas that they are in because they do have southern-looking
faces, and a part of the defense is a defense with Sprinit.
rROTECTION AGAINST SLB3 'S

Mr. SIKES. 'We have placed great reliance on our own submarine
nuclear attack capability. 1We must give the Russians credit for developing an effective attack in this field. It would be extremely foolish
not to. Are we not simply helping to channel their attack into that
direction by not building the PAR's on the coast at this time?

General

9TAinti.

Let me go into another basic set of reasoning on

these two partliilar stations, sir. The only weapons that we know
ofMr. SIKES. People are saying now the system is not any good, and if
we help that charge by failing to provide protection from every direction, we weaken our case for the ABM.
General STARBtinD. Let me take that as a separateissue.
In the particular case of these two stations, their main purpose, of
course, is to acquire experience in deployin, in checking oft.in bperati a complete but small ballistic mIssife system entity.
however, the only weapons we know of right now which are believed to have the accuracy and yield to attack a Minuenntsilo or a
Miniteian control center are the SS-9's. These in all probability
would be launched over the pole and, in fact, if they were launched the
other way around, their accuracy would probably go down to a point
where they would be in argin"lly effective..
Though I stated that there were subs in existence that could attack
we believe that the
Right now, if they used the subs that they have with the
I was going to answer the other question.
sLn

comBrNE

wrrH ICBM ATrACK

Mr. MAnON. Before you do that let me ask this question: To what
extent do we conclude that we will not have an initial attack from a

01
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submarine-IaunChecl missile unless such attack were accompatiel by
an intercontinental ballistic missile attack, also? Do you get the poiit
I am trying to make?
General STAmnw. I get your point, sir.
Mr. MAHON. What is the philosophy or thinkidig on this at this
time?
General STAnntfD. I can only give what would be my own feeling. If
he is going to launch a sizable number of weapons of any type against
the United States under the basic situation that exists between ourselves and the U.S.S.R., he can only expect that he may and probably
will receive serious retaliation. He would avoid, therefore, delivering
any unless he intended to make a major attack.
The sub-launched missile has an advantage from his point of view
over the ICBM. The sub-launched missile, because of its lesser tiie
of flight and because of its concealment before launch, can hit U.S.
locations in7 to 15 minutes, depending on how they make their trajectories. It might be even somewhat less, but there are certain physical
limits to the missile, as we understand it. It looks as if he could hit with
the SLBM in 7 to 15 minutes.
With an ICBM, though, even fired the short way over the pole, we
would have something better than 15 minutes warning for a major
attack. We might even if there were an accidefital launch.
The BMEWS would pick that up, a launch of one, two or three
missiles.
We are relatively certain if there is a sizable number of missiles,
they will be identified and we will have a 15- or 20-minute warning.
With the advanced systems that this committee is familiar with and

some of my witnesses are not, we should get from ICBM attacks someminutes warning.
thing like On the other hand, although the SLBM has an advantage in its
the least time for the United
geyence
being able to hit quickly and
States to react, it has a disadvantage in that it is a weapon which does
not possess a great deal of yield and accuracy, according to our best
estimates from what we know of it.
This being true, it would be most logical to use it as a part of an
overall attack, use it agantcte 2 uei particularly against, critlcaA
command centers such as the national command authority location,
and use it against the alert bombers which can be gotten off the ground
with the warning we can expect from an ICBM attack, but this would
not be the case with the sub-launched attack.
EFFECTIVENESS OF PHASE 1 DEPLOYMENT

Mr. MAH o. You 'were about to answer the second phase of Mr.
Sikes' question.
General STARBIRD.

The second phase was to the effect that there is

comment that the system would not be effective. The Phase 1 deployment, as such, will accomplish only a very limited purpose, but it will
give us critical experience which would let us effect a more complete
dleployment should this be necessary in the 1975 time frame.
As far as -the individual components are concerned, they will accomplish the purpose that they are designed to accomplish. As far
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as being able to integrate themifito a. system for the missions that are
concerned, I am convinced that they will acconipligh tlat purpose.
But we cannot look at the two-site deployment as having a major
effect, either in protecting Mfitematn or in protecting against a Chinese attack or a sub-launched attack against our bomber force.
PAR SITES REQUIRED FOR PROTIECTION AGAIN-ST CHINESE ATACK

Mr. SnuEs. What is the miinmrm
inuimiber that. would be reqhli'ed for
that purpose?
General STARBitD. To give reasonable protection of the United States
against a Chinese attack would require about 12 stations. This is less
thani the number contempliated uider the old Sentinel program of 17

stations. Of those 12, two would be the Phase 1.
The total investment cost of the 12 would'be $6.6 biion, sir.
Could I answer one more part, and that is, by properly placing those

12 stations, they will give us a protection to the major portion of our

dispersed bomber bases. When I say protection, I mea iprotectioii for

long enough for -the alert force bombers to get in the air. This is not
protection forever.
USE OF s,B.'S AGAINST

SR'S

Mr. SmiEs. Would it be a feasible thing for submarine-launched
missiles to be used against MSR's, assuming they would not be coastal
PAR's, and in that way to destroy the capability of defense against

missiles, leaving them exposed to an ICBTM launch from Russia or

any other power?
General STARRIRD. We think not, sir. In fact, we are convied not,
because at each MSR, these first two or later ones if they are deployed there are Sprint's deployed, and we have based the numbers
of Sprint's that are available near the MSR in part on those necessary
to protect the MSR so it can live long enough to carry out its mission.
Mr. SriKES. If the entire 12 which you have stated would be needed
for protection were built, would there also be a need for the coastal
PAR's that we discussed earlier?
General STAIRD. The 12W, sir, are stations that have missile site re-

dlais and missiles in them. Some of the 12 also have )epoineter acqlisition radars with them. In fact, there would be seven total perimeter
acquisition radars in these 12 stations.
Mr. SIRES. If it should'be decided that the coastal PAR's are needed

as a parit of the initial program, you stated four of them would be
required?
General STARBimD. Four would be required.
Mr. SiREs. What wouldbe the cost?
General STARBIRD. The investment cost for the four would be in the

neighborhood of $800 million, sir.

VUTNERABIITY OF SAFEGUARD

Mr. MINSHAM. General Starbird, one of the concerns that I have

about the ABM system is the possibility that the PAR's and MSR's
which are the brains of -thesystem might be jammed or knocked out
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or so confused or so overwhelmed as to make the entire system
inoperative.
You are vet familiar with this program., If you were advising
the Russian military or the Chinese military what you feel are the
weaknesses and the strengths of tliis system, if you were masterminding a Russian attack, what would you do to acconiflish the jamfing,
the confusing, or overwhelmifi, or thl knocking out of this system?
General STAinnlu. It would te a long answer. I can go through it,

if you wish.

(Off the record.)
AFTERNOON SESSION
PAR 12 SIT

Mr.

mAION.

DEPLOYMENT

General Starbird, just before we had adjourned this

morning you mentioned the )oss1be deployment of 12 PAR sites.
That means perimeter acquisition radar sites. Now, you mentioned 12
around the perimeter of the United States at an estimated cost of $6.6
billion. This added deployment would provide time to permit our Strategic Air Command forces to become airborne in the event of a missile
attack, it was stated. What type of attack are we addressing in this context? Soviet, Chinese, third country? In what magnitude?
General STARBUID. The deployment that was referred to had 12
missile site radar with 12 missile complexes at those missile site radar
and seven perimeter acquisition radar at seven of the 12 sites. The
perimeter acquisition radar are around the periphery rather than
being at any of the sites located centrally in the Unitea States.
Now, this system would accomplish the following purposes: It would
provide protection, insure the survival of approximately of the
Minuteman silos as against a threat such as that that the U.S.S.R.
could have in the mid-1970's.
Second: For the attack that the Chinese might develop throughout
the 1970's this would provide a high degree of casualty reduction. It
would reduce the casualties over those that might occur in the late
1970's from figures like
million persons down to
persons,
or perhaps.less.
In addition to that, assumling that the sub-launched ballistic missile
threat developed at the speed it could develop, in the mid-1970's it
would insure that a major number of our bombers on alert made a
safe departure from the bases and flew to a distance, away from the
bases so they wore not destroyed prior to the time they could become
effective...
In addition to that, should the U.S.S.R. deploy FOBS, the Safeguard deployment would protect the MSR sites, the PAR sites, and
approximately
percent of the same bomber bases on which our
alert bombers were deployed against the FOB's threat.
Taldno those threats in turn: All of them are threats of the USSR
against elements of our strategic deterrent except for the CPR threat
that I mentioned. Also, carried as part of this 12-site deployment
would be the fact that one of the sites is to be deployed in the
vicinity of Washington. In addition to carrying out a protection of
some of the bomber bases for long enough for the bombers to escape
and protection against the OPR attacks, should it develop, this wili
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also give an increased period of time to the National Command
Authorities so that they will have time to react and to give any essential instructions after an attack against us is detected.
The amount of time given varies, depending upon the attack.
.Against the Chinese, the station near Washington should give almost
indefinite, protection. Against a sub-laun.ched attack for the number
of Polaris-type subs that could be expected to launch their attack
against Washington, the added time guaranteed would be several

minutes to many infites.

Should the USSR concentrate their attack, a very heavy attack of
ICBM's, of which they have many more than the SLBM s, then the
added time would be a matter of a few minutes because such a
station could be overpowered if enough attack was concentrated
aga ist it.
S ir, that figure is $6.6 billion investment cost for the full 12-site
deployment.
Mr. MAHON. Would that include the PAR installation and the missiles to defend them?
General STAnmuRD. It would in that case. It is the investment cost,
the PEMA and the MCA.
COST OF FOUR ADDITIONAL PARLS

Incidentally, Mr. Sikes asked a question earlier about the cost of
installing added PAR, the four on the corners of the United States, to
give warning against the SLBM. I gave a figure of $800 mi ion, approximately. That would be only the cost of the PAR themselves. To
make the PAR actually effective the MSR should be deployed to that
locality along with the missiles. The total added investment in that
case would be the order of $2.5 billion.
Mr. MAHON. Would that $2.5 billion include the $800 million?
General STAMIRD. That includes the $800 million.
FUTURE DEPLOYMENT

Mr. MAIAHON. Now, is it still thought best that we should have the
two sites, North Dakota and Montana, that we start with that andnot
initiate the program of the magnitude which you have menfioned?
General STARBmD. That is correct, Mr. Chairman. The only approved
element insofar as the President is concerned of the SAFEGUARD
system is the deployment of two sites. He has indicated that he will
review the situati on again in December so as to decide whether additional sites for deployment are warranted. He has indicated that the
decision will be based on three factors, really: first, technical progress;
second how the threat is developing; and, third, progress in strategic
arms limitation negotiation.
DEPLOYMENT OF FOUR ADDITIONAL PAR'S

Mr. MAHON. You have commented to some extent on the questions
which I shall now ask, but I will put them in the record and you see
that they are answered.
How vulnerable is the current phase I deployment to a submnarinelaunched attack from the east and west coasts and the Gulf of Mexico,

'4" -4!sl 'V
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and how would the added PAR deployment enhance our position from
such an attack?
(The information follows:)
The Phase I Safeguard deployment is quite invulnerable to SLIBM attack of
the level projected for the mid 1970's. The deployment of four PAR's on the
coasts would provide early detection and warning of an SLBM attack.
(Additional classified information has been furnished separately to the
committee).

Mr. MAiHON. How effective would such an added deployment of
undefended PAR sites be?

(The information follows:)
Undefended PAR sites along the coast could provide early warning of SLBM
attack, however, because they are undefended they could be easily destroyed and
therefore could not be depended upon to provide tracking data.
(Additional classified information has been furnished separately to the
committee.)

Mr. MAnox. What would be the cost if we decided to defend such

an added deployment of PAR sites?
(The information follows:)
The total added investment cost for the four PAs's, and four MSR's with associated missile fields deployed locally to provide protection for the PAR would
be of the order of $2.5 billion.
VULNERABILITY OF SAFEGUARD

Mr. MINSHALL. I asked a question before lunch. I have become increasingly alarmed about the vulnerability of the PAR and MSR

sites. Not only as to being overwhelmed from a massive attack but
from a jamming point of view, from being knocked out, from sabotage,
or whatever the reason may be. I wish you would address yourself
to that for a minute, General, as to what the enemy capabilities are
as far as making this system virtually useless.
General STAtiImD. The system that was initially designed, and was
carried forward in research and development to about :1961 and early
1962, could have been swamped and overcome. In explanation, when
the research and development was started in 1957 the threat that was
visualized was extremely small. In additn, where we had theoretical
ideas of penetration aids and of blackotif we knew little about them.
However, as early as 1957 the United States started the development and test of penetration aids; such things as balloons, decoys,
chaff. In 1961 -we conducted an extensive high-altitude test series.
This was actually the third of the series conducted, but by far it was
the most extensive. It was done with the idea of getting an idea of
what was the behavior of large explosions, nuclear explosions in the
higher altitude and it was monitored and extensiv-ely instrumented.
N6wbased on 'that information from the high-altitude'tests, based on
our own experience in developing penetratiohnaids, th e system was
radically changed and Teoriented at the end of 1962. Up until that
time the form of defense visualized was high altitude, entirely high
yield interceptor, :and it visualized rather fixed and anti"'e--not antique bUt older design of radar, would be used, some of which can
hadle only onewere
missile
or one
target
ata time.
the system. The first one
done
to chnge
really
Four things
and probably the most important, was that the radars were changed
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and
instead of surveillance
having a whole series of special-purpose radar, one
for long-range
and another for close-in defense in the
battle direction was developed.
A second thing that was done was that another missile was added
to the program. This missile was the Sprint missile. It was the missile
to give defense in depth to locations such as Minuteman fields, and
then visualized cities or command centers.
A third thing that was done was that the Spartan missile itself was
changed in its characteristics to give it a longer range in the higher
M
altitude capability.
A fourth thing that was done was that we readjusted the entire
concept of deployment so as to employ these in an effective mariner.
Now, research arid development since 1962 has gone ahead oi the
basis of that charged design. It is a design. which we are convinced
can handle such things as blackout. Blackout is a problem, but the systern was designed with the idea that blackotit would occur and we
knew the nature of the blackout from the high altitude detolnitions.
In addition to that, these faster, more flexible radar could handle
many objects simultaneously and could thereby handle a larger threat,
a threat with decoys in there.
We found out from our earlier experience prior to the reorientation,
it has been fairly well confirmed since that time that the matter of
developing decoys is a difficult problem. We, as you probably have
heard, spent 10 years and many, many hundreds of millions of dollars
trying to develop effective decoys.
Now, in general, balloons are screened out by the higher atmosphere
and the people that advocate balloons are correct in saying balloons
can be used to confuse an area defense. They cannot be used, though,
to confuse a close-in defense such as the Sprint defense of the Minuteman fields.
IDecoys can be used to conceal. However, decoys, to be really effective as a concealing agent, have to be the same as the attacking vehicle. So that meais he has given up part of his payload to deliver
something that is inert rather than attacking an object.
Chaff is probably the most effective penetration aid. Chaff can be
effective
. The initial chaff cannot. It has to be fairly heavy to do
this and not burn up as it enters the atmosphere.
We have had others that we have deployed but we found they were
not fully effective. You spoke of jammers. We have studied jammers.
So in essence the system was designed, based on information
we experienced in all of these thiri~s, andwe are
convinced for the
purposes for which it is designed, giving time to the boiibers if this
proves necessary, protecting a portion of the Minutemian fields, protecting the NCA and protecting against the Chinese-type of attack, it
will be effective.
Mr. MIrsNrALL. General, i do not believe you got the main thrust

of myquhestion.
Do the Russians have the cap btfility of break king through or overwhelming by massive attAck, either submarifies, FOBS, bombers, or
everythifig else c-onsidered in tie way in which yoii war-gamed thisand I assume youiive war-gamed tbis-what can they do to knock
this out? Can they knock it out? If so, how? I mean, by knocking it
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out making it ineffective. I don't say that they have to destroy the
radar site.
General STARBiRD. Right.
They can with their ICBM's concentrate against one or more of
these stations and knock it out because they have a very large number
of ICBM's and the number is increasing. Where it stops we do not
know. But he has somethig like -I:BM's.
Naturally2 if we have at a site like 75 defenders, and if lie keeps firing
in there ultimately lie can take out that site. He can do that with
ICBM's but it takes him some time -to accoffiplish it. It,
takes hin like
minutes from warning at least for the period of flight of the
ballistic missile.
Now, with his SLBM's--and we talk in terins of
- boats or
roughly
missiles on station in the inid-1970's-he can attack
one or more of our bomber bases or, alternatively, lie can attack, concentrating against one or more of our 12 sites arouiid'the country.
For that reason it is intended to disperse our bombers. Ile can get
perhaps a small percentage by concentrating all of his sublaunched
missiles against a local area, but still a high percentage of the
alert bombers will escape because he concentrated in that one'locality.
He has exhausted our own defenders in that locality.
He can exhaust the defenders in the Minuteman fields. However,
for the so-called phase 2A deployment, the option of protecting Minuteman fields, there aremissiles deployed to the four' fields
concerned. This is not a rigid number; it could be more, it could be
less, depending upon the threat.
Now the objective here is either to bleed enough of his attack force
away, because he attacks the MSR, or -to destroy enough of the attackers if he attacks the silos, so that a number will remain.
Mr. MI SI ALL. Do you believe the system can be overwhelmed?
General STARnuw. :It can be overwhelmed by an attack of ICBM's

against a city or these cities ICBM's in numbers such as the Soviets
have. It can be overwhelmed by the SLBM's attacking our cities, but
as far w..
protection of deterrent to the degree that we are asked to
protect it, about Minutemen and a major portion of the alert
bomber forces like
- percent, I think we can protect that deterrent force until it is employed.
•PRO

TInOT; OFER

BY SAFEGUARD

Mr. Azimws. General Starbird, if I understand correctly, the purpose of this Safeguard system is to protect our retaliatory forces, not
our cities.
General STAwIR.

This is correct; und to protect against the Chinese

General STARmBI.

Even the cities.

type attack, should that develop.
Mr. ACDPxws. Protect what against the Chinesef

Mr. AKcDRIws. All of them I
General STAmumu. All of continental United States.
Mr. A _mzws. Why do you say protect against the Ohinese rather
than the Russians? Because the Ohinese do not have as great a
capGeneral
ability?STr ,wuD.That iscorrect.
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Mr. ANDREWS. You mean, if you had these sites out in the Midwest,
and these other places that you propose to protect all the cities on the
east coast, the west coast, and tie middle United States, it would do
so against the Chinese. attack?
General STARBUID. Right, sir; against the Chinese type attack. This
isunder the assumption, as givenby the intelligence cornmiunity, that
the number of weapons that the Chinese will have on launchers
throughout the mid-1970's, toward the late 1970's, will be something
less than
.
Mr. ANDRBWS. Suppose you had a double-barrelled attack from the
Chinese and the Russians, where would you be?
General STAPBIR.

Then the Russians would overwhelm it insofar

as protecting cities are concerned.

Mr. ANDRWS. Butyou still can protect our missile sites?
General'STARBmD. Our deterrent; right.

Mr. MAHON. General, I am not sure that the record shows, and I
think it should show, this: What do you mean by a heavy attack being
able to overwhelm the ABM system? In other words, what is a heavy
attack, one missile, 10 missiles, 20 missiles, 50 missiles?
General STARBIRD. The heavy atack is one in which the enemy would
have on launcher and launch ICBM's totalifng something over a
.
Mr.

MAHON.

But I thought we were talking in terms of overwhelm-

ing a particular site.

General STARBImiD. He can overwhelm a particular site if he exhausts
the number of defensive missiles that we have at that site. In some
of our sites we have something like
missiles, but those are sites
that are not designed for protecting Minuteman or the NCA-Washington. Those latter have a greater number of missiles.
Mr. MAHON. I am not getting through to you or you are not getting
through to me. I am interested in knowing how you overwhelm. How
much of an attack must be made on an area in order to overwhelm
the defenses, if you have these defenses?
General STARBIRD. YOU have to have at least one more attacker than
we have defenders in the area. Then if we commit all of our defenders
we have used them up, and after ours are used up the next one will
come through.
Mr. ANDREWS. All of those defenders would have to hit the target.
General STARBIn. All of ours would have to hit the target. IHlowever, generally, our defenders are such that we have a capabilty for
the mission of
Mr. MAHON. How many defenders would you have at a place like

Great Falls or Malmstrom?
General STARBRD. In the Phase 1 deployment, sir, we have in the
whole deployment only
- interceptors. However, in the Phase 2
deployment that rises to
defenders in the four sites in the
Miiteman fields.
Mr. MAHQN. And would you need that many?
General STARBMID. You

would if the scale of attack is as mentioned

by Secretary Laird, around 420 SS-9's on launcher, each one having
three reentry vehicles or a total of about 1,260 on launcher, and of that
number roughly a thousand would reach here and attack the Minuteman fields.
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Mr. fAHION. If there is a salvo of ICBM's fired at a site and if you
have
defenders, then it would not be overwhelmed, according
to your theory.
General STARBIRD. If every one was perfect. But let's say
defenders and
attackers. Then the defense should be able to
take care of all of them.
STRIKEBACK CAPABILITY PRIME TARGET

Mr. WmTrEN. There has been aIitation in some major cities to
purchase underground protection. Now, it is easy to presume that
with the limited number of striking weapons and w-ith us having part
of the forces underground, that the prime targets would be our
strikeback caplabilty and not a case of just doing damage to personnel
or damage to our cities; is that right?
General STARBIRD. That is the reason we are worried about the SS-9,
which is apparently on a growing inventory. We can see no purpoJe
for the SS-9 except to strike a hard target such as a Minuteman. They
have an adequate number of other missiles already to deter us from
striking them with a first strike.
. Mr. WiiiTTEN. The prime targets would be our strikeback capability,
in your opinion?
General STARBIRD. With the SS-9. Now, they would use their other
missiles for attacking the cities.
Mr. WxHIrTEN. Thank you.
PAR AND MSR COST INCREASES

Mr. MAHON. Have you experienced any cost increases or overruns in
the PAR and MSR developments?
General STARAIID. None that I can recall, sir. I would like to research the record.
Mr. MAI ON. What were the original development cost estimates and
what are the current estimates?
General STARBID. I would like to provide that for the record, too.
(The information follows:)
MSB

1, For the 1908 contract, the cost of the R.D.T. & H. on the MSR +exceeded by
$4 million the amount estimated at the time the contract was awarded. For fiscal
year 1969 there was no Increase in cost for the work contemplated under the

contract.
2. The first detailed estimate made for R.D.T. & E.subsequent to the firm decision on the Sentinel deployment configuration was completed in late spring of
1968. The total estimated cost of R.D.T. & E.for the MSR by the designers was

[deleted] for the period through fiscal year 1974 for the Sentinel deployment. The
comparable current Safeguard estimate is [deleted] for the period through fiscal

year 1974. The primary reasons for Increase here were as shown:

(a) The Safeguard deployment required the deployment of an improved lMSR

capability to be added if threat development later required. The estimated cost of
developing this capability Is+[deleted].

(b)i Certain investigfitions'and design changes became necessary, largely as a
result
of experience" with the meck prototype MSt, and these required Increase of
$3
milii~ii.
,
• + + +
• "
(6) ,,Price level increases' accounted for the remainder, approximately $3
million,
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PAR

1, For the fiscal year 1988 contract, the cost of the R.D.T. & E. on the PAR
exceeded by $5 million the amount estimated at the time contract was awarded.
For fiscal year 1909, there was no increase In cost for the work contemplated
under the contract.
2. The first detailed estimate made for R.DT. & E. subsequent to the firm
decision on the Sentinel deployment configuration was completed In late spring
1968. The total estimated cost of R.D.T. & E. for the PAR by the designers was
[deleted] for the period through fiscal year 1974 for the Stieldeploylnent. Tie
current Safeguard estimate is [deleted] for the comparable period. The primary
reasons for the increase were as follows:
(a) The Safeguard deployment requires capability for multiple faces in the
PAR and design effort related to this totals [deleted].
(b) The first PAR under both Sentinel and Safeguard was to be both a research
and development PAR and an operational PAR and to bp financed from R.D.T. &
U. appropriations. This PAR for Sentinel was to be near Boston in an area where
certain support was readily available and relatively close to point of iniffficturing. The first Safeguard Is to be in North Dakota. The added instalflation,
engineering and testing costs due to this more remote location accoutints for $6
million of the increase.
(o) Subsequent to this initial estimate the need for additional investigation
of nuclear hardness became apparent and the estimate cost of this and the engineering related thereto was $3 million.
(d) Also, shortly after the initial estimates certain design elhanges were determined necessary and were directed in the Interest of increasing the PAR's capablilty, standardizing certain items, and lessening potential interference to
civilian activities. The estimated cost of this was $9 million.
(e) Price level increases during the period amounted to $3 million of the
increase.
(f) Revised estimates subsequent to total hardware definition caused an increase in total program of $3 million.
SPARTAN

AIISSILiE

PREDEPLOYMENT TEST FIRINGS

Mr. MAUON. Now, with respect to the Spartan Missile, you have
indicated that you have had only 9 Spartan firtilgs to date durig a
launchifigs. Does this mean
predeployment test program of-that for some reason you were unable to fire the Spartan on
other occasions and that the test program has slipped?
General STARBIRD. No, sir, it does not. My wording.was bad. All
that was intended to indicate was that we have fired nine, they have;
more that
generally been on schedule; however, they are still
are tests to come before deployment.
Mr. MAHON. You have a two partial successes and one failure
in nine Spartan firings. Was the failure and partial successes early in
the test firing program or were they recent?
General STARBIRD. No they were not. Of course, we had a very lihmited samlnpe and each one had a special mission. The last, one was the
falutre. The other two partials were the fourth and fifth flights.
Mr. MAHON. Have you identified and corrected all the problems
with the Spartan?
General STAIiin. We have, and correction is being made.
Mr.
MA3Ho. Has the Spartai missile met all contract performance
spifications?

General STAIIRD. All those that have been tested to date. Now,
this whole flight period of
flights is a period of checkout to insure that all elements of the performance requirement will be met.
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SPARTAN COST OVERRUNS

Mr. MAiO
iN. Have there been any cost increases or overriuns in the
development of the Spartan? Also, what was the original development cost estimate and what is the current estiniate.
General STARIIID. Again, I cannot remember any, but I would like

to resea roh the record.
(T1e information follows:)

1. For the fiscal year 19068 contract, tie cost of R.D.T. & 141.on the Spartami
missile exceeded by $4 million the amount estimated at the time the contract
was awarded. For fiscal year 1909 there has been no similar cost increase subsequent to contract award.
2. The first detailed estimate made for A.D.T & 1. subsequent to the firm decision on the Sentinel deployment configuration was completed in late spring of
1968. The total estimated (,ost of R.D.T. & 1,1. for the Spartan missile by the
designers was
million for the period through lfisal year 1974 for the
Sentinel deployment. The current estimate for Safeguard R.D.T. & H. on the
basic Slmrtan through the same time Iwriod is nillioni. Of the
Increase, Is due to a decision to move the --.
The remainder is accounted
for almost entirely by the necessity for design and engineering -changes
to
3. Not ,ontemplated under the Sentinel program
but contemplated under the
Safeguard deployment Is the development through flight demonstration at least
of an Improved Spartan to meet the potentially more complex Safeguard
threats. For the period of research, development and test through flight
demonstration this cost Is estimated as million and is additional to tie
R.D.T. & H for the basic Spartan described in paragraph 2 above.
PRE-PRODUCTION COSTS

Mr. MAHON. Your statement indicates funds for "preparation for
production" and "for support to ready for production." Will you
explain the difference?
General STARBiRD. Yes, sir. There are two general categories we
speak of. One is the period of time Until you are ready to initiate production. That is preparation for production. Then the other is for support of the filbit of that tine and the period of actual production.
They overlap to a degree. In the first period, the period of manufacture and preparation, you take the design that the designer has made,
you determine what tools and test equipment, what manufacturing
processes, and the like, should be carried out. You prepare the lines
for this.
Mr. MAHON. Will you expand on that for the record?

(The information follows:)

Preparation for production is the establishment of a production capability
and includes the acquisition of industrial plant equipment by the contractor,
the fabrication and installation of special tools and test equipment required in
the manufacturing process, the preparation of the manufacturing space and
engineering to establish efficient production. Support to ready for production
(production services) includes -the preparation of maintenance information, provision of supporting engineering services and the management and supervision
of the production program by the Government, the prime contractor and the
major sub-contractors.
SPARTAN PREPARATORY

COST

Mr. MAHON. Will you explain the'use to be made of the $8 million

for preparatory measures involving the Spartan missile?
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General STmuniu.

Th $8 million, I think, is the figure for installa-

tion and test; and with it we are preparing mIntuals, detailed test
procedul'es, layouts, and specificAtions for the actual deployment of
missiles at a later date.
Mr. MAION. Will any of the fiscal year 1970 PEMA funds be
utilized to buy complete Spartan missiles ?
General STARuiRD. Not yet, sir. Only a limited amount for advance
components.
SPARTAN

UNIT COST

Mr. MfAiON. What is the unit cost of a Spartan missile?
General STAJiminD. For the phase 1, which is a limited deployment,

tile Spartan missile will cost approximately $2.8 million per missile.
This includes missile and launcher hardware, installation, test, and
checkout.
SPRINT MISSILE
)EVEIOPM NT PROGRAM

Mr. MAHOIN. Now, let us discuss the Sprint missile for a moment.
It would tappear you are having better success in the Sprint missile
development, in that you have had 30 firings to date of a total predeployinent test program of
- launelings. How far has the Sprint
program slipped?
General STABID. Tile Sprint program lias not slipped, sir. Again,

this is 30 of the total number before deployment is made. Because the
Sprint is a new missile and very rugged and flexible, we did start test-

ing substantially earlier than in the case of the Spartan which was a
follow-on to the Nike-Zeus.
Mr. MAoN. The Spartan is your long-range missile and the Sprint
is the short range?
General STARBIiiD. Yes.
Mr. MAHON. Have there been any cost increases or overruns in the
development of the Sprint?
General STAmBIR. Again, I cannot recall any.
Mr. MAON. Supply it for the record. Also, what was the original
development cost estimate and what is the current estimate
(The information follows:)
1. For the fiscal year 1908 and fiscal year 1909 contracts, cost of the R.D.T. &
D.

accomplished on the Sprint missile has not exceeded the amount estimated for

this scope of work at the time the contract was awarded.
2. First detailed estimate made for R.D.T. &E. subsequent to the firm decision

on tie Sentinel deployment configuration was completed in the late spring of
1968. The total estimated cost of R.D.T. & E. on the Sprint missile by the designers was million for the period through fiscal year 1974 for tie Sentinel
deployment. The current estimate for Safeguard for the basic Sprint Is
million. The Increase Is due entirely to the added system test firings Incorporated
In the development program to accommodate the system's test program to the
greatest threat of the Safeguard deployment
MISSILES ON HAND

Mr. MAH ox. How many Sprint missiles do you have on hand for
your test program?
General STAnnu.
We do not have any full missiles on hand except

one that is now being assembled for tes,. We do have components.

e

A jkl
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The advance components are ready; ordered so as to be ready at the
time we need them for the test.
PI-EPROI)UCTION c('SS

Mr. MAION. What is the difference between the $10.2 million for
"facility amortization and for engineering related to preparation for
production" and the $11.9 million "for support to ready for production"?
General STARJminm. This is a similar question to that you earlier asked
me.
Mr. MAHoN. Clarify it for the record.

(The information follows:)

Preparation for production is the establishment of a production capabi lity and
Includes the acquisition of industrial plant equiPiient by the contractor, the
fabrication and installation of special tools and test equipment requtired in the
manufacturing process, the preparation of the manufacturing space and engineering to etsablish efficient production. SuppOrt to ready for production (Iwo-

duction services) includes the preparation of maintenance informatlon, provision
of supporting engineering services, and the management and supervision of the
production program by the Government, the prime contractor and the major
subcontractors.

COST Or PREPARTORY MEASURES

Mr. KkLiio. What is involved in the $2.8 million prepAratory ineas-

ures including "contractor planning for site activation and preparation"' for tests and demonstrations? Will this be at Kw,.jalein or at
the Safeiatrd sites, and does this involve construction 0f any sort.?
General STARwiRD. It will be at the site, theobperational site. it is the
same as the type of activity as for the $8 million for the Spartan I
earlier mentioned. It does not involve construction.
SPRINT UNIT COST

Mr. MAIToN. Will you give the unit cost of the Sprint missile?
General STAmRImR. For phase 1 which is a limited deployment the
Sprint missile will cost $2.1 million. This includes missile and launcher
hardware, installation, test, and checkout.
PROCURiEMENT CONTRACTS

FISCAL YEAR 1009 rpoCUREMENT

Mr. MAHON. You indicated that with the decision to adopt. the Safeguard deployment, General Starbird, the Army continued procurenidnt contracts already in force, w-ith adjiustmeits for Phase 1 deployment. Just what did you continue to procure in fiscal year 1969 and in
what quantities?
General STAtnrID. We had under order one PAR. one PAR data

processor advanced components for the second PAR and for the
MSR with its data processor and the tactical software control center
data processing element. We continued all of these. We cancelled some
of the advanced components that would have applied to later sites,
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and we did slow up some of the delivery dates based on the fact that
the operational availability date was slipped from October 1972 to
January of 1974 by the new plan.
PE31A CONTRACTS FOR AB'M DEPLOYMENT

MHr. MAIIoN. For the record, would yoaprovide what contracts have
been awarded, using procurement and production fuinds, leading toward the develo pient of an antiballistic missile system ? We Avant
to know when the contracts were awarded, the contractor, the contract cost, and how lch has been obligated and expended against
each contract.
(The information follows:)
The following PEMA funded contracts have been awarded toward deployment
of the Safeguard BMD System:
DA-HC-60-68--C-0017 Sentinel production contract.-Western Electric Company, 21) March 1968 initial contract date. PEMA obligation $301,844,258.
Expenditures through May 1969 $103,232,347.
DA-HC-00-68--014 Site selection validation studies.-Boelng Company. 18
January 1908 Initial contract date. PEMXA obligation $1,318,301. Expenditures
through May 1969 $1,082,051.
I)A-HC-60-68-C-0020 Production facillities.-Western Electric Company, 15
November 1968 initial contract date. PEMA obligation $1,219,350. No expenditures
through May 1969.
DA-30-069-AMC-333(Y) PEMA funding of the first perimeter acquisition
radar as the prototype under the development contract since this first PAR is
scheduled for deployment at tactical site.-Western Electric Company, 9 May 1968
contract supplement date for initial PEMA funding. PEMA obligation $87,608,164. Expenditures through May 1909 $9,573,630.
Expenditures are defined as Government payment of submitted vouchers (disbursements).

Mr. MAiHON. For each contract awarded for procurement or produc-

tion of ABM system components, describe the kind of contract involved, -thecontractor, the value of the contract, the work to be done

under the contract, the extent of competition obtained, and so forth.
(The information requested follows.)
The following data is provided on PEMA funded contracts for procurement
or production of system components:
DA-HC-60-68-C--0017, cost-plus-fixed-fee contract.-Sole source negotiated
under 10 USC 2304(a) (14). Western Electric Co. Supplies and services for
production and deployment of Sentinel. Current contract value $302,221,368.
(PEIMA $301,844,258; OMA $377,110).
DA-C69-68-C-0026, cost contract (no fee) .- Sole source negotiated under
10 USC 2304(a) (10). Western Electric Co. Renovation of Gove rnmeinit owned
Tarheel Army Plant, Burlington, N.C. Current contract value $1,219,350.
DA-30-069-AMC-833 (Y), cost-plits-fixed-fee.-Sole source negotiated tinder 10
USC 2304 (a) (11). Western Electric Co. Production of perimeter acquisition radar
and data processing. Current contract value $1,991,774,699 primarily RD.T. & E.
funded cost-plus-incentive-fee contract-PEIMA funded amount is cost-plusfixed-fee for $87,608,164.
PENfA FUNDING

Mr. MAHON. Now, with respect to- PEU fundifig, General Starbird, you indicate that $132.7 million of thefiseal year 1968 PEMA
funds will have been obligated by the end of fiscal year 1969. Can the
remaining $5.2 million be carred over to fiscal year 1970 in lieu of
NOA?
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General STARIBUID. No,sir. As indicated by the chart, the approved

program is still $137.9 million.
Mr. MAHoN. All ri ght. Elaborate on thht for the record.
(The information follows:)

The fund requirement to complete the apjiroved fiscal year 1969 program Is still
$137.9 million. The remaining $5.2 million will be obligated after Jly 1969 against
the fiscal year 1968 program and thus Is not available to apply against the fiscal
year 1970 TOA.

Mr. MARION. How much of the fiscal year 1969 PEMA program
will have been obligated at the end of the current fiscal year?
(The information requested follows:)
It is estimated that $314.2 million of the fiscal year 1069 PEMA program
will be obligated by June 30, 1969.

Mr. MAHON. How much of the fiscal year 1970 PEMA program
do you anticipate will be obligated dtiring fiscal year 1970?
General STARB1ID. Substantially all, sir.
SAI OUARD GROUND EQUIPM ENT
TACTICAL SOF'rWAIE, CONTROL SITE (TSCS)

Mr. MAHON. Now, let's talk about the ground equipment for the
1Will
the tactical software control site (TSCS) be
Safeguard system.
located at Kwajalein or at the first, Safeguard site?
General STARBiID. No, sir. It is to be located at Whippany, N.J.,
which is at the location where the software is prepared. It is right
close by the point so that the software can be moved over and tested
on that center.
Mr. MAnrow. Would you explain precisely what you mean by the
utilization of the word "software" in the context of this discussion.
General STARBIttD. Yes, sir. Every one of our sites must be able to
take data from the radar, digest that data and determine what, is the
nature of the target. In the case of our missile site radar they must.also
control our interceptors and direct the detonation of the interceptors.
The software is the set of programs that enable the data processor 11
that radar to carry out this identfificatiOn and, as directed, interception. Software is the program, the detailed program that enables the
hardware, in other words, the data processing machine, to carry out the
functions it is expected to accomplish.
COST AND

USE OF TSCS

Mr. MAHON. What is the cost. of the tactical software control site
and what will it be used to test?
General STARimD. The estimated cost of it is $45 million. It will

actually take every piece, every package of software and test the softthat is a little of a technical
site.one
Now,
senttype
out to
before
it iseach
ware
of the
attack,
from the North, say, one from
jargon,
but fr
the submarines, there is a separate program that must go into the computer and be there available to meetthat attack if it occurs. Each one
of these programs for each site will be tested out and checked out at
the tactical software control site.
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PAR FOR FIRST SAFEGUARD

SITE

Mr. MAIO . You have obligated earlier year funds for the first PAR
and its data processor. Is this located at Kwajalein or will it be deployed at the first Safeguard site?
General STARBIRD. No, sir. It will be deployed to the first Safeguard
site.
Mr. MAITON. Will these Safeguards sites be constructed simultaneously?
General STAnID. No, sir; they are successively started. For exam-

ple, the first one would be started on construction late in this calendar
year, in some of its advanced construction, whereas the next one will
not start until mid-1970.
Mr. MAHON. Where would the first one be?
General STARBIrfD. The first one would be at Grand Forks, N. Dak.
Mr. MAI-ION. The software program would enable you to cope with
the threat of a submarine-launched missile. Now, how far would you be
at Grand Forks from any place where such a missile couldbe launched?
General STARBimD. Actually, Grand Forks itself is, as I remember
it, about 1,200 miles from the closest point a sub could launch toward
it. Some of the subs have a 1,500-nautical-mile range. The initial package of software will not have any extensive sub-launched capatility
in it. Only if we add a sub-launched capability throughout would it
be brought to its full capability.
Mr. MAia0N. Will the $11.2 million for the first PAR and its data
processor complete the funding for this equipment?
General STAiuiIRD. That will complete it.
Incidentally, sir, I should add that there was extensive funding in
the prior year, but with the change in deployment some change, particularly in the data processor of that PAR, was necessary. The $11.2
million is for that purpose.
Mr. MAHoN. Clarify that for the record.
(The information follows:)
In addition to augmentation of the PAR data processor the $11.2 million includes the cost of equipment to be purchased with PEMA funds and installed
by the Corps of Engineers and test equipment to be used on site. This will complete the procurement of hardware for the first PAR but does not pay for its
installation and checkout which will be funded in the years required.

EQUIPMENT FOR CENTRAL TRAINING FACILITY

Mr. MAaoix. You mentioned that $15.9 million of fiscal year 19'0
funds will be used to buy training equipment for the training facility.
Where is the training facility located?
General STARBm . The central training facility is at Fort Bliss
Tex., as a part of the Army Air Defense School that is there. This will
buy various pieces of training equipment. I would Ilke to insert the
details for the record.
(The information follows:)
Various mockups and portions of tactical equipment configured as training
devices for the missile site radar, Spartan missile and tactical support equip-
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ment (generators, load sensing devices, etc.) for formal practical instruction
during resident training, examples of which are:
MSR trainer digital group
MSR trainer interconnector and model group
MSR simulation equipment
Load sensing governor training device
Centrifugal training device
Spartan trainers
MSR trainer antenna group
MSR trainer transmitter group

Mr. MAHON. Would this complete the equipment for the facility?
General ISTAUBTID. No, it will not. The total estimated cost is around
$45 million.
Mr. Miox. What is the total cost of the training facility when completed? And do you plan others?
(The information follows:)
Current planning estimates reflect a total cost of $61.25 million.
Only one Safeguard training facility will be constructed.
NEED FOR PAR AND

IISR PRE-PRODUCTION FUNDS

Mr. MAION. Why are additional funds required for preparation for
production and for support of production if we have already started
producing the first PAR and MSR ?
General STARBIID. We actually must obligate for the full tilit in a
particular year such as fiscal year 1969. Though all of the critical dimensions of the item are frozen, some of the details of the manufacturing processes and for the components that have a shorter leadtime follow in the subsequent period of time.
PRE-INSTALLATION AND TEST FUNDS

Mr. MAHON. What is involved in the $10.1 million for preparation
for later installation and test in support of ground equipment?
(The information follows:)
The effort for fiscal year 1970 will entail the development of weapon system
contractor site activation plans for the missile site radar, perimeter acquisition
radar, and data processing equipment including site outline specificafis, site
assembly drawings, installhtion. and test plans, system installatibiiAoc tefits
and system test documents for tactical sites. On-site surveillance team will be
established to observe construction of the site technical facilities and to provide
technical assistance to the site commander.
PRODUcTION BASE SUPPORT

Mr. MAHON. You are requesting $80O 00' in fiscal year 1970 for production base sipprt. A total of 4.6 million has been ftiided for this
purpose in tio lastr 2 fiscal years. Why are we already rehabilitating
and repairiiig Government-owned indfisrial plant eqtidhment at contractor plants?
General STAIwinD. This is not rehabilitating what has already been
done. This is generally taking eqtuipmAet that the Governme owns,
nt
packing it, crating it, rechecking it and establishing it at the plant.
J wouldlike to provide the details of that $800,000 for the record.
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(The information follows:)
The $800,000 In fiscal year 1970 for l)rOdtlc4il) base sniloi't IncliIdes the cost
of packlng, (-rating, handling and transportation, rebaliftittion, repair and
installation of prodictiofl equiiniehit selected from DOi) Inventories for use by
the Western Electric Co. or Its subeofitrAttOrs for the Safeguard system. Also
included Is the cost of conversion to prodbctloih of equtili(ift which has beeni
used during the research and development program.

Mr. MA-ION. Will you provide a table showig the type of equipment,and the plants Involved in utflizing the $74.6 million, and how
the $800,000 will be uled in fiscal year 1970?
(The information follows:)
PRODUCTION BASE SUPPORT
[Dollars in millions
Title

Cost

Fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969:
Rehabilitation and packing, crating handling, and
transportation of production equipment.
Expansion, rearrangement modification of Tarheel
Army missile plant(TAMP).

Propellant manufacturing facilities and equipment
for Sprint missile.
Facilities for production of propulsion units for
Spartan missile,
Rehabiliation of Government-owned industrial
plant equipment, Raytheon, Burlington, Mass.
Preproduction engineering of Safeguard weapons
system.
Total, fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969.
Fisca Iyear 1970:
Packing crating, handling, & transportation,
rehabilitation, repair, and installation of
industrial plant equipment.
Rehabilitation, repair, and modification of Government-owned equipment, TAMP, Burlington,
N.C.
Rehabilitation and repair of Government-owned
equipment, Raytheon Co., Burlington, Mass.
Modification of equipment for integrated circuit
package production, WECO, Allentown, Pa.
Total, fiscal year 1970 .......................

Purpose

$0.040 Provide for packing, crating, handling, and transportation of production equipment selected from
Government Inventuries for use by WECO and
subcontractors.
5. 376 The expansion of Safeguard production capability at
Tarheel Army missile plant (TAMP), Burlington,
N.C., by construction of a 2-story addition to the
main manufacturing building and modification of
existing Government-owned building.
.323
Provide for an ammoniumperchl0rate oxidizer grind.
ing facility for Sprint motor base grain manufacture
at Radford Army ammunition plant, Radford, Va.
2.760 This project is for construction and modification to
provide manufacturing facilities for production of
Spartan propulsion units at Longhorn Army ammunition plant, Marshall, Tex., a Govetrnment-owned
facility operated by Thlokol-Chemical Corp
.024 Rehabilitation and repair of Government-owned
equipment
required in support of Safeguard procuction.
66. 1

This project represents preproduction engineerIng
essential to the establishment of an economical production base for the Safeguard system.

74.623
.225

Provide for packing, crating, handling, and transportation, rehabilitation, repair and installation of
production equipment selected from Government
Inventories for use by WECO and subcontractors.
.169 Provide for rehabilitation, repair and modification of
Government-owned equipment in support of the
Safeguard program.
,050 Funds for rehabilitation and repair of GovernMentowned equipment required in support of the
Safeguard program.
.400 This equipment is being converted to support proauction of integrated circuit packages.
.844

CO0MUICATIONS

Mr. MARIo. You are requestig $3.3 miliot1n in fiscal year 1970 for
Safeguard conit
tiflcations. Will you explain what is involved in this
request

"

(The information follows:)
These funds are required for the Phase I Safeguard sites to procure radio
equipment used In training, operation, security and command and teletype
equipment for the communications center for both classified and unelassified
transmissions.
35-262-O9--i1t. 6-14
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USE oP DEDICATED CIROUITS

Mr. MAH0N. Will Safeguard have a dedicated network of its own?
(The information follows:)
Safeguard communications plans are based on leasing the majority of the
services required from the common carriers through the DOS. Safeguard must
procure its own encryption- devices since these are not supplied by the carriers.
Funds for extensions from the existing common carrier routes to the Safeguard
sites will be provided by Safeguard. These routes will actually become part of
the DOS. Within these services Safeguard will have some dedicated circuits in
order to provide the speed of service, bandwidths, and reliability needed by the
weapons system. These cannot be met within the existing common user facilities
of the DOS.
PHASE 1 COST

Mr. TIION. What is the total estimated cost of Safeguard communications for the two sites in Phase 1, including all appropriatiis?
(The information follows:)
The estimated total comnmitiichtions costs for Phase 1 for fiscal year 1970-74
are as follows:
[Dollars in millions]

OMA

Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal
Fiscal

year
year
year
year
year

,PEMA

1070-----------1971 -----------1972-----------1973 -----------1974 -------------

2.494 Fiscal year 1970-----------12. 029 Fiscal year 1971 ----------7.341
5.661
5.748

3. 300
. 500

DIpFEIIENCE BErWEFN PHASE 1 AND PHASE 2

Mr. MARON. I wish you would make it clear, General, just what the
contrast is between Phase 1 and Phase 2, if you have not already done
So.

(The information follows:)
Phase I of the Safeguard system includes only the first two sites in the Miiuteman fields-Grand Forks Air Force Base in North Dakota and Malmstrom Air
Force Base in Montana. The primary purpose of this initial deployment is to
acquire experience in deploying, checking out, and operating a coniplete but small
ballistic missile defense entity.
Phase 2 of the Safeguard system consists of up to twelve sites depending on
the option selected. Three possible options have been defined.
1. Phase 2a would involve adding two more sites in Minuteman fields--Whiteman Air Force Base in Missouri and Warren Air Force Base in Wyoming. It
would also involve a substantial increase in the number of Sprints in the Minuteman fields (plus more Spartans) and the installation of a site at Washington,
D.C. for the protection of National Command Authorities. Phase 2a is designed
to protect against a Soviet IOBM threat to Minuteman.
2. Phase 2b would involve the installation of all 12 sites plus the deployment
of the improved Spartan. It is designed to meet the growing Soviet SLBM threat

to our bomber force.

3. Phase 2c involves deployment of the improved Spartan and the installation
of all 12 sites however the PAR's in southern Califrniia and Florida/Georgia
would be omitted. It is designed specifically against the Communist Chinese IOBM
threat.
4. The full phase 2 deployment could be chosen to respond to all elements of
the threat discussed above.

R.D.T. & E.
Mr. MAION. Now, with respect to research, development, test and
evaluation, General, what contracts have been executed utilizing
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R.D.T. & E. money' for major componelit parts of an ABM system
which can and vil"Ibe utilized in the proposed operational system?
General STAIImiRi. The primary contract is the contract with
ern. Electric, sir, and Western Electric has subcontracts withWestfour
major suipplers. I will ut the details in the record.
' The ifraio
fdllows)
Research and development, utilizing . D. T. & H., money, for the Safeguard
BMD system is accomplished under the prime contract DAO-69-MAMO333(Y) with the Western electric Co. as weapon system contractor. Western
Electric has placed subcontracts with the following companies for development
of major components of the system:
General I1ectrlc Co.---Perimeter acquisition radar.
Martin
Marietta-Sprint.
McDonnelDougas-Spartiin,
Raytheon Co.-Missile Site Radar.
DEPLOYMENT OBJECTIVES

ONE VERSUS TWO SITES
Mr. MAHON. General Starbird, on page 2 of your statement you
say that the objective of the deployment of the two approved sites
itoprovide us with "essentia.l. experience; inl the product oni inlstalflation, checkout, test and operation of a ballistic missile defense
entity."
Since each of the two sites will have the same equipent-_that is,
PAR, MSR, SPARTAN,
Sprint--cou d the basic objective you state be attained with onlyone site?
General STAnBmiD. No, it could not, sir. The two sites are an entity
in which the elements of one are operated in conjunction with the
elements of another.

Let me give an example: The perimeter acquisition radar will make
a detection of an incoming missile. It would then either continue to
track or would, on command, pass thetrack to another radar, another
PAR or MSR. It is this interplay between components that we are
trying to prove by the putting in of fhe two sites, sir.
DEPLOYMENT ONLY AT KWAffALEIN

Mr. MAHON. Would the basic objective be better met by building

allI
of the elements of the system in the Kwajalein complex and testing
the entire system against inert warheads laiched- from Vaanden-

berg Air Force Base and from FBM submarines?
General STARrt. All of the elements except for a PAR will be
present and operating in 1970, mid-1970, making interception. Radars
that are there resembhing the PAR will be used to give interceptor
information to the MSR..
I believe that -the puripbse would not be anywhere near as well
realized by deploying, say, a PAR to go with the ones that are already
there. These are prototypes. The experience in the deployment and
checkout of a production-type item would not be gotten. Also, there
would be a delay of probably 2 to 3 years in the first available operational site if this will be done.
TESTING THE SYSTEM

Mr. MA ON. How can you adequiately test the system without tests

using incoming reentry vehicles?
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General STAitIU. A system readiness verification subsystem is being
developpd as an integral part of tie Safeguard system. The 'SRV subsystem hijecAtifo te Safeguard radar receivers electronic duplichtes
of the :signals these radars would receive. Safeguard then responds to
these sgnals as ift
would under real attack. This'test system which will
be available on site will adequately exercise the Safeguard system and
provide senior air defense commanders with the readiness states of
the system. In addition to system readiness verifleation exercises, live
nonnuclear ringg tests willbe conducted from KwaJ lein for the purlose of quality assurance and troop training. Finally, the radars will
be tested continuously against satellites and all space debris. In cooperation with the USAF SPADAT system, each PAR mairitatls an
accurate
catalog of every orbiting object that passes througl its coverage..Whenever
swch an obeot is detected in search, it is immediately
recognized and rejected. It should be poiited out that'the SRV injects
its signals into the receivers without interfering with the real signals.
Thus the PAR's are fully operational in the real world environment
while SRV is testing the system.
(Additional classified information was furnished separately to tie
com ittee.)
Mr. MnoN. Do you plan tests of this type at the North Dakota and
Montana, sites 1,
GenertlSTARBIlD. The system readiness verification subsystem will
be available At the North Dakota and Monttna sites as well as all
others that may eventually be approved. The SRV subsystem may
perform its functions autonomously, testing a single MSR-defensive
missile complex. Additionally, it may operate in a netted mode and
test the-readiness and reaction of the compete Safeguard system. The
sites wilb, of course, track and exercise on space debris.
SOVIET TESTS

Mr. MAttoN. According to your intelligence, have the Soviets tested
all of the Oomponents of'their ABM system as a unit in tests involving
reentry bodies?

•General STARBID.
DEPLOYMENT WHILE UXNDF,R DnVELOPMENT

Mr. MA;O6N. No prototype PAR wilbe built for testing; the tests
of the MSR will begin in mid-1970ronly nine of test firings of
Spatian have. been accomplished, and only 80 of the planned
Sprint
launchings
have have
beentalked
accomplished.
Deputy
of
Defensetest
Packard
ai d others
of establishish
nwSecretary.
procedures
.under whichihere.'would 'be less concut'reney-4i undline this concurreny..ifi
.
:RDT. & E' and procurement of new weapons systems.
itis .widbly. ree6gfii"dO talit t'k hasty cq'itent't0 production of
items. still under d 6v0pmeit has cost billions 6fM'doirs and "Often
years'of tne,oukl we have greater assurance-of the proposed AIBM
if w teSteite components fors longer time before starting deploy-woild iikefo youto give a very god'answer to that.
eoIo

,
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General-' STImiJiD. I think not significantly. Naturally, the longer
you go in R.D.T. & E. the more you know about a particular component and about how the conponefits will work together. But we have
carried out tests of the comfponents over an extended period of time.
Because of the change in the deployment scleduld we have dropped
back in the deployment date but we have tried to hold our R.D.T. & E.
dates the same as before. The degree of concu rrdincy is substantially less
for this deployment than it was for the Sentinel deployment.
D

01~IN'

19 09 R.D.T. & E.' FtYWpING

Mr. MAtroN'. C d6 ~t'
indicates a, significant OR.D.T. & E.
88.9 million s programed
activity in fisclRyear 1969. A to
in fiscal 1968 riad $400.9 mjlli is requested. in fiscal, e r 1970; but
only $311.5, Zillion was
oie
in fiscal year 1969. 1hat is the
reason for Iis fluctu;
hn in R.
E.fun ing?
Genera, STARBIRD( Basicallyt,
,E.
o
I op in 19069
and was vshalized as' hirg-so w
v at lo ver i DO0 Tjnder the entine
programm for example, in 197i
DT.& E.$,as about $335 ifillion,
as I rem mber. However, NY
anged the tI, 6at and we had td incorporate Vodificati n-d
tl e d
fu in fs al year 11 70 are
to acco modate t R.. '21
i
Ga 'e otthes6 revised threats.
1009 DEVELO

XT A,.TE, S

NGYPROGRAI

]

Mr. MA -lox. Det
tlieve
e
pmen ant testing program /or each
of the ma r system compolen s
fiscal ear 199. What ire the
developmei Old't teilgh $
we= the met
they
met on sched e? What a6 the development\an esting mlestonesfor
fiscal year 197..
(The informat in follows:)
Sprint. The deVelopi;xen t and testing milestone for the,,l5rnt missile in fiscal
year 1969 was to demonstrate the performance ob gotIves by flight testing 12
Sprint missiles. In addition, fabtory sts of
itheSlnt
missile were conducted.
The performance objectives were demlontrAted on schedule in fiscal year 1969:
Nine of the last 11 Sprint firings have been completely successful. Development
flights--which began at White Sands Missile Range in 1965 are scheduled for
completion in early 1970. Integrated system test firings will, follow at Meek
Island, Kwajalein missile range, beginning in calendar year 1970 and will Ifiterface the SprInt/MSR/data processing complex. Test objectives have been established. A total of
Sprint firings is scheduled for fiscal year 1970.
Spartan. The primary objectives for the Spartan missile In fiscal year 1969
and fiscal year 1970 were to develop, verify, and document the performance and
integrity of individual missile end items and their ability to function as an.
integrated missile for application in the total weapon system. Missile firings.
have been underway at Kwajalein missile range since March 1068 with cobmpletion scheduled for
1970. A total of -missiles will be fired to achieve
these objectives. Nine of these missiles were fired-through fiscal year 1968 and
fiscal year 1969 with the remainder scheduled for completion ini fiscal year 1970.
Of th last nine Spartan fBrings, six have been completely successfil, two partially successful, and one unsuccessful. Integrated system firings, less the PAR,
-Will commence at Mec'Island, KMR, in early 1070. The first intercept of a real
target by Sparan is ih the
iof-fiscal year 1970. A total of
-Spartan
flrtngs is scheduled for fiscal year 1970.
'PAR. Because the PAR design is considered to be well within demonstr ated
radar stat of the art,.no separate R. & D. model Is being constructed. The flrkt
:ulitc'of'thisvtdar is planned to 'be on an opei'ational site. The change from
Sentinel to Safeguard therefore changed thelitial site from Boston to Grand
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Forks with a forecast delay in the first PAR of about a year. During fiscal year
-1969 the contractor was engaged in detailed design of the radar including fabric.
cation and testing of engineering models of components and subsystems. A brass.
board model (the L1EDM or linited engiheering developnieit model) of a portion
of the radar is partially completed and is in use at the contractor's plant.
MSR. At the start of fiscal year 1969 (July 1968) the MSR equipment and its
data processor had recently been installed in the building at Meck Island, meet.
ing milestones established 2 to 3 years earlier. By September the transmitters,
final tube, and RF lines had been successfully operated at full peak power and
by November at full average power in accordance with the program schedule.
Antenna performance and receiver sensitivity incentive tests were successfully
completed in August. In September the full available power was transmitted
through the array antenna face and by January this was brought up to full
peak and average power. The radar equipment was In condition to perform
operational tests by mid-fiscal year 1969 in accordance with earlier schedules
although mucl detailed testing and resolutions of component technical problems
remained to be done during the rest of the year. Integrated testing of missile
firings and firings against re-entry vehicles will begin in fiscal year 1970.
Data procemor. The data processor hardware has met its milestones on
schedule. At the beginning of calendar year 1969, a one processor unit and its
associated equipment were being checked out at KMR, Meck Island. The installation of a second processor unit was completed in July 1968. The first processor
and Its initial software becaine operational in September 1908 and was ready
to be used for development and debugging of the software that will be used
for the test firings. In December 1968 the second processor became operational
and the two processors demonstrated the capability to be used separately, one
for hardware tests and one for software development. Software packages for
test firings now being developed, installed and checked out.
SPRINT AND SPARTAN TEST FIRINGS

Mr. MAHON. Review separately the test firing". of the Sprinit and
Spartan missiles. Indicate the date of the firing,t the objectives of the
firing, and the results.
(The. information provided the committee is classified.)
WEAPON SYSTEM CONTRACT WITI

WESTERN ELECTRIC

Mr. MIAHON. Whit part of the $318.6 million for the weapon system
contract is for the Western Electric Co. over and above the sums for
the four major subcontractors?
General STAIRD. Approximately one-hllf, sir.
Mr. MAIION. Supply that for the record.
(The information follows:)
of the Weapon system contract will go to the Wpstern Electric Co.

Mr. mAIoN. flow much profit or fee is paid to Western Electric
under the contract?
General STARBIRD. The 1970, of course has not been negotiated. The
1969 runs, as I remember, the percentage of 6.4 percent.
Mr. MAiON. Of gross expenditure?
General STARmatD. Of thetotal contract cost; right.
Mr. MAijON. What is the total amount paid to Western Electric
over and above the sums for major contractors since the ABM pro-

gram was initiated?
General STARBiItD. Could I tak6 that from the time of decision to

deployment?

Mr. MAHON. Give us the information in the best form you can.
(The information follows:)
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I have been able to develop the information, on the basis of your request, for
research and development effort performed by the Western Electric Co. froin
the initiation of the NIKE-X program In fiscal year 1964 through fiscal year
II9 funding. Tile total iumouint In that contract, DA-30-09-AMO,-333(Y), is
$1,)774,699. Of this amount, Western Electric has placed $1,071,426,009
with th major submontractors and therefore the amount to Western Electric
over and above the major subcontractor amoutits Is $920,348,090. HoWever, tie
ABM effort cominfilie(d in fiscal year 1957 ntiier contract DA-30-069-ORD-1955
for research and development of the predecessor NIKF,-ZE0US System; the
total dollars under that contract was $1,068,486,912, however, a breakout of subcontractor effort is not readily available and would take considerable time to
develop.

Mr. MLLntON. What total profit or fee has Western Electric made on
this program ?
General STARiiiR. I will have to add that up and run it out, sir.
(The inforlafition follows:)
The total fee in the research and development contract DA-30-69-AMC333(Y) with the Western Electric Co. since its Initiation in fiscal year 1964
through fiscal year 1969 funding Is $122,747,723.

Mr. MAriON. As the prime contrietor, what profit or fee does Western
Electric make on the sumns spent with tle major subcontractors?
General SrABIRD. The amouiit varies, sir. We are now operating
mder the Armed Services Procurement Regulations which vary the
fee according to the type of work, governmentt investment, private
investment, and the like. We are abiding by that guidance.
Mr. ANDREWS. You sty, General Starbird, tiat Western Electric
gets 6.4 percent profit on the gross?
General STrmuI. I t hhink it is 6.4 on the gross.
Mr. ANDREWS, On the gross amount involved. Now, with reference
to their subcontractors, of course, they get a profit.
General STAUBIID. That is correct.
Mr. ANDREWS. Does that profit come out of that 6.4 percent?
General STAIMmn. No, sit-, it does not. The 6.4 is on the gross, it is a
composite, however with a much lesser fee assi ed to tle portion
which is subcoiltracted than on that work which is done in house.
About 1963, I thifik it was, procuremenf, regulations were established
that gave so-called weighted guidelihie procedures and stated how

much would be on various types of work, depending upon type of work,

the investment, in terms of mnifipower and other factors that were involved. Now, Western Electric with regard to its subcontracts does a

great deal of inspection, review of speciflcations, establishing directives, integration with other components, and the like.

Mr. ANDRws. Of course, the subcontractor gets a profit.

General STARBInD. He does.
Mr. AND1ss. Does Western Electric get a profit on top of their
profit?
General STAiBmD. He gets a payment of a fee which is based on the
amount of work that Western has to achieve in-house with respect to
that effort.
Mr. ANDREws. Does he get that 6.4 percent, does Western Electric
get 6.4 percent on the amount of work handled by the subcontractor?
General STAnnBm. He does not get 6.4 percent.
Mr. ANDRmWS. Put something in the record to show what relation
lie has with tile subcoitractor and what tie fee is for the subcon-
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tractor and whether or not it is split with Western Electric, or whether
or not you pay Western Electric. If so, how much is it percentageGeneral STARBIRD. We will do that.

(The information follows:)

The fee negotiated with the Western Ellectric Co. for the fiscal year 1969 re,
search and development Is 6.1 percent (not 0.4 percent as earlier stated). This
percentage Is a composite and covers all effort under the contract, including
that performed by the subcontractors. However, it must be recognized that, while
contract negotiations are on the basis of total dollars in fee, the Government
develops its profit objectives as a basis of negotiations In accordance with the
weighted guidelines procedures under ASPR 3-808 in which various fee ranges
are assigned to various categories of cost in the contractor's proposal ranging
from 1 to 15 percent on cost input to total performance. The weighted guidelines
objective established for negotiations uses a percent at the lower end of the scale
as the assigned weight on subcontractor effort.
WEAPON SYSTEM CONTRACT CONTRACTORS

Mr. MAtIoN. Will you break down the $318.6 million by major
contractor?
General SrARium). I will.

(The information follows:)

The breakdown of the $318.6 million weapon system contract is as follows:
-,
Martin Marietta Corp.
, McDminetl-Doigias
Western Electric Co.
-,
and Raytheon
General Electric
WEAPON SYSTEmi

CONTRACT FEE

Mr. Lisco.Am. On the $318.6 million for the weapon system con-

tract wodtyou itemize your point No. 7 rather completely? It is what
you call the remainder, some $49.7 million, for site operations, fee,
contractors' overhead, certain maintenattnce doculentation, orientation,
and training. Can you detail that?
That varis. Site operation, for example, is the
General SrAm .iux
operational payments that we make to the Kwajalein Missile Range
and the White Sands Missile Range for extra work we throw upon
them.
Mr. LirscoN1. What about the fee?
General STARBIRD, The fee itself is the fee total for the $318 million
total contract. It is an estimated fee because it has not beennegotiated.
Mr. LIPSCO31B. You aty detail that.
milGeneral STARBIRD. The fee is estiliated at this time to be lion based on the guidelines which I explained earlier to Mr. Mahon
and Mr. Andrews.
IMPROVED TIRIIID STAGE FOR SPARTAN

Mr.,N[Auo. What amount will be spent on the deVeloptiefit of an
improved third stage for the Spartan in fiscal 1970? Wlit is the
estimated total development cost of the new third stage? For the
record.
General STAlRiiub. All right, si '.
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(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1970 we have included $22.9 milli'li, the totail cost to develop
and demonstrate this improvement is
. An additional
will be required for to conduct system testing should there be a decision to incorporate the
improved Spartan in the tactical deployment.

Mr. MAHON. How essential is the development of a new Spartan

third stage?

General STAnninD. It is essential, should the SLBM's develop a

capability.

It has several other basic objectives. Thle procurement decision will
not, be made on the improved Spartan until"the threat had been further
examined.
DATA PROCESSING

Mr. MAHON. How does the $58.4 million allocated to data processing
compare with the sum spent in this area in the 2 previous fiscal years?
What are the major contractors in this area?
(The information follows:)
The allocated funds in the area of data processing In fiscal years 1968 and
1969 were $47.9 and $35.7 million, respectively. The major contractors in the
data processing area are Western Electric Co., Bell Telephone LaboratOries, Internatlonfil Business Mahelines, Lockheed and UNIVAC Division of Sperry Rand

Corp.
IMPROVED "USR

Mr. MAHON. What is the estimated total cost and time required for
the development of the improved version of the MSR?

(Infornation supplied follows:)

The estimated total cost and time required for development of the IMSR

million and

months.

Mr. MAHON. In what ways is the first generation MSR deficient so
that an i proved version is required?
General STARmIRD. It is not deficient; and for the threat that we believe could develop in the mid-1970's, it. is adequate. However, as I indicated earlier this mornlhg,
it might be necessary to iniprove the
I SR
.

COST OP SITE OPERATIONS

Mr. MAHON. On page 11 of your statement tnder item 7, how much
of the $49.7 million is for site operation? What site operations are referred to?

Provide flit for the record.
(The informtiot6i follows:)
Of the $49.7 million, $16.4 million is for site operations in support of the developinent contractor's effort at White Sands Missile Range and the Kwajailein
Missile Range.

Mr. MATION. How minch of tie $49.7 million is for fee, and to whom

is the fee paid?
(The information follows:)
Of the $49.7 million,
is estimated to be the fee to the prlme contractorWestern Electric Co. However, it should be pointed ou't tlat this is sensitive

.46
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procurennt information since the contract has not b)een negotiated and information should not be available to the contractor which would indicate the profit
objective developed by the Government as the bafihs for contract negotiations.
CIVILIAN PERSONNEL FOR SYSTEM SUPPORT

Mr. MAIION. How many Governmenf 'iviliiii Personnel are paid
from tl% $28.4 million for system support? I-low much of the $28.4
million is for the pay and allowances of Government civilian personnel ?
General STABIRD. Slightly above $4 million. The numbers of personnel are aboUt 205.
PERSONNF,I ASSIGNED TO SAFEGUARD R.D.T. & E.

Mr. MAHON. How many military personnel suplpt the R.D.T. & E.
part of the Safeguard program? What is the sum for pay and allowances for these military personnel?
General STARBIRD. The fiscal year 1970 currently authorized military end strength to be allocated within the Safeguard program for
support of the total R.D.T. & E. effort, is estimated-to be 205. The pay
and allowances for these military personnel is estimated to be $1.7
million.
Mr. MAHOW, Compare the number and cost of civilian and military
personnel in the program in fiscal years 1968, 1969, and 1970.
(The information follows:)
CURRENTLY APPROVED AUTHORIZED END STRENGTH AND RELATED COSTS PLANNED FOR SUPPORT OF THE
SAFEGUARD RDTE EFFORT
[Dollar amounts In millions]
Fiscal year 1968'
End strength
Cost
Mmilitary ---------------- 113
Civilian --------------399
Total ............
512

Fiscal year 1969
End strength
Cost

Fiscal year 1970
End strength
Cost

$0.6
4.9

168
2453

$1.1
7.4

205
467

$1.7
8.6

5.5

621

8.5

673

10.3

1Operatng onboardr) strength as of June 30, 1968.
'Excludes-103 Safeguard spaces providing range support and funded by other than Safeguard funds.
SAFEGUARD SYSTEM EVALUATION AGErNCY

(SAFSEA)

Mr. MAtrON. How many military and how many civilian personnel
are in SAFSEA?
(The information follows:)
The operating (on-board) strength of SAFSEA as of May 31, 1909 was as
follows:
Officers/W
-------------------------------------------77
Enlisted
----------------------------------------------62
Civilian
---------------------------------------------249
Total

--------------------------------------------

388

Mr. MAHON. What part of the SAFSEA cost of $13.2 million is for
pay and allowances of civilian personnel ? How does this amount comfi,
pare with fiscal year 1968 and fiscal year 1969 ?
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. General STARJIIRD. Of the $13.2 million, about $4.5 million is for
clvilihn pity allowances, travel and per diem. For fiscal years 1968 and
1969, the comparable amounts are $1.26 million and $4.02 million
respectively.
Mr. MAI oN. To what extent does the SAFSEA effort duplicate the
prime contractor's efforts?
General STAIRBiD. SAFSEA's effort does not duplicate the prime
contractor's efforts. The U.S. Army Safeguard system evaluation
agency is established to provide a single organization for performing
evaluation of the Safeguard system independent of the Safeguard
System Command and its contractor organization. SAFSEA peron other
thAt, is performed
same type evaluation
forms the
Commianid's
the Armny--Materiel
projects byfunction
developin't
Army,
(AMC) Test and Evaluation Oommacid (TECOM). SAFSEA has
access to and will use test data generated by the prime contractor to
minimize cost butlit will evaluate this data independently.
Mr. MATION. What contracts at what amouiit are included in the -SEA-,? A eompiuter services contract exists with
for SA,,
funds
STARBIM.
General
UNIVAC that provides an option to continue the services for one
to
year. The fiscal year 1970 R.D.T. & E. program provides
exercise this option. In addition, Safeguard will utilize the services of
the Army Research Office for $65,000 and the Human Research Office
at George Washington University for $75,000. Approximately $7.2
million is also included in the SAFSEA funds to provide for a tactical
data processor and programing under contracts yet to be selected.
MISSILES FOR TEST SUPPORT
Mr. MAllNo. How many missiles of what types will be purchased
with the $34.3 million allocated to this purpose under "Test Support"?
General STARBIRD. The Army has implemented a concept of utilizing
sur plus ICBM (Minutemain) boosters and SLBM (Polaris) boosters

and-targets for testing the Safeguard system. ICBM-Nine Minutemani
boosters will be modified in fiscal year 1970 and four targets will be
launched in fiscal year 1970. SLBM-Four Polaris boosters and associated reentry hardware will be secured and moh-dified in fiscal year
1970 for latnchinig in fiscal year 1971.
REIIBURSEMENT TO NATIONAL RANGES

Mr. MAi-ox. Describe the "special support" for which you wish to
reimburse the national ranges in the -f utiIft of $6.4 million. How does
this amount compare to smirs for the same purpose in fiscal year 1968
.
and fiscal year 1969?
General STARbIRn. Wlite Sands Missile Rfange and Kwajalein Missile Range are reimbfirsed for direct test support, performed for the
Safeguard program to accomplish test objectives. This support includes such areas as laboratory tests and services, reception-reeorditgluications, logistical support, misprocessing of test. data, leased ' coifu
cellaneous supplies and facility maintenance solely used by Safeauitrd.
The amounts reimbrsed these ranges in fiscal years 1968 ana, 1969
were $5.1 and $3.6 million, respectively.
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PAR TESTING PROGRAM

Mr. Mmo. Since the PAR radar will not be built oi the Kwaja]ein test site, describe the testing program for PAR.
General STARBRID. The PAlf equipment will be extensively tested
for proper performance in the sane way that would be doie it it were
installed at Kwajalein Missile Range. The operating functions of
1PAR with its digital computer and software will be tested by extensive space debris sinifltion of the many different types of engagement situations. Such a simulation program would be the priailry
method of determining proper PAR operation under any
circumstances.
O'rIER R.D.T. & E. SUPPORT

Mr.ALuroN. What R.D.T. & E. support for the Safeguard pro ram
is -included in the fiscal year 1970 budget under other line items
General SrAlmnru). Sir, the national ranges supporti ig Safeguard,
White Satnds Missile Raige anid Kwajalein Missile Range budget
for services coimion: to all range users. These services include such
items as maintenance and operational. management, technical services in support of test operations, range security-safety and fire protection; transi)0rtation; comminifiicati6ns; and community support
services in the case of Kwajalein. Approximately one-third of Kwajalein's effort and about 6 percent of the White Sands Missile Range
effort are in support of Safeguard. Also, included in the Navy and
Air Force fiscal year 1970 budget, are Navy and Air Force line items
supporting the Safeguard test target program. Additi6inlly, the U.S.
Army Materiel Command is budgeting for base operations support of
Safegpuard activities at.Picatinitly Arsenal and for SAFSEA at White
Sands Missile Range.
STUDIES AND ANALYSES
CONTINENTAL U.S. DEFENSE ALTERNATIVE STUDY

Mr. MAION. Gelleral Starbird, the committee has noted that with
the advent of Sentinel, and now Safeguard, a sioificant iWhber of
study contracts have been awarded, a number of which appear to
deal with areas that should have been studied prior to now.
An example is the "Continental U.S. defense alternatives study,"
f'mnded at a level of $550,000. It has been stated that this study is
needed to present in a single study effort an integration of ballistic
missile defense concepts and alternatives. The committee nderstands
that. this Is a follow-on to a similar study completed in December 1968.
What was the cost of the latter study, and how do you explain the
need for the present proposed study?
General STARBIRD. I would like to provide that for the record, sir,
I want to recheck the facts on it. I am not thoroughly familiar with
that partiicular one as identified.
Mr. MAjION, All right.
(The information followm;:)
The continental U.S. defense alternatives study completed In 1968 cost $300,000. This study and the follow-on study were conducted for the U.S. Army Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense Agency (ABIIMDA), not for the Safeguard System Command. This agency, which cond~icts advanced ballistic missile defense

-
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research and development, works closely with the Safeguard system ollice but
is entirely separate and reports to the Army chief of research and development.
The 1908 study effort was limited hi scope In that it covered only the ioIbib
use of improved Spartan or Sprinlt collocatedtat or remote from the system iradars. The follow-on study has been designed to investigate a full rafge of alternative ballistic missile defense techniques. It will include a deterniiatlonl of
cost and effectiveness data for near term Safeguard growth options; and will
exami e in detail more advanced alternative ballistic missile defensIe techntiiti.es.

The study effort is necessary to Insure that growth options to Safeguard both
in the near and far term are examined in detail from b0th a cost and effective.
ness standpoint.
STUDY OP I)EPLOYMINT STILVrT.(1Y ANID IN'lFEI"ICIrOR C033ITMENT
TACTICS

Mr. M,\IGN. Another is the study of doploynient strategy and interceptor colnfntfi
tittactics for selected ballistic missile defense models.
whili will cost. $200,000, anid will inelfde aalflyses of alternative offensive missile systems arid aflternative defensive aitibifliistic missile
systems.
How does this study differ fr6m the first one? Supply that for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The study of deployment strategy and interceiltor colnitment tactics for selected ballistic missile defense models was conducted for the Office of the Secretary of Defense through the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), not
for the Safeguard System Commnd. The study was designed to carry out tidependent OSD evaluation using generalized war-ganiifig models. The Advanced
Ballistic Missile Defense Agency (ABMDA) containeuital U.S. defensee alterna-

tive study wvas pririly concerned with the definlition of new and different
teclical aIproaehes to BMD, not with war-gaminig analyses.
SAFEGUARD CO3MIAND REENTRY

TARGETIDISCRIMINATION

SCHEME

Mr. MAON. There is another Study entitled "Safeguard Cotillanhd
Reentry Target Discriniifntin Scheme,'? which is to develop a discriiihiritiol scheme for deteoctig and clariaterizinlg ballistic missile
defense system targets dtrino, thirh early reeitry into the earths
atmosphere. The cost of this study is $300,000.
It woild appear that the Air Force atd NASA would, have considerable data in this area.and thht thus kind of study would alvtendy
have been made or at least compairable studies. Has NASA been coiltatted in reward to this?
General §Tm,\R1iD. 'We do colithct NASA in connection with this. I
believe this is an advance study looking at a later period in the Safeguard.
Mr. MWmro-. Will you answer for the record ?
General STARBi iD.

Yes.

(The ifo iiati6ii f6ws:)
This study was contucted for the Advanced Balis-c Missile I)efense Agency
(ABMDA), not for the Safegutird System Comanfui(. It IS part of an 1titegrnt((l
program to develop ilgrithirs ain cOmlar ir'grIMIS to mcake it possible to use
the known discriilfiamts titreal tine in an advanced ballistic Missile defe6nse
(BMD) system. There is qtitte a bit of lifolmatioln a11(1 iteasltre'(tl ata available
on possible and theoretieftl diserlifilufints generated by the U.S, Air Force and
NASA, as well as by previous Army effort. While NASA has only the problem of
reentry, ABMDA's
detectig cooperative or friendly, usually single, objects ding
mission is to provide the technology that nay be required to update the present
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BMD system and for possible advanced BMD systems. All the data developed by
other efforts are know to the Army, and its contractors, and utilized by them
where applicable.

STUDY CONTRACTS

Mr. MAHON. Will you provide for the record a list of all studies
awarded since fiscal year 1968, together with their titles and cost?
Also provide for the record the amount spent in previous years on
studies of this nature under the Nlke-X program.
(The information follows:)
The information on studies awarded since fiscal year 1908 is contained in
the following tables:
Stndy co ntracts awarded by Safegnard System Command using S ntinel/Safe.

guard funds
Title

cost

Fiscalyear 1968:
Manai cement Information development study ---------------- $101, 728
Sentintel evaluation training study -------------------------57,700
Phase d array radar and missile cost model study --------------13, 871
Comm unieations security study --------------------------22,071
PERT'-analyses and evaluation of factors influencing better data
mat agement programs
------------------------------154, 935
Total fiscal year 1068

------------------------------

350,305

Fiscal year 1909:
299,645
Threat analysis study ---------------------------------Data processing study ----------------------------------10,500
Study for antiniissile missile system (this study effort covered 22
assorted specific studies of system effectiveness and performance)
---------------------------------------2,443,665
Sentinel training program study ------------------------2,718,678
Sentinel site operations advisory study --------------------608,216
Lethality and vulnerability studies -----------------------920, 034
Sentinel evaluation training study -------------------------10,237
Sentinel growth studies ---------------------------------99,373
Product assurance program master plan -------------------273,400
Evaluation of radar performance study ---------------------46,975
Study of nuclear disturbances on safeguard radar ------------58,966
,------Radar degradation studies
Total fiscal year 1969

----------------------------

7, 857, 826

Study cont rats aiwardcd by Safeguard Logistics Corn mand rising Sentinel/

Title
Safeguard funds
cat
Fiscal year 1969:
Study of maintenance data volume requirements ------------$59, 723
Integrated time-phased logistics plan management study -------- 18, 800
Total fiscal year 1969
-----------------------------78, 523
Study contracts a4varded by Corps of Engineers ushig Scntinel/Safefuard fund8
Fiscal year 1968:
System effectiveness prediction study ---------------------$100, 000
Fiscal year 1969:
System effectiveness prediction study ----------------------Facilities criteria development study ----------------------Facilities criteria development/hardness testing study --------"Task and skill analyses, tactical support equipment ----------Total fiscal year 1969

I'

----------------------------

212,000
71, 400
60, 000
667,275
1, 700, 675
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Study contractsawarded by U.S. Army Missile onrriandvalng
Sentinel/Safeguardfunds
Fiscal year 1960:
Phase 2 SPRINT circuit analysis study -------------------$80,000
Study contracts awarded by Defense Atomic Support Agency using
Sentinel/Safeguard funds
Fiscal year 1969:
Erosion effects on interceptor ----------------------------$61, 034
Study contracts awarded by U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (MEWTA) anld
White Sands Missile Range
Fiscal year 1969:
Preliminary MSR vulnerability study

----------------------

$71, 000

Study contracts awarded by U.S. Army Strategic Oommunications
rising Sentinel/Safeguard funds
Fiscal year 1909:
EMP test program integration study ----------------------EMP susceptibility test program study ---------------------Communclations system vulnerability analysis study-----------Theoretical Investigations of EMP simulator -----------------Total fiscal year 1969

-------------------------------

command,
$393, 297
428, 300
626, 802
28, 411
1, 476, 810

Study contracts awarded by U.S. Army Air Defense (ioniand,using Sentinel!
Safeguard funds
Fiscal year 1969:
Nuclear effects study
---------------------------------CONUS-wide defense digital sinmi lon study -----------------Safeguard/Sam-D interface study ------------------------CONUS-wide war games model (CADENS) -------------------Total fiscal year 1969

---------------------------------

$242, 215
33,629
139,330
14, 731
429,905

Study contracts awarded by Pieatinny Arsenal using Sentinel/Safeguard funds
Fiscal year 1969:
Sprint AK component feasibility studies -------------------Sprint warhead system analysis study ----------------------Spradn warhead system analysis study --------------------Spartan AK component feasibility study --------------------Total fiscal year 1969

-------------------------------

$148, 951
235, 885
209,898
440, 291
1, 041,025

Grand totals Sentinel/Safeguard studies awarded since fiscal year 1968
1968 ------------------------------------------------$450, 305
1969
-----------------------------------------------12,796,798
The approximate amounts obligated in previous years on study contracts
under the Nike-X engineering development program are shown below. Due to
retirement of detailed contract records, it is not possible to determine with certainty from available contract registers that all study-type contracts for these
years have been identified.
Approximate amounts obligated for study contracts under Nike-X engineering,
development and S ntinel/Safeguard programs fiscal year 1964-68
Approximate

Fiscal year:
1964
-----------------------------------------------1965.
----------------------------------------------166,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1968

---------------------------------

obligations

in thousands
$3,791
6,331
6,21
6,923

9, 047

,

ku;4

-
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COAMMUNIC,\TIONS

SYS'IEaiS TEST PIROGIAMr

* Mr. LIrscomn. General, according to a Defense )ress release dated
June 9, 1969, the Kaman Nuclear Corp., Colorado Springs, Colo. receivedi a $1,261,898 modiflation to an existing contract for acqlittig1ton
of part II of an EMP study for Safeouard comtfitinicatioins system test
program. The modification is to the Safeguard Systems Commifild contract DA-HIC-60-69-C-0061.
We have been studying this problem for years. In fact, a person
might believe the li braries are full of such studies.
Exactly what is Kaman Nuclear Corp., doilig under this study
contract I
General STAiIUMD. On of tle things thfit we are anxious to prove is
lhe commercial commhil-lcatiols system which was built over a period
of years is
KanIMI is an oi'gaiziition whichl ('o
l ido soli etliig that tle Army
does not have the cap ability of doing itself, and tlat is accomplishing at test program on typical conimercial commluications stations, on
typical sections of cable, and the like, to prove that the facilities can
withstand this type of pulse.
If we found we could not. use parts of the commercial system, which
is a gridded system, then it would be necessary to install hardened
cables or it substitute therefor, hardened microwave, between our
PAR s and our MSR's.
This is to conduct a, test program ill conjunction with the investigation of electromagnetic pulse vulnerability.
Mr. iAPscoMB. What is Kaman's expertise or capability?
General S,\imwu). They are one of abotit three organizations which
have studied, which has conducted experiments oil and carried out
analyse* on nuclear phenomena over a. period of years. This particular
problem that they are looking at now is one which neither they nor
others have extelisively examined.
Mr. Lpscom. What is the total cost of the contract?
General STA1BImD. I would like to provide thit for the record, sir.
(The information follows:)
Th

total (ost of the Kaman contrAct DA-HC-0--O--0-061

is $1,048,8-8.

Mr. Lmsvomn. Isn't the Strategic Air Commind studied this?
General STmmrif. They have, and we have borrowed SAC's people.
However, SAC's problem is
-. We are trying to use it commercial
system, and we believe that for our system it wil1 work satisfactorily,
but- it is necessary to prove this.
Mr. Lnpscom. How about the DCA or the DCS commiutnications?
General STMARIIlID. For the DCA-DCS comufitications, the gridded
system
'will
work, but it works under this kindof conditions, sir:
We had examined the 1)CS-DCA system, a nl we have planned and
develol)ed t commercial system to meet the kind of requirement that
1)CA-DCS has.
However, we are talking about a system where the interception can
be octrr'llg inI it period of ___
and we cannot a ford to lose comnitIications durni that pelrio(l.
Mr. Lirsco,.
vhat was ivolved in part I of the contract with
Kaman, and what was done with the results? What were the recointllJ (llt Ions and couc lusions?
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General SrAitImon. I wofild like to put that in the record.
(The information follows:)
Part 1 of the contract with Kaian was to prepare detaied planning for an
EMP test program, to Include the analysis effort, data aqisltlin ald reduction
effort, and selectIon of the types of field and laboratory tests to be conducted. Based ol tills we deterkniied how to proceed with the actual analysis
and test iig.

General S'ruiimu). A major palt of the part, II efrot is actually
the design of th equipheiut to be used for the tests and for the. procurement of the equipment for the test.ing.

INTEfRCPTION OF INCOMING 31ISSILES
11. LiPSCOMB. On page 4 of your statemefit you talk of be inning"
i fd-1970 the ifiterception of incoming target ballistic lnissifes fire

into the atoll.
I do iot thifik it is quite cle.r wiit this is all aboit.

General STARBItm. The missile site radar which I spoke of, which
is at Meek Island in the Kwajalein Atoll, is now being checked ofit,
and in the first 1uarter of 1970 will start latnchliig and coitrolling
the Spa rtafn and Sprint tests th t, we make after that,time.
Within a quarter thereafter-in other words, by mid-1970-we will
actually start firitg from Vanldenbero' ICBMs vith iert w\a.heads,
firing those walheads at the K]wajaleiu Atoll and fliig interceptors to make mock interceptios.
We initiafllly will do tliat with single interceptors.
However, after a, period of time, it will be made
. The incoming ballistic nmisile re-entry vehicles fired from the west coast and
IRBM's fired from a Navy test latnhlitng ship will be made to have reentry vehicles to include
so as to insllure that all elements of the
system can handle a.ll the details of any type of attack.
MIr. Lusort. What is the $34.3 million necessary for?
General SrAlmImD• That is for the target missiles. The target ICBM's
and IRBM's are generally ones and I think entirely ones which are
surplus to the Navy and the Air Force needs, surplis in the sense that
we either have one that is no longer needed or, alternatively, they want
to fire onle for some,other purpose, and we vide their firig.
However, we must 1pay for what amoints to the out-of-pocket costs
involved, the checking out of that missile to see that It is in satisfactory
condition,
l)rovided they were not goint, to fire it anyway, the changing'
of the reentry vehicle to meet our requiiremetts, the teleometry the
istrumenthtio'n. That is what that $34 million is for, sir.
[r. Lisco-,N. Thalk you, Mr. Chairlnai.
OPPOSITION TO NORTH I)AKOTA SITE

M[r. ANDrEWS. Getniel, you are llailwiig sites i North Dakota.
General STARI1iID. Right, sir.

Mr. A nEiuWs. I have been reading where the Governor and ot hi i
citizens of North Dakota are very much opposed to the location ofl
those sites. Of course, they cannot stop the Federal Govetintmmfi t fivoi
going in there and malkng that istallation, but will tht, ailet yourt
programin any way? You would more or less be an uiwelcome g1 4,4
would you not?
35-202-69-pt. 0---15
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General STAmRWI.

I believe the Governor has expressed himself in

opposition to tie program. Certainly we would prefer that everyone
favored the promram, but many, for reasons that they thoroughly
believe in, do not-favor it.
In this particular case, the sites themselves are selected there because
that is where the Minuteiaifn is, We want to place our sites so as to
protect portions of the Mintteman complex there.
Mr. ANtm vs. That. is the ptit-pose of your program.
General Smirmuin. That is correct.
Mr. ANDimpwS. What effect will this opposition to the location of
the sites in that State have on your program, if any?
General STamBID. The sites that we contemplate there are relatively
well known. We would, of course, inmediately upon favorable action
by the Congress on the deployment, make contact with the Governlor
and anyone he indicated he wanted us to contailct, to explain in full
what was going to be done in that area.
Mr. ANDRiws. Aren't you plaitniig now to go forward with your
sites?

General STrRBIRD. The Secretary of Defense said we would not go
forward, that we would take no action which was in the nature of site
acquisition or construct16n, pending favorable action by the Congress.
Mr. ANDRtws. Are you asking in tlis budget request for deployment
money, or only R. & D. money?
General STARBmiD. No, sir. For deployment money as well as R.D.T.
& E. The MCA funds already appropriated to us have not been
obligated, except certain ones that were obligated on the old deploynient. The obligational authority and the appIropriation will be aequate to carry out the work thatieeds to be done in fiscal year 1970.
SAFEGUARD AUTIiORIIZATION

Mr. ANDEAWS. One further qtesti6n to clarify my own mind about
this matter. This prograin has been authorized by Congress; has it not?
I read from page 42 of the Safeguard antiballistic missile system
hearings:
Authorization for procurement of Sentinel was first contdiied in Public Law
90-500, September 20, 1908. It was explathed In House Report 1045, July 5,1908,
atpage48, * * *
Funds for tils lrocurenient authorization for fiscal year 1969 were cofitained
In Public Law 90-580, October 17, 1968 * * *.The Senate conilnittee Outlied the
program omi pages 5 and 30 of Senate Report 1576, September 19, 1968. * * *
Construction for Sentinel, later called Safeguard, was first aitthorzed by Publie Law 90-110, dated October 21, 1907, under the headitig "U.S. Army Air Defense
(Coiniitd--Cous--Varlous Locations, Operatliinl Facilities, and Utilities,
$64,846,000."

From what I read, it seems to me this program has already been
authorized and money has been a pproprihted for certain pises of it.
"Whythe debate in the other body I Wl t are tley going to debate over
there?
General STARnlfhn. I cannot answer that, sir. The Secretary of
Defense did say that he would not go forward with actual site acquisition or construction.
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DECISION REGARDIN(

FURfTIER DEPLOYMENT

Mr. AmDABO. On page 2 of your statement, you speak of the President making his first review as to the necessity of further deploymfint
by January 1, 1970, but on page 4 you speak of tests on the S)artian
and the Sprint not, being started until tX first quarter of 1970 and
going into mid-1970.
How could We get a proper evalutiflon in.afitiary of 1970 if you do
not conduct atiy of these test laU~hinfh3igs and find out if we have a
workable system until the first quarter or mid-1970?
General STAIBIRD. Wire are presently conducting test launches. This
is intended to 1olilt out, that if we move our tests in the case of the
Sprint from Wliite Sands to Meck Island where we have a prototpe missile site radar in 1970Mr, ADDABnBO. These are still tests. In other words, you are testing at.
White Sands. We do not know if we have a workable unit. You a.re still
testing in 1970. You talk about further deployment is possible in Jaiuary 1970.
Genlera] STAnnt. We are convinced from the testing a ccoinpli'ied
to date .that the missiles will accomplish their purpose. It is desirable
and necessary to continue to check out larger and larger increments so
as to make sire, if there are bugs there, that we elimiihte those before
we are in heavy production.
DEP LOYMENT BASED ON 'rEST RESULTS

launchinigs, nine firMr. ADDABBO. Oi page 5 you speak of
igs, of which six have been fully successful, two partially successful,
and one unsuccessful.
Would you say tha-t is a successful program when we are talking
about actual deployment?
General STARBIRI). For the initial -lhase of a, missile program, that
is a very high performance rate. In al three of those pa1iial successes
or failures, we know what the cause was. The cause i one case was
an electronic part. We have fixed that part'. In one case it was a power
unit and was apparently due to a problem in the burnig of the fuel
thait drives a small )oel' unit. This is still under exaniiation for
repair. Mer believe, we know the answer to that.,
These high-pressure units have been fired in the Nike-Zeus. The
total number of firings was 152. This was a modified design to go
into a. somewhat larger Spartan.
Mr. ADDABBO. W-hat is the relationship between laInchigs and
firings?
General STABrirtiI. They are synonymous. When I ditited it, I said
"firings, and I did not change'it. By "firings" and "laifehinigs, we
mean the same thing.
Mr. ADDABIo. However, you spea-k of a predeployment test program
launhlinigs, but you hatve only nine flifigs.
of
launchGeneral STAUBIaD. That is nine fired to date of the
ings programed.
111r. Aim,%nno. In other words, the total test program will be
General STARBIRD. Right, sir.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Oil page 8 of your statement, in the last line under
sections C you say:
Should permit us a TOA of $97.1 million to accoinplish construction in time to
meet the Phase I site requirements.

Why do you say "should" and not "will"?
General STimmiD. It should be "will." "Will" is the better word.
IMPROVED ISR

Mr. ADDABBO. On page 11, subparagrapl (4), you say, "Continued
development on the MR including operation of the Meek prototype
will cost approximately $11.4 million, and work on ai improved version of the MSR to handle later threats will cost about $9.5 million."
If you anticipate $9.5 million, why can you not incorporate the later
expenditure into the present development rather than spend $11
mill
ion now aind an additional $9.4 mflion later?
General STARBITID. The $9.5.million is actually a part of a program
that will run about $25 million to design the advaficed missile site
radar. It is actually to design it as a modi-fication to be made if we ever
have to incorporate this added capability for the more advanced
threat. We need to do that design basically, and particularly this part
of the design, in this year because the structures themselves have to
be such as to accommodate this modification. So, this work is largely
connected with design to a 1)oint where we are certain that the structure can accommodate thel improved MSR as well as the current
design.
Mr. ADDA1BO. You say the p)rototype is costing approximately $11.4
million, and that may not be utilized at all .
General S'r,\mui, No, sir. We will proceed with the MSR except
foi- the structure, similar basically to the one which is at Kwajalkin.
Specifically, it is one within a 13-foot diameter face. However, we want
to make thlis so, should it ever become necessary to increase the range
against it smaller threat re-entry vehicle, we can do this without
heiving to tear down and start over agti from scratch.
This is to design it to it point where we know we could incorporate
if if we ever had to.
PAR VERSUS OVEI-TrHE-IIOIXiZON

RADAR

If[r. Am)l)mAo. PAR requiremeiits are shown as $25.7 million. Sometime last week when we had the Air Force R. & 1). before us, they
talked tboiut I don't know how man6y millions of dollars for the overthe-horizon radar. Can this not be icorporated as part of the PAR
research?
General STAIm'inD. No, sir. That is a special radar setup. This does
not hlve the extensive capability or surety that the PAR mutst have.
The PAR must be able to track many objects at the same time with
a high degree of accuracy so as to forecast where the interceptor should
be when it goes up.

I
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CONTRACTOR'S OVERHEAD

Mr. ADDAUmO. Further on page 11, you state, "The remaiinder, some
What
$49.7 million, for site operhtios, fee, contractor's overhead ...
is meant 'by contractor's overhead !s' that the contract price for work
1.

they are doing?
General SmU\imD. The payments that are made to a contractor
which are not directly distrii(ifable to a piece of work under a contract such as these are of threo types: for his fee, which covers his,
)rofit alMd sdme other fiffictifis; for his general engineeting; and for
his general and administrative costs.
Certaiit of his departmeinits do work for this project and other.
Goveriiient projects, and that is deteriAloed by anl audit and is alto go in and
located accrdiiig to a formula, rather than attempting
see how mahy men in, say, the accountit g office or the general engineeilng office are attributable to a specific piece of work.
That is what we meant by contractor's overhead. It is a combination
of general engineering and his general anid administrative.
'Mr. ADDAUBO. In otler words, it is more or less the contractor's allocated costs rather than an overhead charge ?
General STARBIRD. That is what it refers to.
SAFEGUA RD SYSTEMS EVALUATION AGFNCY

Mr. ADDAnBO. On page 12, subsection e you speak of 400 military
and civilianpersonnel. as the requirement, for SAFSEA at a total cost
of $13.2 million. This is not all for salaries, I presume.
General STmniD. You are right, sir. When you come to the salary
part of it, the salary, per diem, and the like, are around $4.5 million.
Also included, though, is certain contract 1)rocureMileit. The main
item of procurement Intended is to produre a portion of one of the
tactical data processors. This agency will conduct evalthttions for me
and for the Army as to whether there are any problems, in those software packages i the program or in the hardware, and they will look
at means of casting the capability to a later tine frame as well. That
is their primary cost.
I can addthe rest of the costs in a breakout for the record.
MI. ADAI0. I would apprecia te that.
(The information follows:)
in additlIon to the $1.5 million jist mentioned here and approximately $8.5
nillltion for cotiacts previonlsly mentioned, $0.2 mlilon is for office equipment

and general sipples.
FACILiTY AMOITIZATION

Mr. ADnAli1O. Oln pages 13, 14, and 15, ground equililuent$ ill each
one votthave a.subisection for fac ility amofilfzat.io. What do yout1 men
by facility aniortization?
General StAIIIIitD. In conlctielon with this. progr-1am, several of the
contractors had to make modifications to their plaft. In most cases it
was a modification ill the sense of clngilng their lines, l)ttifg in the
special tooling that was requllred,
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Initially, they asked that tlis be reiiblrsed by the Governmefit
and reimbursed at the time of actual construction.
n its direet inIn geiieral, tile Governmfiiett tries to hold to a minhini
vestment in such plaits. However, it. does try to reinbilrse .the cohtractor fairly for the cost lie bears.
Therefore, for particular items that the contractor has to install
uniquely for t his program, for modifications he makes uniquely for
this program, we have a contract clause to reimburse him over a period
of 8 years.
FUNDS

FOR SYS'Iq',M MANAGEMENT,

DIREriON,

AND INTEGRATION

Mr. Amn,\nio. Not. taking tiie to go over each item individually,
again on pages 13, 14, and 15, for each item you have managelneit,
direction, and lintegrition of tei overall prografn. In other words,
these are dollar line items, but it would appear that they are for the
samne type of work. Is there a certain afoilunt of duplication here?
Gelleral STrtitntit. No; there is not, sir. Generally that item applies
to a subcontractor's plant. In some cases this is not entirely true, but"
generally where you talk of the Sprint, the naliagemenlt and integration is prill)larily tile management, and integration that must, le accomplished by, il the case of the Sprint, the Martin Co. to bring all
of its eompollents together and show that they function rioht. There
is overseeing of that by the prime cotrato' , and this is a lesser
amount in those line items.
I)tOl)tTC''lON IASE

SUPPORT

Mr. ADDABBO. Oil page, 15, production base support,:
Production base support is for relmblithtln, repair, and tnstallitlo|t
Oovernment-owned tindstrlal plaiilt eqlilpnenit at contractor plants.

of

In previous hearings, and particularly in the Select Committee on
SmalIBusiness, I was led to understai'dflint once G6vernieont eqipj)ment was loaned or leased to a conltractor, lie was the one to maitain
it. Why is there a cost, of $800,00 to the Governmiheit for relhbilitation'?
General STARMnD. I think this is primarily for a Goveriliment-owined,
contractor-operated plant. It was taken out of storage and installed'
at a Government-owned, contractor-operated pliant.
I have already stated that I would provide the details, not only for
this $800,000, but for the total over the past 2 earlier years when the
cost was substantially heavier.
STUDI)IS AND CONTRA TS

Mr. ADDABBO. Referring to the $4.8 million for contracts for site
operation studies nuclear effects studies, ?a management data system,
etcetera. Hasn't this been done previously
General STARBIRD. We do pick up the information secured from
earlier studies and use that in connection with studies specifically
directed to this deployment.
A major portion of this is a design, actually, and installing of the
maintenance data system, which is the system that will provide the
information to let the site be maintained at site.
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Another thing that we particularly are interested in doing is to
reduce the nmnipower on the site to the iiiiiintll. So, we are looklna
at site operations, and that is the site opei'atioifis study, trying to baiance off. If you make your equipment a1ittle different, can you reduce
the man power and redcice the overall cost involved?
In general, these studies are uniqtte studies, but do make use of inforitfion developed by others,
I can list all of those, if you wish. I think I have already been asked
to do that.
MOBILE LJAUNCI1iIS

Mr. ADDABBO. InI studies tlt have been made, was a study made of
the possibility of mobile launchers instead of a hard site ABM system?
General STARBIRD. We have looked into mrYobile systems sir and
quite extensively. There is noe ri4lit now that would have n feasibility
for deployment in the same time ?rafite. Whether it will ever prove to
be feasible is a question.
The main problem here is, of course, the radar to carry out the
function of protecting a. hard site area. An area that needs a high
degree of protect ionilutist have quite a large raiidar.
Mr. ADDABBO. Wit effect does the radar have on the mobile lantich-

er? Isn't. the radar separate and apart from the catcher?
General STAIMIRD. In general, you mtst have the missiles so they can
protect the radar. You also wmt the missiles within a reasonably
short distance like a. very
- of the radar because the radar has
to pick up a missile as soon as it pops u and start guiding that missile.
For that reason, they have to be in fairly close proximity, one to the
other.
(Off the record.)
USE OF EXISTING MISSILES

Mr. ADDABnIO. Has there l)een a stidy made of equipment that we
have presently in the arsenal which coild be used in place of a new
missile sucli as the Sl)atlI and the Sprint?
General STniiutD. There have been extensive studies to my own
knowledge datinY over a period like nearly 10 years, They have examified the possibility of all of our current, assets fulfillig
i t e mission.
In general, the things that were built to deter and probably did
deter to a degree bomber attacks, are too slow and too liiited in capability and piresenlt warhleads that. wouid nlot be effective agaillt all
ICBM. This was foutid in' many of the early studies.
Secretary Laird discussed briefly with yOi a suggestion that has
been made thiatthe Miiuitemln be given a dual cap'ability, and soth6
studies have been accotplished o. that. However, again you run iito
the fact that to (1o this, m6dflctions which do not now exist for the
Mintitemian would have to be developed, so the time scale is well down
the road for the full capability to do more than serve as an adjiict to
the Safeguard type of deploytnet.
The Navy has studied a potential system. The Air Force has studied
airborne systems. Generally these make use of new items, not those

already l)roduwed aid availale.
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Mr. ADDABBO. Thank you very nuch, General.
Mr. WitI'rrrN.Mr. Davis?
SA1FmEUARD AUTHORIZATION

Mr. DAVIS. General, I should like to get clarifcation of the discussion you httd with Mr. Andrews relating to au1-thorization.
If I interpreted correctly the response you gave, the entire $794 million we are speaking of here is considered to be completely authorized,
so the only remaining thing is the approval of the funding in accordance with prior authorization, is that correct.?
General ShrmiUD. No, sir. I did not make it. completely clear.
The $794 millionh for fiscal year 1970 is new athorization to the degree the comitftees do authorize-I will come back to that in a
moment-as well as new appropriation.
The colmitWtees authorized, for example, in PEMA some of the
items, butr not all of the items. They appropriated, of course, for the
full amounfit.
In MCA they authorized the full am ounfit as well as appropriated.
The $794 million for fiscal year 1970 inclfides some requir-ed MCA.
Actually, in 1970 the total requirement'in obigat1onal authority is $892
million, but we are carrying over some earlier authorization appropriation to apply against this.
I think what Mr. Andrews was referring to was the portion authorized and appropriated for 1969 and 1968, rather than the additional
we are asking for in 1970.
Mr. Dvis. So, within this total there are requests pending before the
Armed Services Committee under military procurement, and also
under military construction, that will be necessary before this money
could be properly approved by this committee, is that correct?
General STnineI. And for R.I).T. &E., all three separate categories.
Mr. DAvis. The R.D).T. & E. would come in uider the regular mi'litary procureinent' authorization bill, would It not?
generall STARBtII1D. Yes, sir; that is the saine as the PEMA portion,
sel)arate from the MCA authorization.
Mr. DAVis. Do we have anywhere in our records a breakdown of what
part of this is now authorized and what part of it is now pending by
way of authorization before the Arimed Services Comniittee?
.General STrAmInTID. I am not sure whether you have a full and detailed accofifit. Should you like, sir, we can work with the committee
staff and develop and insert something in the record which will cover
it.,.0

Mr. DAVIS. I think we ought to hav that,.because we do not lnow to
what extent we need to waft on the legislative committees before proceeding with any of these appropriation requests.
It would be good if you developed that and inserted it in the record.
IVe would theli .,nowa little )etter where we -are.
General STnummD. We will develop that and check it With the staff.
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(The inforiniftion follows:)
SAFEGUARD FISCAL YEAR 1970 AUTHORIZATION AND APPROPRIATION REQUESTS
In millions of dollars
Appropriation request

Appropriation
ROTE ......................................................
PEMA .....................................................
MCA ...................................................
OMA .................................
MPA ................................................--....
Total ................................................

Total obligation
authority
Authorization
requested
request I

New obligtion
authority
requested

400.9
2342.2
312.7

400.9
$360. 5
697.1
23.2
:9.8

400.9
3 345.5
6 14.1
23.2
19.8

755.8

891.5

793.5

4

1 hese are' the amounts requiring new authorization for the Safeguard program and which are included in the pending
military construction and procurement authorization bills.
1his excludes $3,300,000 for communications equipment shown on line 232 of the April 11, 1969, exhibit P-1 which is
not subject to authorization, and $15,000,000 in funds carried forward for which prior year authorization exists.
3 This includes funds for construction of facilities in support of the Safeguard R.& D. program at Kwajalein Missile Range.
It excludes $1,400,000 of planning and-design funds being requested in the military construction appropriation bill to

support the t. &D.conistructon effort at Kwajalein.
4OMA and MPA are not subject to authorization.

6The total PEMA obligation authority requeted In the defense appropriation bill to support Safeguard in fiscal year
1970 Is $360,500,000 as shown on lines 63-68, 90,94 and 232 ofthe revised exhibit P-i, dated April 1, 1969, supporting
$15,000,000
data for fiscal year 1970 budget request. On docision tochange from the Sentinel to the Safeguard deployment bythe
Office
of fiscal year 1969 PEMA funds appropriated by the 90th Congress for Sentinel was placed n deferred status
1969
of the Secretary of Defense pending congressional decision on the fiscal year 1970 Safeguard program. Fiscal yar
exhibit
the
of
90
PEMA total obligation authority for Safeguard was reduced to $330 600,000 as shown in lines 63-68, and
to
of
$360,500,000
TOA
1970
year
fiscal
the
to
reduce
applied
P-i. If approved, the $15,000,000 in deferred funds will be
$345,500,000 NOA.
6The total MCA obligation authority requested for Safeguard in the fiscal year 1970 military construction appropriation
bill is $97,100,000. This total is composed of $60 500,000 for tactical construction, $14100,000 for planning and design,
$12,700,000 for construction at Kwajalein Missile Range i" support of the Safeguard R,& D. program, and $9,800,000 for
Sentinel
design and construction of access roads for the Montana and North Dakota sites. On decision to change from theCongress
90th
to the Safeguard deployment, $83,000,000 of fiscal year 1969 MCA funds appropriated for Sentinel by the
year
fiscal
on
the
decision
congressional
pending
were placed in deferred status by the Office of the Secretary of Defense
1970 Safeguard program. If approved, the $83,000,000 in deferred funds will be applied to reduce the fiscal year 1970
TOA of $97,100,000 to $14 10000NOA. The $14,100,000 NOA request is composed of $12,700,000 for construction
In support of R. & D. and $1,405,000 for planning'and design at Kwajalein.
I Funds to provide for pay and allowances of military personnel assigned to the Safeguard program are Included In the
Army's total MPA appropriation request. Separate amounts for Safeguard are not requested. The amounts shown here
are those Included In the Army's MPA a propriation request and are based on average military strength approved by
the Office of the Secretary of Defense for safeguard multiplied by an Office of the Secretary of Defense approved average
rate per man-year.

Mr. DAvIs. That is all, Mr. Chairtifti Thank y(tt.

Mfr. Wm1TTEN. General, thank you for making f very fine presentation. We realize this is an area. which is hard to deal with.
The committee stands adjourned unil 10 o'clock tomorrow.
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Mr. MAHON.

COMPTROLLER FOR PLANS AND

The subcommittee will be in order.

Today we have with us Mr. MoOt, the Assistant Secretary of
Defense, Comfptroler, for a discussion of the fiscal year 1970 Dopartme%t of Defense budget estimates, and in conjunction therewith

the budget adjustments, for fiscal year 1969. Of course, all through
these hearings we will be discussing the revised fiscal year 1970
budget figures.
Besides discussing the budget estimate for 1970 of some $77.5
billion, we will also get into some special areas concerning overall
hfnding practices of the Department of Defense, such as the full
funding concept.
BIOGRAPHY OF COMPTROLLER

Mr. Moot, we are pleased to have you before us along with others
from the Department pf Defense. I believe this is your first appearance
before this comitee in sul)lprt of a full fiscal year program. You
were hero, of course, for the supplemental presentation for fiscal year
1969, but since this is your first appearance in support of an annual
request, we will at this point in the record insert your biographical
sketch.
(The sketch follows:)
ROBERT C. MOOT AssISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER)

Robert C. Moot entered Federal civil service in 1946, rising to the position of
Administrator of the Small Business Administratioh and most recently to the
post of Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
Mr. Moot was the first civilian Comptroller of the Navy's Bureau of Supilies
and Accounts, and, in 1962, he became the first Comptroller of the newly formed
Defense Supply Agency. He had actively participated in the initial planning for
this Agency, which is responsible for the procureient and provision of supplies
and services for the entire Defense Department.
In Jufi 1905, Mr. Moot became Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Logistics Services, and in December 1966, he was appointed i)eputy Admiistrator
of the Small Business Administration. In Augtst 1967, he became chief officer of

I.
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this Agency. which adtfilnisters the Governni~nt's inudltibiliion dollar loan and
proctiuenerlt assistance programs for small business.
On August 1, 1968, he became the fifth Assistant Secretary of Defense (Conp-

troller),

Mr. Mot served in the Army diig
World War I, rising to the rank of Chief
Warrant Officer, le has been a recipient of niany awards, inclidifig the DepartIeint of Defense )istinguished Civiliai Service Award with Bronze Palih, the
Department of l)efense Meritorious Civilihn Service Award, the Defense Supiply
Agency Exceptional Civilina Service Award, the DSA Meritorious Civilian Service
Award, and the Small Business Adniilstrtttion l)istingtilghed Civilian Service
Award.
Mr. Moot was born In Orange, N.J., on Juntie 1, 1911, and was educated Itthe
New Jersey school system. le and his wife, the forir Helen lielths, and their
three children, Karen, Robert, Jr., and Gregory, reside in Annandale, Va.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. MAHON. I note that you have a rather comprehensive state-

ment, so will you please )roceed and we will hear it without interei)-

tion after which we will go into the general questionifig.
Mr. M\1ooT. Mr. ChAirian aiid members of (the committee, it is a
pleasure to appear before this committeeee to discuss the 1970 btidget
estimates of the Departmnht of Defense. Once again, IMr. Chair'ihn,
I must ask you to )ear with me as I offer a long and involved stateMent. This is necessary because of the many complex developments
which affect our estimates. I will set them forth as concisely as I can.
I propose to begin by sftnirfiarizing the amendments to the Januiary
1969 estimates, submitted by this adiisfigtration in March and
April 1969.
Next, I will discuss outrt estimates for fiscal year 1970 as they stand
today, covering decreases in Southeast Asia costs; increases in other
programs; financing and budget, authority; and pay raises and proposed legislation.
There has been a great deal of attention, to put it mildly, directed
to the size and coitrollability of the Defense budget, and its proper
place in a system of national i)riorities. In the next )art of my statemenit, I propose to present certaih data which I believe are relevant
to these matters.
The last part of my statement deals with specific aspects of managemeit within the Deparitment in which this committee has expressed
p articdftr interest. This includes the -)roblent of cost overrts; full
funding; recent develo mehts in oir budget and accouting systems
for operating costs; a nmftihgement of ADP systems.
In addition, Mr. Chairnma, I am friifig
an appendix for the
record. This includes tables presenting details on our program atind its
financing, obligations, balances, and outlays, with a narrative ex planation. It issimilar in form to material firnishiied for the record in
)rior years.
With your permission, then, Mr. Chairman, I will take up the points
n my prepared statement, begiiniig with the fiscal year 19069 and
fiscal year 1970 budget amendmilents.
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EFFECT OF BUDGET AMENDMENTS

Upon assuiilig office, this administration undertook a thorough
review of the budget estimates stibitifted to the Congress in JAniitry
1969. This review led to the submission of budget aiendmeits, subnitted on March 26, 1969for the fiscal year 1969 si)iplmilbfital requests and on Apirl 15, 1969 for the regular fiscal year 1970 estimates.
The effects of these amendments are summarized in table 1. Total
obligoational authority (or TOA) was reduced by $628 millili for
1969 and $2,644 millt6ifir 1970. 1969 budget auithority was reduced
by $150 mIionl the balance of the 1969 prograln (or TOA) reduction
was carried forward to reduce 1970 appirolrIlati(in requests, since there
were no outsthindi-g 1969aI)l)ripritiin requests to which to apply these
cuts. Budget autliti'tty for 1970 was thius reduced by $3,107 milfln,
reflecting the 1970 program redlductionis and the additioal amofints
carried over friom' 1969.

Outlay (or expeiditte) estimates for 1969 were not changed as a
result of this review. These program reductions were nmde quite
late in the year, and over 95 percent of the reductions involve _)rocIi'ement and construction al) )ropriai-tls,for which the first-year expendlitttres are. very small. Moreover, 0iW experince to (late suggests
that $78.4 billion is still a reasonable estimate of fiscal year 1969
expendidtures. For fiscal year 1970, it is estimated that expenditures
will be $1,113 million
below the Jaihiary estimate, producing a revised
total of $77,887 mnillon.
Table 2 indica tes the areas in which these program (or TOA) adjustments were made.
For Southeast Asia support, the bulk of the reductions involve
mntiitions and related items. For ground mtinitions and ship muiinitions,
lower consuimfpti6n rates are now estimated than n January 1969.
Tile funds now requested will provide for production sliglitly above this
consutiption riate, so that the inventory levels )reviously l)lanned for
the end of fiscal year 1970 can be achieved.
Constumption forecasts drop slightly for air mtiitions, but the
decrease in the budget estimates results priniarily froma the forecast
lroductiott rate. It is platined to convert to the lowest sustaining rate
tit June 30, 1970 (the moidpoint of the fiscal year 1970 fading yalr).

Productin can be increased quickly from this level if necessary.
Decreases for aircraft and other equipment l)roetiremlteft restdlt
largely from taking actcoint of the iost recent cxptrieiice oi attrition.
With respect to military )ersolhlel, these estiitates assumlle no reductions in deployed strength. Of the reduction's showIl, over half
result from lower rates for servicemen's group life i siurale, (SGLI).
The baliince of tie rediiction includes a slight decline ini Conus
Sul)lot strength, opraia6fil rattions, and death gratuities.
For ol)eratlolu ald Ilaif Itnitni!e the changes reflect increa ses for
B-52 sorties ($25.1 million in 1969 and $27.4 milli6n in 1970), with
(Iecreases for transportation (related to amnitioiA 0n constumlption),
civilian support personnel, herbicides, self-help shelters, and smaller
iteins.
No fuds for phase Ii modeimiatili of the Armed Forces of thei
Reptblhc of Vietnam were reflected ii theo estimates submitted in
January 1969. The i)rsent estimates reflect $35.8 million to iflitiate
)hase I in fiscal year 1969, incelasiig to $120.3 million in fiscal year
1970.
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After consideration of otr research aid dev-elojiflit needs, it was
decided to request an additional $50 million for the emergency fuid,
Defense. This would provide greater flexibility in the eoncltlt of
r. search efforts, by making it possible to explo it' new devlopl.l
ts
withott disrupting ongoing programs. It is estimated that $40 million
of this additional amoutit will be applied to Southeast Asia. needs, and
this amountt is reflected here.
Strategic systems, as shown in the table, accoutnt for well over half
of the redteoi iis for the 2 years. These redtctiois relate l)timfiilly to
four major systems, as shown. The dollar arftottilts shown here cover
all all)l)roIpiat1Oii's.
The reductions for shiI)btilldifig are closely related to the problenl
of cost overruns, which 1 propose to cover later. For the present, iI
would like only to poin, out that the slipbtildiftg proral l AIs
reduced by $108.9 million for 19069 and $60,9 million for 1970, below
the estimates submitted in Jamary.
The line for "all other" changes in table 2 reflects the net of a few
increases and a number of decreases. This inolved taking account of
the most recent experience on costs and activity rates, as well as
eliminating
items which, upoin reconsideration, apl)eared to be
inari'oial.
To sutnoitrize, the estimates submitted in January 1969 were
reduced by $627.9 million for 1969 and $2,643,600,000 for 1970.
Strategic systems and nmtnitions for Southeast Asia accounited for
over 90 l)ercetit of the 2-year reductioti, but a great many other
adjustments were made-includiig itcreases on a very selective basis.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET REQUESTS

Leaving the budget amenidmenis, I would like to address next the
budget estimates as they stand today. Since congressional action is
still pending on our fiscal year 19069 sul)plemental approlitinltid
requests, I will address here the fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970
estimates as submitted by this administration in Mardh and April of
this year.
Our request for total obligational authority declines from $80,074
million for fiscal year 19069 to $80,358 millio6f for fiscal year 1970, a,
drop of $316 million. However, as shown in table 3, tis is the net
of two much larger cliaiges. Our estimates for Southeast, Asia support.
costs decline by $5,385 milltlio. We propose increases in other pr'ograms amount6ig, to $5 billion anid $69 miillionl. The $316 illlioi
overall redutliln is the net of these two chaiwes.
1 believe that. it is most meanutigful to consiaier these two pJits of
our progl'lli selparately-t hat is, decreases in Sottheast Asm eosts
and in~ea.es for other r )rograis. I propose to cover these in the next
two sections of this statement.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 l)ECU'ASES FOlt SOUTHEAST ASI:A SUPPORT

As indicated in table 3, Southeiast Asia, support costs declifle l)y
$5,385 ifillion flom 1969 to 1970. 1 will address briefly the natuef of
these redutctionls for each grol p of appl)-ol)ritlois."
li~tary l)elsollee costs fo' Souitheast Asia support decline by $38
inilmiot fr ie1969 to 1970 in these est iates, as shown n. table 3.Half
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'Table 3 indicates ti itlcrio-amot-$O60 million from flscal year 1969
to the fiscal year 1970 reqktests for non-Southeast Asia programs.
'Pihere am'e large clhnges4 for several major strategic Aystls, which
ohatiges generally ivolve sevet'tt appiropriations
eiveI ol
be clearer if I discussed strategic systems separately, and then atddi'essed the other changes for echh cattegory or ap jrtoprlatioi's.
(E1Ii10ASU FOR STRIATEGIC FORCED

Table 5 mmrizes the changed; frmn fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year
1970 for our mftjor s~trategic-systems. It, should be noted dtt the esti-.
mates conitemplate a. reduction of, $566 million forl procurement, constrttetion, operations1 and operational systems development costs re14ted to Strategic systemst. tesiearch effort on programs nto tyet in the
operational systems development stag'0notrease by $344 imillni tinder
t1hes requests, producing at net re( tictiont of $222 mnilli -for strategic system.
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Military
appropriation requests increase by $463 million
from 1969 personnel
to 1970, excludig Southeast
Asia, as shown i table 3.
This includes a $285 million increase for payments to retired personnel; the average number of retired members is expected to grow from
695)000 to 760,000, and anntialtization of the February 1969 cost-ofliving increase will also increase costs.
Military personnel costs for the reserve components are forecast
to increase by $102 million, largely reflecting costs of Air Force Guard
and Reserve personnel released from active duty; increased trained
strength and more intensive civil disturbance training for the Army
Guard and Reserve; and longer tour lengths as prescribed in Public
Law 90-168 for Navy and Marine Corps reserves.
For active duty militarypersonnel, average strength is projected to
decline from 3,471,495 in fiscal year 1969 to 3,462,306 in fiscal year
1970, a drop of about 9,000. There are increases for the Army, Navy,
and Marine Corps of 15,000 and a decrease for the Air Force of 24,000.
Aside from Southeast Asia, appropriation requests increase by $76
million for the active forces-a decrease of $61 million for the Air
Force and increases of $137 million for the other services. These
increases result from the slightly higher average strength, changes
from the number of personnel in the top-six enlisted grades, and
changes in the variable reenlistment bonus and proficiency pay.
For the Air Force, the reduction largely reflects a cutback in
)ersonnel assigned to base operations in support of strategic forces.
Operation and maintenance appropriation requests, excluding
Southeast Asia increase by $277 million from fiscal year 19069 to fiscal
year 1970, as shown in table 3. The largest items here are $77 million
for the Army and Air Guard and $71 million for the Reserves, a total of
$148 million for these components related to the increases discussed in
connection with military personnel.
The remaining increase of $129 million is the n~t of a $128 million
reduction in operating costs for strategic forces and $257 million in net
increases. The latter amount is the net of a great number of relatively
small increases and decreases throughout the Department, including
anntalization of wage board pay increases, higher support costs for
more complek new systems, and Increases for overseas dependent education, partly offset by decreases in civilian employment and other
factors.
Procurement estimates increase by $3 billion 130 million from fiscal
year 1969 to fiscal year 1970, aside from Southeast Asia. Procurement
costs for strategic forces decrease by $241 million, so the net increase
for other systems is $3 billion 371 million. The major items here are as
follows:
[Dollars in millions]
Shipbutilding:
For Hi speed SSN's; the nuclear carrier (CVAN); fast-deployment
logistics ships (FDL); new-typo frigates and destroyers (DX and
DXGN); and amounts for claims and cost growth ------------- $1, 546

Aircraft:

Ineltding, for the Navy, the F-14A, the EA-6Bl and the KA-O'D;
for the Air Force, the A-7D, C-5A and F-1 ID; offset in part by
reductions for the A-7E and F-4E -------------------------1, 100
Tactical missiles for the Navy and Air Force -----------------------125
Ground equipment:
For the Army and Marine Corps, inliding tracked conibat vehicles,
weapons, and-production base support. ....
277
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Communication/eleotronies and other support equipment:
Including ship and aviation support equipment for the Navy and
Air Force -------------------------------------------For a total of

--------------------------------------

323
3 371

It will be noted that the largest increase is for shipbuilding. I believe
itis important to point out that this particular program has been reduced to abnormally low levels in recent years, as part of the effort to
reduce non-Southeast Asia costs. The fiscal year 1970 program proposed here is very large when compared to the fiscal year 1969 or
fiscal year 1968 programs, but is reasonably in line with earlier
pro rams.
Research, development, test and evaluation estimates, exclusive of
Southeast Asia, increase by $712 million from fiscal year 1969 to-fiscal
year 1970. This includes an increase of $235 million for strategic forces
already discussed, and detailed in table 5. The remaining increase
for R.D. T. & E.--that is excluding South6ast Asia and excluding
strategic forces-is $477 million. This includes the F-15A for the Air
Force, $129.7 million, and three Navy systems: the S-3A, $102.7
million; the F-14A, $45 million; and the E-2C, $40.2 million. Three
Army systems increase by an aggregate of $44.6 million-SAM-D,
Mallard and Lance. Exploratory development for the three services
increase by $60 million and research by $14.7 million. Excluding the
portion estimated for Southeast Asia, the emergency fund, defense,
increases by $11 million. All other systems increase by a net of $29
million, reflecting many increases and decreases.
Military construction estimates increase by $418 million from fiscal
year 1969 to fiscal year 1970, exclusive of Southeast Asia. This is the
net of reductions of $61 million for strategic forces and $479 million
in increases. These increases are for facilities of many types to meet
part of the backlog which has accumulated for operational, training
and R. & D. facilities; troop housing; and facilities for control of air
and water pollution.
Other programs shown in table 3 increase by a net of $70 million.
The largest item here is family housing, which increases by $102
million.
FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET AUTHORITY AND FINANCING

To this point, I have discussed our program in terms of total obligationta authority or TOA. I would now turn to budget authority, or
NOA. This is reflected toward the bottom of table 1.
It will be noted that budget authority increases from $76,848 million
in fiscal year 1969 to $77,539 million in fiscal year 1970, an increase
of $691 million. TOA, however, declines by $316 million. The main
reason for this difference is the falloff in financing adjustments, also
shown in table 1-from $3,525 million in 1969 to $2,433 million in
1970.
These financing adjustments represent amounts that we can derive
from available prior balances or from other sources, thereby reducing
the amount of appropriations required to support the program. These
adjustments result primarily from cutback or cancellation of prior-year
programs; sale of items from inventory, not requiring replacement;
and-transfer of cash balances from stock funds.
85-262 0-69-pt. 6-10
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As shown in table 1, financing adjustments decline by $1,092 million
from 1969 to 1970. Within this amount, stock fund cash transfers
decline by $1,130 million; all other financing adjustments increase
by $38 million. It is therefore important to discuss the reason for the
decline in stock fund cash transfers.
In 1969 we are transferring $1,530 million from the stock funds to
procurement appropriations, thereby reducing NOA requirements by
that amount. In fiscal year 1970, these transfers drop to $400 million,
or $1,130 million less than fiscal year 1969. In fiscal year 1969, we
brought large amounts of material, including aircraft spares, under
the stock fund. When this material was financed from appropriations,
in fiscal year 1968 and prior years, we had required NO. to finance
annual consumption as well as the pipeline of stock on hand and on
order. When we brought this material under the stock fund, we
required NOA for annual consumption only-in the 0. & M. appropriatlons. The stock funds now finance the pipeline, and they do not
require NOA. Such a reduction in NOA is a one-time affair; it cannot
be expected to recur. We are in fact, projecting a further stock fund
inventory drawdown in fiscal year 1970, and this produces the $400
million transfer proposed for fiscal year 1970.
Aside from this one-time reduction relating to the stock funds, we
are projecting financing adjustments at a slightly higher level in fiscal
year 1970 than in fiscal year 1969.
Table 1 also shows budget concepts adjustments. These reflect trust
fund transactions and certain receipts from the public. They are
reflected in our budget totals under the budget concepts instituted in
the fall of 1967, but they have no effect upon the amount of appropriations requested.
PAY RAISES AND PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Because of the interest in a Government-wide ceiling on outlays
Mr. Chairman, I believe I should discuss breifly the relationship of
our current estimate of $77.9 billion in fiscal year 1970 outlays to the
Government-wide estimate of $192.9 billion, and indicate what is
included.
First, as to pay rates: for military personnel and classified civilian
employees, our fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 estimates reflect
the pay rates that *went into effect on July 1, 1968. Supplemental
appropriation requests for fiscal year 1969, to meet the costs of this
pay raise, are now before the Congress.
The Department of Defense estimates do not reflect the cost of
the military and classified civilian pay increases to go into effect on
July 1, 1969. Wage board pay rates are also treated in this budget as
they have been in the past. The fiscal year 1969 estimates reflect anticipated increases through June 30, 1969, with needed additional amounts
covered in the fiscal year 1969 supplemental now pending. The fiscal
year 1970 estimates are based on thfe rates expected to be in effect on
June 30, 1969.
These fiscal year 1970 pay increass-the July 1, 1969 raise for militar_ 0ersonnel and classified civilians, and the estimated fiscal year
-1 70 wage board increases-are reflected in the fiscal year 1970
budget estimates as a one-line contingency estimate, Governmentwide. An estimate of $2.8 billion 'for al agencies 'was submitted in
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January 1969. This estimate was not revised in the budget amendments.
The Bureau of the Budget has informed us that the Defense share
of this contingency estimate is $2.1 billion. We estimate the cost of
the pay raises for fiscal year 1970 at about $2.4 billion. Other things
being equal, it will be necessary for us to absorb nearly $300 million.
of these pay increases within amounts appropriated to us for fiscal
year 1970, and supplemental appropriations of about $2.1 billion will
be requested.
In addition to pay legislation, parts of our requests, as you know,
require legislative authorization. This includes Reserve component
strengths and certain procurement and R.D.T. & E. items under
section 412(b); military construction and family housing; and military
assistance. The legislative proposals have been submitted, and our
budget requests are completely consistent with these proposals.
Aside from this authorization legislation, the fiscal year 1969 and
fiscal year 1970 budget estimates for the Department of Defense
include nothing under proposed legislation. There are, however, a
number of proposals in the fiscal year 1970 legislative program which,
if enacted, will have a budgetary impact for fiscal year 1970. The
amount involved is approximately $87 million for the .Department
of Defense: $53 million related to a proposed increase in maximum
per diem rates for military personnel' $17 million related to changes
in family separation allowances; and $17 million for a number of
smaller proposals. These amounts are included in another Government-wide contingency estimate, and are not reflected in the Defense
budget totals.
In addition to these legislative items applicable to the Department
of Defense there are some Government-wide legislative proposals
sponsored 6 y the President which would have an impact upon our
budget if enacted. These items are very small for the Department of
Defense. The largest involves increasing the maximum per diem
payments to civilian employees. These amounts are also covered by
theGovernment-wide contingency estimate just mentioned.
To the extent that we request supplemental appropriations for
fiscal year 1970, either for the pay raises or the legislative proposals
Just mentioned, this will not involve an increase in the budget total,
Governmentwide. It will merely involve moving amounts from the
overall contingency estimates to the budget requests of specific
agencies.
In this general connection, Mr. Chairman, I should also mention
retired pay for military personnel, and claims. Requrements for
either oftiese may increase due to factors beyond our control. Retired
pay may increase because the number of personnel retiring, or longevity, exceeds our estimates, or because of increases in the cost of living.
Claims, of course, are inherently unpredictable.
The foregoing, Mr. Chairman, is a complete listing of all the factors
known to me today which might cause an increase in our fiscal year
1970 budgetary requirements. cannot of course, predict the course
of operations in Southeast Asia nor military emergencies which may
arise elsewhere. However, insoiar as our present knowledge is concerned, and as relates to matters within the control of the executive
branch, the list I have given you is complete.
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DEFENSE BUDGET TRENDS AND OUTLOOK

My next topic, Mr. Chairman, requires very little in the way of
introductory remarks before this committee. I am sure that you are
fully aware of the keen interest in the Defense budget in many
quarters: its size, its controllability, and its significance in terms of
priorities. I believe that my statement would not be complete without
addressing these matters.
SIZE OF THE DEFENSE BUDGET AND 1964-70 TRENDS

Some relationships which may be helpful in appraising the size of
the Defense budget are presented in table 0. This shows Defense
outlays in absolute terms, and as a percentage of GNP.
As a percentage of GNP, military outlays reached their post-World
War II low in 1948, at 4.5 percent. The high, reached during Korea,
was 134 percent of GNP in 1953.
The Vietnam high was 9.5 percent, reached in 1968. Military outlays for fiscal year 1970, as revised. downward by President Nixon
and without the July 1, 1969, pay raise, are projected at 8.1 percent
of the GNP-below the pre-Vietnam year of 1964, well below the
levels which prevailed through the 1950's and early 1900's and far
below the levels which previled during Korea. The fiscal year 1970
level is well below most of the years during the last two decades.
A similar relationship appears in comparing the military bud et
with total Federal budget outlays. This percentage dropped steadily
until 1965; the trend was reversed with Vietnam, and military outlays
climbed to 42.5 percent of the Federal total in 1968. They are
declining again, and for 1970 are forecast at 39.8 percent. T'1his is
well below the pre-Vietnam year of 1964, and the earlier years. Not
since the late 1940's has the military budget consumed a significantly
lower percentage of the Federal budget total then is projected for
fiscal year 1970.
It is worthwhile to look at the absolute figures for t moment. From
the pre-Vietnam year of 1964 to 1970, military outlays rise by $27.1
billion; other outlays increase by $47.2 billion. From 1968 to 1970,
military outlays decrease slightly; other outlays increase by $12.4
billion.
The 1970 figures including the July 1, 1969 pay raise are also shown
in table 6. Their inclusion would not significantly alter what I have
said.
In summary, these figures do not indicate that military outlays atre
racing ahead unchecked, or consuming unprecedented portions of
GNP-or the Federal budget.
The figures used to this point have included special wartime costs,
and have not been adjusted for inflation. Table 7 shows a breakout
of costs for support of operations in Southeast Asia. Note that outlys
for Southeast Asia are forecast at $24.9 billion for 1970. Outlays for
military retirement, which does not contribute to current military
readiness, are forecast at $2.7 billion for 1070. Remaining outlaiys are
forecast at $5.3 billion, an increase of $700 million in current dollars
from the 1964 level.
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Allowing for pay and price increases since 1964, our nonwar and
nonretirement budget has declined sharply from $49.0 billion in
19064 to $41.8 billion in 1970, a drop of $7.8 billion in constant dollars.

This is a drop of about $9.4 billion in fiscal year 1970 dollars.
It will be noted that our nonwar budget consumes a sharply decintie percentage of GNP and of the total budget. These figures
ilehode the growing cost for retired lay. In these terms, the Defense
budget is 27.1 percent of the Federal budget total-lower than the
lowest year since World War II, the nonwar year of 1948. The nonwar
budget is 5.5 percent of GNP, compared with 4.5 percent for 1948.
The attachments to table 7 present details on the composition of
the pay and price increase. These increases include three elements:
pay act increases, as provided in law; a special comlputation for military retired pay; and, for the remainder, use of the noncoml)ensation
component of the Federal purchases deflator developed by the Departmnent of Commerce. It is important to note that the July 1, 1969
pay raise is not reflected here.
rhe pay increases during this l)eriod were unusually large. They
reflect the adoption of the compare bilty principle for Federarsalaries.
In addition, of course, price increases during the period have had an
impact.
DEFENSE BUDGET AND CONGRESSIONAL CONTROL

I would next like to highlight a number of features having an
important bearing upon the controllability of the Defense budget.
I will address this question: How does the system for Defense budgeting measure up as a vehicle for registering and implementing conFressional determinations on priorities? This is a central question
in the current debate, and I would like to offer a number of points
which I believe are pertinent to that question.
First, I believe it is significant that we lack automatic financial
authority. For many Federal )rograms, outlays are determined by
the operation of formulas and other statutory provisions, and are
not controlled through the appropriation process. To quote from
the Piresident's budget for fiscal year 1970 (p. 15), "* * * in some
cases, national priorities are arbitrarily distorted by the fact that
the outlays for some Federal programs are sheltered in basic law
froin meaningful annual control * *11 The budget for 1970 (p. 20)
showed that only $20.6 billion of civilian program outlays were
relatively controllable-about 17 percent of the total. The remainder
involved statutory formulas, permanent authorizations, et cetera.
In contrast, the Department of Defense has relatively few programs
that are uncontrollable in this sense. Payments to retired personnel
and claims (estimated at $2,735 million and $41 million, respectively,
for fiscal year 1970) are the only such programs we have. Even
these, it should be emphasized, are subject to specific, annual appropriations-they are not covered by permanent or indefinite authority or other such arrangements.
In short, Congress can change the Defense budget totals directly
and expeditiously through the appropriation process. For most of
the remainder of the budget, this is not the case. In this sense, I believe,
the Defense budget system is ia more effective instrument for the
prompt registration of congressional policy choices.
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A second factor of considerable importance in appraising the responsiveness of the budget system to a change in priorities is the matter
of carryover balances. Where there are large carryover balances,
budget outlays obviously tend to be less responsive to current appropriation action than would otherwise be the case. Table 8 presents the
unexpended balances for military programs and other programs as
forecast in the 1970 President's budget for June 30, 1969.
It will be noted that Defense has 10 percent of the unobligated
balances for the Federal budget, and 21 percent of the unexpended
balances. Unexpended balances are equal to about 7.4 months of
outlays for Defense, versus 18.3 months for the rest of the Government.
A third and related matter of great importance to an inquiry on
priorities concerns the management of carryover balances. The
questions involved here are these: once funds are provided by the
Congress, are they more or less automatically and routinely applied
to the purpose for which appropriated? Or, conversely, are there
effective procedures for applying these funds to higher priority programs as circumstances change?
In the Department of Defense, there are well established and, we
believe, effective procedures for reassessing priorities and reapplying
resources that the Congress has provided in the past. These changes
are effected through financing adjustments, reflected in our annual
budget submission, and through reprogramings.
Financing adjustments involve the use of prior-year appropriation
balances, or the sale of inventory without replacement, to meet a part
of the cost of the Defense program for a particular year. Financing
adjustments of $3.5 billion are reflected for fiscal year 1969 and $2.4
billion more are proposed in our amended budget for fiscal year 1970.
These amounts are deducted from the program levels proposed for a
year to determine the amount of appropriations requested.
These financing adjustments arise largely from (a) cutback or terinination of systems financed in earlier years, and (b) sale of inventory
without replacement. In the latter connection, our experience with
stock funds is worth noting. Since the early 1950's, we have drawn
down stock fund inventories to a considerable extent, making it possible for the Congress to transfer over $10 billion in cash to appropriations, thereby reducing new obligational authority required by that
amount.
I As to reprograming understandings, it is important to emphasize
that all legal restrictions as to the availability of appropriations continue to apply. This system gives us no relief from appropriation
restrictions or other statutory provisions.
This combination of financing adjustments and reprograming understandings is an important matter in the present discussions of budget
priorities. These arrangements facilitate a constant reasseslsment of
resources and priorities, and they provide for congressional participation and control on an up-to-the-minute basis. These arrangements
have been worked out over the years for the Department of Defense
which as indicated earlier, has about 10 percent of the Government's
unobligated Treasury balances. I am not, of course, in a position to
comment upon the extent to which'.these arrangements do or might
apply to other programs.
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PROGRAM COST GROWTH AND FINANCING SHORTAGES

I would like to turn next to the matter of program cost growth and

related financing shortages items which I am sure are of particular
interest to this committee. 6 ur most recent analysis indicates that this

is a $1.6 billion problem.

We have reestimated the costs to complete certain systems included
in the Defense programs through fiscal year 1970. This analysis indicates that the remaining costs to complete these systems exceed by
$1.6 billion the financing available in the budget estimates as submitted in January 1969. These estimates are not restricted to bills
in hand, They reflect our best estimate of the ultimate cost to complete, taking into account our most recent cost and claims experiences.
These figures do not reflect the total cost increases that we have
encountered or expect to encounter. They reflect all the major increases
that we have been able to identify, but exclude smaller increases.
Many cost increases experienced up to January 1969 have been covered
by reprograming, and are thus not reflected in these figures. It should
aiso be mentioned that the fiscal year 1970 estimates submitted in
January 1969 included specific amounts to cover cost increases for
three systems: $225 million for the C-5A $71.4 million for the F-il IA,
D, and E and $74.7 million for the F-111. The FB-111 has been
eliminated from the fiscal year 1970 program, but the amounts for

the other aircraft are continued in the revised budget requests.
Because specific provision is made for these items in the fiscal year
1970 estimates as submitted, they are not a part of the $1.6 billion
identified shortage.
In summary, the $1.6 billion represents the major identified shortages that had not been covered by reprogramings submitted as of
January 1969, or in specific appropriation requests then submitted.
We propose to cover this amount as follows:
To be covered In fiscal year 1069 or fiscal year 1970:
Shipbuilding:
Budgeted as a line item in revised fiscal year 1970 submission..
Covered in revised fiscal year 1970 submission by cancellation
of ships from fiscal year 1969 and prior programs ----------

$167. 0
182. 7

Total shipbuilding specifically covered in revised fiscal
year 1970 submssion ------------------------To be covered by reprograming in fiscal year 1969 or fiscal
year 1970
------------------------------------

349. 7
104. 3

Total shipbuilding to be covered in fiscal year 1969 and

MilUons

fiscal year 1970 --------------------------------Other increases, to be financed by reprograming in fiscal year 1969
or fiscal year 1970 ----------------------------------------

454. 0
255. 1

Total to be covered through fiscal year 1970 -------------To be covered in fiscal year 1971 or later (includes $215 million for
shipbuilding)
----------------------------------------

709. 1

Total deficiency

52. 5

,---------------561. 6

The shipbuilding price increases of $349.7 million for which provision is made in the revised estimates are more than offset by program

reductions-that is, by cancellation of specific ships. Accordingly we
are now asking for a smaller fiscal year 1970 appropriation for "Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy," than was requested in January 1969.
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To meet the immediate problem we propose three things: First, we
ask that the Congress appropriate the reduced amount now requested
for "Shipbuildihg and conversion, Navy", which action will meet most
of the shortage through fiscal year 1970; second we will submit reprogramings as necessary, to cover the remaining shortages through fiscal
year 1970; and, third we will continue to refine our cost estimates, to
assure that all significant shortages are identified, and will provide
updated estimates of our fiscal year 1971 shortages in next year's budget, and propose methods for handling them.
Beyond the immediate handling of this problem, I am sure that the
committee is interested in how these conditions arose, and the corrective steps we plan. I believe that these matters can best be approached
by discussing shipbuilding and other programs separately.
SHIPBUILDING

The problem in shipbuilding and conversion is especially acute. The
identified fund shortage is $669 million-over 40 percent of the total.
As indicated, $349.7 million of this shortage is covered by specific
actions reflected in the revised budget requests. Another $104.3 million
will be covered by fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970 reprograming
and the remaining $215 million will be covered in fiscal year 1971 and
thereafter. These shortages loom very large in relation to the size of
the annual shipbuilding program, and cannot be handled within our
normal reprogramming capability.
In addition to the relative size of the problem in the shipbuilding
program, it should also be noted that special arrangements have been
made in this area which should have helped us to avoid such problems.
In budgeting for shipbuilding, we have for a number of years made
explicit provision for price escalation, for change orders, and for future
characteristics changes.
For these reasons, it is clearly important that we devote a considerable amount of attention to the factors underlying our current
problem in the shipbuilding program. Our analysis indicates that the
problem springs from a number of developments, generally beginning
in 1965. In that year a number of new firms began bidding for shipbuilding. While this is a healthy development for the long run, the
participation of firms without extensive shipbuilding experience naturally produces some, initial complications. Under these circumstances,
it becomes more difficult to assure that there is a clear understanding
of what is involved on both sides of the table.
In the meantime, price and wage rates began to accelerate much
more sharply, and labor and material shortages began to take on more
serious proportions. This problem was compounded for shipbuilding
because of changes in the allowances for price escalation included in
budget estimates. In the early 1060's these allowances were too high,
and surpluses accumulated in the appropriation. The allowances were
decreased based on this experience, at just about the time that prices
and wages began to increase rapidly. Also beginning in 1965, naval
and private" yards had to meet a large volume of urgent and highprio ity requirements for support of, military operations in Southeast

Asia.

Special budgetary cutback efforts have been made in each of the
past 3 years. Shipbuilding programs have been sharply reduced in
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these special cutbacks, and in regular budget reviews and the approi priation process as well. While it is difficult to trace the specific effects
of such actions, it is clear that they have contributed to some degree
to instability and uncertainty in the shipbuilding program.
The cumulative effect of these problems was to produce a series of
delays in the shipbuilding effort across the board. Each element of.
the program had to incorporate more years of inflation, and at higher
annual rates, than had been provided for. Engineering changes ini creased as a result of design difficulties, and as the passage of time
provided greater opportunities for change. These, coupled with
schedule delays and revisions, added to the cost increases. The Navy
had to cope with these problems while the developments mentioned
above had sharply reduced the flexibility necessary for successful
execution of the program. All these factors, in combination, had a
multiple impact upon costs.
It is clear that two steps are essential. First, we must develop a
)rogram that reflects a better balance between requirements,and production capability over a period of time.
Second, the management of shipbuilding programs must be strengthened. This includes the entire range of activities, including design,
cost estimating and control, and control over characteristics changes
and engineering changes. As Secretary Laird had indicated, we are
placing great emphasis upon these improvement efforts. Major changes
in the management and control of shipbuilding programs are being
made.
In programs other than shipbuilding, our problems with respect to
cost growth and related financing shortages are not nearly as serious.
The estimates are as follows:
To be covered by reprogramming through fiscal year 1970 -------------To be covered in fiscal year 1971 or later -------------------------

Total

----------------------------------------------

MfllonS

$255. 1
637. 5
892.6

As I have indicated earlier, these figures do not reflect the amounts
specifically included in the revised fiscal year 1970 budget estimates
for cost growth; $225 million for the C-SA, to cover the difference
between target and ceiling amounts on the A run, and $71.4 million
for the F-111 A, D, and E. The $893 million reflects our best estimate
of the amounts that will ultimately be paid to complete the systems,
over and above the amounts includedin the January budget estimates.
In appraising these figures, we think it is important to bear in mind
that they constitute a relatively small percentage of our procurement
and R.D.T. & E. program totals. These figures represent a one-time
picture of price increases spanning several program years. The figures
are strongly influenced by the abnormal material and labor cost
increases of the recent past.
Furthermore, our budget estimates have included relatively modest
amounts for change orders. Our budget estimates for systems are not
intended to cover major changes. Such major chance1 however, are
becoming increasingly common in the new and sophisticated systems
which push the limFts of the state of the art. We have chosen to handle
these major and costly changes as separate items, in order to make the
initial competitive procedures as fair and realistic as possible. These
changes, as they have arisen, have been financed either by repro-
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graming or by special appropriation requests-in either event, with
the full knowledge of the Congress.
Under the circumstances, I believe that fund shortages, as we have
used the term here, should not be taken as a sign of general budgetary
and management weaknesses. Indeed a shortage in some amount is
inevitable, for at least these reasons:
1. ABNORMAL PRICE INCREASES

We do not budget for these. The fiscal year 1969 budget was based
on a projection of contracts executed or economic situations existing
in the summer of 1967, but abnormal labor and price increases since
that time will cause a deficiency when available funds are compared
with actual cost of systems to be delivered in 1969 and 1970.
2. CHANGE ORDERS

We make relatively limited provision for these but, over a span of
years, technology opens new possibilities. During the development an(l
pro(luction of a weapon, it will continue to make good sense to incorporate new features-increasing the cost, certainly, but lproducing
greater capabilities. There is no question that change orders must be
carefully controlled, but they should continue to be made where
warranted.
3. INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS PROBLEMS

At any time, across the entire spectrum of Defense procurement,
some systems will inevitably be experiencing design or production
difficulties. Some of these systems will be cut back or canceled, and
the funds provided for them will be a source of recoupment. For other
systems, thebest decision will be to proceed, accepting the higher costs.
A picture taken at any point in time will inevitably depict some of the
latter systems.
In closing this part of my discussion, let me assure you that the
problem of cost overruns is receiving concentrated management attention at the highest levels within the Department.
FULL FUNDING

On August 2, 1968, this committee requested the General Accounting Office to look into the procedures employed by the Department
in the application of the full funding concept. The GAO report on this
matter was issued in February 1969. This report defines full funding
as follows:
Full funding exists when adequate obligational authority is available in the procurement appropriation to meet the currently estimated costof a budget line item. A budget line item includes a specific
quantity of end items, the procurement of which is authorized to be
initiated in the program year.
That report also quotes a letter of May 15, 1957, from this committee recommending that
all necessary action be taken *
to insure that procurement funds are administered so as to accom 9ish
the full program for which the appropriation was justified." Our basic
directive in this area was issued shortly after receipt of that letter.
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The GAO report listed four matters for further consideration as
follows:
Issue a single comprehensive instruction for the complete implementation of the full funding concept.
Conduct a study, in conjunction with the Bureau of the Budget, of
the current objectives of the full funding concept and determine and
establish the most effective funding processes consistent therewith.
The studyv could consider whether and how the full funding concept
should disclose and relate all funding requirements, subordinate as
well as primary, regardless of their appropriation sources.
Consider the need for revising practices and procedures which will
hell accelerate the deobligation of funds.
Determine the additional cbntrols which should be instituted over
funds retained by the services for obligation.
As to the first point, our basic instruction will be updated and
expanded. The Bureau of the Budget has agreed to participate in the
study called for in the second point, and this will be undertaken
shortly. The results will be furnished to this committee. As to the
third and fourth points, I directed that a special audit be made,
concentrating on fiscal year 1969 and prior funds with results to be'
available by July 31 1969-in time for the fiscal year 1971 budget
cycle. I also directed that the reports contain recommendations for
improvement in the overall management of prior-year fund balances.
BUDGETING AND ACCOUNTING

FOR OPERATING COSTS

Next Mr. Chairman, I would like to discuss our efforts to achieve
better .ud eting and accountin control for operating costs, which
comprise about 57 percent of the Defense budget. This has been a
matter of major interest to this committee since formalized improvement actions were initiated in 1965.
Our objectives in this connection have been threefold: first, to

integrate the program and budget structures for operating expenses.
The problem here is that the budget structure is in terms of inputsaircraft fuel, pay of officers, et cetera-while the program structure
is in terms of outputs-B-52 squadrons, infantry divisions, et cetera.
While we reached program decisions in terms of the program structure,
we were unable to allocate, control, or account for operating expenses
in this way. The constant need to convert from one structure to the
other proved cumbersome, and inevitably led to imbalances, poor
program costing, and other problems.
I believe it is worthwhile to explain why this mismatch between
program and budget structures presented such difficult problems in
the area of operating expense, as contrasted with research and investment. For R.D.T. & E., the program and budget substructures were
brought into close alinement several years ago, so there is no mismatch. For investment-procurement and construction--most of the
costs involve a relatively few major line items, which can readily be
tracked in the two structures. Operating expenses, however, involve
millions of transactions worldwide, and these have been budgeted
and accounted for in terms of a structure that dates from the early
1950's. It is for this reason that integration of the program and budget
structures for operating expense became a priority matter.
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Our second objective is to tie the control of operating resources more
closely to lines of command. A base commander, for example, might in
the past have been funded for a small part of his operating costs-5
percent or 10 percent in some instances. The rest-supplies, maifitenance and services, military personnel-were furnished on a free-issue
basis by a variety of functional managers, widely scattered geographically and organizationally, and each charged with trying to balance
wor dwide needs against the resources of his particular commodity. In
some cases, financial managers imposed various limitations and restrictions on the use of funds. Such a pattern makes it very difficult for the
local commander to achieve a balanficed application of resources to
needs. These problems are multiplied in a unified command, since the
pattern of funding and free issue differed greatly among, as well as
within, the services. By providing a standard pattern of expense
coverage and expense control, and putting the control of operating
expenses incommand lines, we hope to make it possible for cominanders to do a better job of balancing resources and needs.
Our third objective is to achieve economy and better management
by eliminatih g or reducing free issue. If a base commanderr receives
labor or supplies as free issue-free in the sensi:' that they are not
charged to his budget-he has relatively little incentive to be economical in their use. He cannot, for example, cut down on inventories of
sul)plies he does not need and use the proceeds to meet urgent requirements.
I believe I can illustrate all of our objectives using a rather prosaic
example, such as helicopter l)arts. Suppose that a program decision is
made to reduce the number of units using these helicopters. The program would be reduced by a dollar amount including a factor for parts.
However, these l)arts were included-with millions of other ftemsa
few budget activities within the procurement approprit is. The parts
might or might not have been in a buy position. Also, other line items
for other aircraft and for other systems might be up or down. With
great nuimbers of operating units, equipment, line items of supply, and
program decisions, the relationship between program decisions and
budget action became almost impossible to maintain. Under present
arrangements,. since operating units are funded for the parts, their
expenses can simply be deducted from the program structure and the
budget structure at the same time. Problems of buy-positions, inventory levels, et cetera, are handled through the stock funds.
Under the old system, an inventory manager would determine re.qurenents and initiate procurement for a given number of line items,
including some of these helicopter parts. ie had a limited amounfit of
money, and virtually unlimited stated requirements from the users of
the helicopters-not being under any financil constraint, they could
overorder. Each of these inventory managers became, in effect, a
resource allocator-he and his superiors had to decide which commands
they would take care of, to what extent, and for which parts. The
l)roblem of balance becomes impossible when it is recognized"that there
are dozens of inventory managers in different locations involved in
support of each helicopter-not to mention other aircraft and equipment used by the same command; or maintenance, transportation,
and other functional areas.
The new system takes these functional managers out of the resource
allocation business. They react to funded requisitions from the users.
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The user decides, within his total fund availability, whether he should
order more helicopter parts.
And, third, the user is given an incentive to be more economical in
his use and stocking of these parts. If he orders too many, he must cut
back on something else. Conversely, if he can cut back, he can use the
resources for other purposes. This was not possible under the old
system.
In this overall effort, one of the most difficult--but most importantobjectives concerns the management of military personnel. I do not
need to emphasize to this committee the immense costs involved here.
These costs comprise nearly one-third of the Defense budget, and have
grown from $14.2 billion in 1964 to $26 billion for 1970 (including the
pay raise). Note, in table 7, that basic pay rates in fiscal year 1969 are
over 50 percent above the level at the beginning of fiscal year 1964the fiscal year 1970 raise will bring this figure to .39 percent. Retired
pay more than doubles over this period, and will continue to grow
rapidly as far ahead as we can see.
We believe that better management of military personnel can be
achieved through the integration of financial and personnel management techniques and channels. We are working with the military
departments cooperatively to this end. In resource planning in personne allocation, in personnel assignment we think the knowledge of and
consideration of financial implications will strengthen military
personnel management.
These, then, are our objectives, Mr. Chairman. As you know, many
steps have already been taken. The program structure was overhauled
in 1966, to aline it more closely with organizational units. Beginning
with fiscal year 1969, we have expanded the scope of stock funds by
including aircraft parts and other technical material. This, coupled
with industrial fund expansion, is directed at the free-issue problem.
We have established a uniform system of expense accourtts, covering
each organization and each program element, with a breakdown by
element of expense and by functional category. Expense elements are
similar to the object schedule, but are in somewhat greater detailthey include, for example, civilian payroll, aircraft fuel, et cetra.
Functional categories include such items as materiel maintenance,
supply administration, medical activities, et cetra. These are useful
for functional reviews, which cut across program and budget lines.
In addition, we began this fiscal year to use expense operating
budgets, covering all expenses, and to account in this fashion. Our
internal program/budget reviews are conducted on\this basis.
Based upon our experience with the system to date, and thorough
reviews in which the military departments participated, we have
concluded that this system is sound and should be contiftued in all
essential respects. Some modifications are necessary, and these will be
made.
MANAGEMENT OF ADP SYSTEMS

Before closing my statement, I will discuss briefly the steps we have
taken for the control of ADP systems. In the report on our fiscal year
1969 appropriation bill, this committee stated that a close relationship
should be established between the new review offices established in
each service and the office under my cognizances, and further, that
expansion of all ADP systems should be stopped until these offices
have reviewed any plans for additions.
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In June 1968, the ADP management function was transferred from
the office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Installations and
Logistics (I. & L.) to my office. At the same time, the Assistant
Secretary for Installations and Logistics (I. & L.) established a
Materiel Management System Division to monitor ADP-based logistics systems. In September 1968, the Assistant Secretary (I. & L.)
and I, and our counterparts in the military departments and Defense
agencies, reviewed the major ADP-based Defense logistics systems,
including those with which the committee was concerned last year.
We found common functional areas within the logistics operations of
the services and agencies where jointly developed specifications and
design objectives could be pursued. However, each of the services and
agencies is at a different stage in the normal evolutionary process of
achieving internally standardized systems, and delay of these efforts
pending development of DOD-wide standard approach would-mean
that little or no progress would occur for about 5 years. It would also
stop the services and agencies from implementing needed improvements in systems and from installing new equipment with better cost
performances.
In order to realize maximum benefits from the development work
already done, and recognizing that some components had already
partly implemented new systems, a decision was made to permit these
efforts to continue with some modifications: First, all remaining development work would be screened against the work completed by
other cothponents to eliminate the possibility of duplications, and
second, a long-range plan for standard materiel management systems
would be developed and all future efforts would be carried out within
the context of this .plan. The Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Installations and Logistics has created a separate office for this specific
purpose. Secretary Shillito will appear before your committee tomorrow, and he can discuss this effort in more detail.
An integral part of our ADP systems review effort was begun in
conjunction with the fiscal year 1970 budget review process. Materials
were required in the budget submission of each Defense component
covering major ADP systems and installations, showing actual
historical, requested budget year, and planned out-year costs and
benefits. Based upon these data and the ensuing review by my ADP
management staff, decisions were made to expand, reduce, or maintain
ADP systems. An expanded budgetary submission will be required
from the*Defense components for fiscal year 1971, so that in its second
year this review can become even more comprehensive.
Following this necessarily brief budgetary review of ADP systems,
we began a program of indepth reviews of field activities, especially
those performing development work for ADP systems to be used at
Iultille activities. These visits, made in cooperation with the OSD
functional managers, are used to examine the soundness of the'underlying system concepts and the ADP techniques to be used in development and operation of the system, as well as to provide us with a better
base of information on requirements and capabilities which will be
useful in planning and evaluating new systems.
We have also examined the procedures used by the services to control automatic data processing. Organizational and procedural changes
have been made to strengthen and improve the central approval of
new or expanded ADP systems at the service level.
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In addition to actions to implement the committee's recommendation on systems review, we have taken other measures to improve
ADP management:
1. An ADP Policy Committee was formed to identify critical problems and recommend solutions. This committee consists of the senior
ADP officials from the DOD components and is chaired by the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Defense (information).
2. A DOD instruction was developed to provide guidance for sharing
the ADP equipment and to insure implementation of the policy on
sharing. Sharing resources in lieu of l)urchase of equpment or services
has increased. One partial measure of this is the reimbursements reported by the services and agencies for ADP services. In fiscal year
1968 $13,750,000 was reported compared to $11,867,000 for fiscal year
1967, $117,659,000 has been forecast for fiscal year 1969.
3. A policy was developed that encourages the services and agencies
to allow all qualified vendors to bid on replacement and additi lihl
equipment such as tape drives, disk units, printers, and so forth,
normally provided by computer manufacturers. This could result in

reduced costs.
4. Reutilization of ADPE has increased. In fiscal year 1968 $39,764,300 worth of equipment which was excess to one service or agency
was transferred to another. In the first 6 months of fiscal year 1969,
$23,921,000 was reutilized. In addition; DOD reutilized $4,263,700 of
ADPE from other agencies in fiscal year 1968 and $4,445,800 during
the first 6 months of fiscal year 1969. Equity in leased equipment was
also retained by reuse of ADPE worth $19,837,900 in fiscal year 1968
and $6,511,100 in the first 6 months of fiscal year 1969.
5. A policy was issued to permit the services and agencies to compettively replace older equipment without first redesigning the entire
system. Frequently the time and cost of system redesign eliminated
any savings of using more cost effective machines earlier.
6. We have also been working closely with GSA to effectively implement the provisions of Public Law 89-306,. which requires GSA to act
as a central procurement agency-for ADPEfor all Federal agencies.
I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, in the budget review for the
first time we have called for long-range system plans for ADPE,
imperfectly the first time, but I hope mlch more deffini ively this coming cycle. But, because we were looking and focusing on system plans
for ADPE, we were able to reduce service reqiests during the develolpment of the 1970 budget by some $140 milfion.
I think we are beginning to get good control over the ADPE
system in the Departmeit andI thfik this will continue.
Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement and I would suggest
the attached tables be inided in the record.
Mr. WHITTEN. Without objection, the tables will be included in
the record at this point.
(The tables follow:)
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Table 1
Department of Defense

BUDGET REVISIONS - FY 1969 and FY 1970
(Millions of Dollars)

_

FY 1969

FY 1970

Submitted

Revisions Current Submitted

Jan. 1969

Reauest

Jan. 1g69_

RevisionE Current
Renuet&

Total Obligational Authority (TOA):
Military Personnel

23,996

-44

23,952

24,384

-7

24,377

Operation and Maintenance

22,516

+17

22,533

21,941

-149

21,792

Subtotal - Operations

46,512

-27

46,485

46,325

-156

46,169

24,455

-506

23,949

25,124

-1,996

23,128

Research, Develop.,Test & Eval.

7,647

-

7,64?

8,179

+48

8,227

Military Construction

1,332

-85

1,247

1,951

-533

1,418

Family Housing

536

-10

526

634

Civil Defense

61

-

61

75

Special Foreign Currency Program

11

-

11

4

-

4

80,554

-628

79,926

82,293

-2,644

79,649

748

-

748

709

-

709

81,302

-628

80,674

83,002

-2,644

80,358

-4,003

+478

-3,525

-1,970

-463

-2,433

-301

-

-301

-387

-

-387

Budget Authority (NOA)

76,998

-150

76,848

80,645

-3,107

77,539

Outlays

78,400

-

78,4

79,000

-1,113

77,887

Procurement

Subtotal - Military Functions
Military Assistance
Total - TOA
Financing Adjustments
Budget Concept Adjustments

-7

627
75
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Table 2
SUMMARY OF TOA CHANGES IN BUDGET AMENDMENTS
(in millions of dollars)

1962-

1970

-138.6
-6.8

-905.8

Southeast Asia Support:
Munitions and related items
Aircraft procurement, net
Other procurement
Military personnel
Operation and maintenance
RVNAF modernization (Phase II)
Emergency fund, Defense
Net, Southeast Asia support

-33.4
+10.6
+35.8
-165.9

-21.0
-30.0
-42.6
-91.5
+120.3
+40.0
-930.6

-100.8
-140.6
+8.4
-37.7
-23.4

-896.0
-387.7
-151.0
-102.6
-81.4

-294.1

-1,618.7

-108.9

-66.9

-59.0

-27.4

-627.9

-2,643.6

-33.5

Strategic Systems:
SENTINEL
FB-111 and SRAM
MINUJEMAN
B-52 modifications
All other, net
Net, strategic systems
Shipbuilding
All other, net
Net, TOA reductions in budget amendment

35-262 0-69--pt 6-

17

Table 3
SKA.RY

CHANGES, FY 1969 to FY 1970, in DCD BUDGET AS AMENDED
(TOA in millions of dollars)
Southeast Asia

Military personnel
Operatica and maintenance
Procurement
RDTE
Military construction
Family Housing
Civil Defense
Special Foreign Currency
Military Assistance
Total

1

1970

5,683

5,645

9,751

10,971
80
272

27,480

8,733
7,021

671
25

22,095

Chnge
-38

-lo18

-3,950
-133
-247

-5,385

196

Other
1970

18,269
12,782
12,978

18,732
13,059
16,108

6,844

7,556

975
526
61
11
748

1,393
627
75
4
752
58,263

53,194

Change

+463

21970

+712
+418

23,952
22,533
23,949
7,647
1,247

+101

526

+277
+3,130

+14
-7
+5,069

61

11
748
80,674

Total
Change
24,377
21,792
23,28
8,227
1,418
62T
75
4
709
80,358

+425
-741
-821

+580
+171
+M1
+14
-7
-39

-316

Table 4
Department of Defense FY 1969 and FY 1970 Budget Estimates
For RVNAF Modernization
(in thousands of dollars)

As Enacted
Phase I as submitted in January 1969:
Operation an& maintenance, Army
Operation and maintenance, Navy
Operation and mintenance, Marine Corps
Operation and maintenance, Air Force
Procurement of Equipment and MissilesArmy
Shipbuilding and. conversion, Navy
Other procurement, Navy
Procurement, Marine Corps

Aircraft procurement, Air Force
Other procurement, Air Force
Total Phase I, as submitted in January 1969

50,700

68,800
1,100

2T4
1,125
32,300

247,700
5,450
T,000
500

30,900
132,000

Phase I April revision:
Aircraft procurement, Air .Force
Phase I, as submitted in April 1969

FY 1969
Supplemental
Reprogranming

44,.00
15,9

342,0

Total

FY 1970

19,500
1,100

155,300
3,100

274
1,125
280,000
5,450
7,000
500

36
24,335
249,500
300
200
2,700
83,400

75,300

490,249

.

12T700
531,571

4",400

132000

______

190,242

531,71

9,700

22,800
2,000
20,000
75,300
200
120,300

Phase II not reflected in January 1969
submission; April 1969 submission as
follows:

9,700

Operation and mintenance, Army

Operation and mintenance, Navy
Operation and maintenance, Air Force
Procurement of equipment and missiles, Army
Other procurement, Navy
Total Phase II, as submitted in April 1969

26,100

26,100

26,l00 ..

9,700

35,90

Table 4
Department of Defense F! 1969 and F! 1970 Budget Estimetes
For RVNAF Modernization

(Continued)

(in thousands of dollars)
Source of funds for re
ming.
Phase I reflects $59,849,000 in reprcgranmdng, including $2,499,000 for
three operation andmainterance appropriations and $57,350,000 for four procurement
appropriations.
For the three operation and maintenance appropriations involved here, non-SEA
programs were reduced by a total
of $88. million to ccmply with PL 90-36a, and these amounts were applied to
meet increased Southeast Asia requirements,
including the $2.5 million for Phase I RYNAP modernization. Action was taken
under the reprogranming understandings
vith the Congress as necessary. The decreases included equipment overhaul (Navy),
COTB support activities, real
property maintenance, and logistic operations.
For the procurement appropriations, the sources of funds for Phase I are as
follows:

(thousands of dollars)
Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy:
Destroyer escort, 1968 program
Service craft, 1969 program

ACVC(research ship), 1968 program
Patrol boats
Total, Shipbhulding and conversion, Navy

610
290

1,000

900

_M50

Other procurement, Navy - Amored troop carrier/cmand
control boat

Procurement, Marine Corps - 155= projectile, M449
Aircraft pt,
Air Force - PB-111
For Phase II,

TO00

-00

the source of the $26.1 million for Procurement of equipment and missiles, Army
is DCPG (Defense

Coaunications Planning Group).

Page 2 of 2
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Table 5
CHANGES FROM FY 1969 to FY 1970 FOR STRATEGIC FORGS,
UNDER REVISED BUDGET ESTIMATES
(TOA in millions of dollars)

Program I
(Strategic Forces): a/
SAFEGUARD
FBM/POSEIDON

Support Ships
FB-111
SRAM
MINUTEMAN
F-12
Civil Defense
Other
Total, Program 1
Program 6 (Research &
Development) b/
Net, Programs 1 & 6

Mil.

Oper.&

Procure-

Prsnl

Maint.

ment

+2.4

-7.1

+29.9

-1.3
+.8
+9.9

-77,0
-1.4
+6.0

+256.6
-56.2
-452.6

-

-

+.9
-

+7.9
-

-3.2
-55.0

+89.4
-159.0
+45.9
-50.6
-73.3

-59.5

-

Other

-85.9

Total

+28.7
+15.8
-56.7
-389.7
-27.2
-78.4
-55.0

-3.5
+1.0

+3.0
-10.7
+14.4
+18.1
+32.5

+14.4

-

+344.o

-

-

+344.o

-241.1

+235.4

-61.2

+32.5

-222.1

-

-128.3

Mil.
Const.

+32

-1.i

-72.2

-59.5

+20.4

RDT&E

a/ Excludes all cost changes for B-52 and KC-135, which largely involve Southeast
Asia operations.
b/ Program 1 (Strategic Forces) includes RDT&E costs for operational systems
development. R&D costs for systems not yet at this stage are included in
Program 6. Increases from FY 1969 to FY 1970 for these systems are as follows:

Advanced manned strategic aircraft
NIKE-X
Hard rock silo
Kwajalien Missile Range
Undersea Long-Range Missile System
Eastern and Western Test Ranges
CONUS interceptor
Advanced Ballistic Missile Reentry
Subsonic Cruise Armed Decoy (SCAD)
Defense Sub-system Development and
DEFENDER
Manned Orbiting laboratory (MOL)
Advanced ICBM
Other, net
Total

",

4

fr04 A

11;r . i r#1-W

(AMRA)

(TOA in Millions)
75.2

(ULM)

25.0
24.2
20.0

System (ABRES)
Demonstration

37.9

19.4
18.5
16.4
13.1
11.9
10.7
10.3
10.0
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Table 6
MILITARY BUDGET RELATIONSHIPS
WITH GNP AND TOTAL FEDERAL BtLUOET
Fiscal
year totals, billions
--Federal
Fiscal
Years
1948 /
l53 S/
1955

ONP

Budget
Outlays

$244.5

$36.5

355.1

76.7

1969
1970R

378.6
469.1
495.2
506.5
542.1
573.4
612.2
654.2
720.7
766.5
8.2.6
893.0
960. /

68.5
92.1
92.2
97.8
106.8
111.3
118.6
118.4
134.7
158.4
178.9
185.62.!
192.9

1970

96o.Od/

190.1

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967

1968

Other

$11.1
$25.4
47.6
29.1
37.8
30.7
43.7
50.6
43.1
51.4
44.6
55.7
48.3
61.o
49.5
O0.8 64.5.
55.2
68.3
7&O
78.4
8o.C/

70.7
74.5
82.9
94.1
105.5
112.3
118.6

77.9

117.9

47,1

Off-,/"
sets

N/A

Federal budget outlays
as Percent of ONP h/
Total
Nil.
Other
14.9

4.5%

io.4%

21.6

13 4
10.0
9.3
8.7
8.8
8.,%
8.6
8.3
7.2
7.7
8.9
9.5

-5.1
-5.7

20.8
20.1

8.8
8.3

8.2
8.1
10.8
10.4
11.0
11.3
11,2
11.5
11.4
11.5
12.3
12.8
12.6
12.4

-5.7

19.8

8.1

12.3

N/A
N/A
-2.2
-2.3
-2.5
-2.5
-2.7
-2.9
-3.2

-3.4
-4.o

-4.6

18.1

19.6
18.6
19.3
19.7
19.4
19.4
18.1
18.7
20.7
k

.7

_/

DoD military functions and military assistance.

b/

1948 ts the lowest year for military outlays since World War Ul.

o/

Korea peak.

Military
Outlays as
Percent of
Federal
Budget
30.4%
62.1

5.2
6,3
• 45.6
44.5
44.2
43.4
41.8
38.7j
40.0
42.1
42.5
41.1
40.3

39.8

A_/ Approximated.
e/

Revised estimate, Bureau of the Budget.

f/

Revised estimate of $192.9 billion less $2.8 billion for July 1, 1969 government-wide
pay raise.
Undistributed intragovernmental transactions deducted from Government-wide totals
under new concepts. Includes Government contribution for employee retirement and
interest received by trust funds.

/
h/

Figures do not add to total for 1959 and later because of intragovernmental transactions.

i/

For 1959 and later, this is the military percentage of the agency totals -- before
deducting intragovernmental transactions.

J/

Reflects distribution of government-wide pay raise effective July 1, 1969.
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Table 7
SPECIAL SOU,[SABT ASIA COSTS
AND IMPACT OF PAY AND PRICE INCREASES

Buget

Outlaysm, DoD Military

(*billions)
Southeast
Retired

& YAP

Federal

Fiscal Years,

Current Dollars s

Total

Asia

$

$50.8

1964

-

Non-Southeast Asia
Outlays as Percent of:
ONP

Pay

Other

Budget

41.8%

8.3%

$1.2

$149.6

1.14

45.6

38.7

7.2

1.6

47.8

35.8

6.9

1965

47.1

.1

1966

55.2

5.8

1967

68.3

20.1

1.8

46.4

29.7

6.3

196

78.0

26.5

2.1

49.4

28.1

6.3

1969

78.4

28.8

2.4

47.2

26.0

5.6

1970

77.9_ LI

214.9

2.7

50.3

27.1

5.5

1.1

2.2

41.8

21.1

+1.0

-7.8

Price and pay
increases since 1964

Fr 197o in r 1964
dollars

J2

Changes since 1961
in 19064 dollars

+14.4

a/

Without July 1., 1969 pay raise of $2.1 billion.

NOTE:

Detail way not add to totals due to rounding.

next page.,

Figures in millions are on
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.Attachment to Table 7
OF PAY AND PRICE INCREASES
ONIMPACT
DOD PROMVA.
FY 196 TO FY 197Q
Outlays
in FY 1970
Budget

(U Mllons) Deflator

Total, excluding retired pay:
Active military basic pay &
related

$12,921

Other active military costs
Total active military
Reserve & Guard drill pay

7524
20,5
423

1560
127.3
135.8

21,435
10,577
43,155
75,167

115. 0
127.1
124.2
1.0
119.5

Other reserve components costs
Total military personnel
Civilian payroll
All other
Total, excluding retired pay
Retired pay

Southeast Asia:
Military personnel
Civilian payroll
All other

Total, SEA

(Millions)
*

135.8

9,514

6 4_

Cost of
Pay & Price
Increases

Million)

$

3,407

a

311

112

16.165
8,516

2,061

612p264

-11.7

'..2320

DOD total

Cost at
1964 Prices

2,235

485

77,887

119.6

65,138

12,749

5,616
1,050
112373

127.3
124.2

4,m12
845

1,204
205

24p6-

W_

208

Non-SEA, excluding retirement.

#6
.

Deflators
Military (basic and drill pay) and civilian pay, pay raises as follows:
Military
10/1/63

1/5/6
7/1/4

9/1/64
9/1/65
10/1/65

14.2$

4.1%
2%4:2%

10.4%

7/1663.2%
IOI4675.%4%

2.9%

4

7/1/68 .
Base prior to 1Y 1964 raise
Effective rate In FT 1964
Cumulative effect of above raises
from base 100
Ratio of current rate to FY 1964
(line 3 t line 2)

Civilian

100.0
110.65

100.0
102.05

150.26

126.75

135.8

124.2

Note that this does not reflat the July 1, 1969 pay raise. Military basic pay and
civilian slaies
ar-not comparable, because basic pay ecludes many elements of inasne.
Roughly, a 10wincrease in basic pay is equivalent to a
Increasein civilian salaries.
i;
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Attachment to Table 7 (continued)
Purchases of goods and services
Non-compensation component of index for Federal purchase of goods and
services, per Department of Commerce:
Calendar Year

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

lO4.8

1Q 1968
2Q 1968

113.1
113.8
114.7

108.1

108.7
111.2
114.3

3Q 1968
14Q 1968

115.4

116.7

1Q 1969
Unofficial estimates:

119.0

1969

4Q 1970

122.0

Calendar 1970 average of 320.5 " 104.8

(c 1964) - 115

Retired pay
Average retired population:
FT 19614

FY 1970

410,853
75!9,61T

Increase 84.9%

FY 1970 outlays

Outlays, $1,209,000 In FY 196 4+ 84.9%Increases related to higher
average pay

($ 000)

2,720,000
2,235,000

485,000
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Table 8

UNEXPENDD RAAE. JUNE 3o, 1969
(Dollars in Billions)

DoD Military
and MAP
Unexpended balances 6/30/691
Unobligated
Obligated
Total unexpended

$14.0 10
(21%)

Other

$125.2
52.*2
177.5

(79)

Total

$139.2 (0%
86.8 (3.%
226.1 (100%)

Uhexpended balance related to

7Y 1970 outlays:

As a percentage
In months

-

k 6 '

v1

I

I,

"

.

- -,--

-

'. ,-

1

,

152.6%

115.7%

18.3

13.9
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APPENDIX
FINANCING THE FISCAL YEAR 1970 DIRECT BUDGET PLAN

The FY 1970 program includes total obligational authority (TOA) of $80,358,303

thousand and budget authority of $77,538,605 thousand. These figures cover all
military functions of the Department of Defense and military assistance, and the
budget authority totals reflect the new budget concepts.

The first column of Table 4 shows the TOA (direct budget plan) by appropriation. The next five columns show the financing adjustments, and the last column
reflects budget authority. These financing adjustments are cc three types:
(1) Application of prior-year balances or sale of inventory
without replacement -- such adjustments have been reflected
in DoD budgets for many years. They reflect the difference
between TOA and amounts appropriated for all appropriations
except family housing.
(2) Budget concepts adjustments applicable to family housing.
(3) Trust funds, proprietary receipts, and intragovernmental
transactions -- these affect the budget authority totals
under the new budget concepts, but do not affect the
amounts of appropriations requested.
The financing adjustments reflected in Table 4 include adjustments in the
first category as follows:

($Thousands)
Unobligated balance 6/30/69 available to
finance FY 1970 programs (column (2))
Recoupments (reprogramming from prior year
budget plans) in FY 1970 (colunn (3))
Resources from reimbursable sales not
requiring replacement (column ())
Transfers from stock funds to procurement
appropriations (included in column (5))
Total, first category

-935,121
-897,999
-209,343
-400,000
-2,442,463

The Family Housing and Homeowners Assistance programs are the only activities
within the Department of Defense affected by the new budget concepts pertaining
to agency borrowing, in that debts, such as mortgages, are assumed and then repaid
over a period of succeeding years. The full amount of the mortgage is included
as TOA in the year of assumption and accordingly, mortgage repayments in succeeding
years are not included again as TOA. Appropriated funds are requested only for
the annual payments required during the appropriation year. Budget authority
includes the appropriation plus the authorization to spend agency debt receipts
(mortgage assumption) and less appropriated funds applied to debt reduction.
Under these new budget concepts, both TOA and budget authority for "Family
Housing, Defense" are stated on a different basis than in the past, but the appropriation requested is on the same basis as the previous requests. Under these
new concepts, transactions involving the retirement of debt have been netted out
of the totals. The effect may be illustrated, using the FY 1970 estimates for
"Family Housing, Defense":
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($ in Thousands)
"Old" basis, prior
to changes in
budget concepts

Present
basis

92,918
613,644
706,%6

613,64
913,644

TQA for debt reduction
Other TOA
Total program (TOA)
Financing adjustments:
Unobligated balance available start of year
Receipts and reimbursements
Receipts applied to debt reduction
Net financing adjustments
Budget Authority (Program less available
financing)
Plus appropriation required for debt
reduction
Appropriation Request

-

-5,251

-5,251

-6,893

-6,893

+12,144

+6300

694,418

607,800

-

+86,618
94,418

694,418

Because of the application of these new budget concepts to "Family Housing,
Defense", the movement from TOA to budget authority and appropriations is a much
different matter here than for Defense appropriations in general.
For the "Homeowners Assistance Fund, Defense", budget authority is required
to cover operating expenses, acquisition of property, and the assumption of
mortgages. This budget authority includes a regular cash appropriation and
authorization to spend agency debt receipts. The cash appropriation is requested
in an amount sufficient to meet cash payments and to provide a prudent cash
balance. The remainder of budget authority is called authorization to spend agency
debt receipts, and does not require annual appropriation. The reason for this
treatment is that there is no need to appropriate cash to cover the entire amount
of mortgages, but only to cover payments to become due in the budget year. Cash
appropriations are not requested to cover mortgages which will become due in the
future.
FY 1970 financing adjustments for the "Homeowners Assistance Fund, Defense"
include the unobligated balance carried forward to FY 1970 ($12,045 thousand);
reimbursements ($450 thousand); and (as an add item), the unobligated balance
available at the end of FY 1970 ($3,068 thousand).
The third category of adjustments are those that relate to the new budget
concepts, and do not affect the amount of appropriations requested. These are
reflected in the lower part of Column (5) of Table 4, beginning with "TRUST FUNDS",
and include the following:
($ Millions)
MAP trust fund (contract authorization)
Military department trust funds (permanent
authorization)
Gross) trust funds
Less applicable receipts from the public
Less payment from "Navy Stock Fund" to
"Ships Stores Profits, Navy"
Net, concepts adjustments

750,000
7429
757,429
-1,136,832
-7,200
-386,603
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The trust funds are authorized by law to use their receipts, and annual
specific appropriations are not required in the amounts indicated. The trust
fund entries show the amounts of budget authority estimated to be realized for
the trust funds.
Applicable receipts from the public include trust fund receipts and other
collections (such as for services or sale of excess material) which are not
credited to a regular appropriation of the DoD.
These are netted out to portray
more accurately the net budget impact of Defense programs.
Navy shipsetores are financed under the stock fund. The prices charged to
customers include a markup to cover the cost of welfare and morale activities.
Under the law, this amount ($7.2 million estimated for FY 1970) is transferred to
"Ships Stores Profits, Navy" to be used for the authorized activities. This item
is netted out here, to avoid duplication.
In summary, the FY 1970 financing adjustments shown in Table 4 include the
following:

($Millions)
ll

Adjustments which reduce appropriations
Family Housing (including Homeowners
Assistance)

(3) Budget concepts
Net (Column (6)), Table 4

-2,442,463
9,368

-386,603
-2,819,698

THE FISCAL YEAR 1970 FINANCIAL PIAN
As in the past, not all of the funds shown in the 1970 budget plan will be
obligated during that year. The principal reason for this is that not all amounts
associated with a given program need to be obligated in the program year. For
example, certain components and spare parts for aircraft have a shorter leadtime
than the airframe itself so obligation of such items can be deferred until the
year following the contract for the airframe. In other cases, it is not feasible
to bring an approved new program to the point of actually signing a contract, and
hence creating an obligation in the same year in which the funds are appropriated.
Similarly, in fiscal year 1970, we will be obligating some funds from the budget
plans of prior years. The Department of Defense financial plan for fiscal year
1970, shown in Table 5, brings together the total resources available for obligation in that year and shows their planned applications.
Columns 2 and 3 of Table 5 show the unobligated balances carried forward into
1970. The total of Column 2) $10 billion, is the unobligated balance available
for completion of fiscal year 1969 and prior-year programs. The total of Column 3,

$935 million, is the unobligated balance available to finance fiscal year 1970
programs.
Column 4 of the financial plan is the total of Columns 2 and 3. Column 5
shows the amounts requested for appropriation for fiscal year 1970. These are
the same amounts as shown in the last column of Table 4 for corresponding accounts,
except for Family Housing, for which the differences have been explained.
Column 6 shows the transfers to various accounts from revolving funds in lieu
of new appropriations, and the family housing debt changes, previously explained.
Column 7 shows the totals of reimbursable orders expected to be received in
fiscal year 1970 from all sources. Column 8 is the total available for obligation
in fiscal year 1970.

The next block of six columns (9 through 14) shows the planned use of these
resources in fiscal year 1970; Column 91 the amounts to be obligated for service
accounts; Column 10, the amounts to be obligated for customer orders; Column 11,
total planned obligations; Column 12, amounts expected to be committed but unobligated on June 30, 1970, pending execution of contracts; Column 13, amounts
planned to be allotted for which commitnnts are expected to be in process as
of June 30, 1970; and Column 14, the total planned apportionment program, which
includes the amounts planned for obligation, commitment, and allotment in fiscal
year 1970.
Column 15 shows the amount reserved for obligation in future years for
completion of fiscal year 1970 and prior-year programs. Column 16 shows the total
unobligated balance planned to be carried over into fiscal year 1971 and is the
total of Columns 12, 13, and 15.

ComsoNS - 1968, 1969, 1970
Table 6 provides a running account of the unobligated balances, appropriations
and obligations for the three fiscal years, 1968-70, including military assistance.
Table 7 provides a similar running account of the unexpended balances, appropriations, and expenditures for the same three fiscal years.
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Table 1
Department of Defense

BUDGET Sb&MY - FY 1970
(Millions of Dollars)

IFY19

1_FY 1969

P1970
!

Total Obligational Authority (TOA):
Military Personnel

22,055

23,952

24,377

Operation and Maintenance

20,950

22, 533

21,792

Subtotal - Operations

43,005

46, 485

46,169

23,610

23,949

23,128

Research, Development, Test & Evaluation

7,303

7,647

8,227

Military Construction

1,613

1, 247

1,418

600

526

627

86

61

75

-

11

4

76,216

79,926

79,649

6oo

748

709

76,816

80,674

80,358

-69

-3,525

-2,433

-345

-301

-387

Budget Authority (NOA)

76,402

76,848

77,539

Outlays

78,027

78,400

77,887

Procurement

Family Housing
Civil Defense
Special Foreign Currency Program
Subtotal - Military Functions
Military Assistance

Total - TOA
Financing Adjustments
Budget Concepts Adjustments

Note:
(1) FY 1969 TOA and NOA amounts include proposed supplemental appropriations
as follows: Southeast Asia special support, $1,$496, 900,000; military pay

increase, $904,200,000; civilian pay increase, $198,900,O00; wage board
increases, *84,600,ooo; retired pay cost of living increase, *162,000,000;
other supplementals under existing legislation relating to reservists and
National Guard technicians, $24,600,000.
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Table 2
Department of Defense
BUDMT' REVISIONS - FY 1969 and FY 1970
(Millions of Dollars)
Ff

Submitted
Jan. 1969

Revisions

1969FY
Current
Submitted

1970
Hevisiona

Request

Current

Re'vision

Request

Jan. 1969

Total Obligational Authority (TOA)s
Military Personnel

23,996

-44

23952

24,384

.7

24,377

Operation and Maintenance

22,516

+17

22,533

21,941

-149

21,792

Subtotal - Operations

46,512

.27

46,485

46,325

-156

46,169

24,455

-506

23,949

25,124

-1,996

23,128

7,647

8,179

448

8,227

Procurement
Research, Develop., Test, & Eval.

7,647

Military Construction

1,332

-85

1,247

1,951

-533

1,418

Family Housing

536

-10

526

634

-7

627

Civil Defense

61

-

61

75

"

75

Special Foreign Currency Program

11

-

11

4

80,54

-628

79,926

82,293

740

709

Subtotal - Military Functions
Military Assistance
Total - 'OA
Financing Adjustments
Budget Concept Adjustments

748

4
-2,644

79,649

-

709

81,302

-628

80,674

83,002

-2,644

80,358

-4,003

+478

-3,525

-1,970

-460

-2,433

-387

-

-387

76,8

80,645

-3,103

77,539

78,400

79,000

-1,113

77,887

-301

-

Budget Authority (NOA)

76,998

-150

Outlays

78,400

-

.301
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Table 3
Department of Defense
DI

AIHOITY (NOA),ANDOVTAYS
PLAN(ToA), B0UDGE
C'TBUDGET
Fiscal Year. 1968 - 1970
(Millions of Dollars)

DirectBudgetPlan (TOA) I Budget authority (NcA)
Po 1969 1 VY 197
696969
1969 1_F__1970 17
FY 1968_1_P

_a
Outlay,
IY19681 FY 1969 P71970

unetional clasitleatlon
military Personnel
Active Forces
Reserve Forces
Retired Pay
Total - Military Personnel
operation and Maintenance
Subtotal - Operations
Procurement
Research,

Develop., Test, & Ilvaluation

19,06

015

20,552

20,590
1,052

Foaiuey Housing

18,988
01

20,317

20,.15

9.7

990

230952

24077

2,

230952

24I377

1,-9'il

23665

20,950

22,533

21,792

20,950

22,533

21,792

20,578

22,106

21,706

4.3,005

1.6,4%0 '.6,169

h.3,068

'.6,1.85

1.6,169

1.2,532

1.5,771

4.5,861

23,610

23,9.9

23,128

23,h08

20,671

20,81

23,283

2,337

22 577

7,303

7,67

7,285

7,579

7,5.5

7,813

1,258

8,2

110

8,2

71.7

1,613

1,1.8

1,21.7

1,51.3

-

-

56
1,168

1,310

1,281

1,508

600

526

627

612

515

612

195

630

618

86

61

75

86

60

75

108

82

72

1.

11

pectal Foreign Currency Program
Vorking Capital Accounts
600

Budget concept adjustments
Trust funds
lntragovernmenthltransactions
Offsetting receipts
Total - Budget concept adjustimants
Total - Department of Defense

20,590
1,052

22SO55

Civil Defense

Military Assistance

20,552

923

2,.720
21, 156

Emergency Fund, 8outhease Asia
Military Construction

19,100

718

-

.

-

2

2

2,090

-1,947

-

178

709

500

671

650

601

548

-

781

817

757

1,015

1,02

.7

-7
-1.119

-1,111

-111

-77

o
.

11

.7

- -1.119)

-

. 345

.7

-l,1l1

-1.137
307
3-301

.7

1.

.69
591

931
.7

-1.117/
-213

76,816

80,671.

80,358

76,402

76,88

77,539

78,027

78,400

77,887

)eputent of the ArW

25,361

26,1.78

24,967

25,237

25,220

24,308

25,223

214,920

214,678

Department of the Navy

21,212

22,296

23,881

21,12

20,978

23,171

22,071

22,573

22,566

Department of the Air Force

25,287

26,39

25,137

25,196

25,353

24,330

25)73

25,933

25,02

4,211

4,743

5,289

1,734

5,26

61

75

76,216

79,926

79,69

600
76,816

80,671

Department or Agencyv

Defense Ag'eneie s/OSD
CivilDefense
Total - Military Functions
Military Assisltance
Total - Department of Defense

86

76,616

718

709

4,1.50
86
76,O91
312

6o

75

76,35

77,131

503

108

80,358 76,.02 1 76,881 77,539

i 1969 aA and NoA aounts include proposed supplemental appropriations ac follows
pay Increase, $90h,200,000;
Asia specialcupprt, $1,96,900,000;military
southeast
civilianpay incease, 419,900,000; va.e board increaes, 81,600,0001 retired pay
other supplemental under existing legislation
cost of living increase,$1620,000,000;
relating to reservists and National Ouard technicians, $24,600,000.

85-262 O-69-Pt. 6-

18

1,237

1ob
77,373
651
78. W7

4,282

5,000

82

72

77,790

77,350

610

529

78, 00

77,887
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Table 4
FINANCDIO
OF FISCALYEAR1970 DfhWR WI T PLAN
1970 Budget Amendment
and
Revised to reflect ITO
Changes in FT 1969 Supplemental Request
_ _

_ousands
of

Dollrs)

Financing Adjustmnts

I

Unobligated Recoumente
balance
Rsprsmoll
brought
from prior
year budget
forward
available
plans)
for se( (-)rs
W-)

'OA
(direct
budget
plan)

NiltaorennaAr 7
military7 Personnel, avy

, o

.....

Other
financing
adjustments

Total
financing
adjustments

Budget
Authority

8,551,700

418,5,00

Military Personnel, Marine Corps
1,57,000
Military Personnel, Air Force
5,95 , oo
Reserve Personnel, Army
311,000
11.0,1.0
Reserve Personnel, Wavy
4,700
Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
Reserve Personnel, Air Force
National Ouard Personnel, Army
3634500
Nat'l, Ouard Personnel, Air Force
103,100
,735s,000
Retired Pay, Defense
'
o...
T)TAL - Military Personnel
Orton
a intlinaee
Oper. and Int.
Navy
Oper. and atnt., Marine Corps
Oper, andMaint, Air Force
Oper. abint,, Defense Agencies
Oper. & Maint., Army Nat'l Ouard
Oper. & Mait., Air NatllOUua
Rifle Practice, Army
Claim, Defense
Counting nciee, Defense
Court of Nil. Appeals, Defense
TOTAL
- Operation & Maintenance

Resources
from
reimbursable
sals not
requiring
replacement

1,577,00

2,70o

.

.

7,5044,00

.

-

-

57,000
6ail700

1,09,5000

-

10,000

--

3-,000

.

.

7505,500

-

-

.

-

-

363:500
103,100
e,735A000
oo

-

-

419 000
6711700
lp092#O00
306,000

-

0

quip. & Misslas, Arm

Proc, of Aircraft & Miesiles, N.
Shipbuilding & Conversion, Navy
Other Procurement, Navy
Procurement, Marine Corps
Aircraft Procurement, Air Force
Missile Procurement Air Force
Other Procurement, Air Force
Procurement, Defense Agencies
MhAL- Procurement

5,559,100
3,3 500
R,7Ml,650
,71,01
hY, 600

.15,000
-150,0
5m33 -2693,'
40
0800.00 6953
,,0

11.7650061

-325,000
-75,000

-1000C00
-15,000

-50,000
-25,000

A190,000
-15,000
-l50#250

-

-200,000
-25,000
-100,
. -25,000
,00;000
:-

-10,000

.

As3

-325,000

.000
.5,000
I

3, 801
-200
:-371,953
130,1400,

o

5,069*400
3,23,50
2,631A.0

2,092,700

650,600
3,5,200
1,8610
"930
., 97.

Research. Develo., Test & Eval.
026, Navy

PZYU, Air Force
if ILi, Defense Agencies
Emergency Fund, Defense
TVTAL- YM

100l,000
3,566,10
5,TO0

*
-5,0000-

-

1000

Military Constructiou, avy
Military Construction, Air Force
Nil-. Con. DefenseAgencies
Nil Can., ArMt' Reserve
Nil Con:, wavl Reserve
Nil. Con., Air Fore* Reserve
Nil Con,, Army Nat'l. Ouard
Nil. Con, Air Natl. Ouard
-AL
Military Construction

5,50
10,000
13.200

2,21005t00

-,-

-

-5,000
-, .

-

--

500200
10Qo0o

-

15,00 -

3561,200

5,3#00
10,000

-

000

-

-1,

3"1,00

1300

....
-10,000
-#a00

-10,326

1,309,500

-10,2

2p-
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Table 1.
FUIAMCIlOOF FISCALYEAR1970 DDWe BUDGET
PLAN
Revised to reflect F 1970 Budget Amendment and
Changes in I 1969 Supplemental Request

TOA
(direct
budget
plan)

Family Housing6
Family Housing, Defense
Hcmeovners Assistance, Defense
TOTAL- Family Housing

(Thousands
of Dollars)
FinancingAdjustments
Unobligated Recoupnents
Resources
Other
Total
Budget
balance
[Reprogramming
from
financing
financing Authority
brought fromprior
reimbursableadjustments adjustments
forward year budget
salesnot
available plans)
requiring
for nay
replacement
program ()
(-)

613,614
13,835
627p479

civil Defense
oper.
& Maint.,Civil Defense
Res.Shelter Survey & Harking, CI
TOTAL- Civil Defense

50,700
241.600
7 300-

Special Foreign Currency Program

-5,21
-12,045
-170?w

-6,893
-50
-70

-

-

-

3,810

-3,80

SUBTOTAL- MilitaryFunctions 79,69,003

-93O,120

Military Assistance
MilitaryAsisitanCej Executive
ForeignNil. CreditSales,
Exec.
TOTAL Military Assistance

134,000
275,00
70900

.5,001

TOTAL- FDERAL FUNDS- DoD

80,358,303

-935,121

.50r

-390,632

-6,000

-

-

4799

-boooo

4)97,999

50,700
2.,600
75 3
.3,)h0

-

-203,343

-17,999

-

80
612#

-

-

-850,000

-5,841
9P427
-15271

6,300
3 068
9!93

-

-390,632

-209,313

-

-2,3740,95 77,275,208
.59,000

375,000

275000
s

-0

-2o33,O95

77,92

8

TRUST rimD
ArW Trust Funds

50

-

ewayTrust Funds
Air Foroe $rust Funds
SUBIZAL - Military Functions

-

-"

-

-29

Military Assistance Trust Funds

-

TOTAL- TRUSTFUNDS

-

7, 372
7

77s"

"

ADJUrHM
toterfund
Transactions
Ship.' Stores Profits, Navy
A27liable Receipts rom Public
Applicable
Receipts,
Ar
Applicable
Receipts,
Navy
Applicable
Receipts,
Air Force
Appl.Receipts,Dot. Agencies/sD6
SU TAL - Military Functions
Applicable
Receipts,
MAP

-

TOTAL

a

AnI

TS

TOTAL- Department of Derense

Includes $86618
E/ Reflects 1Wo0

750,000

750,000

757,1.29

757,429

757,429

-7,200

-7,200

-7,200

-67,505
-39,625
-37,357

-67,505
-39,625
-37,357
-.
-14507

-

-

.02.

-

-

-14507

.99,325

-992,325

...
-

-

992,32

136,832 -1,136,832 -1,136,832

-386,603 -386,603 -386,603

....80,358,303

,

50
7,372
7
7s.4,9

750,000

-67,505
-39,625
-37,37
.
20
-144,507

-

TOTAL - Applicable
Receipts

S

50
7,372
7

-95,121

-097,999

thousand applied to debt reduction.
thousand of authority to spend agency debt receipts.

-209,343

.-777,235

.2,819,698177,58,605
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Table6
Department orDeese
Fiscal Years

1-68.1970

I

balanc

I
eTYear

Cm7
,o-Isa.
ogra
Cpweie F-cAtC
Opo.2
Total - MIlitary Functions
Sl11tasy *Assae
Total - Dgyrtsma

of Dfene

Ioal Tea 969 - btstimte-d
Mil-tary Fmostimn
Military Peroamel
e35.
Op~ntonaMN~le
Procuremnt
Pawerchb. Dewlap., Test, &Swunaion
Asia
twuin rur4aMSoot
M1litary Com9truction
Fu~ &dg28
ees
Bpes"a Forelys Cuoncoy Eroffma
Total - XUiasry Ptmetloos

61
11,2.75
1,003
-36

1,261
-78

Tot"l - Dpatamo of Do-awe

11

22,118
20,9W
23.W0
7.285

87
15

1.5k.3
62

5

!

i3 7Z
1.2

5oo

13,737

76,569

-

23,)52
22,533
20,671
7,579

10.701
859
56
1,593

i34

8ii
16
5

Milltary Assitance

Tear

Reia
_emus

able ore's

Total
DIzsct
aelablor
able
oblIotleas obligatios
for
__lfitc

o,-booostA
1.aus-ble
oe,.rO.6
frsd

W

caryove
a% of
aial

68 - Actoml

Nitazy Pesnnel
Opnec atnmd nInltenms.
prociueiom
Research. Develop.. Teot, Ia luutloo
Am36 S&otbvme Asia
ZCWt
X11ti Costractica
?aaluyIamlg

FisOal

-bitei
Beleam"
I~
mtbotyt

-113

1
1,576
-

-

-56

1,168
515

10
1

60

-

7b'7

1.31
-

671
77.11.9

1.3,."

-

193
2,013
2.921
571
538
6

W
4523
6

22,311
23035
37,581
8.89
56
3.37"
796
109
66

-I~

22,055
M0950
24.,033
-,1460
1.296

566
10
I0
1

'7,459

1.0

um0

6,2.0

,86o
956,S,76,

if18
1.905
3,11.0
608
758
23

24111.
21,,173
36,087
9,01.6

75

69
1
96.:2

6

682

-

1.89
-3
-

-).I-

-TT

1,571.

675

to2

68
6

671'

0.2i
31.
2A.5
10,701
9.7
59
56 100.0
4.7.2
1,593
28.6
22B
7.5
8
1 9.

13WO. 1.

-

-

5

1.2

6,=2

-77

13.9

14.0

189
.,5m
3,033
615
782

-

-

-

-16

AM80

8430

6.560

4.0

198
192
3,252
1
18
T

21.,571,
23,732
33,1M
6
,6
311

15
1,921
300
611.
617n

-

5

24,337
21.790
22A04
8,.1
17
653
76

-

0.1
24.6
8.6

-

9
8.868
781

-

-

-

172

33.2

1

1.
56.'
11.1

-

76

13i
-

6,629

1,53

-

-

-

3,7529

*
-

by2

23.952
22.533
21.,266
7,651

-61.
-11
-

193
2,06.0
2.8W.
541

-13
-

10,927
5

0.7

10,932

12.1

---

.13

9.9

190- Zttiated

Nuluzay Parboam.1
operation SM8WIS~otsae
ProaMMIUt
Remealch, Dewlp., Test, & we2,atlo
Mi~tr C35Z3U31,172
?aym28olasi
Civil Dereum
Specil Yor14A Corleory Progum
Total - MilItary 71actioee

-

19

8,8m

781

76
1

20,887
8,222
1,1
622
75
-

low

7Z5

650

Mllltary Assistane
Total - Dertment of Dfe.

24.N37
21,790

10,932

77.925

-

4W0

688

7b
4
9521
ENI

793r

5
-

661

656

-

6,616

95,872

80,035

6,.71

moesgmet

6

.

20
.3
760

36

0.2
228
8
28.3
5.2

-0.5

0M9

6

7536 tr-seCU-a and bulet 013.90f3ments ane esc1fd sinc theyba
Rot-, ReOiVOIN9
aiect150 bllpti0 for service .01330.
ate tam OW0Tbama-

-

9.6
-

.

5
9.359

0.8
9.

-
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Table 7
Department of Defense
ESTD4ATED
OLJM S AND UN20'MED BAUNRE8
Fiscal Years 1968-1970
(Millions of Dollars)
"Unexended
Budget
Unobl.
Total,
Restora- Unexpended Unexpend.
balance
Bugt
balances
avail.
tone
balance
carryover
ugh
hort t
Outlays and vrite- carried as %of
brought bo(authority
for
I _forward
I
IM baraelaf
n
e aryoerv ,
FT 1a

- Actual

MilitaryFunctions
MilitaryPersonnel
Operation
and Maintenance
Procurement
Research, Dev., Teat, & Eval.
Emergency Fund, Southeast Asia
Military Construction
Family Housing
Civil Defense
Special Foreign Currency Prog.
Revolving funds
Budget concepts adjustments
Total - Military Functions
Military Assistance
Military Assistance gen. funds
Revolving funds
Budget concepts adjustments
Total - Military Assistance
Total - Dept. of Defense

935
2P,737
31,4.99
4,759

23,o96
23,703

22,118
20,950
23,.0
7,285

56
900

56

2,199

288
114

3, 905

612
86

200

11

7

2,689
26

19

20867

178
.147

7 '25

.131

76s9
500
.2

239
.61

7-"8

-188
3

.263

50,130

76,502

867
3,163
31,711
4,297
56
2,623

23,952
22, 5.3
20,671
7,579

1,3

0

-2.

067

21,951.
2o0578

3.8

13.3

3,163
3711

7,7417

57-7

35,7
100,0

56

1 ,81

2,623

67-2

1.01

495
108

1.4.6

89

17
792

2

2,09
.??k,

90.7
27.6

14,01.9

-16

1245tY

77,373

1,598
378
2.42
4pW
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DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE
Mr. WHITTEN.

Thank you, Mr. Moot. We on this committee have

some difficulty in keeping up with what all is included in the field

of defense, the various grants and institutiois. Many things are put
in Defense because it would appear simpler to get them financed.
This committee, in going into Defense Intelligence this year and
last year, has wondered how much of Defense is geared to present-day
needs and how much of it is carryover from a policy that, was established 12 or 15 years ago. A policy we have never found any way to
stop.
I don't know that you had occasion to read the hearings in connection with Defense Intelligence, but investigation by this committee
shows that at the time of the Liberty incident DIA had 517 linear
feet of intelligence reports that had not even been analyzed. It took
about 8 days for the information to be analyzed.
DIA told us the "hot" information was lifted off. I don't know how
you can tell whether something is hot or not hot until you look at all
of it.
GROSS NATIONAL PRODUroT

A lot of things have changed in the last 15 years. You have referred
to gross national product. The Bureau of the Budget has indicated
the more we spend and the greater the payments, the greater the
GNP. In other words, the more you waste, the greater the GNP.
Briefly, what do you consider to be gross national product? What
elements go into it?
I
Mr. MooT. I think all of the production and all of the development,
including the salaries and the construction, all of the income obviously
goes into the gross national product. Insofar as your question relates
to the Defense budget, economists I guess would say in general it is
not a part of the productive economy in the sense that we provide
for a national objective but we do not provide for something that is
tangible in the sense that you can see it on the city streets.
Mr. WHITTEN. Other than the benefits that come from research
and a few things like that, by and large it is just a necessary expense.
Mr. MooT. It is an insurance type of expense, that is right, sir.

That doesn't mean we don't think it is important and we believe that
the portion of the gross national product is one measure of the defense
prc~gram as it relates to overall priorities. We believe, of course, the
smaller that proportion can be and still provide for adequate national
security, the better off the country will be because resources can then
be put into other programs, or taxes can be reduced.
Mr. WHITTEN. What you have said could mean that we are spending
more and more and more in these other areas and it is a comparison
as you describe it.
Mr. MOOT. The Defense portion of GNP can be viewed completely
aside from other programs. In other words, it has no relationship to
the size of the 'other programs in the Federal budget. What I was
talking about was the total private sector as well as the public sector.
In other words, there are two ways. You can increase taxes or decrease taxes as requirement for national defense goes down. The increased taxes go into other programs, decreased taxes go into private
spending.
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Our programs should be viewed against the basic requirement, which
is what is necessary to meet our overall national security objective.
Mr. WHITTEN. The Government has a loose definition of gross
national product. Any time you spend something or give it away, it is a
part of the gross national prodct. The greater the inflation, the
greater the gross national product.
I don't approve of that type measurement too much. It may mean
that you have held your expenditures within reason and we have gone
overboard with a lot of other things.
SIZE OF DEFENSE BUDGET

Before we get into a detailed question )eriod, I would like to have a
little overall philosophical discussion with you concerning the premise
upon which the De artment of Defense reached the concl.usion that
an increase of $5 bifiion for non-Sotheast Asia operations is justified
in the light of current events, such as the growing Federal deficit, higl
taxes, inflation and so forth.
I think everyone in Congress last year was agreed that something
had to be done.
In view of the threat to the economy and the threat of inflation,
they passed the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act directing the
whole Government to cut back not less than $6 billion and in new
obligational authority by not less than $10 billion from the preceding
year.
Now, we all recognize that in Southeast Asia you just cannot afford
to go all out, but here you bring us a budget that calls for a $5 billion
increase in expenditures in non-Southeast Asia areas. Just how do you
go about justifying that? Are you inviting Congress to pass another
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act?
Mr. MOOT. I appreciate the chance to answer that. I think it gets
to the root of the means by which we determine the size of the military
budget. As you know, our budget is fundamentally a result of decisions
made outside the Department of Defense.
Our job is mainly national security and national security is dependent largely upon the commitments that are made in the international
field.
When we start to develop a bud get in the Departmnt of Defense,
the very first stepis an evaluation of the international threat as related
to the national interests and the international commitments.
The forces and the bases we have in CONUS and overseas, and-in our
military assistance program are all determined carefully after an assessment by the National Security Council, by the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
by the President, in connection with and in the context of all of his
other economic priorities and a determination of the calculated risks
that he will accept in terms of national security and the requirements
of the international commitments.
THREAT EVALUATION
Mr. WHITTEN. Mr. Secretary, this might be somewhat facetious
but picking you Ilup at that stage of your statement, it could mean the
threat is $5 billion greater next year than it was last year.
Mr. MoOT. Mr. Chairman, yours is a good, solid question, The
threat, as it is evaluated each year, ig"not for 1 year, of course, as you
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$3 billion of that $6 billion cut required by the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act, so that the general budget trend has been and is
down from past years.
As you properly mentioned, inflation plays a good part in any
evaluation of our budget. In terms of the total budget as you are
looking at it for 1970, with the increase that you mentioned, that
budget for non-Southeast Asia is some 15 percent lower than the 1964
budget, in constant dolars. Instead of going up $5 billion, our budget
is down by about $8 billion in non-Southeast Asia comparative figures
for 1964 dollars from prewar to 1970.
FULL FUNDING CONCEPT

Mr. WHiTT.N. There are a number of things that I, as an individual,
have lived with through the years. One thing I have always questioned is full funding. I have always thought it was an argument
between two of our distin wished colleagues about how much money
you spent every year and this was the only way they could arrive at it.
However, having served on this committee back in World War II
when even the military people were afraid we would go broke we
cut back on contracts and the like where they were not needed.
Of course, we would like to have you have the money in hand when
you can go into a contract. The contractor needs to know that he will
get his money.
When you have the money, it lessens the chances that the contractor might have his contract canceled.
The other great danger that I see here, and that which leads to

waste is, as long as you'have fullfhundifig, a big part of our time on this
committee is taken up in reprograminig. That is where the military
gets approp'iati6ns for some high-priority project and then later,
when we don't spend it for that high-priority project you come in
here and get some second-rate approval on some secondrate expenditure and say, "Well, it won't cost anything. We already have the
money."

S

That has become a regular practice. I think to a great degree it is
because of full funding. You can say, "Well, you know it doesn't cost
you
anything extra and there won't be any newspaper-publicity about
it."
These are the things that trouble me as an individual.
Now, having raised those points, I wish you would touch on what
you have in mind in your statement in connection with this full
funding.
Mr. MOOT. I appreciate the chance, Mr. Chairman. I think perhaps
the best way for me to start on full funding is my defining it as this
committee defined it for us when this committee instituted full
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funding in the Defense Department back in 1958. The simplest way
for me to think about it is this: Any time we request a procurement
item from this committee in an annual budget, this committee has
insisted that the full amount of the cost of those items, whatever
the quantity is, be included in the budget. If it is 10 items for
$100,000 a piece, this committee has said no matter when you are
going to pay for those 10 items, if you are going to contract for them
or buy them this year, we want to see 10 times $100,000 or $1 million.
We want to see the full amount of that.
The reason the committee asked for this policy was that they found
an instance back 10 years or more when there was perhaps only, in
my illustration, only $200,000 or $300,000 and 10 of the items
were bought with just the incremental piece being provided, of
the costs that were going to be incurred in -that year and the next
year the Congress saw a contract already well underway for 10 of
the items for an additional cost which the Congress had not reviewed.
This basically was the reason for full funding. What we therefore
do is to tell this committee the full amount to the best of our ability,
and this does not always become very perfect, of the procurement
cost for the quantity and the item we intend to buy. The second point
you raised was that of reprogramifig. In our optiion, Mr. Chairman,
reprogramming constitutes a form of control by tis committee over our
actions, because in that same illustration if we wanted to change
the quantity or increase the quantity or change the price of those
10 items, and that million dollars worth of procurement, it vould be
necessary for us to come to this committee and say certain thih's
have changed, we want to increase this to 15 at a million and a haf,
and to get the half a million dollars we propose to reduce this other
item. This means you are constantly looking with us and in control
with us over changes in our budget from that which you reviewed.
Mr. W i'rm&. I would like to say with full funding it is absolutely
imperative that we have reprograming if we are to retain control. I
think that is essential. My purpose is not to drag up old issues because
I said I have been outvoted in my viewpoint on this, but since you
go int your dealing with the GAO in connection with full funding
I wanted you to clarify a little bit where you are and what this really
means.
Mr. MOOT. Yes sir. I appreciate the opportunity. I think it is fair
to say that the GAO, that full funding is a good concept in their
understanding of this committee's desires and I think their recommendations for improvement were good and we are adopting them as
I mentioned in my statement.
PROJECT LITE

Mr. WiTnmtn. How can you justify an increase, for instance, in
operation and maintenance of $277 million which includes funds for
such items as updating the computer system for the LITE program
from a second to third generation computer and inserting in the
rental contract the requirement that the contractor provide office
space for the LITE staff?
Mr. MooT. I am going to ask General Carter who handles ADP

management to answer.
General CARTER. Sir, one reason we are putting some of our older
systems on new computers is that the third generation models that
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are now available today basically will do the job more cheaply than
the computers we have been using.
In the specific case of the LITE system, we have asked the Air
Force to determine whether any of their existing third generating.
programs for handling full text will do the LITE job. If not, the old
LITE system will be reprogramed. We see the advantages of third
generation equipment, but we want to avoid duplicating programing
work already done.
With respect to office space, it is my understanding that the LITE
project is being moved from where it is now to a different location
because of the need of the space that had been occupied, for other
purpose. The movement is a coincidental effect of a general need for
more office space.
POSSIB IUTIY OF DEFERRING SOME PROGRAMS

Mr. WHITTEN. We note that under the procurement increase of

$3,130,000 there is an am6ntit of $277 million for new ground equipment for the Army and the Marine Corps including tracked combat
vehicles, weapons, and the production base support. Would you not
think that we had sufficient tracked vehicles available at the present
time that the request for these funds could be deferred. for the time
being?
Mr. MOOT. They couldbe deferred. The Army's justification which
was accepted but after careful review through the OSD and the Bureau
of the Budget is that they had been deferred for a considerable period
of time during the Vietnam situation and in order to update our
Army units, this was a necessity. It was accepted on the basis of that
justification.

Mr. WHITTEN. Why do you believe the Department needs an in-

crease of $701 million in R.D.T. & E. funding which includes funds
for such programs as the Mallard conitication system? Do you not
believe that we could defer programs such as this until sometime in
the future? In other words, all these projects are needed now. All ve
have to do is read the daily paper, see the present dangers of the
financial situation.
Mr. MooT. Yes. I think probably the best answer to that particular
and specific question would be from Dr. Foster. Mallard, as you know,
is a joint tactical communication capability program for the United
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and the United States. It has been in
process for some timhe, and requires a proper level of funding if it is
going to be completed in the presently planned time frame. If you
would like, I wold be glad to put 'into the record at this time a statement by Dr. Foster concerning this program.
Mr. WHITTEN. It is my recollection that we went into this matter
with Dr. Foster to some degree, so if you will put in the record a
reference in case he has already testified, where his statement would
be found.
Mr. MooT. I certainly will, sir.

(The information follows:)
This matter is covered in the hearings before the Defense Subcommittee of the
Committee on Appropriations, 90th Congress, second session, part 2, research,
development, test, and evaluation, page 497.
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BUDGET REVIEW PROCESS

Mr. WHITTEN. Testimony before the committee so far indicates
that the budget was rather loosely put together. We recognize that
with the change in the admiitrati6 on the 20th of January these
things could occur. Would you explain for the record what procedures
your office uses to review and scrutiiiize the budget to determine thia't

only necessary requirements are funded and all unessential items are
deleted from the budget request of the services. How did you go about,
reworking the original budget?
Mr. MOOT. I would like to answer that and then ask Mr. Brazier,
who is our budget officer, if le has anything to add. I have been in
this job since last August which is 10X months. Since the day I came
on board we have been reviewing what in essence is now the 1970
budget you started with.
As you will recall, Public Law 90-364, the Revenue and Expendituire
Control Act, was then in existence as we came in and we were starting
to review, to cut back military programs in order to make the cuts of
$3 billion and $5 billion you referred to earlier. This was the base for
the 1970 budget. So when we had the military departments submit
their budget in October 1968, they were submitting it against a known
reduced 1969 base. So increases showed up very sharply and were
very carefully reviewed. The budget did go through a very careful
review during that period of October through December, together
with the Bureau of the Budget, we in OSD and all the functional
managers, examining it very carefully.
When it was finally submitted to the Congress as a $79 billion outlay
budget we felt it was a fairly tight budget. Since that time, Secretary
Laird and Deputy Secretary Packard have had a continuous review
and we are still reviewing the budget. It has been a fairly intensive
review. We have had all of the experts in the Department review the
programs one after the other. Obviously in comprehensive depth we
vill still need to examine the programs further before Secretary Packard will be satisfied that he has looked at them all. We have reduced,
as this committee knows, over $3 billion in obligational authority and
$1.1 billion in outlays since Secretary Laird and Secretary Packard
have started this review. Not included in those figures are additional
reductions that they have made such as the Cheyenne cutback, the
MOL cutback and certain other aircraft such as the A-6A procurement
cutback. These reductions have been made and will be made continuously as they revise and review the budget. I think we have had a
year of very intensive review, crystalizing in the last 4 to 5 months,
which has been at a very high level. Mr. Brazier, do you have anything to add?
Mr. BRAZIER. I think you have covered it. The only thing we might
add to get a perspective is that as a result of these reviews the budget
as now constructed is some $20 billion less than the services requested
last October. So it has been screened.
RIEDUCTION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA FUNDS

Mr. WinTmN. Table 3 shows your current estimated total obligational authority for Southeast Asia at $22,095 million for fiscal year
1970. This is a reduction of $5,385,000,000 below the current estimate
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for 1069, and is also a reduction of $931 million below the original
estimate submitted in January, for 1970. In your opinion, are there
sufficient funds in this request to support operations in Southeast
Asia during 1970.
Mr. MooT. Yes, sir. I might add, Mr. Chairman, that along with
$22,095 million of authority there will be $24,000 million of outlays.
or expenditures. This simply results from the fact that we are cutting
back new procurement while the production from the older procurenment is still coming in. So we are looking forward, even though
munitions and aircraft are still coing off the production lines more
than ample to meet our current reqtuirements, we are looking forward
to a lessening of requirements. It is the procurement for tle future
that reduces our requirement and th-at is the reason for the reduction
in the obligational authority.,
Mr. WHITTEN. Are you sufficiently sure of the viewpoint you have
expressed to the point you feel you will not be running into supplemental requests.
Mr. MooT. We certainly have no plans for a supplemental request
and no intent, Mr. Chairman. I would like, however, to state again
that the military budget in my opinion is a function of the requirements and the commitments, emergency and otherwise, and while the
situation would have to change significantly for us to require a supplemental it is not beyond the possibilities, as happened in the past.
Mr. WHITTEN. In

other words, your request is not predicated on

such an intention?
Mr. MooT. It is not predicated on any such intention.
Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WHITTEN. Mr. Minshall.
REVIEW OF ONGOING PROGRAMS

Mr. MiNSHALL. Mr. Secretary, you said a few moments ago that

you were having an intensive review of all of these defense programs,
especially within the last 4 or 5 months. How far back does this
review go? Contracts that were originally instigated or contracted for
when? Do you follow my point?
Mr. MOOT. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. When were these contracts originally made?
Mr. MOOT. All of our major systems, Congressman, as you know,
have ongoifig folowon procurement. For that reason we are reviewing
all current systems where production is currently going on.
As Secretary Laird has announced, at the moment this involves
some 32 major systems, and we are adding to them as we are continuing the review.
Mr. MINSHALL. Yes, but these ongoing programs that you speak of
were originally contracted for when?
Mr. MooT. None of the systems we are currently reviewing
has been contracted for since the beginning of this calendar year.
They are all systems that were contracted for prior to and approved
prior toMr. MINSHALL. Over what period of years? Prior to what?
Mr. MooT. Prior to 1 January, 1969, and back over several years.
Mr. MINSHALL. By several years you mean going back to 1965?
During the Johnson-McNam
regime?
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Mr. MooT. Yes, sir. I should stretch that 1 January to about 31
January because there were two programs as I recall approved in the
January 1 to January.20 time frame. Let me be a little more specific.
The programs we are currently reviewing are all prior administration
approved programs. This administration has not yet approved any
significantly major programs.
Mr. MINSHALL. Thanik you very much.
SUPPLEMENTAL REQUEST, 1970

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Moot, I believe you indicated to the chairman

that at this time you did not anticipate any necessity for any supplemental for fiscal year 1970.
Mr. MooT. I was saying that our budget did not contemplate the
need for a supplemental nor was it our intent to plan on a supplemental, that is right; sir.
Mr. LiPScOMB. We have had testimony before the committee over
the last several months, for Instance, where if the Vietnam situation
maintains its present level, ammunition will be extremely short because
of the reduction in amnition in this fiscal year 1970necessary
budget. We
for
already know that there is going to be a supplemental
DOD on pay increases. So I think the record should show that perhaps
we have to anticipate a supplemental for fiscal 1970 at this time.
Mr. MooT. You are absolutely right, sir. You are right without
question in the sense that I was construing the President's submission
of the pay raise as a part of his $192.9 billion and as a part of the overall budget which my statement, as I indicated allocates to us $2.1
billion. But there will be a need for a supplemental in order for us to
have those funds. Insofar as Southeast Asia is concerned, if there is a
continuation of the air munitions at the current rate of consumption,
including 1,800 B-52 sorties versus the budget plan for 1,600 B-52
sorties, it is true we may need a supplemental. The budget contemplates
that the 1,800 level of B-52 sorties will drop to an average of 1,600
during fiscal year 1970. For that sortie rate, a supplemental will not
be required. My answer to the chairman was that we cannot foresee
the requirements, or emergency situation, as it might unfold during
fiscal year 1970. Therefore, our budget is not predicated upon such a
need. I would be the last one to say it could not happen. It has happened in the past.
Our ground munitions on the other hand, are generally approaching
the level, and they have over the past few months, of our budget
forecast. So our inventory of ground munitions should be sufficient,
unless there is escalation rather than maintenance of the current level,
to carry us through the funded period for fiscal 1970. Aircraft attrition,
again, is in the same position as air munitions. If aircraft attrition
increases, or if helicopter damage, operational or otherwise, occurs at
a fairly high level, we will have additional requirements. Our budget
assumes there will be a lessening of activity along these lines.
ADEQUACY

OF BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. LIPSCOMB. I must say that I 'personally feel that the $24.9

billion in outlays scheduled in the statement looks very optimistic to
me at this point. The budget is based upon actions and projections
made 6 months ago, I would guess, nd there have been things that
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have happened in the last 6 months that even now throw the projections out of balance. For example, there was the tremendous loss in
ammunition at Danang.
Mr. MOOT. Could I give you an example and maybe it might put

our discussion in perspective. Taking air munitions, which as you
know is a considerable part of our budget requirement, our monthly
consumption of air munitions over the past few months has been
132,000 tons in January, 117,000 tons in February, 132,000 tons in
March, 125,000 tons in April. Our production, as it is scheduled
through June 1970, is 125,000 tons per month. This leads me to
believe that we have sufficient for the current level with one basic
modification. Our funded leadtitme beyond June 1970, which is about
6 months, is on a minimum sustaining rate, as our budgets have been
predicated. That minimum sustaining rate allows us to respond if the
activity increases, and is at a 50,000).ton rate. This is where we have
made a significant budget assumption, but it is certainly an assumption that has been confirmed by the Secretary, is not questioned in
terms of general logic and acceptance as we are looking at it now. I
feel there is no known deficiency at this time in our budget as we are
looking at it. I gave you the worst situation because ground minfitions-we do not have that sharp drop in our funded leadtime because
of the need to reconstitute inventories.
Mr. LIPScoMB. I think the record will show from the testimony we
have received from the services that they are not as optimistic on the
projected programing for Southeast Asia.
Mr. MOOT. I wou d hasten to say that what I am saying is based
on a budget assumption that the level of activity will be at the height
which we have experienced in recent months, well below the levels of
the January-Tet-May and August offensives of last year. It is on
that low that our budget is predicated. Any change from that would
require more resources.
Mr.
Actually the budget
yIPSCOMB.
is projected on the rate back
in November of last year.
Mr. MOOT. But it has been updated to the January-February time
frame.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. It has?

Mr. MOOT. Yes, in the revisions we are currently looking at. In
other words, we have looked through the latest we could at that time
and it was about January. There was not sufficient change in the rate
of consumption for us to change the budget assumption. Again it is
true that in March for example, we had a very high rate, 132,000 tons
of air munitions consumption. k'hat kind of consumption will require
additional resources.
Mr. MINSHALL. What do you have in the way of reserves for these
air munitf ' s?
Mr. MOOT. Our air munition inventory if I may correct this for
the record, will be about
tons in June 1970.

Mr. MINSHALL. You refer to that as your reserves?
Mr. MOOT. We refer to that as our working inventory. Our reserve
is really a hot production base because as you know, we are turning
out 125,000 tons per month and could turn out more. This will be
the asset from which we will reconstitute any drawdown of inventories
we might need.
35-262 O---O---pt. 6-19
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Mr. WmITmN. Mr. Secretary, I think this has been developed rather
fully. My question was in no way tricky. We all know in wartime you
cannot exactly tell. The question was directed to whether or not in
projecting a rather reasonable figure here you might say you are
holding back something that you knew you had to do. The chairman
was well aware of the pay increase and other things which are part of
the present day budget although not before us at this time.
VIETNAM TROOP WITHDRAWALS

Has any allowance been made of the 25,000 troops which are being
withdrawn from Vietnam? Does that have any effect on your budget
or was it taken into consideration, or if that is followed up by further
withdrawals,
it change
the budget
any way that you can foresee?
Mr. MOOT.will
The
1970 budget
as youinare

looking at it does not take

into consideration any withdrawals that will be made. It assumes the
same force level in Southeast Asia that was planned. We have not yet
been able from a budget vewpoint to get a definitive enough redeployment location and basic impact of the 25,000 troop change yet
to price it. We hope it will result in some reduction, but thislis not
yet known.
REDUCTIONS TO 1970 DOD BUDGET

Mr. SLACK. Mr. Secretary, did I understand you correctly a while

ago to state that the Bureau of the Budget cut this request by $20
billion.
Mr. BRAZiER. No, sir; the original service estimates for fiscal year

1970 budget totaled about $100 billion. Our current request is around
$80 billion. This reduction has been made as a result of the Joint
Office of Secretary of Defense-Bureau of the Budget reviews which
began last October and have continued since.
Mr.

SLACK.

Did you mention a $20 billion cut?

Mr. BRAZIER. Yes, sir.

Mr. SLACK. How much was the figure cut by the Secretary from
the services before it went to the Bureau of the Budget?
Mr. BaZIER. As you probably know, in the Defense Department
we have a joint Bureau of the Budget-Office of the Secretary of Defense review, so there is no specific number that could be identified that
would differentiate between the reductions made by the Secretary of
Defense and the reductions made by the Bureau of the Budget.
Mr. SLACK. In other words, as I understand from the staff this is

not submitted to the Bureau of the Budget and then they make a
decision after the Secretary had made a decision. You are working in
conjunction with the Department of Defense and the Bureau of the
Budget.
Mr. MooT. That is right. The President makes the final decision

but he makes it in conjunction with the Secretary of Defense after he
considers the Bureau of the Budget recommendation.
Mr. SLACK. That answers my question. Thank you.
Mr. WnriTEN. Not that I need this, but I understood you to say

that this reduction was in the sums requested by the various services.
It is a compilation of what everybody wants, usually.
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Mr. BRAZIER. Yes. Reductions of this general magnitude have been
made over the last 5 or 6 years.
SOUTHEAST ASIA EXPENDITURES

Mr. WHITTEN. What is your current estimate as to the actual
expenditures for Southeast Asia in fiscal 1969 and 1970?
Mr. MOOT. We expect that fiscal year 1969, the expenditures for
Southeast Asia will be $28.8 billion and for fiscal year 1970 will be
$24.9 billion.
Mr. WHITTEN. Will you insert in the record a statement and the
accompanying schedules similar to those appearing on pages 462 and
463 of part 1 of last year's hearings having to do with the Southeast
Asia costs?
(The information follows:)
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Insert, P.9913

Cost of Southeast Asia Conflict
General Comments
1. There are two general approaches to describing the cost of the
Southeast Asia conflict, the incremental cost approach and the full, or
prorated, cost approach.
2. Incremental costs are the Southeast Asia-related costs over and
above the normal costs of the Defense Establishment. These "normal" costs
are assumed to be the annual costs as they existed at the end of fiscal
year 1965, adjusted for any known changes in activity not related to
Southeast Asia. For making management decisions within the Defense Department, estimating the impact of the Southeast Asia conflict on our economy,
and estimating our resource requirements for the Southeast Asia conflict,
the relevant consideration is the estimate of the incremental costs associated
with Southeast Asia.
3. The full, or prorated, cost of the Southeast Asia conflict to the
Defense Department includes a proration of the normal cost of the Defense
Establishment. This estimate is not used for any management purpose and
is included here only because it has been requested.
4. Estimates of prorated costs for a given period can vary over a
wide range depending upon the assumptions used to make the proration. The
two methods shown below, for example, which are equally defensible, produce
estimates which are $1.9 billion apart. Any number of different figures
could be computed simply by using other methods.
Incremental Costs
Approach
1. To estimate military personnel costs, we first estimated the military
personnel strength which was associated with Southeast Asia by taking the
difference between the total personnel strength in a year and the strength
for fiscal year 1965, adjusted for changes in strength not associated with
Southeast Asia. The strength figure was then multiplied by the worldwide
average cost per man, and to this was added special Southeast Asia cost
items, such as hostile fire pay.
2. We estimated other operating costs by assuming that annual operations
and maintenance total obligational authority above the fiscal year 1965 base,
adjusted for known changes and pure financial changes, was equal to such costs.
3. For amunition, we assumed that consumption costs were the current
replacement cost of actual/planned consumption. The cost of aircraft and
helicopter attrition was estimated by multiplying actual/estimated losses
by original costs. We estimated equipment and spares by assuming that the
net of all new equipment and spares delivered, plus inventory drawdowns,
less increases of equipment in use, was used to replace Southeast Asiarelated losses and was the cost for the year.

)
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ESTIMATE
(In billions of dollars)
1966

Fiscal Year
196 s
1969
1967

Military personnel costs
Other Operating costs

1.6
3.0

14.4

Subtotal, operations
Amunition consumption
Aircraft and helicopter attrition
Equipment and spares consumption
Construction
Research and development

4.6

Total, incremental costs

5.5
7.3

5.9
8.1

12.8
5.8
1.7
3.1

14.o
6.9
1.2

1.2

11.0
3.7
1.2
2.4

.6

.9

.8

.1

.2

.6

9.4

19.4

24.8

2.0

.9

6.6

3.5
.5
.6
26.7

1970

5.8
7.2
13.0

5.9

1.3
3.0
.2
.4
23.8

Reconciliation of current estimate of fiscal year 1969 incremental costs
with estimate furnished in the testimony on the fiscal year 1969 budget
(In billions of dollars)
Fiscal year 1969 Southeast Asia incremental costs, per fiscal year
1969 budget testimony
25.2
Differences:
1. Military personnel costs:
Pay raise
Other differences

+0.2
-0.1

Total increase, military personnel costs
2.

Other operating costs:
Price increases
Pay raise
Other differences, net

+0.1
40.3
+0.1

-0.2

Total increase, other operating cost

+0.2

3. AmmLunition consumption: Net increase in consumption
4. Aircraft & Helicopter attrition:

Net reduction

-o.6

5. Equipment & spares consumption: Net increase

+0.1

6.

+0.2

Construction:

Net increase

7. Research and development: Revised estimate of requirements
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3
Total difference

+1.5

Fiscal year 1969 Southeast Asia incremental costs, current
estimate

26.7

Prorated Costs
Two of the many possible ways of estimating prorated costs are given below.
Method A:
tions:

Estimate of prorated cost from Defense appropriation data assump-

1. Operating costs not directly identified with Southeast Asia conflict
are prorated in proportion to military strength to estimate the full, or
prorated, operating cost of the Southeast Asia conflict. For fiscal year
1970, we estimate that the Southeast Asia-related average military strength
is approximately 840,000 or 24.2% of the worldwide average military strength

of 3,466,000.
2. Total worldwide operating costs are equal to new obligational
authority (military personnel and operations and maintenance appropriations)
for the year.
3. All other costs (ammunition consumption, aircraft attrition,
construction, etc.) directly identified with Southeast Asia conflict are
equal to full cost without any proration.
Estimate, Fiscal Year 1970
(In billions of dollars)

Total
NOA

Other
SEA
(Col.
pro1 minus ration
SEA
2 equals (24.2
direct col. 3) percent
times

col. 3

Total,
SEA
(Col.2
plus
col. 4
equals

col.5)

equals

col.4)
(1)
Military personnel, Active Forces
Operations and maintenance
Total operations

(2)

21.6
21.8

5.8
7.2

43.4

13.0

(4)

(5)

15.8
14.6

3.8

9.6
13.5
0.7

30.4

7.3

20.3

(3)
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4
(1)

(3)

(4)

(5)

5.9
1.3
3.0

Ammunition consumption
Aircraft and helicopter attrition
Equipment and spares consumption
Construction
Research and development

5.9
1.3

.2

3.o
.2
.4

23.8

31.1

.4

Total

Method B:

(2)

Estimate of Prorated Cost from Defense Budget Program Data Estimate,

Fiscal Year 1970
(In billions of dollars)

Common
(col.4
TOA

equals
SEA
Other col. 1
direct direct minus
col. 2

plus

SEA
pro-

Total,
SEA
1

ration
(col,5
equals
f times

(col.6
equals
col.2
plus

coi.4)

col. 4 )

(5)

(6)

col.3)
(1)
1. Strategic Forces
8.0
2. General Purpose Forces
30.9
Operations
Procurement
3. Intelligence and communications
6.1
4. Airlift and seelift
2.1
5. Guard and Reserve Forces
2.9
6. Research and development
5.6
7. Central supply and
maintenance
9.6
8. Training) medical, etc.
10.5
9. Administration and associated activities
1.5
10. Military assistance program 3.2

8o.4

Total

(2)
0.6.
12.9

(3)

(4)

7.4
4.4

18.o

6.1
2.1

1.5
.7

1.5
.7

2.9"

.4

.4

5.2

9.6

1.8

1.4

15.7

16.9

4.0

10.5

2.5

1.5

.4
13.5

Factors (f) are as follows:
General purposes =

0.6
17.3

SEA-related military strength
Total military strength

= 0.242.

4.0
2.5
.4
1.8
29.2
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5
Intelligence and communications = same as General Purpose
Airlift and sealift =

=

(SEA strength + SEA procurement)
(Total strength Total procurement)

0.242.
0.331.

Central supply and maintenance = SEA procurement = .420.
Total procurement
Training, medical, etc. = same as General Purpose = 0.242.
Administration and associated activities = same as General Purpose = 0.242.
2 SEA direct operating costs are estimated as follows: Assume that the
SEA proration for programs 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 is essentially pure operating
costs. Then, to estimate SEA direct operating costs, General Purpose Forces,
deduct the sum of the prorations from estimate of total SEA direct operating
costs of $13.0 billion, i.e.:
Billions
$13.0
SEA direct operating costs
Less:
-1.5
Intelligence and communications
- .7
Airlift and sealift
-4.0
Central supply and maintenance
-2.5
Training, medical, etc.
- .4
Administration and associated activities
SEA direct operating costs, General Purpose Forces

3.9
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FINANCIAL ADJUSTMENTS

Mr. WHITTEN. At several points in your statement you mention
the financial adjustments to the fiscal year 1969 requirements and
fiscal year 1970 estimates. Table 1 indicates these revised adjustments
as $3.525 billion for 1969 and $2.433 billion for 1970. These large
adjustments are always of some concern to this committee. Can you
now give us some of the programs and/or projects from which these
funds will be generated and supply a detailed list for the record?
Mr. MooT. Yes, sir.
One large item in the financial adjustments over the last several
years has been the transfers from our stock funds, Mr. Chairmidn, the
gradual move into our stock funds, which are inventory holding accounts, of material which was previously on the free issue basis, has
provided for transfer of cash from the stock funds to the appropriations, reducing NOA as a financial adjustment. I did touch upon this in
the statement. I will highlight in terms of a specific table the specific
differences in the 1969-70 estimates if you would like?
(The information follows:)
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PLAN
FIANCINO OF FISCAL YEAR1970 DIRE"? BUDGET
Revised to reflect FY 1970 Budget Amendment and
Changes in FY 1969 Supplemental Request

______.L_

TOA
(direct
budget
plan)

Witrv
PersonnelitA
Military
Personael

,

Military Personnel, Navy
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Military Personnel, Air Force
Reserve Personnel, Army
Reserve Personnel, Navy
Reserve Personnel, Marine Corps
Reserve Personnel, Air Force
National Ouard Personnel, Army
Nat'l. Guard Personnel, Air Force
Retired Pay, Defense
MOTAL- Military Personnel
00etioniW Maintenane
oper: and M4int., Army
Oper, and aint., Navy
Oper. snd Maint., Miarne Corps
Oper. and Maint., Air Force
Oper. & Maint., Defense Agencies
Oper.
Maint., Army Nat'l Guard
Oper. & Maint.p Air Nat'l Ouard
Rifle Practice, Army
Claim, Defense
Contingencies, Defense
Court of Mil. Appeals, Defense
TOTAL - Operation & Maintenance
Procurement
Proc. Of Equip. & Missiles, Army
Proc. of Aircraft & Missiles, N.
Shipbuilding & Conversionx Navy
Other Procurement, Navy
Procure*nt, Marine Corps
Aircraft Procurement, Air Force
Missile Procurement Air Force
Other Procurement, Air Force
Procurement, Defense Agencies
TOTAL - Procurement

(ThouseAs of Dollars)
F1nnlog Adjust cents
Resources
from
rehr.bursable
sales not
requiring
replacement

Unobligated fRecoupaent
(Reprograemi
balance
fro, prior
brought
year budget
forward
available
plans)
for ne.
programs(-

.,.

Other
financing
adjustments

Budget
Authority

Total
financing
adjustments

6,551100
1,508,500
1,577,000
5,952,830
311,000

8,551,700
411500
5,92,800
31,00

1410,7000

363,500
103,100

103,100

0.11~q.0Xi3

750500

.

5,323,700

.

671700
000
1,095,

--

-

11,000

-

10,000-

3,30,00
2,781,65D

2,356393

7114,01
11,337,600
1,616,00
2,310,253

-15,000

-15,O00

-75,000

111 7
23*,

-1O0,000

-325,o0

1lp

-50,00o
-25,000

-

.10,000

.200,000
-25,000
00D,000
.269
100,0,0

-0010010

-50;OOD
00

00
-10,000

-

-325,000
-

.1190,000

-315,000
-150,250

F=#Army

Military Cde6ittion,
AMY
Nilitary construction,
Construction, Navy
Militia
Military Construction, Air Force
Nil- Con., Defense Agencies
Nil. Con., Army Reserve
Nil. Con., Naval Reserve
i. Con., Air Force Reserve
Nil. Con., Arsp Nat'l. Ouard
Nil, Con., Air Natr. Guard
TOTAL - Military Construction

1,8149,500
2,211,500

3,566,00

-2,2,,"

116,W

W0,7O

.5,000
-

----

8826

-

-7,5.

.16,00

-

-100,86

-7,500

9 ,600

3,561,00

500,200
100.000

3,0

327#200

5,10D

-

-

-

-920326

1,819,500
e,2,2U,500

9,0

--.1#0

15,000
13,200

70o
W, ,w

10,000

-

10,000

:Iio

.

.5,00

500,00
100.000

3,235,50
2,61,10

650,600
-3801
2
4502100 3,20
1,
o0
-13D0#10
1938,3G0
3193

-

-

5,069,100

333,693 2,022,700

21 161
.40,0,

10,000
1,792,100

Research. Develop., Test & Zval.
1Im, Navy
JOSE, Air Force
Defense Agencies
!DZ,
Imrgency Fund, Defense

56,000
3)
3,531
1,

-

-

.150,250D
.123,693
too
,11o
400
.500

457,000

6,711,700
1,095,000

-

-

21,792,100

5,5590100

-

-

506,000
3412,53k1

7,504,500
5
5323,700

--

-

157,000

-

-16,000

1500

1300

.

10

'i-r

1,59,500

oAW (comptroler)
FAD-618
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FPINWCDIO
OF FISCALYEAR1970 DIRECT
BUDGET
PLAN
Revised to reflect WP1970 Budget Amendment and
Changes in PP 1969 Supplemental Request

(Thousands of Dollars)
Financing Adjuateent e
TOA
(direct
budget
plan)

Faily Housing
Family Housing, Defense
HomeownersAssistance, Defense
TOTAL- Family Housing
Civil Defense
Opera.& Maint., Civil Defense
Res. Shelter Survey & Markingp
OTAL- Civil Defense
Special Foreign Currency Program

Unobligated
balance
brought
forward
available
for new
program ()

61U3,64
13,035
OT079

.5,251
-12,045
WI

50,700
21,600
75,300

"

Recoupments
Reprogramln
from prior
year budget
plans)

Resources
from
reimbursable
sales not
requiring
replacement
-)
-6,893
-450
"7P3

-3,80

-

-930,120

-80,000

-203,33

Military Assistance
Military Asistance, Executive
Foreign Mil. Credit Sales, Use.
TOTAL- Military Assistance

131,000
275OOO
709P00O

-1.,999

-6,O00

TOTAL- PEDEMAFUNDS- DODi

80,358,303

-

-5,001
..-5p

.897,999

-

50
7,372

50
7,372

750,000

750,O00

750,000

757,129

757,429

757,

-7,200

-7,200

"
-

a Includes
Y R 00,o 1

[

74-

-67,505

-

-

-

-93,121i

-

-897,999

618 thousand applied to debt reduction.
thousand of authority to spend ageny debt receipts.

WOW0

-59#000

50
7,372

-

-

-

-

375,000

-O0

"
-

"
-

o,3s8,303

-59,000

77,925,t88

-

TOTAL- Applicable Receipts
TOTAL- ADWTYhMITS

-

-2,1.33,095

Applicable Receipts, MAP

Q= TOTAL- Department of Defense

77,275,208

-390,632

-

-

-3,84o
-2,374,095

-209,313

-

Ieterfund Transactions
Ships' tORs Profits, Navy

-

-390,632

-bpOO-

-47999

-935,121

W

Aoplicable Receipts from Public
Applicable Receipts,SArm
Applicable Receipte
vy
Applicable Receipts, Air Force
Appl. Receipts, Def. Agenqies/OSD.
BUTTOTAL
- Military Functions

601,80
b '408
012,200
50,700
21,600
5P 00

I

Military Assistance Trust Funds
TOTAL- TBP

-5,8441
.9,427
-1i271

-

3,840

-

6,300
3,068
9,360

Budget
Authority

-..

79,69,303

NavyTrust Funds
Air Force Trust Funds
9JV0OTAL
- Military Functions

Total
financing
adjustments

-

-

SUJBTVAL
- Military Functions

An TrustuFn-

Other
financing
adjustments

-209,343

-3
25
-37,357
O
07-

L
71i29

7T621
T29

-7,200

-67,505

-67,505

39)625
-37,357
.*l
-1 ,O7

39,695
-37,357
....
-1407

.-992,325

-)92,325

-992 325

-1,136,832
4

-1,136,832

-1,136,832

-386,603

-386,603

-386,603

-777,235

-2,819,698

77,538,605

FAD-618
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76,.78,.3.3

.
-81,601

.
76,559,90

C.3
0
0'

-5,000
"
-14-,

451,700
(O9

7W70

80.673.8M6 -. 73,2M
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-6,000

--

-6-0UO
60m4w
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.
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-.

-

-
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.
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a/ Pruoc of operation
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11
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.

.
9

21,888

-76,700
-96.o

35,000
296:000

6Q

.3,524,503

77,19,303

30
7,312

50
7,312

-

335,000
26.000
,0m

-81,601

77.23091.
50
7,312

810,000

8,000

810,000

.

820,0

817,029

817,.2

817,2

.

817,429

-7,200

-7,200

:58,5 0
:.,66n.3,997
20

-58.525
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-
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3,000
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-

Apropriati,,.
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-.
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-
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*38.505
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.30,991
-20
-.

8,325

--

-5.30
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30,991
-20
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.

.1,0

.
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Mr. WHITTEN. Did you have a question, Mr. Slack?
JOINT BOB/DOD BUDGET REDUCTIONS
Mr. SLACK.

Mr. Chairman, if it is agreeable to you, I would like to

have the Secretary insert in the record at this point the figures for
each of the last 5 years that were cut by the Department of Defense
in conjunction with the Bureau of the Budget from the Services, original requests.
Mr. WHITTEN. Would you provide the information for the record
please?
Mr. MOOT. We will be happy to do that.
(The information follows:)
COMPARISON OF SERVICE REQUESTS WITH PRESIDENT'S BUDGET, FISCAL YEARS 1964-70
(In millions of dollars
New obligational authority (NOA)

Direct budget plan (TOA)
Budget
reiw President's
Service
budget
request adjustments
Fiscal year 1964:

14,346
Army .....................
18,665
--.---------.----------Nay
24,254
Aire ........................
2,408
----------agencles/OSD
Defense
689
Civil defense.-...&..............
1,700
Military assistance..............
Pro sed legislation .........................
1,301
Additional requirements ...........

-1,241
-3,148

13,105
15,517

Bu det
review
Service
request adjustments

President's
budget

-1,507
-3, 390

12,837
15,242

14,344
18,632

-3 603

20,651

23,659

63,364

-8,179

55,184

62,534

Fiscal year 1965:
13,697
Army .......................
-17,960
- -----------N
23,765
Air ore -2..............
3,790
Defense agencies/OSD ...........
560
Civil defense ...................
1,640
Military assistance ..............
Proposed legislation .........................
61,411
Total, fiscal year 1965-------

-1,324
-2,859
-3,936
-346
-202
-490
+172

12,373
13,696
17,940
15,102
23,470
19, 829
3,779
3,445
560
. 358
1,490
1,150
172 ............

-8,983

52,428

13,825
17,204
21,232
3,657
372
1,279

-1,386
-1,862
-2,349
-33
-178
-21

12,439
15,341
18,882
3,625
194
1,258

57,569

-5,830

51,739

20,647
20,648
26, 456
4,278
193
1,774
73,997

-3,271
-3,068
-4,959
-469
-59
-747
-12,573
-3,425
-7,188
-4,408
-206

Total, fiscal year 1964 .........

Fiscal year 1966:
Army ..........................
.....................
Na
.....................
Air
Defense agencies/OSD ...........
Civildefense ..................
Military assistance ..............
Total, fiscal year 1966------Fiscal year 1967:
..........................
Army
.....
.............
..
o....
Na
---------------------Air .ce
Defense agencles/OSD ...........
Civil defense ...................
Military assistance .............
Total, fiscal year 1967 .........
Fiscal year 1968:

Army ........................

27

28,877
.------------Army.
29,689
Aoc..- ..---------------------4,972
Defense agencles/OSD ...........
163
Civil defense ...................
621
Military assistance ..............
Proposed legislation .........................
Total, fiscal year 1968 ..........

91,666

2,408
3,080
467 2
689
300
-389
1,500
1,630
-70
900 ............
+900
1,301
-1,301 ............

.-52
-15,237

-3 832

19,827

3,075
4687
300
-389
1,480
-20
900
+900
-1,301 ............
-8,873

53,661

-1,701
-3, 205
-4, 285
-343
-202
-490
+172

11,995
14,735
19,184
3,436
358
1,000
172

60,934

-10,054

50,880

13,436
17,014
20,846
3,652
372
1,191

-2,099
-2,743
-2853
-51
-178
-21

11,336
14,272
17,992
3,600
194
1,170

56,511

-7,946

48,565

17,376
17, 579
21,498
3,809
134
1,027
61,424

20,637
20,559
26,208
4,278
193
1,664
73,540

-3,521
-3,607
-5,266
-484
-60
-747
-13,685

17,116

23,918
21,690
25,281
4,

27,742
28,862
29,768
i5718

-4,113
-7, 728
-4, 878
-850

23,629
21,134
24, 891
4,867
111

606
621
42 ............

-10
+42

596
42

-17, 589

75,270

76, 429

92, 85

16,952
20,942
3,794
133
917
59,855
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COMPARISON OF SERVICE REQUESTS WITH PRESIDENT'S BUDGET, FISCAL YEARS 1964-70
[in millions of dollars)
Direct budget plan (TOA)

New oblIgational authority (NOA)

Budget
review President's
Service
request adjustments
budget
Fiscal year 1969:
Army ..........................
32,277
Navy .................
.
30,967
Air Forc -----------------34,079
Defense agencles/OSD ...........
3,568
Civil defense ...................
160
Military assistance ..............
613
Proposed legislation .........................
Total, fiscal year 1969 ........

-6,302
-7,039
-7,110
+1,202
-82
+7
+75

Budget
Service
review
request adjustments

25,974
32,449
23,928
30,952
26,969
33,924
4,769
3,421
77
160
620
630
75 ............

101,664

-19,250

82,414

101,536

Defense agencies/OSD ---------Civil defense ------------------Military assistance--------------

30,101
30,496
33 269
5,607
125
949

-3,770
-6,088
-7,047
-351
-50
-240

26,331
24, 408
26,222
5,26
75
709

29,991
30,434
32, 952
5,687
125
771

Total, fiscal year 1970 --------

100,547

83,002

99,959

Fiscal year 1970:
Army ------------------------NavyForc
-----------------------Air
......................

-17,545

UNOBLIGATED AND UNEXPENDED

President's
budget

-7,234
-7,929
-7,886
+1,409
-83
-90
+75

25,215
23,023
26, 038
4,830
77
540
75

-21,739

79,797

-4,129
-6,698
7359
-476
-50
-363
-19,314

25, 862

23,736
22,

25,353
5,211
75
408
80,645

FUNDS

Mr. WHITTEN. Will you insert in the record a schedule of estimated
unobligated and unexpended balance of funds as of the end of this year
by appropriations and the original year in which these funds were
appropriated.

Mr. MOOT. We can certainly do the former. Can I consult with my

colleagues concerning the year of each of these. We can, without any
difficulty.
(The information follows:)

BsL4ATED uOBLTGATED BAIANC AS OF JuZe 30, 1969
(Millions of Dollars)
rZ 1969
PY !968
FY 1966
FY 167
program
program
program
program
OPematioa and Maintenance
Operation and Maintenance, Army

FY 1965
& prior
programs

progamed

Total

19 a/

Procurement
Procurement of Zquip:rt & Missiles, Army

Pocure-ent of Aircraft & Missiles, Navy
Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy
Other Procurement, Navy
Procurement, Xrine Corps
Aircraft Procurement, Air Force
missilee Procu:emet, Air Force
Other 'rocuremeat, Air Force

Procurement, Defense Agencies

Research, Develoquent, Test, & Evaluation
Research, Develoment, Test, & Eval., Araq
Research, Deielolpent, Test, & Bval., Navy
Research, Develop., Test, & Eval., Air Force
Research, Develop., Test, & Lval., Def. Ags.
MilL-ary Construction
' !izary Construction, Army

militaryy Construction, Navy

SMilietry Construction, Air Force
M!*litary Construction, Defense Agencies
W
Mii
Con-truction, Army Reserve

Military
Military
Military
Military
a/

Construction, iaval Reserve
Construction, Air Force Reserve
Construction,
Construction, Army Nat'l. Guard
Air Nazional Guard

1,096
664
344
409
101

1,097
256
402
10

705
285
140
115

260
152

51
48
290

50

15
170
12
16

20

350
48
60
6

400
60

8
37
10

5
1

160

205
160
69
235
201
90
53
4
2
3
6
5

40

20
25
8
115
121
40
3

14
15
15
4
50
41
6

7
5
3

15

2,200
1,203

1, 414
124

39
87
105
267

768

223
1,816
442.1
758
46

24

228
250
215

5

87

12

9
7

537
401.

*

1
*

11

Represents reimbursable orders, primarily from military
assistance.
after June 30, 1969, to fill
the orders.

*

2
Obligations will be incurred against these balances

150
56
5
4
4

6
10

C42
0
to

I

.

Y1969

Fr 1968

FY 1967

FY 1966

program

program

program

program

12

*

TYtaTotal

& prior
progra"ed

.Family'Housing
FamilyHousing, Defense
Homeowners Assistance Fund, D-ese

25
...-

5
3

64
3

/

Civil Defense
Research Shelter Survey & Marking, Civil Def.
Special Foreign Currency Program

10

12

-

4

-

40

1

-

1

Military Assistance

* Military Assistance, Executive
Total

-

Department of Defense

.....

5,621

2,147

1,237

• ess than $500 thousand.
NOTE:

Balances of working capital in revolving funds, balances in trust funds,
and other budget concepts adjustments are excluded.

462

530

5

5

926

10,923

W

-LSTINTED L

Fr 1969

PENDEBAIANC,-

S OF JUNE 30, 1969
(Millions of Dollars)
Fr 1968

FY 1967

Fr 966

Fractss/
1965

Working
capital/
budget

and prior

concepts

Tinprogrammed

o

adjust.
Military Personnel

Military Personnel, Arny
Milita-y Personnel, Nairy
Military Personnel, Marine Corps
Military Personnel, Air Force
Reserve Personnel, Ar=r
Reserve Personnel, Navy
Reserve Pers., Marine Corps
Reserve Pers., Air Force

476

10

-

182
59
181
68
18

-

17
2
2
6
3

"
-

7

"
-

7

-

-

-

-

13

*

-

"

:atlonal Guard Personnel, Army
at'l.
Guard Personnel, Air Force
Retired Pay, Defense

71

Operation and Maintenance
OPeration

and Maintenance, Army
Operation and Maintenance, Navy
Operation and Mant., Marine Corps
OPera'ion and Maint., Air Force
Opera-tion and lMyint., Def. Ags.
Operation anc Aint., Arqy Nat'l.Guard

Operation and Maint., Air Nat'l.Guard
Clad=, Defense
Contingencies, Defense
Court of Military Appeals, Defense
Misc. Expired Accounts, Navy
Misc. Expired Accounts, Air Force

11
15

789
800
136
865
85
24

34

1
1

-

18
70
5

-

1-

1
7
*
-

-

*

-

1

-

61

-

-

2
*

-

-

-

-

184
76
21

*

"

_
*

-

260
99

-

250

96
3
25
2
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.
"

13
-

-

-

493
206

71
12
16
1,294

995
157
960
92
25

35
1
7

-

"

24

*

-

24
3

3

o

, '-w I " -

FY 1969
program

Tr 1968
program

FY 1967
program

F 1966 FY 1965
program and prior

bud.Cet

T"t

concepts Progra=ed
ad~ust.

Procurement
Proc. of Equip. & Missiles, Arqr
Proc. of Aircraft & Missiles,Navy
Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy
Other Procurement, Navy
Procurement, MArine Corps
Aircraft Procurement, Air Force
Missile Procurement, Air Force
Other Procurement, Air Force
Procurement, Defense Agencies

4,751
2,518
1,095
1,84i
494
2,9923
1,019
1,691
49

1,705
1,043
950
664
163
1,325
260
260
17

Research, Develop., Test, & Eval.
RDT&E, Army
RDTE, Navy
.DT&E, Air Force
RI&E, Defense Agencies
'EergencyFund, Defense

736
898
1,091
324
34

Military Construction
Military Construction, Army
Military Construction, Navy
Military Construction, Air Force
Military Construction, Def. Ags.
N11il.
Construction, Army Reserve
Mil. Construction, Naval Reserve
Yil. Construction, AF Reserve
Mil. Con., Arnr National Guard
Ml. Con., Air. Io
Gual "

1,492
330
86
525
50
170
8

81
153
600
130
75
98
20
105
3

104
149
735
82
22
47
21
77
3

-

215
220
200
90

80
87
60
55

30
29
26
23

32
42
25
24

-

-

-

-

-

-

34

85
8
-

1,085

-

108
11
12

414

460

-

-

98
23
30

-

15
150
124
39
87
105
267
24

-

5
-

506
264
215
94

232
216
179
7

147
42

1

17
10
5

8

3

-

-

*

-

-

5
4

3
3
7

1
1

1

2

-

*

*
*-

-

-

1

-

..

45
1

-

2

-

7,070
4,323
5,022
3,171
879
5,005
1,475
2,570
104
1,093
1,276
1,407
521

553
479

8
18
19

Fr 1969
program

Fr 1968
program

Fi 1967
pro-pam

FY 1966
program

I a9ts
and prior

Workt5
capi -I

budget
concepts
adjust.

Unprogrammed

Total

Family Housing
Family Housing, Defense
Homeowners Assist. Xmd, Defense
Civil Defense
Operation & Maint., Civil Defense
Res. Shelter Survey & Marking,CD

109

50

1

8

269
4

/-

23
7

Special Foreign Currency Program

15

Working Capital Fuds

1,208

1,208

'Budget Concepts Adjustments
Military Assistance
Military Assistance, Executive
Foreign Mil. Credit Sales, Exec.
Foreign Military Sales Fund

310

289

24O

.20

35-

101

363

-

MAP Budget Concepts Adjustments
--

Total - Department of Defense

*Less than $00

thousand.

25,163

8,617

4,182

1,689

,237

5
-

831
289

-

363

2,666

-

2,666

3,913

926

46,727

-
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RUMPOGRAMING ACTIlONS

Mr. W ItTnN. What is the extent of reprograming actions?

Mr. MooT. Generally speaking our reprograming requests or submissions to this committee each year average between a billion and

two billion, I believe.

Mr. WHITTEN. Could we have a detailed compilation of the various
reprograming actions that have been requested and have been approved
and also the source of funds? This will require a schedule similar to
one appearing on page 365 of part 1 of last year's presentation having
to do with reprograming.
Mr. M oT. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
COMPARISON OF REPROGRAMING ACTIONS FISCAL YEAR 1966-FIScAL YEAR

1969

AND SUMMARY OF MAJOR FISCAL YEAR 1969 REPROGRAMING ACTIONS

Reprograming actions processed during fiscals year 1966-68 totaled approximately $2 to $5 billion a year. To date, approximately $3,3 billion has been reprogramed in fiscal year 1969. The following is a comparison by appropriation title
and defense component.
(Dollar amounts in millions

Appropriation

Fiscal year 1966
Number
of
actions Amount

Military personnel----------O.& ...................
Procurement.........
-..
R.D.T. & E----------------

3
10
61
42

75.5
230.8
1,552.4
495.1

116
Army...........
".........
37
v
Na
y---------- ----------39
AirForce-----------------36
Defense agencies...........
4

2,353.8

Total ---------------

Total ................

116

Fiscal year 1967
Number
of
actions Amount
2
191.2
9
398.7
51 2,309. 2
41
549.7
103
28
44
28
3

3,448.8

760.0
713.7
860.2
13.9
2,353.8

103

3,448.8

993.4
1,303.1
1,140.8
11.5 "

Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year 1968 (throughJ une 25,1969
Number
Number
of
of
actions Amount actions
Amount
6
181.1
5
121.1
77 3,899.5
30
596. 1
118

4,797.8
36 1,884.2
52 1,033.8
26 1,854.8
4
25.0

118

4,797.8

1
5
44
27

25.2
358.2
2,446.6
440.2

77
22
30
21
4

3,270.2
1,193.5
672.1
1,394.5
10.1

77

3,270.2

Through June 25 of this fiscal year, 77 reprograming actions have
been approved and transmitted to the*Congress. These actions resulted in reprograming increases to the fiscal year 1969 programs of
about $3,270.2 million. Programing actions which represented the
program application of funds transferred from the "Emergency fund,
Defense" and changes -resulting from reclassification of accounts (no
change in scope or purposes as originally approved by the Congress)
have been excluded froM the above amounts.
A summary of major fiscal year 1969 reprograming actions processed
through June 25, 1969, follows:
Increases
[In millions of dollars]

Military personnel Army:

For additional fiscal year 1969 requirements for subsistence of enlisted

personnel, permanent change of station travel and pay and allow- Amount
ances of officers, enlisted, and cadets -----------------------25. 2

314
Intorcams-Contiftued
[In millions of dollars]

Procurement of equipment and missiles, Army:
Amouw
additional light observation helicopters resulting from
losses experienced in SEA -----------------------------------18.4
Sentinel anti-ballistic-missile system ---------------------------95. 1
Additional M-16A1 rifles and forward area radio sets to support SEA
operations
-----------------------------------------105. 1
-M-60A1
tanks and modification of laser range finder for
M-60A1E and XM-37 trainers --------------------------31. 1
120,000 riot control masks to support operations in SEA- --------- 3. 3
Installation of a scavenger system on armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehicles --------------------------------------5.5
18 line items including:
Aircraft:
UH-1H Hello, Iroquois crash resistant fuel cells with related
fittings for
production aircraft and for avionics
systems
-------------------------------------10. 1
AH-56 aerial fire support system, Cheyenne -------------5. 6
AH-56 advance procurement current year --------------8.9
Design to increase component life of T-63-A5A and A-700
turbine engines ------------------------------------6.4
Tracked combat vehicles Carrier personnel to cover cost of newtype nonintegral fuel tanks, new-type fuel lines and gun
shield kits ---------------------------------------13.9
Tactical and support vehicles:
Higher power diesel engines on the 5-ton, 6x6 truck -------8. 7
M-600 series 1-ton truck for SEA ---------------4.3
semitrailers, h2% ton, XM-747 for SEA ----------4. 0
Communications and electronics equipment:
Quick reaction production -----------------------4. 0
Electronic calibration capability .....---............
-3. 0
High channel capacity radio relay system ---------22. 7
Radio tropospheric scatter system --------------------11.5
- AN/MPQ-4A, radar set to replace losses ----------- 2.1
250 SB86/P switchboards for tropical climate ------------7. 6
Other support equipment:
4,200 generator sets ----------------------------------3.4
797 tank and pump unit liquid dispensing ---------------2. 3
---------------------------------------------71.6
Production base support for support of
program to
initiate - -----------------------------------------9. 2
Total

-----------------------------------------

109. 3

307.5 16 line Items including:
Missiles repair parts and support material -----------------26. 0
Revised ammunition (various types) requirements in support of
SEA operations in SEA --------------------------------281. 5
Total ----------------------------------------------Hello spare parts for tactical support of SEA -------------------modification kits for conversion of the M-113 armored personnel carrier fleet in SEA --------------------------------

307. 5
6. 0
3. 2
9.2

For

million rounds of ammo, cart, 40 mm HE, XM684 -----million ammo, rocket, 2.75 inch, LSFiAR (all types) --For
MILVANS transporter, modular, intermodel ---------Procurement of aircraft and missiles NAvy:
Installation of a more powerful engine in the A-7B/E (attack) aircraft Corsair II-------------------------------------To modify aircr- to TRIM configuration --------------A-4 and CH-46A/D modifications associated with SEA operations-...
Component improvement to uprate the J-52-P-8A and TF-30-P-8
engines. for use in A-4, A-6, and A-7 aircraft -----------------For

3. 4

25. 3

12. 9

28. 7
17. 7
29. 0
11. 2

315
ltorea,8s-Contlnued
[In millions of dollars]

Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy:
Increased cost estimates on production of first general purpose assault Anount
ship (LHA)
-----------------------------------------31.9
1 motor gunboat (PGM) for the Republic of Vietnam ---------------.
6
Aircraft procurement, Air Force:
Increase for procurement of additional F-4E aircraft in 1969
program and advance buy for long leadtime items ------------- 207. 6
18 additional C-130F aircraft to cover higher than program attrition.- 38. 7
Modification of aircraft associated with SEA operations (includes
C/HC-130, F-105 and Tropic Moon III aircraft) --------------65. 5
Modification of in-service aircraft:
C/HC-130
-----------------------------------------6. 8
F-105
--------------------------------------------27. 3
Other various aircraft --------------------------------31. 4
Total

-------------------------------------------

65. 5

The F/FB-111 program to reflect distribution of costs between 2
systems and aircraft modifications requirements associated with
SEA, plus requirements for additional electronic countermeasure
pads--------------------------------------------------197. 4
14 T-41 aircraft for pilot training-----------------------------.2
F-il iD, F-il lA adjustment, in production schedule; plus
-additional A-3711; plus
additional Til-iH/N; and 28 additional
OX-i aircraft-----------------------------------------136.
9
Other procurement Air Force:
Increase for 14 munitions items, ITAC and DCPG support -------- 329. 4
For -additional dispenser and bomb CBU-53 to cover SEA
requirements -----------------------------------------5. 2
For

additional dispenser and bomb CBU-54 and

fuze

extender M-1 for SEA requirements --------------------------14.6
For
equipment -----------------------------------17. 6
Support of added requirements of defense communication planning
group (DCPG) ------------------------------------------23. 0
Automatic data processing equipment 11.6 and for 5,550 AN/URC-64
radio sets for urgent SEA requirements -----------------------16. 0
6.2 for class V modifications and 3.5 for electroplating system in maintenance depot shops ------------------------------------9. 7
Research, development, test and evaluation Army:
New surveillance aircraft development (quiet aircraft) -------------6. 3
Transfer of Project Defender to Army from ARPA --------------37. 9
40 line items including -----------------------------------74. 1
Increase for advanced aerial fire support system -------------12. 6
ConcepIt formulation of the multirail artillery rocket system
(MAS)-------------------------------------4.4
Operation of Nike radars by Kwajalein Missile Range---------10. 6
Software development for land combat support system --------5. 3
Aircraft weaponization (engineer development) ------------------2. 4
Tactical fire direction system (TACFIRl) -----------------------5. 8
Airborne surveillance and target acquisition--------------------3. 5
Tactical ADPS equipment---------------------------------3. 5
New surveillance aircraft ----------------------------------8. 5
Research, development, test and evaluation, Navy:
Contract definition of VFX-1 ------------------------------5. 0
Conversion of telemetry frequency at Pacific Missile Range --------- 4. 9
12 line items-includng -----------------------------------41. 4
Operational development of carrier based airborne early warning
and control aircraft (E-2/ATDS) -----------------------4.0
Operational development of improved follow-on light attack
aircraft airframe -----------------------------------3.4
Operational development of Shrike guidance heads and target identification acquisition system ---------------------------2. 7
Advanced development advanced antlslip missile -------------3. 9
Operational development of improved WALLEYE -----------3. 7
Advanced development of structural steel for combat submarines --------------------------------------------3.0
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Ittore sc8-Coittinued
[In millions of dollars]
Amount
Research, development, test, and evaluation, Navy-Continued
Advance airborne reconnaissance -----------------------------3. 1
10 line items including
-----------------------------------43. 0
AEW CV-based aircraft E2A ------------------------------10. 0
7. 1
Laser target designator --------------------------------Surface missile system project- - -----------------------4.1
Antiradiation missile (Standard ARM) ---------------------2. 7
3. 1
Shipboard electronic warfare ----------------------------River and shallow water warfare -------------------------2. 2
SAMID-ship antimissile integrated defense ----------------2. 0
Air-launched ship-launched ordnance fleet support ------------2. 6
Advanced conventional ordnance -------------------------6. 3
Conventional ordnance equipment ------------------------2. 7
Air- and surface-launched antiship missile----------------------3. 6
Deep submerge program ----------------------------------4. 1
2.2 Sonar SQS-26 and 4.7 advance submarine development --------7. 0
Submarine surveillance equipment program --------------------3. 1
Research, development, test, and evaluation, Air Force:
Traffic control and landing systems (TRACALS) ----------------28. 0
16lino items including -----------------------------------71.3
SR-71 squadrons to increase survivability ------------------3. 0
Aerospace flight dynamics ------------------------------2. 0
Advanced avionics -----------------------------------2. 6
Advanced tactical fighter (F-X) -------------------------15. 5
Aircraft operations support -----------------------------4. 3
4. 0
Subsonic cruise armed decoy----------------------------Advanced ICBM and basing----------------------------4.0
Tactical air-to-ground missile (Maverick) ------------------19. 0
Tactical satellite communication ---------------------------2. 3
Point-to-point satellite communications --------------------3. 0
Satellite systems for precise navigation ---------------------.5
Technical sensor collection --------------------------------2. 0
High-energy laser program -------------------------------2. 0
Electronic warfare systems -----------------------------2. 7
Other operational support ------------------------------2. 2
Armament/ordnance operational support -------------------2.1
9.0 for F-15A (F-X) advance tactical fighter and 10.4 short-range
attack missile (SRAM) ---------------------------------20. 0
Aircraft and related equipment -----------------------------18. 0
4.0 for 100th strategic recon wing and 5.5 for lightweight precision
bombing
--------------------------------------------9. 5
F-15A (F-X) advance tactical fighter------------------------13. 5 1
FB-111A squadrons -------------------------------------13. 7
2.1 for aircraft systems engineering; 3.4 for development acquisition
and test management, and 3.7 for command management and base
operations
------------------.-------------------9. 2
Decreases
Procurement of equipment and missiles, Army:
Decrease reflects reduced unit costs for Chinook airframes ---------4. 6
Decrease reflects pro rata share of system engineering and management cost to missile lines and the elimination of Government
furnished facilities at contractor plants ---------------------90. 1
Decrease reflects programs deferred to subsequent years to provide
resources for higher priority SEA requirements ---------------21.3
Decrease from deferral of Sheridan Weapons system --------------5. 3
Deletion of
------------------------------------------10. 6
Slippage in production schedule for transponder computer ---------10. 4
Revised production schedule for AN/TPQ-28 radar set and DS/GS
maintenance facility ---------------------------------------14. 4
Deletion of 1969 program for 5-ton crane due to delay in receipt and
acceptance of equipment contracted from prior year programs- - --5. 6
Deletion of riot control agent (CS2) since this item has not been
effective for intended role ---- -----------------------------21.0
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Deorea8so-Continued
[In millions of dollars]

Procurement of equipment and missiles, Army-Continued

Tracked combat vehicle programs deferred until 1970 to provide re- Amount
sources for M60A1 tank and range finder -------------------30. 1
Decision by TOW missile contrator to provide their own production
facilities.---------------------------------------------6.5
Revision of equipment authorizations for selected Signal Units------ 31.9
Decrease of the
program to conform with revised production
31.9
-------------------------------------------leadtime
requirements based on consumption experience - 127. 7
Reduction of
Reduction because components included in original cost estimate are
15. 5
available from industrial stocks ---------------------------Decrease adjusts the program to conform with revised priority of
deployment -.
0
Decrease in 18 line items of various types of ammui-tion -------306. 3
Decrease in 7 line items of various types of ammunition ----------25. 3
AN/TPQ-28 radar set decrease
--------------------------13. 2
Procurement of aircraft and missiles, Navy:
Reduction in Standard Arn missiles due to decreased usage in SEA__ 25. 3
Decrease in'modification of SP-2H TRIM aircraft.--------------24. 9
Realitnement of F-4B/J, RF-4B modification program and repricing of
11.9
-------------------------------------F-4 requirements
Deletion of integrated helicopter avionics system (IHAS) from the
CH-53 program.---------------------------------------13.4
Slippages In the 7F Sparrow III missile development program required
18. 2
a rephasing of the procurement program -----------------------Shipbuilding and conversion, Navy: Decrease in advance procurement for
46. 0
LHA long leadtitio items ---------------------------------------Procurement, Marine Corps:
Reduction in consumption of ammunition and ordnance equiptmhnt.
30. 0
Decrease in hostile weapons locator since R. & D. model is still'being
evaluated and production models will not be available to meet SEA
requirements until ----------------------------------7. 2
Ammunition (various) consUnption has not occurred at the projected
rate, thereby resulted in a lower inventory objective --------...--83. 8
Reduction of radar set AN/TPS-32 can be accommodated through a
reduction in the overhaul pipeline -------------------------11. 0
Aircraft procurement Air Force:
Reduction In A-7D aircraftprogram........................
-96.
6
Reduction in RF-4C aircraft program -----------------------6. 9
Decrease in aircraft modification requirements ----------------65.0
F-4E aircraft buy program for fiscal year 1970 was deleted and advance
buy in fiscal year 1069 'wasreduced accordingly ---------------35. 9
Decrease per decision to cut of the FB-111 program at 4 squadrons and
concentrate efforts on the development of the AMSA ----------193. 9
Research, development test, and evaluation, Army:
Reduction in 37 line items to provide resources for higher priority
requirements.....................................
1
Reduction in 8 line items (various programs) will be accomplished by
effecting small reductions In several facilities without impact on any
single installation ..........................................
5.8
Research, development, test, and evaluation, Navy:
Reduction in 21 line items to provide resources for higher priority
requirements ...
............................
41.4
Decreased for reprograming to high-priority projects as a result of
cancellation of the F-il lB aircraft program - ----------------43.0
Decrease result of a change in the scope of program for development
of hello expendable bathythormographs, buoy sensors, and airborne current meters were eliminated -----------------------7. 0
Research, development, test, and evaluation, Air Force:
Reduction in 1 line items including:
Light intratlieater transport -------------------------------1 0. 0
Hard rock silo development -------------------------------13. 0
JTF-2 instrumentation support --------------------------6. 6
Rocket propulsion --------------------------------------5. 5
AIM-4D growth ------------------------------------5.5
Satellite control facility --------------------------------4. 9
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Decrease8-Contnued
[In millions of dollars]

Research, development, test, and evaluation, Air Force-Continued
Amount
Reduction in 7 line items including:
Light intratheator transports A/C ------------------------4. 0
Advanced fire control/missile technology -------------------3. 5
A-X aircraft --------------------------------------------1.5
Airborne warning and control system ----------------------5. 2
Advance tactical command and control capability ------------2. 1
Airborne satellite communication terminal-strategic -----------.
14
Penetration aids for manned aircraft ----------------------2. 3
Reduction of aircraft F-111 squadrons and special activities under
military astronautics and related equipment -----------------18. 0
Decrease from Project 4700, airborne electronic warfare and intelligence quick reaction capability -----------------------------7. 2
Reduction in 4 line items including:
A-X aircraft --------------------------------------------1.0
Tactical air-to-ground missile (AGM-X-3) ------------------1. 5
Traffic control and landing systems (TRACALS) ------------10.0
Military science materials ------------------------------,0
Decrease of 11.2 of F-111 squadrons and 2.5 of traffic control
and landing system ------------------------------------13. 7
2. 1
Technical sensor collection reduction ----------------------COST OVERRUNS

Mr. WHITTEN. Turning now to cost overruns, your discussion of
identified cost shortages of $1.6 billion to date leaves me with the tncertain feeling that something has been missing in our cost estimating
procedures in the last several years. You cite several conditions in
justifying this large cost growth. But is it not in effect simply a case
of not adequately examining cost estimates before going ahead vith
a decision to implement a specific program?
Can't you anti-ipate these increases in cost now that they have been
going on as long as they have?
Mr. MOOT. Secretary Laird hnd Secretary Packard certainly believe we can do a much better job than we have done in the past. We
are developing the procedures which will allow us to do a better job.
I think also as a part of the problem over the recent years has been the
fact that we have not budgeted for economic inflation. Therefore, the
somewhat abnormal rate of inflation we have experienced in recent
years has, because of the fairly long life of these systems, created a
significant problem in terms ofcost growth. I think this is an aspect
which we need to approach more carefully and perhaps discuss with
this committee as to how we can treat that type of a problem in the
future.
Mr. WiT.EN. One of the conditions you cite is the change orders
which have been incorporated into some of these new weapons systems.
I was wondering what your personal opinion is as the Defense Comptroller, as to whether or not the services should be allowed to proceed
into production and deployment of these new systems until designs
are complete or systems fully developed?
Mr. MOOT. It is not hard for me to give you my opinion, Mr.
Chairman. We think no system should move into production until it
is fully designed and until it is ready, and until there is a design
stabilization. This is not to say, although we would like to see it, we
would expect that there would be no change orders as new technology
comes along, but we certainly would like to see a system of minimum
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changes. I think Secretary Shilli6, if you will ask him tomorrow, can
outline the new change order control system that Secretary Laird and
Packard are instituting in the Department. I think it is going to be a
distinct improvement.
Mr. WHITTEN. You point out in your statement that the Department is going. to fund a substantial amount of these cost overruns by
reprograming. I believe the figure for fiscal years 1969 and 1970 is
about $360 million. Does this mean that the fiscal 1969 appropriation
and the budget estimates for fiscal 1970 are overstated by this amount?
Mr. MOOT. No, sir, the reprograming will be done by adjusting
the total program and the balance of forces and in the case of the shipbuilding program, which is where a significant part of the reprograming,
it will be by deletion of specific ships. It doesn't mean we were overbudgeted. It does mean that the new review and evaluation does
allow cancellation of certain ships. Secretary Laird believes that cost
discipline has to be introduced in order to secure the better estimating
and the better management to which you referred a few moments ago.
Mr. WHITTEN. Would it be better to wait until the total amoufit

of these cost overruns is known, say, for a year or two, before reprograming or appropriating new funds?
Mr. MOOT. Until we get an exact handle on the true amount or
the most accurate amount we can have of the total cost, we are, in
effect, reprograming on a cash flow basis, Mr. Chairman. In other
words, we are contifniting the review in an attempt to get a fix on the
absolute cost and until that time we are reprogramming for fiscal year
1970, Therefore, there will be a reqiirement that will show up in the
1971 budget for either additional reprograminig, additional cutbacks
or additional requirements. This figure we have not yet determined
because we have not finished the review of the total cost.
SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD FORCES

Mr. WHITTEN. Would you put in the record at this point an
analysis of the support of free world forces and also the AID-DOD
realinement program updating those which appeared on page 489 of
part 1 of fast year's hearings?
Mr. MOOT. We will sir."

(The information follows )
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ESTIMATED AMOUNTS INCLUDED IN MILITARY FUNCTIONS BUDGET FOR SUPPORT OF FREE WORLD MILITARY
ASSISTANCE FORCES IN VIETNAM, LAOS, AND THAILAND AND RELATED COSTS, FISCAL YEAR 1970 BUDGET,
INCLUDING THE AIDIDOD REALINEMENT
millions of dollarsF Fcn
Fiscal rear

Fiscal rear

Fiscal year

118.0
.8
15.0
.2

114.2
.6
14.8
.2

134.0

129.8

116.3
.1
14.2
.2
130.8

Operation
Ar y.and
. .maintenance:
.. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Nalw
.. .. ... .. . .... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .43,.3
-----------------------------------Marin Corps
Air Force..... ..-.... ...... ..........................

605. 8

708. 0

632,.8

6.1
55.0

47. 5
10.7
131.8

53. 7
10.3
157.1

Total, operation and maintenance .............................

710.2

898.0

853.9

. 552.5

1,243. 5

927.3

5.8
4.5

10.2
6.5

Military personnel:

Army ..........................................
Na
y.....
...................................
MarIne Corps .....................................
Air Force .........................................

.. :

Total, military personnel............................

Procurement:
Army .......................................................

Navy:

Other procurement ........................................
Shipbuilding and conversion.........................
PAMN-Navy aircraft and missiles .................................................
Marine Corps ................................................
Air Force:
Aircraft procurement ......................................
Missile procurement ...........................................
Other procurement ........................................
Total, procurement .......

...............

Military construction:

Army ........................................................
Na vy..................................

.........
Air Force.................................
Total, military construction ...................................

68. 5

50. 8

36.1

88.1

67.4
734.9

1.7

1.9
9.0
12.6
1,591.7

Grand total ..............................................

4.2
3.4
.2
88.3
103.9
114.4

85.4

1,241.7

1,484.5

10.7 ..............

3.3 ..............
1.5 ..........

15.5 ..............
2,226.4

2,527.8

AID/DOD PROGRAM REALINEMENTS
[In millions of dollars]
Amounts Included In military functions
appropriations
Fiscal year
1968

Vietnam:
3.5
MEDCAP medicines ...........................................
8.9
Medical supplies..............................................
. 3.2
Railway sabotage replacement ................................
6.3
Commodity support-GVN police................................
21.3
Highway maintenance ........................................
Air traffic control ........................................... .. 2.1
3,4
Ports and waterways, commodity support ........................
5.5
Revolutionary development, commodity support .................
1.3
Vietnam television............................................
CORDS related air American costs ..........................................
Chleu Hoi program ...........----...........................................
Port handling and off-loading charges ..........................................
55.5
Total, Vietnam .............
....................
Subsistence consumables and associated air transport costs ......................
Total, Vietnam ..............................................
APPROPRIATION SUMMARY
............
Arm6ation and maintenance ......
Procurement of equipment and missiles

...............

Total, Army................................................
Air Force:
Operation and maintenance ....................................
Total, Army and Air Force ...................................

I -A ",I

'It.Y'0

'

--

,

. "

4,

J'

55.5

Fiscal 1969
year

3.5
6.3
1.6
6.8
23.1
3.5
.5

2.5

Fiscal year
1970

3,5
6.3
1.4
6.0
21,1
2.6
...........

..

3:1

17.0

14.0

7.0
79.5
10.5
ann

1,0
66.8
9.8

2.0

2,1

79A

#VIV

55.5
52.2
64.3
1.2 ............-...........
53.4

64.3

It

55.5

1
I

2.1

25.7

21.1

55. 5

90. 0

76.6
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PROJECT PRIME

Mr. WRITTEN. Has Project Prime been fully implemented and
what has been the results thus far?
Mr. MOOT. I dealt with Project Prime at some length in the statement. It has been fully implemented. As I indicated in my statement
we do believe that the system in its essential parts is a good sound
system. We are continUtfti with it; together with the departments we
are making certain simplifications and modifications and we will be
advising this committee as soon as we devise a procedure for these
modifications.
STAFF OF COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE

Mr. WHvmwi.
Mr. Moot, since this vill be your only appearance
before the committee in connection with the present budget, in connection with the fiscal year 1970 budget we would like to inquire about
the budget request for your immediate operation. We note from the
justification for Secretary of Defense activities that the average manyear employment of the Office of the Comptroller continues to increase.
The original estimated average man-years of employment for 1969
was 377 which wes composed of 359 civilians and 18 military. The
revised estimate for fiscal year 1969 is now 404, composed of 382 civilians and 22 military. Will you explain the reason for the increase in employment in-your operation this year in view of the requirements of the
Revenue and Expendliture Control Act of 1968?
Mr. MooT. Yes, sir.
If I could have permission to correct the record because I am not
quite sure of my figures.
Mr. WHITEN. We will be glad to have you do so.
Mr. MooT. The Office of the Comptroller has been no different
than any other of the offices of the Secretary in that we have been
subjected to the impact of the Revenue and Expendittire Control
Act. This means that we have been replacing not three out of four
people leaving, but one out of every two leaving. So the impact
has been greater on us than it has been throughout the Federal
Government.
I think the primary reasons for the change in the statistics that you
are looking at is the transfer of the military assistance program audit
function from the military departments to the Office of Comptroller.
This transfer, which involves 32 man-years, was included in the revised fiscal year 1969 estimate but was not included in the original
fiscal year 1969 estimate. If the present estimate of 382 were adjusted
by 32 the comparable estimate of 350 would reflect a reduction of
nine from the original estimate of 359.
Mr. WHITTE. Since you do occupy the position of Comptroller, if
such a reduction showed up in the services from which these assignments were made, you will furnih that fiforiation?
Mr. MooT. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
Of the 32 man-years (and spaces) transferred 22 were from the Army and 10
from the Air Force..
Mr. WHITTEN. You are projecting a slight decrease in employment
in 1970, from 404 to 392. Do you believe that this will materialize in
light of past experiences?
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Mr. MooT. I have no doubt that we will have less people at the
end of 1970 than we have now.
ELIMINATION OF CONTRACT MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Mr. WHITTEN. Funding for your itmtnediate operation is decreasing
by $1,490,000 in 1970, from $9,047,000 to $7,557,000. This is due to
the elimination of all management studies. Did you decide to have
all your management studies made in-house in 1970?
Mr. MooT. It was not a deliberate decision, although we have been
making greater use of our in-house people for management studies.
It was basically in General Carter's area where we moved to a new
approach in ADP management, focusing on overall DOD requirements. Here we are taking a greater look at what is called software
programs as related to hardware programs, and we are doing this
largely in-house because we want to make sure of exactly what we
want.
We are attempting to become more hardware indepeo.dent, so that
programs that are developed can be used on any coml)uter or any
range of computers of appropriate size and configuration, so we are
not in a sole source position. This means that we would like to have
stocks of software programs that are used by one part of the Defense
Department, on the shelf, capable of being used by others, to get
transferability of programs. This changed our approach to ADP
management and in this area we had programed some outside use of
funds which we are not currently planning.
Mr. WHITTEN. Since 1969 the Office of Comptroller requested

$1,530,000 for study of computer adaptation, utilization, and management. What is the current status of this study?
Mr. MooT. This is the program that I just covered, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WHITTEN. To what operations or activities were these funds
rl er. framed?
MOOT. $1,143,000 was transferred to the Defense Supply

Agency to relieve a deficiency in 0. & M. funds that would have
required placing some of that Agency's personnel on furlough. The
remaining $387,000 is being used as originally planned for an operational test of full text retrieval in the Pentagon and for remote terminals. The committee staff was advised when the reprograming
action was taken.
CONTROL OF ADP SYSTEMS

Mr. WH1TTEN. In our hearings last year we had quite a discussion
with representatives of your office about the management of automatic
data processing operations in the Department of Defense. You discussed management responsibility on pages 34 through 36 of your
statement. I believe the committee was advised last year that your
office would assume responsibility on July 1, 1968, for all facets of
ADP management.
Can you explain why it now takes two separate organizations, one
under the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Installations and Logistics,
and the other in your office, to review and control the implementation
and operation of ADP systems in the Department of Defense?
Mr. MooT. I would like General Carter, if I may, to answer that
in detail. Basically it is a question of the Comptroller sharing the
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responsibility for review of certain functional data systems with
appropriate DOD functional managers. We have the control over the
decision for the acqdilition of the hardware, but the fUtictional system

7

design for many systems is under the research director, Dr. Foster, or
the Assistant Secretary for Installations and Logistics or for manpower.
General CARTER. Yes, sir; if I may. Our office serves as the Department of Defense focal point for matters concerning automatic
data processing management. Based upon the various Department
of Defense inpits, we coordinate and control the Department ADP
program in total.
As an example of the coordination between our office and various
OSD functional managers in monitoring systems plannifig and development, Dr. Foster examines computer requirements for command and
control systems, for which he has primary responsibility. Similarly,
computers provide vital support in a number of other functional
areas, such as intelligence and weather forecasting. In order to formulate a meaningful total program of work, function l specialists in
these areas must have enough understanding of computers to intelligently review and approve plans for their use.
Therefore, there are people who have knowledge of computers i
other parts of the staff.
Mr. WRUTTEN. Will you explain the difference between the management procedures of your office and those of the offices of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Installations and Logistics.
General CARTER. Let me first describe our management responsibilities and how we carry them Put.
We have formed an automatic dato processing policy council with
membership from every office that has an interest in the use of automatic data processing equipment. This is to make certain that everyone
m DOD knows what everyone else is doing and that all of the people
address their total job from a common point of view. I serve as the
chairman of this committee. In addition to this, we are asking the
functional managers to examine the functions in their particular areas
of interest which use computers, with our people at their side, to make
certain that the plans for their use are realistic and likely to result in
benefits for the Department. This is very actively done, as Mr. Moot
said, by the Assistant Secretary for Installations and Logistics.
Mr. WRHITTEN. What is your responsibility as Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Information in the management of ADP
systems?
General CARTER. I have overall policy responsibility for the Department. Other offices have an interest, as I have said.
REVIEW OF ADP SYSTEMS

Mr. WniTTEN. How much review did your office actually give to
the expansion of existing ADP systems or the implementation of new
systems before they were approved?
General CARTER, We didit in three major ways, sir, in rather considerable depth over the year. The first such review was the one Mr.
Moot spoke abolt In his statement, in which the Assistant Secretary
for Installatio ns and Logistics, Mr. Mb6t, and corresponding people
from all of the services and agencies spent the better part of three

.7,

7
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days reviewing in depth all of the computer-based logistics systems
that were then under development in the entire Department.
As a result of that review, decisions were made as to which efforts
should continue, which should be held back and so on. Beyond this,
we did a very intensive review in the budget, far more extensive than
has ever been done before, in which we looked at prior-year histor
for major data systems, and a 5-year future projection of plans with,
dollar and manpower implications to get some idea of where these
things were all going. having done that, we then very carefully
focused our attention in the areas that were going to use the most
resources and were the most significant dollarwise. We followed this
up with a number of field visits to the sites where the actual work of
designing data systems and putting them on a computer was being
done. We reviewed in detail with the design people how they were
going about it and what their time milestones were, we assessed how
competent they appeared to be, and we looked at all of the other things
that were of interest in appraising the realism of the plans.
These field visits are still continfiing, and the budgetary review
which is scheduled for this fall will be conducted in even more depth
than it was last year. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that this has been a
very intensive review.
Mr. WHITTEN. How could these relatively few people review the
30-some systems which are being expanded and implemented by the
services and determine whether they are compati le with existing
systems in the services?
General CARTER. The systems that need review fortunately are at

different stages of maturity. Some of them are at a stage where hardware has already been bought and there is a prototype in being.
Others are in the design phase, and hardware acquisitions are still
some distance away. Certain others are in a conceptual stage. If you
put them on a calendar, the points at which each of these systems
should be reviewed are spread over time. It is not necessary to sit
down and do everything all at once as you might think.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION ON ADP SYSTEMS REVIEW
Mr. WHITTEN. What is your interpretation of the meaning of the
committee's report of last. year which states that--

Although pleased with the effort that is being put forth in the review and control of these management systems, (computer systems) the committee believes
that until such time as these newly established offices have had an opportunity to
review the various systems now In existence, and those being planned for the
future, expansion of all systems should be held in abeyance.

General CARTER. Sir, our interpretation was straightforward. We
thought we understood exactly what the committee wanted. Our
interpretation was that your committee wanted my office and similar
offices that existed in the military services to examine every one of
these systems that were planned, to determine to our own satisfaction
that it made sense to continue them, that they were going to serve a
useful purpose, that they were worth what they were proposing to
cost, that there were benefits involved in going ahead. Then having
satisfied ourselves that this was so, we could give authority for the
continuation of the program.
Mr. WHITTEN. Do you feel that you carried out that interpretation?
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General CARTER. I would not like to give you the impression tbP't
we did a perfect job. We concentrated our efforts on the systems
which were going to have the highest resource impact. We think we
did a pretty thorough technical review of these systems.
As Mr. Moot said, in connection with the review of the budget
estimates for fiscal year 1970, the requests of the services for funds
to expand systems were reduced by $141 million. We think this is a
fair indication of a pretty good review.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WHITTEN. Mr. Lipscomb.
FOLLOW-THROUGH ON COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. LIPScoMB. All during the hearings so far, we have repeatedly
come across new systems or conversion to second and third generation
systems. It does not appear to us, at least from what we have
heard in the hearings, that there has been any change or any look-see
at any of these new systems. It looks like business is conducted as
usual, even' though this language was in our report last year. How
can we get the feel that you really have looked at these systems
and have held in abeyance any increase in them pending this survey.
Do you have any documents?
General CARTER. Can I document that we have held systems in
abeyance? I could provide for the record a list of systems currently
suspended pending further work to satisfy us that they ought to go
ahead. There are such systems.
Mr. MOOT. From a practical viewpoint, Mr. Lipscomb, the best

evidence is that the requested budget increase is lower than it was
last year for the first time in years. The $141 million that General
Carter referred to that had been removed from the budget request
did result in a lower increase for the first time in years for the overall
ADP requirements of the Department.
I think General Carter would like to address the second or third
generation equipment, because there are opportunities for saving in
certain of these replacements of older leased equipment.
General CARTER. I

would ike to very much, sir.
ADP SYSTEM REVIEWS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Before you leave that subject, do you have any
record of the surveys that you . xade on the different systems that
conform with the suggestion of this committee in our report?
General CARTER. Yes, sir; I would be glad to provide a description
for the record, if .you like.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Of what procedures you went through to look at
these.
General CARTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I

think that would be helpful.

(The information follows:)
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) conducted two

types of formal ADP system reviews during fiscal year 1969. One was In conjunction with the overall review of the Defense budget requests; the other was based
upon a series of field visits focusing upon the technical aspects of systems design
and implementation.
85-262 O-69---pt. 6----
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First, a special review of automatic data processing was conducted in
tion with the fiscal year 1970 budget review. To support this review, aconjune.
supple.
mentary budgetary submission was required of each Defense componeii showing
requested fiscal year 1970 total obligating authority for major ADP systems and
installations. Historical data for fiscal years 1968 and 1969, and planned costs for
fiscal years 1971 through 1974, were reported as well. Summarizations of costs
and tangible benefits were also required for major systems in order that we could
be sure that we will gain more than we are investing. If tangible benefits could not
be shown we wanted to satisfy ourselves that the ADP application in question is
adequately justified'in other ways, such as necessary computer supportfor critical

mission requirements.
This review was accomplished by the OASD(C) ADP management staff, with
assistance by functional staffs in the Office of the Secretary of Defense. A close
relationship was maintained with the budget analysts in our office and the Bureau
of the Budget. Based upon the data submitted by the services and agencies and
the prior knowledge of our ADP management staff, decisions were made to
expand, reduce or maintain ADP systems.
Because of the short time available and the broad scope of the problem, this
review necessarily concentrated on the larger ADP systems.
In some cases, it was specifically directed that a system not be expanded. In
other cases, approval to extend the system was deferred until evaluation and
approval of the prototype installation by our office.
Secondly, following this overall and necessarily brief review of ADP systems,
we began a program of in-depth visits to field "activities, with initial emphasis
on those performing deviclopment work for ADP systems to be used at multile
activities. These visits, made in cooperation with the OSD functional managers,
are examining the soundness of the basic system to be implemented as well as
the techniques to be used in development and operation. They are also providing
us with a better b&oq of information on requirements and capabilities which will
be useful for planning and evaluating f future systems.

General CARTER. I would like to assure you that we made every
effort to comply with the suggestion of the committee. One of the
reasons, sir, that you get the feeling that we have a lot of new systems
is that for the first time in many areas we are developing standardized
data systems that span an entire organization such as the entire
Army Materiel Command, or the entire U.S. Army. In other words,
they are standardizing a system Within the Army or within the Air
Force, and they have given it a name. Before that time the same
functions were performed.by many different systems, which lacked
visibility. First, we. are going to get the benefits and economies of a
stafidard system, since all system users and operators in a service
vill have similar training an experience. Second, I think it was mentioned that it is important that we use the new third generation hardware. In most cases it will do the work more cheaply than the older
computer equipment which we have been using. We are encouraging
the services and Defense agencies in every case where they can show
savings by going to new equipment to do so.
This permits reductions in operating personnel; it does the work in
less time and so on. It would b e wasteful for us not to move in the
direction of economy that way.
REDUCTION IN 1970 REQUIREMENTS

Mr. LIPScOMB. You mentioned a $141 million reduction; where is
this reduction applicable-to 0. & M. or to procurement, or where?
General CARTER. This reduction was primarily 0. & M. and
R.D.T. & E.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. If the reduction was made in 0. & M. and
R.D.T. & E., did procurement go up?
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General CARTERt. No, sir. The reduction of $141 million also includes some reductions for procurement appropriations, We did not
move these costs out of 0. & M. and R.D.T. & E. because we were
going to buy equipment. We simply denied the request to do the
particular thing that was contemplated. So there would not be any
equipMont rented or people paid depending upon the nature of the
requirement.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. I may be wrong, and I may have the wrong viewpoint, but I think this ADP is'way out of line and reason. Sometime
we will have to come to a system that will at least last a year before we
have to install another generation. I am overstating the case, but this
is the way it looks. It is the same way in communications. Every year
the committee hears about a different communications system and
we never sqem to have anything that really works or is completely
operational.
Mr. MOOT. I do not think we disagree with the problem as you
stated it, Congressman Lipscomb, and that is exactly what we are
trying to do, to get a longer range system requirement and be able to
look at ADP in terms of a 5-year program.
PROJECT LITE

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Earlier today the question came up about the LITE

program, and you were going to put the answer in the record. Here is a
program that starts with a second and third generation computer,
and new rental equipment. Is this really necessary to go ahead with at
this time?
General CARTER. You have really two questions, one is the worth
of LITE itself and secondly, the worth of updating it as you have
outlined. You will find the question of the retrieval of legal information
to be a matter of some controversy. Some lawyers feel one way about
it and some feel another way. However, I would like to point out that
today there are two commercial concerns which are providing legal
services to the general legal fraternity for payment. I would take from
this.that their customers consider it is worth paying hard cash to get
a computer assistance in the retrieval of legal material.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. You mean these commercial concerns have something to do with the Department of Defense?
General CARTER. No, sir, I am speaking of a service for private
attorneys in the State of Ohio. It is done for profit and lawyers are
willing to pay for it. I believe that demonstrates the worth of what
we are doing. As to the use of the new computer, we have been using
for some time a second generation system which has been doing a good
job but it is limited inIts through pUt capabilities.
Reprograming to enable the LITE system to make full use of the
more efficient third generation computer equipment will increase its
processing capacity and, therefore, its responsiveness to user demands,
and will make possible significant reductions in per unit costs of
operation.
PRIORITIES FOR SYSTEM REPLACEMENTS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. This is all bearing on the point of priorities, what
we need and what we can use, can the Defense Department get by
with a second generation computer until we can compete with private
industry or something like this.
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General CARTER. Our basic motivation in looking at the proposed
new system replacements is, one, does this job have to be done at
all?
Secondly,
comp0
the best
possible
to
do it?
Third isis itdoing
goingit toonbetheworth
tietercost?
Are we
going way
to get
something for what we are doing that is .worth more than the money
we are paying? If the answer to that one is no then ve really have to
have some extremely high order of justification to do it, such as a
military requirement.
Mr. LPscOMB. I would raise a question on your first point: "Does
the job have to be done at all"?
General CARTER. That question always has to be raised.
Mr. Lipscomia. If computer marfafiuing people are pitting the
pressure on the Department of Defense just to sell items like they are
trying to sell items overseas then someone needs to resist. They have
moved into East-West trade and are supplying items whi6h are on the
Com nifiit shopping lists trying to make a buck. If they are using
pressure on the Department of Defense then we have to have some
resistance.
General CARTER. We have excellent resistance built into our sys-

tem. We have centralized in each military department the point to
which the proposal to acquire a computer has to come for approval. It
has come to the level of the Assistant Secretary (FM) in Arnkvyand
Air Force, and the Special Assistant to the Secrettry of the Navy.
No one out in the field is allowed to make the decision that he can
obtain a new computer or replace an older one. It has to come to tio
central approval authority.
COST OF ADP SYSTEMS

Mr. LIPSCOMB. On

this cut of $141 million, was that from the

original budget request or was it cut from prior year funds?

General CARiTER. This was cut from the budget request for fiscal
year 1970 from the services and Defense Agencies.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What was the request?
Mr. MOOT. We estimate it was about $1.4 billion. I say "estimate"
because our present accounting and budgeting structure does not
identify ADP costs in all appropriations. We do have ADP costs in
the 0. & M. appropriation however, and we have observed a consistent historical relationship between this 0. & M. figure and tho
annual projection of total ADP costs collected through the ADP
management information system established by the Bureau of tho
Budget. The $1.4 billion figure assumed this relationship wyotld con1tinue. After our $141 million reduction, the fiscal year 1970 ADP
budget is approximately $1.25 billion.
Mr. LipSCOMB. $1,250000,000 for ADP?
Mr. MOOT. You must remetibbr, Congressman, when we talk
about the cost, we are looking at all aspects of the cost. About half
of this is for pay of Defense people, including military, and aboit
half external in terms of contractual, support, and ADP maintenance
or leasing.
This is the very reason that we are vitally interested in closer and
improved management in this area. That is the reason why improved
management has a significant cost impact. On the other hand,
$141 million is a significant percentage of the total program.
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Mr. LIPSCOMn. I realize you are working on it and dedicating your-

self to it but I think it was so far out of line that we have to take
(Irastic action to bring it back into line.
Mr. MOOT. I do not think you can be drastic overnight unless you
are going to bring basic programs to a standstill. For exanplAl, 60
percent of the ADP installations in the Departmont support on-

going logistics progratns or R. & D. programs. They are in constant
use or those programs. I think there is little doubt but that the
functions need to be done. Whether they are being done the right
way or the best way is what we consider a part of our job.
LMI REPORT ON CONTRACT AUDIT/CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION INTERFACE

Mr. WHITTEN. The Logistic Management Institute recently issued
a report on their study of the interface between contract audit and
contract admifnistration.
What is your opinion of their recoiibiendation that these operations
be consolidated in one organization?
Mr. MOOT. Deputy Secretary Packard has asked me to give him a
recommendation based on consultation with Assistant Secretary
Shilito, the Assistant Secretary for FinaneIl Management of the
Navy, and the Installations and Logistic Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force. It is ny personal opihon that the recommendation does
not have merit. We have not yet given Secretary Packard our joint
recommendation because we have not finished.
WARTIME SPENDING
Mr. WHITTEN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. This is not made as any
accusation or charge, I want you to understand that, human nature
being what it is. With all the statements about moving the 25,000 men
out and the necessity to get out of South Vietnam. honorably, and
other statements to the effect that unless this thing is resolvedsatisfactorily by next spring we can look for a whole lot of other things.
I cannot help but wonder if some of our folks in the military want to
get all the new stuff while the getting is good. If we get out of South
yiefn am, the money night be hard to comeby. Yourbidget seems to
indicate that before the public wakes up and does something about
inflation, it looks like you have your hand out and are getting all the
new stuff. It is over-simplified but that is what you have to answer
in this budget because it sticks out like a sore thunb.
Earlier testimony says if we do turn all this equipment over to the
South Vietnamese, we will turn over only the old equipment so they
will know how to use it. In World War I they told me that all wars
are fought with obsolete or obsolescent material or equipment because
the newest is always Still on the drawing board. You can have lunch
to think over that one. We will stand adjoufined unill 2 o'clock.
AFTERNOON SESSION
Mr. WHITTEN.

The committee will come to order.

SEMINAR

OF DEFENSE PROCUREMENT

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, I received a copy of a memorandum
from the office of Congressman Cohelan of California as prepared by
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members of his staff. It relates to a seminar which was held back in
March 1969 relative to the question of defense procurement with a
response by the Institute of Policy Studies.
At this seminar the main speaker was the president and vice president of the Performance Technology Corp. of Massachusetts. Tlhey
raised several criticisms and suggestions. One of the questions is, is it
true many corporations compute into their investments a good deal of
government-owned capital and plant items?
GOVERNMENT-OWNED

FACILITIES

Mr. MOOT. No, sir, it is not. If we are discussing the addition of
government-owned facilities into company costs for the purpose of
including such costs in the cost base for profit calculations, all government-owned facilities are excluded from such costs. As a matter of fact,
government facilities are treated in one of two ways with government
contractors, either they rent them and pay rental costs to the government or else they are excluded from all costs i terms of being furnished by the government without cost, so I do not think this is a
correct statement.
COST OVERRUNS RESULTING FROM LACK OF COMPETITION

Mr. ADDABBO. They further say there was a study of over 1,000

Air Force contracts with the cost-plus incentive fee feature, and the
average price paid was over 337 percent of the original estimated procurement cost and these runaway costs, they claim, were because of a
lack of 'effective competition, or competition substitutes. Was this
question ever looked into?
Mr. MooT. Yes, sir. This is quite a complicated area to speak to
briefly. As you know, cost growth is a combination of several aspects
'Zof procurement. One is the need to make changes over a long period of
weapons prodietioh life as technology increases. Two is the need to
recog ize a general trend of wage and price inflation and three, there
has been a tendency, as has been stated by Procurement Secretary
Shillito, for contractors to be somewhat optimistic in their bidding
prices, particularly on cost-plus-incentive-fee contracts, and for the
military services to be somewhat optimistic concerning the cost.
I am sure Secitetary Shillito can go into much greater detail
tomorrow, but it is true that the weapons systems acqufisition process
of the Defense Departmnfit, because of the fact that it covers a period
of 5 to 7 years for a particular weapon, does have certain factors
which will build cost growth.
. The need for change over that period of time, the needs to recognize
inflation are just two of the various reasons why systems cost more
in the final analysis than they were estimated to cost in the begintiig.
Secretary 1 aird has infticted that we change our cost estimating
process and we will change it for the out years. This relates to my
point this mortihi g as to how we can change our immediate budget
process in order to account for the next year's economic change in
terms of inflation. We haven't licked it yet, but we are working on
theMr.
problem.
ADDABBO. Has there been a study made or is there a study
now in process or is there any proof positive that in several instances
the Defense Department, to insur6 the continuation of inefficient con-
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tracts, because the contractors involve some aspects of national
security, has shored them up'by allowing contract overruns?
Mr. MooT. Nothifig that I know of, Congressman. I know of no
such instances.
CONTROL OF CONTRACTOR OVERHEAD COSTS

Mr. ADDABBO. When we held hearings relative to the ABM, there
was a cost item of overhead discussed. Now, is overhead controllable,
the cost of overhead? Is it in any way controllable?
Mr. MOOT. I assume you are referring to contractor overhead.
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
Mr. MOOT. Yes, the questidi of overhead is one that is addressed
in our defense contract audit agency approach whereby they are
required to review each year the general overhead pool of the contractor and to insure its validity both in terms of its application to
defense work and its relationship to the past overhead trend of that
particular company so what we try to do is to keep under review
and under control the general overhead relationship to direct prodtictive work of all of our big defense contractors doing cost-based
contract work with us.
Mr. ADDABBO. Does overhead automatically increase when direct
labor costs increase?
Mr. MOOT. Overhead has a tendency to increase withlabor, but not
in proportion to direct labor. If there is a significant increase in direct
labor, there should be a disproportionate increase in overhead.
Mr. ADDABBO. Isn't it a fact that some contractors add to their
direct labor charges costs which should actually be indirect charges?
Mr. MOOT. There may be. If so, I don't know of any outstanding
instances, Congressman, and Of course, again, it is a function of the
Defense Contract Audit Agency to determine this and, as you know,
all of the large defense contractors have resident audit offices with our
people sitting in their plants reviewing the accounting and the direct
costs incurred, as well as the overhead pool..
Mr. ADDABBO. One of the examples which was brought to my attention was that a photocopy might be either a direct or indirect item,
but they always charge it off as a direct item.
Mr. MOOT. In order that there can be an overhead application.
I think that that is an area that the auditors are constantly alert
to. Whether they are abreast of all of them or not, I couldn't say,
but it is something that they watch very closely.
CONTROL OF DEFENSE CONTRACTOR COSTS

Mr. ADDABBO. Would it be possible to engage industrial management analysts at the defense contractors factories so these analysts
would set standards by which efficientperformance could be measured
and then the Government would only be required to pay for standard,
efficient production and the contractor would take the risk for ineffleient operations?
Mr. MooT. I think we would have to move much further in the
area of controlling defense industry before that would be too feasible,
Congressman. This gets to the should-cost type of costing where the
government goes in and says:
If you were running an efficient operation, by our standards, this is

what this product would cost, and therefore this is ull we will pay.
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This has been done in certain extreme cases. It is a little diffirni
for the Defense Department to have the type of expertise in ever
production line or every product line for this to be very widespread

and, of course, it does mean that you are controlling to a very hi'
degree defense industry, closely approximating the kind of a regulate_
industry whereby you will set the regulated rates in advance.
C-5A COST OVERRUNS

Mr. ADDABBO. In view of the tremendous overruns we have been
reading about and that have been testified to-and one of the prime
examples is the C-5A as compared to the Boeing 747-the C-5A was
supp osed to cost us $20 million and now it is expected to cost $4"
million and the Boeing 747, which was estimated to cost $20 million
will now only be costing $22 million, an overrun of only $2 million as
compared to almost $25 million for the C-SA.From what I have been
led to believe, that the 747 design was similar, or the design which
was offered in competition to Lockheed's C-5A, here we have the
difference of a Government plane costing $25 million more than'the
civilian production with a $2 million overrun.
Mr. MOOT. I wouldlike to suggest that perhaps those figures need
looking at, Congressman.
The C-5A, while it is still an estimated cost system in view of the
fact that very few of the aircraft have yet been delivered, does price
out for the aircraft in the 1970 budget that you are looking at, at
nearer $25 million per aircraft.
I think the deputy, particularly Deputy Secretary Packard, has a
feeling our cost/growth problem is )rimarily one of the techniet
aspects of the systems we have been buying; namely, as was mention(
earlier this morning, the need to be sure that we have fully develope'
and solved our engineering -problems before we go into production
rather than any loose cost control. It is not that we are not tightning
up on cost control and management control, but I thitk in general it is
the feeling of Mr. Packard that the technical problems have been the
primary source of cost growth.
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Mr. ADDABBO. Yesterday in our hearing on the ABM there were

three separate items discussed with several million dollars provided in
each item for integration of the manufacture of each item. Could not
there be some system of a single manager, or way of integrating all
these, rather than each system itself having its own cost for integrating
the systems?
Mr.

MOOT.

Most systems-and the reason I was hesitating, I was

trying to recall the Safeguard system-most systems do hAve a project
manager whose job it is to integrate- groutld eqfilpmAet vth the
weapons system itself, and with the spare parts. I do believe that
General Starbird, for example, is responsible for all aspects of the
Safeguard system whether it is military construction, site acquiistiton.
ground eqUipment, or for production of any of the missiles.
Mr. ADDABBO. It was testified that each item has its own separate
figure to integrate that system. It was not integrating the three of
them together, but integrating the one particular system. I wondered
if they couldn't get one to oversee the whole thing?

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Mr. MooT. With your permission, Congressman Addabbo, I will
check that and I will make sure that the record gives you a proper
response.
information follows:)
I have checked with the Army and have additional information concerning the
integration of the Safeguard system. As I stated before, the Army as the single

manager is responsible for the control and direction of all resources made avail-

able for deployment of the Safeguard system. The Army has selected the Western
Electric Co. (W ECO) as the prime contractor and charged them with the overall
direction of the production and installation of the system hardware. WECO
supervises the first tier subcontractors and insures that their effort is integrated
with the deployment plan. The Army's budget presented to the Congress includes,
in the P-1 exhibit three lines concerned with missile and radar hardware. These
are Sprint, Spartan, and ground equipment. It has been OSD policy to charge a
portion of the overall management and system Integration effort to each of the
major hardware components. For this reason, the integration appears three times
in the Safeguard budget presentation.
CONTRACTOR CHARGING PRACTICES

Mr. ADDABBO. Is it true that the contractor charges off items
purchased from subcontractors at the time they reach the contractor
and not when they are actually used in the mafifacture of the item
being produced?
Mr. MOOT. Generally speaking, contractors do charge to the
Defense prime contract upon delivery from subcontractors rather than
when applied into the work in process. That is generally true.
We have been moving in our accounting and control instructions
toward the applied direct cost theory which means that costs can be
charged to Government prime contracts only when material is introduced from inventory into the process.
Mr. ADDABBO. You mentioned in your discussion the question of
"should cost" analysis-has this been studied?
Mr. MooT. Yes; and I think Secretary Shillito will testify to that
tomorrow, that the "should cost" principle has as good application
when the system is right and the environment is right for its use and it
has produced, certainly, significant savings, when used.
REDUCTION IN 1970 DEFENSE BUDGET

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, I have received from almost 100 of
my colleagues a petition that I present a request for an"across-theboard cut of somewhere between $5 and $10 billion. Would you give
us your idea of what would be the general effect of such a cut?
Mr. MOOT.

Yes.

Mr. SIKEs. I think it would be interesting to have a brief comment
at this time and possibly you would want to expand on it for the
record. We are all interested in obtaining a cut of that dimension if
we can possibly do so without serious injury to the defense effort and,
of course, there are those who think that it could be done, and maybe
it can.

It is our job to explore and to seek to determine whether cuts in
that area are sufficiently realistic to be worthy of consideration.
. Would you give us a brief comment and then elaborate to any
degree that you wish for the record?
Mr. MooT. Yes, sir. I appreciate the chance to make a comment
which I can later expand upon.
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I think the Department feels without question-and certainly I
do-that any reduction of that magnitude has to be accompanied by
a curtalfient of our committents. In other words, we cannot match
necessary forces against our current commitments with a cut of that
magnitude.
I think I can illustrate the situation we're in financially very simply.
If we set aside the cost of Southeast Asia, which we have been separately reporting to this committee each year, and look at our prot rement
programs on a constant-dollar basis from 1964, the prewar year to
now, we find that the procurement program which was $15 billion in
1964, in 1964 dollars as you are looking at it now in the 1970 bridget,
on a nonwar basis, is $11 billion. It has gone down sharply.
Now, what has this meant? It has meant that we have deferred
rograms. It has meant tlit.th average age of our ships, for example,
as increased from 15 years in 1964 to over 17 years in 1969, with 58
percent of the ships being over 20 years old in 1969-compared to 35
percent in 1964. It means that our tactical Air Force is seriously
imbalanced in terms of our general-purposes forces. It means we have
had to further reduce just to make room for statutory increases of
$1.5 billion, for example, in retired pay, an element of our budget
which is not controllable.
From a level of abotit $1.2 billion in 1964, we are now paying in
this same budget arena $2.7 billion for retired pay. These things mean
that actually, even though it was partially deliberate, in order to keel)
the pressure down on the economy during this period of time, we have
seriously backlogged and deferred military construction and weapons
system acquisition, and many important programs therein.
Therefore, to add a $5 billion reduction on top of last year's $6
billion NOA reduction and $3 billion outlay reducti6n means to me, as
a comptroller-because we have spent a year searching for places to
make reductions-it means that we almost have to cut back forces,
which means we have to either curtail or take a calculated risk in
meeting our international commitments.
That is a brief answer, sir, if I could expand upon that.
Mr. SIKES. You may expand it for the record.
(The information follows:)
IMPAcT OF A REDUCTION OF $5 TO $10 BILLION IN FISCAL YEAR 1970
DEFENSE PROGRAMS

As a practical matter, the reduction would have to be applied to non-Southeast
Asia programs. So long as American forces are engaged in combat, their support
must be a matter of first priority within the Defense budget. Should operational
developments make it possible to reduce SEA costs, this would, of course, be reported promptly to the Congress. At present, we have no basis for reducing our
estimates of SEA costs for fiscal year 1970, so we must approach the question in
terms of the estimates for non-SEA programs.
In addition, payments to retired military personnel are based on a statutory
formula, and should be reflected separately.
Data for the three parts of the Defense bridget (SEA costs, retirement pay, and
other programs) are summarized in the following table:
(Outlays inbillions of dollars
1964 In
1964 dollars

1964 In
1970 dollars

1970
estimate

Change in
1970 do lars

Southeast Asia ..................................................................
Retired pay .........................................
1.2
1.5
49.6
59.7
All other ...............................
Total........................................
50.8
61.2

21:9
'
50.3
77.9

+24.9
+-29
-. 4
+16.7
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Defense programs (other than SEA and retired pay) in the fiscal year 1970
estimates are $9.4 billion below the fiscal year 1964 level. It will be noted that
about 38 percent of the cost of the war ($9.4 billion is 38 percent of $24.9 billion)
has been financed by cutbacks in non-Southeast Asia programs.
The effect of reductions of $5 billion to $10 billion in the non-SEA and nonretirement portions of the budget are summarized as follows:
(Dollar amounts inbillions)
Amounts
Outlays:
Fiscal year 1964 program level, infiscal year 1964 dollars .................................................. $49.6
Fiscal year 1964 program level, infiscal year 1970 dollars ................................................ 59.7
Fiscal year 1970 program level, inpresent budget request .................................................. 50.3
Fiscal year 1970 level with reduction of45.3
$5,0000,000 .................
40.3
10,000,000,000....................................................

In constant fiscalyear 1970 dollars, then, a reduction of $5 billion would produce
a level of $45.3 billion-nearly a 25 percent reduction below the-fiscal year 1964
program level ($597 billion) in real terms. A $10 billion cut would yield a $40.3
billion level-a reduction of nearly one-third from the fiscal year 1964 level.
Reductions of this order of magnitude in our non-SEA programs are totally out
of line with our military requirements. The threats which we face, and the commitments essential to our security, have not been reduced since fiscal year 1964.
Thus, any such reductions would be far beyond normal budgetary adjustments,
and would necessitate a major strategic reassessment,
It will be noted that the fiscal year 1970 request itself involves a large reduction
($9.4 billion, or 16 percent) in constant-dollar terms from the fiscal year 1064
level. This reflects a contini iatioh of policies to defer modernization and other
programs, to minimize the economic impact of the war. These deferrals cannot be
continued indefinitely. The gap would be even greater, except for selective program increases requested for non-SEA programs from fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year
1970. These increases amount to $5.1 billion-in total obligational authority (TOA)
and $3.4 billion in outlays. These outlay increases are included in the fiscal year
1970 figures presented above. That is, fiscal year 1970 outlays are $9.4 billion
below the fiscal year 1964 level. Without the increases requested from 1969, the
fiscal y ear 1970 program would be $12.8 billion below the fiscal year 1964 level.
The increases proposed in non-Southeast Asia programs from fiscal year 1969
to fiscal year 1970 are as follows:
[In millions of dollars]

Total
obligatiotal
authority

Shipbuilding has been sharply cut back to minimize the economic impact
of the war. The fiscal year 1969 program is less than half the prewar
(fiscal year 1964) level, in constant dollars, and the fiscal year 1968
program was also very low. The age of the fleet is increasing sharply-58
percent of the ships exceed 20 years of age in 1969, versus 35 percent in
1965. The average age has increased from 15 to 17 years over the period.
The increase inlues $138,000 000 for the FBM program and $1,546,000
for high-speed SSN's; the nuclear carrier (CVAN); fast-deployment logistic ships (FDL); new type frigates and destroyers (DX and DXGN);
and amounts for claims and cost growth-total increase ------------- 1,684
Aircraft procurement was $6,171,000,000 in fiscal year 1964 and
$5,808,000,000 is requested for non-SEA aircraft procurement for fiscal
year 1970. In constant dollars, the fiscal year 1970 program is at least
$1,300,000,000 (nearly 20 percent) below the prewar level, even after
an increase from fiscal year 1969 of ---------------------------1,100
For all other procurement the estimates are $7,172,000,000 in fiscal year
1969 and $7,518 000,000 for fiscal year 1970, an increase of $346,000,00,
or 4.8 percent. It might be noted that the budget is priced in detail in
summer 1968 prices-the apparent increases will disappear as deliveries
are paid for in fiscal year 1970 and fiscal year 1971 prices. The fiscal
year 1964 level was $6,888,000,000; the fiscal year 1970 estimates are
$630,000,000 higher in current dollars, but over $400,000,000 below the
fiscal year 1964 level in constant dollars -------------------------346
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[In inillons of dollars].

Total
oblinatIouial
authority

and operating and maintenance)
For operating costs (mlitry personnel
the increase Is $740,00010 0, This includes $285;000,T00for retired pay
a statutory item; $250,006000 for Onard and reserve programs; and
$205,0 oObO for all other programs. This remaining increase of $205,0006,00is well under 1 percent of the nonipay costs of these appropriations, and will obviously be far more than officet by price increases from
the summer 1968 base to 1070. In real terms, these programs are declining from fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970. Since fiscal year 1964,
non-SEA 0. & M. costs have increased by $1,400,000,0 "in current
dollars. In real dollars, however, there Is a decline of over $2000,000 000,'
allowing for pay and price increases and stock fund extehsfons -------740
For R. D. T. & 'E., an increase of $712,000,000 is requested from fiscal
year 1969 to fiscal yer ,1970. This Includes $235,000,00 for strategic
forces and $477,000,'000tor the items detailed in the statement. The
R.D.T. & E. program excludlg SEA is )rojectd at $7,556,000,000 for
fiscal year 1970, compared with $7,057,00000 for fiscal vtar 1964. In
real or constant-dtlll~r terms, however, the fiscal year 1970 program is
about $1,000;000,000 below the fiscal year 1964 level ..-----------712
For military construction, an increase'of $418,000,000 is requested for
fiscal year 1970. Like shipbuilding, this program has been sharply reduced
to minimize the impact of the war. The fiscal year 1969 program In
constant dollars is about 15 percent below the fiscal year 1964 level,
and the fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year 1968 programs also average
about a 15 percent drop in these terms. The fiscal year 1970 program
is $1,393,000,000 compared to $981,000,000 in fiscal year 1964. In real
terms, the increase is about 20 percent and Is aimed at meeting the
more critical of the major backlogs that have developed over the past
few years ------------------------------------------------------418
For all other programs, increases of $70,000,000 are requested. This is an increase of about 5 percent from the fiscal year 1969 level, but a decrease
of over 30 percent in real terms from the fiscal year 1964 program_
70

Total TOA increase requested, fiscal year 1969 to fiscal year 1970,
for non-Southeast Asia programs -------------------------5, 069
TO SUMMARIZE

A rddhctl6n of $5 billion to $10 billion in outlays from the fiscal year 1970
request would mean that non-Southeast Asia programs would'be reduced by from
one-fourth to one-third below the fiscal year 1964 (prewar) level, in real (constant
dollar) terms. Such a reduction would obviously entail a major strategic reassessment.
The fiscal year 1970 estimates as submitted Involve a reduction of $9.4 billion
from the fiscal year 1964 level for non-SEA programs, in real (constant dollar) terms. This is the situation after taking account of selective increases requested
from the fiscal year 1969 level.
In all but two areas-shipbuilding and military construction-the fiscal year
1970 program levels proposed are far below the fiscal year 1964 (prewar) level, in
real terms. In shipbuilding and military construction, slight Increases above the
fiscal year 1964 level are proposed. These programs have been held at very low
levels-the shipbuilding program for fiscal year 1969 is well under half the prewar
level-and these low levels cannot be continued.
It is important to recognize the impact of current price Increases in making a
comparison of fiscal year 1969-70 program levels. The fiscal year 1970 program is
priced In detail in summer 1968 prices, The program will actually be pall for in
prices prevailing from July 1969 through calendar 1970 or later, and these payments will incorporate an average of 2 years of inflation from the summer 1968
base. This will offset most or all of the apparent increase.
1969 VERSUS 1970 BUDGET

Mr. SIKES. The budget for fiscal 1970 now before us is how much?
Mr.
billion. MOOT. In outlay terms, which is a part of the $192.9, $77.9

i
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Mr. SIKS. Would you attempt to estimate. for the committee-

and this can be refined later for exactness-but, elminatitihg the cost of
the Vietnamese war, which we did not have 10 years ago, eliminating
increases in cost due to wage and salary increases, elimiiting increases
due to inflation, what would be a comparable budget figure for 1960?
Would you hazard an estimate now?
Mr. MOOT. As a matter of fact, I can give you the exact figures,
starting in 1964, and the 1960 to 1964 budgets I can supply for the
record. But there was a relatively even period there from about 2
years before 1964 through 1965 and I can check the 1960-budget but,
actutaIly, the 1964 budget, without retired pay, if I can eliminate this,
was $49.6 billion. If we take the Department of Commerce's established price deflator and look at the 1970 budget without retired pay
and in the nonwar area as reported to the Congress and apply the
deflator, we have a 1970 budget that you are looking at in the same
dollars of $41.8 billion.
(STAFF NOTE.-The following information was provided for the
record:)
The following is a summary of the Defense budget, including actual figures for
1960 and 1964 and the current 1970 request, all stated in fiscal year 1964 prices:
[Outlays in billions of dollars, at 1964 prices]
1960

1964

Southeast Asia -------------------------------------------------------------------------------0.7
1.2
Retired pay -----------------------------------------------------49.6
45.2
All other -------------------------------------------------------Total -----------------------------------------------------

45.9

50.8

1970
21 1
2.2
41.8
65.1

In constant fiscal year 1964 dollars, defense programs (excluding Southeast

Asia and retired pay) have dropped as follows:
From 1960 to 1970, by $3.4 billion, or 8 percent.
From 1964 (the last prewar year) to 1970, by $7.8 blli|n, or 16 percent.

Mr. SIKES. That's the point I felt should be brought out. I think
it is a very significant point. In terms of comparability, we are spending
less money now than we were 10 years ago or even 6 years ago.
Mr. MooT. Yes. That figure that I gave you is just over 5 percent

of the gross national product for fiscal year 1970, while we were
spending 8.3 percent of the gross natiiial product back in 1964. Also,
ourfiscal year 1970 bridget excluding Soiitheast Asia is a much smaller

share of the total Federal budget than it was back in 1964.

Mr. SIKES. So, with no fewer commitments now than we had at
that period, we are attempting to meet our commitment with actually
ess money?
Mr. MOOT. That is right, sir, and with aging eqtiipment.
SOVIET VERSUS UNITED STATES DEFENSE EFFORT

Mr. SIKES. Now, one further question. Have the Russians felt-cost
increases which are comparable to the cost increases we have experienced? Other, of course, than the Vietnamese war?
Mr. MooT. I don't know about it with any exactitude, Mr. Chairman, but it is my understanding that they have had some cost
increases.
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I believe that two points are especially important in comparing the
Soviet and United States defense efforts. First, the Soviets are applying a higher portion of GNP to defense than we are, when the special
costs of the conflict in Southeast Asia are set aside. That is, if we
deduct the resources being consumed in a shooting war, the Soviets
are devoting a higher portion of their GNP to building long-term
military readiness than we are. The spread here is at least one-fourth.
Second, it appears that the Soviets have been devoting a constant
portion of their GNP to military programs since about 1964, so their
military spending grows as their economy grows. In contrast, we
devoted 8.3 percent of our GNP to defense in 1964, but our nonwar
budget for 1970 will amount to 5.5 percent of our GNP. If we were
to maintain the 1964 relationship with the Soviets in this regard, our
fiscal year 1970 budget would have to be $25 billion greater.
All of this means that the Soviets have accorded military programs a higher place in their scheme of national priorities than we have.
SOVIET EMPHASIS ON WEAPONS MODERNIZATION

Mr. SIKES. Could you tell the committee about the comparability
of modernization of weapons on the part of the Russians at this time?
Are they placing greater emphasis on modernization than we are?
That is what I am trying to get at.
Mr. MooT. Again, if 1 could expand this for the record, it is my
understanding, after sitting in.on meetings in the Pentagon examining
this subject, that they are, in almost every area of their defense )
program, appl ng more of their GNP than we are.
Mr. SIKES. Vou will expand on that for the record?
Mr. MOOT. I will. It is a very difficult area because the data are
not very definitive.

U.S. DEFENSE COMMITMENTS

Mr. SIKES. What are our current commitments and how are they
translated into military manpower, military weapons systems, and
dollars?
Now, Mr. Secretary, I am going to ask you to put a reply in the
record. I dtn't want a reply at this time. I would like to have a response
for the committee from the service secretaries, and the chairmen of
the Joint Chiefs.
Mr. MOOT. I think that is a very pertinent question.
(The information follows:)
U.S. COMMITMENTS AND

DniENsE BuDoTs

The Secretaries of the Army, Navy, and Air Force and the Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff, concur in this statement.
Our current major commitments are best illustrated by the attached map of
formal U.S. collective defense arrangements. These are all longstanding arrangements-the treaties were signed 15 to 20 years ago. In addition, there are a series
of bilateral agreements that impact on U.S. force requirements. The level of
U.S. commitments has been relatively stable over the past 5 years. No significant
new ones have been made or older ones revised.
These commitments, together with policy guidance from the President and the
National Security Council and recommendations from the Joint Chiefs of Staff
and the military departments are translated into military manpower, weapon
systems, and dollars through our planning, programing, and budgeting system.
This system requires each year, a thorough review of the defense program based

I
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on a careful assessment of the threat, our commitments, our policy guidance and
military strategy. The resource implications of alternative strategies and programs
are introduced very early in the cycle and are thoroughly studied and discussed
for almost a year before a budget is transmitted to Congress. In addition to the
reviews conducted by the OSD, reviews are made by the Bureau of the Budget,
the President and the House and Senate Armed Services and Appropriations
Committees.
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NON-MILITARY ITEMS IN DEFENSE BUDGET

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Aside from maintaining adequate weapons systems
for the security of our country and the welfare of its people, the
Defense Department also has within its budget over $6 billion worth
of expenditures that are really non-military in nature, isn't that
correct?
Mr. MooT. I am not sure what you include in your non-militaryMr. LIPSCOMB. Retirement pay, dependent schooling, all kinda of

things that are good for our country but nonrmhilitary in nature.

Mr. MooT. We have attempted to determine'whait we would come

up with on that figure bu ,fo(u are right in that basic'sense. For
example, there is $2.7 bilidn of retired pay.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. D pondent schooling?
Mr. MOOT. Depen dnt schooling--I'on't have an exact total, but
you are absolutely riht. The only reason I hesitated I wasn't sure
whether it was 6 billion, but itls in tha. neighborhood.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Anyone who sits on tlis commnittee year i and year ' ,
out and participa 's in these heariigsn$ohulknow that the reduction,
or even the sug ested reduction of jof,r $10 billion jA the; Defense
budget, with th r demands- that are Iupon us, is completely out of
reason. Certainly we are 'all 'intpre~to itt gutting oit waste' and inefficiency. But t' put a demand 1Uon lthle Pprtientto look for a
$10 billion cut oIor and above wh~t they hi~e'already been saddled
with is absolute, ridiculo s as far a I a concerned.
Mr. MOOT. We certainly elieve we couldhnt meet our commitments.
)
.
.
with any reductioA like that.,.
Mr. IPSCOMB. I I~ope you are not required to spend tooniuch tined
trying to look for $1Q million in budgett that is alkeady,6o tight that
we can't maintain theladequacy df-our defense program at the prgent
time. It is from a lack of,understanding and- adequate knowledgdethat
there is such a demand, orthat such statements are made.
'

PRONiibT, AOILEM
Mr. DAVIS. Mr. Secretary, you mentioned in your statement
Project Agile. What is that?
Mr. MooT. It is a program for limited war insurgency techniques,'
obviously in overseas areas, or research for that primarily.
PERSONNE.i CONTROLS

DAVIS. I..
would like to discuss with you two phases of personnel,
Mr.
Mr,
Secretary
First of all, what review what action does your office take with
.
respect to. personnel levels?
-Mr. MoOT. Of course personnel control-that is, the number of
personnel, controlled in le 0Department of Defense, is not a part of my

responsibility. I handle the funds that relate from that, but the mll-

W
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t0(4(4144 of
tay1111111poe
j)Wl'jeopI( IhtUdlt tho e . a10C OlllgS 111d 0,11
i11nitay P0)011110~ withili the dop)t'ltli t. So t'li tit. act.lifily we Velltt

to thi

tidtItiftatiofl anud thon of ('oti'H, e'hll et6,igo atii (1,4640ti611
their allocations just, its wo (1o wit-i t).tyt'hig thait, (108Ct44 11101103' ill th11
Department of Defenmo, but, wo (to tot, soto tho levels.
Mr. DAVIS. Does yot of lice ill Its reo'iei of fi(nudig ple imy lintiittiotis oil tho 1111i111be11- 01r thle olollill's thalit. aire slib1)mitte(l -to youI -ill te0
wit of porsontit requirolmenEs'?
C.MOTYes, s11r. 1AT( getterally have at blidget. appeloiiltl whiehl
u'ob to be jperfOrtnedl? Whly does the1job ti('0( to 1)0
saps: What.i 10
performed? lHow (1o you (1utitttify the wvor'ld and Wh at is the pro0.
(4,1g t11H workload(I ono, and1( thterefoile how
ductivity involved ille~
111111Y people are t'equ Ired,1 what, Hiod or peojle, whi11tt (lo the peoj)le
cost", fulI thalt, is the 1-iq'O(~1OllIto thant. we fl1o looking for, alu1( WO IW1O
constantly, as I think ot 1)u(1gt4 to t-his coiiiiittte OVer' t1e yvilrs
would shouv, ive are constantly seeking itnpi'oved p)1o(Iuetivity-iitor
work with less j0)c1pl-II Wo itj)'ovo toechiliqjuos u 11a we get
better invtits of (1oing the jot).
Nowv, I aiti of eoturso, talkitig about, the support, fonl(eions and1( thel
backup functions rather than out' combat fuinct-ons.
EFFECT OF TROOP WVITHKDRAWAL~S FROM VIETNAM

Mr. DAVIS, 'The figures you jprosentel wit~h rspect to jitsotilol
today, lwhielh I bolievo showved at roilot-ion in the Air 'Force )11 t. an
ineicroaso in the other branches of the set'vies, (did tho.se filxu'sre loo1ht.
the reon t, unnounteetntint t of the wvithldewil of tile 25,000 troops4?
Mr., Mooma' 'rThy (lid noto.
Mr, D)AVIS. SiflCO Cot11litlt tl'ool)5 usually require mnore by the1
nuniberH to sustitin thnit in the field dhan are actually there 1 1may we
antiijate at revision of the xrsonute1 figures to which you ro1'001d by
the tie wve get to marking upl this bill?
Mr, MOOT,. Therm atr one or' two aui)ects that, you need to keepl ill
mind, Congressmnan. What you saty about. the inultililr efropt. of the
is ti0soltely tr lie, but. before we can11 prie--anld
6x~tie
pHut)
)ort.

woe have not yet boon able to deterinei the piling inlnat of the
wihdrawa-we need to know how manmy of the lwel'olilltl 11e going
to leave the baseline forces, actually be0 (enobi hi','d, vox'sus being
withdrawn.
As you knowv, the plan involves a redeployment, some to Hawaii
some to Jap~an, some to Okinlawn, so11e to the continental Ulnit-01
States, and we are awaiting tlhe details of that plan to determine how
many total personnel will be reduced in the force level anid it Ison (1ta
basis that we will be able to calculate a reduction and this we will. give
you as quickly ats we oan get it. I feel sure that this will probably be
available and priced wvell before at bill is reported out.
PERSONNEL COSTS

Mr. DAVIS. I was referring to, .1 believe it wvas Mr. Lipscomb'e
statement, that we haven't finished with the personnel costs when we
simply talk about the figure for paying then while they are in the

service.
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When we look tit, t1he varliouI )oieflt.5 to which they aire eflt~iflOe

through the Voterans' Adtdiitrat-iol, the m(lUleafiofl anml trlahiig, the

J)ot)5i0115 atul ti the tliitigs Chat, go with it, it, gets uts b~ack to the policy

of tlh Mrinle C1orps inl jprtiettilar, this )halilted early release withr
it fixed inj)t.t %vhiell is p)ossib~le for 1honi 1)oftuso Of thle exist-ence of
SeleCtive Service.
I11ts yourt offl(oo hud l o11polr)1ttit~y to roVieoV this mlatter of fixed
iflj)Ut, tuld p('0P,1$10 o)1ablay I'Olot)$o ,)togIam mid~ to (leido whothoI
.,dgailt it fixed policy of this;
thoo trllt,001lille.fie'or iiigit1.

kinid?
M~r. Mo0o'm'. We have worked, Congressman IDavis, with the majiill their ('IrortCs of Ht.U(Iyilg the it e ' olti0i t114Istion11'I''t4Ult
I)M V 1
Ic(01t1iVO 1101dll 1,01t41114 of retiroeltt, Ite(t.iVe (ldy p~ay andt Yfou
kntow thel Vlfitilb1 blint1401 Of 0110 tyj)( 01- 111101t- tw,ad there Is at
$
cenisiderable amout of work goig ol along t0is lane, jIarilrly
thtit 1s being cotidie ted,
With tlie st'lldy Of tltt vpolutiler-tu'mly jrotiO0
mid( J1foel sure Cht 11ll of theme eo bI 1derati ons1. wvill Ibe givenl (11t0 weight
114the 541(Iy j)r-OgI'ess41.
I think dtitd prolbaIly we atre several months, ait least. away from at
f~l i aswer i this area, but 1 1 think at lot, of good Work is going onl at,
the present time.
P01410Y OF TIONIPORARY PROMOTIONS

to

Mr. D)AVIS. O1ne of the things that, your s~tatemffents made very clear
lis is time acoelert-ing los4t, of pei'sotuiel eoo)tisation for' leopIo in

the earned services.
One0 of the1 thiigs that. our1 heafrinlgs hiftV0 deOVelojid is tha11t noto Only
haWe WO h11d these s11IbAtat41tied
ises~l~~ iii pay per rank, but also the
lpratee of' wiesl)1'adl tetul)O1'ary J)1'ofli,1ti()fl5 among the Cotfln1iisOnedl
ofilers. As it result, in o lbranc ini particular, iany of the officers
atre niow serving anid being paid ini two ranks above what they would
be unlder the personnel level that, hits been mot, by permanent, legislation. Wheni this wats iresent~ed to your ofilco, wits at review ortthis
Hitutilon mado ats to wvhother this could he just-ified? In ono way it
jmomits t-hem to comie to um5 with requeIS for addit-ionafl compensation
in the varies raniks, but, thoui for tleni to give themnselves their own
in efrect by such widespread practice, hua this been looked
pay
into raises,
as. it part of the review?
Mr. MOOr, We looked into this in this past budget review in
the enl1isted side of it, in the tol) six enlisted gradeos' where there
wats at formal request to increase the nunlher in that'area and the
justification wats that it. helps retention and therefore decreases
turmiover and therefore decreases training costs and ats near ats we

could tell1, while these things aire juld mntal, looking into the future,
there dlid app ear to be ample j ustiflea tion for Iproviding some inorease in each of the three services in the six top enlisted grades.
We lpresentedl this to the Secretary with an idea that this 'vould
reduce the training base cost and t tat we could recover the cost.
Re 4a))roved the r'comme
nndat-1in and charged uts to make sure that
we di recover from the training base the estimated savings as they
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would materialize and we do have it in mind to make sure that we
do collect the dividend from this increase in the top six enlisted grades.
We have not, or we did not in my time frame, during this paut
budget review, review the commissioned side versus the enlisted
side and I don't know that we have done so in recent years. Have
we Mr. Brazier?
Mr. BnAziiR. I don't know what the basis for the temporary
promotion is, but it is something that has been in effect at least since
World War Il and has not to my knowledge been challenged as being
an unreasonable procedure.
Mr. DAVIS. It was challenged back in 1952. There was such a
thing known as the Davis rider, which you may recall, which became
necessary because of a flagrant situation which had developed where
there was no legislation to cover it at all at that time.
Then in 1953 or 1954 came the Personnel Act, that the Armed
Services Committee finally got around to doing after we did it first,
and they decided they would rather do it by permanent legislation
than to have us attach riders to al)rwopriations bills.
In the hearings this year-and I wish you would take a look at itwe have had sub mitted for the record what appears to be it situation
where not just a few, but t majority of the officers are serving III
temporary ranks, one and two above what the normal table of com.
missioned officer personnel requires. I wish you would take a look at
that and see if it isn't something that perhaps ought to be handled
at your level rather than for us having to make an issue of it here in
this committee or on the floor of the House.
Mr. MooT. I assure you we will check the record and we will look
into it.
Mr. DAVIS. I think the information at our request has been put in
for all three branches of the service. If you will take a look at that, I
think it would be very helpful.
Mr. MOOT. We will.
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TEMPORARY PROMOTION OF OFFICERS

(Staff note: The following additional information was provided for
the record by the Secretary:)
Program and budget reviews are concerned with the total numbers of military
personnel required (officer and enlisted) and the grade distribution. For officers,
this process is closely related to the Officer Grade Limitation Act of 1054, which
controls tits number of officers In tie grade of major/lieutenant commander or
above, within the total.
There are thus adequate reviews and controls on the total number of officers
and their distribution by rank. There has been no significant upgrading in recent
years. This is evident in the following table:
ACTIVE DUTY OFFICERS AS OF JUNE 30
Number of officers
1964
1965
1968

1970

1964

General/admiral....................
1,294
1,287
1,352
1,320
Colonel/captain ..............
15,323 15,288 17,969 18,007
Lieutenant colonel/comMander........ 36, 347 36, 073 43, 822 44,766
Malor/Ileutenant commander ........
55,081 58,003 72,130 73,518
QCaptain/lieutenant ................
105.884 104,486 112,850 117,738
First lieutenant/lieutenant (junior

0.383
4,540
10. 769
16.320
31.373

scondlleutenant/enslgn
47, 864
Warrant officer ...................... 16,372
Total ........................ 337,502
Summary:,
Lieutenant colonel/commander
and above ................. 52,964
Major and captain eutenant
Commander andLeutenant .... 160,965
First Ileutenant/lieutenant (junior
grade) and below ............ 123,573

14 182
4.851

d)

...................

59,337

As percentage of total
1965
1968

1970

0,380 0,325
4.512
4.321
10.647 10. 138
16,529 17.345
30.838 27.137

0.315
4.303
10.697
17.567
28.134

18.302

15.927

17.656

338,822 415,844 418,491 100.000 100.000 100.000

100.000

62,010 66,233

47,671
16,004

52,648

73,701
27, 787

63,143

73,887

58,731
30,524

64,093

17.681

15.692

14.070
4.723

15.539

17 723
6.682

14,034
7.294

15.184

15.315

160,489 184,980 191,256 47.693 47.367 44.482
125,685 167,721 163,142 36.614 37.095 40.332
337,502 338,822 415.844 418,491 100.000 100.000 100.000
Offers as percent of total personnel ...................................... 12.558 12.759 11,721

45.701
38.984
100.000
12.132

Officers as percent of total personnel, Juno 30:
1045
--------------------------------------------1950
--------------------------------------------

Percent
10.4
12. 4

1955

---------------------------------------------

12. 0

--------------------------------------------12. 8
195 ----------------------------------------------------12. 8
1970 ----------------------------------------------------12.1
As the table shows, the percentage of flag-rank officers and colonels/Navy captains has declined steadily since 1064. In the summary at the bottom of the tablo,
note that the lowest ranks have increased proportionately from 1964 to 1070,
while the top and middle ranks decline.
Officers are forecast at 12.1 percent of the active force in 1970, considerably
below the 1060 and 1965 levels and about the same as the 1955 level.
As indicated above, the program and budget reviews focus upon total officer
requirements, with no special emphasis upon the distinction between permanent
and temporary rank within that total, IThere are no indications that temporary
radio authorizations pose a budgetary problem, nor do there appear to be any
legal questions or management problems. In fact, the use of temporary grade
authorizations at the present time is a distinct advantage, because of the large
numbers of personnel added temporarily for the duration of operations in South1960

east Asia,

--The Oicer Personnel Act of 1947, as subsequently amended by the Regular
Officer Augmentation Act of 1956 established authorizations for permanent Regular officer grades. The Reserve Moficor Personnel Act of 1954 established similar
authorizations for permanent Reserve officer grades but these authorizations apply
to both active duty and nonactive duty Reserve officers. These acts have since

been codified Into the following sections of title 10, United States Code:
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Permanent regular grade
authorizations

Service

Permanent Reserve grade
authorizations

U.S, Army .......................Sees. 3210 and 3211 ........... Sees. 3218 and 3219.
U.S. Navy ...................................... Sees. 5447 and 5449 ........... Sees. 5456 and 5457.

US. Air Force ....... .
U.S. Marine Corps .........

............

Sees. 8210 and 8211 ........... Sees. 8218 and 8219.

............... Sec. 5448 ..................... Sees. 5456 and 5458.

Tie Officer Personnel Act also provided that, when there Is itreqttirement for
more officers on active duty than the number of Regular officers authorized by

the sections above, Regttlar and Reserve officers may be appointed in temporary

grades equal to or higher than their perma eint grades to meet increased grade
requirements, i)iring the years between the end of the Korean war anu( the
beginning of the Vietnam btildip 1)O1)-wide active duty comtmissioned officer
strengths averaged 319,000 while Aegular officer atuthorizatiois are only 171,000.
During these years, and during the Vietnam bulldtp as well, the difference be.
teen active ditty grade requirements and permanent officer grade atthorizatios
had been filled principally through temporary promotions. The authority for sittlh
promotions has been codified in the following sections of title 10:
Service
higher tootporar'y graoles
U.S. Army -------------------------------------------------------3442

U.S. Navy ------------------------------------------...
5446
U.S. Air Force- ------------------------------------------- 8442

U.S. Marine Corps ------------------------------------------------5446
The Officer Grade Limitation Act of 1954 imposed grade limitations on the
number of officers who may serve on active duty In the grades of major/lieutonant
commander and above. Although there are certain exceptions to these limitations,
they serve to limit the overall ntimber of officers, Regilar and Reserve, who may
serve in each of the officer grades at or above grade 0-4, whether they hold these
grades as permanent or as temporary rades. These limitations have been codified
n the following sections of title 10, united States Code:
Sections tirtinta the timber
o o ocers serving
intgrades
ftare
0-4 anid
above
U.S. Army
----------------------------------------------53444
U.S.
Nav .......
.
..
..
5442 and 3202

U.S Navy-----------------------------------------

U.S. Air Force -------------------------------------------U.S. Marine Corps ----------------------------------------

542ad54

8202
5443

ACCRUED EXPENDITURES REPORTING

Mr. SiUES. Mr. Secretary on February 22, 1969, the President, by

memorandum, reaffirmed "+he objective of placing our budgets and
financial reports on an accrual basis."
Where does the Defense Department stand with respect to the
conversion?
Mr. MooT. We are in the following status: We have issued instructions and we are working with the military departments to the end
that on July 1 all appropriations will be on an accrued expendituro
basis for reporting purposes , This is true whether we are talking abott
military personnel or operation and maintenance. In the procurement
accounts we have instructed the departments to accrue on the basis
of documents~received basis. This means that all documents received
affecting deliveries during a given month preceding will be recorded
as accrued expenditures for that particular month.
We have had one basic difference of opinion with the Bureau of
the Budget, the General Accounting Office and the Treasury Department, the central fiscal agencies, concerning how far we can go in
converting to the accrual basis. I think we have resolved that problem.
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*
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The problem was simply this, that the instruction would have required us to got, for hundreds of thousands of contracts, reports as
to the amount of work in process at the end of each month that was
chargoable to our appropriation accounts (by appropriation account)
and to have us integrate that information in our acco~tnting records
for rolorting to the Treasury on an acerted-oxpondituro basis.
We did not see how we could got such data in any timely fashion,
withbut inordinate expense and without a torrfic load on industry.
We asked industry for their comments and they were quite vocal.
We sat down with the Bureau of tle Budget personnel who approve
any now reporting system imposed on industry, and listened to industry representatives express their opinion. We then reconsidered the
rel ting proposal mentioned above, and I sat down with Mr. Staats,
Mr. Mayo, and Mr. Kennedy, and explained the situation. We are
now in agreement that we will attempt to develop a statistical means
whereby we can estimate, from the unobligated balances and the
normal recessingg of our expenditures, the amount of backlog of
accrued liability each month. We are working to that end. '
I think we can meet the basic requirements as adjusted of the accrued expenditure directive as of July 1 with this basic modification.
PROBLEMS WITH ACCRUED ACCOUNTING

Mr. SIKES. Are there other practical day-to-day problems in this
operation?
Mr. MooT. Yes, there are other practical day-to-day problems.

First, our accounting systems are not the most modern in certain
respects. Secondly, the organization of the military departments does
not fully integrate on a documents basis the records used for appropriation accounting, disbursing, and contract administration. To be
very timely and accurate on reports on the documented accrued expenditure basis versus a checks-issued basis, we have to figure out how
to get the records of the three offices together so the receipt of the
document enters immediately into all applicable records as part of an
integrated accounting system. This is what we are attemptng to do.
There are problems, but I believe there is no question we can meet,
as well as any department in the executive branch, the requirements
of the instructions on accrued expenditures.
BENEFITS OF ACCRUED ACCOUNTING

Mr. SIKES. Philosophically, will the taxpayer be bettor informed?
Mr. MOOT. Insofar as our final agreement with 'the three central
fiscal agencies is concerned, the taxpayer, once we get on this basis,
will be more timely informed of the expenses being incurred and I
think this committee, for example, will be able to see the actual costs
being incurred within the Department at the time they are being
incurred, measured against whatover we are producing at the time.
I also think there will be management benefits.
We were very reluctant to back up into the industry because we felt
there was no advantage to us or to you. There is an advantage to the
economists in being able to forecast what might happen next year
based on the backlog of defense work in industry. But to us, from a
management viewpoint, there was little value.
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Mr. SIKEs. Will the Defense Department be better able to manage
its affairs?
Mr. MooT. Yes, sit. [ think from the way we are approachling this
on the basis of expense inptuts and production outplits, we will be in a
little better position to manage on a month-by-moith basis, aind I
don't think it will be too costly for us in terms of the results we will get
as long as we don't have this industry side to worry about,
IIASIS FOl CONVERTING TO ACCRUEI) ACCOUNTING

Mr. SIKES. Does the changeover acconlnlish any real purpose other
than to convert governmental accounting to terms understood by
commercial accountants and economists?
Mr. MOOT. I would say that the changeover does, as modified,
change Government accounting So it. conforms more closely with normeal commercial accounting princ1l1es. We stop short of meeting the
economist's viewpoint in our accounting system-this will be covered
statistically. I think this approach does give us a little better manage.
ment tool in the sense of comi)aring accoutittng costs to iroductN
output. Stated another way, it,
does little good to kn6w that you have
ordered something if you have already received it and put it into use,
Present accountinga records do not always show goods and services
used related to production or output. We like to relate costs to what w\e
are )roducing. To this extent, accrual accounting will help us, sir.
ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING FOl ECONOMISTS

Mfr. SIKS. The ordinary taxpayer understatds generally how a
checking accotut operates and how to balance it. He does not understand the accrued expenditures and other technically esoteric terminology. Would it not be better for the Nation as a whole to keel) its
Government accounting oni a simple entry "turkey-shoot" basis and
require the accountants and the economists to learn that system than
to convert Government accounting to a basis not known and understood by the vast majority of the citizens, who pay the taxes, as well
as some Congressmen?
Mr. MOOT. I think to that question I can answer yes, because I
think the question implies we would be talking about the economist's
requirements and not normal accrual accounting. Generally speaking,
what we are now talking about is our pay and the services rendered
and we are currently on the accrual basis in that area. This, I think,
is perfectly all right from our viewpoint, and understandable to the
taxpayer, since nearly all of private industry and Government
agencies are on an accrual basis to this extent.
Mr. SIXES. Will you provide for the record the definition of the
accrual basis which is to be used in a comparison with the basis
heretofore followed?
Mr. MOOT. We will be happy to, sir.
(The information follows:)
COMPARISON OF THE AccRUAL VERSUs THE OBLIATION BASIS OF ACCOUNTING

The Federal expenditure process Involves nine basic types of transactions which
can-and in many cases should-be reflected in the accounting system of an
agency. These transactions are as follows:
1 1. Appropriation warrants.
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2. AI)portionmients approved by the Bureau of the Budget.
3. Allotments issued by responsible officials within the agency.
4. Authorizations (comtiltments) to Incur obligations Issued by the allot.
meant holder. (The recording of commitmenits Is optional in certain cases.)
5. Obligating funds by playing orders and contracts.
6. Receipt of goods and services (i.e., Incurring a liability).
7. Application or consumption of the goods and services received. (Cost
or expense.)
8. Payment of liability when due by cash or Issuance of a check.
9. Recording a check paid by a depository or other Treasury agent, (Applies
only to the Treasury Department.)
An accrual accounting system In a Government agency develops Information,
as needed by management, on costs of goods and services used, goods and services
received, obligations incurred, and disbursements (cash payments or checks
issued). It also incorporates financial controls that are consistent with management responsibilities, generally providing for broad fund controls in terms of
aPl)propriations, aPortionments and allotments. This means that an accrual
accounting system will provide for recording and reporting of the first eight
transactions listed above.
In contrast with the "accrual basis", the traditional "obligation basis" of
accounting does not provide for recording and reporting transactions 6 and 7
above in the official accounts of the agency.
When consumption or application of resources takes place at or soon after
the time of delivery, costs are recorded in an amount equivalent to the accrued
expenditure. In such cases, transactions 0 and 7 are merged and treated as one
transaction. In addition to its present methods of accounting for funds, commitments, obligations, and disbursements, the l)epartment of Defense has prescribed
that accounting recognition will be given to accrued expenditures.
The relationship and general sequence of the above transactions is illustrated
on the attached chart.
Under a full accrual accounting s.steni revenues are accrued as well as ex)endittres. The Department of Defense has recorded revenues on an accrual
basis for many years. Revenues generally arise from the sale of goods or services
to other al)propriations or (where authorized) to private individuals and concerns.
The fol owing Is from a recent publication of the General Accounting Office:
An accounting system in which revenues and expenditures are recognized as
they are earned or occur, regardless of when payment of expenses Is made or when
the income is actually received. An accrual accounting system reflects the resources
available to an agency, the receipt of goods and services, the use of resources in
relation to work performed and benefits derived during a particular time period,
and the liabilities of the agency * * *.
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COMPLIMENTS TO THE SECRETARY

Mr.much
S.KES.
Mr. Secretary I want the record to show that I am
very
impressed
with the statement you gave to the committee
this morning. is it comprehensive statement. It gives us a very good
summation of this complicated, long, drawn-out budget program of
ours and I have a better understanding of it as a result of having
perused your statement and I intend to study it more.
Mr. MOOT. Mr. Chairman, my colleagues and I all thank you.
We appreciate it very much.
Mr. SiKES. Thank you very much for your appearance.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. This was a very good presentation.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Mr. SiKES. Indeed it was Mr. Lipscomb, and very well thought out.
You know, Mr. Secretary, you usually present an overall statement

at the beginning of the operation and maintenance hearings each year.
When we began these hearings this year you were busy with the
Secretary and we never did get to hear your statement. We would
appreciate your inserting it in the record at this point so that we will

have the information it contains readily available.
Mr. MooT. I will be glad to insert that statement, Mr. Chairman.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

APPROPRIATIONS TO TIlE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS ON THKE
FISCAL YEAR 1970 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATIONS REQUEST

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I would like to present to you

today data in support of the operation and maintenance appropriation requests
for fiscal year 1070. Each of the services and defense agencies has separately
provided detailed statements and presentations to you in connection with their
testimony on each appropriation request; this statement will highlight major
defensewido areas of interest. The programs and amounts I will discuss are related
to the President's budget as revised.
APPROPRIATION COVERAGE

Title 11 is composed of 10 appropriations which provide for the operating costs
of the Department of Defense other than those financed by the military personnel
appropriations. Force levels, equipage, activity rates, and required levels of
readiness are the primary determinants of the amounts requested here. These
funds are necessary for the effective use and efficient maintenance of the force
structure which we believe to be necessary for our Nation's security.
The operation and maintenance appropriations coverage ranges beyond the
Immediate operating costs of force units. Support and training functions require
funding appropriate to the needs of the force units. Personnel must receive basic
military and advanced technical training. Medical care, troop housing and other
personnel support must be provided. The logistic support system must provide
supplies, transportation and material maintenance in response to force unit needs
The operation of the base establishment and administration, communications and
command control must be provided for.
Table 1 shows the persofinel strengths, force levels, facilities, and activity rates
which fundamentally determine operation and maintenance requirements. The
magnitude of forces and operations to be supported in fiscal years 1009 and 1970 is
indicated by the following comparison of these data with the estimates which were
presented 1 year ago in connection with the fiscal year 1969 President's budget:
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Fiscal year 1969

President's
budget

Current
estimate

Active duty military personnel, June 30 ............
3,478,694
Civilian personnel, Juno 30....................... I 1,292,660
Service school student loads ......................
206,363
PIlo training student loads.....
....
13,800
Patient loads In service medical facilities..........
41,137
Flying hours (0. & M.only) ...................... 17, 736,365
Steaming hours ................................. 2,671,000

3,486,575
1,281,872
229,637
14,130
42972
1 6825,724
2,701,000

Fiscal year 1970

Percent
change
President's
budget

Estimate

+0.3
3,451,513
-. 8 1,253,078
+11.3
230, 560
+2. 4
15,086
+4.5
42,028
-. 3 18,206,896
+1.0
2,396,000

Percent
change
from fisca I
year 1969
current
estima te
-1.0
-2.2
+. 4
+6.3
-2.2
+2.9
-11.3

I Includes 41,530 Guard technicians who were non.Federal employees In fiscal year 1968 and were not shown as Federal

employees in the fiscal year 1969 President's budget.
COMPARISON OF FUNDS

The fiscal year 1970 request for new obligational authority under title II totals
$21.8 billion. The financial summaries at the end of my statement:
1. Compare the fiscal year 1970 request with prior years, Including the necessary
detail of financing adjustments (table 2-A); and
2. Con pare the estimates of expenditures on the same basis as the comnparison
of new obligational autthority (table 2-B)
The fiscal year 1970 estimate for title II of $21.8 billion"is a reduction of about
$0.7 billion from the current fiscal year 1969 estimate. The niet decrease between
the 2 years is primarily due to the reduction of $1 billion In the estimate of Southeast Asia related costs. This decrease has been partially offset by increases In the
non-Southeast Asia cost area. The major increases are: $67 million in communications and Intelligence; $54 million associated with transfers in appropriation
cognizance; and $150 million for Reserve and Guard requirements.
The estimated decrease of $1 billion in Southeast Asia related costs assumes
no change in the currently approved SEA deployment plan other than minor redtlctions in naval forces related to gunfire support, Market Time, and the halt in the
bombing of North Vietnam; extension of the current bombing policy which proeludes attack sorties in North Vietnam; projection of November and December
1968 activity levels through fiscal year 1970 consistent with evidence of reduced
activity s reflected by air and ground munitions consumption; and, continued
Improvement in logistics management, particularly within SEA, leading to greater
utilization of long supply material In theater and reductions in shipments from
CON US and reduced in-theater transportation, handling and storage costs.
AIMAS OF 8S,01AL tNTIItST

I would next like to discuss briefly certain major aspects of the operation and
maintenance areas In which the committee has expreosod particular Interet. iII
the past.
Civilian personnel
The civilian personnel estimates contained in the President's budget, as
amended, reflect the operation of section 201 of Public Law 90-364 in fiscal year
1969, and further planned reductions in fiscal year 1970. Total employment at,
the end of fiscal year 1068, exclusive of summer emlloynlent of disadvanta ged
youth, was 1248 140, compared to li281,872 estimated for end fiscal year 1909
and 1,253,078 estimated for end fiscal year 1970.
The apparent Increase In fiscal year 1969 over fiscal year 1968 Is due to (a)
inclusion for the first time of 42,203 National Guard technicians, who became
Federal employees vice State employees effective January 1, 1969, (b) an increase
of 27,528 In employment in the SE A theater of operation, which has been exempted f rom the limitations of Public Law 90-364, and (c) an increase of 5,600
in temper ary part-time and intermittent employment. Temporary and parti fle
employment is constrained by Public Law 90-364 to an average employment for
the year not to exceed the average employment in calendar year 1067. Fiscal
year 1969 average employment In this category through February 1969 was
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31,949, compared to 43 051 for calendar year 1907. Such employinent is expected
to be well below that allowed by the law.
These increases are offset by a decrease of 41,698 in full-time permanent (nonexempt) employment.
This is the category which is subject to the three for four
rehire provision of Public Law 00-304, June 30, 1908 employment it this category was 1,150,209, compared to an estimated June 30, 1909, end strength of

'With respect to employment fin fiscal year 1970, employment estimates are
based onl the assumption that the hiring restrictions of Public Law 00-304 will

no lon ger be fi effect, It is planned, however, to effect further employment reductions through selective decreases rather than by across-the-board attrition. Tie
revised fiscal year 1970 budget provides for a June 30, 1970, total employment
level of 1,253,078, compared to June 30, 19069, employment of 1 281,872.
Complete and specific identification of the reductions required to meet the
revised June 30, 1970, end strength has not been completed. The Department of
Defense is conductin a thorough review of employment requirements and priorities in order to identify those areas which can be reduced or eliminated without
reducing overall readiness.
More detailed personnel data are shown in table 3-A, which summarizes the
total direct-hire civilian personnel by service, and table 3-B which Indicates
direct-hire civilian personnel paid from operation and maintenance aplproprlations.
Travel COsts
In view of the committee's interest in travel costs, we have again included
it summary in table 4 of the amounts in operation and maintenance approprlations for object class 21 "Travel and Transportation of Persons." Tle fiscal
year 1970 request of $45 million is $5 million below the current fiscal year 1909
estimate. This Is primarily due to the decrease in military end strength.
Departmental administration
Table 5 is a summary of the militar and civilian personnel and operation
and maintenance costs which are identified with the centralized direction and
administration of servicewide or )cfensewide activities and programs. There
is a very slight increase from fiscal year 1909 to fiscal year 1970. Tile major
reason or the increase being Army costs for the Commonwealth, Hoffman,
Melpar, and Forrestal buildings.
Aircraft and flying hours
Table 6 (active aircraft inventory) and table 7 (flying hours supported from
operation and maintenance funds) show significant data in the area of operation
of aircraft. The Army aircraft inventory and flying hour program continues to
build. Tile decrease In Navy is attributable to the decrease in Southeast Asia
activity rates. The Air Force program Is level.
Aircraft overhaul
Tables 8 and 9 summarize the distribution between Government and contract
facilities of depot-level maintenance and modernization performed on aircraft,
their engines and accessories.
Table 8 covers only the operation and maintenance appropriations. You will
remember that there were significant adjustments in appropriation responsibilities
In fiscal year 1909. Therefore fiscal year 1909 and fiscal year 1970 arc not really
comparable to fiscal year 1968. You will notice that the contract/in-house split is
essentially the same for fiscal year 1909 and fiscal year 1970.
Table 9 Includes both the aircraft maintenance accomplished by operation and
mainttnceo funds and aircraft modernization which is findodin the procurement
accounts. Most of the modernization effort is being performed at contractor
facilities.
Real property maintenance
The fiscal year 1970 operation and maintenance appropriations retain the
language Included by the Congress in the fiscal year 1069 Appropriation Act
establishing minimumh amounts to be available only for the maintenance of real
property facilities. The next table shows by appropriation the fiscal year 1068
obligations, the fiscal year 1069 miimutms as enacted by the Congress the proPosed fiscal year 1969 minimums, and the minimums requested for fiscal year
1970.
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{in
millions of dollars]

Actual, fiscal
year 1968
Operation and maintenance:
Army ........... ..............................
Navy --------------------------------Marine Corps .----.--..--.
------------Air Force .......................................
Defense agencies ................................
Army National Guard-------------------------Air National Guard .....---------..
Total ........................................

Enacted mm-.
imum, fiscal
year 1969

-

Requested minimum
Fiscal year
Fiscal year
1969
1970

389.2
154.1
22.7
280.4
14.6
2.0
3.1

280. 0
155.6
22.7
250.0
13.7
1.9
2.7

280.0
138.6
21.2
250.0
13.7
1.9
2.7

225.0
147.5
22.4
250.0
15.1
1.9
2.8

866.7

726.6

708.1

664.7

The proposedd decrease in the fiscal year 1969 minimum results from the redttctions required to comply with the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968.
Table 10-A through 10-D contain more detailed information on real property
maintenance for all accounts as reported by the military departments and defense
agencies.
Communications systems costs
Table 11 describes the communications systems costs which are provided from
operation and maintenance appropriations. Changes in leased communicatlois
relate to extending the AUTOVON network into areas outside the CON US,
additional AUTODIN subscribers resulting from the delivery of government
furnished terminal equipment, and the U.S. portion of a joint United StatesCanada switched communications network in support of the continental air
defense program.
Station operation cost increases relate to spare parts for new equipment entering
the inventory, increased costs of purchased utility services, and follow-on maintenance of satellite ground terminals.
Dependent schools
The estimated Department of Defense average daily enrollment for fiscal years
1969 and 1970 compared with the actual enrollment in fiscal year 1968 followsFiscal yiear

Fiscal year
1968
969

Fiscal rear
170

service-operated schools, 1 through 12 ...........................
97,040
Kindergarten ......................................................
Tuition-fee schools ............................................
3,394

97,450
10,300
4,050

102,000
14,000
4,100

Service-operated schools, I through 12 .......................
5,238
Kindergarten .........................
.........................
Tuition-fee schools ............................................
1,530
Panama Canal Zone schools, kindergarten through junior college ....
7,042
Air Force:

5,518
680
1,698
7,131

5,634
700
1,783
7,400

,Army:
Navy:

Service-operated schools, I through 12 ...........................
43,192
44,983
46,314
Kindergarten ...............................................................
4,352
4,352
Tuition-fee schools ..... .............................
4,847
5,487
5,300
Defense Intelligence Agency: Tuition-fee schools......................1:011...................
Total Department of Defense:
Service-operated schools..............................
145,470
147,951
153,948
Kindergarten ------.................
......"... .............
15,332
19,052
Tuition-fee schools-----...................." ... ....
"
10,782
11,235
11,183
Panama Canal Zone schools, kindergarten through junior college...
7,042
7,131
7,400
Total ......................................................

163,294

181,649

191,583

The estimate of student enrollment In fiscal year 1969 as reflected above is
181,649 which is a net increase of approximately 1,800 students over the estimate
provided last year at this time. The major'changes from our previlts estimate for
fiscal year 1969 occtrred in the European area where we estimated an enrollment
of 91,000 for service operated schools In grades 1 to 12 but experienced an increase
of 6,450 over this number. Offsetting this increase was a shortfall of kindergarten

-
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enrollment in Europe of 4 800. Duo to the late implementation of our expanded

program in fiscal year 1966, including the kindergarten program which was instituted for the first time with appropriated funds, we were unable to fully implement
the intended expansion. Assets thus freed up as well as those made available by
other program deferrals were applied to satisfy the increased requirements occasioned by the enrollment increase, permitting us to remain within the fiscal year
1969 lhiitation of $112.4 million. You will note that line 3 on table 13 provides
for restoration of the program which was deferred.
The fiscal year 1970 estimate is 191,583 which is an Increase of approximately
9,900 students over the fiscal year 1969 level, of which 8,300 are in Europe, 1,100
arc in the Pacific, and the remainder in the Atlantic area. The forecasted increase
in Europe is due mainly, to a continuation of the factors which occurred during
fiscal year 1968; namely a contitiuiig increase in the ratio of school age dependents
of senior enlisted grades to school age dependents of lower enlisted grades. You
will recall that many senior enlisted grade-personnel were transferred from Europe
to Vietnam during the early part of the conflict causing a decrease in the dependent
population. This trend was reversed in fiscal year 1968.
Amount requested in the budgets of the respective military services for fiscal
year 1970 total $135.6 million, an increase of $23.2 million over the current fiscal
ear estimate. Table 13, as previously mentioned, provides an explanation of 'the
increases between fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970.
We believe that the requested resources will provide a sound educational program for the dependents of our service personnel overseas. The fiscal year 1970
request, which will of course, be presented in more detail at subsequent hearings,
reflects an improvement in the classroom pupil-teacher ratio, better teacher staffing
of special subject matter areas, remedial reading and guidance counseling, a
standardized school nurse program and a new model schools program. While
these improvements do cause an increase in our per pupil cost (excluding unique
and tuition fee costs) for fiscal year 1970 to $607.51 over the fiscal year 1969
figure of $525.83 the Department of Defense schools are still below the national
average per pupil costs of $657.
SUMMARY

The amounts requested for these appropriations represent the basic requirements for supporting the operations and the readiness of the approved forces,
based on prices known at the time of their submission. As in the past, no contingency has been included for general increases in the costs of goods or contractual
services which occur because of. unexpected changes in unit costs or in the
quantities required, except that provision has been made for wage board increases
expected to be approved through June 30, 1969. Your approval of this request
will assure adequate operations and maintenance support of our personnel, their
weapons, equipment, and facilities in the coming fiscal year.
This completes my statement and I will be glad to try to answer any questions
you may have.
TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIVITY INDICATORS
1968

1969

1970

Active duty military personnel, June 30 ..............................

3, 546,957

3,486,575

3,451,153

Army ------------------------------------...................
Navy .......................................................
Marine Corps ................................................
Air Force .....................................................

1,569,714
765,232
307,252
904,759
1,248,140

1,533,77
770,800
313,400
868,600

1,508,685
766,808
314,500
861,200

1,281,872

1,253,078

437,932
419,546
315,956
74,706
33,779

468,229
415,249
325,930
72,464
34, 541

454,020
405, 346
322,088
71,624
34,915

10,653
8,491
14,635

11,622
8,619
14,300

12,018
8,535
14,362

Direct-hlre
civilian personnel, June 30...............................
Army.-.......................................
N and Marine Corps..................................
Air
....................................................
Defense Agencies .............................................
Active aircraft Inventory, June 30 ..................................
Army
(including
and'Guard)Reserve)
...........................
avy and
MarineReserve
Corps (including
.............
Air Force (Including Reserve and Guard) ................
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TABLE 1.-SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIVITY INDICATORS
1968

1969

Flying hours (0. & M.only) (thousands) .............................
...
Army (including Reserve and Guard) .................
Navy and Marine Corps (Including Reserve)" ............ '"....
Air Force (Including Reserve and Guard) .........................

15,693

17,686

18.207

5,547
3,588
6,558

7,461
3,576
7,170

Active fleet ships, June 30 ........................................
Steaming hours (thousands) ..............................--......Student loans:
Service schools:
Army ....................................................
Navy--------------------------------------

932
2,679

6,960
3,654
7,072
906
2,701

82,496
68,949
S11,631
41,301

89 741
77,488
13,405
49,003

87,108
83:916
14,416
45,120

189,100
33,478
17,990
18, 399

205,000
28,305
18,066
17,144

5,979
3,351
3,741

6,355
3,405
4,370

6,409
3,840
4,837

3,238
Army ........................................................
4,094
Navy -------------------------------------Air Force-------------------------------------3,192
Civilian Institutions:
-4,129
'e
--Army. ........
Navy and F arin Corps-----------------------------2,230
3,686
Air Force ..................................................
647
Active major Installations.........................................

3,488
4,138
3,414

3,610
4,161
3,724

4,259
2,364
3,762
668

2,924
2,498
3, 66
659

154
21
14
198

155
304
14
195

154
304
14
187

62

61

61

23
20
3
8
8

23
20
3
7
8

23
20
3
7
8

204

214

212

I1
72
27
104

73
37
103

I
73
37
101

Air Force .......------Recruit training:
.----- 180,088
Army ..................................................
..
25,203
............
.. . ....
Navy -..-..-......
.--.-...
18,001
Corps
....-.-.......................
......
Marine
Air Force ............ ........................................
14, 817
Undergraduate pilot training:
Army ........................................................
Navy and Marine Corps ........................................
Air Force .....................................................
Service academies:

Army ........................................................
---------------------------Navy ...........................
..
Marine Corps ..................................... "...-.-.-"
------ Air Force ----------------------------------------Major supply depots ...............................................
Army
-----------------------------------------Navy -------------------------------------------------Marine Corps .................................................
Air Force .....................................................
Defense Supply Agency ........................................
Hospitals ---------------------------------------------------------DASA ......................................................
Army.......................................
Navy ----------------------------------------------------Air Force ....................................................
Patient loads In service medical facilities .............................
DASA -----------------------------------------------------Army ....................................
Npvy.-..........-.------..".13,
.
Afrt. o
Reserve personnel participating in paid training programs, June 30......
Army National Guard ..........................................
rmy R6serve ................................................
Naev Reserve ................................................
Mrine Corls Reserve .........................................
Air National Guard ............................................
Air Force Reserve.............................................

1970

877
2,396

42,028

40,721

42,972

64
19,035
059
8,563
1,000,941

64
20,256
14,007
8,645
1,016,771

1,035,774

389,182
311,535
11242
47:983
75,261
45,738

387,600
303,743
137,942
51,841
84,260
51,385

404, 032
309,220
132,350
4904
8411
52,660

64
19,258
14,094
8,612

co

TABLE 2-A.-BUDGET PLAN (TOA), NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY, AND APPROPRIATIONS-DETAIL OF FINANCING ADJUSTMENTS
[in thousands of dollars!

I
'ci

TOA Reimburs(direct budg- able budget
et plan) plan (add)

Fiscal year 1968:
Operaton and maintenance, Army.- 8,129,992
Operation and maintenance, Navy-.. 4,968,461
Operation and maintenance, Marine
Corps433,959
OperaonandmaintenanceAirForce- 5,903,799
Operation and maintenance, Defense
966,611
agencies--------.
Operation and maintenance, Army
National Guard---.

----

Operation and maintenance, Air
National Guard.

National Board for the Promotion of
Rifle Practice, Army ..........

Claims, Defense ---------------Contingencies, Defense-----Court of Military Appeals, Defense..

241,675

265,502
368

37,966
1,459
594

Total, fiscal year 1968 ------------ 20,950,386

Reimbursable orders
(includes
intratund
Total
orders)
budget
plan
(deduct)

Unobligated
balance
transferred
to or
from (-)
the
amount
(deduct)

393,550 .............................
5,403,025 ------------------------------

73,163
398,533

46,044

1,012,655

46,044

3,034

244,709

3,034 --- ----.

4,807

270,309

4,807

1,274

623,086

969,024

2,413
1,153

-.

.

469 ----------

.

368 37,966 -----------

1,459
594--

2,013,446

Southeast
Asia Act Reservists

40,409
490,904

507,122
6,321,571

2,039,871 22,990,257

Civilian
pay

433,959
----------------------9,870 --------- 19,239 5,893,929

73,163
417,772

-------------

Proposed supplementals

6,995,132 -----------------------------4,691,941....................

864,779.......

44
7,186
5,919 --------

Transfers
to or
AppropriaNew oblifrom (-)
gational the amount
tions
enacted
(deduct)
authority
1,134,904
281,165

9,001,957

5,591,547

Other
adjustments
(deduct)

8,130,036
4,973,106

871,965

623,086

Unobligated
balance
lapsing
(add)

11,144

60________.

34----541
23____
10,656

242,828
265,970
428
38,000

2,0O0

617

26,425 20,949,897

-1,575
1,828
-6,600
8,000

-8,000

970,599 -----------------------------241,000 ---------------------272,570 ---------------------------428

10,000
617

1,941,035 19,008,862

-

--

--.-------.--

TABLE 2-A.-BUDGET PLAN (TOA), NEW OBUGATIONAL AUTHORITY, AND APPROPRIATiONS-DETAIL OF FINANCING ADJUSTMENTS-Continued
[In thousands of dollars]
Unobligated

TOA Reimburs(direct budg- able budget
et plan) plan (add)

balance
transReimbursferred
able orders
to or
(includes from (-)
Total
intrafund
the
budget
orders) account
plan
(deduct) (deduct)

Unobligated
Other
balance adjustlapsing
merits
(add) (deduct)

Transfers
to or
New oblifrom (-)
Approoriagational the amount
tions
authority
(deduct)
enacted

Proposed supplementals
Civilian
pay

Southeast
Asia Act Reservists

Fiscal year 1969:
Operation and maintenance, Army8,056,141
787,968 8,844,109
784,851 ---------------- 3,117 8,056,141
-259
7,805,000 106,800 144,600------Operation and maintenance, Navy,
5,383,037
670,000 6,053,037
670,000
500 ------------------5,382,537
237 5,356,200
26,100 ------------------Operation and maintenance, Marine
Corps----------------.
44,600
28,430
493,030
28,430
----------------------------464,600
----------435,700
4,600
24,300 .........
Operation and maintenance, Air
Force ------------------ 6,949,105
380,000 7,329,105
367,955 --------------- 12,045 6,949,105
-395
6,551,000
91,200 307,300 --------Operation and maintenance, Defense
agencies ------.-------------- 1,071,439
43,911 1,115,350
43,911
---------------------- 1,071,439
-5,861
1,036,800 40,500 ------------------Operation and maintenance, Army
National Guard --------------277,664
3,200
280,864
3,200 ----------------------------277,664 ----------- 264,664
7,600 ---------- 5,400
Operation and maintenance, Air
National Guard....------------282,682
7,000
289,682
7,000 -------------------------282,682 ----------- 267,000
6,682 ---------- 9,000
Natanal
Board for
the
Promotion of
Rifle Practice,
Arm
y ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Claims. Defense -----------------38,000 ----------38,000 ----------------------------------------38,000 ----------- 38.000 ----------------------------Contingencies, Defense....----------10,000 ------------ 10,000
-------------------------------10,000 ------------ 10.000
....................
Court of Military Appeals, Defense..
654 -----------654
---------------------------------654 -----------686
18 -------------------Total, fiscal year 1969 --------

22,533,322

1,920,509 24,453,831

1,905,347

500 ----------

15,162 22,532,822

-6,278

21,765,000

283,500 476,200

14,400

OR
0

Fiscal year 1970:
Operation and maintenance, Army-Operation and maintenance, Navy..
Operation and maintenance, Marine

Corps ...... '-

-

7,504,500 -------------...........
-750
791,150 -------------------670,000 ------------------------------ 5,323,700 ------------------------------------------------------

7,504.500
5,323,700

790,400
670,000

8,294,900
5,993,700

457,000

28,211

485,211

380,000

7,091,700

380,000 -----------------------------

43,650

1,138,650

43,650 ----------------------------

3,200

309,200

3,200 -----------------------------

306,000 ------------------------------------------------------

6,000

348,534

6,000 -----------------------------

342,534 ------------------------------------------------------

Operation and maintenance, Air
6,711,700
Force ------------------------Operation and maintenance, Defense
1,095,000
---------------..
agencies
Opration and maintenance, Army
306,000
National Guard-. ------------Operation and maintenance, Air
342,534
National Guard ..------------National Board for the Promotion of

28,211 ------------------------------

457,000

-----------------------------------------

6,711,700 ......................................................
1, 095,

......................................................

Rifle Practice, Army -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

41,000 ----------- 41,000-------------------------------Claims, Defense --------------------------------------------------Contingencies Defense -----------. 10,000.------------100
666 666------------Court of Military Appea , Defense-

Total, Escalyearl1970f--------- 21,792,100

1,921,461 23,713,561

1,922,211 -----------------

"-.....
.-.----....41,000------------10,000....................................
--------------------------------------666

-750 21,792,100 --------------------------------------
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TABLE 2-B.-OUTLAYS UNDER OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATIONS, FISCALS YEARS 1968-70
(Inthousands of dollars]
Fiscal year 1968 Fiscal ?ear
969
actual
Operation and maintenance Army ...................................
Operation and maintenance, Navy ...................................
Operation and maintenance, Marine Corps ...........................
operation and maintenance, Air Force ..............................
Operation and maintenance, Defense Agencies........................
Operation and maintenance, Army National Guard .....................
Operation and maintenance, Air National Guard......................
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, Army ..............
Claims, Defense ...................................................
Contingencies, Defense ............................................
Court of Military Appeals, Defense ..................................
Miscellaneous expired accounts .....................................
Total ......................................................

Fiscal year
970

estimate

estimate

7,925,000
7,525,000
5,300,000
5,279,000
434. 000
455, 000
6,79%000
6,710,500
1,061,000
1,077,000
274, 000
300,000
272,000
311,300
37 ..............
43, 500
41 000
3,000
5,000
613
650
2,850
1,350

7,929,545
4,730,302
429,348
5,943,817
963,599
243, 731
266,798
350
32,169
1,433
595
36,141
20,577,826

22,106,000

21,705,800

TABLE 3-A.--DIRECT.HIRE CIVILIAN STRENGTH
Fiscal year 1968

BY SERVICE
Total, Department of Defense' ........
Department of the Army .........

Department of the Navy .........
Department of the Air Force ......
Defense agencies ................
BY FUNCTION
Total, Department of Defense: I
Military functions ..............
Military assistance.............

Fiscal year 1969 planned Fiscal year 1970 planned
End
End
strength.
strength
Average
June 30,
Average
June 30
strength
1969
strength
1976

Average
strength

End
strength
June 30,
1968

1,233,895

1,248,140

1,283,092

1,281,872

1,259,646

1,253,078

431,004
409,657
321,067
72,167

437,932
419,546
315,956
74,706

462,367
416,669
332,397
71,659

468,229
415,249
325,930
72,464

455.124
407,695
326,613
70,214

454, 020
405, 346
322,088
71,624

1,231,777
2,118

1,245,985
2,155

1,281,176
1,916

1,279,951
1,921

1,258,000
1,646

1,251,413
1,665

a Excludes following civil functions: Corps of Engineers; cemeterial expenses; administration, Ryukyu Islands; and
wildlife conservation, etc., military reservations.
TABLE 3B.-NUMBER OF DIRECT HIRE CIVILIAN PERSONNEL PAID FROM OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
APPROPRIATIONS (FISCAL YEARS 1967-70)

Fiscal
Year
1967 end
strength

Fiscal year 1968

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1970

Average

End
strength

Average

End
strength

Average

End
strength

345,672
154,422
20,980
284,657
68,813

346,213
163,185
20,636
279,226
71,379

332,318
159,521
20, 642
230,904
68,559

335, 545
162,732
20,718
223,228
69,295

326,380
155,290
21,003
224, 240
67,165

324,480
156,326
20,338
219,834
68,433

160
(23,451)

155
(23,740)

(16,463)

(14,887)

12,263
24,571
24,731
24,795
(12,109) ..............................
8,232
17,576
18,242
18,009
(7,605) ..............................

Operation and maintenance:
Army ............................ 343,105
Navy....,....................... 169,268
Marine Corps ....................
20,577
Air Force..... ................... 287,915
Defense agencies................ 71,497
Arm National Guard:
Direct hire ...............
172
N nFederal employees..... (24,720)
Air Natlonal Guard:
Direct hire
................................
Non.Federal employees ........ (16,810)
National Boardfor the Promotion of Rifle
Practice Army .....................
21
43
Court of military Appeals, Defense ......
Total,
operation
and
maintenance
appropriation:
irect hire ................ 892,598
Non-Federal employees ...... (41,530)

18
39
874,761
(39,914)

/

7...................
40
43
880,844
(38,627)

39

40

.

4

832,479 853,704 837,091
832,255
(19,714) ..............................
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TABLE 4-TRAVEL COSTS
(ANALYSIS OF "TRAVEL AND TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONS," OBJECT CLASS 21, FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATIONS)
[in thousands of dollars)
Fiscal year198 Fiscal Year
1969
OperatIon and maintenance, Army ..................................
Operation and maintenance, Navy ...................................
operatIon and maintenance, Marine Corps ...........................
Operation and maintenance, Air Force ..............................
operation and maintenance, Defense agencies ........................
Operation and maintenance, Army National Guard .....................
Operation and maintenance, A r National Guard .......................
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, Army ...............
Court of Military Appeals, Defense ..................................
Total, direct obligations ......................................

Fiscal yea
170r

167,084
161,176
174,287
80,000
79,523
80,000
12,625
12, 948
15,228
184,903
173,200
170,000
17,598
19,396
20,011
2, 719
2,966
2,651
2,042
2,943
3,650
105 ..........................
2
10
10
473, 804

458, 547

452, 726

TABLE 5.-DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATION i CONSOLIDATED REPORT'
(Oollar amounts In thousands

Fiscal years

A.Militarypersonnel, end year:
1968 ......................
1969 .......................
1970 ..........................
B.Civilian personnel, end year:
1968 .........................
1969 ..........................
1970..........................
C.Man-years for civilian employment:
1968 . ..................
1969..
.............
1970 .........
.......
D.Obligations:
For military personnel:
1968......................
1969......................
1970 ......................
For civilian employment:
1968 ......................
1969 .....................
1970 .....................
For other departmental expenses:
1968 ......................
1969 ......................
1970 ......................
Total obligations:
1968 ......................
1969 ......................
1970 ......................

Air
Force

OSD
JCS

Defense
other
agencies

Total

Army

Navy

Marine
Corps

17,268
17,495
17,657

3,552
3,758
3,805

3,669
3,687
3,758

1,642
1,669
1,669

5,427
5,276
5,276

2,200
2,307
2,307

778
798
842

31,174
29,752
29,693

11,001
9,982
9,908

6,332
6,003
6,068

1,178
1,217
1,217

7,625
7,333
7,333

2,685
2,685
2,643

2,453
2,532
2,524

30,423
29,337
28,878

10,404
9,799
9,443

6,200
5,846
5,916

1,318
1,182
1,179

7,484
7,429
7,333

2,569
2,616
2,547

2,448
2, 465
2,460

185,260
205,415
205, 660

34,838
37,623
37, 446

34,580
37, 895
39,088

16,531
17,002
17,033

55,142
59,662
58,523

33,079
39,897
39,986

11,090
13,336
13,584

339,053
345,803
345,975

114,139
109,016
108,863

61,218.
60,587
61,357

10,661
10,663
10,622

86,597
91,800
90,890

35,641
40,208
40,254

30,797
33,529
33,989

721764
78,357
82,313

20,361
18,570
22,709

14, 406
16, 074
17, 248

20557
2,597
3,154

17,185
17,462
17,148

12910
17,366
15,991

5,345
6,288
6,063

597,077
629,575
633,948

169,338
165,209
169,018

110,204
114,556
117,693

29,749
30,262
30,809

158,924
168,924
166,561

811630
97,471
96,231

47,232
53,153
53,636

IDepartmental Is used here as defined In DOD Instruction 7730.41 of Aprlil, 1967, subject: "DOD Reports on Personnel
Staffing In Departmental Headquarters."
" The term 'Departmental' Includes those elements of the Office of the Secretery of Defense, the Organization of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff the Headquarters of other DOD a encles and the Headquarters 6f the Military Departments (Including
the Offices of the iecretarles of Military Departments) which have responsibility for Polcy pannin and the eneal
management of Department of Defense functions, Departmental Headquarters is that force which is engaged inth
continuous centralized direction and control of the total resources and personnel of a single military department, agency,
or of the Department of Defense."
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TABLE 6.-ACTIVE AIRCRAFT INVENTORY
Active
Planned
June 30,1968 June30,1969

Planned
June 30,1970

Active aircraft Inventory: I
Army ........................................................
Navy...................................
Air Force
...................................

10,653
8,491
14, 635

11,622
8,619
14, 300

12,018
8,535
14,447

Total ............................................

33,779

34,541

35, 000

Army: Active aircraft Inventory .....................................

10,653

11,622

12,018

Active Army ..................................................

Army National Guard and Reserve ...............................
Navy and Marine Corps: Active aircraft Inventory ....................

9,748
905

10,705
917

11,050
968

8,491

8,619

8,535

Operating ....................................................
Regular ................................................
marine Cor
Ps .
..............................

6,962
(5,026)
1, 252)

( 7,357
5, 053)
(1,468)

( 7,299
4,994)

(684)
1,529

(836)
1,262

1,469)
(836
1,236

Air Force: Active aircraft Inventory .................................

14,635

14,300

14,447

Navy and Marine Corps Reserve.......................
Logistical support (nonoperating) .........................

U.S. Air Force ................................................
O.&M., P-410) ......
......................
R.D.T. & E.-AFSC) ...

MAC.IF) ................................................
Earmarked) ....................................

Air National Guard ...................................
Air Force Reserve (0. & M., P-410) ..........................

12,799
12,147
(11,483)
(11,257)
(501)
(475)
551)
(415)
4)............
1,411
1,765
425
388

12,392
(11,561)
(438)
(393)
1,781
274

aExcludes free world military assistance forces.
TABLE 7.--FLYING HOURS SUPPORTED FROM 0. & M. FUNDS
Fiscal year
1968

Fiscal 1969
ear

Fiscal year
1970

Army, total.......................................................(5
800)
Regular......................................................
5,318,800
Reserve and Guard ............................................
228, 000
Navy, total ......................................................
(3,588,341)
Regular......................................................
3,294,072
Reserve......................................................
294, 269
Air Force, total ...................................................
(6,558,115)
Regular
.................................................
5,931,257
Reserve ........................................
163,750
Guard .......................................................
463,108

(6,960,400)
6,718,600
241,800
(3,654,086)
3,311,065
343,021
(7,071,638)
6,497,285
135,753
438,600

(7,461,000)
7,216,200
244,800
(3,576.282)
3,233,934
342,348
(7,169,676)
6,487,183
144,554
537,939

17,686,124

18,206,958

Total, all services I ..........................................
I Excludes free world military assistance forces.

15,693,256
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TABLE 8.-DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE OF AIRCRAFT, ENGINES, AND ACCESSORIES FUNDED BY THE 0. & M.
APPROPRIATIONS-CONTRACT VERSUS IN-HOUSE
[In millions of dollars]
Fiscal year

Fiscal Year

Fisci l year

187.3

279.0

295.5

76.3

129.4
149.6

144.2

400.2

699.5
147.5
552.0

670.3

62.4
337.8

699.7

1,279.3

1,188.5

Contract .....................................................
In-house .....................................................

399.6
300. 1

739.9
539.4

669.5
519.0

Department of Defense, total .......................................

1,287.2

2,257.8

2,154.3

538.3

1,016.8

Army, total .......................................................
Contract .....................................................
In.house .....................................................
Navy, total ......................................................
Contract .....................................................
In-house .....................................................
Air Force, total ...................................................

Contract .....................................................
Percent ................................................
In.house ...................................................
Percent ..................................................

111.0

(58)

155N
(55)

151.3

150.5
519.8

964.2

i,

(56)

TABLE 9.-DEPOT MAINTENANCE AND MODERNIZATION OF AIRCRAFT, ENGINES, AND ACCESSORIES FUNDED
BY THE 0. & M. AND PROCUREMENT APPROPRIATIONS-CONTRACT VERSUS IN-HOUSE
Fiscal year
1968

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year
1970

Army, total .......................................................
Maintenance:
Contract .............................................
In-house .............................................

187.3

279.0

295.5

76.3
111.0

129.4
149.6

144.2
151.3

NarMaintenance .................................................
Modernization ................................................

400.2
170.5

699.5
128.6

670.3
36.4

Total ..................................................

570.7

828.1

706.7

Contract .................................................
In.house .................................................

200.0
370.7

254.9
573.2

176.1
530.6

699.7
1,279.3
1.8 ..............

1,188.5
4.0

701.5

1,279.3

1,192.5

401.4
300.1

739.9
539.4

670.5
522.0

1,287.2
172.3

2,257.8
128.6

2,154. 3
40.4

Total .................................................

1,459.5

2,386.4

2,194.7

Contract ............................................
Percent..........................................
.............................
In.house .........
Percent ..............................................

677.7
46
781.
(54)

1,124.2
(47
122
(53)

990.8
4
1,23.
(55)

Air Force:
Maintenance ..................................................
Modernization ................................................
Total ..................................................
Contract .................................................
In-house .................................................
Department of Defense, total:
Maintenance ..................................................
Modernization ................................................

TABLE l0-A.-DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED OBLIGATIONS FOR REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND MINOR CONSTRUCTION
[In thousands of dollars
[Fiscal year
Maintenance.and repair,

Minor new construction

Total

1968

1969

1970

1968

1969

1970

1968

1969

1970

349,239
54,993

254,935
56,336

212,006
59,411

40,003
917

25,065
836

13,394
836

389,242
55,910

280,000
57,172

225,400
60,247

Researchdevelopment, test, and evaluation
.-------------11,051
Amniy Indust
und ----------------------------------29.165

1,200
33,000

13,100
34,000

920
3,213

1,010
3,500

1,100
3,800

11.971
32, 378

13,210
36,500

14,200
37,800

357,860

319,906

45,501

30,922

19,641

491,502

388,782

339,547

- Operation
and maintenance ,rmy
amily housing managfement a

Op

"nad

ih

-.....-----------------IL -----------------

Arm Nanal Guard----------

Total -------------------------------------------

11,553

446,001

1,389

1The Army financial system collectscostof maintenance and repair in a single accountwith no basis
for a breakoutof repair.
2 Includes alterations.

1,389

448

511

511

2,001

1,900

1,900

3 Data includes reserve industrial plants and inactive facilities.
4 Excludes construction for specific R.D.T. & E. projects as authorized by title 10, United States
Code, sec. 2353.
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TABLE 10-B.-DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY MAINTENANCE OF REAL PROPERTY FACIUTIES
[in thousands of dollars]

Minor
construction
and
alterations
Operation and maintenance, Navy ------Operation and maintenance, Manne Corps.
agencies
Family housing, Detensetest,
and evaluaResearch, development,

tion, Navy

---------------------

13,047
15,330
3,154
1,171
140 ----- -------

3,691

Navy industrial fund -----------------------------Total --------------------------

Recurring
Major
repair maintenance
projects and repair

20,332

3,346

13,218
32,765

126,323
18,356
36,058

15,515

40,097

236,349.

1Anticipates request to reduce current congressional limitation of $155,600,000.

Fiscal year 1970

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1968
Minor
construction
and
Total alterations
154,700
22,681
36,198

22,552

Recurring
Major
repair maintenance
projects and repair

Total

121,264
18,091
44,990

147,500
22,426
45,331

15,824
10,412
3,162
1,173
341 ------------

13,245
11,946
2,666
941
358 ------

113,409
17,554
38,294

,138,600
221,161
38,652

2,949

15,734

22,810

4,447

45,876

22,998

16,115

16,407

61,862 ------------

35,500

230,213

283,085

16,373

37,245

246,628

300,246

4,127

53,315 ---289,446

Major Recurring
repair maintenance
projects and repair

Minor
construction
and
Total alterations

-

17,372

16,640

2 Anticipates

45,222

2,144

request to reduce current congressional limitation of $22,661,000.

61,391

TABLE 10-C--DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED OBLIGATIONS FOR REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE, REPAIRS, ALTERNATIONS, AND
MINOR CONSTRUCTIONS
[in millions of dollars]
Maintenance

Vasal a
A. By Contract:
Operation and maintenance, Air
National Guard ------------Research. development, test and
evaU3tion, Air Force ........
Operation and maintenance, Air
Force ---------------------Family housing, Defense....
B. Other than Contract:
Work by Air Force organizations

Fisca ea

Repair

Fiscal arFscl yea
9ar

L6

FiscaMe

Minor new construction'

Fiscal yar Fiscal a
17

4870

=

Total

essaI Fsca r

198L6

icl1 a

Fiscal ar
970

Fscal

12

L1

13

LI

L0

15

0.8

0.7

12

3.1

2.8

4.0

L2

1.0

10

3.9

2.0

2.0

3.4

2.9

2.9

8.5

5.9

5.9

29.6
15.5

30.7
15.5

30.1
21.3

46.9
7.0

50.1
6.6

4.6
17.7
16.1
16.5
9.0
.2
.4
.4
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

94.2
22.7

96.9
22.5

95.2
30.7

27.0

289.9

299.7

406.5

418. 0

435.5

Total ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SIncludes
-alterations
The amounts shown
include: Civilian personnel paid from "Operation and maintenance" P400
and "R.D.T. & E." P-600 appropriations as well as civilian personnel which are reimbursable from

the engineering
family housing
account;
Military
personnel
from the
"Military personnel" appropriation
and
materiel
procured
from
"Other financed
procurement"
appropriation
as well as "R.D.T. & V.",
"0. & M.", and "Family housing, Defense" appropriations.

TABLE 10-D.-DEFENSE AGENCIES-MAINTENANCE OF REAL PROPERTY FACILITIES
[in thousands of dollars]

Minor
construction and
alterations
1. 0. & M.Defense agencies:
OSD/JCS ---------------------------DCA ....--------------------------

Major
repair
projects

Routine
maintenance and
repair

Total

19
214

510
340

491 -----------126 ------------

DCAA- - - -- - - - - - - -- --- - - - - -- - - - - - -

1,454
- 775
DSA ------------------------------- ---12635
AFI & E.. ..................................
226
Classified activities -----------------Subtotal, 0. & M ------------------2. Fam

si

cities -------------------

DSA ---------------------------Subtotal, family housing.

1,618

1,580

7 -----------2 -------------

.----------- 49 ------------

Total, Defense agencies -------------

1,667

1,580

Fiscal year 1970

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year 1968

6,656
4,520

Minor
construction and
alterations

Major
repair
projects

Routine
maintenance and
repair

Total

19
105

304
135

285 -----------30 ------------

4 ---------------- -- -55

15.055

39 ------------

1,727

1,766

2 ------------

96

98

1,768

73

75

72

74

2 -------------

1,766

1,815

41 ------------

13,214

11.399

1,729

39 ------------

16,461

898

1,585

304
135

2,846

13,815

1,741

19
105

285 -----------30 ------------

9,200
23
5,393

11,373

1,694

Total

6,454
23
4,798

1,585

857

Routine
maintenance and
repair

- -- - - - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - - - -

6,454
23
4,767

14,646

Major
repair
projects

2,496
250
8,000
23 ------------------- ....
350
245
5,348

1,296
250
8,885
35 -----------------------289
292
4,872

11,448

Minor
construction and
alterations

1,802

1,843

13,175

15,658

810

41 -----------851

2,846

1,823

1,864

13,222

16,919
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TABLE II.-COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS COSTS FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE APPROPRIATIONS
(Inthousands of dollars]
Fiscal years

M'A It, I

1968

1969

1970

Station operations ...........................................
Leased lines and refiles ......................................

168,080
294, 670

155,083
326,486

169,925
344,953

AUTOVON.
.....................................
AUTODIN.............................................
SAGE/BUIC ..........................................
BMEWS ................................................
CADIN .................................................
Other air defense .......................................
Air Force strategic .....................................
Other .................................................
Alaska Communication System................................
Equipment Installation/repair projects .........................
Defense Communications Agency ..............................
Total, Department of Defense ..........................
Army ..................................................
Navy .............................................
Air Force
.....................................
DCA .................................................
Other DOD ...........................................

62, 218
67,556
16,419
8,180
6,365
14,005
10,184
109,743
2,446
11,661
31,368
508,225

.r*;Jv'

' - sl Ik

Itj:i-?:4 "j, - 1)-.

- 1*"

, ' 4

80,472
92,732
77,411
81,470
15,961
14, 375
6,348
6,348
10,841
14, 500
14,081
14,020
10,469
9,038
110,903
112,275
...............
19,115
i620
40,848
44,997
541,532
576, 084
137,023
152,174
121,192
122,914
221,219
232,767
40, 848
44, 997
21,250
23, 232

148,992
103,367
207,591
31,368
16,907

,

.' y-

"- ---

"
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TABLE 12.-OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS EDUCATION
[Dollar amounts In millions
Fiscal yearFiscal 1968
year

I, Administrative costs ............................................

$3.1

.................................
of principals.....................................
Ia Salaries
Salaries
Salaries of
of teachers
(Ierical personnel .............................

d Salaries of other employees .............................
e Personnel benefits......................................
Instructional supplies, textbooks and library books, equip.
ment ................................................
g) Innovations and research .............................
Summer school teachers salaries ..........................
Other costs .............................................

3.Support costs ..................................................

$3.8

39.6
3.4
2.3
2.4
3.4

50.1

60.0

7.0

5.8
.2
.4
.4

8.4
1.0
.4
.5

58.8

.3
15.0

a Salaries of support personnel .............................
Personnel benefits ......................................
Custodial services at school facilities ......................
d Contractual services-Other ..............................
Transportation ..........................................
11)Utilities..............................................
g) Other costs (rents and supplies) ..........................
Subtotal costs of DOD schools .................................
Less reimbursement for non-DOD student......................

Flscalyear
1970

$3.5
2.8
.1
.3
.3
70.7

a Salaries
of benefits
personnel
above school level ...... .....
.................................
Personnel
Travel
..............................
Supplies.....................................
2. Education costs .................................................

Fiscal year
1969

76.9
3.8

3.7
2.9
2.9
4.3

16.6

3.0
.2
.3
.3
87.8
3.9
3,1
5.2
5.3

19.0

5.4
.1
1,9
.5
5.2
3.0
.5

5.6
.1
2.1
1.5
5.9
3.3
.5

90.8
4.9

110.6
5.5

73.1

85.9

105.1

Estimated number of pupils in DOD schools ..........................

145,470

163,283

173,000

Cost per pupil..................................................
4. Costs unique to DOD schools .....................................

$592.35
10.3

$525.83
12.1

$607.51
14.4

Total DOD costs ..................................................

a) Host nation teachers.............................

..
Costs of living and quarters allowance, foreign post differentials .................................................
(o) PCS travel of civilian personnel ...........................
Cost of domitorles (room and board, monitors) .............

1.2

1.5

2.3

3.1
5.1
.9

3,9
5.6
1. 1

4.7
6.3
1. 1

5. Panama Canal Zone Company schools tuition fees ..................
6. Tuition fees for other tuition-fee schools ...........................

6.4
5.4

7.5
6.9

8.5
7.6

195.2

112.4

135.6

2163,294
$582.91

181,649
$618.50

(

Total DOD costs...................................................
Estimated number of pupils including tuition ........................
Cost per pupil ...................................................

2191 683
$70.91

I Includes for comparability with fiscal year 1969 and fiscal year 1970, $6,686,000,000 not in limitation of $88,500,000 in
fiscal year 1968.
3 includes 15,332 kindergartenjpupils infiscal year 1969, 19,052 infiscal year 1970; fiscal year 1968 include only 702
kindergarten pupils litthe Canal zone.
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TABLE 13.-Overseas dependents education reconciliationfl8cal year 1969 and 1970

programs

112.4
Fiscal year 1969 estimate---------------------------------------Fiscal year 1970 increases:
3.7
1. Pay raise for Public Law 86-91 employees ------------------1.8
2. Within grade increases ---------------------------------3. Restoration of pro ram approved in fiscal year 1969 but not accomplished due to Increaed students and late implementation. -_
4. 3
4. Annual procurement of textbooks and library books (one-time
savings in fiscal year 1969 due to accounting procedure change).
2. 5
5. Estimated increase in student enrollment -------------------2. 9
6. Estimated increase in tuition- fees -------------------------1, 7
7. Improvement in teacher staffing ratios ---------------------3.7
4
8. DOD model school program ------------------------------.
1. 4
9. Standardized school nurse program -----------------------10. Other
-----------------------------------------------.
8
Fiscal year 1970 request

--------------------------------

135. 6

Wednesday, June 18,1969.
DEFENSE INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS
WITNESSES
HON. BARRY 4. SHILLITO, ASSISTANT SECRETARY (INSTALLATIONS
AND LOGISTICS)
J. M. MALLOY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (PROCUREMENT)
P. H. RILEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (SUPPLY AND
SERVICES)
EDWARD J. SHERIDAN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (INSTALLATIONS AND HOUSING)
MAJ. GEN. A. T. STANWIX-HAY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
(MATERIEL)
COL. *. W. ELDER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR TECH DATA STANDARIZATION POLICY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
Mr. MAHON. The committee will come to order.

We have with us today the Honorable Barry J. Shillito, Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) who will discus
a number of problems relating to overall defense procurement

matters. This is a discussion which we very much need to have.
We have had numerous discussions on tyis subject in prior years,
and we look forward to further explorations in this area,

While we h.ve had the benefit of your counsel in past years during
your tenure with the Navy, Mr. Secretary, this is your first appear_
ance in your present capacity.
Mr. SimE. A distinguished tenure with the Navy, Mr. Chairmanil.

Mr. MAnHON. Yes.

We want to congratulate you on your new assignment and we tre

pleased to have you before the cnmittee this year. I believe you have
a prepared statement, and we will be pleased to hear your statement
presently.
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DEFENSE SPENDING

Mr. Secretary, have you been reading the papers and listening
to reports in regard to spending practices of the Government in recent weeks?
Mr. SHImlo. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAHON. You have been reading and hearing about them?
Mr. SImL TO. Yes, sir; I have, Mr. Chairman.
WALL STEET JOURNAL ARTIOLE

ON DEFENSE SPENDING

Mr. MAoxo. I have before me a copy of a very reputable publication known as the Wall Street Journal.
The Wall Street Journal, along with many other publications
has had quite , bit to say about expenditures, taxes, the proposed
tax reform, defense and non-defense spending. The Wall Street Joural has recently put together a series of articles in regard to defense
spending. Have you had an occasion to study these articles or read
them?
Mr. SmLLrro. Mr. Chairman, I have read some of their articles on
defense spending. I would venture to say that probably there are not
toomany things in their articles that I have not been exposed to. Is this
today's all Street Journal that you are talking about?
Mr. MAHON. No; I am talking about the Wall Street Journal of
May 28, June 3, and June 6, along about that period.
Mr. SHILLITO. Yes, sir; I have read a number of these, sir.
Mr. MAHON. Would you provide for the record your analysis of these

articles?

Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)

Mr. SHILL0ro.

ANALYSIS OF WALL STnEW] JOURNAL AIrLrmEs

The three articles appearing in the Wall Street Journal on May 28, June 8, and
June 0, were, according to that newspaper, a "... series of articles exploring what
the military-industrial complex is, how It operates and what impact It has on
American life."
Each article was written by a different author. There is no discernible overall
logic, structure or theses to the series-despite the announced purposes. Each article appears to be a rhetorical excursion dealing with a separate but currently
appealing subject.
The purpose of the third article dated June 6 is not clear. Apparently, it was
written to show that millions of jobs are created by the award of major defense
contracts. However, most of the article relates to the success of Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp. in winning the recent contract for the design, development, and production of the Navy F-14 aircraft. Grtimman is mentioned 26 times in
the article and there are 16 references to F-14. The message which this article
has relating to the military-Industrial complex is that the millions of Americans
who hold defense jobs--similar to the ones resulting from the F-14 contract-are
not likely to complain about existing defense spending but would complain
about defense cutbacks because there would be a sharp decline In the employment
of engineers and technicians.
The second article dated June 8 deals exclusively With some of the facts and
circumstances relating to the C-5A controversy---as they were known to the
author when he prepared the article some time prior to the publication date.
This article contains fiumerous conclusions, conjectures, and opinions--some of
which are supportable, others of which have been bypassed or overtaken and
some of which were never accurate to begin with.
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There have been two objective analyses of the C-SA procurement, one by the
GAO and one by the Air Force. The facts, as reported by those two agencies, are
contained in (1) a GAO report dated June 11, 1969 (copy attached), and (iI) testimony of Secretary Robert C. Seamans, Jr., before the Senate Armed Services Coi.
mittee on June 3, 1969 (copy attached).
The first article of the series published May 28 discusses the pervasive influ.
ence of defense spending, the national employment related to defense spending
and the inflationary pressures it causes. This article associates the "military-in.
dustrial complex" (which is mentioned 11 times) with the bad "psychological"
outlook which many Americans are reported to have today concerning the Military
Establishment. The article Infers that critics of the Military Establishment con.
tend that the military-industrial complex is responsible for:
An arms race with Russia;
Inflation;
Waste of public funds;
Inefficient management of the Defense Department; and even
American involvement around the world.
The current debate concerning the proper role of the Military Establishment
and its relationship to the major problems confronting us has, in our opinion,
greater depth and is of more lasting significance than the alleged influence of the
military-industrial complex.
A recent TV news program entitled, "The Military Under Challenge" sum.
married the current debate, in part, in the following way:
"There is an almost cosmic rhythm in the larger affairs of a great nation. For
more than a quarter of a century, the United States has moved in the main in
a central direction. Now it appears to be at a point where it might alter that
direction. For what is in the process of being decided is whether this country
will continue undiminished its massive involvement in the affairs of the world,
or whether it is shifting its major concern to conditions within its own boundariea In the years preceding World War II we looked inward and were isolationists. We ignored the developing problems of the world and paid for it dearly.
In the years following that war we turned outward and have been internationalists. We ignored the problems developing in our own country and are paying for
it daily.
"The very least these two experiences should teach us is that the proper choice
is not between one or the other, but, absolutes are not our only alternatives. And
those trying to cast the current debate in just such a rigid mold, are not adding
to the quality of the debate, or being helpful to the American people, who began
grappling with this problem well before it was taken up by Congress.
"A generation of young Americans *** will be voting every year and will have
a larger voice among all of us who in the slow and tortuous ways of a democracy
are in the process of deciding What constitutes the greatest threat to our well
being, turmoil in the world, or turbulence at home, and where the greater effort
shall be made. Frank McGee, NBC News."
REVIEW or Sm.IoTD ASPECTS oF THE

-IA POGRAM

INTRODUCTION

The General Accounting Office has examined into selected aspects of the procurement of the C-SA airplane. The C-SA is a large Jet airplane designed to airlift military supplies and equipment over long distances. The airplane is being
manufactured by the Lockheed'Georgia Co., Marietta, Ga., and the engines by the
General Electric Co., Nvendale, Ohio.
Our review was made pursuant to the Budget and Accounting Act 1921 (81
U.S.C. 53); the Accounting and Auditing Act of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 67) ; and the
authority of the Comptroller General to examine contractors' records, as set
forth in contract clauses prescribed by the United States Code (10 U.S.C.
2818(b)).
Our examination was directed primarily to ascertaining the cost elements in
which the projected cost increases occurred, inquiring into the reasons for the
cost increases, and determining when the increases should have first been
recognized. We also examined into procedures used to assure the proper dis-
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tribution of cost between design, development, test and evaluation effort and
the initial production effort.
Our review work was initiated in February 1969 and field work was completed
in May 1969.
BAOKOROUND

in October 1964 the Air Force prepared a technical development plan for the
heavy logistics system which included an estimate of program cost of $3.116
billion for 120 airplanes, engines, preparation of technical and cost proposals for
the manufacture of the system and some miscellaneous items. This plan was submitted to the Department of Defense and approval was received to proceed with
the program.
In December 1964 the Air Force requested that the Boeing Co., Douglas Aircraft Corp., and Lockheed-Georgia Co., prepare detailed technical and cost proposals for the manufacture of the system, by then identified as the C-SA program.
Each contract was a fixed-price contract in the amount of $7.125 million to perform
this work. Similar contracts were awarded to General Electric and Pratt & Whit.
ney to prepare proposals for the engines.
Incorporated in these requests for proposals was a requirement that the competitors submit bids under a new concept of contracting called total package procurement. Under this concept the Air Force envisloned'that both development and
production of the system, together with as much support as feasible, be procured
under a single contract containing a ceiling price as well as performance commitments. This would permit the Government to make a choice between competitors
for the development and production units. Hopefully, cost savings would be
achieved and the Government would benefit by acquiring a reliable product, at the
lowest price, through competition for a major portion of its requirements.
This concept, however, requires that much more of the cost and technical aspects
of the system be defined early in the program, placing on the competitors a burden
of estimating cost of design and production several years in the future.
These technical and cost proposals were submitted to the Air Force in April 1965.
They were evaluated by the Air Force and'in October 1905 contracts were awarded
to Lockheed and General Electric for development and production of the airplane
and engines.
The contracts awarded to Lockheed and General Electric were of the incentive
type and included some unusual features. Among these were a "correction of
deficiencies" clause which required each contractor to meet or exceed performance
criteria included in their proposals, the placing of full systems responsibility on
Lockheed, and options for future productions which, if exercised, would cover a
10-year period.
Although the Air Force 1964 estimate was based 'on 120 airplanes, Lockheed's
contract covered the design, development test and evaluation (D.D.T. & E.) of
five airplanes, the production of 53 airplanes identified as run A, and certain
spare parts and aerospace ground ep'i"ni it(AGE). The contract also contained
options to produce an additional 57 airplanes which were identified as run B and
85 airplanes identified as run 0Q The estimated, or target price of the Lockheed
contract for 115 airplanes in D.D.T. & E., run A and run B was $1.945 billion.
General Electric had a similar contract for the engines and the target price was
$624 million including $165 million for the run B option. According to the contract,
the prices for run C option would be based on projections of run B costs.
The target prices included a 10-percent profit and the contractors were to
share with the Government in any underrun or overrun of the target cost. Each
contract included a sharing arrangement whereby if actual cost was less than
target cost, the contractor's profit would increase by 15 percent of the amount
of this underrun. If actual cost was higher than target cost, the profit of each
contractor would be reduced by 15 percent of the amount of this overrun. The
contract also provided for a ceiling price of 130 percent of target cost.
The contract with Lockheed included a clause whereby the Government had
the right to adJust the sharing ratio to increase Lockheed's participaon in
any underrun or overrun to 50 -percent and 30 percent respectively with the
stipulation that target cost, target price and ceiling price would be increased
by about 3.2 percent. The sharing arrangement and the targets were changed
soon after contract award in accordance with this clause.
Each contract also contains a clause permitting a revision to the target cost
and ceiling price each year beginning with calendar year 1968 to recognize abnormal fluctuations in the price of levels of labor, materials, equipment and
subcontracts. In the event that abnormal fluctuations in the economy occurred
8"262 O--69-,pt. 6---24
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in calendar year 1968 or in subsequent years, the target cost and ceiling
amounts may be adjusted upward upon request of the contractor. To date, the
contractor has not made such a request,
Each contract contains a clause which permits the option price of run B to
be adjusted upward if actual costs of producing run A exceed the target cost
run A by 30 percent. A formula is included in the contract to compute the amount
of this adjustment. This also required each contractor to segregate costs as they
are incurred between D.D.T. & E. and run A.
The contract with Lockheed required that the option for run 13 airplanes
be exercised 24 months prior to the scheduled delivery of the first run B unit,
This required the Air Force to exercise the option prior to February 1069. Actual
costs for the selected segments of run A, for use in determining any revision
in the target price of run B, will not be known until after delivery of the last
run A units scheduled for 1970. However, in October 1968, the Air Force prepared
an estimate of D.D.T. & E. and run A costs for both airplanes and engines to
estimate what the adjustment to run B target prices would be.
Following is a schedule which compares the estimate of program costs prepared
by the Air Force in 1964 with the target prices on contract and the latest
available Air Force estimate of total program costs dated October 1968.
COMPARISON OF C-5A PROGRAM COST ESTIMATES WITH CONTRACT TARGET PRICES
[In thousands of dollars]
Air Force
Contract
Air Force
estimate of
target
estimate of
program costs
prices program costs
Octber 1964 October 1965 October 1968
115 airplanes including D.D.T. & E.,run Aand run B:
Airplanes ............................................... $2,240 300 $1,945,384
Engines .................................................
577, 500
624,000
Total...................................
2,817, 800
2,569, 384
Additions: 5 airplanes, support engineering change orders, at cetera:..
297,700 ..............
Subtotal ...................................................
3,115,500 ..............
Spare parts .......................................................
307,000
(1)
Facilities.....................................................................................
Total ..................................................................................

$3,168,700
754,000
3,922, 700

425,000

4,347, 70
840,000
15,000
5,202,700

Note: The 1964 estimate prepared by the Air Force contemplated an airplane with a gross takeoff weightof 645,000
pounds. ubsequently, the AIr Fore requested the contractors to bid on a somewhat larger airplane. Loopheed's pro.
posal which was accepted Proided for an airplane weighing 728,000 pounds and this larger airplane Is Included Inthe
contract prices above and Inthe current Air Force estimate of cost.
I The contract price for spare parts will not be known until the type and quantities of parts are decided and prices for
these Items are negotiated. However, the prices for airplanes Include about $26,000,000 In spare parts to support the
flight test program.
In response to an Air Force request Lockheed prepared an estimate of actual
cost for D.D.T. & E. and run A as of September 1968. We examined into Lockheed's costs incurred and its estimate of costs to complete production run A
in relation to the estimated costs included in Lockheed's proposal. In a further
section of this report we have outlined the effect the costs of the production run
A will have on the costs of production run B.
COST INOBLASES

In September 1968, at the request of the Air Force, the contractor estimated
that actual cost of D.D.T. & E. and run A effort would be about $2.835 billion or
$1,057 billion higher than target cost. The Air Force estimate of D.D.T & E
and run A, prepared by the Systems Program Office at about the same time, Indicated that costs would be about $2.436 billion or about $10i million higher than
the contractor's estimate. The major difference between the estimates Was that
the Air Force expected that more direct labor hours would be incurred and that
subcontact costs would be higher. In March 1969, the contractor's status report
indicated estimated costs had risen to $2.846 billion or $11 million higher than
the September 1968 study. In recent testimony before the Senate Armed Services
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Committee on June 4, 1969, the contractor estimated this cost at $2.316 million.
To facilitate our analysis of the causes of the cost increase, we used the contractor's more detailed estimate of September 1968 rather than the Air Force
estimate or the contractor's later status report estimate.
Our review of the expected cost increase on the D.D.T. & E. and run A portion
of the C-5A program indicates that cost increases have occurred in all elements
of cost-labor, materials, overhead, and subcontracts.
A major area in which costs increased was refining the original design to control weight, eliminate drag, and redesign the wing. As the program progressed
it was necessary to make design changes to meet the contract performance
specifications. These refinements materially contributed to increased cost. For
example, the design refinement of the wing, together with the redesign to reduce drag and the changes made to control weight, all contributed to late release
of engineering data to subcontractors and to the contractor's manufacturing
branch. This late release of engineering data disrupted the production schedule
and additiontil costs were incurred to recover schedule. New tools had to be
made, items had to be installed out of sequence, and more overtime was required.
Also, the weight control program contributed to greater use of materials such
as titanium, beryllium, and honeycomb which, in addition to costing more, also
required changes in the manufacturing process, finer tolerances, and increased
labor costs.
Another major contributing factor was the general increases in labor and
material costs.
In the area of wages, we found that increases occurred in all skills. The contractor projected that the average factory direct labor rate in 1967 would be
$3,298 an hour, but the actual factory rate was $3.706 an hour. For example, in
1905 a general machinist earned $3.77 an hour compared to the current rate of
$4.66 an hour, A tool and die maker earned $3.77 an hour in 1965 and currently
earns $4.69 an hour.
A major portion of the overhead incurred at the Lockheed plant is allocated
to the C-SA program. An analysis of tbe overhead of this plant indicates that
rates have increased because of an increase in the number of indirect employees
and increases in overhead costs such as fringe benefits, indirect salaries, and
depreciation. The contractor projected that the factory overhead rate in 1967
would be $4.105 per direct labor hour, but the actual factory overhead was $4.763
per hour. One of -the primary reasons for the increase in overhead was fringe
benefits which increased from $84 million in 1965 to $62 million in 1968. These
fringe benefits, such as vacation, holiday, sick pay and retirement plan, increased
primarily because of an increase in the number of employees and additional
benefits added by union agreement in 1968. Also, we found the average salary
of an indirect employee increased from $8,132 in 1965 to $10,259 in 198
We found that depreciation charged to overhead increased from $3 million in
1965 to $10.9 million in 1968. This increase was due primarily to an increase in
the contractor's investment in facilities and equipment which occurred during
this period.
The following schedule shows the increase in contractor's costs by major functional categories.
SCHEDULE OF CONTRACTOR'S COST FOR THE C-SA AIRFRAME-D.D.T. & E.AND RUN A
[In thousands of dollars]
Target cost
Lockheed
contract award
estimate
Oct. I, 1965 Sept. 30,1968
Engineering ......................................................Tooling
.........................................................
dcwin ..
Subcontracts.....................................
".'..."..
lulitY
assurance .................................................
Other............................................................
Total ...........-...........
........................
.

286,542
158,908
509,417
245,527
30,282
47,927
1,278,603

416,242
230,372
1,121,967
424,948
54,447
81,516
2,335,492

Difference
129 700
774
612,55
179,421
24,165
33, 589
1,056,889
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Engineering
Our analysis of the $130 million increase in engineering cost indicates that
about $47 million is due to the contractor incurring or expecting to incur about
4.9 million more direct labor hours than orignally planned $24 million is due to
higher labor and overhead -rates than proposed, and $48 million is due to Increases
in the cost of material and other charges. The remaining $11 million is at.
tributable to numerous less significant factors.
Discussion with contractor officials indicates that the primary reason for the
expected increase in engineering direct labor hours was because of design re
finements necessary to control weight, reduce drag and redesign the wing.
We found that increased cost of materials and other charges is attributableto
increased use of computers, flight simulator program cost increases and in.
creased cost of reliability and qualification test programs.
Tooling
Our analysis of the $77 million increases in tooling costs indicates that about
$20 million of this increase is due to the contractor incurring or expecting to
incur about 2 million more direct labor tooling hours than originally planned;
about $22 million is due to increased cost of labor and overhead, and about
$85 million is due to increased material and other costs.
The contractor stated that tooling costs increased primarily because of sched.
ule problems generated by late release of engineering data and increased costs of
material and labor. This late release of engineering data was primarily due
to the design refinements which occurred in the program.
Production
Our analysis of the $613 million increase in production costs indicates that
about $239 million of the increase in production costs Is due to the contractor incurring or expecting to incur about 45 million direct labor production hours or 21
million more than orignally planned; about $58 million is due to increased cost of
labor and overhead; and $130 million is due to increased cost of materials and
other charges. We were unable to determine the reasons for the remaining $186
million increase. However, we believe a major part of the remainder is due to
increases in cost of work performed by other divisions of the contractor, increased costs for components and other direct charges.
The contractor stated that the primary reason for increased direct labor pro.
duction hours and material costs was,'because of changes in the manufacturing
processes which resulted from design refinements. These manufacturing process
changes Included greater use of chemical milling processes, unique metal to metal
bonding, andchanges resulting from the use of titanium, beryllium, honeycomb, and other less commonly used materials. Also, leadtime for the manu.
facture of forgings, castings, and extrusions increased in 1965 and 1066 which
delayed receipt of these items causing out of sequence installation and multiple
setup costs.
Contractor officials told us the use of less commonly used materials also contributed to the cost increase because of the higher cost of these materials and
an increase in fabrication costs because of the new procedures used to handle
and work these materials.
Subcontracts
Estimated subcontract costs increased about $179 million over the adjusted
target costs. Our analysis Indicates that approximately $17 million of this increase represents the difference between the subcontract costs Included in the
contractor's proposed price and the amounts of the subcontracts awarded ; about
$20 million represents negotiated changes subsequent to award: about $4 million
represents an estimate of additional changes; about $98 million represents an
amount the contractor expects to pay out of a total of $149 million the subcon.
tractors have requested for design changes, schedule recovery and scope changes;
about $36 million represents the contractor's estimated share of subcontractor
projected overruns; and about $4 million represents miscellaneous changes.
Our analysis of the amounts requested by subcontractors for design changes,
schedule recovery, and scope changes indicates that five of these subcontractors
estimated schedule recovery costs at a total of about $47 million. These costs
represent amounts Incurred or expected to be incurred by these subb0ntiactors
to bring their programs back on schedule. One subcontractor told us that schedule slippages occurred because preliminary design drawings furnished by Lockheed were subsequently changed which resulted In program delays. Another
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subcontractor reported that schedule slippages occurred because of late receipt
of engineering data, receipt of defective engineering data, and major redesign
which resulted in disruption of normal work planning, out of sequence installation, and the need for changes in tooling. Contractor officials indicated that the
reason for subcontractor schedule slippages can be attributed primarily to the
design refinements mentioned above.
Quality assurance
Our analysis of the $24 million increase in quality assurance costs Indicates
the primary cause is an estimated Increase of 2 million quality assurance direct
labor hours over the amount originally planned. This increase in hours is
attributed to related increases in direct labor hours in engineering, tooling, and
production.
Other coss
Other costs, such as customer service, reproduction of data, and spares and
administrative expenses, are estimated to be about $34 million higher than origi
nally planned. Although we did not make a thorough analysis of the reasons for
the individual cost increases, we believe that higher costs of labor and material
are also being experienced in these cost elements.
CONTRAOMOR SEORATION OF COSTS
The contractor is required by the contract to segregate D.D.T. & n. and run A
costs. This is important because certain run A costs are to be used in determining
the price of run B.
In order to assure that there is proper distribution of costs, the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) makes continuous reviews of the contractor's accounting system, including the procedures for distributing labor and material
costs. DCAA also examines into the contractor's classification of C-5A cost
accounts to ascertain if the accounts are established to distinguish between
D.D.T. & H. and run A costs. In addition, both the DCAA and the contractor
make periodic floor checks to test the accuracy of labor as recorded against
these accounts.
Also, Lockheed requires that major subcontractors record costs by D.D.T. & .
and run A effort through the issuance of separate purchase orders for each
phase of the subcontract work. Both DOAA and Lockheed make periodic examinations of these subcontractors' records to insure the accuracy of the recording of
costs.
While the above control procedures appear to be satisfactory if properly implemented, we noted that the Air Force has questioned the distribution of $1r)
million of costs to run A which may have been more properly allocable to D.D.T.
& . effort. This question is currently under discussion and has not yet been
resolved. We plan to examine into this matter at a later date.
In 1966, the Air Force made a change to the contract, shifting $104 million
in estimated tooling costs from D.D.T. & E. to run A. The amount represented
the estimate of costs to manufacture most of the basic tools that were to be
used in the program and were to be paid from research and development funds.
The balance, and relatively smaller amount, of the estimate of cost to make the
tools were included in run A and to be paid from production funds,
We were told by officials of the Air Force C-5A Systems Program Office that
this shift was necessary because there were insufficient Government research
and development funds with which to continue making payments to the contractor under the D.D.T. & 10. phase. The change permitted the Government to
continue to make payments for tooling but from production funds rather than
research and development funds as was originally planned. However, Headquarters, Air Force officials advised us that this shift was made to charge
production tooling to the procurement appropriation in accordance with DePartment of Defense practices.
The Air Force did not require the contractor to segregate recorded tooling
costs between the amount shifted to run A and the amount already in run A.
Therefore, we could not determine if the contractor incurred m0re or less cost
for tooling than the target amount shifted from D.D.T. & H. for such cost. Con.
sequently, we are unable to determine whether or not the shift will have the
effect of increasing or decreasing the price to the Government for run B.
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EFFECT OF ACTUAL COSTS ON RUN B PROOUREMENT

In October 1968 the Air Force estimated that the actual costs which will be
incurred by Lockheed for D.D.T. & E and run A will be about $2.436 billion
or $1.030 billion higher than the contract target price of $1.406 billion. To arrive
at the target price of the run B airplanes the repricing formula is applied to
certain segments of the actual costs under run A. The Air Force estimated the
target price of $539 million included in the contract for production run B would
be adjusted to $1.149 billion or an increase in the target price of $610 million.
The Air Force estimates that the cost of the engines will be $754 million
or $180 million higher than target price. The result of the application of the
formula is that the Air Force currently estimates that 115 airplanes and engines
will cost $3,923 billion or $1.354 billion higher than the target price established
in 1965. Also, the Air Force estimates that Lockheed will incur a loss of $285
million in the C-SA program. However, Lockheed testified before the Senate
Armed Services Committee on June 4, 1969, that they expect their loss to be
about $13 million. The principal difference between the Air Force and Lockheed's
estimtae of the loss is that Lockheed is of the opinion the adjustment for ab.
normal escalation is not considered part of the target cost for the purpose of
pricing run B. The Air Force, on the other hand, considers that the target cost
should be adjused for abnormal escalation in pricing run B.
SPARE PARTS

In October 1964 the Air Force estimated that the cost of initial spares would
be $307 million. This amount was not a part of the $3.116 billion computed by the
Air Force as the estimated cost for 120 0-SA airplanes since spares were con.
sidered an operating cost rather than an investment cost.
Varying amounts have been estimated for spares. However, the current Air
Force Logistics Command estimate for spares and support costs amounts to
$840 million. In addition to increasing the 1964 estimate for initial spares to
$488 million-an increase of $181 million primarily for additional spares to
provide a wartime capability and spares for the larger aircraft-the Air Force
has also included $257 million for replenishment spares and $95 million for support costs for common aerospace ground equipment and modifications. In recent
testimony Air Force officials indicated that a more current estimate would be
available by July 30, 19609.
REPORTING OF PROGRAM COSTS AND ESTIMATES AT COMPLIYTION

Our analysis of actual costs incurred and estimated costs to complete at various dates indicates the Air Force could reasonably have predicted as early as
December 1967 that actual costs would exceed the ceiling price. We found that
by December 1967 the contractor had incurred about 10 million more direct labor
hours than originally planned, had experienced increases in labor, materials,
and subcontracts not contemplated, and had experienced changes in types of
materials which would increase cost. We estimate these known cost increases,
together with the negotiated projections of how much labor and overhead rates
would increase through 1973, total about $852 million. Our analysis shows that
as of December 1967 the contractor had incurred or would incur $165 million
in additional labor and overhead costs, material cost indices showed material
costs had increased by $15 million, reports from subcontractors at that time
showed costs would be $128 million higher than the contractor proposed initially,
and a minimum of $44 million in additional costs would be incurred due to
material changes.
These known cost increases, when added to the contractor's target cost, placed
the probable cost of D.D.T. & E. and run A at that time at $1.630 billion or within
$82 million of ceiling price. The addition of projections of increased direct labor
hours and increased material cost beyond 1967 would have given sufficient indication that the ceiling price would be exceeded. The contractor, in cost information
reports prepared about the same time, indicated that probable cost would be $1.6
billion or within $62 million of ceiling price.
We noted that certain reports prepares by the Air Force did not include current information on estimated costs at completion. Beginning in June 1968, the
Cost Performance Report (-225)
and Contract Summary Report (R-32) con.
gained estimates of cost at completion which were within the contract ceiling
price even though an Air Force study completed in May 1968 indicated that costs
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at completion would be in excess of ceiling price. The R-225 report indicated
by footnote that the results of the May study were not included by direction of
higher headquarters but that all parties having a need for the results of the
study had been informed of the expected overrun.
We believe that current, complete, and accurate information on cost, schedule,
and technical performance, contemplated with respect to major procurements,
should be maintained in the Department of Defense. Also, the Congress and interested congressional committees should be kept currently advised of significant
changes in major programs. We are currently examining into how this can best
be accomplished.
TOTAL PACKAGE PROUREMENT

It should be recognized that the C-5A program was the first major weapon
system procurement on which the total package concept was used. Our preliminary conclusion indicates that this method may be best suited for the procurement of those systems requiring only limited additional development effort
and where it is reasonable to break down the Government's requirement into
manageable segments and where commitments for contractor performance will
not extend over too long a period of time.
It seems clear that the Government prior to contracting for significant production units under a fixed pricing arrangement should have real assurance that the
item can be produced and the costs can be predicted with reasonable accuracy.
We are, however, giving further consideration to the alternative methods of
procurement of weapon systems and expect to have further comments on this
matter in the near future.
DEPARTMENT OF THE AM

FORCE,
Washington.

Hon. E1LMER B. STAATS,
ComptrollerGeneralof the United States.
DEAR MR. STAATS: At the request of the Secretary of Defense, we have reviewed
your statement of June 11, 1969, on selected aspects of the C-SA program (OSD
case No. 2960) which you furnished to several congressional committees on that
date.
The Air Force does not disagree with the overall results of GAO's review. In
the belief, however, that you might wish to more precisely portray the status of
the 0-SA program, we are submitting the attached:comments applicable to certain
of the details of your statement.
We would be pleased to consult at any time with you or your staff on any of the
appended comments.
Sincerely,
Attachment.
COMMENTS ON

GAO

PORT

Inaccuracy or the lack of clarity noted In the Air Force review of the June il,
1969, GAO report are discussed below, according to the page of the report on
which they occur. Suggested changes are underlined.
Page. 2, change the second paragraph to read * * * contract in the amount of
$6 million. An additional $1.125 million was funded each contractor to provide
standby costs during the 5-week slip in contract award announcement.
Page 3t paragraph 3 reads * * * the estimated, or target price of the Lockheed contract * * * the word "or" should be deleted. Paragraph 4 now
reads * * * target price of $624 million including $165 million for the run B
option. To be more accurate it should read * * * target price of $459 million
and an estimated target price of $165 million for the run B option.
Page 4, a brief mention was made of the change from a 85/15 to a 50/50:70/80
share arrangement. As additional information an analysis of the reason for'thte
decision is shown as attachment A. Change paragraph 4 to * * * run A by over
30 percent. Change paragraph 5 to ** * prior to February 1, 1909, to more
accurately portray the data.
Page 5, change paragraph 1 to * * * scheduled for 1971.
Page 6, change $840,000 to $777,000 because the column is headed "Air Force"
and the $840,000 is a field command estimate. Delete the sentence in the note
beginning * * * subsequently, the Air Force requested * * * and insert * * *
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the contractors responded to the Air Force request for proposal with a some.
what larger airplane. The Air Force did not "request" or even indicate the
weight parameters. They specified performance requirements. The column headed
"Contract target prices October 1965" should read "Contract target prices ad.
Justed for sharing arrangement change."
Page 7, paragraph 1, $2.316 million should be $2.310 billion.
Page 8 through 13, no comments can be made on labor and overhead rates,
or on the analysis cost increases by functional area without access to tile GAO
work sheets. However, on page 9, the column headed "Target cost contract award
October 1, 1965" should read "Target cost adjusted for sharing agreement
change."
Page 14, paragraph 5 shows the initial tooling transfer as $104 million. The
amount actually transferred by Lockheed supplemental agreement 24 (July
1, 1960) was $104,549,000 which ifrounded would be $105 million.
Page 15, paragraph 2 is misleading. To precisely describe the activity the
following is suggested: * * * this transfer of tooling costs brought such costs
Into line with OSD budget practice to apportion the tooling to include production
aircraft for which It was used, rather than charging it all onto the first few
development aircraft. The impetus for making the change grew out of the fact
that research and development funds in 1906 were low, and R, & D. costs must be
funded on a level-of-effort basis. This change permitted the Government to
continue to make timely payments to Lockheed for their incurred tooling costs.
It did not increase contract target cost, price, or ceiling.
Page 17, "spare parts." The costs shown are a breakdown of the $840,000
discussed In page 0 above. The breakdown should be based on $777,000 as follows:
Total, from $840 to $777 million.
Initial spares, from $488 to $482.6 million,
Increase, from $181 to $175 million.
Replenishment spares, from $257 to $188.5 million.
AGE/Mods, from $95 to $106.1 million.
Page 17, 18.-These paragraphs state that the Air Force should have known
and thus could reasonably predict as early as December 1067 that actual cost
would exceed the ceiling price. The following chronology of the reports available
and other significant events indicate that Headquarters, U.S. Air Force could
not have made this projection. In retrospect, there is no quarrel with a conclusion
that on the basis of data available at the contractor's plant such a forecast
could have been made.
August 1967: The SPO received the semiannual cost information report (CIR)
as of June 1967. A potential cost growth was noted, but on the basis of available
actuals was believed to be on the order of 10 percent. No CIR was received from
contractor between August and February as the requirement was semiannual.
February 1968: Receive CIR data as of December 1067. Six months of additional actual da-ta showed an increase in the cost trend noted in August 1967.
An indepth analysis by a special coot team to determine the accuracy and
impact of the new data was started.
May 1968: The 3-month cost team study indicated that costs would, in fact,
show a substantial Increase. This increase was immediately reflected In POR
68-126, prepared in June 1968. The cost team recommended anolYher indeptli
study should be undertaken as soon as the accumulation of additional actuals
would make It feasible. Thus the groundwork was laid for the effort which became the September-October estimate of $4.348 billion cost to the Government.
It is this estimate, and the accompanying contractor estimate of $2.335 billion
(for Lockheed only) which GAO has addressed In their February-May 1969
review.
Page 18.-The Implication in paragraph 3 isthat the Air Force did not disclose
cost escalation to proper authorities. On the contrary, during this period a special
cost team was then at work and their findings were being presented to key people
Involved with the program at the highest levels. It was also included in the'DOD
top management selected acquisition reports (SAR). These data were not Included In routine Air Force status reports.
Page 19.-GAO recommends maintenance of current, complete and accurate
information of cost, schedule and technical information on major procurements.
In early 1964 the Air Force began a concerted effort to improve weapon system
acquisition management by the development and application of criteria for
measuring contractor cost, schedule and technical performance. OSD subsequently
adopted this effort and published a generalized cost-schedule control specification
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Force is
(0/SCS) criteria in DOD Instruction 7000.2 in December 1067. The Aircontracts
system
weapon
major
the
of
now applying the C/SCS criteria to most
against
and is in the process of validating the contractor's system for application
the criteria.
ATTACHMENT

A---OST SHARING

(LOOKHEED)

sharThe decision was made within the first few months to change Lockheed's
Since this also
ing arrangement from the 85/15 flexible to a 50/50:70/30 basis.the
logical queschanged contract target price and ceiling by about 3.2 percent,
tion is, "Why was this done?"
about
The maximum estimated cost to produce the aircraft was believed to beMatheaircraft
115
for
billion
$2
around
or
cost,
target
than
$320 million more
chart) that at
matical analysis showed (as in illustrated by the accompanying
a cost of $2 billion, or indeed up to a cost of almost $2.2 billion the Government's
cost would be lower with the 70/30 share line. This $2.2 billion was a half Itbillion
was
over target cost-or half again the maximum overrmi then projected.
and
believed that this provided more than adequate leeway for the Government,
the option was exercised.
The costs resulting from this change are shown below:
[Dollars Inbillions)
Revised

Original

Target cost ................. ...................................................
........
...
Tar et profit ...........

.....................

.. . ..- ...-Maxi- overrun.. projected

. ...

..

..

. ..

.769

1.714

0.177

0.172

-

. ..

Projected final cost ....................................................................

.....................................
ee
..............
ven point----------point-........
breakeven
and
cost
target
between
Difference
point.-.-------------------33
breakeven
and
cost
final
Difference between projected

..-040

.

2.1733
0ouenff----.

at that time.
Note: Attached Isa 1965 memo for the record which reflects procurement management's official thinking
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NOVEMBER 30, 1965.
MEMORANDUM

FOR RECORD

Subject: Cost Sharing Arrangement for the C-SA Airframe Contract.
1. The contract for the -SA airframe was awarded to the Lockheed Georgia
Corp, which submitted proposals based on three cost incentive formulas, any
one of which can be selected by the Air Force:

(a) flexible incentive;

(b) 50/50 below target and 70/30 above target; and
(o) 50/50 below target and 85/15 above target.
2. Headquarters AFSC and the Air Staff have recommended alternative b and
the Secretary of the Air Force concurs.
3. The most critical consideration to the decision is the probable actual cost.
The Air Force evaluation group estimates $1,800.000 and OASD (SA) estimates
$1,907,000. In this cost range, and up to $2,17Of60, the price to the Government
would be $20 to' $30 million lower under the 50/50-70/30 pricing arrangement. At
a cost of $2,170,000, the overrun would be 17 percent and'14 percent respectively,
over the Air Force and OASD (SA) estimates, and an overrun of such magnitude is considered improbable.
4. Therefore, although the 50/50-70/30 arrangement has a ceiling that is
$70 million higher than the flexible incentive, it was directed that alternative b,
50/50-70/30, be used.
R. G. RUEGo,
Major Gneral,U.S. Air Force, Asst DOC/J&L.
STATEMENT OF

HON.

ROBERT C. SEAMANS, JR., SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE

Mister Chairman and members of the committee, your staff has informed us
of the principal points which you desire covered during this hearing. I shall
address each of these.
C-5A-MISSION

AND CHARACTERISTICS

Our national Interest dictates that we have the capacity to support the rapid
deployment of U.S. forces. The capability to provide this support with a rapid
response of limited but effective U.S. forces followed, if necessary, by a more
massive buildup, greatly reduces the risk of smaller incidents developing into
major conflicts, The capability for rapid deployment gives us added flexibility
in planning for peacetime deployment and basing that we have never had before.
The rapiddeployment of effective forces requires a capability:
(a) To airlift all the necessary Army equipment including weapons and
vehicles;
(b) To airlift the troops with their equipment;
(o) To organize the force arrival into effective increments; and
(d) To provide sustaining support.
The design of the C-5A was optimized to accomplish this. It will transport all
items of weapons and equipmefit of an Army division coneurrently with the personnel associated with the equipment. Thus, unit integrity is maintained.
To avoid possible confusion with respect to the mission of the aircraft, let me
point out that the C- is not a persinel transport; rather, it carries only the
personnel associated with the equipment transported.
No other aircraft can accomplish this mission. The C-141, our largest operational jet transport has established an outstanding operational record. However, it can carry only about 65 percent of infantry division vehicle types and
71 percent of armored division vehicle types. Such essential items as tanks, bridge
launchers, armored personnel carriers, and helicopters cannot be carried in the
0-141.
The C-SA gross weight is approximately twice that of the C-141. It has about
three times greater payload/range capability. Its cargo compartment has over
four and a half times the volume of the C-141. Yet, the C-SA can operate from
more primitive airfields.
Many unique features have been designed into the C-5. These Include full
width openings, fore and aft, which provide a drive-through capability; high
flotation landing gear which permits operation on relatively unprepared airfields; a kneeling landing gear to lower the cargo floor to truck-bed height to
facilitate bare base loading and unloading; a complete aerial delivery system; a
heavily stressed cargo floor for free maneuvering of leavy vehicles; self-con-
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tatned avionics and navigational systems which permit adverse weather land.
Ings without ground based aids ; and a number of other special features which are
available in no other aircraft.
Manufacture of the first five C-5A's, which are development test aircraft, has
been completed. Four of these have flown over 300 lours during a total of more
than 100 flights. The fifth will start flight testing this month. TIh titial test
results have been encouraging. Normal development probleiS have been encountered. However, our best estimate, based on prelliinliary data accumuilitod to
date, is that the airpliaiete vilfltmeet all lperfomtitCe guiaranttes.
The first operatiOnal C-5A is scheduled for delivery to the Air Force ill Deceilber of this year. Our first squadron will achieve its Initial operational calablilty'
next summer, June 1970. Tils is a slip of 0 months,
PROGRAM AND FUNDING

For planning purposes our current program calls for the procurement of 120
aircraft for six squadrons. Fifty-eight aircraft are on contract. Five R.D.T. & 14.
aircraft and 53 production aircraft constitute run A. The run A production aircraft 'wore approved in the 1907, 1908, and 19619 budgets in quailtiftle of eight,
18, and 27, respectively.
An option was exercised prior to its expiration (late in Janutary 1969 to )rocure an additional 57 aircraft, known as run It. Twenty-t4ree of these are in
the fiscal year 1970 budget now before the committee. These aircraft will cowplete the fourth squadron. A decision on further quantities of aircraft Will be
made in the formulation of the fiscal year 1971 budget. I wait to ematill heze
that this option Is basically for contractual planning purposes. Thei Governinent
is not committed to procure any of these additional aircraft. The Congress must
first approve.
The Government's contractual liability, as governed by statute, is limited
to the 58 aircraft on contract plus $72 million which was In the fiscal year 1969
budget for long lead items for aircraft in the fiscal year 1970 budget.
Through fiscal year 1969 the Congress has appropriated about $2.5 billion
in R.D.T. & I0. and procurement ftnds for the C-5. Of this amount aboit $1.9
billion has been expended. The fiscal year 1970 budget requests funding for the
0-5 as follows:
R.D.T. & E.
Procurement

----------------------------------------------

$34.2

----------------------------------------------

742.8

-----------------------------Weapons system, (above line)
------------------------------------Spares, (below line)
----------------------------------------------

Over target

*

533.0
209.8
225.0

1,002.0
--------------------------------------------Total
The aircraft procurement amount is for the production of 23 aircraft at an
average gross flyaway cost of $23.522 million.
The overtarget amount needs special explanation. Congress relttires us to fully
fund procurement for the target amount for each fiscal year's procurement. Tltis,
each fiscal year's buy must be adjusted to cover the difference between target and
estimated ceiling. For instance, the eight aircraft in fthe fiscal year 1967 buy will
cost us more than the target and consequently more than was budgeted in fiscal
year 1907. Likewise, the 18 for fiscal year 1908 and the 27 for fiscal year 1909
will cost more than targeted and budgeted. For the fiscal year 1967 through 1969
programs, we have 'tentatively Identified a funding deficiency of $049.1 million
which Secretary Laird hIas included in his report to the Congress on overruns.
Since expenditures and aircraft deliveries from a given year program extend over
2 to 3 years, we estimate that we need $225 million of this deficiency amount in
fiscal year 1970 to apply to the buys in earlier year budgets.
The amounts required later will be reassessed In the light of actual experience
and appropriate amounts will be requested in the fiscal year 1971 and fiscal year
1972 budgets.
Addressing this large amount at one time highlights a major problem with tiis
type of contract. As we discussed with the House Armed Services Committee, tihe
concept underlying the contract for the C-5A is good. Tile mechanics of its ad-
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ministration, however, need revision. Building at fence arouftd the entire program
is good, but we need a very careful appraisal of exactly whore we stand at least
once a year. in 0n1 sense we are now dealing with a 4-year accumulation of problems. We should aive been able to deal witli them year by year.
COST ESTIMATES

The first cost-esthnate-mrdefo-tO5-i $3,1 1 ilen, This was made
in October 1964. This estimate was based on paramentric studies to deterliithe tile
cost of a theoretical aircraft tlt could carry a payload of 1006,000 pouds for
5,500 nautical iles. It was estimated that such an aircraft together with its fuel
and payload would gross 645,000 pounds, some 83,000 pohilds less than the aircraft tllat was later actually contracted., I empliasize that tills estimate was a
rough standard which we hoped would be accurate to within 10 to 15 percent.
Tite basic purpose of tile estimate was to evaluate the economics of the C-5 and
to serve as a reference agaitist which to evaliite contractor proposals and to
measure program accomplishment.
This estimate wits made in cotistant 1964 dollars. At that time we were
accustomed to doing business on a year-to-year basis and could not anticipate
the drastic effot that inflat|lo, as reflected by subsequently rapidly rising
costs, would have on the program over a period of nearly 10 years. In retrospect,
our cost analysts, most certainly, shoud have Incorporated a large factor to com)eilsate for infitatlou. However, I am sure that had they predicted the drastic
lltilatioln that has actually taken place, it would not have been accepted
at tilo time.
The second cost estimate was made in April 1905. Again, It was based on
p)arametrie studies and was to be used its a rough standard to evaluate contractor
proposals. This estimate was $3.102 billon-about the same as the earlier estiiiate, and contractor proposals were reasonably close to these estimates.
it our cost tracking procedures, we had tndicatiolls in 1066 and 1067 that
Lockheed would. be overtarget and in our prelaration of tile fiscal year 1969
budget li tile fall of 1967 we raised our background estimate to some $3.3
billion anld indicated in congressional testimony last year that the contractor's
costs would increase by $250 million.
Just after the hearings last year, we had reports from the field indicating a
lmnch larger overrun. Since we were dealing it estimates their validity was
questioned and we directed further study. In June of last year this study indicated that tile program might cost some $3.8 billion. Again, the estimates were
questioned and an intensive study was directed euiitfating itn an October estiimate of cost to the Governmeint of $4.348 million. It is this estimate tllat we
tire currently carrying. I would point out, however, that it is also questioned.
Lockheed, for Insttince, does not agree with It-nand I would emphasize that we
are dealing with estimates of costs that will not be fully incurred before
1973-74.
When this estimate was accepted its reasonable by us, we then went back to
examine our original background estimate to determine where we had been
wrong. We rationalized the difference between tile original estimate and the
$4,348 million cost to the Government estimate as follows:
Original estimate
--------------------------------------------$3, 116
NIflation (conversion of 04 constant dollars to current dollars) ---------500
Technical difficulties --------------------------------------------382
Adjustment for a larger aircraft ----------------------------------350
Total, estimated cost to Government -------------------------4, 348
However, I must add a further clarifying commIent. Tile estimate of $4,348 million Is an estimate of "cost to tile Government." Later, I will point out tian Oiltle
basis of estimates, we expect Lockleed to los some $285 million. This makes a
total estimnlte to produce of some $4.6 billion.
This, then, is the current "background" estimate. Our background estimates
thus, began at $3.1 billion, were raised to $3.3 billion for the fiscal year 1969
budget, anId are now $4.6 billion.
Before discussing overruns, let me address tile program content of the estimates
I have discussed. They include development and aircraft production only. They
do not include spares, either initial or replenishment. There are two reasons for
this. First, the target-costs of the contract cover only development and aircraft
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production. Second, spares consist of two types, initial and replenishment, and
in reality, are operating costs. They are reflected in varying amounts, depending
on the number of years of operation covered and the utilization rates of the
separate and identify acquisition costs, we cover only
aircraftSo- -ly
development and aircraft production in. our basic estimates. This is the way we
have customarily discussed estimates with the committee of Congress.
I would agree that it may be appropriate to include initial spares.
OVERRUNS

A $2 billion overrun is frequently quoted. I think that it is important for the
committee to understand what is involved. There are a number of ways to reflect
the increases in this program. I will describe each briefly.
a. $1,WiO5 million-4this is the difference between the original background esti.
mate of $3,116 million and the current background estimate of $4,621 million
described above.
b. $1,863 million-this is the difference between the original contract target
estimate of $2,085 and current estimated ceiling of $4,348.
c. $618 million-this is the difference between the estimated adjusted target
of $3,730 million, made in accordance with contract provisions, and the current
estimated ceiling of $4,348 million which is the cost to the Government. This is the
estimatedberrun as normally defined.
d. $2.0 billion overrun-this is roughly the difference between one background
estimate, with some spares added, $3.4 billion, and a later estimate, $5.3 billion,
with spares and other items added, which were not included in the original esti.
mate and not fully validated as requirements.
Such a comparison, thus, involves apples and oranges.
I have directed that Secretary Whittaker examine these various differences In
his review of the program, which he, will cover later. I will expect him to define
what should apptlpriately be considered either as an "overrun" or "cost increase."
CONTRACTING

I will discuss briefly the contracting technique used for this program. It was
a new approach which we called Total Package Procurement. Simply stated, it
was an attempt to secure firm contractual comnitments for performance, schedule
and cost for R. & D. and Production ofthe maximum feasible portion of a total
weapon system program in a truly competitive environment. In the past we
traditionally completed the research and development phase, about 20 percent
of total system acquisition costs, and then negotiated the production requirements
for aircraft and associated data and equipment at a later date as best we could
with the single contractor who had done the development work. This virtually
eliminated effective competition for 80 percent of the total acquisition costs Involved.
In view of the risks inherent in making commitments for operational hardware
before it has been developed, as well as forecasting market conditions through
7 to 9 years into the future, a contractual framework carefully tailored to these
risks was required.
A number of special provisions were incorporated into the contract to reduce
unreasonable risks to both the Goverunment and to the contractor. First, a special
provision assigns to Lockheed responsibility for total system integration and
performance. Second, was the use of a fixed price incentive type contract. The
"- contract provides for sharing ,between the Government and the contractor
in the event the actual costs are either less or greater than the target cost
proposed by the contractor. In the event the contractor exceeds the target cost
the Government will pay these costs up 'to a maximum of 130 percent of the
established target cost. This 130 percent maximum liability is called the ceiling.
Beyond that the contractor must pay all costs to complete his contract performance. For each dollar of cost over the target which the Government pays
up to ceiling, the contractor (Lockheed) must give up a portion of this profit.
Thus, the contractor is -motivated not to exceed target cost. We commonly call
this a profit sharing arrangement.
A provision was included for an equitable adjustment of contract prices for
changes in law which might increase labor costs, such as changes in Social
Security rates or other changes in Federal statutes covering work conditions afid
fringe benefits.
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Another provision provided an adjustment of contract price, either Up or
down, in the event there was an abnormal fluctutin in labor, miaterial, equipment and subcontractor costs over the projection included in the contract.
A major provision of the contract is the repricing associated with a later
option. Again, because of the unceraintles involved, this provision was designed
to reduce catastrophic losses to manageable proportions or, on the other hand if
costs were substantially below target, to reduce excessive profits by providing
a refund to the Government.
This repricing formula was in the proposed contract to whieh all the competitors bid. It provides that if the actual cost of the 53 production aircraft ,in
run A exceeds the 130 percent ceiling, an upward price adjustment would be
made for the next production run, i.e., run B,
Our estimate is that both Lockheed and General Electric will exceed the
contract ceiling for RD.T. & H. plus run A. Thus, the repricing formula
would-be employed in both cases to reset the production prices for run B.
Considerable misunderstanding and controversy have developed concerning
this feature of the contract. It has been alleged that it permits the contractor to reap large profits on run B by running up the costs on run A.
Also, that the formula provides a reverse incentive. These subjects are quite
complex and do raise questions that cannot be clearly answered at this time.
The Air Force estimates that Lockheed will be in a loss position of $671
million at the end of R. & D. plus run A in June 1971. This would aPpear
to be a catastrophic loss-and the formula was designed to prevent this. Application of the formula to run B reduces the estimated loss to $285 million.
I would point out that Lockleed does not agree with these estimates. They
consider our estimates too high, and I hope they are right. There are also
contract interpretations which will affect Lockheed's outcome, as well as the
cost to the Government.
"Reverse incentive" means that for every additional dollar that Lockheed
spends once it is over ceiling on run A there could be more than a dollar increase in ceiling in run B. By our calcUlation this could happen in the event
we buy 91 or more aircraft which is the 33d aircraft on run B. The 33d aircraft would be part of a fiscal year 1071 buy of 20 aircraft which would constitute the fifth squadron.
A thorough reexamination of this situation will certainly be made prior
to the procurement of a fifth squadron. If the decision is made to procure the
fifth squadron and the possibility of a reverse incentive exists, an appropriate
modification of the contract will be made prior to executing the order.
Even if the additional squadrons are not procured, a contract modification
may be made, depending on Secretary Whittaker's findings.
SOURCE SELECTION

The source selection process was probably the most comprehensive ever conducted. The entire process was summarized ina 30-page memorandum from Secretary Zuckert to Secretary McNamara dated September 23, 1965. This memorandum has beeii available to the Armed Services Committees of both the Senate
and the House, as well as to the Subcommittees for Appropriations of both the
Senate and the House. The memorandum states that the source selection board,
comprised of two Air Force major generals and two brigadier generals and
charged with condUcting a complete evaluation, unanimously recommended that
Boeing be selected. The memorandum pointed out that the Air Force Chief of
Staff, the Commander of the Air Force Systems Command, the Commander of
the Military Airlift Command, and the Air Council by a three-fourths majority
recommended Lockheed. It stated that the Commander of the Air Force Logistics
Command recommended Boeing. The committee has been provided a copy of the
memorandum from the Chief of Staff of the Air Force to the Secretary of the
Air Force recommending Lockheed.
Our files on source selection have been made available to the GAO.
REPORTS TO CONGRESS

In the minds of many, public reports have created the impression that the
Congress 'and the public have not been informed on a timely basis of the C-5
situation.
As I have previously dedicated, the Air Force told the Congress last year
of an increase of roughly $250 million. At that time the later increases had not
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been identified. These were identified and agreed to by OSD in the formulatibn
of the fiscal year 1070 budget-not completed until last December or early
January. On January 13, Secretary Clifford's classified statement, containing
a comprehensive discussion of the situation as we are describing it today, was
delivered to the appropriate committees of the Congress. An unclassified version
of this statement In somewhat less detail was also provided to the committees
and to the press.
THE ECONOMICS OF THE 0-5

Earlier, I addressed the mission of the C-5 aircraft. We believe it is difficult
to question the need for its truly tremendous capability to move quickly a signiflcant military force anywhere in the world. It also opens a new era in air cargo.
It does both more economically, even at its increased costs, than can be done
any other way. One measure of Its economics is "10 year cost per ton mile," that Is,
procurement plus 10-year operating divided by ton-mile capability. This is
estimated at 12 cents per ton mile versus 10 cents for the C-141, its nearest
competitor. Another measure is estimated direct operating cost as we compute
it for the Airlift Industrial Fund. The C-5 costs are 2.9 cents per ton mile
versus 5.3 cents for the C-141. The C-130 is 9.7 cents per ton mile-and the C-12419.7 cents.
SUMMARY

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we find ourselves in a very difficult situation
with the C- program. To some extent an impression has been created that the
large overruns of the contractor are simply being accepted, and that he will
emerge from the contract with large profits. Nothing could be further from tile
truth. If our estimates are correct, and the contract is terminated at the end
of run A, he would have what couldbe judged a catastrophic loss--a situation
which the overall contract was designed to prevent. Even if the added quantities
of aircraft for run B are approved and placed on contract, he will still be in a
large loss position-if our estimates, which he disputes, are correct.
From the Government's point of view, we have an extremely tight contract,
exerting unprecedented pressure on the contractor. As it now stands, it will
unquestionably permit the Government to procure the C-5 at less cost, than
under any other type contract.
The extremely complex contract has contributed to confusion and misunderstanding to those not intimately familiar with it.
We obviously have to insure a better understanding of the situation. We will
ascertain what, if any, changes are necessary, The first step Is to complete the
review which Secretary Whittaker is conducting at my and Secretary Laird's
direction.
In the meantime, It is clear that the program is going to cost more than originally estimated, regardless of the semantics of "overruns" and agreement as to
what constitutes an overrun. Exactly how much the added costs will be, no
one can be sure. It is clear tlat they are upward of a billion dollars, probably
on the order of a billion and a half, with a large part attributable to Inflation.
The aircraft itself is proving to be excellent, fully capable of performing its
mission, and worth its. cost. There have been misunderstandings and erroneous
Impressions -to which we have unquestionably contributed. However, our books
are completely open to competent authority and we welcome this opportunity
to state our case to the committee and to the public.
INTEREST IN

DEFENSE SPENDING

Mr. MAHON. How do you evaluate and explain the apparent ac-

celeration of interest in and out of Government in defense spending?

Mr. SHuLLrTO. First, Mr. Chairman, I think we should state the obvious. That is, interest in Defense spending is directly related to the
frequency with which Defense is in the news. Every day, we hear
of the number of war casualties, both United States and foreign; we
read of the number of aircraft downed-and search the news in hope
that the piot and crew have been picked up; we read of other activities
of U.S. Forces stationed around the world; regrettably we read and

see pictures of mistakes that are made--the sinking of the submarine,
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Guata9'ro, and the destroyer Evam, cut in two; incidents such as the
capture of the Pueblo keeps the Defense Department in the daily
newspapers. Thus, the outpourihgs of the newspapers, radio, and television provide daily news of Defense Department activities. Mothers

and fathers with boys in service seek news relating to the military
departments. There is genuine home interest and I personally am
happy to see strong interest in the Defense Depa'itieht because, surely,
a well-informed public will help ihitain and preserve the strong
democratic processes of our Government,.
Interest in Defense spending is caused by the size of the Defense
budget-the amoiits of money spent for defense durWing the past
10 or 20 years is news. I understand tliit it has been estimated the
United States has spent a trillion dollars for defense since World
War II. For you members of the Appropriations Comimnfittee whocarefully review the requests of the Executive for large -apprptiiations for
arms, amnmfi"ion, aircraft, et cetera, know, of course, that these funds
must come from taxes. Taxes are high today and miany people associate
ligh taxes with the Defense Department's activities. Certainly the
Defense budget represents a signhiflcafit potion of the total Federal
budget. Therefore, payment of taxes to support the Federal Government reminds the taxpayer of Washington, D.C., and the Defense
Department.
Interest in Defense spending is sparked by news of published reports on waste and iismaiiaement, I believe that we would all agree
that DOD can't spend $40 million a year for milii'r sUpplIes and
equipment and not make some Mistakes. It's been said that, if'we made
mistakes in only one-tenth of 1 percent of our procurement transactions, there would be over 10,000 miscues each year. Fortunately we
lave a system in our Government which gives great exposure to these
mistakes-if you are on the receiving enff,you might feel that this is
too much exposure--but that's the system and I endorse it.
The GAO has a corps of auditors constantly probing, reviewing
Defense activities-all of our contracts, the mniitary supply system,
and all Defense business. They uncover mistakes that have-been maide.
Looking at transactions after the fact, they properly report these iigtakes to the Congress. Their reports are published for everyone to read
and their critical investigations make news. Their reports are picked
tp by some Members of congress who apparentlybeeve in the theory
tlat the only way to improve the Defefse Department's management
the $70-$80 billion a year is to keep hitting them in the herad with
a two-by-four. The theory is that t GAO report, coupled with an
indignant Member of Congress, can get attention. The adverse publicity, frequently an. overkill-as harsh as it may seem-will make the
managers of the Defense Department more careful and Make them do
a better job of controlling the programs. There is something to be
said for t~iat theory of mtihagemnent. There have been many instances
wlich. warrant the Defense Department's being hit on the head. CertainlX, we, as manai'gers, look at many transactions and we wish we
cotlytdo some of them over; but time is a vital factorin maintaiiiihg
preparedness and effectiveness of fighting forces throughouttlie world
and we just don't have the luxury of all the time that we would prefer
to have.
M5-202 0-09-pt. 0-25
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I'd like to make one other observation with respect to your question

on the acceleration of interest in defense spending and Ido this with
great respect to the members of this committee, to the Congress, and
the Senate. My observation relates to the subject of politics. It is ob.
vious that there is a disillusionment in a large segment of the public
with respect to our military successes-or the lack of them-in Vietnam. It is said frequently that this is not a popular war. There are
open attacks on military tactics; that is, to take a hill or to not take
a hill. There are many things being bought whih have never been
built before-or even fully designed. Hence, there is a great deal of
opportunity to criticize partial or total failures of tremendously large,
complex undertakings. Occasionally, it seems the attacks are made by
politicians--critics of the Defense Department-who seem to be saying that they are taking the side of the taxpayer in criticizing Defense
for the current conditions; but their comments have prompted some
Members of Congress to question the propriety of the criticism. One
Member of Congress recently summed it up this Way:
The question remains, of course, whether the competition among certain critics
who practice the politics of overkill Is helping the public to really understand the
complicated problems involved. There are Members of Oongress who are trying
to outdo each other in beating the military on the head or kicking them lower
down, because that seems the popular thing to do, and the competition for publicity is strong. Publicity is a demanding mistress. She makes some elected officials forget their sense of responsibility, not to mention their manners.

These are some of the reasons for the accelerated interest in defense
spending. There are others. For instance: Our problems on the campuses, our problems in Vietnam, the ghetto problems-all of these
things intertwined find a number of people looking at our national
priorities, and raising the question of how defense fits into this national priority picture. Mr. Moot, in his discussions with you yesterday, went into some detail as to what has happened as regards our
defense spending as it relates to the gross national product, and what
has happened as far as actual dollars on a discounted basis going back

to pre-Southeast Asia. You may recall from these discussions with
Mr. Moot, the references to overall growth in defense spending are
really not clear when you look at defense spending alone.

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Moot yesterday presented the committee with a

very interesting statement.
Mr. SHLTrrO. Yes, sir.

Mr. MAHON. There were some things that were new in the statement, but many things that were repetitious of other information
which we have had.
Mr. SHuxITO. Yes, sir.

Mr. MAHONq. In other words, you are saying to us now that the war
and the high cost of Government and the conditions in the cities, and
so forth, has caused the American people in a sense to look at priorities
and in looking at priorities their attention has been focused on defense
spending.
Mr. SHILLITO. This is my personal opinion, Mr. Chairman. I think
i
this has had a significant impact.
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THE RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF DEFENSE SPENDING

Mr. MAHON. If yoU had to write an essay on what is right with defense spending and what is wrong with defense spending, I wonder
what your main points would be? Or maybe you would not be able to

find anything right-and I speak facetiotsly-and have to put it all
on the other side of the ledger.
Mr. SHILITO. Mr. Chairman, as you know, I have had quite an
exposure to both the industrial side of the house and to the military
side. One point on the right side, I believe, is that the defense environ-

ment is much more closely controlled than the rest of the spending in
our society. It receives a scrutiny that is certainly not the norm in the
rest of our society.
Mr. MAHON. You mean the rest of Government or the rest of

society?

Mr. SmLLITO. The rest of our society.

I am talking about industry in general. There is little doubt in my
mind but that defense s en in is carried on more efficiently and
more effectively than buy ihg in the rest of our society. As far as what
is .wrong, I would say it is an awfully time-consfuiiig job. Our
ability to make decisions is frequently encutmibered by the procedures
we have to go through. This makes it extremely exasperating at times.
One of the current problems, of course, is the environment. Defense
conducts roughly 11 million contractual actions per year. However,
over 7 million of them are less than $2,500 each and represent a very
small percentage of the total value of our annual purchases.
The ones that receive the most attention-our major weapons systems buys-go through development, Into production, and continue
over roughly 5, 6, or 7 years. We are buying equipments that incorporate many changing technologies-and we are attempting to negotiate
or establish a price in today s environment reflecting w at the price
is going to be 5, 6, and 7 years downstream in this changing technological environment. It is a terribly severe- problem in the defense
spending environment. These are just a few of the things that occur
to me.
Mr. MAHON. For the record, will you please expand that essay to

meet head on some of the issues as to what is right and what is probably
wrong. Will you do that?
Mr. SiiumTo. Yes, sir; I would be delighted to. In fact, it is an
excellent point.
(The information follows:)
WHAT'S RIoHT AND WHAT'S POSSIBLY WRONG WITH DEFENSE SPENDING TODAY

-Mr. Chairman, I would like to start on what may be the easiest-certainly,
what is currently the most popular-part of your question; namely, what's possibly wrong with defense spending. I select this order because I want to reserve
until last the most important part of the question; namely, what's right with
defense spending.
First, what's wrong. Obviously, one criticism has been that there is too much
defense spending. Following Pearl Harbor, it was the resolve of America that
this country would never again be unprepared to retaliate immediately to enemy
attack. The heroism of American soldiers during World War II provided the
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Military Establishment with the role of leadership. Since World War II, the
Congress has provided the military with everything that it wa ted-and more.
. There was a sizable reduction in the military budget about 1948 when mili.
tary expenditures reached a low of $10 to $12 billion. Pive years later, however,
during the Korean war, military spending reached a high of $44 billion. Thereafter, while there was a relatively small reduction in military spending in 1955,
there has been a steady rise in the billions of dollars made available to the Defense Department since then to support0ur military forces around the world$39 billion in 1958, $48 bilRon in 1963, and it reached a high of $77 billion last
year. This was seven times the military budget for 1948.
As a percentage of GNP, military outlays reached a post-World War Ii low in
1948 at 4.5 percent. The high reached during Korea was 13.4 percent of the GNP
in 1953. The Vietnam high was 9.5 percent, reached in 1968. It is estimated that
the fiscal year 1970 military outlays will consume &I percent. Despite the fact
that the Vietnam levels were below those which prevailed during Korea, the size
and cost maintaining the military has been sharply challenged.
Another thing that people say is wrong with defense spending is that it is not
achieving its objective. We have maintained large military forces all over the
world for the past 20 years--and this costs a lot of money; and despite our
sincere desire for peace, we have failed in our 'basic objective of convincing the
world that we want peace and not war. Our younger citizens, partiduiiriy, seem
to be saying, why do we spend all this money on maintaining a military force
around the world when the results seem to be unsolvable problems like Korea
and Vietnam? They add that we will probably have to spend 'more money to
maintain military forces in these areas just like we have in Europe.
Another thing that is said to be wrong is the -pervasiveness of military spending-it's spread throughout the entire fabric of our economy. This might be considered both good and bad. That is, it provides millions of Jobs in thousands of
cities throughout the United States, but the "Job-association" creates an interest in the Defense Department. When we add television, we have the first war
that we have literally been able to watch during dinner. The TV has brought
this war into every living room. We have a great abundance of armchair strategists who are solving the Vietnam war problemswho are redeploying our
forces from all over the world back home and who naturally develop an eroding
confidence in the military when our national position is in disagreement with the
individual opinions of our living room strategists.
An additional criticism is that defense spending drains resources from other
critical US. needs. As long as we have 3.5 million men under arms, there will
be a need for large outlays for airplanes, tanks, missile systems--and, of course,
boots and shoes; but if we spend $40 billion for military equipments, other
domestic programs, including air pollution, water pollution, highway construction,
school and hospital programs, urban redevelopment projects, and numerous other
very beneficial programs must be held in abeyance or deferred. The proponents of
those programs-and, Mr. Chairman, I personally endorse using our resources
to further those very worthwhile national prograMs--the proponents of those
denied programs are vocal and critical of defense spending.
There is something else 'that is said to be wrong with defense spending; that
is, it is economically wasteful. We spent $4.5 billion last year for ammunition.
There is probably no greater economic waste than an exploded 'bomb and U.S.
Forces have exploded millions of dollars' worth in the past 3 years. I have to
agree that this Is economically wasteful and I add to our critics that an aircraft
shot down and destroyed in Vietnam is economically wasteful; but I want to
quickly add also that the economic waste associated with the Vietnam war should
not be laid at the doorstep of the Defense Department. We should all sharethe public and the Congress-in the decisions of our Nation. The full story of our
current brave efforts in Southeast Asia have not yet been written. I am hopeful
that history will finally record this period as the test of strength of a great
nation-one in which we have great pride-one in which our successors will
always be proud.
Returning to your question on, "What's wrong with defense spending"-t's
said to be a heavy contributor to inflation. Economists advise us that, wben
money is spent for productive purposes, that is, automobiles, washing machines,
machine tools, etc., there is just as much" supply created as demand. They go on,
however, -and say, "When money is spent for war, no marketable supply is created
to offset the demand and -the result is a bidding up of prices." The Wall Street
Journal article which you mentioned earlier in the testimony refers to this
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subject and quotes a New York economist as saying, "Mr. Jones, who builds
washing machines, and Mr. Smith, who builds bombs for the Air Force, both earn
$200 a week; but neither uses his income to -buy bombs and both need washing
machines. The result: washing machine prices are bid up as the supply of funds
available to buy washing machines grows much more rapidly than the supply
of machiness" The logic of this argument does impress me.
There is another thing wrong perhaps with defensti spending and that Is, it's
so large, it's so complex, and some of the things that are being bought are so
sophisticated that It has not been possible for the Congress to be fully Informed
on a vast number of these transactions. As a consequence, when the Congress
learned of or was informed of the bad ones, there was an outcry that'it had not
been told or that It was surprised. The question Is-how much times does Congress have to keep up to date on such things? Certainly, Congress does not have
a chance to influence the normal procurement programs such as the buying of
shoes, radios, ships, ammunition, and so forth? These programs are carried on
under legislative mandates. The transactions are competitive and displayed
fully to the public eye; they are audited severely, both during and after the
fact, and, we would probably all agree, these transactions are accomplished
properly. But Congress-despite the fact that it does not have the time to understand the compilexitles of major weapons systems acquisition-feels It has not
been alert to the need to change some programs once they get under Way. I agree
with that observation but frankly, I have great difficulty in knowing what the
answer should be. As I indicated in my opening statement, It will be our objective
to do everything humanly possible to keep you well informed.
WIIAT'S RIGHT ABOUT DEFENSE SPENDING TODAY?

First, Mr. Chairman, I will list what's right with defense spending. Following
this, I will provide some specifics and explanations of these benefits:
It's done by trained, experienced professionals.
It's free of scandal.
It's conducted'In strict accordance with Federal statutes.
It's conducted in a public forum-where there are no secret deals.
It's subject to scrutiny by many divergent elements-from GAO and the
Congress-to Indignant contractors.
It's subject to professional audit-by GAO, Defense auditors, and by the
Congress.
It's highly competitive.
It demands quality products and makes no compromise with slipshod performance.
It provides employment for millions of Americans.
It provides economic benefits to small business and labor surplus firms.
It's fairly priced.
It's not prhltting excessive profits.
And it's providing U.S. troops stationed around the world with American-made
equipment and supplies--enough and on time.
IT'S DONE BY TRAINED, EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS

There are over 20,000 trained, procurement personnel engaged in executing
Defense contracts, negotiating prices, and performing the important logistical
function of buying the military Items necessary to support our forces. This corps
of dedicated officers and civilians are generally highly educated and highly
trained in their specialty. In Defense procurement training courses, for example,
last year, over 8,500 employees completed one or more of the 43 Defense-approved
courses. During the last 5 years, over 40,00 attended resident or on-site courses.
Thomas D. Morris, tie former Assistant Secretary of Defense, said of this corps
of procurement specialists, "It is my deep personal coniviction that there is no
more prudent and skillful job done in any segment of our economy than that
which is done by Defense procurement personnel." I completely agree with him.
IT'S FREE OF SCANDAL

It is said that since World War II the United States has spent a trillion dollars
for defense. During the past 20 years, the record will show that Defense procurement has been free of scandal. The integrity of the officers and employees who are
charged with the responsibility of conducting these programs is above reproach.
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Other fields of endeavor have not been similarly blessed-particularly where
large sums of money are involved. In far less tempting situations, industrialists
have been found guilty of violating Federal statutes. Stockbrokers, bankers, and
even politicians have been stained by far less credible performance. We have
every reason to be proud of the scandal-free performance of the professional
procurement personnel of the Defense Department.
IT'S CONDUCTED IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL STATUTES

Congress dictates how procurement shall be conducted through the provisions
of the Armed Services Procurement Act. It protects American products under the
Buy American Act. It dictates the small business policy that the Defense Department follows in the Small Business Act. It requires the expenditure of these
public funds to be severely audited under the Budget and Accounting Act. It lira.
its profits, both In* the Armed Services Procurement Act and through the Renegotiation Board. Major equipments--aircraft, missiles, naval vessels, and
tracked combat vehieles-must be specifically authorized by the Congress, before
consideration is given to requests for appropriation for the procurement of
these hardgoods. The Berry amen diient adds additionial procurement liniltations on military buying of such commodities as food, clothing, cotton, wool, and
synthetic fabrics.
IT'S CONDUCTED IN A PUBLIC FORUM

Defense procurement transactions are open for public examination. Competitive bids are open publicly. Competitive proposals are solicited from all qualified
sources of supply. Each proposed contract over $10,00--unless exempt by law-is required to be published in the Commerce Business Daily, a newspaper published by the Commerce Department notifying the American public of all proposed Federal purchases. Each Defense contract awarded over $25,000 is also
published by the Defense Department in the Commerce Business Daily. Thus,
the Defense procurement programs are conducted in full view of the public.
There is full disclosure.
IT'S SUBJECT TO SCRUTINY BY MANY DIVERGENT ELEMENTS

Nine standing congressional committees and numerous subcommittees of the
Congress examine defense procurement transactions:
House and Senate Appropriations Committee;
House and Senate Armed Services Committees;
House and Senate Government Operations Committees; and
Joint Economic Committee.
The GAO employs over 900 auditors who are at the disposal of the congressional committees and individual members to perform additionitl investigations
and audits of individual transactions. Indignant contractors have the right to
protest to the Comptroller General and to their representatives in Congress if
they are dissatisfied with the conduct of a defense procurement transactionand this is often done. The willingness of individual taxpayers to comlain to
their Congressmen of alleged unfairness in the conduct of military buying is reflected in the frequency of letters on this subject. Each inquiry--each Investigation-Is responded to in full with all of the facts revealed concerning the transaction questioned.
IT'S SUBJECT TO PROFESSIONAL AUDIT

The DIAA employs over 3,000 professional auditors whose job it is to continually review contractors' incurred costs; to review the reasonableness of contractors' priced proposals; and to review, as appropriate, on an after-the-fact
basis, the accuracy, currency, and con1~eteness of cost and -pricing data previously submitted -by contractors-and relied upon by the Government in negotiating contract prices. Over 1,800 Defense auditors are permanently stationed in
defense contractors' plants. They review contractor's'books and records on a daily
basis. Their reports are open for inspection by the GAO and by the Congress. As I mentioned previously, the GAO has a staff of approximately 900
auditors whose full-time job Is to review--exclusively on an after-the-fact
basis--the activities of the Defense Department. Thus, we may be assured that
each transaction is entered Into with a full realization that it will be subject to
severe audit.
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IT'S HIGHLY COMPETITIVE

The Defense Department procurement program is divided into two major
segmenIts. The competitive part-this includes follow-on contracts which are
awarded to the firms who previously won price or design competition-makes up
60 percent of the Defense procurement program, This includes formally advertised, other price competition, design and technical competition, small business
set-asides-where competition Is reserved exclusively for small business firmsand small transactions under $2,500 where the competitive forces of the marketplace assure fair and reasonable prices. The balance of 40 percent of the Defense
procurement program is made Up of major weapons systems such as the Minuteman, Poseidon missile system, F-4 aircraft, and the tremendously large orders
placed with Government-owned and contractor-operated ammunition and shell
loading plants. Congress has specifically authorized the negotiation of contracts
with One source where the Secretary determines that it is In the national interest
to maintain an industrial mobilization base, such as in major weapons acquisitions. Thus, of the 40 percent which is annually awarded on a sole source basis,
it is doubtful whether a significant percent of that portion of our major hard
goods requirements should ever be purchased on a price competitive basis.
IT DEMANDS

QUALITY PRODUCTS

The quality assurance program of the Department of Defense has provided an
upgrading-a raising of production standards-fewer defects-for many firms
awarded defense contracts. The demanding specifications of our military departments are the most widely used in the world. They serve both the private and
the public sectors of our economy. A review of trade journals, technical magazines, and sales promotional data will show that manufacturers proudly announce
their products meet military specifications,
How many boys today still have their GI shoes or their parka or coveralls left
over from Korea? This is visible evidence of the quality demand of military
specifications.
There is a staff of 15,000 quality assurance personnel policing military products being manufactured by American suppliers. It is said that the benefits accruing to the manufacturer-through the demands of the military quality assurance programs-the improved management and purchasing system standards
which Defense regulations require--will assure the continued success of many
an American firm in the competitive market place. Military specifications have
established and maintained rigid standards of quality in numerous consumer
areas--particularly in food, clothing, and medical supplies. These standards have
a continuing benefit to our national economy.
IT PROVIDES EMPLOYMENT FOR MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

The annual Defense outlays of $40 billion for supplies and eq1i-Pent provide
work for thousands of industries and businesses. It is estimated that 3 million
Americans-5 percent of the Nation's labor force--are employed on military
contracts and subcontracts. This money is spent in over 5,000 cities and towns.
IT PROVIDES ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO SMALL BUSINESS AND DISTRESSED LABOR AnEAS

During fiscal year 1968, small business firms received a total of $14.1 billion i
military prime and subcontract awards. The Defense Department has a very
active small business program that carries out the congressional mandate of the
Small Business Act-to aid, counsel, assist, and protect American small business
firms. Last fiscal year, $1.8 billion in contracts were set aside for exclusive competition among small business firms. Big firms were not permitted to bid on this
work. This is consistent with the national policy to assist small firms.
In fiscal year 1968, the DOD set aside $108 million in awards to firms located
in economically distressed areas. During the first half of fiscal year 1969, an
additional $113 million was reserved for distressed area firms. The Department is
required to award these contracts without the payment of any differential. As
a consequence, awards to labor surplus area firms are based upon bid matching
procedures wherein the lowest price is established by full and free competition
among all American firms in the Nation. These economic and social benefits flow
from the military procurement program.
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IT's NOT PERMITTING EXCESSIVE PROFITS

There is a myth about Defense procurement-that it condones excessive profits.
This myth is not supported by the underlying facts. An examination of the Re.
negotiation Board data during the period 1965-68 shows that total excess profits
determinations, as a percentage of total renegotiable sales, were less than one.
tenth of 1 percent. An additional study of realized profit rates by selected major
defense contractors was conducted by the LMI. Its report, covering the 10-year
period 1958-67, has been published. The report traces the profitability trends of
commercial versus defense business for the period examined. It shows that aver.
age defense profits are significantly lower than commercial profits.
It has frequently been said that defense contractors don't lose money. This is
not a fact. The published Renegotiation Report for 1968 states, "Of the 4,027
nonagent contractors whose filings were reviewed in fiscal 1968, 3,351, with re.
negotiable sales of $35.3 billion, showed a profit of $1.9 billion, and (176, with
renegotiable sales of $3.5 billion, showed a loss of $215 million." Even though all
of the Vietnam procurements have not yet been reflected in the Renegotation
Board data, the Board reports thus far confirmed that Defense procurement does
not permit excessive profits.
IT PROVIDES U.S.

TROOPS STATIONED AROUND THE WORLD WITE AMERICAN-MADE
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES-ENOUGH AND ON TIME

Despite the hardships and the risks of duty in Vietnam, the defense logistic
system is providing our boys with the best possible equipment that can be
obtained. General Westmoreland summed up the outstanding logistical support
this way:
"Never before in the history of warfare have men created such a responsive
logistical system . . . not once have the fighting troops been restricted in their
operations against the enemy for want of essential supplies."
Last and by no means least, It has provided the materials necessary to allow
this country to maintain its freedom; it has enabled a significant portion of this
part of the world to choose their form of government in a democratic mannerwithout fear of reprisal.
COST OVERRUNS

Mr. MAitox. There has come to be a bad word in our society, and
that word or combination of words is "cost overruns." Wives complain to husbands that it is more and more difficult to live within the

budget in buying groceries because the prices are escalating. There is
an overrun in wriat is being required for the family as compared to a

few months ago and certainly a few years ago. As far as I know, we
have always had overruns of sorts in the Defense Establishifidnt aind
in the Government and in private industry. I would like it little philosophical fill-in as to what overrun means to you, when did this practice begin, and i§ it altogether bad ? If not, why not ?
Mr. SILLTro. I cover some of this in my statement.
Mr. MAHON. I understand, but I want you to cover it now in your

own off-the-cuff words.
Mr. SiLLITo. Yes, sir.

Mr. Chairman, to begin with, the word "overrun" has a bad connotation. The arithmetic difference between an estimate today and an
actual cost 5 or 6 years from now is invariably tagged as an overrun.
The word "overrun" is frequently misinterpreted, misundeirst6od,
and misused, in the Department of Defense, in congressionialhearings,
and in industry. The word "overrun" means different things to different people.
(d) Po the contraotor.-An overrun is when his expenditures exceed the contract price (firm fixed price), the contract ceiling price
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(fixed price incentive), or the cost or fund limitation specified in the
contract (cost plus incentive fee, cost plus fixed fee).
(b) To the Comptroller.-An overrfn is when the expenditures for
a program exceed the appropriations allocated for a specific year.
(e) MTo Congress.-An overrun is when the forecasted expenditures
for an entire program exceed the total dollars authorized for the specific program.
(d) To procurement personnel.- (1) Cost overrun is a contractual
term applying to cost reimbursement type contracts. It occurs when
the final contract cost exceeds the "estimated" cost specified in the
contract, plus negotiated adjustments; (2) "over target cost" is a term
applied to fixed price incentive contracts. It occurs when the final
contract cost (price) exceeds the "target price" (target cost plus target
profit) specified in the contract; (3) "a contract cost overrun" condition exists when the contractor is unable to complete work called
for by a cost type contract within the estimated (negotiated) amotilft
shown in the contract. For a fixed price incentive contract, the position is that as long as the work statement remains unchanged, cost
incurred above targets are considered to be "over target cost" or "cost
in excess of target," and not "overruns."
Unfortunately, the word has not been clearly defined so as to make
it mutually exclusive and to fit only the circumstances to which it
should apply. In this regard, I have taken action to call together a representative from each of the groups within the Department of Defense
who have occasion to use this' or any similar term. I expect them to
reach an agreement on a battery of terms, if need be, which clearly
describe the various events which happen. I feel that the Congress ana
the American people deserve as a minimum to be given a set of terms
which have the same meaning no matter who speaks.
I will now address the three basic issues which I believe this committee is most concerned with-the total program growth, the total
contract growth, and the difference between the contract price amount
and that which we wind tip paying. Again, I would emphize that
all of these conditions have been referred to as "cost overun" and,
as such, have a bad coniiotation.
A total program growth must be visualized within the framework
of the .time span involved. Any major weapon system will extend over
a period of from 5 to 10 years from the time research and development
begins -and production is completed. At the outset, the people are faced
with the facts at hand. These are the knowns and the unknowns that
they can predict. Within reasonable limits and depending upon the
available facts, a price tag can be hung on this frame. If eveiTthiflh
were to go as planned, I would expect that we could expect eventual
program outcomes -to go about as predicted. But this has not been
the case. In this exploding technology we have witnessed since World
War II, there is a1wa.s emerging a greater threat to be met with a
greater defense and with greater unknown unknowns and the attendant unknown costs.
At -this time, we must decide whether a particular weapon systems
already committed with millions of dollars, must now be changed to
incorporate what we see to be the current need. The whole concept of
program management was born to get on top of this sort of thing.
The establishment of the defense research and engineering operations
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was a further attempt to control the exploding technology environment, if for no other reason but to explain the cost growth it engen.
dered. It is easy to look back on any of these programs and say "overrun" or to now look fbrward at existing programs already 2 or 3 years
years into development and say "overrun" based upon the forecast of
the future.
I do not see within the near future any appreciable alterations in
this basic problem causing cost growtli from the equipment conception through the most pessimistic forecast, but I do believe that we
can do much more to inform Congress about what might happen to a
potential weapon system and to diminish any surprises surrounding
a substantial cost growth.
In the area of contract growth, I find that many of the problems
are the same as I have mentioned previously in connection with program growth. However, there is a ignificant misunderstanding which
occurs as a result of our particular contracting technique. For example, -there have been many instances wherein the initial amount
of dollars placed on a contract have been compared with the final
amount paid under the contract and this difference called "overrun."
What actually happened is that the initial contract amount generally
is the very minimum amount of dollars required to carry the contract
for a given sequence of events and over a given time period. As the
contract develops, other known requirements are added in sufficient
leadtime to insure their timely delivery. These other elements include
such things as spare parts, auxiliary equipment (for example, aeronautical spare ground equipment), training and training aids, and
technical data and handbooks. It is quite apparent, it seems to me,
that a production contract which will require from 3 to 5 years does
not require the operational spare parts to be placed on that contract
early in the contract life. The very fiscal year funding procedures
imposed by Congress have a great impact on this technique. For example, we may not even ask Congress for the appropriation of specific
money for spare parts until as much as 2 years after the start of production. Yet, it would not be prudent for us to enter into a separate
contractual document merely to incorporate these spare parts in the
contract. I have already taken steps to obtain better visibility on completed contracts which will permit us -to explain differences between
that which was initially placed on the contract and the eventual contract price amount.
Now, to the final .area-the difference between the final payment
on a contract as compared to the adjusted targets which reflect all of
the changes and all of the added requirements I have previously explained. Interestingly enough, the investigations that I have made
have shown that we have not fared too badly in this area. There are
many barometers which one could us to gage this fact.
First, a recent study of nearly $5 billion worth of Air Force contracts has shown a growth from theoriginal estimates of aboiit 48 percent but of this an overrun of 4.1 percent. When you consider that
the objectives of the procurement officer are to so set the price that the
contractor will have an attainable goal but a difflicut goal, you will
expect a moderate overrun condition. If there were to be shown an
underrun condition, I, then, would be concerned that the targets were
being set too high and that cost control was not being maximized.
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Certainly, I feel this record is indicative of an attempt by the Depart-

ment of Defense personnel to control costs to the maximum extent
through contract pricing techniques.
Another, is the overall profit of contractors. Although disputed by
many for various reasons, the record is fairly clear that many defense
contractors earn average profits which are below those realized by
the majority of other American business activities.
Mr. chairman, I hope this will better explain to your committee the
very complicated circumstances surroundffig the term overrun and
that in the future we will have a better basis for discussing the specific
circumstances being considered whether it be for a total program, a
total contract of the pricing aspects thereof.
Mr. Chairman, pricing is not an exact science. It is something that
is exploding technologically like these major weapons systems are. I
do believe, however, that we have and should be able to do a much
better job than we have done historically in controlliiig this matter of
cost growth. I also believe that you can look back as far as the midand late-fifties-we saw the exploding technological environment
staring us in the face. A number of people apparently foresaw this
kind of problem, because many of the actions thlitt have been taken over
this time period would cause us to believe that people saw this exploding technological problem. The whole concept of program management
was oneof the things developed to get on top of this. The establishment
of our defense research and engineering operations was another attempt to get on top of this. These actions were taken with the idea
of attempting to control this exploding technological environment and
hopefully of getting on top of this cost growth situation.
I think there has been a vectoring in on this but we are far from the
point where this vectoring in would be close to satisfactory.
Mr. MAiON. I just wanted to have a little warmup here before you
got into your statement. Almost in any sport or contest-it may be
hazardous to appear before certain commttees-you have a warmup
period, so I wanted you to have a warmup period.
FIXED JMOB CONTRAOTS

Why don't you settle all of this business of cost overruns by having
fixed price contracts, hard and fast, iron-clad, irrevocable, on the C-5A,
on the Minuteman II, on any program. Many would wk why don't we
just hatve a fixed price and eliminate cost growth. Will you meet that
head on? You can certainly eliminate these overruns. Would it be
wise? Would it save or cost money
Mr. SHLLITo Mr. Chairman, 1 sincerely believe that we should, when
we can move into the fixed price contracting environment.
Mr. NAhON. Everyone has been saying that for the 30 years I have
been on this committee.
Mr. SHILLITO. I think we have to realize, too, Mr. Chairman, that a
number of the programs that have been identified as overrun programs
are on u fixed price contract environment in which the changes have
brought about the growth from the original estimate to the current
actual cost.
Mr. MAHO1o. That is sort of nebulous, Mr. Secretary. The question
is, why not sit down at the table and contract with industry for a fixed
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price, binding on both parties, for what you want. I would like a
better response.
Mr. SHILIrITO. The second point I want to mention involves changes
in our economy; this inflation we are concerned with, We cannot accurately estimate prices 4 and 5 and'6 years in the future. The average
contractor just would not enter into a major complex system program--one that might involve dollars that could be 8 to 10 times ns
entire net worth-on a fixed price basis.
Mr. MAHON. The point is you say it is impossible on these major
contracts in which you are undertaking -tostretch the state of the art
to get a fixed price contract.
Mr. SHiLIITO. Yes, sir. It is often impossible and often impractical,
too.
Mr. MAHON. Explain why it is impractical at this point.
Mr. SHILLITO. You want this for the record?
Mr. MAHON. Yes.
(The information follows:)
CONTRACTS FOR TnE ACQUISITION OF MAJOR
USE OF FIRM FIXED PRICE.WEAPON
SYSTEMS

The policy of the Department of Defense has consistently been to effect the
maximum utilization of the firm fixed price (FFP) contracting technique whenever appropriate. This means that FFP contracts should be negotiated whenever
it makes good sound business sense for both the contractor and the Government to enter into such an agreement.
During the past decade a continUiig emphasis has been placed on reducing
the number of cost-type contracts and, Increasing the number of awards made
on contracts of a fixed price n-ature. A byproduct of this shift in contract form
has been the increased use of FFP contracts. As a percent of the total dollar
awards, such contracts have almost doubled from 27.8 percent in 1958 to 52.7
percent in 1908. While new major weapons programs are not normally launched
on a FFP contract, it is apparent that there has been a considerable increase in
the number of follow-on procurements which have been placed on this basis.
It must be recognized, however, that most new weapons programs do not
meet the criteria which would enable us to place -the program on a FFP contract. New programs usually press forward the boundaries of a technology and
we are frequently purchasing complex weapons hardware where the items have
never been built before in a production configuration, and in some cases the
extensive engineering development and detailed design work is just beginning
at the time the first contract is awarded. The ability of the contractor or the
Government to aeurately, or even reasonably, predict costs across the spectrumn
of time (4 to 8 years) for a total program is simply not sufficient for rational
men to use a basis-for a binding ironclad contract. In many instances, useful
and relative cost experience is miniinal. The potential for catastrophic lots or
windfall profit requires that somber judgment be exercised by both parties and
that a contract-type appropriate to the degree of risk involved be used.
The present ASPR provides a wide range of contract types to assure that the
needed flexibility can be incorporated into the bilateral agreement. At one end
is the cost-plus-fixed-fee contract where profit rather than price is fixed and the
contractor's cost responsibility is minimal. At the other end of the range is the
FFP contract under which the parties agree that the contractor assumes full
cost responsibility. In between are the various incentive contracts which provide
for varying degrees on contractor cost responsibility. Each of these contracts may
be specifically tailored to meet the needs dictated by the state of the art, the
boundaries of risk and uncertainties, and our ability to precisely define our
requirements.
We have attempted, whenever possible, to fully employ the forces of competition
in purchasing major weapons but this dbes not necessarily imply that the procurement vehicle must be a FFP contract, or that an entire program can be
placed on such a basis. For example, the widely discussed total package procurement concept used for the C-5 was a pioneering effort to secure the advan-
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tages of competition for the total development phase and a significant portion of
the production work. This high-risk contract involving literally billions of dollars
for the procurement of a new airplane was awarded not on a FFP basis but
placed on a more appropriate FPI contract. Even here the cost risk exposure
for production quantities beyond the tfrgt major segment was recognized to be
sufficiently important to warrant the protection granted by the repricing clause.
Without debating the merits of the details of the clause as it was written, we
believe that most prudent men agree with the logic of restricting the parameters
of financthil loss or reward Under such circumstances.
By placing such a large portion of a weapons program on one contract, we
are able to secure prices in a competitive environment and at the same time
reduce the administration costs involved in negotiating several individual contracts. This action, however, does tend to accent a condition which is an inherent
factor in the development of most new sophisticated weapons programs; that
is, the problem of cost growth. In preylous programs, the procurement awards
were segmented by separate contracts for phases or by fiscal year and the dollars
associated with cost growth were not highlighted in one combined total. Additionally, the practice of annually projecting follow-on contract prices from
current experience further limits the range of cost fluctuation since the base used
for projecting future estimates include current cost growth factors.
Ta summary, on major new programs we are purchasing weapons which cannot
be precisely defined by detailed specifications. We are pressing the state of the
art to develop weapons that will be adequate to meet the anticipated threat. We
are attempting to buy these requirements in an economical manner and under
contract arrangements which will encourage efficient contractor performance.
Under these circumstances, we do not believe that the massive cost risk associated with purchasing multibillion weapons systems lends itself to .FFP contracting. The potential for windfall profits or the possibility of ruinous losses that
could be created by FFP contracting would not, in our opinion, be in the public
interest.
Cost growth by whatever cause it is generated can be controlled within reasonable bounds on all types of contracts. It must be recognized that the use of an
FFP would eliminate cost growth in only one part-estimating error. It would
not abate "cost growth" in other areas such as changes in quantity and the
dynamic design evolution.

(Discussion off the record.)
TESTIMONY BEFORE JOINT ECONomC COMMIFE

Mr. MAHON. Mr. Shillito, you appeared before the Joint Economic
Committee, I believe.
Mr. SmLLiTo. Yes, sir.

Mr. MAHON. If you wish to qUote any of the statements which you

made before that committee in partial response or amplification of any
of your statements here you may feel at liberty to do so for the
record.

Mr. SHILIITO. Thank you.
(The information follows.:)
MANAGEMENT OF MAJOR WEAPON SYSTEMS ACQUISITION

This paper covers the subject of how DOD manages its weapon systems acquisition. It points out some of the trouble areas we have found in our recent
analyses of weapon systems management-areas that we can definitely recognize
as needing correction or providing room for Improvement-and identifies some of
the actions we are taking to attempt to improve our methods.
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT

Figure 1 shows how DOD manages the acquisition of a typical weapon system
on a technical basis. As It may be seen, we have a pipeline with two major
channels feeding into it from the left. One channel represents the operational
need and the other represents the combined technical Input. Requirements for
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new weapon systems may be created by intelligence information concerning a
new capability on the part of a potential adversary, an unsolvable tactical prob.
lem, or from international commitments. There may be a recognition by one or
more of the military services or the Joint Chiefs of Staff that there is -an opera.
tional need which is either currently unfilled or which will be unfilled in the
future as the -threat changes and as our current weapon systems tend to become
obsolete. Coincident with this we are fully aware through commuitication with
industry and with our laboratories that technology is advancing and that there
are new techniques and methods of doing things which will permit us to gain
greater weapon systems effectiveness-lighter weight/lower volume, sonietimnes
less cost, generally higher reliability and, of course, greater overall combat
capability. As we continually examine mission requirements, conduct threat
assessments, and evaluate required effectiveness, we are also conducting tradeoff studies of the technical inputs and'performing gross system optimization and
system conceptualization. We are feeding both of these into operational scenarios
to see how the going pipeline inputs fit. These two come together in an area which
we call concept formulation.
There is considerable iteration in concept formulation, and we are frequently
required to stop one approach that we have taken to go back and pick up another
approach. Ultimately, we come to the point where we feel we have developed the
best combination of operational need and technical ifipfit, or, in other words, the
visualization of an actual weapon system. In the meantime, of course, we are
looking at matters of program schedule and cost. We also, where possible, have
been designing and demonstrating hardware. At this time, referring to any given
weapon system, the system proponents feel that they have completed concept
formulation and are ready to go into contract definition.
Before we allow a system to go into contract definition, we require that six
prerequisites have been met. The first prerequisite is that the mission and
performance envelopes have been defined; that is, we have a full understanding
of what the mission and performance requirements are for the system that we
need. We attempt insofar as possible to define the desired system or equipment
through performance specifications rather than through detailed specifications
so as to give our potential contractors maximum flexibility of approach in meeting our requirements and to permit maximum innovation, while assuring that
we get a weapon system which will do the things that we need it to do.
Second, we require that a thorough tradeoff analysis has been made. This
tradeoff analysis involves the elements of cost, schedule and performance. In
other words, among these three features we endeavor to insure that we get
the most effective product when we need it and at the most reasonable cost by
looking at all three from the viewpoint of the optimum over-all combination.
Third, we must insure that the best technical approaches have been selected
for the new weapon system. This means that we must have done our homework
on technical input so that we capitalize on the most advanced state-of-the-art,
while at the same time not basing our development on components which have
high remaining risk areas.
Fourth, we look for a guarantee that we have ahead of us primarily engineer.
ing rather than experimental effort in the remainder of the program and that
the technology needed is adequately in hand. This prerequisite is included to
avoid the problem of finding, after we have moved into full scale development,
that we have problems which require further high risk experimental effort. At
this point, we sometimes find ourselves in a situation where we must forge
ahead to meet an initial operational capability date and cannot afford the time
or expense to return to advanced development.
Fifth, we insure that the cost effectiveness of tw proposed item has been
determined to be favorable in relation to the cost effectiveness of competing
items on a DOD-wide basis.
Sixth and last, we insure, insofar as we can, that the cost and schedule
estimates are both credible and acceptable. When we have satisfied all of these
prerequisites, we are ready to go into contract definition.
Where concept formulation has frequently taken a matter of years, contract
definition normally takes about 1 year. The first phase, or phase A (where we
insure that we have qualified bidders) takes approximately 3 months. The
second phase, or phase B-the central part of contract definition in which the
competing contractors work up proposals-takes about 6 months. The third, or
evaluation phase, takes the balance of approximately 3 months. During contract
definition the competing contractors carefully define the proposed design, the
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engineering plan, schedule, cost, funding, contract provisions, and the proposed
management plan. Generally, contract definition is conducted by two or three
qualified contractors, although it can be conducted with only one.
The purposes of contract definition are first, to verify that only engineering
development remains ahead-to insure that one of the prerequisites mentioned
previously for going into contract definition has in fact been accomplished. This
is most important. Second, to establish realistic and firm specifications, schedules and costs for development and also, if possible, for production. Third, to
attempt to identify all possible risk areas ahead so that plans can be made to
accommodate them. And, fourth, to obtain, a signed contract, preferably in the
presence of competition.
Contract definition as explained in Department of Defense Directive 3200.9
constitutes a conditional decision on the part of the Secretary of Defense to
allow a program to proceed into full-scale development. This conditional decision
is subject to ratification at the end of contract definition. At that time, the
Service sponsoring the particular weapon system looks at the work done by
the competing contractors, satisfies itself that the objectives of contract definition have been met, and makes a source selection, provided that the source
selection has been delegated to the Service Secretary by the Secretary of
Defense. If the Secretary of Defense and, ixt particular, his Director of Defense
Research and Engineering, are convinced that the objectives of contract definition have been fulfilled and if there has been no major change in the requirement for the system (for example, in the threat), the system then proceeds
into full-scale development. A full-scale development can take anywhere from
a year to 3 or 4 years. During this thne a production decision is made; that is,
a decision to produce and to deploy the weapon system.
This production decision can be made at any of several different points
during full-scale development. Occasionally, a production decision may have
been made immediately upon entry into full-scale development. These cases
are fairly scarce. They normally occur only when there is a high priority need
for the system, there is high confidence that full-scale development can be
conducted on schedule, and there are no major risk areas in the way. At
the end of full-scale development, production starts. At this time, the basic
responsibility for weapons acquisition passes to the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Installations and Logistics.
Installations and Logistics personnel support the D.D.R. & E. staff in such
areas as:
Advanced procurement planning;
Contractual arrangements;
Request for proposal preparation;
Support planning; and,
Configuration management.
Obviously, DOD's primary interfacing document with industry is a contract. The basic policies governing the entire spectrum of the contracting
process are published in the Armed Services procurement regulation (ASPR)which is primarily an Installations and Logistics responsibility.
Contractually, DOD problems are rather minimal as we move through concept formulation. The kinds of things that are acquired involve engineering
studies and management studies. However, at the end of concept formulation
various action documents result. Following the approval by the Secretary of
Defense of a systems development plan, requests for proposals are issued to
industry-covering the contract definition effort. This is our first formal contract on the program with prospective contractors and it leads to competi.
tion among the qualified firms with an examination of each competing
contractor's approach.
During contract definition, there is always the potential problem that competing contractors may have a tendency to become extremely optimistle, both
as regards their technical capabilities and their cost promises. At -the same
time, there is similar optimism portrayed by the Services involved in order
to insure that the program in which they are deeply involved, 'and feel strongly
as to its military need, is launched.
One basic problem we have recognized is a technical contractual problem as we move through development into production. The problem does not
appear to be unique to the Defense Department. Practically every major industry has the same kind of problem. It will not go away, but we are convinced that there are alternatives to be pursued which cain lessen the problem.
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In development, we have long recognized that uncertainties and unknowns
must be brought within increasingly narrower bounds for fixed-price iteen.
tive and firm fixed-price type contracts to be justified. The use of firm fixed.
price development and total package procurement type coiitraeCts, following con.
tract definition, when significant development is still required, is at times
inconsistent with this principle.
The alternative solutions to this problem have advantages and disadvan.
ages. For example, there would be delays in contract definition until:
The technology is well in hand;
The mission performance envelopes have been defined
The technical approaches and trade-off analyses have been made in detail;
We know the schedule and cost are both credible.
Alternatively, there are advantages in deferring our production decisionswith admittedly some disadvantages. It is our plan to establish a few de.
velopment benchmarks in a flexible contractufli environment that will insure
that such benchmarks are met prior to the release of our major programs to
production.
In summary, we believe that there must be more realism in the contracting
decisions as related to technical uncertainties. Since World War IT, the Defenlse
Department has made many contwmctuall innovations. There have been numerous new techniques used and there have been some advancements. Obviously,
there are many problems left that will require our constant attention.
Now, there is another process and a fairly new one which must be understood
which overlays everything we have presented so far. That process uses the
development concept paper (DOP). This management tool was instituted pri.
marily to insure that a comprehensive look would be taken by the Secretary of
Defense and his appropriate principal advisers at a major decision point on an
important program; for example, before heavy financial resources were committed to the development of a major program. The officer who has the primary
responsibility for the development concept papers in tile Department of Defense
is the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. It is his responsibility to
insure the initiation of a development concept paper at the appropriate time in
the life cycle of an important system. Important systems are those which are
anticipated to require at least $25 million of R.D.T. & E., or $100 million of
production funds or both, are high priority or are otherwise important; for
example, because of unUsual organizattional complexity or technological advancement. The most common point at which development concept papers have been
introduced has been when a sponsoring miitary service is ready to go from
concept formuiiffh into contract definition.
Before discussing the content of a typical DOP-a word about the broad objectives of this management system. These are to improve decisionmaking and
implementation on important developmefit programs by increased assurance that:
The full military and economic consequences and risks of these programs
are explored before tlhey are infitiated or continued.
Information and recommendations on these programs are prepared col.
laboratively or coordinated with all interested parties prior to review and
decision by the Secretary of Defense.
The premises and essential details of his decisions on these programs are
regularly recorded and made known to all those responsible for their
implementation.
An opportunity for review is provided to the Secretary of Defense If any
of the information or premises on which his decision was based clanlge
substantially.
The content of a typical development concept paper contains, first, the issues
for decision; that is, the management issue or issues involved.
Next are the program purposes. That Is, time threat which the system is
designed to meet or exceed. In short, the reason for the system.
Third, alternative solutions. Are there different ways of meeting the threatof fulfilling the military mission?
Fourth, tile DOP covers the proposed cost of the system. tlhe expected effectiveness of tile system in meeting the threat, and the planned schedule on which M1e
system woud be developed and put into production.
Next, the pros and cons of the system itself: Is the system, in fact, needed?
Would it be cheaper, for example, not to have such a system at all, but to take
certain recognized losses that we might face in combat if we did not have thi1.
system?
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Next, tile D0P contains it threshold page. This is a most important part because it is the gross managementt tool which the Secretary of Defense will use
thereafter to insure that the system is remaining on track throughout its life. In
the case of an aircraft, the threshold sheet would coittain figures on technical and
operational performance, such as the maximum weight growth which would be
allowed before the entire development program is reopened for review by the
Office of the Secretary of Defense. Similarly, other thresholds having to do with
cost and with schedule are established in tells portion of the DCP. For example,
if the estimated cost of a system in development is $100 million, a threshold of
say $110 million might be established. Within these bounds, the sponsoring military service is fully responsible for the entire management of the program. If,
however, a system runs over or threatens to run over the $110 million threshold
figure, then the system is fully examined not only by the sponsoring service but by
D.D.R. & E. A new development concept paper may be written and a new decision
may be made as to which way to go.
Next, the DCP contains a management plan; that is, hlow does the service plan
to manage the program? What is the composition of the System Program Office
and so on?
Next, the matter of security: What has to be Classified about the development-wvhat can be unclassified? This is very important with respect to industrial
considerations.
Next, the DCP covers conditions for revision. As previously indicated, a development concept paper is supposed to .be a living document which can be referred
to throughout the life of the system and foundrto be accurate at any time. The
development concept paper will normally be updated at the end of contract definition so that it contains more accurate figures on the system, its performance, its
schedule, and the cost. Figure 1, illustrating technical management, shows an
updated DCP between contract definition and full-scale development and also an
updated DCP at the time the production decision is made. This updated DOP is
to insure that we go forward into production with a valid and current understanding of the major features of and surrounding the system including the threat
which it is intended to meet, the performance parameters, and the cost and schedule features. (So far, no system yet covered by a DCP has reached this point in
its life cycle and we are still exploring the best way t use the updatIng feature
of the DCP.)
t
Next, the DOP contains decision options or alternatives. This means that there
is presented for decision by the Secretary of Defense various alternatives from
which lie may choose, such as to follow the candidate systenl .to go into contract
definition. Another alternative might be not to go ahead with con-tract defiiftion,
but either to do further advanced development or simply not to develop tills system in favor of developing another one or making another do to meet the mission
requirement.
Last, a development concept paper contains the signatures of the Director of
Defense Research and Engineering, the sponsoring Service Secretary, certain
Assistant Secretaries of Defense (such as Installatilonis and Logistics, Comptroller,
Systems Analysis), and then the signature of the Secretary of Defense or the
Deputy Secretary indicating his decision.
/

PROBLEMS

As previously mentioned, there are certain problem areas which we recognize
inI our weapon systems acquisitiln-areas which we feel without question are
subject to improvement and which we are looking at in order to make a decision
as to how best to proceed.
One is the area of source selection atId decislonman"king. This involves the whole
matter of concept formulation aiid coiltract defiuition-how we narrowly down to
and finally select one contractor-how and when we make the various decisions
relative to development and readiness for produttion-and how we select tile type
of contracting which is best fitted to a particiilar program. We are generally convinced that in the past several years the R. & D. management changes that have
been made have been basically in the right direction. Problems were identified
in the mid- and late 1050's with respect to improVitig the disciplines of weapon
system management. Sifice that period, there has been a contifittftl of improvements in this area. However, contracting methods as well as concept formulation
and contract definition policies and regulations May have moved so far that we
lave deprived ourselves of appropriate flexibility to allow most effective acquisi35-2620 ---49--,pt. G -- 26
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tion to take place. It may well be that a combination of different types of contracts
for development and -procurement Is to the best advantage, of the Government.
The matter of covering risks is subject to further analysis, evaluation, and
improvement. There have been many criticisms in the past few years by industry
that they have been forced by the Government or by the prevailing environment
into making overoptimistic estimates of the cost and schedule of the development
and production of a system in order to allow themselves any real chance of
winning the competition. The Department of Defense does not want industry to
be overoptimistic. We want to be informed what industry considers to be an
accurate appraisal of the development risks ahead in a program. The Govern.
ment is prepared to pay a fair price for a system provided it is assured that system is needed and can make an estimate ahead of time of what it is going to cost
so it can evaluate its military utility versus its cost. It Is not tile desire of DOD
to put a contractor in a position where lie must take an extremely optimistic view
of the risks ahead in order to give himself any opportunity to be successful in
the competition.
On the other hand, we must know what we may encounter in the way of costs
and development problems, and we feel we cannot shift to the other end of tile
scale where we would do business completely on a cost-plus basis without regard
to evaluation of the risks ahead. In this connection, we are convinced at the
present time that we would be well advised to attempt to do more design validation and more prototyping rather than to depend as much as we have on paper
estimates and paper analyses of what risks lie ahead of us. Most desirably, of
course, we would have competitive prototypes for every system or every component that we develop. This practically, as we all recognize, is not possible. It is
far too expensive, for example, and too time consuming 'to build two complete
competitive aircraft weapon systems and to fly them one against the other to
decide which one we want to buy. It is feasible, however, to conduct prototype
competitions of certain major subsystems, such as engines or avionics or radars
or even aircraft missile systems. We feel that we may have been making our
decisions to produce too early in the life of a system. We may be well advised in
many cases to attempt to carry competition farther along than we have until we
are assured that more of the risks involving unknowns are behind us--that we,
indeed, have purely engineering ahead rather than experimental development
and that contractors can make more accurate estimates of what the remaining
development and the production of a system will entail. All these things are
involved in the source selection and decisionmaking. We are looking at them
carefully and expect to make changes indicated by our studies as soon as we have
convinced ourselves that we are moving in the right direction.
Next, among the major problem areas is the matter of documentation. This
takes two forms: (1) technical documentation, which the contractor is required
to provide to the Government in responding to a request for proposal; and (2)
documentation pertaining to the management of the program he must conduct if
he wins the contract for the development (not only the type of management but
the depth of management detail called for).
There is a growing feeling with respect to tile former that not only has the
Government been asking for too much depth of detail in the technical documentation, but the contrfetors frequently have-overdone the technical documentation
on their own initiative in order to convince -the Government that their depth of
knowledge of the system is such that they should be given the contract. We are
going to try to stem this tendency toward excess technical documentation.
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Another major problem area is the program management itself. We are not
fully satisfied at the present time with our program management policies and
organiza-tion. We feel that we probably need better training for our program
managers, more extensive training, a longer tenure, by the PM's in their jobs as
well as longer tenure by other key people in the SPO's or System Program Offices. Further, a program manager frequently does not have authority to match
his responsibility, and in some cases lie is not fully certain of what his responsibilities are. He frequently is subject in his work to such a wealth of directives that
lie cannot possibly be fully familiar and comply with them all. What we need
are high quality, well-trained program managers, with good teams working for
them, in a framework of management which permits them to carry out their
jobs with a minimum of impediments and extraneous requirements. One of our
major plans in this connection Is to take a hard look at the composition and the
curriculum of the weapon systems management course, at the Defense Weapon
Systems Management Center. We feel that there is a possibility that the course
should be made longer and fthat perhaps we should turn out program managers
with a master's degree in program management.
In summary, the thrust of our ongoing efforts in 'the field of Defense R. & D.
management is this: The management of Defense R. &. D. is a titanic task involving the disposition of billions of dollars a year covering many programs of a
widely divergent nature. It is impossible -to find one single policy or method of
management which best fits all.
We have tried many methods to get the most defense per dollar expended. We
have made some improvements in the past but recognize we may have overreacted
In our handling of some problems. We want to correct and improve the management of our Defense weapons system acquisition and do it as fast as we can,
which means when we are sure ve have identified a problem and developed
a solution which will move us in the right direction.
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STATEMENT OF ASSISTANT SERJSTARY FOR INSTALLATION AND LOGISTICS

Mr. MALION. How do you propose to proceed Mr. Shillito?

Mr. SHItLIrO. I will follow your dictates, Mr. chairman. I call
read the statement.

Mr. MAHON. I think you ought to read it.
Mr. SHILLITO. Yes, sir.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, as you know, I am
comparatively new in my present job. I, therefore, am not prepared
to discuss with you what has been accomplished. I would like to discuss a number of the programs that have been underway for some
time, some of the problems that confront us, and some of the programs that we are initiating. We sincerely solicit your continued guidance. We are prepared to respond promptly in those areas where you
believe
management
be strengthened.
. It willour
be our
continuingshould
intent to insure that this committee understands what we are planning, and our progress as related to these
plans. Hopefully, we will be able to improve our coinmtifiiations in
a fashion that will allow us to start to bridge what sometimes appears
to be a rather sizable gap between the Pentagon and Capitol Hill.
If humanly possible, I would like to hope that the closing of this gap
will be such that Congress is aware of both our plans and problems
prior to finding out abut them in the newspapers.
Secretary Laird has made it quite clear that one of our major
responsibilities is to keep you as fully informed as is humanly possible. If we fail in this objective from time to time--let me assure
you, it will never be intentional.
We are reviewing our entire logistics function and its performance.
We make no spectacular predictions for improvement. We offer no
panacea. We do intend, however, to do otur very best to develop ways
to improve performance and effectiveness of our logistics functions,
and to do that job with the least possible expenditure of public funds.
As I am sure this committee is aware, my predecessor, Secretary
Morris, did an outstanding job in attacking a significant portion of
our Defense logistic problems. The heritage whidh lie has passed on
to us has been of great assistance in allowing us to develop many of,
what we believe, should be our future major objectives. After careful
consideration on the part of the Service Secretaries and myself, we
have defined a number of areas warranting our personal attention. I
would like to briefly touch on eight of these to serve as examples of
areas to which we are giving priority.
1. Weapons 8y8tems acquisitbin.-As I -am sure you appreciate, new

major weapons systems acquisition responsibility is primarily that of
research and engineering--the technical environment plays the major
role in dictating the contractual environment. We have had some severe
problems in developing compatible contracturaltechnical relationships. The greatest sing e problem area in the weapon systems acquisition business is during that period of transition from devel6pmefit to
production. This is where most of our problems arise. This will receive
a significant amount .of attention on the part of all of us. We will be
concerned with insuring the development and production of the desired hardware while, at the same time, motivating contractors in the
most effective possible manner.
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2. Logistkoq perfopmane measurenwnt ad evahtion sayte.-For
the past several years the Department of Defense has had a most
effective cost contil program. This we intend to continue and, in fact,

plan to give this program additional stimulation.

In parallel with this program, Deputy Secretary of Defense David
Packard on March 24 directed the establishment of a logistics per.
formance measurement and evaluation system. It was his idea thatand I. quote-."we should start immediately to develop an ability to
establish realistic objectives, evaluate results, and take prompt corrective action when necessary." He contemplated that the logistics area
under this system "would change with priority" and that the system's
surveillance of a selected are would cease when results showed that
performance was satisfactory. Our target is July 1, 1969, for a fully
operational logistics performance measurement and evaluation system.
Initially, the system will cver from 20 to 30 areas within the logistics
spectrum. Our objectives in general are to enhance the logistic efficiency and effectiveness, and combat readiness of our Armed Forces,
and specifically to-Tighten supply management.
Improve procurement practices.
Raise the quality of maintenance, support facilities, and services.
We will be establishing goals and criteria, and measure performance
in carefully selected logistics areas. This will include such thing as
status of letter' contracts, item entry control, back-order reduction,
undefinitized change orders and maintenance man-hours per flying

hour. A Defense directive aealhig with this program was signed on

May 29, 1969. This program has been discussed in some detail with the
Bureau of the Budget which looked favorably on this technique. We
are. quite confident that this program will have significant payoffs
This program is designed to attempt to stay on top of those areas that
either are problem areas or could be problem areas.
3. Loqistiolnutpnowe.-A review of our logistics manpower was
started in 1968 and was completed in Februaly of this year. It is apparent from the report that we need to give additional attention to our
total Defense logistics manpower and to improve the professional role
and skills of the personnel within this logistics framework. This will
encompass suoh things as data relative to the composition of the work
force, military career programs, military-civilian nix, recruitment
and retention,
4. Sh1pbuildinq oonverRion and overlhad prograns.-Responsibilities in the shipbuilding conversion and overhaul programs area are
prmarily, that of the Navy. Due to the impotance with which we
look at this particular area, however, it is the intnt of my office
to assist the Navy in every way possible in doing an effective job of
modernizing the fleet. This will include the development of realistic.
long-range plans, 'the establishment of sound cost estimating techniques, improving workload plaitning, scheduling, and effective ac-

qisition procedures.

5. Maintenance Mnagement.-Our objecti*6 in maintenance manage ment is to improve though more intensive review and analysis our
mainenance costs and performance. This will: tie' directly to an as.
sessment of the impact of. mainteance on equipment r iness.
the techniques for actomplishing these objectives have not been estab
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lished. We estimate this area involves approximately,$18 billion of

our total Defense budget, hence we feel quite strongly that improved
visibility is essential.
6. SN PIi *mg contraotingprooedre.-The simplification of contract procedures is a much more complex problem t]nn would appear
to be the case. Its solution involves many segments of'Defense as well
as longstanding regulations and laws. We are concerned that our
contracting procedure may have 'become overly complex, and consequently too costly in terms of time and manpower resources that
are now consumed. I am uncertain asto-.wbjt to expect as a result of
the attention which we plau-tWgve this area7.lVowill -be conducting
intensive study efforts,A,6wever, that we hope ci'w.ead to significant improvements, )rith well thought-out changes in 4ir contracting
procedures.
/
unlimited
ava
t'Vl
7. Entroaohmofit.-Historic,
a m ions'7iselative to th4¥
the Xyirtuall
unlimited avaijtbility of bid, -Lter, *md air, )in order to allow the
Department oDefenset condut itsresponsibilities, are no onger
valid. The Dfense DePartment 'has &
o a i
the United states. Thishas-decr a
ro,32 million 0ince 1957 We
operate 555 major installations/ flfitUnitd S~ites. Well over 4af
of these mor installations h~a had some\form of 'encroachn'nt
problem in
,epast_iarUThe
o b)ns are usQdby urbanizat on,
" air space cSfltf,
ghwayip dblemsi ' fo patk&d recreation al
areas, muni haitn s8 for x base I rpo*4s, etc. We are most (oncerned as to rhattIis, ortend Qr the ftW.t
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We
have
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itiated
a
ajoi
stu.y
ofhl4l
iir
y
n
ions
insouthern Clifornia and a simixa studyasegards r aviation
installations in whe Nort eastern secti6iiff tUiited States. similar
study efforts w'I be undertakenin other re iois inthe future
are inclin~j to anticia t that theee studied may result in recommendations in Iving relocatoji.--New legislation, of course, would
be necessary to authbrlie for land exchange, annexationhe authority
to use sale proceeds to finance acquisition of other lo"tdns.
8. Pol i4 plenwntatio '.A thorough teview-oI our policies leads
us to the conclusion that on bali'cei-Defen policies are quite good
andi in fact, since the midfiftes, have continuously improved. We are

convinced, however, that we do have a severe and continue ing problem
as regards the satisfactory implementation of our. policies. Consequently, a significant amount attention will be given to manpower,
implementation techniques, and training as related to policy implemnentation.
As I mentioned initially, these are just eight of a number of objectives with which we are concerned. It does give you some idea as to
the things with which we intend to concern ourselves. We will be reporting regularly to Secretaries Laird and Packard as we move forWard in each of these areas and will certainly keep this committee informed of significant developments-whether they-be accomplishments
or problems.
REVIEW OF CURRENT PROBLEMS
_I would like now to touch on a few of the major problem areas
WOhich have been i ivensignificant amount of both congressional and
public attention. We realize that this attention is necessary and that we
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will never be immune from questioning or criticism. The best way I
know of getting a better understanding and perhaps solving some of
the problem areas currently being aired is to freely discuss them.
Three particular subject areas have received the vast majority of
recent press coverage. These are: cost overruns, the military-.ind serial
complex, and defense industry profits.
COST OVERRUNS

Cost overruns seem to be the focal point of contemporary criticism
of Defense procurement. I would like to attempt to bring this matter
into perspective. The Department of Defense has about 11 million
procurement transactions annually. Having been deeply involved for
many years in both Defense and industry and having-been exposed to
this process in many of the major companies in this country, it is my
considered opinion that the professional people in our Defense procurement operations do -at least as skillful and prudent a job as the
professionals in any other large segment of our economy.
There are virtually no problems with the vast majority of the individual procurements that are placed anttiially. There are severe problems, however, with a fraction of the total procurements placed, and
particularly those awards for major weapons systems, involving both
development and production. These are the complex acquisitions-the
programs that are now getting the dress coverage. ,
Before going further into the problem, I would like to first attempt
to define overruns. In fact, I would like not to refer to this problem
as overruns, but throughout the balance of our discussion, refer to it
as "cost growth" in that I believe a very small percentage of the total
cost growth can be defined as overruns.
.
.
Cost growth generally falls into three major groupings. The first
involves configuration changes agreed to by ourselves and the contractor. Generally these changes arelfor the purpose of improving the performance of te weapon or system that we are buying. The second involves changes required by the contractor to meet tle speciflcationis
which we have imposed on him. These specifications are generally performance specifications. The contractor and the Government find it
necessary, as a result of unforeseen developmental problems, to make
changes. These changes may result from speciffication deficiencies or
initial overoptimism on the part of the contractor or the Department
of Defense. The third category involves instances in which the contractor or the Government makes a poor estimate of trends in the labor,
material, or overhead required. In other words, it just costs the contractor more to do the job than had been anticlpated.
To fully appreciate the' complexity of is estimating and cost
growth environment, we must realize that we are frequently talking
about programs involving as many as 5 to 7 years from the point of
initial development until we have moved into production and operation. We are attem tin to estimate the cost o a program involving
thousands of complex bits and pieces, and hundreds of subsystems
evolving from multiple technologies in an environment that is just
not technologically dynamic, but in some areas is Virtually exlodin,g.
'In every technological disciplinet we find that graphically with
technology reflected vertically and time horizontally, there has teen a
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very recent vertical growth when relating such discipline to a time span
involving several hlfudreds years. In adfdltion, we now find ourselves
faced within a situation in which we have a cross-fertilization of technologies or disciplines. Not too mbany years ago, a man was a mechanical
engineer, an electrical engineer, a chemist, a photographer, or what
have you. Today, we use as a part of our normal conversation such
terms as electrochemical, biochemical, electrom6hanical, econometrics,
photo recon, and so forth. These cross-fertilizations have brought
about a further explosion. This is the environment in which we are
attempting to pinpoint the costs of a complex system, involving a
myriad of disciplin-es, that must still be developed, has one excellent
possibility of some obsolescence, and which won't be delivered for
several years.
Our society-somewhere, somehow-has come to believe that price
estimating in this environment should -be an exact science. Nothing
could be further from correct. This problem, by the way$ is common
to commercial companies in virtually, every environmental. It is also
lighlighted many times throughout history when we were not faced
with the technological explosion problems of today. It will not go
away. Our job as managers is to attempt to lessen the impact of this
problem and to manage it better. This we intend to do. There will be
changes in the months and years to come to allow us to improve our
management in these areas.
Wehave made it clear to industry that we fully intend in the future
to do a more complete job in the development of these major programs
prior to the release of such programs to production. Many of us have
been inclined to feel for some time thft we have had a tendency to
move into production too early. We would like to hope that we can end
up with a few sound developmental milestones which must be met prior
to production releases and that production releases will consequently
be tied to developiental accomplighmit rather than to the calendar.
We are establishing a Major Weapons Systems Review Council composed of the engineering, financial, systems' analysis, and logistics
secretaries who will be responsible for criticidly reviewing each major
program to insure that these programs are ready for production release.
We will probably do more in the way of competitive development. We
must realize that even though sometimes this may appear costly, we
are talking about*a comparatively small portion of the total life cycle
system cost consumed in development. Frequently, it will be more desirable to spend additional dollars during development in the interest
of sending less money during production.
We also intend to review completed contracts involving both development and productionin the interest of developing cost growvth information. This information will be broken into causes for such
growth, by type contract. While the information collected to date is
comparatively limited, we are convinced that with time this data will
allow us to better understand our problem and lead-to improvements.
MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL

COMPLEX

The term, "Military-industrial complex," came into prominence as a
result of President Elsenhower's farewell address on January 11t.1961.
tHe made it very clear that a vital element in keeping the peace is our
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Military Establishment; that "our arms must be mighty, ready for
instant action, so that no potential aggressor may be tempted to risk
his own destruction." He stated very clearly that, "we have been com.
polled to create a permanent armaments industry of vast proportioils."
He further stated that "we recognize the imperative need for this de.
velopment." He warned us that "we must guard against the acquisition
of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the militaryindustrial complex."
General Eisenhower's address was outstanding. We are heartily in
accord with its position. It has led a number of people, however, to
use this one portion of the speech to serve their parochial conclusions
and to cause unwarranted concern on the part of many Americans
who have not taken the opportunity to assess our total military, industrial, political, educational environment. The inilitary-industrial

complex has been 'blamed for unnecessary expenditures for arms. It
has been accused of wastefulness in an environment requiring the acquisition of major weapon systems during a time of technological
explosion, when estimating becomes a horrendous and sometimes impossible task, as I mentioned earlier.
HIRING OF RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL

Contractors have been accused of a veqy recent growth in the hiring
of retired military. It has been properly stated that the numbers of
retired captains and colonels, and above, presently working for defense industry has grown from 767 in 1959 to 2,122 in 1968, the conclusion being that, in the past few years, things have gotten completely
conis a rather
that this have
in fact,
in this area;
of control
out
most adverse
had ainsidious,
accusations
These
relationship.
spiratorial
effect on the morale o our military forces at a time whon we can illafford such a condition to exist. I am 0lso qti e sure that this is having
a very negative impact on companies that we need. Persons making
these accusations have elected to ignore many of the facts, some of
which I attempted to make cleor in my letter of April 10, 1969 to
the chairman of the Subcommite on Economy in Government Joint
Economic Committee. A copy of this letter will be supplied ior the
record. It covers the growth from 1959 to 1968. It covers the increased
base in our military retired captains and colonels which has grown
staggeringly from 1959 to 1969.
lie letter follows:)
AssIsTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,

Washington, D.,, April 10, 1969.

Hon.

WILIAM PROXMIRE,

Chairman, Subioommitteo on. Economy itt, Government, Joint Economic Committo, U.. Senate, Wa8hington, D.O.
DEAu SENATOR PRoxMIRE: In further response to your letter of January 20,
1969 concerning the employment of retired military officers by defense cow
trateors, attached are letters from the final six of the 100 parent companies.
With all contractor replies now in, I would like to make some observations concerning the employment of approximately 2,100 senior retired military officers
by the 100 top defense contractors. Their emloyment, as is the case for all of our
approximately 700,000 retired military personnel, Is covered by regulations and
laws, which are designed to prevent conflicts of interest. In my view, our Naftion
has great need today for the skills and professional experitise of our retired
military personnel, both commissioned and noncommissioned. They are serving,
after honorable careers in uniform, in positions of responsibility throughout our
society. In this regard, I am mliidful of the thousands of retired people who are
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in teaching tnd health and welfare positions, as wall as other areas of public
service. I am also aware of the contribution which retired people are making
to industry.
There are several statutes, as you know, that limit the activities of both
civilinns and officers after leaving Federal service, as well as while in the service.
Those covering retired military personnel are more restrictive than those applicable to civilians. The adequacy of these statutes was the subject of congressional consideration in 1902 at the time of enactment of Public Laws 87-049,
87-778, and 87-849.
These statutes are referenced, together with DOD policies and procedures implemienting them, in DOD directive 5500.7, a copy of which is attached. We feel
these controls are sound and are working. I also feel there should be greater
public knowledge of the many checks and balances which exist-governmentwide--in the acquisition of major weapons systems. Decisions governing major
programs are made at high levels with participation by many individuals both
military and civilian within the Defense Establishment and are subjected to
congressional reviews and scrutiny by the Comptroller General. The best weapon
to guard against the possibility of impropriety or lack of objectivity is the continued application of the system of checks and balances provided by established
legislative and executive processes of our Government and in continued surveillance of our program and acquisition processes by Defense Department managers, by the Congress, and by others
In my letter to you of February .20, 1009, I stated that additional information
was being developed. All of our comlpilations are not yet completed. However, I
believe the factors involved in current higher employment of retired officers by
the top 100 defense contractors, as compared to 195, can better be assessed by
examining other related data now available that bears on the causes and provides a degree of perspective. For example:
I. Itwrcaso i, ntmber of retiredofieCrs
In 1059, there were approximately 18,600 retired officers with the rank of
colonel or Navy captain, or higher, receiving retirement pay. The total number
of these officers employed then by the top 100 contractors, as reported in letters
from those firms, was about 767, or about 4.1 percent of the total. In 1068 there
were about 38,000 retired officers in the same category. Of these, based on letters
recently received from the tolp 100 contractors, about 2,122 are currently employed by them or about 5.0 percent of the total. This apparent increase must be
assessed in context with the increased numbers of business entities that now
employ them, as well as other factors discussed below.
0. Mergers and acqtisitttons
It will be noted from the published lists of the toli 100 firms for fiscal year
1958 and fiscal year 1068 there have been many mergers and acquisitions that
iII some cases compress the current total retired officer hirings into fewer
firms, compared with 1959. Examples are McDonnell-Douiglas and Ling-TemeoVought. Other examples include, North American's merger with RockwellStandard; Litton Industries' acquisition of Ingalls Shipbuilding; Ford's acquisitiof Philco, and many others. Also, there are about 131 more corporate or
colnpany entities listed under the 100 parent firms as covered in the fiscal year
1908 list than in the fiscal year 1958 list. Additionally, many acquisitions and
consolidations may not be apparent from the firm names or from entitles described in the fiscal year 19068 published list of 100 firms and affiliates. This
may occur when the acquired firm is absorbed within the acquiring corporation
as an operating element and its Government contracts and other sales commitnients are executed in the name of the acquiring corporation, with no change in
the corporate identity. These facts would tend to distort the comparison of present employment totals with the 1059 totals.
.1. Inrease in busltss activity
I believe it is worth noting that for the 16 firns sleciflcally mentioned in your
recent statement, total dollar sales (defense -and nondefense) increased from
about $23.9 bili6n in calendar year 1958 to about $47.8 in calendar year 1968,
almost double. This Is due in part to the mergers and acquisitions mentioned
above. In the same period, total employment of individuals by these firms increased from about 1,084,000 persons to about 1,008,000 persons, an increase of
alnnst 50 porcentt Altbioiirh comparable employment figures for fiscal year 1061)
have not been compiled for the most of the top 100 firms, it might be of interest to
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note that 89 of the 100 firms, which currently employ 2,078 of the listed retired
officers, now employ a total of about 0,537,753 persons. This comes out to about
0.0003 precent of the total employees.
4. Positions held by retired officers
'It is clear from the recent contractor's letters that a large number of the listed
officers are either employed in separate corporate entities or divisions that are
entirely commercial in nature, or their position descriptions indicate nondefense
activity. For example, the reply from American Telephone & Telegraph Co. shows
that of the nine retired officers listed, one is with the New York Telephone Co.,
two are with the Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co., one with the Ohio
Bell Telephone Co., and one Is a methods specialist in restaurant management.
There is a large number of positions that cannot, by their description alone, be
categorized clearly as defense or nondefense in nature. However, of the operational entities below the parent corporate level-under which many of the
larger firms have grouped retired officer employees-very few are engaged exclusively-100 percent-in defense work.
5. The military retirement system
Military career officers generally retire at much younger age than civilian employees 'both in Government and in industry. With many productive years remaining and frequently with heavy financial responsibilities, such as In providing
education for their children through the college level, the vast majority of these
officers find it desirable or an economic necessity to seek employment after retirement. While many are specially qualified to continue their Federal service
in a civilian status, there are statutory restraints. In seeking private employment,
they are frequently faced with age bars and "rigid promotion from within"
policies of many firms. Thus, they are motivated t9 seek those types of employment for which they are particularly qualified and where'there is a need for their
expertise. One of these areas, of course, is the performance of functions incident
to research, development, and production of military hardware.
6. Fewer officers of highest ranks now employed
While a few firms did not identify the specific ranks of the listed individuals
either in the 1959 or the recent survey, it 'appears that approximately 249 retired
generals and admirals were employed in 1959 by the top 100 defense contractors
(fiscal year 1958 listing). The recent survey discloses that the total number of
retired officers in these ranks employed by the top 100 contractors (fiscal year
1968 listing) dropped to 183 in 1969, notwithstanding that the number of retired
officers in these ranks increased from about 2,580 in 1959 to about 3,485 in 1968.
7. Inaccuraciesin data
In compiling data from Department of Defense records on dates of retirement
and dates hired by contractors (mentioned in my February 26 letter to you), we
are finding errors. Some contractors have incorrectly listed individuals as retired
officers (drawing retirement pay). Evidence of this is contained in the attached
letter of March 25, 1969, from Honeywell, Inc. Honeywell is rechecking its officer
listings and expects that instead of 20 officers there may be no more than five.
We have noted other, errors that are apparent on close examination of the listings, such as inclusion of lower ranking officers. These adjustments will reduce
the 1969 employment totals. You will be informed of any corrections based on
our review of service records.
In summary, this Department is fully aware of the concern expressed in
President Eisenhower's farewell address to the Nation in January 1901. He
stated then that "we can no longer risk emergency improvisation of national
defense; we have been compelled to create a permanent armaments industry of
vast proportions," and that "we recognize the imperative need for this development." At the same time, he said, * * * "we must guard against the acqulstion
of unwarranted influence, whether sought or unsought, by the military-industrial
complex." In my view, the Department of Defense is fuifillifig its share of responsibility to the nation that we all bear in this effort. I feel it is important, in this
regard, that the Congress and the public be aware of the factors I have outlined
that put in perspective the increased employment of retired officers by the top
100 contractors. I am concerned that without benefit of this additional information, some may gain the impression that there is an abnormiil upsurge or serious
disproportionate growth in employment of retired officers in this segment of our
national economy. In my view, the facts do not warrant those conclusions. We
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respectfully request that this letter be placed in the Congressional Record in
amplification of the information published on March 24, 1909.
As indicated in my earlier letter, additional information bearing on these questions will be furnished when compiled.
Sincerely,
BAuY J.. SHnLuTo,

A80tstant Secretary of Defenee
( Ibstaltattonand Logl8tios)

Mr. SHILLITO. In 1959 we had retired 19,219. In 1968, we have retired
almost 38,000. We have an increase in the business activities of the top
100 companies that we are talking bout that is quite consequential.
We have a situation where roughly their total sales have roughly
dou bled, where their employees have roughly doubled. We are faced
with a situation .where approximately 0.0003 percent of their total
employees are retired captains, colonels, and above. It is also interesting to note that generals and admirals who retired from 1959 to 1969
have decreased in their employment 'by actual cou nt as far as the top
100 contractors, falling from 249 to 183.
TOP 100 DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

Mr. MAHON. I would like to ask the staff, have we placed in the
record the names of the top 100 contractors and the type of information which we normally have?
Mr. MICHAFl,. No, sir.
Mr. MAHON.We ought to have it in our hearings.. Maybe this would
be a good place to insert it in the hearings. Will you do fhat, sir?
Mr. SHmLLITO. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
ONE HUNDRED COMPANIES AND TIIEIR SuBsIDIAy CORPORATIONS LISTED AccoRDING
TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRUE CONTRAcT AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968
The 100 companies, which, together with their subsidiaries, were awarded
the largest dollar volume of military prime contracts of $10,000 or more in fiscal
year 1968, accounted for $26.2 billion, or 1.9 percent more than in fiscal year
1907. The total awarded to all U.S. companies Was $38.8 billion, which was 1
percent less than In fiscal year 1967. Although the total volume of awards was
almost the same in both fiscal years, there were sizable increases in the procurement of ammunition, missiles ad space equipment, petroleum, and transportation services, and decreases in clothing and textiles, construction, and miscellaneous commercial-type Items. In general, the industries affected by the increased Defense procurement are more highly concentrated than those affected
by decreased procurement. It is principally for this reason that the top 100 cornpanies received 1.9 percent more of the fiscal year 1968 than of the fiscal year
1967 total, or 67.4 percent, compared with 65.5 percent. A contributing, but probably less important factor in the increased percentage awarded to the top 100
companies, Is the process of acquisition, merger, and consolidation that has been
prevalent in U.S. industry. Some of the important changes are discussed on the
next page.
The table below shows that the first five companies received 20.6 percent of the
total received by all U.S. companies in fiscal year 10-0& This was a slightly
lower percentage than was obtained in fiscal year 19067. However, the percentige
for the first 25 companies aggregated 45.6 percent or 1.1 percent more in fiscal
year IW968 than in :fiscal year 1967. The largest company in fiscal year 1968
obtained $2,239 million compared with $2,125 million for the largest in fiscal
year 1967. To get on the list In fiscal year 1968 required $50 million in awards,
against $46 million in fiscal year 1967.
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PERCENT OF U.S. TOTAL
Companies

Fiscal year

Fiscal 16197
year

Fiscal year

lit................................................
2d .................................................
3d .................................................
4th
5th ...............................................
................................................

7.0
4.9
3.5
3.4
3.1

4.6
3.5
3.4
3.43
2.7

5.4
4.7
4.6
2.8

Total, I to 5..................................
6to10 .............................................
11 to25 ............................................
Total, I to 25............................
26 to 50...........................................
51 to
to 75
76
100...........................................
...........................................

22.0

17.6

20.8

20.6

10.2
16.0
48.2
13.0
5.2
2.5

9.0
16.4
43.0
12.1
5.4
3. 3

8.8
14.9
44.5
11.6
6.1
3. 3

9.3
15.7
45.6
11.5
6.6
3.7

68.9

63.8

65.5

67.4

Comanes5

Total, I to 100................................

Fiscal 16
5.8
4.8
3.8
3.4
2.8

The fiscal year 1968 list of the top 100 companies contains 16 companies which
did not appear on the list for fiscal year 1967. Of these, four appear between posi.
tions 51 and 75 and the remaining 12 between positions 76 and 100.
Of the 84 companies appearing in both fiscal year 1967 and fiscal year 1968, 43
bettered their position, 87 were in a less favorable position and four showed no
change in position. The greatest positive change occurred for Texas Instruments,
Inc., which went from64th place last year to 39th place this year. Other companies
with major position changes were: Pan American World Airways, Inc., from 55th
to 82d; Litton Industries, Inc., from 30th to 14th; Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corp., from 42d to 21st and International Harvester Co. which dropped from 71st
place last year to 98th place on the list this year.
(Jompanfes listed in fiscal year 1967 but not in
Aerodex, Inc.
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
Automatic Sprinkler Corp of America
City Investing Co.
Colt Industries, Inc.
Control Data Corp.
Harris-Intertype Corp.
Hazeltine Corp.
Lykes Corp.
McLean Industries, Inc.
National Presto Industries, Inc.
Seatrain Lines, Inc.
States Marine Lines, Inc.
United States Steel Corp.
Vitro orp. of America
World Airways, Inc.

scal year 1968

Airlift International, Inc.
Bethlehem Steel Corp.
Cities Service Co.
Dillingham Overseas Corp. & H. B.
Zachary Co. (JV)
Dow Chemical Co.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Flying Tiger Lines, Inc.
Maxson Electronics Corp.
Morrieon-Knudsen Co.
Northwest Airlines, Inc.
Ogden Corp.
Stevens (J. P.) & Co., Inc.
Systems Development Corp. (N)
Tumpane Co., Inc.
Union Carbide Corp.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
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In addition to this turnover the following changes affecting companies on the
fiscal year 1967 list were noted: North American Aviation, Inc., has become North
American Rockwell Corp., the result of a merger with Rockwell-Standard Corp. ;
Alantie Research Corp. was merged into Susquehanna Corp., a uranium mining
and processing company and a building products supplier; the name of the Signal
Oil & Gas Co. was changed to Signal Companies, Inc.; however, the Signal Companies oil and gas business will continue to be conducted under the Signal Oil
&Gas Co. name.
Major changes affecting companies on the list for fiscal year 1968 are: the
acquisition of Hayes Holding Co.-Formerly Hayes International Corp.-and
American Electric Co. by the Clty Investing Co., u diversified manufacturing and
investing firm; the acquisition of Mack Trucks, Inc., by the Signal Companies; the
acquisition of Braniff Airways, Inc., by Ling Temco Vought, Inc.; the merger of
Memcor, Inc., into LTV Electrosystems, a subsidiary of Ling Temco Vought, Inc.;
the acquistion of PRD Electronics, Inc., and Radiation, Inc., by the Harris-Intertype Corp., and the merger of the Amphenol Corp., with Bunker Ranio Corp. which
is controlled by the Martin Marietta Corp.
Although the contract work of many companies on the list involves more than
one procurement category, each company has been assigned in the table below to
the procurement category that accounts for its largest dollar volume of awards.
On this basis "electronics" companies decreased from 19 in fiscal year 1967 to
14 in fiscal year 1968, while "missile" companies increased from seven t4 12. For
the first time four companies engaged principally in ocean transportation services made the list. These were the Lykes Corp., McLean Industries, Inc., States
Marine Lines, Inc., and Seatrain Lines, Inc.
Number of companies
Fiscal yea

Procurement category

1F6sa

Aircraft..........................................................
20
Missiles ..........................................................
7
Ships............................................................
4
Tank, automotive ...........................................
7
Weapons ........................................................
1
Ammunition
..............................
".......................
19
Electronics .......................................................
19
Services .........................................................
10
Construction ......................................................
2
Petroleum .......................................................
7
Textiles and clothing ..............................................
1
Building supplies---.......-.
1
All other supplies and equipment----------------------------2

Fiscal ya

19i6sa

Change

22
2
12
2
-2
7 ..............
2
1
22V
14
-5
12
+2
1
-1
6
-1
0
-1
0
-l
0
-2

As indicated above the number of companies assigned to "Missiles" increased
by five over last year; however, four of the five newly assigned companies in the
missile category made the list last year under other categories. Of the 19 companies assigned to "Electronics" in fiscal year 1967, 11 were retained in this
category in fiscal year 1968, five were assigned to other categories and three
did hot receive sufficient awards to make the list.
Three nonprofit contractors-see index-made the list for fiscal year 1968 dropping by one from last year. These nonprofit contractors, for the most part provide
research, development, and training services in the missile, space, and electronics
programs.
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The same five companies received prime contract awards of more than $1 bil.
lion each in fiscal year 19068 as in fiscal year 1907. However, the McDonnell
Douglas Corp. which placed No. 1 last year dropped to fifth place this year as
each of the other four companies moved up one position. The five leading companies and a brief description of their more important work are as follows:
General Dynamics Corp., in second place last year, heads the list this year
with $2,239.3 million, or 5.8 percent of the total. The fiscal year 1967 volune for
this company was $1,831.9 million and its percentage was 4.7 percent. Tile corn.
pany received contracts for aircraft, missiles and ships. Aircraft contracts Inelude the F-111 fighter aircraft. Contracts awarded for ships were for alterations, conversions, maintenance and repair as well as for new construction of
small craft, oilers, and submarines. Missiles included components as well as
systems.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. moved into second place on the list, receiving awards
totaling $1,870.2 million which represented 4.8 percent of the fiscal year 1908
total. Last year, ranking third, the dollar volume of awards to this company
amounted to $1,807.2 million or 4.0 percent of total. Lockheed's principal aircraft
contracts include 'the C-SA Galaxy jet transport, the C-141A Starlifter jet cargo
transport, the F-104 Starfighter, the P-3 Orion patrol bomber and the Cheyenme
helicopter. Missile and satellite activities include the Polaris and Poseidon.
General Electric Co., whose contracts totaled $1,488.7 million, 3.8 percent of
total, ranks third. This compares with $1,289.8 million or 3.3 percent of total it
fiscal year 1907. Aircraft engines, particularly for the C-5A Galaxy and the
F-4 Phantom, were an important part of this company's production and development effort. Ordnance contracts were for various types of guns and guidance
and control systems for missiles. This compaiby also received substantial contracts
for electronics equipment and nuclear propulsion systems for ships.
United Aircraft Corp. received contracts amounting to $1,321 million, 3,4 percent of total, which was sufficient for fourth place. Fiscal year 1907 awards to
this company totaled $1,097.1 million for 2.8 percent of totAl amid fifth place.
The prime contract work of this company is in the production of aircraft engines
and engine spare parts. Contracts for aircraft were for the production of helicopters, principally the CH-54 Flying Crane, SH-3D Sea King and CH-53 Sea
Stallion.
McDonnell Douglas Corp., in first place last year, fell to fifth place this year
as reported contract awards, principally the F-4 aircraft, dropped by $1,023.8
million. For fiscal year 1068, contract awards to this company totaled $1,100.8
million or 2.8 percent of total. This compares with $2,124.6 million and 5.4
percent for fiscal year 1907. The aircraft contracts of this company include the
F-4 Phantom series of fighter and reconnaissance aircraft, the A-4/TA-4 jet
attack/trainer aircraft and aircraft modification, overhaul and repair. Additionally, substantial effort is being made in the development of the Manned Orbiting Laboratory.
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INDEX OF 100 PARENT COMPANIES WHICI[ WITH THEIR SUIISIDIARIES RECEIVED)
TIlE LARGEST DOLLAR VOLUME OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT AWARDS IN FISCAL
YEAR 1968
RANK AND PARENT COMPANY

89. Aerodex, Inc.
74. Aerospace Corp. (N)
61. American Machine & Foundry Co.
71. American Manufacturing Co. of
Texas
0. American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
49. Asiatic Petroleum Corp.
94. Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
99. Autonatic S pr i n k I e r Corp. of
America.
12. Avco Corp.
31. Bendix Corp.
7. Boeing Co.
75. Cessna Aircraft Co.
02. Chamberlain Corp.
43. Chrysler Corp.
68. City Investing Co.
47. Collins Radio Co.
69. Colt Industries, Inc.
79. Condec Corp.
81. Continental Air Lines, Inc.
80. Control Data Corp.
72. Curtiss Wright Corp.
40. Day & Zimmermani, IC.
38. Dupont E. I. do Nemours & Co.
59. Eastman Kodak Co.
70. Emerson Electric Co.
33. F.M.C. Corp.
50. Fairchild Rliler Corp.
82. Federal Cartridge Corp.
19, Ford Motor Co.
I. General Dynamics Corp.
3. General Electric Co.
10. General Motors Corp.
03. General Precision Equipment Corp.
41. General Telephone & Electronic
Corp.
28. General Tire & Rubber Co.
48. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Aircraft Enghieering
11. Grumman
Corp.
78. Gulf Oil Corp.
96. Harris-Intertype Corp.
05. Harvey Aluminum, Inc.
93. Hazeltine Corp.
37. Hercules, Inc.
20. Honeywell, Inc.
24. Hughes Aircraft Co.
83. Hughes Tool Co.
30. International Business Machine Co.
98. International Harvester Co.
29. International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp.
85. Johns Hopkins University (N)
'Raymond International, Inc.;
Construction Co.
J. A. Jones
()Nonprofit.
J)

Joint venture.
3i-202 0-00-pt. 0-27

18. Kaiser Industries Corp.
64. Lear Siegler, Inc.
8. Ling Temco Vought, Inc.
14. Litton Industries, Inc.
2. Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
87. Lykes Corp.
55. Magnavox Co.
17. Martin Marietta Corp.
53. Mason & Hinger Silas Mason Co.
54. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (N)
5. McDonnell Douglas Corp.
88. McLean Industries, Inc.
51. Mobil 0il Corp.
80. Motorola, Inc.
66. National Presto Industries, Inc.
34. Newport News Shipbuilding & Dry
Dock Co.
45. Norris Industries
9. North American Rockwell Corp.
22. Northrop Corp.
21. Olin Mathleson Chemical Corp.
57. Pacific Architects & Engineers, Inc.
32. Pan American World Airways, Inc.
26. Radio Corp. of America
35. Raymond Morrison Knudsen (JV)'
15. Raytheon Co.
23. Ryan Aeronautical Co.
50. Sanders Associates, Inc.
77. Seatrain Lines, Inc.
36. Signal Cos,, Inc.
100. Smith Investment Co.
16. Sperry Rand Corp.
44. Standard Oil Co. of California
25. Standard Oil of New Jersey
92, States Marine Lines, Inc.
90. Susquelhnna Corp.
91. Sverdrup &Parcel & Associates, Inc.
52. T. R. W., Inc.
67. Teledyne, Inc.
40. Texaco, Inc.
38. Texas Instruments, Inc.
13. Textron, Inc,
58. Thiokol Chemical Corp.
42. Uniroyal, Inc.
4. United Aircraft Corp.
60. V4 ted States Steel Corp.
95. Vinnell Corp.
84. Vitro Corp. of America
70. Western Union Telegraph Co.
27. Westinghouse Electric Corp.
73. White Motor Co.
97. World Airways, Inc.

forrison-Knudson Co., Inc.; Brown & Root, Inc.; and
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100 COMPANIES AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)
lDotlar amounts In thousands)

Rank and companies

Amount

U.S. total ' .................................................
Total, 100 companies and their subsidiaries I...................
1. General Dynamics Corp ......................................
ynetonics Inc
United Electric Coal Co ....................................
Total ..................................
2. Lockheed Aircraft Corp ........................................
Lockheed Shipbuilding Construction .......................
Total .................................................
3. General Electric Co ......
General Electric Supply Co

.....................
....................

Total .................................................
4. United Aircraft Corp.........................................

$38,826,625

Percent of
U.S. total

Cumulative
percent of
U.S. toto1

100.00

100.000

67.41
26,171,192
2,231,488 ... o.......oe.o...... **....
. .......
.
27 o.........o.....
.....
7,782 ....... 0...o..........
42
2,239,339

5.77

5.77

1,858o363
11,834 ...........
1,870,197

1.0...

4. 82

10. 59

1,485, 096 ............................
3,611 ............................
1,488, 707
3.83
14.42
1,320,991
3.40
17.82

5. McDonnell Douglas Corp ...................................
Conductron Corp .........................................
Mycon Mfg., Co .......................................

1,087,660

Total ..................... .............................

1,100,837

5,372
7,805

20.66

2.84

6. American Telephone & Teleaph,Co...........................
Cheapeake & Potomac Telephone, Co ......................
Illinois Bell Tole phone.o ..............................
Mountain States Tetephone &Telegraph, Co ................
New England Telephone & Telegraph, Co ....................
New Jersey Bell Telephone, Co .............................
New York Telephone, Co .................................
NorthweItern Bol Telephone, Co ...........................
Ohio BetI Telephone, Co ...................................
Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone ...........................
Pacific Telephone &ToeraTh, Co ..........................
Southern Bell Telephone Telegraph .......................
Southwestern Bell Telephone ..............................
Teletype Corp .........................................
Western Electric Co., Inc .................................

.......
°..............
161,405 ......
13,018 .......
o...........
......
...
38
....
...
1,872 .....................
...
o..
........
......
.....
...
549
529 . . .. .. .. .. . ... . . .. . .. .. .. .. .
152 . ... . .. . .. .. . . .o.... . .. .. .. .
........
235 ... ..... ... o ........
.....
°......
601 .................
160
225 ............................
2,178 ..... .... o.....o........ .....
1,197
22, 591
571,177

Total ..................................................
7. Boeing,Co ..................................................

775,927
762,141

8. Ling Temco Vought, Inc .......................................
Alte Service, Co .........................................
Braniff Airways, Inc ......................................
Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co ..................
Jefferson Wire & Cable Corp .........
..........
Jones &Lou lin Stel Corp ...............................
Kentron HaWti, Ltd ......................................
LTV Electro Systems ......................................
LTV Aerospaceorp ...............................
..
LW Ling Altec, inc .......................................
Memcor Inc .............................................
National Car Rental System ...............................
Okonite Co., the..........................................
Wilson & Co., Inc............
.....................
Wilson Pharmaceutical &Chemical Corp ....................
Wilson Sporting Goods Co ....................
Total..................................................
9. North American Rockwell Corp .....
...............
Remmert.Werner, Inc ...................................

Total..............................
10. General Motors Corp .........................................

Frigidaire Sales Corp .......................
Total................................................
11. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp ..........................
12. Avco Corp ...................................................

See footnotes at end of table.

2.00
1.96

22.66
24.62

50,011.......................

58......................

46,304
4,238
151
695
8,549

............................
.................
.....................
............................
..........................

123,592
.................
487,76 ...........................
886 ........................

25,883
.................
11 ............................
1,656
. .................

8,299......
..
16.........
150 ....................

758,261

1.95

26.57

668,482............
159 ............
668,641

1.72

28.29

629,515 ............................

95 .........................

629,610
629,197
583,648

1,62
1.62
J.50

29.91
31.53
33.03
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100
COMPANIES

AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)--Contlnued
(Dollar amounts In thousands)

Amount

Rank and companies
13. Textron, Inc .................................................
Accessory Products Co ....................................
Bell Aerospace Corp ......................................
Bel Aerosystems Co ......................................
............................
Bostich, Inc
...............
Camcar Screw & Manufacturing Co..
Fafnir Bearing Co..

......................

....................
Fanner Menutacturing Co
Talon, Inc ...............................................
Textron Electronics, Ino ...................................
Townsend Co ............................................
Waterbury Farrel .........................................
Total..................................................
14. Litton industries, Inc .....................................
Aero Service Corp ........................................
Allis (Louis) Co .........................................

Alvey Ferguson Co.......................................
Clifton Precision Products Co ..............................
Eureka X-Ray Tube Corp ..............................
Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp ..............................
Kimball Systems, Inc .....................................
Litton Precision Products, Inc .........................
Litton Systems, Inc ..................................

Monroe International, Inc..................................

Profexray, Inc ............................................
Royal Typewriter Co, Inc ..................................
Total ..................................................
15. Raytheon Co ...........................................
Amane Refrigeration, Inc .................................
Machlett Laboratories, Inc ...............................
Micro State Electronics Corp ...............................
Raytheon Education Co ....................................
Seismograph Service Corp .................................
Total.......................
16. Sperry Rand Corp ........................................

.........

Total ..................................................
18. Kaiser Industries Corp ....................................
Aerospace
& Electronics Co ......................
Kaiser
Kaiser
Kaer Jeep
Stee corp
Cop .........................................
........................................
National Steel &Shipbuilding Co ...........................

Total ................................................
19. Ford Motor Co .................................
..............

Total ..................................................
20. Honeywell, Inc_.............................................
Computer Control Co., Ino .................................

Total ..................................................

21. Olin Mathleson Chemical Corp...............................

22. Northrop Corp... ..........
.................
...............
Hal lrafters Co..... ......
............
Northrop Carolne Inc .........
ge Co mmunlcat(ons Engneers, Inc..............
a, Inc ...............................................
Warnecke Electron Tubes, Inc ..............................
Total ............ ...................................
See footnotes at end of table.

Cumulative
percent of
U.S. total

$18,438
133 ............ ...... ..........
478,691 .................
e~eemmee...
100 ............................
14 .... ........................
80 .-.......-. -..-...--.....---1,501 ............................
66
332 ............................
993 ............................
297 ............................
102
34.32
1.29
500,747
28,752 ............................
.................. .... ...
822
1,318 ....... I....................
............................
130
27 ............................
33 ............................
277,289 ............................
22 ............................
6,829 ............................
150,386 ............................
43 ............................
27 ............................
13
465,691

1.20

35.52

431,241 ............................
18 ............................
19,350 ............................
125 - ..........................
926 ................ ft...........
94 ............................
451,754
447,197

1.16
1.15

36.68
37.83

357,642
286
35, 526

17.Martin Marietta Corp ...................................
Amphenol.Borg Electronics, GMBH ....................
Bunker Ramo Corp ...................................

General Micro.Electronics, Inc..........
Philco Ford Corp .........................................

Percent of
U.S. total

1.01
38.84
393,454
97 ............................
5,615 ............................
.................
295,803
52,836

31,983

.................

.................

39.84
1.00
386,334
76,771 ............................

170.................
304,403 ............................

381,344

.98

40.82

351,625 ............................
57 ............................
351,682
329,415

.91
.85

41.73
42.58

182,150 .....................
33,467................
26,183
.................

67,934
.................
493
.................
29 ............................
310,256

.80

43.38
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100 COMPANIES AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)-Continued
[Dollar amounts in thousands)

Rank and companies

Percent of

Amount

.S.total

Cumulative
percent of
u.S. total

23. Ryan Aeronautical Co ............................
Continental Aviation & Engineering Corp ................
Continental Motors Corp .........................
Wisconsin Motor Corp ................................
Total..................................................

$133,751.................
39,142.................
111,891 .................
8,374
293,158
0.76
44.14

24. Hughes Aircraft Co ...........................................
Moa Corp...............................................

285,858 .........................
251 ..................... .......

Total..................................................
25. Standard Oil of New Jersey ..................................
American Cryogenics, Inc ........................
Enjay Chemical Co ...........................
Esso A. G............................................
Esso International Corp ...................................
Esso Petrol Co., Ltd .................. ................
Esso Research & Engineering Co ............................
Esso Standard Eastern, Inc ...................
Esso Standard Itallana ................. ...............
Esso Standard Oil Co., S. A................................
Esso Standard SAF .......................................
Esso Standard Thailand Ltd
Humble Oil & Refining 6o .
..................
Total ..............................................

286,109

Total ..................................................

1,310.................-144:905 ........................
92 ............................

1,164 .....................

340.
............
2,035 .................
2,584 .............
119........
124 .................
121,212 .................

255,012

Total ..................................................

251,039

248,056

29. International Telephone & Tel. Corp ............................
Amplex Corp.............................................
Barton Instrument Corp
.....................
Consolidated Electric Lamp Co
..................
Continental Baking Co ...............................
Federal Electrc Corp.....................................
ITT Eletro Physlcs Laboratories ...........................
ITT Glfillan, Inc.........................................
ITT Technical Services, Inc .............................

135,713
67
37
11

Total ..................................................

241,566

......

Total ..................................................
8ee footnotes at end of table.

.66
......

...

46.25

°.........°..........

.65

46. 90

11,636 .............. .............

979
210,232
24,182
10
21
996

Total ..................................................

45.59

39 .........................
12 .................

247,664
1,466
66
1,319
524

Aerolat Delft Corp
........................
Aerojet General Corp......................
Batesville Mfg, Co ........
..............
Fleetwood Corp.......................
Frontier Airlines, Inc
.......................
General Tire International Co ..................

.71

254,961 ......................

27. Westinghouse Electric Corp ............................... ..
Thermo King Corp.....
...................
Thermo King Sales & Service
............................
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co ...........................
Westinghouse Learning Corp ...............................

28. General Tire & Rubber Co ..................................

44.88

251 ........................
93 ..................... .....

274,377

26. Radio Corp. of America ..................
....
RCA Defense Electronics Corp..................
RCA Institutes, Inc ...................................

30. International Business Machine Co .............................
Science Research Associates, Inc ........
Service Bureau Corp ......................................

.74

148 ......................

............................
............................
.......................... ............................
............................
............................
.64

47.54

............................
............................
... .............. .......
......................

2,194 ............................
65,499
.................
2,715
34,809
521

.................
.................
.................
.62

48.16

223,023 ............................
199 ............................
439 ............................

223,661

.58

48.74
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100 COMPANIES

AND THEIR SUBSIIARiES LISTED ACCORDING TO-NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1988)-Contlnued
IDollar amounts in thousands]

Rank and companies

Amount

31.Bendix Corp ..............................
Bendix Flold Engineering Corp
.................
Bend ixWestinghouse Automotive........................
Dage
Electric
Co., Inc...................................
Framn
....................................
Inc.
.....................
MosaicCorp
Fabrications,
P.&.D.Mfg. Co., Inc .................................

Percent of
U.S. total

$214,398 ............................
7,426
175 ...................
13
1,017 .......................
195
331

Cumulative
percent of
U.S. total

....

.....
.....

IGunderson
Total ..................................................

32. Pan American World Airways, Inc ..............................
33. F M Corp

o.....................................

...................

Bros. Engineering Corp
Total ..................................................

34. Newport
News
Shipbuilding
& Dry Dock
Nuclear
Service
& Construction
Co., Co
Inc......................
....
.......
Total

..............................

35, Raymond Morrison Knudsen (JV)

Haveg Industries, Inc...

............

'

.

Total ..................................................

.48

.47

.45

2,287
171,571

.44

171,361

.44

170,569
169,271
166,240

41, General Telephone & Electronics Corp ...........................
Automatic Electric Co .........................
Automatic Electric Sales Corp ..........................
General Telephone & Electronic Laboratories ................
General Telephone Co. of Southeast ........................
Hawaiian Telephone Co ..................................
Lenkurt Electric Co., Inc .......................
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc ............................

93
9, 682
1,829
273
151
4, 626
8,650
133,706

43. Chrysler Corp.....
........................
Factory Motor Parts Co ....................................
Total .............................

See footnotes at end of table.

. . ................

51.69

170,242 ............................
1,119

Total ..................................................
39. Texas Instruments, Inc ....................................
40. Day & Zimmerman, Inc..
......................

Total ..................................................

51.25

5,792......................

30,662..................
139,907 ....................

Total ..................................................

50.00

465 ............................
114,620 ............................
48j407
.................

38. Du Pont, E. I. do Nemours & Co ...................
Remington Arms Co ......................................

42. Uniroyal, Inc.................................................
Uniroyal International Corp ................................

50.33

181,248 ............................
61 ............................
176,000

Southland Oil Corp .............................
Total ..................................................
....................

185,266

18109

..................

36. Signal Companies, Inc. (The):
Dunham Bosh, Inc ........................................
Garrett Corp ............................................
Mack Trucks, Inc... ..........
...............
Signal Oil & Gas Co ......................................

37. Hercules, Inc .........

0.58
223, 555
49,32
205,652
.53
49.85
175,860 ............................
9,406 .............

159,010

.44
.44 .43

52.13

52.57
53.01
53.44

............................
............................
.................
............................
............................
............................
.................
.
.
.41

53.85

154,163 ............................
136 ............................
154,299

.40

54.25

146,586 ........................
14 ........................

146,600

.38

54.63
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ICO COMPANIES AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1,1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)-Continued
(Dollar amounts in thousands)

Rank and companies

Cumulative

Percent of
U.S. total

Amount

percent of
U.S. total

44. Standard Oil Co. of California ..........
.........
$71,462 ............................
Caltex Asia, Ltd.$.................... ..........
1,853 ............................
Caltex Oil Products Co'.
..................... 61,766
.....................
Caltex 01 Thailand Ltd. '.............................
1,995
..................
Caltex, Overseas, Lid .'..............................
379 ............................
Caltex Phlllpplnes, Inc.3 .'.................. ...
436 ........... I................
Chevron Asphalt Co .......................................
50.............. I.............
Chevron Chemlcal Co .....................................
............................
Chevron Oil Co ...........................................
............................
2,
Chevron Oil Co. of Venezuela ..............................
1,610 ............................
Chevron ShipinIVo.................................
1,297 ............................
Standard
Co.
entucky
...........................
2,297 ............................
Standard o
011
Co. Texas
....................................
122 ............................
Total ..................................................
45. Norris Industries ............................................
Fyr Fyter Co .............................................

Total ..............................................
46. Texao Inc ..
...................................
.
Caltex Asia, Lt.........................................
Caltex Oil Products Co.$ ...................................
Caltex Oil Thailand, U0 ..................................
Caltex Overseas, Ltd.' .....................................
Caltex Philippines Inc.$ ...................................
Jefferson Chemical Co., Inc ................................
Texaco Antilles, Ltd ......................................
Texaco EXport, Inc.. ..................................
Texaco Puerto Rico, inc ...................................
White Fuel Co., Inc .......................................

202
139,266

.36

55.37

45,404
1,853
61,766
. .. . . . ....
..
1,995
.................
379 .........
.........
436 .. . .......
105 .,...,o...°...............
.................
88 .... .......
22, 561
2,451
984
oo...............

... .....

I..o.

...

....
.

........
...

55. 73

.36

47. Collins Radio Co .............................................
48. Goodyear Tire & Rudber Co ....................................
Goodyear Aerospace Corp ..................................
Motor Wheel Corp ........................................

134,754
55,358
76,201
2,046

Total ...............................................
49. Asiatic Petroleum Corp .....................................

133,605
132, 796

50. Sanders Associates, Inc .......................................
Mithras, Inc .............................................

130,830 ............................
481
.................

Total ..................................................
51. Mobil Oil Corp ...............................................

131,311
128,065

52. T.R.W., Inc
...............................
Globe industries, Inc........
International Controls Corp..
.............
Ramsey Corp ............................................
United.Carr, Inc ..........................................

126,363
348
672
14
70

.35
....

°..............

56.08
.....

.34
.34

....

,

56.42
56.76

.34
.33

57.10
57.43

127,467

.33

57.)6

53. Mason & Hanger Silas Mason Co ................................
54. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (N) ....................
55. Magnavox Co .............................................

127 064
124 143
123,100

.33

58.Lr)

56. Fairchild Hiller Corp.
.........................
Burns Aero Seat Co., Inc
.....................

121,165
................
94.................

Total ..................................................
57. Pacific Architects & Engineers, Inc .............................
58. Thiokol Chemical Corp ........................................

121,259
120,895
119,363

59. Eastman Kodak Co ............................................
Eastman Chemical Products Corp ...........................
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc ................................

117,566 ............................
51 .............
...........
706 ... ... o.........
.......

Total ..................................................

Total ..............................

See footnotes at end of table.
"

55.01

138, 022

60. United States Steel Corp .......................................
Reactive Metals, Inc.
U.S. Steel International, Inc..

,

0.38
.................

Total ..................................................

Total ..................................................

11""T
, :'

146,217
139,064

I.'

118,323

.32
.32

.31
.31
.31

.30
__

58.41
58.73

59.04
59.35
59.66

59.96

=r=,

108,322 ...........................
161
... .........
7,679 ............................
116,162

.30

60.26
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10 COMPANIES

AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)-Continued
I ollar amounts In thousands)

Rank and companies
61.American Machine & Foundry Co ...........................
Cuno Engineering Corp ................................
Total ..................................................
62. Chamberlain Corp ............................................
Equipment
P eclsion
63. General
Amerf.,an
Motor
C;ontrols,Corp:
Inc ..............................
Controls Co., of Amer :a ...................................
General Precision Decca Systems ....................
General Precision Systems, Inc ..........................

Grafiex,fino....... ....................................
Industrial Timer Corp.................................
National Theatre Supply..................................
Strong Electric Corp .......................................
Tele-Sinal Corp..............
............
Vapor Corp ..............................................
Total ..............................

64. Lear American
Slegler, inc
...........................
Avitrcn...............................
L S I Service Corp ....................................
Transport Dynamics, Inc ..................................

Verd A Rey Corp .........................................
Total ..................................................

Amount

Percent of
U.S. total

Cumulative
p recent of
U.S. total I

0.28
.27

60.54
60.81

$108,871
1,052
109 923
104,441

29 ............................
377 ..................... 0
90 .. . .. ... .. . ... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
86,361 . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .o
1,571 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .
15 . ... . .. . ... .. ... .. . .. .. . ... .
16 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
3,605 .. ..
9,686 ... . .. .. .. . .... . .. .. .. . ... .
2,194
......

.27

103,944

61.08

74,000 ............................
43
27,526 ............................
685 .......... o.................
18
.26

102,272

61.34

65. Harvey Aluminum Inc .........................................
Harvey Aluminum Sales ...................................

25,048 ............................
74,045

Total ..................................................
66. National Presto Industries, Inc ..................................

99,093
96,886

67. Teledyne, Inc ...........................................
Adcom, Inc .....................................

77,173 ............................

Amelco, Inc ..............................................
Continental Device Corp ...................................
Crystalonics, Inc ..........................................
Electro Development Co ...................................
GeotechnIcal Corp........................................
Getz William Corp ...........
......................
Gill Electric Manufacturing Corp ......................

HydratPower Corp ........................................
Irby
S eelInc
Co.............................................
Isotopes,
...................... 6.......................

Landis Machine Co .......................................
Micronetics Inc
.........................
Microwave Electronics Corp......
Milliken D. B. Co., Inc ....................................
NalIonal Geophysical Co., Inc .............................
ordnance Specialties, Inc .................................
Packard Bell Electronics Corp .............................
Penn Union Electric Corp ..................................
Pines Engineering Co., Inc .................................
Rodney Metals, Inc .......
................
Wah Chang Corp .........
................

309 ............................

4,146 ............................
27 ...........................
13 ............................
50 ............................

25 ............................
128 ............................
517 ...........................
1,017 ............................

59 ...........................

802 ..................
....
2 ................
...
346 ............................

30 ........................

1,024 ......................

92 .........
.........
24 ............................

6,504......................
11
158
1
26

Total ..................................................

92,514

68. City Investing Co.:
American Electric Co ......................................
Hayes Hoidlng Co........................................
Rheem Manufacturing c ...............................
Wilson Shipyard, Inc ...................................

35,966
49,002
1,857
164

Total ..................................................
69. Colt Industries, Inc ..........................................
Chandler Evans, Inc .....................................
Colts, Inc................................................
Elox Corp ..........................................
Fairbanks Morse, Inc.
.....................
Pratt & Whitney, Inc
.......................
Total ..................................................

See footnotes at end of table.

61.60
61.85

.26
.25

86,989

...................
...........................
......
.............
I
....................
.24

62.09

.............

.............

.22

62.31

2, 258
10,087
68,989 ...........................
194 .......................
4,582
..... .....
....
...
.....
436
62.53
.22
86,546
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100 COMPANIES AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL VEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)-Contlnued
IDollar amounts In thousands)

Amount

Percent of
U.S. total

70. Western Union Telegraph Co ...................................
71. American Manufacturing Co., of Texas ..........................

$79, 299
76,552

0.20
.20

72, Curtiss-Writht Corp...........................................
CometTool &Die Co ......................................
Zarkin Machine Co ........................................

74,799
350
275

Rank and companies

........

62.73
62.93

o.....

...........

Total ..................................................

75,424

73. White Motor Co ..............................................
Hercules Engines, Inc .....................................

15,976
58,610
394

74, Aerospace Corp (N)...........................................

Total ................................................

74,980
73,451

75. Cessna Aircraft Co ............................................
Aircraft Radio Corp ...................................

71,834 .......................
1,076.....................

Minneapolis Moline, Inc ...................................

Total ..................................................

72,910

76. Emerson Electric Co ...........................................
Pace, Inc ...............................................
Wiegand (Edwin L) Co ....................................

63,776
68
31
26
8,807
134

Rantec Corp ...........................
Ridge Tool Co ............................................

Supreme Products Corp .........................

Total ..................................................

72,842

77. Seatrain Lines, Inc ............................................
Commodity Chartering Corp ................................
Hudson Waterways Corp ...................................
Transeastern Shipping Corp................................

42,039
1,667
22,547
4,348

Total ..................................................

70,601

78. Gulf Oil Corp .................................................
Goodrich Gulf Chemicals, Inc ........ ..........
Gulf Oil Trading Co .................. ..........
........
Pittsburg Midway Coal Mining Co ......
Total ..................................................
79. Condec Corp
.............................
Consolidated Controls Corp.......
NJE Corp ................................................
Total ...............................................

63.12

.19
.....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.19
.19

.

63.31
63.50

.19

63.69

............................
............................
............................
............................
63.88

.19

............................
.................... I......
............................
............................
.18

64.06

66,934 ............. ............ ...
81 .......
.....
................
259
104 ......
..........
...
.....
°...
.17

67,378

64. 23

65, 162 ............................
1,587......................

155 ............................

66,904

.17

64.40

80. Motorola, Inc ................................................
Motorola Overseas Corp ...................................

65,715 ............................
.....
......
218 ....

Total ..................................................
81, Continental Air Lines, Inc .....................................
82, Federal Cartridge Corp .......................................
83. Hughes Tool Co .............................................

65,933
64, 523
64,519
62,353

84. Vitro Corp, of America ........................................
Vitro Minerals Corp .......................................

59,674 .................
,471

Total.......................................... . ..
85. Johns Hopkins nversty (N)................................

61,145
57,674

86. Control Data Corp ...........................................
. ......
Associated Aero Science Labs, Inc........
C.E.I.R., Inc..............................................
Control Corp .............................................
Electronic Accounting Card Corp ..........................
Pacific Technical Analysts, Inc ............................
T.R.O., Inc .........................................

50,225

Total ............................................
See footnotes at end of table.

'.'1'
., ' ,

....

Cumulative
percent of
U.S. total

,

,

i

,,

.

1,891
852
142
723
1,705
1,264

56,802

.17
.17
.17
.16

64.57
64.74
64.91
65.07

.16
.15
.......

.

°.I ............

65.23
65.38
°.......

..........................

.................

...........

.15

65.53
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COMPANIES AND THEIR SUBSIDIARIES LISTED ACCORDING TO NET VALUE OF MILITARY PRIME CONTRACT
AWARDS, FISCAL YEAR 1968 (JULY 1, 1967 TO JUNE 30, 1968)-Continued
IDollar amounts In thousands

8.. Lykes Cor ..............................
Gulf South American Steamship Co ....................
Total ......................... .

.

.................

88. McLean Industries, Inc.:
Equipment, Inc ...........................................
Gulf Puerto Rico Lines, Inc ...................
Sea.Land Service, Inc ...................

Percent of
U.S. total

Amount

Rank and companies

.......

Cumulative

percent of
U.S. total

$55,247 ............................
683
.................

0.14

55,930

65.67

5,902 ............................
259 .................

49,751 ............................
.14
.14

65.81
65.95

Total ..................................................
89.Aerodex, Inc ................................................

55,912
55,345

90. Susquehanna Corp ............................................

2,415 ............................
51,452
.................
.................
886

Atlantic Research Corp ................... ........
Xebec Corp ..............................................

Total..................................................
91.Sverdrup & Parcel & Assocs., Inc ..............................
ARO, Inc ................................................
92.
93,
94,
95.

Total ..................................................

States Marine Lines, Inc .......................................
Hazeltine Corp ...............................................
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc ................................
Vinnell Corp .................................................

96. Harris-Intertype Corp .........................................

Gates Radio Co ...........................................
PRD Electronics, Inc ......................................
Radiation, Inc ............................................
Total ..................................................

97. World Airways Inc.....
.............................
98. International Harvester Co
.......................
99. Automatic SprInkler Corp., America......................
Badger Fire Extingusher Co...................
Total .................................................

100. Smith Investment Co:
Smith A.0. Corp .........................................
Smith A.0. of Texas ......................................
Total .............................................
I Net

.14

54,763

66.09

1,396 ............................

53,165.................

.14
.14
.14
.14
.13

54, 561
54,015
53,781
53, 574
61,608

66.23
66.37
66.51
66.65
66.78

.13.......................
/96 ............................
20,613 ............................
2,156
.................
51,478

51,358
51,271
50,395
38

.13

66.01

.13
.13

67.04
67.17

...o.o............. ....

50,433

.13

o...

67.30

48,323 ............................
9,998
.................

50,321

.13

467.43

value of new procurement actions minus cancellations, terminations, and other credit transactions. The data

incude debit and credit procurement actions of S10,000 or more, under military supply service, and construction contracts
for work In the United States plus awards to listed companies and other US. companies for work overseas. Procurement
actions include definitive contracts, the obligated rrtion ol letter contracts, purchase orders, job orders, task orders,
delivery orders, and any other orders agains evist ng contacts. The data do not include that part of Indefinite quantity
contracts that have not been translated Into specific ordpts on business firms, nor do they Include purchase commitments
or pending cancellations that have not yet become mutually binding agreements between the government and the company.
The assignment of subsidiaries to parent companies Is based on stock ownership of 50 percent or more by the parent
company, as Indicated by data published in standard Industrial reference sources. The company totals do not Include
contracts made by other U.S. Government agencies and financed with Department of Defense funds, or contracts awarded
In foreign nations through their respective governments, The company names and corporate structures are those in effect
asof June 30, 1968, and for purposes ol this report company names have been retained unless specific knowledge was
available that a company had been merged Into, he parent or absorbed as a division with loss of company Identity. Only
those subsidiaries are shown for which procurement actions have been reported.
I Stock ownership is equally divided between Standard Oil Co. of California and Texaco, Inc.; half of the total of military
awards is shown uhder each ol the parent companies.
4Does not agree with percentage shown on p. 7 due to rounding.
HIRING OF RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNFI1

Mr. StmLLrro. We are making available to your committee it copy
of my letter of June 10, 1969, whIch completes ot' analysis of this miatter. Your perusal of this nmterira must lead to the conclu sion that.
there has not been an abnormal increase in the inbers of retired inihtary going to work for industry.
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I would like to say I am not advocating people going from the mili.
tary to industry. All I am saying is that you cannot come to the con.
clusion that there has been abnormal growth from 1959 to 1969.
(The letter follows:)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DxEINlsE,

non. WLUAM PROXMIRE,

Washingtott,D.C., June 10, 1969.

U.S. Senate,
Washington,D.C.
DEal SENATOR PROxmInE: In my letter to you of April 10, 1069, on the subject
of retired military officers employed defense contractors, I indicated ,that some
contractors had not identified the military ranks held by their employees, that
there were some inaccuracies in the contractor listings, and that you would be
informed of any corrections based on review of service records. I also indicated
we were developing additional data that might be of Interest to you and your
committee. The lists submitted by those contractors included, according to our
initial count, 2,122 names.
We have made an accounting of these officers and are enclosing the follow.
ing with respect to a revised count of 2,135:
List I Is composed of the names of the 1,643 retired regular officers Included
in the names submitted by the contractors. They Include both nondisability and
disability retirees. Also shown on this list are the date of retirement and the
date that the officer was hired by the present employer.
List II contains the names of the remaining 492 officers. We have thus far been
unable to Identify 200 of the names submitted by the contractors from our records. The principal reasons for this are that the names provided by the contractors were insufficient or incorrect or data was omitted, such as the branch
of service. Reserve officers, some of whom are still active in the Reserves, number 243. There were 28 officers of lower rank than colonel/captain included by
the contractors as well as 11 Coast Guard retirees and one retired Canadian
Army officer.
Other figures developed from previous DOD surveys show the following statistics which are germane to any consideration of the subject, all of which re.
late only to retired officers of the rank of colonel and Navy captain, and higher:
The estimated number actually employed In all occupations rose from about
9,950 in 1959 to about 22,700 in 1968--an Increase of 128 percent.
The estimated number engaged In teaching rose from about 1,260 in 1959
to about 3,100 in 1908--an increase of 146 percent.
The estimated number identified as clergy, public officials, and public administrators went from 807 In 1959 to 1,869 in 1968-an Increase of 116 percent.
The estimated number In the nondefense occupations of farmers, proprietors.
and insurance and real estate agents Increased from 1,574 in 1059 to 3,385
in 1968-an increase of 115 percent.
The total in 1969 for Regulars, reservists, and persons who we have been unable to identify thus far is 2,095. In 1959, 767 senior retired officers were reported as being employed by the then top 100 contractors. The net rise between
1959 and 1969 of 1,328 is an increase of 173 percent. Such an increase must be
considered in the light of the above and other factors. For example, over the
last 10 years there has been a general increase in business activity by these
contractors. The list of the top 100 in 1968 Is equivalent to the top 100in 1959,
plus an additional 31 firms which have been merged with or acquired by the
present top 100 contractors. I might also add that the number of retired generals and admirals employed by these contractors has actually declined In this
period, notwithstanding that their number has Increased.
Most Important, however, we believe that the weapon systems acquisition
process in the Department of Defense Is organized In such a fashion to preclude the injection of bias or favoritism into the selection process. Also, laws
and regulations govern all of our 700,000 retired military personnel with respect to conflicts of interest.
We respectfully request that this and my previous letter be placed in the
Congressional Record In amplification of the information published on March
24,1969.
SincerelyBARRY 3. SHILLITO,
Assistant SecretarV of Defense,
Installations and Logistics.
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Mr. MAHON. When we come to the questions we want to ask you is
this a good trend or bad trend, or should we bar them?
(Discussiontoff the record.)
Mr. MAHON. You may proceed.
Mr. SrnLLITO. The question is not whether there is a complex. Of
course there is. This country is made up of complexes. There is a political complex communications or news media complex, a legal complex, a medical complex-to name a few. In industry, there is a
petroleum complex, a miiiing complex, an electronics complex, and so
on, The real question is whether we have stffiient checks and baances
built into our system to preclude unwarranted influence. This will be
precluded if we use President Eisenhower's advice to remain: oi our
guard. I believe thatwe are doing just that.
I believe that those who use the expression, "military-industrial complex" to infer that excessive profits, excess costs, and unknown estimate
of wastes-or even corrup on-permeate the Defense procurement
program should be reminded of certain uncontroverted facts:
Defense procurement is conducted in strict accordance with Federal
statutes.
It is conducted in a public forum--where there are no secret deals.
It is subject to continued scrutiny by many divergent elementsfrom the GAO and the Congress-to indignant contractors.
It is subject to professional audit-by (fAO,by Defense auditors, and
by the Congress.
Very specific laws limit the activities of persons leaving Government
and going into nongovernmental endeavors.
DEFENSE PROFITS

It is our intent to safeguard against proflteering-and we believe
we have available (.i) sufficient information to detect changes in current trends in profit levels, and (H) procedures to influence futtire
trends if necessary.
Within the Department, there is a profit review system which picks
up and displays on a Department-wide basis "going-in" profit rates on
all noncompetitive negotiated contracts over $200'000. The same system provides "earned" profits on all contracts with the exception of
firm fixed-price type...
In addition, the Department has a study of realized profit rates on
selected Defense contracts conducted by the Logistics Management
Institute. I was responsible for this study during my period as president
of LMI. The study covers the 10-year period, 1958-67; Bureau of the
Budget has approved obtaining the same data for fiscal year 1968. The
1MI study includes data on realized earning from firm fixed-price
contracts as well as comparisons of profit to equity capital and total
capital investment.
In addition to these sources, the Department within last year has
been provided access to certain reports of the Renegotiation Board.
It sour view that the data presently available to us from our internal
profit review system, the Logistics Management Institute study and
the Renegotiation Board data complement each other and prowde an
adequate comprehensive picture of the Defense industry profit
situation.
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Should the Congress consider that a greater understAnding is needed
regarding profits oi Government contracts or that the Government
should study alternative means of evaluating profit in relationship to
both equity capital and total investment, conceivably the Renegotia.
tion Board data could be expanded to provide for the collection of such
data. I have also suggested that since the validity of the LMI data
has ;been questioned-by some congressional committees, te GAO be
asked to study the LMI approach in detail and verify its statistical
soundness andits conclusions.
AREAS OF GENERAL INTEREST

I would now like to highlight a few additional areas which I think
may be of interest to this committee. These areas deal with the management of our overall logistic operations and, hopefully, will supply
you with some information that may be of benefitso you in your futile
assessment of our conduct of our responsibilities. I understand that
on some of these areas, this committee has expressed historic interest.
MULTISERVICE

AIRCRAFT-INTEGRATED

MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT

Your committee has indicated a continuing iitr est in the importait
aspect of materiel management concerned with integrated weapon support for multiserv ice aircraft.
We agree that integrated materiel management for common-use
weapon systems and equipment offers unique and significant opporttnities for better weapon support with greater economy. Last year and
the year before, this committee was informed of our objectives, plans,
and interim accompishneits for eliminating duplicate materiel mnifiagemenft assignments such as procurement, supply, maintenance, conflguration control, tecliical manuals, and traiffing through the consolidation of management responsibilities for iinufltiservice aircraft.
This year, I would like to summtarize the more signifieait actions and

to indicate accomplishmeonts-both completed or planned. This can best
be done in the interest of time by reviewing the F/RF-4 aircraft
weapon system.
This weapon has been and is continuing to be used as the "test-bed"
for integrated support mnangement. A total of 29,410 F-4 items art
under some form of integrated management. The Air Force, as integrated manager, provides total support to Navy on 5,527 items. Navy
wholesale assets of these items were transferred on March 1, 1968,
to Air Force stocks for consolidated maniag"ement. Navy activities place
requisitions for these items directly wit tlie Air Force Integrated manager for resupply support.. For an additional 1,405 items, the Air Force
provides sigle-service procurement,. Arrangements have also been
made for theinterservicing of assets for an addit ionfal 2,478 items, including provisions for release in order to prevent not operational ready
supply (NORS) aircraft. These figures are exclusive of the approximately 20,000 F--4 items managed by the Defense Supply Agency as
the integrated manager.
The AYir Force integrated manager has been testing l)rocedures
for management of a limited number of recoverable spares during the
depot overhaul cycle. The DOD intends to pursue the consolidation
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of depot maintenance workloads as all important part of integrated
management and to apply this new form of integrated management
whenever improved we apon support anid econ6ry will result. Experience gained from integrated support of this weapon is being
applied to other niultiservice aircraft.
MATERIEL CONTROL IN SOUTflPAST ASIA

With respect to the concern expressed by the committee that good
materiel control be exercised in Southeast Asia., there are several programs underway and in effect to improve the iatniageindit of inventory
in Vietnam.
Late in 1967, it became evidenttlat the, speed and magnittde of the
Vietnam buildup had, unavoidably, resulted in the accifnmlation of
some iibalances and excesses in inveritoiles. Action has been taken to
initiate a program for the utilizatillo aid redistribiti n of these
excesses against approved military requireime!nts in the supply system.
The Secretary of the Army is the executive agent for this effort and a
general officer, Gen. John .J. Hayes, has been designated as the project
coordinator. The overall plan for the program was approved on
March 1, 1968, and has the following saliefit features:
Excess materiel of all services ini the Pacific area will be promptly
identified.
These excesses will be screened and redistributed to satisfy servicewide requirements in the Pacific area.
Outstanding requisitions will be canceled promptly upon receipt of
materiel.
Funding and budgetary adjustments will be accomplished at the
departmental level.
Property found excess to Pacific area requirements will be reported
to Conus inventory management for worldwide redistribution.
Excess property for which no DOD requirements exist will be disposed of in accordance with existing disposal f)rocedutres.
Since this program started 13 mnont is ago, $149 million worth of
materiel has been distributed. An additional 102,264 items valued at
$177 million are presently being screened for redistribtiton to other
potential users.
JOINT LOGISTICS REVIEW BOARD

On February 17 of this year, the Deputy Secretary of Defense

issued it memorandum establishing the Joint Logistics Review Board.
This Board is under the chairmanship of Gen. rank S. Besson, Jr.,
ISA, former Commander of the Army Materiel Command, and includes it senior general/flag officer from each service and the Defense
Supply Agency, plus appropriate representation from the Joint Staff.
Tils Board is charged with reviewing worldwide logistic support to
IT.S. combat forces during the Vietnab! era so as to identify strengths
aInd weaknesses and make appropriate recommeildatins for improveinent. I am confident that the findings and recommnendations of this
Board will contribute significantly to the continuing long-term improvement of logistics systems.
I appreciate this opportunity of outlining a few areas of our actions
in terms of where we are and where our efforts will be directed in the
future.
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Mr. MAIION. Mr. Secretary, Mr. Sikes will conduct the questioning
for the committee.
IMPROVEMENTS IN DEFENSE OPERATIONS

Mr. SIKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Secretary, as you are aware, this year has been quite revealing
from the standpoiit of identifying instances of cost overruns, or "cost
growth" as you prefer to call it.
I can call to mind the C-SA, the F-111, the MK-II avionics, the
AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter, the Sheridan weapons system, Miniute.
man II, and the shipbuilding program of the Navy, to name tle most
notable ones. Reasons disclosed for these costly programs include im.
properly defined specifications, Government changes, delays in
delivering Government-furnished equipment, underestimating by the
Government and by contractors, the telescop'iig of production
6iaid
R.D.T. &E., and the total package procurement method of contracting.
I would like for you to discuss at this time your thoughts on tie
relative merits of the total package procurement concept.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. I am going to suggest that you give us a brief summation
of your thinking and that you then give us a more detailed answer
for the record.
Mr. SmILTO. Yes, sir. First, we are going through a very thorough
scrubbing and screening of every major program that we have in the
Department of Defense right now. We are reassessing-attempting to
identify just exactly where we stand on the cost to complete today
versus that which had been estimated as the cost to complete at the

time the program was embarked on. I wonder if I could take a minute,
Mr. Chairman and maybe talk about this graphic depiction over here.
I do not like the procedural flow, but I think it might help us a little
to understand the kind of problem we are faced with.
Mr. MAHON. This will be all right, but I do not. want you to get away

from the main question here, which is a series of questions in one. You
testified in your statement that there had been a gradual upgrading
and improvement in the Defense Department in your judgment since
the 1950's. I forgot the exact date you gave, and I am inclined there
has been a continuous improvement. One might say how could there

be an improvement in view of mistakes which have been made in recent
years. I hope you will make it clear for the record just what you mean
by the improvements.
Mr. SiLUiTO. Yes, sir.

Mr. MAHON. Of course, this present Nixon administration which you
are now serving has not had much time to make fundamental progress
in this field. We are talking of the overall picture.
Mr. SHILLITO. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
WHAT WE MEAN BY IMPROVEMENTS

The following are examples of kinds of improvements made In defense logis-

tics over the past 10 years:
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OROANXZATXONAL IMPROVEMENTS

Betabl8thing of the Director of Defense Reearch and Engineering
A director of Defense Research and Engineering was established in the Office
of the Secretary of Defense by the Defense Reorganization Act of 1958 with
responsibility to direct and control the research and engineering for the development of new weapon systems. The concept formulation and contract definition
management techniques were devised in that office. Reviews at critical decision
points are made by that office during the development of all new weapons.
Establishmentof project management capacity
Systems project management is also quite new having started in a small way
in the late 1950's. It has now been Imposed on all major weapon system acquisition programs. The purpose is to provide within the military department a manager to exercise executive authority over the planning, direction, and control of
the approved program, and over the allocation and utilization of all resources
approved in the 5-year force structure and financial plain. To further this management approach, DOD has established a school for project managers-the
Defense Weapon Systems Management Center. The curriculum uses the accumulated experience throughout the DOD as the basis for training people from
all parts of the DOD-Army, Navy, and Air Force.
Establishment of uniform contract administration capability
As a result of the DOD project 60 study conducted in 1962-63, the DOD plant
cognizance program was established in October 1964 and assigned plant cog,
nizance responsibility to selected DOD components for the performance of con.
tract administration services at contractors' plants. Assignments were published
In November 1964 followed by the publication of the DOD Directory of Contract
Administration Services Components In March 1065. In February 1965 the
Defense contract administration services (DCAS) of the Defense Supply Agency
was established to consolidate field offices. The organization consists of 11
regional offices and a headquarters, and became fully operational in February
1006. This resulted in the consolidation into a single DOD component of functions
which had previously been formed by as many as five separate contract administration services organizations. It also has resulted in a consolidation and codification of contract administration procedures.
Establishmentt of the Defense CotttractAudit Agency
The Defense Contract Audit Agency was formed in July 1965 as a result of
comments and recommendations over several years that the contract audit
function performed separately in each of the three inflitary departments was a
function required on a common basis by all Defense procuring components. The
consolidation has resulted in independent, objective and consistent cost recom.
mendations aid related audit advice to procurement personnel; uniform responsiveness to the procuring -agencies; a uniform management, policy direction,
utilization and training of the auditors; simplification of the process of obtainIng Defense audit service by other Government agencies; and an arrangement
under which all contractors would deal with a single DOD audit agency.
IMPROVEMENTS IN PROCUREMENT TECHNIQUES

contract definition
In contract definition, DOD as evolved a major management improvement in
the development of major systems. The aim is to better define our objectives before undertaking full-.scale development. It is a process .by which we, together
with our coiftractors, do our thinking and planning for new major weaponsestimated to cost $25 million or more-after making the conditional decision
to acquire the system. Briefly, the contract definition phase is an arrangement
with competing qualified industrial firms to define the program and establish
the feasibility of its performance, time, and cost prior to authorizing full-scale
development. At the beginning of contract definition we do not normally attempt
to establish rigorous specifications. We prefer to encourage initiative and innovation on the part of competing contractors. The competing contractors can
explore in depth the many Uiikiowns which are present in any new effort. They
can determine in outline the overall design and define the subsystem and major
components. Most important, they can identify the critical problems and make
good estimates of how long and how much money it will take to solve them.
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With this information at hand, the Government is in a much better position
to decide whether to proceed with full-scale development or concentrate on ad.
dancing requisite technology. If the answer is to proceed, we will be able to
negotiate the development contract (and occhsionally the subsequent production
contract) with one of the contractors which has already been established with
a visible history of successful collaboration during the contract definition phase.
In this environment, it is possible to make the decision for full-scale develop.
ment with far greater assurance that the cost estimates are sound, that the per.
formance of the system will meet the promise, and that the military need will be
filled at the time required.
Reduction in GPFF contract
The use of CPFF contracts had risen to 38 percent in fiscal year 1901. Currently
cost-type contracts account for less than 11 percent of all DOD purchases. DOD
is using mainly incentive type contracts in place of CPF contracts to motivate
contractors to greater efficiencies.
Componmtt breakout
This program was developed to increase competition or lower total costs. We
break out components of major systems for competitive procurement where this
can be done without endangering safety or operational effectiveness. For example, we buy the aircraft engines competitively and furnish them as Govern.
ment-furnished property to the manufacturers of the aircraft. We buy many
substantial components comp6titively, including the electrical, radar, and armament sections of the aircraft and furnish them to the aircraft producer. In addition, Ave may buy components from subcontractors and deliver them to the prime
contractor to eliminate the prime's indirect costs and profits. We do this to
the extent that it is economically beneficial.
Incentive contracting
The new emphasis DOD has placed on incentive tyies of contracts received
Its initial impetus through revision No. 8 of the armed services procurement
regulations dated March 15, 1962. This revision emphasized th selection of contract types which provide maximUhn profit incentive for superior performance.
We have made significant progress both in the quantity and quality of our incentive contracting. Since fiscal year 1961, we have obligated $38 billion on incentive contracts which motivate the contractor toward achieving excellence and
force very careful advance planning by both parties of all factors of weapon performance. Since October 14, 1963, when we initiated the advanced incentive contracting workshop, we have trained over 2,000 procurement and technical personnel in the most sophisticated techniques of structuring multiple incentive
contracts. In August of 1962, we issued a DOD-wide Incentive Contracting Guide.
This document has been revised and kept up to date. The Department of the
Air Force, as executive agent, now has operational a DOD-wide computer service
to aid all Departments in the evaluation and structuring of major multiple in.
centive contracts.
Advance procurementplanning
Advance procurement planning is a means by which the efforts of all personnel
responsible for the procurement of defense material by contract are coordinated
as early as practicable in order to obtain required items of the reqilsite quality
on time and at the lowest sound price. It involves the prospective analysis of re(uirements and the documiien1taiton of teclihnieftl, business, policy, operttlfll, hid
procurement considerations into a comprehensive procurmoient plan. These considerations include all operational requirements (tiie and mission goals), technical objectives performancee reliability, etc.) economic factors (potential costs),
use of appropriate contract techniques, and compliance with procurement regurations and policies. Potential conflicting interfaces and any resulting essential
trade-off decisions must be recognized to accomplish a sound material prodtirement program. Advance procurement planning establishes and graphically
portrays realistic milestones to be met in achieving the goals of a specific program.
The advance procurement plan serves as the principal long-range procurement
planning document charting the course of major procurement programs over
their lifecycle, keyed to the Department of Defense 5-year defense program.
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Co tractorperformance evaluattion
A defense program of contractor performance evaluation for major development
contracts was established in 1063 to provide an orderly and uniform method of
determining and recording the effectiveness of contractors in meeting their con.
tractutmi commitments. In 1905 this program- was expanded to include the production phases of these projects or weapons systems. This program now covers contractors receiving development contract awards whose projected cost exceeds
$2 1iili6n for a single year or if the projected overall cost exceeds $10 million. In
addition, a contratocr performance record-a factual historical documentation of
contract performance data-is required for supply contracts of $100,000 or more.
This record is maintained for the use of contracting officers in the selection of
cont actors for award of supply contracts of $100,60 and over.
Muiltlear procurement
Under this procurement technique, competition is obtained for current and
future firm requirements for hardware items, with award made to the lowest
bidder on the total quantity. Funds are obligated annually, as appropriated, on
eacl program year's increment. With the assurance of production continuity and
distribution of startup costs to larger quantities and over longer periods,'and with
elintation of pOtential recurring startup costs, we not only obtain substantially
lower unit prices than we could get by annual competitions, but increase the
number of suppliers interested in participating in the competition.
Tico-step formal advertising
This is a method to obtain price competition under a sealed bid arrangement
when available specifications are not adequate for conventional formal advertislug. Conventional formal advertising requires that available specifications must
be adequate to describe the product being pichased.
One of the major reasons that the Department of Defense uses negotiated contracts 4s that adequate specifications do not exist for many of the things we buy.
That is particularly true with complex equ.1pments. In the first step, of two-step
formal advertising, unpriced technical proposals are scicited and evaluated to
screen out onresI4oknsive proposals . The second step Is a sealed bid procedure simflar to regular formal advertising but particiipatlin is limited to those firms that
submitted acceptable technical pirop0sals in the first step.
Spare parts breakout ,
This program was initiated specifically to increase competitive procurements
fi replenishment spares and repair parts. Most of the manufacturers who are the
l)rhne contractors for our complex and sopisklcated weapons systems, such as
an airplane, rely upon subcontractors and vendors for spare parts. This pro.
grain identifies those spare parts which have a high dollar vulttp and identifies
the supplier. 7he Government then attempts to obtain competition among a wide
range of spare parts suppliers. If competition is not possible, the Government may
purchase the part directly from its manWfatorer to eliminate landlhig, over.
head charges and profit which are added to its price by the prime contractor.
Weigh tcd gideines
This toe-chiie for establishing profit objectives was first introduced in the
ASPR in "August 1003 in response to a recognized need for more precise profit
and fee guidance be developed. Using this method the Government negotiator
gives consideration to over 20 different factors in the five major areas of the con.
tractor input to total performance, selected factors such as source of resources
and other special profit considerations. A study comparing profit patterns of contra(ts negotiated in 1960 to those negotiated in the years 1950-03 clearly indicates that the guidelines have succeeded in better alinement of profit patterns.
PIFiSON NUI

DEVELOPMENT iMti'iOVEM ENrS

DOD-wide career development program
The first DOD-wide career development program had been established covering
procurement personnel. The program is a systematic approach to attract, develop,
and retain qualified employees and to assure that they have adequate opportunity.
ties for improved career specialization and promotion. The two essential aspects
of this system are:
(1) A detailed master development plan for every procurement employee which
appraises and evaluates his career potential and identifies the required training
and skills necessary to achieve that potential.
:ir)-262-69-
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(2) A central automated inventory and referral system which inventories the
skills and experience of all eligible OS-18 and above for use as a DOD-wide
-referral. system When filling key procurement positions.
The procurement career development program Is but a forerunner of DOD.
wide programs in other occupational fields.
Deftmse gwourement fraian# program
In 1002 we implemented the defense procurement training program designed to
provide uniform joint training courses on a DOD-wide basis for the first time,
Originally, 14 single service courses were revised for application to all military
departments and the Defense Supply Agency. The success of this program, we
believe, can be measured both quantitatively and qualitatively, For example,
during fiscal year 1067 over 8,000 students completed one or more of the 48 DOD
approved courses. Of these, over 5,100 attended resident courses offered by five
,specialized logistics training centers, In addition to our regularly scheduled train.
ing programs, we send traveling teams to our major procurement activities to
orient procurement personnel in new techniques or programs. Both the develop.
meant of course contest and the quality of course presentation is monitored closely

Mr. MAHXN. Now' proceed.
FORMULATION OF WAroNs SYSTEmS

Mr. SuLLiTo. We are talking about a situation here in which we are
looking atthe specific problem--"cost overruns" and what can be done
about it. As I have explained, we must have a clear understandinga clear definition of the term "overrun." Within the framework of the
definitions I have previously given,* we are concerned with AH-56,

shipbuilding, and others.
Mr. MAHON. The Cheyenne.
Mr. SHmLLrrO. Yes; the Cheyenne. I would like to mention again
that we are looking at major systems created by conditions arising
outside defense. The need is brought into being as the result of our
international commitments which surface a particular job to be done
to offset a potential enemy capability.

Mr. MAHON. The concept may come from the Defense Department

or it may come from industry.
Mr. SmLLr.o. Yes; industry has a capability to make such an assessment, or itnmay come from the State Department. It may come

from
Woutside
the Defene entirely. In fact, more often than not, tlis
could be the case when there is an International commitment tobe met.
The "old days" of pGovernment laboratory being the only group

capale
frmultin
f
a artiula wepon. concept is .ju~t not part
oftoday's. environment. Our problem Is to 'be sure thattliethreats_ are
real and th6ebunterreaction is. both, -feasible and, consistent with: the

degree Qfthreatinvolved.
Mr. MAUON, Tn other words, you decide whether o not you might
be able to cope withthis threat by some means.
Mr.SnmLLrro That is right, that there is such a capability. This is
not time orietited by'the way. Defes'se procedures
exist.. We find ourselves going through what
0
has been referred , toas eonceptformula,tionan-1deontract definitio.

'"":i(~lerk':fiO
•

pages,
401 thru

,;Ad: ditioinal :informAtioni contained in the insert-

408.)>
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CONTRACT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PAPER

Mr. SunImTo. Upstream from contract definition we have what is

called, a development concept paper in which people at the very top
of the Department review the basic issues concerning the need for a
particular weapon system.
(Clerk's note: See pages 404 through 405 for additional infor.
mation.)
.."
Mr. MAxON. Off the record. '
(Discussion off the record ..
-
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When you as the quest1n, is total p kage ,roouremet good or
bad, I would say when properly Udlo 'by thbala06 of ev opment and some production in .66mpetitv en pnnt, it wil frouently be good. I !i*ll be 'happy-to-.rnis9 additional commjohts on
the so-calle total package procurement,cicept for the record.

(The information follbws:)
RELATIVE MERIT 01F THEO4~PAKG

PROOuREgaE1(T CONCEPT

The term, total package procurement (TPP), is unfortunately a misnomer
which has often been interpreted to imply that we are purchasing in one contract, a total weapons system program. It infers that we are buying all thd
development, production, and conceivably all of the support' required for the
system * * * a virtually impossible task. More properly the term should connote
that we are combining in a single competitive package the procurement of design
and development, plus a significant portion of production., This might be more
appropriately characterized and defined as a "development/production procure-

ment" concept.

* The purpose in placing as much of a program as possible under a competitive
Contract is to avoid the situation wherein the development portion of a program
oiawarded competitively but the larger and frequently more lucrative production
contract is awarded on n sole source basis, This situation aribes from the fact.
that, by the time the system is ready.for production, the development contractor
Wrie become so involved in the program, and has acquired such extensive techWecal knowledge, that it Is virtually impossible to change contractors at this
, Under€ he neper concept, competing contractors are required to offer
:irm cominltments not only on.developmegt but on major segments of production
Tlvdjto varying degrees, certain portions of thelogistic support as well,
One.of the most .niportant factors 'to b6 'cbnsid6red iii applying the concept
0 the degree of stability (or unknowfK requirements) in the engineering and
;iodutio aspectA "of the program. Additlonally, of coursewe must have a high
A.4e4of, cOnfldence 'tatthe program wil not :change apprecialy prior to,introdoei the syste or equipment intol inventory 4 While the concept is a mean" lnstep forwardrin ov06rnment proeurement, we mUt emphasize that it is
L:,
",-:'
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not-, a panacea which will cure nll of the prolllms hit tcqitlihg Nvenphol1s systems,
WVhen appr'opriately npplied, there are it itibor'of advanftges that accrile
from the utse of this approach, For example, It:
(a) Supplies more detailed data for the 5-year force structure programs pauck.
age concerning performance, cost and seliedtile.
(b,) D~iscourages contractors fromt buying lin onl the design and (leveiopi~tlt
effort with the Intention of recovering onl thle sub~sequenlt lproditetion p~rogramt,
(o) Portnit.s lroglmam decision andi smirce selection based onl binldingf' per.
formance, pr-ice and schedtile coififlltti('Ilts by contractors14 for a niljor port
,of the total program.
(di) Providles a tininer bamis for projecting total itefilthition i ff1 ope.rationtal
costs for use lin source selection 411d lin the (determination of -apl-la1lt Coll.
tractual. incentives.
(o) E~ncourages contractors to (design Initially for oetonmical proliuctioo
andl~ support of operational Iiii'cwaro' wiclh ay otherwise iiot, receive%mitili.
.cent.emiphasis lin the Ubsence of production coniitfinett.
(f) Motivates4 contractorm to obtain coinponetIii, suppliers and suibeonltri(!t
work, which. averages nearly 50 l)(~re('lt or most airei-tft progrgnllm, ftom t~i
mlost. efficient sourcesl anid by tile mosot ('tiiV'ietlt means.
(g) Allow's competition to io etriise l it the hegimitig, thel'ohy (vlc(1casilig
thle need for sulbst~equt vqiei ir0e~ci'tlft0'(O)I~~lN
Vit
'('oilpOnent has11 beeni origifti ly INui by or Hn1de'1 thle (hletoclO it pi)iI ('o11.
tnractor and Is theni pit Out fol. ('olletitive biddig id im built by another
(*om3ahiy, a risk conceriing tho fintegrity or thle Hysteim its it whole is resteded,
complete Inter'changeability (if thoemiomponm'it is threatened mi a4111(1moiflit
logistics problem Is further complicated by the liitro auction of it new part and
part number. In addition, the delays associated withotis procedure are iinmnoy
,eaes costly and iiiceptabl.
(h,.) Requires contractors to assutme more responsibility for pi'ogrim slopess,
thereby permitting the Government to moni11torl'1)104141111 11ore( in1 t~ermsI Of sun'r
vi'eilance rather than lin terms of (lethled 111
mati itmit direetilon,
U1he Concept iot of course, iiot without Ito oh(111vInhtjAes. However, we beolieve
that thle (isadvttags are wvIthin mantilgeakbie boiuds when thle concept is;
ai~propriately applied. Among the diidll1antliges. Often (0teditre
(a) The proposal expense to the contractor mlay increase ue to the intense
competitive pressures and the risks introduceed thirouIghl lonig-termi contractual
commitments.
M
b Tht severe cotlNietiot lilteeR gre'atei 11tIitnl'iil risk oil thle ('otitetor,
a risk cdused by the contractor hainllg to price ouit the total weapon system pro.
grant ior to completion of tilt oiti di
(t'igli.
(e) The program definition. may occutr premaiturilly mince thle contractor
imist price the weapon system before comtpleting thle detail des1in.
(d) The; Governnment, could receive a marginally performing weapon system
If the contractor designed only for nmaximnum ectonmies in production, Suceh n
approach would place disproportinte emphasis on cost controls to the detrimnent of, setem performance.
(o) Dute to the competitive pressures during Contract Definition, contractors
Ionietines expend' ftinid over 411( abioe those, provided by contract for this
purpose
Onl balance, we believe that the concept of purchasing des.ign, developments
andl a significnt portion of p~rodulctionl mid~er the umbrella of comopetiton isI
one(, whichl offers itfany advantages to the Government. As Indicateol entrlier, hoivever, It Is not a Wmilanis icoiuimition panaI1cea. SiHIllAh Afst~ttd. It mu11t, he%119cd
with (lietretion and sound judguient, and bie speciItleally tailored to flt thle pro.
c'urement situation at hand.
CAMEOF~

OF COSTI O1hTRIAMA

Mr. Li'$comn. JTust, to 1)e olea~r on this, is this Cht~rt sutpoSed to
represent a new procedure Or, a new tho lghlt?
Mr, SHmMLTO. This'is strictly art attempt to procedurally put together the flow of -what hkppenis,
ht you hanve told us now Ls not new to this com-11
Mr.'rTosc'mm6Mfl
mittee, What Ave are -trying to ffi~d out is what went wrong. If youl
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have been using this system, what went wrong and what have you
boon doing to correct it?
'rue only difference I have 'heard you say is that you are going to
have fulfl-scale development more defined and refined before you go

Into production.

Mr. S
xro. That is right.
,iri
Mr. IPScoMn, That is a new wrinkle, isn't it?
Mr. StIarIrITO. YOS, sir.

Mr. Lipscom3. his committee is completely familiar with buidlig
the program but what went wrong? That is what we are trying to
find out.
Mr. FrooD. This is exactly what was in my mind. You gave me the

impression, Mr. Secretary, in the last, 10 minutes on that chalt that

you have suddenly uncovered a very (liffictilt problem extending fullscale development into the area of production. All of a sudden somebody hlus found that out and found out it is a very, very com)licated,
diffoult thing. Well, what in the world is new about thOt
Mr. Strirrro. I didn't mean to give that iml)ression; sir, at all.
Mr. FrAoo. Well, you did to me.
Mr. Siiixuo. All I am saying is, there has been, too much in the
way of -an overlap between development and production. We have not
worked ourselves out of the development problem prior to going into
production and this is one of our major problems. That is the one point
that I wanted to make in discussing that chart, sir.
I(Olorks note: The following insert regarding the question "What went wrong?"
was provided for the record: )

The question "What went wrong?" that resulted in substantial overruns In
major weapons acquisition projects must be viewed in the context of a continnutil

In weapon systems Improvements, The management approach which I have
described was designed to correct, insofar as was feasible, a number of problems
which were recognized is early as the late 1050's. Generally, we were achieving
performance in new weapons but at the expense of substantial delays in development time, which have been estimated by some authorities In the neighborhood
of 86 percent, and substantial cost Increases on the order of 220 percent greater
than original cost estimates. It was thought that by use of the technique of
formalized system engineering analysis tat we could Introduce better definition
of the requirements for now systems before initiating full scale development
with the result that more realistic schedules and more credlI%,
1 .ost estimates
would be known.
We do not have much evidence yet as to the adequacy of these new procedures
except in those cases which have been held up to public view. Further improve.
ment In our management scheme is necessary in at least three areas,
1. There is a need for more hardware demonstration of performance before
undertaking full scale development. The view has been expressed that too much
reliance has been placed on analysis and/or essential paper studies. It follows
that there has not been enough emphasis on advance development, particularly
In the area of hardware demonstrations of critical high risk elements of major
systems, We are presently studying ways to Increase testing of components,
sub-systems and systems within major weapons before undertaking full scale
development.
.2. There is a need to more often defer commitment of major weapons to pro.
diction until after substantial performance demonstration has occurred. The
planning for new weapons has involved far too much concurrency between
development and production In those cases where we have failed to resolve
development problems prior to initiation of production, Costs appear to have
grown excessively in rework of tooling and in rework of finished hardware. We
are now studying ways to implement the concept of development milestone
Aemodh'ftiablis as a precondition of proceeding withi the various phases of develOpment and more importantly, as a condition of entering volume production.
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8. We need to find means of improving the reliability of cost estimating. We

are hopeful that the introduction of more hardware demonstration during the
concept formulation period and the contract definition phase will result in reduc.
Ig areas of development unknowns. We are studying ways to give increased
emphasis to production planning in the contract definition phase. We expect to
make increasing use of independent government cost estimates based on math.
ematical and engineering models which we expect to update at the end of contract
definition based on the results of the contractors' efforts prior to the source
selection evaluation. We anticipate that the data available in the future from
cost information reporting and selected acquisition reporting will provide a more
adequate historical base from which to project future estimates.
I do not mean to infer that other things may not have gone wrong. However,
I would say that if there was a failure In our management planning, it was one
of inadequate recognition of what needed to be done at the time to improve the
overall management required.
PRODUCTION PRIOR TO COMPLETION Or DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Sxxzs. The committee has been concerned, and rightly so over
the concurrency of. R.D.T. & E. and production, a trend followed
in recent years in the procurement of major weapons systems. The
result has been' disastrous in such cases as the Cheyenne and Sheridan.
We seem to have abandoned completely the "fly before buy" concept.
What actions are you taking to atvoid a commitment to production
before we are assured of a workable weapon system in the research
and development phase, or do you recommend any change?
Mr. SmnLiTo. We 'have taken several actions, Mr.Chairman. First
of all, as you know, the primary management responsibility for these
-systems rests with the services. Those of us instai and po icy responsible positions are primarily concerned with insuring that those persons in the Services having the primary line responsibiltiy are able
to most effectively carry out their responslbilites.
The one action being taken, of course, is what we have been talking
about, that is, making'our production decisions tied to development
accomplishments rather than to the calendar.
Ve are also establishing a Defense Systems Acquisition Review
Council. This has just been established in the last 2 weeks-and
selected major weapons systems will be looked at at three crucial points
over the life of the system. It will be looked at prior to going into contract definition; again prior to going into development; and again
prior to going into production.
* The Council will be acting for the Secretary of Defense as far as
aoh. one' of these major programs is concerned. I feel that this will
have a very positive effect on the kind of review that you have in
'mind, sir.
SMr. SxiS, The Congress must'necessarily place a great deal of re'ianee tip'n miilitary judgment in deciding whether or not to provide
finds to proceed ithproduction.,
Mr. SHr,Trro. Mr. Chairman, a point that does tie into your earlier
question, whldh I think is extreifely impokt6ant, is, that the council
'would expect the, service plans and recommendations forwarded for
council review will 'ive much greater consideration to parallel develop*ment when possibl- than has been the' case prior. Even though it
'may cost more dolrsr'in th6 early phase of weapon development,
*we are inclined to fel it4 ill have a significant impact later in the
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Nfr. SIKES. We have found this year durig our hearings that in
some instances budgetary considerations-the fear of losing funds
or losing the confidence of the Bureau of the Budget or Congress for a
partcul-ar program-may have been the overriding factor in the Delense Department's decision to go into production in certain cases before it was actually ready to do so. What, if anything, can be done
to eliminate this danger or is this just inherent in the system?
Mr. SHILLITO. I think Service overoptimism has been a problem,
Ur. Chairman. I do. believe that the kind of systematic scrutiny we
are talking about by. this Council at the Secretary of Defense 1evel
of the service recommendations can have a significant, positive impact on attempting to minimize that possible overconfidence.
Mr. SIKEs. What has been the moving force In the Pentagon which
has been responsible for the tendency of moving into production too
early ? Is it R.D.T. & E. people, is it the proceurement side of the house,
the users, the contractors, or the way the contract is written, or a little
of all of this ?
Mr. SITILLITO. It is possibly a little bit of all these things. The overoptimism on the part of the contractors, the overoptimism in the Department of Defense. We have to realize that the installations and
logistics side of the house both in the services and OSD really doesn't
come into this picture from a responsibility point of view until we phase
into production. We have a signflcant contribution to make in procurement planning and integrated logistic support is concerned well upstream in the cycle,
It is a little bit of each of these things.
DEoISION TO ENTER INTO PRODUCTION
Mr. SricEs. Mr. Secretary , who makes the decision then to enter into
production, the R.D.T. & E. side?
Mr. SIRILLITO. The point I touched on earlier I would like to come
back to-the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council. When this
Council meets, first prior to contract definition, and then prior to fulldevelopment, it is chaired by the Director, Defonse Research and
scale
Engineering.
Er. FLOO. This is an important question. I am not getting the
answer to this.
Mr. SmLLirro. When it is decided to move into production, it is
chaired by myself. If we have anything in the way of a disagreement
it would then go to the Secretary of Defense for decision. The Council
in each instance will be conducting its review of the service recommendations for the Secretary of Defense. It will forward its recommendations to him. The R. &D. man does say when it is ready, by the

way.
Mr. FLOOD. During the war we were in England. We needed planes

to go over Germany. They spirit all their time doWnihore with designs.
They came -up here to us with a design. The following week up came
another design. The following week yet another design. Finally we
had to say, "Look, boys, stop playing games with those designers aown
night. Throw those designs away." explo.
there. We need planes lastproblem
here with this technological
Now we have the same
Sion. Tat goes back to the question they just asked you.
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With this teclnologiettl explosion would the fantastic gelneratioils,
one down tile back of-another, who decides when we are going to buy
what piece of hardware in that generation? We spend hundreds of
millions of dollars for hardware A and then we move ulp again the
old moth-eaten clich6 of the Dopartment of Defense: "If it works, it
is obsolete," and then we buy another generation.
Now, who decides at what point somebody has to stop this? R. & I).

D. &E. You I
Mr. Simrrraro. Congressman Flood, in Defense, as in any new prod.
uct being manufactured, the recomioendationi as to when an item is
ready to go into production is made by engintlering. ihe decision to
accept that item, into production, and to tool for that item in pIroc-c.
tion is u) to the production man. However, they-engineering--Iive
to say it s engineered and ready to move into production.
M'. Ftooi).

I am clailrmlan of the 11l,1Wr subcommittee. ThereI

is,

electronics and otier hardware. We have the basements of schools Jill
over this country loaded with obsolete hardware that slick city sal.,smnen have sold theso school boards and the (loveviinient. Now we have
the same thh g here in Defense.
You snfy, "Jon gi neering says 'go alead and buy it'," bitt by the time
you buy it, the same engineers sity, "Wait a mintte. It is obsolete.
Here isanother one,"
Then we are right in the middle of procurement and, sister, this

costs, Miniaturization.

Mr. SirxrLTAro. Yes, Sit', it, does a1d Wh101n you am'e talking about the
tinmespan with which we are here concerns and when you consider
thousands of engineers, each of whom has an area of specialty, you
can rest assured that you are going to have new ideas, new concepts,
and new costs coming along.
Mr. FLOOD. That just restates the question. That is what I goid.
Now, at what point do we put airplanes in England?
POHRTIMIirTY'Y OF DELAY IN

{11fOI)tV(I'ON DIECTRON

Mr. SucuEs. Mr. Secretary, how serious is the problem of concurreny
insofar as time loss is concerned, or additional cost is concerned in
those instances with which you are familiar ?
Mr. SinLLrro. Mr. Chairman, it is hard to really assess this concur-

rency impact and its relationship to time.
Mr. SixEs. And you and I know what you are trying to do. You are
trying to get new weapons, or equipment, into use as soon as you can.
Mr. Snzrrrjo.That is correct.
Mr,Sinns. Now, is it worth the gamble in extra cost to do it compared with the loss of time we would-suffer if we took a more deliberate
pace?
Mr. SinLLrro. Mr. Chairman, it is my position, it is also Mr. Packard's position, that it is worth taking this additional time,
We-blieve that we will actually end up with the material in operation as soon as we otherwise would, if not sooner, by taking this additional time.
Mr. FLooD. Mr. Chairman, you are a rifle expert. It took us 7 years,
and I heard you year after year for 7 years pound this table and say,
"Whore are the riles?" Seven years,
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Mr. SIRxs. We threw away three or four that were nearly as good

as the one they finally wound up with in that time period.

Mr. FLooD. And when we got it, it was no good. They had to make
three changes in the first 3 months in the field in the magazine.
DE, CISON To

JE(IIN PRODUCTION OF F-14

Mr. Sixns. Mr. Secretary, quite often Congress finds itself with little
or no options in deciding whether to fund production or to slow down
or stretch out a particular development program. The F-14 aircraft
development of tie Navy is a recent example. In this case, the committee has no apparent flexibility of decision. We are faced with an
immediate commitment to production on a brand new development
program; however, if the committee chooses to delay production, we
are told it will cause a cancellation of the contract. 1o you think it is
fair to place Congress in such an ltenable position? In your opinion,
what decision should the committee make in this instance?
Mr. Sirirtvro. I would recommend, Mr. Chairman, tlt; the matter
be gone over thoroughly with the person who is closest to that particuilar program; probably the program manager. The F-14 is a very
large program. It is a very important program. Tlie program was entered into, contracted with the idea boing that tie development and
production would go to the company that was selected. The times
were laid out and the contract does spell out these times. I think the
point you make is correct that, were tiere to be bhis slippage, it would

undoubtedly bring about a completely different contractual environment, but I would-prefer not to offer an opinion on. it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Siis. If you sat on this side of the table, how would you vote?

Mr. StiiiLrro. If I sat on that side of the table, I would ask the

same questions sir. I would look into it as I have suggested.
Mr. SmoEs. 1e have looked into it and, hopefully, we know about
as much as can be learned within the limited sphere of our studies
and questioning and there, seems to be little choice, in view of tile
requirement for modernmzation, but that we go ahead. Now, is that
the position yout would tale?

Mr. SImnLrAr. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSrs rLrT 1. Mr. Secretary, you were with the Navy Department
installations and logistics during the development of the well
knownMr. SHIrLrAo. The last part, of the F-14; yes, sir.
Mr. Ml;SxIALr,. And also the TFX program 'and the F-111B.
Mr. Smrrmro. I pretty much missed the TFX, Mr. Minshall.
Mr. MINAAL,. I thought everybody was in on that.
Mr. SIitIro. No, sir; tat is the reason I tried to stay away from it.

They already had enough people in it.
Mr. MiwS

1 ALr,.

You are somewhat familiar with it. You say we

should take the advice of the program manager, which we did in

that case.
Mr. SITILLITO. I said I would discuss it in detail with the program

managers.

Mr. MTNSrALr,. We discussed it in. great detail with them but they
said, "We have these problems. We tliink we can fix this." Then the
next thing we know you are over the cliff.
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Mr. SHILLITO. I would say this on the F-14, that the contract
defl-fiwion phige. which that particular program Uixderwent was un.
doubtedly as 'thorough, as -conplete, as detailed as Oily other program
which the Department of Defense has entered into. I don't profess
to be .hnexpert on the F-14, but there was an awf tl-lot of work that
went into that contract definition, into that contract and the overall
program. I don't suggest this makes it right or good or bad, but a
lot of work went into it.
Mr.

MINSHALL.

But it puts this committee in the position of be.

ginning to have our doubts about what these professional military
witnesses tell us from year to year.
That is the point I think Mr. Sikes is trying to get over.
PRODUCTION CONTRACT PRIOR TO FIRST F-14 FLIGHT

Mr. SirEs. On the same subject, to compound matters, the Navy
must decide whether or not it will exercise an option for additional
production aircraft in September 1970, some 4.months before the first
prototype aircraft is flown. How can the Navy make an intelligent
decision to go ahead with the production o:f an aircraft which has
not'been airborne and fully tested
Mr. SarzIkT. I don't have the lot numbers we are talking about here
before me, Mr. Sikes. Is this lot 3?
Mr. SXsS. Lot 8,80 aircraft.
Mr. Simirro. I don't recall what the benchmarks are that the Navy
has advocated-the one they will be looking at as they move through
the balance of development. But the position expressed by the Navy
is that they will have sufficient information as they move through
these developmental benchmarks to make a logical decision as far as
going ahead with lot 3.
Mr. SizKs. You don't quarrel with this program, with that phase of
the program I

.Mr. SHILITO. Frankly, I don't think I could consider myself suf-

ficiently qualified to say one thing or another with regard to the
F-14. Don't consider myself an expert on the F-14. I am impressed
with the need for the program and the manner in which it is being
managed.
LIMITING CONORSSIONAL OPTION

Mr. RIIODES. Mr. Secretary, why is it necessary if it is to enter into
contracts like this, such as the one described on the F-12, and I think
to some degree on the C-5A, insofar as numbers are concerned at least?
Why is it necessary to do these things and preclude Congress from having really any effective voice in the matter I

Mr. Siimtoro. Congressman Rhodes, the chances are, with the F-14,

if it were to come along today ratlior than a year or so ago, it
would be contracted for differently. The chances are, we would be
talking about the aceomplishme nt of these, developmental benchmarks
before we make these releases to production. We wouldn't be talking
about calendar dates if we were to follow the philosophies we have
been advocating for the last several months.
I we canedo itese kinds of things, it should give you gentlemen, sir,
itchance to play a role in seeing what is happenhng before these production releases are made. This, of doursa, is somethifig we would like
to have done.
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CONTRAT TO BUY AT FIXED PRICE AITEIt TESTING

Mfr. RitoDEs. I would hope you would work in that direction.
Why is it not possible to compete at the outset a contract which
calls for a new development, 1 year of testing, with an option to buy
production items at a predetermined price'
Mr. SHILLITO. Fuli development, 1 year testing with an option to
go in with afirmprice?
ir.RHIODEs. V(S3 sir.
Mr. SIULLITO. Theoretically, it would be possible to do that. Prac.
tically, we are faced with a time problem that would be, I am inclined
to think, rather awkward.
As you wind up development, you do have a capability that is building up inthat contractor's organization both technical and tooling.
There are a number of things that would logically cause you to want
to use these things as you phase into production if you can.
Now,in many ways the F-14 people would tell us this is what they
are trying to do, even though they are tied to calendar dates, more
on the F-14 than we would maybe like to have in some of our major
programs.
I should mention too, Congressman Rhodes, we have all possibly

had an experience at one time or another where we have had something
fully developed and we go through a lot of testing and 9 months or 10
months later we decide we are going to put it into production; but
it is surprising the number and kind s of problems you can get into
after going into production-and these appear on a fully developed
item that you have tested.
Your production engineering, as you move into production initially
surfaces various kinds of problems.
Mr. RHioDEs. That would impinge on the validity of the predeter.

mined price, the point you just made.
COMPLETION OF DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING PRIOR TO PRODUCTION

Mr. FLOOD. To go back to that rifle business again, a perfect caserwas
in the development of that rifle. In the first year we had a better rifle
and a cheaper rifle than we wound up with 7 years later and all the
other nations of the world bought the one that we didn't take until
6 years later.
Now, if we had Mr. Rhodes' plan in effect, that wouldn't have
happened. Why can't we have it in effect tomorrow?
Mr. SHILLITO. Do you mean go through the complete development
job and go through all testing and then make the decision to go into
production V
Well, one of the biggest problems, I think Mr. Rhodes, would be a
matter of time. We'dlike to move in this direction as best we can,
depending upon tho needs that are dictated to us by the various requireinents that we talked about a moment ago.
Mr. RHOvs. I sincerely hope you will, for lots of reasons. One, I am
sure you Willget better products and better control,
The second istjust a plain matter of the difficulties in this committee
that they are going to have in defending this bill on the floor. If we are
to go up there and people have read in the record where it shows we
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had absolutely no control over the development of the F-14 and very

little over the C-5A, we are on pretty dangerous ground, I think, as far
as our own colleagues are concerned.
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Secretary, you are no stranger in town. You sayyou
Just came here. That isn't so. You have been around this town before
so don't kid the troops. You know perfectly well that when this bill
goes on the floor Mr.-Mahon and Mr. Sikes will be down there at that
microphone and you will be sitting fat and happy in the balcony.
Mr. SIILLio. I can't imagine myself feeling fat and happy any
more.
REVIEW Or, F-14

Mr. Snirs. Will the F-14 be subjected to review by the Council men.
tioned in your statementI
Mr. S.io.
The F-14 is going to receive a lot of top management
attention in the Department of Defense and it would virtually end up
being that kind of tling; yes, sir. There is no doubt about the fact that
the F-14 is going toMr. S xEs. I am not sure you understood my question. Will it be
reviewed by the Council?
Mr. SHi-Lrro. Yes.
PLANS TO IMPROVE COST EST13MATIING

Mr. SixEs. Mr. Secretary, I quite agree with your statement that
price estimating for complex weapons systems, taking as long as 5 to 7
years to develop, is not an exact science. Nevertheless, it would seem
logical that this problem should have received greater attention in the
past than it apparently has. Obviously this problem has been known
to the Pentagon and only now has it been brought to the attention of
the Congress. Actual costs should not be 200 aifd 800 percent or more
than originally estimated because the cost of labor and material has
not increased anywhere near that much in recent years during our
booming economy. What steps and changes will be made in the months
ahead to improve our cost estnatin ?
Mr. Sriurro. One of the critical steps in improving cost estimating is the organization and the proce tires involved in initial estimates and in tHe continuous re-estimating required in managing the
program during the span of the overall development and production
period. Recently, the Secretary of Defense directed a review of both organization and procedures f6r accomplishing the management job as
reldted'to all or our-larger andimore imIportant weapons systems. In
this connection we will be looking at the financial management aspects
of each program office.
In separate but related actions we are studying various ways and
means of improving the acquisition process. One concept being explored
is the use of more hardware demonstration during concept formulation
and contract definition. We do not expect any quick solution to this
problem but rather a selective application tailored to fit the requirements of each individual program. Where the cost of competitive prototypes is small in relation to the full scale development cost, we
would expect to use competitive prototypes to improve the realism
of the source selection process on theI one hand and as a vehicle to in-
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sure more realistic program cost estimAting on the other hand. It
may be possible to delay the submittal of tie competitive cost pro.
posals for the full scale development contract until after a competitive
prototype demonstration has occurred. We would expect the added
visabi ity on the probable system performance to permit more accu
rate estimating of both the development and production costs.
Another item being seriously considered is to introduce economic
analysis into the fornitulAtion of the requirements so as to establish an
objective unit production cost. for the weapons system in the IFP
which the contractors would study in relation to the specific require.
ments for the weapons system. These studies would be expected to
result in contractor reports at the end of contract definition which
would provide tradeoff analysis of cost versus performance in relation to the individual system requirements which would permit adjustment of the requirement in order to tailor the program more
closely to the unit production price established as an objective at the
end of concept formulation. Our hope would be to further stimulate,
at the outset accurate costs on the part, of the contractors.
A related effort within the program offices would be to require in
every major program ti ereation of an independent government

cost estimate price to contract definition or during the early stages

of contract definition, based upon an engineering or mathematical
model of the proposed weapon system. This requirement coupled with
the requirement for economic analyses to arrive at the unit produetion boogie for the contractor to study during contract definition
would be aimed at more realistic hi-house prolections which would
tend to discourage over-optunismi on the part of the services advocating the program. We would expect to require the services to use this
independent cost estimates in the evaltition of contract cost proposals
during, source selection in such a way as to further discourage unrealistic proposals by the competing contractors. Thus far we have
visualized the possibility -of gradtihg the realism of contractors estimates in relation to how close the contractors estimate matches the
Government projection of the program cost. It seems to us that this
measure should prove particularly effective where it can be coupled
with substantial competitive hard ware demonstrations prior to pro.
posal submittals.
The problem of continuous reestimating over the life of the program
as requirements change and as new requirements are added relates
to the kind of management system which is employed for pro Iress
reportinir by the contractor to the Departineilt of Defense an wit hin
tile DO]1. We expect to bring to bear management systems which will
enable us to identify problem areas suffiAiently in advance to permit
corrective action to be taken. Among this 'is
the performance measuremnent system. This system is aimed at significant improVement in the
accuracy of estimated cost to completion in relatin to increased cost
and in achieving a better correlation of cost to technical aind schedule

performance in relation to previously established targets. This system
is being implemented on all new malor weapon acquisition projects.
Another approach to the control of program reestimating stems
from tle recently published DOT) standard on the control of changes.

We expect to minimize the Government approved engineering changes

to the contract which result in changes to target cost and in ceiling
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Wherever possible we will seek to establish a ceiling for the
orce.
changeprior to directing the work.
Another approach to improved cost estimating which relates to both
initial estimates and program reestimates is aimed at the avoidance
of oversophistication and overdesign. There is evidence that we sometimes design and build weapon systems that are too complex and
therefore are too costly both to produce and operate. Again this
problem is further compounded by trying to produce hardware before
-is ull, developed. Te transition from development to production
often results in problems which should be solved during the develop.
mont stage. Except for programs of extreme urgency, production will
not be initiated until major uncertainties have been eliminated. We
expect to give effect to this policy by the use of a series of mean.
ingful development milestones, contractually defined prior to the start
of the program which shall be accomphishecdbefore exercising options
or placing orders for production. In our view, if we can assure the
development of a reliable weapon before it is released to production,
our ability to forecast production costs will be substantIally improved.
Finally, to improve cost estimating we are exploring the introduction
of improved techniques of economic analysis into our traditional pricing methods. We do not expect any immediate improvement as a result
of this effort, however, we do expect to identify a number of areas
for academic research into improved forecasting techniques. This latter
,activity is aimed at a long-range improvement in estimating weal)on
acquisition costs.
COST OVERRUNS ONLY ON MAJOR PROCUREINTS

Mr. SIKms. Under cost overruns, your statement indicates there are
virtually no problems with the vast majority of the individual proeurements placed annually but that there are severe problems, however, with a fraction of the total procurements placed. Is that what you
meant to say I
Mr. SiILmmTo. That fraction, Mr. Chairman, by the )way, represents
a significant number of dollars. I want tobe sure that I haven't misled
you there in any way. It is a fraction of the individual major contracts
placed, yes, sir.
Mr. SiKis. That is the point I wanted to get at. This does constitute a
major poition of defense dollars ?
Mr. SumUTITO. Yes, sir.
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COST OF DEVELOPMENT AND PROCUIIEMENT OF MAJOR WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Mr. SIRES. Can you tell us what percentage of our defense dollars
support the development and procurement of major weapons systems?
You may have to provide that for the record.
Mr. SIrLiTO. I think we should provide that for the record.

(The information follows:)

In order to be completely responsive to the question, we are attaching two
excerpts from the DOD publication, "Military prime contract awards and sub.
contract payments or commitments". One of these excerpts entitled "awards by
procurement program, by Department (by fiscal year)," shows for fiscal year
1008, the breakdown of the $89.5 billiont procurement program by "major hard
goods," "services," and "all other." We are also enclosing a separate table showing
a portion of the total program devoted to research, development, test and evalua.
tion. In our view, "major weapon systems" would include aircraft, missiles, and
space systems, ships and possibly some tank-automotive, weapons and electronic
items.
In the fiscal year 1070 program request for DOD military functions (excluding
MAP ) of $70.6 billion, we estimate that $18.5 billion or 23 percent is for development and production of major weapons systems. This includes the amount in the
procurement appropriations which are authorized under section 412(b) and
R.D.T. & I. amounts for engineering development, operational systems develop.
ment, and part of advanced development
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TABLE 6a.-AWARDS BY PROCUREMENT PROGRAM, BY DEPARTMENT (BY F;SCA.L YEAR)l
fin thousands of dollars
Fiscal year 1968

Fiscal year 1967

Total

Army

Navy

Air Force

Defense
Supply
Agency

Total

Army

Navy

Air Force

Defense
Supply
Agency

$39,809,015

$10,954,664

$12,209,786

$10,988,972

$5,655,593

$39,486,618

$11,820,765

$12, 068,337

$10,844,895

$4,752,571

25,826,781

7,746,589

9,542,206

8,281,821

256,165

26,479,732

8,932,870

9,090,621

8,211,212

245,029

9,677,030
Aircraft- -------------------Missile aud space systems-----------4,333,350
------------------------ 2,047.667
Ships
Tank, automotive ----------------- 1,438,190
616,941Weapons ---------------------------3,553,878
Ammunition ------------------------Electronics and communications equip4,159,725
ment ----------------------------

1,337,456
968,206
38,333
1,378,357
424,696
2,493,351

3,873,420
1,145,487
1,968,859
16,685
150,447
730.109

4,445,056
2,213,237
315
30,786
41,717
309,159

21,098
6,420
40,160
12,362
81
21,259

9,470,027
4,732,136
1,942,847
1,431,649
663, 058
4,513,282

1,501,384
1,169,133
11,012
1,353,508
510,114
3,289,388

3,417,167
1,391,501
1,891,311
27,248
114,964
848,936

4,525,601
2,170,088
403
36,510
37, 836
321,154

25,875
1,414
40,121
14,383
144
53,804

1,106,190

1,657,199

1.241,551

154,785

3,726,733

1,098,331

1,399,494

1,119,620

109,288

2,950,250
11,031,984

827,181
2,380,894

961,143
1,706,437

1,147,010
1,560,141

14,916
5,384,512

3,234,257
9,772,629

747,662
2,140,233

1,281,776
1,695,990

1,199,8661,433,817

4,953
4,502,589

1,124,941
1,141,048
1,058,585
2,670,546
1.184,584
3,852,280

82,506
21,972
10,274
627,321
693,268
945,553

13,633
20,333
754
247,405
358,287
1,066,025

87,998
26,837
1,386
379,575
129,644
934,701

940,804
1,071,906
1, 046.171
1,416,245
3,385
906,001

1,071,739
719,582
1,154,083
2,133,087
1,261,650
3,432,488

76,164
34,868
3,677
509,036
675,072
841,416

19,064
16,138
2,887
220,870
4521 168
984,863

103,811
20,000
1,721
326,019
133,460
848,806

872,700
648,576
1, 145,798
1, 077,162
950
757,403

Major program
All business firms for work in the
United States -------------------Major hard goods (subtotal) ---------------

Services -------------------------------All other (subtotal) ----------------------Subsistence ------------------------Textiles, clothing and equipage -------Fuels and lubricants -----------------Miscellaneous hard goods -----------Construction ------------------------All actions of less than $10,000 ---------
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TABLE 8.--AWARDS FOR RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST, AND EVALUATION WORK, BY PROCUREMENT PROGRAMt
[Dollar amounts in thousands)
Percent of all awards in each category

Amount
Maior program

Fiscal year
N9

Fiscal year
1965

Fiscal year
1966

Fiscal year
1967

Fiscal year
1968

Fiscal year
1964

Fiscal year
1965

Fiscal year
1966

Fiscal year
1967

Fiscal year
1968

Total ------------------------------

$5,832,497

$4,790,836

$5,355,689

$6,095,617

$6,531,501

20.3

17.1

14.0

13.7

14.9

4.4
2.8

2.5
2.1

1.0
2.4

2.0
3.0

40,630
25,288

26,743
38,291

25,305
52,953

12,788
67,466

19,373
75,689

7.2
L9

Total, except intergovernmental and for
work outside United States --------- 5,766,579
621,754
Educational and nonprofit institutions ---------

4,725,802
656,344

5,277,431
598,376

6,015,363
643,474

6,436,439
658,474

21.4
90.4

18.2
89.0

15.2
89.0

14.5
85.1

16.0
85.3

Intragovernmental -----------------------For work outside United States ---------------

Business firms for work in the United
States(subtotal) ..................
Major hard goods (subtotal) .........

5,144,825
4,681,300

4,069,458
3,570,997

4,679,055
4,090,312

5,371,889
4,804,275

5.777.965
5,148,210

19.6
26.5

16.1
21.8

13.8
19.1

13.5
18.6

14.6
19.4

Aircraft- ................................
Missile and space systems .................
_-........
Ships ......................
Tank-automotive .........................
Weapons ..................
_............
Ammunition ----------------------------Electronics and communications equipment..

640,948
3,111,946
141,504
22,477
39,593
76,319
648,513

717,434
2,051,526
59,305
27,533
38,569
53,545
623,085

705,329
2,339,704
72,685
47,059
57,447
123,176
744,912

938,964
2,740,719
114,011
50,162
73,193
84,655
802,571

1,045,101
3,071,331
95,562
49,482
55,570
106,731
724,433

10.6
55.8
9.5
3.0
18.7
11.6
22.2

12.4
48.5
3.5
3.2
12.9
7.1
22.4

9.4
56.7
5.5
3.0
11.5
4.4
20.7

9.7
63.2
5.6
3.5
11.9
2.4
19.3

11.0
64.9
4.9
3.5
8. 4
2.4
19.4

Services .................................
Other (subtotal) ...............

409743
. 53,782

438,245
60,216

508.610
80,133

489,613
78,001

559,888
69,867

22.8
.8

25.2
.8

22.2
.8

16.6
.7

17.3
.7

Subsistence ..............................
552
Textiles, clothing, andequipage............
1,058
1,318
Fuels and lubricants ......................
Miscellaneous hard goods................31,492
Construction ............................
1,378
.
All actions of less than $10,000............
17,984

782
2,582
1,007
25,068
3,085
27,692

560
3,991
799
41.913
3.461
29.409

206
2.784
161
45,231
2,860
26.759

152
3,040
141
36.321
5,434
24,779

.1
.4
.2
3.0
.1
.7

.1
.7
.1
2.2
.2
1.0

.1
.3
.1
1.6
.3
.8

i For definitions and coverage, see notes on coverage,

2L§SS than 0.05

percent

(2>

(2)

.2

0.4

1.7
.2
.7

1.7
.4
.7

(-)

(2)

0ic
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NAVY SIIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION COST OVERRUNS

Mr. SIKEs. In the last couple of years the Navy has experienced

significant cost increases in its shipbuilding and conversion program.
In your former capacity as Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Installations and Logistics, when were those matters brought to your
attention by the military?
Mr. SpmLTrro. Mr. Chairman, I first found myself getting concerned
about this in about-I may have to supply you this for the record too--

about September of last year, as I recall, on one major program that
we found ourselves getting into.
Mr. SziEs. Will you tell us now, or for the record, what actions you
initiated after you became aware of those costs increases in the shipbuilding program

Mr. SiirmTro. Yes, sir. We kicked off an in-house study on our over.
all shipbuilding operations about that time or a.little it before that
time. We initiated a study on the destroyer escort costs and these stud.
ies, of course, have played a role in bringing about the overall look
that has been taken at our shipbuilding costs. I shall supply you the
details as best I can on these for the record.

(The information follows:)
The subject of cost overruns is many faceted. It Involves such Items as cost

estimating, eost escalations (that is, labor rates, material costs, et cetera), con.
tractor claims, contract changes (both adjudicated and unadjUdicated), et cetera.
During my tenure as Assistant Secretary of Navy (lnstaliatlihs and logistics),
concern in this overall area of escalating shilbuildig costs Initially foculed on
cost estimating procedures, and subsequently on contractor claims.
In May 19680 1 advised th, Secretary of the Navy that one of my major coocorns in fulfilling my respor..si:Ilities as Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installatlons and logistics), and one which I intended to closely examine, was the
problem of cost estimating (both commercial and Navy) and apparent cost
escalation In our shipbuilding programs. In attempting to collect data on the

stbJect, I advised that I would be visiting naval and commercial shipyards.

In June 1068, I received Initial briefings on Navy cost estimating procedures.
Impressions I gained from these briefings were that the cost estimating procedures were fairly sound, but that poor communications and consequent misunder'
standing throughout the planning, program, budgeting system had resulted in a
lack of credibility In the accuracy of ship cost estimating. This observation was
reported to the Secretary of the Navy along with the notification that a steering
group had been established, headed up by the Deputy Chief of Naval Material
(logistics), Rear Admiral Sonenshein, to direct a study of pricing and cost control procedures,
In August 1068, cost escalation resulting from significant contractor claims was
noted, particularly in the case of destroyer escorts. At this time, an SON review
of the status of that appropriation was begun. This review identified substantial
SON funding deficiencies and certain proposed actions to correct such deficiencies.
However, the study did not address potential contractor claims which might
arise. The matter was a subject of discussions between Assistant Secretary of

Navy Bowsher and myself.
On August 22, 1068, I reviewed the matter of cost estimating and cost control

with Vice Admiral Colwell, Office of Chief of Naval Operations, at which time

we agreed that the problem was more one of procedure and management than
improved pricing. The problem of price change between budget submission and
contract date was discussed, as well as control of configuration and engineering
changes which impact on price escalation. It was agreed that cost estimating
procedures should be clearly centralled and all concerned in reviewing such
pricing within OSD and Navy be familiari;ed with the parameters and procedures
involved. A briefing by representatives of the Center for Naval Analysis, following
a study of cost estimating procedures, showed weaknesses in the planning, pro-

graming, budget process, but that estimating pricing procedures were fairly
accurate.
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In September 1N8, Assistant Secretary Bowsher initiated all Inquiry into the
general area of costs under current shipbuilding contracts. The results were
,reviewed by Mr. Bowsher and myself, and were discussed with the Under Secretary of the Navy, Following further discussion with naval officials and visits to
commercial shipyards which confirmed my concerns, I informally expressed my
concerns again to various senior persons in the Navy and issued a memorandum
on December 3, 1968, to the Chief of Naval Operations advising as to the shipbuilding industry's trend toward submission of large claims against the Government, and asked that-the validity of these claims be established and a more
detailed examnnation of further potential claims be identified. On January 10,
1069, in response to my memorandum, the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations
(readiness) sent me an interim report as to the extent of claims, actual and
potential. A complete report relative to the extent of claims as a result of these
efforts was presented to the Secretary of Defense by the Navy on Marcll 7,1069.
During the Senate Armed Services Committee hearings on my confirmation
as Assistant Secretary of Defense (installations and logistics), I acknowledged
the cost overrun problem, and expressed my intent to try my very best to do some.
thing about these overruns.
Admiral Sonenshein's pricing and cost control study was completed in April
109.
Tile study concluded that shipbuildiig price estimating procedures were fairly
sound and not the root cause for overruns; time-related problems were noted
as major contributions to cost overruns; that is, the long pricing and planning
period preceding the budget submission and the long program cost control period
following the budget submission. The study recommended earlier decisionmaking and improved control over characteristic changes, and developed a design to
effectively control actions and decisions during the long period of shipbuilding
programs.
SIIWPUUiLDINO

CONVEIl5 ON, AND OVERHAUL PROGRAMS

Mr. SiKEs. I notice in your statement today, in your item 4, page
5,you speak of shipbuild-ing, conversion, and overhaul programs. I
Was a little bit surprised to see this in your statement. Now what is

there th at your office c(,an and should do in the field of shipbuilding,
conversion, and overhaul

bilty?

Isn't this more directly a Navy responsi-

Mr. SnLxro. The only point that is being made here is that this is
a significant piece of our overall budget. It has presented many problems and is of particular interest to the Secretary of Defense. Are plan

to stay close to this situation as the problem gets resolved.
Mr: SJKEs. This is a very serious problem an d one of the most serious tht confronts the Department of Defense. Modernization and conversion costs have gone right through the ceiling and yet these are essential areas.
Mr. SHILLrro. Yes, sir.

Mr. Si1Ks. What can you tell the committee that offers promise

in this field?
Mr. SHILLrro. Here again is a case where my personal opinion is that

we move into a number of these programs with the architectural work
incomplete, with the specifications incomplete, with the designing
incomplete, and we kick off a number of these programs on a production basis, giving production commitments with the development
incorln ;]e.

I will complete this for the record.
(The information follows:)
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SIIXPBUILDING, CONVERSION,

AND OVERhIAUL PROGRAMS

We consider this area so important that we have designated the shipbuilding,
conservsion, and overhaul programs as one of our key objectives for prime attend.
tion.
It is necessary to develop more realistic long-range plans, establish sound cost
estimating techniques, improve workload planning, prepare realistic ship sched.
ules, develop more effective acquisition procedures and reorient cost control
procedures. Credible longe-range programs are. also necessary to establish sta.
bility in the shipbullding program in an effort to encourage shipbuilders to invest
private capital In modernizing their yards. Consideration will also be given to
advance materiel requirements information as related to shipbuilding in order to
allow DSA to do an adequate planning Job.
This priority area must be carried out primary ly by the Navy Ship Systems
Command. It is of sufficient import, however, to require that OSD attention be
given to insure its satisfactory conduct. While concern as regards this program
has been expressed repeatedly over the past year, it warrants significant additional attention.
The following actions are now undervay:
1. Feasibility of the Navy's long-range (slipbtilding-conversion Navy) SCN
program is being reviewed with regard to the shipbuilding industry's calabilities and required modernization.'
2. A pricing and cost control study is now in the process of being completed
by the Navy. This should lead to various recommendations as to additional
actions required.
3. A comprehensive financial review of the total shipbuildiig program has
been directed by ASD (C).
4. For many months, the Navy has been studying the increased trend in slilp
claims by shipbuilders. They have just recently released the extent of the clainis
identified and the nature of such, claims. They are also developing data as to
the reasons behind such claims.
5. Improved management planning for ship overhaul has been developing.
Indications are that such improvement will be reflected in the overhaul of
the US.S. Saratogaand U.S.S. Roo8evelt.
0. The 10-year Navy shipyard modernization program will begin as soon
as requested fiscal year 1970 funds are appropriated.
In orderlto insure the satisfactory pullthg together of the total shipbuillding
environment, including costs, construction, alterations, conversions and overhaul, top management's continued attention is necessary. To achieve this end
result, certain organizational changes are being considered.

COST OVERRUNS FROM GOVERNMENT CHANGES

Mr. Sii. You have mentioned Government changes which result
in specific deficiencies or initial overoptimism on the part of the contractor or the Depart~iient of Defense. Governmefit changes certainly
contribute mater~ily to the costoverrun probleffii. •Almost, every Navy
shipbuilding program suffered from Governifient changes. In onfe
class of destroyer escort construction, for example, the Navy admitted to being responsible for about 125 construction changes, most
of 'which were concerned with the operation, habitabil ity, and other
aspects *of,the"ship as well as changes in the design of Governmentfurnished eipi ent, either this does -not speak Well for the ability
or else little
attention is being given to
of
Navy ofto,Governmnent
design ships changes
oR shipbuilding cost, or both.
thethe
impact
What,are your views on this problem? you of this, sir, that attention hils
I call
SILLtrro.
Mr.,yen
overall conflgnration control
to only
get onassure
top qfthe
been
by Navy
situatiOl as far',s ships are concerned. They have gone to great expense to bring about an improved change control environmentt. We
are going to start feeling the effects of this with a little time. But
aga' this is the kind of thing th1t just does not happen quickly. This
'I

I
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has been a problem. It has been recognized. It is being studied thoroughly by the Navy. Their studies are leading to sound recommendations for improvement in design development and production.
Mr. SIKES, Do you see a possibility that this problem will repeat
itself ?
Mr. SHiLLrro. I find as I get older that making categorical statements is something I sort of steer away from.
At any rate, we are knocking ourselves out to stay on top of this;
to attempt to insure that it does not repeat itself.
Mr. SIEs. How would it happen that a department of the Governnient which is in the shipbuilding and operation business would be
caught in the position of having made 125 changes in a construction
program?

Mr. SHILLiTO. The technical program, which I think you are refer-

ring to, is the destroyer escort program. The initial contract for that
program, as I recall it, was entered into -before the design land architectural work were completed. Without having these kinds of things
tied down there is always the possibility of cost increases, of the need
for increased changes, once you have started production. This certainly had a lot to do with it. It ties back into Mr. Rhodes' earlier
point. Had this architectural work and the engineering work and the
specifications been completed prior to moving into the production contract, a significant portion of this could have been avoided.
REVIW

OF COST (;IIO1VTII ON COMPLETE)

CONTRIIAS

Mr. SIKFs. In addition 'tothe efforts of the newly established Major
Weapons System Review Council which will review ongoing and
future developments, you speak of a review of complete contracts
involving both development and production in the interest of developing cost growth information. Is this an in-house effort or will it be done
under contract?
Mr. SHTLL'O. It is an in-house effort.

Mr. Sticus. Do you have adequate staff for it?
Mr. Siimro. I would ask Mr. Malloy. I think we are sufficiently
staffed.
Mr. MALLOY. I would say so, with respect to the piat we are working
on, Mr. Chairman. The Director of Defense Research and Engineering
Dr. Foster, also has an effort along these lines-he is going to use some
Outside assistance from a contractor, I believe, the Rand Corp.
COtPETITIVE DFOVELO MENT

Mr. Sns. You also mention the probability of doing more in the
way of competitive development. This certainly appears to have considerable merit in certain types of weapons systems. I believe the F-4
Plant fighter aircraft is a good example on th6 prototype develop.
ment. Give the committee some idea at this time how this decision will
bemde and provide examples of the types of weapons systems for
which it is feasibleeto enter into a competitive prototype development.
.LIT&
Mr. Chairmanu, the complete details have really not
Mr. SHI
been spelled out. -In fact, I am not sure that they can be spelled out in
a fashion that will be go-no-go in nature. We will be developing our
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overall acquisition procedures to allow for decisions to efficiently and
effectively be made as to when we go into dual do161lment. The development concept papers will highlight these tllngs. The Major Wea)ons
Systems Acquisition Review Council will be looking at these kinds of
things too. We are possibly going to find that on a number of major
weapons systems it is econonidaly logical to think i terms of com.
petitively developing a prototype of the entire major weapons system..
However, we do plan to think in terms of looking at those pieces
of a major weapons system that involve the more consequential unknowns-pulliig those pieces out of the major weapons system-atid
running dual develop-ments on those pieces. This would permit us to
furnish them as either GFAE items or to conceivably authorize dual
development on some of these unknown areas other than through the
major prime contractor.
Now, ag ain, all the details as to how we are going to do this have
not been fully laid out but we do have established review procedures;
such as the development concept paper. As it is updated, decisions
will be made on these situations. I would again emphasize that the
sound implementation of all these procedures will be the responsibility
of the services.
Mr. SIxEs. What role will the Bureau of the Budget play in the
decision to move a weapons system development into production,
Mr. SmLUTo. I don't know of any status review role they will play,
Mr. Chairman.
3 ,

ilo

11

,l'ntrmo
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LEGISLATION TO IMPROVE PROCUREMENT PROCEDURES

Mr. Sixms. Under the military-industrial complex, we must rely on
industry to support our needs and to work closely with our defense
establishment in order to maintain a strong national defense. You have
explained that through GAO, the Congress, the defense auditors and
the existing Federal statutes, you believe we have the checks and balances necessary to preclude unwarranted influence if we remain on
our guard. Do you believe-there is anything else the Defense Department or the Congress can do or needs to do to increase or bolster ourguard against any unwarrant
influence For example, is additional
legislation necessary or should GAO be tasked to increase its vigi-

lance in.thi area. I,
Mr. SHLLITO. I would ask whether Mr. Malloy has any comment

to offer on the question. My, offhand reaction, Mr. Chairman, is that
we probably have all the legislation we need right now.
I believe that our standards of conduct havebeen thoroughly spelled
out. I think that we do have to maintain an arms-length relationship
particularly in the contractual environment with industry. This we
attempt to do. At the same time, we must of necessity contact these
people as we develop the solutionsto our problems. In the final analysis
the end product will come from industry. But I don't know that we
need anythifig more in the way of cotitrols or legislation.
Mr,WTLLOY. Mr. Chairrnan I agree with the Secretary. I know of
no additional legislation that is necessary at the present time. The GAO
review activity is pretty intense"
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REPORTS TO CONGRESS

I would suggest one area that might be quite helpful to this corn.
mittee and to the Congress as a whole. That is, the possibility of in.
creasing the flow of information, particularly on major programs, to
the Congress. That is a point that the Secretary made in his statemeiit.
It seems to me that some of our present difficulties may be attributed to
that single factor. As you know we feel there is nothing to be hidden
whatsoever with respect to the status of any of these programs.
Mr. Sixs. Specifically, what type of information, Mr. Malloy?
Mr. MALLOY. I would say, sir, and with respect to an ongoig pro-

gram, an oral or written report of the status of the program at periodic
intervals. Let's say 6 months intervals or 12 months intervals with an
assessment of any difficulties that might be apparent in the program at
that point; any slippages, either schedule or cost; and the best information we have as to what the program is going to cost at co
0pletion.
Mr. SrFm. Would this interpose any significant problems to the
Department, Mr. Malloy, from the standpoint of time requirements and
the cost involved?
Mr. MALLoY. I think this will present two quite signifiefit prob-

lems to the Departmefit, as well us to the Congress. One will be the
time element. These are very complex programs and information
needs to be studied quite recisely.
The second problem think that is inherent in doing this is that
it is extremely difficult to understand the nature of the changes in a
program as it flows. Therefore it becomes extremely difficult to take,
for example, a given beginning figure on any program and compare it
with an ending-figure.
.
As you gentlemen particularly know, since you review these major
programs, the same ones year in and year out, you know that quite frequently major breakthroughs are made technologically, or other
changes have to be made that have an impact on the total program cost.
If one does not understand these situations, you could draw the wrong
conclusions.
Mr. Snnlu"r. By the way, Mr. Chairman, Secretary Laird has made
it very clear that he intends to insure that this kind of information does
get to the Congress. Our plafis right now hopefully are to shoot for
something around quarterly on reporting, our major pr grams.
3Mr., LsCOMB. What exactly are you talking About tht is different?
Is it the reporting quarterly part of it? By reporting to Congress do
you mean sending a document up to the Speaker of the House and the
President f ithe Senate or do you mean reporting to the committees
of the Congress? Just what are you discussing here
Mr. Sr._S W. As far us I am concerned, would be talking about
more detailed information on the status of these particular programs
tht would get to these committees that-have the responsibilityMr. LwscoxB. Are you saying now this committee hasn't in recent
years been reported to in as much detail as the Depmrtment of Delense possibly could have reported?
Mr. SHILLtaT. I have been left with the impression that this comInittee would'have liked to have had more current status on some of the
i najor weapons systems and the problems that we find ourselves faced
With as fa as.some of these major weapons systems are concerned.
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Mr. FLoon. You have no hesitation in coming to us for reprogramiiing
every other weekend if it suits your fancy. Why would you come to
us quarterly on a major change and a major breakthrough on a major
weapons system? Why would you hesitate ? There is amle precedent.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. For "nstance, on the C-SA,and shipbuilding, are you
implying
this point that this committee didn't get adequate informtion in theat
past?
Mr. SmLiTO. I don't want to suggvst that, -Mr. Lip scomb. I am
not quite sure just what information was passed on to the committee
on the C-SA,but I don't think it was quarterly. I think if you received
an annual look it would be discussed in some detail. We do have a
handful of major programs that involve a signiflcant portion of otr
dollars and the point that is touched on 'by Mr. Malloy, and as touched
on by myself here, is that everything and anything we can give this
committee relative to the status of these programs we intended to give
you. It is as simple as that. We do have 32 programs that we have been
asked to give data on to Senator Stennis. We expect that we will go
beyond the 32. I mentioned a little while ago that Secretary Laird has
made it very clear that we are going to look at anything and everything
that is in process of development and production to find whether we are
incurring costs that had not been previously anticipated. We will be
doing just that, possibly supplementing these 32. That is the kind of
information we are talking -bout.
There has been no specific. format designed for this. We have a system acquisition report that is maintained by our Comptroller an it
probably would be similar to that.
PLANNED IMPROVEMENTS IN REPORTING

Mr. LrPscomB. For example, the C-SA cost overruns came from a
variety of causes. What is'going to happen now that is different so the
Department of Defense will be up to date on those cost overruns, either
monthly, quarterly, or whatever time frame you are talking about?
We have watched the C-SA develop here in this committee and
although we knew it wasj not on schedule and that the costs were running a little higher, the magnitude of the cost overruns came as a
surprise. It appears that they came as a surprise to the Department
.of Defense.
What changes are going to be made so you can, keep us better
informed?
Mr. SntLL-ro. There are two changes, COngressman Lipscomb; One
relates to time. In other words status informA1fi' earlier. Whether
you are talking about C-SA or any other major acquisition. The whole
look concerning the C-SA and its cost growth, would have been
examined at some point.
Thus one thing we are talking about is time. I would hope information could-be supplied more systematically and second, we do have
a defense directive called 7;002--I am not quite sure of the exact iumber, but I think,that is correct, an4 this is our CSPD-Cost Schedule
Performance Directive--that we-are just in the process of implementing. It involves detailed, continuous review of cost schedule and performanceon major programs by these contractors. We hope that Inlormation will be more current than it has been historially on these
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major programs. This is all we are shooting for-earlier, more meaningful information than has been availablebefore.
COST GROWTH VERSUS COST OVERRUN

Mt'. FLOOD. I direct your attention to page 9. You will remember,.
Mr. Mahon asked you in the warmup period before the curtain went
up-we are talking about different things here. This is a question of
semantics now. Let's be sure that we both mean-let me quote this:
Now, this is what you say:
Before we go further into this problem, I would like to first attempt to define
"overruns." In fact, I would like not to refer to this problem as overruns.

Now, we are talking about two different things.
But throughout the balance of our discussion, refer to it as "cost growth" in
that I believe a very small percentage of the total cost growth can be deflned?
as overruns.

Mr. SmLLrro. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Mr. FLOOD. That is what you said. I am quoting you.
We are using the term "overruns" interchangeably with "cost
growth." At least on this side of the table. We have been doing it all
day. What do you want to tell us? You don't want to do that. Which
is which? Which comes first, the chicken or the egg?
Mr. SHLiTO. I don't care what you call it, Mr. Flood.
Mr. FLOOD. Oh, yes, you do; you wanted to call it "cost growth."
Mr. SHiLLiTO. I would prefer to call it "cost growth." But whatever
you call it, we are talking about a situation where we end up with
a significantly higher number than we thought it would be initially.
Mr. FLOOD. That is rifhit, and you don't want to call it "overrun."
Mr. SHILLTO. A lot of this growth is caused after much conscientious
thinking and decisionmakinig on the part of many responsible people.
Changes are adopted which make sense and which appear to be necessary. This is a part of this overall growth.
Mr. FLoODHere is a figure. I say "Mr. Secretary, that is an overrun.'
You say, "Oh, no, Flood, that is no overrun; that is cost growth."
How can I tell which hat you are wearing?
Mr. to
SHILrro.
If I am going to build a seven-room house and I am
going
pay $50,000
for it, let's assume I add another room and now
it is going to be $55,000. That is growth. But if the $50,000 house as.
or~~ially planned is now going to cost $55,60-that is an overrun.
Mr. FI)OD. Well, what about that, gentlemen?
Mr. SIKs. All right, gentlemen, I suggest that we resume the -hear ;ing at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
THURSDAY, JuiXEi 19, 196'9..
EMPLOYMENT OF RETIRED MILITARY BY DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

Mr. FLOOD. The committee will come to order.
S ow, Mr. Secretary, before we adjourned yesterday afternoon, we,
were discussing the military-industriul complex. Mr. Secretary, your
statement indicates there has not been an abnormal increase in the
numbers of retired military going to work for industry. I would like to.
explore this matter with you i greater detail. First of all, what do you.
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consider to be an "abnormal increase"? That is supposed to be your
phrase.
Second, is there a danger that we should guard against?
Mr. SHILLITO. First of all, Mr. Chairman, possibly my statement is
not as clear as it should be. There has been anlicrease unquestionably.
Mr. FLOOD. Has that been progressive down through m years or
what?
Mr. SIXrLLro. From 1959, which is when I think this committee asked
for the numbers last.
Mr. FLOOD. That is right.

Mr. SmLLrro. And in 1959 there were 767 retired captains, colonels,
and above who were working for the top 100 contractors.
In 1968 there are roughly 2,100 and I will give you the exact number
that are receiving military retirement pay and are now working for
the top 100 contractors.
The contractors reported a total of 2,135 officers. Sixty-seven have
been deleted because they held lower ranks or were not retired and
receiving military retirement pay. We have confirmed that there are
1,632 retired Regulars and 182 retired reservists employed by the top
100 firms. We are having some difficulty confirming the rank and status
of the remaining 254 officers. This ispartly due to incomplete or
mispelled names and to the fact that many officers have identical
names. Including these 254 officers, the total now stands at 2,068. This
figure might be lower when our check is completed.
Mr.FLoOD.Is that a lot?
Mr. Sxruro. This is roughly a 170-percent increase.
Mr. FLOOD. Even though it is a 170-percent increase, do you think
it is a lot? Suppose somebody asked me "Is that a lot, Mr. Flood?"
What sunI goingto say?
Mr. SnmwTo.I don't think it is a lot, considering the kind of percentage of the total contractors' employment you are looking at;
0.0003 percent of the total employment. It is well controlled.
Mr. 1FLOOD. What do you mean "well controlled"? How can you
control it?
Mr. SmeLu'ro. What they can do and what they can't do.

The legislation, the directives they have to comply with in going
to work fir a contractor are very explicit. I should also point outthat
there are many of these retired office that are employed by the
major defense contractors exclusively in their commercial operations.
Others are engaged only indirectly'in defense work; such as pilots,
physician, plant security officers and in personnel or other employee
service activities. There are limitations on their defense'sales and
marketing activities.,
Mr. F OD. You are saying if it wasn't for the action of Congress
if it wasn't for the directives taken by the Department, there =ould
be a lot more of these people taking th,3se jobs?
Mr. SHMTO. I can't come to thT conclusion. There might be more.
Mr, Smutrrz. There mikht be more. It is a good guess..
Y.u see, the conclusion hqs been reached that there has been this
ab~iox'al

'oWth sifice 1959 and again if y*ii look at the sales

tiese companie,.mergers and acquisition, the numbers inof
employees increasing in the companies, the number in the base having
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.gone frbm around 19,000 in 1959, retired captains and colonels, to now
37,000 or 88,000-38,000 in 1968-69, all these things would lead you
,to the conclusion that there hasnot been an abnormal increase.
Mr. FLOOD. Is there a danger that we must guard against or should

guard against I

Mr. SmLurro. I think the concern, as expressed in President Eisenhower's speech of January 17,1961, is sound. I think that you people
in Congress, we people in Defense, have conscientiouSly and are con,scientiously attempting to guard against any kind of improper relatilonships between the retired man and our people in the Department

,of Defense.
Mr. FLOOD. Is this thing a Frankenstein'as of today?
Mr. SnILLiTO. I do not feel that way at all, sir, no, I do not.
Mr. FLOOD. This is a very sore point, you know.
Mr. SHLrrO. And we are very concerned about this point. It is
something that bothers us very much and I am inclined to think that
'the average defense contractor-in fact, I'd venture to say those we
find ourselves talking to; they are not a bit enthusiastic about hiring
our military people. -The shy away from this very much.
PROBLEM OP -EALY RETIREMENT

By the way, Mr. Chairman, you know we have another problem in
-this environment that ties into this and that is our retirement problem.
This is not a logistics problem. Here is a man who is 42, 43 years old,
who has many years to work.
Mr. FLOOD. And he has 20 years in.
Mr. SrnLro. And he has 20 years in and is on the verge of retiring,
or can retire, and he has children that have to be supported. He has
been deeply involved, become an outstanding professional, say, in an
area of specialization that has application to a number of the kind
of things that some of our Defense contractors do, be it in their commercial businessor in their defense business, and it is rather logical that
h1e be attracted to some of these kinds of companies.
Conceivably something should be done about concerning ourselves
with changing our retirement polkies. Sometliig should be done about
retaining the competency of this man in defense or in Government
and avoiding this pioblem.
Mr. FLOOD. On the other side of the coin, there is always the frailty
of humans, you know.
Mr. Smm To. Yes, sir.
rossImILITY oF coNFLIU

OF INTERlEsT

Mr. FLOOD. Is this good or bad, from the standpoint of conflict of
interest, to have retired people enter industry Is it a good thing or
n bad thing-looking toward conflict of interest-to have these people
entering industry? Should we shut them out?
Mr. SHImLrro. As far as I am concerned, Mr. ChairmanMr. FLooD. If you were a Member of Congress and I introduced a
bill to utthemout, would you vote for it?
Mr. SHiLLrro. No, sir; I would not. I think 'it would be involving
ourselves in an individual's need to make a living in a way that
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I would find myself questioning. I don't think that it would be right
that we should shut them out from possible employment, possible
gainful employment in the right kind of circumstances with whatever
the company or whoever the company might be as long as this individ.
ual were not in any way involved in improper relationships.
Mr. FLOOD. Then in itself it is not bad, you say?
Mr. SHILLITO. I don't think so.
Mr. FLOOD. Do you th'uk there have been any instances of conflict
of interest where this very situation was present that we are talking
about?

Mr. SHLLITO. I wouldn't want to make a categorical statement on

this. When we are looking at something as large as the defense
industry, I would suspect there could be relationships that are not
completely proper. But I think that we have adequate tools at our
disposal, our directives and procedures. The way these people are
looked at and the controls that are exercised with.regard to them,
I think minimizes the problem. The subject has received considerable
attention.
STUDY OF RETIREES WORKING FOR DEFENSE CONTRACTORS

Mr. FLOOD. Would you do this: First, has anybody in your shop,
or any place in that area in the Pentagon, ever made any-you always
have a task force making analyses of this, that and the other thing.
Now, this is a red hot subject. It is a sore point. It has been for a number of years. We worried about it 10 years ago. Now, have you fellows
downtown ever set up a task force, an investigation, to take a look
at that? If you have, will you put in the record first, did you, and if
you did what results, if any, did you find, on that one question?
Mr. SHILLITO. Other than the solicitation of industry asking for the

names and the ranks and the jobs and so forth of all the senior retired military people who work for the top 100 contractors, I can
think of no Other detailed analysis. Can you, Mr. Malloy?
Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, last year prior to Secretary Shillito
taking his present position, we did make a survey of the governing
Department of Defense rules on this general subject and we could provide the conclusions of that study for you.
Mr. FLOOD. We are not interested. My question has nothing to do
with the rules. First of all, you have made a study of the rules.
Mr. MALT&Y. Yes.
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Mr. FLOOD. Did you find any characters who, in your opinion, were
of interest?
and clearly guilty of conflict
and obviously
patently
We weren't really looking
We did not, Mr. (1aihinan.
Mr. MALOY.
at individtials during that survey but we did conclude some montlns
ago that our basiclprocedures were sound, although there were some
suggested changes that were made in these procedures.
of
Mr. FLOOD. Now they are talking about tl judiciary being giltthat.
about
turfioil
of
deal
great
conflict of interest and there is a
The same thing is being leveled against Congress. Congress hasn't
done enough or should do more in te Senate and the House and you
have been reading all that in the past few months up until this
morlong.

All right, you are no better than we are. Now, we would like you
to take a look and we'd like you to unmask any such instances.
Mr. SHILITO. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a suggestion. I
know that Mr. Froelilke is going to be up here. I think in the investigative side of our operations this is an area that should be brought up
with him too. I realize he has been on the job a very short time and I
will discuss it with him.
Mr. FLOOD. Both of you cry on each other's shoulder. Both of you
do it.
Mr. SHILrrITO. The appearance bothers us very, very much, the publicitv it has received.

Mr. FLOOD. Well, we are not happy.

Mr. SHILLrro. I can appreciate that.
DEFENSEE INDUSTRY

A'rRACTION OF EMPLOYMENT IN

Mr. FLOOD. Just what is it that attract military personnel to that
in weapons development.
particular segment of an industry engaged
. Isn't that peculiar? Why are
funny
that
isn't
Now,
or vice versa?
they so attracted? It is ike bees to honey.
Mr. SHILrITo. I will give you a complete recap on our findings
from 1959 to 1908 and the numbers-of course, there is quIte a disparity in the numbers but there has been almost a comparable attraction to edueaion. There has been almost a comparable attraction
to the clergy.
Mr. FLOOD. To the wlht?
Mr. SHILrro. To the clergy. In other words, the percentage growth,
you know, from 1959 to 1968.
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Mr. FLOOD. You mean in the Chaplains' Corps ?
Mr. SILIumTo. No, I mean to go into the ministry in whatever field.

Mr. FLOOD. An electronic engineer'is going to be a minister?

Mr. SHnr~rro. No. All these people are not electronics engineers, Mr.

Chairman. But my point is that in a variety of professions the percentage increase has been comparable. Retired officers are not going
only into companies who are doing business with the Defense De.
partment.
Mr. FLOD. I think as a fair defense you will be the first to show that
on the record.
Mr. Siamun
o. We will. We will give you the exact statistics.
Mr. F1OOD. As an old trial lawyer, that is the first thing I'd look

for. If you have a weapon like that, you should use it because you certainly need it. Nobody ever heard of that angle before. I certainly
never did.
(The information follows:)
SUMMARY OF GROWTH COMPARISONS (RETIRED OFFICER EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES FOR FULL COLONELS, NAVY
CAPTAINS, AND HIGHER)
Estimates
1959

1968

1. Total retired .....................................
19,219
2. Actually erm loyed (all occupations) .......................
.
9,948
3. Empoy d-t teaching proelon .........-- .--..........
- 1,260
oye--erg.public
pEml
office, and administration------------------867
oyed-Non 1Onse
(farmers,
proprietors,
real estate, Insurance). .
1,574
Employede-top
defense
contractors
......................
767
7. Total generals and admirals retired--------------------.....
2,580
8. Generals and admirals employed by top 100-.............
.......
249

37,945
22, 704
3,100
1,869
£2,3,385
068
3,485
'183

Percentage,
Increase.
100
128
146
116
115
170
35
-26

aBeing verified.

NEED FOR DATA BY

Os

Mr. RHODES. I hope that the study will also show the MOS' of the
various people. Is it broken down that way V

Mr. Shmu

o. That is a very good point. It is not adequately broken

down that way.
Mr. RHODES. It is indeed much more meaningful. There is a difference
between a man who has been in procurement who goes into a defense
industry and a man who is leading a platoon going into a defense
industry.
Mr. SHiLLITO. Yes, sir; you are exactly right.
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Mr. FLOOD. I can see where a fellow who led a platoon might want
togo into the clergy, but the electronics engineer baffles me.
Mr. SHmLrro. This is strictly a percentage comparison.
BENEFITS TO INDUSTRY OF EMPLOYING RETIREES

Mr. FLOOD. We are trying to nail this right down to the floor. What
does industry gain from ring
military personnel and what does the
Government lose I That is the other side of the coin again. As a result
of this apparent trend, who gains what I What do they gain and what
do we lose?
Mr. SmLLrro. The Government has lost an employee. The Government loses image-such as that which has happened here in the publicity -that is brought about. Industry, in many areas, needs people
with this kind of competency and in spite of 'the fact, I think the
majority of these companies would prefer not to hire retired military
peopleDEFENSE DEPARTMENT HIRING PRACTICES

Mr. FLOOD. Let me ask you another question and you can answer them
both in the same speech. Put-the shoe on the other foot now. How
prevalent is the practice of the Defense Department in hiring people
from private industry, and what does the Government gain whenever
this happens?
Mr. SIILLITO. A number of people who come into senior positions
periodically in defense have come in with industry experience.
Now, I am not quite sure that I have the percentages, but on our
appointed people I would guess that probably as many as 25 to 30
percent of us perhaps have industrial backgrounds.
Mr. FLOOD. See ifyou can find them. This examination we are giving
you today constitutes, in effect, a pretrial conference. When we get on
that floor, we are counsel for the defense in that case. We have to be.
Mr. SHILLiTO. Let me make a comment here, insofar as what the
Government gains. We have talked about a lot of problems here in the
last couple of days. Yesterday we spent a lot of time talking abtit the
major weapons systems problem. I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that
we almost have to have a significant amount of industrial experience
in our defense environment in order to assist ourselves in solvingmany
of the problems that we are faced with today. If we don't ui derstand
the problems involved in going through the development of a new
item, the design of a new item and the phasing of a new item into production and the engineering changes proposed .by industry, we just.
can't get on top of it.
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HIRING OF DEFENSE INDUSTRY OFFICIALS

Mr. F.ooD. Here is our problem: You make an announcement that
you are hiring Joe Zilch, chief engineer of a famous company. Aren't
we lucky to get him? He lands at the airport. There is a press confer.
ence. "I want to serve my country. It is a sacrifice to me, but, blah, bla,
blah, blah."
One year later the same airport, the guy's going back to the company
lie came from.
"I said to the Secretary 1 year ago today that I would be here for
1 year." TPhat is not what he said at all. "And now I must go back to
where I came from."
Thisgoes on every day.
Mr. SIILLITO. I saw some statistics one time-I think we can prob.

.ably substantiate this-that would cause us to believe that a major
portion of .those who come into Government don't go back to the company that they.came from, even though a lot of people are inclined to
think that tls is the case.
There is absolutely no question in my mind that the people who
come into this environment do so with the 'idea of making a contribution. There may be a few who don't feel this way, but on balance this
is not the case. They do make a contribution and we do need them.
Particularly we need them in the technical areas, the highly technical
areas. We would be in pretty sorry shape if we didn't have this kind
of know-how.
Mr. FLOOD. The fellow comes here and is fed up with the Department of Defense and he says, "I have had it. I can't go through this
another year."
Mr. SiLuo.
And I know exactly how that man feels, yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Secretary, you came from industry yourself, as did
many Defense people before you.
Mr. SHuiLITO. Not directly, but interestingly enough, I came back

here with the idea of spending 2 yedrs'in getting a logisticsmanagement' research company started LMI started-and I have been here
ever since, Mr. Chairman. I came from that particular organization, a
logistics research organization,' into Defense.

Mr. FLOOD. Most of these people in my many years of experience
here have done very credible afid dedaicted jobs and done an outstanding thing. I certainly agree with that.
CerltailyMr. McNanmara, within cost effectiveness and *costreduction programs, could never be accused:of being a captive of 'the miliitary/induistrial complex. I have heard McNamara accused of a lot
of things, but I never heard anybody put a finger on hiM for that one.
Do y~u believe there is a danger in the practice of the government
'using the talents of capable ind-stry officials to'the level it is done?
Is there a danger in the mere level it has been doie?
Mr. SHILLITO. I don't think so. I think our system of checks and
balances precludes the possibility of this danger. I think
we have to
contintuously be on our guard. ' thifik we are. I don't think there is
a danger here. Do you agree, Mr. Riley ?
Mr. RILty. That is true. These people who are brought into the
government from industry or elsewhere, private enterprise, are
screened very well before they get in. I think the danger is minimal.
,,
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Mr. FLOOD. Are they screened very well before they get out? In case
anything rubbed off on them?
Mr. SHILLITO. Undoubtedly I would think they
would be screened
by their new employer, but there is not really too much screening
Defense can do as a person leaves, I am sure you realize that.
Mr. FLOOD. In summary, therefore, the Defense
must
necessarily work closely with industry, must take Department
advantage
of
the
expertise, the talents, and technology industry has to offer, and there
is no other sources to which our defense establishment can turn
initiate and develop the weapons so vital to our national defense. to
Mr. SmLLtO. You have outlined the situation

This problem will continue unless we were to attempt to gocorrectly.
back to the arsenal
concept.
Mr. FLOOD. Isn't that about what you have been saying?
Mr. SmrLLro. Yes, sir, absolutely.

LOGISTIC EFFICIENCY

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, on page four of your

you
spoke of certain objectives of logistic efficiency. There statement
was
the
tightening of supply management, and improved procurement practices.
Mr. SHILLITO. You say how will they be accomplished?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
Mr. SHILLITO. Actually one of the first things that
after
Mr. Packard came on board was to (1) look at our happened
cost
reduction
program that was touched on by the Chairman; give
emphasis to that, and (2) apply new emphasis to otheradditional
logistics performance measurements with which we should concern ourselves. These
run across the entire gamut of our logistics operations, not just the
procurement areas we have been talking about.
Most of these areas of :concern are unrelated to cost-reduction actions. This new system .called the logistics performance
measurement
and evaluation system is designed to develop performance objectives
for select areas of logistics management and to measure actual perfoiance against the objective. Indepth analyses will be performed
when appropriate and recommendations for improvement will
be
acted upon promptly.
We thought we would restrict coverage to 20 to 30 key areas that
are problems now or potentially could
become problems. This covers
everything from item entry control, Inventory item reduction---is
you
know, we have a staggering number of items in our inventory=-letter contracts, undefiitized change orders, the problem areas, if you
will, in overall logistics management.
We have issued a DOD directive to
of the services, signed by
Mr. Packard. I am sorry I don't haveeach
a copy of that with me.
Mr. FLOOD. How long is it? How m'iy pages?
Mr. SnHILLTO. It must be at least four or five pages.
Mr. FLOOD. If It is only four or five pages, I think we want that
in the record.
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. That'is the crux of this thing.
Mr. SfIJ;ITo. I do have a copy of it with me and it is four
pages.
Mr. FLOOD. Provide it for the record.
35-262 o-69--- t. 0--s
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(The document follows:)
DEPARTMENT

or DEFENSE DnrEoTivI

No. 5010.24

Subject: Logistics performance measurement and evaluation system.
1. AuMPOsE AND OJEOTIVE.

A. The purpose of this directive is to establish policy and assign responsibilities
for a logistics performance measurement and evaluation system (hereinafter
referred to as "the system"). The system will be an organized procedure for iden.
tifying logistics problem areas, recommending corrective management actions,
setting goals for improved performance, evaluating current performance against
past accomplishments and approved goals, and identifying further action required if appropri ate.
B. The objective of the system is to concentrate management improvement actions on persistent problem areas by establishing performance standards and
evaluating performance against these standards in areas where current progress
is substantially below that desired.
1U. APPLIOABILITY

The provisions of this directive apply to the military departments, Defense
Supply Agency, and other defense agencies, when appropriate.
1l,

RESPONSIBILITIES

A. The Asslstant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) (ASD (I.
& L.) ) shall assure the effective development, implementation, and operation of
the system throughout the Department of Defense. In carrying out this assignment, the ASD (I. & L.) will develop and issue uniform procedures requiring:
(1) the establishment of realistic performance objectives; (2) the measurement
of progress against past performance and current objectives; (8) the evaluatiot
of results; and (4) the development and implementation of recommendations to
insure that corrective action is taken promptly, when necessary.
B. Tho Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) shall assure that the
resource management systems of the Department of Defense established under
DOD directive 7000.1 are utilized to the maximum practicable extent in furnishIng data needed for use in the system.
0. The Secretaries of the military departments or their designees and the
Director of the Defense Supply Agency will:
1. Implement the system witlhin their organization.
2. Recommend for ASD (I. & L.) consideration areas for inclusion in or
deletion from the system, Including justification to support the recommendation.
3. Recommend for ASD (I. & L.) approval a performance goal for eacll
area covering the current and succeeding fiscal year.
4. Initiate appropriate Internal action to insure:
(a) achievement of approved goals;
(b) that all reports represent the formal and accurate position of
each reporting component concerned;
(o) prompt implementation of ASD (I. & L.) recommendations for
corrective action; and
(d) that qualified personnel are assigned at appropriate echelons
to carry out these responsibilities.
D. Functional area committees: A committee will be established for each
functional area selected for Inclusion in the system. Each committee will be
composed of a representative of OSAD (I. & L.), as chairman, a representative
of OASD (Comp.) as appropriate, and a representative from each affected DOD
component. Each committee, for Its assigned functional area, will be responsible for recommending policies, guidance, initial goals, measurement techniques
and/or performance Indicators, analyzing results, and, recommending additional
action when appropriate.
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IV. POLIoIE
A. Areas will be eliminated from coverage whenever the ASD (I. & L.) determines that problems have been satiftfctorily resolved and approved performance
goals are being -met.
B. Additional areas will be incorporated into the system based on recommendations from OSD,the military departments, or DSA, based on identifiable current or anticipated problems in key functions or operations.
0. Existing reports, In most instances, will provide the data base for this
system, When major deficiencies or significant voids in existing reports are identified, however, recommendations for corrective actions will be made to appropriate functional managers.
D. Functional areas will be selected in a manner which assures that priority
attention ts concentrated where the greatest needs exist.
El Performance reported for each functional area will represent the combined
effect of all management actions taken for that area.
F. A DOD instruction will be issued by the ASD (I. & L.) to establish the
reporting requirements of the system.
V. FXFEOZ

DATID AND IMPLEMENTATrON

A. This directive is effective immediately and its full implementation will be
a matter of highest priority at all appropriate levels within the Department of
Defense.
B. Four copies of implementing issuances incorporating this directive will be
forwarded to the ASD (I. &L.) within 60 days after the date of this directive.

Mr. SHiLTITO. The directive has gone out. Now, you just don't do
this thilng with a directive. So the next step is to develop and issue un
implementing instruction. The instruction contains detailed guidance
that spells out what has to be done in each of the areas, the format for
information required in each area, the due date for reports from DOD
components, the requirements for establishing objectives, performing
analyses, and so forth. We will monitor results regularly. Generally we
won't do a followup job more often than once every quarter unless the
area is very seriously out of control.
We would expect-and I think I mentioned this in my statement
yesterday-we would expect to have this system formally implemented
by about July 1. At least that isour target. This is going to be pretty
tight and may run to the 15th of July.
It will present a pretty interesting operation. We will be able to
say, "Here are our 25 or 30 major problem areas-other than things
like we were talking about yesterday, major weapons systems,
et cetera-here are our objectives, here isour performance and here
are our solutions to the problems."
By the way, we only have 4 percent of our total people in
logistics in procurement and a very small percentage of that 4 percent are wrapped up in major weapons systems. So, even through we
find ourselves spenitiig a lot of time talking about this parwtcular
areaPROBLEMS WITH PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, yesterday Mr. Lipscomb asked you a
question when you were discussing the chart. Where and what went
wronvwith the DOD program management prior to now, and
then-Mr. Flood asked you a question and I believe you answered
Mr. Flood's question but I didn't understand your answer to Mr.
Lipscomb's question. Would you answer that question, where we went
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wrong beforeI We arc using the same old chart and it seems we are
perpetuating the same program.
Mr. SHiLIno. This procedural chart was presented not with the
idea of suggesting this is new or anything like that at all. It was
shown only to allow us to explain what happens when we move across
this life cycle spectrum.
We might put that up again in the interests of answering your
question, Mr. Addabbo.
On many of our major weapons systems in the past we didn't have
the development-concept papers that we talked about here. We didn't
have the major weapons systems review council that we talked about.
We had a tremendous overlap between development and production,
which we have emphasized will be minimized in the future, We are
not going to cut this out completely, but it will be minimized in the
future.
I am not suggesting to you that we are not going to have problems
as far as major weapons are concerned. We will still have problems
in some of these areas. It is virtually impossible in an exploding tech.
nological environment to avoid them. I think we have identified the
problem for you. Again I would emphasize that the management of
these programs is the responsibility of the services. I think we have
made it very clear that our problem really starts to hit us as we phase
from development to production.
Mr. FLOOD. What is so surprising about that? Even I know that.
Mr. SHILLITO. The greater the overlap, the greater the problem.
I think this was emphasized very clearly by Congressman Rhodes
yesterday too.
Mr. FLOOD. It is not just the overlap; you are starting to deal with
hardware; things.
Mr. SHILLrTo.That is right.
A point that ought to be mentioned here-I don't mean to take so
long answering a question, but it is an awfully important thing.
Last night when I got back to the office and started putting myself
back together I found myself thinking about, what do we really have
to concern ourselves withMr. FLoOD. My bect answer to Any question comes about 3 o'clock in
the morning an' I say, "Why didn'tI think about that before this?"
MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE

Mr. SHrLTrro. The name of the game in this environment is the
management of change.
Mr. FLoOD. You don't want to copyright that, do you?
Mr. SHILLITO. No. Look at the Pershing. We had over 10,000 changes
in the Pershin.
Mr. FLOOD. 0 fooling. I went through every one of the 10,000.
Mr. StwmTo. Look at some of our combat vehicles. It is not abnormal to have 1,000, 2,000, or 3,000 changes. Take fire control systems. I remember one fire control system in the early mid-fifties where
we had 18,000 changes. This fire control system went ifito F-86 aircraft. It gets down to how we actually control and manage these
changes. This is the key to our success in this business. I venture to
say that we din find, and hOpefully we will be able to prove to you
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in months and years to come, that growth is minimally caused by
overrun, Mr. Chairman; that most of our growth is caused by this
change situation. Controlling them and planning them is where we
have to do our job better.
USE OF PROCUREMENT FUNDS FOR R. & D.

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, the General Accounting Office newsletter of June 15, volume III, No. 5, speaks of R. & D. and missile procurement. They say that certain procurement funds were used for
R. & D. effort. Was this matter brought to the attention of this committee and approved by this committee, or was this just done within
the department?
Mr. SHILLrro. I can't answer that, Congressman Addabbo. Can

you, Mr. Malloy?
Mr. MALLOY. No,.I .don't recognize that.
Mr. ADDABBO. This is in regard to the Minuteman.
Mr. SHILLITO. This is entirely conceivable.
Mr. LiPscoMB. We covered that during the procurement and R. & D.
hearings. It is on the Minuteman program.
Mr. FLOOD. In what way do you transfer funds from R. & D. into
actual procurement?
Mr. SHiLLiTO. It is very hard for me to answer. In fact, that production decision line is sloped at t significant angle in line with
Congressman Rhodes' query yesterday. It gets pretty tough sometimes to say $1 goes to procurement and $1 goes to R. & D.
Mr. FLOOD. What are you going to do now with reference to Mr.
Addabbo?
Mr. SHiLirro. Do you mean with regard to the points brought up
in the GAO document? I will look into it and hopefully answer your
question as best we can. I have a hunch that you could say that some
of our procurement dollars have been used in some developmental work
and probably some of our developmental dollars have probablyV gone
_
over to production.
Mr. FLOOD. He is sure of that. He wants to know to what extent.
Mr. SHILTO. I will try to answer that.
(The information follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE Am ForCE,
Washington,September 26,1968.
Mr. C. M. BAUky,

Acting Director,Defenoe Dv ion,
17.8. GeneralAccoutting Office.
DnEA Mn. BAILEY: Reference is made to your letter of June 5, 1908, on "Use
by the Air Force of Production Funds for Apparent R. & D. Projects" (OSD case
No. 2781), and to our interim reply of.July 25, 1908, on the matter.
In our July 25, 1968, letter, we indicated our need for further investigation
of the matter and stated we would provide further comments to youLon or before
September 20, 1908.
Your report states that missile procurement appropriation (57X8020) moneys
were used to finance certain supplemental agreements, initiated by the Air Force
under the product improvement program, which were research and development
in nature and,, therefore, should have been supported with research, development,
test and evaluation (R.D.T. & .) funds.
Your report also states that the disclosure and approval procedures for product
improvement programs, as defined in Air Force Procurement instruction (AFPI)

section 59, part 5 wey iot followed.
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You conclude that "program and procurement officials should be impressed
with the need for (1) full disclosure in program budget submissions to allow for
ready detection and critical evaluation by budget approval officers of significant
provisions for product improvements and (2) procuring R. & D. effort from
R.D.T. & . funds rather than from funds appropriated for the procurement
of approved equipment." You also sta-te that AFPI 59-500 through 59-505 should
be clarified to avoid a recurrence of the matters discussed in your letter.
Under the then existing definitions in AIPI 59-503(d), it was our belief that
production funds were properly usable for the procurements in question.
Since your review, the Department of Defense has issued revised Instruction
DODI 7220.5 which clearly delineates the circumstances for use of R.D.T. & H.
and production funds for "product improvement" purposes. This instruction
was implemented by the Air Force under Air Force Regulation 170-3, dated
March 28, 1968. The referenced DOD Instruction has been similarly implemented
by the Army and the Navy.
We agree that the disclosure and approval procedures of AFPI section 59, part
5 were not followed for the procurements you cite. These procedures are now
being -followed. This section and part of AFPI is being revised and updated,
and will reemphasize -theneed for submission of a copy of the product Improve.
ment proposal to Headquarters USAF. More specifically, copies will be sub.
mitted to the Directorates of Production and Budget. Compliance with the DOD
instruction and the AFPI should preclude recurrence of the incidents discussed
In your report.
We have instructed the Air Force Systems and Logistics Commands to make
a broad basis review to determine whether there are other instances of the
circumstances described in your report. The Army and the Navy advise they
have no knowledge of any funding deviations of the type here under consideration..
We appreciate your bringing these matters to our attention and the opportunity afforded to comment on your report.
,Sincerely,
Louis A. Cox,
As8itant to Deputy Assistant eeretarV (Proeurement).
P.S.-Compliance with the DOD instruction and the AFPI should preclude
recurrence of the Incidents discussed in the report. The Air Force Systems and
Logistles Command has made a broad basis review and determined there are no
instances of the circumstances discussed in the report.

Mr. SHmLTo. There is another point that ought to be made and
that is we know there are some constraints with regard to the extent
because roughly the mean average amount of total expenditures prior
to that point of Production in the life cycle of a major weapons system
is probably less than 15 percent of the total dollars.
CONTRACTS TO SUSTAIN INFFFICIENT CONTRACTORS

Mr. ADDABBO. Something must be wrong for the General Accounting
Office to set it up in their investigation. On Tuesday when Secretary
Moot was before us, I asked whether it was true tt in several instances the Defense Department, to assure continued life of certain
inefficient contractors if they had incurred some substantial national
asset,additional
that the Government would try to bolster them Up by
security
giving them
dollars, additional contracts. Secretary Moot
said he knew of no cases.
Then we read in the paper that a maker of a faulty missile unit got
a new $400 million order. Would this come within the purview of tryingto bolster aninefficientoperatibn?
Mr. SHInTo. It could be interpreted that way.
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I think I have the same article here, sir. While I am not aware of
the particular program or the particular contract I have the impression
that the quality of the product has improved significantly over the
past several monthsto a year.
There is another point. When you say "An inefficient contractor"
or "a deficient contractor" and you talk about "a major companY,"
you really have to get more specific. A major company can have nine
or 10 major divisions and within each major division you can have
several profit centers. You almost have to get down to a specific profit
center to say that something is good or something is bad concerning
its operation. You can hardly say the whole company is bad because
of what went wrong on a paricular program in a specific division of a
company.
Mr. ADDABBO. Using that, basis, will you analyze North American
for us, which is the company involved in this particular article?
Mr. SHnLrTo. Yes.

(The information follows:)

With respect to the newspaper article and the reference to the additional
guidance and control units ordered from the contractor, the following explana-

tion is made.

It is true that in its early operational life Minuteman II did experience low
reliability in the G. & C. units. While some additional sets (55 out of a total of
756 sets) were bought because of the reliability problem, this was done as insurance against a continued reliability problem which could keep missiles off alert
for lack of G. & C. spares. However, the Air Force's primary effort was to improve the reliability and therefore attack the basic problem. This was done by
in-line production improvements and retrofit changes to sets already in the field.
This program was very successful. The original goal for mean time between
failure (MTBF) for Minuteman I1 G, & C. sets was very high.* The original units
fielded in 1966 exhibited an MTBi of only 20 percent of this goal. The operational
Minuteman I's show a MTBF 2
times better than earlier. The latest sets
produced within the past year are essentially achieving the original goal. The
reliability improvement program has contained the reliability problems and we
are able to maintain a very high percentage of the Minuteman fleet of strategic

alert.

With respect to the organization of North American Rockwell Corp. and its
various divisions and product groups, the following explanation is offered:
The North American Rockwell Corp. is a large industrial organization formed
in September 1967 with the merger of North American Aviation and RockwellStandard Corp. The corporation is organized into two major groups-the commercial products group and the aerospace and systems group.,
The aerospace and systems group has a number of divisions specializing In

aircraft, atomic energy, missiles, electronics, space vehicles, rocket propulsion,

and other product lines. The commercial products group comprises the manufacturing and sales activities for industrial and commercial markets. Its many
plants are organized into divisions in such fields as automotive products, agricultural and industrial equipment, private airplanes, and textile machinery.
This corporation is one of the Nation's largest Government contraictors. It provides nearly 50 ,product lines to customers that Include almost all the agencies
procuring advanced systems and equipment. Some of these are the Air Force,
Navy, Army, NASA, and Atomic- Energy Commission. Other governmental customers include the Federal Aviation Agency, Department of State, Department
of Commerce, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Depa0 ment of
Health, Education, and Welfare, State and local agencies, and foreign countries.
The aerospace and systems group has its executive offices in El Segundo, Calif.
Under this group are. the Atomics Internationi Division at Canoga Park, Calif.;
Autonetics Division at Anaheim, Calif.; Columbus Division at Columbus, Ohio;
Los Angeles Division at Los Angeles, Edwards Air Force Base, El Segundo,
*Specific data on MTBF is classified in the interests of national security.

.. ~
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El Toro, Hawthorne, and Palmdale, Calif.; Rocketdyne Division at Canoga Park,
Ohatsworth, Edwards Air Force Base, El Segundo, and Van Nuys, Calif.; Neosho,
Mo., New Orleans, La., McGregor, Tex,, and Reno, Nev.; Space Division at
Downey, Long Beach, and Seal Beach, Calif., Bay St. Louis, Miss.; Cocoa Beach,
Fla., Houston, Tex., New Orleans, La., Tulsa, Okla. and White Sands, N. Mex.
There are-other operations in Thousand Oaks, Calif., MeAlester, Okla., Princeton,
W. Va;, El Segundo, Calif., and Reno, Nev.
Sales for the corporation amounted to $634.2 million for the quarter ending
March 31, 1969, and $2,639.8 million for fiscal year ending September 30, 1968.
COMPARISON OF C-5A TO BOEING 747

Mr. ADDABBO. We have read much about the C-.SA and its compar-

ison with the Boeing 747. There was criticism with reference to the
cost-plus-incentive-fee contract. There was one study made which
showed that over 1,000 Air Force contracts contained 337 percent overages, over the original procurement cost.
I read that the C-BA was to cost only $22 million and it is now
expected to cost $45 million, and actually the Boeing 747 was estimated
at $20 million and -now the cost will be $22 million. As a matter of fact,
the Boeing 747 design was submitted in competition to Lockheed's
C--SA. Are these figures correct? Is there any reason for these great
discrepancies?
Mr. SHILLITO. External configuration, as I understand it, is comparable in the 747-to look at one versus the other externally, there is
similarity. However, they are not the same aircraft-particularly
when you get the overall roll-on roll-off, load, unload performance
requirements in the C-5A versus the 747F, the F meaning freighter.
The C-SA was designed to military specifications primarily for
deployment of troops and equipment to the forward areas without the
need for propositioning of special ground equipment at the site of the
contingency action. In its current configuration the 747F has vir-

tually none of this capability. Based upon an analysis by the Air
Force, the C-5A can accommodate all of the vehicular equipment of
an infantry division force. However, due to the cargo door the
747F can accommodate only 24 percent by weight and 53 percent
.
by count.
Present loading equipment of the Air Force will not reach the 16foot floor of the 7471? and new equipment would have to be designed
and prepostioned at the contemplated sites of deployment to assure
the rapid turn-around of such aircraft. Assuming such loading equip of Only a forward opening on the
available the
ment were exndthe
timelimLitation
required to load and/or discharge the cargo.
747 would
I will provide you a table which compares the characteristics of
C-SA and 747F aircraft.
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(The information follows:)
COMPARISON OF CHARACTERISTICS OF C-5A AND BOEING 747F AIRCRAFT

Takeoff
gross weiht (pounds)...................................................
Taxemum lendmg weight (pounds)
................................................
Wing area (square erq..........................................................
Fuecapacity (gallons) ...........................................................
Engines, Jet:
Number ...................................................................
Thrust (pounds) ....
........................................................
Cruising speid (miles per hour)... ...............................................
Payload (3,050 nautIcal miles) (pounds) ............................................
Cubic capac ty (Cubic feet) .......................................................
Main deck frlor space:
Square feet .................................................................
463L pallets (number) .......................................................

cargo compatet

Forward loading opening.....................................................
Aft ........
Loading height (feet)..................................................16
Landing gear, number of wheels .................................................
Airdrop capability ...............................................................
Takeofi distance (feot) ...........................................................
Landing distance (feet) ..........................................................

C-5A

747F

764,500
635,850
6,000
49,000

680,000
564,000
5,500
46,770

4
41,100
507-530
220,000
34,734

4
42,000
622-467
215, 600
23,890

2,735
36

2,220
32
(1)

None
Yes
7,500
3,240

18
No
9,500
4,200

' Height, 13 ft. 5 In.,; width, 19 ft.
'Height, 8 ft.; width, 12 if,
Height 9 ft 5 In *width, 19 ft.
4 ft. 5In.
with drtve.on, drive-off ramps,

Mr. SHILLITo. I haven't any feel at all as to what the gTowth has
been on the 747. I do know that, on many commercial aircraft in the
past, there have been significant cost increases and the papers have
reported this. The 880's, the 990's, even the 707's.
Mr. FLOOD. Are you talking about growth or overrun?
Mr. SHILLrro. Growth. Some of this would border on overrun in
a commercial product, but the C-5A is a significantly different aircraftthan the 747. I make that statement even though I don't feel as
qualified as others would be to give you a complete answer.
Now, with regard to your point on cost-plus incentive-fee contracts
(OPIF). I may ,have missed it a little bit Congressman Addabbo. You
talked about the growth that we have experienced on CPIF contracts
and whether a 300-plus-percent growth is common. Is that pretty
much your questionT
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.
Mr. SHrLUoo. It is not a common kind of growth. We certainly
have had contracts that have gotten pretty close to that kind of number. We have looked at several programs since we have been on board,
and the growth in these programs--as you come down the curve-is greater in CPFF, less in CPIF, less in FPI, and less yet in firm
fixed price.
One of the thigs we hopefully will have available in not too many
months will be an identification of each closed major program, initial
estimates versus windup, and possibly what caused the growth. If
we are successful in pinpointing these things when we come before
you gentlemen next year we would be able to say "Statistically this is
what happened as far as all growth or a significant part of our growth,
by type contract, is concerned.'
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Mr. FLOOD. You have heard the case of the gorilla who is going
through his act in the cage and somebody throws a banana to him and
that ruins the act.
These people do very well until somebody throws them a banana.
PEPROORAMING OF FUNDS

Mr. ADDABBO. Mr. Secretary, will you give us a breakdown for the

past 2 years of all reprograming actions, showing amounts and
programs involved, where the funds were taken from, and to what
new programs they were applied?
Supply that for the record.
Mr. SITILLITO. We will try to do that.
(Note: A classified schedule covering all reprograming increases
and related decreases of $5 million or more for procurement of aircraft, missiles, ships, and tracked combat vehicles and all similar reprograming of $2 million or more for research, development, test,
and evaluation appropriations was provided to the committee. The
schedule listed 552 individual reprograming actions and provided a
reference to the detailed explanation and impact of each action as contained in the reprograming documents submitted to the Committee
on Appropriations.)
DmNsE PROFTS
LMI STUDY

Mr. FLOOD. Now, about Defense profits. The profits of Defense contractors have been another area of concern during the past several years
and that is certainly understating the case. It seems that this area has
been studied by industry, by GAO, and as you mentioned in your statement, by the Logistics Management Institute. You have suggested
that GAO be asked to study the LMI approach in detail and verify
its statistical soundness and its conclusions. Is this being done?
Mr. SILLITO. Not yet, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLOOD. Do they have a target date?
Mr. SwLLITO. We have not asked the GAO to do this ourselves. I

did talk to Mr. Staats briefly about it and he was receptive to the
suggestion. That has not been too long ago. We have not had the
opportunity to discuss it further in detail.
Mr. FLOOD. What do you have in mind?
Mr. SiLLITO. Based on the discussion we have had today, I will

suggest to GAO that they do this analysis. I think it would be useful.
Mr. FLOOD. Don't forget, you join us in the suggestion.
Mr. SHnILLITO. Yes, sir. Many people feel that a significant portion

of the problem is manifested in abnormally high profits.
Mr. FLOoD.-There is no doubt about that. There is no doubt abotA
the state of mind.
Mr. SxuLLrro. While we have some problems in this environment,
I maintain that excessively high average profits are not being earned
by Government contractors.
Mr. FLOOD. GAO studied this problem about 2 years ago. Industry
has also come up with statistics in this area. Now, do these studies of
GAO and of the industry agree with these LMI conclusions? GAO has
been at it for 2 years.
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Mr. SHiLarro.

GAO has really not studied industry profits. We have

a vast amount of data on realized profits. May I take a few moments
and show you a few pictures?
Mr. FLOOD. I know you have a vast amount of data. That reminds
me of the newspaper reporter who went to the San Francisco fire. He
said, "There is a big fire with a lot of excitement and I can't find out
anything."
Go ahead. What do you want to do?
Mr. SHiLLrro. I think there are a couple of things that warrant attention. I will be glad to give you the statistics we are talking about for
the record.
Mr. FLOOD. Before you do that, I want to be sure that I understood
you. I pointed out to you that 2 years ago GAO made this study of
industry. Now, did you just say to me they didn't make it?
Mr. SnmLrro. Not to my knowledge. I am not aware of %GAO study
of profits.
Mr. MALLOY.

Mr. Chairman, GAO made a study of profits in re-

sponse to a specific request they had from, I believe, a committee of
the Congress. This report, however, dealt exclusively with "going-in"
profits. These are the rates agreed by the parties before performance.
This information they obtained from the records of the Department
of Defense and it was consistent with our own figures which we published.
Mr. FLOOD. Not of industry?
Mr. MALLOY. They did not collect figures from industry, to my
knowledge.
Mr. SmLLrro. That is correct. Their study dealt with the in-house
DOD. going-in, profit target data, on negotiated contracts.
Mr. FLooD. It was a study of industry profits?
Mr. SHmLLrrO. No, sir. It was "going-in." negotiated target profits.
It was not "realized" industry profits. It was the profits negotiatedthe anticipated profits--in our contracts with industry.
Mr. Fo. It was not profits after the fact?
Mr. SHIaLro. That is right.
Mr. FLOOD. That is what you and I are going to join hands to get; is
that right?
Mr. SiaLnTO. Yes, sir. (A chart was referred to entitled "Profit on
sales (Before Tax)." The chart appears on p.482.)
Mr. SHnLrrO. Yes, sir. Two pieces of data we have are rather consequential. One is the Renegotiation Board data. This is not audited
data. It is profits on sales, not profit on capital. It is almost all of the
sales and profit data of almost all Government contracts and in 196768 we are looking at $38.8 billion in sales, with realized profits, pre-tax,
at 4.4 percent..
Another piece of information available to anyone who wants it is
the Federal Trade Commission-Securities and Exchange Commis-

sion data on industry in general in the United States. They do a
sampling ,of 11000 companies of about 178 000 total companies
throughout the United States. This is, again, their pre-tax profit on
industry in general throughout this country.
Mr. FLOOD. I saw a story on that recently in the press, this very

thing.
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Mr. SHimLrro. You can see the Renegotiation Board data. It has

some deficiencies and maybe we can do something about getting more
information because it is such a significant piece.
(A chart entitled "Profit on TCI, High and Medium Volume Coimpanies (Before Tax)" was referred to. The chart appears on page 484.)
Mr. SHILiTO. This chart shows the profits on total capital investment. Again this is before tax and I am defifilnig total capital investmenr, as equity capital investment plus long-term debt. That is total
capital investment.
Mr. FLOOD.At a time when the 7 percent tax was in effect .?
Mr. SiiLLtrro. This runs from 1968 th ugh 1967.
We have compared the sampling of LMI data with FTG-S P C
only for the hard-goods portion of the FTC-SEC file. This includes
about 3,500 of the 11000 companies sampled by the FTC-SEC.
When I say "Defense," I mean high and meditith volume companies.
This is the hard goods business in Defense for companies doing over
$200 million per year. This is almost 93 percent of the total dollars,
plus almost 50 percent of the sales dollars of companies doing between
$25 and $200 mfllion per year with us.
The consolidated high and medium company sample includes 82
percent of all hard good dollars of companies with whom we do business.
Mr. FOOD. That is 11,000 companies out of 127)000?
Mr. SImLLrro. No, the FTC-SEC uses a sample of approximately
11,000 companies.
The lower line is only 40 defense companies. This gives us roughly
82 percent of the sales dollars for hard goods of companies doing
in excess of $25 million per year. Note that these figures are pre-tax
and that the return is measured against the total capital investment.
Select any number at any point along the line and you can see that
the defense average is failing below the FTC-SEC average on total
capital investment. We are looking, in this instance, at roughly a total
capital investment of $5.5 billion for defense and $110 billion for
FT.C-SEC. In the last year the average profit was 13 percent on total
capital investment for Defense and 18 percent for the SEC-FTC
group.
If you examine equity capital investment, a rather comparable differential can be seen. The point is that average profits on defense
business, on sales, on equity, or on total capital investment, are less
than profits realizedby these companies on their commercial business,
or profits realized in te nondefense portion of our economy.
This is why we think it would be advisable for GAO to check out
this data for validity.
LMI STUDY OF DEFENSE INDUSTRY PROFITS

Mr. SIrES. Suppose you place in the record at this point a summary
of the general conclusions of the LMI study and show, if possible,
how profits of defense contractors compare with those engaged in
nondefense business over the past several years.
Mr. SHILLITO. Yes, sir.

'~?'i~'~
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(The information follows :)
DEFENSE INDUSTRY PROFIT REVIEW-A STUDY BY THE LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT
INSTITUTE

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The Logistics Management Institite recently completed Its review of earned
profits in the Defense industry for the period 1958 through 1967. The High and
Medium company sample included data on 40 major Defense contractors whose
volume of business represent over 92% of High Volume defense sales and 49%
of Medium Voliime defense sales. The report, updating the study performed
last year by LMI, depicts profit in relation to sales, equity capital, and total
capital invested (equity plus long term debt).
The following principal conclusions and recommendations were contained
in the report:
Average Defense profits are lower than the average FTC-SEC and commercial
profits of the participating sample firms. In 1967 the gap between the Defense
average profits and commercial/FTO-SEC average profits narrowed from that
experienced the previous year. The average before-tax profit/sales rate on
Defense business in 1967 was 4.17%, in contrast to 6.38% on commercial business
and 8.7% for the FrO/SEC companies. For comparison to 19066, the rates were
4.47% on Defense, 9.16% on commercial and 19.0o for FTC/SEC.
The Defense sales of the sample companies averaged approximately sixty
percent of their total sales of 1958. In 1967, Defense sales declined to forty-six
percent of the total sales.
Increased use of competition in DOD procurement has been largely responsible
for the reduced overall Profit/Sales ratios on Defense business. The realized
profit to sales ratio on price competitive contracts has been in the neighborhood
of zero from 1963 through 1967, while the noncompetitive firm fixed pribe profit
to sales ratio for the past several years has been approximately 10%.
The companies in the sample increased their ratio of facilities to sales by
forty-five percent from 1958 through 1967, This increased company investment
in facilities has been primarily responsible for the decline in total capital
turnover (from 3.8 to 3,1) on Defense business. For the same period of time,
the commercial and FTC-SEC ratio remained relatively stable at the lower
values of 2.0 to 2.2. The report further points out that the increased use of
fixed price contracts has been partially responsible for the decrease in capital
turnover rates because companies are required to furnish more of the working
capital on this type of contract.
The Report stresses that profit inequities exist because differences in contract
capital requirements are not reflected in Defense profit rates. A separate study
by LMI emphasized the need to relate profit objectives on negotiated contracts
to the contractors investment.
The LMI report concludes thatt In -the area of competitive contracts Ithere is
little that can or should be done to affect profits. In -the non-competitive negotiated category the report urges a change in the method of developing profitobjectives which will give greater weght to the coufateors ih-vestment. A study
of thfls approach has been in progrem by the Department of Defense for the
past year and it is a topic which Is also being analyzed and evaluated by the
Industry Advisory Council.

The attendant charts display the profit trend over the past decade
by relating defense profit to sales, equity capital and total capital
investment. For comparative purposes, data has also been shown for
the Renegotiation Board and for the sample of FTC/SEC companies.
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VALID=Y OF LXI STUDY
Mr. SHILLITO. When that individual's study came out, a number of
people questioned the data and consequently a number of peopleMr. SIKES. Not a number, certain columnists questioned it, very.
pointedly.
Mr. SHILLITO. Yes. As I recall, Mr. McNamara was one who said he
just didn't think the data was quite right, or he inferred that.
As a result, we asked Mr. Robert Vandell, a capable and, in fact,
outstanding economist from the University of Virginia to examine the
validity of the data presented in'the study. Perhaps a copy of his most
recent analysis with regard to profits would be helpful and, if so, we
can make it available.
Mr. FLOOD. Provide it for the committee's use.
Many people are going to read this testimony on these subjects that
we have been going into in the last few days.
Mr. SiLITO. We appreciate that.
EFECT OF ASPR ON LIMING PROFITS

Mr. FLOOD. How effective has the weighted guidelines provisions of
ASPR been in limiting the defense contractors to only a fair and
equitable profit commensurate with the risk involved?
Mr. SHiLLTO. I am going to ask Mr. Malloy to respond to this
question after I make an observation. One we have to realize that the
weighted guidelines-ASPR section 3-808--are designed to allow us
to structure target profit objectives for negotiated contracts. It does not
relate to "coming out" or "realized" profits by a company. The weighted
guidelines consider his in-house effort, his performance in the past, and
his risk exposure. Based on this we arrive at a prenegotiation profit
objective. We are now in the process of looking at in-house data and
comparing this data with "coming out" data. As you can appreciate we
have several years lag time between the award of a contract and its
completion. The weighted guidelines were first introduced in 1963 and
became mandatory in 1964.

Mr.

FLOOD.

Have you gone far enough to permit you to take any

steps to refine these guidelines in order to make them more effective?
Have you gotten that far?
Mr. SHILLITO. We have identified areas where we would like to see
an improvement. One problem with the guidelines is that they are
tied entirely to profits on costs. They do a good job in allowing us to
develop negotiated target profits to cost, but they do not adequately
relate profit to capital.
Mr. FLOOD. At this point in the record will you explain briefly or
within reason how these guidelines work?
Mr. SmLLITo. We will do that.
(The information follows:)
Thm WEIGHTED GUIDELINES PROM PHILOSOPHY
Implemented into Procurement policy in 1964, the weighted guidelines (WGL)
for DOD personnel to use in evaluating
the various factors that influence profit on a Government contract. Each major
element of cost is individually evaluated and assigned a numerical rating which
reflects the merits and relative importance of this item to the procurement, In
provides a rationale and uniform approach
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addition to this analysis of cost elements, quantative values are also assigned
for other factors such as past performance, cost risk, etc. From the total list of
items rated, a composite or weighted average profit percentage is developed,
which when applied to the total cost projected for the contract, produces the pre.
negotiation profit objective. (Tab 1 depicts the range of factors available to the
negotiator.) It should be noted that this composite is a profit objective, a rational
and methodically developed idea of what should constitute a reasonable profit
for the contract. It is not an ironclad figure but simply a sound and well reasoned
basis for debating the logic of the total profit estimate with the contractor. The
objective figure represents not only the opinion of the contracting officer but in
many cases also reflects the judgment of other key specialists on the Govern.
ment's negotiating team (auditors, industrial engineers, production personnel,
price analysis, etc.).
Although the profit objective is developed element by element, no attempt is
made to negotiate the profit dollars for the contract in this manner. As in any
negotiation or bargaining process, the actions of the negotiator must be unencum.
bred (within a practical range) to trade, in effect, cost reductions granted by the
contractor for greater profit opportunity, and a lower overall price to the Cov.
ermnent.
The flexibility of the weighted guidelines permits the construction of profit
objectives for differing contract situations. For example, profit for the following
two hypothetical contracts might be determined as shown below:
E ample I-H4ghly skilled engineeringeffort
The contract primarily involves the use of scarce engineering and scientific
skills, with only minimum production support required. The contractor will not
be subcontracting any portion of the effort but will procure the materials to
produce the test models. The contracting officer anticipates that a OPIF contract
will be negotiated and that the facilities used will be those owned by the contractor. In his particular speciality area the contractor is a recognized leader;
his performance on other contracts involving similar challenging work has been
outstanding.
Given these general conditions a profit objective for this situation might be
developed as follows:
EXAMPLE 1
Factor
Cost
selected estimate

Profit objective
Dollars
Percent

Contractor's input to total performance:
Direct materials ................................................
3
$100
Engineering labor ...............................................
14
400
..........
Engineering overhead ............................................
8
400
32 ..........
Manufacturina labor.............................................
8
100
8 ..........
Manufacturing overhead ...........................
4
100
4 ..........
0.& A.expenses...............................................
8
50
4 ..........
Total ............
1,150
107
9.3
Contractor's assumption o.contract cost risk: CPIF (Ito 2 percent)--------------------------2.0
Record of contractor's performance ..................................................................
2.0
Selected factors
...................................................................................
1.0
Special profit consideration ...................................................................................
Total profit objective (percent)-----------------------------------------14.3
Total profit objective dollars (14.3 percent times $1,150)--------------------164.45......
Example -Production contract-Averageeffort
The production of a manufactured uiiit, within the existing state of the art,
is -the subject of this contract. The contractor has produced a quantity of these
items under a previous contract. His costs were below the anticipated level and
the quality and schedule provisions were adequately achieved. In analyzing the
effort involved, the procurement team has determined that normal production
techniques will be employed and that the engineering support will be primarily
of a sustaining effort mLture. Subcontracting will approximate this Industry's
average and a fairly large portion of the cost will be expended in purchasing
material to produce the end ftem. About one-half of the contractor'S plant is
Government-owned and contains a significant amount of Government equipment. The contractor is rated as an efficient producer; his performance on other
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contracts has been above average. In view of his past cost experience, the reasonableness of his current estimate, and the relative difficulty of the task to be ac.
complished on this contract, the negotiating team has concluded that a FP1 con.,
tract would be appropriate for this procurement. The objective developed Is as
follows:
EXAMPLE 2
Factor

Cost

selected estimate

Profit objective
Dollars
Percent

Contractor's Input to total performance:
Direct materials:
2
$100
$2......
Purchased parts ............................................
3......
3
300
Subcontracted items.........................................
1 ..........
1
100
Other materials .............................................
10
200
20 ..........
Engineering labor ...............................................
6
200
12 ..........
Engineering overhead ............................................
7
800
56 ..........
Manufacturing labor .............................................
Manufacturing overhead .........................................
5
800
40 ..........
0. &A.expenses ................................................
6
250
15 ..........
Total ...................
...........
I
2,750
149
5.4
3.0
........................
4 percent)
Contractor's assumption of contract cosr
+1.0
Record
contractor's
performance ..................................................................
-1.0
...................................................................................
Selectedoffactors.
Special profit consideration ...................................................................................
Total profit objective percent ..........................................
8.4
Total profit objective dollars (8.4 percent times $2,750)-----------------------231 ..........
Profit factors

Weight ranges

Contractor's input to total performance:
Direct materials:
Purchased Parts ............................................................... Ito 4 percent.
Subcontracted Items ............................................................. Ito 5 percent.
Other materials ................................................................. I to 4percent.
Engineering labor- --------------------------------...9 to 15 percent.
Engineering overhead--------------------------------------6 to9 percent.
Manufacturing labor...
........-..................................
........ 5 tog percent
Manufacturing overhead ................................................#........... 4to 7percent.
General and administrative........................................................ 6 to 8 percent.
Contractor's assumption of contract cost risk ............................................... 0to 7percent.
Type of contract.--------------------------------------------------Reasonableness of cost estimate.............................................
Difficulty
of contract task ................................................................................
Record of contractor's performance ........................................................
- 2 to +2 percent
Small business paticipation .............................................................................
Management., ........................................................................................
Cost efficiency...................................................................... ................
Reliability of cost estimates .............................................................................
Value engineering accomplishments ................................................... . ...........
Timely deliveries .....................................................................................
Quality of product.......................................................................................
inventive and developmental contributions ................................................................
Labor surplus area participation
..............................................................,........n'.
Selected factors ......................................................................... -2to +2 percent
Sources of resources:
Government or contractor source of financial and material resources ......................................
Special achievement ................................................................ ..................
Other .............................................................................. .................
Special profit consideration .................................................................. ..............

Mr. MALLOY. Mr. Chairman, the primary purpose of the weighted
guidelines was to better relate profits to the risks involved in individual
contracts. We feel that it has been quite successful in doing that. Before the weighted sidelines were used, we had a profit poicy that told
our contracting officers to relate profits to risks, but it did not provide
specific guidance to them. We were not always getting the results we
desired. The weighted guidelines policy really quantified the concepts that are basic to profit policy.
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TRUTH IN NEGOTIATIONS ACT

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Secretary, will you review the accomplishments

during the past year under the Truth in Negotiations Act, particularly
in the area of the total amount of contracts audited, the recoveries
made, and the percentage of the face value of those contracts where de.
fective cost or pricing data findings were made?
Mr. SHiLLTO. Yes, sir. I think Mr. Malloy can cover some of that.
Mr. FLOOD. We want that in the record.

(The information follows:)

DCOA has continued to examine contractors' books looking for evidence of
defective pricing in cost proposal submissions. Training efforts have been con.
ducted to provide auditors with a background in the requirements of the law and
the overall audit approach. Audit activity in this area has increased. During
fiscal year 1968, the audit effort was double that of the prior 2 fiscal years. The
audit effort planned for fiscal year 1969 substantially exceeds that expended
in the preceding 3 years. For the 3 fiscal years, 1966, 1967, and 1968, 953 contracts
were reviewed for evidence of the submission of defective data. It is expected that
the contracts examined In fiscal year 1969 alone, will exceed this number. The table
below summarizes reviews for defective data through fiscal year 1968:
DEFECTIVE PRICING ACTIVITY-FISCAL YEARS 1966, 1967, 1968

[Dollar amounts Inmiillonsl
Amount
Contracts examined-----------------------------------------$9 090
Reports of possible defective data-----------------------------------9. 5
Reports of defective data acted upon ..............................................
10.5
Net savings realized .............................................................

Number
953
142
60

3.4 ..............

Thus, in the examination of cost or pricing data submitted by contractors incident to $9 billion in contracts, Defense auditors found evidence of possible
defective pricing data totaling $29.5 million. The contracting officers have completed action on $10.5 million of the auditors' findings by either seeking a price
adjustment or determining that no defective data was involved. Price adjustments
have been obtained by negotiation with contractors or as a result of Armed Services Board of Contrmct Appeels decielons. These adjustments are made In the form
of refunds where Government payments had previously been made to the contractor or in a reduction in the contract prices where the work is still in progress.
Net savings obtained by the Government through June 30, 1968, are $3.4 million.
AVAILABILITY OF HISTORICAL DATA

Mr. FLOOD. Are contractors now making historical data available
even though such data was not used in preparation of cost proposals?

Last year the committee was advised that this was not being done in all
of the cases even though the ASPR provisions had required this for
a long time.
Mr. STHLLITO. We have a few instances involving waivers, as you

know.
Mr. MALLOy. Mr. Chairman, we still continue to have cases where
we have disagreements with contractors on the providing of historical
data which was not used in the pricig. However, our people have been
told that thi is pertinent data, that it comes within the purview of
Public Law 87-653 and we are insisting on getting it now where we
need it,
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Lipscomb, do you have any questions on Defense
profits
Mr. LmiscoB. No, Mr. Chairman.
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MATERIEL CONTROL IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. FLoOD. Now let us talk about materiel control in Southeast Asia.
There has been a lot of talk about that. Last year we discussed with
former Secretary Morris, and believe me we discussed it with him, the
establishment of the so-called Pacific Utilization and Redistribution
Agency, designated PURA. As we understand it, the primary purpose
of this organization is to conduct a systematic physical inventory of
stocks in Vietnam.
This year the committee discussed with many of the military witnesses the overstockage of supplies and spare parts in Vietnam and
tie operation of the Project for the Utilization and Redistribution of
Materiel, designated PURM. Army officials testified to an overstockage
of about $621 million at the time the fiscal year 1910 budget was
prepared. Mr. Secretary, this does not agree with the $326 million
worth of excess stocks for all the services which have been redistributed or are being screened which you mention on page 22 of your
statement, and the $424 million reported to the committee on March 4,
1969.
VAAN CE IN REPORTED

SURPLUS STOCKS

What is the explanation for this variance in total amounts?
Mr. SHuirro. It impresses us very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLOOD. How do you explain that?
Mr. SmiLLrro. I am going to let Mr. Riley give you the details on
this. We may have to give you additional specific quantitative information for the record when he is through, which we will do.
Mr. FLOOD. We want the explanation. We don't care who does it or
how it is done.
Mr. RILEY. I suspect the $600 million figure given to you by the
Army sometime ago was an estimate. I do not think the Army completed taking their inventory in Vietnam until January of this year.
Mr. FLOOD. It was around $621 million. .
Mr. RILEY. The figure may be the best estimate at that time. We can
straighten these figures out.
Mr. FLOOD. You are right, the testimony using the figure $621 million was declared by them to be an estimate at the time they gave it.
Mr. RLY. Yes, sir. They had not finished their inventory at that
time. We can straighten thifj out. Our figures are the latest figures
available from the system.
(The information follows:)
Afterthe Inventory was completed and their new computer programs became operational at the Invenory control center In Vietnam, the Army was able to provide us with more reliable dollar-value statifications of the bulk of their inventory. We have Just received their third quarter report and my -information is based
on their March 31, 1969, figures. The Army's 4nventory, exclusive of major end
Items and certain air Items, Is vlalued at $476 million, of which $151 million Is considered to be excess. This Is down from their December 81, 1968, figure of $484
million. The ATmy ivll complete an Inventory of air Items in July 1969. The Navy's
Inventory In Vdetm carries a dollar value of $46 million, of which about $18 million Is excess. Likewise, the Marine Corps -inventories currently on hand carry a

value of $80 million with about $16 niilita in an excess position. The Marnes Ive
also just completed an inventory of the assets in their Vietnam depot. The Air
Force Inventory of supplies and equipment at tbeir bases In Vietnam was valued
at $147 million at the end of April 1969. We don't have a figure for their excesses
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at this point. In summary, the value of these stocks in-country is approximately
$749 million with about $180 million currently considered as excess. This excess
inventory will eventually be screened for redistribution within Vietnam or
reported to PURA for utilization elsewhere in the Pacific area.
OVERSTOOKAGE IN VIETNAM

Mr. FwoD. Will you provide for the record a schedule showing by
services the overstockage which has been disclosed thus far, the cur-

rent estimate of total overstockage, and the amount redistributed?
We would like for you to show this information by types of comnodities.
Mr. SHLLTO. Yes, sir.

(The information follows:)

We do not have all of the information broken down as you have stated. The
Army has Just gotten into financial inventory accounting this year. The other
services do not have this type of stratification as yet, although the Air Force Is
scheduled to begin it the 1st of July this year. I think the information we have,
however, will provide an adequate picture of our overstockage and what has
-been done to reduce it. The Army figures for secondary items, as of the end of
March are: (These are local Vietnam excesses which will be screened for utilization worldwide.)
Excess
(millions)
Materiel category:
Ground forces support materiel
------------------------$1.4
General supplies
-----------------------------------24.4
Clothing and textiles
--------------------------------10.5
Electronics material
---------------------------------22.6
Air materiel
---------------------------------------2.7
Combat and automotive materiel
-------------------------1.0
Missile materiel
-------------------------------------1.0
Weapons and fire control materiel
------------------------5.1
Special weapons and chemical
----------------------------.
2
Petroleum and allied products
--------------------------4,7
Industrial supplies
----------------------------------10.0
Non-standard
--------------------------------------5.1
Total
-----------------------------------------151.0
This figure reflects the continuing emphasis placed on disposing of identified
excess. By way of comparison, these excesses were estimated to be valued at
approximately $570 million In July 1967, and in December 1968, the figure was
$253 million.
In the case of the other services, the Navy, which operates only one facility
at Da Nang has $13 million in excess. The majority ($11.6 million) of this is
In the category of repair parts, and other consumables. As Mr. Riley said, comparable figures for Air Force excesses are not currently available. The Marines
have about $16 million excess in their stocks at Da Nang.
Considering redistribution of excesses, I'd like to outline some of the service
programs aimed at making maximum use of excess materiel in the Pacific. The
Air Force has an agency known as the Pacific Asset Redistribution Center
(PARC) located in Thailand (Don Maung RTAFB) which was established in
March 1967. It was designed to report and redistribute base funded excesses
throughout PACAF. In October 1967, they established a project, as part of an
overall supply improvement program, to identify and redistribute centrally
procured excesses on a worldwide basis, report base fifnded equipment excesses
to PARC and reconcile depot/base requisitions. This program, completed in
April 1968, resulted in $41 million worth of equipment reported for redistribution.
$83 million of the centrally procured equipment was returned to the Conus inventory managers. A similar program was established for centrally procured
supplies and resulted in $40.9 million being redistributed to PACAF bases, returned to AFLO, or disposed of. A follow-on program for equipment excesses was
completed in March of this year, resulting in redistribution of $20 million and
disposal of $1 million. Since the beginning of this program the Air Force has
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redistributed to other Air Force bases $72 million and returned $86 million to
their depots in Conus. The Navy has redistributed a total of $1 million within
PACOM and an additional $1.2 million returned to Conus during this fiscal year.
The Army began its retrograde program in mid-year 1967 in order to return
to the supply system stocks Which were in long supply. This materiel was shipped
mostly to Okinawa and Japan, and some GSA type materiel was returned to
Conus. During the period from the beginning of 1968 through the end of April
of this year, the Army shipped over 181,000 short tons valued at $311 million.
In addition to these shipments, the Army has transferred to other services in
Vietnam materiel valued at $19 million during the period July 1968 through
April 1969. Also, they have provided ARVN with $2.3 million worth of supplies
during February, March, and April of this year and provided $32 million of
ammunition to other users through interservice agreements.

PREVENTION OF OVSTOOKAGE

Mr. FLOOD. As you recall, and we recall so very, very well, we had
accumulated huge--and I mean huge-excesses of ammunition after
the cessation of hostilities in Korea.
Mr. SHILITO. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Do you have any other controls in being which would
prevent a recurrence of such excesses not only with respect to ammunition but to other items in the supply area? We went through
this at the end of World War II. We took out the ships and dumped
the stuff into the ocean and said we do not want to bring it back because
it will interfere with industry. In Korea we did the same thing. Where
are we this morning? Are we still fighting the wrong war?
Mr. SHILLrO. I will make one comment on that and let Mr. Riley
supplement my remarks.
I am not sure as to the exact number, but we maintain roughly 327
major items to which we give what we would call intensive management. These things are continuously watched. The inventory, the production rate, tho stockage levels are reviewed daily. These items are
also continuously tied to various time increments as to posthostilities
days in Southeast Asia.
Mr. FLoor. When was this system imposed? You know, Mr. Secretary, this is my fourth war. This refrain sounds like Madamoiselle
from Armentieres, to me. That is World War I. Is this something new?
Mr. SHILLTO. No, sir; this is in being.
Mr. FLOOD. Why doesn't it work?
Mr. SHI ALTo. It works. We have not had the occasion yet to exercise

a production fall off and an inventory control based on any pull back
as for as Vietnam is concerned. We are deeply involved in the ordnance
and major systems areas.
As we bring about anything in the way of a phaseout over there
or a relocation in Vietnam the exercise of this system will come into
being. I think that it will minimize the kinds of excesses about which
you are so concerned.
Mr. FLOOD. Can this work only after the fact? Must this be another ex post facto thing?
Mr. SnILLTo. It can tie in closely to the PURA, too. It is an
on-going living thii.
Mr. FLwoD. "Youn ow what I am talking about. My problem is
this: After this can of worms in Vietnam, with the help of God,
is straightened' out and you apply this yardstick and come back
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with these staggering figures of excesses and say "sorry," this is

.what worries us.

Mr. SnrLLrro. It is a very valid concern.
Mr. RiLEY. We are just as concerned about this as you are.
Mr. FLOOD. You don't look it.
Mr. R=Y. Let us take ammunition first. I do not believe we
have any excess ammunition now unless it might be in a few types
of obsolete items we are not using.
Mr. FLOOD. This is probably so.
Mr. RiLuy. Our ammunition program is practically run out of
our office where every item we are using in Vietnaan is reviewed and
the production of items is kept just a little above consumption.
Mr. FLOOD. To show you the other side of the coin, there has been
some crtcism the other way.
Mr. Riuy. That is right. It may be too tight a control. On 300
some odd other major items such as trucks and tractors we have the
same kind of intensive management going on. When you get into the
.secondary items, the repair parts and the components, we have a
system whereby the Departnents are required to get monthly in.
ventory reviews of every one of these items that has an annual
procurement volume of a million dollars or more. This comes to
my office for review. These review systems were not used in any
prior war that I know of.
Mr. FLOOD. You don't want to bet me a hat on that? How long
have you been around here? Betting hats with Flood, if you are from
the Department of Defense is a very expensive thing.
Mr. RxLEY. I have been in the supply business since 1958 and we have
controls now that we never had before.
Mr. SmxLLTo. Mr. Chairman, I would not like to suggest that come
the cessation of hostilities, and hopefuly in the not too distant future
that we will not have excesses. I do not want to mislead you.
Mr. FLOOD. I am not suggesting that. I am talking about an execssive excess.
Mr. SmLLITO. Yes, sir. We do want to insure you that we are going
to have a very well-managed control of that which is in our inventory
system in Southeast Asia. We would be kidding you if we were to
suggest that we are not going to have excesses.
Mr. FLOOD. I do not want to see another fleet of ships going into the
ocean and start throwing ammo overboard.
Mr. SHmLuro. Yes, sir.
EXCESS SUPPLUIES N v1qENAX

Mr. LipsCOMB. Mr. Secretary, you say you do not want to suggest
that we will have any excess, and I know how hard everyone is working
on this. But do you see any excess there now?
Mr. SitLrro. Mr. Lipscomb, we are bringing a lot of things back
from there right now, and redistributing them d-aily in the interest of
avoiding this. I would have to say yes, we are seeing some excesses or
we would not be bringing them back.
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USE OF EXCESS SUPPLIES FOR VIETNAMIZATION PROGRAM

Mr. LIPSCOMB. What coordination is there between the excesses you
observe, and the equip)ihig of the South Vietnamese forces? In other
words, what is going into the Vietnamiking of the effort?
Mr. SHILLITO. A portionof the material ismoving into the modernization of the South Vietnamese forces.
Mr. LIPsoom. We do not really know.
Mr. SHIirro. I cannot give you the right figures.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. We know how much has been requested for procurement.
Mr. SHILLITO. Yes, sir.

Mr. LIPsCOMB. I do not think we are aware of aly excesses.
Mr. SHILLrro. These are not the things, to my knowledge, that are
identified as excesses, because if they are needed 'by the South Vietnamese we are not calling these excesses.
Mr. LIpscomn. We are not sending anything to Okinawa for redistribution that is on the procurement list for the South Vietnamese in
either Phase I or Phase II? Is this watched?
Mr. RILEY. Yes. We are not supposed to be bringing any material
out of Vietnam for which -thereis a requirement in Vietnam either for
our own forces or the Vietnamese.
Mr. FLOOD. Yes, but Mr. Lipscomb's point is we did in Korea. In
some cases we turned the ships around and 'brought them back. That is
what he is talking about,
Mr. LiPscomB. Mr. Riley, you said there is no excess of ammunition
in Vietnam now.
Mr. RILEY. I am almost confident of that.
Mr. LIPsCOMB. Is there any shortage?
Mr. RILEY. No, sir.
E

OT OF DANANG FIRE ON AMMUNITION INVENTORY

Mr. LiPsOOMB. How did you treat the 'loss at Danang of about $85
million worth of ammunition? Was that excess?
..
Mr. RILEY. No sir.
Mr. SHILLITO. he inventory position was significant.
Mr. RiLEY. We have a pipeline of ammunition going in all the time.
Some shortages to the authorized theater levels were caused by the
fire at Danang. These are being replaced by the pipeline and temporary
fill from-other locations.
Mr. LTPcoMB. You mean you replaced $85 million worth of
ammunition?
Mr. SHILLITo. No, the entire amount has not been replaced on the
ground. As Mr. Riley indicated the pipeline has replaced some of the
losses. They are authorized 60 days of supply in Vietnam to provide a
safety level for such contingencies. Of course, this loss ate into that
level.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. What was done? Did you cut the 60 days to 40 days?
Mr. SmLLITO. That is the-way it ended up. You end up with less
days of inventory because of that fire.
Mr. LiPscomB. You say there is no shortage, and you said there
is no excess ammunition. That fire happened a month or 45 days ago.
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Mr. RILEY. I am talking overall. The $85 million loss did put a dent
in our inventory at that particular time.
Assuming that $85 million was a part of the required level we
have to make up some portion of it. by speeding up the
would
pi Ie'ine..
It might be worth just taking a moment and exr:S .HILT.To.
plaining this pipeline. In this pipeline moving back from Vietnam
there are so many days of inventory incountry.
Then you have so many days of shipping time and redistribution
within Vietnam. Then you have so many days of shipping time incountry in the United States, and so many days back in the production line in CONUS. You have an inventory incountry over there that
the particular fire you referred to did eat into.
We do not consider that an excess.
Mr. LIPSCOmB. I think we understand this pretty well on the com-

mittee. It is of interest to us now how you replaced the $85 million
worth of ammunition at this time.
Mr. SHILLITo. That has not all been replaced yet.
LEVEL OF AMMUNITION

IN

SOUTHEAST ASIA

Mr. LIPSCOMB. Then my question is, is there either an excess or shortage of ammunition in Southeast Asia or South Vietnam at the
moment?
Mr. RILEY. We can provide for the record exactly how that $85
million is intended to be dealt with.
(The information follows:)
There is a shortage to the theater levels but not of a magnitude to affect
the support of operations. Although the loss is significant, the overall levels
are adequate to assure continued support. The pipeline is being increased to
offset the shortage.

Mr. SHMLLrrO. I guess we would have to say, assuming that our
inventory numbers are right, and I feel that they are, they 'have been
analyzed enough, we would have to be short our inventory position as
it now stands temporarily.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Under your war plan if you had a 60-day require-

ment and you lost $85 million worth of ammunition and you therefore
reduced your requirement to say, 45 days, then you are short 15 days
of supply.
Mr. RILEY. We would have to assume since most of those would be

good rounds for the forces over there that there was a temporary
rawdown on our stock position.
SCREENING AND REDISTRIBUTION OF OUR EXCESS

MATERIEL

Mr. LIPSCoMB. As long as you are going to straighten out the

PURA figures between what we were told earlier and your testimony
of today, maybe you would like to clarify what was said last year
and this statement of the Secretary's, "Since the program started 13
months ago..." The program we thought, started in November 1967.
Mr. RILEY. I do not recall the testimony last year but I believe the
November date was the date when Secretary McNamara approved
the decision to set up the agencyand get the whole program started.
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The actual implementation of the program has only been going for
about 13 months.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. A year ago, around April 1, 1968, it was reported
that there were 431,000 items, 72,000 tons, with a value of almost $123.
million that have been transferred from Vietnam to Okinawa for
screening and redistribution. According to the statement before us
now it says $149 million worth of material has been redistributed.
Mr. Ritzy. Another $177 million are presently being screened. This
is a continuing process.
After an item is screened, if there is no requirement for it that
item is identified back to the continental United States for further
screening.
Mr. LipscoZ B. I believe it is a good program. I am sure the com-

mittee does, too. But, I think we need a little analysis of the figures,
because, a fact sheet, a late statement presented to the committee
March 4, 1969, says, "During the period April 1, to December 31, 1968,
PURA screened $424 million of reported excess material and redistributed $76 million."
Mr. Rirmy. There is nothing wrong with that. During that period
$424 million worth of material was screened and then we gave you
a figure of what was redistributed. Now we are saying since the program began a total of $149 million has been redistributed. At the
present time there are now $177 million worth of material being
screened to see if there can be any distribution made of it.
If there is no requirement for it, it will be returned to the service

who originally declared the excess and they will make appropriate
disposition. There is nothing wrong with the figure.
Mr. LmSCOMB. We have a conflict in-our figures.
Mr. FLOOD. We had a conflict, too, on the Army figures even though
they are only estimates. So he has to straighten the whole mutter out,
because PURA iathe operating agency for PTURM.
Mr. RiLy. That is right.
(Clerks note: The following statement was provided for the record
by Mr. Riley.)
I don't recall the testimony last year, but the November date was the date
when Secretary McNamara directed that such a program be established. This
was done in recognition of the fact that the speed and magnitude of the Vietnam
buildup unavoidably resulted in the accumulation of some imbalances and excesses in our supply inventories. Perhaps it would be useful for me to outline
briefly the history of this program and to outline its substantial accomplishments
to date. I believe this will assist also in clearing up some of the figures which
have been provided by the services and which seem to have been causing some
confusion. Secretary McNamara's memorandum of November 24, 1967, required
the establishment of a program for the utilization and redistribution of excesses
of the military services at all of their bases throughout the Pacific area. He
further designated the Army as the executive agent for us, and instructed
CINCPAC to set up a special agency to supervise the redistribution of this
materiel in the Pacific. This agency, which is known as the Pacific Utilization
and Redistribution Agency (PURA), is located on Okinawa and operates under
the direction of the Second Logistics Command. The CINCPAC plan of operation,
which was approved by us on March 1, 1968, was implemented on a test basis on
March 8. Statistics on the operation have been accumulated since April 1, 1968.
Thus we have about 13 months of data available at this time.
Briefly, this Is how the system works. All Pacific activities report both their
excesses and their requirements to PURA on an automated basis. These in turn
are matched on the central computer at Okinawa, to satisfy any Pacificwide
needs regardless of service. Materiel which cannot be used through this matching
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process is reported to the Conus inventory managers for possible use, worldwide.
Any residue for which there is no DOD requirement Is then disposed of iII accord.
ance with our normal disposal procedures.
In addition, we have supplemented the normal procedures to faciltfitte increase
utilization, particularly of high dollar value lots of materiel. Specifically, in Jftly
1968, we set up special off-line screening procedures for bulk lot quantities on all
expedited basis. Under these procedures we have screened $116 million worth of
materiel which has resulted in actual redistribution and use of assets valued at
$40 million. In December 1068, we developed a plan to test an intensified mIer.
chandising program in which high dollar value items ($10,000/SN) are broad.
cast in a catalog to all potential customers. The first catalog was distributed
in'February 19609, and has been published monthly since then. This intensified
marketing has generated sales its of the end of April amounting to a little over
$8 million. Since its beginning the total PURA program has shown the following
results:
PURA OPERATIONS
[in millions of dollars; cumulative
1st quarter.
fiscal ?z
Excesses reported for screening .......................
Excesses redistributed ...............................
Excesses released back to owning service..............
Presently being screened ..........................

2d quarter,
fiscal 1969

3d quarter,
?9scal
6 99

321
424
595
27
76
138
102
253
390
.....................................

April 1969
650
149
324
177

I would like to point out that the excess materiel reported to PURA consists
almost entirely of secondary items, and does not include the major end items
and weapon systems such as planes, tanks, trucks, and so forth. These major
items are not included because basically these are not In an excess position. As
long as these items are economically reparable, they are repaired and sent back
to use. Uneconomically reparable items are scrapped and sold. The predominalce
of the usable excesses, both current and those which would be generated at the
cessation of hostilities, fall In the category of secondary items. Assets of the
major end Items which may become excess to Vietnam requirements and are
usable will be redistributed to satisfy other requirements, both local and
worldwide.
In addition, to preclude any further excesses front developing In Vietnam we
established other programs in September 1908 which would actually cancel
certain shipments destined for Vietnam or to frustrate shipments at the ports
This is a selective program--called Project Stop See-covers bulky, space-eatlig
commodities in adequate supply in Vietnam. As of May 1969, Project Stop See
has been Instrumental In canceling $262 million worth of requisitions and
actually frustrating shipments for about $12 million worth of these supplies.

COST OF SHIPPING AMMUNITION TO VIETNAX

Mr. LIPScOMB. The Marines asked for $10 million in supplemental
funds to ship replacement ammunition to make up for the loss at.
DaNang. The Marine loss amounted to about $50 million. Does it

take $16'millin to ship $50 million worth of ammunition to Vietnam?
Mr. RiLzY. Ammunition is very expensive to ship. It is heavy, it is
bulky and it is expensive to ship. That is not too far off, a ratio of
about 5 to 1.
Mr. LxPscoMn. How do you move it?
Mr. RILEY. By ship.
Mr. FLOOD. What kind of ship?
Mr. RIL1Y. A special ammo ship.
Mr. FLOOD. I never heard that figure before,
Mr. RnLy. It is very expensive, lut we will check the figure for you.
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(The information follows:)
I understand that the Marine Corps request for supplemental funds relating
to a figure of $10 million was not Intended to represent the cost of shipping
ammunition to replace that which was lost In the Da Nang fire. The Marine
Corps estimate of the transportation cost to replace the lost ammunition was
$5.2 million.
The cost for moving ammunition from U.S. production plants through the east
and west coasts to South Vietnam averages $152 per short ton not including offloading at the port in South Vietnam and in country transportation. This represents approximately 9 percent of the dollar value of the ammunition. The total
ost including ofloadting and hadling In Soutth Vietnam should, therefore,
approximate some 10 percent. Therefore, the cost to move $50 million worth of
ammunition should be about $5 million.
SHIPMENT OF SUPPLIES OUT OF VIETNAM

Mr. MINSHALL. A moment ago, Mr. Secretary, you mentioned that
you reversed your supply process at least to a degree of bringing some
of the material out of South Vietnam.
Mr. SuHiLITo. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSIIALL. When did that start?

Mr. SHILLITO. As Mr. Riley mentioned here, the program goes back

a year, plus, but it is really just starting to build up steam and really

started becoming fairly active about 13 months ago.
Mr. MINSIIALL. What kind of materiel are you taking out of South
Vietnam and where is it going?
Mr. SiiiLLrro. A significant portion of it is coining back to the States.
Do you want to elaborate?
Mr. RILEY. Most of it is general supplies. It is being screened at
Okinawa and put into condition for further identification and then
reported back to the United States to see if there is a need any place
in the United States or in other theaters. The inventory control points
back here are screening and giving sipping instructions to Okinwa,
Mr. MINSHALL. What are the general supplies you are bringing in

Mr. RILEY. It could be clothing. It could be repair parts.
Mr. MINSHALL. It could be. What is it?
Mr. RILEY. That is what it is. General supplies covers all these categories, kitchen equipment, feeding equipment, repair parts.
Mr. MINSHALL. It is all comingback to Okinawa as a redistribution

center.
Mr. RILEY. Not all of it. If there is a need identified for the equipment back in Conus, it will be shipped directly back here.
Mr. FLOOD. There is equipment coming to Conus?
Mr. RILEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. You say build up steam; what are we talking about

in dollars and in equipment and supplies?
Mr. RILEY. I do not know the dollars now. The last figures I recall
we are moving about 60,000 tons a month out of Vietnam.
Mr. MINSHALL. Of construction and general type equipment?
Mr. RxLY. Yes sir
Mr. FLOOD. IS that a lot?

Mr. RILEY. We have been putting in about 800,000 tons a month.
So it is not much yet.
Mr. MINSHIA. Wtat is the dollar amount and the tonnage?

w~
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(The information follows:)
The estimated dollar value of the cargo retrograded from South Vietnam to
both Continental United States as well as other areas in the Pacific Command
Is as follows:
RETROGRADE CARGO FROM SOUTH VIETNAM
(Inmillions of dollars)

February 1969 ....................................................
March 1969 .......................................................
April 1969 ........................................................
May 1969 (estimated) ..............................................

Surface

Air

Total

82.5
109.1
74.6
73.5

12.0
13.5
15.0
15.0

94.5
122.6
89.6
88.5

The volume of cargo retrograded from South Vietnam to both Continental
United States as well as other areas in the Pacific Command is as follows:
RETROGRADE CARGO FROM SOUTH VIETNAM
(In thousands of short tons)

February 1969 ....................................................
March 1969 .....................................................
April 1969 ........................................................
may 1969 (estimated) ..............................................

Surface

Air

Total

47.5
68.3
43.4
44.6

8
9
10
10

55.5
77.3
53.4
54.6

Average ................................................................................

60.2

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Rhodes.
TRANSFER OF MATERIEL TO SOUM VITNAMES

Mr. RHoDe. Mr. Secretary, could you give us some idea as to how
the Vietnamization of the war is being conducted as to materiel? Are
we giving forces in South Vietnam new materiel fresh from the
United States or are we transferring to them materiel which had previously been in the stocks of the unitsnow in Vietnam?
Mr. SHILLTO. Many of the materiels that are in inventory in Vietnam now are beingused to assist in the development of the Vietnamese
capabilities. At the same time we are moving directly some specific
items, rifles for example, to the -South Vietnamese from the States. In
general, the ARVN forces are being supported in three ways: (a)
Direct from assembly lines in Conus as in the case of rifles, PRC25
radios and some vehicles; (b) from U.S. units demobilized in Vietnam-their materiel is turned over directly to the ARVN forces on
a selective unit basis as in artillery units and later for held companies;
(o) requisitioning on regular U.S. service supply channels.
Mr. RHODES. Are there any bookkeeping entries made when you
transfer materiel to the ARVN forces
Mr. SHILL1TO. Yes. I would emphasize here we just had a team in
Hawaii this last week primarily concerned with the logistic support
with the transfer and with the control of the kind of materials you
are talking about. I must say in all honest. I have not had a chance
to really go over in detail with that team their recommendations and
the controls that they want to recommend.
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TRANSFER OF MATERIEL TO MILITARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Mr. RILEY. The controls will be established under the military assist-

ance program so that we know what is transferred by the items and
the dollar value.
Mr. RHoDEs. Ordinarily as I recall, when you transferred equipment
from the active inventory into MPA a credit was generated which the
DOD could use anyway it saw fit without further appropriation. Is
this true of materiel which is being transferred to the forces of South
Vietnam? Does this generate a credit which can then be used by the
DOD for other purposes?
Mr. RILEY. I do not know the answer to that. We would have to get
that for 'the record.
Mr. RHODES. I wish you would because it is rather important. As I
used to complain at the time when I was on that other subcommittee,
it was to the advantage always of the active forces to transfer materiel to MAP whether it was going to be transferred or not because they
were able to get a beautiful slush fund they could use as desired.
Mr. FLOOD. No doubt about it.
Mr. RHODES. I hope that is not being done with the Vietnamization
of this war. I am alffor the program, but I hope we do it correctly.
Mr. FLOOD. I will bet you it is being done.
Mr. RHODES.

I am sure it is.

(The information follows:)
The materiel furnished to ARVN is financed through direct service funding
following normal U.S. service budget submissions. There is no credit generation
other than in normal stock fund operation for secondary items.

PH

RAOH IN VETNAM

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Secretary, when we set up our bases in Morocco,
North Africa, the figures that we got on pil erage were simply shocking to us at that time. We were pretty naive because then we went
to Korea, and the figures we got from Korea on pilferage made the
Moroccans look like boys. Then we went to Vietnam and the figures
we are getting there make the Moroccans and Koreans look like amateurs. I remember at a certain BOQ in Vietnam not long ago four
officers -took me Into a bedroom where a brother officer was sleeping
and they called in one of their houseboys who tooks the sheet out from
under the guy without waking him up. They bet me he would do it and
le did. During the hearings this year we discussed with the services this
business of theft of equipment, sup lies, spare parts, exchange cominodities, and the like. It is readily known' that these thefts are very
prevalent in South Vietnam. Do you have any estimate of the total
amount of materiel which has been stolen thus far, even a ballpark
figure?
Mr. SHILLrO. Mr. Chairman, I do not. I will attempt to see what

we have.
Mr. RILEY. OSD Mapower Office made two reviews of this problem
in Vietnam and we will check those studies.
Mr. FLOOD. We will ask them to give it to you so you can provide it
for the record.
Mr. RLY. Yes, sir.
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Mr. SHixiLTo. I think you are talking about our PX's in your
comments?
Mr. FLOOD. All areas, not just the PX's.
(The information follows:)
A reporting system was imposed upon the U.S. commander In South Vietnam
in early 1967 and later discontinued because a review by the Army Audit Agency
in October 1967, indicated that there was no concrete evidence of large scale
diversions. The Army Audit Agency also found that while significant amounts of
material were unaccounted for at the various supply and transportation activities
reviewed, most of the discrepancies were due to poor documentation. Reliable
figures, however, are available with respect to post exchange (PX) supplies
because of the dollar accountability and sales reporting at retail outlets that can
be compared with dollar value of shipments sent into South Vietnam. The post
exchange losses Include as a single figure the total accountability losses at the
depots, losses that occur from transportation from depots to retail outlets, and
accountability losses at the retail outlets. Separate figures are maintained for
breakage and spoilage. The accountability losses are due to all causes and are
not related solely to pilferage or other unlawful diversions. The PX losses are as
follows:
ACCOUNTABILITY LOSSES

Amount
at cost

(In millions)

Year
Fiscal year 1967 .................................................................
Fiscal year 1968 .................................................................
Fiscal year 1969 .................................................................

Percent

to sales

$4.1
8.3
9.0

2.7
2.6
2.5

The above percentages of accountability losses at cost compare with approximately 1 percent losses worldwide in all areas other than South Vietnam.

Mr. FLOOD. Would you list for the record by types the amount of
equipment, supplies and/or commodities.
Mr. SHILITo. Pilferage?
Mr. FLOOD. Yes.
Mr. SHLLTO. We will try.
(The information follows:)
A review of stolen property reports frOm Vietnam reveals that the most costly
and most commonly recurring items include: Vehicles, compressors, air conditioners, generators, vehicle tools and parts, and communications equipment (wire,
transformers, receivers, tubes, and so forth). The very nature of the combat
environment and undetected pilferage make it difficult to develop dollar value
for losses due to pilferage from supply system storage locations and Government
materiel in the hands of troops; however, the reliable data furnished in answering the question on pilferage from PX stocks provide a basis for estimating
pilferage from U.S. Government stocks.
Incident reports on stolen Government materiel do indicate that our forces
are successful in recovering much of the stolen proper y. For example, of the
$13 million reported stolen from Army activities in Vietnam during calendar year
1988, over half (53 percent) of the property was recovered by military police.

PROCEDURES TO REDUCE PILFERAGE

Mr. FLOOD. In view of this open and notorious situation have you
recently implemented any new procedures to stop or reduce the thefts?
Mr. RLzir. Yes, sir.
We set up a reporting system checking the manifest against the
receipts into the warehouse, the trucking tickets of material loaded
t
front the warehouse,
Mr. FLOOD. Expand on that for the record.
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(The information follows:)
The following actions have been taken:
(a) Joint harbor patrols (U.S. Military Police, South Vietnamese National
and Military Police, Harbor Police, and customs authorities) are assigned to
port areas.
(b) Military guards are placed at holds of ships for contract discharge operations.
(o) Roving security patrols are used to supplement static guards inside
port areas.
(d) Lighting systems have been installed aroUtri,. port perimeters and in storage
areas.
(e) New and more stringent security procedures are in effect at the Saigon
Port which Include obtainiing personal data and fingerprints from all laborers, the
issuance of passes with different colored backgrotuds to better identify the
wearer (for example, direct hire, contractor, and transient labor) and security
Investigations of itinerant workers.
(f) Increased use has been made of locked and sealed containers to move cargo
through to depot or ultimate consignee. Also, palletized and boxed cargo is
banded to truck beds.
(g) Use is made of U.S. military drivers and trucks rather than civilians to
deliver PX supplies and other sensitive or readily marketable cofmnodities.
.,(h) Tighter controls have been established over truck movements, to Include
trip ticket controls, road patrols, radio reports of arrivals and departures, accounting for loading and offloading times, helicopter surveillance, and more
highway check points.
(i) Improved fencing, lighting, and guarding have been established at depots
and supply points.
() Tighter controls are maintained over cargo documentation and cargo
accounting.
(k,) Improved liaison is maintained with Vietnamese law enforcement
agencies.
We believe we are making progress in reducing pilferage in all areas. As the
data on PX losses indicates, losses are not going up commensurate with increased
shipments and sales of PX goods. In fact our most recent data from Saigon indicates that pilferage losses between the port to depot have decreased dramatically. In calendar year 1967, losses in this area amounted to $4.8 million. During
calendar year 1908 less than $2 million worth of merchandise was lost in this
area.
USE OF POLICE DOGS

-

Mr. FLOOD. Did you use police dogs 9
Mr. RILEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. In North Africa that is what did it. The minute we put
police dogs on some non-Arab natives who were former veterans of
the French Foreign Legion and sent them around, that pilferage
Went right down to the ground in no time. From our experience in
Morocco and Korea police dogs are effective.
JOINT LOGISTIcs

REvIEw

BOARD

On studies and analyses, the discussion of overstockage and theft

of supplies leads to another question related to logistic support operations. I notice in a Pentagon news release dated May 27, 1969, tiat you

established on March 1 a Department of Defense Joint Logistics Review Board which is charged with a broad study of all asets of
worldwide logistic support of U.S. comfibat forces duOh- the ietnam
conflict. You briefly mentioned on page 22 of your startement the existence of this board, Will you tell us the reasons for this study and
what you hope to aeconiish with it?
35-202-0O-pt. 0-32
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Mr. SImLATo. This is a board that was established to be sometling
of a lessons-learned board, if you will. It is headed ul) by Gni.

Frank Besson, who I think this committees is famil iar with. le s a
group of senior officers, Army, Navy, Air Force, MIarine Corps, all
members of the Board. He has or will have almost 200 men on lis
Board. He will be looking at, such things as supl)ly mamigumt in
toto in Southeast Asia. He will be lookig at requirements, require.
ments forecasting. He will be looking at proticuremeit and prtdiuetioii.
He will be concerned with maintenance, with construction, POL,
communications, ammunition, transportationt, all facets of logistics
dealing with the Southeast Asian conflict.
The end product of the Board which will be submitted aid third
quarter next year will not, only be directed toward how we might
better figlit a war such as the Southeast Asia war, but, also will hopfully give us the benefit of lessons learned that can be applied else-

where.

The intent is to surface any and all problems. T1rhe intolt is to (t,velop a, road ial) for improved logistics management in any kiild of
conflict. We think we can benefit significantly from the results of the
peol)le who are going to be spending what will amount to almost a
year in the conduct of this particular study.
Mr. FLOOD. Not what was wrong in the Argonne Forest or Gettysburgy, this one.
rI
'. SnLLn ro. This one. Not just this one, but we are concerned
about the next one.
Mr. FioOD. That is the one I am talking about.
Mr. SIIIJLI'rO. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. What was so radically wrong with our entire logistics
support operations that wve had to hav e this study?
Mr. SULLI TO. Var as we know it is a wasteful thing at. best, but
many people have stated thiat this probably is the most efficient, eflretive war that we have ever been involved in or anyone has been involved in.
Mr. MIN sIATL,. Most effective or ineffective?
Mr. SHrI, Iro. Effective, logistically speaking.
Mr. LnscoMn. Logistically.
Mr. SUIr, ITO. Yes, sir; logistically. At the same time, we know that
there have to be and are many deficiencies logistically in the condtidt
of this effort, and we want to benefit from these deficiencies. That is
really the only reason for this Board.
Mr. FLOOD.Why did you start at this particular time?
Mr. Sml,'To. Your thought being we should wait.
Mr. FLOoD. No, I mean why this particular tifie?
Mr. SnILrTJTO. We believe that this is an ideal time. We are still in
operations over there. We can even benefit from the results of this
Board in the conduct of our logistics operations should this be a continuing thing. That is the reason for this time. Maybe it should 'have
been started earlier.
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Mr. FYoo0. Wo mo1e froin the presss release the nilaf~ifft'11 eonsuit fl fi'tn, Booz-Allvn Applied Researeh IN,., has b)een engaged to
assist the i
Board in this study at i cost, oi $315,114. Rel)ot'tily, they
arm to assist the Board ini)aIfihi1b, orgtir/izing, (o0rdifilting, a;Id conetthodlnlogr, foriunS
tiolling the study eflort-, principally in te stltey
latlig, st ruet'irifg, and collhaitig of the m11AnyIteilel'alted study elements. What abotut that
h alt is a lot of money eveln ill the 1,enitagoll.
A1r. Si IILri'ro. Yes, sir.
M'. F'LOOD. Why wilS a J)rivate inaiagemenftf constltiit firiii employed,to do the stiidy ?
Mr. SmTrmro. It was believed advisal)le. 'TIheyaire. not, goillg to do
the study. The Logistics Review Board is dom the stuly. The outside firm is going to )e oncerned wit i sui'veillaice of the study, with
l)r'o'i(lihg operations resea r'eh talnts anid techlniques to qualtitatively
weigh the results of this study, to bring into focus the results of this
study in a way that will allow us to benefit the most. Ihe outside o)jectivity was 'desira!)le. Tying this to the practical experienee of the
military men who are doing tis study, we believed was advisable. We
are talking admittedly a lot of money,'$315,000.
Looking' at the total logistics olwtnifiol, iiNwe canl
iinliefit from ti,
$315,000, itwill be money well spent.
Mr. FLooD. 1 am talkiiig abouitt a lot of money. I was here the day
that the Defense Department eaine he'e to ask for money to buy tle
first computer. I have seen generation after geilerfitin lind iniiturization a ter mnifiiti'izatioi aid this esot. money ill big cltinks. Then
they told us this would reduce persomel. 'UTei1 they come l)aek amid tell
us tis was not so l)ecause now we need a sl)eci-lI breed of eompt,tenit
personnel to handle this ltrdware.
With all this hardware and all these specialists we had to give
$315,000 to Booz-Allen. Somebody is going. to ask us about this. Suppose someobody stands ip on the iloor and lhs the figures thi t I have
just recited and he says to Mr. Maholn, "What about thiat" and everybody in the House is going to listen for the answer.
M%;fr. ShuTrrro. Yes, sir.
Again I repeat that in addition to the practical exl)e'iellee and
know-how of the military people who are onductiig this study, it
was deemed advisable to have itfew people, and we are not talking
al)oit very many-they are pretty expensio people by the way-with the capabilities of these outside people to assist in addition to
the practicaLl experience of the military.
Mr. FLOOD. YOU say this consultant fril is expected to know more
about the operations of a military logistics support system than the
military people themselves.
Mr. Smlrmro. No, sir; I did not say that.
Mr. FrLOOD. What didl you say?
Mr. SiXrLiTo. They are assisting in the planting, the or0anizatioui,
the qualification of the data and developing from the alta, statisticalfy the meanihgfuiiess of thesm data. They are not conducting
the study.
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Mr. FLOOD. You know the Logistics Management Institite. W hy
wasn't this study given to that Institute? Are they making an identical
study with their contract that they now have with DOD?
Mr. S1rILLITO. No, sir. It was not given to them for a number of
reasons. The one primary reason is that they are a. very small groupl.
It did not appear to us to make sense to bring abofUt an increase in the
professional staff of that particular organ izaiton for this short-term
study effort.
FUNDS FOR B0OZ-ALTLEN CONTRACT
Mr. FLOOD. Where did you get the money to do this? What al)prol)riation, did you get the money from?
Mr. SHILLIro. I will have to fill in the record on that because I
cannot answer your question.
Mr. FLOOD. I do not know of any reprogramig on tlis. Three hundred and fifty thousand dollars is hidden ider a wastebasket soie.
place. I do not know where you got that.
Mr. SLrLITO. In cannot answer the question.
Mr. FLOOD. Provide the answer for the record.

(The information follows:)
Funds to support the Joint Logistics Review Board (JLRB) contract with the
management consultant firm Booz-Allen Applied Research, Inc., were lnade
available through an assessment prorated among "Operations and maintenance"
appropriations of each military department and DSA. Each military department
contributed 30 percent of the $315,141, while DSA contributed the reninifig 10
percent. This assessment of military department appropriations is being used to
fund all JLRB expenditures for travel, office equipment, printing, et cetera.

Mr. FLOOD. How much would it cost the Governmlent to stop this
contract at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning?
Mr. SILLITO. I cannot answer that, Mr. Chairman. It has been going
on now about 1 montli.
Mr. FLOOD. You can answer that for the record.
Mr. SniLLITo. Probably a fifth or sixth of the total.
(The information follows:)
The terms of the contract with Booze-Allen Applied Research, Inc., Include a
standard provision .for termination at the convenience of the Government whicll
would make the Department of Defense liable for the cost of services rendered
and expenses Incurred since the award of the contract on May 19, 1969.
USE OF CONTRACT FIRMS

Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Secretary, you indicated that it is your considered
opinion that the professional people in the Defense procurement operations do at least as skilled and prudent a job as the professionals
in any other large segment of our economy.
Mr. SniitITO. I certainly did.
Mr. FLOOD. I certainly sharethe opinion because of the many years
I hiave been a Congressman I have been impressed with the dedication
aid*competence of otrmilitay and civilian career personnel. There

is no mistake about that. Nevertheless, we are forced to question the

wisdom and the necessity of overly constant reliance placed upon nonprofit and outside contracting firms for force planning, management,
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procurement, and cost analyses studies. The cost of such study effort

may not seem too impressive when compared with the total defense
budget, but I am more concerned about studies being contracted for
which would appear to be more capably or more properly done.
in-hotuse.
Mr. Secretary, have you had an oppo tfunity to look into the extent
of outside contracting that is being done by the Defense Department
in the areas I mentioned?:We on the coifiitfte, have year after year.
What are we doing, passing the buck with all of our skills and competence,or just throwing bananas to more gorrillas?
Mr. SHILLITO. We cannot pass the buck because it is the Defense
Department's responsibility. At the same timo it does benefit us significaitly to obtain some of this outside capability and this outside
talent. We have problems as far as our I-house people are concerned.
Tie kind of thigli-s they are involved withily in andday out. We have
problems with the responsibility of our civil service and military
people, and sohietkines even the salary level of some of these people. The
ability to hire and fire sometimes becomes awfully imp6rtaht. The
need for objectivity may be most critical in looking at some of the
kinds of studies we are talking about here. All of these things brought
together lead us to the logic that periodically it does make sense to
use ottide organizations.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. FLOOD. On the record.
MIrI'ARY INSTALLATIONS'

ENCROACIHIMENT PROBLEMS:

Mr. Lisco rn.r. . Secretary. I assume that you had a chance to
check over previous records of this committee and our position on
management studies.
Mr. Slmn,AITO. Yes, sir.
STUDY OF MHIATARY MISSIONS IN

SOUTI.II.'hN CALIFORNIA

Mr. Lmvsco-in. In your statement on page 7 you say you have ititiated a major study of all of oiir military imstallitiofis in souliteril California anl a sinnilar study as regards our aviation installations in the
Northeast sectioii of the United States. When did you initiate this
study about, military instititions in southern Califoriah ?
Actually, Mr. Congressman, discussion relative to the
Mr. S ,TILITO.
year. T he study was kicked
mid
lastsir.
southern California study started
recall,
I
as
year
thig
of
off about February
hbility of tile Navy inasmiuh as a signifiIt is primarl y7 the respoh
cant portion of our facilities in southern California aire under the
Navy's cognizance. The Northeast study was kicked off aboft midMarch or the first of April. These two studies involve a significant
amoulnt of our t'ota: soutflern California and Northeast -ii hWfiofisA. I
will sufpply the exact nmffibers for the record. In southern California I
think we are talking about somethhig like a, replaceffiint valfte of
around $10 l)illibiif h thhe installations in southern Califoriia and
:about $4, to $5 billion in the Northeast, just the 20 some air installations in the Nortlicoist.
liIscoat
What do you define as Northeast?
Mr.
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Mr. S IILIITO. We are talking about the entire area froin Delaware
to Maine. This is the area w6are lookiniat,
Mr. LiPSCo0M. Would that cover WVestover Air Force Base and
McGuire Air Force Base?
Mr. Smir'ro. Yes, sir.
Mr. LIPscOMn. What or who inspired such a study? What is the
background?
Whiy southern California.? Why Northern United States? Why not
Florida or Michigan or Georgia or the Carolinas?
ir. SIIILLITo. In ouir 500 and
Mr. Limscot. Are you plaiigij,' oil movilig the Navy installations

in California to the Miclwest or somewhere else'?
Mr. SHIiLITO. Of our 500 somie odd major inisnllations in the palst
year we have had encroaclimeilt l)ro')lems at almost half of tliem.
here has )een a preponderance of encroachtfleiit )problol.sill o11e forli
or another in southern Cialiforfitt and ill the Northeast. We have stiilar problems in the Southwest aid also the Southoist. I would expect
that, we will he having, in fact. it is planilled, that we will be going Iflto
other studies in othelP areas. Other than the severity of the eneroach.
imoent problem, there, is 1o reason why we Picked one a rea. versus aother. This may be as important a subject as we are talking about right
now, this encroachmeint problem. I lisorically we have Ol)erated in the
environment whereby when we had to hatve land or shorellie or air
space, whatever the emergency, ve could get it. With the pres-ures
that we are faced with today there is little doubt ill our inilld)but what
in years to coie the environment is not gotig to be that way. So we
find ourselves looking ahead to the 1980-85 time period, recogniizg
that we are going to have to do something about our entire military
installations comllplox. In southern California you can cover the gamit
froil San Diego to Penileton, to El Iroo.
NEET

FOR S''U)Y

Mr. Lirscom. Who is asking for the study?
Mr. SIl'Tj 4 'ro. Our people are having problems in this area.
Mr. Litscomn. What do
meannou
your people are having problems?
Mr. Sltrl'iiIro. Our )eene pel)ole are having 1)1l)llms in these
N1r. L1i'scM11t. In what rea.rd ire they ha v n

?

Alr. Stmirxro. Thle counties of sout horn California have made a
study of the Greater Los Angeles area. They have made suggestions
that a new international airport be located at Miarine Corps Base, Pendleton. More and mtire of these pressures are buildhig up. It solids, I
know,
butwhat;
these
of things
are halipening. W'e feel
we haveridi(ttlttg
to know just
the,kinds
situation
is.
WVe feel we havre to recogiize thie moveielit of our poputlion. We

feel we have to recognize the pressures we are being faced with.
Mr. FLooD. The Governor of Jersey was down vith a big delegation
asking you to examine McGuire to make it another New York type
of airport. Is that what we are doing?
Mr. LSIULITJO, Yes, sir. Tis is one of tlie thiiigs that was a piece of
many thhings thfit tied into the need for looking into the total.
Mi. FmoOD. Why is that outr job;?
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Mr. LiPscOtB.That is a good question.
Mr. FLOOD. I amliot against it, btit why me ?

Mr. Lipscomn. These studies were initiated last year.
mr. SHmLTO. By us within Defense.
Mr. LirscomB. But they were initiated last year, weren't they? When
were they really initiated? They talked about them in the hearings
last year?
Mr. SMLLITO. They did.
Mr. LiPSCOMIB. It was not initiated by you or this adiMinistration.
Mr. S-nLTLITO. The southern Califoini& study was not initiated by us
but the Northeast study was initiated by us.
Mr. Lisco-mi. That may be, but I know something about southern
California.
Mr. FLOOD. Twenty years ago, MiNr. Secretary, I was conmnissiohed an
adniral in the Nebraska navy. How is my navy? Did you ever hear of
the Nebraska navy ?
Mr. SnILLITO. No, sir.
Mr. LirscomtB. I think you ought to spell this out in detail, because
this is important to a, lot of people that will read this record.
Mr. SnLLITO.Very important.
Mr. LipscoBmm. Clarify why you initiated such a study, why it is gVoing on, so that the record is completely clear what the Navy is studying
in southern Ca lifornia concerning military installations. I think it
might be completely misunderstood.
Al'. S1IILLITO. I think you are conceivably correct.
ENCROACIIRENT STUDY TO BE I)ONE IN-11OUSE

Mlr.

IiIPSCOMB. Is this an in-house study?
Mr. S-IiiTo. Yes, sir, it is. Both of them are.
Mr. LiVscoaB. Being done by military personnel?
Mr. SHILLITO. A combination of military" and civilian persolitel.
Again southern California, pritmrily Navy, with the assistance of the
oter services, Northeast being pretty much an amalygam of all the
rvices. The bases are one-third, one-third, one-third, almost, that we
are talking about in the Northeast.
A'. JAscoIAmm. Do you plaii to hire outside consultants?
Mr. SIm2LL'r. We lave not gotten to that point yet.
Mr. Linscomn. Are there plans to hire outside consultants?
Mr.Sum.,o. I would say after we see what the results look like
from these two studies we then wotild be in a better position to see
what our hext step should be.
Mr. Lisco-m. Do you have a request in the fiscal year 1970 budget
for funds for outsid6 consultants? Is there a request in the fiscal year
1970 budget for $50,000 for this type study ?
Mr. Si-iwioTo. I am sorry, I cannot answer that question.
Mr. Li-sco.nB. Wotfld you check your records and find out?
Mr. SHiLTO. Yes, sir.
Mr. LnPsco-51B. Also when you do find out that there is $50,000 in
the budget tell the c6iifttee what your p1lfls ar. for this?
SMr. SmrTLLvTO. Yes, sir.

1"

(Tile information follows:)
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Tho problem of cIviliah. encroachment on military Insttiitionis is tilldtiollw h.
At present two other studies are underway on this same subject, one for the air.
fields in the Northeast part of the UnIted States and another one in the Chtiago
area. The $50,000 in the Defense budget shown against Project SCRI11 is ht
reality finds to cover contractual assistance If found necessary to supplem elt
out'-In-houso effort for the analysis of the impacts of civilian eneronchmnient In
many other areas of the United States. As such, it should not be earnmarkta
against former Project SCRIP or Project WIRN, but should be earmarked for
overall studles on civilian encroachment.

Mr. Lupscomm I do not see why the Department of Defense is ma.
ing studies in these areas to determine whether there should be a

municilml airport.
Mr. SHmltro. That is not our position. Our concern is what. is )oina
to happen to Defense installations in years to come as a result ofthese
pressui'es. Maybe this should be rmado by some other segmevnt, of Gov-

ernment as regards our defense installations in the future. But the
pressures are very severe, sincerely.

WVILTITAMS AIRI PORCH DASH

Mr. 1Rmopm, I know the pressures are severe because I felt, one qiiite
recently, Willitms Air Force Base in Arizona.. At my request the
Department of the Air Force did send some people out to investigate
the possibility or the effects of encroachment on the area just off the

runways at. W iamt.
It. was my thought that if the encroachment was severe or might be
severe that there should be a policy determination as to vhat would
be done. In other words, either we should say to these people, "Look,
we *were here first, and forget it," or we should determine what. laid
purchases should be made in order to protect Williams.
Mr. SIILTATO. Yes, sir.
Mr. RInOm,,s. It was my thought at ti time having seen some studies
of the noise patterns that by a rather minimal purchase of land, most
of tie probability of serious encroachment could be handled. ,ne
noise pollution portion of it could be handled. I am now in teie, procm,
of corresponding with the Air Force with this things in mind. I believe
by perliaPs selective abatement of reasons which gii',e rise to encroachmeit problems that you might be able to handle this in some of your
installations. I agree it does take some work on your part.
Mr. SirutLro. We feel that way, sir. Maybe we should be gming
down a,difrent track on this and if there, is a more logical route we
would sure like to do it.
Mr. FxooD. Ten o'clock Mondaymorning, gentlemen.
. r. SIHILITO, Yes,

sir.
Mom9'm,,

Mr. Sucos.
"

.

....
"

iOm t

JuNE 28, 1969.

ittee will come to -M4i'6".

'-PL ANNINO ;FOR ItE FU'rTfE!....

"

Mr. Secretary, when we adjourned ou' hearings last, Thursday we
wore di eUSSngg thp,01oje1ramehrent problm.m, I would likei to centIllm
with this discussion at thisg lmne,' You meinptioned, that well over half
of.tlMDofense Department histallations have had somi e form of en.'
eoaunnt poble~mn the past year, This is a subject that will haw
....
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to he ('()isiderocl tit length by the fIitift'y
11
(o(Ustret'i ill subcommnitittee.
l{6wV4r SIMn iftiffit ehanres i base structure could have a Signlificanit
impact onl thieactivities-p
oI'he Defense D)epairtment for which we are
ap~propriating funfds.
Seond, sawinl~ or. Costs resullt-ing from any imovemlent of activities
between bases wilul accrue to these approp~riatis accounts.
Finally, the various Studies involved will be funded and are being founded from those accounts.
I seem to detect in your statement, the beginnIling of a change InI
Ipifoso phy in thle Defense 1)epartmient toward thle use of 1ant controlled -by the militr. YOU say, "Historic assumlptions relative to
tho virtually till imn-itl
t2aVaila billtfy~of'ti-ifff bMjiui4 air, inl order
to allow tile iDeart-illnt of Deffse to coniductisr~(nidte
tiare no longer valid."
N
This is lr-gely correct, link. I canl spo cert iii problems thlA,"%will
arise8 if thle mfi1tter -is IIPPyached by the Diese ~e~pnrtlyent, in a piftemea11 rather thanl l f ) rehionsie 1 asIt..
wll 11
This change of a 'woach by''the Dofeuse )eptirbun wilu
doubtely goinerate increased i)~ssure to,ujado tbas91ii Inpaly areas.
Unless you survey .11 facilities ii6ds-n
~ou y~1 may 'fil Id that
you ar forced to retreat base by hat
yo'diovrta.th
0it
mi1litary simply d e s not haIe the 6 ptj
left by v Intheo Ill t basic
relliopelty lieqS. The S 1bc i
aif .yIf h1trtdi
Ia tiled Ito -his p1'~~n In1
ilifeair
has
very(losely
,Vm
it. Thle discussion0111 Slcertain apron
here.
tjm h 'veshodd
expjlore this joinltl ait-, this tin.% IV
*,
.1you t
Whtyp of corn1lproen~sl ve plifan1 the
li Del) rtment is 0oin 41u11
~
'Uk
Will it, be donle o'I at natio W1d b~asis.11i.T '1 be pafiiphtio i
by other Federal it poies, by States and iloc .1co ii 1ntitl ?)
Afr. STITLUTO. Mr. N~iairilltn, befor6*I atte llpt td anlswep-u se
cific questions, I wouic like tb mein thit i hav jitlis
today
addition to Messrs. Mtaflly and
~ii
-v~m~
.li0 is our ityAssistant Secretary o1Kfes
Ita,
t'o htionis and 1-[os.4
Wfr. SIKms. And who has
an41.11
extraordinarily good worlk'In'this
field for a. tiuber of years an-ocralfl wel cnaorwf
h
prableni.
i~eaiywl
cult
wtl h
Mr. SrnrILvTO, Thank you, sir.
Any portions 'of your questions that I do not linswer comipletely, I
woil4tt lm to hafvo M~r. S~eri-dan auswor.
Mr. Si:4ivs, I think it would be 'well to supplemn wh t us1.
Mr. S-mr~mro. Yes, sir. We also hatve General Stanw~ix4f-iay.
Mr. Sumis. Who has testified very capatbly before thle Military Constructioni Commlitee.1
Mr. Sumtm. -And Colonel R older.
Mr. Chirifthi, yvou have covered thle problem, as we seo*it, in1your11
lead inlto h os~ion. We agree with your observaitis., We sin~cerely
feel tlht there should be concufrence In anything that takes place ini
this area by thle Subcommittee on Military C0onsituction and perhaps
other committees of the Congress. WO do feel and, I gather f rom youir
sttmn th you agree' wifh uis, that While weThave to lookC at thle
e.,.lemients in'somethig of a piemal, fashion, we haftvei to look ait thle
total. pieture..We have to consider the iiiterrelationship of these. Ole.jnqnts before %secanmake ainy recommend hions,' Your question cors
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three factors. One dealt with planfhllg. The other dealt with.scope
nationwide, and third, with participittrn. As far as plafiliig is con-

cerned, we gave serious consideration to the overall problem, reeogiizing that almost half of our major installations have had some encroachment problem in the last year.
There was extensive planning with respect to whether we shottld

take a look at a piece of the total and, if so, where. Southern Califo'nia,
as was discussed last Thursday, appeared to be a logical area. inwhich
to start. We had a few immediate problems that we were faced with in

southern California. It is heavily Navy, as you know, so it was deci(led
to put this under the surveillance of the Navy. When the south, rn
California study was initiated, it was entitled Project Wie, for western installations regional evaluation. It was started with the understanding that this was not going to lead to any decision s .as regards
any pieces of our ilnstallations in southern California. This was primary,and is primarily, for the 1)uipose of telling us what, our Ivo!alems a'e going to look like in the 1980-85 time fV'aitf, and building a
complete understanding of that segment of the total United States,
based on the learning thlat comes out of that to then decide whait we
do as far as the follow-on segments are concerned.
We were somewhat )ulshed into the southerni. California region
also by the fact that within southern Califoni they had kicked off
a study among their 10 southern counties, and it consequently made
it logical for us to take a. look, too, in as much as their position
and thiinidug, et ceteral in regard to defense installations Nwould tindoutbtedly be different than ours.
It was understood, or is understood, that as the southern Califorliia

study takes place, the Northeast study takes place, conceivably dowil

on the grlf coast next, conceivably down on the Southwest section
of the country next, that we will now find ourselves briiging together
all these pieces of the total, and then hopefully being able to look at
the total in conjunction with you gentleinen and malting reconimendations as to what we do after we have a, handle on this totfil
picture. So this touches on your second question, in that it is nationwide sir It is intended that it be nationwide, we would like to hope

tlat before anything in the way of recommeilendfitions come out of these

studies that we have a. chance to have a very good understaldiig as
to what the sittiantoih will be nationwide. Now as far as particilpiitioln
is concerned, in the southeti- Calif6ria area, we mentioned that there
is this group in the State looking at the 10 southern coliunties. In the
southern California area we are deeply involved with the FAA. We
are also deeply involved with the FAX in the Northeast..
But to my knowledge that iS pretty much the extent of the l)a'tii )pation as far as other (overnmeht agencies are concerned. I would like
to have Mr. Sheridan elaborate on this in any way he sees fit.
Mr. SIK'S. Let me repeat the question.
What type of comprehensive plainnihg are you g(oig to undertake?
Will this be on a nationwide basis? What will be the extent of participation in the planning by other Federal agencies, by States, antl
by local cbmitifies?
Mr. S EIDAN. At the present time, as the Secretary poitited out, we
are involved in two studies, southern California and the northeastern
seaborad. We expect to complete the study on the Nortleast from

05'11
Delaw~are to Mafiinle within -theo next, week. After thit, is ('ollnplted, wve
pro'pose to spread. oft fihe, areat anti take InI a.greater part. oif thieUnited
States than what we are taking il ait the present, tihie. Tlt, Northeast
study is being wvorkod. out with the,, assisthuwe of the Fp~AA ith the
military departments, of course, anid Ave have contacted till tennii
pal. organivationls that have any thing to (10 with airspacee in tat general area.
W11e have had their' participation. The studies coniducted for the
Governor of New .Jersey by private engineerig organizations have
been made available to our study teami.
fider the
We prop)joseI to do the same thing inl southern. Cal iforni wI'l
sponsorship of the Navy.
Mr. Chairilan, the northeastern seatboatrd study has been done by
iil-10t18(1 l)CoIle ill Mi'. Shlil to'.( office with service, department assisttU'ce. Thle N4avy study wNill lbe donie by field personnlel of thle Departmitts of thie Naivy, Aromy, and Air For'ce.
PURPlIOSE M1 ISTUD)Y

Mr. SIREs. What do you meani by study? What are wve trying to
accolnllish?
Afr. Sin-mm~Nx. We tire trying to determine what the military reqiriiemenlts aire 10 year's inl advane of todlay andt take iflt eonsideratiloii
thle pressures fltat aire being brought ili tile area of encroachen-111ft, and
it is different ini eah case. Sofnetf~es it is residenltial]; other times it is
airspace, airport developintiits an1d things of tlhtttype. trying to get
the p ivture 1)0th from the point of view of thle best planitin in thie
military for the neoxt 10 years ais well as the best infoiftioh we can
get oil civilians developmenit,l inl the area of a. base. Thait is what the
study consists of.
('.Pe, following supploeental information wvas provided by1 Mr.
Shepi'an suibsequtij to thje hieaings:)
Now let tile' adfdress yotit earlier qulest-ioll11 I bey~oul laskedfllteadl of covering .'outliein ('alifortii1111(1li the ti1(thetrit1 -s('illion rd(l it two
mepai'ate stidI(5 wvith wllsl to cover' the rema:ider of theilt% (1 N..tates Inl future
studies, w~hy (lid you iiot addre1'(ss the( ('iWIl('chllQi~t pi'leiii III1the ('ltir'( Milted
States Ill o01W study?
As stalted eaiuei', our unitif objective is to address oerionlmiiefit lit thle
entire Uitedl States5. llowevei', .Since the rolmeinjiurea Is so large and. thle probilemi ig s0 ('otllilx, 0111'plali is to study the( l'idlted Stilt&s oil it regional 11ass. In
be
itito 1iltiagefahi(' ilcrem'iiets wvhihi
effect, we~ 1Uvo (lividosi the 'oiltIy
studied 1ti~lfihly an~d ciii then Ibve (Oi5islt('( titd form the basis for the
niationlAl sftldy.
For' example, statistical data such -as thle pwcsmit mid projecteld growth of,
general aviatioln oil a tiatlonial 104I ling little iteathil g hvii mi1(l1es-4ig thle
pressures of expanidifig general -avlatioin oni a specific till ttry alrftld, We muttst
kntow thle pi'eseiit Olnd 1)1oiccted. groWth of gettei'al. aviAtich \NIitl it the( sph~e
or lifluence of thec iliitar'y airfield iquestlin. Wie imust kntow the lanis of the
itd tirni re(jul'ealeniits. )ow
111 itgog avio
local coilliuiiIties fo-r meethiug pu'oje'e
thepse pilansm will affect the military airfield. anld how the niastelr lofig-i'agc
deveiolpulilt 1)1111 of the airfield ('ail be alted( to avoid possible conflicts. We
imist knlow and evalute~ the projected Ioplillolio exiiiIS16 ill'(] econiic develOltinenit Of the local area1. in: suitoiatri, we niast kcio~w 0111, p~rosenpit anld fitur'e
plitis, for eachi major' Iistahiatidon a well as the, projected owth1iof thle surroumuditg communities and tile* plants of these local coitiuiies for meeting
futturve needs. Tile orgaiiOWns and local agencies, whose jpanning we must
evaluoAte to Inisure comptiiilit' with out' long-rainge instAllftions ftiare
numerous. it is our feeling that we must first itmilti tile pieces Itefore we can
assemble them to forin the final product.
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ZONtNO COOPIMATION

Mr. SUKES. Let its talk about one or two of those things. I would
like either of you to discuss these poifits as I bring tlem tip. The one
is the actual matter of encroachment upon a base. I have had somoe
firsthand experience with this. I had one base that had to have a mission abandoned siflply because of encroaclihient within the area by
businesses and homebuiilders which simply built up aroutnd the base
to the point that it was not safe to fly off t,
anymore. For tinately, we
found another use for it. Then there is the matter of undesirable types
of encroachlient even if they do not interfere with the mission. Tt
seems regardless of how much land you acquire just outside the gate,
you are going to have a nufi ber of establishmeits of one type oil allother spring uip on the first available private land and some of those
aie not very desirable.
What have you been able to do On what a.ve ovu attempted to door
what are youl plaiftng to try to do in the way of obtatnino' zoniiig
cooperation from the local authorities to prevent' these situations froil
arising?
M r. Sun).t.k, That is a constant, effort that is being carried on by
the local comanifiders in trying to sell the comnintiiftfy on the advantages of bavinw more desirable neighbors, and tt"t is not directly part
of our partici]ar study here. We are talking abott actual physical
encroachfilnit as you mentoned where the 'aiirfiell had ,to be slit
down.w
As for the matter of undesirable neighlbors the local comfhiander
should use persuasion and public relations with the conmhmaunlty ,totry
to have them either zone or discourage in some other way the establishment of undesirable neighbors.
FUIT'URI. BASE

CLOSURES

Mr. SiivEs. What does the o'eneral picttlro of the military need foil
the future look like? Do you thnk you will b) able to continue -toclose
bases or do you thiMk you have gone about, as far as you can in closing
l)ases?
M '. S1 1.rMD,\N. In my op)nion, I think at the present thile, with the
present size of the Armed Forces providing that does not drop-if
that drops it is another pictire-if the present size cointinlus
Mr. STIES. You know we are not going to continue to have three
and a half million men in iifori when1 peace coliUes.
Mr. SHERIDAN. When that reduction comes, Mr. mirm i, the
entire base picture will have to be reviewed.
Mr. SuiEs. We have many fewer bases now than we had back at
the time when we had considerable smaller nmliber of men ii uniform.
You have to have some room for expansion and some plhls for mobilization.
Mr. STEmuD,\. Yes, Sir.
Mr. Sti.:s. You cannot operate just the bases you need for a peacetime army.
Mr. SIMRIDAw. No, you have to take peace, ime and ioblizaion
reqoireintnts into consideration.
Mr. SiTyLITo. Of course, this is really a part of the kind of studies
we are talking aboit here; that. is, attem pting to project these futrtle
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needs and to determine, based on these future needs and based on these
encroachment problems we have been talking about, what we should
or should not be doling so far as bases, facil lies, and so on, are concerned. This all ties into that. By the w'.y, I nay have misstated
one point here. We suggested that hopeflly-I certainly infered-'
that this nationwide look would take lace before anythhg in the way
of recommendations would be made. i am sure you realize that there
may be a few critical cases where we will have to make ininediate
recom mendations.
DISPOSAL OF EXCLSS PROPERTY

Mr. SIKEs. I think it has been the policy of this coniittee that
we want you to dispose of any property that you do not need l)ut
we want you to be dotibly sure that you don't need it. This comn'itee
has seen instances where the property has been declared excess and
disposed of as surpltis and within a few years you had to have it
back at several times the price.
That is poor economy.
Mr. SILLITo. Yes, sir.

Mr. SnIEs. One of the best examples of having a lot of land that
some people could say you do not have a needed rettireient, take
a Naval Air Force base where you have a half million acres, yet
it is one of the finest assets that the Government has in the way of a
valuable timfber-producing reservation. The Government is not *losing
money by holding the property. It is going up in value. It belohgs
to all the people. And you have room for training facilities.
Mr. SIULITO. Yes, sir.
VALIDITY OF BASE CLOSURE SAVINGS
111r.

SIEs. There is no pressure at the local level to excess that

projverty. I wonder if you have conducted studies to determine the
validity or the accuracy of the clalins made on savings a-t the time of
the rather massive base closing operations instituted by Secretary
McNamara. Has there been a follow-on. to determine actual savings if
any from that closing operation.
Mr. SnImLITO. I have not gone over such a look myself, sir.
Mr. SHRUIDAN. The studies were all validated by audit at the time

they were made.
Mr. SIRES. But experience may have placed a different complexion

on it.
Mr. SHERIDAN. We have not made a specific study to price each one

outto see if the savings actually materialized.
Mr. SIKES. I am reluctant to suggest that you go to the expense of
doing it but I am curious what actually transpired. I feel that the
claims of savings were overstated at the time because the cost of displacement and the cost of new facilities certainly have to be reckoned
with.
The losses in the com entities occasioned by the transfer, the losses
to ask that
of taxes to the Goverhfi-Jnt, and so forth. I am not going
rvngs
about
you update these estimates but I have always had mi g
the actual amount of savings, and I have had concern aboft tlle effect
of dispersal of targets or lack of dispersal of targets. You have con-
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solidated bases and inade them mJiiore inviting targets in the event of
all out war.
Is that still considered a major factor, or is the Pentagon simply
taking it in stride and assuming that we do not have to worry about
conestiol anymore.

SinmTO. No, sit; we are most conietIed with the disl)ersal of
Sr.
our facilities. I mirht suggest, Mr. Chairnth-, I do not knowv what the
sampling would ad up to, conceivably in line with your earlier suggeston, why don't. we see if we cannot take a look at that. It woitld not
be too time-consuming and too expensive to sample the previous
closures.
Mr. S.iEs. Very well.
(The inforination follows:)
SA

PLING OF BASE CLOSURE ESTIMATED

SAVINGS

The e.;tiiated annual savings calculited at the time of our base closure aninouncenients are the best and most reasonable estimates that can be made considering all factors which would 1nfiiehce savings. Our present accounting
system cnnot reflect the actual savings resulting fron a specific closure action.
To revise it to provide this detail would be unecononicaily expensive in terms
of mnanpower and money. However, in order to validate our estimates and to
Insure that they are in fact reasonable, the audit agencies of tho military services
conduct audit surveys of anticipated savings. These audits sometimes result in
increases or decreases to the originally estimated savings.
We have made a samplinig review of approximately 5 percent of our announced
actions, comparing the estimated savings at the time of the announcement to
those audited savings subsequently reported by the military services. In 41 actions reviewed, the estimated original savings totaled $421,588,000. The audited
savings totaled $424,093,000, a variation of one-half of 1 percent. The following
table Indicates the spread of these savings.
ESTIMATED SAVINGS CF SAMPLED ACTIONS
(Dollar amount in millions

Audited savings tango (percent)
Equal --..-------------------------------------0 to 15 percent abnve original estimate---------------30 to 35 percent above original estimate ...............
0 to 15 percent below original estimate ---------------75 to 80 percent below otilin~i estimate ...............
Total ........................................

Number of
actions
sampled
10
17
2
- i
1
41

Original
estimated
savings

Audited
savings

$68. 618.$68.18
162.874
166. 115
23.955
31.369
161.184
156.920
4.957
1.071
421.588
424.093

Difference
+$3.241
+7.414
-4.264
-3.886
+2.505

ENCROACIM3ENT PLANNING COSTS

Mr. SIRES. For the record wyodld you tell us how much we are
presently spending for the paifinifig of the type you discussed and
what level you antici ate for tle future years.
(The information follows:)
The Navy, which Is responsible for the encroachment study of the Department of Defense installations in the 10 southern counties of California, has
budgeted $800,000 in fiscal year 1970 for this effort. Most of these funds will
be used for Navy in-house effort, although some funds may be used for special
contract work as determined necessary. OSD has included $50,000 in the fiscal
year 1970 budget for contract effort connected with other encroachment studies
such as the Northeastern Seaboard study. We expect about this level of effort
to continue for the next few years.
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1,XAM[PLES OF ENCIOACIT1MENT BEING EXPEI'RIENCED

1r. Si -Is.F or the record, discuss more explicitly the varioius types
of encroachitiets youi lhve experienced.
(The information follows:)
Military instaliftions are experiencing encroachiment as a result of the
following:
Urbniization-explosive demands for residential and community developments in the vicinity of military installations.
Airspace congestion-competition for airspace with commercial aviation and
its concetrittn fit and ar-oiid major cities.
Conflicts in airspace and for airports with general aviation needs.
Expanded Federal highway programs and their attendant demand for land.
Growing demands for park aind recreational areas.
The decentralization of industry to suburban and rural areas in heretofore
militarily secure areas.
The Increasing general competition for land associated with its skyrocketing
values.

Demands by counties andin uniiepa ties for an increased real estateitax base
and the growing desiree to annex military installatibls into municipalities.
Competitive demands within the mineral development industry in the Outer
Continental Shelf.
REMEDIAL ACTIONS TAKE"

Mr. SIKI-S. For the record, tell us what types of remedial actions you

have taken.

(The information follows:)

We have taken many actions In the past in an effort to either comply with ,the
goals or aspirations of comilifilty interests or to protect ourselves from serious
mission degradation. Following are some of the ,actions taken:
Acquired necessary avigation and other easements to minimize land requiremenits and still enable air installations to operate.
Leased land adjacent to military installations to protect the military installations particularly airbases.
Acquired height and density easements in order to control construction around
air installhatins.
Worked with local zoning aithbri tics to inflfienee zoitng.
Allowed joint-use to varying degrees for such Uses as commercial and general
aviation in the case of airbases and recreational purposes in the case of other
installations.

Mr. SirEs. Are there questions on encroachment?

LOGISTICS PERFORMANCE MEASURESIENT AND EVALUATION SYSTEMf

Mr. SiKr.s. Concerning the reference in your statement to the establishment of a logistics performance measurement and evalttion system, I believe you have already been asked to insert in the record the
dated May
Defense
2
9 1969. Department directive dealing with this program
fr. SHItitTO. Yes, Sir.
(The directive appears on pp. 470 and 471.)
REVIEW OF LOGISTICS MANPOWER

Mr. SnEs. Under logistics manpower I would like to have some
additional detail on the review of logistics manpower begun in 1968
and completed in Febrfuary of this yeir, Will you advise the committee of the reason for the additionaal attention needed in this area to
improve the professional role and skills of the logistics personnel.
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Mr. SHILLITO. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
To begin with, we have approximately 1,070.00 people today in our
overall -ogisticsoperations throughout the Department of Deiense.
Secretary Morris in 1968 initiated a study to develop long-railge
logistics manpower plans and objectives. The study was directed
toward six major groupings: One, the developiieit of a1manpower iIIformation system; two, the development of improved logistics career
programs; three, the recrittinnt and retention of our p-eople; foutr,
improved education and training; five, the mix of our military and
civilian personnel; and six, the role of our logistics managers in manpower matters. The study was comipleted in February of this year. A
thAit
few things are particularly important that warrant mentioni
have come out of this study. First, we found that we do not have an
adequate manpower information data 'bank as far as outr DOD management is concerned on the quantitative and qualitiative characteristics of our logistics work force.
AGE OF WORK FORCE

Second, we have an aging problem that would appear to be somewhat disturbing. The average age of our civilian work force-by the
way, our civilian work force constitutes 36 percent of the total 1,070,000 that I referred to-the average age of our civilliai work force is
roughly 45. When we look at the age and the length of service of these
people nearly 40 percent of these employees will qualify for retirement in about 5 years. In 10 years over 60 percent of these people will
qualify for retirement. Another interesting statistic is that in looking
at our senior procurement people alone in our overall logistics work,
force, we are faced with the situation where 27 percent of the 3,882
senior procurement management people registered in our Central
Automated Information and Retrieval System (CAIRS) will be eligible for retirement through December 1971.

Mr.

ANDREWS.

What is the mandatory retirement age, Mr. Secre-

tary?
Mr. Rmur. The mandatory age is 70.
Mr. SHIiimTO. We are not talking about these people waiting until
they reach the age of 70 but earlier retirement at age 60, 62, with time in
service.
Mr. ANDREWS. You mean elective retirement?
Mr. SuILITO. Yes.

Mr. RILEY. You can retire if you are 55 years old with 30 years of
service.
Mr. Snm ro. This is a thing that disturbs us. We know that our
numbers, our ages, our people eligible for retirement is significantly

different, than in other segments of our society. For exampfijle, we have
less than 7 percent of our total civilian employees who are under 30
years old. This is significantly different than other segments of our
society.
EDUCATION OF WORKFOROP,

the
study is that
of the
out for
that
thing in
interesting
Another
period
a considerable
location
onecame
has rema.ied
civilian
typical
of time, whereas the military officers have had much more in the way
of rotation as we would all expect. At the same time, the education
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of the two is significantly different in that the forimial education of
the average civilian is mUch less than the average officer. T he average military has a training backgrotufid that makes him more of a
generalist, whereas our civilians are more functi6ially oriented
toward specialties. We find the career phumtfiIfg for ohr civilian logisticians is not comparable to that available"
to our military people.
We have various career programs in operation, somewhat significantly different within each of the services. We find ourselves colcerned as to their completeness and their lack of integrating. The
military-civilian mix in our logistics operations varies significantly
from service to service. We feel that compreensive DOD-wide logistics oriented training and educatiolnal programs need considerable
improvemefit. I might- mention here, too, that a similar lok at our
major weapons system-people is being taken, be they considered logisticians or more techtfibally oriented.
Our plan is for this policy board, which was made up of our senior
logisticians in each of the services, OSD, JCS) DSA, to remain in
existence and meet at least twice a year for the foreseeable future in
the interest of monitoring the progress that we anticipate making to
bring about the improvements recommended by this particular study.
We think this is going to have a significant pay-off, sir, but it involves a long-range effort as the study was titled.
NEED FOR ADDITIONAL STUDIES

Mr. SiRES. Do other studies have to be made to determine data relative to the composition of the work force, military career programs,
military-civilian application, recruitmefit, and retention, et cetera V
Mr. SILLrro. I do not know that I would refer to them as "other
studies." There may have to be some other studies that wouldnot be as
detailed and as signficaht as this one. We are certainly going to have
to undertake further study in the major weaponss system area that I
mentioned. They should not be of the same magnltfide as this one, Mr.
Chairman.
COST OF STUDY

Mr. Silins. Who made the 1968 study?
Mr. SIILLITO.

This was conducted under my office.

Mr. SIuES. Was it in-house.
Mr. SHILLITO. In-house; yes, sir.

As I mentioned, it was cleared by this policy board.
Mr. SIKES. Do you have an estimate of the cost?
Mr. StimLrro. Mr. Chairman, I am going to give you that for the
record.
(The information follows:)
The task force which undertook this logistics manpower study for the policy
board was comprised of eight professionals aid included an Air Force colonel
and a Navy captain. The study effort took 6 months to complete. Accordingly,
we estimate the salaries of those Government officers and employees-and hence
the cost-to be approximately $96,000. This does not include the cost of the
Policy Board members who met for at least 2 hours every 2 weeks during the
study period.
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EC(M.ME

I)ATIONS A NI) CONCLUSIONS OI, SUJ)y

Mr. SniFS. Give us for the record a listing of the recolifendAtiofis
and colOlttsliohs of the study.
Mr. SmLLr'ro. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
F.

SUMMARY OP FINDINGS

The Policy Board approved the 47 recominmendations listed In G.below covering
six major probilei areas i(lettitlled by the task force. The findings leading to
tlese recommendations can be ,summarized as follows:
1. .Manpower information system.-There is an urgent need to estabits h a
logistics workforce information system compatible with information gathering
systems now in existence in the Services, which will provide logistics managers
at each echelon (from field level to OSD) with timely and comprehensive information on their military aid civilian personnelresources.
2. Derelopment of loyisties career prof/rams.-Career planiifig for logistics
civilian personnel in the Department of Defense is not comparable to that
available to military personnel. The Services currently have various career
programs in ol)eration but liplemiienitation and coverage for logistics personal
are neither complete nor Integrated among related major logistics functions.
There is an immedthte need for the Services which have not already done so
to develop and implement agency-wide career programs covering the major
logistics fumictional areas. Existing l)OD Instructions containm suifflcient gtitiditnee
to provide the type of programs which can materially assist InI the long range
solutions to our personnel problems. Logistics managers at all levels should
become directly involved in the development, operation and evaitahtiomi of
both military and civilian career programs covering their functional area of
responsibility.
3. Recruitment avtd retentiton.-Retentl6n of both officers and enlisted men have
been relatively low, reflecting the temporary nature of the large proportion of
draftee and reservist input. Mandatory retirement has operated to remove from
the work force men skilled in logistics functions who are still capable of highquality performance.
The logistics civilian work force is higher in age and length of service than
either the industrial or governmentwide work forces. Less than 7 percent of
the civilian work force is under 30 years of age, and nearly two-thirds are 45
or older. Each 5 years for the next 15 years 20 percent of the work force will
reach the 30-year service point. Turnover due to retirements during this period
will be heavy.

The civilian executive who is no longer as productive as required presents a
difficult performance evaluation problem. Trial and management initiated retiremien programs will not provide the answer to the problem.
Civilian recruitment has generally produced the required personnel, except for
particular skills in certain areas. Lack of coordination of college relations and
recruitment programs is emerging as a problem. College graduate recruitment
has decreased due to resource limitations during fiscal year 1968 and may remain
depressed during fiscal year 1969. Use of cooperative work-study programs and
the management intern option of the Federal service entrance examination
should'be expanded.
Employment of retired military personnel in the civilian work force is
hindered by present lawq.
4. Milttary-olvtllna mix.-The acceptance of the use of military personnel in
CONUS functions which could be performed by civilians, when necessary to
provide a rotation and training base, was gradtial. All services and OSD now cite
this requirement as one of the criteria in delineating manpower spaces for military or civilian incumbency.
The present milithry'-civilian mix varies greatly from service to service and
from function to function. This, combined with the differences in mission, organization, and rotation policies among tho services makes a uniform method of

computing the required ratio infensible. Each service is working toward a rebalance of the mix by individual skill groups rather than by functions coliposed
of many different skills.
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5. Education (ed trai idnt.-Comirelensive DOD-vIde logistics-orlelitedrtriiiinIng and educational programs do not exist. Mlathry career programs generally
stress professional edfUcAtilon as the basis of career progression with functional
techneical training as ancillary. None of the formal civilian career programs inelude professional education as a prereqUi9ite for advaicemeit but are based instead upon functional technical training as the career foundation. While professional education is used as a career development and retention incentive for
the military, the philosophy regarding civilians is that professional advancement
is generally the responsibility of the individual. Implementation of civilian career
programs appear to be insufficient to meet the future needs in the logistics area.
There are many educational and tratiig procedures andtechniques used within
the Defensive Establishifment. They lack coordiation and are not uniforilily
applied, either as between mailiitry and civilian"; between the military departments and defense agencies; or within any of the functional areas.
The total requirement for logistics resident instruction exceed quotas assigned
by a ratio of almost 2 to 1. Nonresident and correspondence courses are inadeqiate
to satisfy the present need. Resident training is planned, executed and evaluiated
under local standards which are not consistent with DOD directives or
Instructions.
Educational opportunities for military and civilian personnel do not include a
planned program of identifying and establishing accreditation for inhotise and
college "certificate" programs or establishing credit transfer for jointly approved
DOD and college accepted courses.
Present fiscal arrangements whereby -the sponsoring agency budgets and
finances all courses expenses-except TDY and per diem-has created an artificial
and arbitrary student allocation procedure and appears to disguise the true
priorities for course attendance.
6. Role of the logistics manager in manpower matters.-Logistics managers
cannot exercise their proper role in manpower and budgetary decisions without
structured personnel information on their work force. Lacking this information
they are not participating effectively in the'personnel process.
Logistics managers must identify the key billets in their organizatiton and
identify the position as requiring a civilian or military or either as an incumWb t.
The planning, programing and budgeting system was designed to produce
a balance between funds, workload and people and should be reviewed for
desirable changes to improve the system.
Ceiling controls when coupled with budget controls generate a continuous Imbalance between workload and people available to accomplish the work.
Mobility and flexibility have not been setablisibed as requirements for key
civilian career positions, They must become a way of life if we are to have a
knowledgeable decision making civilian work force.
G. RECOMMENDATIONS

Listed below are those recommendations of the Task Force as accepted or
modified by the Policy Board with suggested action office. The recommendations
are grouped by problem title.
LOGISTICS MANPOWER INFORMATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

1. That Logistics Chiefs and Logistics Commanders determine information
required ot manage their respective logistics workforce. (Proposed Action Office:
Logistics Chiefs and Logistics Commanders)
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPATIBLE LOGISTICS CAREER PROGRAMS FOR MILITARY AND

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL
2. Requests the ASD (M. & R.A.) to reissue DOD instruction 14301 requiriIng
all DOD components to develop and Implement civilian career programs in the
functional areas of supply management, procurement, quality control, niltitenance, and transportation, including all program elements presently specified in
existing DOD instructions. (Proposed Action Office: ASD (I. & L.) and ASD

(M.&R.A.) )

3. Reqtfire that such programs be developed Undo the guidance and s pervision
of appropriate fiioiml chiefs as now%specified in DOD instruction 1430.10.
(Proposed Action Office: Materiel Secretaries and Director, DSA)

.0
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4. Require full Implementation by the Services of all program elements of
the DOD career program for procurement personnel. Complete development of a
sound appraisal system and assure it use in the development of career referral
lists. (Proposed Action Office: Materiel Secretaries, Director, DSA and 1)01)
Procurement Career Managment Board.)
5. That the Materiel secretaries and the director, DSA:
Assure the development of logistics career programs within their agencies.
Provide a mechanism for cross Service interchange of program ideas.
Provide for courtesy referral of qualified personnel to other Services anld )SA
when mutually desirable.
Report program progress annually to the ASD (I. & L.).
(Proposed Action Office: Materiel Secretaries and Director, DSA).
0. Request the Services and DSA to identify their key civilian logistician jIosl.
tions (GS-13 and above), and to develop individual "Capstone" Logistics Career
Programs for senior logistics positions tailored to the specific needs of the
Service or Agency. (Proposed Action Office: Materiel Secretaries and Director,
DSA).
PERSONNEL RETENTION AND RECRUITMENT

7. The logistics chiefs, working with their military personnel organizations,
explore the feasibility of modifying current retirement practices that are within
the Services' administrative authority, in order to retain in the workforce oJill.
cers with needed logistics skills. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics Chiefs)
8. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (I, & L.) assure that the logistics chiefs
are fully informed on proposed modifications of the nmndtory retirement laws
developed by the ASD (M. & R.A.), so that a DOD-wide logistics position on
such legislation may be developed. (Proposed Action Office: ASD (L & L.))
9. The logistics chiefs explore the feasibility of bcemling logistics career
sponsors for the military logistics careers, with some responsibility for niaking career patterns more visible and, in consonance with operating needs, assurIng that actual assignments of logistics careerists are to logistics positlois in
their career area, (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs)

10. Each logistics chief assure that his personnel data system can provide

turnover data by occupation, grade level, and organizatioil component, and
insure that turnover data is used as one input into career planhifng and nhinpower requirements determinations. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics clefs
and logistics commanders)
11. The development of career programs in all logistics functions, the logistics chiefs and commanders should establish mandatory trainee input that is
fully supported with the allocation of required ceiling and funds. (Proposed
Action Office: Logistics coninanders through logistics chiefs)
12. The logistics commanders should place emphasis on the development of
substantive job skills and manhgerial competence in the work force now aged
30 to 40 years to prepare them to assume the responsibilities now handled by
senior employes. This effort should include an analysis of the present retiremeat potential, and the establishment of uinderstudy positions or use of other
techniques to Identify individual development requirements to meet future
needs. Again, alloiation of ceiling and ftuds must be made to support this effort.
(Proposed Action'Office: Logistics commanders)
13. The logistics chiefs each establish a planning group of budget, program,
and personnel experts to evaluate current practices and explore the expansion
of options available to managers facing personnel reductions in order to maximize the retention of high quality employees in such reductions. (Proposed
Action Office: Logistics chiefs)
14. The ASD (M. & R.A.) be asked to support a research effort to develop
a diagnostic appraisal methodology for evaluation of high level employee performance. (Proposed Action Office: ASD (M, & R.A.) )
15. That time-limited tours of duty for selected positions be included in tme
development of "0apstone" career progMms. (Proposed Action Office: Materiel
secretaries and director, DSA.)
16. An analysis and evaluation of present college relation efforts should be
initiated. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs and logistics commanders.)
17. Each logistics chief and/or cominmider should assure the avaiability of
high quality recruitment materials direted toward meeting his particular
needs. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs and logistics commanders)
1& Logistics chief and/or commanders not now doing so should cordinate col-
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lege recruitment visits by officers under their command. (Proposed Action
Office: Logistics chiefs and logistics commanders.)
19. Hach logistics chief and/or commander identify the potentifit for Input
of management t inite'ln., within till overall career plani leading to key l)ositions,
and provide for such input aunuay. (Proposed Action 0111Ce: Logistics chiefs
and logistics comantaders.)
20. Each logistics chief and/or com ander evaluate tle potential for use of
the cooperative work-study program and provide ceiling and funds to support
it. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs and logistics commanders.)
21. The logistics chiefs and comindilers should initiifte a program to aggressively recruit separating or retiring military personnel with shortage skills. This
is possible even within the constraints of today's system. This will require tie
coordination of the military and civilian personnel staffs of each Service, which
should be requested. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs and logistics
commanders.)
22. The logistics chiefs and commanders should identify shortage logistics
skills and assure that they are incorporated in the Vietnam era veterans employment referral program. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs and logistics commnlanders.)
23. All logistics managers support the proposed automated skill data referral
system developed by the ASD (M. & R.A.). (Proposed Actlofn Office: All logistics
managers.)
24. Tie logistics chiefs and logistics commanders be informed of the career
conversion proposal developed by ASD (M. & RA.) so that they may evaluate
its potential applicability to the logistics function. (Proposed Action Office:
Logistics chiefs and logistics commanders.)
MIITARY-CIVILIAN

PERSONNEL MIX

the services
25. That the personnel and manpower systems now in existence lit
be exploited by logistics managers to establish the desired military-civilian personnel mix. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs.)
20. That a detailed statement of personnel requirements for logistics support
of any new or revised weapons or management systems be developed as early
as feasible in the life cycle, to include designations of skills, organizational
echelon and categories of personnel to permit approval of authorization of personnel as a part of the approval of the system. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics
chiefs.)
27. That each service energetically pursue a rebalaneing of the militarycivilian nix in critical functional areas which may "exhibit an unbalance. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics chiefs.)
28. That one office in'OASD (I. & L,) be established to assist logistics managers
to process changes in manipower controls as required to rebalance the logistics
work force. (Proposed Action Office: ASD (I. & L.).)
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

29. That the task force recommendations concerning a logistics career managemient board to develop, implement, monitor, and reviewall logistics career
development and trainfing programs be reexamined after more experience is
gained in current and planned programs. (Proposed Action Office: Logistics
commanders.)
30. That deteriniition of scope of tile functions of the logistics career managemnent board be mlade if it is established in tie future. (Proposed action office:
Logistics commaniders.)
31. Draft specific procedure for obtaining OSD, miliAry departments and
DSA l)lans for advanced education and training, as well as intern training.
(Proposed actionoffice: Materiel secretaries and director, DSA.)
32. It is recommended that logistics managers direct their personnel and trainlng staffs to develop organized efforts to encourage all personnel with partial
qualification for college degrees to complete the requirements. In view of the ilpending management gap anticipated through retiremlent (luring the next 5
to 10 years this is especially critical for their potential replacement source in time
08-11 and 12 grades. (Proposed action office: Materiel secretai'es an-d-director,
DSA.)
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33. The adlitillstrators of orgaile edlicatlowil li(1 trilfllig resources be di.
greeted to dovelol) ))rogralns of Ilstruction with the objketl(y of a'lieviig such

acereditation, at either the undergradtuate or the postgradtito levels or at 1)oth
levels where apiroptrlate. (Proposed netiol oftt(': Mit 10 sevr01Pt10,.; 111l
director, 1)SA,)
34. Tliat aIppropriate represen|ittives of tile AUM (I. & L.) and A-SD (M. &
R.A.) take necessary action bianntiiflly to hive new and revised curricula
dWvoloped reviewed by lIppiop1qiate alithority to assure such credit Is recognized.
(Proposed action office; Materiel secretaries and di'tetor, DSA.)
35. Vihat the distriliftilbn of bulk manitvpoViw allocittoils lit the activity level
antieiite absence for traltiing ti :the sanwo malner thlt iliticliated atifitihl and
sick leave Is considered. (Proposed action office. Materiel secretaries and
director, DSA.)
t
the reolinllilmida.
30. That the service chiefs be asked for foriial menllll ilonil
lioi thlat IreIsent proe(dires for f1litncinfig all course costs buy the ;q)oisorilng
departlileit be flbalildbi('d Old that ovich dollirtmlnlt reitmtfirse the xeeiutive
agent for Its stitod roqirmtinit. It Is suggested that a working calitil ftiiil or
intleiffated ail|rdtA-iatiotl relfllb50iiis ('uit proce(dire Would he m16ore appl-6oI ia'inte
for iteofiilisfilfig this oljective. (Proposedactl6n office: Service chiefs.)
37. The facillities expansion for ALMC aid AME'TA be aggressively supported
by OASI) (I. & L.) and the Department of the Army. (Proposed action office:
Mitiorll secretarhis nd director, DSA.)

39. All departfitents le required to evaluate anl 'devolo) a qilbstaitil xran.

soll of on-sie tirallilg to satisfy kiown reIutOIn1iaents. (Iroposed actioit office:

Materiel soereta|ries.)

39. All sponsors of olll)rov(d resident courses be roeIitltred to develop) amd ad.
nis.ter equivalent OJ,
orrespiodeuioe
4d
cirses to ecolimmodate tlose who

('u1u1iot lenflid the Iosildelt or on-site courses (eithr li-house or )y Ieal ilver.
sith(s wlre jotitly dovoloptld). (Proposed nation office: Service chiefs.)
-10. That ill dlpartltits sulhtilt, at the earliest possible date justification re.
qul red to es.tblish eujuiva lency deteriihillflions for till 11n-house1
11( c(llhge
(011 Pses s8lhilprted through DOD partiliptlion. (Proposed action offied: Service
Mlilofs. )
t1. 'ihat serlvi'o('chlofs enco1,rfge field
commanderqtrtllatlm
to exptid telitr
efforts with reglolll edlcatiolal alutliolrties to provide opporfiltities for upgrildlil the work force. (Proposed action office: Service chiefs.)
42. It Is recommended that tho services review their appreitle traininglJiO.
grans for blue collhtr personnel to provide for shorter teris of tildeitli-e whore
al)lrpi'fifte 'and relate the indentire term more closely to actual trade tintillig
requirements. (Proposed action office: Matertil secretarles and director, M.A.)
ROL,

O' LOOTATST

MANAGERS IN MANPOWEIR MATTERS

'13. That the logistics chiefs Identify key billets as military, cvlalln or later
changeaible. (Proposed action office: Logistics chiefs.)
44. That the logistics commanders Ostablihll liaison on pe-rsoliii poly nmlttors with tleir p ersonniel counterparts nnd a'i6tt
temporary worktig frrou t
as necessary to resolve problem areas of muntull concern. (Proposed action of.
ico: Logistics commiIlianrs.

,15. That the fnetional chiefs participate In the evaluitlon of the oneritloli
of the plnifinhg, programting and budgeting system in their service. (Propoed
action office: All logistics miihagers.)
40. Thht OASD (I. & L.) in conjtiton wtith the services develop a positifol
paper regardhig the inditstrial flld ceiling Inleuding a conicrete proposal thilt
manpower spaces in IndulatrlI fiided activities be removed from the general
ceiling aid allowed to fluctuate wlthiln rnlge of approved fuldtig arid workload. (Proposed action office: ASD (I. & L.) niid iipterel seeretatires,)
47. Tlhnt OASD (I. & Ti,) nnd the serOvies determine their eivillii blillets Iequiltlng mobilty and flexibility and prescrlbe billet stnildwds. (Proposzoed lcltion
office: All logistics mangors.)

1~-
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MINTENANE ~MINAGEMENTt
IEVEW OF COST AND PEMFOICMANCE

Mr. SIKES. Under maintenance manfagement, you indicate that amore intensive review and analysis of your ma inteiha ce costs and
performiice is required to assess the impact of naintenafice on eqUil)ment readiness. Does this mean that this area will be studied?
Mr. SHnLTATO. I would think not as far as what we normally think
of as studies. It is going to mean a signifidctit amount of nltagement
attention is going to have to be given in this particular area to allow
us to have tife kind of infoimation that will insure tlat the maintenance operations are being managed as efficiently and effectively as
we want them to be. As I think we mentioned earlier in my comments
the mnAgnitide of our maintenance operations we. feel warrant this
attention.
IMPLEMIENTATION OF DEFENSE POLICY

Mr. SIKES. Under policy implementation, on page 7 of your statement thero is reference to the severe and continiftlng problem as regards
the satisfactory inplementation of Defense poI)ies. This is certaily nOthig niew as lSt. studies by this committee has disclosed. Why
has this always been a )roblell ? Is it because the ])efense Establishment is so large that it is impossible for anyone effectively to follow
up on policy directives to see if they are being implemented, or is
it because of resistance within t.he military departmenlts to the policies.
Mr. SItI, vro. Mr. Chairmm, I guess ha-ve been ex)osed to a sufficient number of largeN organizations to feel that. this is always going
to be something of a problem. The size of our organization certaifly
contribtutes to this. We have s)enft a lot of time working with industry
and every large organization has this problem to a-vav lin degree. 1We
arriving tmuch attentiol to the man)ower. plece o this thliipir. the
training of our people to insure the kind of understanih-g t~it is
necessary at the firing line, the kind of feedback that will allow us
to insure the policies are being implem nted. We are also giving much
attention to policy implementation tecniques-everythIng from video
tapes and varying form of teclmiqiues in addition to the written l)olicy
which does, not tend to get implmented as rapidly and as compiiletely
as we desire.
These two thmnas, indoetri natioi of people and techilqlets wNill be
given much continued attention, sir.
Mr. STnEs...
Do you feel that this will be adeqtiate by whieh, to
address this specific problem,?
Mr. SmrrAro. As far 'as we are concerned right, now it will be as
adequate as we can hope for it to be. I am inclined to think that we
will never be completely satisfied with overall policy implementation.
I would be inclined to think that. most good managers would feel the
same way, sir.
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colifellettlig oiliI'V liv e not, iilt
ftuct bus, h ut pr~ce and vost aIuzu lysis fiuneli hll-. T1lit'vy(lli It Is h~ot ll Il~i('jelhudeht offort. stuh as liii lIntei'iil au1dit
fiucte14)31, Wit allii IItt',il
i'ii '(il'it
of cohi ileui(4g 4thicers, respillsiuilt ty forl
liegotbatlm of falir a 1t rellsomuAhIe prices,. t111lueuefure, proluolielit s tlite t ht
tbo lir'tioeitial i'esi illlits
(of C) AA (10 lnot i'e(Otilre tilt
(lie orgi lsat loi
141 I1(liidhit.. 1 rolkiolts aik
15)(lii II that, olsiisolna t loll Nvoilh1 stmrifigtlii
the (loverimelt, Vviv'ig l)I'4)('"es'b 11)V
uuiiifly~ of' direct
1(111
f1iil
l- riliiut'val
of Ilidllstry ojioitmiitty to) t'Xhuliut (tiT'reliees lIINN
wel jWl1PE'hrlleit antd 1aud1t
0010er amrgltillelis for1 voilsol ilitItloln fitehidi a pote(lit ll for reducivpevuu
twllt'g
lit't I .i'li
itat bil of' skilled vcesolutces -mol( redacth14)1 Ill pPittliiWlt

('0518,

Th'lere aitle ot ici~s, lilt

(-.
b

lbovo reiweseiiit. tilt% 3111111 prii lrsud vole. or Ohle

ll)St11. thoe
lertdilled ,, h~hg
l 1 ihu.. e yIt
('liii lie sceil,l.
y 1111
fewv are .41(uceltIbltl to men.teaslelleit. There Is 110 list of 111118 altd 1n1ilu nttm0lheurs that (.fill he t otAled to give it clear remlilt. '1'vlll lies theiat(til tush flor
ouri worldItg groupj (Aiiurge(1 with ('vAlftt ht 1 11questlou.
We will evulilite. thvest' iiuiltteris 111idel' th
lI'MtI volisolldlit loll 1've01iilu('hutl1iIto))1. NVi' will. s'Iliiliil'ly, ('-~liilt( thiin for other possible cotil'se-s of act lol. Trhe
utlt hmite devillk.4 1( 11 av(t ls ('iltilot vet he )11'(di(' id. Inli l~y even'1t ifher
Will lie (11i1'10 4'ouvil (Ilii 51'o)IW vs-e~'et1111(1
in efftve
plfig
11(d
other sulhitir't ito our ('011vileti('
lOih'1311i, muid the i'll
prouteetil
'
lor e
IEN 1.11111141
OP

11 S'fUlIVS

Mir. Si ICs. LM!I lies beeni ming11 stuIdies inl mualy ilreats for the
I epa rtulient. of IDefoenso Nor Severail ,Yearis. iN thle lst. veer," for iStalce, tley herev made studies () (A) ."A Mhillfiir's (tluifle to thw
Acquis'ition of D() Systelms 1111d .Equiplyfenl 0(2) "1A 1DODl SNvStentls anld 'Equlimut P'r-odiit-o'o 1111111141,141 (liid&', and (3~) "D)OD
Contract ane oenleil0t ('ollfit-l'ive." Wh1at. ielatk lVI
evcoipiisliililt s
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front lbeneflts
these various
LMI studies,
and are they
Ia'e Ieen
realized
really
p)rovidinig
tangible
to the Department
?

Providede. the answer for the record.
(The information follows:)
4IMI

Sr1viiIs

The 1)epartlinent (if 1)efelme ilts found that the eWforts of the Logisti s
Maigelnent Iuistitte oil behalf of the 1)epartilleft have heeni of signliltelit
vaitte and greatly enhanced the advauucenint: of )rocureletit an1d logistics
obje(.tive.. The following cominents 1provile further (letaills oIl the there, tasks
noted 1as being acconlllislhed last year:
A MANAGER'S (UIDE TO TIE ACQUISITION OF 1DO) SYSTEMS AND EQV'IPMEXIT

The purpose of this effort was to stuninarize the activity that niust be performed by logistics ilaliagers throilghoiit the process of ac(11uirilg wtell)oi11
s.ysteuus to insure tlat. consieration of production ad logistics are lt egratted
Into th early plaintilg phases. requests for prollosal, (,retract deliitin, enlginieeriig develo)iIe'it and prodlu(ti1o. The gltide will be directed at; the interrelationship between system .design, poduOtlilt, andl logistic, sup)lort.
The guid (ledehveiled, whilh is colatiitible with the "litegratedl Logisth-s
Supp1lort 11h11lning (Guide for )01) Systells 1111 lqti:imlit,"
"(
l)rov'id.' sall.
1liary

(,1stril

os qt of the key a(tivifies, (I,

Pso
oints, a11(

responsiiies

to effective( l((ltllotiofl niliaingellnt. It emnphaslzes tle coldiict of
t rathoffs uuid tit, recording of alternative fiiiioiC'l5es 11i1( supt
lg ratouhilifor seleted concel)t.1t find )lans. Tie need for coordination between system
design, logistics, alld prodnetioll millageletit activities is ellphasi',i.d.
FIlrther consideration of this gillhe will follow review of ihe 1)01 Systems
(essential

fnd E~qt0iinent Proditetiton Plaii itig Gide.
)O) SYSTEMS AND EQUIPm.ENT PRODUCTION PLANNING OUII)E

The purpose of this effort was to describe in detail the activities that shotild be
perfornied and other considerations involved in the acqi6isition. of weapon systemls to Insure that production Is planned for in tthe earliest phases and carried
through the RFP, contract definition, engineering develol)ment, and production
)hases.
Tile guide developed( describes project mlanaiilgelmeit activities and key decision
points essential to effective production platning and outlines a systems approach
to design, production, and logistics support. It is compatible with the "Integrate&d
Logistics Support Planning Guilde for 1)01) Systems and Equit)ulneit" and tihe
"Manager's Guldeto the Acquisition of Do]) System: an
I.quie.t."
A review is in process of this LMI report by the military services, six lndtistry
associatloflis, and 50 defense contractors. Comments fromt these groups will be reviewed and evaluiated looking toward a thorough, complete, and operable guide.
DOD CONTRACT MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

Tie LMI effort on this task was not, specifically, a study but to assist in carry-

ing out a comprehensive contract administration conference. There were two
Sep)a rate a reafsof effort.
'Tite first, in the preconference planning, was construction of a model oil which
to base conference reports and record of proceedings. A major conference usually
results in a mass of data which must be structured and collated to be usable.
Advantage was sought of some recent LMI experience in this regard.
The LMI contribution proved worthwhile and usable. It resulted in the iore
timely productiOn of the conference record of proceedings. Preparation and
editing effort was reduced. The succinct record format proved partlitlarly valtuable to a working group which was formed to process the 175 resulting recommendations.
Secondly, LMI participated in the conference itself, providing specialized
technical assistance to the panel on management science in the procureffient
cycle. Most specifically, the advice and guidance of the iMI representative lhs
resulted itn a project. to actively seek new apllications of advanced scientific
management techniques in contract administration.
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COMMtJNICATIONS
EltP'O1I'S TO IiEI)UCT COST

Mr. Sim-ugs. Under "Comnifffntifns" as you kntowv, in its report on
Ih 1)epar~mtmenit of IDefense appropriations Ail for 1969, this cotinmiftee0
Was qifte critical of Defenise comnitfiketions operations in (yeneral and

we have had, extensive discussions on the subject wvithi the services and
the 1)efoiise Commnicat''mions Agency algainl this year. We are still
niot convinced thtthei benefits derived fromi the commnication eqipinent and systems pro-cared- by the 1)epartibent of Defense is -Colninen1surate ) ith the Cost. Sinice your office is thle focal 1)o1iht for DOD)

telecoiniictiii s reureni
Ns~hilt, steps have you -taken'to red'cee
tile cost, and roqtirenhts for su(h eqjtflipinct anld systems?
Mr i',8114 1'Io. MrI. Chal~Imanl, 1 persofidly Siai'e your ('OUlorn. I iii
niot illfeig that the cost. is too high or. to(; lOw%. Shor-tly after Ioifliflo'
inito 0111ceC We. intltiited f it('
jWO1tihi rm-,i&'V of out. ($'omfifttiiellloils

ol)ertiojns. Thr~is will emiiiplss, aftfoli t) other. things,8 thle overall look la
coiiiiitlilica1iiis
ingceitlent ait the 081) leveli
urcneri

addlition' to a1Col'nt i'j hg intpee4 inl -ost, is whet her we iui'e too fi'.~
miited t.t the 081) level relative to conluftniicaitionls Iliagemnlft.
OU
s kc;Now sm-refi,
Laird( hals jiiide it, ('lear tlii lhe lfials to
isli this ble ribbolnpalitel, and thle ('oliiI1'i iCaI-ioils iiiitthsi' is of
suthiciewi. eoiiseqileiu'e thalt. 1 wotilol eXlPe('t t hat. it, will be, inleluded
esi ab

thle funcltionls they Nvill look at-to ('onsidlei its Vfienc a10NMd
eil'eet ivelness. 1 (.1111 oniky assure ytA.
hlviii tetl
ltv
am11oln

iflltttbi' is-going(

he'

von,

('h itiui

tdli
hat thi 1utiA11'
(on what steps, if

Mr., Sim..". Will vonl keel) this ('oilittee
informed
takenin tl1)ec i iniae ym ust ion?

an1Y, are

Mi1'.

SI 1rro. Yes, sir.%
EIFOiRTS TO 143lIE COM MUNICAIONS COSTS

stops tikcon to 1'Cdice cost 1111(1 romilreilients 1lre Inivolved with luet bus voilleited, Ill I)Iove~s, and( puWilfid. The listing below recognizes tis ('utegor'i'/.lit.
Filii'tm.
h r,'edil('ti~of01 costs mi1(i oit retthets ha
Is
inescapwable quahilh'a tiollm,
thait Is. 1'('jili'illefftS NN-i11 coititte to liiiciemko id, th('r(fore, cost slnt'ings uiy
not aOlys he I the forfit of i'dctoil
t. lit cost llvildaiffies 1111d vmcololek',.
Tiut eXpvt(d iIcrese lit i'%iii'euits Is ('oitl1Q1
I'aitioi
hri'vitist' It Is I lii
11101111s f'or' i'eliziuig' lowitl' ia1Veitovh's. less mauiipot'ver, andi ess'uut-il grvil let'
('iiinibiililes Ill wai,fi g 111(1 cosuiiiaid Old cofltrol systemss, Accordilly, ('01111011ii('U14 blils rt'l'i('11Cits ai5
511(1('01 wli liIl'('llst
$(' 11
tit( t rI dl(offlS sho". 11p i
other'1 ill-ois .
'Tohiisiti'e thalt litiifi'ihb('Iilts alie (ie
PI'Vl
froitho ('11i
oin
I('il1s oiliifliit luldi syste'iuts. irOiiVf'
d 111 ha theyV lite ('(llflotlsllt'aite wtith, costs, 1111111Q1'01s

efforts and( 0(410115 ilinve been, and( will be', talci
siccelorate ba'
10sis. They InttI e

cost sivolitwO plahiffg
(a) colitil ilitit

of ('XJpi1liltitr's Irv flldi(

oiit11

('olihlililf(I5 by reodticiig jW1'-ltohll

thiretsholdls front $,-.-oo~bo to zero or manaaleiI1( levels by reqirig that 1il tuceds;
to et'ild( or 'et.onigure thie (clete i'otit til IMeat i s systems 011(1 filties.
inirtlculihirly lit Sotithea1st Asi and Vill East, bue subnittedl for secretar'y of
flefelise Zl~oli)OO t tcseb-aeiiss
(ii) 11Corltiftlist of policies oni prtocutiet
of (11fehtse 'tltt~hlt~t
mysteuus (1ICS) and( failities to oio' whichll Wlitlld
0(lostly.' infl1exible m0u1g1
lt'n(tlile to acqire lxed-l-ie(rete types lit favtor of 'Itransmportit bie" ct 0'I'llt stboits wihel pr'ovidle 'ibe'xiblilty,
igh t''oe'yrttliit111
d1(lower otit-ofprogra tit

rt

('ost. featt1res,.
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(c) Eliminattion of redundait, overlainphg, and iIoliprodulftive organizati os
and efforts.
(d) Reevaluation of policies governing develollinenit of stdles to avot(l stluldy
efforts which do not restilt it positive coincluslons and reeoieliiitifins.
(e) Containment of costs of ongoing procurements and programs by inpo.4ing
greater Management by exception. reviews, control., direction, and guidnce ht
ill levels.
() Reorientation of procurement specifications for defense coliIIfliltlOll.
systems and facilities from design to performance types to elinlfitate e('tliitor
exploitation of Government spelifleation weaknesses and/or inadvertent loop.
holes whleh li the past has generated untenable escalations,
(W) Insuring that all reqttirements for defense conifmunications systelis, fa.
elities and services ematfinlg lit alli levels are quiitititively justified lii1 III
record with force plhiifihg.
(h) Elimination of defense communications systems facilities and servles
which are redn
idant, overlapping and/or not cost effective. (Note :I)ing the
past year actions have been finalized to c(nlsolldfite the mnjor defense comiii-l.
cations complexes of the Army, Navy, and Ali For,e oil theeast and west coasts
of the United States Into single facilities.)
(1) Achievement of optimiized standardization of defense coliniiiihatios sys.
tens and facilities in order to achieve cost avoldanee in training, opertlon/
maintenance and logistics support areas plus realltithn of greater overall sys.
tens effectiveness.
CONSOLIDATION OP COMM"NIWArIONS C(EXTX'IIR$

Mr. SAKN-s. It was apparent fr1on1 our sttl(ly of coninitmiations operaton that a consolidaition of comlrnli -At uins enters with message centers and a reduction in the niilniber of ('o0i11niations centers ('ooll he
made without any adverse effect iponi operaofis. Jinforlllti6 provided bv the committee and testimony
i
reseiited this venr indiettes
the services have not wholeheartedlv eolll)lIled with the *variolls directives issued by the Department on this matter.
Do you plan on reqtuihig that these eonwoli(latiofis l)e acmillished
in the very near futtire?
M'.r SmilTLITO. Mr.' Clhirman, ourLanalyi.s would indicate we plan
to take action as quickly as we po.sil)ly ,an.. Mr. Riley, would you care
to comment on this?
Mr. Rmr, ,v. Yes, Mr. Chaivmnan, ve have taken an inventory of tile
nhlnll)er of these coniirlnl'Intiols and nessajae celntors.
Oii' objective is to comllbine wherever feasible. There are more than
4739 of them. We have confsolirdated 65 and we will continue to imiAke

Mr. SIKEs. Will you expand on thlt for the record, ineliding a
schedule of ensolidtiois?
(The hinfornlation follows:)
A series of four policy memnorandtins have established the objectives and dIreeted the military services and defense agencies to consolidate their eOiiiiiiilichtions centers and message enters into single telecontinuinloitltios Cemiters for each
discrete geographical location. This is to be de1 ti two lihases: (I1 lintra-Service
consolidation of facilities : and (IT) Interserviep consolitiont on geograephical
hasis. The first milestone of phase I Is the assignmilet of both fittictiois inder a
single manager, the cojmiicitions-electro6ics officer; even thtoigh lp1wys1iil
plant or lock of atomatilon preelides consolithitInn at this time. The iext milestones are establishment of the total Inventory and thiluh
ieiodite (,olsohi Iln
of those centers where feasible and the pliasing by quarters for subsequent eonlsolldntiohs. A controlled quarterly report designates those consoliditod (tnIlig
the past quarter. those selected for consolidation dWling the coniig rilniter. anid
a recapitlati.

I,
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Colisol idi t foil by gisOgrolllitieal lociltioh Is longer rinige and wIll be directed
by Oi)l.~(
011
i L'Xpe)('1i('1IV
i robleff (16Citiolis mid solutions arising from

the lilt itst'rvict' cofllsllititis.,
14t4!tin15 of tile Cofiijlexity il11(1 cost, tle Walihigtoil areaC colusollifllit will be

ImIi

oili a l

1rve for 081) alwIrovnl -and vowsiderhig automaition, terniffiffl

eqiiliiit, and1( coflst ruction scdilt'lIIs. The current reported status Is:
Army~v
Tiotill ('entel's.

Con "Oiliht('l,
Unlder conider(I't loin.
Na vy :
'I'ota miters.
(I'onsoiidalted.

Unoer'l (-oid(%'a til.

Air 1Foiev
.1iootal Ceiteks.
('61lsoiidattod.
Under ('oill('oinitiomi.

STUD'IY OFI1))rrIWM

'xATo

Mr'
E. It is plailhed that JAfI wvlill 1lkCt it stildy of 1)OD teleColl ifimun1 wAtiohs rcvoiiiiss-afie dO Ving fiscal 1970. '11;it is this stiildy
initende'd to accomp~lish land what is the ('stinmateti cost ?
Mr. Ru&LEY. I affi, 1n01 aware of anly su1ch 'studY,
Mr. su ILImxO. I 11111 not, a ware that we made the decisions to have
LMII (10 this.
Mll. Siiu~s. P-rovide a breakou6t for thle record.
Mrll. Slnrailo. Y~es, Sir.
Tis hats been discussed but, 1n0 decision as Aet*.
Mll' SIKES. KelOT) 118 l)0sted if youl decide to go)ahead with it. Defense
Coiiiticltiolls and f he I)CS 'have been studied almfost. yearly over
thle past. several years1-, both iii-hiomse and by outside contraclltor's. Thle

committee made available a copy of its report to thle, Defense Departnient. All these studies have comec ill) wvith .the same problems timeio

midi time again. Whyl is it necessary to waste timhe and money on
another study which lvil1 identify the same problems?
Mr. SHIwrYuro. MN-r. ChairmanIt~,
Ireally do not thinkl we are goig
to need to make too many additional studies ont this cominuuntutiffoi
situlationl. I frankly thinkl tht this blue ribbon paneol we are talkiig
aliott andtile, synhlesis of aill the things that have been puit together'
ill the eafst should lead uts to it conclusion.
Mrt, Snu's. I ami glad youl said that. This coniniittee feels it is time
to take action andtitne, to stop plowing over the same grounl'Id year
after year.

Mr. SILL'ro. Yes, sir
ALASKA COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

M1r. Anmms. Mr. Chiairhi I thik I read recently; I don't kniow
%viethorIt wvas your agency or niot, selling tile Alaska, Coimlnmuicialions Systemi.
Have you discussed that yet?
Mr1. SunILaIrO. NO, sir; that hafs not coml-e lip yet.
Mr. SIK1qs Youi might bring uts ill) to date onl that. We discussedi
this. This, is an oldci -sue. The (G1ovNmen1110t has been seeking to (usp)ose of thle. Alaskan Conu11ifleiations Systemi-s for years and nowv that
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it is beginning to miake it prloft in1dusty is mucwh lUil'C interested i
acquirhig it. What, is thle ptreseilt Sttu t iigoltin
I '. S1m1rA'rO. eC are no0t ait the j)Oint of announilcig thle wv'iei i
the competition. This hopefully wi I be inl the next few days.
Mr. SumEs. Do yott thinkl it'is going through this' time?
,Mr.S1111,14111o. Yes, sir.
WVo hatve gone through ani extelisi ye coin pet iti onivol vinog somei
eight ori' nie companies initially that were evolved in the coinpet itioti.
Mr. S[KES. Are you sellf'7'ti 11 thle whole thing?0. Are they gohlng
to have to take overp theo w 101e operaiffon or just4 thle Choice p~llts
Mr. SmnFrLrro. No, sir; they tire taking over thec entire operaifoh, ais
it now stands, sir.$
Tile eomlptition has been condfcted in conjitinil with the Gonor of Alaska. is people have been- sitting in1onl the waly this wits
handled.
I tinkl wve 11'e, goli to enld uip getting a decent, price for fihe Sile,
sit'.As apart of ti e competition we have madie it vital or man dator
that service tt least comlpanrable to tht which has been the case in the!
past be madic availa-ble. Also, at significant cajpitaii ivst'en't on tile
part of thle, winer take place to briing alboat the l6o--range kind~s of
requirements that we vistialize for tIt 'it coilMtiiiicatio'fls s8vStvili.
M1r. Slicos. I-low matny responsible lbiddei's are(, pai-tici rating?
Mr. SItnrimro. Sir-; we got downt to the point that, tiey stood out. I
undertstanid it is four that stoo(bitot. We are(niow ait thle point, of Inlltiige
thle recommendations as to whichli of the four should be awar-de( thie
sale.

Mr.1 SiKEu's. When is it, assumed that. the private operation wvotltl
begin?

Ili. Rurxy. We w~ill have to furniish that date for thle recor-d. It- is
Shortly after July 1.
(T1~ie informaf ion follows:)
Sine the testiitot'v. t-he l11-v~skekif t s approved tile Sale of the AC'- to R(',A.
Wlet very Nvort.h1while pvhjposlls weO~re received from thev three other coianpihhuls,
onLly IIGA was at or near the top)fi all ltree of the mlaJor. eltego'ies8 fivest unelt
t~)'~(Jl~liute
ra( rediltitoits, and lui'ce, to thle pederal11
Ini systemi expankiloii
(iovemi'nmeut. Und~er' t-howts1eiril-Asta nes, tile choice of HCA to lpurchnse t1t(. ACS5
lollg-(listanuce teleloh~no mid( telegraphl Systuil was cletar. We~ *ii'e slitisled thatt the
systoil iilli
RCA will (leveol) over the(, iiet 3 vyears w~ill provide high-uaciulity
stevice to tile peojile, of AlaskIa, and thlit the adiflitofthis llvA-owneid system11
to the Alas-km tax Woase, together with the very slibstanitil rate redfict(Ios whlich
HCA has1.gularaniteed( to uliiutkt, will greatly, hlefelift he
''ol m ilI Alaska.
TPhe tranlsition frooni (iove-fihuit to I~'vt'onrhpof
tile ACS will begin
this Slimer and Ihe ('oiqpite witl~iil a year'. VerIy SISalhf~'111 to tile State
of Alaskal. ineltiifg I )TD. are inl the ofifig and the process of making theta1 Al
reVality has., heguii.
SURItVAL V.lAlfl()S

Mr. DWvis. M r. Secretary, one tigthat sort of it its inl titis Comnmuiiation areal Was onle specific iteili. It hand to do with radio Slti'vival
kcits or suirvival radios. In the cottrse of testimony it WIts (developedl thilt
the Navy wats paying $764 per unit for at two-chiannel radio and thiat
thle Air- i~orce was paying something less thanl that, amoun11t. 1 ibel ieve,
it wats inl the $612 braecket.for a, fourt-chne rai.WIldntgtam
adequate answer, btt it seemed that the pr'oblemls of it man who ilCede(l
tlrnt kind of equtipmenft, would be qulite thle samle no matter what branch
of thle service e happened to lbe ii.
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thlat, this matte,' be brought to your atteiflon mid
It was Sggested
yot, pro do us for the record with the results of a check oil this
that
specifec item, tlid what the justifleictili might be for what appeared
t'

)tt

v

,-

v

to be at least itduplicative deVelo 1)pflieit andlroeu ieliient effort ill
meetingsa siliitii' requirelt6eft.

Mi'. S nimiTo. Very ood, sir. -Mr.Davis, I appeu'.te your lbilngiir

ftiw
at all with the sitUation aid have not looked
this up. I am not
iniro it. We will look ilto it. We will give you the details. It would ap-

/pear that each -of these-you know a two chanliel aid four chaniliol ian
be significantly different depending 'pon circumstilnces-it would ap)ear that this would be the kind of thiig that would be highly competed in each case.
We will give you the details either for the record or any fashion yol
might care.
Mir. DAvIs. I think it should be for the record.
Mr. Si itrm'ro.Very good, sir. I appreciate your bringing this up.
Mr. DAVIS.

The thiig that has hit its the hardest is that the Air Force

(adio
had a four cllannllel capability and the Navy radio two, and the
Navy Was paying more than tihe Air Force.
('fle ilnfoithiftiobn follows:)

Both the Navy and Air Force survival radios ol)erate fi the saiel balil ( 'lIl?)
slncle rescue operations use internatioitilly recognized chihils. Th Navy has
boen buying for tile last few years the PRC-o a survival radio willell Is a twocharm1 resente radio. The Navy's current eintract is for approxttii~lte0y 4.800

of these radios at an average u1tipl(rice of $731.
Tie Air Force has now agreed that its niiiiiifii re(uilreents for ,EA can lbe
met by a two-cllilthol radio, whilh call be satslled by the I'(-490 or stilillair
type, Im\o-clmnili' radio. Plane0d
'irochneihlts
by tie Air Force wv'tiili tit, near
flutlre will he for a two-clianitel radio. Tie Air Force preseltly Ilas ululer (on-

tra(t some(17,300 foiur-clhnnel radios for which tley are paying all average tlit
pri(e of between $650 aild $700. The Air Force has reqcitinremits for survival
l'llehs for some 8,700 fdditiolnl to meet SEA needs. Those rleqilrellnllts wfil lie

satisied by the two-cillliel radio, which will tinterface with othlr radis piles(ntly il the tiivelitory.
1rocurenent for survival radios In fiscal year 1970 should be atnal

average

1it cost of $600 to $(1i0 for both Navy and Air Foice requir('leents. Tihe DI'f llse
I)eplrtfiielit Is conhtiing to Investigate tile feasibility of develol)ilg it trse-vice speclfltcatloi for a survival radio tlat canll il used to met all mtliitry
deain rtilnets' needs.

(Clerk's note: Additional discussion on survival radios appeals on

a'es 72#3 thrti'.0151 720' and 1130 through 1140 of l)a't 3 of the 1970
Defense appr'opritins heai ngs.)
VIETNA-i IN-IZATION PnoomGiAI
CONTROL

r,1' SUPPLIES

,[1'. SIKES. ITl(elr mlo dei'n-izntion and i1nl)1'rovemelit of Soth V\ietnamese Armed Fomces, we have discussed instances of thefts and losses
to mod.
n iogn'al
il Vietnam. ks you know, we are embarked upon a
(IWQize and ..lp)rove the South Vietnanese A armed Foes,it
1 )1'Otl' InT
that will involve the l)lOlMl'(fiit. and shipment of huge amoults of
etlliiment, suplies and mterial to that (,oulntl'y. Tils
1is
l) the
e(cerin a,, to whether O1' not the South Vietnhaiiuese ANill handle. store,
and distriblute, this material without sizable thefts and losses. I am
sulre, \[r. Secretal'y, that you share this coneerl with us. Can y() tell
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the committee Nlhat steps have or will be taken to insure that such
Iosse.s are kept at a bare iniinhniunth and that; this equipmeiht will not
fall Into'the hiaids of the enemy? It is bad enough to get into the black
market but it is worse to get it into the halds of the enemy.
Mr. Si timno. Yes, sir.
MI. S Kups. 'I cotilnittee realizes oiwe this material is out of IU.S.
hands we have effeetivelv lost control of it. So will you brilg us up
to (hito on tile genelral ictit'e anld what assurances we are seeking
t'oin the Vietnmllnese agalfist these occtirllces ?
Mr. SmtwLi,'Io. Mr. hrman, I am going, to ask Myi. Riley to club'l'at( oi this, if he can. The only point, I would make is that, as you
know, we are tied to the appl)lat!Wn of the Feleral Assistance Act
in tle t.raisfvr of nmte,riiIls
such as this to another cotiitry operating
p 'ol'rOanl.
as pmrt of ttl' M M A I
'll( rev.ipient comitrv ag'ees aiong other things when the articles
ae no longer needed ihp+ will be retuinfed to the Tnitei States. It,
is of great. Interest, to us iiglit, now. The. eii'tiding 'oeieral MACV
is presently working on detailed plans in coilbeetibn i'Ith the overall
inl1provtiiement tnd liiodern ization to b'ing about the organiation,11 the
exj)imsioi of the ARVN. an( the control of our loaisties Silp)Oit.
'leselplans have not been fully l)tlt together yet, sir. We are in the
process of doing just exactly that. We share youtr concern.
Mi. Riley, do'you want to add anything?
Mr. RIIiv. I think we, should exl)aand on this for the record Mr.
Sikes, but ill our previous visits to Viethana we have discussed this
very matter with the comlanfidiig general, First Logistics Comiilmand.
You are aware of the fact we have had trailliig programs going on
in our lepots over there to train the Vietnamese on stock control
methods; we have set. il) security procedures. 11v. tre attempting to
indoctrinate these people as best we can.
TUINOVEiI OF CONSTRUC'TION EQUIPMENT

Mr. SinEs. In connection with this modernization and improvedieit

p)rooiein, t Considerible amouit of construction and roadbdilding
eqll IMent will be provided. Military witnesses have testified tht
w iereve.r possil)le stich eqtuilmnent in the hands of U.S. military engineer units scheduled for retnifif to CONUS-and presuailfbly maybe
koabee bntalions also-willbe tined over to South Vietnamese troops
before departure.
IHas there been - screening of contactor constrititon firms ihi Viettie same, objective i mind insoffr as U.S.-provided eqipnmn with
inent
is concerned?
Scbe

batafoi

a

**wlb

ti.

T

M. S1im LIrTO. There is such a screening ooing on right now, Mr.
Cha-irn,. I all going' to have to give you time details of this for the
record iut, as you knlow, most of Oiir contractor work is accomplished
byV Mr3I.
RNK-BHJT
SIiu.s. With their ownl equltpunit?
Mr. ,nII.TIi'o. Yes, si'. And a phaseout. plan for them has been de'elol)ed and this phaseout, plan dloes brin't about-they are aettlly
"('lostif( out oit'tiolls,iii toto by ,July 1971. There are significant
,,plase(1oiwsi
Iet-weeti now and theni so the )roblem that you highlight is
and should be a1Part of this overall.l)haseoltt plan, sir.

..... :.

."-1.+' 4 ,

. 7o

.
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(The information follows:)
DISPOSITION O

RMK-BRJ EQUIPMENT

The equipment in the hnlds of the contractor is owned by the Government
an(1 was lnrocuret with ilfiary coustrUction fuaid. The uliiltlte disposilt|ot of
thuis eqtiIniiifit will (lpend oil Many factors to Illelude th( life extxiltancy of the
contract 0ieraitti, ti' condiftioi of the cqtiiibWfit when the cotitractor is phased
out, the residtiil cost ruction caPlabiltles renatiinug in Vietiiiti' at this time,
nild the ablift. of agencies of the Governmefit of Vietihm to absorb equdimient.
Since the beginifg of expanded operations in 1065, a consilehrnlertlaiiiit
of contra0tor eqii|menit has been worn out. A lesser amoiuit lias been made availabhl to U.S. troop units as it. became excess to contractor ineds. T lirouglhout tle
lift of tie contract there hIas been a contining reilenishinieuit of tie contractor
equipm6it fleet as necessitated, dependifig oi tle type work to be pi0oectted. It
may be aicI pated thitllie fil disposition of this equipmint will include the
following:
(a) That which Is no longer usable or repairable will bp disposed of as salvage.
(b) Some will be transferred to any residual military capability whieh miay
remain.
(e) Some will be reitrled to war reserve stocks of the U.S. Forces.
(d.) Some will be turned over to the Governmeint of Vietnam, specifically to
such agencies as their Department of HighWays.
(e) It is antlctpated that very little, if any, of this eqtimlienft will be futrnisthed
to Vietname. military units as it is nonstandardtii terns of ti military supply
system and not suited to general capability military construction units.
RAIK-BRJf WORK FORCE

Mr. SIKES. Last year Secretary Morris testified coilcerniftg plansto
increase RAMK-BR.J work force level from 17,000 to 22,000 personnel
in order to free addit ionIal military engineer forces for deployment
iii forward areas. Has the contractor work force generally increased
or decreased during the current fiscal year 1968?
Mr. S-iuLITO. This increase is now at 24,761, composed of 2,282
United States, 1,998 third country nittiolls,.iad 20,481 local nationals.

Starting in .July of this year tlie reduction of the RMK-BRJ contractor firm will commence. ald they will be reducing to approxinately 18,000 by October of this year. We would plnito hold some-

thing pretty close to the strength for approxiIn ft6ly 8 months from

the October point.
PHASE-DOWN IN CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

Mr. SitES. Since we are trying to achieve sofe kindof settlement of
the conflict, it wodd appear there would be a,hire rapid pAise-down of
all constrticton activities whieh directly involve the U.S. GoverIffienit.
Mr. Su11m, TO. Yes, sir. You are absolutely right. We are assessing
that as it now stands aid, frankly, I am nllable to give you al assessment as to what the impact of relocations vill be other thaln to state
that a. significant pofi6fi of that which still has to be accois
!Mighed in

the way of construction involves things tlifat, will be needed by the
South Vietnamese Army and highways and this sort of thing.
Mr. SimEs. What kind of construction primarily are you talking
about now?
Mr. SITILLITO. We have a lot of highway work that still has to be
done.
Mr. SmIxs. Is RMK doing that?
35-262 0-69-pt.
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Mr. SHULLITO. Yes, sir. We have some airport hardening sites and
this sort of thing that is in process.
Mr. SIKE. What are we doing in the delta? That seems to be where
most of our troop withdrawal has taken place.
Mr. SHIILLIO. Yes, sir.
Mr. SiKEs. What are we doing there?

Mr. SHILLITO. I will have to give you the facts for the record.
Mr. SiREs. Provide a breakdown for the record on this and tell us
more about your phase-down which is anticipated, with or without
the coming of peace.
Mr. SIILUITO. Right.
Actually, when we pull a maneuver battalion out of Vietnam, for
exarfple, the construction tied to such an operation is comparatively
minial,
as you can follows:)
appreciate. We will give you this.
(The information
1.

DELTA

The vast majority of the construction effort remniiing In the delta will con.
tinue to be in support of the RVNAF. The modernization and expansion of the
RVNAF is nece, sltatlng the construction of additional ARVNT, popular force, ani
regional force camps along with major expansion of naval operating bases as
a result of the shift of "Game Warden" responsibility to the VNN. The aircraft
augmefitAtion to the VNAF has required the expansion! of Binh Thuy Air Base
which is the only major airfield it the delta. Complementitng these operational
facilities is a necessary expansion of RVNAF support facilities Including medical
and logistical.
In a(idttot to RVNAF facilities, U.S. supporttype facilities for aviation, supply, medical, and cominnutilations have been constructed. Provision of adequate
facilities for adviser personnel Is also an importaiit programs.
Of singulhr importance is the LOC (highway) program for the delta. Con.
tinuation of this program of upgrading and constructing main routes is con.
sidered essential.
As yet the impact of the redeployment of the 9th Infantry Division on existing
and programed construction at )ong Tam is unknown. However, U.S. supliort
units, particularly aviation, will remain. Base support facilities such as roads.
drainage and erosion control, and utilities will still be required. In addition some
facilities to accommodate ARVN troops may be necessary.
PLANS FOR CONTRACTOR PITASE-DOWN

Current contractor strength is 24,761.
Starting In July it Js planned to reduce the contractor to 18,000 by October
1969. It is planned to hold this strength for approximately 8 months (until Jilly
1970), and then phase down to clostviut by July 1971.
This plan Is bused on current backlogs of facility requirements, including su.stantial requirements for continuation of highway upgrading and facilities assoelated with RVNAF modernization. It assumes that present requirements will
continue undininished.
It is subject to change depending on the rate of withdrural and the ensuing
impact on facility reqjireffietits, and Is under continuing review.
In addition to the contractor capaility the troop capphlfty has a backlog of
requirements which also will not be satisfied until mid-calendar year 1971. Again
this )roJection assumes the continuing validity of preoent requirements and'is
subject to change , particularly with respect to withdrawals.
The combined (vonstru(tion capfbillty of both contractors and troops must 1b,
considered against two areas of requirements: (1) faellities within the base
structure and (2) engineering support of operational activities. Most affected by
withdrawals are the capabilltles anoclated with base facilities. That capability
which is related to engineering support of operations will he essential as long as
operations continue, however, it will 1w required in degree in relation to the nagiitude and intensity of operations.

12.
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VIETNAM RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Mr. ANDIEWS. Mr.Secretary, I would assume that if anrd when peace
returns over there, or the shooting stops, that there will be a terrific.
building program..needed to restore South Vidtfnal
from the damages
of the war. Will the military do ,that work or who? I am, sure this

cotintry will. Will that be under your jurisdiction?
Mr. SIIILI'O. There is no pla! tfider my jurisdiction right now, Mr.
Andrews, to get involved in tie kiiid of building program that you are
suggesting might take place, I would thiik that that is conceivable.
More likely, it would be uider AID than under the Department of
Defense. I would certainly hope so, sir.
Mr. ANmintws. You would hope so?,
Mr. SlraLITO. Yes, sir. It is conceivable tht some of the same contractors might logically move to another branch of the Government, sir,
should they be needed or should that kind of construction be required.
Mr. ANmEws. There is extensive damage to the cities over there.
Somebody is going to have to rebuild. I lonlt know of anyone who
would do that except the U.S. Governmiiit.
CLAIiiS FOR 1O1MB DAMAGE

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Secretary, this presufably is not wwithin your sphere
of rule but you may be able to enlighten the conilfititee to some extent.
There has b'een very extensive damatge to the countryside from bombing. That area is terribly pockmarked from 'the greatest concentration
of bonb datlage I guess iln history. Somebody is going to want to be
paid for that. very seriously damaged property. Are there any plans in
the mill to at least bulldoze that property level or to pay for the destruction of it?
Mr. SITILLITO. Not that I am aware of, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad
to look into that.
Mr. SIKES. Provide anything for the record that is available.
Mr. ANDREWS. I wish you would put something in the record about
it and give us a ballpark figure.
Mr. ~SIKES. Usable landis extremely valuable and scarce over there.
Somebody is going to want to be paid for the damaged area.
Mr. SHILLTO. I have seen a few comments end editorials on this
point. You are undoubtedly correct.
(The information follows:)
NATION BUILDING AND WAR DAMAGE

The Agency for International Development (AID) will have prime responsibility for development of nation-buildihg programs in a posthostilities'period. The
Department of Defense now participates in some nation-btiiidig projects through
the MACV civil operatlons-revol utionary development stitpokt (CORDS) organization. DOD agencies now work closely with AID on these projects and provide
some funding support. In a posthostitlities period, the objective of the Depart-

ment of Defense is that responsibility for those nation-building .projects which

are not terminated would be transferred to the Governitnent of Vietnam and/or
U.S. civilian agencies as soon as practicble. Subsequent to transfer, such projects
would no longer be financed from DOD'nifitary appropriations. The Congress has
been kept fully informed concerning these projects, such as the roadbuilding
program, which in addition to satisfying military requirements, also contributes
to nation building. Further, facilities and equipment excess to military requireients will be made available to AID as required.
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Concerning restoration of war damage in the Republic of Vietnam, the Gov-

ernment of Vietnam is responsible for all claims that are directly or indirectly
related to the combat operations of South Vietnamese, United States, or other
free world military forces. We are in the Republic of Vietnam in response to a

request from the Government of Vietnam. The Government of Vietnam makes

funds available under its military civic action program to satisfy Indemnification
claims by civilians under its control for war-related damages. These claims,
including those for death or bodily injury and damaged or destroyed property,
are processed and 6jaid by the responsible South Vietnamese agency.

RMK-BRt ORGANIZA

ON

Mr. DAVIs. Could yougive us a little bit on the organization and the

mission of this RM -B J organization? I can recognize the MK and
the BR and I assume that is Morrison Knudson, Brown & Root?
Mr. S'LLrro. That is right.
Mr. DAVIs. For those who may not be fully familiar and in order
that there will be continuity in the record, will you tell us what is the
combine, how it operates, and something of the work that it has done?
Mr. SHiRLLIo. The combine is Raymond Morrison Knudson-this
is the RMK-and the BRJ is Brown, Root and J. A. Jones. The idea,
of course, was to have this contractor combine handle a significant
portion of our construction work in South Vietnam that would be
required as the war moved on and thereby free up our military people
to concern themselves primarily with military operations,
The combine is managed by a comparatively small percentage of
U.S. management people and is heavily-as fir as its labor force is
concerned-made up of local nationals. Of course, there are also some
third-country nationals.
They cover the gamut of construction operations. They get deeply
involved in the airfield construction, They get deeply involved in
the hardening of sites, in our airfield operations. They do a lot of the
waterfront work. I think most of the Cam Ranh Bay was put in by
this consortium. They are deeply involved in maintenance facilities,
in training facilities, storage, heavily involved in ammunition storage *acilit s hospitals, dental lines; the kind of normal construction
that would be required under any set of circumstances in which you
move this number of People into an area lacking the kind of facilities
that these people woufdnormally have to have.
Signifeant housing for troops and for management, utilities, electricity, sewage, water; they rufi the gamut of these kinds of things, sir.
As we suggested to the chairman's earlier comment, our plan n0w is
to start moving toward a phaseout of the capabilities that have been
developed by this-particularly this cosortium, which does handle a
major portion of all the construction or has handled a major portion
of all the construction that has taken place in South Vietnam.
.Idon't know whether I have answered your question in an adequate
fashion or not, sir,
They are paid entirely by the Uninted States out of
Mr. DAvis.
milita
y coistructih
fuids f Is that where it comes from?
,Mr.S~iit O. Yes, sir; that is corr9ct.
Mr, DAVIs. Thank yoU.

p
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DAMAGE TO CONAThUOTION PROJECTS

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Secretary, do you have any information as to
the amount in dollars of damage done by the enemy to new construction projects such as airfields and the other items you have mentioned?
Mr. SHILLITO. I can't give you an assessment of that, Mr. Andrews.
I have a personal opinion that probably the greater dollar damage is
tied to cities and this sort of thing than to the construction-type things
we have put in.
INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT

Mr. ANDRIEWS. Mr. Secretary,,owhat 'new coiitils have been instituted to (a) maximize the ps6 of our industrial plant equipment inventory in order to avo!lolew expenditures, and (b) to iiiiprove, the
management of such eqafpment held by contractors?
Mr. STIILUTO. I wlId like to make a couple of comments on,, our
industrial plant eq tpment operatlo s and then I 4vould like to"tsk
General Stanwix- ay to coxpnIent oi this IC~f
na ,, sir.
For the first ti he since I5 the total v
te
ofthis poverty in the
hands of our c tractors has declined 'I think it wuld\appear to,
reflect an impr cement in controls,I
iireasefa~ility investment
by contractors 4hd some leveling oih the Vietnam procurement.
In looking a' contract r4' invetment; in total capital equipment'
which, by the
aotully 6ay,
aie out of I
la-d
lng as'rt
of that
LMI study we'talked about th6 ther da it, wbuld indeed tell us
that their total capital ii\vestmedt has go- -up/signiflantly in the/
-1,e
. /' .1
past few years.
I can toucho a numb of' positive .things that have happened.
There is a policy vhich was set up inqealy 1968\ to encourage coitractor investment.\his is one that think this comite is familiar
with. We brought abut an envir' nment involving the discontinyince
of furnishinY- of Gove'rment prodiicRon'equi ment having uxit costs
of less than $1,000 by a directive dated March 1968. A policy requiring
contractors to express. in ratingng their inability or unwfllingness to
provide Government plant edht ipMent was published- in April 1968.
A bill was proposed which woud ptrminegotitd sale of Government plant equipment to contractors. We have a number of things
moving in this direction now to attempt to bring about these sales.
Instructions were brought about requiring contract adjustments
reflecting downward adjustment of end item costs resulting from
savings brought about by modernization of equipment and this was
published as a part of ASPR in April 1968.
The Office of Emergency Preparedness, at our request revised the
standard Government rental rates for industrial plant ectuipment
upward and issued this in June 1968. The new rates were published as
a part of a defense procurement circular in 1968 requiring contractors to establish and maintain .Government equpinent utilization
records. A special inventory of all Government-owned property on
loan to contractors, which was in process for about a year and a half,
has recentlybeen completed to inelitde the reconciliatibon of our records
aid supplemental adminitrdtion actions.
"'
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Procedures setting forth the conditions concerning use of Government property in the possession of Government contractors, including
conunercial use approval procedures and penalties for unauthorized
use, are now published as a part of ASPR dated September 1968.
whilee all these actions have taken place, we do believe that a signiflcant amount of additional attention has to be given to this area. We
need to direct our concern to our policies again as to when facilities
should go to contractors. Our GOCO operations, our policies regarding
GOCO operations are rather obvious; policies involving instances
where there is a preponderance of Government work and our policies
relative to sale, when we should sell these facilities to contractors, et
cetera. There needs to be a stratification as to what our policy should be
across ithe spectrum of instances dealing with Government facilities.
We will be giving additional attention to this and we anticipate now
that some time in July we will be looking at a first draft of a policy that
will attempt to do this.
Now, General Stanwix-Hay, would you care to elaborate further?
General STANWix-HAY. As the secretary said, we hope to come out
in July with a consolidated position in this area and again we will
face the question which you raised, Mr. Sikes of implementation because this is a question that is on the side of industry and regards Government-owned equipment which has to be very closely policed.
MuursnimVIcE AIRCnAr INTEr ATED EFFORT
REPAIR OF RF-4 AIRCRAFT

Mr. AWDREWS. Now we will discuss the multiservice aircraft integrated management effort. You mention the F/RF-4 as an example of
a weapon system in which an increased effort is being made to provide
integrated support management. Yet the Air Force and Navy are acSomplishing the depot repair of this aircraft, each in their own separate
faciities.
Is it planned to change the present arrangement for depot repair
of F-4 airframes, engines, or components?
Mr. SHILLI O. I will let Mr. Riley elaborate on this, but we have
mentioned that we do have in being five in-production aircraft, of
which the F-4 is one, that are receiving this integrated weapon system
management attention.
Mr. RIny. The Navy and the Air Force will continue to maintain
their own F-4 aircraft.
Mr. ANDnEws. Will you do that work in-house or by contract?
Mr. RimEy. They are doing it in-house, supplemented with some
contract support. Before we began to make advancements in integrated weapon system management, the facilities, tooling and maintenance capability had already been purchased by the Navy and the
Air Force, so there was no advantage to reverse that. Since they have
the facilities, capability and tooling, it is likely that they will continue to maintain their own F-4 aircraft.
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AIRCRAFT ENGINE DEPOT MAINTENANCE

Mr. ANmvWs. How will the repair on the A-7 be performed?
Mr. Ihixw. We have an agreement with respect to the engines. The
Air Force will perform depot maintenance on all TF-41 engines for
both Navy and Air Force.
Mr. ANnnmiWs. The Air Force will do it in-house?
Mr. RnmEY. Yes.
Mr. ANpitvws. What are your plans for depot repair of engines for
the F-1 IA/D and the F-14A, which will have a common engine? Also
the F-14B/C and the F-15, which will presumably use a common
engine core?
Mr. RItEY. The Air Force and the Navy were working on a support
agreement for the TF-30 engine. However, this work was interrupted
with the temination of the Navy F-111 program. With the potential
application of the TF-30 engine to the F-14A, F-1ll and A-7 programs, we will ced to take another look at this engine for integrated
support.
With regard to the Navy F-14B/C and the Air Force F-15 engines, these aircraft programs have not progressed to a point in the
development cycle where meaningful logistic planning can be ac.
compliished. The Navy F-400 engine and thle Air Force F-100 engine
are currently in the initial engineering development stage. It is currently estimated that about 2 years will be required to complete development action on these engines. The OSD (I. & L.) will closely follow these engine development programs to assure coordinated logistics
support planning in a manner that will provide for maximum economy
and effective mission support of the aircraft involved.
Mr. SILrITO. We do have time, sir, to make a decision regarding
the depot maintenance of this engine.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Secretary, is it your hope that you can get all the
work done under the same roof, or by the same organization?
Mr. SHI ITO. Yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. In doing so, would you hope to achieve savings?
Mr. SnmIrrTo. Mr. Chairman, it would be our plan, in looking at

each of these, to have savings be a primary determinant in the decision
that we make as to the integration of the support that you have
reference to.
Mr. RILY. The F-4 has gone too far, but there is agreement on the
A-7. The Navy has the supply assignment and the Air Force is going
to do the engine.
AND1EWS. Are
in Mr.
still?
... we making progress in this area or merely stand"r. RILEY. I think we are making progress. We are making a great
deal of progress I think, in connectMon with the suPlly assignment.
The more difficult area is maintenance. Our progress is slower there.
The mantenance systems of the Departments are different. If we gave
one of the Departments a job to maintain an aircraft or an engine for
all of the Departments, there are some system interfaces thatbecome
quite complicated and have to be worked out. Therefore, we are approaching the maintenance area much more slowly than we do tfie
supply area.
Mr. SHImLITO. A lack of consistency in the maintenance area, Mr.
Chairman.
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MULTISERVICE AIRCRAFT JOINT SUPPORT LISTS

Mr. ANDnnws. Will you provide for the record what multiservice
aircraft joint support lists have been established?
Mr. Rirpy. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
The following is a list of in-production and out.of.production multiservice air.
craft for which integrated supply support assignment lists have been established.
For in-production aircraft these lists are referred to as joint support lists (JSL's),
and for out-of-production aircraft these lists are a part of the wholesale Inter.
service supply support agreement (WISSA) for each aircraft.
Supported
department

Number of
items I I Supporting department

Aircraft

FARF-4 .................................
,521 Air Force ........................
Na.
A- .........
................
S
vy...................
... Air Force.
-1
.........................
a 20,106 Army .....................
Navy,
4
...................
...... $4 777
do ........................
Air Force.
ov-o .........................
1900 Navy........................
Do.
H-53 ..................................
a1,600 .. do ....................... Do,
A- ...........
...............
9,32
do.......................
Do,
¢-47/C-117 .......................
410
r !Src...................
Navy.

C-14

. ................................................
................................. Do.
800 .....

11.
C-121 ....
12 ..........

.-...........................

do
.......................
Do.
&....
d .................................
Do.
150 Navy...................................Air force.

...............

0-130..........................

2,868 Air Force .............

-131 ..........................
T-28 .... ...........................
T-29 .............................

..........
232 .do..........
320 ..... do ......... ......................
do.......................

Navy.

d ................
12
QT T-33...............
290 :::do............... ............
T-3 .........................

Do,
Do.
Do.

Do,
Do.

H-13 .................................
Army .................................. Air Force.
.......................................
V
Do.
. . ..........................
490 ....
do.....................
..........
Army,
U-I
......................
Am.
..
.
. .... Air Force.

U-6 ...........

.........

U-16 .................................................

...

............

D........do........
o.
Do.

I The number ?f jointly supported items for each aircraft varies with time due to the traniferrln of item support management responsiblliles and changes to alrcralit configurations. For example, there are appioximately 19,000 common F/RF-4
support Items, other than t oselistedl above, which have been Psslgnod to the Dbfense Supply Agency (DSA) for integrated
management on a "commodity class" basis versus the "weapon system" basis,
SDoes not Include support items for those aircraft where the supporting department acts as the single pr curing agent
for replacement quantities of reparable.type items determined to be uneconomical for repAir. Also, does notinclude those
items qualif lingfor potent ial 2-way Interservicing support, but which do not qualify for joint support listing because of
their multialrcratt ap elation.
a Approximate number of items, These are current production aireralt and lists have not stabilized,
4Nat gures are not maintained on number of items for the total 1-I program. Army support iists show the following
numbers of Items by aircraft model:
Army supports Navy:
Arm su rts Air Force:
Un-ID ............
............. 10,308
UH
o.
............
9,485
UH-lE.......................... 2,669
F......
.....................
9,485
UH- ............................... 7,129

4Airframe.
Electronics.
ITotal support.
SMALL PURCHASES

CHANGES IN ASPII

Mr. ANDREWS. We will .now discuss small purchase practices.

What can you tell us this year concer11in your small purchase practices? When did you issue the new ASP change imposing certain
requirements upon prospective contractors with the aim of reducing
overpricing in small purchases?
Mr. SmLrLITo. I would like to have Mr. Malloy elaborate on this

particular area, sir. A number of things have happened. The entire
small purchase area is a management ptoblem.
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Mr. ANDnEWS. What do you mean by small purchases? What kind of
dollars are you talking about?
Mr. SmHIAao. We are talking about individual buys that are less
than $2500, Mr. Chairman.
The total procurement in fiscal year 1968 decreased over fiscal year
1967 from $44.6 billion to $43.7 billion. During the same periodd our
small l)urchase actions in dollars decreased from roughly 8 million
1)urchases for ipl)roxiiiately $1.8 billion to 7.4 million purchases involving expenditures of about $1.6 billion.
We have done many things in the last year to improve small purchase operations. InI 1967, we set up a small purchase improvement
program and, as a result, the following has been accomplished:
Almost 3,000 small purchase buyers have received special training
in the DOD small purchase course since November 1967. It is planned
that another 2,000 buyers will attend in 1969. The aim of this course
and the new Small Purchase Manual is to insure that the buyer determines that the price is -reasonable before he awards a purchase order.
All the services and DSA are now making post-award reviews of
small purchases to insure that buyers are doing a good pricing job.
Top management is also making periodic reviews on a periodic basis
to maintain surveillance in this area.
ASPR has been changed to require contractors to furnish the basis
for their pricing when a small purchase is made. Contractors are asked
to tell the buyer whether the price is based on a catalog or commercial
market price and, If not, what the basis for the price is.
Consolidation of buys is being pushed. DSA tested a procedure that
resulted in a 15 percent reduction fil volume.
A feasibility study has been conducted on the greater use of computers for issuing small purchase. Consolidation of buys at the computer level could greatly reduce workload and expedite processing.
The action program has a total of 32 objectives on which much
emphasis is being placed to insure price reasonableness on small purchases.
Mr. ANnnws. It sounds like you are doing many things to try to
get better prices for the services.
Mr. SHuLLITo. Yes, sir.

FRAUDULENT PRACTICES

Mr. ANDnRFWS. I've been distressed in the last few years at certain
actions on the part of supposedly reputable companies in this country.
The conduct they have been guilty of is most reprehensible; joining
together in conspiracies to fix prices and flimflam the public. The most
recent case that I read about dealt with several plumbing concerns.
They admit it, that they had entered into this unholy alliafce and
had flimflammed the public out of millions of dollars and they entered
dissent decrees after two of them had been convicted. Prior to that,
some of the supposedly reputable pharmaceutical companies had pled
guilty to the same kind of fraudulent conspiracies, and several of the
companies voluntarily put up, if I remember correctly, $122 million
to be distributed among the victims of their conspiracy.
You know, under the law, once you establish the existence of a conspiracy, then the injured parties are entitled to treble damages for the
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overcharge, and I think in my State of Alabama the total treble, datnages for ov'ercharges by the.'e pharmaceutical cotflaniC5 annoiints to
around $8 million.
have the services been victims' ed by these
Now, my question to you is,
part of some of the so-called rOi)table
tie
on
prices
fix
to
consp~racie$s
firms In this country I
Mr. Simaro. I hesitate to give you a general answer, Mr. An drews,
but it is entirely possible that on such thtil a[s you have touched on,
plumbing sU)plies, pharmaceutillsUl111)1) F, Involving small pIl-

chases, in Iwhicl we may be using 'atalog prices, it is not In1on0ei'a lle
that we may oil occasion be considered a victim, sir.

I will let, Mr. Malloy elaborate on this, if I may.
Mr. MALLOY. ("ongressnan Andrews, I haven't mitch to add-to what
the Secretary stated. I would say the I)el~artment of defense , as at
purchaser of these goods, would find Itself In the same position as the
general Services Administration and other Government agencies and

there may be a ease fromh time to time of overcharging.

Mr. ANDREWS. Defrauded or cheated, whichever word you want

is
to use. In my book itall amoluts to the same thing. T he basis of it.

fraud and selfishness.
Mr. MALLOY. I would siay, Mr. Chairman, that to the extent the
Government has been victimized in this way, the Government's claim

against the offenders would be and is perhaps already being handled

by the Denitrtment of Jfustice.
Mr. ANDRNWS. 1 hope you make them pay through the teeth.
If I re member correctly several years ago, the Defense Deparhent,
recovered some overcharges from some of the other big industrial
giants of the country who were guilty of the same thing.
n1FItVwt

oF SMALL eRnoTrAsI H PRACTICES

Mr. SiKEs. Whnt steps have been taken to spot check contracting
offices and buying practices to insure that these new procedures are
being followed and that prices paid for parts are reasonable? This
refers to small purchase practices.
Mr. S muTo. We make the review I touched on, Mr. Chair,man.
Mr. MALOY. M P. Chairman, we have instituted a system of management reviews that have been approximately quarterly where we send a
team of skilled people right out to the activity and do an on-site survey
of what is going on. By sending experienced people and senior people,
we have found this to be very effective.
PROCURfMENT OF TEOuNIOAL DATA

Mr. Sutrs, Under procurement of technical data, what progress has
been made in the past year in determinilng the cost of tecfnical data?
What I am trying to determine is whether new, Ineaftningftl statistics
on technical data costs have been developed.
Mr. SITLTATO. We realize that technical data represents a very signiflcant dollar value. We estimate that we are talking about something
between $1.5 billion to $2 billion that is spent annuftally for technical
data within the Department of Defense.
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In

)ecember of 1008 DOD issued an instruction, 5010.12, that

spelled out the dofliniton of technial data. It is clearly co patible
with the definition included in ASPR. It definitizes responsibilities
of the
data, niainagers instructions
datat review
boards, the functional managers,
for using and completing the 110)
and gives more specificthe
forms 1423 involving the ordering and deliering of data.
Tie instruction goes into detail as far as insuiring the quality of
data is concerned,' through inspections, establishing storage, and
retrieval systems relative to data, estal)lishlng data management improvenient programs, a clearer description of data management organizational entities, and increased emphasis on the traiiiing of data
management people.
Now, I would like Colonel Elder to elaborate on the matter if he
can Mr. Chairman, for just a moment.
C1ohel ErJmAn. The problem of getting the prices on what we are
payingr for technical data has been worked on for some time. It is
difficult to gather some of this data. In April we issued some new
guidance for the budget that will result in gathering technical data
costs not as a line item, but as an exhibit in tie budget. We are asking
for these data costs to be included for the various major apprpriations and brokendown into five different categories that will cover
all the costs.
For example, we are asking the services to identify costs of engi-

neering drawings, provisioning documentation, technical manualso
all other types of technical data; and finally administrative and

financial data. This will be summarized at each level of the budget
and we then will for the first time get a realistic idea of what technical
data is costing us.
There is one point I might mention. These costs that we are collecting will be what we call thie "over and above costs of data." There are
two costs. One is the cost to the contractor to prepare this data, but
lie has to do this in the normal manufacture of the hardware.
There is another cost, then, which is directly chargeable to the
Government for the data items that we order on our DD form 1423.
What we are gathering in this first attempt is the actual cost of data
items to the Department of Defense over an above what the contractor has to spend in developing the drawings and other technical
data for production of the hardware.
That guidanice has been issued and we will see the results in the
fiscal year 1971 budget.
DOD AUTflOlIZED DATA LIST

Mr. SiKEs. We have discussed for the past 2 years the objective of
the development of a DOD-wide authorized data list. What progress
can you report in this area I
Colonel ELnER. We have been carying on quite intensive efforts in

this area for some time.

At the present time we have taken three ste s in coming out with

what we call a DOD-authorized data list. The Rrst step was to devise
and get agreement for the use of a single form for data item descriptions, the DI) form 1664. By tie end ol this calendar year all deartments/agencies are scheduled to describe their data items on this form.
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The second stop that we have taken is to arrive at a commoil
numbering system for all of these data item descriptions. Prior to
this
eachnulmlotiig
of the deplartmonts/agencies
their own
listing
and ittime,
separate
system.atWe
now hatvehad
it comilon
lnUmiiltigb
system.
Also, we
have arrived
i common
set
of categories.
The
services lave broken down their data item descriptions into differentt
categWories.3e now have a common set, of 12 categories into wihielh
data item descriptions are segregated.
The third step is the pubIis iig in one index all of the data item
descriptions of all the de artmncnts/agencIes. This will be published
in what. we call it
technical data document. and will disclose to all who
are interested the data items all the departments/agencies have.
In support, of these act ions, we have ma1de arrangements for central
stocking and distribution of these data item descriptions. They will
all be stocked and distributed similar to our specifications and standards from the Nval Publications and Forms Center in Philadelphia.
This will provide the user with it single ordering poit once he iden.
tiles his needs.
Mr. S Ilrau'ro, We should have the first piece of the authorized data
list, which has been drafted, released within the next, few months.
Colonel Emmat. Yes sir. The millitary departments have already isolated a few items of aata that v.an possibly be considered uniform.
Mr. SIKEs. Provide any additional irformation that you have on
that for the record.
(Tile information follows:)
Plans and procedures are now being developed for reviewing the data Item

descriptions of the various departments and agencies to deve-lol) coiinot items
wherever Iroa'ethnl, Several factors hltve an Impact on the(conhpletlot of this major
task in aieving a DOD authorized data list. First, all data re(iuiremoetits atre
not sclleduled to be converted to the DD Form 1064 (data Item description) until
January 1, 1970. Accordingly, only fragmented reviews will 1e possible prior
to that time. Secondly, many of our technical data requirements emanihte from
management systems which are Implemented according to the different mission
and organizational requirements of the dlepnrtieonts and agencies and this results
in the data Item being discreet to the needs of the user. As our management
systems are standardized within the DOD we will attain a higher degree of common data Items.
PROBLEMS WITII TECINCAI, DATA MANAOEMINT

Mr. SIREs. I would like for you to review for the record any progress
made in solving the many problelns discussed last year coneernhig
technical data management.
(Tile information follows:)
TmoENIOAL DATA AtANAGNMhENT PROOnA
The technical data management program is procemding along two courses of

notion. The first of these Is a pattern of management enunciated in the revised
DO) Instruction 5I010.12 "Managetment of Technical Data," Unlike the previous

edition whioeh concntraied on the determination of requirements for data and
acquiring that data front contractors, the current dlircti'ev dealswith life cycle
data management front the design through disposal phases of the hardware it
supports, Key elements of this Instruction have beten mentioned above. The impleinentation of the Instruction Is being monitored, and all hinplemlientihg regulations and Instructions are being reviewed and subject to verificatiOn.
The second course of action ,isdirected toward Improving the data product
and management of the technical data program, Toward this end, the steps taken
to develop the DOD-ADL and the budget guidance, mentioned above, are sIgni-
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i11)r)1('lli~8.lit additioti, it dt'tiIftd guide for evallintitig tHIP vfIditV
r111(114111st
of (Iiit pi'Ie j'ojkM 1i11 11118 I)PPII11104 111tde
'iithe
prieI11g manual
its Ji aidditfollill1 tool for t1111iiffiig dtlt ('08ts. There iti'e, 31)(1
lm hetiverill
1r4-1lti1)ItIt'tt to tht(%dlIta IPrhiiig pvlieies lit amidil('Itllts to ft(,e AS111t (1) A new
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use In related Mimrss (e.g., vrocnremnent, mlitlie)c, weflisllsI1 systinl illiolugenient, ete.) . The totiig lnaterlh,4 were uiue tiviillliel to all departments/
iigencese for use, Mid1( iipproxluntoly .1,(X)0 stultt4 were exp~osed to these synopsis lectures dutrig hiepast yei'
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CoMwiRI1VER PROCU1WJMENT
Alto. Suucu. Under "Competitive l)1omireinent," Mr. Secretary, what
l)rogI'ess is beCing made ill the area, of coflnI)Ctitive Iproeul'emen't, both
formally advertised and con 1 )eti th-ely negotialtedl.
There is the widespread fel ing that, here is thle big hole through
which c'osta multiply and escalate. This committee understands thle
problem and we know that you are seeking t~o makce progress in obtain1ing more1. Competitive procurement, lbut-toll uts what you are doing.
Mr. SHILTATvo. YeS, sir.
Mr. Chairman, we will give you a. more detailed rundown for thle

record as to the specifics that are taking place with regard to iin.

proving competition In defense procurement.
As you know, there has been a. slight decline inl price competition
in fiscal year 1968 over fiscal ywar 1967, going from 42.) percent in
1967 to 87.7 percent in 1968. TI design or technical competition were
included thle figures would be 47.$ percent for' fiscal year 1967 and 42.1
percent for-fiscal year 1968.
l think wve should emphansize, that if we were to look at, all competition, plus follow-on buys after initial comlpetitloni, we are talking
about 60 percent of outr total dollarS, either as price or design competition and follow-on bulys after Initial competition.
In thle past, several years at numberho of things hav'e Como about to
change the comhpetitive environ-mehlt. We have hand some heavy noncompetitive bulys of such tipgs as ammunition. A significant change
Ii ouir product, mlix hans occurred-a prOJporti oilately greater. increase
in mafjor hard good pur-chases than inl soft, goods; and consumiables.
Our majftor weapons systems cantit be price competitive. As you know,
a chantfge in thle defliition -of price comipetition was made -which hand an
impact onl the numbers.
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PURCHASE OF AMMUNITION

Mr. SiKFs. Why would ammunition have to be purchased without
competitive bidding
Mr.S HILLITO. Actually, Mr. Chairman substantial quantities of
ammunition and other ordnance materials are acquired from our
GOCO facilities. These are not recorded as competitive buys. Would
you like to elaborate on this, General Stanwix-Hay?
General STANWIX-HAY. The GOCO buys are not competitive because they are done in Government-owned shell loading plants. But
much of the material, the components, the pieces are bought competitively. The only time we would not go competitive is when it
is necessary to maintain mobilization base suppliers or because of
timeliness, that is, we do, not to have the administrative leadtime.
Mr. SIKrS. Will you complete this answer fQr the record in detail?
(The information follows:)
Ammunition, with the exception of small arms, are contracted for in terms of
their components. Therefore, the opportunity for competition is limited only by
the capabilities of industry. Because of the lack of a significant munitions industry in the United States the Government established in World War Ii and
Korea an in-house capability to produce those components for which capacity
was either not available or limited in the private sector. These Government
anununition plants produce almost all the propellants and explosives which
we procure as Well as some metal parts for which there is limited capability in
the U.S. industry. These plants are termed GOCO plants (Government-owned
contractor operated) and are awarded contracts on a cost-plus fee basis. GOCO
plants account for about 50 percent of the fiscal year 1909 expenditures to date
for ammunition.
However, many of the components required in 0000 operations are subcontracted on a competitive basis. The balance of components is contracted for
competitively when sufficient capability and interest exist and when time
permits the administrative time required for ompetitive awards. During the
buildup phase for the Vietnam conflict both time and the interest and capability
of industry were limited, so many items were negotiated with producers of known
and proven capability rather than in open competition. Now that the buildup
has been essentially accomplished with the fiscal year 1969 procurement it is
anticipated that there will be an Increase in competitive procurement of ammunition components with the fiscal year 1970 buy.

TRENDS IN COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

Mr. -Simms. For the record, would you provide statistics showing
the trend in competitive procurement f6r the last 7 years?
Mr. SHnLITo. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
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Mr. SHuITro. Mr. Chairman, there might be one other point that

would warrant mentioning here. If we were to stratify all of our buying, you would find that il construction, which is very comlpetitive-

and procttroments placed by the Defense Supply Agency, which are

also very coinl)etiive-there has been no sign-ifcant change in our accomplishifents-the shift in the overall product mix takes place be-

cause of increased buys in ammunition helicopters and other major

systems. Individual segments of our total buying are just as competitve as they ever were. In other words, these gross numilers sometimes tend to mislead us it little bit unless we separately analyze them

and look at the individual elements.

Mr. MALOY. We are talking about a ratio-it percentage figure-and
the percentage method is it good way to measure as long as your base-

that is, your product mix-is constant, but when yrour base does
change, the ratio may go down but in fact there could be more competition.
We have to live with the inadequacies of this measurement but
for our own management purposes, we examine this in detail-ook-

in at the ingredients that go into it.
Vr. SuKms. At this point provide the detailed explanation as to the
specifies that are taking place with regard to improving competition.
Mr. S
iwTo. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
NEW PROOUREMENT PROCEDURES AND TEOIINIQUES To INCREASE COMPETITION
The following are examples of the kinds of new procurement procedures and
techniques that have been developed in response to management's goal of increased competition and greater efficiency. These are things that we are doing
to alter previously existing conditions to enable us to obtain greater competition:
TWO-STEP FORMAL ADVERTISING

This is a method to obtain price competition under a sealed bid arrangement
when available specifications are not adequate for conventional formal ad.
vertising. Conventional formal advertising requires that available specifications
must be adequate to describe the product being purchased. One of the major reasons that the Department of Defense uses negotiated contracts is that adequate
specifications do not exist for many of the things we buy. That is particularly
true with complex equipments, In the first step of two-step formal advertising,
unpriced technical proposals are solicited and evaluated to screen out unrespon.
sive proposals, The second step Is a sealed bid procedure similar to regular
formal advertising but participation is limited to those firms that submitted ac.
ceptable technical proposals in the first step.
MULTIYEAR PROCUREMENT

Under this procurement technique, competition is obtained for current and
future firm requirements for supplies and services, with award made to the
lowest bidder on the requirement. Funds are obligated annually, as appropriated,
on each program year's Increment. With the assurance of continuity of perform.
ance and distribution of startup costs to larger requirements and over longer
periods, and with elimination of potential recurring startup costs, we not only
obtain substantially lower unit prices than we could get by annual competitions,
but increase the number of suppliers interested in participating in the competition. In fiscal year 1908, $1.5 billion was obligated both for new multiyear
procurements and for second and third program year increments of multiyear
contracts awarded in prior years.
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SPARE PARTS BREAKOUT

This program was Initiated specifically to increase competitive procurement
in rel)hlnishlnent spares and repair parts. Most of the manfatu(rers who are
the prime contractors for our complex and sophisticated weapons systems, such
as an airplane, rely upon subcontractors and vendors for spare parts. This prograin identifies those spare parts which have a high dollar value and identities
the supplier. The Government then attempts to obtain competition aniong a wide
range of spare parts suppliers. If competition is not possible, the Government
may purchase the part directly front its manufacturer to eliminate handling,
overhead charges, ahd profit which are nddtd to its price, by tit(%lritn contractor.
On the basis of the West available figures, competition in this area has increased approximately 05 percent sinco the program was initiated in 1963. The
following tabulation shows the total replenishment spare parts procurement in
the last 4 fiscal years and the competitive ratios:
(Dollar amounts Inmillions)
Total

Fiscal year:

1965 ....................................................
...............................
1966 .......
...............................
1967 .......
1968 .........................................................

Competitive

dollars

Dollars

Percentage

$1,625.8
3, 543 6
3,869.1
3,689.0

$754.1
1,672.7
1,752.1
1,627.1

46.4
47. 2
45.3
44.1

COMPONENT BREAKOUT
Another means by which we obtain competition should be mentioned briefly.
It Is by "breaking out" components of major systems for competitive procurement
whero this can be done without endangering safety or operational effectiveness.
For example, we buy the aircraft engines competitively and furnish then as Government-furnished property -to the manufacturers of the aircraft. We buy many
substantial components competitively, including the electrical, radar, and armaiuent sections of the aircraft and furnish them to the aircraft producer. We do
this'to the extent that it is economically beneficial.
ADVANCE

PROCUREMENT PLANNING

Advance procurement planning is a means by which -the efforts of all personnel
responsible for the procurement of defense material by contract are coordinated
as early as practicable in order to obtain required Items of the requisite quality oi
thno and at the lowest sound price, It involves the prospective analysis of require.
ments and the documentation of technical, business, policy, operational, and pro.
eurement considerations into a comprehensive procurement plan, These considerations include all operational requirements (time and mission goals), technical ob-

jectives (performance, reliability, and so forth), economic factors (potential

costs), use of appropriate contract techniques, and compliance withprocurement
regulations and policies, Potential conflicting interfaces and any resulting essential tradeoff decisions must be recognized to accomplish a sound material procurement. program. Advance procurement planning establishes and graphically
portrays realistic milestones to be met in achieving tile goals of a specific prograin. The advance procurement plall serves as the principal long-range procurement planning document charting tie course of major procurement programs
over their life cycle, keyed to the Department of Defense 5-year defense program.
EFFORT TO SEEK NEW SUPPLIERS

Every proposed advertised or negotiated procurement which may result in an
awqrd in excess of $10,000 for supplies and services In the United States-except
for classified procurement and a few other specified situatis, such as the procurement of perishable subsistence--is published il the Commerce Business
Daily, "Synopsis of U.S. Government Proposed Procurement, Sales, and Contract
Awards." This is a daily publication (circulation 23,000) published by the De652
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partment of Commerce which is available
to any and all suppliers who wish ,to do
business with the Government The publication
of proposed procurements
suppliers not only to the possibility
of obtaining prime contract awards butalerts
also
subcontract awards. In fiscal year 1901, the
synopsized was 14.4 percent, rising to 58.5 amount of proposed contract awards
percent in fiscal year 1968.
In addition, we are constantly seeking new
producers. During fiscal year 1968,
we participated in 33 conferences throughout
the United States attended by over
12,000 businessmen. The major purpose of
these conferences was to interest new
sources in bidding on our procurements
either as prime contractors or
subcontractors. Over 4,000 potential new
suppliers were obtained through this
technique.

Mr. SiKs. Thank you very much.
The committee will now adjourn until 2 o'clock,
at which time we
will have the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for
Administration.
Mr. Secretary, you and your associates have
been very helpful to tle
committee.
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MONDAY, JUNE

23, 1969.

BUDGET FOR SECRETARIAL ACTIVITIES FOR
FISCAL YEAR 1970
WITNESSES
HON. R. F. FROEHLKE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(ADMINISTRATION)
D.. 0. COOKE, ACTING PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE (ADMINISTRATION)
C. W. FISHER, DIRECTOR, BUDGET AND FINANCE DIVISION, OASD
(ADMINISTRATION)
M. C. SNYDER, CHIEF, BUDGET BRANCH, BUDGET AND FINANCE
DIVISION, OASD (ADMINISTRATION)
MAJ. GEN. D. I. LIEBMAN, U.S. AIR FORCE, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF
THE JOINT STAFF
J. C. BROGER, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR 111E
ARMED FORCES, OASD (MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS)
DR. N. BRODSKY, ACTING DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE (EDUCATION),
OASD (MANPOWER AND RESERVE
AFFAIRS)
X. F. KUNZ, DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR FINANCE, SUPPLY AND ADMINISTRATION, U.S. ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE
R. G. CAPEN, JR., PRINCIPAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PUBLIC AFFAIRS)
BRIG. GEN. LEO E. BENADE, U.S. ARMY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY (MILITARY PERSONNEL POLICY), ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (MANPOWER AND RESERVE AFFAIRS)
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PROGRAM AND FINANCING (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968
actual

1969
estimate

1970
estimate

Program by activities:

Direct program:
1 Supply operations ..............................
2. Field operations ...
..................
...
3. Interdepartmental activities........
..........
4. Management ...........................................

Total direct program .................................
Reimbursable program:

1. Supply operations .....................................

2. Field operations .......................................
4. Management ...........................................

575,587
351,064
71
39,889
966,611

33,141
12,813
90

610,504
609,364
412,253
440,443
61 ..............
48,621
48,193
1,071,439

1,098,000

33,100

33,100
10,520
30

10,781
30

Total reimbursable program ...........................

46,044

43,911

43,650

Total obligations ......................................

1,012,655

1,115,350

1,141,650

Receipts and reimbursements fromFederal funds .............................................
Non-Federal sources I...................................
Unobligated balance lapsing ................................

-38,607
-7,437
2,413

-36,493
-7,418

-36,239
-7,411

Budget authority ............................................

969,024

1,071,439

1,098,000

Budget authority:
Appropiation .................................................
Transferred to other accounts ...................................

970,699
-2,681

1,036,800
1,098,000
-7, 621 ..............

Financing:

Transferred from other accounts ................................

Appropriation (adjusted). .........................

1,106

969,024

Proposed supplemental for wageboard increases .....
...................
Proposed supplemental for civilian Pay Act Increases ................................
Relation of obligations to outlays:

Obligations incurred not.
..........................
Obligated balance, start of year
.......................
Obligated bbalance, end of year .................................
Adjustments in expired accounts ................................

966,611
.82,204
-81,541
-3,674

Outlays, excludlnq pay Increase supplementals .................
963,599
utlays from wage-ooaro supplemental ..........................
Outlays from civilian Pay Act supplemental .........................................

1,760
1,030,939

1,098,000

1,071,439
81,541

1,098,000
91,980

3,500 ..............
37,000........

-91,980

-109,980

............................

1,021,700
3,400
35,900

1,078,800
100
1,100

aReimbursements from non-Federal sources are principally from sales of surplus U.S. Governmen? property to finance
expenses In connection therewith (annual appropriation act); sale of goods and services to Individual s, Including laundry
;ervices and surcharges on commissary sales (10 US. 22I 2210, and annual appropriation act); charges for unoicial
telephone service (10 U.S.C. 2481) and revenues from privat, carriers for use of Department of Defenueowned ral cars
(10 U.S.C. 2667).
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OBJECT CLASSIFICATION (IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
1968 actual 1969 estimate
Personnel compensation:
Permanent positions...........................................
Positions other than permanent .................................
Other personnel compensation ..................................
Special personal service payments ..............................

568,015
11,090
12,939
590

606,114
9,054
14,554
627

Total personnel compensation ................................

592,634

630,349

1970 estimate

598, 935
9,175
14,448
641
623,199

Direct obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
560,222
597,784
590, 717
Personnel benefits: Civilian ....................................
44,512
47,662
47,351
Benefits for former personnel ............................
4 ............................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
17,598
19,396
20,011
Transportation ofthings .......................................
3,257
5, 252
4,755
Rent, communications, and utilities .............................
57,905
81,107
93,390
Printing and reproduction ......................................
7,329
7,739
8,060
Other services ................................................
222, 013
256, 595
273, 726
Supplies and materials .........................................
47,959
49, 327
52, 714
Equipment ................................................
6233
Grants, subsidies, and contributions ........................
11
11
2311
Insurance claims and Indemnities ...............................
26
32
32
Total direct obligations .......................................
Reimbursable obligations:
Personnel compensation .......................................
Personnel benefits: Civilian ....................................
Travel and transportation of persons ............................
Transportation o things ......................................
Rent, communications and utilities .....
.............
Printing and reproduction .....................................
Other services ...............................................
Supplies and materials ........................
Equipment ...............................
Grants, subsidies, and contributions......
..........
Total reimbursable obligations ................................
Total obligations ..........................

966,611

1,071,439

32,412

32 565

1,098,000

32,481

2,557
2,582
2,577
740
751
727
65
46
45
4,268
3,076
3,128
197
197
197
2, 939
2,282
.2, 251
2,539
2,268
2,100
323
144
144
4 ........................ ...

46,044

43,911

43,650

1,012,655

1,115,350

1,141,650

69,240
2,439
69,084
7,9
$8,663
6,066

66,640
2,047
68,936
8.0
$9,033
$6,414

66,260
2,059
67,943
8,0
$9,067
$6,422

PERSONNEL SUMMARY
Total number of permanent positions ................................
Full-time equivalent of other positions ...............................
Average number of all employees ...................................
Average GS grade .........................................
Average OS salary.
....................
.......
Average salary of ungraded positions ...................
..

Mr. Snu s. The committee will come to order.
We are indeed pleased to have with us today the Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense for Administration, the Honorable Robert F. Froelike,
who will present anid defend the fiscal year 1970 request for Secretary
of Defense Activities, the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Inter-Departmental Activities, and the operations of the Armed Forces
Information and Education Directorate.
It is, indeed, a pleasure, Mr. Secretary, to welcome you on your first
appearance before the committee. I note the comment in the first
paragraph of your statement concerning your desirability of establishing a good working relationship with the committee. We welcome your
comment and we are confident there will be a mutually good relationship between us. Since this is your first appearance before the committee, we will insert, your biographical sketch in the record at this
point.
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(The biographical sketch follows:)
ROBERT F.

FROEHLKE, ASSISTANT

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (ADMINISTRATION)

Robert F. Froehlke was born October 15, 1922 at Neenah, Wis. He graduated
from Marshfield Senior High School, Marshfield, Wis., in 1940. In June of 1949
he received his LL.B. Degree from the University of Wisconsin Law School
(Order of COIF).
Mr. Froehlke is a veteran of World War II where he served in the infantry
in the European theater of operations. He enlisted in June of 1943 and received
his honorable discharge as a captain in September 1946.
Mr. Froehlike was an associate in the Madison, Wis. law firm of McDonald
and MacDonald from 1949 to 1950. At that time he joined the faculty of the law
school of the University of Wisconsin.
In the fall of 1951 he resigned from the law school faculty and joined the
legal department of Sentry Insurance in Stevens Point, Wis., where he became
assistant general counsel.
In 1959, Mr. Froehlike became executive vice president of Sentry Life Insurance
Co. and in 1907 was named vice president-sales for the Sentry Insurance Co.
In August 1968, he was named resident vice president of Sentry Insurance in
Boston, Mass., where his family presently resides at 89 Thornberry Road, Winchester, Mass. On January 21, President Richard M. Nixon nominated Mr.
Froelilke to be Assistant Secretary of Defense and on January 29, this nomination
was confirmed by the U.S. Senate. On January 30, 1969, Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird administered the oath of office.
At the time of his nomination, Mr. Froehlke was chairman of the board of
Sentry Indemnity Co., president of Sentry Life Insurance Co. of New York, executive vice president of Sentry Life Insurance Co. of Wisconsin, and a vice president of all the other companteq in the Sentry Insurance group. He was a member
of the board of directors of the various companies comprising Sentry Insurance.
Mr. Froehlike is married to the former Nancy J.Barnes of Marshfield, Wis.
They have four children-Bruce (20), Jane (17), Ann (14), and Scott (12). They
are currently residing at 5440 Jordan Road, Washington, D.C.

Mr. SIRES. Now, Mr. Secretary, we will be pleased to have your
statement.
GENERAL STATEMENT

Mr. FROEHLKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee.
Mr. SIKES. Your assistants look like a very intelligent and wellinformed group.
Mr. Secretary, may I say I think you are on sound ground on bringing these well-informed individuals with you. I earnestly recommend
that you not hesitate to take advantage of their knowledge. You cannot be expected to have all the answers to all the questions that are
going to arise about your responsibilities. So never hesitate to use the
backup witnesses.
Mr. FROEHLiKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I realize that. I am
happy you do, too.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am R ,bert F.
Froehlke, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Administration. It is a
pleasure to make my first appearance before your committee. Hopefully this is only the first of many mutually beneficial discussions we
will have. I want you to know that I realize a good working relationship between this committee and the Department of Defense is a
prereuisite to the fulfillment of our mutual national security responsibilities. It is my intent, therefore, to give careful and prompt
consideration to your views on the several items within the "Operation
and Maintenance, Defense Agencies". appropriation we are discussing
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here today. I invite any comments or questions that you might have.

I am particularly anxious to receive any suggestions which might
make my future appearances more useful.
The "Operation and Maintenance, Defense Agencies" appropriation provides operation and maintenance funds for several DOD components. They include the. Office of the Secretary of Defense, the organization of the Joint Ciiefs of Staff, interdepartmental activities,
formal education programs for military personnel, the Armed Forces
informiation program, Defense Communications Agency, Defense Contract Audit Agency, Defense Supply Agency, and certain classified
programs. My presentation will cover the budget requirements of
the Office of the Secretary of Defense. the organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, interdepartmental activities, the Office of Information for the Armed Forces, and the U.S. Armed Forces Institute at
Madison, Wis. Presentations have been made separately by other DOD
witnesses covering the programs and activities of their respective organizations which are financed under this appropriation.
In an attempt to put our estimated fiscal year 1970 requirements
in perspective, I will compare the revised estimates for fiscal year 1969
to the estimates presented to you a year ago and then present the
fiscal year 1970 requirements.
Pay, allowances and permanent change of station costs for military
personnel assigned to the activities under discussion are not included
in these estimates. These costs are contained in the military personnel
appropriation estimates of the military departments. However, all
other support costs for military personnel assigned to these activities,
such as temporary duty travel, supplies, and office equipment, are
included.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

In April of last year an OSD budget request for $40,266,000 for
fiscal year 196-9 was presented. In accordtence with the provisions of
the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 these requirements
were reduced by $1,210,000. However, during fiscal year 1969 certain
audit and foreign disclosure policy functions were transferred from
the military departments to the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
These transfers of personnel, equipment records, and funds increased
our requirements by $1,070'060 with a resultant decrease i the military service budget requirements. The fiscal year 1969 cost of the civilian pay raise that went into effect in July 1968 amounted to
$1,704,60 and a transfer of $6,000 to the General Services Administration for rental of space brings the revised financial requirements
for fiscal year 1960 toa total of $41,824,000.
For fiscal year 1970 our estimated requirements for the Office of
the Secretary of Defense total $41,185,6000. This is a net reduction
of.$639,000 below the fiscal year 1969 estimate. However, this reduction does not provide a true picture of our rather extensive efforts to
reduce expenditures.
Let me elaborate. Many of the savings which we have been able
to make are offset by unavoidable increases. For example, the fiscal
year 1970 savings in civilian personnel compensation and benefits resulting from reduced employment is approximately $567,000; however, over $450,000 of these savings are offset by the cost of annualizing
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the fiscal year 1969 civilian pay raise and by increases attributable
to within grade salary advances. We are aware of this committee's
concern relative to management contracts and in consonance with that
concern have reduced fiscal year 1970 requirements by $1,503,000.
These decreases, plus reductions amounting to $247,000 in the central
services account, (building maintenance, supplies, equipment, and so
forth) are offset by a decision to fund the operation of-the U.S. mission to NATO from our budget activity rather than from the military
assistance program appropriation.
As a matter of back round, in fiscal year 1967 and prior years, the
functions of the U.S. NATO military committee and other NATO
activities, including the U.S. mission to NATO, were budgeted under
the MAP appropriations. Those budgetary functions, other than the
U.S. mission to NATO, were transferred to the Department of the
Army in fiscal year 1968. In fiscal years 1968 and 1969 the budgt
for the operation of the U.S. mission to NATO was carried under
the MAP appropriation. We examined the organizational responsibilities of this organization and found that its primary function was
to advise the U.g. Ambassador to NATO regarding Department of
Defense positions, policies, plans, and programs concerning the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization. The U.S. mission to NATO does not
provide support for NATO military headquarters or agencies. Thereflore, we are treating it as a part of Secretary of Defense activities
and are including the funding requirements in the "Operation and
Maintenance, Defense Agencies" appropria'tion. The fiscal year 1970
estimates for this activity are $1,157,000 The fiscal year 1970 estimates included in the MAP appropriation are, of course, that much
lower than if the U.S. mission to WATO were included.
For your convenience a detailed summary of the Office of the Secretary of Defense financial requirements-attachment 1, and a summary of personnel requirements-attachment 2 are provided.
ORGANIZATION OF THEF

JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF

Next, I invite your attention to the budget requirements of the
organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. You will find attached to
this statement two tabulations pertaining to OJCS; a summary of
financial requirements (attachment 3) and a summary of personnel
requirements (attachment 4).
The original fiscal year 1969 budget estimate for OJCS was
$7,198,000. Included in that estimate was $400,000 for the operation
of the Joint Continental Defense Systems Integration Planning Staff
that has since been transferred to the Department of the Air Force
as planned and indicated in testimony before this committee last year.
The impact of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968
reduced the fiscal year 1969 requirements by $209,000; however, the
civilian pay increase effective in July 1968 added $208,000, bringing
the revised estimate for fiscal year 1969 to $6,797,000.
The fiscal year 1970 budget request for the OJCS is $6,833,000 or
$36,000 higher than in the current fiscal year. This net increase provides $70,000 for normal within grade salary increases, $8,000 to
annUalize the fiscal year 1969 civilian pay raise and $87,000 to fund
the office of the Special Assistant for Military Issistance Affairs, an
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activity previously budgeted under the MAP appropriation. The
transfer of funding for the SAMAA to the 0. & M. appropriation
will decrease the administrative burden of preparing separate budgets,
reports, and so forth for such a small activity (six civilians and 10
military officers). These budgetary increases are partially offset.by
reductions primarily attributable to 16 man-years reduction in civilian
personnel employment. forecast for fiscal year 1970, resulting in an
overall net increase of the $36,000 mentioned earlier.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL

ACTIVITIES

In the area of interdepartmental activities there are no funding
requirements in fiscal year 1970. The fiscal year 1969 estimate of
$61,000 included $25,000 for the computer program for the Office of
the S)ecial Representative for Trade Negotiations and $36,000 reserved for contingencies. There are no plans at this time for the use
of the $36,000 reserve and it will probably revert to the Treasury in
the form of an unobligated balance in fiscal year 1969.
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

In the area of education programs the original fiscal year 1969
budget estimate for the U.S. Armed Forces Institute was $5,936,000.
The impact of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968
was to reduce this estimate by $199,000. However, $65,000 for the
civilian pay act increase, and $35,000 for a one-time equipment cost
relative to the transfer of USAFI Europe, to the United States,
brings the revised estimate for fiscal year 1969 to $5,837,000.
The U.S. Armed Forces Institute for fiscal year 1970, will require
$6,522,000 in direct obligation authority; a $685,000 increase over
fiscal year 1969.
The functional transfer of USAFI, E rope, to USAFI, Madison,
in late fiscal year 1969 accounts for $25.1,000 of the increase. In previous years, the operating funds for USAFI, Europe, were contained
in the Department of the Army budget. We estimate that an overall
DOD savings of $60,000 per year will be realized in operational costs
as a result of the transfer. In addition to these savings, the gold
outflow will be reduced by an estimated $224,000 each year. The remainder of the $685,000 increase requested is necessary to meet increased costs of educational materials and services required b USAFI
to meet current workload demands. The increased budget or educational materials in fiscal year 1970 results primarily from the need
to rebuild the inventory which has diminished in fiscal year 1969
due to increased demands for courses and limited availability of
replacement funds.
The reduction in the funds allocated for equipment in fiscal year
1970 results from the absorption of abnormally heavy one-time costs
in fiscal year 1969 because of the purchase of office equipment to
accommodate the transfer of USAFI, Europe, operations to USAFI,
Madison.
For your convenience, these changes are summarized in attachment 5.
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The USAFI program produced revenue of $570,000 in student correspondence enrollment fees during the past year. The fees are deposited in general fund receipts and, therefore, are not used as a direct
offset to our budget request.
OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR THE ARMED FORCES

The last area that I will discuss is the Office of Information for the
Armed Forces. This office provides motion pictures and pullietiots
for the command and internal information programs of the Armed
Forces. It also provides radio and television programing for Armed
Forces radio and television stations overseas and news, sports, and
current events for service personnel worldwide. List year $5,284,00)
was requested for fiscal year 1969 for the Office of Information for the
Armed Forces. A application of the Revenue and Expendittre Control
Act of 1968 reduced this amount by $158,000. Increases for unbudgeted
items of $96,000 to cover the civilian pay act increase and $2210,000
for the Thailand television operation bMings t'he revised fiscal yeatr
1969 total to $5,443,000.
The fiscal year 1970 estimate for this office is$5,812,000, an increase
of $369,000 over the fiscal year 1969 budget. The najor portion of this
increase covers costs for stereophonic record pressing contracts) expansion of television service in Thailand, and service requests for an increase in the number of prints of publication and motion picture
materials.
For your convenience, these changes are summarized in attachment 6.
This completes my portion of the "Operation and maintenance,
defense agencies" appropriation statement. Thank you again for the
opportunity to appear before this committee.
REDUCTION IN JOHNSON BUDGET

Mr. SIKES. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. What are the significant
differences between the revised 1970 budget and the earlier Johnson
budetV

Mr. FRoEULRE. Mr. Chairman, I would liike'to ask my colleagues to
answer your question about the Johnson budget. I do not have it at
my fingertips. I am sure they do. Yes, they do. There is a $155,000
reduction, including 14 year-end strength and 9 man-years. That is
the main reduction we made in the Joinson budget.
One further request,- Mr. Chairman Mr.Capon, from the Office of
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), has a series of
meetings tomorrow which force him to leave town. I would urgently
request if it ispermissible that questions on public affairs be addressed,
if possible, today so he will be able to assist in the answers.
Mr. SIKEm. The committee has been apprised of his problem and
we will be glad to adjust our questions accordingly.
Mr. FROEULKE. Thank you.

Mr. SIKHS. Before I begin the questions I am sure that you realize
the very great importance of the radio and television programing for
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U.S. forces overseas. Itis their best and frequently their only contact
with what is happening at home, and it is certainly followed closely
and v'ery greatly appreciated by the troops.
Mr. FRomimKr . I concur with that statement, sir.
SECRETARY OF DEsES

AcTIvrTIES

Mr. SIKES. First, I want to consider the request for Secretary of
Defense activities and insert in the record at this point various sup.

porting justifications.
(The justifications follow:)

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ACTIVITIES, SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
[in thousands of dollars
Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year
Adjust1968 President's
budget
ments
actual

Type of expense

Personnel compensation .........................
Personnel benefits ............................
Travel and transportation of persons .............
Transportation of things .......................
Rent, communications and utilities ..............
Printing and reproduction ...................
Other services ............................
Equipment maintenance and repairs ..........
Bullding ma ntenance and repairs .............
..........
Official representation.......
Management contracts.................
Other...........................
Supplies and materials ......................
Equipment purchases.....................
Total (direct obligations) ...................

25,954
1,850
1,298
92
707
1,006
2,519
(107)
(347)
i.27
(108
(830)
184
175

-1.1,659
27,878
+144
2,010
-450
2,295
+5
100
923
+175
925
+99
5,625
120 ...........
-(
. .. ...
3
(--209)
(2,0511
232............
278 ............

33,785

40,266

1,558

Fiscal year
Revised 1970 budget
estimate
estimate
29,996
2,396
1,969
123
855
1,200
4,221
(127)
(1
(42 ( ,42)
114
2
2,488
(2 260)
205
232
220
278
29,537
2,154
1,845
105
849
1,100
5,724
(120)

41,824

41,185

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
. Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year
Adjust196 8 President's
ments
budget
actual
YEAREND STRENGTH
Civilian:
Full time .................................

1 801

1(48)

USNATO staff......................

.,)
OASO (comptroller) audit staff ..........
Temporary employees ...................
54
When actually employed .....................
Subtotal, civilian...................
.........
Military............

USN ATOstaff...

..

Total, yearend ............................
Civilian:'1AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT
Full time ...................................
..........................
USNATO
staffDASO~
uitsaf
(cmtrler
staff ............
audit
OASD
(comptroller)
Temporary employes....................
When actually employed ..................
Subtotal, civilian ..........................
............................
Military
USNATOstaff.
......................
Total, average employment .................

:

-159
1 978
1(-5)
1048)
6).
15 . ..
-6i
115

Fiisal year
Revised 1970 budget
estimate
estimate

le8
14
1
54

1,782

69
59
49

1,913
0

2,172
667

-240
+53

1,932
720

1,935
720

2,573

2,839

-187

2,652

2,686

,)
I M4
1 :
1
38

171
1784
40
6
6
37

1,897
720
1(31)
2,617

1,882
720
31
2,633

(1)

180
1(1B
32

1(32)

(-1)

:5"
-1
t(4)1
6 ..... (-1)
0
-17
55

o
1 860

1,848
655
(28)

1,935
667
'(32)

-38
+53
I(-1)

2,503

2,602

+15

1 Nonadd items,

w4-

1(31)

31
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REDUCTIONS RESULTING FROM REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE CONTROL ACT

Mr. SIKES. Mr. Secretary, you mention on page 3 of your state-

ment that the Secretary of I)efense activities were reduced $1,210-

000 as it result of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of
1968, the Congress reduced the overall request for Defense agencies for fiscal year 1969 by $40.8 million. Was the reduction applied to the Secretary of 1)efense activities proportionate to that
applied to the other activities supported by the Defense agencies
appropriation?
Mr. FtO miKE. I will have to ask Mr. Fisher to answer that
question.
Mr. FisHiR. The decision on the reduction made by the commit.tee was made by the OASD (Comptroller). I believe the way the
reduction was distributed between the Office of Secretary of I)ofense and the l)efense agencies funded from this appropiation was
equitable. I do not have the specific figures in front of me.
Mr. SIxES. I suggest you research that for the record and provide
a more exact answer.
(The information follows:)
As a result of the congressional reduction of $40.8 million (3.8 Ipercent)
each Defense agency, the 01) and the OJCS were Initially rclu(d by a ininlinuin of 3 percent. The balance of the reduction was made up of savings
resulting from specific program. adjustments, repricing, and reevaluation of
workload, primarily in DSA and the classified activities.
CHANGES IN THE OSD ORGANIZATION

Mr. SIKES. The request for the Secretary of Defense activities for
fiscal year 1970 is $41,215,000. Do you plan any organizational changes
which will affect the amount of this request?
Mr. FROEJiLKE. That is an impossible question to answer specifically now in light of a recent development. As I think you are aware,
Secretary Laird has announced that lie is going to appoint a blmribbon panel to look into -the organization of the Department of
Defense. We are in the process of naming the Chairman and selecting the Panel members. I anticipate, because there has not been an
outside exanination in 11 years, that this Panel will, in the course
of its studies, come up with certain recommendations which hopefully will reduce the cost of doing business in the DOD.
Mr. SIxE. There may not have been a reorganization, but there have
been contintin shifts. As a matter of fact, it is a way of life. You
mention a numberr of them in your statement. How much confusion
and loss of efficiency is occasioned by the fact that there are these
frequent shifts of agencies and activities between departments?
Mr. FoImIKE. I presume there necessarily is confusion when you
have change. I believe the few that have occurred thus far since the
new administration will result in more efficiency rather than less. That
is the reason for instituting the few changes that we have made thus
far.
You are correct, confusion necessarily does go along with change.
We think we can minimize it.
Mr. SInEs. How do' you determine that a shift of this nature is
necessary? Why is there an advantage of having activity X in one
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department rather than another? What. are the basis on which you
rest the decision to make these shifts?
Mr. Fno.mILIK. Mr. Chairman, I would say in two areas basically.
No. 1, looking at history, looking at the theory of management and
organization and then trying to apply ti actual facts to the historical,
pattern and to the theory of organiization. Then, and maybe more important, I think it is the judgment of the leaders. That is why I think
Secretary Laird and myself "andthe other leaders in the D)epartment
of Defense have to stand responsible for these changes. AplY. ng
theory, applying historical tradition, we use our best judgment. I think
judgment is the most important of the three.
iMr.
SiKFs. Is there a measure of efficiency which you try to apply
in order to determine the validity or wisdom of a shift?
Mr. Fnomm ic. I suppose one of the best measures, Mr. Chairman, is
expense. Of course a complicating factor there is the inflationary
factor. Yes, I would say the best rule of thumb mtust be expense.
Mr. SiKrs. Have you analyzed the projected changes which are now
before you to determine areas in which savings can be realized as a
result.
Mr. FAomicKE. There are certain relatively minor areas which every
manager should be looking at all the time. however, the major areas
for change now will undoubtedly be reserved for the blue-ribbon panel
to look at and come in with recommendations.
BIiUE-RIBBOX

DEFENSE PANEL

Mr. ANniutws. If the chairman would yield, Mr. Secretary, could
you tell us a little something about the blue-ribbon panel?
Mr. FtoiuIrKtm. Yes sir.
Mr. ANmmu:Ws. We iav heard about another blue-ribbon panel.
1 want to know if it. is the same one. I-low many blue-ribbon panels
do you have plainedI
Air. FUoFamIM. Only one in the Department of Defense.
Mr. ANnmtws. Maybe it is the same one we heard about. What will
be the object of ,the blue-ribbon panel?
Mr. FitoimimaU,. The object. will have three general categories. First,
and most important, it will look into the organization ind management of the DOD. Secondly, it will look at our weapons system to
determine whether we are keepi lg abreast of developments in the
weapons area and thereby flflutng oti mission. Then, lastly, it will
study our procurentent policies and practices, particularly as they
relate to costs, time, and quality.
Mr. ANmtws. How many people will serve on the panel and by
whom will they be appointed ?
Mr. Fiommrzuit. That specific answer has not been determined. We
will have between 12 and 16 people on the panel.
Mr. ANDtEWS. Appointed by whom?
Mr. Fmior'IriCE. Appointed by the Secretary of Defense. No salary,
incidentally.
Mr. ANDRmws. Will they be retired military people?
Mr. FROETIIKE. Inasnuch as we have not appointed them, I cannot
definitely say.
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Mr. ANDREWS You do not know what the talk is, what type of
people will be appointed?
Mr. FROEgHLKE. I have a list of some of the names that are being
discussed. I am trying to recall. I believe as of this date we have no
retired military people.
Mr. ANDREWS We hear a lot of talk about the so-called militaryindustrial complex, whatever that means. Will these appointees on the
blue-ribbon panel come from that group or do you know?
Mr. FROEHLKE. I do not know. I would hope some would come from
the military-industrial complex, because we want some people on this
panel that are knowledgeable in the area. We want some people who
bring fresh new ideas. I would hope there would be a good cross
section on the panel.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MINSHALL. When do you plan to announce this blue-ribbon
panel ? When will it be formulated and finalized?
Mr. FROEHLKE. I would hope within 2 to 3 weeks. We have not as
yet selected-I should not say we, I should say the Secretary has not
selected-the panel members. Therefore, we do not know how difficult
it will be to get people to serve. It is a terrible imposition on these
people. We anticipate it will 'be roughly a 1-year study period. We
anticipate it will take at least 1 day a week. We are asking these
people to serve
no compensation.
So just
I canunfortuttely
understand why
someI
individuals
withatresponsible
jobs would
decliffe.
am hopeful most of them will feel the responsibility to perform a good
job for their Government.
If we can get the people we want within 2 to 3 weeks the announcement will be out, sir.
Mr. ADDABBO. When you say no compensation, no per diem or travel
expenses.
Mr. FROEHLKE. We will reimburse for travel expenses.
Mr. SIKES. Is this new or has this been studied repeatedly over
recent ears?
Mr. FROYmLE. You mean the blue ribbon panel's activity, sir?

Mr. SIKES. The general area with which the blue ribbon panel will

treat.
Mr. FROmILKx. I obviously do not know not having been here, but
I would assume it is constantly being studied, since a good manager
should always be aware of what his organization is andhow well it is
meeting its mission. The significance of outsiders coming in,hopefudily,
with no ax to grind other than to having a more efficient, more economical operation, is that they will be able to take a new look at it and they
will have the time.
I have observed in the short while I have been here that it is one
ingredient that seems to be lacking, time, to make analyses, to look at
it from the proper perspective.
Mr. ANDiREWS. Y-ou do not have enough time?
Mr. FROEHLKE. I could use a little more time. My observation is
that this applies to everyone.
Mr. AiwEWS. Certainly it applies to Congress.
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PERSONNEL COMPENSATION

AND BENEFITS

Mr. SIKES. As in the past year, the greatest percentage of the request

for Secretary of Defense activities is for personnel compensation and
benefits.
We note an increase for fiscal year 1970 of $701,000. Is all of this
due to additional pay costs or due to automatic in-grade promotions?
Mr. FROVT LKE. Yes. I should add that we also have this transfer of

the NATO people which were funded previously in the MAP program.
Mr. SIKES. The committee has been provided an analysis of the funds
requested for "Other personnel compensation" for the Defense agencies. This analysis indicates that $942,000 in overtime and holiday
pay will be required by Secretary of Defense activities. Why would
there be this large amount for overtime and holiday pay?
Mr. FROEHLKE. Sometimes you have the choice of being oversupplied
with personnel to take care of the emergency periods, or to run a little
bit tighter ship and when the pressure gets on to let people work
overtime.
Mr. SIKES. This is a rather large sum. Does that indicate that you
should have more full-time personnel and you are depending on the
costly overtime and holiday pay?
Mr. FROEHLKE. It is my feeling that it is better to run a tighter
ship. There is nothing worse again, in my opinion, than to have a lot
of people sitting around waiting for the emergency.
Mr. S61KS. I agree with that. It is difiult to strike the exact happy
medium. I would-like to have a cornmp arisen for the record of overtime
and holiday pay for the last 3 fiscal years.
Mr. FROEHLKE. We will supply it sir.
(The information follows:)
Comparative overtime and holiday pay costs follow:

---------------------------------------Fiscal year 1968
---------------------------------Fiscal year 1969
----------------------Fiscal year 1970 ------------------

$825,000
930,000
942, 000

NoT.-The $12,000 increase from fiscal year 19069 to fiscal year 1970 is entirely
attributable to the transfer of USNATO.

Mr. SIKES. This analysis also indicates that $153,000 of other personnel compensation is for overseas allowances. How many civilian
personnel employed under the Secretary of Defense activity are permanently assigned overseas?
Mr. FnROEHIKE. We have the NATO people, and for others I will

have to look to my colleagues..

Mr. SIKES. Provide the answer for the record.

(The information follows:)

The fiscal year 1970 budget request includes the following Office of the Secretary of Defense civilian personnel permanently assigned overseas.
Year end

-------------------------------------------------USNATO
--------------------------------OASD (Comptroller)
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SUMMER YOUTH OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

Mr. SiES. How did you manage to reduce civilian personnel cost
by $567,000 with only a reduction in average strength of 15 civilian
employees ?

Mr. Fiommxi

. There are a number of answers to that, I will com-

ment, and then I will ask my associates to amplify. One even though
we only had a net reduction of 15, if you lose people in the top grades
and add in the lower grades you have a substantial savings in dollars.
We also have vacancies..
The organization calls for people but we have not filled tle vacancies. It would be my belief that we have the combination of the two.
Mr. CooK. I would say also we had to include NATO, because it
was transferred from the MAP funding to 0. & M. funding.
That is why the reduction shows up as only 15 man-years.
Mr. SIREs. Is there a connection between the requiring of employees
under the summer youth opportunity program and the large amount,
of overtime and holiday pay which is being programed?
Mr. Fnomir., I would think we rave on overtime by the summer
youth program. Summer is when most. of our employees are taking
vacations. If we did not have the summer program I am afraid overtime would get substantially larger. That is one of the purposes of
the program.
Mr. SiKF:s. Mr. Secretary, what the committee is interested in finding out is whether or not the overtime pay is actually higher than it
normally would be or is the cost of the summer youth opportunity
program included therein for some reason or other.
Mr FnomlRPE. I believe it is not. They are separate.
Mr. FISHER. By direction of the Bureau of tei Budget we are not
permited to budget for any summer youth opportunity program.
Mr. SimEs. That is true, but you are going to employ some under
the youth opportunity program this summer.
Mr. FISiiER. That is true.
Mr. SINES. Where would that cost be?
Mr. Fism
n. It would be in the regular personnel compensation. We
would have to absorb it. It is a minor cost when you get down to cases

because these people are usually at the minimum wage of a dollar aiid.
40 cents per hour. There are a limited number of them available. They
have to be certified by the employment service that they are in this
category.
M7 . fiscoMi. What do you mean by minor cost? $12 million?

Mr. FISHER. No, I am talking about a maximum of $25,000 in a $40
million-budget.
Mr. LipscoMn. In your summer youth program?
ore than that.
Mr. FisHrn. It cannot be mcht l
Mr. FROIILKE. The total is around $.U0million, as I recall.
Mr. FIsHER. This is just the Office of Secretary of Defense I am
talking about.
Mr. CooKE. We have approximately, in the sections that the Secretary is defending, 20 summer aid people. We also have summer
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clerical help employment, which is to be distiigiished from summer
aid-about 59 in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and about 6,5
overall incluidinig the OJCS.
Mr. Lmscomi. You are just talking about tle summer employment
program in Defense agencies.
M'. Cooing. Yes, sir.

Mr. Luiscomit. Throughout. the Department of Defense it runs
arotd $12 or $15 rillioi. You just have an insigificant part of it.
Mr. FIiIrut.That is true.
Mr. CooKr. That is true, sir.
SUBSTITUTION OF MILITARY FOR CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

Mr. ANmutvs. The schedule of your yearend porsonnol strength,
appearing in the justiflcation book, indicates that while the civi ilii
emlOyee strength has decreased below the original estimates for fiscal
1968 and 1969 atid will increase by only three i fiscal year 1970 the
total employee, strength of the office of the Secretary of Defense
count inies to increase.
This is because of the increase in the nifiiber of military personnel
being assigned to the various oj)erati6ois within the Office. Would this
not indicate, in effect, that' you have established a military substitution
pr'eg'i m for the civillal eil; loyee p)ok1t 1is being vacated?
M1 r. E~i. iml.). That, certainly is not our intent, sir.
Mr. ANwR,:vs. Do you want to comleilit. ol it '
AhIi. FIoia11 Im(.W'e Iecognize that we are )lot accomujpl ilhii' ur an
if wo merely substitute a military mai for a civilian, As a matter of
fact, as you 1kow, there has been a prograbi, T believe, for a nutitiber of
months or years just reversing that. So inimmy o)inion it would be a
subterfuge if we would go alonm the lines you suggest.
r. A NMiws. Will you explain why the Office of the Secretary of
Defense has been increasing the nufiberof ifilitary personnel assigned ?
Mr. FtoEi-atJE. I think we increased from 720 to 751 and that is all
NATO. W added 31 military in the Office of Secretary of Defense.
They are entirely in the NATO office we took over from the military
assist ano program.
Mr. ANnmvs. What plhns have you for increasing civilian employee
strength in the event that section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure
Control Act of 1968 is repealed by the Congress?
Mr. FROumLKE. We have no plans.
However, the one good aspect of that would be if something of an
emergency nature were to arise we would be in a position to move. But

we have no plans to add.

TRANSFER OF NATO POSITION TO OSv

Mr. SIKES. During fiscal 1970 a large increase in both civilihan and
military personnel strength is to take place in the Office of the Special
Staff Assistant. The yearend strength for this office increases from a
total of 21 in 1969 to 92 in 1970. This is principally due to the assign.
m0nt of the Office of the Defense Adviser, U.S. Mission to NATO,
to Secretary of Defense Activities. Why is this transfer taking place?
Mr. FROETIMyK. It appeared, Mr. Chaiiman, from an organizational
8I5-202-
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standpoint that it made more sense to assign the adviser to the Ambassador to the Office of Secretary of Defense. In effect, he is to represent
at NATO Headquarters in Belgidu the Secretary of Defense and l
advises the Ambassador on the plans and programs of the Secretary of
Defense. In turn he keeps communication channels open with the Secretary of Defense to make him aware of what is happening with our
NATO allies, It made more organizational sense.
Mr. SIREs. I do not think we can quarrel with that reasoning. How
many employees are involved?
Mr. FRoEILKn. There are roughly 31 military, 39 civilians at year-

end. I should not say roughly exactly.
Mr. SixEs. For the record, how many employees were assigned to the
Office of the Defense Adviser during fiscal 1968 and 1969?
Mr. FROFHLxE. May I supply that for the record?

(The Information follows:)

U.S. NATO YEAREND EMPLOYMENT
Actual,
fiscal year
Civilian ........................................................................
Military........................................................................
Total ...................................................................

48
31
79

Estimated,
fiscal ytear
43
31
74

PUBLIC APPiAIRS

Mr. SIREs. Are there any organization changes being planned within
the Office of the Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs?
Mr. FROETKE. I think inasmuch as Mr. Capen is here, I will turn to

him and have him answer these questions.
Mr. SIxES. Very well.

Mr. CAPN. Mr. Chairman, I first of all would ilke to thank you for
adjusting your schedule to permit me to be available today. We are
spending the next 2 days meeting with the families of U.S. servicemen whom we list as prisoners or mission

in action and these are an

important series of meetings to the families involved. We were reluctant to reschedule these meetings since they were arranged some weeks
ago.
U.S. SERVICEMEN HELD AS PRISONERS OF WAR

Mr. SIKES. It is, a most important assignment. Will you tell us some-

thing bf the this that you are doing and tell us something of this
overall very sad picture?
Mr. CAPEN. Mr. Chairman, as part of our informational efforts in
the Defense Department it was Secretary Laird's belief that it was
time for the DOD'to express its deep concern as to the status of the more
thiI1,3 25 ,S.'servicemen whOm the United States lists as either prisonder or mIssing in action. The tragedy of all of this is that there are
hUiidreds of 'families who have lived up to 5 years without knowing
whether their husbands or sons are eVen alive. It is our hope that not
only the concern of tlie .Uiited States bit the concern of otler nations
willdencouirage North Vietnam to 'espect ti provisions of the Genhva
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Convention which require that those counti'ies holding prisoners will
make available lists of those men who are held prisoners.
Mr. Sixns. They are signators with reservations.
Mr. CAPE. That iscorrect.
Mr. Sincs. What are the reservations? They do what they want to.
Mr. CAEN. As signators, the Nortl Vietnamese are required to abide
by the Geneva Convention provisions of 1949.
Mr. SIKvs. But they are not abidig by their and you have it very

heart-rendintg situation. As I understand it, they have given no response to the request for humane treatment and'for information on
the prisoners themselves; is that correct?
Mr. CAPEN. That is correct.
Mr. Si 's. You are in a very difficiflt position in attempting to learn

anything. What are you trying to do-just arouse sentiment through

international chafiils to help to bring soine pressure to bear on Comnmunist forces generally for correction of this situation?
Mr. CAPHN. I woula say that our objectives are twofold. First to
urge compliance with our basic humanitarian request for proper treatment of all U.S. servicemen held prisoners; second, from the standpoint of our country, to assure the hundreds of families that their
servicemen will not be forgotten.
Mr. StIcs. Are we getting any cooperation from other Communist
nations? Russia, for example?
Mr. CArm.N. At this point I am not aware of specific cooperation on
this subject.
Mr. SiKr-s. Has it.been requested?
Mr. CAPHIN. rThat is the sort of question I think the State De partment would be in a better position to answer than I would be, sir.
Mr. SIRES. It is my understanding thit this has been taken largely
out of the hands of the State Department since they were making no
progress and the Pentagon has been told to go ahen d and see what you
can do; isn't that the situation?
'Mr. CAPEN. I think our efforts have been to work closely with the
State Department. We have not infringed in any way on their areas
of responsibility. We all feel a, great responsibility to these men.
fl a great responsibility to the families involved. There are
Wee
families in Your part of the country, I am sure, who have lived under
this uncertainty for many months. We have undertaken an effort to
visit several metropolitan areas where there are large numbers of
families, to meet with them privately, to discuss what we are attempiting to do. A State Department representative attends these meetings
wth us.
w
MEETINGS

I'ai'iirA[ILTs OF SERVICEMaEN

Mr. SKKns. What do you tell the families? What are you able to
sayto them that is helpful and makes your effort worthwhile?
Mr. CAPEN. Comiuitnications in an area so sensitive and difficult as
this are most important, Our impressionhis that, by reviewing what we
ae attempting to do; by reviewing our new policy of open expression of concern on this subject' and-by summarizing what little information has come to us, we fin that the families are relieved to know
that the U.S. Government is going to such efforts on behalf of their
family members. For the most part we found this to be very constructive to these hundreds of families.
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Mr. SIKEs. What happens to the family whose member is in Commnist hands? Do they continue to get the pay and allowances?
Mr. CA-iiN. Yes, sir; they do.
M r. SIREs. Do they get the actual pay of the soldier or is that held
in abeyance? A
.
Mr. CAPEN. I can supply additional details for the record on that,
but for the most part they would receive allotments of fuiids that
the serviceman would have designated be sent to the family. Any
amounts that are continued on the pay record of the prisoner or missing in action personnel can be deposited in savings accounts up to
$10,000 bearifig 10 percent interest. There are any number of servicemen who now liave that amount on their pay records and are receiving
the 10-percent interest benefits. The Service Secretary may approve the
deposit of unallocated pay in special savings accounts. Also, he may
increase or decrease the percentage of unallotted pay which is paid to
the dependents.
Mr. SIKES. How are the meetings actually arranged? Do you have
meetings at central points at,whih a number of families gather?
Mr. CAPEN. The coordination with the families involved is a service
responsibility and they have done a fine job of communicating on a
regular basis with the families. The. series of meetings we have attended have been arranged by the services. Of more than 1,340 families,
more than two-thirds are Air Force. The Air Force is arranging the
current series of meetings in 12 metropolitan areas where there are
approximately 35 or more families at each location.
Mr. SIKEs. Do you provide transportation for those families who
are attending the meetings?
Mr. CAPEN. The wives and children of these servicemen are able to
travel on a space available basis.
Mr. SixKEs. Who pays the cost while they are attending the meetings
such as the hotels and meals?
Mr. CAPEN. Those costs are not paid for by the service. However,
the services cooperate fully and we attempt to arrange the schedules
in such a way that they can attend the meeting and return home in the
same day.
Mr. SIKES. What are you telling them at this time that would be
helpfuItothem?
Mr. CA,. I think first of all I have to recogizeMr. Srnas. I applaud what you are doing. think this is a humanitarian gesture--at least a gesture-that is well worthwhile. But just to
be wholly analytical about it, what can you tell them that is going to
be helpfIl to them?
Mr. CAPEN. I think the first thing we have to recognize is that because we are not able to tell them their husbands or fathers or sons
are on the way home, anthing we say Will be a disappointment to a
degree. HOwever, by pointing out what we are attemptiAg to do, and
by explaining to them what the arraiigements would be when their
family members are returned, we reassure them of our continuing
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concern and our continuing efforts in their behalf. This we have
found-to be most meaningful to these families.
Mr. SIKEs. Is one such meeting all that is held with a family of aprisoner of war?
.Mr. CAPPN. No. Each family has a casualty assistance officer assigned, and that casualtky assistance officer commficiates on a personal
basis or through the mail ina regular schedule. However, this effort at
the Secretary of Defense level and the State Departnent level is a
now effort, and whether it will be continuing I think would depend
on the developments in the weeks and months ahead.
LAoK OF

NF nIATIO

ON PRISONERS

Mr. ANDRNVS. What is the thinkifig in the Defense Department in

the area concerned about the reason why the North Vietnamese have
been so uncooperative in the question of prisoner exchange and even
information exchange? What is your thinking as to what is behind it?
Mr. CAPEN. Our greatest problem, of course, is lack of information.

It seems to us they believe there are certain bargaining or propaganda
advantages to retaining these men. It seems to us they have used these
men for that purpose, particularly propaganda. A great deal of the information we have on the few men we have conflrified as prisoners, or
whom we believe are prisoners, has come in the form of propaganda
films or photos which for the most part, the North Vietnamese have
sold to news media around the world for profit. Their propaganda also
comes to usinglthe form of carefully selected interviews.
Mr. ANDREWS. I saw a picture. of Adm. John McCain's son. What

have you learned about that picture?
Mr. C PEN. One of the areas we pointed out in our overall concern
is that we have seen several photographs of the men injured at the
time they were captured. We are concerned about what kind of treatment they are receiving. In our news briefing of May 19 we used
several specific examples, one of which was Admiral "McCain's son
who broke two arms and a leg at the time he was captured. He was
interviewed shortly after this and that picture was taken from the
interview; it was broadcast in Western Europe.
Since the date of our press conference at the Pentagon, Radio Hanoi
broadcast what they claimed was Admiral McCain's son's voice. This
voice said, "I am ii good health. I am being well treated."
Secretary Laird responded to that by saying, "While we welcome
any info0rmation on our men, we believe that propaganda broadcasts
are no substitute for impartial inspections.
Mr. AN DREWS. Did you cheek out that broadcast that was purported
to be the broadcast of Admiral McCain's son?
Mr. CA1DE. We clielked out thie contehit of it; yes, sir.
Mr. AxDmrs. Has it beeu identified as his voice by people who know
him?
Mr. CAPEN. I am not aware that it has positively been identified.
Mr. ANDREWS. You haven't answered the quetion that. I asked.
Namely, what is behind -theattitude of the North Vietnamese?
Mr. CAPEN. I wish I had the answer to that, Congressman, but I am
afraid I don't.
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PRISONERS iI1ILD BY UNIT'D STATES

Mr. ANDRWs. Have we given them information about captured
North Vietnamese?
Mr. CAP.N. Yes, sir. Prisoners detained by U.S. troops-that would
be North Vietnamese and Vietcong prison6rs-are turned over to the
South Vietnamese Government. They are held'in prisoner of war facilities that are regularly inspected by the International Red Cross in
accordance with the Geneva Convention and the list of those mel in
those facilities is turned over to the International Red Cross, who in
turn makes the lists available to Nortlh Vietnam.
U.S. SERVICEMEN HELl) PRISONER

BY NORTH

KOREA

Mr. ANDREWS. I now wish to ask you a question, about the Korean
war. Are any U.S. servicemen still held as prisoners by North Korea?
Mr. GAPEN. I don't have any information on that, but we can supply
it for the record.
Mr. SIKES. There are some defectors who haven't come back. Most
have come back. So far as we know, all prisoners of war have been

released. There may be some of whih we have no account.
Mr. ANDiiWS. Put something in the record, whatever you can find
about it.
(The information follows:)
There are no known U.S. servicemen still held as prisoners by North Korea.
However, 389 American servicemen have not been accOUhted for since the end of
the war in Korea. There Is no current reliable evidence from any source to indicate that these American servicemen, who served in Korea during the period
1950-53, are still alive and are being held prisoners by the Communists. Under
the provisions of the Missing Persons Act, a finding of presumptive death was
made for each of the men.
POLITICAL PRISONERS IN SOUTH VIlETNA3

Mr. ANDREWS. There has been a series of stories in the Washington
papers recently about politiOal prisoners in the Saigon jails and fails
elsewhere in South Vi6tnam; people who are in prfion solely because
of expressions of disagreement they have made with reference to the
Soubth Vietnamese Government. Do you know anything about those
prisoners?
Mr. CAPEN. No, sir. I might say that I am not an expert in that
area by a long shot. When we are talking about the U.S. prisoner of
war situation, as all of you realize, this is a sensitive public affairs
question and that is why I have had to become knowledgeable on our
men in North Vietnam.
Mr. ANDREws. Have you read these stories in the paper?
Mr. CAPEN, Yes, I have.,
Mr. AmrnEws. They were writteri by the dean of the UMiversity of
Boston, or floston College Law School. They don't read god. Political pisners; people express igdslike for the present administration in Saigon are put in jail and kept there. The estimate runs from
30,000 to o60' f those type prisoners down there,
It doesn't look like a, democratic fori f government to me. -What
kind of a war are we fighting there? What are we fighting for?
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Mr. Sixis. I doubt that these witnesses are qualified to respond.
ANDIREWS. I do not seek an answer; I am just expressing my
opinion.
Mr.

REPATRIATION

OP RETURNED
POW'S

Mr. RHODES. Mr. Capen, have you done any work with our few re.
turned POW's in the way of reorientation in order to determine what
they went through and whether they were properly conditioned to
be prisoners of war before they went so we can possibly, by our own
training, anticipate the difficulties a man might have if he is a POW?
Mr. CAPEN. Congressman Rhodes, we have a very thorough plan
for the repatriation and return of our U.S. servicemen. These men are
thoroughly debriefed, so that we can learn as much as possible about
their life while they were there, what kinds of problems they ran
into, any other information that would help us to learn about the
status of other prisoners over there. This is all helpful in learning
what kinds of training would be useful to other servicemen who may
be exposed to this danger. It is also helpful from the standpoint of
learning how best to reorient the men when they return.
As you know, however, there have only been six men returned by
North Vietnam in the past year and a half. These six were all held for
relatively short periods of time, ran goig from 3 to 71/2 months. They
are not typical of the problem that Wot have because they were held for
short periods of time. However, they were thoroughly debriefed I
might say for your information one of the meetings that we will have
coming up will be in Phoenix.
Mr. RHODES. There is one prisoner of war, I think, stationed at Luke
Air Force Base at the present time.
Mr. CArEN. That is correct.
CHANGES TO CODE OP CONDUCT

Mr. MINSHALL. Have you discussed at all 'any plans to change the
usual format of just "Name, rank, and serial nnitib er" for a prisoner
of war?
Mr. CAPEN. That, of course, is covered under the Code of Conduct
which when it was origin nally adopted, was meant to be under continuing review. Any information we gain on our men when they
return is certainly considered in the review of thle Code of CondUct,
but I don't feel qualified to speak on that particular subject.
RETURN OP MON14EYS RECEIVED

Mr. ADDABoI0. If at a later date it is determined that a soldier who
is presumed a prisoner turns out to have been killed in action, will the
fa ily 'be required to pay back an allotments or moneys received?
Mr. CAPENi. I believe they will note so required.
Mr. SMs.I think you are right, but will you determine that definitely for the record?
Mr. CAPEN. We certainly will.
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(The information follows :)
The family of a serviceman who has received allotments or other moneys while
their serviceman has been declared missing in action is not required to repay any
such funds received when the serviceman is determined to be deceased. Upon
determination of death, the payment of the allotment and any other moneys is
stopped and a lump sum settlement is made, along with other entitlements d(ue
upon the death of a serviceman. The date of determination of death is the key
element, not the actual date of death.
SOUTH I VIETNAMEEE CAPTURED BY VIET CONG

Mr. SIKEs. What happens when a South Vietnamese soldier is captured by the Vietcom ? Is he simply told "About face" and that he
is now a Vietcong soldir? That happens, doesn't it?
Mr. CAPEN. I don't believe I can answer that. question adequately
for you, Mr. Chairman, but we can supply that for the record if you
wolid like.
Mr. SIKEs. Tell us what you know about what happens to the South
Vietnamese Forces if they shofild be captured.
(The information follows:)
They are usually held in migratory prisoner of war camps. It is possible, however, that some few might have become defectors.
Mr. ADDABBO. Do the American Forces then also pay the South Viet-

namese hinhilies for those who are captured?
Mr. CAPPt. May we supply that for the record as well?
Mr. ADDABBO. Yes.

(The information follows:)
No. There is no payment to South Vietnamese families from American sources
for South Vietnamese personnel who are captured.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES

Mr. SIKES. Are there any organizational clannves being planned
within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public
Affairs
Mr. CAPEN. Yes, sir; there are.
Mr. SIKFS. Outline those for the record.
(The information follows:)
There are three areas within OASD(PA) where organizathoial changes have
been or are being implemented. These changes til result in tile reduction of 11
billets in the OASD(PA). The Chicago area office is being abolished with action completed by July 31, 1969. Certain functions of the magazine and book
branch of ASD(PA) are being transferred to the services along with seven
billets associated with these functions. The Southeast Asia News Branch of
tile Directorate for Defense Information is being consolidated with the Office
of the Special Assistant for Southeast Asia. This consolidation will result in the
abolishment of three professional military billets in the OASD (PA).
Additional planning, which could result in the elimination of the Office of
Media AcereditatIbn and Tours, is underway. The flnctions performed by this
office would either be abolished'or consolidated within the Directorate of Community Relations. This may result In an overall reduction of up to four billets
depending on which functions can be abolished.
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COMIA.I'E STUDY OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Mr. SiKEs. The committee's surveys and investigations staff recently completed a study of public affairs, public relations, and public information activities of the Department of Defense. The report indicates that generally there is personnel overstaffiLg, nonproductivity,
inefficieny, and variousduplliations in operations and Iunctions.
The gist of my first question on public affairs was to find out
whether or not any changes were planned before pointing out the
general deficiencies disclosed by our surveys and investigations staff
study. Would you like to comment on these general areas of deficiency
before we go into the details of the report I.
Mr. CAPEN. I have been in this position since January 20. Since
that time I have attempted to undertake a review of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public AffairsMr. Sins. Do you agree with the committee's findings?
Mr.

CAPEN.

I have not seen the report, Mr. Chairman. I do know

that prior to the time that I came to Washington that the staff spent
considerable time in our office.
Mr. SIKE.S. Let me interrupt you for a moment. This report will

certainly be made available to you.
Mr. CArpEN. We will be interested and I imagine there may be some
areas that we already felt were inadequate from our standpoint. We
have moved ahead to make some of these changes. The Deputy Secretary of Defense asked each of the OSD offices to make a thorough revie'w, wlich we undertook. We in public affairs recommended clianges
resulting in a slightly over 10 percent reduction in our authorized
strength. We have moved ahead with the aoproval of the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Administration and are this week carrying
out reductions that will amoint to a 5 percent reduction. We believe
this will help us to carry out our principal responsibilities of informig the American people in as efficient a wayas possible.
OFFInCE OF i)nFNSE iNFORMATION

Mr. SIKEs. The report points out that within the Office of the As-

sistant Secretary for Public Affairs there is a Director of Defense
Information. At the time of the study there were 69 employees assigned to this paricular operation. The principal function of these
employees was the release of information to the public through the
media of the press, magazines, books, radio, television, and motion
pictures. The report points out that most of the information released
by this office was obtained from the services in the first instance.
The investigative staff was advised by public affairs Officials that
if inquiries not of a national interest reqaifjig approval of the Director of Infoirmation are referred to the military services for direct
response duplicate handling could be eliminated. Is there arny need
for the duphcate handling of this information and why can it not be
elimtiated?
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Mr. CAPEN. Mr. Chairman, we have looked at the workloads of each
of the directorates in public affairs and, of course, with the large
degree of interest on the part of the media, we have a tremendous
number of queries coming into this directorate which is responsible
for answering those queries. For example, there are more than 35,000
queries a year that come into this directorate. These queries very often
require close coordination with other departments and agencies within
the Department of Defense, with the State Department, and with the
White House, where appropriate.
it is our general belie that a central office where newsmen can direct
queries is beneficial. We then are able to provide coordination on an
efficient basis. But, overall, we believe that the coordination and cooperation through one Office, the Director of Defense Information, is
a proper way to unction.
Mr. SI. You don't feel that there is duplicate handlingt-you do
feel this apparent duplicate handling cannot be eliminatedo

Mr. CAPrN. I would hope that we could minimize that wherever

possible and I can assure you that we are looking into this as fast as
possible, recognizing that we do have a new team in this office.
DIRECTORATE FOR PLANS AND PIOORAMS

Mr. SInas. Concerning the directorate for plans and programs
within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public
Affairs, the report states that considerable top level effort was devoted
to reviewing messages previously used by public affairs personnel in
the National Military Comand Center. Several officials considered
this unnecessary and a duplication of effort. Investigation by the staff
further disclosed the underutilization and noinproduictivity of top
ranking personnel who were involved in the maintenalice of personnel
files, the coordination of proposed new releases, and the clarifying of
policy from 4 to 6.years old. This would certainly appear to be unnecessary work which can be eliminated. What are your comments?

Mr. OkPEN. This is a recommendation of your staff that I can assure
you will be given very detailed consideration'on our part once we have
received the reort.
WithI regar& to the National Military Command Center staff, I
would ofily say that thisis a very vital part of our public, a ffgirs operation. We have a 24-hour representation in the command center which
enables us to respond on an immediate basis when we hlave a situation

such as the shooting down of the E-121. We have tremendous demand

for answers to queries andit is terribly important that we have a direct
public il'airs representative who can assess incoming information and
inform the leadership of the Publio Affairs Office when a breaking
development has public affairs implications.
CONSOLMhATIfN

OF OFFICES WITHIN PUBLIO AFFAIRS

,Mr. SIRS. Why is it necessary that there be nine separate directorates or offices within the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Public Affairs?
Mr. CAPEN. We don't believe it is necessary to have that many and
we are in the process of consolidating several of those functions.
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Mr. SIKES.

and
What is tile requirement for the media accreditation

tour staff?
consolidated and
Mr. CAPEN. That is one of those areas that is being
billets reduced where appropriate.
of the media acMr. SIKES. The report states that two members
occupied for
productively
been
creditation and tour staff have notwhen
discontinued.
was
work
their
most of the time since January 1968,
these people were retained
Now, you cannot answer for the fact that
work to perform prior
have
not
did
they
on the personnel rolls when
situation
the time that you took office. What can you tell us about the
to
nIOW
Mr. CAPE We have found that in that particular office the people
them to be
there were not being utilized as fully as I would expectto get more
and for that reason we have undertaken consolidation
efficient full usage out of the personnel in our office.
SPECIAL PROJECTS

STAFF

duties of the
Mr. SIKES. The report further states that the current
staff did not
project
special
the
on
two grade 16's and the grade 15
given to iebeen
not
has
consideration
and
fully utilize their talents
levels.
assignifg them to other duties commensurate with their grade
Can these positions not be abolished?
to in
Mr. CAPEN. This is also an area we are giving consideration
our review as directed by Deputy Secretary Packard.
regarding
Mr. SIKES. I would like for the committee to be advised
the results of these reviews that you are discussing.
Mr. CAPEN. We will be delighted to, Mr. Chairman.
(The information follows:)
the Assistant r.Necrenry
As stated before, the overall functions of the Office of
objective is to ensure the
of Defense (public affairs) are being reviewed. Our
studying several altereffective and efficient utilization of all personnel. We are made as a result of
reconimendations
any
welcome
we
regard,
natives. In this
this committee's review of this office.
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS

DUPLICATING

OSD

a
The report points out that each military service ls
Office
the
as
lines
same
the
chief of information office organized along
is it
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs. Why
,Mr. SIES.

the
necessary that each service have a similar Organization as tht of
Affairs?
Pubhc
Office of the Secretary of Defense for
Office of the
in thethe
responsibilities
ourAffairs
Mr. Chairman
llfr
CAPEN.
Mr.
maximum
emit
p
are.to
ic
Pu
Defense
of
Secretary
interest. Now, there
flow of infoixiation of national anid international
service
is a great deal of information that pertains to each specific
level,
Defense
of
that would not come into the Office of the Secretaryservices involved.
the
but is very important informational matter'to offices are organized
For that reason, among others, the information
within that
within each service to coordinate the flow of information
manpower
and
time
the
of
service. I would guess a great percentage
informaof
flow
the
maximize
to
utilized
within each of the services is
involved.
services
the
tion within
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Mr. SiKEs. Is it not possible that the duplication of operations between the various Offices and those of the services could be completely
eliminated?
Mr. CAPEN. This is an area. that, is part of our study. We have found
that, there are several functioiis that can be performed more effiieiitly
by the services rather thali at the OSD level, and for that reason we
have moved ahead to return several billets to the services.
COST OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Mr. SIKES. I would like to have inserted in the record a schedule

showing the total fuiids obligated during the fiscal year 1968, 1969,
and those estimated to be obligated in fiscal year 1970 for public affairs,
public relations and public inforilnation activities.
(The information follows:)

Obligations incurred or estimated to be incurred for the Office of the Assistant
Seretary of Defense (public affairs) are as follows:
fIa thollsatuI8
Fiscal year 1968
Fiscal year 1909
Fiscal year 1970

of d01101rs

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1,347
,4----------, 589

(NoTE.--q'ho0 figures exclude all costs accumulated In the Central Services Accouit
.stle1h ian supplies, ellitpment and so forth) because as a general rule such Items cannot be
hlentilflP with t specific achvitv. Military personnel costs are not hieludei as they are
budgeted for by, the respective military departments.)
PUBLIC TNFORIIATION

DIRECTIVE

Mr. SixKES. May I have l)rovided for the record the directive of the
Secretary of Defense dated March 4,19690, concernifig public infornation principles'?
(The information follows:)
TnE SECRETARY OP DEFENSE,

Washington, D.C., March l, 1969.

Memorandum for Secretaries of the Military Departments; Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff; Director of Defense Research and Engineering; Assistant
Secretaries of Defense; Assistants to the Secretary of Defense; Directors of
the Defense Agencies.
Subject: Public information principles.
To assure that the American people are fully informed about matters of national defense, I intend that the Department of Defense shall conduct Its
activities in an open manner, consistent with the need for security. This means
that unclassified information, other than that exempted by the Freedom of Information Act, must be readily accessible to the public and the press. Because
of the importance I attach to this matter, I want to state certain principles
which I expect to be followed in the conduct of public affairs activities of this
Departmnent.
1. Our first concern must be the security of the United States and the safety
of our Armed Forces. Therefore, Information which would adversely affect the
security of our country or endanger our men should not be dis closed.
2. The provisions of the Freedom of I4formihtion Act (5 U..C. 1552) will be
supported In both letter and sptit
.. No information will be classified solely because disclosure might result in
criticism of the Department of Defense. To avoid abuse of classiflcitloti procedures, we must adhere strictly to the criteria set forth in Executive Order
10-501.
4. Our obligation to provide the public with accurate, timely information on
major Department of Defense programs will require, in some instances, detailed
public information planning and coordlnation within the Departtnent and with
other Government agencies. However, I ant to emphasize that the sole purpose
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of such plaiiiiilg and coordination will be to expedite the flow of information to
the public. Propaganda has no place in Department of Defense public Informnation programs.
Therefore, I direct that each addressee review all pertinent directives, policies
and public information plans to insure prompt and complete compliance with
these principles. Those which do not meet the foregoing criteria will be revised or
rescinded.
The Assistant Secretary of Defense (public affairs) is responsible for advising
and assisting ine in the fulfillment of these public information principles throughout the Departient of Defense.
MELVIN R. LAD.

Mr. Siics. Is that directive being enforced by the Department ?
Mr. CAPEN. Yes, sir. Those principles, as outlined by the Secretary
of Defense, stated in brief that it was his desire and directive that we
conduct our public affairs activities in an open manner consistent with
the needs of security. Our first concern mutist be the security of the
United States and, therefore, inforntatiio which wotld adversely affect the security of our country or endanger our men should not be
disclosed. However, the Secretary made it quite clear that no information would be classified solely because disclosure could result in
citicism of the Department of Defense. He made it very (olear that
he wanted our office to assist to the maximum extent possible in inforinig the American people and expediting the flow of information.
To that end we have undertaken regular morning news briefings for
the newsmen who regularly cover the Department of Defense, or ally
other accredited newsmen who would care to come over. We feel that
this has improved an understanding of the problems and issues that
our country confronts with regard to the Department of Defense and
national security.
Occasionally, when appropriate, when a subject is timely, we invite
to our news briefins civilian and military experts in various areas
where the newsmenliave expressed a concern, all of which- are aimed
at providibig better understanding of our problems and our responsibilties, all of which are aimed at permittig the maximtib flow of
information.
In addition, we receive a preat many requests from all over the
country for Department of Defense representatives to speak before
various groups. We are attempting to the best extent possible to 1111
those requests. This is a rather major unlidertaking il itself. For example, s inle January we have had something between 200 and 250 of our
top civilian and military people in the Department of Defense speakig at various functions.
REVIEW OF COM13ITEE'S REPORT

Mr. Sm s. After you have had time to review the report which the
committee will make available to you, we would like to then be advised
of any corrective action that you take as a result of the findings in the
committee report, and we would like to be advised about other changes
which hre iitended'to provide savings or increase efficieicy.
Mr. CAPEN. As I stated earlier, wve welcome this inf0ihtion. It is
most timely right now when we are conductin our own internal review so that we can operate as efficiently as possible.
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BACKGROUND OF RICHARD G. CAPEN, JR.

Mr. SIKES. We have discussed these problems in a forthright
manner and the committee appreciates the attitudes you have ex-

pressed.
What is your background?

Mr. CAPIN. Mr. Chairman, I was director of public affairs for the
Co )ley newspapers. They published 17 daily newspapers in California
and Illinois. My backgrouind is primarily at the corporate level so
this area of the organization of our department is one that I have
devoted some time to because I believe there are ways we can improve
our efficiency over there, recognizing-that we have a great many challenges in the informational field in the Department of Defense. We
would like to be as effective commicators as possible.
Mr. ANDREWS. Have you been accused of any type of credibility
gap?
CAPEN. No, sir.
Mr. SIKES. They haven't been here very long.
Mr. LirscomB. It would be well to point out for the record that the
fr.

study and investigation made of the Public Information Offices was
by directive df this committee issued August 2, 1968, and was reported
to this committee February 7, 1969 Ibelieve we can coimend Mr.
Capen on his grasp of the subject without having seen our report.
I think he has shown much interest and initiative in solving some of
the very problems that the report points out. I think he already has
done, a ood job.
M r. SIKES. Thank you, Mr. Capen.
INTERNATIONAL MILITARY HEADQUARTERS

We will now take tip cost of support of International Military Headquarters.
Will the Office of the Defense Adviser be responsible for the control
and. management of U.S. contributions in support of International
Mflitary Headquarters and Agencies?
Mr. FRORTILKE. I believe the answer to that one is "No." If I may
have the right to correct It.
Mr. SIKES. Of course.
Mr. CooKE. International Headquarters are funded on a pro rata

capital share 'by the military budget committee of NATO. The Defense
Adviser is not directly involved in the apportioiment pi'ocess, although
one of his people sits as representatives on various committees.
SUPPORT OF INTERNATIONAL

Mr. Siims. Supply

MILITARY

HEADQUARTERS

AND

AGENCIES

for the record the total amount being requested
for support of International
Military Headqtirters anI Agencies
and the appropriations involved, and the amount for each organization agency or activity and the applicable appropriations.
Mr. FROEMILKE, We will supply it.
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(The information follows:)
The amounts being requested in fiscal year 1)70 for support of International
Military Heidquarters in the DOD appropriations are indicated by organization
or activity within each agency as follows:
DelArtmentof the Army (0. & NI.):
U.S. contribution:
NATO
--------------------------------------CEOA
--------------------------------------NAMSO
------------------------------------Support costs:
CENTAG
-----------------------------------CEOA
--------------------------------------NATO Hawk support
--------------------------NAMSO-------------------------------------------U.S. representative to NATO Military Committee------SHAPE
-------------------------------------International military staff ....Total

---------------------------------------

$28, 659,000

Department of Navy: U.S. contribution-SEATO (0. & M.)......
Support costs:
ASW Research Center (R.D.T. & E.)
Departmental (0. & M.)
SEATO (O. & M.)
Total

361,000

Department of Air Force:
U.S. contributon:
Von Karman Institute (0. & M.)
CENTO (O. & M.) ..............
Support
costs:
A i'AT'V%
QL~'AAr"
ONTO (R.D.T. & E.)

Von Karman Institute (0. &M.)

SHAPE Technical Center (0. & M.)
4th ATAF (0. & M.)
Total

----------------------------------------

1,053,000

OSD (0. & M.) : Support costs -----------------------------

1, 157, 000

State (0. & M.) : Support costs Grand total

----------------------------

-------------------------------------CENTRAL SERVICE

379,000
31,230,000

OPERATIONS

Mr. SIKES. On the cost of central service operations, we note from
the justficatiots that the request for central service operations is in-

creasing again this year. Although the net increase is only $31,000,
we note there are soie rather large increases involved within the

accconft. Why should there be this continued increase in operating
costs of the agency? Supply that for the record.
Mr. FROEIILKE. Do you have anything specifically in mind, Mr.
Chairman One of the MRai items would a again NATO.
The adviser to NATO is approximately $218,000 which wasn't in
there in the previous years, so that'is a significant item.
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(The informaltion follows:)
As was indicated in the opening statement a reduction of $247.000 was aceomplished in the central service account. However, the decision to change the
fumling of the USNAO operations from MAP to operation and malntenince
with tile associated central services estimated costs of $278,000 resulted it a ihet
increase of $31,000 fix this accotit. 1Except for the aforemientioned expenses any
Increases In items of expense are offset by a similar reduction in other items of

expense.

OFPICH OF SPECIAL STAFF ASSISTANT

Mr. Suirs. With regard to the cost,of the olorhtioil of the Offlhe of
Special Staff Assistant, that, is increasing by $885,000 in 1970 because of th6 assigniient of the function ot-defonse adviser to NATO,

as we just discussed. Now, we also note that the central service cost. is
being increased by $260,$6 for aduitstrative support, to U.S. NATO.
Whai is the reqtrement for tits Admiilstrative sttp"ort, cost?
Mr. FitoRtli(tI. This is comparable to the adt iist'ative support,
M11r. (Aiiriliat, that, we oter to the Joint Chiefs of Stall and to the
Office of the Secretary of Defense to make sure thati ly do have an

operating funftction iii 13elgidti, alild office function.

SPI'ECIAl, ASSISTANT FOIl NATO AFPAIRlS

Mr. SIR,s. )oes this support the operating costs of the Special
Assistant, for NATO Atrai's?
Mr. FnomrM n..This is for the Office of the Special Assistant.
Mr. Sxuris. Then what, you are saying is, it is taking $2(0O1000 iii
addition to the $885,000 to run this office?
Mr. FJtontJ,K,,. Yes. I .believe the total figure to run tlhe office in
NA'rO is a pproximately $1,100'000.
INCREASE) COST or (o3PUTEP, SEIviCEs

Mr. Snmiis. The costs of computer services has increased by $1,091,000
since fiscal year 1968. Why is there that requiredint?
Mr. FItoERUKE. Here again I aIn calling upon one of my colleagues,
but I will preface it wit,h the statement that I believe thins isanother
sign of our tithes. I believe if you vill go to any major corporation that
does have a data processing center, you will ind it is the same store .
We-are attelfi)thig to computerize as much of the adminiistrative detail
as we can. 1We believe that in the process we are saving sul)stafitiailly,
particulaly in the clerical area..
Mr. SIXES. If you can identify those savings for the record.
(The information follows:)
Coinputers have been used for approximately 15 years within the DOD. The
most successful use of these computers have been In the area of routine (lata
handlinfg because they give more reliable and faster service over manitol methods.
Using the DOD military prime contracts file system as an example to elerleiAly
sequence, add, post, type, and proof this file of 214,000 records to provide foilr
basic reports, would have required approximately 4,840 man-hours. By conparlson, the computer processes those data in 4 hours and 80 miniites. Tlhs dos
not Imply that clerks are not needed, but, rather that a small staff can accomplish far more than by manually processing data with a largo clerical staff;
thereby retle(ting the savings desired.
Another typical clerical savings istie computer processed pamphlet of military
prlme contract awards by State and geographic region. Here, individual tables
are shown for each State breaking out total procurement according to 25 major
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Categories of hillbillies, equ01ifimet, test, 111(d eyaili 6 (H.., S: H.) work by
$tato *111( region. Fr'Iont the blushe' iiitilry prtuiv (o)Itr'u&'t Mel these reports are'
generatted l i 3 liuofid .41(
0 mlifltit('S, anud within 48 honrs tire ivftilable for tho
printer: ClericAlly processing these tables would reuitire alifroxintely 1,20)

nian-hours and the clleial response tile nlecessalry t-o provide the samle dtafi

attl -report would eoiniflteWl3 negate the valhi( of the~ report. With tWe rapid
at'(N)55 to datal, a sall dleal staff eian direct Its efforts to the anaIlysis of thev

Iproduet.,4 rather Mt h itht~)rt'pArAtofi of It,
AddIitional beiiolits are (leiived.: for. example, by providing tile Lalbor. i'puirt.meit with umagimetle tape) dtil from the 81am1e records, N0hit'I thoy ill the paist
llt'quired t'loricahl1y, thereby elfimintfitg tilnecessary tiulilient61Iidnat overlatping
of elfort--again reulig savings In b)oth clerical ui onmiiiter effort.
Another savings, which Is most thiffhlclt~ to quanutify, is realized 1by having a
dalta 1Wise InI existelmee thaft can he us~ed to answer quest ions concerning contracts
ill varies geographic reahs of the Unfited Stflt('5. fin Naet, niany responsmes are
uinidt' t~o collgrt's.4iolAa queories fromn this dtiuti last' that t'otl only be done onl
at timely bilsts b~y the coffpuitter.
We tire (1011g things4 today that. are only possible beeaahse of' the uldvan('etl
stalte of ('onlpitr tet'hulology a11d exp4'rioe' ill Its iiilia
o
Mr.iirs J~os an oe wish to add to Mvhat. hi heei sa-iid ?
Mr. Coolu.,. T Uloh' that 011i' fiseafl Noeari 1970 l))ldgret is lit('thl-llV it

decrease. iin e0111)tthrvie of $503,060 from
lh
fsa year 19(09 estiilia-to. lIt is sulstitltilly Ove'r Our atctual 19)(18 thlgcet.
Mr. Sinu. The oltriinal estimailte for (!Oiij)ter. sehievc4s for fiscal
yettr 1969 was $1,304,000. Thw revised( estiniate is niow $1s,5,000. nilt
is $274,000 incerease. in this fisl yealr. WhINP was tha-t lleessftr.'?
Mfr. CookI.I. Ba1sicllfy, Mi'. Chanirmanll the 1fioltil5(sowas ill coun jute'izinn, our foreign di~wsc o p~olioy. As a part,of the Muitions Conitrol
Adt., we arso asked to makce literaflly thouisands of transactions with
rogau'd to releasing a,given pice of tixehnica6l information. Thie increase
for the revised fiscal year 1969 was to set up a computer wit~h a. software system.
M r. S'I x s. Ts this

a.one-time increase?

Mr. Cooxin. Yes, sill.
Mr. FitoEIIL1. Yes, air; $50,000.

NEAWS FIT.?.! ON VTE'1'NAM.

Mr. SIXES. What is the sound neovs filmn release for which yoit are10
requesting $160,000
'Mr. FnorImLIC. This is the film taken in Vietnam, rushed back to the
United States, procesed and then maftde avaihi~ble to the vatrioll' ROws
media, in the United States to be iused to show the condutit oif the warll
inI Vietnam.
Mr. Siiciou. Isnt this beige done byt all of the newvsseu'vi c0 IaY
1 %N'v
Mr. FiuoI10lci. To a limited extent, certainly, there w%%ould hedoplhca'tion.
Mr. Snmns. It mafy be well to have yours if it provides some factual
informat-ion about "wha is going on or being done over there, rather
that the propa-ganida, that often appears to emphasize the wrong side
of the story.
Mr. Cooicn. Mr. Chatirman, ouir uisage factor On thatt ffl n the period

April 1967 to December-1968 was 75.5 percent., wvhich

findiiates that the

Americatn public, thirough the TV media., is getting at chance to see
whant outr own combat- photographic team s are doifig in Vietnam.
85-262-69-0. 0-37
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FIL31 ON DEFENSE ORGANIZATIONAL ENTITY SYSTEM

Mr. Si xs. That can be very useful.
What is the purpose of the "Training Film for Defense Organizational Entity System"?
Mr. FROEHLKE. I do not have the answer to that.
Mr. COOKE. Mr. Chairman, the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Comptroller, over the last several years, has been attempthiig to establish a standard system for identifying the literally thousands of organization entities, components and subcomponents within the Department of Defense. He has succeeded in establishing this system. The
purpose of tiiht training flii, is for. inservice, or oil-the-job htainiing of
the people involved in staidardizinig the system because we will have
thousands of people involved in running the system.
NEWS

STUDIO

CONFERENCE FACILITY

Mr. SIKE S. Last year you requested $250,000 for enlarging the news
studio conference facilities. Was this project built or deferred?
Mr. FRoEILKE. This project was deferred. We do not have it in this
budget.
Mr. SIKES. What happened to the funds?
Mr. FROEHLKE. The funds are'there. They were not spent.
Mr. Swins. Will they revert to the Treasury?
Mr. FROEHLKE. I believe not.
Mr. FISHER. They are savings at the present time and wre will identify this to the ASD (Comptroller) for reallocation within the'overall
"Operation and maintenance, defense agencies" appropriation as he
sees fit.
Mr. SIKES. Are there any funds this year for the evaluation-of technical manuals?
Mr. FROEHTLKE. No, sir.
DOD FOREIGN DISCLOSURE RECORDS CENTER

Mr. SixEs. On January 18, 1969, $590,000 of fiscal year 1969 funds
was transferred from the Air Force to the central service activities for
the establishment of the DOD Foreign Disclosure Records Center.
What is the purpose of this center?
Mr. FROETILKE. That is the center Mr. Cooke just commented on. We
are putting the myriad of information that we do send to our allies
overseas on computers so we can determine much more readily what
is available, where it is going, what the restrictions are.
Mr. SIKES. A little while ago, in explaining the increase of $274,000
in computer services for 1969, you referred to that as a part of the
cost of the Foreign Disclosure Records Center but the funds for the
operation of the Foreign Disclosure Records center were transferred
from the Air Force, if I remember correctly. So, therefore, it would
appear that the $274,000 was used for some other type of computer
service. Would that be correct?
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Mr. CooKE. No, sir, in the Presidefit's budget for computer services

we went from $1.3 million to $1.578 million, an increase of $274,000,

whicli was included within the function transfer from the Air Force
to OSD for tleForeign Disclosure Policy and Records Center.
Mr. SIKES. Then, in effect, the cost of this operation is something in.
the neighborhood of $850,000 instead of the $590,000 that was
reprogramed?
Mr. CoOE. No, sir. Included within the $590,000 was $274,000 for
the item of "CornpUter services."
Mr. SIKEs. Where are the funds for the operation of this center

included in the secretarial activities for fiscal year 1970?
Mr. FROEHLtF4 . It is $85,000 which we anticipate will be continuing.
I believe it is in ISA.
CONSULTANTS

Mr. SKRES. Mr. Secretary, in your immediate operation, you are
requesting an increase of $44,000 for additional consultant services
wiflhin the Office of the Secretary of Defense activities. What is the
total amount being requested for consultant services?
Mr. FROEHLKE.@The fiscal year 1969 amount is $265,000 and next year
we are requesting $285 000.
Mr. SIKES. And for Ascal year 1968?
Mr. FRouLKE. May I supply that for the record?
Mr. SIKEs. All right.
(The information follows:)
In fiscal year 1908, the cost of consultant services was $160,851.

Mr. SKE s. Why is an increase of this nature necessary?
Mr. FROEHLWE, One reason that we look to consultants upon occasion

is we are seeking certain people with specialized backgrounds, the
specialty normally being i the technical areas. Another reason is for
emergency situations when we want someone for a day or two, or a
week. We don't want to hire a man to do the job on a fll-time basis.
Mr. SYKES. How do you determine who is eligible for service as a
consultant? What are the qualiflcations ?
Mr. FtOmEIKE. Of course, this will vary dependinlg upon the area
in which he is a professional, an1 expert. The individfial Assistant Secretary for the Office of the Secretary Of Defense must make the ntial
determiintion. This is then submitted to my office. We review the recoimmiendation ; we review the background and then the Assistait Secretary, administration, either concurs or denies. Education and experience would be the primary bases for accepting or denying.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to have listed for the record the number
of consultants employed during fiscal 1968-69 and those anticipated
for employment in fiscal year 1970. For your information, a similar
schedule appeared on page 149, part IV of last year's hearings.
The anticipated employment of consultants for fiscal year 1970 is currently
under review by the Secretary of Defense. Since the names of the consultants
for fiscal year 1970 are not currently available, this information will be provided
to the committee at a later date.
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CONSULTANTS

USED IN FISCAL YEAR 190

NAME AND TYPE OF DUTIES

The Special Assistant to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary
Buzhardt, Fred J, adviser to the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense.
Prendergast, William B., consultant ito the special assistant on matters of importance to the Secretary of Defense.

Office, DirectorDefense Researcl and Engineering
Alley, Dr. Carroll 0., Jr., member, special group on optical masers, advisory
group on electron devices.
Alpert, Dr. Daniel, member defense science board.
Balzhiser, Dr. Richard D., member, task force on civil defense.
Collins, Dr. Robert J., member, advisory group on electron devices.
Daniels, Mr. Rexford, advises D.D.R. & B. on electromagnetic comphitabllity.
Dow, Dr. Daniel G., member, advisory grottp on electron devices.
Perri, Dr. Antonio, member, task force on future military technology.
Gell-Mann, Dr. Murray%, member, task force on anti-infiltration system.
Goetze, Dr. Gerhard W., member, advisory group on electron devices.
Goldberger, Prof. Marvin L., member, task force on anti-infiltration system.
Gould, Dr. Lawrence, member, advisory group on electron devices.
Grlggs, Prof. David T., member, defense science board.
Heffner, Dr. Hubert, member, advisory group on electron devices.
Henline, Lt. Col. Clair G. (ret.), advises D.D.R. & E. through Assistant Director
(communications and electronics) on R. & D. programs (electronic devices
and optical masers).
Hill, Mr. David A-, member, advisory group on electron devices.
Laidlaw, Dr. William R., advises on the F-111 programs within D.D.R. & E.
responsibility.
Laurino, Richard K., DSB task force-eivil defense.
Jewls, Dr. Harold W., member, task force on anti-inlltration system.
MacDonald, Dr. Gordon J. F., member, defense science board.
McOulloch, Dr, Warren S., member, task force on future military technology.
Norberg, Dr. Richard B., advise on problems related to university participation
in defense basic -research programs.
Panoff, Mr. Robert, advise D.D.R. & E. on antisubmarine warfare program..
Pool, Dr. Ithiel de Sola, member, defense science board.
Rediker, Dr. Robert H., member, advisory group on electron devices.
Reynolds, Dr. Wallace, advise D.D.R. & E. on problems associated with Federal
contract research programs.
Rowe, Dr. Joseph B., member, advisory group on electron devices.
Schelling, Dr. Thomas C., member, defense science board.
Seitz, Dr. Frederick, member, defense science board.
Sheingold, Dr. Leonard S., member, defense science board.
Sievers, Dr. Albert 3., I1, member, task force on civil defense.
Smith, Dr. Harold P., Jr., member, task force on missile vulnerability.
Van Lint, Dr. Victor, member, task force on missile vulnerability.
Villard, Prof. 0. G., Jr., member, task force on electronic warfare.
Wade, Dr. Glen. member, advisory group on electron devices.
Zachariasen, Prof. Fredrik, member, task force on anti-infiltration systems.
Zarafonetis, Dr. Chris, J. D., provide expert advice on DOD biomedical research
program; performs as chairman, Joint Medical Research Conference.
Advanced Rcsearl& Projeet8 Agency
Carpenter, Peter F., member of the SIAF (small independent action forces)
project.
Jacobs, Milton J., specialist In evaluating and assessing the technical quAlity
of the rural security systems program-Thailand.
Kerr, Richard C., specialist on mobility research.
Morris, 3. Stephen, specialist on employing psychological techniques and principles.
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Nicholson, George K., Jr,, specialist on providing technical advice on special
physical and mathematical problems.
Nierenberg, Willkina A., member, AGILE advisory committee.
Oppenheim, Irwin, specialist in evaluating and assessing n. & D. programs in
gas dynaifes, flonr fleld and plasma physics.
Penner, St anlofrd, Solomon,
specialist in physical atid behavioral scientific.
problems.
Sproull, Robert i., speciAlist on materials sciences.
York, Herbert F., specialist in physical and behavioral scientific problems.
Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Admi istration)
Colglazier, Robert W., petroleum study.
Ewbank, Williim L., security activities.
Fitch, Alva R., intelligence, military deployments.
Froehilke, Robert F., admhilnistrative and organizatithil matters.
Gerhardt, Horrison A., natfioialsecurity poll(y strattegy.
G(ordon, Bernitrd K., foreign policy, national security policy.
lirdt, Jolhn P., foreigif plicy, ntilnl
security policy.
Hoover, Joseph S., financial management.
Kintner, William R., national security policy, International affairs.
Laison. Roy, lnternational relations, politico-milit ry matters.
Wright, Jerauldlnillitary deployments, strategy, technology.
Wright, W1Vi1fin H. S., national security policy, international affairs strategy.
Office, Assistant Secreta)'y of Defense (COomptroller)
Anthony, Robert N., consults on the functional responsibilities of the Comptroller's
Office.
Cooper, John H., consults on plannitfg, programing and budgeting activities for
military personnel programs.
Koop, W. Brewster, consults on expense controls.
Sehiavone, Harry R., consults on planning, programing aid budgeting activities
for classified prograliis.
Walker, Ross G., consults on resource management systems.
Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (In.tallationsand Logistics)
Barth.2Max, architectural expert.
Cartol.Mr. Roy, arciftectural exl)ert.
Hunter, Conml. A. D. (retired) U.S. Navy, Southeast Asia construction problems.
Kyle, Mr. John M., Jr.. constrtction . iblenis.
Minton, MajGen. A. M. (retired) U.S. Air Force, Southeast Asia construction
problems.
oHowitz, Dr. Robert J., economic adjustment problems.
Treanor, Robert L., assists in emergency planlng aspects.
Webb, Willia m Y., assists in damage assessment activities.
Wilson, L/Gen(Ret) W. K. USA, Southeast Asia construction problems.
Office, Assistant Secretary of Defcnse (InternationalSecurity Affairs)
Bleiman, Junius J., advises on political-military and strategic planning problems.
Cooper, Theodore L., assists in the preparation of the MAP Congressional Presentation document.
Fisher, Roger, advises on worldwide problems in the field of disarmament.
Nutter, G. Warren, pending appointment as assistant Secretary of Defense (intrnational security affairs).
Ullman, Richard C., advises on strategic aspects of U.S.-Soviet relations.
Ware, Richard A, provides advice to the ASD(ISA) on organizational matters
pertainiuig to ISA.
Warnke, Paul C., advises on a wide range of topics covering international security
affairs.
Yarmoliisky, Adam, renders expert assistance on a variety of international poiti.
cal/military matters.
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O.foe, Assistant Soeretary of Defense (Manpower and Resere AffaIrs)
Abraham, Willard, DOD model schools workshop.
Anderson, Robert H., DOD model schools workshop.
Babcock, Kenneth B., DOD medical advisory council.
Barnhart, Fred P., DOD dental advisory committee.
Belvin, John 0., DOD model schools workshop.
Burket, Lester W., DOD medical advisory council.
Caughey, John L., DOD medical advisory council.
Castellano, Vito, dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Carp, Abraham, DOD post-war role in youth development programs and personnel/training/manpower research.
Crawford, Bonner M., dependents schools (overseas) -North Central accreditation.
DeBakey, Michael E., DOD Medical Advisory Council.
Dolan, Margaret B., DOD ntirsing advisory committee.
Esbensen, Thorwald, DOD model schools workshop.
Fisk, Shirley C., DOD medical advisory council.
Forrest, Munn D,, dependents education (overseas)-Nortlh Central accreditation.
Fox, Thomas P., DOD dental advisory committee.
Gerich, Jerry J., dependents education (overseas)-North Central accreditation.
Hampton, Oscar P., Jr., DOD medical advisory council.
Hassenplug, Lulu W., DOD nursing advisory committee.
Haynes, Inez, DOD nursing advisory committee.
Hudson, Charles B., DOD medical advisory council.
Layne, John A., DOD medical advisory council.
Lowman, Victor E., dependents education (overseas)-North Central acereditation.
McCormak,James H. DOD medical advisory council.
M Tighe, John A., military Retirement study.
Olson, Leon B., Dependents education (overseas)-North Central accreditation.
Palladino, Ralph A., Reserve affairs.
Parker, Simon D., dependents Education (overseas) -North Central accreditfition.
Rasmussen, Lavern, DOD model schools workshop.
Ribble, John, Chaplains board.
Rockafellow, Theodore F., dependents education (.overseas)-North Central accreditation.
Schomburg, August, Defense career executive institute.
St. Cyr, Carol Ruth, DOD model schools workshop.
Tullis, James L., DOD medical advisory council,
Wear, Maurice D., Dependents education (overseas) -North Central accreditation.'
Wells, John M., Absentee voting.
Wiitaker, Judith G., DOD Nursing Advisory Committee.
Wilson, David B., DOD medical advisory council.
Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Pablie Affairs)
Capon, Richard G., public affairs expert.
Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis)
Bernstein, Charles H,, advises on new applications of systems analysis to support D061decisionmaking.
Botitwell, W. Kenneth, Dr., advises on use of linear programing and computer
simulation models in analyzing defense airlift requirements.
Dickey, George B., Dr., advises on allied forces requirements for ordnance.
Kaufmann, William W., Dr., advises on new'approaehes and concepts and alternative force structures and strategies.
Keller, John EL, advises on new approaches and concepts and alternative mixes
and trade-offs involving strategic mobility f.nd airlift/sealift forces.
Marshall, Paul W., advises on new and improved intelligence programs.
Smelling, W. Philip, advises on surface-to-air missiles, ship force levels, and fleet
anti-air warfare systems.
Nolan, Richard L., advises on use of linear programing and simulation models
in analyzing defense airlift requirement
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Peterson, Clair A., Dr., analysis of non-nuclear ordihuoce reqfilrements for the
tactical air forces.
Rieter, Roger F., Dr., economic analysis of defense expenditure and the Vietnamese conflict on the domestic economy.
Walker, Norman, Dr., analysis of missile systems in relation to human operator
control systems.
CONSULTANTS USED IN FISCAL YEAI 1968

NAME AND TYPE OF DUTIES
O.ce, Di'cctor Dc/Cso Research and Ihiynccriig

Alley, Carroll 0., member, special group on optical masers, advisory group on
electron devices.
Alpert, Daniel, member, defense science board; chairman, task force on Federal
contract research centers.
Booker, Henry G., member, task force on command control communficatIons
technology.
Collins, Robert J., chairman, special group on optical masers, advisory group
on electron devices.
Daniel, Phillip Jas., member, task force on command control communications
technology.
Daniels, Rexford, advises D.D.R. & E. on electromagnetic compatability; chairman, Electromagnetic Side Effects Panel of Joint Technology Advisory Committee to President, representing DOD.
Ferri, Antonio, member, task force on assessment of U.S. Technical Military
Posture-1980.
Geldard, Frank A., member, task force on the behavioral sciences.
Goetze, Gerhard W., member, working group on special devices, advisory group
on electron devices.
Gould, Lawrence, member, working group on microwave devices, advisory group
on electron devices.
Griggs, David, member, defense science board; member, task force on research
policy and oil vulnerability.
Haire, Mason, member, task force on behavioral sciences.
Heffner, Hubert, chairman, working group on microwave devices, advisory group
on electron devices.
Helliwell, Robert A., member, task force on command control communications
technology.
Hendrick, Roy W., member, advisory group on analysis of special weapons effects data,
Henline, Clair G., advises D.D.R. & E. through assistant director (communications & electronics) on R. & D. programs (electronic devices and optical
masers).
Hill, David A., member, advisory group on electron devices.
Jacobs, Milton, member, task force on behavioral sciences.
Laidlaw, William R., advises on the F-111 programs within D.D.R. & E. responsibility.
Lehan, Frank W., member, task force on command control communications
technology.
Longacre, Andrew, member, task force on tactical aircraft.
McCulloch, Warren S., member, task force on assessment of U.S. technical military posture-1980.
McDonnell, Gerald M., member, defense science board; chairman, -advisory panel
on medical and biological sciences.
Panoff, Robert, member, task force on antisubma-rine warfare.
Pool, Ithiel de Sola, member, task force on assessment of U.S. technical military
posture-1980.
Rediker, Robert H., member, special group on opitcal masers.
Reynolds, Wallace B., advise D.D.R. & E. on Federal contract research centers.
Rowe, Joseph Everett, member, working group on microwave devices.
Russell, Roger, member, task f0rce on behavlral sciences.
Schelling, Thomas C., member, defense science board.
Seitz, Frederick, member, defense science board.
Shepherd, William G., chairman, DOD advisory group on electron devices.
Smith, Harold P., Jr., member, task force on vulnerability.
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Settle, Andrew D., Jr., member, defense science board; task force on research
policy and on antisubmarine warfare.
Stever, H. G., member, defense science board.
Tasker, Homer G., member, task force on tactical aircraft.
Van Lint, Victor A. J., member, task force on vulnerability.
Villard, Oswald G., Jr., member, task force on command control communications
technology and on electronic warfare.
Wade, Glen, member, advisory group on electron devices.
Wiesner, Jerome, member, task force on -assessment of U.S. technical military
posture-1980.
Miller, Charles 0., provide advice to D.D.R. & E. through Assistant Director
(engineering management) relative to systems safety engineering.
Advanced Researck ProjectsAgency
Brodia, Herbert, member O.D.D.R, & E. reentry programs review group.
Brueckner, Keith A., member, Ballistic Missile Defense Advisory Committee.
Isaacs, John D. I1, specialist in physical and behavioral scientific problems.
Kaufman, Sidney, specialist in nuclear test detection.
Kerr, Herbert, specialist on mobility research.
Nterenberg, William A., member, AGILE) Advisory Committee.
Penner, Stanford Solomon, specialist in physical and behavioral scientific problems.
Sproull, Robert L., specialist on materials sciences.
Sutherlaid, Ivan H., specialist on computing techniques.
Wharton, Lennard, member, Ballistic Missile Defense Advisory Committee.
Worchel, Philip, specialist in behavioral science research.
York, Herbert F., specialist in physical and behavioral scientific problems.
Offce, Assistant Secretary of Defen1se (Admintstration)
Blaisdell, Carl W., management analyst.
Hoover, Joseph S., financial management.
017W, Assistant Secretary of Defense (c7omptroller)
Kopp, W. Brewster, consults on expense controls.
Schiavone, Harry R., consults on planning, programing and budgeting activities
for classified programs.
Selogle, Louis A., consults on management control systems used in the acquisition of weapon and support systems.
Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Ititernational Security Affalrs)
Bergsten, Fred C., advises on balance-of-payments problems.
Coffey, Joseph I., provides advice on strategic defensive systems in underdeveloped countries.
Fisher, Roger D., advises on worldwide problems in the field of disarmament.
Goldstein, Walter, advises on arms control, nonproliferation and disarmament
in the European area.
Gustin, James R., advises on military assistance policy matters.
Kaufmann, William, advises on all aspects of international security matters.
Kingsley, Joseph T. Jr., major general, U.S. Air Rorce (retired), performed a
special assignment in Brazil, with Deputy Director of Military Assistance.
Murray, Richard G., contingency planning with emphasis on the NATO and
Southeast Asia areas.
Petersen, Norman V., provides assistance on research-based, long-range planning h,. the fields of regional, national and global problems of arms control.
Quester, George H.. advises on matters concerning strategic systems.
Schwartz, Abba, advises on I'OW-relitted ntivities.
Yarinollnsky, Adam, renders expert assistance on a variety of international
politico-military matters.
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Office, Ass fetant Seoretary of Defenise (Man power ad Reserve Affairs)
Austin, Charles F., defense career executive institute.
Aslin, Nell 0., dependents schools (overseas) -north central accreditation.
Babcock, Kenneth B., DOD medical advisory council.
Barnhart, Fred P., DOD dental advisory committee.
Burket, Lester W., DOD medical advisory council.
Cassidy, Helen, dependents medical care advisory committee.
Caughey, JQhn L., DOD medical Advisory council.
Clark, Dean A., dependents medical care advisory committee.
Coffey, Robert J., dependents medical care advisory committee.
Comm, Edward D., task force on Selective Service System.
Corbin, Frank K. P., compensation pay study.
Corley, Karl C., dependents medical care advisory committee.
DeBakey, Michael E., DOD medical advisory council.
DeWitt, Harry M. Jr., personnel research program review.
Dolan, Margaret B., DOD nursing advisory committee.
Elliott, Robin, defense career executive instittite.
Faulkner, Edwin D., dopendeits' medical care advisory cominittee.
Fisk, Shirley C., DOD medical advisory council.
Fox, Thomas P., DOD dental, Advisory commiittee.
Garner, ,S. Paul, management education and training programs.
Grambsch, Paul V., management education ild training programs.
Hampton, Oscar P., Jr., DOD medical advisory.council.
Hassenplug, Lulu, DOD nursing advisory committee.
Haynes, Inez, DOD nursing advisory committee.
Hecht, Fred C., audit of problems of managing PX operations in SEA.
Hudson, Charles B., DOD medical advisory coneil.
Kelly, Denwood N., dependents medical care advisory committee.
Layne, John A., DOD niediladvisory council.
Leigh, Howard W., dependents schools (overseas) -north central accreditation.
Lerner, Joseph S., dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Little, Roger, in-depth analysis and programmatic inputs-special reference to
Negro military personnel.
Logsdon, James D., dependents schools (overseas)-north central accreditation.
Magruder, Carter B., task force on selective service system.
Marks, John R., dependents medical care advisory committee.
McCormack, James E., DOD medical advisory council.
Mitchell, James M., defense career executive institute.

Mr.FrnOrHLKEi.
We had 143 actutilly paid in fiscal year 1968 and in
fiscal year 1969 we appointed 164. Inasifii l s we still haven't colnI)leted fiscal year 1969, 1 cannot give you the figure for actually paid.
It will be in tht area, however.
Mr. LiPsCo=M. I might suggest that the fiscal year will'be over in a
short while and we can httve a complete consultant list this tim. The
list last year was not cornplete.
Mr. FROTLILKE. We will submi a coniplete list.
(The information follows:)
Myers, Clark E., management education and training programs.
Ostrander, F. Darl, dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Phelps, Malcolm E., dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Pisani, Bernard J., DOD medical advisory council.
Rault, Clemens V., DOD dental advisory council.
Ribbie, John, chaplains board.
Robinson, Paul I., dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Roth, Russell B., dependents' medical care advisory conmmitee.
Schomberg, Augustus, defense career executive institute.
Seashore, Charles, indepth analysis and programmatic inputs-special reference
to Negro military personnel.
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Smith, Ralph S., dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Snoke, Albert W,, dependents' medical care advisory comniIttee.
St. Cyr, Carol Ruth, dependents education-administrative guides--distrlct and
area ievel.
Stinchfield, Frank E., DOD medical advisory council.
StUbblefleld, Robert L., dependents' medical care advisory committee.
Tullis, James L, DOD medical advisory council.
Van Wagoner, Lou George, task force on Selective Service System.
Volkland, Erle W., dependents schools (overseas), north central accreditation.
Wells, John M., absentee voting,
Whitaker, Judith G., DOD nursing advisory committee.
White, William C., dependants' melical care advisory committee.
Wilson, David B., DOD medical advisory council.
Woods, Tighe E., off-base housing.
Wylie, Robert H., DOD medical advisory council.
O0ce, Asslstant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis)
Brandl, John H., Dr., advises on case studies and Instructional materials.
Cownie, John B., Dr., advises on economic issues.
Dellinger, David C., Dr., advises on requirements for Armed Forces.
Dickey, George E., Dr., advises on Allied Forces requirements for ordnance.
Favret, Andrew, Dr., advises on generalized ADP support requirements.
Hallock, Richard R., advises on special weapon systems of unusual sensitivity.
Kaufmnann, William W., Dr., advises on new approaches and concepts and alternative force structures and strategies.
Keller, John E., advises on new approaches and concepts and alternative mixes
and trade-offs involving strategic mobility and airlift/sealift forces.
Melling, Philip IV., evaluaton of surface to air misses, ship force levels, and
fleet antiwar warfare systems.
Murphy, George 0. 5., Dr., advises on methods to assess the effects of defense
programs and proposed changes.
Nolan, Richard L., Dr., analysis of alternative combat rescue systems.
Peterson, Clair A., Dr., analysis of nonnuclear ordnance requirements for the
tactical air forces.
Trapnell, Philip B., mathematical analyses of alternative antisubmarine warfare
forces and systems.
OFF-BASE HOUSING PIOORAM.

Mr. SiKEs. Have you expanded the operation of the off-base housin& during the last fiscal year?
U'fr. FncoHiir~m. May I ask General Benade to comment in this area?
General BENADE. Effedtive November 25, 1968, the program was extended to al 1installatIons in-the United States.
We now have approximately 364 installations where the off-base
housing program is being vigorously pursued.
Mr. SIKES. How many were assigned at this time a year ago?
General BENADE. Engaged in the program, sir?,
Mr. SiKES. Yes.
General BENADE. May I supply that for the record, Mr. Chairman.
COST OF REFERRAL PRIOORAN

Mr. SixFs. Yes, and I would also like to have inserted in the record
information similar to that appearing on pages 207 and'208 of last
year's hearing.
General BEN ADE. Very well, sir.
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(The information follows:)
HOUSING REFERRAL PROGRAM
IDollar amounts in thousands

Estimated fiscal year 1969 staffing and
cost:
Army------------------------Navy-.............
Marine Corps ....................
Air Force-------......
.........
DASA .--.. "..
........-.....
'.
..
Total ..........................

Civilians

Military

Total

Family
housing
management
account

85
28
3
70
0

165
132
16
363
2

250
160
19
433
2

$700
250
20
545
1

$815
650
91
1,787
13

186

678

864

1,516

3,356

189
85
11
254
0

355
170
19
510
2

1,356
656
66
1,930
17

1,190
644
78
1,969
0

1,056

4,025

3,881

Proposed fiscal year 1970 staffing and
cost:
Army ............................
166
Navy-..
.--------------------- 85
Marine corps ....................
8
AirForce .........................
256
DASA ............................
2
Total
..........................
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539

Military
personnel
costs

Note: At the Inception of the program during fiscal year 1968 no funds were available and the work was absorbed by
housing personnel on board and by temporarily assigned military personnel. It Is estimated that 125 man-years were
devoted tothe program during fiscal year 1968 at a cost of approximately $960,000.
C03MIITTEE TO BE ADVISED OF CHANGES IN

I1IOGRA,M

Mr. SIKEs. Last year and the year before that we asked that this
comtiiifee be notified of any changes in the operation of the off-base
housing activities. We wouiid like to be sure that this procedure is
followed in the future and tlit, we be kept informed of any and all
changes. May we anticipate, Mr. Secretary, that this will be done?
Mr. FuOmTL .n.Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Have there been any significatl changes in the program
and the operation of the profra~hi within the past year?
General BEIADIE. I think tiere have been no sign iflianlt chaiiges as
such, Mr. Chairman. I think the major significance was the expansion

of the program and the fact that it has contiuMed to achiieve ever uin-

)roving success. The coniihittee may be interested to know that 6h
August 81, 1967 approximately 22 percent of the.surveyed livinguitts
near our military bases were all that were open on an equal basis. By
May 81 1969, a period of 2 years, approximately 1.3 million of the units
surveyed were open. That is a gain bf 74 percent.
In total, about 96 percent of the housing units near our military
bases now are open without discrmination to all service members.
rERsoN.NL ASSIGNED TO PROGRABr

Mr. Linscolxn. General, how many people do you have working on
off-base housing now?
General BENADE. I couldn't give you a figure, sir, bi at each of the
bases there is a housing referral office. This is a full-time duty for the
military people involved. There is usually one officer and he may be
assisted by enlsted personnel depending on the size of the installation.
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Nowv, that. offlce exists for more than just. the discrIhni tion ptogram. It ol)erates as a service to assist military families who are coni.
ing into the iVen aId who .all)ly tt the oflice tor assistance in findillf
sulitafle holtsuiig withifi their income, and so on.
The aailahilI
nits, both reitil aid for I)urclmse and so on, al)artinont.s, homes, are listed with the housing office, ald time housing oflee
is able to use these lists, talking .ito aeeolilit tlll tie needs of the Thiniilies in terms of mililie of children, ages, school problems, and this
kind of thing.
H-e is able to assist them lby referrilg them to the al)p-olpilifte tvl)t,
of ulit for rent or for:purmchise. These some people also vigorously look
a after the diseimliilAtion itehm.
Mr. Lisuo~M.. If.
e an't determine in the flld how many ('lr iiii
and military )esonnel are working on rental of ofi-bse housing, how
~entgon or in Washington,
large anl operation (10 you have at tile l
D.(,., in putting out instructions and orders?
General BE.,ADE. I didn't mean we (li(lint know tile reiber, str. AV(
can certainly provide that for the record. I just, don't alppen to have
the figure in my head. Woe can give you an accurtte figure on the
people employed at, the bases.
Mr. SKE.S. "How long ha ve you been assigned to this field of activity,

General?
General BENADE. It is not my field of activity, sir. It is in anotler
office. I am simply speaking for them. I am the Deputy Assistant S,.retary for Military Personnel Policy. This particulAr program falls
in another office, but I am jist speaking for them. They don't have it
representative here.
Mr. LiPSCOMB. How large an office is that,?
General BEmNvD. Which, sir?

Mr. LiPsco iq. The one that reads "Rental of Off-Base lTousinr:
Equal Opportiiiity for Military Personnel."
General B.,\,.
It is a.relittively small office, sir. Eqial opportuinity
in housing' is in the Offi e of tle Depuity Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights anld his total staff is somnewher'e or on the order of 15 or 18
people as I recall. This is just one of the programs for which that office
is responsible. It is a. very small office. Housing Referral is in the 011ce

of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installit iois and Logistics)
where tile program is coor intted by one person.
OFF-BlASE IIOUSTNO DIIE.'CTIVES

Mr. Liesco-tn. Whoever it is run by must have to put out, instruetions and bullet:ins, and so forth.
General BVNAW. Yes, sir. Guidance is provided by the Office of tli
Secretary of Defense, but the main part. of the effot6, and the actual
conduct of the program is done by the military services. The Office of
the Secretary of Defense provides the policy guidance.
CO(.T OF, rrovtSTNo 11"17,MRiL rROffM
Mr. Lmscomn. Would it be possible for you to itemize for the record
the cost, of this progtaii in 1968 and 199 atid estiriinted 1970, ol)eration and maintenance personnel ?
General B1rADPE. Yes, sir; I thifc this can be provided.
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There is an interestino figure. I do recall thitt the apprloxilate cost
in the field of providing this assistance has beeii averaged out to about

$4 per miifary family l O &L costs. For the tV)e costs you are referring to, wie can certainly get military and civilin personnel costs.
Mr. LIPSC(!OB. You can get that for all of the services?
General BENADE. Yes.
Clerks note: The information appears on page. 591.
NEEI)

FOIl 1'IIOIL\AM

Mr. LiPSCoMB. Inasmuch as we do have Federal, State and local
laws on the statute books, now, that should regulate or help this probleili, why is it necessary to continually expand in this as a mi itary
effort? States now hayve civil rights or equ'l oppotunity in housing
,o do have
commissions. 'The Federal Goverifli-elt has its commission.
be favorwould
hope
I
rulings from the courts. Under all these, what
its
expand
to
military
able conditions, why is it necessary for the
from
away
perso)lhiil
and
funds,
resources,
tiime,
take
al'd
operation
mi litary resl)onsibili ties and functiols?
General BENADE. I don't think it is a question of expansion. As I
pointed out, the offices in which this program operates exist in any
event and would exist in any event for the normal assistance that is
provided to military fanuilies when they come, to a new station. This
benefit of the serviceman,
is a convenience that is provided for the
I would also point out, sir, I think it should be kept in mind that
thiltlLry-tie Departmeuit of Defense in this case-were in tile
forefront fin leading this movement to end discrimination against
servicemen. While I am delighted to see the tremendous strides that
have been nade in legislation in this area, I thilik that -the Depai'tifime-nt
of Defense has gone considerably ahead because of their ef orts over
the past few years. I indicated earlier that we calculaite that about
96 percent of the housing units ear our military bases are now open
without discrimination of any kind to the servicemen. What that
might have been if we had not undertaken these efforts of the
fire
years, I don't know, sir, but I would hazard it would be
few
past
.
considerably less.
Mr. Lipsco-rn. This is my point. Do you think if you took your
personnel who are contribtiing their time and effot in'this area and
your funds that you are using in this area, if you took and applied
these some place" else, that discrimination in housing would begin
around military bases again?

General

BFJNADE.

No, sir, I don't think that necessarily would follow.
NEED TO CONTINUE PROGRAM

Mr.Lirsco~M. Why are you planning on expanding it then?

Mr. SnIi's. When you are 96 percent complete on your job.
Mr. LirscoMn. This is what we are trying to get to.
General BENADE. My point is, I am not aware that we are expanding
it. What we have done, as I understand it, is that as of November 196-8,
at all of the posts, we have simply passed the same directive that in
all cases they will be sure there is no discrimination.
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Mr. SIRES. You have said 96 percent of the housing is open to all
personnel. That being the case, it would appear your job is substantially complete and that you can make reductions in the size of the
operation rather than expand or hold at the same level. I am sure you
don't want a lot of people sitting around saying, "We have finished

our job, now we will read the paper for a year or two."
General BENADE. If I understand it correctly-and I hasten to say

again we will furnish for the record the costs involved but, again,
my understanding is that no new offices are being created for this.
That is what I think is important. These housing offices already exist
and the are a regular part of the post facilities.
Mr. SIKES. If the job is 96 percent complete, why can't they be
reduced?
General BENADE. This discrimination aspect is only one part of the
task. This was given to them as an additional job. The offices weren't
created for this sole purpose. These particular housing offices we
have always had.
RESPONSIBILITY OF HOUSING rRO0RA31

Mr. SI ES. What are their other jobs?
General BENADE. In the main, sir, to keep track of all the housing
that is available in the area and to keep track of the real estate market
and availability. At our larger posts, where you have a flow in and out
of literally thousands of people a month, many of them coming in for
the first time, new and strange to an area, apart from any problems
of discrimination, it is a useful thing to be of help to them in learning
what is available and where they can go and what are the costs of the
rentals and should they live here or there and there is a service given
them regularly, sir.
Mr. SIXES. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The committee will resume its hearings at 10 o'clock in the morning.
Tuesday, June 24,1969
MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Mr. SIxEs. The committee will come to order.
We will begin with management studies.
Mr. Secretary, will you insert in the record at this point the list of
management and research studies which have been undertaken during
fiscal years 1968, 1960 and those proposed for fiscal year 1970?
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(The information follows:)
SUMMARY OF OSD CONTRACTS FOR MANAGEMENT AND RESEARCH SERVICES, FISCAL YEARS 1968, 1969, AND 1970
(in thousands of dollars]
Fiscal 1968
year

Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year
1970

Assistant Secretary of Defense (I. & L.):
Economic Research Council .....................................
122
I31
122
Logistics Management Institute.................................
119108
11,279
'1,300
Harbridge House ..............................................
112
112 ..............
Study of DOD properties ...................................................................
150
Subtotal ...................................................

11,142

'1,322

11,372

117
906

115
1,300

'17
1,500

923

1,315

1,517

Assistant Secretary of Defense (M. & R.A.):
Joseph Froggatt & Co., Inc .....................................
Manpower management studies .................................
Subtotal ................................................--Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration): Space layouts for
Forrestal Building .............................................................
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller): Utilization of new computer technology ..............................................................
Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA):
Arms control studies ..........................................
IDA .......................................................
RAND .......................................................
Other policy planning studies ...................................

154
409
1,267
22

250
450
1,200
50

300
500
1,200
150

1,852

1,950

2,150

4,737
......................................

4,800
1 25

Subtotal ...................................................
Director of Defense Research and engineering:
Weapons systems evaluation group........4,043
Criteria for releasing U.S. equipment to foreign countries
Battelle Memorial Institute-------------------------------

150 ..............
11,530 ..............

149...................

Subtotal ...................................................
Assistant Secretary of Defense (SA):
Military-economio studies ......................................
Force effectiveness studies .....................................
Mathematical models ..........................................
Cost analysis studies ..........................................
Subtotal ....................................................
Total, management studies ..................................
Total, research and management studies .......................

.

4,092

4,737

4,825

375
76
451
223

350
307
505
238

400
380
430
290

1,125

1,400

1,500

1.
1,208
9,134

2,917
12,304

1,414
11,364

1Management studies.
1970 PROGRAM

Mr. Si zs. For "Management Studies" during fiscal year 1970 you
are requesting $1,414,000. After deducting those not to be continued
in the fiscal year 1970, there was a resultant increase of $27,000 for
studies. What is the general purpose of the increase ?
Mr. FRoEITLKE. The total is $1,414,000 as you indicated, Mr.

Chairman.
In our area of installation and logistics, we have the one large item
of $1,300,000 for "Logistics Management Institute." That is carryover.
We have $22,000 for the "Economic, Research Council" whibh is an
entity we use when we are closing military installations, to make the
closing as painless as possible on the local community.
.
We-have $50,000 for a study on encroachment. A study in an area
other than the west coast and the Northeast.
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In the Mahpower and Research Affairs area, we have the consultifi
actuaries of Joseph Froggatt & Co. looking into the status of life insirance companies who desire to sell to our troops on bases and overseas.
There is an increase of $2,000 this year. Last year it was 15; this year
it is $17,000.
Then, lastly, in D.D.R. & E., we have a study for criteria for releas.
ing equipment to foreign countries, for $25,000.
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RESEAR0i1.

AND

MANAGEMENT

STUDIES

Mr.SIKm. For both "Research Services and Management Studies"
you are requesting $11,364,000. Why is there a differentiation between
the types of studies between research and management, studies?
Mr. FROERLKF. Strictly organizational. My area is in organization
and management. This is in the area of research, primarily in the
weapons area, but it also goes more into research than management.
Mr. SIKES. 'Will you explain the reasons for the increase in 1970?
First, tell me in more detail how you differentiate between the different types of studies. You just touched on that.
Mr. FROEHITIKE. Some of these are admittedly close. I would differentiate between research and development and operational studies. In
the former we conduct basic research. This is contrasted to the Econonic Research Council, which we use when Aie are withdrawing from
a specific base. We want to make the withdrawal as painless as posother operational
sible today and tomorrow on the community.

study is LMI's studying today how we can improve procureiiieiit and
logistics. Encroachment is still another operational problem that exists today for which we are conducting a study.
One is an operational study; the other is more of a research study.
ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDIES

Mr. SIKES. Do I recall correctly that the military economics studies
shown under Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis
was listed not long ago as an economic impact study? Is that correct?
Mr. FROETILKE. I will have to refer that to Mr. Cooke.
Mr. CooKE. I don't know the answer to that, Mr. Chairman. It has
been under the R,D.T. & E. funding in fiscal year 1969 and 1968.
Mr. SIKES. A few years ago we had a discussion with the Secretary

for systems analysis regarding these economic impact studies. The committee now desires to determine if there is any difference between
your terminology, "Military Economic Studies' and the "Econie
Ifmact Studiesq that we discussed a few years ago. Is this just a
matter of switching of funding or is it a different type of study
entirely?
Mr. FROEiiiKE. M-y reaction isthey are entirely different. I might
like to comrect the record. The Economic Research Study that we are
doing in my budget refers strictly to the impact on the local community when a base is closed.
S.expeet that the study under Systems Analysis is a far more
detailed study of a general nature.
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FUNDING OF STUDIES

Af r. SIIEs. Are all the mniafigement studies to be financed from O. &

M. apl)ropr'iationls?
Mr. Fitorjiiur. All of the $1,414,000; yes, sir.
M[r. SIKs.

Where will the. rest of it be funded?

Mr. FiOEtoi,KI. In the R.D.T. & E. budget.

Mr. SImEs. How (to you decide whAt aliproip'itioni will finanlcle the

studies?
Mir. FuoFI1I

. Again, attempting to determifie, if it is anl opera-

tioiial study-by lookitig at the nature and the scope of the study.
If it is opleratioal-very specific-we would apply it to operation
and maintenance. If it. is a basic research study, it would be in the
I.. & E. budget.
ADP STUDIES

Mr. SIKES. I noted you are not requesting funds in fiscal 1970 to
study utilization of new computer technology. We discussed this with
the Comptroller and his representatives when they were here last week.
The study was overfunded last year and, as a result, most of the ftnds
were reprograned. Wetare now interested in finding ofit whether or
not the increase in central services for additional use of compilter
services inchtdes .any of the moiley which would have been norinally
financed tider thi st udy?
Mr. CooicxE. Mr. Chairman, the program in line with the one discussed last year is essentially in normal AI)P support. There are some
funds for that, effort in the full text retrieval systei-$200l00 under
our central services accottlt. There is also $300,600in' the DCA budget
in the NMCS Support Center for Data Management Systems.
Some of the other effotts, similar efforts, are being undert"akei by
the Air Force Data Services Center with no fiscal year 1970 funds required. So, to the extent. we are carrying on the program, we are carrying it on in normifal compiiter services reports as part of the funds in
the central services budo'et, and part. of the funds ini the 1)CA budget.
Mr. SIRES. Will the Xir Force fund y6u portion of the effort that
they are carrying out for you with regard to the Office, Secretary of
I)efense facilitiles?
Mr. Cooir. To the extent the Air Force prOVides computer service
to the Office of the Secretary of Defenise activities, it is a reiiiftsable
item. For example, the "Full Text Retrieval" of $200,00 inchi1ded in
the OSD budget would be a reimbuirsable item to the Air Force for the
services that the Air Force Data Services Center provides for that,
program.
STUDY OF SPACE LAYOUT OF FORRESTAL BUILDING

Mr. SIKES. Last year there was considerable critiisin leveled at a

study of the space layottt of the Forrestal Biiiidtig. Nevertheless, the
1)epartneit lias gone ahead with that study at a cost of $50,006 Why
was that dole?
Mr. COOKE. Mr. Chairman, we did not use the $50,000 that was in
the budget last year.
Mr. S-mEs. In the study provided the coniMittee, it indicates that for
the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Adminiistratifi, the space layout
35-262-69-pt. 0-3S
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for the Forrestal Building, $50,000. The original and revised amounts
are the same for fiscal year 1969.
Mr. FiSHER. So far we have not entered into an additional contract
on the layout of the Forrestal Buildhig. We are close to the end of the
fiscal year and the $50,000 will become a savings.
ARBRIDOI

HOUSE STUDY

Mr. SIKEs. In fiscal year 1969 you undertook the Harbridge House
study, which had riogt been proposed at the time of your hearings. What
is the purpose of this study ?

Mr.

FROEHLKE..May

Mr. SIKES. All right.

I supply this for the record, Mr. Chairman?

(The information follows:)

This study will analyze problems encountered in secondary item stratification
in the DOD. These are components of major systems.
The inventory stratification process provides for the accumulation, extraction, and display of basic supply data, for the approximately 3.5 million secondary
items in the Defense supply systems, in a manner that uniformly relates assets to
requirements. By arranging the data in various formats, we are able to measure

supply system readiness, prepare personal property reports to Congress, formulate
procurement budgets, and make retention and transfer decisions.
We contracted for the assistance of Harb idge House In obtahifig uniform
implementation of this process in order to benefit from the expert knowledge
they had developed as a result-of prior work with the Army in this same field.

ENCROACHMENT STUDIES

Mr. Sims. In 1970 we note you are going to undertake a study of
DOD properties. Is the same type study being carried out by the
Department of the Navy as executive agent for the Department of
Defense, of encroachehint on and fttilizatfn of defense properties and
facilities?
Mr. FRopuiLKE. It is a comparable study for a different area of the
country, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIREs. Tell us more about the study.
Mr. FRoEHLKE. The so-called WIRE study formerly included jiot

southern California. It is now expanded to include the west coast. It
will look, long ratige,, at the encroachment problem at various bases on
the west coast. It will determine basically two things: How much
land-in the middle and late seventies and early eighties-will the
military installations need, and how much land will the surrounding
civilian communities need?
Mr. SxxEs. Is this the same program discussed with the committee
by Secretary Shillito I
Mr. FROEHLKE. I presume it was; yes.
Mr. Simms. There are not two studies; there is one study, is that
correct?
Mr. Fnom ix. There is the WIRE study, which is in the Navy's
budget. That is the $800000 of which you spoke and then there is the
$50,00 in Secretary Shillito's budget whid(i will study similar prob-,
les,but in

different geographical lIqations.

Mr. Sits. In the funding for this study here, is this the same as
we discussed with SecretaryShillito last week, or is this an additional
amount of money?
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Mr. Foin0ntR. I wasn't here, but I am suro it is the samie. I am now
explainig Secretary Shillito's budget, so I am confident it is the same.
STUDY OF CRITERIA FOll RELEASING U.S. EQUIPMPENT TO FOREIGN"
COUNTRIES

Mr. SIKEs. You aro also going to undertake in 1970 a study of
criteria for releasing U.S. equipment to foreign counties. We have
been doing this for a long time and presumably there is a criteria.
What will this study accomplish V
Mr. FROnxraic. 'Ihis is the study I referred to earlier Mr. Clhalirmia-n.
then
It is of a restricted nature. I am going to l)rifly coimii.ft, and time.
if anybody has something more specific, I will give them a little
This is an effort on the part of D.D.R. & E., in a sensible aidlogical
way, to conptterize tle criteria. You are correct, we have been do hig
it lor many years. This is an attempt to 'have tle criteria available
more quickly and loficaly.
Mr. COOKE. Mr. chairman, there is going to be partiulait effort
placed on inertial navigation equipment, to examine the capability of
such components and systems, both Ujited States manufactured and
others. 1Pas of these systems in themselves may be unclassified, but
when you add them all together, they may give a substantial teeliiial
capability to foreign puirliase rs. It is in this parbie flIr a, of inertial
guidance where much of the initial effort will)ie.
IM I S'r1)lES

Mr. Siu,S. I would like to have, a list of studies uldei-tiflken by the
Logistics Managemetlnstitite during tie fiscal years 1968 and 1909
M those proposed for 1970.
Mr. FiRoniLfmE. We A ill supply them, sir.
(The information follows:)
Tasks assigned to the Logistics Management Instittute by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Instaillitions and Logistics)

Fiscal year 1968:
Task 68-1-Defense and commercial pilot procurement, training and career
systems:
Assigned, July 5, 1907.
Completed, September 1, 1968.
Task 68-2-Contradtor support of fixed and rotary wing aircraft weapon
systems:
Assigned, July 6, 1967.
Completed, May 1, 1908.
Task 68-3-lnvestlgate the utilization of nbmerically controlled machine
tools in DOD:
Assigned, July 6, 1967.
Completed, August 7, 1967.
Task 68-4-Adjustments of depot level inventory records:
'Assigned, September 28, 1907.
Completed, September 5, 1908.
Task 68-5-Departmeit of Defense military exchanges:
Assigned, October 5, 1967.
Completed, July 81, 1908.
Task 68-0-Guldlines for making repair expenditure decisions:
Assigned, October 24, 1907.
Completed, November 22, 1968.
Task 08-7-DOD review of major automated logistics systems:
Assigned, January 12, 1968.
Completed, October 21, 1968.
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Task 68-S---'otidition and operation of 1)D ordnance prodfotlI faellift.s
Assigned, January 11, 1968.
Completed, June 7, 1908.
Task 68-9-Reconnaissance of Navy ship overhaul program:
Assigned, January 18, 1968.
Completed, Decembor 20, 1908.
Task 68-10-Negotiated profit objectives considering capital employed:
Assigned, January 30, 1968.
Completed, January 9, 1969.
Task 618-11-Plh for 1968 1)efense-inditstry cost redution workshops:
Assigned, February 23, 1908.
Completed, April 2, 1968.
Task 68-12-Procurement pricing ilas (continued from task 67-14)
Assigned, March 21, 1968.
Completed, May 10, 1968.
Task 08-13-A manager's guide to the acquisition of DOD systems and
equipluent:
Assigned, April 12, 1008.
Completed, February 3, 1969.
Task 68-14-A DOD systems and equipment production planning guide:
Assigned, April 12, 1968.
Completed, February 27, 1069.
Task 68-15--DOD contract management conference:
Assigned, May 1, 1968.
Completed, October 4, 1968.
Task 68-16--Contractor motivatlon-reconnaissance:
Assigned, May 13,1008,
Completed, June 28, 1908.
Task 68-17-The contract audit/contract administration interface:
Assigned, May 13, 1968.
Completed, March 10, 1969.
Task 68-18-Workload forecasting and alternative overhaul schedules for
Navy aircraft and aircraft engines:
Assimed, June 25, 1968.
Completed January 31, 1969.
Task 68-19-dondition and operation of DOD ammunition production facilities, phase 11:
Assigned, June 26, 1908.
Scheduled for completion, November 1, 1969.
Fiscal Year 19069:
Task 69-1-Defense industry profit review:
Assigned, July 29,1968.
Completed, April 3, 1969.
Task 69-2-Contractor performance evaluation for use in selection of major
weapon systems:
Assigned, July 29, 1968.
Completed, October 23,1968.
Task 69-3-Structuring life cycle cost procurements:
Assigned, August 14, 1968.
Scheduled for completion, June 30, 1969.
Task 69-4-Department of Defense commissary stores:
Assigned, August 27, 1008.
Scheduled for completion, May 15, 1969.
Task 09-5-Reconnaissance study, subsistence management:
Assigned, September 16, 1068.
Scheduled for completion, May 15, 1969.

Task 69-0-Late delivery of components in new construction and conversion,

Navy ship programs:
Assigned, October 3, 1968.
Scheduled for completion, May 15, 1969.
Task 69-7-Contractor support of the Safeguard system:
Assigned, October 11, 1969.
Scheduled for completion, April 1,1970.
Task 69-8--inventory control of Army noncombat essential items:
Assigned, December 8, 196.
Scheduled for completion, December 31, 1969.
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Assigned, December 5, 1908.
Nulieduled for cornpietiltit April 80, 1069).
Task (19-1-life eyele costing fin system aeriid4ition:
Assigned, December 17, 1968.
Scheduled for conipletioti, Jlune 80,111).
TJask (U59-l--ethods to reduce the ont.of-SIWi('ie pipline of navnl aircraft:
Assigned, January (3,109.
Scheduled for coipietioti, S4jpteiiiei 15, 11)619.
Task 69-12-A pl~ot systeni to imprlove pred(ictionl jarainvters at at iitvatl
irh reovork facility and to compare plans with performance:
Assigned, Januairy (1,11)(68.
Schedluled fdr cothpletion, September 15, 1969.
Tamik O91-13-A plot system to develop altei'tiative overhaul6 selhedtiles:
Assigned, Jatmuhiry 6, 1969.
Seliedilolefor conipletioh, D~ecember 31, 1969.
Task 69-14-xnplernentatioii plan for the naval air IndustriAl mna 'lgement
iIIformtion system :
Assigned, Janulary 6, 1091.
Selietilled for complletion, December 31, 1969.
Task 09-l1r-Military exchlange facilities fulliing prac-Iices:
Assigned, January 13, 11)69.
Seciediled for completion, June 30, 1969.
'ritsl( 69-i 6-Coordimation of i)1'it't t ttmagtr and1( snli)rt. polieles on iventory managemebtlit n maititenutice:
Assigned, January 27, 1969).
Scheduled for completion, Septemffber 30, 1070.
Tavsk 691i7-1'roparfition of study pln for contractor performance e"vala-

tion (CPI)

program:

Assigned, February 3, 1969.
Scheduleil for comhhjlotltt, May 30, 11)61)1).
~l'tsk (1-18-MAunfgenuent strtwttire for aceqWlstion of the SANO VINE systemi:
Assigned, February 1, 11069.
N.chetll ,for cofiipletioh, August 29, 1969.
Task 691-Il-S.tudy of Naivy shil) ifittelitiee p~rogr'am:
Assigned, March 6, 1969.
S*hiedtulelfo ('Onipietion. Noveinitr 6. 19(09.
Task 69-20o----IReconnissa nee stitld-Logisti(5 andl financlil ihe~lt of
changess InI weapon Systemi jrogriun lplans:
Assigiiedl, Mairch 14, 19091.
Scheduled for eomplletloh, September.30, 1969.
Task 69-21-lDoD contractor eltosi-riiiayreview:
Assigned, Mafrch 14,11)69,
S('hedifled for coilpletioht, September 30), 19119.
Task4 61-2'2-lecomnendod stud~ies by the Joint, Logistics Review Boarid:
Assigned, Mlarch 14, 11)69. (This Is an in-hmouse tAsk.)
Tatsk 69-23-Retention of military Personnel:
Assigned: April 7, 1969.
Scheduled for completing, July 15, 1069.
Task 69-24-Procesming return of unserviceabmle aviation eqhipmeimt or Comnponeonts:
Assigned, April 30, 1909.
Scheduled for completion, Febrrnry 2T7,11)70,
Task 69-25-MAethods for the accomplishment offintegrted logisticsksulport:

Assigned, .Thitue 11, 1969.
S(*hedulled for completion, March 11, 1970.

Task 69-26-Study LDoD international Ipermonal property moving stud storage
program:
Assigned, June 11, 1069.

Scheduled for completion, December 11, 1969.
Task 69-27-Defense Industry profit revieW:
Assigned, Junie lo9,1969.
Scheduled for compkletion, Deemfber .11, 1969.
Taskc 69-28-P)repar ton of a project rfifhagenteft guide:
Assigned: Jxlib 24, 1969.
Scheduled for completion, Iteeembor 31, 1970.
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The following tasks are under consideration for assignment to LMI in fiscal
year 1969 or fiscal year 1970 as current tasks are completed, thus making staff
available:
OSD safety stock and order quantity policy;
Optimum information for inventory managers;
DOD telecommunications-reconnaissance;
Criteria and methodology for source selection;
Alternative methods of weapon system acquisition;
Interfaces between contract administration service functions and those
performed by systems or project offices in contractor plants;
Logistics planning concept for industrial support of limited war;
Logistics guidance;
Analytical techniques for evaluating logistics support alternatives;
Methods for analysis of scheduling and delays in ship construction;
Control of cost Increases in major weapon system acquisition ; and
Plan for mobility support forces studies.
It will also be noted that more tasks have been assigned this year than were
assigned during fiscal year 1968. Several of these new tasks will extend well
into fiscal year 1970.
As of April 1969, task 67-6, inventory management of navy aircraft engines,
assigned to LMI in fiscal year 1967, was still underway and is now scheduled
for completion on August 15, 1969.
STUDY OF EXCHANGE OPERATIONS

Mr. SIKES. What will you do with the information that has been
provided by the several studies of the Army, Air Force and Navy
exchange operations?
General BENADE. The studies have been received. One was on the
exchange systems and one on the commissary systems. The exchange
systems study was received the latter part of last summer. It has been
disselminfited to the military departments and it is under intensive
study in the departments as well as within the Office of the Secretary
of Defense. Each of the major recommendations of the study is under
review to determiie feasibility for implementation and what would
be required to carry the recommendaftioils out.
Mr. SIKFS. Is there an indication that there will be changes in these
programs as a result of the studies?
General BpNADE. Yes, sir. In many of the areas they recommended,
common policies, common procedures and so forth, the services already are moving in tlat direction.
Mr. SIXES. Provide for the record a summary of the recommendations that are unedbr consideration and the prospect for their implementation.
(The information follows:)
LMI RECOMMENDATIONS

ON EXOIIANGES

The following is a summary of the functional areas in which the Logistics
Management Institute has recommended the development of common policies ind
procedures within and between the several military exchange systems and the
specific subfunctiont
l areas in which the exchange systems have indicated
improvements can annd will be made.
PROCUREMENT

Joint participation in merchandise clinilcs;
Development and use of joint negotiated |ikce agreement bulletins;
Development of joint procurements under competifively bid contracts;
Development of standardized procedures for equipment procurements; and
Development jointly of small business procurement sources.
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PRICING

Development of uniform retail markup guides; and
Development of uniform personal services pricing in geographic area.
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Standardization of stock assortments and structures;
Standardization of item coding and supplier coding for compatible EDP ap.
pllcatlons; and
Standardization of retail departmentalization.
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Development of applicable uniform standards;
Sharing of testing facilities and test results; and
Development of joint supplier quality performance files.
PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION

Development of uniform distribution patterns for same or similar categories of
merchandise;
Development of standards for warehouse construdtion and improvement; and
Sharing of traffic and transportation management information.
FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT

Development of maximum feasible uniformity in financial statements and
charts of account;
Development and application of standard invoice discounting practices; and
Development of standard auditing and control procedures.
EDP

Sharing of EDP system development information ; and
Development of equipment (hardware) standards and maximum feasible common programs (software).
FACILITIES

Developmnent Of Utiiform plaififiig hypotheses and projections; and
Development of standard space criteria for physical facilities.
RETAIL, FOOD, SERVICES,

AND CONCESSIONS

Developmeitof unmiftrin operational policies and procedures; and
Development of common policies regarding direct operations vis-a-vis conces.
slon operations.
PERSONNEL

Development of standards pertaining to salaries, wages and benefits for civilian
employees; and
Development of standard policies and procedures governing selection, hiring,
transfer and teriiinattion of civilian employees.
Some of the foregoing improvements have already been achieved; some are
being undertaken ifW; still others will have to be deferred until personnel are
avallehli to work out the related problems. The miliftry services have assigned
the implementation of these tasks as a priority responsibility of their Armed
Forces Exchange Coordinating Comiittee.
OFFICE OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Mr. SIRES. On operations within Office of Systems Analysis, are
there any operational changes contemplated within this operation?
Mr. FROEILt ,. I am aware, Mr. Chairman, that there has been nch
discussion, about the operation of the Office of Systems Analysis. I
was present when the Secretary of Defense had his hearifig before the

i~

.,~

~
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Senate Armed Services Committee where he indicated that he also
was aware of discussions involviiig the operations of systems a"Alysis.
At
that time he indicated that he thought the IIajor 'problem
area thlmn
was
rather
that systems nlysis was getting into decisioiiinifikifg
evaluation and analyzing. He made it very clear then, and I concur
with liin that the systems analysis finefion is a vitally important
fiction inthe mail igement of the Departmenlt of Defense.
The problem that we have, he believes, and I concur, is that Systems
Analysis in the past perhaps has wandered a little far afield into
(lecisionmakilg, rather that confliihg itself to evaluiltion and anfilysis.
This will be one of the questions, Mr. Chairman, which certainly
will be considered by the Blue Ribbon Panel and I anticipate they will
have some thoughts on the subject.
CONTROL OF STUDIES

Mr.%Sim.Es. I realize a certain amount of this type of activity 1illst
go on. You must explore the need fir and the opportlnities offered by
the change. Yet there is always the question of the amoiit,. the volume
of studies that can be justified in order to produce a contributin and
not simply clutter up tei desk of those who are engaged in them. We
don't want to get into situations where we are just making mud pies
amid don't really contribute anything, but keep everybody busy. How
do you establish a proper level for studies of this nature The proper
imniber, the proper area?
Mr. FROEIImE. Mr. Chairman, I don't believe there is a hard and
fast rule where we can assure you that we will hit the exact number.
I believe this involves management judgment, that we don't overdo
the studies but by tie same token don't iderdo them. I would hate to
categ oize. One i's horribly expensive and the other could lead to g'0at
inefficiency. Perhaps it isn't a satisfactory answer, blt I believe the
only answer is souid management.
STAFFING OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Mr. DAvIs. Who is in charge of that office?
Mr. FOE1miTKE. Dr. Ivan Selin.
Mr. DAVIS. how many people, military and civilian, does he have?
Mr. FnoFmaiE. He has 118 civilians. He is authorized 134. He is
authorized 61 military people. He is Acting Assistant Secretary.
OPERATION

OF SYSTEMS

ANALYSIS

Mr. DAvis. It seems to me we have a whole raft of offices. Soie of
them we call Data Analysis and some of them Data Processig and
so on. How does the Systems Analysis correlate with ties other
offices that we have'been talkifig aboit?
Mr. FnoinniuiP. In theory, Systems Analysis should be the ri!ht
a'm of the Deputy Secretary and tle Secretary in afilyzing the decisions ma4de by all of the other fii
ns of OSD, as well as the military services.
As a- result, he must have experts il his department who lave the
necessary edlcatinl rnndtechiflk Ibakground to be able to antilyze
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and evalate the decisions and the opeioftfils of the three military
services, as well as the other offices of the. Office, Secretary of Defense.
Mr. I),\vs. Do they rely upon the services themselves for their sul)port. work and theirL 1el)ertiig to them then ? They do not have any
independent sources of mifterial with whi tlhy work?
Mr. FitomILK. They have some, cal)ability for independently doing
research. They also work with the various services as they analyze
and evaluate.
Mr. DAIWs. And depend tupon them primiatrily for their data supl)ort.
Mr. FnOEIILKD-. That is correct.
Mr. .),\vs. Is this prinariily then what you might call the right
arm of the Secretary and the Deputy Secretary, a decisioikificnlg
organization ?
Ar.. Fom, KF. Defilnitely not. The Secretary and the Deputy Secretarv make the decision. It. is the right arm -from the standpoint of
amtilyzing the various factors which the Deputy Secretary and Secretary will have to take into consideration in making that decision.
T he decisinmaking process should not be delegated and to my knowledge is not delegatted..
Mr. SIKES. Primarily, what do they do, prepare and subiiit reports
to the Secretary and Deputy Secretary?
Mr. FROETLKE. Prepare and submit reports of an analytical natiure.
Mr. SIKES. They do not become involved in-the btidgetmakig process except insofar as they might provide some of the operational' decisions upon which a budget would have to be based. That is as flr
as they would go? They don't fit in the acttalrdollars?
Mr. FROEULKH. No.
SOCIAL' PROlmon\ s
CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

Mr. SIKES. Under social programs how many employees aire now
involved in your enforcement of contract. coi ..
lnce operation regarding nondiscrimtiation?
Mr. FROJHLKE. I wi II refer that to General Betnade.
General BENADE. Would you repeat the question, please?
Mr. SlRs. How many employees are now involved in the enforceient of- contract conipliance operating regaridig nondlscriiiiion?
General BF,AD,. I woild have to furisin
that for the record.
Mr. SIRES. Do you know the total cost Of the operation?
General BNAD. No, sir; I will have to furnish it for the record.
(The information follows:)
DOD CONTRACTS COMPLIANCE OFFICE (DEFENSE SUPPLY AGENCY)

Total
Fiscal year 1968 ....................................
Fiscal year 1969, projected ...........................
Fiscal year 1970, projected ...........................

146
149
229

Employees
Professional
Clerical
110
110
170

36
39
59

Funding
$1,744,O0l0
2,269,000
2,986,000
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PROJ1ECT 100,000

r. SiF.IS. Who can bring us -ipto date oil the accotiplishelit,
within Project 100,000?
Mr. FROEILKE,: I will make a comment or two.
Project 100,000 is the project instituted to bring iii each year approximately 100,000 additional men int6 the armed services wlho previously
were not eli1ible for service because of mental or physical lmndicaps.
In our bulget for 1970, we -have asked for $18,954,00 to carly on
this project. The incidental side benefit of Project 100,000 is to mnke
more productive citizens out of these individhials who are allowed to

serve in the military forces. The primary reason for Project 100,000
is t6 have 100,000 additional men available for service in the Armed
Forces yearly.
Mr. SrKs. This a good objective. Tell us what success you've had.
How long has the program been in operation? How many men have
actually been inducted under this program who otherwise would not
have been indicated ?
Mr. FRonHKE. 232,000 comes to mind. The first 82 months of 100,000,
we accepted 212,849.
Mr. SIKES. You are close to target.
Mr. FnoEnHKE. Yes. At a cost per man of approximately $206 in
1970.
RESULTS OF PROTECT 100,000

Mr. SIXES. What is the result insofar as the product is concerned?
Can you determine at this time what the actual success has been?
Success is not going to be measured in the number you can recruit under
this program, but in a useful product to the military and to society.
Mr. FovimKc. The performance of Project 100,00 obviously 'is
going to vary by service. Ninety-five percent of those accepted conplete basic training. Men with severe reading limith lons are given
remedial education before or during basic training and about 80 percent of those improve, and the reading gains average 1.8 of tlie elemnoitary grades.
'n the formal-skill courses, 90 percent graduate e. Sixty percent are
assigned to noncombat specialties.
Mr. SIxEs. Why is that? Is that on a par with other iiditees?
Mr. FROEtr,. Yes.
After 19 to 21 months service, 52 percent are in Grade E-4 and
above. Ninety percent receive supervisory evaluation in the "Good,"
"Excellent," and "Outstanding" class. The rest are graded as unsatisfactory or fair, which I am told is about in line with the normal
inductee.
Mr. Snixs. How about disciplinary problems? Do you have more
disciplinary problems with this group? '
Mr. FiIoEII
. I am not aware 'f any. The attempt is not to hold
them apart and separate, so to a certain extent the day-to-day disciplinary problems, if there were any, would belost, as they shouldibe.
They are not held separietly.
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COST oV PnOJECT 100,000

Mr. Sims. I would like to have for the record a schedule of the cost
of this progra'in for 01 services, for fiscal 1968 and 1969 and estimated 1970.
Mr. FnoiLml.. We will supply it, sir.
(The information follows:)
-IUNDtED TIIOUSAND

COST oF PROJECT ONE

Separate cost accounts are not maintained for Project One Hundred Thousanid
men because they are trained in our regular training centers and schools along
with all other men. They are given extraoelp.only.-When necessary.
The military services have esthniitted their costs . or,.perating Project One
Hundred Thousand as follow,3 r.

7

[Dollars In thousands.
(N%

Air Force ... .......
OSD-------.- ..............

Total-

.-

- .
...............,t
-----------

The costs itlude:

-

Fiscal year,

5144
,2,316

11,117
2,438

16

....-.,,4968

.

...............

.

Q4iscal'jear

Fiscal year
17

\

K

.

/
Army
Na
............
/
Marine Corps ........
............

\

+...

'

/"

''

.---.

/

,-I

\(

2,592
538/

......

.

-..

'

-

10,659
11
,

/

60
3,147
533

7,285

\

12,776
2,444

\
'

\

60
3,159
515

f8, 954
k

,

lie
1. A addition Itraitning oost q. tra ( %ts cb e4 In'IMan g Project
Hundred Tho sand men In compa I on to otle ,bi. These costs take into onsideration trill ilng attritlon rates a extra trh riig trin.
2. Medically remedial e~sts.-Jnclu es hos 4altzai0,i ld conviaecence ebsts
for surgical cakes and phykicatbkondit Ining 0C6tvfor Weight? nses. Also inc fides
costs for noneffe tive time.
-.. +
/
3. Proouremei co8ts.-Army costs of.opeRting th Armed lfoI'ces Exa pining
and Entrance St6ion (AVE9S) it4ptcessInJ Proje t One
/ sand
0eh.Hiundred TI
men over and abov4 the cost pf intficting or enliAti ng other
4. Remedial readbw.-Army, Nav qnd Aift rorce co.ts for 1)Iovillng reading trainhig for those Witlh severe readih limitations.
/
5. Data.procCs88ig,--N sts of mantaf iing the name-by-nane fl ilon the characteristies and performanieof Project One Hunifidred Thousand, itaen, plis other
reports.
dp,,.
t
rsr,-f
6. Research adof rsac
u
roved
r
methods for
selection, assignment, and training of'lower6mentartfitegory personnel. Inelii(les
research projects funded by the nlilitary services and OSD.
7. Administration.-ncludes the personnel costs of managing the prograin at
the departmental or major command level of the military services and Oflee of
Secretary of Defense.
8. Other costs.-InclUdes costs to tihe U.S. Armed Forces Ifistitute for academic
achievement tests adiifiitcred to Project One HUndred ThoUsand men and the
procurelnent of educational materfals for use in remedial reading.
Based on the costs above, the extra cost per individtiAl for Project One Ituhdred Tholusand men entering the service is estimated to'be:
------------------------------------------$124
Fiscal year 1008

Fiscal year 1969
Fiscal year 1970

--------------------------------------------

188

-------------------------------------------200
The strength of the Armed Forces was not Increased for Project One Hundred
Thousand. The Department of Defense accepts these men in lieu of other men
iWith higher mentaland physical quaiflcations. Most Project One Hiidred Thousand men complete their ttafinihg on schedule, The-extra costs ire primarily for
those who need extra atteilon or are' separated from the service early in their
initial training.
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TRAINING QUOTA

Mr. RHIODES. If I lave the figures correctly, Mr. Secretary, you hitve
far exceeded your quota. Are the figures correct? Is 212,000 brought
into Project One Hundred Thousand?
Mr. FJ io~mmI. Yes, over a 32-montfhs' period.
Mr. RtiOtES. So your level of outptit is about what you expected?
Mr. FimtonmiE. Yes, sir; that is my understanding.
PROJECT VALUE

Mr. SUidS. Will you have jurisdiction over the effort to bring hard
core unemiployables, people who normally are untble to get jobs; ioto

the service? Do yout have thaft program under "Social programs?"
Mr. FROETUKE. I have it inashuch as it is in Secretary Kelley's
jurisdiction. The program is called Value.
It operates in coitiejtction with the I)e|)artmpiit of Labor. We work
for a 9 months' period with the undelprivilegeod, in an attempt to,
after the 9 months' period, male them available as civilin employees
workiint for tle Department of Defense.
Mr. SiKEs. This is part of Project Value?
Mr. FOEULKE. Yes. The Department of Defense provides the sites
and counselors in the various military services. TlIis year I believe we
intend to find approximmtely 5,000 people; 5,600 trainees.
Mr. SIXES. How long has this program been in operation?
Mir. FRoE rKIE. I dofilt know who'hen it started. Based on civilian activity-and this is comparable to what large industry is expected to
do--I would guess that it was around fiscal year 1968.
Mr. CooxE. It was approved in 1968 aid: got going durhig this fiscal
year and will enlarge a. little throat i
inte'idd input of $5, 00
at various geographic locations dui'ing fiscal year 1970.
(The information follows:)
Project Value Is a joint Labor DepartiiteifDOD program. The Departint of
Labor funds the program as part of its concentrated employment program to
traif hard-core uleimployed young men and women for productive (ikplOyinflet.
The Department of Defense does not pay the salaries or expenses of thes'
enrollees.
The way the program operates is that the enrollee Is placed on the rolls of
the local intmoiipower agency for U) to 9 months in a program of romed(il educa-

tion and onsite tratflng.

Remedial edutiottn is provided by the local nmanpover sponsor, DOD insMtallations l'ovide only the work sites, supervison, and coUl tulg. Supervision and
counseling of enrollees Involve some milnor expenditure of fluids; counterbalancing this is the fact that the trainees do perform useful Wotk for the Department during their on'the-job training. If the trainee successfully completes
the program and passes civil service exainainttfion, he is lired by the D0D istallation in a vacancy for which he qualifies. The plaftifi6i 5,600 trainees will
be spread throuighi 41 areas in which DOD employees exceed 500,000 and at which
an estimated 125,60 entry-level jobs exist. The projected vacancies toward whihh
the trainee. are targeted Orenormall vacancies which result from turhover (about
25 percent) in these 125,000 entry level positions, such as helpers in the crafts

and trades.

emi.
Defense,
as a large
for the
Department
The objective
of the 6rogrnm
manner
as do of
private
employers
in pro.
ploer,
to cooperate
inmich theis shie
grams supported by Department of Labor fandsto provide Job traninig and Job
6pportilIties for disadvanttAged young men and women.
Project Value is a project under the concentrated employment program. The
statutory authority for the concentrated employmeit program Is section
123(a)(5) of the Econonlie Opportufilty Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2740
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(a) (5) and section 231 of the
U.S.C. 2601.
Federal agencies maiy serve as
to these acts. Section 123(a) (5)
the programs will be initiated
employers."

Manpower and Development Traiing Act, 42
host employers for progralms iiltiated plirstnfit
of the 11conomic Opportunity Act provides that
with tile coolration of "private and public

EMPLOYENT STATUS

Mr. Simi"S. Are these people emloyed as civiliii eiA 5loyees by tile
])l)IaIrt,icifet of Defense ?
Mr. Fom rxt,. Yes, sir, after the 9 months' training. This is basically a Departiment of Lafor program with which we are cooperating.
Mr. SIRES. These people who are taken in under this project, are
they civil servants at that time?
Mr. FyotintLu :. Yes, although thbre is t 9 months' period when I
believe they are not. That is when they in effect are under the jurisdiction of the Department of Labor. Ihey are paid by the Departmifit
of Labor. If they prove to be acceptable, then after the training period
they become workers for the Department of Defense.
Mr. CooK. That is assumning they do pass the civil service exam at
the end of the 9 months.
Mr. Rrrotzs. Do these people have anything to do with the Job
Corps?
Mr. FRopmIrt-.'. No. They are working with the Department of Defmnse. TIhe3 ae oin our property with our counselors. We provi de the
coumiselors, although the training program is uder the jurisdiction of
the J)el)atlqmeiit of-Labor.
FINANCING OF PIROOI AM

Mr. RnIoims. The finacing comes through from the a-pproprhit.i6h
of the ])ep .it.feit
of l)efens'e.
Ml. FitonmipxE. It is joint financing. Dutrilig that 9-mon4th period the
pay for these workers is not in the Departmiifit of Defense. That would
be under the I)epartmenfit of Labor.
The finnicitg, a portion would be for the property, whatever ortion thatt ifight be, and the most ifilportahit item would be coUnseJors.
DEFENSE PA\ITICIPATION IN VALUE

Mr. R]uonvs. Why is the Departmeit of )efense engaged in carryig out this project? W itt is the rationle?
Mr. Fnomftm,,iE. The rationale is that the De)artmeit of Defense
is one of the biggest employers in this cotiiiity aInd all niajor employers
are being asked to cooperated this effort. it appears. tome it woiild
be inadvisable for the biggest employer In Govermiliefit not to cooperate, if we expect other civilian agencies to cooperate.
Mr. CooK. May I add, sir, what we are talking about is the helpfis
and crafts and trades at a. rather low level where there are about 125,000 entry level positions in the Depa.rtinent each year. The tutriover
is 25 percent a year. So, if they can be adequately trained, they represent a good source of recruitienit for that type position.
Mr. RrobD s. How many men have you run through this project
thus far?
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Mr. Filommm.'. We hope to have al)proxiflhittely, 5,600 this year and

I believe it was a compartAble amount last year; is thiit, correct?
Mr. CooKrE. We have SOme 1,700 in the project countrywide tit this
time and we hope to build tll) to the nuiiber ii(licated )y Secretary
Froehlike.
Mr. Ri omEs. l)o you intend to expand it. in future years? )o you
hive afy l)rojCetiil'?
Mr. 1FiiOEiLmKE. We have no projection.
.m, NVOWVR STUDIES
Mr. Riroi)ES. Can you advise us as to the iliteit of somle, of the studies
which are being carried out by the Depfartlment such as the military
service experience of youth il inner-city urban area and the minioirity
group testing?
These latter two are funded with R.D.T. & E. money, but, I would
like to find out what is involved in these projects. Would you supply
that for the record?
Mr. Fnomimu.
We will supply it for the record.
(The information follows:)
T IE

EFFECTS OF" MILITARY SERVICE ON YOUNG MEN ri oM DEPIF:SE D URBAN AURAS

This contract was led on June 26, 196), for $102,073 to the Survey Research
Center, University of Michigan. The study is jointly funded and mfanaiged by
three agencies, Defense, Labor, and Veterans' AditiiuthtraItion. Primary objective of the study is to assess the effects of military service on young men front
depressed areas of a major metropolitan area. Comuiarlsons will be made between grotips of men with and withoutt military service.

RESEAR01I ON MINORITY GROUP TESTING; DEVELOPMENT OF SELECTION
INSTRUMENTS FOR OFFICErt AND ENLISTED PROGRAMS

The Naval Personnel Research Activity, San Diego, Calif., was provided
$8 ,0 on April 21, 1969, for this research study. Research will be performed
to determine whether or not new types of tests can be developed approprilate for
minority group alplicaits to enlisted and officer programs in the armed services.
COST OP SOCIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. RurompS. Will you insert in the record a schedule showing the
total amount for all the various social programs being carried ott by
the Department of Defense for fiscal years 1968, 1969, and the estimate
for 1969?
Mr. FitorniIui. Yes, sir.

1

4
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(The infoirma tion follows:)
SOCIAL PROGRAMS-DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE OBLIGATIONS
11n thousands of dollars
Actual,
Fiscal year
1968
Project Referral .................................................................
Project Transition I .........................................
7,022
Project 100,000....... .......-.-............
"...................
10,655
Project value .................................-----------Manpower studies (R.D.T. & E.)(includes youth in inner-city urban area
and minority group testing) ....................................................
Total ......................................................

17,677

Estimated
Fiscal year
1969

Fiscal year
1970

360
15,289
17,285
528

1,152
17,958
18,954
807

153

85

33,615

38,956

' Includes funds from 0. & M., military personnel and R.D.T. & E. appropriations.

PROJECTr TIRANSITIOI

Mr. RnoDms. Is Project Transitlion serving the basic purposes for
which intended?
Mr.FnOvaiU,,. Yes. In my opinion, based on this relatively short,
period of time, it is.
As you know, the purpose of Project Transition is
to provide during the last 6 months th]le individual. is ill the service,

counseling) vocatonal skill trading, high school training if he does
not have that, and a job-referral service.
Many of these responsibilities regular employers would do even
though they are leaving the employment of the concern. However, in
my opinion Government has a greater responsibility over and above
the normal employer-employee relationship because it is in the interests of the Governinent that these servicmeen, when they go out into
civilian life, do become good taxpaying citizens.
Each year about 900,000 enlisted men return to civilian life from
the service. About 60,000 have already received this training. Traiiihg
is given at no cost to the Department of Defense. Costs are borne by
private industry and for 2,600 of the 60,000 by the Department, of
Labor. Departimient of Labor costs for these mien average about $400
per person.
In fiscal year 1970, we are asking $14.5 million of 0. & M. money
for Project Trransition.
Mr. lIIODEs. Are these men relieved of their other duties when they
are in Project Transition?
Mr. FoEititur. No. Tis is in addition to tlilr other duties.
Mr. RiH'ODES. Is it conducted at a base level or company level? 1-low

do you do it?

Mr. Fnoi.iiixi.. It is at the base

level.

PROJECT REEURAL

Mr. RlObs. In 1069 you also initiated a new training prograin for

retiring military personfiel. This i's
called Project Referral. What is
the satus of thilsprlject?
Mr. FRomacnu. Each year approxiately 70,000 men, officers and
enlisted personnel retire. Roughly 15,000 officers and 551000 enlisted
men. Here again this program, which we refer to as Project Referral,

A-1
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offers preret i rellent counseling antd job registration where these 70,000
can put their nanme ill. Industry cl1 come anld plut. their request il. If
the two of them riAltch up$ t'he what
retireeany
willlarge
have indust;ry
a Job when
he gets
would
do out
for
of the service. This is, agai,
people who retire. Because we are Governmlieit-No. t-)erhal)s we
have a greater reason for doing this. I thiik of even greater Iilportance
is the age of otur officers and men who tire retiring. The, are substantially younger than those retiring from industry and, as a result, it is
more importalIt that they have goo1d counseling, good job referral as
they retire from the miIitary service. We. are asking'$1,152,000 for
Project Referral in fiscal year 1970.
Mr. Rom.s. You had $400,000 in 196) so the rejectt is on the
increase?
Mr. Fitomtiar . I (to not know what it was for 1969.
Mr. Rtmm.s. It was estimaIted to cost $400,000 for1496.
Mr. Cooiy. The estimate now is slightly lower. Possibly $)60,000.
Mr. llitom.s. You do plan a. substantial theriease in this type ativ'Jt
1
.
Mr. F11omim-Lcp,. The computer part of it is the newest. feature, I
believe.
Mr.Am),imo. What was the estimiited .ost of this project in 1970?
Mr. FimtomturKu. $1,152,000.
TRANSFEI

FI-WHiIA1

O

TO LABOR DEPARTMENT

Mr. Anm)mmo. .This project was to I)e carried out in coop)piratIot with
the Depiptment. of Labor, whihih is supposed to have a similar effort
ill the chiliinl sector of the economiiy. The I)epartnent lloped that
eventually Project Referral would be turned oveii to the Departmeit
of Labor in its entirety. 1-as the I)epartmIent of Labor indicated any
recent desires to tiu1n(lrtkilte or as-smie tie resl)onlllihity for this pliogrant?
Mr. Cooma.. The Department of Labor, the 1.S. Employmentl Service, is now eonduetiig pilot. projects of autoui6ted job referral in vailous parts of the country. In (aliforni, for example, it is in(hcated
to be 3 to 5 years or lo.osibly longer before a naitionwide job referral
system under the aegis of 1ibor can be placed ifito operation.
We are working, however, closely with the 1)eparttnient, on that basis
and hope ultifiately thtat, the services of tile. local U.S. Emplloyment
Offices can be utilized in project reforral and %'ice versa.
Mr. S1ES. What is their purpose? " hy is it neeessarv thlt,you
ha-ve youer own office? Why cannot the Deplrtment of Labor flcC.ept ins
resl)onsibility as they accept responlibility for others?
Mfr. Cooe. Mr. Chairman, prinarily because our retires may be
retiring from Andrews Air Force Base for example, andifitend to live
in Arizona. Hopefully, our job match system -will work nationwide
to permit mobility on the part of our retirees. The U.S. Eniployment
Service offices are purely local in naturo. This is an attempn-t to get
a match of prospective employees and employers on a.nationwide basis.
r
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M[r. ]lnm.ws. Aren't you working against you-self here ill some
ways? Aren't you actt lly encouraging officers who may be very

valuable to thiservice to retire, that is, take an early retirement when
they might'not otherwise do so?

Mr. FiioMILnIM. This would be my jUst ificatlon for it, CongressIan
hliodes. It seems to me we have an obligation to an officer who has
served
his country
well to provide this service. It is a. small reward,
tidinittedly.
.....
. .

Second, pUttiig things in balance. If an officer can still make a contribution to his service, I question whether this referral service by
itself wotild really outweigh his job satisfaction, his pay, and all the'
other things which would cause him to stay with the service. To the
extent that it does, your polfit is well take. I wouldn't think it. would
weigh too heavily, however.

EN('OURI\(E III.,TniIEES TO ENTI SOCIAMA SItVI('ES

Mrt. Sim's. I seem to recall thlatthis service was started initially to

encourage retirees, in military retires to aceel)t jobs ill the social services,
p)articularly in the tealhij ' professIn. Isn't that right?
Mr. I romnuKi. I do not know, sir.

General ]3Nmin. This was a. part of the concept, Mr. Sikes.
A1r%. SiRus. You have gotten away floma that concept and you are
just trying to help then find a.job. Why don't you lunit it to those
areas Where skills are apparently vitally' needed 'such as the teaching
l)rofessioln

General ,.,... Emphasis dfiitly AN-ill be )laced on that, Mr.
Chairman. This is tle iliteit of the program. However, it is not intended to bar other types of work blut. emphasis will be l)laced on those
positions having a.hiogh social utility.
Mr. STIES. I would like a. brea.kdowil if you can plroVide it of the
n.u1m)ber of people assisted I flndiig jobs anid the. number who did find
jobs in th area of social services.
Genera BIEADE. Mr. Cliafirmhin, this proaramiI will not be started

unt about
i
next, spring and then only on.a.pilot l)asis. The details are
being developed, a.Coml)tter prograin will have to be developed, and
tgreat deal of groundwork will haxe to be done before this program

can even be started on a lifilited scale.
Mr. SIi:s. How many people will be re uired forits o)eraiion....
General BFNADPE. It is expected it will involve ab ut rlip eI'soqn,
and nbiut $1.2 million. This would be for an enlitire fiscal year.
SERVICES PROVIDED

) CIVILIAN IIETfIRPES

Mr. SIKE:S. CanI volm tell the coiittee whether this type of service
IsI)rIovided to civlan employees who retire from GOVernent service ?
Ggeneral] T ,).I cannot, say for certainthrougfh I would (1oul4 it
....
-I limitatins
because the age
-. ...1 11 are
a r so
. different
. .. ..,
in .th
t e c¢
i v.l ser c,11
as
compared to themilitary. A civil servant could work uniilt age 70 if lie
so desired, but the great majority of military members, even those
who complete a full 30 years of military service, are iinvoliiitfiifly

014
retired from military service while they are still in their early fifties
or midfifties at the latest.
Mr. FROEH.KE. The preretirement counseling would-be provided
because that is needed, but this is just good personnel adiiniI-stration.
PROJECT VALUE

Mr. SIKES. I would like to turn back to Project Value for a moment.
Again, the purposes are laudable but I know from contact with
industry that, while industry tries to comply with the Governmeiit's
desires for providing employment to people who normally are considered unemployable, that most indilstilists are not happy about
the success of the programnd they find in a great many instances it is
a costly and nonproductive undertaking.
Now, the Government, I suspect, does not follow the same reasoning
With regard to expecting a person to earn his Way. What steps do you
take to insure that persons who are employed in this area are capable
of doing the job that they are employed to do and are not just carried
on the payroll in order to say that you have accomplished something?
Genera-l BENADE. The program is administered by the Department of
Labor, Mr. Chairman, and has very definite standards of development
which are expected to be met by the trainees flitt are taken on in the
programs. There is also a vital role that the counselors would play.
Mr. SIKEs. It is administered by Defense; is it not?
General BENADE. Project Value is a joint project with the Department of Labor, sir.
Mr. SiKES. You get the people, do you not, when they are employed?

General B.ADE. After they are employed; yes, sir.

Mr. SIKES. Tell me what kind of success you have with them.
General BENADI. It is my understanding that we have not yet completed the first full cycle on this program. This program is a new one
which was initiated in fiscal year 1969 and, as Secretary Froehlke has
indicated, it is expected it will reach its program level of slightly over
5,000 of these youngsters;, but at the moment the program has only
some 1,500 who are in training.
DEFENSE

EMPLOYMENT

Mr. SIXEs. Are 'there questions on the social program? If not, we
turn to overall employment in the Washington area.
PENTAGON OCCUPANCY

According to information published by the Departmefi, of Defense
there were on December 31, 1968, a total of 28,945 personnel in the
PentagOn Buildifng..
The total is composed of 15,444 civilians and 13,501 military. According to-the same information , Mr. Secretary, there were on April 30,
1948, a total of 29118 personnel in the Pentagon, of which 18,369 were
civilians and 10,869 military. In total there is only a difference of 233
personnel between April 30, 1945, and December 31, 1968, a span of
about 24 years. In the one instance we were engaged in total war, a
two-ocean war, spanning the entire world, with very considerably
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more people in uniform than itt tile present time. However, the very
lowest point in the intrveninig years was 24,518 on December 31, 1964.
The first point I would like to raise is that it would appear that dtring the 24 years with all the modernization, better commiiiication, and
all the otlihi' advances il autoaiftiol, the titilber of employees should'
be considerably less.
Mr. FiIOEJIKE. It would be my observation, based on very short
tenure, Mr. Chairman, that in effect the Pentagon is the home office
of the DOD. It should be the polcyMr. S1Ks. There should hiave been a lot of people colnlig home.
Mr. FROF41LKE. Yes, sir. It shoiuld be the policymaling locai6i f6r
the DOD. In theory there should be relatively little fluctuation ill the
umiiiber of people in policymaking, whether in peacetime or in

wartirm.

Mr. Siius. You may wait to research tliat and provide additional
information
for the
record.
Mr. FiroEmLic.
Yes, sir.
(The inforiMation follows:)
Though the number of DOD personnel in the Pentagon is approximately
the same as it was at the end of World War iI,defense organization since thenand thus occupanCy of the building-has changed materially. In 1947 the U.S.
Air Force was formed. Its headquarters is in the Pentagon. The Defense Department itself was created In 1047, and the Offlce of the Secretary of Defense
is a post-World War II function in the buildihg. The Organization of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and the, Defense Intelligence Agency have been added to the
building's occupants. Substantial elements of the Navy Department have moved
Into the building since 1945. Thus, while the Penthgon population total has
remained about the same since the end of World War II, the people working in

the building are carrying out a number of tasks which were not performed In
the Pentagon, or which did not exist, during that time.
In addition it would be uneconomical not to utilize tle entire space of the
Pentagon, a Governmeit-owned building, while leasing office space for other
Defense activities.
CIviLIANIzZAON IN THE iENTTAGON

Mr. Sixi.s. The number of military has increased in those 24 years
and the imiber of civilians decreased approximately the same, a decrease of 2,900 civilians and an increase of 2,700 inllitary.
Why would there have been an increase in military personnel when
in the immediate past 2 or 3 years there has been a, definite effort to
demilitarize offices wherever possible and substitite civilians inl order
to free miritar for strictly militar y duties?
Mir. Fot -Li. I would be guessing at the reply to that. May I
give that some thought, sir, and supply it for the record?
Mr. SKXis. Very wvell.
(The iniformation follows:)
Pentagon occupancy for the past 3 years, as of December 31, was as follows:

1966 ..................................... . . ......
1967 ........................... .............................
1968 ....... :......... ...... -..."..
.............................

Civilian

Military

Total

14,8J9
16,424
15,444

12,353
13,313
13,501

27,172
29,737
28,945
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Tihe increase in 1967 in both civillaft and ntlitary is attributed to the Vietnam
blitpil
while the reduction in civilian occupancy in 1968 is attributed to the
limitation on hiring (Public Law 90-364).
Civillanization remains one of the goals of the Department, though its progress
has been handicapped by statutory hiring limitations.
I'ENTAGON E31PIRE BUILDING

Mr. SiKIs. The gist of my observation is that this committee feels

and has stated many times that something should be done to deevoase
the number of employees in the Pentagon, both military and civilkii.
1Why should you need as many employees now in the Pentagoon as yotl
required at the height of Word WiWar 11? In other words, are youl siply permitting empi'e building to go on, and I suspect there is a
substantial amount of that. This is the point at which offices can be
expanded and both military and civilian grades increased as a result.
Are you concerned about that?
Mr. FROEJILKE. Because of the size of the DOD there is no question
that this is a danger. Yes, I ain concerned about it, and I can assure
you the Secretary of Defense is concerned about it. Thus far I have
observed, and I am sure there are instances in any establislimint,
civilian or military, where people are not being properly utilize(l.
Thus far I have seen relatively few examples.
REDUCING NONESSENTIAL PERSONNEL

Mr. Siu*S. What objectives have been established in the Pentagon
in these 6 months roughly of the new administration to establish new
policies and to reduce the numbers of niiessential personnel?

Mr. FrtoEUiLKE. In the Office of the Secretary of Defense we have

instituted an in-house study-a functional study-wherein we ask
each Assistant Secretary to take a long, hard look at his own fNlction, to come in with the express purpose of cutting down the number
of civilian and military employees. In addition, in my own area of
responsibility, my organizational and maiihagelient planning department, we created teais and asked two men to go to each one of the
functional departments working with the Assistant Secretary and asking probing questions, determniig the basis for their recommendations, and through it all we are now in the process of reviewing those
recommendations. 'Within the next month we should have-not a great
organizational change, but we will have some organization changes
with some less people needed to do the job.
Mr. SntEs. Will you report to this committee at 3-month intervals on what is actually being accompliWhed in this field?
Mr. FnotmrlKE. Yes.
HEADQUARTERS

EMPLOYMENT

Mr. SIXEs. Additional information provided the committee shows
that at the end of fiscal 1969 ]it is estimated there will be enloyed
72,183 civilians and 41,447 military by the headquarters operatonsof
the Defense Department and Defense Agencies, including Secretary of
Defense activities and those of the Joint Chiefs. This is an estimated
total personnel strength of 113,630 for the greater Washington Metro-
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I)olitllarea. It is also estiitfei thttat June 30, 1970, these operations

will employ 72,893 civilians, 42,029 military for a total'of 114,922. This
is an increase of 1,292 )ersomlfhl diuilg the fiscal year 1970 at the

time when hopefully the reqUirefients ofthe war are gohig to dimihi-

ish, and you would aiticipAte there will be plans for a decline rtither
than all increase.
I subIit this shiply to bear oit my feeling that this is a, staggeriiig
iiffbor of people to l;e employed solely in the headquarters operatiii.
I hope you will provide the same information at quarterly periods on
progress that is being made to bring this imtiber down to a more reasonhle figure.
Mr. FROmmKE. We will do so, Mr. Chairman.
DOD

CIVILIAN

EMFII'LOYMENT

Mr, SIKES. Other defense information provided the committee shows
that at December 31, 1968, the total nuiiber of civilin personnel em1)loyed by the Depart meit was 1,390,371. This is 123,692 more than at
June i0, 1966. If the provision of section 201 of the Revenue and Exl)endittlre Control Act of 1968 remains 1i effect, when does the Department expect to meet the Junfie 301 1966 ceiling of 1,266,679.
Mr. FiIOmEiLKE. May I supply that for the record, sir?
discussion n off the record.)
Mr. SIKES. I wold like, when yot answer the qilestion aldt,the
ceiling of 1 266,679, to have you go into specific details giving dates
the Dtepartmemit is
and strengths at specific periods, so we know wh l
doing inleeting this requirement inder the law.
Mr. FOj1oELKE. We will do so, sir.
(The information follows:)
Section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968 covers employees directly hired by the government, it does not cover employees of the govermnent Iibire.tly hired through contractual arrangements.
Although the total employment of the Department of Defense on December 31,
1968. Including those hired by contract was about 1,890,000, the number subject
to section 201 of the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act was 1,155,315.
The act establishes separate provisions and limitations for full-time permaiift employees and for teiiiporary and part-time eniiloyees. As of Decelilber 31.
1968, there were 1,120,313 fill-ttie permanent employees and 29,002 temporary
1111d l)al't-tlle, employees III 1)0) military funlcttios (excludes 31,920 In civil
fuclitons) sulbject to thil t. II addition, there were 85,084 employees in south.
('slt Asia, exemlpt from tHie provisions of the act by sectioni541 of IPublic Law
90-580, 90th ('oigress.
The 1,126,313 full-fliite perhianemt eniloyees are subject to the provision of
ltits enIjltoylnent to three, out bf four vacancies. The st'reigth
sttt)ln 201 whi
for this category of etlnployees was 1,052,998 on June 19.6 Tie Departei1t of
Defense must, therefore, reduce by 73,315 full-time peraiiaient employees,. At
j)resent rates of attriftlol, the Departmlifetitf Defen.e would reduce an estliMated
36,000 employees ier year under a rule of filling 3 out 4 vacancies. It Is estmated, therefore, that the Departnieit of Defense would reach Its Jun1e 30, 1906
strength of full-time l)ernilanefit employees during January 1971. Because both
attitionh rates and lir'liig duthifi ties have varied, it Is not 1)racticalI to estimate precisely when Defense woltldieahl Jifie 80, 1966, strengths.
The 29,002 teiiporary anid part-fine employees, as of December 31, 1968, were
well wvitliih the caleiidat year 1967 average of 43,651 permitted by tile Reveiue
and Expendtture Control Act, as amended by section 541 of Iublic Law 90-580.
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Mr. SII Es. Next we will consider the Org'anizntion of the ,Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
We will insert in tie record at this point the various justificationl
FThe justification pages follow:)
1NCRE'ASED FUNDING

I1EQUIIFEN'1'S

Mr. Sis. The Joint Chiefs tire requestingr $6,833,000 for fiscal 1970,
and an increase of $729,000 over the actid cost for fiscal 1968 and
$36,000 over the current estimate for 1969.
ORGANIZATION OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF, SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
[in thousands of dollars]
Fiscal year 1969
iscal Fyear
1968 President's
actual
budget

Type of expense
Personnel compensation .........................
Personnel benefits ...............-.............
Travel and transportation of personnel and things...
Rent communications, and utilities................
Printlng and reproduction ........................
Other services .................................

4,141
276
370
419
45
268

Equpmont maintenance and repairs.(..........
Building maintenance and repairs.............

(163
Other
Official...................................
representation---,-,------............. :':---- 137
15
5
Sup plies and materials .................---------2
Equipment purchases --------------------------- 304
Total ....................................

6,104

4,910
327
525
522
57
281

Adjustments

-Fiscal year
Revised 1970 budget
estimate
estimate

-271
-20
-10
-32
+3
+17

4,639
307
515
490
60
298

4,615
306
546
501
60
319

(154 ............

(154)

110

154)

297
191

299
187

6,797

6,833

102

(+14)

(18-.--- .18
45
231

-40

7,198

-401

8

,122)
1(

/25
18

ORGANIZATION OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF, SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Fiscal year 1969
iscal Fyecr
968 President's
actual
budget

r

YEAREND STRENGTH
Civilian:
Full time ................................
Temporary employees .......................
Part time and intermittent -------------------

469
24
19

Adjustments

536
-87
20 ............
10
+15

Fiscal year
Revised 1970 budget
estimate
estimate

449
20
25

445
20
25

Subtotal, civilian ..........................
Military........................................

512
1,428

566
1,358

-72
+117

494
1,475

490
1,485

Total, yearend ............................

1,940

1,924

+45

1,969

1,975

460
5
17

444
5
17

AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT

Civilian:
Full time ...................................
Temporary employees .......................
Part time and Intermittent ...................
Subtotal, civilian ....................
Military ................ .............

460
7
10
.

Total, average employment .................

527
-67
5 -----------6
+11

477
1,440

538
1,359

-56
+122

482
1,48

466
1,496

1,917

1,897

+66

1,963

1,962

Why is the funding for the op6ration of the Joint Chiefs being
increased so mueh over the actual for 1968 ?
Mr. FOEUL,KE. I will ask General Liebmnan to answer that.
Mr. SIKES. Very well.

A

~

~

-~
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General LIIEBmAN. I would not say there is an appreciable increase
ol it. We were hopeful that we were going to be able to hold the line
and in fact decrease to someo extent and we have in some areas.
Mr. Snus. I am looking at $6,833,000 for fiscal 1970, an increase of
$729,000 over fiscal year 1968 and the fact that fiscal 1969 is almost
as high as fiscal 1970. That indicates a very substantial increase and not
a decrease.
General Li.nmxL . Actually, the revised estimate for fiscal 1969 is
$6,797,000. I would assuim that is a pretty accurate figure. So the]-e
has been a fairly substantial decrease.
Mr. SiKEs. That is not a great deal less than $6,83,000. Wht are
the increases or what do the increases inclilde, other than pay raise and
automatic in-grade promotion ?
General LIF.BAMN. One other one I can thinlk: of off hand was the
transfer of the Special Assistait for Military Assistance Affairs
function from the MAP program funding into anO. & M[. category.
Mr. SI ~s. Provide a breakdown for the record showing exactly What
the increase is for fiscal 1969 over fiscal 1968 and what the relative
amounts are for fiscal 1970.
General LIPMEMMA. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
BREAKDOWN OF THE INCREASES AND DECREASES FOR FISCAL YEARS 1969 AND 1970
(Obligations Inthousands of dollars]
Adjustments,
fiscal year
1969 over
fiscal year
1968
actual
1968

Fiscal
Type of expense
Personnel compensation -------------Personnel benefits ..................
Travel bnd transportation of personnel
and things ----------------------Rent, communications and utilities...
Printing and reproduction- --- -------- Other services ........................
Equipment maintenance and repairs
maintenance ........
and repairs
buildingrepresentation
Official
Other_------------------------Supplies and materials---............. .
Equipment purchases ..................
Total -------------------------

4,141
276

(

370
419
45
268
(
13
1304

6,104

+498
+31
+145
+71
+15
+30
(+39)
,-3
+3,
1
-113
+693

INTEGRATED PLANNING

Fiscal ar
r969
revised
estimate

Adjustments,
fiscal year
1970over
fiscal year
1969

Fiscal ear
970
budget
estimate

4,639
307

-24
-1

4,615
306

515
+31
546
490
+11
501
60 ..............
60
298
+21
319
1
(154.__
1
)
'±15 ...... ¢181
(i8
(-)
7
+2
299
191
-4
187
6,797
+36
6.833
STAFF

Mr. SliEs. The committee is aware of the fact that the operating of
the Joit Continental Defense Systems Integ'ated Planning Staff has
been transferred to the Air Force. I note your comment, Mr. Secretary, that this transfer was made as planiied and iidicated in testimoiiy before the committee last year. However, there was criticism
by the comitee last year on the implemenfitatio6n of this oranization. Why was it inMllemented?
L
General LIEM-5rAN. Sir, if I may, I read the testimony from last
year. It would seem to me that the question boils down to simply one
of better management of the various systems involved and economy
of actual expendffires, although it may be a little hard to prove.
This actually was initiattcd in the spring of 1961 with the thought
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thant fit that point ill time the Senitinel slysteml was coming 4161101 there
at
vist~ia
WQPCe treiiwfldofis expenldittures of fifids thit. were belnII
this l)Oilt ill tinme. We aire tal kinig butrdrsystemls, c itasystem')s of
heeyuhv
al y WS
)es, actua wveaponis systems. You hav a iuto
f 111t010o11l areas thiat cOt across departments, niot, just ttnified c6ffiumudsI.. Youi had theo NORAD defense~ people involved very heavily,
yout hadl the RAC involved i that you have to have anl initehrationo-f
the, (efenisive And offensive defpfnse systems; it was to assure that thle
most effliit. maaenet of the conltinensital defensive systems wer-e
provided to the Joinlt Chiiefs of Staff thfit this staff wits formed. It is
shtilyN 11lid porely 11 bettert'milagetv~ilt, of the resources that are lig
l)I)1I' , to conitinentl Meense and to try to ecollondize in the exlpefliiturle.
Mr. SJE.When was it formed?
N Thew.y tire finli.hing upt getting their actual staffL-g
n r l tEI
Mr. SncIKI-s. Was thi.s committee notified that it was to be estal)lished ?
TIAN
cannot answer that. question, sir. I would have
General I.
to slupply it'.
M~r. SI~.Cleck the records onl that. I do not think wve were and
we should have been.
(The information follows:)
A~V1III(I 01vt probieis"of fintegrate'd plhiffflg for ('ontlnlilfl (fenise
1it1ihel' st1i(y ffor sonli timeit. the Johit Conltinetafl
i'lannli1ig Stlift' Wils niot I'stallishoie util N'ovelllh('

had hben

Defense S1.ystemis Integrated

1. 19)6T. Altho09gh there I1s
Ito forl-1 reriieibent. for notifying the dconnittee of Such organizAtionl
('illit1ges. it wals highlght('d Ill the testimony of thep thein-Assistit Secretary
( Adliflist'i ioti). 'Mr. Horwitz, on April 2. 108, because of the
of I )efelvs

priou6s Inte'rest of the Coitimit1tee in such mnattrs.

(Curnui's Noi'l-For ftirthier discussion of the ,Joint Conitinentali

ystmsIntegnated limonh Staff see pp. 218 through 223 of
1 ) fe~e

pu. 4- of the 1969)1Dpi'-t-hict of De(fenlse it! 1)ropti tiolls hearings.)
cosTr or INTEGRIATED)

IG

STX
AFF

Mv. Siiuls. What is the 1Plafining Stat' oing to cost?
thrwas a figure of
1i)6V) budget.0
$4061'066 aind I do not haive the exact figure for fiscal 1970 at this
po ht.
Mi'. FnZO1. IItxF.Ye w ill supply that, for the record.
Gerl1 LIiCwMr1 N. Ill the fiScal year11

(Thle inforniationl follows:)
The tiscal year 1970 Air Fore budget estimate it(ltd('s an tii mafited cost of
$1,(64200M for the stipor),t of the Joit continental Defense fSysteis Ifntegi'ated
ilanfittig Staff for a full1 yenr tit fiscal Year 1970.
The Air Fore revised estlimate for fiscalt year 1009 Is $1M3J5O0.O0 anld Is repp
i'eslIitaiive of somiewhilt less thn 50 ilereenlt of a fNll year of Operation.
JOINT ('II IEVS or STAFFvr EI-[,'

OYMEINT

Mfr. Simir-s. The nverag(e civilian personnel strength is to decrease by
t1
970 The average military manl year, strength
16 nin-years durn
will iffcrease by 56. This will be ainincrease of 40' man-years of personnel St rength. Is this increalese niecessa r?

.

,*i

,*,

J
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(The information follows:)
''heincrease of 56 military man years of eni)loynment from fiscal year 11)(1

to fiscal year 1970 is nece.ssary to sulO1it an additional
tfmncton, increased worl
load, and tile transfer of the operation of the Special Assistant for Military Assistance Affairs. The increase in military personnel is not in any way related
nor inflieneed by the civilian personnel reduction.

Mr. Sixius. You explain in your statemnlt, Mr. Secretary, tht 1()

1111 years is associate with the transfer of the operation of the Special Assistant, for Mfitary Assistance Affairs for the MAP program
to the .Join~t, Chiefs operations. What other programs are the other 46
military persofiiWl to be associated with? Provide that for the record.
(Tile inforiMation follows:)
The other 46 military personnel average employment increase is asso(,lited

with the establishment of an automated message processing and delivery system
and increased workload in the operations, planning and logistics Inanageluei t
areas.
COST OF SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR MILITARY ASSISTANCE AFFAIRS

Mr. St.iis. What is the actilal cost of operations of the Special Assisant, for Miitary Assistance kfflairs in fiscal 1068, nd the estimate
for 1969 and 1970. That i be supplied.
(The information follows:)
The total cost of operations of the Special Assistant for Military Assisttiler,

Affairs is :
[Obligations in thousand dollars]

Fiscal year 1968, actual
Fiscal yeal' 19069, estate
Fise.il year 1970, (ilit

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CiI.IAIR.M.\N' S SPE('l.\I,

S''Ui)Il.E

2
71
87
$-------------

(|iW)I

Mi'. Sus. 'What is the, "Chairman's special studies groupt?
Geeral Litn, rlx. Sir, this is a go)Tip that. does exactly what tie
name ilnlplies. At this poiiit iII till-le 1 cftll ils examples. 'T1y are

I) oviding backup information to the Chairmif-in of the Joint ('hiefs
of Staffl oil hil ,edilng atrms Ihmttion discussions.

Mr. SlIm4. Surely they id iot-inveit these studies. They were goin

onl Somewhe'e,0 o1 smllar studies were going on. Tils ap)eOats to he
tyl)ical of the thing that. I liave been expressingig concern a oit. Everywhere we look there'isanother stfldies group.j, 'We are going to get the
place so eltttrted up with studies groups thit,you wont have roolit
for anything else.
Mr. Fi~oo). Yes: you will have a group to study the study gponap.
General Lni'm,,x. Sii'r, I can •oily iiftk tie obbservation
Mr. SIKES. What do they do that no other g'otp has done before ?
General LVRIIMAN. Very detailed and speeialized studies in a utntiber of subjects.
Mr. SIKEs. You know that his ieen going on all over the lot (lowil

there.

General LnNx.I think the question must be asked ho Nell is it
being done.
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Again I come back to ilmianagement of resources, sir, in that we do
restrict the cretffion of special study groups. If you keep in mind that
the services have to provide the nminig for tlese and they very jealously watch the manning situaition1l that is supplied to the JCS, the
very, very detailed aid pretty well has to
justlficatinon provided ics
stan(l ip in court. This is not a sufficielt fi swer. The answer from our
stand oiit is that the special study groups are only set up when required. This group has been made pervila diit to do this thing. At such
tine as it appears they are no longer required we will be the flrst to
phase them ou1t.
ABOLISITING OF STUDY GROUPS

Mr. Sinus.
? Do you know many of these study groups that have been
abolished
General Li.,BmtN. Yes, sir; I do.

Mr. SIK;.s. You (10? Nale one.
washMI. F1OO1. Did you ever hear of anything nor e C1eranlent in.
inl(ton than a temporary group, agency, or commission or building? It

is one of the most )et'ifflinellt things in town.

General LII:nrx. Just very recently there was a special study
group ttiro was p1)hsed out.
"W.
Will you tell us for the record what groups have been
Mr. u
established for studies in the last 3 fiscal years nd wich have been
abolished?
General Lwir.t.\x. In the Joint Chiefs?
Mr. 8Iu'r . Yes, sit'.
General LtymANmsr.

Yes, sir.

(The iffovrintion follows:)
THE LISTING BELOW REFLECTS THOSE GROUPS ESTABLISHED FOR STUDIES IN THE LAST
3 FISCAL YEARS AND WHICH HAVE BEEN ABOLISHED
Title

Start

End

Fiscal year 1967:
Halfway house study .......................................... August 1966 ............ November 1966,
- March 1967.
Study of electronic countermeasures...-........................ September 1966- ......
Study of record communications in the Pentagon ....................... do ................. August 1968.
Night song study ............................................. January 1967 ........... March 1967.
Operations Against North Vietnam .............................. April 1967 .............. June 1967.
U.S. overseas base requirements in the 1970's .................... June 1967 .............. December 1968.
- December 1967.
Strategic mobility analysis and planning (MOVECAP 69-73) ............. do----------Fiscal year 1968:
Electronic countermeasures capability In certain systems --------- July 1967 ............... September 1967.
October 1967 ............ December 1967.
Air campaign study .................------.....
-- do ------------ - July 1968.
military construction stUdy------Joint staff/service spel'al
Methodology for detetminln aircraft requrements ................ November 1967-------- February 1968.
Seaborne intelli ence collection platform study----- _--------_ January 1968 ........... May 1968.
Study to determine U.S. tactical air warfare requirements and force March 1968 ............. July 1968.
effectiveness in the Korean theater.
Arc Light study ............................................... Aprli1968 .............. May 1968.
Redeployment planning study ........................................ do ................. April 1968.
do................. June 1969.
d...............................
JCS nav2gation study ...........
By phase:
September 1968.
I requirements ......................................... _.do.....
. October 1968.
11technical phase ..................................... May 1968 .......
June 1969.
1968
............
October
.........
systems
of
new
comparison
Ill cost/effectiveness
Naval gunfire support operations ................................... May 1968 ............... August 1968.
Fiscal year 1969:
Strategic mobility analysis and planning (MOVECAP 70-74) ........ August 1968 ............ February 1969.
Project assist...-........................................ September 1968......... January 1969.
follow-on ................................................................. Novemer 1968.
Are Lleht
Port Watch study ............................................. March 1969 ............. June 1969.
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Mr. SIKES. We are apprehensive that you are getting into the area
of creating groups to study groups. When was the chairma'lis group
established ?
General LIE 3A.
The clhairmAti's special study group, sir.
1
Mr. SIRES. Yes.
General LEBrVAN. If my memory serves ne it would be approximately 7 years ago.
COST OF CHAIRMAN'S SPECIAL STUfDY GROUP

Mr. SmnEs. What is the estimated operating cost for this special
study group for fiscal 1970?
Gene Val LimBrAN. I wotldlike to provide-that for the record.
Mr. SIRus. And for fiscal years 1968 aind1669'if available.
(The information follows:)
The total kost of operating the chairman's special study group is:
[Obligations In thousand, dollars]

Fiscal year 1008, actual
Fiscal year 1069, estimate
Fiscal year 1970 estimate

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

124
130
133

SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR ENVIRON MENTAL SERVICES

Mr. SIrs. I note from the justifications that the Chiefs have established the Office of the Special Assistaniit for Enviroinenthl Services,
a project which was also criticized by this committee last year. What
is the'justification for it?
General LIEBMrAN. Sir, I saw that testimony last year too. I would
like to draw an examllei of that to the Nor mandy i ivasiol! when probably the most critical thitin that General Eisenhower faced. was the
environmelital conditions that would exist on the date that he proposed to make that ivasiol. You iuist have a stair that is capable of
resea rchaing
titn andrecommendig.
Mr. Simrls. He had a staff that researched this program. They knew
everything that could coieeivably be known about eniviroeinitfital
problems in connection with that Invasion. It was postponed several
times at the recommelidiatilonof the stair.
General LnBmx. I drew the aaloa1gy oInly ill thht it is a comparable type of stafrt. We had actitally on the Jotnt Staff from the VerY
outset a jo it m meteorological grotl). it was recognized at thfit l)tii, als t
requiremnei6t. The naimle is a. fancy name title lierhai)s but, i fact, the
functions are basically an expansl6n of the origHial joint fiterological
group functions.

Mr. SUCES. I would like to know how many )eol)le are involved and
what the cost will be.
(The inf6imation follows :)
The totitl itiinber of l)ersolim1 atollrized for the special assistant for eivirolmental services by the Secretary of )efense in December 1907, was 47, of which
2() were civilian , owever, due to the elvillan enlpl1yimebt restrictldois, tie average
('nllhloymeit and associated cost projected in the Presideit's budget for fiscal
year 1069 were reduced 5 iuim-years and $43,000 i the fiscal year 1970 budget.
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The total cost of operating the special assis4int for

tinviroiiflwitl

sO '(Vs

I,:

__

20
12.

[Obligations Ii tliotsand dollars

Fiscal year 1908
Fiscal year 1909

1:15

Fiscal year 1970 ...............
JX'"I'ERI1)IWA RTME'
NT,\
4 A CTIVI'rIES

Mr. SKFrs. On interdepartilental activities, we note thrit "ou do not
intend to fund ally interdepartillental activities during fiscal 1970.
A re they funded elsewhere ?
Mr. SXYDER.Yes, sir. The item as idlitifled as a conmpuiter progriams
for Office of Special RepresentAtive for Trade Negotiations, has been
transferred froi this account to the regnhtia Secretary of l)efoilse
activities account. That'is the only one.
Mr. SIKES. What will be the cost?
Mr. S ymEu. The cost will be $20,000.
Mr. SInEs. Are any of these program ms to be fnuded from the Secretary's Contingency Fuid?
Mr. SNyDtnR. No, sir.
AiIME!) Fol(i'.:S

N(vII-M.'I'xIo

.A\N)EInl'('AtIOX

Mr. Sixvi:s. Turning to the "Armed Forces information and education,' there is a request for $12,334,000. This is an increase of $l,60a,000 over the actual for 1968, and $1,0541000 above the current, estimate
for 1969.
I would like to have inserted at this 1 )oiit in the record the sheets

from the justifications.
(The sheets follow:)

EDUCATION PROGRAMS-SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

[In
thousands of dollars

President's
budget

Adjustments

Personnel compensation ...............
1,551
Personnel benefits ......-.-.........
120
Travel and transportation ofpersons....
17
Transportation of things................
14
Rent, communications and utilities..
636
Printing and reproduction........
583
Other services ..................
.
1017
Supplies and mit itals ................
1,613
Equipment purchases... .......
1
Grants, subsidies, and contributions ...................

1,649
127
35
15
695
298
905
2,208
3
I

+57
-6
-15
45
+46
+32
±57
-318
+44
-1I

5,936

-99

Type of expense

.

Fiscal year 1969

Fiscal year
1968
actual

Total (direct obligations) .........

.,

5,552

Revised
estimate

Fiscal year
1970
budget
estimate

1,706
121
20
20
741
330
962
1,890
47
..............
5,837

1,767
129
20
20
828
424
1, 123
2,203
8
6,522
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OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR THE ARMED FORCES-SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS
[In thousands of dollars]
Personnel compensation...............
Personnel benefits ....................
Travel and transportation of persons ...
Transportation of things...............
Rent communications, and utilities..
Prntilng and reproduction ................
'Other services ......................
Supplies and materials .................
Equipment purchases ..................

1,715
126
54
.
48
241
509
2,189
137
158

1,807
130
51
52
275
585
2,200
167
17

Total (direct obligations) .........

5,177

5,284

UXI'IA,,\N,VON

+47
+5
-5
+17
+3
+12
+87
-12
+5
+159

1,854
135
46
69
278
597
2,287
155
22

1,846
"137
48
74
291
692
2,518
171
35

5,443

5,812

OF INV(IESE

Mr. SiKnS. This is a large increase, though it is an important area.
Will you tell us why you ilropose the citrent, requested increase?
111r. FnIOI",KF. 1 will ask Dr. Brodsky to explain that.
)r. BxlOSKY. I would like to speak for the educatilnl aspects.
Ouri. llcvease is $685 0(). Of that, increase aplproxilately 35 percent

is accoulnfted for by the fact thiAt we areclosgwr down the U.S. Armed
Forces Institute in Europe and consolidating its fUiictiofis in Madison, Wis. The net result actually will be a dollar savings aid a gold
flow savilbgS as well as increased efficiency. This does become part of
our budget for the following year. Tile next large item is for replenislilnent of educatilonal supplies and materials, because we have run
short ll a niiiber of areas because of the increasing demands for
suchi supplies.
Those two areas, the absorption of USAFI, Europe, into Madison
and th replenislimeit of our educational supplies and materials comhprise the major portions of the increase il the U.S. Armed Forces
nisttttte lprogratil.

SUPL1PIES Foil AUMtEI) FORCES INSTITUTE

MI'. ADD.WBO. Why do you need an increase of $318,000 for additional supplies and i'naterials for the Armed Forces InstiLitte?
Dr. BRODSKY. Beause otir supply sitUatioi hhs deteriorated to t
point where we are not alile to
eti all of our demintilds. So we. have
to replhn ish our educationil supplies.
[1. :DI).\O, What is yoiuri crrenit t inVeitory level of Slpplies and
materials and what has It been at the end of the last 3 fiscal years?

Mr. Kuxz. At the present time it is $1,400,000. A year before it
was abobt $1,600,000 and the year before that it was $1,900,000.
Mr. ADDAiIBO. What is the reason for theltarge inivefitory?
Mr. Kusz. In order to maintain a mission stock which is what our
books consist of in that each book is printed individiilly under a
contract. We do not buy shelf stock.
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Consequently, in buying mission stock we buy a.quantity eqttal to a
1 year's turnover each time we purchase. The result is that if we buy
least
that
is at time.
on hand'a
have
a year we have
during
ofly
year's
a given
run in stock
issues
whattoour
equivlentof
montlis
6 to 8once
This is usually about $2,400,000 worth of issues.
Mr. ADDABBO. I-low long does it take you to obtain this material
once it is ordered?
Mr. KUNz. Our procurement leadtime is aroUid 120 days, on the
average.

I ADDABBO. Then why the 1-year turnover ?
Mr.
Mr. Kuwz. Only because we get our appropl'iatidn: for a givenl year
and as a consequeice we try to buy once each year to get the benefits of
minimal cost for quantity purchases.
Mr. ADDABnO. Again we go back to what is the need for the increase
of $313 000
. .
,. ,.
Mr. KuNz. The Increase is primarily generated by the fact that we
developed a program which begins at the literacy level. This is a new
pro ram running from literacy on up to prehigh school and into basic
1iggi school which has imposed a cost on the Institute for materials
that has run a little over $300,000 t year, whereas previOUsly he had
been supporting that type of activity at a cost of about $60000.
Mr. ADDABBnO. With this large inventory, do you rujtn rito loss due
to deterioration or obsolescence?
Mr. KuNz. No, sir; we do not. On an on-going basis our surplus declarations have not exceeded $10,000 a year in the last 4 or 5 years of
operation.
ARMED FORCES 1NSTITUTE CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT

Mr. ADDABHO. How many new civilian employees do you plan on

hiring for the Armed Forces institute?
Dr. BIIODSKY. 'ITe Armed Forces Institute has actually been decreasing in the number of employees. We shall be addhg It new emtployees, but they are absorbing the function which was previously
accomplished by over 50 employees in Europe. So there really is a net
reduction in the number of employees in both operations.
ARMED FORCES

MOTION iPICTIUE.s

Mr. ADDABBO. What additional requiremnts generate the need for
an increase of $143,000 for additional ptiblications and production
services for the Armed Forces motion pictures?
MAr. BRomEt. Mr. Chairmnini, May I answer that, please? Primarily
this is because of two things. One, we are trying to iike our filmi more
attractive to the troops which means goin(, to color. They have obviously been used to c6lor as they come to the service.
A very small amount will be piting a few more films into color.
Another one of the problems we have had is the increased emphasis on
some programs that we have had to spend ati hittsual ambnlit of money
on, such as drug abuse. We had to put almost $.200,000 Into the drug
abuse program alone ilmllfils anld ptibliations. This is pri1maril, tlie
reason we are asking for more mney ill this area. That, is jut1 the
motion pictures and l)ublicatiois. It does not have to do with radio or
television.

*

1
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SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL PROGRAMS

Mr. SIKES. Why is it necessary to prepare special publications for
project transition, and project 100,000 ?
Mr. Bitodim. We do as little as we possibly can on that. From an

informational point of view some things do need to be done and we
do try to support these projects to the extent we are able.
Mr. SiKES. Whtil is the cost of the special publications th At are
necessary for these programs?
Mr. BRooiE. As I recall, we spent about $10,000 on a publication for
project transition. We reprinted oir ainuaitl Yank th magazine as a support for that pr6j'ect. But we do not have anytliig in our fiscal 1970
budget to support transition as a line item.
PENTAGON FOlUlM AND VIETNA3r REPORT

Mr. SIKES. What are the special l)rodictions entitled "Penitagon

Forumi" and "Vietnam Report."
Mr. IBnocamn, Pentagon Forum is a program designed to have the
top level people in the Defense establishment inclidig the Secretary
of Defense, the Assistant Secreta-ries and Cliefs of Stff to sit with
four enlisted iin and answer questions on a TV format. This gives an

opportunity for the senior people in the Defense establisinieit to be
seen by the troops aid commanders as they really distiss these various
projects tlihat they are involved in. Vietnam Report, we take the combat
camera footage from Vietnam, put it back into a. 30-m title television
show every ot her week so the troops ad commanders in Vietnam can
see the whole operation from notlito sotli.
COST OP INFORMATION SERVICES

Mr. SiKEs. I would like to have for the record the total amount
inchlded in the defense budget for Armed Forces information services. Will you provide that, by the types of services provided and
also compare these figures with the actual for 1968, and the current
estimate for 1969?

(The information follows:)
OFFICE OF INFORMATION FOR THE ARMEO SERVICES
(In thousands of dollars]

Armed
Armed
Armed
Armed
Armed

Forces
Forces
Forces
Forces
Forces

Radio Service .....................................
Television Service .................................
Press Service ........................................
Motion Picture Service ...............................
Publications Service..................................

Total ......................................................

Actual,
fiscal year

Estimate,
fiscal year

Estimate,
fiscal year

$1,654
1,917
228
717
661

$1,723
1,948
267
730
775

$1,914
1,985
268
768
877

5,177

5,443

5,812
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'riiAILrAND TV NETWORK

Mr. SIKES. What type of a TV network are you establishing in
Tha iaid aId how is it operated ?,
Mr. BRo0oR. Iii TlItild we are establishing both radio and television for the troops.

Mr. SjirFs. Is this the first time that this will have been available?
Mr. BnooE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKES. Does it compare with services provided to troops elsewhere?
Mr. BnooEn. Comparable to Vietnam. This, as you know, is a very
unusual situation in both Vietnam aind . Thailand. We will have aplroxim otely seven television stations in rIllailalld and a number of
radio stations that will cover 90 percentt of the combat and combat
supl)ort troops outside of Bangkok and 72 percent of the U.S. forces in
Bangkok. As you know, there are aboit 47,000 troops in Thailand.
Thlere are already 530 TV receivers there. So we are hoping to keep
this (overage for a troop information point of view just as we have in
Vietnam.
Mr. SI Es. Will it be available other than to troops?
Mr. BnooEn. No, sir.
Mr. SixKES. Can the civilian population tie in any way ?
Mr. BROGER. We have taken every precaution to limit the radiated
power of both the radio and television stations. I have personally investigated it on the spot. The radio stations have been limited to such
an extent that they cover just the base.
In most, cases, close circuit radio.
Mr. SIKES. Will it be available to U.S. personnel?
Mr. BioaoFJ. Only if they are on the base, sir.
Mr. SiKvs. Only on base?
Mr. Bnoap.R. Yes, sir.
COST OF THAILAND NETWORK

Mr. Siius. For the record, tell us the total cost of establishing the
network and the total operating cost for fiscal 1970.

(The information follows:)
Ti

total cost of estaflhlnsliig the network and tie total operating cost for

fiscal 1970 are as follows:
INsrALLATIONS COST
All fuds Inelid(led In Air Force I)idget for past 5 years: TV, $1,386,544;
radio, $399,000.
FISCAL, YEAR 1970 OPERATING COST

l)ei)artineht of the Air Force-$803,129 which Incldes $599,004 for iuilitary
l)ersonnel.
Office of Informatlon for the Armed Forces-$28,(x000 for which $270,000 Is

for t&e vision; $16,2C0 for radlo. In addition, funlis for military personnel at
AFRTS-LA to support radio/TV for Thailand amount to $88,000 whtch are
ilt
i(ltde(l in tw bmiget for the Otfice of Inforintion for the Armed Forces.

I
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INFORMATION SERVICES OF OTHER NATIONS

Mr. SIKEs. What can you tell me about comparable services for
information and education for armed forces by other nations, notably
Russia?
Mr. BROGFR. I cannot tell you very much about Russia. I wish I

could. I know they do carry out a very intensive indoctrination program for their troops. We Iave seen some of the films of how a Russian soldier is trained and indoctrinated.
Mr. SIKES. They have a very good one out.
Mr. BROGER. Yes, sir. We have one for the North Vietnamese as
well, a film that was put out last year on the indoctrination for the
North Vietnamese.
Mr. SIKES. Do you have that film?
Mr. Bnoop'a. Yes, sir.
Mr. SIKSS. I think this committee would like to see both of them.
Mr. BROGqR. Yes, sir; I will be happy to show it to you. I will arrange to have it brought over.
EDUCATION

PROGRAMS OF OTHER COUNTRIES

Mr. SIRES. What do you know about their educational programs?
Mr. BROGER. Some of these comments are made in the films themselves which is a part of the educational indoctrination process, which
is a little different under our system. I have seen some of the radio

stations provided by ROK forces, the Korean forces to their troops.

I have visited some of their installations. I have visited some of the
Canadian radio stations. They do a very fine job.
Mr. SIKES. Do they have an education program that is comparable

to ours?

Mr. BROGER. No, sir; I am afraid not. I am really not qualified to
answer that, but I think it is true they do not have.
Mr. SIKES. We are the only oies providing educational opportunities.
Mr. BIOGER. May I defer to Dr. Brodsky ?
Dr. BRODSKY. I am not able to answer the question about the Soviets.
Mr. SIXES. It seems that this can be researched and an answer pro-

vided. Surely there is something available.
Dr. BnonsiKy. I am sure there is. I am just not qualified.
Mr. BROOEII. The Department of Healtl, Education, and Welfare
made a study several years ago, Dr. Caldwell did that, on Russian edu-

cation which probably is still pretty good.
Mr. SIKES. The Russian education process is very effective at other
levels. I would assume they have not overlooked the importance of
troop education but I trust, Mir. Secretary, this will be researched and
the committee given information on it.
Mr. FROFEHLKE . We will do so, sir,

35-22-69-pt. 6-40
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(The inforniftlot follows:)
EDUCATION OF SOVIET TROOPS

The major distinguishing features of Soviet education may be briefly state(l its
follows: (1) monopoly control by the State over educational practices, (2) the,
complete secularization of education, (3) the Integration of prodhctive work with
educational training, (4) the inclusion of physical and nilthiy training, (5) intensive political jindetrination both it and out of school through partisan youth
organizations, and (6) extensive emphasis on sclentiflc-teclltical sliblects at all
levels of education.
The military school system within the U.S.S.R. for officers can be described as
a pyraitd with the foundation or base represented as the sources of officers and
the apex representing their highest level of military schooling-the Miiitriy
Academy of the General Staff. In between are intermediate levels for officer
candidate schools, advanced courses for officers, military acadeies having cornmand and specialized courses,-branch military academies and higher academic
courses, and finally the Military Academy of tile General Staff.
Soviet prospective officers are drawn from the following sources:
1. Gradtites of civilian secondary schools.
2. Graduates of the military preparatory schools.
3. Personnel from the enlisted ranks with a secondary school education.
In regard to the advanced courses, these are not regarded as prerequisites
for further military schooling, but are regarded as refresher and quaifileation
courses. As lfithe United States, interspersed between each level of schooling,
the officer normally returns to duty assignments for varying lengths of tile
Tie Importance of the higher educational institutions of the military establishment of the U.S.S.R. stems from the fact that contrary to military education
practices in most Western countries, including tei United States, the majority
of Soviet military acadeiles offer professional training in such fields as engineering, chemistry and medicine, for service in the military establishnient, and
do not train exclusively command and staff officers. In all likelihood these
military-engineering acadeines for example, Dzerzhinskii Artillery, Zliukovskii
Aviation Engineering, Budenyl Electrical Engineering and Communications,
Voroshilov Chemical Warfare, Armaments Industry and others) offer not only
comparable, but perhaps even superior professional training as compared with
civilian engineering institutes.
The numerous military officers' schools (uchilishcha) which offer military
and technical training are often overlooked in appraisals of the Soviet higher
educational system. These are sometimes regarded as higher educational establishments, but the actual level of training in these establishments is cloaked
in uncertainty. For example, the VVAUL (Vysshee Voennoe Aviatsionnoe
Uchilishche Letehikov-I-igher Military Aviation School for Pilots) in Eisk (in
tie North CaUcasus) and Kachinskoe (near Stalingrad), or the VVAUSh
(Vysshee Voennoe Aviatsofnioe Uchifishehe Shturiiiihiov-1Higher Milittary Aviation School for Navigators) In Orenburg, and scores of similar institutio. s
in other branches of the military service are known to grant, after up to 5
of training, a certificate of higher education as well as an officer's
years
cornnitsston.
Maly of tie military engineering-teclitical, medical and other personnel thus
trained, even though committed to life-time military careers, may eventually
be transferred to civilian employment. This has an important implication In any
appraisal of the profession resources of the U.S.S.R.
Within tie U.S.S.R. there is a variety of so-called closed-access (zakrytye)
higher educational institutions of the military establishment of the U.S.S.R.
and of the Communist Party. Specific and current information Is not readily

available concerning these schools because of the "Iront Curtain" security within
the U.S.S.R. These military acaidemties are lin fact multi-branchl establish Ments.
A Moscow-based military academy might have several branch units or Indeed
other locations. Training in military
have as many as 20 or 30 branch units inacademies lasts from 5 to 6 years.
The Military Academy of the General Staff is the highest level professional
military educational institution in the U.S:S.R. It Is the joint or combined
command and staff academy of the Sovlets located in Moscow.
Besides tile residence-type schooling provided by the seliwols listed above, tle
to complete Ills (dltlltioll though the Acadoily
fpiorttihity
Soviet officer has the
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level by extension and eorre. pondenee courses whieh are offered by nil mlltnry
establishmoelts. 'This program Is widely used throighotut all coinpoilits, of tie

earned forces.

A more eoin)lete description of the Soviet eduenatlonal system mtiay be fouind

In "Euducation and Professionial Enployineht in the U.S.,.1t.," prel)ared by

Nieollbhs DoVitt, Russian Researeh Center, Harvard University for the National
Science Fotdtidfoltln.
A classified description of the Soviet education systeni for their armed forces
is contnind In:
1. "Trat|ilg of Soviet Oroiifd Forces" (AP 1-220-3-.5-65 INT), Defense Intelligence Agency, December 1905.
2. "Soviet Military Schools" (AP 1-210-8-1-INT), Defense Intelligencle
Agency, December 1958.
INTEREST IN

EDUCATION PlROOlA\M8

Mr. SIKIS. Generally, what is the attitude of our forces toward the
educatiohal oppiAt
ptlties thfit are provided to then froi the standpoint of particsipAtion, Air. Secretary? Can you give comparle nlnnhers in recent years and indications of the compfarative interest on the

part of uniformed forces.
Mr. FIzonIuiuRE. Dr. Brodsky, do you have the stittistics?
Dr. BRODSIY. In the mane Mr. ChalriTran, the Arned Forces are
taking increasing advantage of the increasing edtlcational opi)o"rtun0ities that are provided to them through the I.S. Armled Forces Institute, which is the budget item that isunder consideration here. Our
requiremelt is increasing steadily at all levels runnling fromh teaching
peopIle how to read and w.'rite, to actually providing gi'ad iite educationial op)portunities, particularly for drafteres who are collii' in and
who are college graduates.
Each of them seeks educatiOnal opportunities and we are keenly
aware of the fact that providing.such educational opportulties is an
incentive for staying in the services. We are seeking w ays to extend
these opportunities.
EDlUCATION OPPOlTUXITIES IN T'

s5EhVICH

Mr. Sirus.I would like for you to )rovide something spe(lific on the
Opportunities for advanced edu10 'atio lof ie(1 to draftees. That is soluething that I think will be interesting to tht ciommi'ittee a d to tle
Congress.
MrI. Secretary, although thlis hs been discussed elsewhere, the fet
remains that, there will be several volitis of those heariiigs ald I
thilk it is imlortantl, enough to be repeated a.t this poit for the purposes of the record. Would you have a member of your s| timnai1e
just what is done, 1%hat is included, who are affected, wlho can take advalntage of the various edueltional oppOttlilles in this pr'ogrm SO
that it will be available for those who are i teireste(1.
Mr. FIoETTlIaJ. We will do so, sir.
(The iliforatifi6 follows:)
It Is the policy of the Departient of Defense to assist and encourage nillitary
p~ersonlel, draftees, as well as career personnel, to develop eduttloifiliy liid
)rofessionally while in the service. The Department of Defense has established
educational goals which it believes are minilnl toward providing growvtlh on the
Job, personal ftifllimient, and citizenship. Each enlisted ian is encouraged to at
least complete high school or its general educational development equivalent. For
those wio have completed high school, a wide variety of off-dtity educitlonal pro-
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grams are available. They include programs such as tuition for courses at civilian
educational institutions, educational benefits under the Veterans Readjustment
Benefits Act, on-base continuing educational classes, correspondence courses, and
various degree completion programs.
The services will give tuition assistance to military personnel to encourage
their taking courses at approved civilian Institutions. Provisions in the Approtions Act each year permit reimbursement up to 75 percent of cost.
Under the Veterans Readjustment Benefits Act, special provisions are included
to enable members of the Armed Forces who have served at least 2 years in an
active duty status to use educational benefits while still on active duty. Thus,
many servicemen have the choice of applying for either tuition assistance or for
educational benefits under the Veterans Assistance Act to support their coniiu
Ing education.
A variety of college programs are available to servicemen as a result of cooperative arrangements with junior and senior colleges and universities. Thus, for
example, an airman stationed at Selfridge Air Force Base in Michigan may take
courses at any one of seven institutes of higher learning. A number of opportunities for continuing college level education exists overseas as well.
In addition to the above methods of providing education, many bases hire instructors and counselors to meet identified educational needs. The Armed Forces
also have access to a wide range of correspondence courses ranging from technical and vocational to academic. The U.S. Armed Forces Institute is a major
element of the educational program offered to the serviceman through correspondence and group study. USAFI currently offers about 200 courses with
almost half of these at the college level. Additionally, agreements exists with
about 45 colleges and universities to provide some 6,000 courses through correspondence to servicemen.

Mr. SixES. Are there questions at this point?
USAFI AT MADISON,

WIS.

Mr. DAVIS. When you get the European operation transferred back
to Madison, will all of USAFI be at Madison?
Dr. BiRODSKY. All except three small installations, Alaska, the Caribbean, and Hawaii. These are very small ones that we will ultimately
be looking at.
Mr. DAVIS. When you say small, how many people are you talking
about?
Dr. BROnSKY. I think two in Hawaii, seven in Alaska, anid one or

two in the Caribbean.
Mr. DAVIS. How many people do you have at MadisonV
Dr. BRoDSKY. We are now at 233. With the 17 who will be added as
a result of the transfer in Europe it will be 250.
Mr. DAVIS. Except for these few people you spoke of, the entire
USAFI operation will be conducted at Madison?
Dr. BRODSKY. That is right, sir.
Mr. DAVIs. I-low many different courses does USAFI make available?

Dr. BiIoDsRY. Through Madison itself approximately 200. Additionally, we have arrangements with about 45 universities throughout

the country and we are up to about 6,000 different courses overall.
Mir. DAVIS. Do you have an idea of how many total people in the
Armed Forces are making use of USAFI facilities
Dr. BRonsuY. The USAFI itself in terms of the number of individ-

uals over 300000.
Mr. DAVIS. wave you moved off the square there?
Dr. BRODSKY. Yes, sir; we are at Park Plaza..
Mr. DAVIS. That is a rented fwility.
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Dr. BiODSKY. That is a rented facility.
Mr. DAVIS. That is all, thank you.
COMMITTEE TO BE ADVISED IIOFARDING INTELLIGENCE AND

COMMUNIOATIONS MATTERS

Mr. SIXES. Mr. Secretary, we are aware that you have recently been
appointed to make a comprehensive study of intelligence activities in
the Departmefit of Defense. Wie do nt intend to discuss this with you
at this time but we are hopeful you will be ready to discuss the subject
within a reasonable time, and that you will keep this committee advised
of your findings and any cftttiges tlat will be made. We are also aware
of the fact that you are responsible for directin of the Natia Communications System. Again we will not discuss this niatter at this
time. It has been covered with the Director of the Defense Commiihicatioris Agency. However, both of these are matters of very great interest to this committee and we want you to be prepared to discuss
both with us within a reasonable period and to keep us advised regarding any changes that are contemplated under your guidance.
Mr. FROEHLKE. I will keep you advised and at your pleasure I will
be happy to report on either one.
Mr. SIxEs. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your presence
and for your responses to the committee.
Mr. FRoEmmi. Thank you.
Mr. SIKES. The committee will recess at this point until 2 o'clock
when the committee will again take ip "Research, Developmeit, Test
and E'ahiuation, Air Force."
TIITRSDAY, JuuY

24, 1969.

TESTIMONY OF VICE ADM. H. G. RICKOVER
WITNESSES
VICE ADM. HYMAN G. RICKOVER, DIRECTOR", DIVISION OF NAVAL
REACTORS, U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
W. WEGNER, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF NAVAL REACTORS,
U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
D. T. LEIGHTON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR SURFACE SHIPS, AND
THE LIGHT WATER BREEDER PROJECT, DIVISION OF NAVAL
REACTORS, U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
1K. C. GREER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR FISCAL MATTERS, DIVISION OF NAVAL REACTORS, U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

M1'. MAHON. The committee meets this afternoon for tile 1utr'pose of
hearing Admiral Rickover, one of the oitstfinding Inen of the Nation,
and the world. He is a man who his nliide a tremendous contrl$fibtion to
the national defense and the country.
The committee has a nulfiber of questions for you, Admiral, bit first
[ am sure the coifilittee would a appreciate a statement. i rtgard to
the status of the nulear Navy. We would like to know what we are
accomplishifig and what we hope to accomplish in the ftifut re. What is
the.status quoatid how can we change it or improve it.?
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Admiral RicKovER. Yes, sir. First, I would like to express my great
sadness that Mr. Lipscomb is in the hospital and cannot be here. I am
sure you know that for many years I have had a personal affection for
Mr. Lipscomb. He has always been most gracious to me and willing to
listen'to what I had to say. I am sure that every member of this committee joins me in hoping he will make a quick recovery and be back
on the job--we need him.
Mr. MAHON. Yes. We are very much concerned and we consider
Glen Lipscomb as one of the truly greats. We are very, very disturbed.
We are most -hopeful that before long he will be out of the hospital
and back at this table.
h
We are going to need him this year'more than usual because of the
fact that Defense is being attacked from many angles. We need to present the requirements for the Defense Department clearly and as effectively as we possibly can.
Admiral RiOKOVEII. Mr. Chairman, I was talking from a personal
standpoint. As I get older, I value more and more the personal and official friendshipsThave been fortunate to develop with many Members
of Congres,
SI did not intend iy remarks to refer to the help he could give me
as
a Member of Con"gress.
Mr. MAHnON. Yes, I understand, We are just concerned about his
return to'good health.
Admiral RIcmovit. Thank you, sir
I am sure you have all heard of MAarshall McLuhan's "the medium
is the message." This may be true in television; in Government, "the
budget is the message."
Mr. MAHON. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
STATUS OP THM NAVAL NUCLEAR PRotuLsIoN PRnooRA

Admiral

Mr. Chairman, as you requested,

RIOKOVER.

I will first

give a brief account of where we stand overall. in the naval nuclear
ropulsion program, then discussthe nuclear submarine program and
then the nuclear surface ship program in some detail. C
Mr. MAII0o. I tink that is'good. The committee is, somewhat
pressed for trine and:Willask you to present for the record
information Which we don't have an opportunity to fully explore.
AdmiralRxicKovm. Yes sir.1 will be happy to do so.
Through fiscal year 1969 a total of 106 nuclear. subarines have
been a'uthrited by Confess. This total doesn't include the ThresMehr
and the 2oorp __, bothlost at sea, or the Tto'rn which was recently
decommissioned. Nor: does, the totali include ,the
submaine,
Nf-!,:which s intended to explore .the bottom Of small
the sea. I expect
to
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year 1969 SSN's. Two more attack submarines and the NR-1 should
go to, sea by the end of this year, which will give us 87 nuclear submarines in operation by December 31, 1969.
With respect to surface ships we have in operation one nuclear
aircraft carrier, one cruiser, and tw6 frigates. Another carrier, the
Nlimdtz, and two frigates, the DLGN's 36 and 37, are authorized and
contracts have been awarded. Funds have been appropriated for long
leadtime items for another NiiUto class carrier, the CVAN-69, and
for two more frigates which will be a new design ship called the
DXGN.
Our nuclear-powered submarines and surface ships have as of today
steamed over 13 million miles. This figure is significant. when coupled
with the fact that our nuclear submarines are operating about
nuclear submarines. It means that we get-.. And, as you all know,
the
experience is a great teacher. WebSriieve we ha Wleurned
quality of propulsion plan . can produce. This is one of the reasons
it is essential that we n~'give our nuclear propulsion plat information away, so that it an fall into the iand' of the Sovie I will
touch more broadlyon this laterb caus I con ider it an imp rtant

matter./
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formed of the iss Qs facing theirGoi6ernme t so att ycan de ate
them. I know thatrequently sqme in the efen
epartmen ave
told-yuthat,the infq mation' thi~thaveg en you is classiod and
cannot be used for public purposes. Then the next day the y6ry same
information is released to the news media. I think you ba~e been exposedto that, sir.
Mr. FiYLO. Many times.
Admiral RioxovER. I assure you that I will do what I can to make

the maximum information available for public use.
COST

w NVOLEAR SUIP PROGRAM

It may be of interest to the comfiiiteeto know how much has been
spent on the nuclear ship prograhi.The cost of the entire program to
d-ate is $11. Allion-from its beginning 90 years ago-and includes
all: nuclear ships in operation. We have obtaied our entire flee, 'of
SPolaris submirines- attack submarines, and the surface ships for a total
of $l.6 billion of ship construction fuids..
The Navy R, & D. funds ov the past 20 years for developingthe
!inuolear'propilsion pInts for 'his$1i.6 billion of ship colnstru ion was
0,5,bilfln. In :addition th Atoicie Energy Commission has spent
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$1.7
billion buildings
on this program;
this includes
all
to the
total prototypes
expenditureand
Thus, the
the land
and equipment.
laboratory
United States to date for the entire naval nuclear propulsion prog. am-the cost of all ships, facilities, and R. & D.-has been $13.8
We have accomplished all this for a total of $2.2 billion in R. & 1).
funds over a 20-year period. i think you should bear this figure in mind
when you compare thi with what it costs to develop one missile or one
space vehicle.
.When you consider the high cost of developing new technology, you
will concede that we have noi done too badly, sir.
USE OF REACTORS FOiR PEACEFUL PURPOSES

Mr. FLOOD. Do all these reactors have a potential for peaceful
purposes?
Admiral RloKtOv~n Yes, sir. In fact, as you may remember, sir, I
was also responsible ior building the first nuclear central station electrical plant in the United States. That is the jpressurized water reactor
in your State at Shippingport, Pa. That particular reactor type, which
was based on our work for submarines, is now being used in. many
countries throughout the world. That was the first direct application
of tis technology for peaceful purposes. Most of the lessons--the
technology of central station reactors of the light water type-come
from the naval program. If you want to talk about fallout, or spinoff
as they would prefer to call it, from the naval nuclear propulsion program, a great deal of the technology now being used in the civilian
nuclear reactor program has come from our naval work.
REAcToR RE.QUXREMENTS OF THE UTILIT INDUSTRY

It Is estimated that the utility industry has to date committed more
than $47 billion to building and operating light-water reactors in thi
country. This number is more important than :just the amount of
money being spent, because energy is vital to our whole type of
civilization.
Mr, FLOOD. $47 billion for what?
Admiral Rlox0V n. For the utility industry..It is estimated that the
utility industry will have to spend about $47 billion during the life of
the new water-cooled nuclear central stations being built to increase
electricity generatingcapacity in this country. Thi includes the cost to
build them, to buy the nuclear fuel to run them, and to finance their
.
cost..
Mr. FLOOD. In the private sector, with private money?
Admiral Rmoxovn. Yes, sir. This is money to be spent by the electric
iutility industry for central station plants already committed to nu:clear power. tHowever, the utility industry does very little of .the
development work. The research and development for these plants has
c:ifoe a ifost entirely from Governmenit fundi s, a good deal ofi t from
the navalnuclear propulsion i~rograi . Thi is so e cause many of the
lessons we learn are_ applicable to both naval and civilian reactor work.
iiW'e have trained 3,8o0 6fflcers and, 19,000 enlisted men to operate
ouri nulear ipropiilsioh plants. This miay interest you in light of your
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previous question, Mr. Flood, since a considerable number of those
who man civilian nuclear reactors have come from the naval program.
Mr. FLOOD. Is that good or bad?
Admiral RioKovrn. It is good for the country, but it is bad for the
Navy. But then if it is good for the country, it should be good for the
Navy Itoo.
10.FLOOD. That is a syllogism if I ever heard one.
Admiral RioicovEn. Sir?
Mr. FLOOD. That is a syllogism if I ever heard one.
Admiral RIcKovmit. Is there anything wrong with that?
Mr. FLOOD. No.
Admiral Iic1ovER. Thank you, sir.
Two laboratories conduct our research and development programs.
One is the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory at Pittsburgh, operated
for the Atomic Energy Commission by the Westinghouse Electric
Corp. It has 3,450 people; this includes 2,000 scientists and engineers.
The other is the Knols Atomic Power Laboratory, at Schenectady,
operated for the Atomic Energy Commission by the General Electric
Go. It has a total of 2,820 people including 1,800 scientists and
engineers.
We do business with 450 companies-150 large businesses, and 300
small businesses.
Three commercial shipyards and six naval shipyards are engaged in
naval nuclear ship work. Unfortunately there are no navy yards in
your district in Pennsylvania, Mr. Flood.
USE OF COAL

Mr. FLOOD. No, but you are not doing coal any good.
Admiral RIoKovn. I think we are doing coal a lot of good. It costs
less 'to mine than uranium and that's a substantial advantage. We also
put your district on its toes because of the'growim nuclear power
industry. Competition is not going to hurt your district, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. We are in such bad shape in the anthracite area that nobody can hurt us. Don't worry about us.
Admiral Rroitovm. I believe you are going to make out all right.
Ultimately we are doing you a favor because coal is too valuable for
burning. It should be used for petrochemical purposes. It is too valuable to be used.for power production and its value-will increase with
time. If you live long enough, you will reap the benefit of what
nuclear power is doing for coa sir.
Mr. FLOOD. I hope you get your hope.
Admiral Rxoxovw . Thank you, sir. I hope you do, too.
Mr. MAilow. Admiral, off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WizTTEB. Proceed, Admiral.

PnoonEss nz

DEvgLOPING NAVAL NUOLAR COnS

Admiral RzoxovEn. I will now discuss the progress we are making
in developing naval nuclear cores.
The first submarine core, for the Nautilm, cost $4 million and lasted
62,000 miles.
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The second Nautilus core cost $8 million, and lasted 90,000 miles.
Presently, we are buying submarine cores for $3.5 million which
will last 400,000 miles.
So, you see, there has been a reduction of I to 1 in the cost per unit
of energy for submarines. This does not take into account the reduction in value of the dollar over the past 15 years. If you put it on a
standard dollar value basis we are getting 14 to 15 times as much
energy per dollar as we did from the first submarine core.
Mr. FLOD. The same kind of cores?
Admiral Rixovn. For a given reactor type the new cores
We design our submarines and the nuclear plant so that as we improve
the cores, all we need to do is . We do not have to-.
Mr. FLOOD. So the core in the last one you built is the same kind of
thing as was in the Nautilus?
Admiral RTOkovEn.

Mr. FLOOD. What about the components of the core?
Admiral RIoxovwn They are quite different, sir.
Mr. FLOOD.That is what I meant.

Admiral RioKovwn. They are very much different. But the point is
that, unlike many other programs, when we make the change, we
don't have to rebuild the ship.
Mr. FLOOD. That is something else. I am talking about the core as a
whole.
Admiral RioxovwR. The new cores are quite different. They involve
20 years' work in design, development, and experience. But the point
is we are now able to operate our submarines for a minimum of 10
years without refueling.
Mr. FLOOD. What about the elements, the component parts of the
core?
Admiral RziKovx. They are
Mr. FLooD. That is what I meant.
Admiral RicKOVWR. The difference is this; today when we design a
new type core for an aircraft carrier, we make a minimum of 1 billion separate computations. When we built the early cores we had no
such capability to refine our designs. In recent years, we have developed whole areas of technology which permit us to design long-life
cores. We have also accumuited much experience in fabricating,
assembling and operathig our cores; all of tis has been factored into
our latest designs. As I look back, it is as though we were in the blacksmith stage in the early days. The major developments are in making
cores last longer and in reducing the cost per unit of energy.
Mr. FLOOD. But there is no new element in the last core as distinguished from the first core?
Admiral Ricmxovm.
Mr. FLOOD. That is not the question. The question is, there is no
new element in the last core to distinguishit from the first core?
Admiral RiOKoVwR. If I understand your use of the word "element,"
you are tal'Iig about the periodic table of the elements.
Mr.
FLOOD,
This is correct. .
Adiniral
Riiorni

Mr. FLOOD. That is the questiOn Tasked.

Admiral RioKovwcn. There is no difference, sir.
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To Live you an idea of what we are doing with the new cores for
the Nnitz,these cores will last for 13 years. Each core will have in
it the energy equivalent of 800,000 long tons of oil.
Mr. FLOOD. What is magic about 13?

Admiral RioTovEt. That is the most life we could get into the core
and keep it within a reasonable size. With 13 years-it will probably
last a little more than that-probably 15 years-we will have to refuel
it only once in the life of the ship. The figure 13 is not magical but it
does have the siliffifcance I mentioned.
Mr. FLOOD. Like we say the lifetime of a ship that we launch is
about 20 years, but we know it will go a little bit more.
Admiral RicKovEn. We assume 30 years. But we think with this
type core we will have to refuel it only once. We are working on cores
that should last the whole life of a ship. My desire has always been
to design nuclear cores such that once a submarine was built, the initial
core would last throughout the life of the ship.
Mr. FLOOD. Ifyou are telling me that if you use two cores that makes
the life of the ship 80 years
Admiral RItogovI. No, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Then what did you say?
Admiral RIcovEn. The two cores in the ?imitz class carriers are
necessary to provide the power needed. The two cores together will
power the ship for 13 years.
Mr. FLOOD. We know what the lifetime has been down through the
years as projected for the average surface ship at, say, 20 years, as a.
round number. What do you say for a nuclear sub, the ship herself at
Admiral RIcKovEM.: We figure a maximum of 30 years for the life ofT
the ship. As the ship ages you see what happensMr. FLooD. I don't care about what happens. It is 30 years?

Admiral RicKovni. 30 years, sir. We have many types of ships in-.
cluding submarines in commission right now that were built in World&
War 1 .Many of these are 25 years old right iiow.
Another way of describing the large affiount of energy contained
in the NiMit0'8 two reactors is to point out that to obtain the same
energy from oil would require a train of tank cars 500 miles long.
Wenow
liave 106 nuclear cores in operation; this, I believe isoprobably more than all other nuclear power cores in the United States
put
together.
AT6nAOP, 6P NUCLEARi COIRE1

Mr. FLOOD. Cami you build cores and put, them in inventoryI

Admiral Ricxovim. Yes, sir. We can do that.
Mr. FLOOD. And 'they don't deteriorate?
Admiral Rmctovn r. No, sir. A core will last indefinitely. There is
nothing in it that can deteriorate,
.Mr. FL .OD.
Is there any danger of fallout in storage
Admiral RIoitOvnn. No, sir. Before a core is la' n a sh
Consequently, there is no radiation resulting g from the production of
fission productss.
Mr. FLOOD. You are not going to get jammed up like the chemical.
biological people, are you?
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Admiral RIoRovER. No, sir. Since these new cores are not radioactive,
they present no radiation hazard. The only precaution needed is to insure that
-. That is all. We take these precaution.s
PROCUREMENT OF NUCLEAR CORES

Mr. ANDnEws. How many contractors are building cores, AdmiralI
Admiral RWoKovw. Right now,
- are building cores for the
Navy. General Electric, Westinghouse, Babcock and Wilcox and Combustion Engnieering are building cores for commercial nuclear plants.

Mr. ANDREWS. Does the Navy -buy on a competitive basis?

Admiral RIOKOVEn. Yes, sir, primarily competitive.since
we have
suppliers of naval cores, we must make sure
-.
We do a considerable amount of negotiating, but we limit the profits,
Sir.
Mr. ANDmEws. How long does it take to produce a core?
Admiral RiciOwnit. About
sir.
Mr. FLOOD. When you build a core, you say you have
contractors; can contractor A by himself without using a lot of subcontractors or satellite plants make a core by himself?
Adimiral RTOXOVEin. No, sir, he cannot. He must use subcontractors
for some materials and various structural parts.
Mr. ANDREWS. What is the size of a core?
Admiral RioxovEn The core for a submarine will be about
COST OF NUCLEAR CORES

Mr.AzNDIEws. You said one core costs about $3,500,000?
Admiral RioKovin. For submarines, yes, sir.
Mr. ANDREWS. What will a core for the carrier cost?
Admiral Rioiovan. It will cost more because it is much larger and
generates many times the power and energy. They will cost on the
order of $20 million each.
Mr.ADRiWs. How many miles did yoU get on the first Enterprise
Admiral Riogovi . About 206,000 idle I believe. The first core in
the zter ne JtLstel fot 8 years. The shi will enter the yard' for a
second refueling next month, after 4 years
operations on the second
set of cores. The new cores going in-will last more than 10 years.
Mr. FLOOD. How do you refue a core?
Admiral RioiwovEn. The old core is removed and placed directly into a lead-shielded shipping contain; then the new core is
put In.
DISPOSAL OF IUSD CORES

Mr. Wm mzu,-..
In that connection, I sit on the Public Workg Subcommittee where we deal with the Atomic Energy Commission. It
is somewhat fri"ghtenifig to learn how Iong we have toprotect ourselves from u~sediaterui~ls or waste materials, which result from
4epleting theso cores as well as othea types of radioactive elements
that
we use
in this
field. How
long will th used core have to be kept
in that
leaded:
container
or in
some other material? I believe the
testimony by the Atomic Energy Commission is that they put it in
a tank, and that tank in another tank. They are now investigating
I

I

the possibility of digging holes in rocks and the estimate is that you
will have to keep the waste that way for some 600 years.
Admiral RIoikoVR. We don't do it that way, sir. Our depleted cores
go to a special facility, called the expended core facility, at the naval
reactors facility in Idaho. The cores are cut apart, and examined. We
then turn the fel assemblies over to the Atomic Energy Commission's
Idaho chemical processing plant. Here, most of the .
core. We
use aboutThe AEC then treats the radioactive waste from
the structural materials as they would treat waste from cores used
by any other organization.
Mr. Wmm=N. In other words they handle your used products?
Admiral Rroovimn. Yes, sir. The AEC's processing plants reduce
the volume of this radioactive liquid waste by evaporation and other
processes. The waste is later turned into solids so that it can not leak
out of storage tanks, as liquids might. Final disposal is in special AEC
controlled burial grounds.
Mr. ANDiRws. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. WmNtrr. You may proceed.
NUoMAn SXMhAmMS

Admiral RIoiKovEn. I would like now to discuss nuclear submarines
if this is agreeable to the committee, sir.
PuIPOsE OF SU15MARMS

Mr. FLOOD. Before you do that, of what value or what use is a submarine to anybody, anyhow?
Admiral RIoirovER. Mr. Flood, a few days ago I was introducing
Mr. HolifieldMr. FLOOD. Is that Congressman Holifleld of California?
Admiral Rioxrovnn. Yes, sir. I was introducing him at the commis.
sioning ceremony of the NtnolaZ, our latest nuclear attack submarine
in New London. My introduction came just after the chaplain had
finished giving the benediction. The chaplain, as chaplains will, said
the purpose of the Na'whac was to spread peace, or words to that
effect. So in my introduction I stated that when I was a young officer,
some 40 years ago, a question was asked on a promotion examination:
"What is the purpose of 16-Inch guns on a battleship P A young officer
not knowing the proper textbook answer replied, "To strike fear and
terror into the hearts of the enemy." I said, "Ladies and gentlemen.
that is my conception of the Namo.?aPe purpose-to strike fear and
terror into the hearts of the enemy."
Mr. FLooD. I couldn't get a better answer.
Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
SOVIET

UHEMAT

Mr. SikEs. Admiral, last year you presented to this committee the
assessment of the ;Soviet submarine threat and what we are doing
about it. We continue to hear about the strides being made by the
Soviets in this field. I have been greatly concerned wit what 'appears
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to tie absolute cortinty that the Soviets are concentratilng on quiet
and fast submarines, that they are emphasizing completely modern
submarines, and that they are mantfacturing a substantially larger

number of modern submarines than we. Now these are facts. If they
are facts, that I think should be of very great interest to the Amorleim
public, and to the Congress and the Department of Defense. Now, sir,
would you please bring-us up to dte on what the threat looks lik
today?

If I havo overstated it, I want you to toll us that.
Admiral Riwoov-nm. Mr. Sikes, tho testimony I am about to give is
classified so that I would ask the committee to regard it,
is stch. As
I previously stated, T will make sure it, receives the mnaximulm per-

iiii.sibl delcssifleation, so that you may use the info)rmation. "

There is little doubt that the Noviets have decided that thetr navy
is 1o occupy t new and prodominait role in their military st rtg.
It.
is also clear that the submarine force has become the major element

,oftheir navy and that the Russians lve established, as a matter of

national priority tl design, Construction, and oplealtion of a submarine fleet second to none. They have stated this publicly.
SOVIET EUtPlAST

ON 5UII1rA1ITNEA

To substantiate this statement, let, me read pertinent excerpts froll
an article written in Ftbritary 1967 by Adnhla; SG orl11kov, tiho Colnmlulder in Chief of tie Soviet Navy :
During the first post-war decade the combat activity of Soviet and foreign
submarines was analyzed in order to find new ways and means of utilizing this
class of warship. That was when the Soviet Navy worked out new tactics In the
use of submarines, tie methods of directing them and the principles underlying
their cooperation with other arms of the Navy in action,
The leading capitalist powers at tirst began building uip naval strike forces
on the basis of aircraft formations, having In mind that each warship wotuhl
carry a division of nuclear-carrying jet aircraft having a large radius of actions.
Tto*carrier-based strike formations were Intended chiefly for the delivery of
nuclear strikes against objectives deep in Soviet territory. Later the navies of
those powers were augmented with nuclear-powered submarines rated with
ballistic missiles.
Soviet militairy theory adopted a different point of departure. Tito experience
of the Second World War had shown us that the battle of Midway Island in
1942 marked the decline of battleships. An analysis of the new combat potentialities of the'different arms of the Navy at the dawn of the era of missiles, and
niulear weapons led t to the conclusion that the irreversible decline of the
Importance of aircraft carriers had also begun.
The navies of the imperialist countries are trying to ulse aircraft carriers to
carry out the main tasks in local Vars against the people of economically inderdevoloped countries which do not possess modern moans of armed struggle.
True, in the West aircraft carriers continue to be regarded as Important weapons In a missile and nuclear whr as well. Here sight Is lost of the important
circumstance that the combat potential even of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers is inferior to the strike potentials of submarine and air forces,
In the mid-fifties, In connection with 'the revolution in military affairs, the
Central Committee of the OPSU determined the ways and means for the development of the Soviet Navy and also its role and place in the Armed Forces
as a whole. The line was steered toward the building of an ocean-going navy
capable of carrying out strategic tasks of on offensive nature, The leading pliceC
was accorded to submarines and naval air arm equipped with missiles and
nuclear weapons.
A navy, which for a long time could' operate only in seas adjoining its own
coast and accumulated experience In a continental war, during while it carried
out chiefly tactical assignments In cooperation with land forces, now emerged

I
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on oceanic oxinses. Ill this connection, it needed absolutely new tactics, a new
oprational art and a theory of strategically employing its forces.
As the Jlow of new weapons Increased It became more and more obvious
that fundamentally new ways and means of utilizing naval forces had to be
charted which would more fully take into consideration the changes in the
Navy's material and technical facilities so that they would more fully satisfy
the requirements of a missile and nuclear war. Tile revolution In military affairs has now spread to all spheres of naval art, With the discarding of obsolete views and concepts, in the process of active and bold scientific quests for
ways and means of utilizing fundamentally new forces and weapons.

Those are comments which should be talwn seriously.
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land j)ower, wis trying to overtake Britain, the reeileint naval
oains today.
power. I ment ion this iecaus e the very saume situation el)
Russia, the preeminent land power is also trying to I,('otuO ti proeminilent, naval power, at tihe expense of the unitedd Stat es. I make this
comparison beelluse history is one of owlt' best teaehlrs in the affairs

of nations.
Mr. Foon. The Russiats have a squiatd'onl of ships in Cuba now.
AdmiralRiicoKov, Yes, but that is but a sfll xatnfle, of what they

are doing on a worldwide basis.
.
My personal opinion is tha1 they are very uisguidetd in. atteip)tthig
to *becomnlo tle dominlanit. h lnd nMid naval power lptellilsl Ihills ivitally
will l)trilg about great strains between lhe United Sltts antd lie Soviet

Union. But it, isa lustorical allogy worth colsilderilng.
Certainly their intent is unmistakably el-ear. AdiNl11 Go'l4hlkov said
even more recently: "The flag of the Soviet Navy now flips proudly

over the oceans ol the world, Sooner or laterthe United States will
have to understand that it, no longer has mastery of the seas." Just a
few weeks ago the Russians announced a projected 50 percentt increase
in the size of their merclant fleet. Whiledthey are alCeady far ahllead
of us 'Ii numbers of modern merchant ships, this increase NvilI put them
ahead of us in total merchant tonnage. These facts should be weighed
when
assessing the Soviet strength. Their military power is rapidly
e111,11di
Woday,119....
when one says something like this, lie l)ecOlles controversial
and bls statements are questioned; particulfiy by many of our intellect.uals. It is as if they would like to resort to tile age-old method of
chopping off the head of the bearer of bad news. They want, painless
answers. Not tlhat I mind, but it is a fact that I am being subjected to
this because of the views I have exprOssed.

Unfortunately, although they have an unshalkablo certainty that
they are right, f hind that many intellectuals live in such- an-uncommon
atnosphwre that commonsense can rarely reach them. They simply
refuse to face facts as they are.
In 1968, Mr. Khrusehev said, "No treaties or agveements between the
states can overcome the radical contradictons tliat. exist. betwtmn the
two social systems."
I find no reason to think that Mr. Kosygin or Mr. Brezhnev would
dissent from this. The Soviets have nover cn1ilused peace with pacifimn.
I happen to be a very peacofufl person. I have never hunted or fished.
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When I speak of what I feel this country needs to do militarily, I am
not talking from a personal standpoint. I am talklfig as a student of
history who sees the inevitability of the strong conquering the weak
irrespective of the moral issues involved. Our assessment of a situation
should rest on whether it is growing better or growing worge-not
whether it. is absolutely good or absolutely bad. If history teaches aniything, it is surely that weakness invites attack; that it takes but oiie
aggressor to force the world into war against the desires of peaceloving nations, if the former is militarily strong while the latto'r are
not.
INTELLIGENCE PROBLEMS

Mr. WiiTTEN. I have had some conversations with folks who do deal
with intelligence. They, in turn, are worried at tho present time with
the fact that they believe our intelligence community, the various elements of it, are jockeying for positions in the sun to the point that we
are not wholly interchanging and bringing together the sum total of
intelligence. In connection with your statement about what is being
done with respect to this, that, and the other thing, of necessity you are
bound to lean on sources of intelligence informati-n. Do you have trollble getting this information or do you see any evidence of the fact of
whaf we o obtain through Army intelligence, Naval intelligence, Air
intelligence, Defense intelligence, and Central Intelligence Agency,
.
plus many othersAdmiral RioKovnit. I understand your question, sir.
From my experience, particularly in the last 2 years, I believe that
I have been getting a great deal of the information that is available.
Antagonism and jealousy do, of course exist in the intelligence coinmunity, as they do in all organizations. This is not entirely bad; it can
lead to healthy competition. However, it often interferes with interchange of information between the various agencies and it becomes
difficult to obtain a consensus as to what the information means.
Mr. Snras. Can you compare their submarine construction program
quantitatively and qualitatively with ours I
Admiral RIoKovR. Yes, sir, to the extent of our knowledge of their
program
Mow I would like to briefly tell you the lessons we learned concerning submarine operations in World Wars I and II.
SUBMARINES

IN WORD WAR I

As you are well aware, we came very close to losing both wars because of submarines. In 1917-18, the worst years of th1e World War I
submarine war the average number of U-boats at sea was 47. These
47 U-boats Qa;k about 1 million tons of shipping per month in early
1917. During tis period 10-15 of the 47 t-boats were stationed around
the British -Isles. In April 1917 these 15 submarines sank 155 ships,
totaling 500,000 tons,
At one time in A ri 1917, there were only 4 days of munitions and
food remaining in France for the Allied armies. Yet these submarines
8 knots
they could
of but
feet,femaii
depthand
could
80 days.
only only
at seamake
could
they250
d forto2 ahours,
subme operate
hIn
World WarI German submarines sank 5,700 Allied ships, totalling more than 11 million tons.
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SUBMARINES IN WOLD WAR 1

During World War 11, by the end of 1942, the Germans had about

65 submarhiies at sea at any one time in the Atlantic, with 20 on station off the U.S. east coast. Their average time at sea was 40 days, of
which only 21 was on station. Yet, in June 1942, these 20 submarines
sank 69 ships totalling 365,000 tons i. the Western Atlantic.
During World War II German submarines sank 2,75) merchant
ships and 60 Allied warships of destroyer escort size or lariler-in-

eluding six aircraft carriers-for a total of more than 14 million tons.
Mr. SInrEs. I think we are generally familiar with that.
Admiral Rioxovnn. When the submarines were able to snorkel that
one factor tremendously increased the antisubmarine warfare problem,
even though they were diesel submarines. In World War II, and this
is one fact to be remembered, 20 percent of the entire Allied war effort
was devoted to antisubmarine warfare. That will give you some idea
of the magnitude of the problem.
Today the submarine is a far more potent weapon. This is true for
many reasons. Nuclear power has permitted it to become a true submersible and to remain within the protection of the ocean depths for
indefinite periods. Submarine-launched missiles have made it a serious
threat to 611 surface ships. The Polaris-type missile has made it, a
strategic weapon system. One of our nuclear submarines, the T'riton,
steamed 38,000 miles continuously submerged.
OPERATIONS UNDER ICE

Recently two of our submarines surfaced from beneath the ice at
the North Pole. They are now able to get through as much as
feet of ice and we are developing ways to get through
feet.
This again, would open another dimension of naval operations. We
will be able to operate ships in the Arctic on a routine basis.
Mr. FLOOD. Wait a minute. That won't stand up. What do you mean,
through
feet of ice?
Admiral Rioovn. Yes, sir.
-

Mr. FLOOD. How didthey do that?

Admiral RIOKovn. They have means of surfacing right through the
ice. I will sendyou a picture of it. They steam under the ice and if
they wish to surface, which they have done regularlyMr., FLOOD. How ?
Admiral RioKovE . They have what they call an ice suit.
Mr. FLOOD. What m that?
Admiral RioKovER. Special equipment for getting through the ice.
Mr. FWD. You mean the individufal sailor or the ship?
Admiral RxoKov=n. The ship. The individual ship can come up right
through the Ice. We call it an ice suit. It is the name for the equipment
that enables it to come up through the ice.
Mr. FLOOD. All right. Is itrme chanical thingI
Admiral RIOovEi. Yes, sir, it is mechanical.
Mr.FLOOD. It does not use nuclear power?
Admiral RIoxovEn. No, sir. Any submarine that is able to get there
would be able to do this, but, of course, only nuclear submarines can
get there.
Mr. AwPxWS. Ours have done this, have they not?
8--26--69--pt. 6-41
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Admiral RicKOvER. Yes, sir. We have done it many times. Two of
our submarines did it last month.

and then, using
Mr. WGNER. It ig really very simple. The
the submarine's own buoyancy, they rise and break through the ice.
feet of ice,
Admiral RIoKOVEr. They can do it now'through
feet of ice.
and they may soon be able to go through as much as
VULNERABILITY OF TANKERS

Mr. MAiiON. All right. Now go on with your statement.
Admiral RICKOVER. Another point about the relation between World
War 1I and the present is that the United States lost over 130 tankers
in the Atlantic campaign, mostly due to German submarines. By mid1942 the situation had become desperate. So many tankers hadl been
and were being sunk that the supply of military uel to Europe and
the Pacific was threatened.
The 130 tankers lost is significant. During World War II we had a
large number of small tankers. Most were of 10,000 to 15,000 tons full
load with the largest about 256000 tons. Therefore, sinking a tanker
at that time did not have anywhere near the impact that would be the
case if one of the large tankers of today were to be sunk. Presently,
many tankers are over 100,000 tons and there are plans to build tanliers of 500,000 tons and larger. One such tanker carries many times
the oil of the World War II tankers; also they offer a much larger
target and so they can be sunk more easily.
In addition, the use of oil in military operations has tremendously
increased over what it was in World War II. This is going to pose a
very serious problem. If we have to depend on foreign oil-which we
do to a great extent--it is going to put a great burden on the energy
resources of the United States.
Mr. FLOon. But how are you going to kill the subs?
Admiral RIOKOVER. How are you going to kill them?
Mr. FrooD. You are talking about saving the oil fleet. OK. How are
you going to do it?
Acmiral RicicovEn. That is a very difficult problem.
Mr. FLOOD. That is why I asked the question,

Admiral RioKovpR. One of the best means of killing submarines is

by the use of other submarines. That is why submarines are importAnt
from both an offensive andt a defensive standpoint. The nuclear sil).
marine is generally believed to be the best antisubmarine weapon. Of
course, we also have other means of tracking and killing submarines
in our antisubmarine warfare forces,
Mr. Frtoon That is what we call killer subs?
Admiral RwiKOVER. Yes, sir. An attack or killer submarine is both
an offensive and defensive weapon.
STATUS OF RUSSIAN SUBMARINE FLEET

I would like now to give you the current status of the Russian sub.
marine fleet. It presently has about 270 attack submarines of which
approximately 20 are nuclear powered. The remainder are diesel
powered. They have about 60 crfiise missile-firing submarines, of
whih some 30 are nuclear powered. They also have 45 ballistic-missile-
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firing submarines, about 15 of which are nuclear powered. Their total
submarine force is about 875.
Our submarine force is presently composed of 104 attack submarines, of which 43 aire nuclear powered and 61 are diesel powered.
Mr, Frooi. That is a whole switch in the Russian naval concept of
the submarifie as far as they 'are' concerned because the Russian subs
were practically coastal defenders, were they not?
Admiral R1ciovut. That is correct, sir. During World War II, they
were essentially a coastal defense force. Their fleet is now capable of
worldwide operations.
Mr. ANDmws. How"many of that 375 total are nuclear powered ?
Admiral RICKOVIR. A total of about 6r. rhe U.S. submarine

force is presently composed of 104 attack suilnuiies of whielh 43
are nuclear. loiwre1d itud , (it are diesel powered. hucluding the 41
nuclear-powered Polaris submarines, our total force is 145 operational
stubmarines. These numbers do not include the oceanographic deep
submergence research vehicle, the NR-i.
All S-oviet submarines are post-World War I and all afre believed
to be less than 15 years old. Only 98 of the total 145 U.S. submarines
are post-World INar 11 construction and more than half of our etitire
submarine fleet is over 15 years old. Eight of the early U.S. nu llear
submarines are no longer considered firstline ships.
Mr. FLooD. C(an every one of those 375 Russian subs, regardless of
class or category, be interoceanic, worldwide?
Admiral ,R-icxovm. Some of the older diesel units are limited in
range. But in general, I would say that all but a few are capable of
worldwide operations.
The Russians have scrapped not only all the submarines that were
built during World War I] but they have even scrapped ships built subsequent to World War II.

Mr. FrfooD. By ships you mean subs?
Admiral TRictovim. Yes, sir. Submarines.- I am talking only about
submarines at the present time.
Compared to the Soviet total of 875 submarines we have only
-. In numbers alone they have an advantage of 8 to 1.
145.
In April 1968, the United States had a net advantage of
more nuclear submarines than the Russians. But between April 1968
and June 1909, this advantage had decreased to
Mr,FooD. Do the Russians have a history of fighting submarines
against anybody?
Admiraf RicioVi'1,% Yes, sir. They did some minor fighting in World
War II.
Mr. FOor. Minor?
Admiral RWtcov~m. Yes, sir.

Mr. FLoon. They have no tradition or experience fighting subs.
Admiral RomxoviR. They may not have hadthe tradiflonMr. FLOoD. They doA't,
Admiral RXKovnn. They do not have the tradition.
Mr. FoD. Or the experience?
Admiral RimKOvvn. But the people who man our submarines today
don't have much tradition either.
Mr. FLOOD. Now, wait a minute, wait a minute. The U.S. Navy has
an experience, a history, a tradition of submarine warfare since the
Civil War,
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Admiral RICKOVER. Let me say this about their entire Navy. You
can go back as recently as 5 to 6 years ago and you will find our Chief of
Naval Operations saying that the Russians were not a seagoing people, that they were land-oriented. If you ask that man what he thinks
today he will tell you-quite a different story. He is now worried over
what he sees the Russian Navy and tlleir submarines doing.
Mr. FLOOD. I am not talking about Russian surface ships. They have
a tradition and history of naval warfare, but they have absolutely
none in submarines; is that right?
Admiral RICKOvEm You are correct, sir. They do not have much

of tradition in submarines. I would rather have a lot more submarines
and less tradition. Tradition in military matters can be a hindrance,
too.
Mr. FLOOD. I don't care what you would rather have. I just asked
the question.
Admiral RIcKovER. You are right, sir.
I will repeat, in April of 1968 we had

-

-

more nuclear subma-

rines than the Russians, but in 15 months it has been reduced to
If
our advantage will only be
. They have narrowed the
gap from
in litffe more an a yr.
In the United States a total of 106 attack submarines and Polaris
submarines have been authorized and funded through fiscal year 1969.
Of these, 48 attack and 41 Polaris submarines have been completed
through June 1969. There are 22 more submarines presently under construotidl, authorized or contracts let.
By Next year the Russians will probably have more nuclear submarines than we. Their total number, nuclear, and conventional will
be about three times as many as we have.
SOVIET MISSILE SUBMARlII

Mr. FLOOD. How many, if you have the figures on the Russian submarines, of any class as distinguished from their Polaris-type subs,
have surface-firing missiles?
Admiral RicKovm. They have 60 cruise missile-firing submarines,
of which 30 are nuclear-powered.
Mr. FLOOD. What is the average range of one of those cruise missiles
off of ourcoast?
Admiral RCKowR. About 400 miles, sir. Bymid:1974, the year the
United Sates should put into operation the'last submarine currently
aufihorized, the total U.S. nuclear submarine inventory will be 106 nuclear attack and Polaris submarines. At that time it is estimated
that the Soviets will have about 185 nuclear submarines. However, we have already seen a production of
new units in the
last 15 months. If this rate is continued, the Soviets could conceivably
have
nuclear submarines by Mid-1914. Using this number, the
Soviets would possess a net advantage in nuclear submarines of as
many as . The total submarine 'force levels are not expected to
change very much in either the Soviet.Union or the U.S. since with the
introduction of newer units, older units are deactivated.
-

t
I.
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SOVIET SUBMARINE

SI-IPYARDS

Mr. FLOOD. How many shipyards do they have on either coast buildings subs alone?
yards engaged in building subAdmiral RmoxovEn. They have
marines. The Soviets have expanded and modernized their nuclear
submarine construction yards to where they now have the largest
and most modern submarine yards in the world. These yards use
covered sheds to permit work to continue regardless of weather and
. These yards employ modern production line
they also have a
techniques.

Original intelligence estimates were that with this expansion, the
Soviets would produce some 20 nuclear submarines a year. However,
new submarines
the Soviets produced
as I pointed out
It is now estimated that on a "crash" basis with no constraints
nuclear submarines annually. At present, while
they could build
the Poseidon conversions are going on, the maximum U.S. capacity to
per year. Upon completion
build nuclear submarines is about
the
t best we could do is
of the Poseidon conversions, about
- times the construction capacity
a year The Soviets have
new Polaris
we do.Already, one Soviet shipyard has produced
a year
type submarines-a rate of Mr. MAHoN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. MAHON. Go ahead.
Admiral RIcoKovER. The situation is worse than what is revealed
by just a comparison of numbers of submarines. The Soviet increase
of - new submarines in the last -1 months is due entirely to the
production of several now submarine design types, a feat far exceeding
anything that has ever been done by us or by anyone else in all naval
history.
SOVIET SUBMARINE DESIGN EFFORT

In support of this work the Soviets have a large organization
devoted to designing and building submarines.
For example, they have a naval organizations headed by three Vice
Admirals who do nothing but design and build submarines. They are
:not responsible for fighting m6hagers, budget battles, training officers
and men, or operating their ships.
Match this strong and effective organization against what we have
in the Uited States. Within the Navy Depaitiibnn the i'esponsibl itY
for submarines rests with a Rear Admiral who is in the third level of
command. There is no one officer reporting directly to the Chief of
Naval Operations who is resp6nsiblfor out ifl submarine program.
is not the mThis
case for thesa-isbmbrine Warfare program or the
naval air program and, inmy opinion, it should not be the case for submarines. Last year, when I testified before the Senate Preparedness
Subcommittee, I recommended upgrading the Navy's
Investigating
h
senior ofcer for submarines to the position of Deputy Chief of Naval
Operations for Submarines. This would give the suibmarmino program
a director similar in rank and authority to the Deputy Chief of Naval
SOperationhs for Air.
I believe .such a move is essential if we are to begin to match the
national priority the Soviets have given their submarine program.
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Mr. MAH oN. Has anyone acted on your suggestion?
Admiral RTciKovpR. No, sir. Not as yet.

Mr. MAHoN. Proceed.
Admiral RIc1covni. In a recent letter to Senator Pastore, I mentioned
tflit the University of Leningrad now has over 7,000 students studyIng naval architecture and marine engineering. That is the number
in just one university. In comparison, about 400 are studying these
suBjets in the entire United States. A large percentage of their
students are employed in sbipyods upon gra duttion. Many welders,
mechanics and electriians have been diverted to shipyards ?rom other
civilian indiustries.
While. we cannot specifically count, the number of Soviet, scientists
and engineers devoted to naval work, it is apparent that they have
created a broad teclpological base. They have committed extensive
resources to support deve lopment, of their submarine force. When you
create an orgaiization that, can produce several new design sublmaines
in one year, you have acquired a tremendous national asset. One can
only imagine what this group is capable of producing in the next i
years. We on the other hand hav%turned out only one new submarine
design in 10 years.
I testified before the Joint Comnmittee on Atomic Energy and the
Senate Preparedness SubcommIttfee last year, that in my opinion the
Russian submarine force is superior to ours. Certainly what has
happened in the past year has sul)stantiated my statement.
Mr. FLOOD. You wrote a letter to Senator Pastore?
Admihral RTc(tovH'. Yes, sir. This was a letter I wrote to him at
his request concerning where we are, where we a e going, and what
needs to be done in a military way. I have also recently written to
Senator ,akson regarding my views on the ability -of our'Polaris submarines to survive a planned attack by Soviet intisubmarine forces
in the mid-197O's. Both of these letters have been published in the
,Congressional fRecord.
Mr. FLooD. Could we have those inserted in the record.
Admiral RiOKovEr, Yes, si:'.
(The information
SU.S. follows:)
TrHE HollonALMu JoHN 0. PASTOR,
U.S.- stetate,

ATo'Mio MNRcaOY CoMIM,981s1q,

Washingtoh, D.O., AprIl 25, 1960.

Washnton, D.7.

SDcA

SENAT0R PAST ORO. In your letter of April 15th, you asked me to give

an estimate and an opinion as to where we are and whor e we are going and

what needs to be dno In a military way in thesp times of turinoil and peril.
There; s, as you point- out, a division of opinion among the American people
regarding the necessity of reinforcing our military strength,
The first point I wquld like to, make Is that in judging between conflicting

views on this matter, the deciding factor must be thoir relevance to the world
as it is, not as We would Wish it to be. Granted the hideousness of modern war,
can we deduce therefrom that mankind is now wise enough to forgo recourse
to arms?- A look at history should put us on guard against those Who claim
that
humanity
hasnowO
reached
a stnfe wore
tii nosslibillty
of armed aggression
chin be
safely disregardied
in formulating
n tionail
plicy.
I am reminded of the intense opposition,'to theNavy's 15-cruiser bill in 1920.
It waS argued by many that withi the signig of the Kellogg PeacePaet the year
befoe it was no n10ger necessary to build new warshiliS. And this in light of
the lessons of World. War I which .erupted despite the various Hague peace
ti6e
81ships were Of finethimable
6hes
p1Alub in helping us win World War Ii.
Mie war itself was prolonged because,'C0ngress-heeding the "merchants* of
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death" argument-In 1939 prohibited shipment of war materials to Britain and
France.
'Then, too, weight must be given to the credentials of those propounding opposite views, Are they public servants charged with the awesome responsibility
to secure our country against foreign conquest, or are- they private Individuals
not accountable for the consequences of their opiilons, who feel free to express
their personal abhorrence of war and to agitate for a reduction of the financial
burden military preparedness imposes on the taxpayer? Would the majority of
the oleetorate accept their argument that, given our unmet domestic needs, we
cannot afford anieffective defense position vis-a-vis our potential adversaries?
Or that war is so horrible that It Is better to suffer defeat than to tight?
As for the high cost of preparedness, it is in fact no greater proportional to
total U.S. output than 10 years ago-8.8 percent of total M.. goods and services.
Omitting the costs of the Vietnam war and allowing for inflation, our Armed
Forces have less buying power today than a decade ago. In ;the Soviet Union,
on the other hand--according to the Annual Report of the Congressional Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy issued last June--resources have been
diverted from the farm sector to defense, where outlays rose dramatically in
1964-t7, after remaining static since 1962. The report talks about their new prooccupation with national security. And you must bear in mind that actual war
costs absorb but ft small portion of their expenditures while we are spending
some $2 /j billion a month in Vietnam.
If history teaches anything it is surely that weakness invites attack; that It
takes but one aggressor to plunge the world into war against the wishes of dozens
of peace-loving nations if tie former is militarily strong and the latter are not.
Yet there are those who deprecate the need to maintain military supremacy or
at least parity with the Communist empires, on the grounds that other nations
have accepted a decline from first to second or third rank and that we ourselves
for most of our history were militarily a second-rate power yet secure enough
within our borders. They forget that we then profited from the Pax Britaiiiica,
even as the former great powers of Europe who have lost their defense capability
enjoy political freedom today only because we are strong enough to defend them
and ready to do so, What it means to be weak and without American protection
should be evident to all as we observe the tragic drama of Czechoslovakia "negotiating" with Russia the continuing subjugation of her people.
As a lawyer, you are familiar with Blackstone's statement that security of the
person is the first, and liberty of the individual the second "absolute right Inherent in every Englishman." Just so, the first right of every American is to be
protected against foreign attack, and the first duty of Government is to keep our
Nation alive. Given the world sittiftiob, tis calls for maintenance of a defense
capability which is adequate to discourage potential aggressors. Said President
Nixon, in discussing the Cuban missile crisis, "It is essential to avoid piutting an
American President, either this President or the next President, in the position
where the United States would be second rather than first or at least equal to any
potential enemy * * * I do not want to see an American President in the future,
in the event of any crisis, have his dipl6matici credibility be so impaired because
the United States wastin 6 second-class or inferior position. We saw what it meant
to the Soviets when they were second. I don't want'that position to be the United
States In the event of a futtte diplomatic crisis."o
There can surely be no doubt tat the overwhelming majority of the American
people are opposed to relitqiishment of 0t defense capability. recognizing full
well that there will then be no one left to prevent the take
r by (AminiAt
power. Whether one takes the optimistic view that a permanent East-West detente can be negotiated, or, the pessimistic viewthat ultimately we shall have
to fight for our liberties, this Nation has no future If It allows itself to be out.
matched militarily.
To turn now to specific matters currently in dispute.. There is the ABM system which is under heavy fire on grounds that it (a) will escalate the arms race
and (b) will not work, It should be stresed that the Soviets have had 1th own
version of the ABM for several years without Inducinfgus to expand our military
power. Just as the Soviet ABM version has not added to the Soviet threat, so our
own ABM would not add to ours. The Russians have been singularly silent in
this respect; the outcry has come mostly from those in this country who habitually apply a 4Ub1mle standad whei adjudging military developments inthe United
States and the U.S.S.R. One must ask how can our defensive capability be considered provocative, while thellis is not? Is there not something deeply disturbing
when onoobserves scientists, formerly holding responsible positions in'govern-
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ment, advocate policies directly contrary to those they supported when in office?
It must not be forgotten that many of our most prestigious scientists were bitterly Opposed to development of the H-bomb. Where would we be today had not the
Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and President Truman-who
had the responsibility for the safety of the United States-disregarded their
advice?
As for the assertion that the ABU cannot be made to work, I must disagree. If
there Is one lesson I have learned in the many years I have devoted to the development of nuclear propulsion plants it is that, given the soundness of a theo.
retical concept, It can, with drive and imaginative engineering be made to work.
Contrariwise, for a theoretical, concept to be translated into reality it must be
worked- on, Research alone-no matter how prolonged-will not do it. The very
act of developing the concept through detailed engineering work produces improvements in the originalconcept--inmprovements which would have been neither
obvious nor possible without such actual engineering work,
The Soviets are Just as adept in research and development as we are. They
have amply proved this by. their progress in space, in missiles, in aviation, in
military equipment in nuclear submarines. They know full well from their own
experience that with research alone-withoUt development engineering-our
ABM system or: any other system would not be meaningful tand could be discounted. ]For this reason we must guard against those claiming that we can
limit ourselves to research-that research alone will suffice.
YoU 'Also asked me to comment on what needs to be done in these rimes of
turmoil and peril. As I am more familiar with the threat posed by the S6viets
to our nval power, I would like to confine myself to this area, and specifically
to submfarineS. But what I say here is valid for our land, sea, and airpower
as well.
The Soviet Vion is embarkd 'on a program which reveals a singular awareness of the Importance of seapower and an unmistakable resolve to' become the
most powerful. maritime force in the world. They demonstrate a thorough understanding of the bhsic elements of seapoWer: knowledge of the seas, a strong
surging forward
navy. Thsey are
a powerful
maie, aid
merchant
modern
marvel.
d technological
that isnew
program
nd marine
with a naval
"At the end of Woild War I, the Soviet Vni1hadafleet of 200 diesel-powered
~ive'buildi4g program,' producing over
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entific personnel. The Soviet educational program enjoys highest national priority. The statistics on the total numbers of Soviet degree graduates are extremely impressive. The U.S. National Science Foundation data indicates that In
1966 alone 168,000 engineers were graduated; the United States, on the other
hand, produced but 36,000. With specific application to the Navy, the Leningrad
Shipbuilding Institute, just one naval institute of several, had over 7,000 students
in 1960 studying naval architecture and marine engineering. I doubt we had
over 400 enrolled in these subjects in all U.S. colleges.
While we cannot specifically count the number of Soviet scientists and engineers devoted to naval work, it is apparent that they have created a broad technological base. They have committed extensive resources to support development
of their naval forces. The steady build-up of the Soviet submarine Navy from an
ineffective coastal defense force at the end of World War II to the world's
largest undersea navy today deserves admiration; also it should deeply worry
every American. By the end of this year we face the prospect of losing the superiority in nuclear submarines we have held for many years. The threat posed by
their submarine force-with their new ballistic and cruise missile launchers and
new attack types, is formidable. If more sophisticated types are added in the near
future, aq is likely considering their large number of designers and their extensive facilities, the threat will rapidly increase.
The Soviets have frequently announced their intent to be the preeminent world
power. Why do we not believe them? Hitler in "Mein Kampf" plainly announced
his intent to dominate the world. We did not believe him either-until It was
nearly too late. Admiral Gorshkov, commander in chief of the Soviet Navy, said
recently: "The blag of the Soviet Navy now flies proudly over the oceans of the
world. Sooner or later, the United States will have to understand that it no
longer has mastery of the seas." And just a few days ago the Russians announced
a projected 50 percent Increase in the size of their 'merchant fleet. These facts
reducwho argue
of those
judgment
whon assessing
weighed military
should
Is arapidly
powerfor
military
the Soviet
while
power the
tion of beAmerican
expanding.
The bearer of bad news is always punished. In ancient times, he might be put
to death. Today he becomes "controversial" and unpopular. But if there Is one
subject on which the American people must know the truth, however unpalatable,
it is our military position vis-a-vis the Soviets. I believe no one can better inform
them than Members of the Congress-who have such close ties to their constituents.
I suggest that by keeping secret our knowledge of Soviet strength at this time
we may lose more than by confiding the truth of the danger we face to the
American people.
Respectfully,
H. G. RIOKOVER.
U.S. ATOMxio ENERGY CommIssiON,
Waoh*Wntont, D.O., June 121, 1969.
THE HONOBAnLE HENaY M. JACKSON,

?7.S. Senate,o Waq7ingtrm, AV,.

DrAs SENATOR TACKsoN: This is In response to your letter of June 5, 1969,
asking my views concerning the ability of our Polaris submarines to survive a
planned attack by Soviet antisubmarine forces in the mid-1970's time frame.
Let me first say that based on the best evidence available, I believe that
today our Polaris submarines are safe from a massive, neutralizing blow. 'iirther, I am not aware of any valid Information indicating that the Soviets
possess a means to track and destroy our Polaris submarines while they are
on station. However, there Is no assurance that this situation 'will prevail for
long.
. There is, in factor, evidence that the Soviets are actively engaged in a determined effort to acquire the capability to neutralize or destroy our Polaris force.
They have deVeloped and they continue to develop faster andqiieter submarines.
They*Are'experimentingin all phases of submarine and antisubmarine warfarewe are not. Iii fact, during the past year alone they have developed several new
-types of nuclear submarineg; we have developed only one new type in 10 years.
a mhJor objective of. their .naval programs is to invalidate our
It ts PPclear,
0
ow
laisthat
system..•
Given the; recent Sovietl progress in undersea warfare and the sheer magnitide of their nuclear submarine program, the conclusion is inevitable that,
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unless we are willing to Mitteh their effort, they will surpass us in this field
during the 1970's.
Of course, in the present era of rapid technological change accurate predic.
tion of future military developments is difficult, if not impossible, even for
such a relatively short period as 5 to 10 years. It is equally difficult to predict
the outcome of future military engagements, since these are dependent on suc.
cessful exploitation of the latest technological advancements. All we can do is
learn what we can of the progress being made by other nations in the areas
related to submarine and antisubmarine warfare and then to compare this with
-our own progress.
The Soviets now have by far the largest submarine force in the world.about 875 submarines, all built since World War II. We have 143, including 01
-diesel submarines most of which arc of World War 11 vintage. Thus, they have
a net advantage of about 280 submarines. It is estimated that by the end of
1970 they will have a numerical lead even in nuclear submarines.
In the single year 1968, the Soviets put to sea a new ,type ballistic missile
nuclear-powered submarine as well as several new types of nuclear attack submarines-a feat far exceeding anything we have ever done. It is estimated that
"by 1974 they will have added about 70 nuclear-powered submarines to their
fleet, whereas we will add but 26--thus further increasing theift numerical
superiority. As for ballistic missile submarines, the Soviets have undertaken a
vigorous building program to equal or surpass our Polaris fleet of 41. At least
sevenof their new Polaris-type submarines have been completed, and they now
have the capability of turning out one a month. We have no Polaris submarines
under construction or planned. We must assume that by the 1973-74 time
period they will be upto us.
To achieve this, the Soviets have greatly expanded and modernized their
submarine building and repair facilities. Just one of their numerous submarine
building yards has several times the area and facilities of all U.S. submarines
yards combined. They use modern assembly line techniques under covered ways,
permitting large-scale production, regardless of weather conditions.
The progress made by the Soviets over the past few years in nuclear submarine design, construction, and operation could only have been accomplished
through the efforts of a large group of highly competent technical personnel.
We must assume the talents and efforts of this group will continue to provide
the Soviets with additional advances in nuclear submarines.
The superiority of a given weapon system is never static. The history of warfare is an ever-changing contest between weapon and counterweapon. When.ever ndn invents a new weapon, two things happen immediately. First, his
'potential adversaries start to develop a counterweapon. Second, improvements
are inade in the original weapon to make it even more effective. This Was the
-case with the bowalnd arrow, gunpowder, battleships, airplane, rockets, et cetera.
The battleship is, a good example. In 1907 when the British Dreadnought,
tile world's
first modern battleship put to sea it was hailed as "invincible." It
had''armo r 'plate thick - enoikh to stop any naval shell then in existence. Soon
afterward other countries built their own battleships with large gunsand heavy
armor. The British then developd -the destroyer to protect the battleship by
.fifrng tbrpedoes against opposing battleships. The other
side, of course, soon had
'its ownf 'destroyers , The battleship then, was given the capability 'of carrying
airplanes to inc6hse its range of visibility; this added the new element of air•power to th6 battleship..
Although' t "became evident during World War I to farseeing, officers like
Ven. Billy Mitchell that aircraft constituted a new and formidable weapon
against thebattleship, it nevertheless took a long time for those who had faith
in-tbe battleship to. accept this and prepare 'against the danger. Even as in
1607 it was impossible to predict how long the battleship would remain "invineible.'" so i.-it today impossible fo predict how long the Polaris submarine
will remain invulnerable.
As, in 'the case of' the battleship,, the competition between the submarine
*nnd lt'toes. has seesawed since the former proved its worth in World Wnr I.
As -advances' have been made in submarlnei design since World War I, progress
1aM also-beenmade in developing antsubmnarjne warfare.'
Submrine§shave the -rotectiofi of 'the ocean depths. When submerged they
-cannot be seen by the human eve or by radar. The only way we know nt nrosent
to deteCt'a submerged stubmarine is by the qound it' makes. For yenrs.; rrn1ns
of scsientits and engineers have tried to nke
n
submarines quieter, while other
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groups have worked just as hard to develop more sensitive listening devices.
This technological battle continues.
With the advent of nuclear propulsion, the submarine has been able to operate
submerged at high speeds for long periods of time; this gave the nuclear submarine the edge. However, great strides are being made in the mobility of
antisubmarine forces and in their capability to detect and destroy submarines.
in fact, the nuclear attack submarine itself is now being used as an antisubmarine weapon.
We do not know, of course, how these developments will work under actual
war conditons; nor do we know how effective otr Polaris submarines would be
in an encounter with an enemy antisubmarine force-be it air, surface, or subsurface-or how effective our own antisubmarine forces would be against the
latest Soviet nuclear submarines.
The answer to your question concerning the survivability of our Polaris submarines in the mid-1970's depends on whether we can regain the advantage we
had in the past. Will our progress in undersea warfare during the 1970's match
that of the Soviet Union? Can we assume that our Polaris system will be the first
weapon in history to remain invulnerable? The developments I have cited should
.caution us against making such as assumption.
As I pointed out in my April 25, 19069, letter to Senator Pastore (page S4226
-of the Congressional Record, April 29, 1909), the Soviet Union is embarked on a
program which reveals a singular awareness of the importance of sea power and
;an unmistakable resolve to become the most powerful maritime force in the world.
As a result of the Cuban missile crisis, the Soviet leadership resolved never again
to be placed in a position where they would have to negotiate from weakness-In that case lack of strategic and naval superiority, They have publicly avowed
their goal to become preeminent In sea power, and all evidence indicates they are
proceeding with competent speed. This is especially true in their undersea warfare forces. They have openly stated that these are to be the major arm of their
fleet.
To recapitulate: I believe that while today our Polaris fleet is safe from a
planned attack by the Soviets, there is sufficient evidence concerning their
progress in this field to cause doubt by the mid-1970's. We must increase our own
efforts if we expect our Polaris fleet to remain the deterrent it now is.
Respectfully,
H. G. RICKOVER.

Mr. FLOOD. Off the record.
(Discussion off therecord.)
Admiral RiOKOVWR. To move ahead in submarine design you have got
types of submarines to test new concepts. You cannot
to have
try
out different
too many thing in one submari'e, due to the imitations in
displicement, weight, shap e, cost etc. Their system of designing and
buNiding submarines is far morefexible than-ours. When they develop
a new design, they build a number of them, say 5 t 10, in order to gain
-experience. Without waltifig, they commit new designs to a substantitl
construction progrifm. If thedesign does not work well, they may scrap
all of them. This is costly at the time, but they learn mich from such
approach to their submarine program which is reniAarkable for a
ian
,Comiiifilt country. The GetiA n secret weap'ons-in World War II--were the daring, .the speed, and the imagination with whih they used
what they had, This is what I'see the. Soviets doing today.
The Russians approach practically every military thing they do in
andquickly
,impleareinto
made
decisions
In their
-this
manner.
effect
it is put
made,
a decision isbasic
Oncegovernment
rapidly.
mentsd
-withoutthe huge overhead administrative effort required in theUnited
States, which delays projects and greatly increases our leadtime and

cost, They are willing to take chances on new developments, realizing
fhat they will reap benefits for future work, Forus,it takes 4 to 5 years
iimerely to, get approval to build one new design submarine. For: example, ittook years of fighting before the Secretary of Defense finally
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approved building the high-speed submarine and reapproved proceeding with the electric drive submarine. The efforts of a large number of
people, who should have been engaged in desgnng
advanced submarines were wasted fighting off Department of Defense delaying
tactics.
NEED FOR IMPROVED MANAGEMENT

They cannot afford the luxury of permitting many groups and coinmittees with no responsibility for results, to constantly
investigate
and halt programs, to study andt restudy them, to submit' report
report, to create 'turmoil in design and in construction, and then after
complain that the cost is higher than originally estimated. We are forced
to do our work surrounded by this massive irresponsibility.
I am bombarded with esoteric studies on management, cost-effectiveness, how not to overrun on contracts, etc. All of this reminds
of Count Uvarov, the Minister of Public Instruction in the reign me
of
Alexander I. He wrote brochures in French, corresponded on Greek
subjects with Goethe in German, and discoursed on Slavonic poetry
of tefou~th century.

It was observed to him that in those days Russians had enough
to
do to fight bears, let alone sing ballads about the gods of
Samothrace.
I feel the same way. I cannot fight the bears while composing a
sonata at the same ime.
What is forgotten by those who set up these elaborate decision
making processes is that the military is an operational
organization
with specifitechical tasksto' erform, and that theserequir
ig
degree of specialized technical knowledge and experience. They are
tasks which are not amenable to purely management techniques., hey
le in two different areas of human competence, and
are not interchangeable.
Different elites disagree with each other; the problems with which
administrators deal spill over into areas where they are not
specialistst andthey must either hazard amateur opnons or ignorelarger
issues, which is no better. We really haveIa orm of organized disorganization because. the Department of Defense's
chief administrative
goal appears to be the exercise of control in-areas where their staff is
not expert, The only way,-this could actually 'be done is by devoting
the major effort to educate the military, Bat
has not been done
because reqttires constant painstaking effort this
and is not the sort of
effot which iglamorous frorm a 06iblit relations standpoint. Instead
,military cohtohas been ' exercised. by 0ivilians in non-military ditivitiesto create ahimpresson of uif6rmity o(f action and thoughlit-all
of this beigeonade to arpear as condive to efficiency and cost-effectiveness.:This,'iS why their dream of total efflieney through a new
"science"
of management has so often been shipwre ked on the hard
rockof reality,
wb eo
,e a
%:6.Tosee.the absurdty of this assumption' one has but to 'translate
this situation 'into the parallel where an administrator with
medical ed~tion sits in judgment and lys down.t h law to a no
surgical
, e -mes.ureyou that technical expertise required of a inulear
sub marine designer s.every bit asclosed :to the lay
mind asis surgery.
It s simplyno~~t a matterof sitt
at the center Of an information
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web and on the strenqth of bits of data collected by others, acquiring
superior capacity to judge and direct complex technical processes.
With all the new systems analysis, computer techniques, game theory
and alleged sociological "scientific insight" this still requires the kind
of expertise which only the professional man with long experience
possesses. People who don't know where the appendix is should not
offer themselves as surgeons for appendicitis.
For all the world this reminds me most of the conceit of hereditary
monarchs that they had some divine capacity to rule in every matter
within their realm.
When I testify before this or any congressional committee, I try to
tell as best I know what the other side is doing. I mean the Russians,
not the Department of Defense. I am giving you the facts, as I know
them. My desire is to give you information, if possible influence
you, because I feel the Congress needs to see how efficient our potential
enemy is in his military efforts. They don't work night and day fighting studies, budgets and layers upon layers of managers. Last year
we were almost at a standstill in accomplishing tangible work.
I hope that more will be said of me than is inscribed on the tombstone of one of the hereditary princes of Monaco: "Here lies the body
of Floristan-he desired to do good to his subjects." I would rather
have it said of me what is inscribed on the floor of one of the transepts
of the Spanish Town Cathedral in Kingston, Jamaica. The inscription is for Col. John Colbeck of the British Army.It says: "With great
applause he departed this life ye 22nd day of February, 1682.
Isaw this inscription nearly 40 years ago. I thought it would be good
to have the same said of me when I leave, and I have tried ever since
to act so as to merit such "applause." I am sure there are some in the
Department of Defense who will be happy to accord me this-when I
am gone.
When I do go I want to have no earthly merit left. I want to spend
itI all
while Imentions
am still alive.
Voltaire
the old woman who carried a portable stove to
burn Heaven and a water pitcher to extinguish Hell so that she might
serve God without hope of reward'or fear of punishment.
At my age and with no opportunity for promotion, I have a similar
feeling toward our Congress,.
I am always told I should consider things in a larger context; tat
in accordance with the larger context of the cost effectiveness analysts
we don't need any more submari es or nuclear surface ships. Those
who don't want to do anhing are always the ones who think large.
Those who do, are the small thinkers. It is far easier to deal in large
vague generalities than to be responsible for small concrete solutions.
NEED TO LIMIT MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONS

I have said many times that Congress must step in aid stop the
executive branch from having so many vast management organizations, every member of Which has the authority to stop work on
numerous projects whenever he so desires. During my career I have
been forced by them into many delaysand eachtime I had tostop

important techicmal work to prove the bureau ratic elite wrong. Any
system which permits constant checking, recheckihg and delays will
result in gross inefficiency and loss of qualfied people. A country op-
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rating on such a basis simply cannot compete with an enemy lile

the Soviets who know what they want to do and who are resolutely
doing it.
The coldness, the intransigence of some of these administrators is
characteristic of commonplace natures. They learn to look at a man
without seeing him, and not listen to him even though they are close
to him.
There is an obvious affinity between status and static. Status is antithetcal to the mobility of ideas just as static means the opposite of
physically mobile.
It should be the function of administration to reduce conflicts of
what has to be-static and what has to be mobile-to provide the means
for doing so. Instead the system tends to status-hence to static.
For every speedup in ideas and the ability to translate them into
hardware, there has been instituted a slow-it-down by means of the
vast and proliferating management systems of the Defense Department. These systems cause progress to be at least self-canceling.
The Department of Defense has been permitted by previous administrations to become so large and Cunbersome that it is thoroughly inefficienl . The creation of layers upon layers of management personnel
to' administer defense programs has achieved exactly the opposite of
effective management; it las.created "a world of ink." It has created
multitudes of people who remain standing with their arms folded, who
go back or who look.to the side for a,ford-to cross the ocean.
One must beware of using eloquence or theoretical considerationsin
dealthg with some senior Defense Departmeit-offcials. They are given
to elaborate theories which they support by carefully selecting their
data.
One such official, my superior, who was busily engaged in the details
of design of a piece of equipment for a submarine-the proper function of hi §ssubordinates several layers below him-accused me of dealing in philosophy, and not in machinery details. In fact, he should
have been the one, in view of his high position, to do the philosophizing. Ihad to do it because he was doingmy job.
The problem goes deeper than, justhaving an excess of managers.
Whenever these managers are assigned, they immediately assume they
have su'periorjudgment over the lower echelons of people who are tryingto dothe jb. They have imaghation inrefined by experience and
' and a simple
judgment,
faith in complexity. Theydo not hesitate to
make technical decisions override sb ordinate opfions, and in general wield-their influence with abandon.'And'yetwhen something goes
wrong, they
the last to step forward
're and accept the responsibility.
WEED TO RESTORE ACCOtUNTAiILITY OF MANAGEMENT

'It is one thing to delegate power to administrators and quite another
t0 negletone's own final responsibility. You are all familiar with the
recent sinking of the nuclear attack submarine Guita"'o at the San
Francisco: Bay Naval Shipyard; I predict that when the findings are
finally; putbiised, senior managers ih the Navy will adn6nish their

subordinates to do a better job. It wouldiiot surprise meto see a com-

mliitt e or anOther management organization established. to lOOk into
this Problem and solve it. But thehe senior Navy managers will: not
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accept the responsibility for what has happened because', as senior
managers, they are not responsible for events in the real world. They
are responsible only to admiiiister. We desperately need to restore accountability as part of every job description.
Mr. MATON. Admiral, are you referring to only the Headquarters organizat.ion of the Defense Department and the'Navy Department?
Admiral RoKovE. No, sir. In my opinion, this same situation also
exists in the management structure of the military forces. For example, the commanding officer of a nuclear submarine has several echelons of bosses to whom lie is responsible and who, theoretically at least,.
are answerable for the operational and material condition of his ship.
Directly over this commanding officer of an attack submarine, in the
so-called chain of command are a division commander, a squadron
commander, a flotilla commander, and a force commander. Each of
these commanders has a staff, any member of which feels entitled to
question the commanding officer and administer his ship. Yet when
audits are made of that ship's material and operational condition, and
deficiencies are uncovered, the members of the supervisory staffs all
run for cover. Although they insist upon their right to supervise and
give orders to the commanding officer, they do not'accept responsibility
for the condition of the ship. In fact, in my dealings with these staffs,
I have found it almost impossible to shame them into even inspecting
their own ships.
Mr. FLOOD. Could part of this problem be due to the caliber of people now in the military? Particularly their educational and intellectual
level?
Admiral RKOVR. Yes, sir. I think there is a correlation.

There is an inthate relationship between a society's occupati6nal
structure and its educational system. The educational system is oneof society's most powerful mechanisms for sorting out children to assume different roles in the occupational hierardhy.
Studies made here and abroad over maily years have established
the intelligence range of diffrent professions.
There is ample evidence that the intelligence demands of a profession are very much like the public's concept of the prestige or social'
stRdifg of the profession, as shown by a nuniber of pub- :pion
polls. Any correlation of this kind is, of cofirse, approximatA since
other considerations affect the public judgment of the profession. One
would certainly hope so. Here is how the pufblic ranks the eight leadifi g'
professions according to the most recent Gal1ip o:ll:
1. Doctor

2. Teacher
3. Engineer
4. Lawyer

5.

Minister, Priest, Rabbi

6. Big Businessman
7. Government Offial
8. Military Career

This should cause all of us serious concern. The rankings would'
appear to indcate that we may not be getting
the riiht kind of people
into ofir mlitair't. Certainly if our defense is essential to the welfare
f the United States-and surely the large sums Congress and our
people' are willing to devote.to it is proof of this-then we hu~t 'do
everythigposbe to 'aise the intelligence and 'education-al level of'
thbseot whom we entrust our safety.•
This matter is of such great national importance that "prcrastination could be disastrous. Everything is done by and through people..
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No matter how good our weapons systems and our military equipment, if those who lead the effort are not the best, neither will our
defense be the best.
Mr. MAHON. Admiral, is there any proposal to change the administration of the naval nuclear propulsion program?
Admiral RICKOVER. Mr. Chairman, I -have to fight such battles con-

tinuously. The management structures of both the Defense Deparitment
and the Navy are constantly being reshuffled. Every time I look up
from my technical work, I find a new manager has been appointed who
thinks he is responsible for some of my work.
Mr. MAHON. Admiral I want you to know that we were pleased to
hear that the Defense department has already announce your reappointment for another 2 years starting in January 190.
Admiral RICKOVER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
deeply grateful for your kind remarks and your strong support.
SOVIET SUBMARINE ?LEBT

Mr. MAHON.I have some questions here which I would like to get

answered for the record. What is the maximum speed made by a
Russian submarine?
Admiral RIclowtE.
Mr. MAHON. What is the maximum speed of our latest nuclear at-

tack submarine?
Admiral RIcKovFm. About
knots. This is for our Sturgeon
class,
Mr. MAH N. How many submarines do the Russians have capable
of making
I-----knots?
Admiral ExorovJR.
•
Mr. MawN. How many do we have?
Admiral RxoiKovzR.
Mr. MAHON. IXW many do we thi'k the Russians will have a year
from now that will make knots?
Admiral RicxovwR..About
Mr. M~~'p. How many will we have a year from now?
A dmiralRKOVE'R.
r. MAHQ., How many do we think the Russians will have by
Admiral
OhcovF. About
knots.
Mr0. iION. Howmany will wehave by 1974?
Admiral RiKovN Possibly ,
.
If there ever was a,ine indictment of the Defense Department
under the previous administration, this Is it. For 4 to 5 years they
would not let me go ahead and design a submarine that couid coutitr
the new Soviet hIgh speed design s-which I predicted they would
have. Look at what this .delay will cost the lnited States I loss of
mflita~y advantage. This is not justamatter of money. It is a matter
of national survival. I am giving you plain facts, not a cost-effectiveness
analysis.
After
.110 the chief purpose in lio is.to manage the unroeeu. If
you cannot do that, you have no business being in a position of
responsiblhty.
-

..

The Soviets are not limiting their efforts entirely to new design submarines. They are converting many of their early ballistic missile
They are
submarines, both conventional and nuclear-powered,
T
phasing out the - they previously used.Not only is the quantity of design effort being expended by the
Soviets remarkable but so, too, is the quality of what they are doing.
SPEED OF SOVIET SUBMARINES

This is another matter that gets back to the point which was raised
by Mr. Flood about their submarine tradition.
You will recall how in last year's testimony, speed was such an
important issue, particularly as it related to the need for high-speed
U.S. nuclear attack submarines. At that time we estimated that the
older Soviet nuclear attack submarines could do as much as
knots and the new designs just then emerging could go up to
I mention that the top speed of our latest attack submarine class is
knots. In 1961 when the SKIPJACK went to sea she made
knots; the fastest a Soviet submarine could go at that time was
about
knots.
Mr. WHITrN. Do you know at what depth? Is that on the surface?
Admiral RIoKOVER. These are submerged speeds. The modern sub-

marine goes substantially faster when submerged.
When it is on the surface it uses a great deal of energy in making
waves. As a result, our later class will make only
knots on the
surface, while making
knots submerged.
OPERATIONS OF SOVIET SUBMUNES

No less impressive are the advances they have made in
Soviet submarines today operate out of area for longer periods, in
greater numbers, and at greater distances than ever before. Unsupported operations in excess of 60 days have been observed. In one instance a nuclear submarine remained at sea for a period of about 6
months during which it was supported by an underway support group.
This trend which is true also of the entire Soviet Navy, i's significant
because of the submarine's unique capability to operate in our own
home waters.
Recently the Soviets established and operated in the Central Atlantic a mobile submarine task force where the submarines were maintained and supplied from tenders while at sea. Were this concept to
be extended on a regular basis to both the Atlantic and Pacific, it would
vastly increase the patrol areas which they could cover. Further, it
reduces the need for distant Soviet submarine support bases and increases the submarine time on station.
DESIGN OF SOVIET SMWARINES

Mr. FLOOD. How do they set up their POLARIS? Is it in two batteries the same as we do?
Admiral POovw. Yes, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. Configuration is identical?
Admiral RoxovR.
-
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Mr. FLOOD. I didn't know that.
Admiral RICKOVER. It is estimated that they have the capability to

produce - of these submarines a year. In a relatively short time
they could have as many if not more POLARIS type submarines than
we do.
Mr. MNSIKALL. How close in design aside from the 16 missile capability are the Russian subs to the American subs?
Admiral RIKoE.
Mr. MINSAALL. The reason I ask is that we had some discussion
some years back about these model subs made available which were
exact duplicates of our subs.
Admiral RIoKOVER. The Russians have not made any models available. We have.
Mr. MINSHALL. Have they copied ours?
Admiral RIcKovTx. We don't know. It would not surprise me if their
submarines were not exact replicas of the plastic models we so generously made available to them-for $2.98. And you will remember
each model had a description certified for accuracy by the U.S. Navy.
We are very good at giving information away, sir.
Mr. WEONER. Their outward appearance is close to our Ethan Allen
class.
Admiral Rxcxovnn.
Mr. ANDREWS. They hear enough about ours to duplicate the outside. Then the chances are they knew enough about ours to duplicate
the inside?
Admiral RCKOVER. Mr. Andrews, it is a known fact that they have
much of our information.
Mr. FLOOD. That is not the point. The point is what do they have

that we don't have?
Mr. ANDREWS.

.
NEED TO PROTEOT INFORMATION

Admiral RIxKOVER. Mr. Andrews is correct, sir..

.

But Mr.

Flood has touched on a very important aspect of this question which
is frequently not clearly understood. I believe it may be worthwhile
to discuss this in some detail.
Obviously, given the thousands of design, engineering, metallurgical, and chemical applications involved in a naval nuclear propulsion
plant, we and the Russians were bound to arrive at different solutions
to many, if not most, of the countless problems involved. As an analogy, let us suppose we organized two competitive groups of engineers-"A" ana "B," and rave each the task of designing and building a passenger car of original design. If these two groups worked
secretly and independently of one another as we and the Russians
do, their automobiles would unquestionably be different in both appearance and performance. In fact, the chances would be slim indeed
that any given parts on models "A" and "B" would be exactly the
same-whether it is the engine, the brakes, or the trunk latch. ven
major performance characteristics could vary considerably-speed,
horsepower, size, ease of maintenance, and the like. And at each point
of difference, there must be relative superiority of one model or the
other.

I
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Thus, the overall performance of each automobile would be a composite of many separate performance characteristics, which, in turn,
would depend on hundreds of engineering applications ranging from
the number of cylinders to the shape of the door hinges. It is inconceivable that either of the two models would be superior in all of these
applications. One of them could be clearly superior overall but still
remain inferior in scores or even hundreds of individual details. Each
of the design groups, then, would have certain areas of technical
superiority over the other, regardless of which car may be superior
overall. It also follows that if either group could get access to the
technical improvements of the other, it could produce an automobile
far superior to that which either group could produce alone.
This, basically, is the situation which exists between the United
States and the Soviet Union in naval nuclear propulsion technology.
The evidence would indicate that we have a superior propulsion plant
over all, although the Russians are obviously improving rapidly in
some key performance characteristics. However, if they should gain
access to our technology in addition to their own, they would very
quickly surpass us; they would have everything we have developed,
plus their own technology. This is why I am so concerned about the
release of our technical information even though some of it is. unclassified. This consideration also applies to many other technical areas.
In this regard, in an article by la Andrew Miller in a recent issue
of the Yale Review, it was pointed out that during one of the last
attempts by Western Powers to force the Japanese to accept a naval
parity arrangement, on the eve of the Second World War, the
Japanese negotiators objected even more strongly to the treaty requirements for the mutual sharing of information about military shipbuilding activities among the signatories than they did to the actual
stipulation of limitation. Their argument at the time was that while
they could always find out everything they wanted to know about such
activities in Europe and America, no one in the West could possibly
find out anything about what was going on in Japan unless the Japanese themselves decided to tell him.
Mr. FLoOD. That was an excellent statement.
Mr. WRITrTEN. In 1956 when I was visiting Russia, the Russian Air

Force had all our latest scientific magazines. None were over 2 or 3
months old.
RELEASE OF INFORMATION THROUGH ADVERTISING

Admiral RxoKoviR. That is right. and much of this still goes on
today. A major source is in advertising by firms doing defense work.
I hope th;s committee puts a provision in the Appropriations Act
which prohibits the expenditure of funds in Government contracts to
pay for advertising in magazines and technical journals. It represents
nothing more than a continuous source of assistance to our potential
enemies. What citizen is going to buy the kind of military equipment
advertised in these magazines-nuclear submarines, aircraft carriers
missiles, tanks ? What citizen would want such information published
when it adversely affects our national security?
I am serious about this. It would be better to just give these companies the money they spend on such advertising in exchange for their
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promise not to publish it. I really think, sir that by letting this go on,
you are doing a great deal of harm.
You could dry up most of the source by placing a specific provision
in all Appropriations Acts that all Government agencies prohiibit payment of advertising cost as a part of contract costs. Such costs should
bepaid out of pro te. at would dy up most of the leaks, sir.
I wish to reaffirm that, in my opinion, this committee alone, through
the power of the purse, can do what is required. It is so important as
to warrant overriding other considerations. You must stop expenditure
of American tax money for the purpose of giving away American secrets. Unless you do, some future generation looking back at what went
on today will find serious fault with this committee for permitting it
to hap pen.
Mr. MAHON. We have something in the Appropriations Act already

to control this.
Admiral RICKOvER. There is a provision in the act to prohibit reimbursement of advertising costs on defense contracts. The Department
of Defense has written this prohibition into its procurement regulations. However these regulations are mandatory only for cost-type
contracts, and these account for less than a quarter of defense procurement. Thus, the congressional prohibition has not been made mandatory for three quarters of all defense contracts.
.
I again recommend that Congress include in the fiscal year 1970 and
subsequent Appropriations Acts a specific prohibition against reimbr. sement of advertising costs on all defense contracts. In addition,
Congress should establish a statutory requirement that advertisements
for all equipment produced on defense contracts be submitted to the
government for security clearance prior to publication.
Mr. MAHON. I think I can say. many of us feel very definitely that
it is outrageous from the standpoint of the security of the country that
we have given away through these advertisements in various publications vital information which has been helpful to our opponents. More
than that, we have decreased the costs for our opponents because they
know more about what to plan to counter, and we have increased the
costs of our own program.
I could not agree with you more. This is a difficult area but we
find it almost impossible to do anything restrictive in the light of our
freedom of the press heritage and tradition. It seems also that there
are those in the Pentagon who will not cooperate with us in our efforts
to prevent publication in these trade magazines of information of the
kind which we think is damaging to this country.
Mr. MB.hNsALL. They usually get a big assist from the State
Department.
AdmIral Rioxovz. Yes; the State Department is often misguided
inthis area. The problem, I think, boils down to the fact that too
many in the State Department, in effect, represent foreign countries to the United States rather than representing the United States
to foreign countries., I run into this very same problem with members
of my own organization who work inthe fieldT-away from the headquarters organization, They become sympathetic with the contractor;
they begin to look at problems from his point of view, and before long
they start helping him get his way., They forget that their sole purpose is to watch out for the Goveriment's interests, The same thing
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happens in the State Department. In addition to the many foreign
"country desks" presently operating in the State Department whose
responsblity it is to look out for the interests of foreign countries
it would be a good idea to establish at least one "U.S. desk"--charged
with looking out for the interests of the United States.
Mr. MAHON. I agree.

SECURITY OF U.S. TEOHNOOGY

Admiral RICKOVEr. You mentioned the security of U.S. technology

and asked to be brought up to date.
Mr. MAHON. That is right.

Admiral RroKovER. As you know, I have been concerned for many
years over the large outflow of technical information from the United
States, which, though unclassified, nevertheless, provides potential
enemies with vast quantities of U.S. military technology. Last year
I brought to the committee's attention the fact that steps had been
taken by the Chief of Naval Operations to stop the flow of unclassified
naval technical information to foreign countries. This was done in an
April 18,1968, directive wherein the Chief of Naval Operations estabIished a requirement that no U.S. Navy t6chnical information be published by Navy activities without approval of the cognizant Headquarters Command. The directive further specified that such approval
not be granted unless (a) the proposed release contains no information
of potential intelligence value, and (b) the publication of the information in question would result in significant benefit to the U.S. Navy. In
view of the importance of this move, I recommended that a similar
directive be issued by the other services.
On October 14, 1968, you wrote a letter to the Secretary of Defense
expressing concern over the volume of valuable U.S. military technology being disclosed in open publications and requesting the Secretary's views on what could be done to stop this, particularly as to
whether or not the Chief of Naval Operations order of A ril 18, 1968,
should
applied
On October
14, 1968, Mr.
Lipscomb
thatimmedirecommending
letter
to theDefense-wide.
Secretary of Defense
wrote a be
ate steps be taken to curtail the open publication of U.S. military
technology by Department of Defense and the military departments
and suggested across-the-board application of the Navy directive. Mr.
Lipscoib on October 21, 1968, also wroterto the President with these
same recommendations.
To the best of my knowledge the response to these letters was that
the Defense Department had undertaken to study the problem. I do not
know the current status of that undertaking, but I know of no substantive reply that has ever been made to your letter, Mr. Chairman,
or to Mr. Lipscomb's letters.
Mr. MAHON. I know we have received responses, some of them in

detail.
We shall
these matters
in more depth in
preparation
for
the
mark-up
andreview
reporting
of the appropriation
bill.
It is a very
serious situation.
Admiral RICKOVER. I would hope at some point the committee will
again inquire as to the status of the Defense Department review of
this matter and what action they plan to take, sir. All the while the
Defense Department is conducting its study, I continue to see examples of our giving away valuable military technology.
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For example the April 1969 edition of the magazine Armed Forces
Management contains military information which in my opinion
should not be openly p ablished. Not only are there over 50 advertise.
ments in this magazine that give information about military equipment, but a number of the articles reveal substantial technical details.
You will note that this is called the 7th Annual Defense Forecast
Issue. I can only picture the joy and the warmth with which this issue
is received by ourpotential enemies. For instance, it contains an article
describing most of the major research and development projects being
pursued by the Defense Department. The magazine is also gracious
enough to include a 56 page supplement entitled, "1968-69 United
States Military Systems Directory."
This supplement lists over 3 000 major weapon and support systems,
programs, and equipment of the U.S. ArmedForces, a description of
each project and its use, and an indication of the project status. Most
of this information no doubt came from military sources, and I am
sure it is considered unclassified. But the extensive compilation of information on our defense efforts should not, in my opinion, be released in a form so readily available to our enemies. This information
is of virtually no interest to the American public; it is of major interest to foreign intelligence agents. It is a fine example of unilateral
international sharing.
Implementation of the Chief of Naval Operations directive
throughout the Defense community would go a long way toward improving the control over unclassified military technology.
Mr. MAHON. I agree with the concern you have expressed here.
Admiral RroKovE. In this case, as in many others, the appointed
administrators have not proved to be wiser than the people or Congress--their elected representatives.
Control over release of military information is not, unfortunately
the only problem we face in security. The Naval Ship Systems Command has found that the At my suggestion, a special task
force has been established to review in-depth the
Mr. MAHoN. Are they doing a thorough job?
Admiral Ricxov.. It appears they are conducting a thorough review and-that positive improvements may be made. I intend to follow
the work of this task forcelosely.
Mr. MAHOc. I would like to have you inform this committee of the
progress made.
Admiral RIoKovy. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAnoN. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
HIGH-SPEED SUBMARINE PROORM

Mr. MAHoN. What is the status of the high-speed submarine

program?
-Admiral Rroiw0up. Preliminary design of the submarine, which

has been design ated the SSN 688 class, has been completed. The construction specifications and contract, plans are now being prepared
by the Navy and procurement of long-leadtime items for te propulsion plait isproceeding.

The*Navy s recluest, for the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program.

icluded three high-speed submarkes fully funded and ong-lead
?

/
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'funds for five more. The initial fiscal year 1970 budget submitted by
President Johnson inCluded the three submarines fully funded in fiscal year 1970, and long-lead funds for four submarines instead
of the
five requested by theNavy.
The revised budget submitted by President Nixon further reduced
the program requested by the Navy for fiscal year 1970. It deferred
the ship authorization for the third hi l-sPeed submarine from fiscal
year 1970to fiscal year 1971 and included $47.2 million advance funding in the fiscal year 1970 budget for the third submarine in addition
to the long-lead funds for four more already included in President
Johnson's budget.
To obtain the earliest practicable delivery of ships of this class,
the Na, requested authorization to award shipbuflding contracts
for the frst three submarines in fiscal year 1970 and to start procurement of long-leadtime items for the next five in fiscal year 1970. Advance procurement funds are restricted by law to use for items which
can be completed and delivered within the funds appropriated. There.
fore, preliminary ship fabrication work cannot be undertaken in fiscal
year 1970 on the third submarine if only advance procurement funds
are provided as requested in the revised budget. Delay in authorization of the third submarine from the fiscal year 1970 to the fisc.l year
1971 program will cause a delay of 5 months in the third ship and
delays of a few months in each of the later ships of this urgently
needed new class.
Lead and follow ship cost estimates for the SSN 688 class submarines in the fiscal year 1970 program are $230.6 million
for the lead
ship, and $159.7 million for each follow ship. A total of $31.5 million
advance procurement funds were provided by Congress in fiscal year
1969. Therefore, for three submarines fully funded in fiscal year
1970, new obligational authority of $504.5 million is required.
As I emphasized earlier in my testimony, the rapidly
Soviet threat makes it essential that the United States getincreasing
new
high-speed submarine class Into the fleet as soon as possible. Intherecognition of the urgency of build g the new design high-speed submarines, the Senate Armed Services Committee has recommended
funding of the first three of these ships and advance funding for full
five
more be provided in fiscal year 1970. The Navy is considering various
contract arrangements for these eight submarines and their components
which would use the funds appropriated this year to achieve
earliest practicable delivery schedules. In order to save time and the
money,
the Navy plans to take advantage of quantity procurement techniques,
such as multiyear contracting for the eight submarines and their components.
In their report authorizing appropriations for fiscal year 1970,
ta procurement the Senate Armed Services Committee statedmilithe
following:
The committee revised the pending request and is recommending the full funding of three nuclear attack submarines in the amount of $504 million
($536
million

les $31..5 million previously approved advance funding), and lead funds
in the amount of $90 million for five attack submarines.
It might be noted that the committee has increased funds for attack submarines
over either the budget submitted on January 14, 1969,
or the revised budget of
April 15, 1969. The earlier request contained full funding
for three nuclear attack submarines with advance funding for four ships. The revised
budget of April
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15 contained full funding for only two attack submarines with lead funds for
five ships with accelerated funds for one of these five. The committee is of the
opinion that the seriousness of the Russian submarine program and its threat
in the 1970's justifies the modest acceleration which the committee has given to
the attack submarine program In this bill.
The premise for the committee's position on the nuclear attack submarines
is based on developments in the Soviet submarine force, both what has already
been accomplished, and other indications of what their future program is likely
to be. The Soviet submarine force constitutes a growing threat against U.S. naval
forces in two respects. First, they are a growing threat against the carrier strike
forces. Second, a Soviet priority is devoting a large amount of their resources toward developing nuclear attack submarines to counter our Polaris submarines.

This recommendation has the strong support of the Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy. Although I know that funds are tight this year, I
hope your committee will also support this important recommendation
ani provide the funds required to include three of the new high speed
submarines in the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program, and to start
long-leadtime procurements for five more.
DEFERMENT OF THIRD HIGH SPEED SUBMARINE
Mr. MAHON. Why did the new administration defer the third high

speed submarine previously planned for the fiscal year 1970 program
to the fiscal year 1971 program I
Admiral RIoKovE. The decrease from three to two submarines in
the fiscal year 1970 program was made for financial reasons-to reduce the budget. The Department of Defense now agrees with the Navy
that the third high speed submarine is required, but the Department
of Defense is apparently unwilling to ask Congress for the money to
fully fund the third submarine in the fiscal year 1970 program.
Mr. MAHON. If the Congress authorized the third high speed subwith its
construction?
to proceed
Nav Yes,
be able
marine
would'the
with construcproceed
sir. The
Navy would
RiOovER.
Admiral
tion in the fiscal year 1970 program. This would permit the earliest possible delivery of the shiy tothe fleet.
The Navy has clearly and repeatedly emphasized that the high
speed submarine class is urgently required to counter the Soviet submarine threat. The magnitude of this submarine threat has been revised
upward recently in that the Soviets have built significantly improved
new classes of submarines and put them to sea years before they were
expeied. in particular, the new Soviet submarines are estimated to
havethe capability to achieve submerged speeds of
The SSN 688 class is the only submarine design the Navy can build
knot Soviet threat. The top speed
inthe early 1970'sto counter a-improvement of the SSN 688 class will be obtained by using a
- the rating of the Sturgeon class
horsepower propulsion pl
horsepower plant-is based on the
pr6plsion plant.This -In additin. based on the reu1ts of a comprehensive, detailed Navy
study, the SSN 688 clas§ will have improved combat subsystems compared to the Sturgeon class.
_Iny0 opinion, the high speed submarine program is one of the most
im0rtant items y6ur co mittee is reviewing this year.
When you consider this issue, I would appreciate having the opportunity to talk to you or to any concerned member of the committee.
Mr. MAHoN. We will consider thi subject carefully.
Admiral RioOVER . I don't kno of anythig I can tell you today
that is more i, portant thin this issue. I hope you agree with me, sir.
Y
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I would like now to answer any questions you have about nuclear
aircraft carriers and nuclear frigates. I will let Mr. Leighton go into
this.
NUOLEAR-POWERED AIRCRAFT OAIWIERS

Mr. MAHON. The defense appropriation bill contains funds for con-

struction of a nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. Would you please
explain the need for these funds?
Mr. LEIQHTON. Yes, sir. Each year for the past 4 years the Secretaries of Defense have presented to the Congress the Department of
Defense plan to build three new two-reactor nuclear-powered attack
carriers of the Nimit. class in alternate years starting in fiscal year
1967. These three carriers, CVAN-68, CVAN-69, and CVAN-70, are
scheduled to replace World War II Es8ewv class carriers, which by that
time will range from 26 to 30 years of age and will then continue in
service as antisubmarine warfare carriers, CVS.
The Nimitz, CVAN-68, was authorized and funded in fiscal year
1967. The ship is under construction at the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., Newport News, Va.; the keel was laid over a
year ago.
Congress authorized and appropriated $50.5 million in fiscal year
1968 for procurement of long lea time nuclear propulsion plant components for the second Nimitz oks .arier,CVAN-69. The remainder
of the funding for this ship was originally scheduled for fiscal year
1969. However, in order to reduce the new obligational authority in
fiscal year 1969 to a minimum, the Department of Defense and the
Congress included only $82.4 million more in fiscal year 190 which
was enough to keep the CVAN-69 on schedule. The remaining $377.1
million needed to complete the funding of the ship was slipped to the
fiscal year 1970 budget.
The propulsion plant machinery for the.CVAN-69 is well along in
fabrication. The remaining funds for the CVAN-69, which are included in the fiscal year 1970 budget request, must be made available
on schedule.
to stay
the ship isand
year 1970 if
ininoth
fiscal Secretary
McNamara
Secretary
Clifford told the Congress that the third Nimdtz class carrier, the CVAN-70, would be included in the fiscal year 1971 program. The current 5-year defense
pIan contiiies to show the CVAN-70 in the fiscal year 1971 program.
Therefore, the Navy recommended that $97.2 million of advance procurement funds be.provided in the fiscal year 1970 budget for procurement oft long leadtime nuclear propulsion plant components to
prevent delivery of the CVAN-70.from being delayed. The nuclear
propulsion plant components require a year more for manufacture
than the next most limiting carrier components.
The Department of Defense deferred the advance funding to reduce
the fiscal year 1970 budget and is

in-g toful

fund construlction

of the CVAN-O in fiscal year 1971. The ship ilding bill introduced
in the House of Representatives by Chairman Rivers of the House
Armed Services Committee, H.R. 574, includes advance procurment
funds.for the CVAN-70. Without funds in fiscal year 1970 to procure
lofn leadtime items for the CVAN-70,.the overall ship construction will
be delayed and the cost of the ship will be increased.
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Admiral RiCKovWR. I recon.mend that Congress this year not only
approve construction of the second Nimdtz class carrier, the CVAN-6.,
but also make advance procurement funds for the CVAN-70 available to the Navy.
It is very important to the Navy that we contract for the second
sitz
class carrier in the fiscal 1970 program, and get started on
long lead procurement for the third one.
Mr. LEIHTON. In order to acquire these carriers on schedule and at
least cost, the' OVAN program is based on procurement of these ships
on a modified multiyear contract with one shipbuilder in accordance
with a carefully structured acquisition plan. Any significant deviation
from this plan would be reflected in lengthy delays in delivery and
sbstantial cost increases. Muiltship procurement, particularly when
the ships are purchased from a single shipbuilder, offers many cost
and time advantages. The employment of a repeat design, multiple
production of certain components, and careful planning on the part
of' the contractor can be the source of significant savings. To effect
these economies, the second Nimitz class carrier, the CVAN-69, must
be authorized and funded this year.
The'plan is to deflnitize a contract for the three ships, the first of
which is already started, so that the three ships can be built to the
same specifications and plans and with as economical a phasing as
possible. If you spread the schedule of these ships out, costs will go
up. You can build three identical ships much more economically if one
comes ri ht after the other and you can phase the work in properly.
So any c ange in' that Schedule that causes the second or third ships
to be moved to a later time frame will cause the individual costs of the
ships to be higher. In addition to the urgent need for the ships in the
fiee , this is the reason the Navy feels so strongly we must keep the
second and third Nimito class carriers in the specific budgets for
which the a*re planned.
Any reduction or deferral of the current request for authorization
and funding for the second carrier of the -intito class would, of
a serioUs impact on the capability of our carrier invencourse have
tO As presently planned, the CVAN-69 will join the fleet in 1974 to
replace the Bo ommeRluzal, which will then be30 years old-a
veteran of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
COST OF CAR

ER OPERATIONS

Mr. MAHON. There are study groups in the House.and Senate workmg on proposals to reduce Government spending in the area of defense.. There is a so-called Hatfield report which I believe undertakes
to pint out that the cost of putting a carrier in operation is about
$4 lion, when you count all the costs.
Do you agree that this figure is in accordance with the guidelines
laid down by the Hatfield study I Do you agree that this figure of $4
billion is about c6irrect V
...Admiral RICKOV$R., No sir. You are correct that the figure cited in
the Hatfield report for the cost of a carrier is about $4 billion, but
the Navy does not agree that it is a Correct figure for the cost of a
carrier.
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Mr.

MAHON.

I would like you to explain why their figure is not

correct if you accept the guidelines they laid down.
Mr. LEIGHTOW. I cannot comment on that in detail because I have
not studied all their guidelines and do not know the source of some of
the figures used in their calculations. I will be glad to get you the
Navyfs comments on that for the record. However, I would like to

point out that the Hatfield report arrives at the $4 billion cost of a

single carrier on the line by including the cost of $1.5 billion for three
carriers, $1.2 billion for 18 guided missile destroyers and $1.2 billion
for logistic support ships. They do this on the premise that since the
Navy has a force level of 15 attack carriers and the normal peacetime

requirement is to continuously deploy only five carriers overseas to
the 6th and 7th Fleets, the Navy must have three carriers to deploy one. This is an incorrect premise. The Navy's force level of 15
carriers is predicated on an estimate of the total commitments the
Navy must be prepared to meet at a given time, not solely on the normeal continuous peacetime overseas deployment requirements. The'carriers assigned to the 1st and 2d Fleets are very much a part of
our ready defense forces-as was clearly demonstrated in the 1962
Cuban Crisis when the Enterprise,Saratoga,and Independence were
ordered to quarantine and photo reconnaissance duty off Cuba. On the
average, each carrier is ready for combat duty, about 80 percent of
the time--not 83 percent as assumed in the Hatfield report. In times
of emergency the percentage of readiness would be increased by postponin overhaul and maintenance upkeep periods until the emergency
abated.

The number of logistic ships the Navy requires is not set by the
number of carriers deployed in peacetime or by the total force level
of attack carriers. The number o logistic support ships is determined
by the number of underway replenishment groups needed to support
contingency war plans for the entire Navy and the distance these
groups must be prepared to operate from advanced bases.
The Hatfield report gives no clue as to thed privation of its assumption that the three carriers it says must be bought to support one carrier deployed require the expenditure of $1.2 biion for logistic ships.

Since I don't know the derivation of their figure, it is diffdlt'to discuss it. However, I would like to point out that the total amount appropriated to construct all new underway replenishment l9gistic support ships authorized for the entire Navy over the past 17 years--SB
ships in all-is less than $1.2 billion. During the same period nine
modern&attack carriers, including the Enterprieand the Nimits, have
been authorized. Therefore;-it appears to me to be totally unrealistic
to suggest that buying the CVAN-69 would entail a further commitment to spend $1.2 billion for logistic ships--especially since a principal advantage of nuclear powered ships is their reduced dependence
on logistic support-because they don't require underway replenishment of propulsion fuel. The initial reactor cores for the Nimto class
carriers which are included if the construction cost of the ships are
ex
,cted to' provide fuel for
refueling..
.... 13 years of ship operations--wi tout
_
The number of guided missile destroyers needed is a function of the
anticipated air and submarine threats and the number of different
locations whence the threat can be expected. No' fixed number of
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escorts is required for each carrier because the number assigned de-

pends on the threat at the time in the vicinity of the specify carrier. It
is true that many of the threat evaluations which are considered in
determining the required force level for attack carriers also affect the
required force level for guided missile destroyer type ships. However,
it is not reasonable to charge the cost of three sets of six guided missile
escorts to the cost of oie carrier.
15 CARRIER VORoE LEVEL

Another erroneous assertion made in the Hatfleld report is that,
except during wartime, the United States has had 15 capital ships
since 192*4i that before World War 1I these capital ships were battleships, while after that war they were carriers. The inference is that
the need for the present force level of 15 attack carriers has not been
thoroughly reviewed and was arrived at over 40 years ago as sort of a
"magic nuraber." This is Just not so.
The Navy came out of World War II with a force level of 20 attack
carriers. Folowing the war, the force level was cut each year, with
attack carriers being deactivated and put into the reserve fleet. By
1950 the force level was down to onl seven attack carriers of E8e
class size or larger-three Midway crass and four E88e0 class. That
was soon demonstrated to be a serious mistake.
Within days after the North Koreans invaded South Korea they
had overrun and captured every tactical airbase in South Korea.
Carriers were the only practicable means the United States had left
to furnish tactical air support to our badly mauled troops. The Navy
frantically reactivated the E8em class attack carriers which had
just been put into the reserve fleet. Since these ships were then fairly
new, it was feasible to build up the carrier force level rapidly. By 1952
the Navy had 16 attack carriers in operation.,
Subsequently, the Congress approved a building program of one
modem carrier of the Forrestalclass per year from fiscal year 1952
through 1957. The nuclear powered Enterpr'se was authorized in
fiscal year 1958, the conventional America in 1961i and the conventional
Jt6on F. Kemedy in fiscal year 19M. Starting in 1955, as the nine new
carriers were completed, the attack carrier force level was varied
between 14 and 19 by varying the number of E88eiv class attack carriers
in the active fleet.
For the past 10 years the ap proved force level for attack carriers
Y fluctuated between 14 and 16 depending on the circumstances.
When operation Rolling Thunder was undertaken in the Vietnam
war, itwas recognized that the Navy could not meet its total tactical
air assignments with ithe then approved force level 0f 15 attack carriers.
The PIesident, therefore, approved aumentation of the force with
one antisubmarine warfare carrier serving in the attack carrier role
for the duration of the conflict, Thus the Navy currently has 16
carriers serving in the attack carrier role.
If, -ou wish, sir, I will furnish a tale for the record showing the
Navys attack carrier force level each year since World War II and a
table showing the 16 ships now serving in the attack carrier role.
Mr',MAHpc,'Pleaselisert the tables in the record.

''(T
nfOr;mation follows:)
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Mr. LGIOHTOX.

In recent years the Joint Chiefs of Staff, based on

searching studies of all our defense needs, have repeatedly recommended a force level of more than 15 attack carriers.
Of the 16 carriers the Navy is operating in the attack carrier role
today, seven were launched during or shortly after World War II.
Five of these are E88e. class carriers which cannot operate -the latest
generation of tactical aircraft, the F-4 Phantom II, the A-6 Intruder,
the RA-SC Vigilante, and the E-2 Hawkeye. Very soon we will have
reached the point where the E8sex class air wing cannot survive in
the threat environment of the new Soviet tactical-aircraft.
One of the Esea class attack carriers will be replaced by the Midway when her modernization is completed next year and one will be
returned to the antisubmarine warfare role when dhe Vietnam war
ends. This willleave three E88ew class and three Midway class carriers
in the attack carrier fleet.
The Navy has in operation only nine modern carriers; only one, the
Enterprise,has nuclear propulsion.
We do not today have modern carriers in reserve as we had in the
Korean war, and the E9G8eW class antisubmarine warfare carriers are
rapidly losing their capability to fulfill the attack carrier role. As our
ability to augment our regular attack carrier strength from the reserve fleet or the ASW forces disappears, so does our flexibility in attack carrier force levels.
We will have to fight our future wars with the attack carriers we
have in the force at the war's inception.
It was determined in the Korean war and in the Vietnam war that
a force level of 15 attack carriers was not sufficient under those circum-

stances to support the requirements for sea based tactical air power.
It may not provide the required levels of tactical air power in future
contingencies, particularly in view of the rapid deterioration taking
place in our overseas base structure. Loss of bases to military force or
political action cannot be compensated for in the future by a rapid
buildup of carriers over and above the regular force levels because we
no longer have modern carriers in the reserve fleet. These considerations must be taken into account when judging whether 15 modern attack carriers in the active fleet is a proper number.
The Navy considers it essential that the three NZimt0 class nuclearpowered attack carriers, which are scheduled to replace three World
War II design E88eo class carriers when they are 26 to 30 years old, be
funded and built in accordance with the Navy recommended program,
regardless of any change that may be made to the force level as a result of future analysis.
Admiral RIoKOvER. It should be borne in mind that if it is decided

at some poifit that the attack carrier force level must be reduced, this
should be done by retiring World War II carriers-not by canceling
new construction ships which are needed in order to prevent the'earrier
force from becoming obsolete. The smaller the number of operating
carriers, the more important it is that each unit be as capable as possible. Further, the continuous erosion of our overseas base structure
and the increasing vulnerability of our logistic supply lines emphasize the importance of increasing the number of attack carriers in the
fleet that have nuclear power. The Nirmitz class carriers are the least
vulnerable, most modem carriers the Navy knows how to build.
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When I see irrelevant arguments like the battleship force levels established in the 1921 Nav al -Treaty being used against building the
second carrier of the Nimitz class, I must caution you to remember that
there is danger in great magnificent abstractions the mere sound of
which precipitate men into meaningless actions. The Navy has many
comments on the Hatfield report and we shall supply them for the
record.
(The information follows:)

ATTACK AIRCRAFT CAREERS

(Extract From the "Report on Military Spending!" by the 'Wembers of Congress for Peace Through Law/Co

e

on Military

Spending")
ANNOTATED
RATIONALE AND DISCUSSION

A. The Cos8s areFarExceeding PlannedEstimates
The current size of the U.S. attack carrier fleet is 15 ships: Eight
Porrestal class carriers, three Midway class carriers, three Hancock class carriers, and one nuclear-powered carrier, the Enterpnie.
The last conventional carrier, the John F. Kennedy, entered the
fleet in September 1968.
In the spring of 1968, construction began on the nuclear-powered
CVAN-68 (Nimitz), with a projected completion date of fiscal year
1972 and an estimated cost of $536 million. As now proposed, the
funding for CVAN-69 is to be completed with a $377 million appropriation from the fiscal year 1970 budget, bringing the total cost to
an estimated $510 million, including $133 million already assigned
and partly spend from earlier budgets for long leadtime items. (The
difference in costs between CVAN-68 and CVAN-69 reflects the fact
that the latter is being built on the same contract and design plans
as the former.)
It Is understood, however, that Navy official estimates of the
cost of CVAN-69 have since been raised to $540 million and that the
unofficial estimates are for an amount over $600 million. Sources in
the Pentagon indicate that a final cost of over $700 million is not
unlikely. A part of the long leadtime procurement for CVAN-69
has been accomplished, but the keel has not been laid.

COMMENT

The current official Navy estimate for the cost of CVAN-69 is
$510 million.
The final total cost cannot be known until the ship is completed.
A major factor over which the Navy has no control is changes in
market prices for labor and material as the economic environment
of the U.S. changes, pushing prices up or down or holding them
steady over the building period of the ship. If this change is different from what has been allowed in the budget the estimated end
cost will change accordingly. The Navy is exerting substantial management effort to insure that the Nimitz class ships will be completed at minimum cost.
The source in the Pentagon is not the U.S. Navy.

OVAN-60 is scheduled to enter the fleet In fiscal year 1974.
CVAN-70 has been authorized and is programed for fiscal year
1971 funds; it would join the fleet in fiscal year 1978. Current
procurement costs of the rest of a carrier task force, without which
a carrier is never deployed, are estimated as follows:
Escorts:
6 DXG (conventionally powered guided-missile
destroyers)--------------$405, 000,000
Logistics ships .......
400, 000, 000

The investment cost of a nuclear attack carrier
task force, therefore, in current dollars and assum-

ingno cost overruns is:
CVAN
6 DXG ---

-Logistics

-

-

510,000,000
405,000,000
400, 000, 000

$1,315, 000,000
To this amount should be added the cost of the approximately

23 percent of a carrier's aircraft, usually earmarked for task force
defense and thus not available for tactical missions. The average
Naval Air Wing of 75 A6's, AT's, and F4's costs $175 million (conservative estimate). Hence, $175 by 23 percent equals $36-plus
million.
$L315 billion plus $36 million equals $1.351 billion.

There is no standard carrier task force with a fixed number of
escorting surface combatants. A task force is constituted as the
title implies, for the accomplishment of a specific task. The composition of the carrier task force will depend upon the nature
and magnitude of the anticipated threat. The Navy's forces of
missile ships and antisubmarine ships are not maintained for the
sole purpose of escorting carriers, but their mission is to operate
against specific threats in exercising control of the seas. It is in
the context of this role that major surface combatants are included
as components of, or operate in conjunction with attack carrier
task forces.
It cannot be presumed that a carrier will be deployed with only
a fixed number of surface combatants in company. It is a fact
that attack carriers can, have, and will continue to operate singly
or with only one or two other ships in company, when appropriate
to the requirements of the tactical or strategic situation.
The subject at issue is the attack carrier, specifically, in this
section, its cost. It is neither germane nor correct to add to the
cost of the carrier the acquisition costs of new surface combatants
or support ships. The Navy does not buy new escorts and new
support ships for each new carrier. As will be explained in detail
below, the Nimitz class carriers are not intended as increases to
the Navy's carrier force levels, but will replace older carriers. The
surface combatants and support forces which operate in conjunction with the old carriers will continue to operate in conjunction
with their replacements. In fact, as the nuclear-powered Nimitz
class ships replace the older conventional carriers, the existing requirements for tankers to provide ship propulsion fuel is actually
reduced.

This figure, $1351 billion, is the present investment cost of a

nuclear attack aircraft carrier task force with its defensive aircraft.
However, since an aircraft carrier is onstation only one-third
of the time, to get one carrier onstation 12 months of the year, three
task forces have to be purchased.

The deployment of one-third of the total carrier force is strictly
a routine peacetime pattern. In an emergency, should the strategic
situation demand, carriers in home waters would be immediately
deployed. For example, on August 1, 1969, 14 attack carriers are
at sea or immediately ready for sea. One more would be ready in

The multiplier is 3 for ships and 2.9 for aircraft.
$1.315 billionX3=$394 billion
$36 millionX239=$86 million
$3.945 blllion+$0.086 bllion=$4.031 billion
Thus, the investment cost in hardware reaches $4.031 billion to
keep an aircraft carrier onstation 12 months per year. This does not
include the construction costs of carrier bases. (The naval base at
Rota cost $120 million to build, and is operated about half for carriers and half for submarines.)
This does not include any operating costs for carrier task forces
This does not include the purchase of any aircraft, bombs, or ammunition that would be required to perform the tactical air mission
assigned to the carrier.
This figure, $4.031 billion, does not include any of the rent we pay
annually to foreign nations for naval basing rights.
In short, it costs over $4 billion to put a floating, mobile airfield
in the Mediterranean or the Pacific, without taking into consideration costs of tactical aircraft, bases, or operations.
B. Numbers of carriers set in 1921
The Pentagon has never defended adequately the size of the carrier force to the Congress. The present number of carrier task forces
is 15. Since 1921, except during wartime, the Navy has had 15
capital ships. Before World War II, these capital ships were battleships; after the war, there were carriers. As late as 1964, the longrange plans of the Pentagon called for a cutback to 12 or 13 ships
after 1970.
The Navy currently operates carriers at 5 stations. Since there
are 2 nondeployed carriers for every one deployed, a total of 15
carriers are required by present policy and doctrine. But neither
the need for 5 stations nor the 33 percent time onstation factor have
ever been adequately defended before the Congress.

5 days, and the one carrier which was in overhaul, could be deployed
In 60 days.
Thus, in an emergency situation, not 33 percent, but 85 percent
of the attack carriers are immediately available, and a total of
94 percent are available within 5 days.

The naval base at Rota does not support the aircraft carriers in
the Sixth Fleet. Carriers in the Mediterranean depend on no shore
facilities in the area for logistic support, supply, or repair.

Carriers do not require foreign base supporL They can receive all
their logistic support by sea lift from the United States. They can
be deployed or withdrawn to meet changing international situations
without adding to our international commitments

Attack carrier force levels are determined by the portion of the
total tactical air requirement that is efficient and economical to
operate from sea bases. The desired force level can be affected by
the geographical areas involved and the contingencies considered.

An effective tactical air capability is an essential element of
United States general purpose forces. Both sea-based and landbased tactical air are required in order to provide support for the
forward deployed concept of our planned national strategy.
Land-based tactical- air can be effectively employed only when
adequately prepared and provisioned FUr bases are available within tactical air radius of a particular area of interest. Sea-based
tactical air is required when such land bases are not available.
Under peacetime conditions (that is, when the United States is
not actively engaged In a shooting war), there are two primary
strategic areas critical to our national interest, where an adequate
overseas base structure is not currently available. They are the
western Pacific and Mediterranean littorals. The trend is toward
continuing erosion of our overseas base structure as other nations
alter their policies. Attack carrier forces continuously deployed
to these areas provide the only assurance of a capability for quick
reaction to threats to our national security and objectives. To
furnish the tactical air to support our planned strategy in these
areas, a peacetime requirement for three deployed carriers in the
Pacific, and two in the Mediterranean, has been established.
Peacetime planning factors Include maintenance and training
requirements, crew morale (time away from home port), and restrictions on overseas basing. These factors generate a force level
of 15 carriers to maintain five attack carriers deployed as an alert,
quick reaction force in these remote locations It must be emphasized that the deployment of one-third of the total force is a
routine, sustained, peacetime pattern. Should the strategic situation demand, carriers in home waters would be immediately deployed. For example, on August 1, 1969 14 attack carriers are at
sea or immediately ready for sea. One more would be ready in 5
days, and the one carrier which was in overhaul, could be deployed
in 60 days.
Whether 15 carriers is an adequate number under wartime conditions is questionable It is not possible accurately to foresee the
locales of future conflicts as they relate to the existence of adequate
land bases, the political availability of such bases, and their survivability in action.

At the end of World War II, during which the Navy had more
than 100 carriers of all types, there were 20 carriers in the active
fleet which could be classed as attack carriers. By June 1950, at
the beginning of the Korean war, the number of attack carriers
had been reduced to seven. The loss of all of our tactical airfields
in Korea during the first days of that conflict, created an urgent
requirement for carriers to provide the desperately needed air
support for our ground forces. Fortunately there were relatively
new Essex class carriers laid up in mothballs in the reserve fleet
By reactivating these ships, the number of attack carriers was
increased to 16 by the war's end.
Recent experience has demonstrated that a force level of 15
carriers is inadequate to prosecute the war in Vietnam and simultaneously to maintain the posture dictated by our present strategy.
In recognition of this deficiency, the Department of Defense has
approved a force level of 16 attack carriers for the duration of
SEASIA. The Navy was able to meet this augmented force level only
by employing one CYS (antisubmarine warfare carrier) in the attack carrier role
Our capability to augment the active carrier force in time of war
or crisis is almost gone. There are no attack carriers in the reserve
fleet. Even the most modern of the E8ex-elass carriers cannot operate the latest generation of tactical aircraft, the F-4, A-6, RA-50
and E-2. We will soon reach the point where the BEsez-class air
wing cannot survive in the threat environment established by
new Soviet tactical aircraft.
As this capability to augment the established attack carrier force
from the reserve fleet or the ASW forces disappears, so does our
flexibility in attack carrier force levels. It is apparent that we will
fight future wars with the attack carriers in the force at the war's
inception. This realization adds emphasis to the requirement for
a minimum peacetime force level of 15 modern attack carriers.
In summary, a force level of 15 attack carriers of modern design
is the absolute minimum requirement for our peacetime deployments and for possible contingencies. This number may not be adequate to provide the required tactical air power for every possible
contingency, particularly in view of the rapid deterioration of our
overseas base structure We will be unable to compensate for the
loss of overseas bases to military force or political action in the

future, by building up carrier force levels over and above peacetime levels. There are no modern carriers In reserve. The B#sexclass CVS is rapidly losing its ability to fulfill the attack carrier
role, even on an emergency basis.
Thus, there are straightforward efficiency questions to be raised
about present carrier operation& Polaris forces have a significantly
larger time onstation factor. The onstation time of a carrier task
*force is 33 percent of its crew, 33 percent; of the airplanes and aircrews, 43 percent.
One-year operating costs of a task force are estimated as follows:

CAN

Escorts conventional).
Logistics

$43, 0O0, 000

_ 35,000,000
36,000,000

Total
114, 000, 000X3=$342, 000, 000
Add to this the operating costs of 23 percent of the air wing times
2.9, and the per task force operating costs of bases and rent for
foreign bases. The sum of all the above is the annual operating
cost-of keeping a flight deck onstation for 12 months. (The total
was not available for this study.)
0. Soea"o# for carrier tue. are san0liag
Carrier aircraft typically provide tactical air support to troops,
or tactical bombing In areas where operations were not expected
or areas inaccessible from permanent land bases. Additionally,
carriers:are claimed to be independent of bases in foreign countries,
and to be less vulnerable, to attack by enemy forces. Carriers also
have value in showing the flag around the world.
It is generally conceded that carriers have a role only In limited
war.

Carriers play an essential role in large scale conflicts. A conflict
in Europe could escalate rapidly. Forward bases, POL, and stock
piles could be overrun by advancing Bloc forces. Under such circumstances OVA forces could be our best and possibly our only
means of providing tactical air support in a controlled response to
includes tactical nuclear weapons. Tactical nuclear weapons when
delivered by carrier-based aircraft are at all times n the hands of
U.S. nationals and cannot be overrun by the enemy.

In large scale conflicts (and even In certain lesser conflicts)

with technically sophisticated adversaries, carriers will be exceedingly vulnerable to attack.

Vulnerability is relative. Any manmade thing can be destroyed.
Vulnerability can be estimated but not measured unless the
enemy elects to strike. A strong U.S. Navy will deter. This has
been the case in limited conflicts such as Korea and Vietnam where
the U.S. Navy has operated for prolonged periods. Only the bases
ashore were attacked.
An enemy who deliberately attacks U.S. naval forces must be
ready to extend the war from limited to large scale conflict, All
of the nonsovereign waters of the high seas would become the
the battlefield.
If the enemy engages in a large-scale war, all ships-warships

and merchant marine-will be vulnerable in varying degrees. The

carrier will be least vulnerable because of speed, maneuverability,
defenses, and because the carrier seeks out and destroys the
sources of the enemy's offensive capability.
It should be clearly recognized that, as the vulnerability of sea
forces increase, the vulnerability of all forces ashore overseas
increase- Overseas forces are supported almost wholly by sealift.
By tonnage sealift represents 98 percent of the overseas movement
and includes the return fuel necessary for the 2 percent which is

In determining the number and type of carriers required, a number of important questions arise: How many limited wars might
be fought in the next 20 years which will require A62erican tactical aircraft before airfields can be prepared for use by military
aircraft? How many wars will be fought in areas where airfields
cannot be made available within range of targets?

lifted by air.

Generally speaking, we can expect our enemies to cause trouble
for us in whatever location it is most difficult for us to respond.
Therefore, we cannot count on having all the necessary land bases
in advance throughout the world. This is becoming more evident
every day as the United States tries to negotiate foreign base
agreements. It gets harder and harder to hold onto foreign bases.
The area of the world covered by our overseas land base system
is constantly shrinking. For example, at the end of the Korean
war, this country had 551 overseas bases Today we have less than
173. Land bases on foreign soil eare vulnerable to political action.
Regardless of pacts or base agreements, one nation can, as has
been demonstrated repeatedly in recent years, unilaterally cancel
a treaty, and our bases in that nation are lost to us. This has
occurred in Morocco and in France. Even when our bases are not
taken from us outright, their use can be temporarily denied to us
for political reasons.

How many situations will there be where the opponents will
not use or have available sufficient anticarrierweapons to make the
use of carriers too risky?

Such considerations undermine the case for maintaining current
carrier policies. There are few countries the United States plans to
defend which will not provide basing rights. Since carriers exist,
they are and will be used. But the need for 15 carriers has not been
justified.
D. Several alternatives ezwet
What are the alternatives to the purchase of $4 billion worth of
equipment to provide one floating airfield? There are several which
are less expensive.
1. Present U.S. bases.-Though of limited use for tactical air
operations, fixed bases can be operated at a fraction of carrier
operating costs, and should be used whenever possible

However, 85 percent of the potential contingency target land
area, and about 95 percent of the world population are within the
operating radius of sea-based tactical air.
Within the range of warfare situations, the greatest probability
of conflict lies below the general war threshold. There have been 50
wars or near wars since the end of World War IL Yet no carrier has
suffered loss or damage from hostile action during this period,
in spite of the fact that all but two of the carriers In our current
OVA Inventory have been involved in actual combat operations
since World War I.
.
This relative invulnerability to enemy attack in the limited wars
since World War II has been due to the inherent mobility of naval
forces which permits the carrier to operate beyond the effective
range of weapons available to satellite forces. It is not foreseen that
this situation will drastically be altered in the future, at least not
until the bloc satellites have acquired high performance delivery
vehicles such as modern submarines and Jet bombers, and developed
a significant operational capability In their use. A recent analysis,
for example, shows that carriers could continue to operate in the
Gulf of Tonkin and still remain outside of the range of any possible Soviet Styx surface-to-surface guided missiles emplaced at
launching sites in North Vietnam. It is an important related fact
that no potential North Vietnamese missile launching platform,
aircraft, or PT boat, has penetrated the TF-77 defenses to within
attack range of the carriers.

Exhaustive comparisons of land-based and sea-based tactical
air costs have been made in detail. Results are influenced by
whether or not support costs are included. When all costs are
counted, there is very little difference between them. A summary
of comparisons follows: (total annual cost in millions).

-.- OWN

Land-based wing
Sea-based wing-

2. Foreign bases, airport, and inaotiv'e U.S. bases.-The Air
Force is developing kits which could be prepositioned In major
theaters and would turn available runways Into military airfields.

..-----------------

Sea-based
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Best
estimate

Land-based
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Average

6
451

494
538

394
566

497
51

The bare base kit includes over 6,000 people, 7,000 tons of cargo
and 1,500 vehicles in its initial lift. It then must be maintained by
a logistic resupply flow of 3,200 tons of consumables daily.
There is a declining inventory of overseas bases available for
combat operations of U.S. tactical aircraft Use of many existing
bases could be denied to United States on little or no notice due to
rapidly changing political situations. Operational U.S. Air Force
overseas bases have declined in number from 105 (in 1957) to 35 (in

1968).

Retaining existing U.S. land air bases on foreign soil or adding
new ones can involve additional U.S. political and military commitments in exchange for base rights which may be far more onerous than dollar costs.
Overseas land bases are dependent on keeping the sea lanes open
for logistic support. 98 percent of supplies, material, and equipment in the case of the Vietnam war, are sent by sea lift. In many
areas adequate air defense of our sea lanes can only be provided
with carrier aircraft

Costs of three air bases--needed to accommodate one wing of aircraft total $245 million capital investment and $39.5 million annual
operating expenses.
3. New bse construct.on-This was done In South Vietnam at
a fraction of carrier construction.

Experience in Southeast Asia demonstrates that after agreement
is reached with the host country and construction of a new base
is started, it takes about 9 months to put a new air base in operation.
The investment in a land base has an assured return only as long
as the base is needed in the specific location, and international and
political conditions do not deny or restrict its use when needed.

The cost of operating aircraft from carriers, moreover, is significantly greater than from land. In sum, the size of our carrier
forces
should be detemIned by the areas in which we might become
involved where there are no adequate air bases and none can be constructed.
E. Oarries are extremely vulnerable
The statement has already been made that carriers would have to
be deployed only when the carrier air defenses were sure to
air superiority. It has also been mentioned that 23 percent have
of a
carer's air wing would have to be held back for defense. Carriers
are very difficult to defend.

The large Investment Is lost as soon as the particular Job is finished
for which the base was created. The investment in an aircraft
carrier remains vaild for the 30-year life of the ship.
Land bases are subject to air and ground attack. Despite the precautions taken in Southeast Asian air bases, 300 aircraft have been
lost and 3,00 damaged while on the ground at U.S. air bases since
the start of the Vietnam war. These figures Included 12 aircraft
destroyed and 36 damaged by an accidental bomb explosion at Bien
Hoa air base. During the Korean war virtually all the tactical air
basis in South Korea were overrun by enemy ground forces.

Carriers are no more vulnerable than any other deployed weapon
system, and are less vulnerable than overseas land bases, particularly below the threshold of nuclear war.
Although their inherent mobility makes carriers difficult targets
for an enemy to find and attack, and although they operate in a
fleet complex which Includes defensive aircraft and escort
ships,
carriers themselves are designed to absorb damage from enemy
action with minimum disruption to their operational capability. In
this sense, carriers are extremely tough ships.
No attack carrier built during World War II or subsequently
has ever been lost to enemy action or to any other cause. The Essex
class, many of which are still in service, fought through air
and
kamikaze attacks of World War fi. The newer attack carriers have
had more extensive protection features, such as armored flight
decks and torpedo side protection systems incorporated in their
design as the result of World War II experience and lessons learned
since.
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Threats to carriers are many: from submarines, ship-to-ship missies, enemy aircraft, air and land-based missiles, and accidents.
To counter these threats are the anti-submarine warfare (ASW)
capability In the carrier task force, the carrier's aircraft (and their
airborne missiles), ship-mounted missiles, electronic warfare devices, accident prevention procedures, and the carriers' mobility.
But despite this impressive (and expensive) defensive capability,
the vulnerability of carriers is generally felt by Pentagon planners
to be great.

ASW is a difficult proposition. The Navy apparently has no defense against the Russian Styx antiship missile (there is even an
aprocryphal story that the U.S. Navy resisted the development of a
similar missile for the United States because it would show how
vulnerable the carriers were).
Also, since a carrier Is a floating fuel and ammunition dump, the
smallest accidents can lead to very great losses as was the case
with the Enterprisefire and other tragedies.

F. Replacement policy should be reviewed
The size of the carrier fleet (15) has been maintained through
the adherence to a schedule of construction and deployment that
calls for a new carrier to be built to replace each carrier removed
from the fleet

The recent accidental fire and explosions aboard the Enterprise
demonstrate the toughness of the modern carrier. The flight deck
was subjected to a number of major explosions. Yet, Enterprie
could have resumed air operations within hours, as soon as the
debris was cleared from the after end of the flight deck.
As was pointed out above, carriers could continue to operate in
the Gulf of Tonkin and still remain outside the range of Styx surface-to-surface guided missiles if emplaced at launching sites in
North Vietnam. It is again stressed that no potential North Vietnamese missile launching platform, aircraft, or PT boat, has penetrated task force defenses to within range of the carriers.
As pointed out above, the recent accidental fire and explosions
aboard the Enterprise demonstrate the toughness of the modern
carrier. The flight deck was subjected to a number of major explosions. Yet, Enterprise could have resumed air operations within
hours, as soon as the debris was cleared from the after end of the
flight deck.

The Nimitz class carriers are required regardless of operating
force levels.
The Navy's carrier force must have a continuous input of new
ships, both to constantly upgrade the capability of the force through
the infusion of modern technology, and to replace older ships which
can no longer meet the requirements demanded of an attack carrier
because of. design limitations and the fact that old ships simply
wear out.
Within a 15-carrier-force level, for example, the construction of
a new carrier every other year means that attack carriers will
reach an average age of 30 years before they are replaced.

This procedure requires elosestscratiny in light of the facts that

(1) the cost of new nuclear powered OVAN's is twice as great as
the coat of new eonventionas
powered OVA'S,

Although the overall capability of the carrier force must be sustained regardless of its size, the capability of individual ships
becomes more important as the total number becomes smaller. This
consideration, coupled with the fact that the U.S. Navy is rapidly
losing its ability to mobilize additional carriers, reinforces the
pressing need for the Nitnitz class.
Carriers are not an expensive weapons system, on either an investment or operating cost basis, when compared to alternative
systems, and particularly when their long life and active utilization are considered.
An Air Force tactical air wing has about the same number of attack aircraft as a carrier air wing. The relative investment and
operating costs vary for different situations but overall. costs are
about the same when basing, support, logistic, and defense costs
are considered for both.
The investment in an attack aircraft carrier has an assured return for about 30 years. During this time the carrier can provide
an air base anywhere in the international waters of the world without prior international agreements or U.S. commitments in exchange for base rights. Of the 44 carriers built by the Navy since
the Langley, CVi, in 1922, which would today be classed as attack
carriers, 41 have participated in combat. One of these, Bon Homme
Richard, has been in action in three wars.
The principal advantages afforded by nuclear propulsion to surface warship derive from, their ability to steam at high speed for
unlimited distances without refueling. In the carrier, there are
Important additional benefits. Because the nuclear carrier does not
have to carry black oil for propulsion, there is more room in the
ship's hull for aviation fuel and other combat consumables. This
gives the nuclear carrier greatly increased combat staying power
compared to its conventional counterpart.
These two qualities give the CVAN a capability unmatched by
any other tactical air system, sea-based or land-based. This is the
ability to:
Respond immediately to a contingency beyond the range of emplaced U.S. forces without waiting for supporting units or the
prepositioning of logistic support.

of new OVA's and OVA's Is signifintly
(2) the CM
greater than that of the carrie which they are replacing (hence,
with each ew career the total carter capability incases).

Conduct combat operations while approaching the objective area.
Continue combat operations without support or replenishment
for the period of time required to establish sea-based logistic sup.
port lines.
An all-nuclear carrier task force can steam at high speed to any
point on the oceans of the world and conduct maximum sustained
air operations for many days entirely without logistic support. An
all-nuclear carrier task force also has the capability to transit
at high speed to and from distant and less vulnerable sources of
ammunition, aviation fuel, and other supplies needed to continue
in action.
As the number of nuclear submarines and air striking capabilities
of our potential enemies increase, the difficulty of providing logistic
support when supply lines to our combat forces are under attack
will increase. A principal reason for developing nuclear Power for
surface warships is to reduce the logistic support required for our
fighting forces.
Attack carrier force levels are determined by the amount of tactical air required and the portion of the total requirement that it is
efficient and economical to operate from sea bases.
The Nimitz-class carriers are needed to maintain the capability
of the carrier force.
In order to provide the capability to respond to threats in widely
separated geographical areas, and conduct operations throughout
the spectrum of warfare alternatives on a sustained basis, carriers
must be able to conduct operations at sea against determined opposition, with aircraft capable of achieving air superiority against
first line enemy equipment.
The new Nimitz-class carriers are required to replace the older
carriers in the fleet and provide the large decks and aircraft support facilities necessary to support the modern aircraft required to
meet the current and projected Soviet air threat. It is not practical
or economical to attempt to further modernize the Essez-class attack carriers. These ships have previously been converted from
straight deck, hydraulic catapult configuration, to angle deck, steam
catapult equipped ships. No growth factor is left. They cannot operationally support several of the new aircraft (F-4 Phantom II,
RA-5C Vigilante, A-6 Intruder, E-2 Hawkeye, F-14). A significant
fact is that these older carriers experience about twice the landing

accident rate with attendant higher cost in lives and aircraft, compared with the larger deck Forrestal-class. The problem is simply
that aircraft size and speed have become excessive for the smaller
size World War II carrier decks.
(3) the continuation of the present replacement policy assumes
that the threat which the United States is trying to meet with such
a force Is Increasing. On the contrary, however, the United States
is much more secure in terms of available worldwide land bases
than was the case In 1950.
C. Poreign Policy Implictionu
In the late 1940's and early 1950's, the Pentagon emphasized the
role of carriers in strategic bombing. Now the rationale focuses on
tactical utility. A major issue, then, is the cost and effectiveness of
land as compared to sea-based tactical aviation. The emphasis on
the tactical role of carriers, moreover, suggests important foreign
policy implications inherent in our willingness to continue deploying
them in the present quantities. The current carrier complement
Implies that we expect to fight in unanticipated localities It implies a willingness togo anywhere to assert mlltary pressure in the
stance of "world policemen." Whether or not we wish to continue
In this direction is a matter for Congress to decide, and should not
be the indirect result of Pentagon decisions to deploy.

As was pointed out above, the total number of U.S. overseas bases
has declined from 551 at the end of the Korean War to less than
173 at present. Operational U.S. Air Force overseas bases have dedlined in number from 105 (1957) to 35 (1968).

SUMMARY

The U.S. Navy operates 15 attack carriers. At present, one Is
nuclear and 14 are conventionally poweredL Construction of a
second nuclear carrier (CVAN-88) began in 1968, for planned accession to the fleet In 1972. A third nuclear carrier (CVAN-69) is
to be completed with funds from the fiscal year 1970 budget. A
fourth nuclear carrier (CVAN-70), has been authorized and is expected to join the fleet In 1976. As each nuclear carrier enters the
fleet, a conventionally powered vessel will be transferred to the
antisubmarine warfare forces or retired.

The plan to build three nuclear-powered carriers of the same
class on a precisely planned and managed schedule is based upon
the best technical and economic practices for series procurement of
large and expensive military items in the industrial market of
today. Nuclear carrier procurement is expensive, as is any new
weapon system which provides our defense forces with improved
capabilities. However, the lack of a firm shipbuilding plan supported by adequate funding for long leadtime planning and procurement that would result from disruption of the existing program
and its committed industrial base would be inimical to the long
range interests of the Nation and the goal of maintaining a strong
future Navy.

We need these ships to provide large decks and adequate facilities
to support modern aircraft that are required to meet the current
and projected naval, ground, and air threats. There is no technological forecast that predicts the replacement of the manned aircraft as a tactical weapon system. Tactical air power is an essential
component of the general purpose forces required by our national
strategy in the foreseeable future. The continuing erosion of overseas bases provides strong justification for sea-basing a substantial
segment of our tactical air power in aircraft carriers. The World
War II-Essex-class carrier has no more growth potential as an
attack carrier, and its present performance in this role is therefore limited to a few aircraft types still compatible with its facilities. These ships can and should be replaced as attack carriers and
converted for use as antisubmarine carriers. Regardless of any
forthcoming decision on carrier force levels, an orderly shipbuilding program for procuring a minimum of one new carrier every
other year is essential to maintaining an adequate baseline inventory of aircraft carriers with an average expected useful life span
of between 20 and 35 years.
The nuclear-powered attack carrier, with its unique capabilities
of endurance and relative logistical independence, will be as essential an instrument of national policy in the future as it is today. It
is in consonance with national interests for us to continue to revitalize the carrier force that provides the backbone of U.S. naval
seapower as well as a source of tactical air seabases that are usable across the spectrum of military application anywhere we need
to place them in international waters of the world at any time. The
importance of the carrier as a mobile tactical airbase will expand
as our overseas basing structure shrinks. Finally, the carrier force
capability must continue to match the projected threat, and it can
do so only if modernized by new construction. Therefore, the fundIg for nuclear-powered attack carrier procurement in this budget
is fully justified on the basis of logic and wisdom in support of
the national defense posture of the present and future.

The capital cost of the nuclear carrier, its escort vessels, logistic
support and aircraft for fleet defense totals about $1.3 billion. Since
only l out of 3 attack carriers and its support is on station at any
one time, the total Investment for each carrier on station is almost

Deferral of the funding required this year to continue procurement of this ship would have the following undesirable effects.

$4 billion.

EECOMMENDATIONS

Congress should withhold authorization of $377 million for construction of the nuclear attack carrier, CVAN-9. Construction
should be delayed for 12 months pending congressional review of
(1) the role of carriers in plausible contingencies including the
number required and their relative effectiveness, (2) the vulnerability of carriers to hostile action, (3) the 1-for-1 replacement
policy, and (4) foreign policy implications of the carrier force.

A delay in ship completion which will reflect directly and adversely upon the needed improvement in combat capability of the
aircraft carrier inventory and which will increase the retirement
age of the 88ex-class ships. As presently planned, CVAN-69 will
join the fleet in 1974 to replace the Bon Homme Richard, a veteran
of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam Projections of threat elements, along with overall trends in world affairs and the dubious
availability of our overseas bases make it essential that the carrier
program be continued.
A disruption of the established continuity of present production
processes in the nuclear power and shipbuilding industrial base,
which, when combined with the effects of last year's deferral and
the estimated cost rises of another deferral, will not only seriously
jeopardize the present program but will act to reduce the existing
and future national potential for regular and emergency defense
construction of nuclear-powered capital ships. With the increase in
civilian and other military orders in the heavy equipment industries, industrial organizations are increasingly less willing to make
long-range commitments without firm orders. Consequently, the
price and delivery of major machinery components not covered by
firm orders are subject to considerable uncertainty. Thus the delay
could be greater than just a day's delay in delivery for each day's
delay in order placement.
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MODERNIZED VERSUS NEW CARRIERS

Mr. MAHON. You said that the E88ex-class carriers cannot operate
several of the newer aircraft. Could we modernize more of our existing carriers rather than build new ones?
Mr. LEIHTON. New carriers are required to provide large decks
and aircraft support facilities necessary to support the modern aircraft required to meet the current and projected Soviet air threat.
It is just not practical or economical to attempt to further modernize our older carriers. The Essex-class carriers have been converted
from their World War II straight deck, hydraulic catapault configuration to angle deck, steam catapault configuration. They have been
magnificent strips but they have just about reached the limit of their
capabilities. There is no growth factor left. As I said earlier, they
can't operate in combat several of the newer aircraft. A significant
fact is that for the past 4 years they have experienced more than
double the landing accident rate as compared with the record of the
eight large deck Forrestal-classcarriers and the Enterprie. The problem is simply that aircraft size and speed have become excessive for
the smaller size of the World War II carrier decks.
As the older carriers have been modernized and improved to keep
them capable of operating jet aircraft, they have taken on more equip1 ment which requires more electrical power. This additional equipment has intruded into living spaces, making them less habitable and
more crowded because, at the same time, the newer aircraft and support and test equipment have required more people. As an example,
when the Ticonderoga recently replaced two A-4 squadrons with the
newer A-1 aircraft, 200 more enlisted men had to be brought aboard.
The Navy has to berth many men in working spaces in these ships.
Even for the Midway class, which is larger and newer than the
se8ex class, the high cost of the current Muiway modernization has
caused the Navy to abandon its plans to modernize her sister ship,
the FranklinD. Roosevelt. The third Midwiy-class carrier, the Coia1
Sea was modernized in 1960.
To provide the capability to respond to threats in widely separated
geographical areas and conduct operations throughout the spectrum
of warfare alternatives on a sustained basis, the carriers must be
able to operate at sea against a determined enemy, and launch aircraft able to achieve air superiority against whatever they encounter.
Therefore, regardless of the specific force level approved at any particular time, it is important to continually introduce modern technology to the fleet. This requires periodically building new ships capable of countering the continually increasing capabilities of our potential enemies.
The attack carrier in the seventies must be able to operate against
the opposition of the Soviet Navy and launch aircraft able to outperforn or at least equal Soviet aircraft. This requires new, large deck
carriers with aircraft facilities capable of sup porting the modern aircraft required to counter th rejected Soviet air threat.The Navy considers that the aircraft which can be operated off an Essex-class carrier will not be able to survive against the expected Soviet air threat
of the late 1970's.
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The combat capability of the air wing for a new CVAN is over
twice that of an EGsex-class carrier, because of the number and combat capabilities of the types of airplanes you can operate off a new
VAN compared to the k8sew-class carriers.
This is without giving any credit for the tremendous increase in
high-speed endurance and staying capability that nuclear propulsion
gives the the new CVAN itself. As your committee has long recognized, the Navy needs more surface warships with the great advantages nuclear propulsion provides. Nuclear propulsion can only be
provided by building new ships.
NAVY AND DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE POSITION ON NUCLEAR POWER

Mr. MAnON. Do the Navy and the Department of Defense accept the
concept that new attack carriers should be nuclear powered I
Mr. LEIGHTON. Yes, sir. The Navy has officially recommended that
all new attack carriers be nuclear powered and insofar as I know the
Department of Defense has accepted that position.
This committee, of course, has taken a position of leadership in the
issue of providing nuclear propulsion in new warships. Everything
that has happened in the last year has continued to indicate the wisdom, of providing nuclear power in any new major warships we build.
The Navy's recommendation for nuclear power in surface warships
is based on 'the improvements in readiness, response, mobility; tactical
flexibility, and survivability which derive from being independent of
propulsion fuel logistic support. These improvements are important
in all circumstances and could be decisive in many.
DOD REPORT TO CABINET TASK FORCE ON OIL IMPORT CONTROL

The Department of Defense response to the Cabinet Task Force on
Oil Import Control established by the President a few months ago
stresses that an essential consideration in the conduct of war is the
supply of propulsion fuel for military vehicles of all types-land, sea,
and air. The history of modern war is replete with examples in which
the lack of propulsion fuel was a controlling factor, and with examples of offensive operations which were restricted in scope and success by inability of the logistic support forces to provide adequate
propulsion fuel.
The Department of Defense report states:
The part that oil plays in the defense posture of the United States is vitally

important. It is a strategic material and one of the few items that is absolutely
essential and foremost In the minds of military commanders. Along with weapons
and ammunition, the needs of petroleum get the most attention. Petroleum cannot be stockpiled like hardware-the quantities required are too great, nor can our

military forces operate very long without backup support from refinery and produetionsgources.$ * * The vital role of oil in any defense effort is crystal clear

Information available today indicates that, with few exceptions, military eqUipment will continue to derive energy from liquid petroleum and its products for

some tiie to come.

'In 19491, military petroleum requirements were about 30,000 barrels per day
and by 1967:they exceeded 1 million barrels per day-a threefold increase and
the curve continues upward.
The Department of Defense oil bill for fiscal year 1969 Wil be over $1.7 billion
for apprximately 444 million barrels of product. We are ifili the world's largest

single oil purchaser. The very chance of success or failure in any conflict binges
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on oil. As a matter of fact, the most striking point of commonality between the
major weapon systems of the military departments is the thirst for oil. Subsonic
tactical aircraft are being replaced by supersonic fighters which burn two to
three times as much fuel per hour as the jet fighter used in the Korean conflict.
The continuing mechanization of Army equipment and greater mobility of its
troops assure a steady increase in its fuel requirements. While some Navy ships
are now propelled by nuclear power, it will be many years before there is any
appreciable decrease in the Navy's petroleum requirements.
In Southeast Asia today, about 50 percent of the military tonnage consists
of petroleum products. While only about 10 percent of the petroleum required
to support the war effort is supplied from the United States (with about 65 percent from the Arabian Gulf and 25 percent from the Caribbean and local
sources) we must maintain a capability in the Uniited States to supply our war
needs in case foreign sources are denied, as they were for a short time (7 to
10 days) during the 1967 Middle East crisis.
In fact, the Middle East crisis posed the most severe test of the DOD petroleum
system in recent years. It didn't last long enough to have any real impact, but we
can draw some object lessons from it.
Vor example, it showed that:
Our system is delicately balanced.
Prolonged interruptions cannot be tolerated.
U.S. domestic petroleum capability must be available to meet military
need in case j.ormal foreign sources are denied. These denials can take
many forms. For example, a denial of a supply source in a normally friendly country, which may not at the time be in sympathy with our cause, can
be Just as final as the destruction of those sources by enemy action.
* * * it is impossible to predict the place, time, scope, and contestants in
any future emergency; hence, our logistics planners face a continuing challenge.
It, therefore, follows that our national security extends far beyond the shores
of the United States. The Department of Defense reaffims that it is in the best
interests of the United States and, in fact, our national security dictates that
we have in existence dependable, capable, and willing overseas sources to satisfy
out petroleum needs on a global basis * * *.
A protracted conventional war would require large and continuing military
operations and a sustained high rate of petroleum consumption, probably in
excess of the 588 million barrels consumed annually at the peak of World War
II. Protracted conventional war would undoubtedly involve some of the world's
oil supplying nations. Destruction of oil production, distribution and refining
capabilities by direct attack or sabotage could be expected on a large scale,
severely affecting supply of oil to the Western world.
In the event of a disruption of supply, the storage of military products in potential combat areas provides only short-term supply pending the reestablishment of an adequate supply system. The storage of oil in forward areas to meet
military requirements for an extended period, of time is not feasible. The cost
to construct and maintain such large storage and distribution systems would be
prohibitive. Such large concentrations would also be ideal enemy targets, and
high losses could be expected. Wartime requirements, both military and civilian,
must depend on the viability of the in-being production base, and transportation
$
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National security dictates that adequate supply of oil must be available to
meet military and essential civilian needs during period of emergencies.
Dependence on oil is absolute. Neither the Armed Forces nor the economy could
continue operations for very long without an adequate supply, though rigid
control of end-bse can certainly greatly reduce the level of supply which must be
assured. The military demand which would be a part of the minimum assured
supply level per day under conventional war conditions lasting 1 year or more
is estimated at approximately 1.8 million barrels. By comparison, during the
present limited war overall military requirements are about 1.1 million barrels
per day, of which about 660,000 barrels a day are being supplied from domestic
sources* * *. Under the conventional war situation which would produce greatest
impact on the U.S. military requirements, foreign producing and refining sources
which may have been denied in the early stages should be reestablished at the
earliest moment to' ease the strain on the U.S. supply system, and enhance
capability to meet the vital needs of allied nations also engaged. Adequate U.S.flag or U.S.-eontrolled shipping must be available to move U.S. crude oil to
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existing refineries dependent on waterborne supplies, much of which is now
foreign crude arriving in foreign-flag vessels, which might not be available under
emergency conditions.
*
*
*
*
$
$

$

It is difficult to compare a commodity such as oil with other strategic materials and establish a relative degree of danger insofar as interruption of offshore supply is concerned. However, some factors of signiflance can be set forth
for consideration:
(a) Almost 15 percent of U.S. oil imports come from the Middle East and
North Africa, which are probably the most politically unstable areas in the
world.
(b) The volume and tonnage of oil imports and other military off-shore
oil supplies is far greater than for any other strategic material. Oil is thus much
more apt to present a tempting and vulnerable target for those who would deny
it to the United States, either politically or militarily, during a crisis or in
wartime.
(o) The nature of oil and its transport in specialized vessels makes it more
vulnerable to high seas interdiction than is the case for other materials moving
in conventional vessels denying selective hostile action by enemy forces.
(d) All other factors being equal, the possibility of an interruption in
off-shore supplies of oil presents a more vital and immediate hazard to the
Nation than would be the case for other materials which can be stockpiled in
advance of need, before an emergency, or even during it, at times of low levels
of enemy action. The sheer bulk of oil's daily usage precludes any such extensive
stockpiling against national and defense needs. Thus, interdiction of oil supplies
is dangerous to the Nation at any time.
(e) The substitution of other materials, which can mitigate loss of certain
strategic items, is not generally possible where oil is concerned. There is no
known energy source which can replace oil in a strategic bomber or a tank, nor
for that matter, in a truck, bus or diesel-powered train. Full conversion of seapower and transport to nuclear energy is still far in the future.

Your committee has long recognized that the vulnerability of our
logistic supply lines required to sustain Army, Air Force, and Navy
forces in combat and to sustain our industry is greater today than

at any time in the past and is continuing to increase for the following
reasons:

The increased threat of submarine attack because of the advent of
nuclear powered submarines and improvements in conventional submarines.
The increased threat of air attack because of the increased range of
aircraft and missiles and their improved ability to detect targets.
The amount of fuel which must be transported has increased be-

cause of the higher consumption rate of post World War II military
units.
Each tanker lost now has a many-fold greater impact because of
the substitution of a smaller fleet of larger tankers for the large fleet
of small tankers used in World War II As Admiral Rickover mentioned earlier, most tankers then displaced 10,000 to 15,000 tons, the
largest being about 25,000 tons. Presently, many tankers are over
100,000 tons and plans are being made to build tankers of 500,00
tons and larger.
As the number of nuclear submarines and air strike capabilities of
our potential enemies increase, the difficulty of providing logistic
support when supply lines are under,attack will increase. A principal
reason for developing nuclear power for surface warships is to reduoe the logstic support required for bur flrstine striking forces.
The: meaox a

ags affordedy nuclear propulsion to surface

warships derive from their ability tp steam at high speed for virtually
unlimited distances without refueling. For the carrier, there are important additional benefits. Because the nuclear carrier does not have
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to carry black oil for propulsion, there is more room within the ship's
hull for aviation fuel and other combat consumables. This gives the
nuclear carrier greatly increased combat staying power compared to
its conventional counterpart.
These two qualities give the CVAN a capability unmatched by any
other tactical air system, sea-based or land-based. This is the ability
to:
Respond immediately to a contingency beyond the range of
emplaced U.S. forces without waiting for supporting units or
the re ositioning of logistic support;
the object area;
Condc t combat operations while approach
Continue combat operations without support or replenishment
for the period of time required to establish sea-based logistic
support lines.
If the threat to logistic supply lines is too great in the combat area,
nuclear propulsion provides the capability to transit at high speed to
and from distant and less vulnerable sources of ammunition, aviation
fuel, and ofher supplies needed to continue in action.
CARRIER VERSUS LAND-BASED AIR FORCES

Mr. MAH0o. Would you comment on the use of nuclear aircraft carriers as opposed to the use of land-based air forces?
Mr. LEIOTON. The basic answer to your question, sir is that tactical aircraft, land-based or sea-based, have a nominal range of about
600 miles from their bases. Therefore, to provide the worldwide coverage of tactical aircraft needed to support our national objectives, we
must have both land-based and sea-based tactical air.
Land-based tactical air can be effectively employed only when adequately prepared, provisioned, and defended air bases are available
within tactical air radius of a particular area of interest. The area of
the world covered by our overseas land-base system is constantly
shrinking. For example, the United States now has only one-third the
overseasbases we had at the end of the Korean waT.
Over half the operational U.S. Air Force overseas bases we had a
dozen years ago have been relinquished. Use of many existing bases
could be denied to the United States on little or no notice due to rapidly
changing political situations.
Several basic facts must be borne in mind, sir; for example:
Three-fourths of the earth's surface is covered with water.
About 85 percent of the world's land where we might expect a
contingency to develop, and about 95 percent of the world's population are within rangeof attack carrier aircraft.
Most supplies, material, and equipment for overseas operations
must go by sealift--98 percent in the case of the Vietnam war.
We must be prepared to provide tactical air protection for our
sealift when it is within range of enemy tactical air striking capability.
An all-nuclear carrier task force can steam at high speed to any
point on the oceans of the world and conduct maximum sustained
air operations formany days entirely without logistic support. As
I mentioned earlier, an all-nuclear task force also has the capability to transit at high speed to and from distant and less vulnerable
sources of ammntion, aviation fuel, and other supplies needed to
continue in action.
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The purpose of attack carriers is to provide tactical air power for
our. general purpose forces. This is also the function of the Tactical
Air Command of the U.S. Air Force. Both sea-based tactical air and
land-basedtactical air are needed to support the forward deployed general purpose forces concept of our national strategy.
Land-based air is used when well developed adequately protected
overseas bases are available, with propositioned fuel and ordnance.
Sea-based air is required in those parts of the world where protected land bases are not available within tactical air radius of our
areas of interest.
The attack carrier force level is determine by the size of the seabased segment of our total tactical air requirements generated by our
national strategy.
The Chief of -Naval Operations has pointed out that:
The mobility of sea-based air makes it a valuable instrument in support of
U.S. foreign policy, thus contributing to the avoidance of conflict and to the
strengthening of alliances, Navy mobile striking power can be effectively applied
in all levels of warfare-from nuclear exchange to contingency action. Current
political trends are such that smaller contingencies requiring rapid response
can be expected to continue to occur-other Koreas, Cubas, Dominican Republics,
Vietnams. Sea-based air is not only ideally suited for these actions but is in
some cases the only tactical air that can be expeditiously and efficiently employed.

Both land-based and sea-based tactical air have advantages and
disadvantages, strengths and weaknesses. For example:
There are not sufficient land airbases available to the United States
to provide air coverage in all potential contingency areas.
existing land airbases are vulnerable to loss or restriction in their
,use due to political considerations even in peacetime. For example,
when France pulled out of NATO, a significant part of the U.S. Air
Force overseas base investment was lost.
Retaini ng existing U.S. land airbases on foreign soil or adding new
ones can involve additional U.S. political and military commitments !
in exchange for base rights which may be far more onerous than
dollar costs.
Attack aircraft carriers have the advantage that these mobile air
bases can be deployed or withdrawn to meet changing international
situations without Changing our overall tactical air capability or
adding to our international commitments.
Aircraft carriers can provide rapid response in areas beyond the
range of available land bases. Experience in Southeast Asia demonstrates that after agreement is reached with the host country and
construction of a new base is started, it takes about 9 months to put
a new airbase in operation. In an attemptto shorten the time required to get a base in operation the Air Force is developing "kits"
to be used or' converting available runways into military airfields.
For one tactical wing-the equivalent to one carrier air wing--ra kit
includes 'v,
er 6,000 people 7,000 tons of cargo and 1,500 vehicles in

its initial lift. They must be maintained by a daily lo0istic resupply

flow ol 3,200 tons of consumables. To provide thii daily resupply of
one wi g by air would require mor C-SA aircraft than are planned
in the total inventbry.'
Both arrier and land-based overseas tactical air are dependent on
keepl.i the sea lanes open for 1oglstic support. It 'is
simply not prac-
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ticable to provide the bulk of the required logistic support by air. In
many areas adequate air defense of our sealifts can only be provided
with carrier aircraft. Further, most of the supplies and material for
overseas operations go by sea. If these supply lines were attacked, aircraft carriers would be required to defend the sea lanes to assure that
the necessary logistic support is made available for the other Services
to carry out their missions.
An Air Force tactical air wing has about the same number of attack
aircraft as does a carrier air wing. Many studies have been made over
the past 10 years of the relative cost of providing a land-based versus
a sea-based tactical air wing. The studies conducted by the Navy show
the cost of sea-based air to be about the same or cheaper than landbased air. The studies conducted by the Air Force show land-based air
to be cheaper.
According to the assumptions you make, either of these systems can
be shown to be cheaper than the other; the result depends on the assumptions made.
If you assume, for example, that the war takes place in an area
where you already have a land base, and you assume you do not need
troops to defend the base, then you do not charge those costs to the
land-based aircraft. Those people who make calculations that way
often assume, on the other hand, that the Navy has to build a new aircraft carrier and has to build new defensive forces to support the carrier and thus charge these costs to sea-based aircraft. Studies based on
these assumptions naturally conclude that land-based airpower is
cheaper.
You can make another set of assumptions which say we must build
new land bases and we must defend them. When you consider base
construction costs, defense costs, and logistic support costs for a landbased air wing and compare these to equivalent costs for a sea-based air
wing, then the Navy has many calculations to demonstrate that the
overall cost is approximately the same between a land-based and a seabased tactical air wing.
The relative cost varies, of course, depending on whereabouts in the
world you assume the war will occur. However, a fundmental consideration in real life is that generally our opponents pick places to
fight where we are not as well prepared as we would like to be. They
can be expected to pick a fight where it will be as hard as'possible for
us.
Mr. FLOOD.What is unusual: about that?
Mr. LEOHTrow. Nothing at all, sir. You can make all the studies you
want on a theoretical basis. When you come down to the hard facts of
reality you will find that the enemy will always pick the fight in a
position difficult for the United States to reach.
For example, look at the experience in Vietnam. When it was decided to initiate the bombing of North Vietnam, carriers provided the
first strikes. By the time the bombing was stopped aboUt half the total
air strikes in North Vietnam had been flown from barriers. It took
about 2 years to build up the land airbase complex once the decision
was made to do so.
Even with the extensive land base system finally put into operation,
the average base-to-target distance for land.based aircraft was about
80 percent farther than for carrier based aircraft. This was because

.-.
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the mobility of the carriers permitted stationing them closer to the
targets. The longer base-to-target distances generated a heavy aerial
refueling support requirement for land based air operations. During
calendar year 1967, for example, Air Force tankers flew nearly 100 000
hours in support of tactical air operations into North Vietnam. The
direct and indirect cost to operate these tankers in that year was over
$130 million.
When the land base complex supporting the bombing campaign in
North Vietnam was brought into operation, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
reviewed the desirability and feasibility of cutting back attack carrier operations in the Tonkin Gulf by further increasing the amount
of land-based air strikes. The Commander in Chief of the Pacific,
CINPAC, was asked to evaluate this proposed trade-off of land-based
air for sea-based air. As Commander of a Unified Command, he was
responsible for both the land-based and sea-based air forces. In January 1968 he submitted an analysis of the factors involved in such a
tradeoff from which he concluded:
The preceding analysis indicates that the disadvantages involved in a tradeoff of OVAs for land-based air outweigh any advantages which might accrue, operational considerations alone indicate that we should hold fast to our current
flexible and balanced-basing arrangement. When we examine the high costs in
money, men, and material along with the political and economic considerations,
it is apparent that a trade-off is neither practical nor desirable.
CINPAC is opposed to a cutback of OVA operations in the Tonkin Gulf in
favor of land-based air in the current situation.

CINPAC based his conclusions on an analysis which showed that:
Approximately five Air Force tactical fighter squadrons would be
required to produce the monthly sortie rate of each attack aircraft
carrier. Depending on where the Air Force squadrons were based, it
would rquire approximately 20 aerial tankers to provide in-flight refueling f6or these five additional land-based squadrons.
Sufficient land bases. for the additional squadrons and tanker squadrons were not available in Southeast Asia.
The logistic support problem for additional land-based squadrons
in Southeast Asia would be difflcUlt. For example, the existing aircraft
fuel distribution to Air Force bases in Thailaind at that time involved
over 500 trucks and all available railroad tank cars. The necessary additional fuel logistic support if additional land-based aircraft were to
be based in Tha iland would require approximately 300 additional
trucks or construction of a $25 million pipeline.
Additional ammunition shipments into Thailand Would require aproximately 3,000. tons per month per aircraft carrier replaced. The
have
seaport and transportation facilities existingin Thailand would
other
had to be enlarged to meet the requirement for ammunitin and
cargo to support-added fighter squadrons.
The intra-Thailand airlift requirements would be about doubled if
three aircraft carriers were replaced.
Additional communication's facilities and personnel would be required in Thailand and additional communication links to locations
outside Thailand.
CINCPAC estimated that it would take approximately a year to
construct new bases for the attack aiPcraft and approximately 18 months
toconstruct hew 'bases for the aerial tankers. Mis analysis estimated
the construction costs for bases to replace three attack carriers would be
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about $300 million, including the additional logistic and communication facilities required.
With regard to providing security for the expanded forces
CINCPAC stated:
Basing the additional tactical forces in Thailand would add a new dimension
to existing security problems which are the responsibility of the Thai military
and police forges. There is increasing infiltration In northeast Thailand. Additional U.S. bases create additional targets for possible enemy subversive/clandestine or overt attacks. In this situation, we rely upon the Thais to furnish
adequate security. The Thais could be expected to respond to these increased
requirements by a Justifiable request for added helicopters, mobility, arms, and
munitions to equip the Thai security force. Lacking that, there would be a
need to increase further the U.S. Forces charged with security. This, in turn,
woul. increase the logistics requirements which must be satisfied in the upcountry areas. There would be further requirements for cantonment construction
and other facilities.

CINCPAC pointed out that expanding the land-based air forces
in Thailand might be difficult to arrange with the Royal Thailand
Government, RTG. He noted:
The RTG Is scrutinizing ever more closely at a high level each deployment by
the United States to Thailand. Further substantial expansion of the U.S. military presence in Thailand would exacerbate the unfavorable aspects of the U.S.
military Impact in Thailand and would be looked on with great reserve by the
RTG. Removal of the U.S. Navy strike capability from the Tonkin Gulf and
replacing it in Thailand would be considered by the RTG as placing an unreasonable burden on Thailand expenditures for construction of permanent facilities/
installations to support the additional land-based air system would adversely
affect our gold flow and create inflationary pressures on the Thai local economy.
In addition, these expenditures would be for the most part nonrecoverage.

You can see from this specific example taken from actual experi-

ence that the determination of the relative cost and desirability of
land-based and sea-based tactical airpower is dependent on the actual
circumstances prevailing in the specific location for wh'ch a choice
must be made and must include consideration of many unforeseen and
intangible factors.
In any case when you decide to leave th. area of conflict, the land
bases you built are no longer of use; they will be put in reserve status
or be overgrown by weeds. You have to build other ones to operate
somewhere else.
An aircraft carrier can be moved from one place to another. The
investment in an attack aircraft carrier has an assured return for
about 30 years. During this time the carrier can provide an airbase
anywhere in the international waters of the world without prior international agreements or U.S. commltffents in exchange for base rights.
Of the 44 carriers built by the Navy since the Langley, CV-1, in
1922, which would today be classed as attack carriers, 41 have been in
combat. One of these, Bon Homme Riqhard,has been in action in three
wars. Only three have not been in combat; the Midway, which is currently being modernized, and the Saratogaand the recently completed
JohnF.Kennedy which are currently assigned to duty in the Mediterranean.
ARTICLE ON CARIER EMPLOYMENT SINCE 1950

I have with me copies of an article from the November 1964 issue
of the Naval InStitUte Proceedings by Admiral McDonald, our previous Chief of Naval Operations, which bears on this subject. This
article discusses attack carrier operations during the many interna-
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tional crises since 1950 and points out clearly the value of attack carriers to our national interests.
Mr. FLOOD. Could you providethat for the record?
Mr. LEIoHTON. Yes, sir, I would-be happy to.

(The material follows:)

CARRIER EMPLOYMENT SINCE

1950

(By Adm. David L. McDonald, U.S. Navy)
(Last August, in the Gulf of Tonkin, ships and carrier-based aircraft of the
U.S. Navy struck back swiftly in response to unprovoked attacks. The Chief of
Naval Operations assays other crises which have occurred over the past 15 years,
and the part played In them by the attack carrier,)
At this time of international tensions that require large national investments
for defense, at this time when teelnology makes possible a wide selection of complex. costly weapons, it is well, perhaps, to back off and look at the practical
results recently achieved by any given major weapon under consideration. If it
Is true that the proof of the pudding is in the eating, then it is true that the proof
of a weapon is in its employment. Let us examine, then, the employment in recent
years of one of the Navy's major weapon,--the aircraft carrier.
The end of World War II found the Navy with an inventory of 24 EseAev-class
attack carriers commissioned or building, eight light carriers, 74 escort carriers,
and three obsolete prewar carriers. Of the 111 carriers of all types used In the
war, 11 were lost in combat, none of which were l8ce-class. If the performance
of caxrlers in World War II can be suminarjzed in one sentence it is this-carrier
strike forces, Japanese as well as American, always defeated land-based air
forces. The issue was in doubt only when there were carriers on both sides of
the battle.
At the outbreak of the Korean war in the summer of 1950, the Navy had seven
attack carriers, four light carriers and four escort carriers in commission. Three
of the attack carriers were of the 45,000-ton Midway-class--the Mfdu'tzy, Franklits D. Roosevelt, and Coral Sea. CVB's 41-43, respectively-which had joined the
fleet between 1945 and 1047. The bulk of the force was in the Atlantic or Mediterranean; the Pacific Fleet Included only three attack carriers and two escort
carriers. The one Pacific Fleet attack carrier west of Pearl Harbor, U.S.S. Valley
Forg6 (CV-45), was in the South China Sea on June 20, on the 27th she was
ordered to Korean waters. En route, she was diverted to make a show of force in
the TaiWan Straits because of possible Chinese Communist invasion Preparations.
Operating in the Yellow Sea a few days later, she launched the first carrier
strikes of the war on July 3 and 4 against Pyongyang, capital of North Korea
and!focal polnt of its western railroads. The Valley Forgo was then ordered south
to stand by to counter possible hostilities in the Taiwan Straits. Back in the Sea
of Japan on July 18, she supported the landings at Pohltng. Remaining in the area
for several days, she operated to the south and west of the peninsula with offensive missions against enemy troops and supply lines in support of the holding
actions of American and South Korean ground forces.
* The Valley Forge,remained the only engaged carrier until the beginning of
August when another Pacific Fleet attack carrier arrived. The build-up continued with two escort carriers whose ASW aircraft had been replaced byMarine
squadrons and by the third Pacific Fleet attack carrier-the U.S.S. Philppine
Sea (CV-47)---whIch arrived in mid-September. The first Atlantic Fleet attack
carrier--the U.S.S. Letite (CV-32) arrived in early October. At this point, four
of the seven attack carriers.in operatloh at the beginning of the war were committed to Korean operations; the fifth and sixth were in the Mediterranean, and
the seventh was operating in the Caribbean.
In the meantime, reinforcements were arriving from the United States, and
an amphibious force was organized to land tit Inchon, behind'the front and halfway up the west coast. After delivering a capacity load of ammunition, 145
F-51's for the U.S. Air Force, and a number of radar vans, Jeeps, and other
material, from AlamedaCalif, to Yokosuka, Japan, the U,S.S. Boxer (CV-21)
returned to Alameda for reloading and rejoined the forces in the Western Pacific
Ju~t in time to partlcite
in the landing. bJnder cover of naval gunfire and seabased aircraft from tree attack carriers and two escort carriers, the landing
force went ashore at Inchon on September 16 and pressed Inland toward Beoul.
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The fighting during this period, ranging as it did from the retreat to Pusan
to the Inchon invasion, comprehended a number of interesting characteristics.
The final North Korean drive to the Pusan perimeter resulted in the withdrawal
of all Air Force fighter bombers to Japanese bases, and this reduced the payloads and loiter time available for close support. Carrier-based aircraft thereafter provided a substantial advantage in sortie rates, weapons, and time on
station, but it proved difficult to exploit this. Even relatively modest numbers of
aircraft tended to saturate the existing air control system (although targets
were not lacking). Action reports of the period contain frequent complaints of
the inability of the control system to absorb profitably naval close support
missions.
Following the Inchon landings our forces moved rapidly toward the Yalu
River. Victory appeared imminent, so the Boxer was permitted to return to the
United States for her delayed overhaul. The Valley Forge was also ordered home
on November 21.
Chinese Communist forces from Manchuria attacked en masse on November
20. In addition to throwing back the Eighth Army in the west, they succeeded
in cutting off the X Corps near the Choatn Reservoir. At this point, with landbased tactical air being pushed off advanced bases, the situation was critical;
with only the Leyte and the Philippine Sea on the line, reinforcement was urgently required. The U.S.S. Princetom (CV-37), freshly out of mothballs and
already on the way, arrived on December 2. A fourth attack carrier having just
arrived in San Diego on December 1 embarked the Boxer air group and returned
to action on December 22 in time to cover the last days of the evacuation. Marine
Corps squadrons ashore, now without airfields, were used to fill empty deck spaces
on three carriers offshore (two escort carriers and one light carrier) and continued their support missions. For 116 sucqessive days, the surrounded X
Corps received on the order of 220 close support sorties a day with a record
peak of 315 on 1 day at the height of the breakout. Each carrier-based sortie
remained on station from 1 to 1.5 hours and made between five and nine attack
passes. Over three-quarters of these sorties were provided by carriers, and it is
unlikely that the X Corps would have broken out to the coast without them.
As a result of the severe losses inflicted on the Chinese by the X Corps and
tactical air, the subsequent evacuation of over 100,000 troops and their full
equipment was accomplished with negligible loss.
Carrier operations in the remaining years of the Korean war emphasized sustained interdiction of the logistic net in the eastern half of Korea. When the
Chinese undertook offensive ground action there were diversions to close air
support and to airfield neutralization during the periodic Chinese efforts to
regain air superiority. The fact that the front line was perpendicular to the
coast line gave carrier aircraft shorter radii and therefore higher payloads and
sortie rates for many interdiction and airfield targets. Throughout 1952 and
1953, about half of the Pacific Fleet carriers were maintained in Korean waters.
Of the 11 attack carriers which ultimately saw action in Korea, only four were
in active status at the start of the war. The carrier force level rose during the
3 years of war from seven at the beginning to 18 at the end by reactivating ships
from the Reserve Fleet inventory which had been created as a result of World
War II.
The Korean armistice went into effect in July 1953. Soon thereafter, the Communist effort was stepped up in Southeast Asia. In response, the Navy shifted
the bulk of its western Pacific carrier forces to the south. During the desperate
battle of Dien Bien Phu in May 1954, two attack carriers were standing by to
intervene on behalf of the entrapped French and Vietnamese forces had a decision
been made to do so.
The next major employment of attack carriers occurred in 1955, north of the
Taiwan Straits. The Chinese Communists assaulted and seized one of the Tachen
Islands. Of the nine attack carriers in the Pacific Fleet, five were quickly
assembled off the Tachens to cover another amphibio~s evacuation. The commitment of this major naval force unmistakably indicated U.S. willingness to
intervene, and the 1,800 sorties flown in a week also clearly demonstrated a
capability to intervene effectively without recourse to nuclear weapons. The
overall posture of the carrier force at this time was as follows:
16
------ --------------------------------------In commission
7
-----------------------------Overseas -------------------------------------------------------------------------Coastal waters
2
--------Overhal....
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Active intervention it the TAiwan area was again necessary in 1958. The tneident also involved coastal islands and was accompnled by renewed activity in
the Straits, a buildiip of forces on the Chinese mainlatid, and repeated anthfliniements that Formosa would be "liberated." The timing may have been influenced
by the simultaneous involvement of U.. naval forces iti the Lebanon crisis in
the Mediterranean. If this was an attempt by the Communists to catch 1.S.
naval forces off guard, it failed. In fact, an immediate move was made to llii1 Pove
the readiness posture in the western Pacific by sailing the U.S.S. Le , ngto
(OVA-16) (when, i October 1952, CVs and CVBs were officially designated as
CVs, they became in name what they had been in fact-attack aircraft carriers)
from Sanil)liego on July 17 for that purpose.
On July 15 with the situation i Lebanon rapidly approacifig the crisis state,
President Dwight D. Eisenhower resonded affirmatively to President Canille
01hamoun's appeal for intervention. At this time we had two attack carriers
deployed in the Mediterranean out of a total of six in the Atlantic Fleet. Twelve
hours after the President's order was issued, these two carriers supported U.S.
Marine Corps landings to seize the Beirut airport. U.S. Army troops were airlifted into the Marine-held airport 4 days later, on July 19. Clearances on overflights and landing rights were required by several European, African, and
Middle Eastern nations. Since these did not affect carrier operations, the Navy
retained air support responsibility until Septenber 5.
Turning back to the Pacific, the Comnitnists began shelling the islands of
Quemoy and Matsu, off the Chinese mainland, on August 23, 1958, thus preventlg the logistic support of Nationalist garrisons there. When the Seventh Fleet
intervened, all the ingredients of all-out war were present.
The pattern of fleet operations that developed concentrated the attack carrier
task groups on an arc around Formosa with their activity designed to make the
enemy fully aware of both their presence and their strength. Carrier aircraft
covered surface units escorting Chinese Nationalist logistic forces in international waters en route to and from the island groups under fire. U.S. support
helped to keep the Islands from falling to the Communists.
On the day the shelling of Quemoy and Matsu began, we had 15 attack carriers
on active duty and they were located as follows:
Eastern Mediterranean (Lebanon area) ---------------------------12
Eastern Atlantic
---------------------------------------------1
East coast
-------------------------------------------------2
Overhaul east coast
-------------------------------------------1
Total
-------------------------------------------------6
Western Pacific (Quemoy-Matsu) --------------------------------3
En route WestPac
-------------------------------------------2
West coast
------------------------------------------------4
Total
-------------------------------------------------9
1One CVA sailed 5 days later for WestPac via Suez, as her relief arrived In the Mediterranean.
I One CVA on each coast was conducting refresher training subsequent to major overhaul.
The situation again stabilized and the immediate threat of an over-water
invasion subsided. Communist forces kept the issue alive, however. Unable to
achieve control of Formosa Strait and the coastal water of the East China Sea,
they turned with renewed effort to expand southward on the mainland. Without challenging the naval forces present, they waged war in Vietnam, in Laos,
and on the borders of India. None of the countries in Southeast Asia escaped
their persistent aggressiveness.
During this general period, the carrier forces had been undergoing a gradual
change in character and capabilities. Four Forreetai-class attack carriers-the
Forrestal, Saratoga, Ranger, and fndepen4enoe, OVAs 59-02, resectively-joined
the fleet between October 1955 and January 1959. (Two improved Forrestal-class
carriers-the NItty Hawk, and the Oowmtellation, OVAs 68 and 64, were commissioned in 1901, as was the nuclear-powered USS Enterpriee (OVAN-OS).
In response to announced national policy, the emphasis on nuclear delivery capabilities grew steadily. Aircraft primarily designed for nuclear strikes, such
as the A-8, were introduced in quantity, Efforts were made to develop improved
weapons like Bullpup despite increasing pressure to economize on conventional
capabilities.
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In 1000, a major short term buildup of U.S. retaliatory capability was undertaken in response to Soviet pressure on Berlin. Among other emergency measures
taken was a major Increase inI the degree to which the carrier force was coinmitted to a nuclear retaliatory role. Most noticeable was the deployment of all
additional carrier to the Mediterranean bringing the total there to three. This
carrier and one of the three carriers in the Far East were loaded with air wings
which consisted almost entirely of attack aircraft. This emergency posture was
maintained from mid-1900 to nid-1901, and provided for overseas deployment
of six of the 15 available carriers during most of the period. The protracted commitinent placed a severe strain on fleet resources.
During the spring of 1901, carriers were involved in readiness operations in
the Caribbean and Western Atlantic, which did not receive public notice. This
is an illustration of the discreet manner in which aircraft carriers can be
employed.
A more recent crisis In which carriers participated involved Cuba. In October
1902, the late President John F. Kennedy demanded the removal of Soviet missiles clandestinely introduced into the island and took firm- measures to back
up his demand. The U.S.S. Enterprise (OVAN-O5) and tie U.S.S. lndcpendewco
(CVA--2) played major roles in the Quaran'tine action and they, along with the
Leawtgton, would have supported the landings in Cuba had the President made
a decision to invade. The adaptability and flexibility of the sea-air team was
demonstrated by reassigning the Lexington, on duty as the naval air training
carrier, temporarily to attack carrier duty with an air wing embarked from a
carrier in overhaul. During the quarantine, the Enterpriseand the Indepenulence
were at sea for 49 and 41 consecutive days respectively without relief or In-port
replenishment, and their air wings averaged 120 flights per day. Because of
the possibility of Soviet moves elsewhere, for example against Turkey, the two
attack carriers in the Mediterranean were maintained on station. Similar contingencies in the Pacific motivated the movement of a carrier to the Hawaiian
area to reduce the time required to reinforce the three carriers already in the
Western lPaciflc. The resulting posture is summarized below:
Active carriers
----------------------------------------------16
Committed to Cuban operation ------------------------------------3
Deployed overseas
---------------------------------------------0
Coastal waters and overhaul -------------------------------------7
There were other crises and incidents in which attack carriers played important roles.
For almost 8 years following tile 1948 break between Moscow and Belgrade
there was a steady military buildup in the East European satellites. This was
coupled with economic, ideological, and implied ililititry pressure. In the politically critical spring of 1951, tile United States suddenly doubled its Mediterranean
Fleet by having the forces scheduled to relieve arrive about a weeks ahead of
time and by retaining the forces due to be relieved for several weeks beyond their
normal tour. In November, the United States formally committed itself to provide military assistance to Yugoslavia. A month later, a cruise by Marshall Tito
In the U.S.S. 0oral Sea (OVA-48) further underscored this commitment and advertised the immediate availablity of U.S. military power in the Mediterrean
even though we were at the same time fighting a war in Korea.
During the Suez crises in late October 1050, the U.S.S. FranklinD. Roosevelt
(OVA-42) covered the evacuation by ship of 1,700 U.S. citizens from Israel and
Egypt. Both Mediterranean carriers were kept at a high degree of readiness
during this crisis.
In April 1957, 0th Fleet units, including the U.S.S. Forrestal (CVA-59), were
in the Eastern Mediterranean to support President Eisenhower's warning against
a threatened takeover of the Government of Jordan by the Communists. This show
of force was maintained for a week to emphasize U.S. determination that Jordan
should remain independent.
In the summer of 1900, the U.S.S. Wasp (CVS-18) arrived off the Congo to
help In tile mass evacuation of Americans should that become necessary. She also
delivered aviation gasoline to support the U.N. airlift of Congo forces.
In November 1961, at the request of Guatemala and Nicaragua, President Kennedy ordered a naval patrol of Central American waters to intercept and prevent
any Communist-led invasion of those two countries from the sea. The U.S.S.
Shangri-La'(CVA-38) immediately Initiated the patrol.
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Pacific Fleet carriers covered the deployment of the Marines in Thailand In
May 1002. This action, in response to the violation of the cease-fire in Laos, fol.
lowed by major Pathet Lao successes, was designed to give a clear Indication of
U.S. intentions to defend Thaliland, to place a precautionary impact on the situn.
tion in Laos, and to maintain positions for quick reaction In the event of a de.
cislon calling for further action,
A table of crises showing carrier force levels and Inventory Is given below:
CRISES INVOLVING CARRIERS
Date

Crisis

June 1950............................... Korea (start) ........................
March-December 1951 ................ ... Yugoslavia..........................
July 1953 .............................. Korea (end) ........................
February 1955 ........................... Tachen evacuation....................
October 1956 ............................. Suez .................................
April-May 1957 ........................... Jordan ...............................
July-August 1958 ......................... Lebanon..............................
August-Docember 1958 .................
uemoy.Matsu .......................
July 1960....ogo....
September 1960
................
Berlin..........................
November 1960 ........................... Guatemala and Nicaragua ..............
Las...........................
..............
Februar-April 1961
4 8 1961 ............................... D
May 1962 ................................ Thailand .............................
October-December 1962 ................... Cuba .................................
present Strength ................................................................

Force OVA
level
7
14
18
16
19
17
15
15
14
15
14
14
15
15
15
15

CVA
Inventory
27
27
27
16
17
17
12
12
14
14
14
17
17
17
15
15

Inventory includes those OVAs capable of operating all models of CVA air
craft existing in significant numbers in the aircraft inventory. Where force level
exceeds inventory, in the table above, obsolete carriers with second line aircraft
were included.
It is instructive to review the actual ways in which carriers have been used
since 1950 with a view to comparing doctrine with practice. Since the demise of
the Japanese Fleet and the appearance of nuclear weapons, carrier force
doctrine (in common with many other force doctrines) had emphasized nuclear
deterrence, with reduced emphasis on supporting amphibious operations, control
of the sea, and showing the flag. All of these missions have continued to engage
the fleet, however. It is striking that amphibious evacuation has been encountered about as often and as importantly as amphibious assault. Perhaps it is
natural that this role has been commonly overlooked. Few planners plan o
disaster, and the recurrent occurrence of military and political reverses has been
submerged by the generally successful results of the series of confrontations
during the past decade.
The classicc World War II role of the carrier-the gaining and exploiting of
air superiority in a local area until forward land-based air could assume the
function-has not been exercised in the recent past primarily because such a
challenge was declined by the opponents. However, the potential vulnerability
of airlifted forces which was inferentially demonstrated In the 1901 Laotian
crisis implies that the air superiority mission of the carrier may recur with increasing Importance. A new but related role has emerged since 1950 which provides cover for the arrival of airlifted troops and deploying land-based aircraft.
In Lebanon, this mission was only an extension of the basic purpose of amphibious operations. But in the 1061 Laotian crisis, the potentially chaotic
ground situation at the terminal airfields made troop commanders conscious of
the Importance of having close air support available immediately upon landing.
Similarly, the proximity of the airlift route to, Chinese airfields indicated the
desirability'ofearrier-based fighter escort.
• A final characteristic of the past decade and a half can also be noted. This
was the tendency of crises to occur li the Taiwan Straits coincidentally with
the commitment of U.S. forces elsewhere. This happened several times during
the Korean war, perhaps for diversionary purposes, and the Quemoy-Matsu
crisis appears to have been a test of U.S. Ability to respond while major forces
were committed in the Middle East.
It ie interesting to note that although the carrier force is relatively slow moving in comparison with modern aircraft, carriers have been on the scene early
In the development of most major crises. This appears to result from one of the
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salient characteristics of the force. Although It moves In an assault coiflguration, essentially ready for it maxlinlun effort air operations, It can be moved a.s
ostentatiously or as discreetly as desired. One thing in common about most of
these crises is the manner in which carrier forces have been Moved toward the
trouble spots, as they were in Lebanon, Qtemoy-Matsu, and Cuba, on the most
temous strategic warning and prior to national political decisions. They have
also moved in the face of substantial enemy threats as was the case bothl in Korea
and during the Taiwan crises.
Looking back over the last 15 years, what have the attack carriers' missions
been and what have their particularly useful characteristics been? The missions
can be summarized as follows:
Provide air cover for amphibious landings, as In Inchon, Lebanon, and potentially in Cuba.
Provide close air support for ground forces as in Korea.
Provide U.S. military presence, as during the Dominican Republic crisis, the
Tachlens evacuation, the Quemoy-Matsu and Lebanon crises.
Provide air cover and ground support for amphibious evacuations as at
Hunglafln.
Provide air cover for deployment of troops and land-based air as in Korea,
Lebanon, and, more recently, Thailand,
Prepare to conduct blockade, search and attack, as was done off Cuba,
Guatemala, and Nicaragua.
Contribute to fite alert strategic forces for general war.
The particularly useful characteristics of attack carriers have been that they
move In an assault configuration prepared, as they were in the Inchon and
Lebanon landings, the Tachens amd Hunglam evacuations and the QuemoyMatsu crisis, to take control of the air against air opposition. As pointed out
previously, they move easily to trouble spots on the basis of even tenuous
strategic warnings. Lebanon, Quemoy-Matsu, Cuba, and the Dominican Republic are examples. Top level decisions to move naval forces prior to commitment have not been required because they were operating in International
waters. Because they operate in international waters, lrmission front a foreign country has never been necessary to proceed to the scene of a crisis, whereas
U.S. land-based planes en route to Lebanon and the Congo required overflight
clearances, sometimes a time-consuming requirement.
The aircraft carrier is sovereign U.S. territory. The carriers have proven
themselves to be initially self-sustaining and readily replenishable at sea during
all of the crisis in which they have played a role. In these crisis they have not
had to depend on repositioned base facilities,, supplies, etc., since overseas
replenishment has been made at sea from an underway replenishment group.
Carrier's launch and recovery areas have proven as extensive as international
waters; for example, a show of force over the Taiwan Straits and a few days
later a strike from the Yellow Sea against Pyongyang. Tactichily, carriers have
been able, as in the Tachens evacuation and the Quemoy-Matsu crisis, to concentrate as t single force to obtain desirable odds.
The records show that attack carrier force levels rose from a low of seven at
the beginning of Korea to 18 at the end by recommissioning from the Inventory
created by World War II; force levels subsequently ranged from 19 in 1950, to
14 in 1960, to 15 at the present time. The average number of active carriers
has been slightly more than 16.
Second, in the Far least, a maximum deployment of five carriers has been
recurrent; In the Mediterranean, three have been used with additional carriers
pushed forward in the Eastern Atlantic; and in the Caribbean, three have been
called out.
This history, covering a decade and a half, suggests the following conclusions
about attack carriers:
They have typically been on the scene when needed,
They have been directly Involved in the majority of post-World War 11 crisis.
They have been ideally suited for the projection overseas of U.S. military
power either discreetly of ostentatiously.
They have been adaptable to a wide range of missions.
Carriers have always been used advantageously by the United States; it Is
difficult for me to conceive of accomplishing the same results with fewer.
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SummnarV of uses of OVA'8 etzoe 1950
OVA

Inchon
Inchon, Lebanon, Thailand

Korea

------------------------

1881on

Provided air cover for amphibous
landings.
Provided air cover for deployment of
land-based air and troops-in Leba.
non from time of landing of troops
until relieved of air support response.
bility six weeks later.
Provided close air support for ground
forces.

Yugoslavia, Tachens, Jordan, Lebanon,
Congo, Quemoy - Matsu, Dominican

Republic
Cuba, Guatemala & Nicaragua
Hungnam,

Tachens .....

Provided U.S. military presence.
Prepared to conduct blockade, search,
and attack.
Provided air cover for amphibious

Korea

evacuation.
Interdicted logistic net and neutralized

Berlin

Contributed to nuclear strategic deterent.

airfields.

Suez, Cuba

Provided air cover for evacuation of
U.S. civilians in crisis area,
Transported Army and Air Force equipment including planes, Jeeps, vans,

Korea
Congo

-------------------------

ammunition, etc.
Transported gasoline to U.N. forces.

HISTORIC NEED FOR CAREERS

Admiral RIcKovE. The United States is essentially an island between two oceans-an island dependent on free use of the seas for transport of materials and fuels necessary for our survival.
We no longer have friendly oceans to protect us. The Atlantic and
the Pacific, once our shield and our protection, are now broad highways for launching attacks against us on, above, and beneath the
surface of the seas. Further,the United States, being an island, has no
continguous land masses whence we can conduct military operations to
protect our national interests or from which we can obtain the fuels and
materials necessary to sustain a large-scale war effort. From our island
position the only way by which we can project our national power
beyond range ofour land bases is through the Navy. For this, other
than by all out nuclear war, were ust depend primarily on our attack
carriers.
There are lessons to be learned from history that we should not ignore. Germany, the predominant landpower during World Wars I and
II, was able to use land transportation to extend her influence and support her military and industrial effort. The Germans knew full well
that the Allied War effort was almost totally dependent on overseas
transportation. Therefore, they built their naval forces to interdict
sea lanes-just as Russia, today's predominant land power, is now
doing. German submarine and air attack on Allied shipping almost
succeeded in defeating her opponents in both wars.
In contrast, Japan, an island empire, depended in World War II
on the seas for her survival, as does the United States today. Aircraft
carriers in that war were, therefore, the heart of the Japanese Navy.
The turning point in the Pacific campaign was the stking of hal
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Japan's carrier fleet in the battle of Midway in 1942. The decisive factor in her defeat was the ability of American submarine and air forces
to interdict the flow of oil from overseas to the home islands, thus
strangling her industrial and military effort and leading to her eventual collapse.
Today, without a modern attack carrier force, the United States
would not be assured free use of the seas in those areas of the world
that are important to us. It is simply not practical to establish enough
land air bases adequately prepared, provisioned, defended, and within
range of potential areas of conflict.
NEED FOR BOTH SEA AND LAND BASED AIR

Mr. LEIHToN. I am by no means implying that we need sea-based
air alone and no land-based air. However, there are strong arguments
for a significant level of sea-based air power.
If the United States wishes to retain the capability of conducting
overseas military operations in conventional war, we must be able to
have air superiority in the areas where we condUCt these operations.
If we are to have that air superiority, we must have some way of getting it there. The only way we can be sure of havingit everywhere we
may have to fight is to have both sea-based and land-based air.
Mr. FLOOD. You are talking amphibious
Mr. LEIHTON. No, sir. I mean planes flying from attack carriers.

The Air Force planes and Navy tactical attack planes are essentially
the same aircraft. It is a.question of what portion are based on land
and what portion on carriers.
Mr. FLOOD. That is not right. We went through 2 years of this question of weight of aircraft on carriers as distinguished from weight on
land.
Mr. LEIGHToN. I made the statement that te attack aircraft used y
the Air Force and the Navy are quite siliilar. What they can do is
striking
They have
theofsame.
about
an Navy in Vietnam are
Forcerange.
the Air
by same
usedthe
the planes
Many
almost identical.
Mr. FLOOD. You know what I was talking about.
Mr. LEmHTON. Yes, sir, the TFX. A plane has to be configured
specifically for carrier duty if it is to operate off a carrier. I was referring in a general sense to the similarity of range and combat capability
of the Air Force and Navy tactical aircraft being used in Vietnam as
exemplified by the F-4 and A-7 which are used by both Services.
TESTIMONY ON NEED FOR AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Admiral RICKOV&ER. I testified to your committee about the need for
aircraft carriers in May 1966. I thihk that testimony is responsive to
the question you asked and I would be glad for comple6tness to provide
you copies of the remarks I made then for insertion in the record of
this hearing.
Mr. MAHON. Please insert it in the record.
(The information follows:)

85-282 0-6-pt.

6-45
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AIROBAFT OAIERS

Mr. MOFALL. Admiral Rickover, I would like to have your comment on this.
Is there not another factor involved in deciding the answer to the question of
nuclear versus conventional power for aircraft carriers? It is perhaps, somewhat
similar to the argument concerning whether we use missiles or airpower? Is it
possible that aircraft carriers themselves are obsolete in 'the nuclear missile age?
Is it possible that in that case it would be better, as an interim measure, to use
a cheaper conventional-powered aircraft carrier rather than buying an expensive
atomic or a nuclear-powered carrier which iit itself may become obsolete in short
time, relatively speaking? If that were true, then you could not achieve the cost
effectiveness that we have discussed.
Admiral RtoxovIR. I understand your question, sir.
Mr. MoFAL. I am sure you must have comments.
Admiral RioKoviR. That is a very perceptive question and I would like to comment on it, sir.
Mr. FlooD. The answer is just as clearMr. MAnON. Let him answer.
Admiral RrOKOVER. The aircraft carrier started originally as a vehicle for
carrying some scouting planes. That was back in the 1920's. Then it changed over
to being a vehicle for sinking other naval ships by means of its torpedo and
bombing planes which could outrange naval guns. Then it changed to bombing
shore installations with conventional bombs. Following World War II, with the
development of carrier-based bombers armed with atomic bombs, the carrier took
on a strategic role. Then that changed to where long-range Air Force bombers
and missiles could do the same job. That started the downgrading of the aircraft
carrier.
I do not know for sure, but I believe that at one time the reason the Department of Defense was against nuclear power in surface warships was because
they didn't see the need for a naval surface fleet in wars of the future. This is
the only logical reason I can see why they have been so opposed to nuclear power.
Perhaps they felt-and this is only my opinion-perhaps they felt that by going
to nuclear power it would give the Navy a new lease on life, and they didn't want
that. They may have felt that with atomic weapons alone we could solve all our
international problems, in which a war would be involved, without a surface
navy. Perhaps they felt that for lesser conflicts the existing fleet could handle
any situation were a surface navy might be useful.
The situation has drastically changed since that time. It has changed in this
sense: The aircraft carriers for the type of war we are now fighting, and which
it appears we will have to fight from now on, are really floating airbases which
you can move to any part of the world. They have their own repair personnel and
self-contained facilities. I think that is why there has been a resurgence in the
need of and in the acquiescence for aircraft carriers. The versatility of the
attack carrier, capable of operating throughout the wide ocean areas of the
world, has been demonstrated in actions in Southeast Asia. Many of the military
capabilities of carrier employment that have appeared In these operations were
apparent in the Korean conflict and earlier in World War II. They have been
emphasized and refined in the continued development of these carriers.
The attack carriers can move wherever needed without preparatory base development or diplomatic negotiations. When additional tactical air support was required in Southeast Asia, additional attack carriers were quickly moved into
position, If political and military developments should result in requiring tactical
air support in other areas, these or other attack carriers could be immediately
repositioned to-those areas.
The attack carriers contain full aircraft maintenance, support, and operating
facilities. Aircraft shops are fully equipped and manned to maximize the aircraft
combat sortie rate. Fuel and ammunition handling facilities are specifically designed to minimize aircraft turnaround time.'
Attack carriers can respond to operational demands just as quickly as they
can move to the area of operations. There is no delay for construction or seizure
of alrbase facilities. Buildup of land-based tactical air strength in South Vietnam
has been slowed by inadequacy of existing airfields and by the time required to
construct new facilities. Carrier-based tactical air squadrons are ready for full
operational employment as soon as the attack carriers are ordered to the area.
Protection of attack carriers is accomplished by deployment of adequate naval
forces and by maneuvering these forces td achieve an optimum defensive posture.
To insure this in the future we must build the best possible carrier escorts.
You have seen in the newspapers mqny times how land-based air operations in
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Vietnam have been hampered by attacks on the airfields, even after strong land
forces have taken up defensive positions around the airfields. Further, operational planning and carrier airstrike control are carried out within the carrier
force without surveillance or interference by unfriendly forces. Press reports have
repeatedly noted examples of land-based air operations which produced disappointing results, apparently because the Vietcong obtained advance notice of
the operations.
The combat air operations in Vietnam, conducted by joint employment of
Army, Marine, Navy, and Air Force aircraft, are providing valuable side-by-side
comparisons of the capabilities of land-based and sea-based tactical air units.
Problems encountered, general successes achieved, and major losses suffered have
been widely reported in the press.
Prior to the decision by the United States to engage in a large military effort
in South Vietnam, tactical air power in Southeast Asia included Air Force aircraft based in the Philippines and other Air Force bases, Marine aircraft in the
Far East, and the aircraft of three 7th Fleet attack carriers. With'the increase
in military operations in the summer of 1964, tactical aircraft moved into bases
in South Vietnam, and 7th Fleet attack carriers took up stations in the South
China Sea.
The influx of tactical aircraft quickly saturated the available airfields in South
Vietnam, and overwhelmed the available aircraft maintenance and support facilities. Time delays for refueling, for rearming, and for completing routine maintenance placed unproductive operational restrictions on tactical aircraft employment. The aircraft which could be moved into these fields, limited in numbers by
the size and number of fields, were operationally limited by these inadequate support features. The 7th Fleet attack carriers were fully operational and from the
beginning of this increase in military operations have provided a major portion
of tactical air requirements in this area.
The available airfields, packed as they were with aircraft, provided lucrative
targets for Vietcong attacks. A mortar attack by the VietcongL on B-57's at Bien
Hoa Air Base in October 1964, and a similar attack on the airfield at Pleiku gave
early notice of the effectiveness of such destructive attacks in a country not completely under friendly control.
At about the same time, you will remember that attempted attacks by naval
patrol craft of North Vietnam against U.S. destroyers in the Tonkin Gulf were
unsuccessful. Carrier-based aircraft of the 7th Fleet promptly conducted damaging air. strikes against North Vietnamese patrol craft at their bases. Of course,
no attacks against carrier units have yet been attempted.
By mid-1965 Marines were established along the northern coast of South Vietnam to provide maximum possible security for Da Nang airfield and other facilities being constructed nearby. The increased requirements for tactical air support
generated by these and other U.S. Forces ashore in South Vietnam, were in excess
of capabilities of the saturated airfields. Additional numbers of attack carriers
were quickly ordered to supporting positions. Five of the Navy's 15 attack carriers
are now on station in the Western Pacific, two operating at "Yankee" station off
North Vietnam, one at "Dixie" station off South Vietnam, and two more in the
Western Pacific to provide additional tactical air support as neeed.
A Vietcong attack on Da Nang last year which resulted In losses to parked
aircraft has shown that the defensive forces still did not guarantee complete security of this airfield. In contrast, aircraft on board the attack carriers are not
vulnerable to such loss by infiltrators, and naval escort and patrol units have thus
far acted as an effective deterrent against North Vietnamese seaborne attack.
Logistic support of the airfields has obviously become a major effort. In addition to construction of proper operating surfaces, requirements exist for construetion and support of maintenance facilities, fuel storage and handling facilities,
personnel quarters, and for defensive installations. AirCraft operations require
large quantities of fuel, ammunition, spare parts, et cetera. For either land-based
or sea-based air forces this logistic support must be delivered by available commercia1 and military sea lift. But for land-based air logistic support all supplies must
also be offloaded in crowded South Vietnamese ports, and then transported overland to the airfields for storage and use. The forces ashore to defend the airfields
also require complete logistic support,
Reports in the press have stated that construction work contracted or prograined in South Vietnam by the Defense Departme"nt with civiian construction contractors amounts to more than $500 million. This work is principally for
airbases, port and storage facilities, and interconnecting roads. Construction by
military units, such as the Navy's Construction Battalions, are in addition to this
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figure. Runways and other aircraft operating facilities are under construction at
Da Nang, Chu Lai, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh, and Blen Hoa. Extensive port facilities
are being hurriedly constructed to overcome the immense logistic logjam which
has built up at the port of Saigon. A completely new deep-water port has had to
be constructed at Cam Ranh Bay, Other piers and unloauing and storage facilities are being erected at Da Nang and at Chu Lai.
Support of the naval units in the Western Pacific, while necessarily representing a sigificant increase over normal levels, is conducted by repositioning
available naval logistic ships. The value of the investment in these ships, is, of
course, that they can be used wherever they -are needed throughout the world
any -time during their useful life of about 30 years, as can the carriers and their
escorts.
Thus far, our sealift supply lines to South Vietnam have not been attacked.
If they are attacked in the future, any weaknesses we may have in the protection
of our sealift supply lines will affect both land and naval operations. The overall logistic supply lines for land operations are actually more vulnerable than
for sea-based operations because supplies for land operations must be carried
all the way into South Vietnam and then are subject to attack in the restricted
port area and during overland transport. The rendezvous location for transfer
of supplies to naval ships can be chosen so as to minimize the vulnerability of
attack of the logistic ships. It is, of course, the vulnerability of logistic supply
lines that nuclear propulsion does so much to reduce.
The ability to provide tactical air support from airfields is limited by the
rate at which airfields and support facilities can be constructed, supported, and
defended once base rights have been obtained. The investment in these facilities
is, of course, only of value within the aircraft range of ,the base and for the
period of time the base rights are retained, white the carriers can be moved
on to the next crisis area.
The amount of carrier-based tactical air support which can be moved into
the southeast Asian theater of operations is limited only by the number of
attack carriers in commission and by the military commitments of the United
States which require attack carrier deployment to other areas of the world.
Attack carriers represent effective, combat-ready forces which can be deployed
anywhere to meet changing requirements for tactical air operations. The ability
of attack carriers to provide needed tactical air support quickly and effectively
has been repeatedly demonstrated in these operations in southeast Asia. The
present carrier dispositions, with three attack carriers in assigned operating
areas off North and South Vietnam and two attack carriers moving where needed
for tactical air support, is an example of the flexibility which can be attained
through carrier employment. Should forces ashore require additional support,
the 7th Fleet attack carrier forces could be augmented quickly.
I believe I have answered your question, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. There is more to it than that.
Mr. MAHON. Let Mr. MCFALL finish.
Mr. FLOOD. I will desist until he does.
Mr. MoFALL. Thank you, Admiral Rickover. I think you have answered the
point I raised. May I say that my reason for asking it was this: If you are
going to prepare a case based on cost effectiveness and you are going to have your
expert witnesses prepare their arguements for a nuclear carrier on that basis, then
the opponents of a nuclear carrier can come in with their experts and say,
"This is not really the important part of the decision. We can add all this up
and we will agree with you that this is the answer, but the overall military
strategy has made aircraft carriers obsolete. Therefore, your figures mean nothing." That is why I asked the question, Admiral; to clear up that point.
Admiral RiKovpl. But the actual situation is that the Department of Defense is now recommending more carriers in view of the new type of war and
they have recommended nuclear power in the new carriers that are to be built, sir.
Mr. FLOOD. That is the point I was going to make. This is moot. They have
decided to have the carrier. The question is what kind,
Admiral Roxcv6a. They decided to have nuclear carriers. They now have a
force level of 15 attack carriers. But not much more than a year ago before
the Vietnam situation took a turn for the worse, the Department of defense
was talking about reducing the force level to 13 carriers, possibly even less.
As I told this committee 2 years ago, I could 'understand the desire not to
build nuclear carriers if you had made a decision not to build new warships for
the Navy. But I added another proviso. I said if it is the real desire of the Department of Defense to do away with tile surface Navy, that is an issue that
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should be faced and discussed openly and fully with Congress. Such a decisionto do away with.one of our major military arms-is a vital one for the defense
of the United States. That question is certainly a larger issue than nuclear
power and should only be decided after full debate.
Mr. MCFALL. When you make the decision that there must be more carriers,
then you must face the question of the overall role of the Navy which you have
pointed out.
VULNERABILITY

OF AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Mr. MAHON. The Hatfield Report expresses concern that aircraft
carriers would be easy targets for enemy submarine, aircraft, or missile attack. What do you have to say concerning the vulnerability of
aircraft carriers?
Mr. LEIGHTON. Sir, there is no such thing as a weapon that can't be
attacked by a counter weapon. An aircraft carrier can be sunk-although not easily-just as any land base can be subjected to major
damage.
Aircraft carriers are, of course, subject to enemy submarine and'air
attack. Because of this, and when the threat warrants, the Navy must
provide
as warships
as wellAlthough
for air defense,
aircraft
tacticaland
assign
thetoinherent
protection.
antisubmarifte
antiaircraft
mobility of the carrier makes it a difficult target for an enemy to find
and attack, and defensive aircraft and escort ships are provided, carriers themselves are designed to absorb damage from enemy action
with minimum disruption to their operational capability. Carriers are
extremely tough ships.
No attack carrier built during World War II or subsequently has
been lost to enemy action or from any other cause. The Esse class,
many of which are still in service, fought-thr lough the air and kamikaze
attacks of World War II. The newer attack carriers have had more
extensive protection features, such as armor flight decks and improved
torpedo side protection systems incorporated in their design as the
result of World War II experience and lessons learned since.
The recent accidental fire and explosions aboard the Enterprisedemonstrate the toughness of the modern carrier. The flight deck was
subjected to a number of major explosions. Yet, the Enterprim could
have resumed air operations within hours-as soon as the debris was
cleared from the after end of the flight deck.
In the Oriskany, ForrestaZ, and Enterprise fires, 39 aircraft were
destroyed and 65 damaged. The causes of these fires have been extensively examined and additional design and safety precautions incorporated ; these are expected to reduce the likelihood of this type
accident in luture.
But when you think of the vulnerability of the carrier, please remember that land bases are subject to air and ground attack. The Air
Force, like the Navy, has to invest in tactical aircraft for air defense.
Further, despite the precautions taken in Southeast Asian air bases,
800 aircraft have been lost and 8 000 damaged while on the ground at
U.S. airbases since start of the Vietnam war. During the Korean war
virtually all the tactical airbases in South Korea were overrun by
enemy ground forces, some were captured a second time by the Chinese Communist forces. I am not criticlzng land bases, but we need
to recognize they are vulnerable to people throwing hand grenades,
mortar attack, and so forth.
Every weapon is vulnerable because once a weapon is developed,
your potentbla enemies start work developing counters to it. The fact
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that carriers and land airbases can be damaged by enemy attacks
does not reduce the need for tactical air power-both land based and
sia based. Without tactical air power our amphibious forces, our
ground troops, and our logistic supply lines would be unacceptably
vulnerable.
The basic question is whether the United States is going to provide
tactical aircraft coverage for our fighting men and our logistic supply
lines. As long as we are faced with commitments that involve getting
material and men across the water and being able to fight when they

get there, we have the problem of providing tactical aircraft coverage
enroute and at the other end when they arrive. We can provide that
tactical aircraft coverage from aircraft carriers which are mobileplat-

forms, or from land bases if they are in the right places and ready to
use before the contingency arises.
The attack carrier can be sunk, but it is not easy to do this with
conventional weapons. With nuclear weapons it is easier; but with
nuclear weapons just about anything can be destroyed.
The Nimstz class attack carriers are designed to be as invulnerable
as modern technology can make them, taking into account the weapons
we can expect may be used against them.
The Chief of Naval Operations has prepared a statement on the

subject of carrier surviva ility. I would be glad to provide a copy
for insertion in the record of this hearing.
Mr. MAHON. Please provide it for the record.
(The information follows:)
CARRIER SURVIVABILITY

Modern attack aircraft carriers with their embarked aircraft represent the
most powerful warships ever built. They are essentially offensive weapon systems designed to conduct strike operations against an enemy in a combat environment. Although the inherent mobility of the carrier makes it a difficult
target for an enemy to find and attack, carriers are nevertheless designed to absorb damage from enemy action with minimum disruption to their operational
capability,.
Any examination of carrier vulnerability must consider the subject under the
total range of warfare situations in which the attack* carrier, or tactical air
power, may be employed. A particular feature of the carrier weapons system is
its operational flexibility which permits it to be effectively employed across
the full spectrum of warfare, from show of military force, through limited wars,
to general conflict with conventional weapons, and the ultimate nuclear war.
Within this range of warfare situations, the greatest probability of conflict
lies below the general war threshold. There have been 50 wars or near wars
since the end of World War II. Yet no carrier has suffered loss or damage from
hostile action during this period, in spite of the fact that all but two of the
carriers in our, current OVA inventory have been involved in actual combat operations since World War II. In contrast, virtually all of the tactical air bases
in'South Korea were overrun by enemy ground forces in the Korean war,, and
ofr 800 aircraft have been destroyed on airfields in South Vietnam, and over
3,000 more damaged by enemy attacks.
This relative Invulnerability to enemy attack in the limited wars since
World War II has been due to the inherent mobility of naval forces which permit6 the carrier to operate beyond the effective range of weapons available to
sdteilite forces. It is not forseen that this situati6n will drastically be altered
inthe future, at least not until the bloc satellites have acquired high'performance
delivery vehicles such as modern submarines and jet bombers, and developed a
significant opeatitlonal capability in their use. A recent analysis,, for example,
showsi that carriers could continue to operate in the Gulf of Tonkin and still
rema n outside of the range bf Soviet Stx surface-to-surface guided missiles
emplaced at launching sites in North Vietnam. It is an important related fact,
that no potential North Vietnamese missile-launching platform, aircraft, or PT
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boat, has penetrated the TF-77 defense to within attack range of the carriers.
The greatest threat to U.S. carriers both now and in the future is posed by
Soviet air and submarine forces under general war conditions. Additionally, the
Chinese Communist air and submarine forces will present an increasing threat
in the future as they develop improved delivery vehicles and nuclear weapons.
Although the probability of general war in the future is small in comparison
to the possibility of limited conflicts, the consequences of a general war and the
threat to our national security are so great that the material, tactics, and operational concepts of the U.S. Navy should be based upon this maximum threat.
A useful and significant consideration in connection with this principle is that
naval forces which are capable of coping with this maximum threat are obviously more effective and less vulnerable in less intense warfare situations.
An analysis of the vulnerability of carriers in general war must be divided
into two parts, the conventional war case, and the nuclear war case, because
of the vast differences in weapons effects.
First, the nuclear case. In defending against a nuclear weapon attack it is
necessary to effect a 100-percen-t-kill defense, because of the devastating effects
that may result from a single nuclear detonation in the vicinity of the force.
This Is admittedly not an easy task for a ship at sea. However, it must be recognized -that the attacker is also faced with a formidable problem. Most importantly, the mobility of the ship target offers considerable protection, which
increases with the range of the weapon considered. Against ICBM attack, the
aircraft carrier, in contrast to cities, industrial complexes, land airbases, ports,
missile sites, and similar fixed targets, is virtually immune. It cannot be pretargeted. It can move 12 miles or more during the time of flight of an TB. If
its position Is precisely known at a given time, 3 hours later the carrier is
somewhere in the area of a circle of more than 25,000 square miles.
Even when using surface- or air-launched guided missiles with nuclear warheads, the enemy has a most difficult task of targeting. First, the naval task
force must be located, then the individual ships identified to determine which
is the carrier. This information requires constant updating as the surface contact picture changes with task force maneuvers, and the attacker must know
during the missile launch phase which of the many surface contacts is the carrier. A modern task force under the tactical or strategic warning conditions
which would attend impending or existing hostility, could operate in an electronically silent, full alert condition, which would add to the attacker's targeting problems.
No less important than the naval task force's inherent mobility is its active
capability for self-defense in depth. Guided missiles are considered to be the
greatest threat to surface ships. The initial defense against long-range guided
missiles is the detection and destruction of the delivery vehicles. Far-ranging
nuclear-powered attack submarines can detect' and attack enemy submarines
to destroy potential missile launchers. Airborne early warning aircraft are
maintained on station to detect enemy reconnaissance and missile-carrying
planes, as well as surface warships, and direct combat air patrol fighters to
intercept and destroy the intruders, air or surface. One objective is to shoot
down the reconnaissance aircraft for a long-range missile attack, and to destroy
the missile carriers before they reach their missile release point.
Should the missile, aircraft, surface ship, or submarines evade or saturate this
initial defense perimeter, and successfully launch their missiles, then the guided
missiles themselves become the primary target in the next defensive phase. These
missiles are not dissimilar in general size and performance to aircraft, and are
therefore vulnerable to the task forces antiaircraft defenses. To reach
the carrier, the enemy antiship missiles must evade additional fighter forces, and
then successfully penetrate the surface-to-air missile defenses of the screening
guided missile frigates and cruisers in the task force disposition. Finally, surviving enemy missiles are exposed to the highly effective fire of short range, point
defense missiles, and'to gunfire from ships of the task force.
To complicate the enemy's guidance problems, even if the missiles are able
to escape being destroyed by the layers of defense in depth, ships in the carrier
task force are equipped with electronic warfare equipment which mask the
identity of the ships, jam the guidance devices in the missiles, and confuse their
homing systems.
In view of the defensive advantages of a naval task force in comparison with
a fixed installation, it would appear to be an unlikely and irrational Choice for
the enemy to initiate an all out nuclear war by making the first attack on our
carriers.
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In the nonnuclear case, long-range guided missiles again appear to constitute
the greatest threat to the task force. However, the effectiveness of conventionfal
warhead-equipped missiles against our ships in such an attack is much less
than the nuclear case by several orders of magnitude. Not only must these issiles penetrate the same layers of defense in depth, but they must achieve a
direct hit on the target. A near miss, highly effective in the case of a nuclear
weapon, has no significant damage effect in the case of conventional warheads.
If our carriers do sustain hits from conventional bombs, torpedoes, or missiles,
some damage will occur, but that does not mean that the ship will be put out
of action. Modern carriers are extremely tough ships. No attack carrier built
during World War II or subsequent has ever been lost to enemy action. The
E880 class fought through the air attacks and kamikazes of World War II.
Subsequent carrier designs have had incorporated even more extensive protect.
tive features, such as armored flight decks and improved side protection, The hardness of the modern attack carrier is Illustrated by the recent experience of the Enterprise, when nine major caliber bombs detonated on her
flight deck. Yet the ship could have resumed her scheduled air operations within
hours, as soon as the debris was cleared from the after end of the flight deck.
In summary, vulnerability of any weapon system is not an absolute quality.
Carriers are not completely vulnerable to any weapon any more than they are
completely invulnerable. However, because of their mobility, their design, and
the defense in depth of the carrier task force, the carrier is less vulnerable,
across the spectrum of warfare, than any fixed base tactical air system.
CARRIER BATTLE DAMAGE

Mr. LEIGaTio. Some years ago the weapons systems evaluation
group in the Office of the Secretary of Defense prepared a report on
Operational Experience of Fast Carrier Task Forces in World War
III which contained a summary of carrier battle damage including the
cause and effect of the damage. This summary shows that of the 20
carriers damaged in our fast carrier task forces during World War
II, only the Yorktown was sunk directly by enemy forces. The Lewington, WVap, and Princeton were sunk by our own forces following
serious fires and explosions resulting from enemy action. The Hornet
was abandoned after a day long action during which she was hit by five
bombs, three aircraft torpedoes, and two kamikazes. In an attempt to
sink the abandoned ship, our own destroyers hit her with nine torpedoes
and 5-inch gunfire. The floating hulk was finally sunk during the
night by five Japanese torpedos. All five of our fast carriers sunk
were of pre-World War II design and all had wooden flight decks.
The conventionally powered Enterprise, which joined the fleet in
1938, was damaged more times than- any other carrier. Over a period
of 3 years, she was hit by three kamikazes and eight bombs in six different actions. On three of these occasions, she continued in operation
after being hit; on another she resumed flight operations within 2
hours after being hit. Only on two occasions was she forced out of
at ion once for 3 weeks and once for 14 weeks.
'If yoU would like me to, I will furnish this summary for the record.
I think that when you review the World War II carrier experience

in light of the improvements in carrier design made since that time,
you will recognize that the modern carrier is a very tough ship. The
Nimit0 class will be the best protected and least vulnerable carriers
ever designed. The added protection is provided by extensive use of

armor against bombs and guided missiles, as well as by improved.

antitorpido hull design. The unlimited endurance at high speed and
freedom from the need to slow down, to refuel provided by nuclear

propulsion further reduce vulnerability.
Mr. MAHON. Please furnish the summary for the record.
(The information follows:)
. f

SUMMARY OF BATTLE DAMAGE TO U.S. CARRIERS, WORLD WAR I!, INCLUDING CAUSE AND EFFECT OF DAMAGE

Ship

Date hit

Cause of damage

Lexington ---------------

May 8,1942 2 bombs; 2 or 3
air torpedoes.

Yorktown......----------

June 4-7,
1942

Wasp -------------------

Temporarily out
Conof action
tinued in (see
Out of
operation remarks) action
X

--------

Required Duration of
overhaul overhaul or
or repair repair

Sunk......- ... X

X

3 bombs; 2 air
X
---------- X
torpedoes;2submarine torpedoes.
Sept. 15, 1942 2 or 3 submarine ------------------ X
torpedoes.

Hornet ------------------

Oct. 26,1942 S bombs; 3 air
torpedoes; 2
kamikazes.
.-------------Jan. 11, 1942 1 submarine torpedo.

do------- X
do------- X

do
------- X
----

.....-X
-----------------

X

Remarks
---------Hit at 1120-112L Landed
13 planes at 1145. Launched planes at
1243. Large explosion at 1442. Firesout of control at 1450.Ship
abandoned and sunk by our own DD torpedoes.
--------------Hit at 1430. Launched 8 VF
at 1600. Torpedoes hit at 1620-ship
stopped-later sunk (on 7th).
Finally sunk by own DD--------------torpedoes. Jap submarine torpedoes
struck in way of magazinesand exploded part own ammunition.
Firesand damage appeared manageable until 3 gasoline vapor
explosions occurred below deck.
--------------Daylong action. Finally sunk
by own DD torpedoes and gunires
after ship abandoned.

See remarks---------- Repaired at NYPH and then proceeded to NYPS for installation
of blisters as previously scheduled--duration of overhaul 4
months, not all chargeable to torpedo damage.
Enterprise ------------- Feb. 1,1942 1 bomb---------- X
-----------------------------------------------------Splinter
damage only.
Yorktown --- May 8,1942 3 bombs......-------- X
------------------------------------------- Hit at 1127. Landed planes at 1155; launched at 1215; launched
planes at 1230. Not sent in for overhaul or repairs.
Enterprise ---------Aug. 24,1942 4 bombs ......-...--X
X
X
3 weeks------------- Hit at 1712--continued to operate planes until 1843 when steering
lost.
To NYPH.
Saratoga -----------Aug. 31,1942 1 submarinetorpedo -------- X ---------- X
7 weeks ----..---------- Hit at 1948. Stopped at 1953 as result of electrical fires. At 0130
back in commission and at 0130 landed 20 VSB and 9 VTB,
at 0030 launched and landed A/C.
Enterprise ------------- Oct. 26,1942 2 bombs
........-----------X
---------- X
2 weeks ----..---------- Hit at 1115, started operating planes again at 1230. To Noumea
for repairs.
Independence (CVL) --- Nov. 20,1943 1 air torpedo --------------------------X
X
24 weeks---------3 shafts knocked out and extensive flooding.
Lexington. .----------- Dec. 4 1943
do -------------------------------X
X
8 weeks..----------- Hit at 2330, no air operations in progress to PSNY.
Princeton (CVL) ...- -----Oc. 24 544 l bomb
---------------------- X
--------- Sunk .......
X
Hangar deck fires. Finally sunk by own forces.
Intrepid-------.. ----- Feb. 1,1944 1 air torpedo......-------...
.---- - X
X
6 days------------ -Steering gear damaged.
Was
-------------- Feb. 19,1944 5 bombs....
. X
-...............----------------------------------------Fragment damage, local fires.
Bunker HilL---------- June 19,1944 1 bomb---------- X
-----------------------------------------------------Fragment damage, local fires, minor flooding.
Franklin...---------Oct. 13,1944 1 kamikaze------- X
-----------------------------------------------------Negligible damage.
Hancock.
.
t---------. 14,1944 1 bomb---------- X
--.
...
. .
...----------------------------------------Minor fragment damage.
Franklin_
15,1944 ..............................
3 bob...............---------bomb& ........ X
Minor fragment damage.Smali fires. Minor damage.
Intrepid ..........-Oct 29,1944 1 kamikaze ------- X
-----------------------------------------------------Small fire, quickly extinguished.
Franklin
----------- Oct. 30,1944 ---- do -.......--------------X
-------- X
10 weeks ..----------Hit at 1046. Recovered planes of strikes in air at 1337. Launched
again at 1649. Recovered at 1758. To PSNY. Extensive fires
were extinguished in 2% hours.
Sarat

X-

Sunk

SUMMARY OF BATTLE DAMAGE TO U.S. CARRIERS, WORLD WAR II, INCLUDING CAUSE AND EFFECT OF DAMAGE-Continued

Ship

Date hit

Cause of damage

Temporarily out
Conof action
tinued In (see
of
operation remarks) Out
action

Required Duration of
overhaul overhaul or
or repair repair

Sunk

Remarks

Lexington ----------Nov. 5,1944 1 kamikaze------X-----------------------------------------Small
Essex
------------- Nov. 25,1944--do--------X ----------------------------

fires extinguished in 20 minutes.
Minor fires, minor flight deck damage. Hit at 1256, resumed
Intrepid ---------------------- do----- 2 kamikazes --------------------------light operations 1326 (30 mins.)
X
X
7 weeks -----------Extensive fires and at
structural damage. Hit at 1254/59. Flight deck
Belleau Wood (CVL) ----- Oct. 30,1944 1 kamikaze ------------------------fires out at 1314; others under control at 1532. To NYSF.
X
X
4j weeks--------- S-Serious
fires on flight deck, gallery, and 01 decks. To NYSF.
Cabot (CVL) ------------ Nov. 25,1944 2 kamikaze --------------X---------------2 weeks -- ..---------- Small fires. Minor structural damage. Severe fragment damage.
Ticonderoga ----------- Jan. 21,1945 ----do -------------------------------To Ulithifires
for repairs.
X
Operated
X
planes Icables
9 weeks ------------ Extensive
hr., 06
min. flight
alterdeck
hit.
and damage
to electrical
under
Saratoga-------------- Feb. 21,1945 4 kamikazes; 2
forward. To NYPS.
---------- X
---------- X
10 weeks ------------ Hits over period from 1700 to 1.
Extensive fires and severe
bombs.
Randolph -------------- Mar. 11,1945 1 kamikazes ------------------------------------structural damage. By 2015 ready to land A/C. To PSNY.
X
3
days
-------------Ship at anchor Ulithi when hit
Enterprise -------------- Mar. 18,1945 1 bomb---------- X at UlithL
------------------- X
12 days-------------- Minor fires, minor damage. No Repaired
interruption of operations (bomb
e
----------------.Intrepid
do 1--I
kamikaz -------broke up). Repaired at UlithL
------------------ X
11 days-----------Minor
gasolne fires, minor fragment damage. Repaired at UlithLi
Yorkown..----------------- dobomb --------- X-----------------------------------------Severe
blastand fragmentdamageto exterior shell plating. Minor
Franklin --- -------------- Mar. 19,1945 2 bombs ------------------------------fires
extinguished. No Interruption operations.
X
X
End of war----------- Terrific quickly
conflagrations and explosions of own of
bombs, ammunition
Wasp
---------------- dobomb----------------and Tiny
---------- X
7 weeks----------Severe
fires.Tis.
Moderate structural damage. Resumed routine
flight operations day after hit Withdrawn following day and
Hancock .....---------- Apr. 7,1945 1 kamikaze--------------X---------- X
7 weeks ------------- Severe fires. Hit at 1210, landed returning strike at 1630.
WithEnterprise --------------- Apr. 11,1945 2 kamikazes ---------------drawn and ordered to Pearl Harbor for repair.
X---------- X
4 weeks --------------- Minor
fires, hull damage, and flooding. Heavy shock damage to
Essex-------------------- domachinery. Hits at 1410 and 1510. Launched planes at 1652.
1-bomb ---------- X
Minor
Intrepid-------------Apr. 16,1945 1 kamikaze------------- ----------------------------------------Kit 1507. Launched at 1541, landed CAP at 1604
x
-------- X
5 week
----------- Severe damage.
conflagration,
moderate blast and fragment damage
Hit at 1336, fires out at 1544, and reported ready to land
Bunker HUI
------------- May 11,1945 2 kamikazes --------------------------planes.
Repair
at
Hunters
Point
X
X
16 weeks ------------ Severe fires, moderate structural
damage. Out of action. To
NYPS.
Entrpis
---------------do 1-kamikaze------------------------ X
X
14 weeks------------ Fires
sending
controlled
mins.,
planesinto30other
but To
bulging of flight deck required
Langley (CVL) ---------- Jan. 21,1945 1 bomb -------------------- Xships.
PSNY.
---------- X
9 days-------------- Moderate blast and fragment damage.
Minor fires. Hit at 1207
recovered planes at 1435 and fleet operations continued
San Jacinto (CVL)------Apr. 6.1945
thereafter.
kamikaze------X----------------------------------------Minor damage.

0.
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SECOND XIXITZ CLASS OARO

Mr.

MAHON.

When we are trying to reduce the Federal budget, why

should we go ahead with building the second Nimitz class nuclear
carrier in the fiscal year 1970 shipbuilding program?

Admiral RIcOvER. Let me answer your question on the same philo-

sophical basis I recently expressed to the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy when Chairman Holifield asked a similar question.
Freedom can only be retained in this world through vigilance. Freedom comes only at a price. If we allow our military strength to erode,
we may wake up one day and find that our freedom to improve the
lot of our poor and disadvantaged has been lost because we are not
willing to pay the price of vigilance. The early frontiersman had to
carry his rifle over tis shoulder as he plowed his field. No less today,
we must remain prepared at any time to defend our way of life even
our very existence as a nation. Our most senior defense officials and
the President, also faced with the tight budget situation, have concluded that this aircraft carrier is needed this year in order to provide
adequate defense capability.
The war in Vietnam has again emphasized one of the most important lessons in history-the need to be able to use the seas in time of
conflict. In spite of the publicity given to airlifting troops and supplies to Southeast Asia, over 98 percent of the material and supplies
for our forces in Southeast Asia go by sea. This war, from the naval
standpoint, is like a War College exercise. Except for our Navy pilots
and some other naval personnel involved in river warfare, our naval
presence in Southeast Asia has not been challenged. No plane has
attacked our ships, no submarine has fired a torpedo at them.
If we were in a conflict involving the naval and air forces of the
Soviet Union or the Communist Chinese, it would be up to our naval
aircraft carrier forces to protect our overseas supply lines as well as
carry the fight to the enemy. Land-based aircraft would help for
actions within range of protected airbases. The Navy needs the Nimdtz
class carriers in order to have the capability of countering the expected Soviet air threat of the mid 19701s.
The Soviet Union is embarked on a program which reveals a singlar awareness of the importance of seapower and an unmistakable resolve to become the most powerful maritime force in thr -orld. They
demonstrate a thorough understanding of the basic el, 1kents of seapower: knowledge of the seas, a strong modern merchant marine, and
a powerful new navy. They are surging forward with a naval and
maritime program that is a technologilcamarvel.
The Soviet Navy has undergone a contihdifig modernization program including the building of missile-armed cruisers and destroyers,
helicopter carriers and several new classes of nuclear and conventional
submarines. As a result, the Soviet Navy has become a fleet capable of
sustained open ocean operations. For the first time in its history, the
Soviet Union is using a deployed naval force in support of foreign
policy in areas not contiguous to its borders. Their force in the Meaiterranean includes warships armed with surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles, amphibious ships with naval infantry embarked,
as well as torpedo attack and sometimes missile-armed submarines.
The Soviet submarine force constitutes a threat against the conti-
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nental United States, U.S. Naval forces, and our unrestricted use of
the seas. Several classes of Soviet submarines both conventional and
nuclear powered, carry cruise missiles which have a maximum range
of about 400 Miles. It is believed that the primary mission of these submarines is to counter U.S. carrier strike forces. As I discussed at
length earlier, the Soviets have a new submarine force of about 375;
the United States has 145 which includes 61 diesel submarines, most
of which are World War ii vintage.
Soviet tactical air efforts have resulted in significant gains in their
capability. It must be noted that Soviet progress in tactical aviation
has application to threats worldwide, since the Russians export their
first line aircraft to other countries on a selective basis. Between 1952
and 1967, the Soviets have built about 20 different fighter prototype
aircraft. At least eight different designs have appeared sfnee 1961.
Since the F-4 Phantom II became operational in 1961, the United
States has not introduced any new operational fighter aircraft. The
Air Force is still working on the YF-12; the F-111A,although operational, is not really a fighter aircraft.
I know that nuclear carriers are expensive; all modern arms are.
This is one of the sacrifices we must be prepared to pay to stay free
in the world as it is.
I, too, wish the world were different and it were not necessary to
spend young lives and scarce natural resources for defense, but we
must survive in the world the way it is, not delude ourselves by trying
to live in a dream world we wish existed. The effort truly to perceive
the danger is no simple task, given the forces of obfuscation. Not the
least of these is vincible ignorance-that which we don't know because
we don't want to know it.
Mr. LEIoHToN. If the second Nimitz class carrier is to be built at
all, the funds must be appropriated in fiscal year 1970. As I said
earlier, machinery for this ship is already well along in fabrication,
and the ship is scheduled to follow the Nimitz which is well along
in construct ion. If you break the sequence-the ship and its equipment in series production-you will put a gap in the production
sequence which will require you to pay a lot more for the ship later on.
Admiral RIOKOVER. I would like to interrupt here, sir. To go ahead
with the second Nimitz class carrier you do not have to, at this
time, decide the ultimate number of carriers we should have. Since
many of the present aircraft carriers are becoming obsolete and we
need the capabilities of the new ones in the fleet, you will save a great
deal of money by permitting the second and third Nimitz class
carriers to go in sequence with the Nimitz. It will cost a great deal
more money from inflation, interrupted production lines, and delay
in delivery if you do not doit, sir.
. How many total attack carriers we should have is not the real issue
in regard to building the three ships of the Nimitz class. You can
adjust the overall force level as necessary by retiring World War II
ships. Don't forget, we are talking about new ships to be completed
in the mid 70's when the World War II ships will be 30 years old.
You will certainly want at least three of these nuclear carriers in
addition to the Eterp'isein the fleet of the mid 1970's. This is why
it is important that we go ahead with the second Nimitz class carrier
and order long lead items for the third in fiscal year 1970.
-I
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Stretching out their construction can only increase their ultimate
cost and delay their delivery.
The way I envision the surface fleet of the future, if you care to
hear my concept on that Mr. MAHON. I think it would be interesting.
SURFACE NAVAL FORCES OF THE FUTURE

Admiral RICKOVER. I see the surface naval force of the future as
composed of nuclear powered aircraft carriers defended by nuclear
powered frigates. This will give us mobile striking forces capable of
being sent anywhere in the world without the prior establishment of
loistic support.
This willbe particularly necessary, because I see us approaching a
"fortress America" concept where we will have few foreign bases,
if any. Neither the American people nor the people in the host countries favor our foreign bases in many cases. As time goes on, we will
find foreign bases harder to acquire.
If we are to have a striking force, it should, insofar as possible, be
able to operate independently. Therefore, we will have to build these
new nuclear-pwered aircraft carriers.
From a standpoifit of actually saving money it is best to go on now
with these three Nimitz class carriers that have been approved by the
Department of Defense. Once you delay them, there will be considerable additional cost.
The Navy has planned that by 1980 the nuclear carriers and their
nuclear escorts will constitute a major striking force of the U.S. Navy.
That will be what you could call Our battle force. It will be the most
powerful group of ships that has ever been assembled. It will be a
force that can be sent anywhere in the world on short notice and in
a short time. And in view of the limitations there may be on our having advanced bases overseas, and our relations with other countries,
this may be a very, very important thing at that time. The existence
of such a force will free us from much logistic support, and will eftable us to, operate swiftly and surely without dependence on foreign
agreements or foreign bases.
NUCLEAR PROPULSION PLANT COMPONENTS

Mr. MAHON. The fiscal year 1970 budget request includes $48 million
for spare Nimitz class nuclear propulsion plant components . Would
you please explain why it is necessary to buy these spares at this time?
Mr. LrnaHToN. The nuclear propulsion plant components for the
?imitz class two-reactor aircraft carriers are the largest and most complex equipment ever manufactured for the naval nuclear propulsion
program. It has been necessary to establish separate manufacturing
facilities for many of the components just to build this equipment. The
manufacturing leadtime for most of this equipment is a year longer
than the next most limiting equipment needed for construction of a
nuclear aircraft carrier.
Spare components are needed to back up construction and operation
of all modern complex weapons. Due to
lonf leadtime needed for
Ie
manufacturing these large nuclear propulsion plant components, it is
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particularly necessary that spare components be in the process of manufacture should there be damage to or loss of one of these components
during construction of the three Nimitz class carriers. It could take
ears to build a new component from scratch ship construction could
e delayed in the process and costs increased due to the delay. We have
programed the authorization of the Nirntz class nuclear propulsion
plant spare components over a 8-year period starting with the $39.3
million appropriated last year. We need the second increment of $48
million this year and we will need about $21 million next year. Further, since a third Nimit0 class carrier is planned in fiscal year 1971, it
is unwise to allow the special production lines to be shut down in fiscal
year 1970 and let their capacity be transferred to the expanding civilian
reactor business.
Admiral RxoKovER. It is worth noting, Mr. Chairman, that the shipbuilding bill introduced by Chairman Rivers, H.R. 574, includes funas
not only for the Nimitz class nuclear propulsion plant spares but also
long leadtime funds for the fiscal year 1971 carrier, the CVAN-70. I
recommend that these aspects of Mr. Rivers' bill be approved by Congress
so that these carriers can be built at minimum cost and without
delay.
NUCLiAR FRIGATES

Mr. MAHON. Would you please give us your views on nuclear frigate

construction during the next several years and what the Navy plans are
in this regard?
Mr. LanOH zo;. Additional frigates with guided missile anti-air war-

fare systems and antisubmarine capability are required to provide adequate air and submarine defense for the fleet.
For both independent duty and task group operations, nuclear power
in frigates gives the capability of steaming great distances at high-sustained speeds. It permits the commander to position the ships with
much -more flexibility, since they are not dependent on oiler support. It
also gives him more flexibility in his choice of actions because here
again he does not have to concern himself with the problem of sooner
or later having to join up with an oiler.
The overall capabilities of a nuclear carrier task force are improved
each time a nuclear-powered, guided-missile frigate is substituted for
a conventional guided-missile ship in the force.-The incremental gain
in military effectiveness is larger as each nuclear frigate is substituted
with the largest increment being added when the all-nuclear task group
is achieved.
Construction of a total of four nuclear aircraft carriers includitig the
Enterpn'e and the Nimitz has been approved to date by the Department of Defense. Thus far, the Department of Defense plans to build
nuclear frigates to accompany only two of the four nuclear aircraft
carriers.
In addition to the five nuclear guided-missile ships built or author.
sized, the Department of Defense plans to build four of a new class,
called DXGN's, at the rate of one per year starting in fiscal year 1970.
The fiscal year 1970 shi1pbu-idlig bill, H.R. 574, introduced by the
chairman of the House Armed Services Committee provides for two
nuclear frigates in fiscal year 1970, and long lead funds for three more
to be in the fiscal year 1971 program.
0
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The Chief of Naval Operations ias stated he supports completion of
all-nlclear task groups for delivery to the fleet of 1980, each
with it nuclear attack carrier and-nuclear frigates. In addition,
he has stated tle need to have nuclear frigates for independent missions for a total of
nuclear powered missile ships in the fleet
of 1980. Even when all these nuclear ships are built, only 10 percent
of the destroyer-type ships in the fleet of 1980 will have nuclear propulsion. Thus, it is clear that this is a relatively modest rate of changing the destroyer forces to nuclear power.
To attain the Chief of Naval Operations objectiveof
- nuclearowered missile ships in the fleet of 1980, a substantial nuclear frigate
uildig -program must be initiated. The program proposed for fiscal
year 1970 -by Chairman Rivers will do this. The Department of De"
fense plan will not.
NUCLEAR FRIGATE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

Mr. MAHON. If the Navy wants to have nuclear frigates for all its

nuclear carriers, what type of building program would be required?
Mr. LaIGHTON. Three to four nuclear frigates per year, sir.
Congress faces a decision as to whether we do or do not get started
on a significant nuclear frigate building program. From where the
naval reactors organization stands, we neecdto know if the ships are to
be built because we have to establish and maintain an industrial capacity for building nuclear propulsion equipment. No company is going
to reserve capacity for some unspecified future program. In other
words in order to maintain industrial interest in building nuclear
propulsion plant components we need a firm program on which contractors can count.
If we call get approval for a program, then we can arrange for the
industrial capacity to produce it., but it needs to be an agreed, firm
program. Tills is all important point. In the last several years we have
lost much of our industrial capacity for Viuilding nuclear propulsion
plant components for naval ships because of the decline thle number
of orders per year. That also causes the expenses to golupinconsiderably.
We have to start all over again; we have to pay to make the facilities
available. No company just holds then for us free.
Admiral RIcKovxit. As it is today, by the time the frigates approved
by the Defense Department are copinleted, the Enterprise will have
been at sea 11 years before she gets a full complemhent of nuclear
frigates and the Nimitz will be at sea 4 years before she gets her complement of nuclear frigates. By that time the third and fourth nuclear
carriers are scheduled to be at sea and there will be no nuclear frigates
for them.
If we are going to build nuclear frigates for all nuclear carriers, the
nuclear frigate construction program needs to go forward at a faster
pace.
Mr. LEIoTON. The fiscal year 1969 appropriation Included $52 million for procurement of long leadtiine nuclear propulsion plant comlonents for the first two DXGN's. These components are now being

fabricated.
The original Departlient, of I)efense plan was to fully fund the first
two DXGN's in fiscal year 1970 and two more in fiscal year 1971. How-

ever, during reviews preparatory to submitting the 1970 budget, it was
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determined that the original schedule for the ships would not be delayed if only one DXG N were fully funded in 1970, provided advance
funds for the procurement of long leadtime nuclear propulsion plant
components for the third and fotirth DXGN's and long leadtime fire
control system components for the second and third DXGN's were
also included in the 1970 budget. Therefore, the Department of De.
fense 1970 budget request includes $196 million to complete the funding of the first DXGN2 $9.9 million for fire control system components
for the second and third DXGN's, and $58 million for nuclear pro.
pulsion plant components for the third and fourth DXGN's.
The present Department of Defense plan is to fully fund the second ship next year. Some additional funds will also be needed next
year for components for the third and fourth ships if they are to remain on their original schedules.
Further, the rate of authorization of nuclear frigates must be increased to three to four per year soon if the Navy is to come close to
nuclear-powered missile ships in the
meeting the CNO goal of
fleet of 1980. At the rate of one per year, it will be almost the year
ships is reached.
before the goal of
DXON'S VERSUS DLGN'S

Mr. MAHON. In his letter of January 24, 1969, to the chairman of the

Armed Services and Appropriations Committees, which I will include
for the record, the recent Secretaryf of the Navy recommended that
we start construction of the DXGN s as soon as possible and terminate
further consideration of building additional DLGN 36 class nuclear
powered frigates.
Admiral, do you think we should continue building DLGN's or
should we change to DXGN'sI
Admiral RicxovEn. Last year I recommended that Congress go
ahead with DLGN 37 and DLGN 38 and not wait for the DXGN
to be designed, because the Navy needs nuclear frigates to supplement
its nuclear carriers. I have never believed in postponing construction
of ships today waiting for the new designs of tomorrow. In April
1968 the Department of Defense finally agreed to go ahead with the
DL4N 37. The DLGN 38, which was only partially funded, was canceled by the President. However, the Department of Defense plan
forwarded to the Congress in April 1969, called for authorization of
two DXGN's in fiscal year 1970 and two more in fiscal year 1971. The
Department of Defense subsequently changed this plan to one ship
per year startin' in fiscal year 1970.
The design of the DXdN has progressed well in the last year and
is now considered by the Chief of Naval Operations to be militarily
superior to the design originally proposed. It is possible to deliver
DXGN's on about the same schedule as additional DLGN 36 class ships
could be delivered now. The Chief of Naval Operations and Secretary
of the Navy Ignatius reviewed the military characteristics as stated
in the Secretary's January 24,1969, letter.
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The Navy is ready to go ahead with construction of DXGN's in
fiscal year 1976and f concur that we should.
(The Secretary of the Navy's letter follows:)
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY,
OFFICE OF TIE SECRETARY,

Washington, D.C., January24, 1969.
HON. GEORGE H.1VAH1ON,

Chairman, Committee on Appropriations,
Houtse of Representatives, lVashngton, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: You will recall that during last year's hearings on the
subject of nuclear powered guided-niissile frigates, the 90th Congress requested
that the Navy review the decision to procure the new design DXGN class in lieu
of more DON 30 class in the fiscal year 1970 prograimi, and also expressed a desire
that the Navy review operatloial requirements particularly with respect to the
mix of nuclear versus conventionally powered guided-iissile ships. Responding
to this interest, last September the Navy commenced a comprehensive review of
DXGN/DLGN capabilities, cost, production, aid schedule risks, and the analytical
studies which formed the basis for the recommended numbers of nuclear and
conventionally powered guided-missile ships. The results of this review are
summarized in the enclosure for your convenience.
During the past year the DXGN has evolved into a larger ship than the conceptual design described to Congress in early 1008. Of particular Interest, instead
of one launcher each for antiair warfare (AAW) and antisubmarine warfare
(ASW) as originally planned, the DXGN will now have
launchers of a
new design
-.
The DXGN design is now well along and the ship is expected
to be about the same size as the DLGN.
Looking to the threat of the late 1970's and beyond and taking into accoul.t
the development and construction time required for modern guided-missile ships,
it is clear that new authorlzations for nuclear frigates should include the lastest
improvements in combat systems we can now design Into these ships, In view
of a favorable assessment which has been made by the Chief of Naval Operations on the risks involved in the key equipments and systems called out for
DXGN, I believe it is prudent to start the DXGN building program in fiscal year
1970. As discussed in the enclosure, the DXGN's improved capability to react
-rapidly to a cruise missile, its inherent potential for rapid modernization, and
the improved reliability and casualty mode operation of its combat system make
it a superior overall ship for employment with our high value striking forces
and for independent missions. I recommend we stirt construction of DXGN's as
soon as possible.
PAUL R. IGNATIUS, Secretary of the Navy.
Encl: (1) Summary of DXGN/DLGN Review.
SUMMARY OF DXGN/DLG'N REVIEW
A. Ship capabilities an24 costs
1. Chlaractertics.-(a) The DLGN and DXGN have many common characteristics. Each ship will displace about 10,000 tons and will be powered by the
nuclear propulsion plant. The comnicfitehttfis systems, gun systems, and
air target surveillance and detection radars are the same In both DLGN and
DXGN. The significant configuration differences are in the AAW missile system,
the electronic warfare system, the ASW fire control system, and the efficiency
of the combat system integration,
(b' Ti DLGN 36 has two compete Tartar D missile systems providing four
channels for missile fire control. The DXON has one Tartar D system with two
channels
. Instead of one launcher each for AAW and ASW as originally
planned, the DXGN will now have
launchers of a new design
.
Thus, the DXGN configuration permits complete flexibility in the loadout of
weapons as well as the reliability provided by having
launchers available
for -,
DLGN 36 has two Tartar launchers and one Asroc launcher. The new
design launcher in DXGN provides protected stowage of Asroc missiles below
decks whereas the DLON 36's
-.
(o) With respect to magazine size the LON 30 has a greater capacity with
a total of
Tartar missiles which would be important in extremely heavy
air defense situations when the fleet could not replenish ammunition immediately. DLGN 36 has a total capacity of Asroc missiles for ASW,
35-202 0-09-pt. 0-40
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based on
to a total of
of them in the launcher. The DXON
current planning. Therefore, In a situation which requires extended independent
AXGN
can carry more Astroc
service in an opposing submarine environment, the D
missiles than I)LGN 30, with a corresponding reduction in the loadig of AAW
missiles.
(d) In the electronic warfare (EW) area the DXGN includes
(0) The DXGN will have a new digital ASW fire control system which
simplifies interfaces within the combat system.
(f) The DIAN 36 class has a command 'and control system built around
the inservice
digital computer. The comblinhtion of this computer with
the varieties of analog and digital weapons systems leads to a pro1iferntlnll of
complex buffering and data conversion equipment. The DXGN combat system
design uses a new generation digital (ompfiter common to both the conmnmald
and control system and the Weapon subsystems, thus improving the data flow
among systems and the inherent rediadai cy and casualty mode performance
and sinplifyifg the maintenance and logistic support.
2. BfMectiven8s.-The resultant AAW effectiveness of the two nuclear frigate
designs has been compared against a series of standard threat models. In the
kills
1970 environment, the DLGN Is predicted to achieve an -average of
per target by its missile system while the DXGN system is predicted to attain
kills per target. The improved reaction thne and coordination of the
DXGN's integrated combat system, and the signiffcitly ti i)oved electronic warfare performance, though not directly quAtitiflible in terns of kills per target,
give the DXGN phrity with tile DLGN in terms of overall defensive AAW capability against aircraft targets. Against the low-altitude, aislii))iiig mtlssle, the
DXGN's threat reactive electronic warfare system, acting as both a detection
system for the missile battery and as a countermeasure, will be a significant iimprovement over DLGN-30.
3. Modernization.-In the environment anticipated in the early 1980's and
with the same threat models referred to earlier, the DLN Is predicted to achieve
kill/target ratio and the DXON Tartar D conflgtrat6i
-.
To
the DXGN is being designed for convertibility to the
.
combat
advanced surface missile system (ASMS) which is predicted to achieve a
kills/target in such an environment. Since
significant improvement to
the DLON-36 was not designed for ASMS, it would be more difficult to provide
the DLON with this system.
4. Oosta.-(a) Comparisons of investment costs of DXGN's and repeat DLONship DXGN program to com86 class ships were made on tile basis of a
plete nuclear escorts for four OVAN's. Except for the lead ship costs associated
with every new ship program, the results show variations of only about 2 percent-less than the accuracy of the estlimaites. Thus, DXGN/1)LGN costs are
comparable.
(b) With respect to life cycle costs, a manpower reduction of 52 men in at
DXGN as compared with DLON-36 has been identified. This represents about
$18 million per ship undiscounted over a 20-year life cycle.
B. Production and sohedulc ritks
The Chief of Naval Material conducted a review of available shipyard capacity
for construction of nuclear frigates and has assessed tile risks associated with
the
- major DXGN subsystems currently in development. The conclusions of
review are summarized below:
1. Shipyard capaclty.-There are a number of U.S. shipyards which have or
are capable of acquiring nuclear construction capability and their building
capacity Is sufficient to handle a substantial nuclear frigate program. It Is imnportant to note that in the present shipbuilding environbient only the Newport
News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co. has been successful in obtaining recent awards
for construction of nuclear surface ships. Not only is that company building
DLON's 36/37 and CVAN 68, but they are a prominent SSBN/SSN new construc. Considering contion and overhauling yard, a Poseidon conversion yard struction priorities it may be necessary to develop the capability to construct
nuclear escorts at an additional yard, if a DXGN program of the size contemplated
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by the Navy is approved by the Secretary of Defense and subsequently by the
Congress.
considered feasible for DXGN installation,
-Is
2.
- program is on schedule and is considered a low risk program,
3.
cur. It is considered feasible to mainitiin the schedule for the
4,
rently planned for DXGN installation.
0. Analytfoal studies
study has been examined thoroughly
The major fleet escort force level (MFIV)
with regard to the rise in estimated ship costs and to a less rigorous extent with
in order to verify the numbers and mix of nuclear
respect to the increase in
and conventional missile ships. This examinhti6n confirms that:
1. ASW considerations are still dominating with respect to numbers of escorts
Justified.
conventional ASW escorts per forward deployed carrier should be
2.
AAW configured, and
3. The Navy recommended mix of DXGN and DXG/DX (assuming 4 OVAN's
on the line) is still justified.
NEED FOR NUCLEAR FRIGATES

Mr. MAHON. Admiral, last year you listed several events of that
year which you felt supported a nuclear powered frigate building
program. Would you care to update that list?
Admiral RiCKoVE. Yes, sir. Last year I pointed out that for the
following reasons we should have such a programThe rapidly expanding and improving Soviet nuclear submarine fleet;
The declining inventory of overseas bases available to the
United States;
The withdrawal of British military forces east of Suez which
increases the need for mobility in our naval forces;
The continUifig Middle East crisis which jeopardizes major
sources of petroleum;
The greatly increased Soviet naval, activity in the Mediterranean
The increasing concern over the Korean situation;
Continuing analysis which shows that the overall 10-year system cost-the cost comparison basis specified by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Systems Alalysis-of nuclear frigates
is about the same as of conventional ships;
The declining' industrial base for naval nuclear prop ulsion
plants brought about by the lack of a firm nuclear shpbuildnmg
program.
All these point to the urgency of pushing ahead as rapidly as
possible with the application of nuclear propulsion to new major surface combatants. The situation today makes the need for nuclear
powered warships even more obvious. Today, we find ourselves with
tensions moulnting higher in Korea, a continued expansion of Soviet
naval activity in the Mediterranean .and the Atlantic, and hesitant
negotiations on the renewal of treaties for location of U.S. bases on
foreign soil. All these items call for the expansion of tile nuclear
warship building program.
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NEED TO MODERNIZE DEFENSES

Admiral RiKovEm. I think we have made a pretty good case for
what we believe concerning the need for nuclear carriers and frigates,
sir. I don't know whether we have convinced you. I hope we have,
since thedecisions you make today will have a major impact on our defense capabilities in the 1970's and later.
Some may argue that we should not construct the Nimtz class
carriers and the nuclear frigates because the danger of war has been
reduced; consequently, our resources can be used for other desirable
objectives. Granted the hideousness of modern war, can we deduce
therefrom that mankind is now wise enough to forgo recourse to
arms? A glance at history should put us On guard against those who
claim that humanity has now reached a state where the possibility of
armed aggression can be disregarded in formulating national policy.
Although a precise comparison of United States and Soviet military
expenditfires is not available, it is clear that the U.S.S.R. is spending
much more annually for new weapons than the United States. Is it
then rational for us to fail to modernize our defenses on the assumption that the danger of war no longer exists? The first priority of all
life is survival; this is likewise true of nations, and it is the primary
function of the legislature. World War II probably would not have
broken out and followed the course it did had-the United States not
been so nearly totally disarmed in the 1930's as a result of decisions
made in the years before.
Mr. MAHON. It is true that what happens today had its inception

years ago.
Admiral RicKovER. I would like to add a comment concerning the
vulnerability of aircraft carriers. I have said that everything is vulnerable in war-including aircraft carriers. But it must be thoroughly
understood that the United States cannot conduct overseas military
operations without naval support, for the simple reason that about 98
percent of oir supplies must be transported by ship.
Those who cite the vulnerability of aircraft carriers appear to
believe we would be able to transport men and supplies without the
protection afforded by our carriers. They can come to this conclusion
only if they believe an enemy, if we did not have carriers, would
permit our cargo shipping and transports to proceed 'uimolested. This
is both wishful thin ing and illogical. If it is possible for us to become engaged in an overseas war-and our foreign commitments
timply
this-then there is no viable way we can use our Army or our Air
Force unless we can protect the sips which carry supplies to them.
Another point being made by opponents of our aircraft carriers is
that their very existence creates the desire to use them-thus making
it easy for us to engage in military ventures.
The concept that a "weapons race" is the cause of war was a widely
held theory prior to World War I. Many historical studies of the
causes of that war have disproved this fallacy. And certainly it cannot be claimed that World War II was caused by an armaments race.
In fact that war might well have been prevented had Britain, France,
and the United States been better prepared. It, was for this very
reason that at the end of World Wars I and II we vowed never again
to be caught -unprepared. Whether or not to use our military forces is
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decided by our civilian leaders, not by the military. The military is
asked for advice, but the decision is that of tlh civilian leadership.
Our Navy is not a direct threat to any country. Its strength lies in
its ability to be deployed rapidly at distances from the United States.
Its very existence as a "fleet in being" serves to deter those who might
otherwise think lightly about starting hostilities.
May I give you a few basic statistics on World War II, sir?
Mr. MAIIoN: Yes.
LESSONS OF HISTORY

Admiral RICKOvFA. When Germany decided to invade Russia in 1941
their staff studies showed that the Soviet Union would be defeated in
8 weeks, 10 weeks at most. Our military attadl6 in Moscow advised the
War Department that the war would be over in 3 months. I well remeiber that the German estimate for the length of World War I was
3 mofiths.
These estimates should place us on guard against those who believe
that long, worldwide wars are no longer possible. Even the present
"minor" Vietnainese war has endured for longer than the foremost
defense civility and our military leaders predicted. Having served in
both World Wars, I may perhaps be forgiven for not being as optimistic about permanent peace, the beneficence of of tinilateral disarmament, and the current belief held by many--especially our "intellectuals" that the slicer horror of a long war will compel its avoidance.
It may be apropos at this time to quote a few facts that show why
the prevention of war is an order of magniftui'de less costly than engaging i it. The money we save today in lowering our defenses will surely
be but a pittance compared to whatit will cost us if we are not strong
enough. to deter war.
Russia was invaded in June 1941. By winter of that year the cost of
the war was already truly colossal. To the Gmillion; possibly as many
as 8 million military losses in killed and captured were added millions
of civilian casualties, a million or more dead of starvation alone in I&ningrad during the writer of 1941-42.
By the end of 1941 the Soviet Union had lost 47 percent of her inhabited places, territory in wlich 80 million persons had resided. That
teritory had produced 71 percent of the Soviet pig iron, 58 percent of
its steel, 63 percent of its mined coal, and 42 percent of its electricity.
By the end of their 1941 offensive the Germiin'had occupied areas that
had produced 38 percent of the grain and cattle and 84 percent of the
Soviet sugalr.
The total military service deaths on the Soviet side reached more
than 12 million. The German Federal Repiblic estimate of Soviet military losses is 13.6 mill including 1.75 million permaneiily disabled.
The war also
cost offi
the
Soviets
million civilians. The passes,
mn~~~
ah~
FThe~
mflvtasome-7
the Bli,
.. civill"
ian and military, of Finland the Baltic States, and eastern and southeastern Eureopean coitties added millions more.
The GermAn military dead number between 3 and 3.5 million ; their
civilian dead 1.5 milli6.
The f tires I have given are, of course, vastly increased by the military and civilian dead of Great. Britain, France, the United States,
Austria, Hungary, Italy, Japan, China, and of mreany other countries.
Poland lost one-quarter of her entire poplulaton. The total of all sol-"
diers killed in World War II was 26.8 mill ion.
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As a relatively minor item it is of interest that the United States

supplied the Soviet Union among other items, with 410,000 jeeps and
trucks, 12,000 armored vehicles, 326,000 tons of high-explosive powder,
18,000 locomotives and railroad cars, and 1,800,000 tons of food.
When faced with an actual war that threatened national disaster,
even the doctrinaire Communist Party point of view toward the nilitary had to be abandoned. It. was realized that the traditional military
principles, feudal and reactionary as they might be considered, gave
armies staying power in the field. Suddenly the Soviet Army began to
assume all the old trappings of military authority: sharp and rigid
rank differentiation as the basis for discipline strict observance of
military etiquette, class status for officers, including special privileges
and distinctive uniforms and insignia, the recognition of a Russian as
opposed to the revolutionary military tradition.
These lessons the Russians have learned well; their present Army,
Navy, and Air Force have retained them. They have become a mainstay of their present military proficiency and efficiency. The lesson is
there for us, too. We are presently adopting some practices which the
Russians used before World War II, lessons they had to abandon
when faced with loss of their country-when social science concepts
conflicted with reality.
We must not suppose that sharing the prejudices of people means
being at one with them, that it is a great act of humility to sacrifice
our own ideals instead of attempting to develop them in others.
In this connection, some of the unrest in our country, which stems
from the writings and actions of "intellectuals" and social "scientists"
is not novel to our own day. It had its counterpart in the period be-

fore the French Revolution-which led to the dirUption of Europe,
war and devastation for a quarter of a century. Some of the results

were good, many were bad. Nearly two centuries later France has
not yet completely recovered from its effects.
The period before the French Revolution is an instructive one. A
gigantic revolution sprang from the revolutionary talk which was
common in the salons of the 18th century in which were gathered the
celebrities of the aristocracy, literature, and politics.
And to see the first performance of "Figaro," a revolutionary play,
the aristocracy of Paris stood in a queue for days and fashionable
ladies missed their dinner to get a seat. A month later the play was
even performed at Versailles with the future Louis XVIII in the part
of Figaro and Marie Antoinette as Suzanne-both beheaded by the
Revolution they so innocently played at.
Unfortunately, few people study history, which accounts for the
truism that history repeats itself. In fact, not many of our people
understand the devastation wrought by World War II. That iwar
ended a quarter of a century ago. Half the people in the United
States were not alive then; they, as well as our young people then in
their early teens had no direct connection with that war. I believe it is
not too farfetched to say that 75 percent of our people have no vivid
memory of what a world war really means. The lesson of that war, its
page of history, is worth a book of logic.
Mr. MAHoN. The observations you have made are most interesting.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR "NIMITZ" CLASS AIROP1AF' CARRIERS

Admiral Riovwn. Thank you, sir. I would like to inform you that

the Navy is being asked many questions concernifig their justification
for building the Nindtzclasm aircraft carriers. I am working with the
Chief of Naval Operations to respond to those questions. I would be
glad to provide the information we have for the record if you so
desire.
Mr. MAHON. Please do so, Admiral.

(The information follows:)

U.S. ATOMIO ENERGY COMMISSION,

Wa8 ingtot, D.C., September 5, 1969.
Hon. JOiiN STENNIS,
Chairman, Senate Armed Service8 Committee,
U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR STENNIS: This letter is in response to your request of August
29 that I give you my views concerning the Importance of proceeding with
construction of the three Nimttz class nuclear-powered attack aircraft carriers
planned by the Department of Defense. You also asked me to comment specifically concerning the impact that deferring the $377 million requested by the
President in his fiscal year 1970 budget to complete funding for the second of
these carriers-the OVAN-69--might have on the naval nuclear propulsion
program.
I welcome this opportunity to make clear my reasons for believing strongly
that these three carriers should be built without delay.
For many years as you know, I have testified thai because of the vast improvements being made in weapons technology the Navy should wherever possible go underwater to carry out its missions. The most striking example of where
this has been accomplished in the past decade is the transfer of the Navy
nuclear war deterrent mission from bombers based on aircraft carriers to
Polaris missiles launched from nuclear submarines. Increased emphasis has
also been placed on nuclear-powered attack submarines for antisubmarine missions-a policy that shoUld be continued.
I have never hesitated to call attention to what seems to me to be wrong with
our military. I follow no "party line." In the past when Chiefs of Naval Operations favored aircraft carriers over nuclear submarines I spoke out against their
stand. This !3 not the case with our present Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral
Moorer, who fully supports nuclear submarines.
There are, however, some important Navy missions, which cannot, in any
known practical way be carried out by submarines. One of these is the provision
of sea-based tactical air power to protect our sea lanes and our air lanes over
the seas, as well as to support amplibi6'is operations and overseas military land
operations beyond the range of the land-based tactical air power available to us.
In a memorandum of August 25, 1969, to the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief
of Naval Operations discusses at length the urgent need to continue building
attack carriers. The memorandUtn, a copy of which is enclosed, responds to
questions raised this year by those opposed to proceeding with the carrier
building program. I contributed to the preparation of Admiral Moorer's memorandum and I agree with its contents.
It is easy, of course, to take a negative stand on any matter-particularly if
one merely urges delay so that the matter may be further studied. That way
nothing has to be proved or decided. One contents himself with asking many
simple questilos about a complex issue; states that the answers he has received
do not completely examine all facets of the questions; then insists that the
matter requires further study and the decision to go ahead should be delayed.
I do not believe further study of the attack carrier issue will change the basic
facts summarized below. These, in my opinion, establish the need to proceed
with construction of the Nitmitz class carriers. These facts are discussed in more
detail in the attached memorandum :
Three-fourths of the earth's surface is covered by water; 95 percent of the
world's population live within range of carrier aircraft.
The United States is essentially an island between two oceans-an island
dependent on free ulse of the seas for transport of materials and fuels necessary for our survival.
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No valid plan exists-for overseas military operations by the Army, by the
.Aftr Force, or by amphibious forces, which does not depend on our ability
to guarantee free use of the seas. Virtually. all supplies to Vietnam, for
example, have been carried by ships.
Without a modern attack carrier force, the United States is not assured
free use of the seas in those areas of the world that are important to us.
It is simply not practicable to.establish enough land air bases adequately
prepared, provisioned, defended, and within range of potential areas of
conflict.
To match the continually improving capabilities of our potential enemies,
the Navy's carrier force must have a steady input of new ships. This Is
necessary to upgrade its capability through infusion of modern technology
and to replace ships no longer capable of meeting the demands on thomwhether because of their inherent design limitations or because of their age.
Seven of the sixteen carriers currently operating in the attack carrier
role were launched during or shortly after World War II. Five of these
cannot operate several of the modern aircraft types now in the fleet. They
will not be able to operate air wings which can survive against Soviet
weapons technology of the 1970's.
Bach Nfrntt class carrier will carry 50 percent more aircraft ammunition
and twice as mitch aircraft fuel as the latest conventionally powered attack
carrier. This, combined with the unlimited high-speed endurance provided
by nuclear power will greatly increase their capability for sustained combat
operations.
The Mwmft class will also incorporate improved design features in the
areas of command and control, intelligence processing, ammunition handling,
aircraft catapulting, fire fighting, and damage control.
The Nimitz class will be the best protected and least vulnerable carriers
ever designed, The added protection is provided by extensive use of armor
against bombs and guided missiles, as well as by improved antitorpedo hull
design., The unlimited endurance ht high speed and freedom from the need
to slow down to refuel provided by nuclear propulsion further reduce the
carrier's V0lnerability.
The second ship of this class, the OVAN-69, is scheduled for delivery in
1974. It will replace the Bron Homme Richard which will then be a 80-yearold veteran of World War I1,Korea, and Vietnam.
If future analysis or budget stringency should require reduction in the attack carrier force level, this should be accomplished by retiring old carriers,
not by canceling construction of new ones. Were the Navy required to oarate a smaller carrier force, the improved capabilities of the Nimtzt class
would become even more important. The smaller the force, the more importantit is that each carrier have the greatest achievable capability.
The maximum life of an attack carrier is 25 to 80 years.'A 15 carrier force
level requires construction' of one new earrtierevery 2 years if they are to be
* replaced When: they are 0 years old. If the force level were to be reduced 'to
12, it WOUld be necessary to builda 'new carrier every 2.5 year's.:
-The three Pntit, class attack carriers' are the only ones'aUthorized or
planned from ;fscal year 1984 through 1972;, itperiod of 0 years; this will
aVetage oUt tobut one new attack carrier every 8 years.
If we do not coitinously modernize our attAclcarrier force, iti:hbility to
protect 60inaval and'overseas mili.taryforces and the logistic lifeline for our
military and industrial needs against the'Increasing capabilitiesof potential
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totally dependent on overseas transportation. Therefore, they built their naval
forces to interdict sea lanes-just as Russia, today's predominant land power, is
now doing..German submarine and air attack on Allied shipping almost succeeded in defeating her opponents in both wars.
In contrast, Japan, an island empire, depended in World War II on the seas
for her survival, ap does the United States today. Aircraft carriers in that war
were, therefore, the heart of the Japanese Navy. The turning point in the Pacific
was the sinking of half of Japan's carrier fleet in the battle of Midway in 1942.
The decisive factor in her defeat was the ability of American submarine and air
forces to interdict the flow of oil from overseas to the home islands, thus
strangling her industrial and military effort and leading to her eventual collapse.
The ability of the United States to fight for an extended period' of time in defense of its territory and of its aus .of-tnterest Iepends on our ability to maintain the flow of material a d-w5l on and over the'seao. The sheer bulk of the
petroleum products for lntlitbur and industrial needs
daily requirement of oil
precludes adequate peye time stockpiling.
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our overseas supply lines, in addition to carrying the war to the enemy. Landbased aircraft could be used only for actions within range of protected air bases.
Attack carriers are mobile air bases which can be deployed or withdrawn quickly
and at will to meet changing international situations, yet.without altering international commitments..
The area of the world covered, by our overseas land base system has been
shrinking. Pressure continues at home and abroad for us to withdraw our deployed forces. As we approach the "Fortress America" concept there Is a growing
need. for , nuclear-powered attack *carrier task forces capable of steaming at high
speed tO any point on the oceans of the world, and of conducting maximum sustined air operations for many days entirely without logistic supltort-a chpability that can be obtained only by continuing to build nuelear-powered warships.
In, modern war, particularly the kinds of war we envisage for the future, more
mllitary'equipment and relatively fewer men will be used, We can nolonger fight
Withe rtfies, cannon and mortars alone--all of which can be manufactured quickly
and In,numbers. Today's weapons-lours and those of our potential enemiesaio!comPlex and costly ittakes many years to develop and build them. Even in
*World War ft.we did not placeointo action a single airplane thit had not been
Under design When We entered thewar.
To build and equipa ,modern aircraft cartier takes & years., If we do not have
,uough of jfem whten, war erupts, it will be'too late--no matter what effort and
;,uf0Cnio
w ia'ythenbe willingto expend.
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Our country is able to stay ahead in defense only because of our technology.
If we do not take advantage of this technology to stay ahead we will have to
fight wars with inadequate weapons and suffer higher casualties. Congress, for
as long as I can remember, has done everything within its power to provide
our military with the best weapons and with services that would reduce loss of
life. I believe our people are willing to pay the taxes necessary to provide our
men the best weapons our technology makes possible.
Nuclear aircraft carriers are expensive, as are all modern weapons. Opponents
of military preparedness concentrate their criticism on the aircraft carrier because it is the largest single Item of defense equipment-just as the Department
of Defense, being the largest Government department, has its activities and
appropriations attacked more than any other department.
All weapons systems have increased in cost because of inflation and greater
sophistication. Relatively speaking, however, the carrier cost has not increased
as much as most major weapon systems since World War II.
On the other hand, the capabilities of today's weapon systems are much greater
than those of their World War II counterparts. To give an example: The nuclear
carrier Enterpri80 in 1 month off Vietnam delivered more than twice the
tonnage of bombs her namesake, the conventionally powered carrier En)tcrpri8o,
delivered throughout the Pacific campaign in World War II.
When we look at the cost of a nuclear-powered carrier we should remember
that toward the end of World War II the war cost us some $800 million a day;
this would correspond to about $000 million a day now. The smaller cost of
being adequately prepared should be set against the greater cost of risking war
because of military weakness.
Delay in completing funding of the CVAN-69 will increase its cost, Contracts
authorized by Congress during the past 2 years totaling $183 million have already
been placed for components. The nuclear propulsion plant for this ship is now
being manufactured and the ship is scheduled for construction In series with
the Nimit, now about 20 percent complete. To hold up construction of the
CVAN-%, as has been proposed, will delay modernization of the attack carrier
force as well as availability of nuclear propulsion in the fleet. It will disrupt continuity of the Nimit class construction program, considerably increasing the
cost of these ships.
Let me also point out that a legal Interpretation of the proposed amendment,
number 230 to S. 2546, to delay the OVAN-69 might require termination of the
contracts for the $183 million of nuclear propulsion plant components already
on order from funds appropriated in fiscal years 1968 and 10609, This would
disrupt the industrial base for the Nirtitz class nuclear propulsion plants. It
would also have an adverse impact on the willingness of manufacturers to enter
into future contracts for naval nuclear propulsion components for submarines
and frigates. These manufacturers have a large market available to them due to
the considerable backlog of components for civilian nuclear central stations.
Lack of a firm naval nuclear program in recent years has already led some naval
component suppliers to divert their facilities to civilian nuclear work,
It was the naval program which pioneered development of an industrial capability to design and manufacture nuclear reactor plant components and equipment for naval and civillan use-a development that was arduous, time consumIng, expensive. Because of the potential radiation hazards relating to use of
atomic energy, it was necessary to develop and implement standards for design,
manufacture and quality control much higher than were being used by industry
for fossil fueled powerplants. Until 4 years ago, naval orders constituted the
major part of the nuclear component business. Since then, steady reduction in the
number of nuclear ships authorized each year, and expansion in civilian nuclear
power have caused the demand for civilian electric utility reactors greatly to exceed the volume of naval reactor orders.
Industry currently has a backlog of over $3 billion in unfilled orders for
civilian nuclear plants. Because of the growth in demand for civilian nuclear
plants and the decline in and uncertainty of future requirements for naval
reactors, a number of suppliers have turned to commercial work exclusively. Once
a supplier lefVeg the na val reactor business the task of reconstituting the specialized skills, the qbtlity control, and the engineerIng groups to meet naval requirements is similar in scope to starting over again, It takes years to develop a
company's capability to perform to the standards required, but this capability will
be lost in i short time if the experienced technical and production personnel are
disbanded.
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The nuclear propulsion plant components for the CVAN--9 are presently in
varying stages of manufactuIre. I estimate that about $40 million of the $133 million obligated has been expended to date. If a law requiring termination of these
contracts were enacted by November 1069, I estimate that $85 million of the $133
million would not be recoverable, in view of the expenditures to date and the cost
of terminating these orders In the midst of production. Further, tile Incomplete
state of the work on these components is such that they would be of no use for
any other purpose; these funds would, therefore, be wasted.
For these reasons, termination of a major portion of the outstanding naval
nuclear component orders would be wasteful and would adversely affect our
ability to build nuclear plants for future submarines and surface warships.
It is easy to ask for drastic reductions in our armaments; for ending the Vietnam war at once; for doing away with the draft today; spending the money
saved to solve domestic problems. But those charged with responsibility for our
safety cannot afford to heed these siren calls. Pacifism and unilateral disarimament are not synonymous with peace. We inust separate dislike of inefficint milltary procurement and the desire for peace from the determination of what is
needed to protect the United States. What if those who advocate reduction in our
military strengtll prove to be in error? What ultimate gain will there be if we
save money but lose our freedom?
Is the decision to build or not build a weapon to be based on cost, or is It to
be based on need? The cost of weapons Is one of the sacrifices we must pay in
order to remain free. I, too, wish tile world were different and that it were not
necessary to lose lives and expend irreplaceable natural resources for defense.
But we must survive in the world as it is, not as we dream it should be.
Freedom comes at a price. If we fail to pay for adequate defense now and our
weakness invites attack, we will pay many times as much ill dollars to wage war
and infinitely more in young lives lost. And let us not forget that If we permit our
military strength to erode and lose our freedom, we also lose our ability to inprove the lot of our poor and relieve the plight of our cities.
It is as true today as in the past that the price of liberty is eternal vigilance.
The early frontiersman had to carry his rifle while he plowed his field. So, too,
must we today be armed while we go about our daily work.
Some may argue that we should not construct the Nfmitz-class carriers because
the danger of war has been reduced; consequently our resources can be used for
other desirable objectives. Granted the hideousness of modern war, can we deduce
therefrom that mankind is now wise enough to forgo recourse to arms? A glance
at history should put on guard against those who claim that humanity las now
reached a state where the possibility of armed aggression can be disregarded in
formulating national policy.
Although a precise comparison of United Stitfes and Soviet military expenditures Is not available, it is clear that the U.S.S.R. is spending much more annually for new weapons than tile United States, Is it then rational for us to fail
to modernize our defenses, on the assumption that the danger of war no longer
exists? The first priority of all life Is survival; this is likewise true of nations
and Is the primary function of a legislature.
Preaching peace is the calling of tile theologian, achieving it tile calling of the
statesman. Neither has been able to attain it. Universal peace has been the goal
of mankind for thousands of years. Tile noblest of our race has striven for it-all
have been unsuccessful. Then, why do some believe that, despite all tile lessons
of history, we can today achieve peace by unilateral disarimanient? The thrust of
those opposed to war Is presently directed at our military. Are we expected to
refrain from asking for tile weapons we need to protect our country? Is to ask
for these weapons not our duty?
During the 1962 Cuban crisis three attack carriers and five antisubmarine carriers were ordered to take station off Cuba. What would have happened had our
Navy not been prepared to cope with- the situation? There could have been a
nuclear war; alternatively, Cuba might today be a Russian military stronghold.
A statement by Anthbny I den, Foreign Secretary to Prinle Minister Neville
Chamberlain, on Britain's entry Into World War II is worth pondering. He said:
"The Prime Minister would tolerate no Interference in his poley toward the
dictators. He believed he could negotiate agreements with Hitler and Mussolini
which they would keep, and he was Impatient of any events or views that
appeared to him to delay this policy." We know tile results of that policy. Yet,
those who today oppose military preparedness take the identical position.
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We have been unprepared at the outbreak of every war. We have solemnly
determined at the end of each war that we will never be caught unprepared again.
But the lesson Is soon forgotten. Each generation must seemingly make its own
mistakes.
Our adversaries are ruthless, Their leaders alone decide what is to be done.
I believe that given the mentality of the present Kremlin leadership, the best
way by far for us to avoid war Is to be strong-strong enough to deter them from
believing they can win If they make war on us, Let it be remembered that whenever there is repression in a country, its leaders are tempted to unite their people
by shifting domestic discontent to foreign ventures.
In summary, I recommend that construction of the three Nlmitz-class nuclearpowered attack aircraft carriers proceed in accordance with the plan which has
been in effect for the last 4 years; and specifically that the $377 million
needed to complete the OVAN-09 be included in the fiscal year 1070 shipbuilding
authorization.
Respectfully,
. . R oo m,

H.Q

xotvn
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Attack Aircraft Carriers

1. There has been a great interest expressed in the Congress and
reflected in the press, concerning the nuclear powered attack carrier
in this year's budget. To assist in answering queries of the Congress,
the press, and the public related to this particular carrier and to
the Defense Department carrier program in general, questions and
answers keyed to the principal issues involved have been prepared
and are attached herewith. In addition, I have set forth below a
sunnary of some of the more important factors associated with carrier
requirements.
o For all levels of military action other than all-out nuclear
war -- from a show of force to general war - the attack
carrier is the primary striking force of our Navy. It provides
the offensive power necessary to assure free use of the seas
and the air over the seas in support of our national objectives.
o Despite the tremendous technological progress that has been
made in transportation and weapons systems in this century,
free use of the seas - which cover three-fourths of the earth's
surface - contimes to be essential to the security of the
United States, whether we are forced to fight to defend ourselves
or to help defend our allies.
o Today our overseas allies depend upon our support, which must
come by sea. There is no valid plan for overseas military
operations of the Army, Air Force or amphibious forces with
embarked Marines that does not depend on our free use of the
seas. For example, 98 percent of all of the supplies which
have gone to Vietnam have been carried by ships.
o Our present national strateiV relies heavily upon military
forces deployed overseas - forces capable of responding to a
spectrum of contingencies in overseas areas of primary national
interest, These forward deployed forces, which must be supplied
by sea, provide this country with flexible and rapid response to
whatever pressures our potential enemies may apply.
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o A change in national strategy resulting in the withdrawal of
our deployed military forces would increase the requirement to
maintain a strong maritime posture. The capability of the
United States to fight for an extended period in defense of its
territory and areas of Interest is dependent on our ability
to maintain the flow of materials and oil over the seas. The
sheer bulk of the daily use of oil for military and industrial
needs precludes stockpiling quantities for more than short-term
needs.
o An effective tactical air capability is essential to sustain
our general purpose and logistic support forces against a
determined enenW using modern weapons. Sea-based and land-based
tactical aircraft are required to provide support for our forces
in the areas of the world where we must be prepared to fight.
o

Land-based tactical aircraft can be employed when their
land bases have been adequately prepared, provisioned and defended,
and when they are located within range of the area of conflict.

o Sea-based tactical aircraft are required when land bases are
not available or do not have the capacity to meet the required
tactical aircraft needs. The attack carriers can quickly
concentrate this sea-based tactical air power.
2. In order to continue modernization of the Navy's attack carrier force,
including increased use of nuclear propulsion in the fleet of the mid-1970's,
the President's budget for fiscal year 1970 includes a request for $377
million to complete funding for the second of three NIMITZ class nuclearpowered attack carriers. Contracts amounting to $133 million have already
been placed for components authorized during the past two years for this

second ship, the OVAN 69. The nuclear propulsion plant for the OVAN 69 is
currently being manufactured and the ship is scheduled for delivery in 1974.

3. The United States is currently reassessing all of its defense needs
including the number of attack carriers that will be required in future
years. We must make clear the need to continue with procurement of the
OVAN 69 in fiscal year 1970, regardless of ay change that may be made
in the attack carrier force level. The OVAN 69 will replace an old World
War i carrier; hence, it will not increase the force level.

T. H.
.NERY
AIMMALs U.S. NAVY
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ThE ATTACK AIRCRAFT CARRIER

The following questions and answers have been prepared to set forth
in simple terms, facts and rationale relating to the United States Navy
carrier program. In their brief form, these answers cannot cover in

detail all aspects of carriers, but they do present an unclassified
discussion of the principal issues involved.

INDEX

REQUEMENT
What is unique about the attack carrier?

1

What other naval forces are there to contest
the free use of the seas?

1

Since the U.S. considers attack carriers to be so
important, why do the Soviets not have carriers,
and why is Britaih no longer building them?

2

It has been suggested that the United States has been
playing the role of world policeman and that we
should withdraw from overseas bases. Would carriers
continue to be useful under these conditions?

4

Would carriers be of use in a major conflict?

4

EFFECTIVENSS
It has been said that only one-third of the carrier
force is ready to fight at any one .time - is this
true?
Why can't land air bases be used instead of carriers?

5

Why can't we build land bases after a war starts?

5

Why can't commercial airfields be converted to
military fields?

6

j)
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PAGE
SURVIVABILITY
Can carriers survive in today's kind of wars?

7

Can a carrier survive in a nuclear war?

7

Isn't the carrier vulnerable to cruise missile
attack?

8

Isn't the carrier vulnerable to torpedo attack
from submarines?

a

If enenr bombs, missiles, or torpedoes are able
to reach the carrier -- break though the
defenses -- then can't the carrier be sunk?

9

COST
Isn't a carrier very expensive?

10

How do the costs of sea-based and land-based
tactical air power compare?

10

What is the composition of a carrier task force
and how much of it is required for its own
defense?

fl

FORCE LEMS
Is it true that the force level number of 15 attack
carriers is simply a tradition based on the
fact that the Navy has maintained 15 carriers
since World War II?
What is the currently authorized attack carrier
force level?

12

How is the attack carrier force level determined?

12

Does a force level of 15 provide enough carriers
to cover contingencies?

14

12
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Couldn't the attack carrier force level be
reduced by using some form of dual crew
arrangement on our carriers, as we do on
Polaris submarines, to keep all of our
carriers overseas?

15

Will the new carrier requested by the Navy this
year, CVAN-69, increase the attack carrier force
level?

15

Since the nuclear powered NIMITZ class carriers
are so much more capable than the older ships
they will replace, why do we need a one for
one replacement?

16

Why can't our old carriers be modernized instead
of building new attack carriers?

16

If the attack carrier force level is reduced,
will the CVAN-69 still be required?

17

NUCLEAR PROPULSION
What are the advantages of nuclear propulsion
for the attack carrier?

19

Can we convert our present attack carriers to
nuclear power?

19

NIMITZ CLASS
What is the Department of Defense program for
building NIMTZ class attack carriers?

20

Does the design of the NIMITZ class provide

20

a substantial improvement in attack carrier
capability?

What is the statue of the NIHITZ class
,construction program?

21

What would be the impact of deferral of
funding for the CVAN-69?

21
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Q. What is unique about the attack carrier?
A. First, the carrier provides air power at sea. World War II conclusively demonstrated that surface forces cannot survive in the face of
a strong air threat without air superiority. The carrier's fighters
provide the protective cover under which her attack aircraft can strike,

or other naval operations such as amphibious assaults and logistic support
can be accomplished. It is an historical fact that in World War II the
carrier strike forces, Japanese as well as American, always defeated
land-based air forces. This was due primarily to the mobility of the
carrier which permitted the sea-based force to select the time and place
of the action.

Today, carrier-based air still enjoys a superiority over the tactical
air forces of our potential enemies. The radius of action of U.S. Navy
carrier-based aircraft is about 600 nautical miles. Only 20% of the current
Soviet bloc tactical aircraft have a combat radius exceeding 600 nautical
miles. The carrier can stand off and reach the enen with the full weight
of its strike effort, but only a small part of the enen's air forces can
be directed against the carrier.
Second, the tactical air capability provided by the carrier is mobile.
It can be moved any place on the three-fourths of the earth's surface
covered by the seas, without any international agreements, at a rate of
more than 600 nautical miles per day. 85 percent of the area covered by
our military contingency plans and 95 percent of the world's population
lie within range of carrier aircraft operating in international waters.
Carrier mobility permits the concentration of sea-based air power to
the degree required by the task at hand. In the latter stage of World
War I1, 16 aircraft carriers were concentrated in Japanese home waters,
and on a single day, more than 1100 fighter and attack missions were
launched by this force against Japan. As recently as the air campaign
against North Vietnam, five attack carriers were maintained in the western
Pacific,
Third, the carrier itself is a floating air base, complete with
aircraft; ordnance and jet fuel required to fly them; hope to support
them; men to maintain and operate them; and facilities to house and feed
those men.
Fourth, a particular feature of the carrier weapons system is its
operational flexibility which permits it to be effectively employed across
the full spectrum of warfare, from show of military force, through limited
wars, to general conflict with conventional weapons, to nuclear war.

Q.

at other naval forces are there to contest the free use of the sea?

A. The Soviet Union is embarked on a program which reveals a singular
awareness of the importance of sea power and an unmistakable resolve to
1
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become the most powerful maritime force in the world. They dentrate a
thorough understanding of the basic elements of sea power: knowledge of the
seas, a strong modern merchant marine, and a powerful new Navy. They are
surging forward with a naval and maritime program that is a technological
marvel.
The Soviet Navy has undergone a continuing modernization program including
the building of missile-armed cruisers, helicopter carriers and several new
classes of nuclear and conventional submarines. As a result, the Soviet Navy
has become a fleet capable of sustained open ocean operations. For the first
time in its history, the Soviet Union is using a deployed naval force in
support of foreign policy in areas not contiguous to its borders. Their force
in the Mediterranean includes warships armed with surface-to-surface and surfaceto-air missiles, amphibious ships with naval infantry embarked, as well as
torpedo and missiU-armed submarines.
The Soviet submarine force constitutes a threat against the continental
United States, U.S. naval forces, and our unrestricted use of the seas.
Several classes of Soviet submarines, both conventional and nuclear powered,
carry cruise missiles which have a madimum range of about 400 nautical miles.
Q. Since the U.S. considers attack carriers to be so imortant.- yvdo the
Soviets not have carriers, and why is Britain no longer building them?
A. We, of course, do not know all the reasons the Soviets are not building
attack carriers. An obvious factor affecting their decision must be their
central geographic location, within and physically contiguous to the European
and Asian land masses. This makes them far less dependent on overseas logistio
supply lines and on overseas alliances for their national objectives and for
their defense than is the case for the United States. The United States is
essentially an island lying between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. We
do not have contiguous land masses whence we can conduct military operations

to protect our national interests or whence we can obtain the fuels and

materials necessary to sustain a war effort. For these reasons, sea-based air
power is not nearly as vital to the security of the Soviets as it is to the
United States.
The Soviets control an extensive system of land air bases throughout areas
of the world vital to them. We have no such comprehensive land-base system.
Their predominant land position has required mutual defense treaties with but
two nations which do not share a land border with her. Our island position, on the contrary, has' led us to negotiate treaties with 43 overseas nations.
From our island position, the only way by which we can project our national
power beyond range of our land bases is through our Navy. For this, other
than by all out nuclear war, we must depend primarily on our attack aircraft
carriers.
The Soviets, because of their advantageous position as the predominant land
power, and because they understand how vital it is for the United States to
maintain free use of the seas, have to date structured their Navy with the
objective of interdicting our sea lanes.

2
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An analogous situation is that of ermany, in World War I and I. As the
predominant land power she was able to use land transportation to extend her
influence and support her military and industrial effort. The Germans full
well knew that the Allied war effort was almost totally dependent on overseas
transportation. Therefore, they designed their naval forces around interdiction
of sea lanes.
On the contrary, Japan - an island empire - must depend on the seas for her
survival. Their attack carriers in World War II were, therefore, the heart of
their Navy. The turning point in the Pacific war was the,sinking of her
carriers in the Battle of Midway in 1942. And the deciding factor in her defeat
was the ability of United States air and submarine forces to interdict the flow
of oil from overseas to the Home Islands; this strangled her industrial and
military effort and brought about her eventual collapse.
Britain, also an island empire, understood the need of a Navy to implement
its national interests and to assure the in-flow of food, raw materials and
fuel. She maintained a powerful carrier fleet throughout World War II. The
British Navy and its carrier force declined along with Britaints reduced stature
as a world power and because of her fiscal stringency. She was able to
accommodate this decline because of her increased reliance on American power.
There is no doubt that attack carriers would enhance Soviet capability to
operate their surface fleets beyond the range of their extensive network of
land air bases. Lack of this capability was evident during the Cuban crisis.
A Soviet Naval Chief has said that they expected to have four large carriers
in operation by about 194.
World War 11, however, intervened. By the early
1950's when they began to build their modern Navy, the Soviets were far behind
the United States in carrier technology as well as in industrial capability.
Recently, they built two medium sized modern helicopter carriers. As they gain
experience with these, and as they continue expanding their naval power, they
may well build attack carriers to extend the areas in which they can project
their national power,
Despite the tremendous technological progress made in transportation and
weapons systems in this century, free use of the seas - which cover threefourthts of the earth's surface - continues to be esseAtial to the security of
the United States, whether to defend ourselves or to help defend our allies.
The United States - a maritime nation - cannot maintain its position as
a first rank world power if it does not possess the capability to maintain
free use of the seas. For this we must have a modern attack carrier force
capable of establishing air superiority in those areas vital to our national
defense but not within reach of our land-based tactical air power.
Whether one takes the optimistic view that a permanent East-West detente
can be negotiated or the pessimistic view that ultimately we shall have to
fight for our liberties, this Nation has no future if it allows itself to
be outmatched militarily.
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Q. It has been su ested that th United States has been plains the role
of world policeman and that we should withdraw from overseas bases.
carriers continue to be useful under these conditions?

Would

A. Yes, in fact the flewdbility of the mobile carrier would make it the
most useful and least provocative of all our major weapons systems under
this kind of strategy.
The carrier can deploy quickly, can remain over the horizon out of sight
in order not to upset a delicate situation, and still be available to use its
air power at a moment's notice; or, should the situation so indicate, the
deployed carrier can appear on the scene, and by its very presence provide a
stabilizing influence by serving as tangible evidence of U.S. interest. Without overseas bases, the attack carrier would be the only means by which the
U.S. could provide tactical air support for overseas military operations in
response to eneV actions and protection of logistic supply lines for material
and oil essential to sustain our industrial and milit&ry capability.
Q. Would carriers be of use in a malor conflict?
A. In World War 11 there were more than 100 carriers of all kinds in the
U.S. Navy, employed in all theaters. The need for the carriers was so great
that 95 percent of the carrier force was kept in a deployed status.
Because all of the tactical air fields in South Korea were quickly overrun
and captured by North Korean ground forces in the first campaign of that
conflict, virtually total reliance for tactical air support for our beleaguered
ground forces was placed on the carriers during the initial part of the war.
In the Vietnam War, the first strikes delivered against the North Vietnamese were flown from carriers. During the air war in North Vietnam, five
attack carriers were deployed to the SEVfl Fleet.
Attack carrier forces feature prominently in"all of our current major war
plans. Although carrier employment has been primarily concerned with conventional wars, the carrier has a potent nuclear capability. All carrier attack
aircraft are designed to deliver nuclear weapons and all attack pilots are
trained in their delivery. Tactical nuclear weapons on board our carriers for
delivery by carrier-based aircraft are at all times in the hands of U.S. nationals
and cannot be seized by the enen.
The carriers could play an essential role in a large scale conflict in
Europe. Such a war could escalate rapidly. Forward bases, fuel supplies,
and stockpiles might be overrun by advancing Soviet Bloc forces. Under such
oircwnstances attack carrier forces could be our best and possibly our only
means of providing tactical air support in a controlled response to include
tactical nuclear weapons. In an all out nuclear exchange, the mobile carrier,
which is more likely to survive than fixed land bases, could well provide
the balance of power.
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EFFECTIVENESS
Q. It has been said that only one third of the carrier force is ready to
fight at axw one time - is this true?
A. No. At any one time more than three-fourths of our carriers are
ready. For example, on 1 August 1969 fourteen attack carriers were at
sea or immediately ready for sea. One more would be ready in 5 days,
and the one carrier which is in overhaul, could be deployed in 60 days.
Q.

Why can't land air bases be used instead of carriers?

A. Land bases can be used effectively only when they are within range of
the trouble spot. An extensive network of overseas bases would be required
to cover the potential crisis areas of the world covered by the contingency
plans of our military strategy.
The area of the world covered by our overseas land base system is
constantly shrinking. For example, at the end of the Korean War, this

country had 551 overseas bases. Today we have fewer than 173.

Operational

U.S. overseas land air bases have declined in number from 105 in 1957 to 35.
Retaining existing U.S. land bases on foreign soil or adding new
ones can involve additional U.S. po3ltical and military comitments in
exchange for base rights. These comitments may be far more onerous
than dollar costs. Additionally, the presence of bases on foreign soil
has been a source of "Yankee go home" sentiment and charges of U.S.
intervention and neo-colonialism.
Furthermore, land bases on foreign soil a'e vulnerable to political
action. Regardless of pacts or base agreements, one nation can, as
has been demonstrated repeatedly in recent years, unilaterally cancel
a treaty) and our bases in that nation are lost to us. This has occurred
in Morocco and France.
Even when our bases are not taken from us outright, their use dan
be temporarily denied to us for political reasons, This occurred during
the Lebanon incident in 1958, when the Greek government denied landing

and even overflight permission to our land based tactical air forces
deploying to the near east.
Attack carriers, on the other hand, are mobile air bases which can be
retained in home waters and deployed or withdrawn to meet changing

international situations without altering our international commitments.
Q.

Why can't we build land bases after a war Starts?

A. We can, after agreement is reached with the host country, and provided
suitable sites are available which can be defended and logistically
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supported.
An individual base has been constructed in nine months. However,
in Southeast Asia, our experience was that two years from decision time
were required to build up the needed base facilities. An eventual goal
of moving into place in 90 days is planned.
Q. ,hy can't commercial air fields be converted to military fields?
A. They can. Kits are being developed to be used for converting avalbMe
runways into military airfields. However, for one tactical aircraft wing
(approxnately 90 aircraft - the equivalent of one carrier air wing) a
kit includes over 6000 people, 7000 tons of cargo, and 1500 vehicles In
its initial lift. It must be maintained by a daily logistic resupply flow
of 3200 tons of consumables. This daily resupply, if provided by airlift,
would require more than 100 C-5A transport aircraft. Since this is
obviously impractical, overseas land bases are dependent on keeping the
sea lanes open for logistic support. 98 percent of supplies, material,
and equipment in Vietnam are sent by sea lift. In many areas adequate
air defense of our sea lanes, and air lanes over the sea, can only be
provided by carrier aircraft.
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Q.Can crrers survive in today' s kind of war?
A. Yes. Modern attack aircraft carriers with their embarked aircraft
are the most powerful and toughest warships ever built. They are
essentially offensive weapon systems designed to conduct strike operations
against an enemy in a combat environment. Although the inherent mobility
of the carrier makes it a difficult target for an enen to find and
attack, carriers are nevertheless designed to absorb damage from eneny
action with m nimm disruption to their operational capability.
Within the range of warfare situations, the greatest probability
of conflict lies below the general war threshold. There have been fifty
wars or near wars since the end of World War 11. Yet no carrier has
suffered loss or damage from hostile action during this period, in spite
of the fact that all but two of our currently designated attack carriers
have been involved in actual combat operations since World War II.
In contrast, all of the tactical air bases in South Korea were
overrun by enewW ground forces in the Korean War. Some, with their
stocks of ammunition and aircraft fuel were captured a second time by
Chinese Commusts. In South Vietnam over 300 helicopter and fixed wing
aircraft have been destroyed on airfields and over 3000 more damaged by
enenV ground attacks.

Q. Can a carrier Mvv
A.

in a nuclear war?

If a carrier suffers a direct hit by a nuclear weapon it will be

destroyed, as well as any other target, but the carrier is hard to hit..
The mobility of the ship target offers considerable protection, which
increases with the range of the weapon considered. Against ICHK attack,
the aircraft carrier, in contrast to cities, industrial complexes, land
air bases, ports# missile sites and similar fixed targets, is virtually
imm to pre-targeting. It can move twelve miles or more during the
tim of flight of an IC=.
If its position is precisely known at a
given time, tree hours later the carrier is somewhere in the area of a
circle of iirr than 25,000 square miles.
The greatest threat to the carrier in a nuclear war would be posed
by the Soviet air and naval forces, especially submarines. There would
undoubtedly be heavy losses on both sides. However, because of the
eneV1s problems in locating,. and targeting the carriers and penetrating
their defenses, the probability is very large that some of these ships
would survive to deliver their own nuclear punch.
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SURVIVABILITI
Q. Ion't the carrier vulnerable to cruise missile attack?
A. Anti-ship missiles, whether air, surface, or submarine launched
constitute the major threat to U.S. surface forces. Missiles can outrange
the guns of the U.S. Navy's surface conatant ships.
However, the carrier' s aircraft greatly outrange even the most
advanced Soviet cruise missile. Further, the launching platforms, the
surveillance systems, and the cruise missile itself are all vulnerable
to attack and destruction by carrier aircraft and other defense forces.
Carriers have faced the threat of guided missiles before, and have
survived by a clear margin. In World War I, the Japanese launched 2314
aircraft in KamikMze attacks against the U.S. fleet, with the carriers
as the principal target. Despite the fact that the Kamikaze was a guided
missile with the most sophisticated guidance system possible-the human
brain-not a single attack carrier was sunk by them.
Today, the carrier
because of the ability
before they are within
the anti-ship missiles

is the fleet' s best defense against cruise missiles
of its aircraft to attack the launching platforms
missile firing range of our forces and to shoot down
that are launched while they are in flight.

The carriers themselves are able to evade missile capable forces
both by their mobility and by the task force defense in depth. A recent
analysis shows that carriers could continue to qerate in the Gulf of Tonkin
and still remain out of range of anr possible Soviet Styx surface-tosurface guided missiles emplaced at launching sites in North Vietnam. It
is an important related fact that no potential North Vietnamese missile
launching platform, aircraft or Pr boat, has penetrated the U.S. carrier
task force defense to within attack range of the carriers.
Q. Ion' t the carrier vulnerable to tomedo attack frM submarines?
A. The Soviets now have by far the largest sumarine force in the world about 375 submarines, all built since World War II. We have 14,, including
61 diesel submarines most of which are of World War II vintage. Thus,
they have a net advantage of about 230 submarines. It is estimated that
by the end of 1970 they will have a mmrical lead even in nuclear submarines.
Nuclear powered subarines pose a greater threat to our surface ships
than diesel powered submarines because of their submerged high speed
endurance.
It is because of this threat that the Navy maintains a substantial
force including carriers, long range aircraft, submarines, and surface
combatants assigned to the anti-submarine mission. These forces work in
conjunction with an extensive ocQan surveillance system.
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The attack carrier forces, with their integrated anti-submarine
defenses and their high speed, are the least vulnerable of our surface
forces to torpedo attack. A nuclear powered carrier force, with its
sustained high speed endurance and freedom from the need to resupply
propulsion fuel, can minimize the opportunities for ene submarines to
gain attack position.
Q. If enemy bxmbs. missiles or.torpedoes are able to reach the carrier
break through the defenses -- then can't the carrier be sunk?

--

A. If our carriers do sustain hits from conventional bombs, torpedoes
or missiles, damage will occur, but that does not mean that the ship
will be put out of action or sunk. Modern carriers are extremely tough
ships.
No attack carrier built during World War II or subsequently has been
lost to enen action. The ESSEM class fought through the aircraft attacks,

Kamikazes, and submarine attacks of World War II.
SUbsequent carrier designs have incorporated even more extensive.
protective features, such as armored flight decks, improved torpedo
protection systems, and internal damage-limiting features which make
them very difficult to sink with non-nuclear weapons.
The hardness of the modem attack carrier is illustrated by the
accident in the IrTRMIS early this year when nine major caliber bombs
detonated on her flight deck. Yet the ship could have resumed her

scheduled air operations within hours, as soon as the debris was cleared
from the after end of the flight deck.
This accident, as we.l as other carrier accidents which have occurred
in recent years,have been studied in detail to develop corrective action
to reduce the possibility of future occurrence and to determine design
features which can be incorporated in our new carriers to make them even
les susceptible to damage.
The new carriers will give our attack carrier forces the best protective
capability we can build into our ships. The new NIWITZ class nuclear
powered carriers are the best protected and least vulnerable carriers ever
designed. The added protection is provided by the extensive use of armor
plating against bombs and guided missiles and improved anti-torpedo
hull design. The high speed endurance and freedom from the need to slow
down to refuel provided by nuclear propulsion, significantly reduces the
nuclear carrJ6s vulnerability to attack.
If we were to reduce our future sea-based tactical air capability by
failing to provide the needed improvemnts in carrier design, the overall
vulnerability of the Navy and the logistics life line for all services.
would be increased.
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COST
Q. Isn't a carrier very expensive?
A. Yes, carriers are expensive. But so are all modern weapons systems.
In fact the carrier has increased in cost the least of any other major
weapon system since World War I.
Tho NIMITZ will cost about 10 times
as much as the ESSEX did in 1944. But many of the latest fighter, attack,
and transport aircraft are more than 100 times as expensive as their
World War II counterparts.
Of course, the capabilities of today's weapon system are much
greater than their World War II counterparts. For example, the World
War II carrier ENTERPRISE fought throughout the Pacific Campaign; yet,
the nuclear carrier ENTERPRISE delivered more than twice the tonnage
of bombs in one month in Vietnam that her predessor delivered throughout
World War II.
Carriers are not more expensive than alternative systems, on either
an investment or operating cost basis, particularly when their long life
and active utilization are considered.
The investment in an attack carrier has an assured return for about
30 years. During this time the carrier can provide an air base arcWhere
in the international waters of the world without prior international
agreements or U.S. commitments in exchange for base rights. Of the
44 carriers built by the Navy since the LANOLEY, CV-1, in 1922, which
would today be classed as attack carriers, 41 have launched air strikes
in combat. One of these, BON HCMME RICHARD, has been in action in three
wars,
The investment in a land base has an assured return only as long
as the base is needed in the specific location, and international,
political, and military conditions do not der or restrict its use when
needed. The large investment is lost as soon as the particular job is
finished for which the base was created. The investment in an aircraft
carrier remains valid for the 30-year life of the ship.
Q. How do the cost of sea-based and land-based taotioal air noMr c

n em?

A. Relative investment and operating costs vary in different situations,
but overall costs are about the saw when basing, sUpport, logistic
and defense costs are considered for both. A land-based tactical air
wing has about the same number of attack aircraft as a carrier air wing,
and some types of tactical aircraft are common to both services; for
exam le, the Navy-developed PHANTM4 fighter-bomber.
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Historically, in the recent bombing campaign into North Vietnam,
it cost more to deliver one ton of ordnance to North Vietnamese targets
from land bases than from attack carriers, even though the land-based
tactical jet aircraft averaged more tons delivered per sortie. The higher
cost of land-based air was due primarily to greater base-to-target
distances, because the mobility of sea-based tactical air permitted
stationing attack carriers closer to the targets. The longer base-totarget distam es generated a heavy aerial refueling support requirement
for land-based air operations.
Q. Mat is the composition of a carrier task-force. and how much of it
is required for its own defense?
A. There is no standard carrier task force composition. An attack carrier
task force includes carriers and surface combatants with anti-aircraft
and anti-submarine capability; sometimes a task force includes submarines
or fast replenishment ships. As the name itself implies, a task force
is constituted to perform a task, and the number and kinds of ships
involved are related to that task. Under some conditions a carrier might
be accompanied by six surface combatants, under other circumstances, such
as prevail today in the Gulf of Tonkin, by only one or two.
We do not buy ships on a task force basis. New ships are procured
to keep our Navy modern and capable, in numbers based on the expected
threat. Naval task forces are constituted from the overall inventory of
ships in the fleet.
The number of surface combatants included in a carrier task force is
directly related to the anticipated enen opposition. The cruisers and
destroyers attack and destroy the enenm's submarines, surface ships and
aircraft. The carriers and other ships operate together in a task force
for mutual support and increased effectiveness in the destruction of
enemy forces, an essentially offensive action.
Although the carrier does carry fighters for defense of the force in
depth against aircraft and missile attack, these fighters can be employed
offensively to achieve air superiority, and then used as bombers in an
attack role. Again, the percentage of the carrier's aircraft devoted to
defense depends upon the threat. Today in Southeast Asia, only 5 percent
of the aircraft being operated by the engaged attack carriers are assigned
the role of defending the carriers.
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Q. Is it true that the force level number of 15 attack carriers i
simpJr a tradition based on the fact that the Navy bas maintaied 15
carriers since World War II?
A. No, this recently publicized assertion has absolutely no basis in
fact. At the end of World War II, during which the Navy had more than
100 carriers of all types, there were 20 carriers in the active fleet
which could be classed as attack carriers. By June 1950, at the beginning
of the Korean War, te number of attack carriers had been reduced to seven.
The loss of all of our tactical airfields in Korea during the first days
of that conflict, created an urgent requirement for carriers to provide
the desperately needed air support for our ground forces. Fortunately
there were relatively new ESSX class carriers laid up in mothballs-in
the reserve fleet. By reactivating these ships the rumber of attack
carriers was increased to 16 by the war t s end.
Since 1953, the number of attack carriers has fluctuated between 19
and 14 to meet changing defense requirements and budget constraints.
For the past five years a total of 16 attack carriers have been
operated at a very high tempo to meet our defense needs.
Q. What is the currently authorized carrier attack force level?
A. Fifteen attack carriers plus an anti-submarine carrier acting in an
attack carrier role for the duration of the war in Southeast Asia.

Q. How is the attack carrier force level detrmlned?
A. The attack carrier force level is determined by the requirements of
national strategy derived from our foreign policy. Attack carrier force
levels reflect the portion of the total tactical air requirement that it
is necessary to operate from sea bases. The desired force level is
affected by the geographical areas and the contingencies considered.
A major element of our foreign policy is predicated on overseas
alliances. Our overseas allies depend upon our support m which must
cme by'sea and the air over the sea. There is no vIAe plan for
overseas military operations of the ArnVy, Navyj or Air Force that does
not depend on our free use of the seas. For exsm*p, 98 percent of all
the supplies which have gone to Vietnam has been carried by ships.
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Our present national strategy relies heavily upon military forces
deployed overseas -- forces capable of responding to a spectrum of
contingencies in overseas areas of primary national interest.. These
forward deployed forces provide this country with flexible and rapid

response to whatever pressures our potential enemies may apply.

Even if our future national strategy were to be changed to withdraw
our deployed military forces, our requirements for defense would still
extend overseas. The capability of the United States to fight for an

extended period in defense of its vital national interests is dependent
on our ability to maintain the flow of materials and oil over the seas.
The sheer bulk of the daily use of oil for military and industrial needs
precludes stockpiling quantities for more than short-term needs.
An effective tactical air capability is essential to sustain our
general purpose and logistic support forces against a determined enew
using modem weapons. Sea-based and land-based tactical aircraft are
required to provide support for our forces in the areas of the world where
we must be prepared to fight.
.Land-based tactical aircraft can be employed when their land bases
have been adequately prepared, provisioned and defended, and when they
are located within range of the area of conflict.
Sea-based tactical aircraft are required when land bases are not
available or do not have the capacity to meet the required tactical
needs. The attack carriers can provide this sea-based tactical air
power.
In our current national strategy, there are two primary overseas
areas critical to our national interest, where an adequate base structure
under U.S. control is not currently available. They are the Mediterranean
and Western Pacific littorals.. Attack carrier forces in the SIXTH and
SVEM Fleets provide the only assurance of a capability for quick
reaction to threats to our national security and objectives in these
areas.
Attack carriers are also required in the Atlantic and Pacific areas
contiguous to the United States. For example, the U.S. response to the
Cuban and Dominican Republic crises relied heavily on attack cprriers

in the Atlanti.,

Attack carriers operating near the U.S. in the FIRST and SHOND Fleets
also provide for fleet training and maintenance time in hame ports. These
carriers may be sent individually to reinforce deployed forces, or the
entire fleets mey depoy from home waters. In this latter connection,
the home fleets conduct frequent maneuvers and fleet exercises, proving
new equipment, and developing new doctrines for their employment. Not
more than one or two carriers of the total are in overhaul at arq one time.
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The number of 15 attack carriers is based upon ca.timnts as well
as empirically established planning factors including maintenance and
training requirements, which have been validated through experience.

In the past, when similar deployment cycles and operating conditions
prevailed, the carrier ccmitments dictated by the strategy could not
be fulfilled when the force level was reduced below 15.
%Q. -Does a force level of 15 m'ide enouh carriers to cover coitingencie?

A. 'Recentexperience has demonstrated that a force level of fifteen
carriers is inadequate -to prosecute the -war in Vietnam and aimultaneously
maintain the posture dictated by our present strategy. In-recognition of
this deficiency, the Department of Defense has approved a force level of
sixteen attack carriers for the duration of the war in Southeast Asia.
The Navy was able to meet this augmented force level only by employing
one 'anti-submarine carrier in the attack carrier role..

Whether fifteen carriers is an adequate number under wartime conditions
is open to question. It is not possible accurately to foresee the locales
of future conflicts as they relate to the existence of adequate land bases,
the political availability of such bases, and their survivability in action.
Our capability to augment our active carrier force in time of war or

crisis is almost gone. There are no longer ar attack carriers in the

reserve fleet. Since 1952, nine modern attack carriers have been built.
The remaining six attack carriers operating today were launched during or
shortly after World War II.
Four of these are of the ES
class. given
the most modern of the ESSEX class carriers cannot operate 'the latest
generation of tactical aircraft, the F-4, A-6, M-50, and E-2. We il
soon reach the point where the ESSEX claos air wing cannot survive in the
threat environment established by new Soviet tactical aircraft.
As this capability to augment the established attack oarrlier force frm
the reserve fleet or from ESSEX class carriers in the anti-umarine force
disappears, so does our flexibility in attack carrier force leveRle. It is
apparent that we will fight future wars-with the attack carriers in the
fleet at the war's inception.
In summer, a force level of fifteen attack carriers of modern desin
has been determined to be a m in
requiremnt for e 'type df conflict
we have experienced since World iWar II and to polt
us to aeet lVacetime
deployment requirements giving due consideration to peacetime plmming
factors. This number may not be adequate to provide the required tactical
air power for future contingencies, particularly in view of +he stemdy
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deterioration of our overseas base structure. We will be unable to
compensate for the loss of overseas bases to military force or political
action in the future by quickly building up carrier force levels over
ad above peacetime levels. It takes about five years to build a new
attack carrier. There are no longer any modern attack carriers in
reserve#
Q. Couldn't the attack carrier force level be reduced by using some
form of dual crew arranement on ou carriers, as we do on Polaris
submrins. to keeD all of our carriers overseas?
A. The Navy has conducted studies to determine the feasibility of
additional crews for carriers to increase the number continually deployed.
It has been determined that such measures are not economical, efficient
or desirable in view of the inherent mobility of the carrier itself with
its crew aboard.
In the Polaris system, dedicated as a nuclear deterrent, only the
deployed ships have maxLmum effectiveness. The full Polaris fleet must
be overseas ready to fire its missiles in the first few critical hours
of a nuclear war.
By contrast, attack carriers must be ready over a longer span of
time, for a wider spectrum of war situations, where sustained capability
over weeks and months is important. Moreover, we need carriers in home
waters to react to crises close to the United States. For example, our
contingency operations for the Cuban crisis and for the Dominican Republic
crisis relied heavily on sea based tactical air to be furnished by home
fleet carriers.
It is most efficient, under peacetime conditions, not to keep all
carriers at forward stations. In emergencies, however, 85 percent could
be maintained in a deployed status. To keep a larger part of our carrier
inventory overseas year in and year out during peacetime would require

overseas bases for routine maintenance and repair, and homes and schools
for dependents. This would certainly add signfcantly to our gold
outflow problems.

Q. Will the new carrier requested b the Nay. OVAN-69,
increase the attack carrier force level?

this rear

Ai No. When the CVAN-69 joins the fleet it will not iiorease the
number of carriers in the Navy' s active inventory. It will replace one
of the old World War II veterans which will then be thirty years old.
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Q.

Since the nuclear nowered NIMITZ-class carriers are so much more

capable than the older ships they will replace, why do we need a one
for one replacement?
A. Attack carriers must be able to conduct operations at sea against
determined opposition, with aircraft capable of achieving air superiority
against first line enemy equipment.
The new NIMITZ class carriers are needed to meet the growing Soviet
threat.
The World War II ESSEX class ships in our carrier force cannot
operate several current modern aircraft necessary to cope with present
Soviet planes and weapons. The ESS
class will not be able to operate
an air wing in the seventies which can survive in the environment of
Soviet weapons technology.

As our weapons improve with time and technology, so do those of our
potential enemies. In World War II, the ESSEX class carriers operated
about 90 aircraft representing the most advances technology of that era,
and able to meet the Japanese threat on better than equal terms. Today,
the replacement for the ESSEX will be the NIMTZ, again capable of operating
about 90 aircraft capable of coping with the most advanced Soviet weapons
technology.
Q. WIx can't our old carriers be modernized instead of building now
attack carriers?
A. It is not practical or economical to attempt to further modernize
the ESSIX class attack carriers. These ships have previously been
converted from straight deck, hydraulic catapult configuration to angle
deck, steam catapult configuration. No growth factor is left.
The ESSEX class attack carrier cannot operate a number of the newer
aircraft already in the fleet, such as the F-4 Phantom II, RA-5C Vigilante,
A-6 Intruder and the E-2 Hawkeye. A significant fact is that these older
carriers experience about twice the landing accident rate with attendant
higher cost in lives and aircraft, compared with the larger deck FOMW3TAL
class. The problem is simply that aircraft size and speed have become
excessive for the smaller size World War ME carrier decks.
The ESSEX design will be over 30 years old when the OVAN-69 joins
the fleet. These old ships which have served the Navy well through thU

wars, will simply be worn out.
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Q. If the attack carrier force level is reduced. will the OVAN-69 still
be required?
A. Yes. The RD= class carriers would be required even if the attack
carrier force level were reduced. The improved capabilities of the NIMTZ
class carriers would become even more vital if the Navy were required to
operate a smaller carrier force, since the smaller the force, the more
important it would become for each carrier to have the most capability
achievable.
If a reduction in force level becomes necessary, it should be accomplished
by retiring older carriers in the fleet, not by cancelling new construction
ships; six of the Navy' s fifteen attack carriers were launched during or
shortly after World War II.
The Navy' s carrier force must have a regular input of new ships,
both to upgrade the capability of the force through the infusion of modern
technology, and to replace older ships which can no longer meet the
requirements demanded of an attack carrier because of design limitations
and the fact that old ships simpy wear out.
Within a fifteen carrier force level, for emmple, the construction of
a new carrier every other year means that attack carriers will reach an
age of thirty years before they are replaced - the nominal maximum useful
life of a carrier. Even with a force level as low as 12, it would be
necessary to build a new carrier every 2j years to replace the carriers
when they become thirty years old.
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THE NAVY'S ATTACK CARRIERS
ACTIVE FLEET INVENTORY AS OF
30 JUNE EACH YEAR

46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
* INCLUDES ONE ANTI-SUBMARINE CARRIER (CVS) INATTACK CARRIER (CVA) ROLE

FOR DURATION OF VIETNAM CONFLICT
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NUCLMR PROPULSON
Q.

What are the advantages of nuclear propulsion for the attack carrier?

A. The principal advantages afforded by nuclear propulsion in surface
warships derive from the ability to steam at high speed for unlimited
distances without refueling. In the carrier, there are important
additional benefits. Because the nuclear carrier does not have to carry
black oil for propulsion, there is more roan in the ship' a htll for
aviation fuel and other combat consumables. This gives the nuclear
carrier greatly increased combat staying power compared to its conventional
counterpart.
These two quaities give the nuclear carrier a capability matched
by any other tactical air system. This is the ability to:
- Respond immediately to a contingency beyond the range of emplaced
U.S. forces without waiting for supporting units or the prepositioning
of logistic support.
- Conduct combat operations while approaching the objective area.
- Continue combat operations without support or replenishment for
the period of time required to establish sea-based logistic support

lines.

An all-nuclear carrier task force can steam at high speed to ar
point on the oceans of the world and conduct maximn sustained air
operations for many days entirely without logistic support. An allnuclear carrier task force also has the capability to transit at high
speed to and from distant and less vulnerable sources of ammmition,
aviation fuel, and other supplies needed to continue in action.
As the number of nuclear submarines and air striking capabilities
of our potential enemies increase, the difficulty of providing logistic
support when supply lines to our combat forces are under attack will
increase. A principal reason for developing nuclear power for surface
warships is to reduce the logistic support required for our fighting
forces.

Q. Can we convert our Present attack carriers to nuclear Dower?
A. It is technically possible, but not practical or economical. It
would cost about as much to put nuclear power in an older carrier as
it would to build a new one. The new one, of course, would be far
more effective, and have a longer lifetime.
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NIMITZ CLASS
Q. What is the Department of Defense program for building NIMITZ class
attack carriers?
A. In 1966, the Secretary of Defense approved the construction of three
nuclear powered attack carriers for the U.S. Navy, called the NIMITZ class.
This Department of Defense carrier building program was decided on the basis
of analytical studies which projected a continuing need for sea-based
tactical air.
Since this initial Department of Defense approval in 1966, the continuing
military requirement for carriers has been further demonstrated by the carrier
operations in Southeast Asia, which have again shown the capability an4
inherent mobility of sea-based striking forces.
Trends in international
affairs have reinforced the soundness of the decision to maintain a modern
carrier force and to retain the ability to operate in those areas of the
world where bases are denied or not available.
The three ships of the NIMITZ class are planned to replace the last
of the aging World War II ESSEX class ships still
serving as attack
carriers. In order to acquire these programed carriers at least cost,
all three ships are to be of the same design, procured in series production
from a single shipbuilder. The success of this plan depends upon the
availability of funds in accordance with the program schedule. The
continuity of component and ship production lines is essential to avoid
major cost increases. Delay or deferment of scheduled funds would result
in increased component costs and result in ship construction delays which
are in themselves costly.
Q. Does the design of the NIMITZ class Drovide a substantial improvement
in argo; carrier capability?
A. Yes.
The design of the NIMITZ improves upon the designs of preceding
attack carriers as the result of analytical studies, technological
advances and lessons learned from the combat experience of carrier
operations in Southeast Asia.
An important difference between the NIMITZ design and that of the
ENTERPRISE is that the NIMITZ will have a two-reactor plant instead of
the eight-reactor plant on our only previous nuclear carrier. Technology
has permitted advances in nuclear reactor core construction which are most
significant. The initial cores in the ENTERPRISE provided propulsion
for three years before replacement was necessary. In the NIMITZ, the
initial cores will furnish energy to propel the ship for thirteen years.
Also, the two-reactor plant will require fewer operating personnel.
The Navy has incorporated into the NIMITZ design many lessons learned
in carrier operations in Southeast Asia. Carriers in the South China Sea
have operated at a tempo never foreseen for these ships, Day, night,
and all-weather operations have become routine, and sortie rates have
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risen. Carrier systems and crews have been operated near their limits,
beyad what was considered maxim=n a few years ago. This combat experience
has taught much about ways to improve these ships, and these are reflected
in the NINITZ design, particularly in the areas of command and control,
intelligence processing, ordnance handling, fire fighting and damage
control.
The NIMITZ is being designed to carry 50 percent more aircraft
ordnance and more aircraft fuel than any previous attack carrier, which combined
with nuclear power will greatly increase its capability for sustained
combat operations.
Q.

What is the status of the NIMITZ class construction wowam?

A. The NIMITZ, OVAN..68, first of three attack carriers of the class
in the approved Department of Defense program, was authorized in fiscal
year 1967. It is fully funded. The keel was laid June 22, 1968, and
construction is about 20 percent complete. It is scheduled to be
delivered to the fleet in 1972.
The second ship, CVAN-69, was originally planned for authorization
in 1969. Congress appropriated $50.5 million in fiscal year 1968 for
long lead time nuclear propulsion plant components. However, only
*W.4 million in additional long lead time funding was requested in
fiscal year 1969 to minimize the new obligational authority in that
year, and the balance of $377.1 million was slipped to fiscal year 1970.
Therefore, contracts amounting to $132.9 million have been placed for
the CVAN-69, and $377.1 million is needed in fiscal year 1970 to complete
the ship. The nuclear propulsion plant for the CVAN-69 is currently being
manufactured and the ship is scheduled for delivery in 1974.
The third ship is planned for full funding in fiscal year 1971. The
original Navy request for long lead time funding for nuclear propa]iion
plant components in fiscal year 1970 was deleted in the budget review
process. If this funding is not restored in the fiscal year 1970
appropriation, the ship will be delayed a minimw of one year past the
1976 date originally planned for delivery, and the cost of the ship
will increase.

Q. What would be t6

imtact of deferral of funding, for the CVAN-69?

A. Deferral of the funding required this year to continue procurement
of the CVaN.69 wold have the following undesirable effects:
* A delay in ship copletion which would hinder necessary improvement
in the combat capability of the carrier inventory and considerably delay
the increased availability of nuclear propulsion in the fleet. As presently
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banned, CVAN-69 will join the fleet in 1974 to replace the BON HOWH
RICHARD - a veteran of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
* An increase in the cost of CVAN-69 due to inflationary effect;
the inability-to take advantage of multiple procurement with the OVAN-68;
and a break in the learning curve achieved by series production, because
of the gap which would occur between the OVAN-68 and the OVAN-69.
* A disruption of the production continuity of the OVAN program
which would cause additional delay and further cost escalation. Because
of the large number of eiating orders in the heavy equipment industries,
they are not willing to make long range commitments without firm contracts.
Consequently, price and delivery of components not covered by firm contracts
are subject to considerable escalation and delay.
The $132.9 million appropriated for the CVAN-69 in the last two years
is already obligated in contracts, and manufacture of components is
proceeding. If the unexpended balance of these funds were deferred,
cancellation of contracts and disruption of component production lines
would result. Since most of these contracts are for nuclear propulsion
plant components, their termination would have a severe impact on the
industrial base for the overall naval nuclear propulsion program.
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C.

20545

.September 29, 1969

Honorable L. Mendel Rivers, diairman
House *vmed Services committee
House of Representatives
Dear Mr. Rivers:
This letter is in response to your request of September 24th that
I give you my views concerning the urgency of proceeding this year
with the high speed nuclear attack submari , program, the NIITZ
Class attack aircraft carrier program, and the nuclear-powered
guided-missile frigate program, at the leval provided in the fiscal
year 1970 Defense Authorization Bill reported out by the House Armed
Services Ommittee.
I an grateful for this opportunity to make clear my reasons for
endorsing the initiative and leadership taken by your committee
on these important programs. They are the foundation of the future
nuclear-powered Navy for which you have worked so long and so hard-the modern Navy the United States needs to retain its position as
a world power of the first rank.
If history teaches anything it is surely that weakness invites attack;
that it takes but one aggressor to plunge the world into war against
the wishes of dozens of peace-loving nations if the former is militarily strong and the latter are not. Yet there are those who
dprecate the need to maintain military supremacy or even mere parity
with the Camunist empires on the grounds that other nations have
accepted a decline fitm first to second or third rank and that we
ourselves for most of our history were militarily a second-rate power,
yet secure within our borders. They forget that we then profited from
the Pax Britannica, oven as the former great powers of Europe who have
lost their defense capability enjoy political freedom today only because
we are strong enough to defend them and ready to do so. What it means
to be weak and without American protection should be evident to all as
we observe the tragic drama of Czechoslovakia "negotiating" with Russia
the continuing subjugation of her people.

'/
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In modern war, particularly the kinds of war we envisage for the future,
more military equipment and relatively fewer men will be used. We can
no longer fight with rifles, cannon and mortars alone -- all of Which
can be manufactured quickly and in numbers. Today's weapons - ours
and those of our potential enemies -- are complex and costly; it takes
many years to develop and build them. Even in World War II we did not
place into action a single airplane that had not been under design when
we entered the war.
Although we lack the data for a precise comparison of U.S. and Soviet
military expenditures, it is clear that the I.S.S.R. spends much more
annually for new weapons than the United States. Is it then reasonable
for us to fail to modernize our defenses on the assumption that the
danger of war no longer exists? The first priority of all life is
survival; this is likewise true of nations, and it is the primary
function of a legislature. World War II probably would not have broken
out and follaed the course it did had the United States not been almost
totally disarmed in the 1936's as a remlt of decisions made in the years
beforethe Kellogg Pact then serving as the chief argument that there was
no longer any danger of war.
ib illustrate the danger of underestimating the war capacity of a potential
enemy, let me remind yau that when Germany decided to invade Russia in 1941
their staff studies showed that the Soviet Union would be defeated in eight
weeks, ten weeks at most. Our military attache" inMoscow advised the War
Department that the war would be over in three months. I can also still
remember that when World War I broke out, the Germans expected it would
be over in three months.

These are facts that should put us on guard against the argument that long
worldwide wars are no longer possible. Even the present "minor" Vietnamese
War has endured for longer than our foremost civilian and military leaders
predicted. Having been in the Navy in both World Wars, I may perhaps be
forgiven for not being as optimistic about permanent peace, the beneficence

of unilateral disarmaent, and the current belief held by many -- especially

our "intellectuals2-that the sheer horror of war will be an effective
deterrent.
Preventing war is infinitely less costly than engaging in it. The mney
we save today in reducing our military capacity will surely be but a
pittance compared to what it will cost us if our very weakness tempts
others to plunge us into war.
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unfortunately, few people study history which accounts for the truiam
that history repeats itself. Not many of our people fully understand
the devastation wrought by World War II. That war ended a quarter of
a century ago. Half the people in the United States were not even
alive then many more were children or teenagers. It is not too farfetched to say that 75 percent have no vivid personal memory of what
a world war really means.
Our country is able to stay ahead in defense only because of our
technology. If we do not take advantage of this technology we will
have to fight with inadequate weapons and suffer higher casualties.
Congress, for as long as I can rerember, has done everything within
its power to provide our military with the best weapons and with
services that would reduce loss of life. I believe our people are
willing to pay the taxes necessary to provide our men the best weapons
our technology makes possible.
The United States is essentially an island between two oceans -- an
island dependent for its survival on free use of the seas. The Atlantic
and Pacific, once our shield and protection, are now broad highways for
launching attacks against us over, on, and beneath the seas.
The United States, being an island, has no contiguous land masses whence
we can conduct military operations to protect our national interests or
from vhich we can obtain the fuels and materials necessary to sustain a
large scale war effort. The sheer bulk of the daily requirement of
petroleum products for military and industrial needs precludes adequate
peacetime stockpiling. We have once again been taught by the war in
Vietnam, as so often inthe past, that we must have free access to the
seas. In spite of the publicity given to the airlifting of supplies to
Southeast Asia, over 98 percent has been transported by ship, half the
tonnage being petroleum products.
Given our island position, ve can project our national poar beyond our
territory only through the Navy, depending - except for all-out nuclear
war-- primarily on our nuclear attack submarines and on our attack carrier
striking forces.
Sam argue that the danger of war has been reduced; consequently, we should
no longer construct nulear attack submarines, NIMITZ Class carriers and
nuclear frigates, devoting our resources instead to other, more desirable
objectives. Granted the hideousness of modern war, can we deduce therefrom that mankind is now wise enough to forego recourse to arns? A glance.
at history should put us on guard against facile claims that humanity has
now reached a state where the possibility of armed aggression can safely
be disregarded in formulating national policy.
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President John P. Kennedy said, "If there is any lesson of the 20th century,
and especially of the past few years, it is that in spite of the advances
in space and air. -.this country must still move easily and safely across
the seas of the world."
In order to maintain free use of the seas, we nust be able to counter any
foreseeable threat at sea. As is extensively documented in your committee's
reports on the status of naval ships, the United States has an aging Navy
whereas the Soviets are rapidly building a modern Navy. The Soviets are
embarked on a program which reveals a singular awareness of the Inportance
of seapower and an unmistakable resolve to become the most powerful mariLime force in the world. They demcstrate a thorough understanding of the
basic elements of seapower: knowledge of the seas, a strong modern merchant
marine, and a powerful new navy. They are surging forward with a naval and
maritime program that is a technological marvel.
'ihe Soviet Navy has undergone a continuing modernization program including
the building of missile-armed cruisers and destroyers, helicopter carriers
and several new classes of nuclear and conventional submarines. As a
result, their Navy has become a fleet capable of sustained open ocean
oper AUons. For the first time in her history, the Soviet Unicn is using
a deployed naval force in support of foreign policy in areas not contiguous
to its borders. Their force in the Mediterranean includes warships armed
with surface-to-surface and surface-to-air missiles, amphibious ships with
naval infantry embarked, as well as attack and missile submarines.
The Soviet submarine force constitutes a threat against the continental
United States, U.S. Naval forces, and our unrestricted use of the seas.
Several classes of Soviet submarines, both conventional and nuclear
powered, carry cruise missiles which have a maximum range of about
400 miles. It is believed that the primary mission of these submarines
is to counter U.S. carrier strike forces. The Soviets have a new submarine
force of about 375. i3y the end of this year the United States will have in
commission 145 submarines, which includes 59 diesel submwaines, most of
which are of World War It vintage.

By the end of next year, it is estimated

that the Soviets will have a numerical lead in nuclear submarines.

To achieve this the Soviets have greatly expanded and modernized their
sulmarine building facilities. Just one of their numerous submarine
building yards has several times the area and facilities of all U.S.
submarine yards. They use modern assembly-line techniques under covered
ways, permitting large-scale production regardless of weather conditions.
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In the single year 1968, the Soviets put to sea a new type ballistic
missile submarine as well as several new types of nuclear attack
submarines -

a feat far exceeding anything we have ever done.

In looking

to the future, it is estimated that by 1974 they will add about 70 nuclearpowered submarines to their fleet, whereas we will add but one-third as
many -- further increasing their numerical superiority.

In the case of

the ballistic missile submarine the Soviets have undertaken a vigorous
building program to surpass our Polaris fleet of 41. They have completed
at least 7 of their new Polaris-type submarines, and have the capability
to turn out about one a month. We have no Polaris submarines under construction or planned. We must assume that by the 1973-74 time period

they will be up to us.
Numerical superiority, however, does not tell the whole story. Weapon
systems, speed, depth, detection devices, quietness of operation, and
crew performance all make a significant. contribution t- the effectiveness
of a submarine force. From what we have been ablu Lo learn during the past
year, the Soviets have attained equality in a number of these diaretaristics and superiority in sae.
Their p grress over the past few years in nuclear submarine design,
construction, and operation could only have been accomplished through the
efforts of a large group of highly cmetent technical people. We mist
assume the talents and efforts of this group will continue to provide
them with aditional advances in nuclear submarines.
The steady build-up of the Soviet submarine Navy from an ineffective coastal
defense force at the end of World War II to the world's largest undersea
navy today deserves admiration; also it should deeply worry every American.
By the end of this year we face the prospect of losing the superiority in
nuclear submarines we have held for mny years. The threat posed by their
submarAne force -- with their new ballistic and cruise missile launchers
and new attack types, is formidable. If more sophisticated types are
added in the near future, as is probable considering their large number
of designers and their extensive facilities, the threat will rapidly
increase.
Soviet tactical air efforts have also resulted in significant gains in their
capability. Between 1952 and 1967, the Soviets have built some 20 different
fighter prototype aircraft. At least eight new designs have appeared since
1961. Since the F-4 Phantom II became operational in 1961, we have not
introduced any new operational fighter aircraft.

To achieve the results so far attained in all areas of modern technology,
the Soviets had to develop their most important resource -- technical and
scientific personnel. Their educational program enjoys highest national
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priority. The statistics on the total number of degree graduates are
impressive. The U.S. National Science Foundation data indicates that in
1966 alone, 168,000 engineers were graduated; the United States, on the
other hand, produced but 36,000.
ith specific application to their Navy,
the Leningrad Shipbuilding Institute, just one of several naval institutes,
had over 7,000 students in 1966 studying naval architecture and marine
engineering. I doubt we had over 400 enrolled in these subjects in all
U.S. colleges.
While we cannot specifically count the number of Soviet scientists and
engineers devoted to naval work, it is apparent that they have created
a broad technological base; they have committed extensive resources to
support development of their naval forces.
The Soviets have frequently announced their intent to be the pre-eminent
world power. Why do we not believe them? Hitler in !,!oin Kampf plainly
announced his intent to dominate the world. ,e' 'd not believe him
either -- until it was nearly too late. Admiral Gorshkov, Cammander in
Chief of the Soviet Navy, said recently: "The flag of the Soviet Navy
now flies proudly over the oceans of the world. Sooner or later, the
United States will have to understand that it no longer has mastery of
the seas." And just a few months ago the Mmssians announced a projected
50 percent increase in the size of their merchant fleet.
While the Russians have been taking giant strides, we are being held back
by those who argue that we must do nothing to undermine their confidence
in us, that we must not jeopardize the possibility of disarmament by
escalating the anmaents race, no matter how rapidly they are moving
ahead in their own preparations.
These facts should be weighed when assessing the judgment of those who
argue for a reduction of American naval power while Soviet naval power
is rapidly expanding.
Let me now address each of the three nuclear-powered warship building
programs you have asked me about and explain why I think each is vital
to give us the capability to meet the rapidly expanding Soviet naval
threat.
High Speed Nuclear Attack Submarinu Progrm
Earlier this year I testified at length to the Joint Comittee on Atomic
Energy concerning the urgency of proceeding as rapidly as possible with
the High Speed Nuclear Attack Submarine Program. The Joint Committee,
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in their forewrd to the hearing record on the "Naval liclear Propulsion
Program - 1969" stated:

"Last year Congress appropriated funds
new design high-speed submarine.... After a
discussion, including several congressional
Clifford announced cn July 1, 1968 that the
would proceed with the igh-speed submarine

to start work on a
great deal of
hearings, Secretary
Department of Defense
class (SSN688 Class).

It is clear that the Soviets have made their nuclear submarine
construction program a matter of high national priority. In contrast,
the Department of Defense in the last several years has delayed new
submarine program and has approved fewer submarines than recommended
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
"
The rapidly increasing Soviet naval threat... makes it essential
that the United States get submarines of the new high-speed class into
the fleet as soon as possible. The earliest practicable delivery of
ships of this class requires authorization to award shipbuilding
contracts for the first three submarines in fiscal year 1970 and
procurwnt of long leadtime item for the next five be started in
fiscal year 1970. Therefore, the Navy's request for the fiscal year
1970 shipbuilding program included three high-speed submarines fully
funded and long-lead funds for five more.
Because of the urgency of delivering these new ships to the
fleet, the Joint Committee strongly reccimend0s that the fiscal year
1970 nuclear warship construction program include as a minim the
funds necessary -to award contracts for the first three high-speed
submarines and advance funding for five more.
Historically, the development of nuclear propulsion has been
accomplished largely through the efforts and insistence of the Owgress.
As recently as last year, while the Department of Defense debated and
vacillated over whether to initiate development of a high-speed
submrine and to proceed with the quiet electric drive submarine
program, the Congress acted -- affirmatively. The Defense Department
belatedly but finally recognized the vital importance of these program
and is now supporting them. However, had it not been for the initiative of the Ongress in authorizing and appropriating funds for the
high-speed submarine program the Defense Department would not be in
a position to proceed with it now. Similar affirmative congressional
action is called for now to insure against any slowdown in the development of advaned nuclear propulsion plants -- a slowdown that could have
a significant adverse impact on our future submarine program."
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I hope the Congress will approve the recxinnndation of your committee to
provide in fiscal year 1970 full funding for three new design high speed
submarines and funds for procurement of long leadtime nuclear propulsion
plant cmi nents for five more. This is the same high speed nuclear
attadc submarine building program initially recamaended by the Navy,
recmmnded by the Joint Cmrmittee on Atamic Energy, and included in
the fiscal year 1970 Defense Authorization Bill passed by the Senate.

NIMITZ Class Attack Carrier Program
For many years I have testified that because of the vast improvements being
made in weapons technology the Navy should wherever possible go underwater
to carry out its missions. The most striking example of where this has
been accomplished in the past decade is the transfer of the Navy nuclear
war deterrent mission fram briers based on aircraft carriers to Polaris
missiles launched from nuclear submarines. Increased emphasis has also
been placed on nuclear-powered attack submarines for anti-submarine
missions -- a policy that should be continued.

There are, iaever, same important Navy missions which cannot,. in any known
practical way, be carried out by submarines. One of these is the provision
of sea-based tactical airpower to protect our sea lanes and our air lanes
over the seas, as well as to support amphibious operations and overseas
military land operations beyond the range of the land-based tactical air
power available to us.
In a mnwrandumi of 25 August 1969 to the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief
of Naval Operations discusses the urgent need to continue building attack
carriers. The nemrandum, a copy of which is enclosed, responds to questions
raised this year by those opposed to proceeding with the carrier building
program. I contributed to the preparation of Admiral Moorer's memorandum
and I agree with its contents.
Each year for the past 4 years the Secretaries of Defense have presented
to the Ongress the Deparbent of Defense plan to build three new tworeactor nuclear-powered attack carriers of the NIMITZ Class in alternate
years starting in fiscal year 1967. These three carriers, the CVAN68,
CVAN69, and CVAN70, are scheduled to replace World War II ESSEX Class
carriers, which by that time will be from 26 to 30 years of age and will
then continue in service as anti-submarine warfare carriers, if needed.
The NIMITZ, CVAN68, was authorized and funded in fiscal year 1967. The
ship is under construction at the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
Qmany, Newport News, Virginia; the keel was laid over a year ago.
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Congress authorized and appropriated $50.5 million in fiscal year 1968 for
procurement of long leadtime nuclear propulsion plant components for the
second NIMITZ Class carrier, the CVAN69. The remainder of the funding for
this ship was originally scheduled for fiscal year 1969. However, in order
to reduce the new obligational authority in fiscal year 1969 to a minimum,
the Department of Defense and the Congress included only $82.4 million more
in fiscal year 1969 uhich was enough to keep the CVAN69 on schedule. The
remaining $377.1 million needed to complete the funding of the ship was
slipped to the fiscal year 1970 budget request now before the Congress.
The propulsion plant machinery for the CVAN69 is well along in fabrication.
The remaining funds for the CVAN69, which are included in the fiscal year
1970 budget request, must be made available in fiscal year 1970 if the
ship is to stay on schedule and major increase in cost is to be avoided.
Both Secretary MdNamara and Secretary Clifford approved including the third
NIMITZ Class carrier, the CVAN70O, in the fiscal year 1971 program. In a
letter to the Chairman of the Senate Armed Servioas Committee dated
august 16, 1969, Secretary of Defense Laird reconfirmed that the third
NIMITZ Class carrier, the CVAN70, is still planned for fiscal year 1971.
The Navy recommended that advance procurement funds be provided in the
fiscal year 1970 budget for procurement of long leadtime nuclear propulsion
plant components to prevent delivery of the CVAN70 frame being delayed.
These components are the most limiting carrier components.
If the Navy is provided $100-million in fiscal year 1970 for procurement of
long leadtie nuclear propulsion plant items for CVANO0, as reccimended by
your committee, it is expected that less than $10 million would not be
recoverable should Oongress decide next year not to go ahead with the
CVAN70 based on the results of the Congressional study of attack carriers
directed by the Senate amendment to the fiscal year 1970 Defense Authorization Bill. If the long lead funds for the CVAN70 are not provided in
fiscal year 1970, the ship will be delayed about a year and its cost will
be significantly increased due to the break in the planned production
schedule for the three NIMITZ Class carriers.
I do not believe further study of the attack carrier issue will change the
basic facts I summarize below. These, in my opinion, establish the need
to proceed with construction of the three NIMITL Class carriers. These
facts are discussed in more detail in the attached memorandum:
* Three-fourths of the earth's surface is covered by water; 95 percent
of the world's population live within range of carrier aircraft.
* No valid plan exists for overseas military operations by the Army,
the Air Force, or by amphibious forces, which does not depend on
our ability to guarantee free use of the seas.
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Without a modern attack carrier force, the United States is not
assured free use of the seas in those areas of the world that are
important to us. It is simply not practicable to establish enough
land air bases adequately prepared, provisioned, defended, and
within range of potential areas of conflict.
Tb match the continually improving capabilities of our potential
enemies, the Navy's carrier force must have a steady input of new
ships. This is necessary to upgrade its capability through infusion
of modern technology and to replace ships no longer capable of meeting the demands on them -- whether because of their inherent design
limitations or because of their age.
Seven of the sixteen carriers currently operating in the attar, carrier
role were launched during or shortly after World War II. Five of these
cannot operate several of the modern aircraft types now in the fleet.
They will not be able to operate air wings which can survive against
Soviet weapons technology of the 1970's.
Each NIMITZ Class carrier will carry 50 percent more aircraft
ammunition and twice as much aircraft fuel as the latest conventionally
powered attack carrier. This, combined with the unlimited high speed
endurance provided by nuclear power will greatly increase their
capability for sustained combat operations.
* The NIMITZ Class will incorporate improved design features in the areas
of command and control, intelligence processing, amunitin handling,
aircraft catapulting, fire fighting and damage control.
The NIMITZ Class will bc the best protected and least vulnerable
carriers ever designed. The added protection is provided by extensive
use of armor against bombs and guided missiles, as well as by improved
anti-torpedo hull design. The unlimited-endurance at high speed and
freedom frum the need to slow, down to refuel provided by nuclear
propulsion further reduce the carrier's vulnerability.
The second ship of this class, the CVAN69, is scheduled for delivery
in 1974. It will replace the BON HOCtME RI(CAR) which will then be
a 30 year old veteran of World War II, Korea, and Vietnam.
The third ship of this class, the CVAN70, is scheduled for delivery
in 1976. It will replace the ORISKANY, launched in 1945.
If future analysis or budget stringency should require reduction in
the attack carrier force level, this should be acci, listed by
retiring old carriers, not by cancelling construction of new ones.

35-262 O-09-pt. 0-49
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Were the Navy required to operate a smaller carrier force, the
improved capabilities of the NIMITZ Class would become even more
Important. The smaller the force, the more important it is that
each carrier have the greatest achievable capability.
The maximum life of an attack carrier is 25 to 30 years. A 15
carrier force level requires construction of one new carrier every
2 years if they are to be replaced when they are 30 years old. If
the force level were to be reduced to 12, it would be necessary to
build a new carrier every 2.5 years.
The three NIMITZ Class attack carriers are. the only ones authorized
or planned from fiscal year 1964 through 1972, a period of 9 years;
this will average out to but one new attack carrier every 3 years.
" If the attack carrier force level were reduced, for example to as
few as 12, the CVAN69 would then replace the tlen 27 year old
0ORAL SEA; the CVAN70 would replace the tiwen 31 year old MIUAY.
" If we do not continuously modernize our attack carrier force, its
ability to protect our naval and overseas military forces and the
logistic lifeline for our military and industrial needs against the
increasing capabilities of potential enemies will be degraded.
" To build and equip a modern aircraft carrier takes 5 years. If we
do not have enough of them when war erupts, it will be too late -no matter what effort and money we may then be willing to expend.
For these reasons I recominend that Congress this year approve construction
of the second NIMITZ Class carrier, the CVAN69, and make available advance
procurement funds for long leadtime nuclear propulsion plant components for
the CVAN70.
DXGN Guided-Missile Frigate Program
Additional frigates with guided--missile anti-air warfare systems and antisubmarine capability are required to provide air and suhmarine defense for
the Fleet.
Fbr both independent duty and task group operations, nuclear power in
frigates gives the capability of steaming great distances at high sustained
speeds. It permits the commander to position his ships with much more flexibility, since they are not dependent on oiler support. It also gives him
more flexibility in his choice of actions because here again he does not
have to concern himself with the problem of sooner or later having to join
up with an oiler.
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Mr. Rivers
The overall capabilities of a nuclear carrier task force are improved each
time a nuclear-powered guided missile frigate is substituted for a conventional guided-missile ship. The incremntal gain in military effectiveness
is larger as each nuclear frigate is substituted with the largest increment
being added when the all-nuclear task group is adieved.
We now have three nuclear-powered, guided-missile ships in the Fleet -the cruiser IMNG BEAOI! (CGN9) and the frigates BAINBRIDGE (DWN25) and
TRUXMIN (DLGN35).
WIo mre frigates -- the DIEN36 and DIWN37 - are now
under construction.
Last year the President agreed with a Department of Defense proposal to
build four mre nuclear-xwered, guided-missile ships of a new class
called DXGSs -- two in fiscal year 1970 and two more in fiscal year 1971.
Funds were appropriated in fiscal year 1969 for procurement of long lead
items for the first two of these ships; contracts tor tJiese caipcnents
have been awarded.
This year the Department of Defense anct the Navy concluded that the original
schedules for the first four DXGNs would not be delayed if only one DMJ
were fully funded in the fiscal year 1970 program, provided additional long
lead components for the second DXGN and long lead cxponents for the third
and fo trth DX(s were also ordered this year.
The Navy has recommended expanding the building program for nuclear-poered,
guided-missile frigates. Even if all the nuclear frigates recommended by
the Navy are built, only 10 percent of the destroyer-type ships in the Fleet
of 1980 will have nuclear propulsion. Thus, it is clear that the Navy is
recommending a relatively nmxdest rate of changing the destroyer forces to
nuclear power.
By following the Department of Defense plan to build the nuclear frigates
DLGN36 and DIN37 now under contract, and following these with but four
ships of the new DX(G Class, the MEIPRISE will have been in operation
11 years and the NIMITZ 4 years before they will have a full ccplement
of nuclear-powered missile ships to accompany them. By that time, the
CVAN69 and the OIAN70 will also have been delivered to the Fleet with no
nuclear frigates available for them.
The rate of authorization of nuclear frigates must soon be increased to
three or four per year if the Navy is to ccre close to meeting the goal
for nuclear-powered missile ships in the Fleet of the 1980's. At the
rate of one per year, it will be almost the year 2000 before this goal
is reached.
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Mr. i rivers
The provision in the fiscal year 1970 House Defense Authorization Bill for
procurement of long leadtie components for three guided-missile frigates
in lieu of the long leadtime funds for the two requested by the Department
of Defense is a significant step forward. I hope that the Congress will
approve these funds reomwended by your committee.
The area of the world covered by our overseas land base system has been
shrinking.

forces.

Pressure continues at hare and abroad to withdraw our deployed

As we approach the "Fortress America" situation there is a growing

need for nuclear-powered attack carrier task forces capable of steaming at
high speed to any point on the oceans of the world, and of conducting
maximum sustained air operations for many days entirely without logistic
support -- a capability that can be obtained only by continuing to build
nuclear-powered warships.
I would like to add a omwnt concerning the vulnerability of carrier task
forces. Everything is vulnerable in war - including carrier task forces.
But it must be thoroughly understood that the United States cannot conduct
overseas military operations without naval impport for the simple reason
that 98 percent of our supplies rust be transported by ship.
Those who cite the vulnerability of naval task forces appear to believe
uv would be able to transport men and supplies Without the protection
afforded by our aircraft carriers. They seem to have arrived at this
conclusion on the basis of a naive belief that, if we did not have
carriers, the enemy would permit our cargo shipping and transports to
proceed unmolested. These are argumnts based on wishful and illogical
thinking. If there is a possibility that we may become engaged in an
overseas war - and our foreign omiwtments imply this -- then there is
no viable way we can use our Army or our Air Force unless we are able to
protect the ships which transport supplies to them.
Another point made by opponents of our aircraft carriers is that their
very existence creates the desire to use them -- thus making it easy for
us to engage in military ventures.
The notion that a "weapons race" causes war was once a widely-held theory,
but many historical studies of the causes of World Wars I and I disprove
Certainly it cannot be claimed that World War II was caused by an
it.
armaments race. In fact that war might well have been prevented had
Britain, France, and the United States been better prepared. It was for
this very reason that at the end of World Wars I and II we vowed never
again 4-o be caught unprepared. Whether or not to use our military forces
is decided by our civilian leaders, not by the military. The military is
asked for advice; the decision is that of the civilian leadership.
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The Navy's strength lies in its ability to be deployed rapidly at distances
from the United States. Its very existence as a "fleet in being" serves to
deter those who might otherwise think lightly about starting hostilities.
It is no threat to any country that does not itself attack us.
Nuclear submarines, aircraft carriers, and frigates are expensive, as are
all modern weapons. But delay in their procurement will only serve to•
further increase their cost.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, I agree with the position taken by your omittee
that the fiscal year 1970 Defense Authorization should include:
" Three high speed nuclear attack submarines, with $110 million for
procurement of long leadtime nuclear propulsion plant components
for 5 more;
* Completion of funding for the CVAN69, and $iO million for
procurement of long ]eadtime nuclear propulsion plant cmponents
for the CVAN70;
* Oompletion of the funding for one nuclear-powered, guided-missile
frigate with $100 million for procurement of long leadtime am onents
for 3 more.
I sincerely hcpe that the Congress will approve these recimiedatioms of
your comittee.
Respectfully,

H. G. Rickover
Enclosure:
Chief of Naval Operations Memorandum
for the Secretary of the Navy
dated 25 August 1969
cc:

WA

Secretary of Defense
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SOLVING THE COUNTRY'S DOMESTIC PROBLEMS

Mr. MAHON. Let me ask a question I mentioned infoiihally earlier.
People are saying now that if we can go to the moon, if we can
place a team on the moon and bring them back safely, we can do
anything.
Another part of that conclusion is that the people involved in the
space program can build a perfect instrument, make a perfect landing
on the moon, make a perfect departure, rnake a perfect splashdown
on earth, and so forth, but in the case of defense weapons we are confronted with huge cost overrt'isis, inniutmerable defects, all manner of
trouble. Do ou get the thrust of what I am say ing?
Admiral RICKOVER. I understand fully.
Mr. MAHON. This is what is being said.
Then some of these same people are saying that to solve the problems of poverty, huniger, disease, the problems of the inner city, all
you have to do is to spend the money and turn it over to somebody as
competent as the people in the Space Agency. I would like to have
your philosophical views of that subject.
Admiral RICKOVEn. First, you must bear in mind that the process
of deflniig how our cities are to be renewed is often carried out by
vested interests in government agencies and outside groups. I think
the broader aspect of what you are saying, the more important aspect,
is why can't we use the same techniques that are used in the space program to solve human problems. The answer in my opinion is simple.
In one case you deal with machines and you have only the scientific
laws of nature opposing you. In the other case you are dealifig with
humans and you have all the conflicting and irrational forces that
motivate people to oppose you.
It must be kept in mind that ours is a society in which there are
political, etiftic, and religious differences-some of which are passionately held and have led to violence.
When we make a national decision to land a man on the moon no
people on earth or on the moon are trying to stop us, the moon is
empty. Once the decision is made the problem becomes one of learning how to build the right machines, and how to select and train the
people who will operate them.
When a machine breaks down, the cause can be discovered; in fact,
the cause must be capable of being discovered or we are not dealing
with a machine. So the pleasure of working with machines is that
malfunctions are correctable. Within the limits of the laws of nature
satisfaction is guaranteed if only enough reason, intelligence, knowledge, and work are applied. It is otherwise when we deal with hum1ifian
problems where religion, politics, fear, ignorance, belief, tradition,
avarice, complacency, hunger, disease, stupidity, emotion, and prejudice
often hopelessly complicate what seem to be the simplest and most
desirable undertakings.
Let me make a comparison. I believe the estimate has been made
that it would take $100 billion td fix up New York City. In my
opinion it would take several timesthat amount.
All right. Let us assume now that this committee says: "Fine it
is worth the price; we will appropriate this sum.
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Obviously we will not be-able to evacuate at one time the 10'million
inhabitaiit of New York City wlile we reconstiruct it. The most a
reasonable person would-say is; "We will take a couple of square miles
at a time."
Let us see what
. we then face. Now you have to start dealing with
people.
The first tling you have to do is find localities for the displaced
people to live. You will have to take then out of New York City. You
will have to take them out of their jobs, away from familiar surroundings and put them into a new coiaffihity. You will have to find new
places for the factories being torn down. You Will have the most complex politics in such a move. You will have to consult individial Congressmen and Senators, lobbyists, vested interests. You will have all
kinds of coifcdting interests in the new coniffifhities and in the old
one, as well as in the comtuiitiesstirrotndini both. Reeiiiber the ulpheaval in New Haven and iin other coffitIlies when small projects
of a similar type were undertaken.
The minuiite you start impiiging on hunman beings you have an entirely different problem than when you deal with machines. That is
why the idea is unrealistic that the thiik tanks and the Space Agency
could readily solve our social ills.
The space people-as well as my own people-have been dealing in
an area where there is no litM1, opposition. A national decision is
made to go to the moon or to build ana'ircraft, carrier. After you decide to build the space vehicle or the aircraft carrier people may be
opposed to them in principle but no group is gettifig hurt by them. No
one is being adversely affected. In fact, you are creating many jobs.
Aside from different views on how the money should be spent there
is no real opposition. Problems involving human beings are of a different order.
I say this: The difference is that in one case you have no impact on
the basic interests of people. In the other cfse you do. The moment you
start having an impact on people all these fine "scientiflclanaigement"
rules and thiik-taitk prognostications go out the window.
I have a deep distruist of all general forinfflie-the great magnificent abstractions such as that the scientific methods used to build the
Apollo spacecraft can be used to rebu-ild or
tit-fiies, solve oii social
problems, and so forth. Those who advocate this approach have imaginations unrefined by experience aiid judgment.
We should be skeptical about abstract ideas, in contrast with the
concrete, short-term immedi-ate goals of identifiable lumniti beings.
Faith in general forilulate is an UnrAtlioial atte",t o escape from
the uncertaffities and the unpredictable values of life to the false security of out own symmetrical fantasies.
Those who speak the language of numbers and technologisms never
lack for reverent if bewildered-public attention. The bolder the "scientific" predictions, the greater the public awc and acquiescence.
In quantifAtion the systems analysts have found what the alchemists of old sought ill vain-the universal solvent. The mathematics of
such expertise slides easily "from discussion of thermonuclear weapons and 8pace vehicles to the remaking of cities, to hospitaldes6ignl, or
to edUcation as something wlose value is calibrted in lifetime. income
differentials and whose substance can be captured at 'electronicized
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desks' where computers pace their attentive students through true or
false and flll-iii-the-blaiik testing."
The dilenmias of American cities are political and philosophical.
rhis means that. systems analysts trained to calculate performance/
weight tradeoffs for missiles or for space Ventures are ill-i)repared to
dealwith more than the form of our cities' problems. Tile tools they
use work best on well-defined simple concrete models involviig
quantifiable concepts, measurable data, and thoroughly understood
theoretical structures which adequately reflect reality.
Since almost nothing about cites, beyoiid peraps the plminig of
buildings, yields such convenent samples, it is obvious that many
highl visiTlequickie solutiojis currently being advocated offer only
the illusion of progress.
If the job of renewing our cities needs to be (lone-and I for one
do not know that this is feasible-there is enough evidence of our
society's scientific gullibility and gadget mania for many to believe we
should turn it over to NASA or to some other such high-pressure
scientific agency.
The cynical activities of the systems analysts and eager-beaver
industry have already pervaded our educational system from the Office
of Education down to the smallest local school board. These activities
had their prototype in the Defense Department where every aspect of
the military is subordinated that gets in their way, e~luding the
foreign affairs area, to their quaititative and value-neuter judgments.
An eminent American logician, Prof. WV. V. Quine in "Fromn a
Logical Point of View" casts doubt on the scientific method as it
relates to human beings. He says.
The totality of our so-called knowledge or beliefs from the most casual
matters of geography and history to the profoundest laws of atomic physics or
even of pure mathematics and logic, is a manmade fabric which impiiges ol
experience only along the edges, Or, to change the figure, total science is like
a field of force whose boundary conditions are experience. A conflict with
experience at the periphery occasions readjustments in the interior of tile field.

I thifik that is about as clear a way as this cotild be said. Please
understand the spiritin which I ain speaking. I-do not wish in any way
to imply that space work is easy. I personally consider the successful
landing on the moon to be a great technical achievement. But I am
saying that human problems are far more complex and not, nearly
as amenable to solution through directed efforts.
The Space Agency is, I am sure, no different in its motivations then
any other part of the executive branch. No organization will on its own
initiative, say: "We have successfully completed the :job you have
assigned us; we now recommend you reduce our budget." No, it is the
law of nearly all organizations that they wish not only to retain their
present status, but also to grow. This, in my opinion, is tile main
reasons there are those who desire NASA to undertake problems having social connotations.
'Exploration of the planets may some day not have the public
acceptance it now has. Social problen"s will be with us forever; so it is a
good, permanent area for congressional-hencefinancial-support.
Mr. MAHONi, It is said that the Navy in building a submarine may
let it sink at the dock and there is all manner of wastefulness and
ineptness.
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Admiral RicKOVit. You are right, sir. The recent sinking of a submarine alongside the dock is a classic example of stupidity at work.
It is one of the results of the way the Navy goes about btil ding ships.
If I may, I would like to cotntiue with the issue you raised about using
NASA methods to solve social problems, because I have given muc

thought to this problem.

Go ahead on that aspect.
Admiral RIOKOVERI. There is also this: You are able to perform well
on one specific project when you can devote all your top talent to it,
especially when you get all the money you need to do the job thoroughly. It is something else again to perform equally well on a large
number of simultaneous and diverse projects and over a long period
of time, especially when the resources available for the jobs are limited
and many of the people available to you are not very bright and not
too interested in working hard or in doilf~g a good job.
The space people have done a magnificent job. But they couldn't
have done it had they not attracted highly talented people who were
motivated to do a first-class job and who were willifig to work hard
to accomplish their task. And they have had full financial backingmore than any project in all history.
Consider the case of the fire on the Apollo several years ago. I know
you deal in large numbers in this committee, but do you remember how
much it cost to investigate that accident and correct the faults? Do
you still remember?
Mr. MAIION. The accident on the Apollo?
Admiral RIcKovVER. Yes, sir. How much money do you think was
spent?
Mr. MAHON. I don't recall.
Admiral RICmKovm. About $400 million to investigate that accident,
make repairs, and correct the faults. If you want to give anytli1g in
this world the priority the Apollo program had you can get high performance results. In this connection you will remember that the total
R. & D. cost for the naval nuclear propidsion program over a period
of more than 20 years has been $2.2 billion. This includes cost of laboratories and five land prototype plants. By comparison the cost of thle
Apollo program was $24 billion. Further, the total cost over a 20-year
period to build our entire nuclear fleet consisting of 41 Polaris submarines, 68 attack submarines, 2 aircraft carriers, 4 frigates, 1 cruiser,
and 1 deep submergence research vehicle has cost the Navy about $12
billion.
Mr. MAHON.

SINKING

OF THE OUITARRO

Mr. MAHON. Will you now tell us about the submarine that sank
alongside the dock.
Admiral RICKOVER. That was due to sheer stupidity; to incompetence; to improper management Of the details of complex technical
work-and not in tie shipyard alone.
No one ever thinks of blaming the people in Washington who have
responsibility for the way our technical work is controlled and what
resources are-assigned to it,
No-one seems to realize that the awesome
management and paperwork organizations they have established in
Wash'ington in recent years have decimated our technical capability.
There is a runaway inflation of paperwork. This has now become
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endemic and is defeating the intended purpose. I believe that part
of our difficlty at naval shipyards and elsewhere stems from unrealistic attitudes taken by headquarters right here in Washington.
. It would be an enlightening experience for the officials who set up
these rules to be placed in charge of a naval shipyard. They would
then be able to learn, firsthand, about the many -administrative difficulties that have been placed in the way of efficient management. They
would find that frequent exhortations emanating from Washington to
"do better" are meaningless unless those being exhorted are qualified
and are given the means to "do better."
When anything good happened during the recent admfiistration of
the Department of Defense the leader got the credit. But when things
went-wrong it was obviously someone else's fault.
Mr. MINSHALL. What good happened?
EXOESSIVE USE OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Admiral RicKovER. By the laws of choice and chance something good

must have happened, sir. But during that administration there is no
question but that the emphasis was shifted from detailed control of
technical work by technical people to reliance on management systems,
systems which are today choking us to death.
I make the point that the administrators who have the authority in
the various echelons in Washington are never blamed. Their failure
may be due to their lack of perception, their lack of vision, their neglect to institute changes needed for control of the work, or their bureaucratic management systems which have diverted technical people from
their real tasks. Their hand is in everything, but not their fingerprints.
Their "success" has been to build up a huge paper organization with
many managers and few workers.
Their psychological attitude is that Washington headquarters makes
no mistakes; if things go wrong the blame lies elsewhere.
Also, it appears sometimes that they like to have subordinates with
chameleonlike ability to adapt their views to .those of their superiors.
You will find, as you observe them, that many Government activities
today are being operated on the basis that most of their people should
be engaged in administration.
The various "scientific" management formulations that are now propounded are hardly more than a description of the trial-and-error procedures which were employed by our distant ancestors. But "scientific"
words such as "systems analysis" are being used. I note that this expression has now been applied to the kitchen-for a file of recipes I
Right now the Navy is planning to eliminate 700 technical billets
to give these billets to a large number of
the fieldWas
organizations
from
managers
hington whose
positions have just been created. This
will substitute additional layers of management in Washington at the
expense of technical work in the field.
A few weeks ago I was given a new 650-page book of instructions.
s supposed to enable any "manThis is a "management too," wager" to handle any large complex billion dollar project. The first 40
pages state the principles. The rema-ining 600 odd pages give the file
numbers of literally thousands of ,instructions which are to be used to
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solve any conceivable problem that might arise. As the official who proposed this document said, in effect: "By following the rules in this
book, you can solve your problems. Our aim is to do away with the
need for human intervention. We are seeking rule by law in place of
rule by man in out technical work."
It immediately occurred to me that a computer could be used, and
no human beings. except taxpayers and Members of Congress would
hereafter be required to support the Department of Defense. In fact,
the money appropriated by Congress could be assigned to and fed
into computeis, and in the end a way might even be found to eliminate
Congress-which some Government officials in the past have thought
to be desirable--because Congressmen and Senators have the disagreeable habit of asking questions which disturb them.
Early in our history we found that we had very few skilled workers, one reason being that, for egalitarian reasons, the ordinary workman here was.paid far more than anywhere else, while the skilled
worker was paid relatively less and therefore the ones who came here
were usually the unskilled.
This was true even during the colonial period, and it led to breaking down into parts the process of manufacturing an article, the making of each of which could be learned easily. The ultimate result was
the wide use of interchangeable parts and the assembly line.
We fail and always have failed to distinguish that management
must be different according to the kind of work to be supervised.
If the work is largely routine any reasonably intelligent person can
understand and do it. Under this condition the great autliority we,
in the United States, assign to administrators--the bureaucrats or
rulers-makes sense and is usually not harmful. Witness the accomplishments of our automobile industry, our supermarkets, and so forth.
But this system falls down completely and impedes efficiency when
the work of an organization can only be done by highly specialized
technical experts. The habitual America' predominance of the administrators-the "paper" men-leads t0 the most degrading, dama ging, and costly meddling in technical matters, with the expert routinel y
being overruled by technically illiterate managers. The prime example
is the regime of the recent Secretary of Defense and his "whiz-kids."
With their cost-analysis and -onipter methods they "managed" to
lose us the lead we had in nuclear submarines and allowed the Soviets
to catch up with us to a dangerous'degree. Had Congress not intervened at the last moment we would have stopped nuclear submarine
construction almost entirely.
All of this was done in the name of "logic" and "economy." As all
of you know, costs have risen enormously, and the military establishment is saddled with an incubus of "paper" people whose major decisions have nearly all been in error; who close their eyes and ears to
the mass of information available on Russian military hardware.
The size of this group, instead of shrinking, keeps increasing in nUmber-proliferating at the expense of the technical people-whose work
alone justifies the Department of Defense. If I were a science fiction
writer I could predict a time when the Department of Defense will
consist of no one but managers.
We must go beyond the present fad of management gimmickry.
The idea of eliminating the expert human being, of finding in ma-
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chines or gimmicks a panacea for lack of expertise is to be found not
only in the military. It permeates our entire society. For example, it
accounts for our constant experimentation with gimmicks to do away
with the sad but true situation that children are unequal in their
learning capacity. We appear to be unable to accept unequaiity in this
area. We keep hoping we will discover some new technology that will
solve this problem, meanwhile blaming the failure of many of our
children on teachers, parents, on society at large, never blaming the
true culprit-nature--which distributes ability and competence so
unfairly.
What I am saying is that an egalitarian viewpoint, admirable as it
may be in many ways, leads us down the dead-end road of failing to
recognize that some people are born with great potential and manage
to acquire certain kinds of expertise, and are, therefore, in this one
respect, superior in the perfOrma e, of their work than those who
lack this expertise--all of the teachings of so-called social science
notwithstanding.
The phrase in our Declaration of Independence, "all men are created
equal" may be factual. I doubt it; it is contrary to what I see every
day, to what my senses tell me. However, there is nothing to prevent
many from rising above this level of equality. Study, hard work, and
self-reliance have been known to achieve wonders along this line.
If we give in too much to the present social science concepts of
"equality," we may induce complete political apathy in our people.
You will remember that in the days of Constantine free Romans
sought to become slaves in order to escape civic burdens.
The ordinary layman simply cannot, perform major surgery; pilot
a plane; guide a space ship; design a building, or even a nuclear submarine. The trouble in the last 8 years has been that the "paper" people in the Department of Defense have arrogated to themselves the
right to decide the most intricate technical aspects of the design, building, and strategic use of such things as nuclear submarines. The Russians do not make this mistake. It is my considered opinion this is a
major reason why they are moving ahead so rapidly in weapons
technology.
NEED FOR 25-PERCENT REDUCTION

IN

PENTAGON STAFF

Mr. ANDREWS. A while ago you told this committee that the best

thing we can do to bring about more efficiency and economy in Government would be to get rid of 25 percent of the civilian people in the
Pentagon.
Admiral RICKOVER. That is right.
Mr. ANDREws. Do you stick by that figure?

Admiral RIcKOVER. Yes, sir. I was being, conservative. It is not a
question any more of being civilian or military, sir.
The Department of Defense because of its size is like a musclebound
giant-a wooden Boeotian whose head is unable to control its arms
and feet.
I believe that in their continuiedpreoccupation with the trivial
activity of discussion and the busy idleness of studies, they suppress
the feeling of emptiness within them.
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For my part, I cannot see how there can be reconciliatibn between
the management methods now bbeing used and our ability to have a
strong defense posture. Reconciliation is, as a rule, only possible when
it is no longer necessary, that is when the conflicting views no longer
exist or when opinions have drawn close and when people themselves
see that they have nothing to quarrel about. Otherwise every reconciliation involves reciprocal weakening.
Mr. MAHON. You have long been an advocate of smaller personnel

forces under certain circumstances. Yet I noticed earlier in your testiapparently with concern over the fact that in a
mony that youinspoke
certain effort, our Navy perhaps we had about 400 men employed
whereas the Russians had about 7,000. You seemed concerned about
this situation.
Admiral RIOKOVER. I made a different poift there. I was trying to
show how small the naval ship design effort is in this country compared with that of the Russians. I said that in one of their institutes,

the Leningrad Technical Institute, they had over 7,000 people learn-

country.
ing to design ships. We graduate about 400 annually int
This is the point I made. These were students and technical people.
Mr. MAHN. Are not 400 good ones better than 7,000 mediocre ones?
Admiral RICKOvER. Yes, but why should I assume that their 7,000
people are less intelligent than oUr 400?
Mr. MAHON. What is your point?
Admiral R1oKoVE. When I said we should reduce the number of

people in the Pentagon, I was talking about administrators-not technical people. I made the point that the techiIcal people are being
displaced by administrative people; that their time is being spent on
studies and in preparing administrative memotandums. There is one
thing which has increased and that is paperwork.

The administrators have constructed an ideology which includes

within itself objects which appear alien to.empirical commonsense.
Actually, good management consists of whatever it is that men who
head strongly innovative organization actually do. In the Ethics of
the Fathers it is stated: "Who is the righteous man? He who does
righteous deeds." To paraphrase this: "Who is the good manager? He
who manages well." Have I answered your question in measure, sir?
Mr. MAHON. Yes, and I wish you would expand your views further.
NEED FOR MORE WORKERS AND LESS MANAGERS

Admiral RIcKov-n. Yes, sir.

So far as I can see all the emphasis is being placed on trying to
solve warship design development, and construction problems through
further implementation of management systems and directives rather
than by assembling and trainfig the technical groups necessary to
provide direct control of this complex work-technical groups having
the resources and ability to be directly responsible for carrying out
this difficult work-=an purchasing groups having the ability and
training to obtain from industry contractual terms that are in the
Government'sbest interest-purchasing groups tliat will be backed by
their military and civilian superiors in obtaining industry acceptance
of contract terms and conditions fair to the Government. In my
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opinion our society today is vastly overmanaged, and much of our
inability to solve our problems is due to this overmanagement.
The situation obtains in business, in industry, in Government. A
new cult has arisen which pretends to claim that problems can be
solved by following the "principles of management" which have been
evolved in the business administration courses being taught in our
colleges. It is claimed that once one learns these principles, lie can use
them in all situations; that detailed knowledge of the art or technology involved is not necessary; that proper appliiatlon of the "principles" will cause all problems to be solved.
This belief has led to the creation of a management "elite" who
presume to know how to get things done without needing to know in
detail, the basic elements of the problems they are attempting to solve.
Nowhere else has this concept been more rampant than in our own
Department of Defense in the past 8 years. Its "managment" systems
as propounded by its priesthood of "cost-effectiveness analysts" was
heralded far and wide by its own vast public relations staff-its own
propaganda arm-as the new creed which all organizations should
adopt. This creed of "cost effectiveness" purports to be a sure fire
"scientific method" which solves all problems. It swept the Pentagon
like wildfire. Billions of dollars were spent in accordance with the
creed. Only through the efforts of Congress was it stopped from being
adopted lock, stock, and barrel by all Government agencies.
Institutions wither when there is no diversity and no conflict. This
is something to remember in the face of the fairly widespread assume,
tion that all the Department of Defense needed was indoctrination in
a single consistent line. It was never understood that if you would persuade someone to your view, you couldn't afford to be more than 85
percent right; our previous Secretary of Defense was always 100 percent right. It was impossible to argue with him, but it was easy to
understand him, as it is easy to understand every extreme.
Today, the effects of this cult are apparent. Failures in weapons systems and large overrulis of tih 1960's have come to light, although the
cost-effectiveness system was heralded as the panacea to end the weapons systems failures and cost overruns of the 1950s. It appears that
in some cases the cost effectiveness system was used to kill or delay a
project not desired by its leaders, whereas those they did desire were
accorded the sacred seal "cost effective."
To organize and staff a system such as this required large numbers
of brilliant young men-mostly social scientists, particularly "sheepskin" economists. The analyst-in-chief recruited large numbers of
these and gave them much authority-especially over the military.
Their ability to make quick decisions was stressed. One example frequently cited was the case where the analyst-in-chief needed a quick
answer to a complex problem. The military said they would require
more than 24 hours. But the young intellectuals came up with a solution in one-half hour. Their solution was, of course, adopted. The fact
that the solutiOn was worth oily "one-half hour" was lost sight of.
Each of these bright young men h ad the authority to goa anywhere in
the entire Defense Establishmnent and ask for detailed studies from the
military people-who had a specific j6b to do. These Studies, since they
were required from on high, naturally took priority over the real
work to be done-to the neglect of designing, purchasing, and manu-
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factoring the actual military equip fit. Then when things went
wrong it was naturally the fault of the military-never of the brilliant
young men who made the decisions-decisions frequently reached
without full consultat6tn with those wh-o had to carry them out.
This system mushroomed at an alarming rate. Not only did it proliferate within the Defense Department; in addition, many "think
factories" were set up to help, and there was frequnt initrchange of
people among the Defense Departinent agencies and the "think factories"-a form of incest. Eventually, the Army, Navy, and Air Force
set up their own "cost-effectiveness" systems.
As a result we have now reached the stage in the Defense Department where there are more and more people to do the managing and
fewer and fewer people to do the work.
of
thousands
more Pueblos, more
canmore
expect
yougas,
Mr. killed
Chairman,
inore indesigned,
airplanesimproperly
by nerve
sheep
efciency, more cost overruns, more submarines sunk at the dockunless we go back to basic principles and realize that it is people, not
systems, that alone can solve our problems. Doubtless there is now
concern in high places, but there is not much understanding of the
magitude of the problem.
Often the position becomes that of the captain and officers of a
great ship which has run aground in a falling tide; no human endeavor
will get the ship afloat until in the course of nature the tide begins to
flow.
I hope we never reach the point, as expressed by Henry Adams:
that the actions of Presidents and generals are "like mere grasshoppers
kicking and gesticulating on the middle of the Mississippi River"carried along on a stream which floated them, after a fashion, without much regard to themselves.
I believe however, that it is possible, if we do not mesmerize our-

selves with the "rules" of management evolved by the social scientists
to regain control over the Department of, Defense and of its activities.
But as things are going now, the technical proficiency of the Navy is
being reduced every day. The Russians have taken advantage of ftis
trend and are clearly getting ahead of us in nuclear submarines. That
is my opinion and I will stick by it. I am saying this to your committee because you have had experience with my work. I have not
given you much incorrect information. I cannot imagine the Russians
handling their submarine design the way we are handling ours. I
can't conceive of it. That is the point I wish to make to this committee.
THE ADMINISTRATIVE

TIMELAG

A simple measure of the efficiency of the management of our
Military Establishment is the leadtime it requires to produce new
military weapons. On this point let me quote from a press conference
held October 27, 1959, by Cihairman John A. McCone of the Atomic
Energy Commissin on his return from a visit to Russia:
"Question. I wonder if you could tell us from the administrative
side whether you found that their .admiistration is perlps abler to
put.policies into practice a little bit faster than we are? What comparisons youlmight draw on the administrative side.
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"Chairman. MCCONE. We were quite surprised with the speed with
which they could accomplish certain specific objectives. Their plan
of organizati o, under which their institutes which correspond to our
laboratories are operated by their Academy of Science, seem to give
them a facility for mustering and directing their scientific and technical talent in such a way that they get things done in remarkably
short time.
"Question. Does this business of expedition in making decisions
and mustering their financial and brainpower have any application
in this country? Is this something that we have to improve on?
"Chairman McCoNE. I think that is right."
I mention these comments of Chairman McCone because, if anything, they are even more pertinent today than when he made them
in 1959. What I call the "administrative timelag" has grown immeasurably in the interval. I believe there is a direct relation between
this increase and the vast expansion of the Defense Department's
civilian general staff in the last 8 years. There is a saying that no one
can be called a great economist who causes an economic disaster. By
the same token no one engaged in managing our Military Establishment can be called a great administrator when, under his administration, our own competitive position vis-a-vis a potential enemy
deteriorates.
Consider how it has been almost impossible in the past for us to
get permission to build just one new submarine. We had to go through
several cycles of approval which took years. This was not Congress' fault. This was the fault of the management in the Defense
Department.
Perhaps the way to force a change is for Congress to say, "We are
not going to appropriate money for more than so many headquarters
employees in the Defense Department." That is a rather drastic approach; but, if I were in Congress I would seriously consider such
action. A lot of money spent on defense has been wasted by the
"paper" people.
I have testified to your committee many times on this general subject. But as it is of even more importance today, I'll ask your indulgence if I repeat some of the things I have said before.
I was on duty -in the Bureau of Ships during most of World War
II. I was responsible for all design, procurement, installation, and
maintenance of electrical eqdipffiet in the Navy. The Navy was not
so complex an organization that its technical problems could not be
handled well by the in-house capability we then had. We were given
adequate authority and we did our job.
But with the vast increase in technology since World War II the
Navy has gone downhill technically, This has been accentuated by
new management procedures which have been instituted. It is estimated that every 18 months the need for computers in this coufitry
doubles, and my own experience in nuclear-power development shows
well the case. I would say that in the last 8 years
this is pretty
that
and administration re4urements have also doubled every
organization
18 months, so that the few of us who are left who can do techiical
work find ourselves engaged more and more in procedural and administrative. histehad of technical matters.
In the 15 years following W6rld War II through 1960 several
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changes took place which had a major effect on the Navy's capacity
to do technical work.
The rate of development of technology increased rapidly, which
required a much greater technical competence to carry out a successfil weapons development than had previously been required.
At the same time the technical competence of the Bureau of Ships
was declining rapidly due to the failure on the part of the engineering
duty officer leadership to recognize the steps that had to be taken to
build and maintain a strong cadre of competent officers and civilians
to carry on the increasing technical business of the Bureau of Ships.
Further, many of the better "qualified civilian Bureau of Ships employees were attracted to other jobs.
The net result is that for the job to be done there was greater technical competence in the Bureau of Ships in 1939 at the outbreak of
World War II than there was in 1960 and signficantly greater than
there is in the Naval Ship Systems Command today.
The Navy failed to establish an organization staffed with relatively
pormanednt technically qualified officers or civilians to think througKi
and establish the technical requirements of the Navy. The Ships
-Cha
acteristics Board in the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, which
nominally determined the Navy's ships characteristics, was established
as a voting forum composed of short-term transient officers who bore
no responsibility for carrying out the work programs or for their
success.
Contractors involved in the naval shipbuilding industry, devoid of
responsibility for insuring satisfactory operation of the product, motivated by profit, and in general free from tight control by a technically
strong Governmet agency, developed inefficient, expensive, and poor
quality hardware.
In 1961, there was a dire need to reform the Navy's method of
handling development, proiremefit, and maintenance of warsliips.
The basic need was to establish groups of technically competent people
with clear authority and responsibility-for executing the various Navy
programs, similar to the strong technical management approadh that
had prevailed in the nuclear propulsion program and later in the Poaris program. There was also a need for strong technical groups in the
shipyards and industrial cont ctor organizations to carry out the
technical developmthit work under close .techical direction from the
Government headquarters organization. These needs were not being
met.
The Navy, obviously, had not done a very good job, so when the
new Secretary of Defense took office in 1961, the Navy was, very
properly, investigated and much was found to be in need of, improvement. But, in my opinion, many of the changes made were in the wrong
direction. So man admiistrt~iive organizatins have been established
that the few remaim.g technical people are spendifig nearly all of their
time on administration.
fI remember a discussion I had with the Chief of the Navy's Bureau
of Aeronhfticsiffi 1948. He t old ie that his Bureauhad representatives
on 203 cominmittees. I asked him why all this was necessary didn't attendance at all the meeting s keep histechiical people from 'oin sA:chh
nical work? He replied, 'I have to do this in order to avoid being in
the position of having decisions'made in my area of responsibiity w th35-202-4O--9pt. 0-50
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out my knowing about them and without consideration of the relevant
technical factors." This is the very same reason I must devote so intch
of my own time and that of my leading technical people to admiffistration-to the detriment of our technical work. I firmly believe thnt
many of our technical failures can be attributed to over-administration and lack of attention to technical detail.
New Department of Defense organizations have been set up and
they have recruited many of their people from the small nulnber of
technical people who were still left.
DEFENSE DEPARTMENT OUT OF CONTROL OF ITS LEADERS

What is basically wrong with the Defense Department, in my
opinion, is the excessive size of its headquarters, its civilian general
staff, which has grown at such a prodigious rate in the last 8 years that
it has now reached what in an atomic bomb is called a "critical mass."
As you know, when a critical mass is reached, the bomb "takes off"; it
is out of control. The DOD headquarters staff has become so vast that
it has gone out of control of its own leaders.
There are so many layers of administrators that they constitute a
thicket impeding action on vital matters for which DOD approval
must be obtained. At numerous points there are barriers-often
manned by relatively minor administrators-which check progress. In
consequence, almost nothing can now be decided withotit inordinate
delay. It is bad enough to make wrong decisions but infinitely worse
to make none at all-as happened with the aircraft carrier Johm F
Kennedy. By simply refusing to act on the request of the Armed Forces
and of Congress that the carrier be nuclear-powered, the civilian general staff killed the project and got its wish to have it powered by conventional fuel. Last year, the building of the electric drive submarine
and the fast submarine were held up possibly with the hope for the
same result. This is a dangerous game. Our enemies will not politely
hold their hands while still another study is made by the Defense
Department.
NEED FOR IN-HOUSE TECHNICAL CAPABILITY

The present policy which evolved in the last 8 years seems to be
that if you want to get a technical job done, you go to industry and
they will do the job. The Government people are supposed to emanage"-not do tecinical work. Offhand, this sounds like a pretty good
idea, but I can offer an answer to that. What I say will be backed by
our contractors: We would not have had one successful nuclear propulsion plant if we had accepted what industry offered us. Industry
itself will admit that. Therefore, it is absolutely essential, in my opinion, to have a strong in-house technical capability at headquarters if
the job is to get done properly and at reasonable cost.
This was the lesson the Germans learned in World War Ii. Their
army and their navy had been accustomed to depending on industry,
and did not have much in-house capability. On the other hand, their
air force, being new, had built a strong in-house capability and could
thus judge and oversee their midustr. That is wliy the dermans in
World War II took the lead in aircraft design.
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The same
is true technology
today. It isismybecause
opinionwethat
the lead we have ill
nuclear
propulsion
have a strong in-house
capability. I am sure the committee knows something about this.
Senior naval officials and the analysts in DOD have often, in my
opinion, displayed a naive attitude toward the capabilities and motives of U.S. industry in producing suitable weapons systems without
the technical direction and badgering of strong military technical
groups. To successfully carry out the developmentt and operation of
a new warship system requires a technifically strong centralized permanent group within the Governmeit, a group that has tle authority
and responsibility for executing the task. Only a Government group
can provide the independent customer appraisal of the developneioft
work necessary to insure a satisfactory product. Appraial from the
viewpoint of the customer respo isibility for satisfactory operation
and maintenance of the product is necessary to insure satisfactory
product performilnce and the feedback into the design of lessons
learned.
Industry does not--and cannot properly-have the responsibility
for insuring a successful defense product. Industry is basically motlvated by profit. It must, or it could not continue to exist. Therefore,
industry cannot be counted upon to do Government work without close.
Government technical control. There is ample experience showing that
industry does not want tight specifications and tight inspections.
Some of the senior officials in the Navy do not have enough experience in the technical aspects of weapons development and do not
fully understand the approaches which miust be used to successfully
develop and operate modern weapons. At the same time, they are expected to make detailed decisions which affect all the basic elements of
weapons dvlpet.
They are expected to explain and justify these
decisions to high r authority in the Office of
the Secretary of Defense.
This has led to the technical people spending an increasing proportion
of their time preparing justifications, and consequently having less
and less time to devote to technical work.
Dr. Frosch, the Assistant Secreta.ry of the Navy for Research and
Developme nt, aptly summarized this situation as follows: "As we are
yow
belaving. we are using up our best people in'filling out documentaon for their superiors to read, and most of the time no one is running the store." To what Dr. Frosch said, I would add that with the
large number of documents prepared, I doubt that more than a few
ever get read.
Men without the necessary technical training and practical experience hold positions of authority within the civilian head irters organiz6tions of the Defense Department, positions that permit them to
decide technical and ope rational matters. Lacking the hard experience
of those who must solve complicated technca problems,
who daily
come up a ainst the difficulty of getting anythilig concrete accomplished in tus world, the administrators and systems analysts of the
Defense Department make little allowance for technical expertise in
their "scientific"' decisionmaking process. They have little if any comprehension of the elusive attribute of exceptional personal 'Perception
and ability that anyone involved in a new technology must possess if
he is to succeed. They customarily substitute "method" for 'substantive knowledge."
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This is typictl f the social science approach which continues to poir-

mette the civilian headquarters of the Defense Departienfit where
social scientists hold high position. In education, it has led tothe dogmna of the progressive educationists that knowing how to teach is more
important tlfhi knowing what. to teach. In niaitgem'it, it fosters the
delusion amliong high-ranking administrators thmt the position they
hold of itself invests the holder with competence in all areas of his
domain.
There is an essential difference between the nontechliilly trained
or experienced administrator and the engineer. Administration is necessarily based on the law of averages. The pure administrator learns
how people will act "on the average" and lie makes decisions accordingly. Therefore, he can bepromoted to ever higher positions and continue to use the "law of averages." The engineer on the other hand connot be governed by statistical averages. Each decisionhe makes is concerned with a specific item. That item must work. It is not. enough that
such items will work "on the average." Therefore, the effective engineer,
if he is to do an adequate Job, is condemned to being concerned with
details. A single apparently minor detail ican wreck a major project
even though a lI the other parts work. This constant attention to detail
is a prerequisite-the lialiniark--of an engineer worth his salt. The
engineer's product either works or it's "junk."
For a man to take full advantage of modern teclnology lie must
raise his standards of knowledge and performance. The higlh temperatures, pressures, and speeds needed today require the use of materials
close to thle6ir ultimate limits.
Therefore, utmost care uist. be taken in design, manufacture, installatlon, and opeit6n. No carelessness can be tolerated anywhere ill the
entire claih-or the result may prove disastrous. Every person inVolved'mist constantly bear in mildiitt lie personally is responsible
for the entireultimaite result. Advertisements and stateinefits claiiniig
that the partiettlar organization has al effective so-called zero defects
program should be recognized for what they are-"mnotherhood" and
ptopaginda s.iitements. These are the sort of words admiinistrators,
who have little, or no technical com petence or experience, love to use.
They tend to delude the workers and the customers as well as those
from me-6i'fttrhgfu
l effort.
who
make be
le aclans.
In thisrequireineit
way tly detract
It should
mamidatory
that every
administrator
he
made responsible for personally directing in detail one of his projects.
This would iinmediately show him the human and material pitfalls
He would not be able to sit at a desk issuing orders and
involved.
reading repoits
without understanding their real meaning. The onhl
way to obtdh the kind of quality that is essential today is for each
person involved to Understand what he is doing, and to recognize the
consequences of failure. He must dedicate himself to do the job as if
his own life depended on 't and not,rely on self-serving o1lih6s.
Oie at a meeting with engineers from industry, they recommended
to me that I ease Up on a certain requirement. I asked them, "If you
knew tMt your son had to serve in; Aiat submarine would you design
it 'my way. or your way" This question shook them. They agreed at
cnce that my way was the right way.
The whole tend etioy of the'Navy and the DefenseDepiartment is to
do away with technical expertise,iand to have the remaining people
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become "managers." Ihis catte forcefully to my attention several years
ago when I started looking in detail into the nolnpropulsion areas of

the deep subfiligence research vehicle, NR-1. I found that the Naval
Ship Systems Coniniaild did not have even one person assigned fulltime to the noipiritilgion aspects of the NR-1, regardless of the fact
that the NR-1 will be the deepest divin'g niicleAr stbarihe ever built.
The people who kiow aboUt subuitirine Resign had been assigned to adininistrative organizations.
I wrote a rather forceful letter, and I got two people assigned responsibility for the nionpropulsion aspects of the submarine. I also
d-iscovered' that had I allowed the NR-1 nonpropulsion tplantf design
to contilie the way it was )roceeding, failures would quite probably
have occurred. This further illustrated that submarife design capability needed considerable hiprovemelt both in idUtry and in the
Navy.
The lack of a strong subiiifie design capability in the United
States is one of the most Important probenis facifig the Navy today,
yet it doesn't even appear to-be recognized. The investigation following
loss of the Thresher should have made this abuildiftly clear to everyone. Yet it didn't. All that was done was to spend several hundred
million dollars in the "Subsafe" program to patch up the mistakes of
the submarine designers in going to deeper, faster submarines than
they were used to. Nothing was done to establish a technically stronger

submarie design organization to meet ever-increasing new requirements. If anything, submarifie design is less controlled technically today thal'it was when the Thresher was designed.

Senior naval officials, not being experienced in techn6logical develoj)menit, and faced with having to justify all their recommenldatiois in

detail on a dollar-cost basis, have turiined'to reorganizig the Navy Departinent in a direction tha t will produce for them the paperwork

studies necessary to gain approval of service prograff1s. Tihehr attenftion
is directed to cost studies and status reports- -not solid techliiid work.
The Secretary of the Navy and the Chief. of Naval Operatiois have
surrounded thiemselves with analytical groups staffed with officers and
civilian analysts who also have little or no technical expertise.
The Navy's organization for handling shipbuilding has been reorganized on the pattern of the Air Force Material oiniiiand. Let
me give you an exampleto show how this has reduced the Navy's technical control of shipbuilding but has increased the management systems involved in reaching decisions in shipbuildig Matters.
Until about 3 years ago, shipbuilciiig was handed by the Bureau
of Ships. The Chiief of the Bureau of Ships then reported directly
to the Secretary of the Navy. I was at that time Assistait Chief of
the Bureat of Slps for Nuclear Propulsion. AL that time (le Chief
Of the Bureau of Ships had great deal
da of authority in ShilbWIMdigC
matters. He could gociirectly to the Secretary of the Navy for app'roal
of s!hibuildfig matters. Because of tile unique responsibilities and
requi.1emeits for Iuiclear safety that are involved With uiiclear propulsion. I was also given direct access to the Secretary of the Navy
ifor nuclear proptlgion matters..
In those days there were also three other technical Buireaus in the
Navy Shoie Establishment, their Chiefs all reporting directly to the
Secretary of the Navy.
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About 3 years ago, the Secretary of the Navy changed adininistration of the Navy's technical woric to the Aii Force organizational
method; he established the Naval Material Command to be similar to
the Air Force Material Command. Also at that time the four technical
bureaus were eliminated and their functions assumed by six new "Systems Commands." The technical people in the Bureau o3f Ships-other
than, in my organization-Twere put into the new Naval Ship Engineering Center, a field activity of the Naval Ship Systems Command.
The management of shipbuilding was made the responsibility of the
Naval Ship Systems Comnniind of which I was made Deputy Commander for Nuclear Propulsion. This reorganization which created a
new large bureaucracy-the Office of the Chief of Naval Material-added another layer of "management" between the technical people
who have to get into the engineering details to get the job done, and
the people in charge whose approval must be obtained to proceed. The
many people in the Office of the Chief of Naval Material are authorized
to ask questions, and to delaygoing ahead with imp ortafit work. Their
endorsement must be obtained to get a recommendation forwarded to
higher authority in the chain of command. But there is no one in the
Naval Material Command who has the authority to approve proceeding with programs.
%ubsequenty, the organization was again changed to have the Chief
of Naval Material report to the Chief of Naval Operations rather than
directly to the Secretary of the Navy. That change was supposed to
keep the Chief of Naval Operations in the responsible chain of command. However, the net effect this had on the technical people was to
add another layer of management to fight proposals through before
you could get approval. To understand the overwhelming effect of
these changes you must realize that every officer and civilian in the
Offices of tlhe Chief of Naval Material and the Chief of Naval Operations regards 1h1imself as senior to the Commanders of the Systems
Commands and appears to feel free to introduce his thoughts, questions, and desires into any matter coming through his office. Of course,
in my-own case, because of my special Atoniic Energy Commission responsibilities with regard to nuclear safety, I have been able to retain
direct access to the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operation, and the Chief of NavalMaterial. But the other engineering personnel in the Systems Commands do not have that auity.
When the present Department of Defense officials took office, they
started checking the status of programs they had inherited and, as
everyone is now aware, found Much evidence of "bad management"
and started various investigations. Unfortunately, it is almost never
the confilusion of such investigations that there are unnecessary people
and innecessary maiagefment systems inthe management chain. So
once againfithenew solution to these problems has been to create aboilt,
a-dozen so-:called project managers i th-e Naval Ship Systms Command these are responsible for the various shipbuildifig programs.
New management directives are poduring out. I saw onb the tier day
that would reorganize me to be a secondary manager working for four
of these project managers who theil report to the Commander, Naval
ShipSystems Commid, who reports to the Chief of Naval Material,
who reports to the Chief of Naval Operations, who reports to the See-
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rotary of the Navy. I succeeded in getting that document changed insofar asmy responsibilities are concerned.
However, there are now five layers of management where there were
two before. Yet, the people responsible for doing the work are supposed to get the same job done.
In this connection, the following written by Gaius Petronius in 210

B.C., is germane: "We trained hard * * * but it seemed that every time

we were beginning to form up into teams we would be reorganized
' * * I was to learn later in life that we tend to meet any new situation by reorganizing; and a wonderful method it can be for creating
the illusion of progress while producing confusion, inefficiency and
demoralization."
The technical bureaus which formerly made most of the technical
decisions and whose chiefs formerly reported directly to the Secretary
of the Navy, now find themselves with two bureaucracies interposed
between themselves and the councils of the Secretary of the Navy.
Both of these bureaucracies-the Office of the Chief of Naval Material
and the Office of the Chief of Naval Operationfs-are headed by unrestricted line officers and are staffed witl high level administrative
groups who delegate their responsibilities or executing technical
work. Further, many of those few remaining highly competent technical personnel in the officer and civilian groups of the former technical
bureaus have been transferred from the bureau technical work to administrative work in the Office of the Chief of Naval Material and the
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations or changed to the status of
"field activities" with no line authority or responsibility-as is the
case with the Naval Ship Engineering Center-while responsibility
for executing the work remains in the Systems Commands which have
replaced the bureaus but have lost most of their technical capability.
Thus, today, the technical people in the Systems Commaids have
been reduced in status, have been deprived of most of their authority,
have had many of their best people ordered into a field activity or
attracted away from them to handle senior administrative positions,
have had their voice in the councils of the decisioimakers muted, but
have been left with the responsibility for executing the technical
work.
Too many layers of administrative groups have been established
between the technical people responsible for carrying out the work
programs and the people making the decisions on what work is to be
done. The technical groups, both officer and civilian, are being allowed
to atrophy without replacement.
The present trend must be reversed without delay orthe Navy's
technical programs will be headed for serious diffiulties-it may
already be too late. It takes many years to develop a technical capability; it takes but a short time to iiquidAte it. If the Navy is to succeed in meeting its technical commitmefits it must rin its busiess so
as to attract and retain technical talent both in its own organization
and in the organizations of its prime contractors.
* It is essential to the future welfare of the Navy that top Navy and
Department of Defense management attention be placed on increasing the stature and authority of the technical groups charged with
the responsibility of executing the Navy's technical work. If the current assumption that this work can be successfully turned over toin-
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dustry is allowed to continue, the Navy will soon find itself exhausting

its energyo and finances to patch up the unsuccessful technical products it will-receive from a loosely controlled industry.
I well know the reluctance of the legislative branch to interfere
with an agency of the executive branch.lut after all, Congress does
have the constitutional authority to "raise and support" our military
forces. Surely this means more than merely appropriating, funds. As
the representative of the people in whom all aithoity ultimately resides, the Congress has the responsibility of "oversiglt"I-of malting
certain that tlie taxes paid by the people are spent wisely and in
the public interest.
Should we ever lose a war, to what avail would it then be to say:
It was not the business of Congress to meddle in affairs of the executive branch.
ROTATION OF 1 ERSO NEL

Mr. MAION. Admiral, you have testified to this subcommittee before about the frequent rotation of personnel in the Navy and how
this has affected the Navy's technical capability. I-las there been any
improvement in this problem?
Admiral RCKovPR. No. sir. I believe this matter bears directly on
the problems of poor quality and high cost of our new and complex
weapons systems. We are still cycling people rapidly through their
jobs, line officers and others. We must devise a way to assi.In our military personnel with a degree of permanence in the Navy. This is where
I think Congress is quite remiss.
As you know, four out of five officers stay in the Navy for 3 or 4
years and. then get out. Three out of four sailors serve their first enlistment, and then get out. Those who stay on-both officers and menare not always the better ones. So at a time in the history of the
United States when everything is getting more complex, the relative
capability of the military to do their job is decreasing.
The ofcers who'do stay in the service for a career are rotated frequently from one job to another. They are going along with a system
of which it may be asked, as Lord Acton asked: "Does this ship exist
for the passengers or do the passengers exist for the ship?"I
The officers should exist for the Navy. But the Navy just runs
along with every line officer being trained to become the Chief of
Navil Operationis and every engineering duty officer in treating to
become Commander of the Naval Ship Systems Command. We have
a 50-percent turnover every year in the crew of our nuclear submarines.
Uaw can you run a teclhnicil oragnimzatio that way ?
It i liti4ally impossible- to runa techilcil business requiring sophisticated technology with the people in charge being rotated in and
out of those assignments on a 1-, 2,,or 3-year basis. I don't Care how
superior the intellect &f those individuals is. They may be the finest
people alive. You: simply can't run a technical business that way
today.
We madeia survey of the*nal shipyards that are engaged in nuclear propulin, and we found that over a period of 18 years in
these shIpyards,one of the top three people-theshipyard commander

who runs thl shipyt~rd,
& the planiin

officer who is in charge of all

design work and cost estimatingj and the produdtin officer wlo is in
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charge of all the construction, those are three key positions in the

naval shipyards-over an 18-year period, on the average of every 6
months one of those three top people changed in every one of those
shipyards. Further, never was any one of those people in his position
for-a period of more than 4 years, and that was an extremely rare
case. I don't think you can run a sophisticated technical business
that way.
Despite the frequent rotation of shipyard officers, steps have not
been taken to assign adequate responsibility and authority to permanent qualified civiflans in the yards. In recent months I have had some
success in getting shipyard commanders to assign experienced civilians
functions concerning nuclear work heretofore assigned to transient, inexperienced officers.
It should also be recognized that immediately after World War II
our naval shipyards were reorganized to change the position of the
senior engineering duty officer in the yard from working full time
to the
division,
of the industrial
maniager whereby
work as the
technical
on
of
all sorts
he assumed
commnder
of shipyard
position
military and public relations duties. Today the shipyard commander
of a naval shipyard spends a large part of his time taking care of
various military functions, making speeches before civic groups, and
so forth-none of which have to do with his prime reason for being
at the shipyard. In one of our naval shipyards the senior naval engineer even runs a naval prison.
If our present policy of frequent officer personnel rotation, our
policy of assigning our senior naval engineers all sorts of unrelated
military duties and the policy of restricting permanent qualified
civilians from being assigned adequate status and responsibility in
the shipyard hierarchy, are allowed to continue in our naval shipyards-which are among the largest industrial establishments in the
United States-it is inevitable that major calamities will occur-such
as the recent sinking of a submarine at the dock-which might otherwise have been avoided.
On numerous occasions when I have visited the shipyards I have
observed vast amounts of unproductive labor, and I have so reported
to the shipyard commanders and to the Conimander, Naval Ship Systems Command.
It appears thfat, once an oifieer is assigned as shipyard commander,
lhe often tends to think of himself as part of the yard organization
rather than as the Navy's representative. It then becomes difficultI for
him to fully employ his critical faculties.
SThi6 recent surge of massive paper systems imposed by higher commanhd as well as locally-as substitutes for com-petence and individual respohsibility-has reached a peak. Management has come to- rely
on these paper systems instead of on personal involvement by line
supervision. Workers need personal stipervision and leadership" to do
their job properly. I do not mean that we should elimihnte job instructions or recordkeepiig; but masses of paper that are little read, and
even lessisedi are worse than none at all.
an inimedidte0reduction in personnel at our yards
I believe
would
resulttihat
in increased
produion. This has been proven in other
places where work'was falling behind, notably on a large constrtO.ion
project of the Atomic Energy Coifimission. When the contractor for
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this project was replaced, the new contractor dropped several thotisand people; the work immediately speeded up. From what I have
seen, an immediate reduction at several of the yards of about 10 percent-the nonproducers-could lead to ifcreased efficiency.
It must be realized that, under existing rules, it is most diffctlt
for shipyard commanders to get rid of anyone for cause, no matter
how poorly he performs. Therefore, if the Department of Defense
is actually in earnest about improving the efficiency of our naval
shipyards, it should take immediate steps to alter and simplify the
rules so that naval shipyard management will have the same freedom
as private yards to improve worker efficiency.
I have also recommended that shipyard commanders be relieved
of their military duties, such as area coordination, base commander,
public relations, and so forth. These take up most of their time, to
the detriment of their primary task. I would require them to devote
their efforts to the technical and production aspects of the yard alone
and that the military and other extraneous duties be placed in the
hands of a line officer.
What I have said is essentially no different than what I have been
saying for years in the Navy and to Congress. However, I am convinced that it will take a major catastrophe before anything is done.
I believe that unless Congress takes the lead and does something about
personnel, the problem will not be solved.
There is a plaque in the House Armed Services hearing room which
quotes the Constitution to the effect that it is the duty of Congress to
do so-and-so with reference to the Army and Navy. -Here is an issue
where you can do much good for ourcouitry. It is of greater importance to the United States than many other problems you concern yourselves with. After all, mistakes in appropriations can be corrected in
time, but time will nt be available to correct personnel defects if a
large-scale war erupts.
When Mr. McNamara took over as Secretary of Defense, he found
a pretty bad situation. He found a transient military management
which couldn't run the headquarters military affairs properly, so
he took over. He stepped into a vacuum.- As we have been discussing,
lie set up a large group of smart young civilins, many of whom were
economists and accountants, to help him.
In my opinion what he should have done, like a prudent father,
was, to recognize that the personnel system which had led to this
condition was faulty and thbit he needed to rectify the education, training, and asignments to duty of the military personnel.
Instead, he collected all authority in his own hand; he.,made the
DOD headquarters larger and larger; he began to make all decisions,
technical and operatio~al, himself-based on the recommendation
of his large staff. As long as we were not at war, the system appeared
t work because there is no way to check the efficiency of the huge $80
billion a year Defense Department in peacetime.
The net result was that the military became despondent, they
realized that the way to obtain' men and equipment for their service
wasto acquiesce as much as necessary with the demands of their bright
young superiors.
The Defense Estabishment is so vast that'it is impossible for any
single human being to make all if the decisiOns. For this reason, it
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set up a system operated by rules. It hit on "cost-effectiveness" as the
simple "rule" for solving problems. Decisions were made by the rules
ground out by the cost-effectiveness analysts.
The mainsprings of the behavior of the systems analysts tend to
remain concealed from our vision. Total immersion in systems analysis
can lead the most intelligefit people into a dreadful, sticky, featureless
swamp where every familiar object loses its identity, becomes a symbol
or substitute or analog for something else, which in turn yields to
the same interpretative corrosion, and so on ad infinitum.
The field of technology is still in its infancy; the issue of what is
and is not feasible will in the main be determined through both smalland large-scale development with working systems, as has been true
in all successful developments. Paper analysis prior to the development of such systems isof very limited value.
The systems analysts consider the military they deal with ans capable
of only plodding aiong without reasoning, as old horses work, who
probably suppose it is their duty to put on their harness at dawn and
haul someth ing. They seem to look on the military as uniffiagifitve
cowboys.
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

Mr. MINSHALL. Admiral, I know that you have been critical for
many years of the work performed by the systems analysts. However,
it has been my impression that their influence in the Pentagon is
waning. What is the situation now?
Admiral Rroxovvn. I think it is true that a smaller percentage of
the recommendations of the systems analysts are now beihg accepted

by the top management of the Department of Defense. However, tliit,
doesn't tell the whole story.

The quality of the reports and recommendatiofis of the systems
analysts has, if anything, gotten worse. Perhaps the most flagr'ant example was their suggestion a few months ago that we could save
money by sinking 10 of our Polaris submarines. The systems analysis
memorandum containing that suggestion contained many other suVgestions including a proposal to eliminate the electric-drive sumarine. Mind you that memorandum was made shortly after Secretary of Defense Clifford had personally decided to go ahead with the
electric-drive submarine following a detailed 5-monfth review of the
importance of that project. Let me read to you what the Joifit Cofmittee on Atomic Energy said about this systems analysis inemo'andum in the June 17, 1969 foreword to their hearing record on the
"Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, 1969":

The Joint Committee has published hearings on "nuclear submarines of advanced design" held on June 21 and July 25, 1968. In the forewords to those
hearings, the Joint Committee expressed its strong sUpport for an aggressive
nuclear submarine development and construction program and specitlcbilly
stressed the committee's support for the electric-drive submarine. The im-

portance of quietness in a submarine is inherent in submarine warfare; the

electric-drive submarine is being designed to be quieter than any submarine we
now have or have planned. At the time of the Joint Committee hearings last
summer, the funds for the electric-drive submarine were being held up by the
civilian staff of the Secretary of Defense while additional studies were conducted. The members of the Joint Committee, as well as the members of the
House and Senate Armed Services Committees, repeatedly urged the Secretary
of Defense to proceed with the electric-drive submarine... Finally, on October
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25, 1968. Secretary of Defense Clifford announced that he was directing the
Navy to proceed with the electric-drive submarine program.
The Joint Committee was pleased to learn from Admiral Rickover's testimony . ..that work on the electric-drive submarine Is well along-the basic
design work is complete and detailed plans are being drawn, that long leadtine
equipment and 'material is on order and that hull fabrication has started.
However, the Joint Committee Is distressed by a memorandum signed last
month by the new Acting Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems Analysis
which says that the electric-drive submarine is not needed. This was the same
memorandum recently reported In the press which contained the ridiculous suggestion that we should consider saving money by sinking 10 of our 41 Polaris
submarines.
The record of the electric-drive submarine Is one of exhaustive review and
study at the highest levels of our Government. Last year, the Secretary of
Defense, Deputy Secretary of Defense, Director of Defense Research and Engineering, Secretary of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations and nany other
senior officials of the Department of Defense and the Navy personally spent
Yany hours of their time going into the details concerning the justification for
developing this important submarine prior to the announcement of the decision
to proceed by Secretary Clifford. There have been extensive congressional hearings published concerning the urgent need for this submarine. The Joint Committee wishes to again state that the electric-drive submarine should be built
as soon as possible and must not be held up for additional studies.
The systems analysts have a long record of causing delays or cancellation of
naval nuclear propulsion projects that Congress considered vital to our national
defense. The record is clear that the systems analysts staunchlyOpposed nuclear propulsion for the carrier John F. Kennedy in fiscal year
19063 and again in fiscal year 1964;
Opposed the nuclear frigate authorized by Congress In fiscal year 1966
which the Department of Defense refused to build;
Opposed the nuclear frigate authorized by Congress in fiscal year 1967
for which the Department of Defense held up the release of funds for
18 months;
Op osed the nuclear frigate authorized by Congress in fiscal year 1068
for which the Dephrtment of Defense held up the release of funds for
22 months;
Opposed continuation of the nuclear attack submarine building program
beyond a force level of 69;
Opposed the electric drive submarine authorized by Congress in fiscal year
1968 which the Department of Defense held up from May through October
1968;
Opposed the high-speed submarine which Congress authorized starting in
fiscal year 1969 over the objections of the Department of Defense.
President Nixon stated his dissatisfaction with thfsi record and his strong support for nuclear-powered submarines and surface warships in his campaign pledge
on October 2, 1968 * * * to "restore the goal of t navy second to none."

W.eV
are not goiii to sink 10 of our Polatis submarines and we are
building te olectrikdrive subm''Arine. But do you have any idea of how
much tine of the top people in the services is taken up preparing rebuttals to memorandutms prepared by systems analysts. Tine that is
taken away from carrying out our assigned responsibilities.
I think that the new leadership in the Pentagon is begin"ing to perceiei this. NOW that the systems analysts no longer have all of their
ideas accepted in Pentagon decisioisit is apparent that someof them
are taking their ideas and arguints, to-1h press and to Members of
Congress to help. fuel the current attack on thle military. Recent arguments mde against the' various weapons systems for which the Defense Departtiten is seeking appovaI are heavily sprinkled With references to Pentagon systems analysis studies which
'iAprt
to show
that this or ,hat .weapon i not cost, effective, The Pentagon managers
are now fifidifg tnnsoves having to putblicly -refutte studies made in
their own Office of Systems Analysis. But gain all 'of this takes the
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time of the top people in the services and in the Defense Departineit
away from their primary jobs.
It was never thie intent of the Defense Unification Act'to establish a
group of analysts that would, in-effect, become the decisioniiiakinig apparatus of our Defense Establishment. The better method, one that
would have had some lasting results, but a far more difficult one, would
have been to educate and train the military officers so they could handle
the technical and military affairs of the DOD theeiielves. Such a
course, however, takes many years and has h4o glamour.
For exaiffle, take the aviators we interview for nuclear training to
command aircraft carriers. We find that in a period of 18 years or so
they have liad 18 different jobs. What sort of Congressman would you
be if you held
your job for only 1 year?
So what Secretary MiNamara should have done, in ly opifliofl, is
to say: "Now here is a long-range job for which I will never get any
credit," because one doesn't get credit for attempting to clnfoe a personnel system. That is most difficult. But no one has really toiced that
personnel system.
The personnel problems of our military services are far more importait than nuclear power for surface ships or submarines. If you
solve your ppersonnel problem, you solve the otlier problem . Every,)tl ing
is done by and through people. I see no point in Congress appropriating more than half our taxes for military purposes and not devoting
time to seeing whether the money is properly spent. It is like giving
a vaccination and not bothering to fllid out whether it has taken.
We have had'a situation where the road to milittiry preferment is for
officers to get into the cost-analysis racket. The military have learned
that if they are to stay alive and get ships and equipment in this climate, they have to set up cost-analysis organizations of their own. More
and more line officers are performing cost-ainalysis fuctionS. The Secretary of the Navy now has a group. The Chief of Naval Operations
has his own W1rup. The senior officers als&know that this is the road to
preferment. fhe various subordinate organizations have set up such
groups. It is almost like computers talking to each other.
So you have officers who are not very experienced or coipetent technically getting into the cost-effectiveness game where they are now making highly complex technical recommenditions. This is a real )roblem
and our future military strength may depend on whether this issue is
or is not handled properly. Believe me, I feel deeply about this matter.
SHIPBUILDING AND CONVERSION

n'I' OVIUIIINS

Mr. MAHON. Admiral the shipbuilding anid conversion, Navy authorization contains fuids identified against prior year SCN overruls.
Further, Secretary of Defense Laird in testimony to the Senate Armed
ServicesCommiittee on March 19, 1969, informed the Congress that the
naval sipiiildiiig program is overrunning its apprdpriAted ffiddis by
over $600 million. Would you please tell us what this is all about and
whether any nuclear-powered s
are involved?
erips
Admiral RiOkoVEii. Certainly, sir. In the period between Janfiary
and March 1969, the Naval Ship Systems Command ideniffd and reported an anticipated end cost of the ships remaining in the fiscal years
1961 through 1969 shipbuildifig programs as of February 1, 1969, of

. 111. .1
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between' $600 and $700 million more than the funds appropriated for
these ships, conventional and nuclear. That is in addition to previous
cost problems of about $800 million which were resolved by reprograniing actions last year. Also, the many uncompleted ships, conventional and nuclear, in'the fiscal years 1961-1969 programs including

ships being procured by new-unt riedmethods such as the DX and LHA
classes, may, of course, encounter additional cost problems in the
future.
The original line item estimated end costs approved by the Congress
for the ships remaining in the fiscal year 1961 through fiscal year 1969
shipbuilding programs as of February 1, 1969, totaled about $17.25

billion.

The currently estimated end cost of the same ships based on the
same definition of end cost totals about $17.4 billion.
Based on the ship cost adjustment review dated January 1969, of the
shipbuilding and conversion', Navy account, called SCN, the Navy anticipates that further intensive review of unobligated and unexpended
balances will recover $100 million from the overall SCN program.
Based on'the assumption that this recovery will be achieved, the currently anticipated end cost of these ships is about $17.3 billion.
Thus, it can be seen that the currentrlYanticipated end cost of the
fiscal year 1961 through fiscal year 1969 ships is almost the same as the
originally estimated end.cost of $17.25 billion. The individual line
items that were originally underestimated have just about balanced
out with others that were originally overestimated-keeping the total
almost constnt. Thus, the current cost problem in the shlpbuldinig
account diC, %iotderive from the original ship cost estimates prepared
4y the Navy being too low; rather, the cost problem derived from the
fact that for various reasons the amount appropriated for the approved ships was less than the original cost estimate and from the fact
that the Navy has not been able to absorb the reduction inappropfiations due to a number of fractrs, icluding unexpected techical'diffieulties and the rapid escalation in shipbuilding and component costs
brought about by the market condition caused by the Vietnam war.
In the first half of the 1960's the ships being contracted for by the
Nay appeared to be 4.osting1Z less than the overall amount a)propraed and the total shipbuilding account appeared to have a suriiplus
of funds. Some oThi apparent surplus .o shipbuilding 'funds occurred because the escalation reserves, which were bud eted at 131/2
shipbuildfn contract price when the Navy
percent of the estimated
first started -the,end-cost system f6r "hip-costestimates in fiscal year
196, 'were higher than reuired in the early f960's. Each subsequent
year
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through fiscal year 1969 programs was subsequently appropriated as
the result of budget actions by the Navy, OSD and Congress.
The appropriated' funds available in the SCN account for the shi ps
remaining in the fiscal year 1961-69 shipbuilding programs on February 1, 1969 have been short $983 million below the original estimates
and $985 million below the currently anticipated end costs Of the same
shlps thus creating a shortage of about 6 percent in the appropriated
funds available in the SCN account for fiscal years 1961 through fiscal
year 1969. Of the $985 million shortage, $389 million was caused by
Navy volunteered reductions in estimates, $353 million was caused by
OSD imposed cuts, $192 million wseaist-dyCadd.ional congressional cuts in the funds appropia d for the approved' hiks, and $51
Million was caused by currepp , anticipated end costs exoeWdng the
originally estimated end c
r the same shij
As I have already poiel(d out, the origin
a cost estimates or
the fiscal year 1961 though fiscal ye 169 sligbuildir programs s
a whole are turning o t to qujbfreai tic. Tle probl
is that there'
are many factors p venting the Navy froln 1auilKh
th approved
ships in the fiscal ear 1961 t
ofruh
a1-year'1969 r g ns at a
cost substantially under the original
tim
so
n t know
how widely under tood these factors
Iha e he impression
that most of the niorofflisint e a
ndth
e art entof
Defense think tha the ma
e1
,\lt
Command
becau
of "p or ma ge
0
ae shipt'?aa
ioram.
Though NAV HIPS mst accqe1 t S on,
iou n r -s o e portion
of the Navy's inb ity to ab or /h S
und redu-b6ns I
have cited, they are. ot solely blame; Mani - actors under thoontrol
of other Government oups and many,.a torstotall outsil he o
trol of the Governme cntributor.6the ship uildifg t Probleri/
Some factors which hye prevented-the.Nav from sorbmnt
f 2e
cuts in the funds appropi ted for the fiscal ear 1961 throug scal
year 1969 shipbuilding pro ams without canceling approve programs are:
N
(A), COST INCREASES IDENTIFIED IN

SPECIFIC PROGRAMS

Over the last several years the shipbuilding account, in addition to
being expected to absorb the fund cuts, has had to absorb several
specific cost increases not contemplated in the original ship-cost esti1.mates. The Navy has explained in detail the sources of these cost increases to OSD and Congress, but it has been assumed that the shipbilding account would absorb the costs without additional new obligational authority. These include:
$UBSAIPFE program following loss of Phrhr
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--That portion of' the SON surface missile ship improvementprogram ("3T
Get Well Program")fuided from rd
i
ltion in SON end-cost estimates.
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(B)

"SCATATIOX

As I have previously noted, by fiscal year 1966 the Navy had reduced escalation reserves in new shipbuilding estimates to 71/2 percent
of the estimated shipbuilding contract price. It has been the practice
not to include escalation reserves for Government-furnished equipment on the assumption that reduction due to learning and competitive procurement would offset inflation. These escalation assumptidils
were generally valid in the first half of the 1960's but starting about
calendar year 1965 with their rapidly escalatingii expansion of the Vietnam war, a marked increase was started in escalation of material and
labor costs throughout the country. Not only has the anniiul rate of
escalation increased markedly, but procurement schedules of components and ships have lengthened because of higher priority war work
and the shortage of available maniiffacturing capacity in' a boomiig
civilian market, thus compounding the effect of escalantion on ship
costs. Further, component manufacturers and shipbnilders from 1965
to the present time have increased their profit percentages substantially-in many cases more than doubling them.
Shipbuilding program budget cost estimates, which are prepared
about 18 months prior to congressional budget approval and 2 to 3
years before ship contract award, have not reflected these unexpected
increases in shipbuilding costs which have significalftly affected uncompleted ships in the fiscal year 1963 and waterr shipbuilding programs. There was no way for NAVSHIPS to predit these increased
cost factors prior to 1965 when the fiscal year 1967 budget was being
prepared. NAVSHIPS should have, but did not, recognize the degree
of the escalating cost trend in time to allow for these cost increases in
the fiscal year 1968 program budget estimates. In preparing the fiscal
year 1969 budget, NAYSHIPS tried to get approval for higher escalfation reserves; however, the Navy Comptroller would not agree to it,
and thus it was not presented to OSD. In preparing the fiscal year
1970 shipbiilding budget, the Navy Comptroller agreed with NAVSHIPS on the need for higher escalation reserves, but the OSD Comptroller would not approve increasing the escalation reserves. There-

fore, NAVSHIPS is still faced with under funfidin, escalation reserves
for uncompleted ships in the fiscal year 1969 and future shipbuilding
programs because of OSD Comptroller requirements.
(0) NAVAL SHIPYARD COST INCREASES

About $100 million of the cost problem is due to higher than estimated cost for naval shipyard work. Some significantfiIaction of this
has been caused by delay and disruptin-of new construction and conversion due to urgent requirements placed on naval shipyards to meet
Southeast Asia commitments from the Vietnbam war concurrent with
employment ceiling restrictions on the naval shipyards. Delay of new
construction and conversion, of course, forces the work into a later
time frame than planned, thus increasing costs due to labor and material cost escalation. One specific example of this was the case of the
battleship New Jersey. In this case, the Navy specifically-identified to
OSD cost increases due to delays in other work and requested $4 million to pay for the increases; however, the funds were not provided.
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(D)

SITIPBUILDER DELAY CLAIUIS DUE TO LATE GOVERNMENTFURNISHED EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION

Some significant fraction of the total SCN cost probli i is caused
by delay cMaims from shipbuilders due to late Governm'eit-fuirished
equipment and information. Government-furnished equipment and information are often late due to many causes such as: deferrals due to
higher priority commitments of the Vietnam war; deferrals due to
general shortage of design and production capacity in a booming civilian market; changes in designs resulting from development programs,
strikes in vendor plants-which also lead to increased component
costs-late release of long leadtime funds by OSD, poor vendor performance, and inadeqiate attention on the part of Navy offi ials responsible, for the procurement of equipment. Some of this equipment
is procured by NAVSHIPS and some by other Systems Commands.
(E)

GOVERNMENT

SELF-INSURANCE

The Government is its own insurance agent for unexpected hazards
and accidents and has to pay resulting claims. For example, the fire
in the Tacoma Yard which destroyed three PGM's and the fire whieh
damaged the submarine Jaddock at the Ingalls Yard in Pascagoula
led to insurance claims. Also events such as New York Shipbuilding
Corp. going out of business which forced the Navy to use a more
expensive means to complete the submarine Pogy add to shipbuilding
costs.
Also strikes in shipyards lead to shipbuilder delay and escalation
claims which the Navy has to pay.
(F)

CHANGES

One major source of cost increases has been changes in ship specifications and in ship equipments after preparation of budget estimates.
In addition to the actual cost of the changes, shipbuilders often submit claims for costs due to the disruptive effect of changes on an
orderly ship construction schedule and resulting delays. Some allowance is made. in the original shipbulilditig estimates for changes; however experience has shown that ihrecent years these allowances have
not been adequate to cover the cost increases. To my kno(vledge, there
is no adequate summary to show what fraction of the SCN cost
problem is due to such changes nor is there a "hindsight" analysis to
determine whether the changes involved were in fact maidatory or
not, and what organization bears the responsibility for having decided
to have the changes.
There is no.question that the rapidly changing techn61ogy forces
the Navy to initiate many changes in a slip from the time the
origifial budget estimate is made--usually before the ship design is
complete and often before even preliminary characteristics have -been
approved-and the time-some 7 years later-when the ship is delivered and its actual construction cost has been determined.
(G)

COMPLEXITY OF MODERN WARSHM

The tremendous increase in complexity of almost all systems in a
modern warship has greatly increased the requirement for precisely
8502-69--Pt. 6-51
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worded specifications which on the one hand will define all requirements and on other hand will not introduce unneeded costs. Further,
many new general requirements have been initiated in recent years, a
number of them required by OSD, which attempt to legislate ,,dofian
the job right." These requirements are often referred to isthe "litie
since they say good words about reliability, maintainability, accessibility, supportability," and so forth. No ships have yet been completed
with a fllf package of "ilities" included fii the contract so that we
do not yet have any real knowledge of what these requirements are
going to cost us. It is, of course, hoped that by making n inIitial investment in the ship to build it"right" in the first place, its overall
life cycle cost will be reduced. This remaihis to be proven. Virtually all
levels f Pentagon management have made an input into the "ilifies"
requirements. Th. People setting these requirements have had practically no responsibility for building the ships or meeting budget cost
estimates.
Prior to a complete review of the SCN account by the Navy and
OS ) in March 1969, $316 million of the $985 million SCN deficit hd
been recognized and taken care of by such steps as redefining end
cost to exclude outfitting costs, reducing the characteristics of LPD's,
and nciinllatioti of three I)E's, five MS('s, the dvIilned procurement
funds for DLGN38, and three DD ASW conv ersios.
This left an SON ap'proIprintion deficit identified in early March
1moo of $0669 milln.
Review of the SCN account by the new administration has led to
recent cancellations of other Navy work totaling about $350 million
to offset, the shortage of appropriated SCN funds now expected to
mture before Juno 30, 1970. Tes cancellations were reported in
Secretary, Laird's statement of Mfi0.rch 19, 1969, to which you referred,
Mr. Chahpfinan. Since these hlips were canceled after February 1, 9109
their estimated cost is included in the SCN total estimates I gave you.
ThIs action has left a currently identified SCN shortage of ap )&0priated fuids of $319 million. consideration is being given to hand ing
this remaining deficit by further ship cancellations totaling $104
million and by providng line items in the fiscal year 1971 and 1972
budgets for "Cost increases and prospective chms," totaling $215
mill ion.
It is indeed unfortuntate that the Navy has not been able to absorb
the shlpbildinfg fund cuts for approved ships that the Navy itself,
01),and the Congress have levied against the SCN account, without lhviln to resort to cancellation of approved programs to make
funds available. However, in view of the very long time spa, between
budget prel)aration and ship completion; the treilendous complexity
of our continuously changing, warship technology which requires
utilization of almost every section of U.S. industry; the -very large
number of organizations within the Navy and OAD whose actions
can affect ship climracteristics, speeiflcations, and costs; the continuing
rapid escalation of al iost all costs ll
the U.S. economy; and the lack of
adequate numbers of properly qualified permanent technical personnel
within the Systems Conuhimis to contt-ol the work; I am not surprised
that shipbuilding fund shortages have arisen. I expect that before the
ships in the fiscal year 1961 through 1969.shipbuillding programs are
complete, additional fund shortages will arise.
°*1
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There is currently a great deal of talk abotit improved maI geIent better cost. est iiatii, atid "hol(iliglinaO
ls'
feet to the fire"
to deliver hllrdware it.
i
1e
ldgeted (ost. Fraiikly I don't expect these
efforts to iiiiMpoVe the 4litittioin nitelih. liey don t get to the heart, of
the cost overrun problem.

I1fItOVEMAIIT,',]

O

MILITARY PROCUJIBMENT

Mr. LITON. There is great. concern in Congress over the way the
lieta'oon si)onds its money. The military people and the Congiress
itself are somewhat Winder attack because of the magnitude of expendi-

tires in the defense area. There are mainly coip|1iffilats about poor management. We have reports of cost overruiisiind iadequate maniftfageiimnt
of contracts Venieral Y.
I would like your opinion- and advice with regard to problems in
contraethig for defense equipment. I know that you have considerable expeitlence in this area, and that you have been forthright and
candid in discussing these issues before congressional comilittees.
I would like you to suggest what this committee might possibly do
at this time to improve military procurel'einit.
Admiral Rwtiovm-n. Thank you, Mr. Chairmt n.
I am an en i eer; the people on my stai are mostly engineers, metalIurgists-, andphysicists. Yet much of my time, and theirs as well, is
taken up by procureminit problems that arise because defense procureIeat regulations are inadequate or not adequately enforced. Thus. I
am concerned about defense proctremnent problems because they distract me and my staff from our primary duty, which is the develop-

meat and application of nuclear power for naval ships.
In addition, I am disturbed a bout the immense waste that results
from the Pentagon's lack of control over lts contracting operations.
Defense 1)roeurfiinent amloufitS to'more thhn $44 billion a year-nearly

one-fourth of the Federal Government's total budget. 1toose regulations and lax procedures in this massive program are causing the waste
of billions of dollars each year. We are not getting what; we should
for the money we spend.
What is the reason for this state of affairs? One major cause, I
think is that we have been unwling to face some of the hard realities
of military piurhasing in this technological age. For years the ranking

prociremenit officials in the Departiient of Defense have tried to sustain the belief that the defense industry is a wide open, highly competitive market. In actual fact, the opposite ias been the case.
The defense industry in fact is highly concentrated. Most of the
Pentagon's business is awarded to a small hun'iber of giant firis. In
fiscal year 1908, for example, 30 percent of all defense business was
awarded to just 10 companies. Over two-thirds of all defense business
has, for many years, gone to just 100 contractors. Because of the highly
complex technology and expensive facilities required for weapons production, it is difficult for new firms to break into the defense market.
Henice, most of the defense procurement dollars go to the same large
companies year after year. Of the top 25 defense contractors last year,
18 were among the top 25, 10 years ago.
In additionf, almost all defense procurement-with the possible exception of items like food and clothing-is noncompetitive.
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Mr. MAiioN. Do you think it is inevitable that it hns to be noncompetitive?
Admiral RiciIovE,. I don't like saying this, but we are necessarily
in that fix. As I said, there are not many companies that can mtister
the scientific, engoineering, man Ufacturing, and financial resources reqiiired to perform multniilillion-dollar defense contracts. Among the
few that can, there is little or no true competition to holdprices .down.
Here are some statistics for fiscal year 1968 that l)Oltn this out
graphically:
(Dollar amounts In billions]

Total defense procurement .......................................................
........................... ........................
Advertised competitive.
"Competitive negotiated" .......................................................
Sole-source procurement .........................................................

Amount

Percent

$43.8

100.0

4.9
13.5
25. 4

11.5
30.6
57.9

Under these circumstances-high concentration and low competition-cost is the priinary consideration in deterinihing how milch the
Government must pay for its equipment. I am not talking about small
contracts involving small or mediffi-sized companies. I ai talking
about large contracts with the huge, multi-divisional weapons makers
who receive billions of dollars worth of defense contracts each year.
The free market forces that protect the consumer in commercial markets are not present to protect the Governmenit when it deals with
these large firms. Yet the Defense Department has not taken adequate steps to protect itself.
To give an example: the Department. of Defense exerts almost no
control over subcontracting even though it estimates that about 150
percent of the total value of all prime cofitracts is subcontracted. Its

philosophy seems, rather to be to trustt the lprime conltractor" to, subcontract on an economical basis. Onl the basis of my years of experience
in proculiffi equipment for the navAal reactors program, I would say

that this phllosopliy just does not work.
Moreover, although cost-not competition-is the major determinant in pricing military equipment, the Department of 'Defense does
not set uniform standards for costs on its contracts. The cost principles that do exist in the Armed Services Procurement Regulations are
mandatory for fewer than one fourth of all defense contracts.
Further, the legislative and administrative regulations which have
been established to protect the Departh efnt of Defense have many
loopholes and are not properly policed. Consequently, they have not
been effective.
In the absence of standards and supervision, the Departmefint of
Defense has tried to gain some measure of control over Its procurements through new types of contract. Tile recent Secretary of Defenise
was the prime mover in this effort. You may remember, Mr. Chairman, he was opposed to cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts, and he established
various forms of contracts which were intended to- give contractors
greater incentive to control costs,
U nbrtunately this effort-has not succeeded. Because there is almost
no competition on defense cofitracts, and because contractors can make
up cost overruns through "escape 'valves" such as price increases,
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change orders, and claithst Practically all contracts for military equipment today are cost-plus in practice.
IeBecause there are so maiy escape valves for the contractors in defense .)rodurelelit, the futdamniiftitl concept of a contract seems to
have disappeared. The word "contract" comes from a Latin root meaning "to bind together", and that is what a contract should d(-bind
two parties to an agreement. In current practice, however, it seems
to me that the Govermnent is the only party that is bound. Cointractors
Call with imnitty overrun costs, produce below specifications, and
miss delivery schediiles.

Mr. Chairman, you asked who call correct this situation. There are
three places where something can be done. First, the Departntint of
Defense could take action to resolve its own proclll'e lent problems.
But my experience has been that it will not do so. This beihg so, we
should be able to turn to the General Accounting Office; but "Iam
afraid little will be (lone there, either. The General Accounting Office has relegated to itself relatively minor matters, in an attempt to
avoid controversy. It appears unwilling. to undertake importailt issues
except at the specific request or direction of Congress.
With both tie Department of Defense and the General Accounting
Office essentially abdicating their responsibility in this regard, the
burden iist fall on COlngress. Congress will have to take tile initiative
to see that Defense procuiveiit practices are lut oil a sound, economical basis.
The primary functi6i of all modetrn legislative assemblies is lawmaking. But in the United States, the Congress is more than a mere
lawmaking body. It also perfofils the important function of overseeing the administration of the law by the executive agencies, and
it exercises control over national ffiances througll taxation and appropriatio . Through cominitte hearings on appropriations, such as
yours, and also throtgl the work of other conittees, the executive
agencies are from time to time subjected to congressional supervisory
control. I believe it is not inappropriate in this connection, sir, to
remind you respectfully that Woodrow Wilson, who was probably tile
most famous student of Congress, referred to congressional conmittees as "little legislatures".
If the conduct of government is looked upoin as similar to the businiess of a large corporation, then the function of Congress is analogous
to thitt of the board ofdirectors Johi Stuart Mill cosiidered this fitUetion of adiniistrative oversight more significant than that of lawmaking. lie said:
The proper office of a representative assembly is to watch and control the
government; to throw off pUblibity on Its acts; to compel a frill eXposition and
Jnstlfiifift of all of them which anyone considers questionable; to censure
them If found condemnble, and if the men who compose the government abuse
their trust, or fulfill it In a manner which conflicts with the deliberate sense of
the nation, to expel them from office and either expressly or virtually appoint

their successors.

In my testimony y today, I would like to describe the problems in
defense procurement and to make specific recommendations as to
what you as Mtembers of Congress, and especially this committeebecause it lias the power of the purse-can do t correct tile situation.

re ,,
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INCREASED COST OF SHIPS
Mr. MAtIIoN. Admiral, the recurring theme in our appropriation
hearings this year has been rising costs. We're heard about costs going
up on everything from bullets to jet planes. One of the areas where
costs have gone up most steeply is ships. I wish you would tell'us your
feelings on this point. What are the reasons? What can we do?
Admiral RroKov%R. For many years now, Mr. Chairman, the cost of
building naval ships has been increasing substantially. These largecost increases have been attributed to inflation Government inspections
requirements, unforeseen-developnients, efficiency, and so on. The
reasons typically given would place them beyond anyone's control.
I have thought that one reason for higher shipbuilding costs could
be traced to poor procurement practices under shipbuilding contracts.
I looked into this and I found many deficiencies that are costly to
the Government. One shipbuilder was not complying with the Truthin-Negotiati6fis Act 7 years after the law had been enacted. Subcontracts were being awarded in noncompetitive and sometimes solesource situations where the prime contractor had not obtained or reviewed the supplier's cost estimates. Contractor personnel in charge
of shipyard procurement did not seem knowledgeable of the reqirements of the Truth-in-Nerotiations Act or of the way the requirements
were supposed to be implemented. They did not seem to know how to
analyze a supplier's cost estimates, even when such estimates were obtained. Negotiations, if conducted at all, were perfunctory and were
not based on an analysis of the supplier's cost estimates. The ship
builder recommended without question prices much higher than he
had paid on prior orders. On a closer look, these prices included substantial amounts for unwarranted contingencies and admitted profits
in the range of 25 to 83 percent.
Mr. MAirO. Do you have facts to back this up?
Admiral RrcxoEn. I do, sir. I reviewed the procurements myself.
In one case, a shipbuilder proposed to pay $311,000 for pumps required
under a shipbuilding contract. This was an Increase of 30 percent over
the highest price he had paid previously for the same plmps; it was
twice the pice he paid'just 5 years before. Although the shipbuilder
had received only one bid, he did not obtain and evaluate the supplier's cost and p-ricing data as required by the Truthn.-Negotiations
Act. I insisted that he obtain and review the supplier's cost and pricina data. I also reviewed-the technical requirements the supplier was
being asked to meet. As a result, the price was reduced b. about
$86,000. The final price still provided the supplier a substantial profit.
Inhanother case, the shipbuilder recommended a price that gave tie
supplier 33-percent profit on his estimated cost. The shipbuilder
pointed out that the profit had been negotiated down from 46 percent.
I said the profit was still too high. I asked for a Goverifiit audit
and asked the shipbidilder to try toneogotiate a lower price. The audit
showed that in several areas the supplier's estimated costs were higher
than could be sup ported by his books, so the supplier had a good chance
to make a profit even higher than the 33 percent he admitted to in his
cost :breakdown.
The shipbuilder tried to negotiate with the supplier but was unable
to obtain a lower price. The supplier simply submitted a new cost
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breakdown showing lower profit higher costs, but the same total price.
This shows the incredible exibiity contractors have in accounting for
costs.
In another case, a shipbuilder recommefided approval of a $216,000
subcontract for pum)s with a sole-source supplier. The subcontractor
initially refused to provide the cost data. required by law. Finally he
acquiesced. His cost breakdown indicated a 25-percent profit on estimated costs, and several unsubstatiated contingency allowances that
could have.given him a total profit in excess of 50 percent, should the
the
subcontractor's
on the
contingencies
not occur.
$176,000.
to data,
from $216,000cost.
down
negotiated
was Based
price or the pump|)s
was still substantially higher thaln the Navy estimate.
This
Mr.price
MINSTIAm,. These should be brought directly to the attention of
the Secretary. I am sure he will do something about it.
Admiral IfI.KOv.n. I have broughIt these issues to the attention of
my superiors time and again. In fact, I carried on extensive correspondence about this punp procurement with the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy for Installations and Logistics.
Mr. MTINSHTALL. When did you do this?
Admiral Rcmiovnit. I first discussed this particular case in a memorandum I sent him in November 1968. I pointed out that the pump
procurement was indicative of the problem's I was encountering in
reviewing shipyard procurements. His response was to request a study
of this problem by the Naval Material Command, I followed the November memorandum with several more commftfications on the same.
subject.
Mr. MINSHALL. But not to the new administration.
Admiral RioKovE. I brought this to the attention of the new administration in memoranduhms dated February 12, 1969, and March 28,
1969. In February I advised the Assistant Secretary of the problems
I faced in trying to place the pump order and urged that he give the
overall procurement problem at shipyards-his personal attention. In
March I again pointed out that the need for the Navy to improve
shipbuilder procurement practices promptly, without waiting for
completion of the Naval MTaterial Command study, since many major
problems were evident. In the March memorandt1in i also asked for
any assistance the Naval Material Command would provide in getting
a more reasonable, price for the pump procurement., Of course, this
was just one procurement, and a relatively small one at that. But it
was indicative of a serious malaise involving millions of dollars
in every shipbuildig contract. Consequently, I thought it was important that the Navy take positive action in this case.
Mr. MiNaSrALL. What action has been taken as a result of your
letters?
Admiral RciOoVER. With regard to the pump procurement, the
Naval Material Command was not able to negotiate a lower price or
to reduce the profit aid the contingencies in the price. However, they
did get the supplier's agreement to refund any profits he might make
on this order in excess of 20 ppercent.
With regard to the overall problem, the Naval Material Commanld
conducted a detailed study into the issues I had raised, as requested by
the Assistant Secretary. the Chieff Naval Materil confirmed what
I'had reported.
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Mr. MINSITALL. Has any action been taken to resolve the problem?

Admiral RimovEt. Some action was taken, but this problem is far
from being resolved.
Mr. MINSHALL. I have no more questions other than to say that I
know the Secretary has found a Pandora's box of problems.
Mr. M AI.ON. I would like you to provide us your correspondence
with the Assistant Secretary regarding this shipbuilder procurement
problem. I would also like a copy of the Chief of Naval Material's
report to the Secretary regarding the issues you raised.
Admiral RflrKovE. Yes, sir.
(The information follows:)
13 Nov. 1908.

MEMORANDUM

FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
AND LouiSTIcS)

(INSTALLATIONS

Subject: Need for improvements in ship procurement practices.
Enclosure: (1) Examples of recent procurements recommended by shipbuilders
but which were overpriced.
1. The rising cost of naval ship construction has been a matter of considerable concern to the Navy. I believe that a large portion of the price increase
in the Navy's shipbuilding program results from poor contracting practices.
2. There is little or no real price competition for shipbuilding contracts or

for complex equipment that shipbUilders buy. However, for many years, the
Navy has awarded shipbuilding contracts, and shipbuilders have awarded subcontracts, oin the basis of "adequate competition."
3. Early this year, Navy procurement officials recommended awarding the
DIGN 30-37 ship construction contract without negotiating because they considered the competition obtained from two bidders adequate, even though
NAVSHiPS technical and project personnel found numerous indications that
the low bidder's price was excessive. Ultimately, NAVSHIPS obtained permission to negotiate the price. Through negotiations, the low bidder's base price
was reduced by $27 million.
4. Enclosutre (1) contains several recent examples of shipbuilder procurement
that fidicate the inadequacy of the Navy's present procedures for insuring reasonable prices for the Government Under shipbuilding contracts. These examples
were discovered because I require specific NAVSHIPS review and approval of
major subcontracts for equipment under my technical cognizance. Normally, the
Navy does not review subcontracts on a case-by-case basis. Instead, the Navy
approves a shipbuilder's procurement'system and then relies on the approved
procurement system to obtain reasonable prices for the Government. From what
I have seen, this procedure has not been effective,
5. Because competition for major ship construction contracts is limited, ship
prices are Influenced niore by historical costs than by competitive market pressures. Since shipbuilders base their quotes on subcontractor bids, they have
little incentive to negotiate lower prices after they receive a contract. In the
long run,i Igher cost bases will generate higher profits, since profits are generally
established as percentages of estimated cost.
0. I believe that the Navy should face up to the lack of true competition in
the shipbuilding industry and amend the suppliers of shipboard equipment. Competition Ill
this fleldis an exeeptin-not the rule.
7. I recommend that you itnltlate a review of sbipbuilding procurement practices, placing particular emphasis on the lack of true competition available, both
at the prime contract and subcontract levels and on the depth of contractor and
government review being performed on these procurements. If carried out effectively such a review should lead to imprbVements that coul4 save the taxpayer
many millions of dollars each year. Pending completion of this review, I recomimend that you require specific Navy review and consent to all subcontracts in
excess of $100,000 Under cost reimbursement and incentiVe type contracts.
JIf I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
I. G.RrKovFw,

Deputy Oomm 6a'er for
NuclearPropulsion.
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EXAMPLES OF RECENT PROCUREMENTS RECOMMENDED BY SHIPBUILDERS BUT
WHICH WERE OVERPRICED

I. Main circulati g sea water pump procurement
On May 17, 1008, shipbuilder A requested NAVSHIPS approval to proceure
main circulating sea water pumps from the only bidder of seven companies
solicited, The proposed price for these pumps was $811,0--about $75,000 more
than shipbuilder A paid in February 1967 for similar pumps used in construction of another type ship and about $152,000 more than was paid for pumps
bought in 1964 for the same type ship. Shipbuilder A recommended the $311,000
price as reasonable based on increased technical requirements and known price
escalation, He did not obtain and evaluate the suppliers' cost and pricing data
as required by Public Law 87-053.
NAVSHiPS disapproved the proposed subcontract and asked shipbuilder A
to obtain and evaluate the supplier's cost data to insure that the price was reasonable. This data showed that the price of $311,000 would provide the punp
supplier a $43,000 profit on direct labor costs of $4,707, subcontracts and materials totaling $213,387, and other costs, including sales expense, G. & A. omd
interest, totaling $50,094. Based on the suppliers' cost data, shipbuilder A negotiated a price of $228,000 which was about the same price paid for similar
pumps purchased 18 months earlier. The negotiated reduction of about $85,000
consisted of a reduction in price, including profit, of about $45,000 and a reduction of about $40,000 In resolution of technical requirements. However, the
reduced price still provided the pump supplier a profit of about 10 percent on
his total costs and about 45 percent on his "in-house" costs. Without special review by NAVSHIPS, shipbuilder A would have placed this order as a competitive deal and the cost to the Government would have been $85,000, or about
35 percent, higher.
If. Motor generatorset and voltage regulatorproorement
On August 14, 1908, shipbuilder A requested NAVSHIIPS approval to place a
firm price contract for motor generator sets and voltage regulators at a price of
$513,488, including $122,500 for the voltage regulators. The supplier's cost breakdown indicated that the price of $122,500 for the voltage regulators included a
33-percent profit on cost-a profit two or three times higher than would normally be paid under ASPIL guidelines. In their submission to NAVSHIPS, shipbuilder A stated that his profit was considered reasonable since the items were
"high risk" and the profit had been negotiated downward from 40 percent.
NAVSHIPS disapproved the proposed procurement. Shipbuilder A was requested to initiate an audit of the suppliers', cost breakdown and negotiate a
more reasonable price. Shipbuitldr A subsequently advised NAVStHiPS that the
preliminary audit report indicated questions relative to labor and ftiaterial manhours. However, shipbutilder A recommended placement at the price originally
offered by the supplier since the supplier hail indicated is total price was final
and not subject for further negotiation. With respect to the high profits, shipbuilder A insisted that the supplier was submitting a new cost breakdown to
show higher costs, lower profit, and the same price. On this basis, shipbuilder
A stated:
"In view of the competitive nature of this procurement, our evaluation of the
reasonableness of the total price quoted and the urgent necessity for early
placement of the order, we recommend that the contracting officer give us his consent to procure these sets from ----------- at the total price of $518,488 as
well as the stock components at a total price of $161,409, without waiting for the
revised cost breakdown or the final audit report from DCAA. Attention is again
called to the supplier'ss name) position that the total price for these sets will
not be reduced.
This procurement Is still pending.
i1I. Ma-it sea Water pump procurement
Shipbuilder 13 recommended that NAVSHIPS consent to a $210,000 subcontract
for mair sea water pumps for which there was only one source,
Initially, the supplier refused to provide the cost data required by Public
Law 87-058. NAVSHIPS insisted that shipbuilder B obtain the required cost
data, The supplier finally acquiesced. A Government audit of the supplier's
cost breakdown showed the following:
(1) A 25-percent profit on his estimated costs.
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(2) Ilis cost estimate included $84,000 of other costs the Government auditor considered questionable. He added a 20-percent factor to material costs,
factory labor, and factory overhead costs to provide an allowance for possible
defective work. A 10-percent factor was then added to each cost element for possible cost increases during the 2-year period of contract performance. A 20-per.
cent factor was then applied to the total cost less general and administrative
expenses to compensate for the risks of Government inspection. The Government auditor could not obtain data to support these mark-up factors.
(3) The price included a $68,000 subcontract with another division of shipbuilder B's parent corporation. This firm declined
to furnish cost and pricing
data to the pump supplier, the shipbuilder or the Government because the procurement was less than $100,000. Although this procurement was less than
$100,000, the Navy's aggregate procurement of such motors from this firm,
either directly or as a lower tier supplier, constitutes a very large sum since this
firm is the Navy's leading supplier of quiet pump motors.
ShipbuiIder B has been told to continue negotiations in order to obtain a more
reasonable price and to obtain and provide data necessary to Justify the reasonableness of the price. This procurement is still pending.
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY,
(INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS),

Washington, D.C., November 25, 1968.
Memorandum for Vice Admiral Rickover, U.S. Navy.
Subject: Ship Procurement Practices.
Reference Is made to my memo of November 20, 1968, and our telephone conversation of this date relative to this subject. Apparently there has been some
misunderstanding relative to the intent of my memo. I am primarily concerned
with the SON pricing and cost control study group encompassing ship procurement practices in their study efforts rather than starting an additional review

effort. While It is not necessary that there be participation from your organization I would like to hope that the study group can call on your organization for
assistance and advice as necessary In order to make their efforts as meaningful
as possible.
BARRY 3. SHILLITO.
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY,
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND

Waahngtom D.C., February 12, 1969.
Memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and
Logistics).
Subject: 8NO85-Electric Drive Submarine-Procurement of Main Sea Water
Pumps.

Reference: (a) NAVSHIPS memorandum ser. 08H-370 dated Nov. 13, 1968;
(b) ASN (I&L) memorandum dated Nov. 20,1968.
1. In reference (a), I advised the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Installations and Logistics that I believed a large portion of the price increase in the
Navy's shipbuilding program resulted from poor contracting practices. I described several recent examples of shipbuilder procurements that indicated the
inadequacy of the Navy's present procedures for ensuring reasonable prices for
the Government under shipbuilding contracts. In reference (b), Assistant Secretary Shillito said that my memorandum to him, reference (a), had been read
with a great deal of interest. He said the-entire matter of SON pricing was being
covered by a study headed up by Rear Admiral Sonenshein.
2. One of the examples given in reference (a) was the procurement of the
main sea water pumps for the Electric Drive Submarine (SSN685). The sole
source, pump supplier initially refused to provide the cost data required by Publie Law 87-653, yet the shipbuilder recommended NAVSHIPS consent to placing
the order. I Insisted that the shipbuilder obtain the cost dota; this data showed
that the price included excessive costs, unwarranted cost contingencies, and an
excessive profit percentage on these excessive costs. I told the shipbuilder to
continue negotiations in order to obtain a more reasonable price. The details are
given in reference (a).
!I
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3. The initial price from the pump supplier was $202,340. During initial negotiations the shipbuilder obtained a price of $216,000 and recommended that
NAVSHIPS consent to placing the order at this price. Following my insistence
that cost data be obtained and further negotiations be conducted, the shipbuilder
obtained a price of $176,800. The shipbuilder has advised NAVSHIPS that although this price Is still too high it is the best he can obtain. The shipbuilder
has recommended that NAVSHIPS consent to placing the order at this price.
4. The latest proposed price of $176,800 is still more than these pumps should
cost. A large part of the unwarranted cost contingencies identified when the cost
data was first submitted is still included in the price. As a result, the potential
for excessive profit remains. However, we cannot delay further in placing this
order. Negotiations have already been underway for more than a year and the
order must now be placed so that late delivery of these pumps does not delay
delivery of the electric drive submarine itself. I have no choice but to agree to
order placement at a price of $176,800.
5. In reference (a), I made specific recommendations for improvements in ship
procurement practices. I know of no action which has been taken to implement
my recommendations. Tie latest developments on this procurement of the main
sea water pumps for the electric drive submarine is a further example of the
need for action. I strongly urge you give this matter your personal attention.
H. G. RIcXOVER.
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY,
OFFICE OF TIE SECRETARY,

Wa8hington, D.O., March 17, 1969.
Memorandum for Vice Adm. H. G. Rickover.
Subject: Ship Procurement Practices.
1. This Is in response to your memorandum of February 12, 1969, regarding
procurement of components for the electric drive submarine. I am pleased to
note that your efforts, and those of the Naval Ship Systems Command, have resulted in substantial reduction of the price proposed for the main sea water
pumps. I am concerned, as you are, that maximum attention is paid ot the subcontract area in our procurement'process.
2. You also indicated that you knew of no action which had been taken to implement recommendations you had previously made with respect to ship procurement practices. However, as indicated in Mr. Shilito's memorandum of November 20, 1968, the matter Of a subcontract structure in ship procurement has
been incorporated as part of the study being conducted by the SON Pricing and
Cost Control Study Group, headed by Rear Admiral Sonenshein. The results of
the subcontract review efforts to date indicate that there are several areas where
improvements can be made. I had hoped to be more specific in my response by
now but believe it appropriate that the entire study and all its conclusions be reviewed so that coordinated action may be taken on the recommendatit(iJn I look
forward to an opportunity to discuss this study with you as soon as it has been
completed.
3. Your continued interest is appreciated. As noted above, I want to discuss this
matter in some detail with you. I would ask also for the cooperation of your staff
in assisting in the study efforts underway in the naval material organization.
FRANK SANDERS,

As8sstact Seoretal-y of the Xa"ty,
(IftntallatIons and Logi8ti0s).
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY,

NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND,
Wa8hington, D.O., March 28, 1969.
Memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Installations and
Logistics (I&).
Subject: SSN685-Electric drive submarine-procurement of main sea water
pumps.
1. My memorandum to you of February 12, 1969, summarized problems I am
encountering in procur ig the main sea water pumps for the electric drive submarine. I sent you that memorandum as a first hand example of the Navy being
forced to pay excessive prices because of inadequacies in present ship protrement practices.
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2. 111 -response, your )llellldrahldun Idated Marel 17, 1900, stated that you want
to (1jsclss tills matter with me in some deti'll, bft'after the Naval Naterial Conimand has compIleted a study of SCN pricing and cost control since the Naval
Materials Command study gro"' had "lde foulid areas of subcontracting where
improvements could be made. You requested the cooperation of my staff in assisting the study efforts underway in the Naval Materliil Command.
3. The procurement of main sea water punips for the electric drive submarine
is an excellent example of why Navy ships cost more than they should. As pointed
out in my previous memoranda on tills lrocuremelit:
(a) NAVSIIIPS estimated these pumps should cost about $110,000 based
on a previous proctirement of the same design PltiuPi).
Mii The sole-source ljiltj') stppliebr initially quoted a price of $202,840.
(0) 'The shtipbuilder cono ucted- negotiations with the pumip supplier; thie
price was reduced to $216,000.
(d) NAVSITI1PS did not accept thils price and ,required the slipbuilder
to otaill and1 etluate the pumhp supplier's cost data ; the l)rlce was further
reduced to $170,800.
4. This Is a low-risk Job for the pupilp supplier. The pumip castings, whihh
were the high-risk Items on previous procurements of this design pt"ilp, will
be prOviled by the shipl)lllder. In addilon, the pudip suiiler has added a 20lercent contingency factor, which NAVSHIPS considers unwarrifaited, to his

estimated costs to compensate for the risks of Government Inspection. The motor,
which is 45 percent of the supplilor's basic estimated cost, is to be1 sI)coljtracfed
on a firm flxed-price basis. The motor subcontract is with another division of
the shipbuilder's parent corporation.
5. Despite the low risk, the current price of $170,800 provides substantial
profit to tll contractors involved. The pump supplier hIrs added a 20-percent
profit to his total estimated costs, which include the cost of the subcontracted
motor. If the contingency for Governmenit insl)ection, its explained in paragraplh
3 above, does not materialize, the pump supplier could realize a profit of more
than ,40 percent. The shlpbufiiler's parent corporation gets a double profit ln
fli procuremet-a profit o3 the price paid for the pumpslaunder the shi)bulildlig contract anid, in tile $170,800 piunip price, o3l addittloai profit paid to the
division that sells tIe motors to the putip supplier.
(1,
My experience is that procurements such as tills are commonplace un(,(r
shil)buildltng contracts. Competition is generally limited, yet shipbutllders seldom
uegotlte or effectively analyze supplier costs. Tile Truth-in-Negotiati6ls Act
bas not beei properly implemented by shllbiipilders. F requently, the subcontracts provide much higher profits than can be Justified under tie Department
or Defense weighted guidelines method of profit comllputation. I believe this sitllation is evident Witlout the necessity of a Naval Material Coniiand study. Tlhe
Navy can and should take prompt action to correct these deficiencies.
7. Ill view of your request that I cooperate with the Chief of Naval Material
in tills matter, I request, by copy of tills letter, ntiy assistance Ile call provide
with respect to the procurement of these main sea water pumps for tile electric
(drive sutmiarine. The order must be placed without delay so tlt
tile s1ill) delivelry schedule will not le (layed.
S. The problem fading the Navy In Its ship procrtenlellt practices Is ai llurgent
one and leads to higher costs than necessary. Recent public statements by tle
Secretary of lWfonse Indicate his dissatisfaction with the Navy's laagemenit
of its hhlldl)ilildg programs a31d with tile delays and cost increases of these
lprograms. Varlts colgresslonial coniifilttees have also hndictited that fill itvestigation of time high price of Navy ships is in order. The Navy shilbuildtig
programs may be curtailed if shipbuilder procurement practices are not mproved promptly and ou1,sta ntially.
1. 1 believe the matter is of sufficient Importance to warrant your persotl
attention and direction.
H. r . RtrcPovsn,

Deptt Conmmandci' for~ MNcar Proplsiou.
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DFPARtTMENT OF TIlE NAVY,
1-IEADQUARTEIUS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND,

Washidngton, D.C. May 7, 1969.
Menmoranldim for Vice Adm. H. 0. Itickover, U.S. Navy.
Subject: Electric drive subniarlne--procurement of inil sea water pumps.
1. I regret the delay in arriving at a resolution of the problems discussed in
your memorandum of March 28, 19069.
2. The subcontractor has agreed to provide a certified "efter the fact" cost
of the procurelnent of subject pumps. He has also agreed to reftd to the Governllent ally costs whil are less thal those certified in his submission prior to contract. The later submission will be certified in accordance with Public Law
87-4153.
3. The contractor would not agree to a lesser profit rate on the subcontract.
,lhe matter of proflt.4 ot the motor purchased from a division of the prime contractor will be the subject of discussions and negotiations with the prime at the
time of settlement of the basic contract.
4. Although this resolution is not a completely satisfactory one, the agreement for "after the fact" cost information, the substantial decrease in price
negotiated prior to your request for my assistance, and the stated urgency of
th li)roctlrement are considered sufficient bases for granting consent to tills
suwoitract.
I. J. GALANTIN,

Admiral, U.S. Navy, Chief of Naval Materio?.
DEPARTMENT OF TIrE NAVY,
HEADQUARTERS NAVAL MATERIAL COMMAND,

Washington, D.C., May 15, 1909.
Memorandum for the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Installations and
Logistics).
Subject: Subcontracts in ship procurement.
Reference: (a) ASN(I&L) Memo of April 4, 1969, Subject: SSN-685--Electric
drive submarine-procurement of main sea water pumps.
Enclosure: (1) Copy of ONM memo 'to Vice Admiral Itickover dated May 7, 10609.
1. Enclosure (1) indicates the final terms negotiated for the main sea water
pImp subcontract.
2. The problem of subcontract pricing and management has been of serious
concern particularly as the trend toward performance specifications tends to
lessen the amount of OFE procurement. While subcontracts are a small portion
of the end cost of a ship, they amount to between 40 percent to 70 percent of our
prime contract with the shipbuilder.
3. As a result of this concern I directed a study of shipbuilding subcontracting
(nonnuclear) in the ease to two major contractors. These studies are attached
as tabs A and B. The signiflcantt results of these studies are as follows:
(a) A significant portion of shipbuilding subcontracts are noncompetitive (whether considering price or technical competition).
(b) Adequate pricing data is not being obtained on those subcontracts.
(c) Less than adequate effort is being made by prime contractors to:
(1) Insure adcqu fte competition.
(2) Perform adequate price analysis and conduct adequate
negottatios.
(d) uid prices on ships are In fact inflated by the sole-source nature of
many of the major subcoltracts.
(a) Adequate emphasis is not being placed on Public Law 87-653 (Truth
In Negotiations Act) and subcontract management by prime shipbuilding
contracts.
These results are borne out, I believe, by a similar review performed by Vice
Admiral Rickover in the nuclear area.
4. There are several specific recommendations which should be implemented :
(a) A requirement for review and consent by the Governiment to major
subcontracts (over $100,000) must be included in all major shipbuilldilng
contracts, regardless of type.
(b) The ASPh requirement for use of the CPSR (Coitractor Procurement System Review) to approve a contractor's purclasing system should
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be discontinued, and the purchasing area should be treated in a similar
manner as estimating, i.e., review only.
(o) More stringent review of subcontracts by the SUPSHIPS and greater
enforcement of Public Law 87-653. Although shipbuilders may claim disrution for failure to consent to subcontracts, appropriate language can be used
by the SUPSHIPS in returning this document without consent, which will
avoid this problem.
(d) Limit the use of firm fixed price prime contracts for major ship pro.
grams so that Government surveillance in the purchasing area may be
continued.
(e) Upgrade the capabilities of the SUPSHIPS to review and consent to
subcontracts.
(f) Reemphasize to the Commander, Naval Ship Systems Command the
importance of the subcontract area in the review and approval process prior
to contract.
(g) Consider applying pertinent provisions of the ASPR to the subcontract area in the same manner in which they are applicable to our procurement process in dealing with the prime,
5. Action has already been taken in a number of the above areas as follows:
(a) Consent clauses are being placed in all major ships procurements
(other than firm fixed price).
(b) A contractor's purchasing system will not be approved at SYSCOM
level. CPSR reports will be reviewed by a board under my Deputy Chief of
Naval Material (Procurement and Production). The intent is not to grant
blanket approval, but rather to indicate to the administrative contracting
officer areas of concern over which he must exert firm control.
(o) An ASPR case has been submitted to delete the approval provisions for
CPSR.
(d) Teams from my staff have been conducting courses at contractors'
plants to provide understanding of the provisions of Public Law 87-653.
(q) Major ship programs are now being placed on a more flexible priced
basis and, within resource limits, the capabilities of the SUPSHIPS will be
upgraded.
(f) It is intended that a proposed ASPR case will be submitted to require
inclusion in prime contracts pertinent provisions of the ASPR regarding purchasing policy, i.e., competition, pricing, and documentation. In the interim,
authority will be requested to proceed with this procedure on a test basis.
8. An important part of the subcontract review problem is the monitoring of
subcontracts below $100,000. It is intended that specific procedures for this review
on a spot check basis will be imposed on our SUPSHIPS and prime shipbuilding
contractors.
7. I will keep you informed of the progress of the efforts to improve our subcontracting review and consent procedures.
I. J. GALANTINE.

Admiral, U.S. Navy, Oldef of Naval Matcrial.

ANNUAL REVIEW OF PRIME CONTRACTOR'S PROCUIIMFNT SYSTEMS

Admiral Ritovm. As I pointed out in my letter to the Assistant
Secretary, I believe that the Department of Defense must exercise
closer surveillance of prime contractor procurement activities. For example, the Department of Defense does not always review large subcontracts. There is a procedure whereby the Department of Defense
condticts a brief annual review of the contractor's procurement System and, based on the results of this review, gives the contractor
blanket approval to place subcontracts, regardless of amount, without prior Government consent or review.
Mr. MAHoN. How reliable are the annual reviews of prime contractor's procurement systems?
Admiral RiCKoVin. I don't place much faith in those reviews, Mr.

Chairman. Let me give you an example that explains my reasons. In
November 1968, the Navy conducted a contractor procurement system
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review at a major shipbuildifig company, one that receives over 80
percent of its business from the Government. Tlis review gave the
shipbuilder a clean bill of health and stated that the Navy could rely
on ils procurement procedures to assure reasonable prices on subcontracts. I found this conclusion difficult to l)elieve. My experience with
this same shipbuiI6der had been thlat I could n6t, depend on his proiutrement system; in fact, some of the examples I just cited took place at
this company.
Because of this, and because of my concern over the lack of cost
controls at this shiypard, I sent two members of my staff to the shipyard to look into the operations for themselves. They reported to me
that, in. spite of the Navy's blanket approval of the shipbuilder's procurement operations, he had never adequately inpleinted the, reqirements of the Truth-in-Negotiations Act in its subcontracting;
th.at the company tends to rely on bid prices as if they were competitive, even in cases of little or no competition; that a considerable portion of the company's work is subcontracted, yet the mlnanngenwint effort to insure reasonable prices on its subcontracts is disproportionately small; and that the company has no adequate safeguards to control access to supplier bids.
My people also found that the shipbuilder did not have effective
control over costs. He had no effective budget controls for 70 percent
of his direct labor cost; and what budget system there was, was structured in such a way that it did not provide adequate cost control.
Under the shipbuilder's budget system, it was possible to meet every
individual budget and still overrun the cost of the ship. The shipbuilder's own survey of his accounting system in 1966 had indicated
there was widespread mischarging o costs. He had no program of
internal audits of management operations.
I believe that poor subcontracting practices and inadequate cost
controls are major reasons for the substafitial rise in ship constrUction costs over the past few years, and that it is incumbent on the
Department of Defense to take an active interest in seeing to it that
its contractors operate more efficiently and economically. The handsoff attitude that presently pervades defense contracting philosophy is
unrealistic in the context of noncompetitive procurement.
You might expect that the Department of Defense would be very
much interested in seeing to it that the operations of its largest defense
contractors-the multidivisional companies with billions of dollars of
defense business-are carried out efficiently and economically. In fact,
however, the Pentagon seems more defereiahil to its biggest suppliers
than it is to smaller firms. The industrial giants, through lobbyists
and special interest associations, and through the Industry Advisory
Council, seem to be quite successful in limiting Government review
and supervision of their activities. The Department of Defense is
often persuaded to reduce or even eliminate GOvernment surveillance
in prime contractor operations at the very time more controls and
greater surveillance are required.
The philosophy is: "trust the contractor." The Government is expected to trust the prime contractor, and the prime contractor 'mplicitly trusts the subcontractor. It makes me feel like the man whose
friend's dog was barking at him. "Don't worry" the friend said, "he
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won't bite." "I know th at, and you know that," the man answered,
"but,does the dog know it?'?
My experience has been that you cannot expect a contractor to look

out for anything but his own interests, and that, even though it might

be troublesometo get into the details, this is necessary in order to protect the Goveriiient's interests. I found long ago thiat the devil is in
the details. That is why I review subcontracts.
The basic problem comes back to a point I made earlier. True coinpetition is the most effective method of cost control. But true conpetition rarely occurs in major defense procurements. Defense contractors often have little incentive to reduce costs because they get the
business anyway. A high-cost operation is easier to manage than an
efficient one and the high cost is of little concern to a contractor as
long as there is reasonable assurnfice that the costs cai be charged to
the Government. Orders can be placed inmediately upon receipIt of
bids, without time-consumifg analysis of prices, and without dificult
negotiations. There are no pricing disputes with suppliers; consequently, supplier relations are better. Almost no management effort is
required. Workers and managers are not bothered by tight budgets
and such. Unlimited money solves a myraid of dty-to-day problems.
The I)epartment of Defense system of determthing profitas a pyercentage of cost also gives contractors a positive incentive to increase
costs when they are not thtreatenied by competition.
Mr. M\ABON. It is really the question of incentives? I wonder if this
is just the way industry has always done business, whether for the Government or not.
Adniral RICKOVEX. Most large defense contractors could do a good
job of procurement if they put their minds and hands to it. But there
is little reason for them to do it on a defense contract. If you look at a
defense contractor's procurement organization you will often find thlt
multimillion-doiar procutrements u1A..er defense coitrcts are reviewed
and approved with entrenched apathy. On the other hand, if the defense contractors want to spend a few thousand dollars of corporate
funds for items such as plant expansion or new machine tools, I find
that the decision and the procureneint arte reviewed at hiih managemnent levels, sometimes by the board of directors. They wfI send corporate auditors and special negotiating teams from headqtiatters to
insure minimuIItt prices when it is corporate funds thit are at stake.
If we could get that kind of contractor attention onl)roctl'eints
under defense coitraets, you would see a marked imiipio'vement, sir.
Mr. MATON. It appears clear from this testimony that there are serious problems in the area of subcontracting. Whit do you think should
be done to improve the situation?
Admiral RICKOVER I believe this committee should include in the
fiscal year 1970 appropriation act a provision that would require the
])epart.innt of Defense to review and approve all subcontracts ill excess
of $100,000 ider any defense contil'at, in which the Goveriin~lit shares
in cost overruns or uInderruis. The committee should also require the
Department. of Defense to maintain records and report to Congress
regarding major subcontract 1)rocttrVeilts, say, those in excess of
$100,000. Such reports should reflect the extent of competition and the
amount. of subcontracted work that goes to contractors identified in the
I)efense Department's top 100 contractors list. In this way Congre-ss
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could see the total amouit of defense business these large contractors
actually receive each year. 1 also reeoiiminend that this committee require tie General Accotiniig Office to condic itdetailed-review of
1rime cotitor procurelient practices i contractor Ilhlmts where the
I1)epartienit. of )efense relies on an approved jIirchsgig system. The
putipos;e of such a review would be to (leteriiif I the adeqaitcy of the
contractor's l)urchasing practices and the ability of the Department
of Defense to assess the adeqfifacy of such practices.
TtITIiI-IN-NElOTIATIONS ACT

Mr. MINS1A1,1. I would like to discuss further yotir statement thalt
contractors itre not coIplying with the Trttlin-Negotiatiins Act. We
passed an aMnidilmeit to the ruth-in-Negotiatins Act. I am familiar
with it because I was the author of it along with Senator Proxlibre. We
spoke of itpostauditt for subcontrncts. Rather than being opt ional we
imade it lmart of the law.
AAm1inal RiCmKOVI. I do not think the law is being carried out its you
intended, sir.
Mr. MINSHALL. Whose fault is this?
Admiral RicKovmn. It,
is largely the Goverllmeit's fault. The Government lis failed to use its rights uider the law.
Mi. AN
x Emws. What ImAt of the Goverllment fails to do it?
Admiral RiciiovEn. The Defense Department. Let me explain. Your
alimendmieint to the Truth-i-Negotittiohs Act gave the Departlmnilt °of
I)efens the right to audit a coltractor s books afd m'ecords after a contract is awarded to -make certain that cost and pli hig data submitted
to the Government are cuihreht, complete, and accurate. Although I do

not agree with the way the

i)epartmenit

of J)efeise is

iniplelmentiig

this

amendinefit, I certa ily think the change was alpiprit ate.
Mr. MINsHALtL. How did the I)epartmneiit of I)efense imlIlement it?
A(hmniml hI('KoVEI The Assistant Secr etay of Defense for Installations and Logistics wrote to the three service secretaries, cautioning
them that the right to review colntractor s books and records is for the
sole pu1ri)ose of verifyiig iiformation sibmitted in accordance with
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, and that no atteiiipt should he made to
determine actial costs onl profits realized on (lefense o'des. The letter
said, in pirt:
I wish to make it clear thit the itimliose of any post award cost performilane
audit, Is pril(dvied herein, Is llnittid to the sltigle j)ltIrPlse of d(terliitlilg wllether
or not defective (ost or lrlchng data wore stilidittdto. Access; to a voltrlltor's te,ir(l: slill Io he for the priose of evaiilAtig Pioflt-vost t'el 'iliiils, no1 shall
illy reprl('lig of such eontmt'ts he miii benetllse the I'ilized irotit wm,greater
thAll was forecast, (it belle
some
1
(,oil
tlt4llvy cited by the ,ollf-I'letor in his
-1i)bls.41oi fil Ii('d to niatori ilztX----lelss the a1iiit revells that the cost lid lil'log (I toertlild by the contractor were, itfait,
,eetive.

That is lik(, tellinlo a policemiim to arrest Iraffl' o|fenrs oilll', r'egar(l'es of what other illf1rht iolls lie 11111V*lolb'Ve.
Mi. 1i xsu
.Hut Vea nendWiNent to the law"was hehi t'iul ?
Adm|]'iral RICK(wm. 1Yes,
.sir.It emld he (Itlite 10I)ful iif
there were a
eall (lo'ie1to
I eClrry it olt. i110
ot nil ions
orllth"-inAcut lis lnot I1c,
iinpoll'etIed frectively ; Po' tlh
k' season it still (docs n(t P)ITrVel o\*Vl'pricin.'. Neitlr Ihe act nor y'our ailwlm(llnlt vill be hill) 1ee lltl (if.!5 12
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fectively as long as letters such as the one I just read are being pro.
mulgated.
I have found that contractors often do not obtain cost and pricing
data as required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. For exanple,I
lcoipetitive'-so that the cost
have found subcontracts classed as
dataare not obtained-even when only one supplier can physically
perform the work. I have found that many subcontractors refuse to
provide the cost and pricing data required by the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, and that prie contractors stead of requiring coipliance
with the law, have developed techniques to help subconitractors get,
around it. These techniques include such devices as determining that
competition is adequate on a sole-source procuv6eiit1 sillly because
a number of suppliers have been asked to bid, or determiiig that
the price is based on a standard catalog item even when the Government is the only buyer.
Mr. MAI-ON. Exactly what is the prime contractor's responsibility
under the law?
Admiral RICKOVER. The prime contractor must require subcontractors to submit cost and pricing data on orders over $100,000 Unless
competition is judged adequate, the price is a standard catalog price,
or the requirements of the law are waived. In subcontractinig this
seems to be a requirement honored more in the breach than in the
observance. Often when I insist on cost and pricing data I am told that
the subcontractor's policy is not to reveal such information, or that all
the other business lie has had with the Department of Defense has been
competitive. It appears to me that some of these firms have been
permitted to supply equipment and materials to the Government
under defense contracts without providing the cost and pricing data
required by law.
Mr. MIN TSALL. Over what time frame do you talk?
Admiral RICiKOVE. Right now.
Mr. INSHATJT.. The reason I brought up the question at this time
is that this administration has hardly had time to get its feet wet.
Admiral RtCKOVmR. This problem did not start with this administration. The law was passed in 1962. The problem has existed for years.
went on last, year, and the'year before, and it is going on today.
It,
Within the last mouth alone three different contractors-tlree large
companies, major suppliers-have refused to provide the cost and
pricing data required by the law on contracts in my program. One
case involved the Nation's second largest steel producer. The Navy
wants to place an order with this firm for nuclear reactor pressure
is the only supiplier of these forginigs, it
vessel forgings. Although it,
has refused to provide the required cost. and pricing data. Let me
read from a letter we received from this firm:
Please be advised that Bethlehem Steel Corp. will not submit cost and pricing
data on the inquiry referred to above, Further, In the event Bethlehem Steel
Corp. Is tendered a purhaelise order lurstlonlt to the subject inqIilry, we would

not accept such a purchase order if such aeeptance was conditioned on our
submission of cost and pricing data.

Mr. Chairman, I wonder how far an individual would get if he
took the same attitude toward the law as this industrial giant. Suppose
a young man sent a letter to his draft board saying: "Please be advised
that I will not report for induction. Further, in the event I am
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tendered a draft notice, I would iot accept it if such acceptance were
conditioned .on my reporitinig for active duty." I don't think he could
get away with it. I don't think this huge steel company should get
away with ignoring the law, either.
I have asked Departiefit of Defense officials to assist in obtainlig
this com.pa any's colmpliihio with the law. I sent them extensive documentation on the case and asked for their assistance, since they are in
a position to use the leverage of the Pentagon's immense buying
power to get the company to provide cost and pricing data. In the
meantime, an important order for the nuclear Navy is beiig delayed.
If there is a true meafliig to maintainihig a military estahlishment,
then it follows that those who are protected by it, as this company is,
must not be permitted to weaken it by exacting excessive profits.
I cannot believe this is the first time this steel company has refused
to comply with the law. I do not understand why I had to b6 the first
one to raise this issue. However, now that I have informed my
superiors, it will be interesting to see whether the Department of
Defense will enforce com"'pliatnce with the law in this case.
Let me give you another example of failure by the Department of
Defense to get cost data where by law it should.
Nickel is one of the most widely used of all alloying agents primarily for its corrosion resistance, strengthening ability when alloyed
with steel, ability to withstand high teiperaties, and ductility. The
major user of nickel is the steel industry, which uses nickel in producina stainless steel. Nickel is also used extensively in armorplate.
Its military impotafiice is obvious, given the need for high strength
and corrosion resistance in numerous items of military equipment,
including missiles and supersonic aircraft. The Department of Commerce annually sets aside 25 percent of total U.S. consumption of
nickel for Governmefit orders, mainly for the Department of Defense
NASA, and the Atomk Energy Commission. These "set-asides" total
over 40,000 short tons of nickel each year.
The nickel industry is domii-ited by one foreign firmn, the International Nickel Co. of Canada. It produces over 60 percent of world
consumiption of nickel each year. Forbes magazine of December 1,
1967, said of International Nickel:
Of all -the industsril empires forged by J.P. Morgan at the tiri'n of the centitry,

there isonly one tht

still remaitins the unchiallenged master of an ureglilited

IndUstry-the InternatioiiAl Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Other onetime Morgan near monopolies-powerful firns like U.S. Steel,
Montgomery Ward, and International Mereliantile Marine--have comne dowUl
mightily in the world: 1MM exists today only as U.S. Lines; Montgomery Ward
is a sick comliphity; U.S. Steel, which controlled more than half of the American steel mrket in Morgan's daMy, now has scarcely 25 percent.
But Itieo tolay, under Chaiman Henry Wingate, ocelpies a position inthe
nickel market coiparable to that of IBM computers.; it has a 65-percent market
share. After 60 years, it renmins absolutely supreme in its industry. This Is
an almost iinprecedented record of corporate vitality. And nickel is no slouch
of a market; production has nearly tripled since 1950. Inco's operatihg poroft
margins reflect its market lominance; over the past 9 years, in good years and
in bad, they have averaged 33.5 percent on the sales dollar (as comipar'ed with
a median return of 13.8 percent for the metals lin(lustry as shown In Forbes 1067
Annual Report on American Indiustry).

Mr. Chairman, Interniitional Nickel has realized record profits for
the past 5 years as world consutihi)tion of ni k(l has increa-ed sul)stantially. the price of nickel has also increased drastically, with
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l-Iore is ailother ule% where thei)epartimioit of Defense does not know
whitt profits are being madt on defense procurements. Further, proeuremeiits of nickel and nickel alloys are in all probability exempt
from renegotiation under the comm cial sales exempt ib even

though the alloys are made to Government specifications. Cost and

pricing g data, are not obtained because the International Nickel Co.
has established catalog prices for these prods. I believe that, Pibic
Law 87-653 should be revised to require contractors to furnish cost
data, in such situations. Further, I believe the Department of Justice
should be asked to investigate this situation to determiie whether the
Government should take actionto insure reasonable prices for defense
materials in this monopoly situation.
Mr. MarioN. Admiral, when companies refuse to comply with certain phases of the law, is this usually the idividiul decision of a. single
company, or do you find a concerted stand by some industries.
Admiiral RicKovEn. There does seem to be a concerted stand in some
industries inrefusing to provide cost and pricing data. For example,
I understand that no firms in the computer industry provide cost
and pricing datat to the Governnnt. I find that, many steel mills,
for.'ging suppliers, and material suppliers do not provide cost and
pricing data. Sometimes, however, the policy is not consistent among
the various divisions of large corporations. For example, in the course
of my work I have dealt with several divisions of one of the Nation's
largest defense contractors. Some divisions provide cost, and l~)icing
data.; others state they will not. One division provide:; cost and pri, inv
data only in situations where its management, rather tha.i the Go*-?
ernment, determines that competition is not adequate. Several other
firms have taken the positon that their own determination thatprices
i~.ts of the law.
t.r ,,omnlptltive shouldd ,satisfv tle reOfiiire
Since the products these firms supply are often essential to the defense effort, and-since these companies wield considerable economicand ossbl)ly )o1litical-power, contracetilg officers and prine cntrictors have managed to find ways to avoid the problem Of a face-to-face
confrontation with these industries over the Truth-in-Negotiations
Act.
There is a question here tltintrigues me, Mr. Chairman: Whv are
these defense contractors so anxious to hiide their profit figures? They
have been complainitg for years that, defense profits are woefully low.
suppliers are contitally an.
e.fise
chieff executives-of th, largest
nouncing that they will be forced to-:leaVe the military binliess if
profits PI're not increased.
if this weme true, it would seem reasonable to me tialt h'e ,'
would weC('ie t'he chI'e., to report their actual osts.I lnd wofi' . n 1
Deparnwnt of I)efense. In fact. defense ('omit ractors should cotwidm .
t ho'Truth-in-Negot iat ions Act a woniderfill Ofppolt unit y to prove thwi I
)oiult. But this has not beenlhe (se; instead, millOt 'ators haIve , xolui'
oUt of their way to avoid providing g the info ration required by the
Il11m1
law. This may be a Iliore revealing c(ll)lleoll hit 81.1 le fo ti !1) tSoflh;
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all the piots Iplatitudes of the major coftifactors. As Shkitespeare puts
it in 1-llet, "Tile lady dothli'otest too mich, mnethiiiks."
Mr. M,-HoN. Whitt is the basic problem iil obtaining cost and )rcinig
data on defefise cofffitats; is it that the law is deftnient as it is written,
or is the problem in flie enforcement of the law?
Admiral RicKoVE. 1inforemn164t, is one problem, Mr. Clitti rnan.
The law as it now stands could be made much nore effective if it were
enforced by the Department of Defense and if the Department were
Nilling to use the leverage of its purclstig power to obtain compliance. But. there are more serious problems in obtatiig acetrate
cost data. Wifhotit uniform standardsiof accoitg, thelaw will fever
be fully effective. The law presumes thticostshave a facttalbAsis, aid
ti, by obtaining a supplier's cost estimate the Govenmfitnt hfas a
soujid basis for evaluating a price. But siice there are no unifotm cost.
accountifig standards, this is not true. Contractors are able to hide
profits 'i their costs, and so the Government can never determine what
tile actual costs are without montls of recollstructig tile su plier's
books. In preparing the cost, breakdowns they provide to the Government under the TruthiIn-Ne(otiations Act, contractors exploit the lacIk
of uniform accounting stanlards in order to overstate cost and understate profit. T.llis is easy to do under so-called generally accepted accountina principles. Let me give you some examples of the accouiititig
gimlicry we are up against:
One large defense contractor reported a lullip sum flgtr-e as subcontracted costs. Actually, the work was sul)contractied to another division of the same company, and a 25-percent profit was hidden inl the
cost of tile subeolitiited work.
Another contractor certified to a, 20-percent general and adliniistrative expense rate and a 3-I)ercent )roft rate il his cost lreakdowiis.
The Glovermelnt auditor determined that the true general aid a1dministratihe expense rate was only 12 percent, so thift the actual profit
on the order was really 10 percent, instead of the :1 percent, the' comtractor certified.
Several (eoiti'tot'shave a(.ounlltlng systellis thit (10 not reveal tile
cost of individual orders. They call certify to any cost flure and tile
Government can lieve, prove whether or not tile certi-ed cost isin) the language of the It rtlh-ill-Negot 1t iols Act-"cul 'reit,
colnlilete
ZlUl| accurate."

(ont reactors )la3 account for costs one way ol their books aild thenl
list them on a differetit basis ill the cost breakdowns. One contrictor
was found to have included millions of dollars of special too liig as a
direct cost in cost breakdowns sublltted to the GovOi'lnninit, although
under his own accounting system such costs are normally spread
over all contracts as an item of overhead expense. When confroited
with the disparity, the contractor said that the way he priced contracts
had nothing to do with the way he accounted for costs, and vice versa.
Another way a contractor (,nll overstate costs and still get around
the Trulth-in-NegotiatiOs A(t, is to attrilbute large )ortions of the cost
estimate to judgement. Under the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, a contractor is liable for failure( to disclosee accurate, complete, and eutrrent
information. However, he may double a legitimate cost estimate without concern for the Truth-in-Negotiations Act, if he attributes the
doubling to "judgment."
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As long as the practices I have enumerated are allowed to continue,
the Truth-in-Negotiations Act cannot be effective; it rematins largely
fiction. While it could be very helpful in pricing defense contracts if
it were administered properly, it does not at present protect the Government against overpricing.
To be really effective, the Truth-in-Negotitions Act itself needs to
be strengthened. It should require contracting officers to obtain, and
contractors to provide cost data on all contracts in excess of $100,000
unless such contracts are awarded as formally advertised procurements.
This would eliminate the loophole that allows the Department of
Defense to declare that negotiated procurements are competitive,
thereby av6iding the need to obtain and evaluate supplier cost and
pricing data. Moreover, the Department of Defense should' not be
allowed to waive the Truth-in-Negotiations Act for contractors doing
more than $1 million of business with the Government antiually.
Further, Congress should provide for the establishment of uniform
cost accounting standards so that there would be t meaningful basis
for implementing the Truth-in-Negotiations Act. I also recommend
that you ask the Justice Department to investigate the antitrust implications when entire segments of industry, such as computer manufacturers, material suppliers, and others appear to take a united stand
in refusing to provide cost and pricing data.
UNIFOlM COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

Mr. MAHON. Admiral, I know you have i'ecommended the establishment of uniform cost accounting standards for work on defense contracts. You have stated that the lack of unifoiim standards for work
on defense contracts is the most serious problem in defense procurement. I would like you to explain to the members of this committee
exactly why you feel uniform standards are important.
Admiral RICKOVER. Mr. Chairman, negotiatiols between the Government and industry are rarely an even match. As long as defense
contractors may calctilate and report costs and profits on defense work
in any manner they choose, they will have a substantial advantage
over the Government. Let me explain that. In the idealized free
market mechanism, the pressure of competition is supposed to force
a manufacturer to produce goods at the lowest possible cost in order
to give him the most profit at the prevailig market price. If he prices
his goods too high, either because he is an inefficient producer or
because he includes too much profit in his price, buyers turn to other
companies.
In the defense equipment market, however, there is rarely any true
competitive pressure to keep costs down. With the possible exception
of food and clothing, almost all defense procurement is, in effect, noncompetitive. The Departmnent of Defense is tied to a small litiffiher of
contractors for the major portion of its equipment, regardless of their
efficiency or their pricing policies. As I stated before, more than half
the defense procurement budget-about $25 billion a year-is spent in
sole-source procurement. In its statist1s, the Department, classifies
some of its negotiated procurements as competitive. However, by
definition negotiated procuremients are those where the work is such
that competition is limited. Ths, depending on your point, of view,

-.
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the Department of Defense spends at least $25 billiiin inooncompetitwye procuremntits etml year if you count only sole-source procurement1,tiandup to $40 bllioh if you consider Ii0o4lroifittt,
negot' ated
to
be notlconi ltitive-as I (10.
"
"
t
In the absence of trte confipetition, the Department of Defense must
obtain and evalifte contractor cost estimates and cost records if it is
to be able to determine the reasonableness of contract prices. Costs are
the real basis for negotiating prlc, Unless there is some uniform
standard for measuring and reporting costs, however, it is virtually
impossible to discover what it actually costs a contractor to produce
defense equipment and what profit,he makes in producing it-without
spending months reconstructing his books. Arguments between the
3overninent and the coitriactor over what is or w at is not "cost" may
take
Frequently the contracting officer is conffoMitde
with additionalhin6fiths.
widely varying opinions
and judgments by accoiuntifig experts
as to what "costs" actually are. Becatise of the pressure to award contracts and begin prodimcti on, it is rarely if ever possible to take the
time to investigate these issues thoroughly and settle then on individual contracts. The result is usually a compromise-a compromise
determined more by the bargaining strength of the parties than by
the merits of their arguments. T he Government, facing sole-source
situations well over half the time, is often forced to concede important
points of principle because of a weak bargaining position and the
delay that would be incurred. Thus, without uniform accounting
standards, there is no real basis to determine costs.
Mr. Chairman, this is the point: The I)epartment of Defense spends
somewhere between $25 and $40 billion at year in procurements on
which there is no sound basis for determining costs.
Without uniform accoifitting standards you can spend years auditing a.contractors records and still not know his actual costs and profits. For example, in a 1963 Navy procurement a supplier provided
cost and prieig data which he certified was "based upon or compiled from the books and records of this company and is accurate to
the best of my knowledge and belief." However, the supplier did not
have an accoifing system that showed the costs of performing individual orders, and the cost and I)ricing inforiation to wlic he
supplier certified was not, based upon or compiled from his books or
records. Government auditors spent over a year reviewing the suppliers' books to try to determii
hlis actual costs, All in all there were
seven reports contining 11 different esti sites of the supplir's actual
costs. These estiniates differed by as much as 50 percent.
Because the contractor falsely certified to cost information in this
case, the Govertneiit is suing himi under the False Claiis Act. Althou~ghthe amount of money involved is relatively small-aboit $3001000-it. is a significant ease'in principle because 4t. will serve notice on
other contractors as to the. consequences of provdirlg false cost infor.
mation to the Government.
Mr. MAItON. The Department of Defense has taken them to court?
Admiral RtcKoviEU. The Justice Departmnlt "ishandling this case
for the Governmhent, Mr. CI. it
nIan. Frankly, I think thi4 is fortunate. If teiDepartmilt of Defense were directing the litigation, it
would probably arrange a compromise settlement with lie contractor
which would cloud th -'eal issue which is whether or not a contractor
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can get away with providing false information to the Governinefit. I
expect the Justice Department to take a strong stand. That is why I
am happy that they are handling the case. The Justice Departtment
is the Government's final resort in cases such as this. I am sure they
recognize the broad imtplichti6hs of this case: Its outcome will set a
standard for integrity in Government contracting matters.
If the Justice Department establishes through this case that contractors cannot get away with providing false data to the Government on defense contracts, that I)epartinent will provide a. great service to the taxpayers. If it does not, if it compromises or bargains away
the Government's position, then industry will know that hereafter
they can mislead Government contracting officers without fear of the
consequences. If they are caught, th small amoiiitt they are penalized
nay well be less than the overcharges the Government paid, and it
is probably tax deductible'anyway.
Mr. MAmoN. I will be interested to hear how this case is decided.
Go ahead, Admiral.
I Admiral RicKoviit. Let me emphasize, Mr. Chaiman1, that when I
speak of uniform accounting standards I am not. talking about a rigid
ystem that every contractor would be required to use. Opponents of
uniform accounting standards claim the Governint would dictate
how each company's clerks and bookkeepers should do their jobs. I
think the opponents know better than this; I think they are using this
7eduetio ad absitrdi,m, for rhetorical effect and not as a means of reasoned argume;it. However, if there is concern that the Goveriment ir
going to dictate bookkeeping practices, I want to set. the record
straight, I am not talking about regulations for bookkeeping or clerical matters. What I say is needed is a. set of standard principles by
Which contractor costs can he evaluated and measured: standard ptriliciples for the way overhead is charged, the way comlponett parts are
priced, the way inte rcompan
.y 11refits. are handled. At. present there are
no standards for these things in the defense industry: one man's cost
is it
inot0her 11an's profit.
'Here is an example that. came up recently. The Navy was buying
forging at a price of $175,000 from a large metal comptany-in fact,
it was the Internatoifnl Nickel Co., which I discussed a few mites
ago. When the Defense Contract Audit Agency tried to review the
com any's accounting records, the auditor could not determine the
profit on several manIuifacturing operations. Where he could calcite
profits, he found they were three times as high as those shown by
the company. Let me read from his report:
We are unable to calculate the rate of profit requested by the subcontrantor on
the base prlce of material phis extras, high tensile forgig, fine grai procepsltg.
and tensile testing. We (aleilhftd requested profit ratio[s] of 22.77 percent and
21.57 percent on proposed costs of machlfilhg and testing (exclusive of tensile
testing) resIpectively.

The company's proposal to the Government shows a profit of 7.5
percent on this work.
USE OF "(4ONERALLY

ACCEiIED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES"'

Under current procurement regulations, the contractor is required
to report cost and profit inforniition in accordance with "generally
accepted accountifiig principles.'? Perhaps those words look impressive
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at the bottom, of a flnaiM statelllofit or a stock prospectus. But I have
found in practice it is a hollow philse. "GenerAlly accepted accounting prineliles' in relat ion to Defense cointr Oig mean whittever
account:hig devices the contraetor wishes to use to increase or decrease
costs to his own advafta~e. llhese "generally accepted accotlfing
princil)es" need have no correlin with the prinijtlb1s thatt other
piles" the very
to be the
havecontract
they do not
use; employed
contractors
the Government.
withpici
his last
oneven
.onractor
same
The )efense Cotifrct Audit Agency'recently performed a sttdyat the request of the General Accoithig Offee-into the meaniig of
the phrase generallyy accepted accoutlting priiples.' The Depity
defensee Audit Agency discussed the results of the
Dir'ector of th
study last moflth:
I woild like to suliiiiaize our findiigs as to the attitude of the Board
oi generllly accepted accounting pvincllles. I feel -that this
Courts
and the
point Is both relevant and signiflcant because many views have been expressed
that these princilples tire alilororlitte and sufficient to ascertain contract costs
and that no other techniques, such as uniform cost accounting standards, are
either necessary or desirable. The matter of generally accepted accounting
princilles is also very Important because of the frequent reference to :this terni
in the current section XV of the Armed Services Procureinett Regulation. And
ASPIR. XV, although it any not have been very popular in the past, has become
an overnight favorite with many, coincident with -the iroporml for uniform cost
accounting stafiidtrds.
In terms of a significant and current expression of judicial attitude toward
generally accepted ac,!tountfilg principles, I would Invite your attention to U.S.
Steel Corp. v. U.. (court of claims) (367 F. 2d 399 (1966)), and quote the
following fromill the court's decision:
We note that one must look with some care and caution to "generally accepted
accounting principles" for aid in determining the allowability of costs to CPFF
(cost-pilus-fixed-fee) contracts. Such principles have evolved primarily out of
the need for rinielples of asset valuation Amd periodic Inollme measurement * * *
I
andtare not cost accounting in(hllples, but cost accounting concepts * * * [may
evolve out of them. The standard should not be automatically accepted for use
In the present context, come-what-nkay. Moreover, In many Instances, there may
little professional agreement as to what alternatives are the most reliable or
be
desirable.
In a sliillar vein, the following remarks on accounting principles were included In Lockheed Aircraft Corp. v. U.S. (court of claims) (375 F. 2d 786
"* * *

(1967)) :

This Is al extremely ditictlt cost accotlnhig lroblel, not because It Involve,s

a comnplicated fact situation, but because the standiRds [generally accepted accounting principles are Inconclusive * * *
'1t [tixed-prlce Incentive (clause of the contract I suggests that the standard of
allowability Is 'generally accepted aecohintig prihiilo and practices.'
"Ti. stiandird wolid be very helplil'if It provided a simple answer. Regrettestably Its vagteiless prevents that result. Tle pllalifffts expert witness
tified that [theI method wvas consistent with accepted accounting practice. Defendant's expert * * * testified that what light be a generally accepted accountlg lprin(tple for product-pricing tn a conitercial fiusnless should not be carried
over to contract-pricng in a mixed Government and collmercial business. We
have no doubt addltiditl witnesses could be produced to offer eumiltiftve testimony on ear'h side, only to leave the Istue In deadlock * * *
Our review suggested that the ASICA (Armed Services Board ofContract Apinattetive to the judicial views expressed from 1006 o1. In that
peals) was not
same yemr (ASPCA No. 1075) the Board stated: "Reference to 'generally accepted accounting prIhelples' Is of little assistance Inchoosing between two differing contentions, Neither theory appears to be beyond the pale of that broad statement of accounting acceptability; we have scarcely ever been cited to anything
that is."
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In a 1907 decision (ASBCA No. 12189) the Board observed that it regarded
generally accepted accounting principlAes "with appropriate caution" and, in a 1968
decision (ASBCOA No. 10918) it stated:
"Not only must one be cautious in applying generally accepted accounting prin.
ciples, but one -apparently must, be diligent indeed even to find such principles."
. Time does not permit citation of the numerous other judicial and quasi-judicial
decisions Which make it abundantly clear that, whatever significance "generally
accepted. accounting principles" may hold for accountants, they are not considered very significant by courts and administrative boards for decisionmaking
purposes.

Admiral RIoKovpR. This report makes it clear that we cannot get
a meaningful measure of contractor costs or profits as long as the only
for reporting costs and profits is "generally accepted accountcriterion
ingrinciples."
at iswhy uniform cost accounting standards are essential for use
on all negotiated defense contracts. I-estimate that uniform cost accounting principles would save the Governmient at least $2 billion per
year.
GAO STUDY OF UNIFORM COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

As is often the case, it was Congress, not the Department of Defense
or the General Accounting Office, that recognized the significance of
uniform standards. Last summer, Congress directed' the General 4ccounting Office to study the feasibility of uniform cost accounting
standards for dMfense contracts and to report its findings to Congress
by the end of 1969.
Mr. MAnON. Let me ask you about that study, Admiral. I am sure
you follow this project closely. What progress is the General AccountMg Office making?
Admiral RiCHovim. Frankly, Mr. Chairman, I am disappointed at
the'way the General Accounting Office has gone about it. For one thing,
they apparently did not consider this project very important. At the
beginnifig,, they only assigned one or two fulltime people to the studyuntil congressional pr'sure forced them to take the study more seriously. Moreover, tiey farmed out the study to industry, to accounting
associations, and others so that the General Accounting Office may
become a "coordinator" rather than a firm leader in developing and
testing uniform cost accounting standards.
V'rom the beginnng, I hae been concerned that the General Accounting Office was taking the wrong approach in this study; that they
may be tryingto determine-what principles would be acceptable to
the
defense
industry,
ratherbasis
thai for
determining
whatinintn..ost
standards ate connecessary
to Yrvide
a soUrld
effective and
tracting. They seem to be trying to-determine what Standards the de. fense
industry and the
accoiuutifts would.
like to see.
They
iidnstry
sent questionnaites
to profsional
over 2,000 representative
of piviate
asking foi their opinio6fs, Lterthey. distributed. som, sample cost
standards, and wanted to know, f the sample-Standards ,were "too
flexible ,too restrictive Io.
"aboi
it stikei nithat'thismay
Sight."
become sortoft a massive pdpul iity pbll- poll, I am afraid, thIt'
may
eoiftator.,
ows1
ommo
~j'rv~atte
hindust .ry.and mon professional acountants appear quite-satisfied
with theli, preaenti'ph.antsagorcid ,ccountihg bracti es.Accountants, have had cm4ttee o unformity simcelthe 180's blut with
a~tioThey
, <: ib
ha~e'wa~~e~l~mudh tm' nth6ilfuinosit.
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I imagine that some scholarly accounting "experts" will criticize
me for having the audacity to enter their private preserve. They will
say that laymen have no business becoming involved in this esoteric
filed--which only they are capable of understanding. But while they

were ensconced in their ivory towers, high above reality-their heads
in a fog-it was the laymen who had to raise the. issue, and it will have

to be the practical laymen in Congress who finally do something 'about

it.
Mr. MAHON. Have you spoken to the General Accounting Office

about this study ?
COflRESPONDENC"-WH-O~r4OLAER GE~NERAL~

Admiral Ricio1yi.
Yeg sir, I have Met Vith. the Comptroller General and his associ s and I have written him tic@ during the course
of the study tell'
him of my concern. I recommen ld that the General Accounti

Office conduct it "6wwn nvestigation, 'rcd that it de-

velop stand s that wolJ best serve th Governmeht's purposes
'
a
before they seek industzs cmm ts.
Mr. M aox. May we see those ettersAdm/irl? Could you give
them tou forthe
ord?
/
\
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I can see t gt much effort as gone Intb prepa .tion of this sgilestionnaire.
However, I am \oneerned withLQA_0s appro)ich to the study..I pfn particularly
concerned that t, questionnaire mati e
ysed'b
contractor to prove that
uniform cost accounting standards are infeasible.
Industry bias again such uniform standards is well lno wn. With the single
exception of Mr. J. S. _daman, the accounting ppmsion and defense con.
tractors were unanimously:ldop
ed to unifor
acst'accounting standards during the SenateBanking and.-Ourre~fy~-COMMlttee hearings last June, prior to
passage of Public Law. W-870, TherefQre, it is obvious that industry will not
.agree to estail.!isng uniform standards. of accounting-because Industry thanks
It iS not In its Interest to do so,.
I question the usefulness o6f sendng a questlonnaire to contractors to obtain
faitual Info iabion on how, cost ,are charged on Government, contracts. I 'be.
1ev. that GOA sho
obtain whatever actual: information it needs from De.
,pertmentof Detgnse and GAO auditors In'the field, rather than by relying on In.
Iormation, volO,.nt
by industry. The Logistics Management Institute, profit
study has been widely criticized, because it was based on unverified data volun.
teered, by Industry. ithe GAO should guard against similar shortcomings in its
i Y appears to me that GAO has chosen to first answer the 4uestlon,,"6What kind
o standards 4oe Industry consider feasbe?, In my. oilnion, GAO should deter.
t ine what the Government needeat r thin
what Industry will offer,
1 suggest that GAO,, working with the Department of Defense and the Bureau
~f the Budget, fi'st, det:erm~ne iwhattandards Would meet. the. Governments ob.

jeciva
o ot.~ig,aMeaningful: blip for contract :pricing,'

Once "this has',been
Z ,tie
L d, lndupry comm§eyts on tneasibility of Such standards
can be ob/t
d In 'this tgare4, I Iteve t
ot nte tOovernMett auditor should review
awl~couiim~ t on ea
contractor's-re.pon~e!so
,
tiat GAO can have adequate In-qrnmaton. o Properly evaluateit, Had,1 gset out
o
. establish technical standards
Or 1Navaj |hg 0 0components b
us what standards they
by asktIn
askiindustry
they considered

4 ,r . :

,'

.

"
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feasible, we would not today have our present high standards for nuclear cores,
nuclear valves, nuclear pressure vessels, nuclear welding, and many other stand.
ards for manufacturing nuclear components. Industry initially considered nearly all of these standards infeasible. However, I started by defining what tile
Government needed. Then, I asked industry why they could not meet the Govern.
ment's standards. As it turned out, they could and did.
As one of many examples: one of the leading technical societies has, for many
years, established its codes for the manufacture of equipment by obtaining alcon.
sensus of industry representatives. As a result, the standards adopted were influenced more by what industry was willing to do than by technical and safety
requirements, although the latter were the basic reasons for developing the codlifled standards. As a result of incidents, there Is now underway an effort to correct this situation.
I have testified that the lack of uniform standards of accounting is today the
most serious deficiency in Government procurement and costs the Government
many millions of dollars unnecessarily. Without uniform standards the Truth-in.
Negotiations Act and the Renegotiation Act cannot be effective in protecting tile
taxpayer against overpriced defense contracts. I believe that this deficiency is
deserving of your personal attention and that you would do your agency great
credit by establishing such standards, I know of the opposition you will face, but
I also know that you are resolute In action.
I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on your study. If I enn
be of further assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely,
U. 0t. RioK'OVE,.

Hon, BLUER 13. STAATS,

U.S. ATOMIO ENERGY COMMISSION,
Washigton, D.C., March. 26, 19609.

Comptroller General of the United States,
U.S. General Accounting Offoe, Washington., P.O.
DEAR MR. STAATS: During our meeting of January 2, 1969, you asked for a
'stateneat concerning areas of accounting that have been most troublesome to
me in procuring components for nuclear-powered ships. Your letter of January 6,
1969, further requested my comments on several specific problem areas in accountIng for costs on Government contracts. This letter responds to both requests.
The Department of Defense (DOD) spends about $45 billion a year for inilitary procurement. Of this amount, about $5 billion is spent in formally advertised, competitive.0ontracts. The remainder, $40 billion, is spent in negotiated
procurements, :Negotiated procurements are not truly cohipetitiVe--more than
half of them are-eole source. It is in this area of 'noncompetitive or negotiated
Procurement tht the Government encounters great difficulty because there are
no ,uniform stathdads for determilhing costs. No group in industry, the Governmnt,or the accounting profession, all of whom 'have a vital interest in eqtitable
contractor costing practices, have thug far seen fit to develop a set of specific
standards to be folloWed Whidh can be understood and be relied upon.
"In' the absence Of 'trhe eompetition, the Governihent must 'rely On contractor
cost estimates and cost records in pricing its contracts. However under today's
Prdcuretaent rules, it, i 'irtmialliyto~sible to discover 'wht it cobtS to mnnu.
faeturedefense equipment and whatp'ofit industry makes iti
prodlcing it-ifuless
'months 're'spent' reen~tru4tttg Suppiet's' bookS. Government offilas repeatedly
'face'the'HobSon's 0hoie of delayltig ii 6tAthvWrk 'to tinalye thorbttghly hnd
iegotliate Osts orplacing the contract Withotit 'undtrstanding fully 'the basis for
, As
;thepast severl yeats Iyoti',knowIor
i testimolfy b~f&'e, VariOus Cngressional committees, I have cited numerous examples of the difficulties i,havO
be~auise :there
Are no
'of acebifnting
costs.
•eieb~te'
,danenginebttyitg
to 1uktti
an nifOrm
'iititx[rttt taidards
GbvOrnment
togtanm, it for
is important that Icost
I hav4 'reliable
infbkiat Wa
o:availluble,"to
lSt me ,i makihg
deelsli6nsl-ot' only' "ith repeat 'to tin iilil#Idhal c'd ctr,'but hs'a baris "for
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its 100 percent in 1 year depending on which of the approved methods
of depreciation lie chooses. He can lilde additional'profits in material costs. or
overcharge the Government by the way lie allocates overhead costs. The principles are so general tid have so many loopholes that contractors have almost
imllhilted flexibility in assigning costa to Governnent contracts. As a result,
cost comparisons, even between firms in the samie Industry, are ;nerally meanItgless. Further, contractors call change their accounting systems so that reported costs for identical work by the same contractor on two different contracts
are not directly comparable, In testimony before the Joint Economic Committee
on November 14, 1908, I stated:
"Other General Accounting Office reports indicate sonic of the problems encountered under the Armed Services Procurement Regulation cost principles. In
one case, the General Accounting Office reviewed the cost of bidding and related
technical efforts charged to Department of Defense and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration coltrects. Let me read sone excerpts from the General Accounting Office report:
"'Paragraph 15-205.8 of Armed Hervices Procurement Regulation defines the.
bidding costs * * *. However, If the contractor's established practice is to treat
bidding costs by some other method (than defined in ASPRt1r;-205.3), the results
obtained may be accepted only if found to be reasonable and eqdtitable.
"'Although the cognizant (Government) auditor has questioned a significant
portion of the bidding and related costs claimined * * * in recent years, the Government negotiator has allowed vivtually all such costs.
"'DOD has not provided auditing and contracting officials with specific guidelines for implementing tile bidding cost provision, and these officials, as well
Jiitich

as cont'actors., must Interpret the biddingg cost" lprovimiomi only by the general
temins of tile "reasonableniems" provision (of ASPII).

"In another case, the General Accounting Office reviewed selected overhead
costs charged to Go'vernment contracts. Let me read some statements from
that report :
"'The Armed Services Procurement Regulation generally requires that allowable indirect costs In cost-reimbursable-type contracts be reasonable * * *.
"'The ASPR offers no specific guidelines covering the allocation of plant maintenance and occupancy costs 0
"The allocation of building maintenance and occupancy costs on the one-roof
basis is only one of several acceptable accounting practices. In our opinilo, however, this method is not acceptable when it results in costs being assigned to
operations to which they are not aplplicable and, Particularly, where an alternatiVe method would produce a more equitable cost distribution.'
"In another case, the General Accounting Office also reviewed ,reimbursement.
of certain' overhead costs under cost-type contracts. The following are excerpts
from the reply to this report:
"'The report states that (the contractor) was improperly reimbursed for certain overhead costs incurred during 1959 and' 1060 in the amount of $05,000.
The report considers that these costs were not allowable under the applicable
cost principles in the Armed Serices Procurement Regulation. Specifically, the
report hold that the Air Force should not, have approved the paymentof $30,000
of administrative costs related to the contractor's advertising department, $48,000
of administrative costs associated with the contractor's partlcipatlon In certain
exhibitions, and $11,000 of costs associated with the financing of the contractor's
operations.
"'We believe that your findings and conclusions as set forth above are not
correct. You. impl .or state that! the costs in question were unallowable. under
the applicable ASPR cost principles; The fact of the matter is that the applicable
ASPR provisions were silent is to the specific allowability of these costs and
hnece were subject' to'consideration under the general ASPR principles of reason4bleness and allocability. This being the case, 'the treatment of'these costs were
a matter of judgment for the duly authorized Government official; inanely, the
aidminilstrative contracting officer at the ** plant **
You know of my objections to the GAO's, present approach to the study of
(11 feasiblity'of uniform cost accounting standards. As I statedin -my Deceiber
11, .1968, lt ter' to you, anid as 'I ,reiterated In our January 2. 1909, m6eling, circuliting i 'questioihaire'to" obtain 'industry comments and options. as. to. the
feasibility of developing uniform cost accounting standards can only. Confirm
the already' well-documented opposition by industry to such standards-especially since the proposed standards are still undefined. In my opinion, the Gen-
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eral Accounting Office should first determine what the Government needs and
then determine if any reason exists why industry cannot meet these needs.
In your January 0 letter you request my advice on six specific cost accounting
areas, I understand these are difficult areas that have been debated by professional accountants for years without resolution. As an engineer, I am interested
in such accounting matters only from the standpoint of their effect on the true
cost of products or services I must buy for Government programs. Simply stated,
I want to know what an article costs with some assurance that the costs have
been determined according to uniform criteria that are consistently applied.
I will not profess that an engineer can resolve the difficult questions that
have for years concerned -the accounting profession both in Industry and Governmont. However, in response to your request, I have set down in an enclosure
to this letter some of my thoughts concerning the six specific cost accounting
areas Identified in your letter,
There are two other problems related to the question of uniform cost accounting standards which should be dealt with by the General Accounting Office. The
first is that DOD procurement regulations do not require defense contractors
to keep meaningful cost records for work under negotiated firm fixed-price contracts. More than half of all negotiated procurements are firm fixed-price contracts. Many of them are large contracts for complex military equipment for,
which there ts little or no competition. Often they are repeat orders so the need
to know actual costs incurred on prior orders for similar equipment is obvious.
Yet Under present regulations defense contractors are free to decide what records
will be kept. The records he keeps may be incomplete, or he may keep no cost
records at all. The following extract is also from my November 14, 1908, testimony before the Joint Economic Committee:
"I mentioned earlier that a contractor can change his accounting system at
will. This is another major loophole in defense procurement regulations-the
absence of definitive requirements that contractors maintain meaningful ac.
counting records. Generally, contractors are only required to maintain an accounting system' conforming to the vague standard of 'generally accepted accounting
principles.'
"The General Accounting Office has the right to examine books and records
pertaining directly to performance of any Government contract over $2,500
f0b a period of 8 years after completion of work. However, there is no requirement that contractors' books and records show the cost of this work. This is
tantamount to having a season ticket to a theater where the curtain never
rises.
"The Department of Defense requires that contractors maintain books and
records to show the cost of performing certain types of orders, but this, requirement does not pertain to firm fixed-price contracts-55 percent of defense
procurement.
"oThese loopholes confront the Government with an endless variety of accounti ng systems for allocating costs to Government work, The Government* has
neither the time nor the personnel for full investigation of costs."
To help remedy this problem, I recommend that DOD contractors be required
to keep meaningful books and records of actual costs for any negotiated contract over $100,000.
The second problem related to the question of uniform accounting
standards
is that there is no firm standard for determining which costs DOD allows under
negotiated fixed-price-type contracts, There are rules pertaining to the allowability of specific costs under cost-type contracts in section XV of the Armed
SerVices Procurement Regulation (ASPR). However, ASPR states that these
rules are only a "guide" for determining costs Under fixed-price-type contracts.
DOD contracting officers try to apply the ASPR section XV rules; however,
DOD contractors argue that, because ASPR section XV is only a "guide," no
cost is unallowable under a fixed-price contract. As a result, each contracting
officer, sets his own standards. Which, costs he allows depends on his personal
opinion,- his negotiating skill and the strength' of his bargaining position. Costs
disallowed by one contracting officer may be allowed by another. Costs such as
bad debt expense or interest expense which are not allowed under cost-type
contracts :are often accepted under fixed-prlce contracts. The following is anexert from
gFther
the Joint Economic Committee hearings on November
14, 1908-:
"
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Chairman PnoxminRE. Admiral, I thought the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation specifies cost principles for Government contracts. Would you please
explain tis?
"Admiral RIoxovFit. The Armed Services Procurement Regulation cost principles apply only to cost-rtlibursenaent-type contracts. These cost principles
deny certain costs, such as advertising expenses and bad debt expenses that
have been determined as a matter of Government policy to be llippr6prlate for
Government contracts. However, these principles do not apply to lirm-fixed-price
and fixed-price-incentive-type contracts, which together constitute more than 75
percent of defense procurement. The Armed Services Procurelent Regulation
states that its cost standards are only "guides" in fixed-price contracting. Contractors interpret this to mean that all costs are allowable under fixed-price contracts. Dr. Howard Wright, in 'Accounting for Defense Contracts,' states speclfically 'No cost is unallowable under fixed-price contracts.'"
"Let me read some of his suggestions from a section entitled, 'Ten Ways to
Maximize Profits,' * * *
"'For cost-type contracts determine if alternate treatment of an item may
permit it to be allowable. For example, some entertainment costs might more
accurately be classified as travel or employee moral expense * * *.'"
"'Contributions to educational institutions are unallowable. However, if the
purpose of the contribution is to underwrite losses incurred by the institution in
offering courses to the contractor's employees, a lump-sum contract with tile
institution will accomplish tile same objective and will be allowable.' "
"'Avoid stock options and deferred compensation devices. Substitute higher
salaries and fringe benefits that are allowable.'"
In my opinion, cost allowances should not depend on whether a fixed-price or
a cost-type contract is involved. DOD procurement practices could be improved
substantially if the cost principles of ASPR, section XV were made mandatory
for all defense contracts,
The General Accounting Office could take Immediate action with the DOD to
require that meaningful accounting records be maintained on all negotiated
contracts over $100,000 and that ASPR, section XV be made mandatory for all
negoitated defense contracts. I urge that this be done promptly.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on your study of uniform cost accounting standards. The study involves complex issues. However, in my opinion,
the General Accounting Office, as the Government's accounting expert, should
begin by establishing such standards now. If it does not, Government personnel
will be forced to continue devising their own standards on a case-by-case basis
as best they can in the face of intensive pressure from contractors. This, in my
opinion, is not in the public interest.
If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
With continued assurance of my high regard,
H.. R rOiOV m.
Sincerely,
Enclosure: As stated above.
GAO queott: ASPR section XV, in effect, allows as a charge to Defense contracts any amounts based on property costs and useful lives permitted by the
Internal Revenue Service as long as the depreciation method and resulting rates
are consistently applied. Do you feel that depreciation allowances should reflect
the use of the services of the asset and not be influenced by tax benefits available
under Internal Revenue Service regulations or other considerations? What guidelines would you suggest for Government contract purposes?
Comments: Present DOD and Internal Revenue Service rules permit widely
varying depreciation charges for the same item. The contractor has complete
license in deciding which method to use. He may use one method for tax pullposes, another method for reportfig to stockholders, and still another method for
charging costs on Government contracts.
The method of depreciation used can have a significant effect on a company's
cost and profit reports. The Wall Street Journal recently ran a story about the
9-month earnings report of a large defense contractor, which had changed its
depreciation accounting method. The story said:
"The Federal income tax surcharge reduced 9-month earnings by 15 cents a
share. But this was more than offset by a change in depreciation accounting which
added about 22 cents a share to earnings."
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Depreciation charges can be tlsed Just t; effectively to reduce reported profits.

This is shown by a simplified depreciation schedilo for $8 million nit iulpinett
on all assumed 8-year depreciable life, using three depreciation methods 1)er.
fitted under DODl and Internal Revenue Service rules:
CHARGES FOR DEPRECIATION OF $8,000,000 IN 8 YEARS

Year

ISt
........................................

....
............

2d ........................................................
3d .......................................................
4th ..................................
.......................
6h ......................................................
6th
] ... ......... ....... -i
........ .
71..................................................
.. .. ......
.....................................
Total
......................................................

Onuble
declining
balance
method
(25 percent)

Sum of the
years-digits
method

Stralghtline
method

$2,000.000

$1,780,000

$1,000.000

8,000,000

8,000,000

1, 500,000
,15, 000
843,000
'633,000
V3 000
33.000
633,000

1,555,000
1.333,000
1.110, 000
890,000
666,000
444.000
222,000

I, 000,000
1,000,000
:.000. 000
1.000,000
1.000°000
,000,000
0 0, 0
1.000.000
8,000,000

kAssume switching to stralght-llne method at 51h year.

This schedule shows how a contractor can clai(ln depreciation ,el of ef)('ither
$1 million of $2 million ilthe first year-a dliffereince of 100tperceut-deItl't4dtiint
on whether he ch(oses to use straight-line depreclatioi or doible-deelitlit g billance. In tile second year the difference between the methods would Ie $500,000,

and so on.

The large initial dliffet el(,em Ii (el1reditioo'l large(ld between tile ntiLtholls 8shvil
above may be acceptable for income tax purposes as an Investment Incentive.
Also, ;the total taxes laid may equalize in the long run, Tbese Imtg-ttrtn con.
siderations cannot be applied to contract pricing, however. Contract pricing requires an accurate determination of costs in the short term---over the life of tMe
contract. It has bweni a long-establitlhed position of tilt Gteneral Accoutintg 0111(-,
that eacl contract should be selarately priced without regard to lpr)llts or ls05s(i
of other contracts. Contractors may l)rofit to tie extent that de))recl tifol (lll rged
to a particular Government contract exceeds tile actual depreciation of the as.sget
on that contract. li the case of deltreclation, as th many other (osts, tile rules
adopted for contract pricing are rules designed for other purposes. Ineotue tax
rules may not be acceptable for contract pricing.
It seems to me that, from a cost standpoint, the most simple and e(iltable
depreciation method for both Industry and Government is the straiglit line
method. Under this method, assuming accurate estimates of the useful ecolionlic
life of an asset, the asset cost is amortized over that life without the distortion
that results through use of accelerated methods which have come Into practice
for other purposes. The situation could be Improved considerably If contt04ft61,s
were required to use--in words from your questionnaire-that method of d.
preelation "which most closely approximates the actual consumption of the nsset
rather than one preferred for Its tax benefits or for financial reporting
considerations."
2. COSTING OF MATERIALS ISSUEs I"ItOM IN'ENTOUTIES
0.40 qestion: There are varying methods used by contractors of pritig wintertals Issued front stock to be used on Government contra(,ts ; that Is, last in,
firt'out (LIFO) method, first in, first out (1IFiO) method, and the average cost
lettheo, to name a few. Do you find nonconforinIty in tile pricing of materials
Issued frohu stock to be a significant l'roblei In
Inegotintlig and administering
Vontraqts and, If so, what suggestions do you have as to the way to arrive at
tkrealistlc sOlolin?
.... yonatutWnts: Utnder today's rules, contractors have great flexibility in declding
how mnterlals sh001 be charged to Governmtent contracts, They may purchase
yiaterials directly !or the contract or they may use materl issued through lin.
y.,tory accoutit.
fnd that tlie method of pricing materials issued through inA
V6entory accounts can result in widely varying charges for the sante Item. Th
following Is a simplified illustration :
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Contractor A acquires five itenis front Inventory driving a period of i'king
prices:
$100
unit------------------------------ll1I- i' t
Third

uiti -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 120

ThI .4II
otI'nvtor, tlN(1'$ soiie of theseM( itt'tis III the pe(rforlnlinee of at (loverilnhenti
t e(((Jtd
tn('tiotis
(1)111 'uI('t. TheI( coJst to te (Ioveri'tl~(bit tlidet' three generally aveY
Of' 11i'-10119 tl111lt('lftl ivtit
1t4 d l 1115
follow'S
Cost to the Governent
iflIte
lin)
It4 Items
are used
Isused
1st In,I1st out method .................................................
........ .. ............. ........ ......
Average cost method.....
Last In,1st out method.................................................

$100

120
140

$460

480
500

To tietet'ntltte the extent to Wihet thle (loi'ea'tunient itny he over('itarged through
wootit rioitiire it dt'ttalied study by the IDeparitmtent of
Defense 0o'lte (Ueeral Aceoun~ting 0111ce. 1lowever, tilt f'olioWiig 15 qutoted 1't'oni
it mIeliIt(ti~lI 3)1'Qjilredi by the Chief Aceotintant oJf tihe Secuities iad I'oxechange
Conuailssion III response to atrequest o1f thle H ouse Interstate 1111(Foreign ('onIinerce Conitni ttee, fit Iteiary 190J4:
1'8oiule areast of' a((itcoll tt Ig %v'her' ttltel'iative lpl'tcti(,s'('0111 p'otitice material ly
dift'eit results under goni''lliy ateejtetl avetotlinting pi11lcpies tare (hitieIld In
the f'ollowifng para'tgrapllhs:

Nuu'h acolilt-Itntg pratltc(s

"4It Is reatdily recognize that itA Iligle nlletilo(i of Val1ittonl i. not stiitable for all
Industries or for till c'ompatnies withintile Hait(, Idutstry. The best known titternatives perhaps tire 'first in, first (Jilt' ( FIFO) tiit 'last ti, first out' (lAIN),
t
tll~itigaition for the latter to he w~fiel ac'ep~tedl for litcomue
and
It took s5ni di0
tttx purposes. This Iiethodi afford.4 it tax ibenefit but one( of' tile coni(Itions of its use
is4 that tue UPIN) liveitoryu he re'flectedtlin tile books.. As tile use of' LI 100 was extended It attaintedi tile staltus of general tl('(epttflce while PIP retained that
status.

"ConISIStent tUlicntionI ofLeithe~r method Is c(Jnsidored al~propritite fit reporting
ti~ip results of vpertu,tions, Ftailur'e to dhiscloJse tile m~ethlod used deprives the( inI;'Ostor of signitlatit Inlformaitionl; client, rulle 5-02-6(b) oJf regulator S-X reC-

qu~ires tile disclosiii'e. Contiinued use of' 14FQ In periods of rising price levels re,
sits Init'll illeretily eoliservativ'e vi'tthtion of tIPe Invenltor.%, in thle bittiep
olmeet w.1'hidi ttilmti35 shld~t rc('(gtli'A when inttkig coilpttei$ons between Collnpanldes wil hav ad1VOt(opted 14 1F0 tit widely differenOtt ties or between LIFO and(
F110 ('ompatiles. Thto accounting staff of thle Coil) ission and1( some) puihie a(.'ointatttls enc(oul'age colipanles usming LIFO to disclose In footnotes tile Inventor,%
vallies oil ai current basiss"
Theo pm'itichI enluncited il til above ineitiol'alldiii is disclosure. Th'ie Securitiea
anti IMx'llalge Coiuisslon considers thatt contrtictors should identify the niethod
usged till(l, if the "last inI, first out"? method. Is being followed, that tile, results using11
valiteR onl it c'i'rett basis should also be shown. For conltract p)ricing Ilurposes,
the Government should adolt is Its stan~d4Uvl, tile method -or,illetlods wh'ill most
Closely approximaite flet'ttl cost. Contractors should te. required to disclose aild
justify anly other' nietliod of charging Materials, sutch as "last In, first out," and to
Identify any difference between tliei comt to tile, Governtment under suitli 11(4110(1
and t6e actual cost to tihe contractor.
.4. ItESEARCIT AND) 1)EVMEI1.lNT COSTS
GAO qnlu'hn.: From all engine~erinlg and, Mcendtile standtpoit, Is- It jiossiblt, to
dlistingish aliolig basic research, applied research, bid aild proposal expenses.
an it~odtict development to fl sufficient degree to permit development, 1 ld tip1plicatioll of ullifOrln t'ost ic'coiuntig stanldards fil these areas? To what extent, tin your
35-202-09-pt. 0-58
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opinion, should the Government support a contractor's independent research and
development costs? What are your views on the Department of Defense's current
efforts to adopt the standard of supporting independent research and development
costs based on the levels of such efforts maintained in prior years with allowance
for some growth or expansion of effort? Should all research and development
costs be expenses as incurred or should certain types, for example, product development, be capitalized and written off against potential future products?
Should the costs of a particular contract bear any portion of bid and proposal
expense for (a) successful bids, and (b) unsuccessful bids?
7omment8: The GAO question mixes the problem of allowability of certain
costs with the problem of developing standards of accounting. My understanding
is that your present study is directed to the feasibility of establishing uniform
standards of -accounting for these costs. The GAO recently issued a report on the
allowability of contractor bid and proposal expenses and is presently engaged
in reviewing the question of allowability of contractor independent research and
development.
With respect to the feasibility of developing a uniform standard of accounting for contractor independent research and development work, I understand the
Federal Power Commission recently ruled that certain of these costs in the electric and gas utility industry should be capitalized and amortized over a 10-year
period. The Federal Power Commission is thus moving in the direction of establishing a standard for such costs.
My own views are as follows. Each year the DOD spends directly about $8
billion for its own research and development programs. In addition, the Department of Defense pays in overhead charges on defense contracts about $300 million a year for independent research and development work by defense contractors. This independent research and development work is performed without
any Government direction or control. Under current procedures, the Department
of Defense does not get any rights to technical data and Inventions resulting from
the independent research and development work of its contractors even though
in some cases the Department of Defense may be paying the major portion of the
cost of such work.
Contractors, under their independent research and development programs, can
undertake whatever research or engineering development work they choose. Such
work may be directed toward a specific objective such as development of a new
product or solution of a particular problem, or it may be general research, The
Department of Defense accepts the cost of such work in overhead on the theory
that defense work benefits from new ideas developed by contractors under independent research and development programs. Of course, contractors for years
have benefited from Government-financed research and development contracts
without participating in the cost of such work. In fact they have been paid a
profit to perform such work for the Government.
Under present practices, the Department of Defense has no way of knowing
whether the benefits it receives from contractor independent research and
development are worth the cost paid in overhead on defense contracts. In my
opinion, a far better practice would be for the Department of Defense to contract
directly for that portion of a company's independent research and development program which it chooses to support.
The Government pays directly for its own research and development programs.
Contractor independent research and development programs may or may not
be of sufficient value to warrant Government support, I consider that the
Government should be able to decide whether or not it will participate in a
contractor's independent research and development and the extent of such
participation. If the Government desires to participate in a particular contractor-sponsored independent research and development program, it should arrange
for such participation by means of a direct contract with the company involved,
not through overhead charges on defense contracts, All other contractor research
and development work should not be allowed as cost on Government contracts.
Such work should be paid from profits.
4. INTRACOMPANY TBANSnRS

GAO quwstion: Companies differ in their pricing of materials, products, and
services transferred between divisions, and affiliates of the company performing
a Government contract. Among the methods of pricing such transfers are cost,
cost plus a markup, catalog prices, and prices said to be competitive without disclosure as to cost and markup. What suggestions do you have as to the appro-
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priate method of pricing intracompany transfers? What suggestions do you have
for developing standards to apply in different situations?
Comments: ASPR, section 15-205.22(e) provides that allowance for all materials supplies, and services which are sold or transferred between any division,
subsidiary, or affiliate of the contractor under a common control shall be on
the basis of cost except when the transfer is based on an "established catalog
or market price of commercial items sold In substantial quantities to the general
public," or it is the result 'of "adequate price competition." Hlowever, this section is only a "guide" on fixed-price contractors. It has been my experience
that this "guido" is honored more in the breach than in the observance.
For example, the Naval Ship Systems Command is presently negotiating a
multimillion-doilar, fixed-price contract with one division---call it division A-of
a large defense contractor. This division requested a 20-percent profit on its
estimated costs, But the contractor's price actually includes more than a 20percent profit-because he has additional profits hidden in his "costs" for subcontracted work. In this case, a significant portion of the work will be performed
by another division of the same company, division B, which is charging 83-percent profit on its work. Since division A adds its 20-percent profit to division B's
price, the Government ends up paying profit on the contractor's own profit, This
means an increased price to the Government, and a profit to the company that Is
nuch higher than the 20 percent identified in its proposal.
The Government may be forced to accept the contractor's pyramid of profits
because there is no real competition for this work. The Navy may have no
remedy in the defense procurement regulations, because the contractor argues
that the cost principles in ASPR section 15-205.22(e) do not apply to fixed-price
contracts.
I consider that ASP section 15-205.22(e), as well as the other cost principles
In ASPR, should be mandatory for all negotiated fixed-price defense contracts.
In addition, accounting standards should require that profits on intracomlpany
transfers be identified in contractors' books and proposals as profit rather than
as costs.
5. ALLOCATION

OP

OVERHEAD

GAO Question: This is, perhaps, the most difficult cost accounting area the
Government will encounter in developing "uniform cost accounting standards."
Our present thinking is that any standards adopted should embrace the concept
of allocating indirect costs on a basis which shows a high correlation with their
contribution to the contract, product, or activity. There should be homogeneity
in the content of overhead pools. Thus, significant freight and material handling
costs could not logically be included in an overhead pool having a significant
content of personnel-relate expenses such as overtime shift premiums, personnel
management expenses, and like, which in turn is to be allocated on a direct labor
hours or direct labor dollars basis. In your testimony before the House Banking
and Currency Committee, you stated: "Large additional profits can easily be
hidden just by the way overhead is charged, how component parts are priced, or

how Intracompany profits are handled." It would help us In our study, if you
were to furnish us with the details of some of your experiences which prompted
you to make the above statement. We would appreciate any suggestions which

you may have as to the pitfalls to be avoided in time accumulation and allocation
of indirect expenses.
Comments: The abuse Jn allocation of overhead costs is twofold. First is the
problem of how costs should be divided between overhead and direct charges.
Second is the problem of how overhead costs are distributed to contracts.
To illustrate the first problem, the following is quoted from a Government
audit report on a multhmillion-dollar negotiated fixed-price contract currently
being negotiated with a large defense contractor:
"It is to be noted that (contractor) has proposed deviations from its normal
accounting procedures. (Contractor) has proposed costs normally considered to
be of an indirect nature as direct charges; however, no adjustments have been
made by (contractor) to eliminate similar charges in the overhead rates pro.
posed. This office is of the opinion that this deviation would result in the inequitable allocation of costs to the (proposed contract), and we have questioned
costs accordingly."
In this case, the contractor intends to charge, as direct costs, work that he
normally charges to overhead. By manipulating costs in this manner, the contractor can show higher costs, obtain a higher price, and thereby realize greater
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profits. When it is to the contractor's advantage, lie charges these costs to
overhead; when it is not, they become direct costs.
In this 'case, there Is no real competition so the Government will have to
negotliAte the best price it call under the circumstances. I expect the Government will have to accept the contractor's new method of charging and -accoiting for costs on this order. If so, cost information on this order will not be
comparable to cost information on other Government orders, past or future.
The Government may never know the true costs and profits.
The second* problem is distribution of overhead costs. Contractors have considerable license In this area, For example, if a contractor finds he can allocate
a larger portion of his indirect costs to Government contracts by changing
the bases used in allocating these costs or by grouping his indirect costs to
make new overhead cost pools, he has considerable latitude to do so. As the
work at a given plant or a particular department changes, contractors can agail
change their method of allocating indirect costs and thereby alter tile cost of work
on Government contracts. Under these circumstances, it becomes difficult, if not
impossible, to determine whether Government contracts are being overcharged.
In the absence of any definitive standards, tile Government is placed in the position of having to rely on its auditors to find and disclose these situations.
The GAO questions suggests two concepts which would be helpful in dealing
with this problem. The first is the concept that overhead costs must be allocated
on a basis which shows a high correlation with the contract, product, or activity.
The second concept is that there should be homogeneity in the content of overhead pools.
0. MAINTENANCE EXPI.NSI
GAO Quo8tlon: Maintenance expense is another area where it may be difficult
to prescribe standards that will be uniformly applied. In your testimony you
stated: "It is here (overhead) that companies use much ingenuity in making
expenditures for plant repairs and rearrangements, tools, and manufacturing
control techniques, computer programs, and other items-items which can be
charged to overhead but which actually serve to improve a company's commercial
capability." What suggestions do you have for writing a standard that will
provide effective guidelines for: distinguishing between normal maintenance
capitalized as additions or betterments and depreciated or amortized over future
periods? Can such guidelines be specific, or must they necessarily be general in
nature?
I7ommea-t: In the absence of specific accounting standards, contractors have
great flexibility in deciding what they charge as maintenance expense. In some
cases, contractors have, classified as "maintenance expense," long-term Improvements such as new equipment, plant rearrangements, plant modernization, etc.
Further, contractors may time such work so that as much as possible of the
costs can be charged to Government contracts. In this manner, Government contracts pay the cost of work wbich will benefit the contractor in future years,
,I suggest that these two concepts be the basis for an accounting standard which
als0 requires consistent classification and consistent methods of allocating such
costs throughout a particular company.
* Because the Department of Defense has no firm guidelines for maintenance
ex~ienise,
ccounting practices s vary fr6m contractor*to contractor. For example,
I found that; under one large defense contractor's accounting i)ractices, building
maintenance work under $5Q,000 which does not involve replacing a "complete
system" was charged, s an expense to current contracts. Another large defense
contractor charged oily maintenance work under $100 to current expense. A third
coPtny charged to current expense anything which did not result in "a bettermietto,
tojhe property or a substantial extension of the life of the property."
he following example shows how the replacement of a $5,000 electrical trans.
fort~er ip'a contractor's plant might be changed under the accounting practices
of each ofthese three firms:
}()! 'inipany' A would charge the $5,000 as expense against current contracts 4eciuse the transformer cost less than $50,000 and did n)ot constitute a
(b) Comppl)y i. would charge the $5,000 to contracts over a period of
years because tho'transformer cost moke than $100.
1 (0) qCmpany 0 might charge this cost either Way depending on whether
or not company C cosldered that replacement of the transformerresulted
iI~a, ~Oubstiintfi betterment of tilbuilding or a substantial extension of the
'life oif the'property."
1
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Withoiit a uniform standlard, it is almost nlpossible for Government personnel
to deterlline Whilt Istill accePtitble charge to a Governnent contract. Iii one case,
it(ontractor for several years charged ites such as large machine tools, trucks,
and parking lots as a current expense to Government contracts, although Gor'ernmllt officlals had determnifed hils accounting system to be "In accordance with
generally accepted accotitltilg princlples."
There are various categories of maintentince expense, such as housekeeping,
repairs to plant and eoiiiJliefit, rearrangements, etc. I believe tihe Government
could establish deflnitive rlles for eacli of these categories.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO GENERAL ACCOTN.TINO

OFFICE

Ai'. MAHON. What happened il your meetings with the General Accounting Office Study Group?
Admfi'al RiCKOVjM. My staff and I showed the General Accotiting

Office numerous papers and records from our files to illustrate the
problems we encounter on itdaily basis. We told them about specific
cases, one after another, showing what happens when there are no lliform standards for costs and profits.
Mr. MA HON.You gave them specific examples?
Admitral RICKOVER. Yes, sir. I told them about oie case involving a
large subcontract with a sole source supplier for submarine filters. The
supplier refused to keep accounting records that would show the cost
of manufacturing the filters so there was no way to determine whether

his quoted prices were reasonable. The Navy contracting officer responsible for the equipment wrote: "With (the supplier's) present accounting system there is no way to tell what costs o profits are realized on
a particular order."
Nonetheless, the Navy had no choice but to continue buying filters
from this contractor in order to meet urgent requirements. The Navy
even offered to pay all the cost required to set up an appropriate accounting system just to find out what these filters cost to manufacture.
But the contractor, who preferred his own nonaccot fiting system. did
not accept the Navy's offer until after some $750,000 worth of filters
had been ordered and were too far along in production to allow adequate tracing of costs.
I also showed the General Accounting Office my files on a $6.5 million procurement with one of the five largest defense contractors. The
Defense Contract Audit Agency noted that the firm was changing its
accounting system. and would not use the same accounting methods
employed on previous Navy contracts. The auditor said, "1 * * thb
subcontractor has proposed deviations from its normal accounting
procedures. * * * This office is of the opinion that this deviation
would result in the inequitable allocation of costs. * * *" Since there
are no uniform standards for cost accounting, the company can make
these deviations, ilspite of the inequities that may result.
If re hadllA1i day for this, Mr.Chairman, I could go on and' 0 if recit
ing cases where thie lack of uniform accounting standards impaired
economical procurement. I gave the General Accounting Office many
more examples, invol ig different companies in many different segments of industry.
fAnd let me emphasize that I only provided exanples from my own
experience. Thierb are thfoiftfds aid thousands of similar eases; they
pervade defense procurement. If thie figures I have tientidtied appear
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small in relation to the whole of defense procurement, you should
remember that the costs of the examples I cited, multiplied many
thousandfold, make up a significant part of the defense budget.
Mr. MINSHALL. Will you provide the names of some of these
companies?
Admiral RIOKOVER. I would prefer not to identify particular firms
or individuals. I have used examples to illustrate fundamental defciencies in defense procurement. I only use examples from my own
experience. It wouldbe unfair to the firms I deal with to single then
out when many other companies are undoubtedly doing the same and
no one is interested in questioning these practices.
Mr. MAHON. You say these types of problems are typical of defense

procurement?
Admiral RICKOVE. I can't speak for defense procurement in general. However, these are typical of the problems I encounter. And, I
might add, with few exceptions the examples I have used involve many
of the largest defense contractors. I can't believe that these problems
arise on my contracts alone.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONGRESS

Mr. MAyoN. What do you feel the Congress should do?
Admiral R1oKovER. Mr. Chairman the General Accounting Office

works for Congress. You set them u . You are their boss. Congress las
the responsibility to see to it that te General Accounting Olilce does
a good job on this study. I think the General Accounting Office needs
a nudge from Congress occasionally-as do other Government agencies-to make sure it does its job.
For example, last November the Joint Economic Committee asked
the General Accounting Office to make a comprehensive study of defense, profits. They answered that such a, study wasn't their Jobsomebody else should do it, somebody outside the Government. They
argued that industry might be reluctant to cooperate. The Comptroller General said he didn t have enough legislative authority to study
defense contractors' profits. He used this same line of reasoning in
trying to dissuade Congress from requiring the General Accounting
Office to conduct the study of uniform accounting standards. I do
not agree that they need more legislative authority to look into certain aspects of government operations. The General Accounting Office has a broad charter. I have an extract from It here:
The Comptroller General shall investigate, at the seat of Government or elsewhere, all matters relating to the receipt, disbursement, and application of
public funds, and shall make to the President when requested by him and to

Congress at the beginning of each regular session, a report in writing of the
work of the General Accounting Office, containing recommendations concerning
the legislation he may deem necessary to facilitate the prompt and accurate ren.
dition and settlement of accounts and concerning such other matters relating
to the receipt, disbursement, and application of public funds as he may think

advisable. In such regular report, or in a special report at any time when Congress is in session, he shall make recommendations looking to greater economy
or efficiency in public expenditures.

Tho General Accounting Office h 4s all the legislative authority it
needs. This would be static world if everyone constantly studies his
charter-like Buddha contemplating his navel-to find reasons why
he should not do his job. The Supreme Court has certainly not done so
I
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for the past 90 years. They have assumed many powers not clearly assigned to them in their constitutional "job description."
The General Accounting Office could be, in a sense, the conscience
of our Government, It should study the entire subject of defense procurement in. depth, not because every problem is in the Defense Department, but because so large part of the Federal budget is being
spent in procurement by this one department. In fact, defense procurement accounts for 25 percent of the entire Federal budget. Whatever principles and rules evolve from the Defense Department will be
applicable to all other Government agencies. The General Accounting
Office has been reluctant to take the initiative on these broad basic
issues. I have told the Comptroller General and this officials that they
are missing a great opportunity to save the Government large sums.
They shouPd be taking on the mai'Jor issues, issues where important principles are involved and then formulate Government-wide procurement rules based on their findings. The General Accounting Office
should be conducting broad investigations into fundamental aspects
of Government contracting operations.
It is sinply not enough to have a charter of responsibility for a
job; the job must be kept meaningful for the existing situation. As
Lord Acton said: "There is no worse heresy than that the office
sanctifies the man."
The point I am making is that the General Accounting Office, like
any other organization, should constaniftly examine its operations to
insure that it is in fact carrying out its charter. It ought not mindlessly to be doing the same things long after the situation has changed.
I do not believe Congress wants the General Accounting Office to
preoccupy itself with investigating minutiae when there is an overriding need to look into the fundamentals of how the Government
does its business. But the General Accounting Office appears to spend
much effort on minor matters. Let me give you examples of some
Government Accounting Office audit annouhcements that have come
across my desk in the past few months:
Administration In the Navy Calibration Service.
Requirements and Common Use of Particle Accelerator Devices in the Boston
Area.
Utilization of Enlisted Personnel at Fort Belvoir, Va.
Installation Procedures and Controls Relating to Household Furnishings at
Blitburg Alrbase, Germany.
Survey of Employee Motivation of the Naval Shipyaid, Charleston, S.C.
Review of Manpower in the Navy Applied Biology Program.
Department of Defense Commercial-Type Food Activities in CONUS.
Effects of Recent Economy Moves at U.S. Army Finance Center, Indianapolis.
Weather Prediction, Observation, and Modification Activities,
Student Space Criteria Used by the Military Services in Establishing Requirements for Academic Classrooms and Training Facilities.

To be sure, much of the General Accounting Office's work is directed
by Congress, and most of the reports in this list probably stem from
congressional requests. But the General Accounting Office should take
thenitiative
1
itself in major areas. The law places a mandate on the
General Accounting Office to "investigate ..
all matters relating to
the receipt disbursement, and application of public funds." Con gress
should be able to depend on them to take the lead. By failing totake the
initiative and to carry out their mandate they are, in my opifiion, not
carrying out one of their primary functions. If they attempt to live
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with the certainty of routine, yet without being paralyzed by inaction,
they aspire to the unattailiale.
I hiaveurged the Comptroller General to look at,broad policy issues
having Government-wide application. With our large and growing
l)ophlation, with the huge sums of money we are spending, with otr
vast bureaucracy-which essentially has gotten out of control of Congress and, therefore, of the people-the General Accounting Offlice can
perform one of the most important functions in government. It is the
only office in government both authorized and staffed to perform this
function objectively. The Comptroller General is given a 15-year tellUre for tile specific purpose of freeing him from outside influences.
I do not believe the General Accounting Office should look upon itself
tis the Audubon Society looks upon a btird sanctuary-as a secure, iiviolate enclave.
12have observed that Government people such as auditors, inspectors
or plant representatives, who are Ii positions where they are supposed to act as an independent check on contractor operations, often
lose their efectiveness after a period of time. They become so synpathetic with the contractor's difficulties in his day-to-day' operations
that they lose sight of their own fundamental responsibilit-to pro.
tect the Governmneh!t. Sometimes they become reluctant to report new
problems in tie belief that the mere disclosure
the problem after
years of surveillance would reflect adversely on oftheir
past perform!ace. In effect, they then no longer represent the Government to the
contractor;
Government..rather, they have come to rel)resefit the contractor to the
Governien
that this may be happening to the General Accoifiting Office. Congress, not the General Accounting Office, recognized
the need for uniform cost accounting standards. Congress, not the
General
Office, pointed :out the need for a comprehensive
review ofAccquntifig
Defense profits.
Congress, not the General Accounting Office,
h takenthe os
native in ivestigatig
the reasons for cost overruns
in major Defense programs. The General Accotinihg Office's reaction
to these efforts was largely negative..
if a negative attitude becomes pervasive n the General AccoutIng
Office, it may be necessary to establish a new organization wich wil
assume the work that is not now being done. Part of the genius of
President Fkanklin Roosevelt was his recognitn that yout cannot
overhaul an entrenched bureaucracy. When there was a j0b to be done
and th etstingf b.reatiuraoy Ws not upto the job, he would establish a neworganization rather than waste time in a fruitless attempt
toremake the existing one. Congress may have to consider establishing
a.new
Ito
6t
1dil.tke independent and comt)rihensive reiviWS oforganization
Go6vernment
contracting.

Mr. MAito. Admiral, you ve ben engaged in a
.t..vrsy
with
the Department of Defehse for some tjiMi now over defense profits.
Admiral Rtco0o i.XYes, sit'.Our disagreemntstems from my eOncern
defe Arethey?
profits may '
b6 too'hikh.
•Mrthat
Mauo~.
,
.

1
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Admiral Ricicovnt. Nobody in the Department of
can tell,
Mr. Chanirmin; they do not, know how much profitDefense
contractors are
actually making. However, there is enough evidence of high profits to
camse serious concern, especially when so many billions of dollars are
involved.
For example, when the General Accouitino Office studied the effect.
of the Pentagon's weighted guidelifies methodof profit dete'mini6tiofi,
it found that profits in tihe year 1966 averaged 26 percent higher tlan
profits had been duifig the period 1959-6,3. The I)efense Department
attempted to refute thils conclusion on the grounds that ' it measured
"going-in profits," while actual or comig-out." profits
are smaller
But the Pentagon's own proft review show s that goiig-in
and coming: out profits are about the same. Moreover, 1)epartnent of Diefense.
plrof' figures show at
22-percent increase in negotiated profits under the
weighted guidelines system; this, of course, corroborates the General
Accounting Office findings.
My daily experiences in buying nuclear propulsion equipmet 'l-so
indicate to me that profits aire increasing. Companiles ar Iequoting higher and higher profits in their bids. Several nuclear equipment suplpliers atre requesting 15- to 20-percent, profit;, the Natvy not long it o
received a price quotation for pumps that iclded a 33-percent p)rohft.
The "$orthodoxies" of proft on today's Governmet contracts are outrageous. Those who demand and receive these profits would be well
advised toread history. They would learn that Government control
will, surely follow-to the disadvantage of industry as well as the
Government,
Mr. MAliGN. But the Pentagon procurement people say that profits
are low.
Admiral RiOKOVER. You must remember, Mr. Chairman, that hilllevel procurement officials rarely get involved in the details of day-to-day procurements. They don't see this kind of thing every day, as I
do. In spite of their inexperience, and n splte of the tenUOus nature
of available information, officials ini the Peiitagon steadfastly maiin
that defense profits are low. With each public statement; they attain 11
to
more exqigite levels of absurdity.
These procurement officials cite various datth'at
defense
profits to be low. They refer tO:enegotiation Board fig"prove"
ies, andtothe
,
iings of a special profit study that was comissioned by the Depaitment of Defense from the Logitis Management Institute, a private
organiati~fn dependent on the Department of Defense forits funds.
.do
not consider these to be vali4l sources. T'Ihe
Renegotiation Bord
itself+s cautti6nagaist
extrapoliting
..+ , ,
... "2,,:,
ft
,...
.
0., , I +
abot
9 general
vo,
profit
,,:+ onions
,
-+..,.,,~
81
*.u - , W
OPUt
levels from its fligufes. The Logistics Ma69ient Institute study relied on ufiaidited data volu nteered by defense contractors; this doesn't
soem to be a very gbod source from which to di'aw objective conclusions.
Iin short, the weight of the evidence now available seems to indicate
that defense pt'ofits are too higi. The Joint Econoni _Committ
e ex ,pressed this in its report on "The Eco nmis of Mitae1ip"
r
ryoiC
Procure-l
Although our present knowledge Is Incomplete, there

evidence that profits on
Defense contracts ire higher thap 'inrelTe l nondefense Isact'lfles,
and higher for
thb defense industry than for the manufacturing industry as a Whole.
There is
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also evidence that this differential has been increasing. The arguments of the
Department of Defense to the contrary are unconvincing.

INFORMATION ON DEFENSE PROFITS
Mr. MAHON. Is there any comprehensive, reliable information on
defense profits available to the public?
Admiral RIcKov r. No, sir. That is the point. No one really knows
what profits are being made on defense contracts. The Department of
Defense has some profit information but the data are fragmentary
and are not madeptblic. In testimony before the Joint Economic Coinmittee last winter, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Procurement said:
The detailed data . . . is periodically distributed to key personnel within the
military departments. It has not beent distributed publicly up to this time ...
since it was somewhat technical, we were afraid we might mislead people rather
than inform them.

Mr. Chairman, you have heard this kind of rationalization from
Government officials before. "We will not inform the people because
they are not capable of understanding; they will only be mislead and
disturbed. They should trust us-even thoUgh we are appointed and
not elected." My experience has been that there are ,too many Government people who think and act in that manner-who act as if they
were rulers, and not public servants.
Even if the Pentagon released its information, we still would not
have the comprehensive information you are seeking. There is a genuine need for a broad-scope, independent study of defense profits. In
the Joint Economic Committee hearings, the Comptroller General

said:
IIn this

connection, we know of no complete and comprehlensive study that
has ever been made on profits actually realized by defense contractors.

The Comptroller General urged thitt' such a study be made. However, when he was asked by the JMit Economic Committee to make
a comprehensive profit study, the Comptroller General urged that the
study be done by someone eise. As I melitioned earlier, the General
Accounting Office claimed to lack the necessary authority to require
that contractors disclose all the data such a study would require.
The Joint Economic Comittee feels that the General Accounting
Office should mike the study. Let me read you a recommendation from
the committee report:
ne'General Ac6uitifig Oflice should conduct a comprehensive study on profit-

ability defense contracting. The study should include historical trends of
going in nd actual profits, considered both as a percentage of costs and as a return
on inVestment. Profitablity should
be deteriflned by type of contract, category
L
of: procgilentand size of contractor. Information for the study should be
collected pursuant to the statutory authority already vested in tie General Accounting 0Ofce. The General AccountingOffice should also devise a metld to periodically 'upate And report the results of its pioflts study to Congress.

In my opinion, Mr., Chairman, if the General Accounting Office will
not undertake a profiibility study of Its own accord, Congress will
havy to6direct itto do(so.,
Theris another more fundamental problem that relates to the general ignorance of defense profits. This is the lack of uniform cost
accdUntinf standards, as I mentioned earlier. Withou1t'nif1rM pineiples it isimpossible to measure actual costs incurred aiid actual
profits earned ondefense contracts.
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SF.RVICES PROCUEIPMEENT REGUVLATION COST PRINCIPLES

Mr. MAiOW. Admiral, what about the cost principles in the Armed
Services Procirement Reaulation? Don't they give you some grounds

on which tomeasure costs-

AD tI \I, RIcKovnIt. They do, to a degree. These cost, principles deny
certain costs, such as advertising expenses and bad debt expenses that
have been determined as a matter of Government policy to be iappropriate for Government contracts. However, these cost principles are
mandatory only for cost-type contracts, and cost-type contracts
amount to but 22 percent of the defense procurement budget. For the
remaining 78 percent of defense procurement, the Armed Services
Proc(uremenlt Regulttion, section XV,cost prilncii)les are only t"guide"
for determining costs. Contractors refuse to accept these cost priicil)les in fixed-prilced-type contracts. As a result, the "guides" are essentially meaningless.
Controversy abounds when Government contracting officers and
auditors are told to use the Armed Service Procurement Regulation
cost principles as a "guide" for fixed-price contracts, and contractors
contend that these cost principles are not applicable. This conflict accounts for much of the frustration and delay contractors associate
with Government business. Because the Department of Defense is
unable or unwilling to set a firm standard, a contracting officer might,
under a fixed-price coitiact, allow a cost that under a cost-type contract, would be specifically disallowed. Another contracting officer
might take the opposite position. A particular cost, such as a bad debt
expense or interest expense, may be allowed on one type of Government contract, but must be disallowed on another.
As I mentioned earlier, decisions as to what costs should be reco nized under fixed-price-type contracts are influenced more by
tfe
relative bargaining positions of the parties than by equity. Large
contractors are bound to have an advantage over small contractors in
such situations. I lave repeatedly urged that the Defense Department
close this loophole in its regulations by making the section XV Cost
Principles mandatory for all types of contracts.
Mr. MAHoN. Are there any plans to do this ?
Admiril Rxicovim. There is t proposal before the Department,
Defense right now that would require use of these cost principles of
on
all cotracts for which cost ' is a factor in award of the order. Although
ths proposal has been reviewed favorably by the Armed Services Proeurement Regulation Committee, it has not been implemented.
Mr. MAHON. Why n.t?
AdmiralirzoKovhi. Industry organzatifs have managed to delay
Inplemeitation Mr Chairman. They are naturally opposed to the
PropIosal, and tiley have put up a strong fight against it. I think the
change will eventually go into effect, but first we will have to wait
whiNe the Defense Department reaches an accommodation with industry pressure .rous..
As I have
ore, we need uniform cost accounting standards
to put defense contracting on a sound and economical basis. I keep
urging that until such stafidards are put into effect, defense suppliers
be required to calculate costs and profits in accordance with the cost
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principles in section XV of the Armed Services Procurement
RegulatiOn.
Mr. MAHON. And you say that the lack of accotiifing standards is

the major obstacle that prevents us from having an accurate picture of
defense profits.
RETUN ON INVESTMENT

Admiral
obstacle.

RxCKOVER.

Yes, sir. But there is another fundamental

MAHON. What is that?
Admiral RiCKOVER. The Department of Defense gives no consideration to the extent of a contractor's investment in determining the profit
he will earn. Although industrialists consider return on investment
the most meaningful test of profitability, defense procurement regulations are concerned solely with profit as a percentage of costs.
This can be misleading-especially on defense contracts, where the
manufacturer's investment often is small, due to his use of Government-furuiished facilities and Government-furnished capital in the
form of progress payments. In the late 1950'S, the U.S. Tax Court upheld twvo Renegdtiation Board determinations of excessive profits upon
appeal by the contractors involved. The Tax Court determined that the
amount of excessive profits was greater than even the Renegotiation
Board had'determined , In one case, the contractor realized profits, before taxes, of about; 120 percent of his invested capital; at the time 99.6
percent of his total 'sals were to the Government. Another case concorned Air Force contracts. Figured as a percentage of the contract
price, the- profits on these contracts appeared reasonable-.5 to 9 percent. But when the Tax Court investigated, it found that the contracts
provided 61"2 and' 802 percent profit on the contractor's investment in
2 successive years when.09 percent of his business was with the Federal
Government. What may appear to be a small profit as a percentage
of cost' may be exorbitant when you consider the contractor's investment. That is why contractor investment should be an essential consideration in evaluatin"profitability of defense eofitr~icts.
Let me po it out another serious cobsequeice of ignoring a contractor's capitfl ivesfmint ifi determinifngy profit. 'When coMpetition
is limited, as It fequefitly is in the defense industry, the contractor
may, 'in the lng run,, actually os6 p roi t
whoinreses his efficiney
inder thepresent ystem of determining profit.. For exaiitle if
1 and under DeOst
$160- to d: i jb,
cdn'traor :estimates lt ,i
to a 10-percent
ihisiled
guid
4lies
nse
prfit
Dfe
of
partmeft
ractOron'
-'iit
'redfces.
If
tor
$fi0
pIkOflt.
;ill
be
paid
Profit,
he
costs,
he Wilt."beciise hi9$0-ro'fit is based
" hs estiaed cOt to
eai~rn o' $9 profll. In defO~beTiishiess;,the higher the cost, the 'more
•
.has
profit: the 'c0itAct- r 'niakein'the log run. So th]1e contract
to1s' and in other facifiies
Wenthe
to, invest-in. new iachlne:
no i
Which could mhakedefense wok ifiore 'efficient aaid less costly. FrOm
exactly
,
....
system provides
.
.. the
wvrontaxpayer'
incentiyestandpoAnt;
for cbntractors.
the. P'resent
the

Mr.

.I
have. onseveral cs ns testified o4 the need- to.liikd sup lir's
t
oprot
er
, Press, an
c~nlriteeshae lso" aised'ti issue. Here is what theon EconMic
Committee'reportsaid:
po
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But profit as a percentage of costs or sales is often an Inaccuraite indicator of
true profits.... Indeed, profits as a return on investment Is the preferred method
or meisuring profitability. Stockholders are concerned with the retuif on their
investment, not with profits as a percentage of costs or sales. Return on Inyestuient is also a better Indicator of the profit in relation to the contractor's
Input.

Despite this widespread recognition of the need to consider capital
investment in figuring profits, the Department of Defense has done
nothing to implement various proposals to do so. It is studying the
problem. My experience with Pentagon studies indicates that the
proposals will be studied to death. It is an instance of the familiar
Washington refrain: "keep the options open." The instinct is to
study and delay.as long as possible. Unfortifnately, as time goes on
and no decisions made, the options are automatically closing; time
closes them.
The Department of Defense has been delaying for years on the
question of considering capital investment in profit determination;
nothing has been done about it. This is another problem that Congress itself will have to solve. I recommend thatt Congress require that
return on-investfmient be considered in establishiig the profit of any
cOntl'tkt over $100,000. I suggest that you consider including such a
provisionn in the fiscal year 1970 Appropriation Act.
RENEGOTIATION ACT

Mr. MAuow. Admiral, you feel that defense profits may be too highparticularly if they are computed as return on investment-and that
.there is not enough control over costs and profits on defense contracts.
There has been legislation-I am thinking of the Renegotiaition Actspecifically designed to prevent contractors from making too much
pf6fit. H sfi't thif law achieed its iiproese?
Admlial RICKOVir. No, sir, I do not believe 't has. Theie'ar sh -ply
too many ways for coitrators to get around it.
The Renegotiation Act of 1951 established tile Renegotiation Board
made by defense coitractors. However, due
excessive
to
-to recoup
looplioles
in theprofits
act and
chronic understafflig, the renegotiation
process has not been as effective as it could be. There are four fuidtimenta Ideficiiiecies in the renegotiation process.
First, muich of die work most profli-I1e for industry is excluded
from renegotiation because of the exemptions which were iiicluded
_
ithe act as a result7of lobbying by speoial-interest grops.
is not sufficiently staffed to do it's
iSecond, the Renegotiation Board1
f the
%obATle Board has been further weakened witi eachI exteilS
•R onegdttion Act. In 1963 it had 742 people to look after $32 billil
of 'defense pirocurement; today it has fewer thai 200tO revNw $45
and the short term extensions of tie
of personnel
Tle cutback
.billion.
,fiecoiatiOn
-Act mut
make
it very dimfiIt for tle Boardlto atftriact
-rretain good people. All of this is the result of iiteiisive lobbying
tl e Board.
at leastcniasculate
or sond
kill,no
effort by industry to has
basis for. d6terniining actual costs
Thivic the Board
and profits nondefense cotract , It,has adopted Interfial RevenUe
Service rules which have nothing to do wifth :the way costs are asSiged between GOver eniO.t and lloi-Govri'n nt woik 6r litween
contracts that are sub ect to reneigOtiioil and those tlifit ai'e
TOos~
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exempt. Renegotiation cannot be effective when there is no standard
for measuring costs and profits on contracts. Internal Revenue Service
rules are inapplicable and inadequate for this purpose.
Fourth, contractors are able to average out their profits and shift
them from year to year to conceal excess profit in any one year.
Under the Renegotiation Act, contractors have almost unlimited
license as to how or when they report profits to the Renegotiation
Board. They can change their methods of accounting at will so that
Government work absorbs a higher or lower proportion of total
expenses in relation to commercial work. By shifting costs from commercial to Government work, a contractor can show low profits to the
Renegotiation Board. The Board cannot stop this because its cost rules
are based on Internal Revenue Service regulations, which are too flexible to control costs adequate. Internal Revenue Service rules were
developed to determine the overall taxable income of a firm without
regard to what contracts generated what income. As a result, contractors are able to assign costs among commercial and Government
contracts in any manner they wish without violating Internal Revenue
Service rules. The lobbyists who succeeded in getting this loophole
into the law performed a great service to industry; they merit industry's highest decoration.
Since contractors have great flexibility in accounting for costs, they
have equally great flexibility in reporting profits. Let me read you an
excerpt from an article in the Wall Street Journal earlier this year.
It shows how a well-timed switch in accounting methods can make a
major change in a company's reported profit levels:
The Federal income-tax surcharge reduced 9-month earnings by 15 cents a
share. But this was more than offset by a change in depreciation accounting,

which added about 22 cents a share to earnings.

(The company) changed to the "straight line" method of depreciating its capital
facilities retroactive to January 1. Under this method, the cost of an asset is
written off in equal installments over the life of the asset. Previously, the cornpay. had used the acceleratedd depreciation" method, under which more of the
cost of the asset is written off in its first few years of use.

In this case, the company was able, to, raise its -reported profits in
order to report a rosier picture to stockhokdhrs and the public. It would
have been just as easy to manipuilate, profits downward. And you can
see other examples of this type of fancy footwork in almost, any financil 'paperyou pi k, up.
I~~~~~~
thtcnrcosjgle
fin
the cost and profit figures under dein
stockholders' reports. Recently, I bed
they
as
just
fense contracts,
of a' contractor'explanation of cein fgres appear.
~
supcos
came
inix on a labor report'I had requested. I asked that a' meeting be held
wihithe G-ov'rnmenit auditor at the contrteor's pltit. to lok into the
wy this, contractor 'vas chitgh'g costs toGoemntctrtsTh
auditor Wvabigty'n man who had been 'assIgned to thie 1 )latit
but a short time. However, he had, through his own Iiittive, gained
books and records that, 'previous auditors had not
n
acces tofnnial
been. able to "see. -Based on these records, hie found evidence of widespread shiftingb'ofcosts. By chan ing his method of depreciation, the
the year by about $3 nillcontractor had aftered his repre roifr
lio n. He had, shifted another $2 million iti cost by chakngiig, retroactivlyhisallcatot ofspeialtooingcots. He had re versed'a $400,000( engileeriflg charge ofl a cdomercial. contract and reclassified the
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cost as overtithe so it could be spread to Government contracts. Similarly, coIiptiter design work for a comercial order was reclassified
as research and development, and so became an overhead item that
could be charged to Governmeit contracts.
After this meeting, Mr. Chairman, the Navy asked the Defense
Contract Audit Agency to take an active role in correcting this situation. The Navy suggested that the Agency undertake a comprehensive
review of the contractor's accounting, cost control, and procurement
practices.
In response to this request, the Defense Contract Audit Agency
blandly assured the Navy that there was a "continuing" audit in
progress at the contractor's plait. The Agency suggested that it was
entirely up to the Navy to correct the situation. In other words, I will
now have to divert even more of my time from technical work to solving accounting problems.
Mr. Chairman, the Defense Contract Audit Agency's letter was a
classic example of bureaucratized dogmatism. The Agency apparently
does not like to be entangled in these accursed prectical questions withi
and
receive
deal, which
it is difficult
which
in this selfpersists answer
If aitpositive
industry.
with ftist
unpopular
make it to
which may
defensive attitude it will lead an uneventful, peaceful existence, but it
will never get anything done. Power lies with the person-or officethat assumes the onus and the responsibility.
SIII3frTING OF COST AND PROFIT FIGURES

Mr. MAHOI. If contractors are shifting cost and profit figures for
stockholder reports and for Governmedit contracts do you thik they
are doing the same thing for the Renegotiation Board, and for Department of Defense profit questionnaires, and the like?
Admiral RICKOVER. You can safely assume that, sir. As long as the
contractor is able to avoid showing a high profit in any one year, he
is safe from renegotiation. But this does not necessarily mean lie did
not overcharge the Government on defense contracts in that year.
i Costs and, profits on all of a contractor's defense work are averaged
i renegotiation. The Renegotiation Board never sees what profit contractors realize on individual contracts, regardless of the amounts involved. By averaging high and low profit work, a compai y can overcharge the Governmit on sole-source contracts and can then buy in
on a new product at a low price in order to set itself iip for subsequent
sole-source awards, or to gain engineering and production experience
atioin.
that miglit have commercial appll
Sinirly, defense contractors are able to use excess profits in one
product life or division of the compafiy to underwrite start-up costs
in new product lies or divisions. Under this arrangement, the Government may be subsidizing the entry of large corporations into new
markets at the expense of small business. The large firms can average
high and low profits to protect themselves from the Renegotiaiol
Board. The.Renegotiati6h Board would never know, because the individual transactions are hidden in averages.
Contractors also have great flexibility in shifting costs or profits
from year to year to best serve their purposes. Contracts for most complex defense equipment often take 3 to 4 years or more to complete
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In renegotiation, contractors must report profits on a yearly basis. As
a result the profits claimed for uncompleted work can normally be
whatever the contractor wishes to make them. He may claim he exlects to lose money on the completed order and, therefore, wants to
charge a fair share of the loss to the current year. But if lie subsequently charges his projected costs, he could claim a profit for that
same order. The Internal Revenue Service may tolerate this flexibility
for tax purposes, but in renegotiation this same flexibility may permit
all but the most flagrant cases of overcharging to clear ihe relnegotiation board unquestioned.
Another deficiency in renegotiation stems from the "standard coinmercial article" loophole.
Many large Government contracts involving "standard commercial
articles" are exempt from renegotiation. Uncer this exemption, contractors are not required to report profits on such articles if 55 percent
or more of the articles are sold in civilian markets. This exemption
could exclude from renegotiation the large-scale computers needed for
defense, engineering, and scientific work, and perhaps even large militar~y equipment items such as propulsion turbines for naval warships.
RECOMMENDATIONS

TO STRENGTHEN

RENEOOTIATION ACT

Con++ressiiian Gonzalez recommended that the Renegotiation Act
be strengthened, first of all by making it permanent. He proposed to
eliminate the loophole that exempts 'standard commercial articles"
from the renegotiation process. Mr. Gonzalez also proposed including
construction contracts, machine tools durable production equipment,
and sales to the Tenne ssee Valley Authority under, the act, and lowering the level of reporting from $1million to $250,000.,
I agree with h1is recommendations and I have mfide additional
recommendations to further tighten dhe Renegotiation Act. I recommend thiatindlustry be required to report cost and profits on every defeonse contract over $100,000 on a contract-by-contract basis, and that
these costs and profits be reported in accordance with uniffri standards of acctiitg that would dialow costs such as advertising fid
bad debts which are not appinopiiate to Governm'ent contracts. I recom6
mend that an authorized senior company officil be required to certify
such+reports; that criminal penalties be provided for filing false or
mnisleadiig data .;aidthat such officials or firms notbe allowed to plead
iobccitendere in tliese cases. I also recommend tlnit the Renegotiation
Act pV+ ivide for renegotiti6n Of contracts withiindividual
commodity gi'oiimngs as p
'escibed
by the Federal Supply Catalog, rather
than.by totlcompany sales.
_INFLENcEOFINDuTY
OP
ON DEFENSEPoLioY

Mr. MAini. Admiral, there has been considerable concern in Collgis recently+hb~t~ii
tinefluence"o f fhe defense industry on the Pentagon's policies. You lave warned Congress aboit this in the past. I
wish you1 wbu! explain heo yol fel thi iflpei
is exerted. What
forum :does. +fi•
industry have. to get a~r6ss
opihi
0itpomirement
hp
01 rIs? tt
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Admiral RioiKovwt. It has been standard practice for years to ap-

point leaders of the defense industry to ranking civilian position in
the Defense Department. There is some value in this-it certainly
brings men with business experience and professional acumen into the
Government. The problem is that during a lifetime of working in a
given field, these men usually acquire a viewpoint that accords with
the philosophy and the practices of their business organizations. I do
not mean to imply that they are not sincere or that they do not try
to do their best. But what they think is right for the Government and
what is actually right for the Government may be two different things.
Frequently, these men serve in the Government for a few years and
then return to their company. If you could see a list of the men who
left the Pentagon in the past year or so, and where they are now
employed, you would see how widespread this practice is. I think it
would be valuable if there were such a list. I think the Defense Department should be required to keep a register of all upper level military and civilian personnel who go to work for defense contractors.
The effect of this interchange of top officials has been to give the
defense industry a network of business-oriented men in policymaking
positions in the Department of Defense. This is one major reason why
the opinions of industry are so well reflected in defense procurement
A
policy.
In addition to these men serving in high positions in the Pentagon,
industry exerts its influence through lobbyists, Washington law offices, and advisory groups. Each of the armed services has various
advisor boards andcommittees, largely staffed by industry consultrouh these organizatioheixdustry officials have continuing
ants.
professional and social contact with the highest ranking members o-f
the Defense Establishment.
DEFENSE INDUSTRY ADVISORY COUNCIL

The area in which industry advisers exert the greatest impact is
in Government contracting. Industry's forum in this field is an organization known as the Industry Ad sry Council. This group used
to be called the Defense-Indutstry Advisory Council (DIAC), before
the term "Defese-Industry" acquired the opprobrious conotation it
has today. Industry is represented on the Industry Advisory Cotincil
by the chief executives of 'many large defense contractors. The Derepresented by the service secretaiies, assistant
DOf6nse
partment ofand
secetare,
igh islevel
military officials.
Thiskid of ifiiacy between Government andinduiSry can breed
SepteintheIndustry
excerpt I haveonhere
an Management
is implicitin
ThisofArmed
probleihs.
Defense
the from
Forces
ber 1967 issue
Advisory Council :
* ** it would be naive to assume the DIAC discussions can remain entirely
free from partisan views. By the very nature of the corporate structure, it is
the management philosophy of a given corporate head that permeates that particular organization and forms the basis for the positions adopted by thu~t particular organization. With this premise, often a top manager's evaluation of a
given subject area must be redolent of a position that might be taken by his
own firm or association.
conducted
are the
and for
as possible
as informal
are kept
* ** The DIAC meetings
benefit
of minutes
summary
a general
other than

without public record

of the membership. While both Defense officials and the Council recognize the
inherent danger of negative reaction in not making the DIAO proceedings public,
*', " 85-262---69--pt. 6-64
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it Is nonetheless felt this type of "free climate" Is conducive to the most candid
and straight-forward exchanges.
There can be no question that the DIAC discussions, to date, are making i
major contribution to defense-industry relationships.

The Industry Advisory Council is a quasi-governmental body, made
up of Government personnel and private citizens. The Industry Advisory Council staff and expenses are piid by the Government. Industry representatives are not paid for their services on the Council, but
the Department of Defense reimburses them for travel and expenses.

The Council is not shown on any Department of Defense orgYanization
chart. It is, ostensibly, an advisory body. However, the highest ranking Defense Department officials,'including the Secretary of Defense
and the three service secretaries, are all members of the Council.
The
Deputy Secretary of Defense chairs the meetings.
Because of its top level connections, the IndUstry Advisory Council

is able to exert a considerable degree of influence over procurement

policy; it is much more ifnfluential than, the Armed Services Procurement Regulation Committee, which is supposed to be the Defense Department s central procurement policy group. A good example of the
Industry Advisory Council's influence was the proposal earlier this
year tliat the Pentagon should reimburse contractors for their charitable contributions. I am told that this idea, understandably, was
strongly supported by the Industry Advisory Council's industry membership. Government contracting experts, on the other hand, were
a ainst it. Each of the three services opposed the plan, and the *rmed
Services Procurement Regulation Committee voted not to adopt it.
In spite of this unanimous opposition withift the, services, a high level
official in the Office of the Secretary of Defense-who was also a member of the Industtry Advisory Couicil-indicatedhis intent to proceed
with the change. Fortunately, the proposal leaked to the press before
it could become official policy, and there was so much criticism in Congress and the media that the Secretary of Defense quickly killed the
idea. This was encouraging, in that it showed that congressional concern and public interest can, on occasion, be more influential than the
Industry Advisory Council. Unfortunately, however, Congress and
the public rarely know whit the Council is doing, because no public
record is kept on Industry Advisory Council activities.
SMr. MAHO. Do you consider this a wise policy? Do you know any
reason Why these records would be withheld I
Adinieal R1OKovin; No, sir. In view of 'the considerable influence the
industry Advi1sory Council exerts over defeiise 'procurement, it seems
to me the public has a ri'htito know what thle Cbuncil isdoing. If its
hatities, are such that they iust be hidden from- the American people, thcen 'tlwe entire Council should
:be abolished. In my opinion, Congress should require the Department of Defense to provide a detailed
public record of all Industry Advisory Coincil activities. Complete
transcripts of all meetings as well as all studies and reports of the
industry Advisory COuncil Or its staff shou ld be made public without
delay.
briicT OP "AJDWOIORo

ii6TIs', ON DIE'ENSE PROCUIMEFNTS

Mr. Mfiot. Whit has been the effect of these "advisory bodies" ?
, Admiral RmcovE. Themajor efect is a state'of miid that exiSts in
many: procurementr ofic s in the Dp rtment of Defense. Coitractors
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and their advisory groups can be very persuasive. They have sold
many Government agencies on the idea that the prerogatives of industry must be preserved. This explains why high-ranking Governfint
officials often seem more interested in placating industry than they are
in protecting the Government's rights. The Departmet of Defense
has been reluctant to correct even the most blatant inequities, if the
correction might be costly to contractors. This is not exaggeration;
I have been witness to this. Five years ago, for example, I pointed out
that the Navy was payig more money than the Atoinic Energy Commission for the same work at the same places. At two contractors'
laboratories which are jointly funded by the Navy and the Cominission, the Navy was paying about $400,000 more for general and adifinistrative expenses than tle Atomnic Energy Commission would pay
on the same work. The Department of Defense permitted more generous reimbursement of general and administrative expenses than did
the Atomic Energy Commission.
Year after year I criticized this anomaly and urged that Depitrtmnent of Defense policy pertaining to this matter be brought into balance with the Atomic Energy Commissi~dh policy. For 4 years the
Defense Department would do nothing. Finally, after pressure from
Congress and the press, the Defense Department now appears to be
adoptintg the less costly Atomic Energy Commission policy.
When I first brought this to the attention of Defense proetrement
officials, they replied that the amount they hadbeeni paying for general
and administrative expense at these laboratories was proper and in
accordance with Defense procurement; reg'UlAtions. This seemed wrong
to me, so I pursued the matter. Eventually, the Navy proposed a
chan e to the-Defense procurement regulations under which the Navy
coul pay the lower amount for *eneral and adrtiiistrative expenses
at these laboratories. The Armeq Services Procurement Regulation
Committee adopted a provision requiring that "special care" be taken
in determining the allowability of general' and administrative expenses at Gtoveriimeit-owned, contractor-oPerated plafits.
Ini spite of thefiw lan gruage in the regqlatioii, Defense procurement

officials concluded that the higher rate of general aiid adiniimfistritive
expense being'chaiged to the Defense Depatfimefint was still 'prpe,.The
Department auditors and procurdiOenlent experts did not wsh to concede that there could have 'Ieenl anthi-ng wr6fng with their past practices or with the Defefise pr'ocriement rlivi
.
Because I would not let the natterdrop, the Department of Defense
has recently-some 4 years after I first raised' the issue-taken action
to seek a lower general and administrative rate for work at these two
Atomic Energy Commission laboratories-a rate consistent with
Atomic Energy Commission guidelines. However, even in tle proceco,
of notifying the two contractors of the Departient of Defense decision, the Governmefit auditors took pains to point out that there was
.nothing really wrong with the way the contractors were allocating
general and administrative costs to defense contracts, but that the
.Departi4ent of Defense was going to disallow such costs in order to
bring its prices into line with thse of the Atomic Energy Commission.
.,Mr. Chairman, there is a funtdam mental issue in this case which is
even more important a the mohoy involved. It i the nee f
niformity among Government agencies in their treatment of contract
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cost. Why should two agencies of Government treat costs differently?

This is an issue that we ought to face. But m y experience is that the
Depa
netm
of Defense will insist on going its own way and do its
best to avoid the'basic issue. This is how they deal with difficult prob.
lems. Matters which could be decided simply and directly are exalted
into
abstract'categories
there is no solution.
. When
the Departmenttoofwhich
Defense decides to make a change in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation, it conducts a prior check
with industry to make sure the change does not conflict with industry's
interests. It sends the proposed change to manufacturers and advisory
groups for comments. This leads to a situation in which the Depart.
ment of Defense negotiates with private industry over each of its
own regulations. A good example is the bargaining I discussed earlier
over the cost principles in section XV of the Armed Services Procure.
meant Regulation. As I explained, these cost principles presently are
mandatory' only for cost-type contracts. Now the Department of
Defense is proposing to extend applicability of these principles to
cover fixed-price-type contracts. Industry is fighting this change, and
one of.its iajor arguments is the existence of a prior agreement be.
tween the Pentagon and industry.
The council of defense and space industry associations used this
argument against the extension of section XV to fixed-price contracts.
Here is what thecouncil said in a letter to the Department of DefenseIt, inut not be forgotten that the present section XV cost principles were
reluctantly accepted by industry for application to cost-reimbursement business

only after the Department of Defense assurance that they would not be made
applicable to fixed-price contracts.

I donot'believe
the Defense
Department should have given industry
any
"assurance" about
its regulations,
nor was it proper to do so. This
is a cae where Government's obeisance to industry has come back
to haunt it.
The concern for the well-being of industry shows up in other ways,
too. In many contract negotiations the Government representatives
seem more concerned with protecting the contractor's interests and
p aying enough profit than with getting the lowest possible cost. Sometimes eveMone gets so coicerned aboit the contractor's problems that
au on!6oker would have difitdciUy deteimining which negotiators are
from th Gov6mninent, and which from industry.
Of course, it is the taxpayer who ultimately pays for these practices.
Government officials should look out for the Government; industry
i the resource, the expertise and the lawyers and accountahts to look

0otfr

itself *Il well

COST-PLS CONTRACTS

Mr. :MATIx. Adiral, one of the most striking points in your testimony today was ybur statement &hatail defense contracts are costplus-in-,p Actice. This was disturbingto me because, asyou say, we did
hiave :a h~ig camp
a
t cost.- lus contracting a, few years ago.
SAcdmra l 1~io v~si. Bt they bnly changed the ,form,- Mr. Chair'manyi We haye n6w contract forms, but the eiect i4s
Just the 'same. You
'
1li6VV h ii,
"wiin
tho, x utiv branch. Whenever there is a reorgani.zatio , abot the nly'rel chage is inf the telePhoe
iiibers.
./.
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Recently I read that'Mr. McNamara who was a leader in instituting
new types of, contracts when he was Secretary of Defense, had in his
early' years cruised to the Orient on the SS PresgidentHoover. I well
remember that ship because it went aground off Formosa in December
1937. Admiral Meyers, commandant of the Cavite Navy Yard-in the
Philippines-where I was then stationed, had also been a passenger
on this ship diing the grounding.
Cavite was then the jumpiig-off place insofar as duty in the Navy
was concerned. This was not so subtly indicated by its radio'call sign"BARN." The call sign of the Bureau of Navigation inWashingtonr
the Navy's choice duty station, was, as you may surmise, "STAR.'"
To continue with Admiral Meters. Shortly after his return he called
a meeting of all officers at the avite Navy Yard to tell them of his
concepts, of leadership and efficiency. The only place available was
the moving picture theater at the Cinacao NavalHospital where the
seats were of the folding type. He told of his experience of the grounding of the Hoover. He said he was not surprised this had happened
because, having been invited to the captain s mess, he had noted that
the latter did not wear garters to hold up his socks. At this point
there was a loud thud as all the officers dropped their feet from the
backs of the chairs in front of them.
I was later told by the ship's service officer at the yard-who was
charged with shopping for the admiral's intimate apparel in Manilathat he wore full length stockings and used garters attached to his
Naist to hold them up. I am told this was the way ladies attached
garters to their corsets in the days gone by to render shapely the forms
of those who otherwise might not-have attracted attention; the days
before free expression, the cult of the spontaneous, and openness were
lhvogue.
h
These are not the things which truly make for efficiency. I am sure
the captain of the PreesidentHoover would have run the ship aground,
whether he wore garters or not.
COST

OVERRtUNS

* Mr. M iaox. Admiral, let me ask you about overruns. We have had
exam plee Of cost overruns$sometimes of more than 100 perfbnt. I know
faulty estimate might enable a contractor to geta jb which he otherwise would not have, but I want to know whether cost overruns are
necessarily, indefensible? Is it true at times that a ost overrun, even
of large magni#tide, is defensible?
'Let us say that we want a certain weapons system. We conclude we
hlove to"have it. ve estim Ate the price is $i million, and I use this for
thepurpose of Illustration only.
,The people whoget the contract to buildit, build it for $5 million.
I they have done it efficiently and produiced a product that is required,
afAd if there has been, no waste, how great'is the offense of faulty esti-

'nation?
'Admiral

RcKowt. You have a good point, Mr. Chairman. Contract
ovrruns per se are not bad.
, 9vrruns have several Causes. One: ause is the uncertainty inherent
ipo4dig
cmplex new weapons. Y6O read daily in the pfess of subStniai overruns, even in the construcion o f roads, bridges, tunnels,

. . .

.. . ..I
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buildings, et cetera,-items where considerable previous knowledge and
experience are available. This being so, it is understandable that many
research and development projects overrun their estimated cost. W1hen
a project is truly d-evelopmental, there are many unknowns. During
the course of the development
these lunkn6wns coMe to light. They always add expense, yet they must be accepted if the project is to be coriipleted successfully. The one who recotmends the project to you in
the first place cannot be aware of these unknowns. If he were aware,
the proj oct, by defiition, would not be developmental.
Another common and very human cause is the desire of anyone iii
Gov'ermefit who wants a project to estimiite the price low enough so he
can "sell" it. Let us frankly face this fact; we are dealing with human
beings.,
This problem faces not only ordinary mortals, but theologians as
well. I am reminded of Pius II and the clitirch and palace le uilt, as
recited
in The Memoir. of a RenaisancePope.
The Pope -had received many insinuations against his architect, a
Florentine named Bernardo-that he had cheated, that he had blundered in the construction of tle church and the palace, that he had
spent more than 0;.000 ducats when his estimate had been 18,000. The
law weild have obliged the architect to make tip the difference.
Pius, when lie had inspeted the work and examined everything,
sent for the man. The architect arrived in some apprefihelisl6n, since
he knew that many charges -had been brought against him. Pius sai(
"You did well Bernardo, in lying to us aibofit the expense involved
in the work. 1a you had told the truth, you could never have induced
us to spend so much money and neither this splendid palace nor this
church, the finest in all Italy, would be standing. Your deceit has built
these glorious structures which are praised 'by ill except the few who
are consumed with envy. We thank you and think you deserve special
honor 6rn6*g'll the architects of our time"-and le ordered full pay
to be given him andin addition a present of 100 dicats and a scarlet
robe. He assigned him new commissions and bestowed on his son the
grace lie askel. When he 'heard the Pope's words, Bernardo burst into
tears of joy.
You should be skeptical of those who do not overrun R. & D. proects. 'It is probably the case that they have overestimated the cost. As
you are aware, when a project has high priority, and the Defense Department and Congress both want it done quiickly, the cost is not too
closely looked at.
To assess an overrun, you have to look at the causes. One major
cause of overrtuis is inefficiency-becaUse, as I explained before,
nearly all defense contracts are cost-plus. Recognizing that in sucl
circumstances cofractors have little incentive tb coitrol costs, the question is how do you make sure that the corporationi operates efficiently.
M. MAHON. "It seems to me that one way is to move away from tlese
cst-pl2s contracts. Can we do that? Why are we in these cost-plus
situations§?Admiral RicKOovpR. It stats with the fact that most defense procuremenit ih nonompe'tve. Withotcoimpetitive bids, the Governme nt can
only negotiate costs witl the contt 4ctr. Contr at prices are then determin e , not 'by competitive market forces but rather by estima ting
the contracts costsand adding a percentage of the costs for profit.
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Mr. MArON. Yes, but this is not really cost-plus, is it, because the
contractor 'will lose out if his costs are higher than he estimated?
Admiral RIrKovER. Not necessarily: There is a mechanism through
which a contractor can be paid for his unexpected cost. He can file a
claim against the Government. Through claims, defense contractors can
convert any contract into a "cost-plus"' contract.
Mr. MATON. How does that work?
CONTRACT CHANGES

Admiral RicKovEw. Contractors frequently submit claims for remiuneration for extra 'work they allegedly performed beyond the requirements of the contract. Some contractors retain law firms that specialize
in presenting these claims and become proficient in finding loopholes
in contracts. These firms are generally paid according to how much
they can get from the Government. i am sure you know that such law
firms are endemic in Washington. These law firms are common, practitioners of the interchange system I mentioned a few minutes ago.
There is a continuing movmneht of personnel back and forth between
these firms and Government legal offices. One prominent Washington
attorney, who served most of ti 1950's as general counsel to one of
the military departments, today handles claims against the Government for several large defense contractors. Mr. Chairmainh I consider
this to be a particularly objectionable example of the interchange
syndrome I discussed earlier. You are trained in the law, are you not,
sir?
Mr. MAHTON. Yes, I am.
Admiral RICKovE. Then you will understand what bothers me in
this setup. In our adversary system of justice, at knowledge of how the
other side prepares its cases and organizes its evidence can be extremely
valuable to an attorney. Obviously, if a lawyer spends years as a
counsel in the Department of Defense, he will come away with a detailed knowledge of the way a Governmentcase is prepared as well as
invaluable personal contacts within the.Department. This gives hint
a considerable advantage in law suits against the Government. Perhaps
this practice 's not strictly a violation of the canons of legal ethics, but
mehow it does not seem moral to me that one learns "tricks"
Government service to be used against the Government Itself. It certainly
is not compatible with the coiciept that an atttrey is an "officer 6f the.
court." It is tantamount to a son-who learns tile weaknesses of his
family over the years and then turns this kinwledge against his own
family.
There is another aspect of tils claims situation that disturbs me.
Frequently, contractors inclde in tlioir claims the legal fees involved
in preparing and prosecuting the claim. Thus, if the contractor wins
his case, as he nearly al ways does, there is a tod chanCe the Government will pay the contractor's legal fees. If this is fair, it seems to me
that the converse is fair, too. If the contractor's claim is found to'be
unwarranted and disalwed, he should 'be required to reinbturse the
Govenment for all 0
Ctlegal expenses.
Usually, contractors' backup
martin for claimsis juite detailed
and the legal argumdfits extensive. Some law firms begin preparing
and documenting claims the day the client company starts' work on a
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cont t so that at the time of contract completion the claim can
quickly be submitted with voluminous backup. The Naval Ship SystemsCkiimand recently received a $45 million shipbuilder claim. It
came in 15 bound volumes, each 2 to 8 inches thick. The volume
in6ludd hArtts, tables, and photograplis the company had taken
throughout the Ship construction period to document various points
in the claim.
The preparation of this claim must have required considerable time
and manpower et during the same period that the claim was being
prepared, I cou1]not get this shipyard to devote adequate design and
procurement effort topreparing
new construction
ships
my cognizance.
n excess ofI
wasunder
something
this claim
was told the cost Of
$300;0 1;eventually, the Government will probably have to pay for
this as part of the claim.
The actual costs of performing the contract are seldom supported by
the accounting records. The. contractor explains that his accounting
system does not separately identify the cost of chang'or
of extra
work. Therefore, he prepares an estimate which is usually inflated to
give him room to negotiate an overall settlement that will be satis.
factory to him. The contractor then submits his claim and waits.
Oh"tle Government side, the claim arrives in the midst of urgent
problems involvi'ini day-to-day operations. Because the Government
is forced to handle so many claims, it cannot devote adequate attention to "defend itself properly against unwarranted claims. The Government people' spend as mubh time evaluating the claim as they can
afford without jeopardizimg other urgent Government business. Since
many claims are several months or even years old, Government officials
often have little flisthand knowledge of the facts surrounding the
claims. As a result the Government must rely heavily on the contractor's statement of 9he circumstances. Such statements, of course, tend,
tobe presented in the most'favorable light from the contractor's standpoint-,
Once the onraictor wins a settlement on one of these claims he is
encou agedt6 submit claims on other Government orders. Hie Lnows
the odds are ifi his avor; he has nothing to 1ose if tie claim is dismal.
owed.i Some manufacturers submit claims-valld or not--almost as
a latter of .oirse on Government contracts.
ILA propt ig their case the lawyers on either side concentrate their
eftr6 on the legal .issues; less attention is paid to the actual costs in.
-volved. Then,1i
the G0vernmentis found even partially, liable, the
contractor1h4 the' advaiitage in negotiaiting the cost the Government
must pay,tince there are no accounting records to substantiate the
e4 cli ettlemients..
GToverment.seldom knows Ihat it'is .really paying, for in
STxW'eentea Se a contractor submitted, a $703 million claim ona
p
contract The contractor'S supporin document~itin .le~ oiues, -of fle cabinets, "The Government simply did not
haveen~;h le to reviei
thecmi .detfll much less analyze the
spli!fi si/ b iIin'ackhp
0
matrialin order te arrive at a proper
basr Of
'Wtt
eint on the. individual items. Actually, extra peoplew u!d n~o h~e heipe muchi because ths contractors acountig syste dobesnot idntify thecost; of changed work o' the ost'of resultant
Mii
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,delays. This claim was settled on a lump-sum basis, at about 90 percent
of the amount the contractor claimed.

Many claims result from contract changes. Because much defense
equipment is complex and requires a long time to build, the Government often has to make technical changes duAn the lFe of the contract. Although most Government people try Uhard to keep these
changes to a minimumn, they are often necessary in order to take advantage of operating experience or of new developments. Some changes
are o? an urgent na ture and have to be authorized before the work can
be priced to prevent a contractor from proceeding with unnecessary
work in atas affected by the change.
Once a large unpriced change has been made the door is open. These
,changes
are often complex; they require a lengthy period to prepare
the necessary estimates and negotiate the prie. Frequently, a larg
backlog of unpriced changes develops, and this backlog is still pending
at the time the contract is completed. The contractor is then able to
combine these changes with whatever other claims he can develop, valid
or not and submit a single large claim against the Government.
In these circumstances, it is usually not possible to determine the
cost of the individual changes for which the Government is responsible.
The Government is forced to negotiate a lump settlement. It is here
that, the contractor has the Government at a great disadvantage.
Contrators are very careful not to account for change orders separately. There is no requirement that they do so. Thus contractors can
use change orders as abasis for repricing thesecontracts. They have al'most unlimited freedom in pricing change orders because their ac,counting system will never show the cost of the work. The Government
can never really evaluate the amounts claimed or check to see if it paid
too mutch. Rather than dispute claims in ignorance, the Government
is frequently forced to negotiate lump-sum settlements. Contractors
take this into consideration in preparing their claims. The claims are
made sufficiently large so they will still win their desired settlement,
even when there is the appearance of a compromise.
. ,
I recognze that there is no way to stop contractors from submitting
claims. However, a number of things can be done to discourage un-

warranted claims and to avoid necessary payments.

iFit, the executive branch should maintain contract experience
records which reveal such matters as original and final primes of contracts the amountsiof unfounded and exhorbitanit claims subfiltted by
contractors, and the amounts of excessive profit, so that this iformation can be considered by all Government agencies prior to awarding
sibseqUent contracts.
I
Second, contractors should be required by contract to keep records
that show the actual cost of changed work so that the Government
would have some way to prevent contractors from bailing themselves
out of cost ov"errins tat are their own responsibility.
Third, the Department of Defense should strengthen its claims staffs
so that more thorough reviews of contractor claims can be undertaken.
Werethe claim is complex and volufmiosfi~-sI recommend that the
Department of Defense hire law firms to defend the Government.
'When a claim is found to be unwarranted, the Contractor should pay
all t~e Government's legal expenses, includhg the fees f-r these
r l, r
e
trfirms.

Fourth, I recommend that a Government lawyer who resigns to go
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into private practice not be allowed to prepare or
prosecute a case
... against~ thle Governmnlton b~eha;lf of a Government
contractor for at
least 5 years following his resignution.
NEED

"

TO IMPROVE CONTRACT[NO

OPERATEIONS

_Mr. M~umoK. Admilral, you have been emphatic on the
tlu
+h,
Department of D~efense is not doing enough to improve pota
its
contr
iactinig
operations, flare yogi passed on your criticismns to defense
l)roeieiitt
Admra lIxon.Yes
I have raised these isutes with my
superiorst in t.lhe Navy and thesir;
Office of the Secretay, ,fDefene.
I h,,ve
cmine bu poo prouement pitctices in meeting
respondence_ for .years. Iln _aot, just 2 weeks ago I wrote an ..in or-.
,
to the (Thief
--Orf
Maa
hteril about the actions of a pr'ocurement official
in the
Otco of Niival Materlal. This official hlas a habidt
of*.mking, inaccur.ate,..
.'.nd__unvriie s•aemnt .i oflicial documnit
s onl
othir N~tvy peoptl anl 1 have had to take time several occasions
from our primiary
duies!+ to corr'ect

his mistalkes, Inl additlin this official has clayed,,
a
nitinb&r of conitrac+2ts under mny cogniz~ance, ini one case,
hie
disapproved','
7
oniof mny contracts on grounds that the profit to the contr] ac
tor, was'

to.low,.yin thatf case, ittook an xchange of six

leter to clear upth
mat~r. I call these letters the "nickel letters" because,
in order not to
delay thel colintct, I agreed to increase the contractor's
cents--fr~om $1,147,023 to $1,147,023.05I onl a $50 mnilli profit byy 5
contrct.
tho~ughit it was worthy a nickel of Government fund
to,-,
av.,,oid delayi
theo contract any further. In testimony before the Joint
Economic 0Coinit,ee last Novembter,, Senator Proxnmire asked for
letters. Th!ey: tire ilulnded Onl j)ages 54 to 59, p art 9,) copies of these
of thle .Joint Eco!101mic Comniif tee hearings Onl econoi~ics
Of military p)1ouurenent. You
mallly wish t0 read them.
* . ,.Chirman, I have a difficult, enough time keepingu
resnable lev el in myn dealingfs with indulstry; it should profits at a,
no benees
sary frY mieto
fight the sameo issues with a Governent reeenatve
ie should 'be.interested in keeping the proft--and
thu th
,ri
*:.I do not want to devote more of my time to, orrect
ing the eror
.. of

thll officilhellrefore, in my recently nemorandinl
I aslle the Chief
of Naval Mat _ia to reassign responsibilities

in his office so

that thits
partLeUlar 9ficlal no longer has anythiingf to do with.
contracts under,

mycogniz anice.

.
...
.".
rMll.Adiawould
you please
provided
inomorandll~tiuitand the reply f!or the0 recordI

..
a opy of ..
your.

Admiral RioK0vWm. Yes, sir; I will.
(The information; follows :)'
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I have received a copy of a memoranduin to you from r
Director, Proeureliiiht Control and Clearance Divlsion of the Naval Material Command, dated
Jne 18, 1969, reference (a), whieh was all enclosure to reference (b).
In his memorandumi, [-1
refers to a "potentially dangerous contracting
situation" in existing and p)'nned contracts -with [] for construction of
nuclear-powered carriers, submarines and frigates.
I do not kow
ewhat
caused [.
to write this memorandum. It appears he
is coneernod that [- .- may not be receiving adequate considertion for the
-leadshipl)s of the new frigate and attack submarine classes (DXGN-1 an1d SSN
688). However, rather 'than discussing the 'basic considerations involved ti the
present planning 'for nuclear ship construction, he merely itemized the total
nuclear construction work assigned or being considered for assignment to [
]
itncidtig contracts for which [] was the low bidder in competition with
[-'I
and another sllpyahl. The dollar value of [
] work cited by
[-.1
Is overstated by a factor of two, and lie neglects to mention that the
ships involved are spread over 7 authorizatlon years fiscall year 1987 through
fiscal year 1973).
As brought
comments
by [Ili [-...]
] in references
(c) and
(d) errors.
with which
I concur,
mostout
of itihe
statements
nioantidflit
¢cntalf
I do
not understand why lie made so many errors, since the correct information is
readily available to him. His memoranduni would indicate that he is not adeqmttely familiar with the pertinent facts concerning the issues he raised. Several
of those issues are basic to contract matters over which his Procurement Control
and Clearance Division exercises authority.
I am concerned that a memorandnm contaitig such inaccuracies could be
I)resented to you for consideration. For this reason, I consider it necessary to add
my comments to those of [
]. The fact 'that [
] did not take the time
to ascertain all of the faets before w riting to you has required many senior Officers and clvilians to divert many lour. to )reparlng memoranda to you to correct
the inaccuracies in his statements. I know of three admirals, three captais who
are ship acquisition project managers, and six senior civilians who have had to
speld a collective total of more than 200 hursd preparing, coordinating, and
processing these memoranda through tihe chain of command. This effort had to
be diverted. from urgeit Navy shIpbuildfig programs; there is simply no way to
measure the adverse impact of such use of top Navy talent,
UnforithfAtely. this is not the first time my efforts and those of my senior
people have bee devoted to correcting statements made by [.
.
For years [
] has tiled to change my method of contracting for nuclear
propulsion plant comnponents-a methil Which his proven to be successful for
many years. My people have had*to spend mich 4.nie explaining why [ .
proposals were not in the best interests of the Government.
.As you know, NAVSHIPS places cost-1)lus-flxed-pricefee (CPFF) prime contracts With t
] and [
I to dovelo) antid furnish' specific types of nuclear
plants. The components for these plants are then procured from Ihdustry by
thes6 ,two prine contractors by means of conitifive fixed price type subcOntracts. Each of these stbontriicts receives detlilled teehicieal and contetitl
reiew by NAV SHIIPS. Tills procedure has been f11o.ed since the beginning of
the nuclear propfilsion prograin and has proven effective and economical it obtaWing the components we need for safe and ieliable operaton of ni',l nucl Or
p)rop~lsion 'plants.
Notwittlstiidiig tfits record. [
].in 1003, asked NAVSHIPS to change
this ,method of contracting for nuclear components. The reason he gave Was that
.the Department of Defeinse desired to reduce the dollar volume of CPFF contracts. He requested that NAVSHIPS use a contract scheile lie had devised; tits
would shimi a decrease In C FIF contract aliomiit by using. In effect, two contracts for each prime contracltor-a CPI'F contract wviththe prime ontrietor for
the prime contractor's own vork, and A fixed-price contract for all fixed-price cornJ~onent subeontracts. [
I scheme would Ouhtile the Navy to clafti- a "saving'
_6f 2Z cents on every (lohiar in the fixed-price contract, Ainc guidelines for mas"Uring "savings" in the Department of Defense cost reduction program allow 2%
percent of the dollar value of all fixed-price contracts converted from cost-pliusfix d ee contractO to be reported its "savings."1
NAVAHIPS opposed this change since there would be no actual hange in
the amoiunt of work being done oln a fixed l)rice basiC; since the ~imiifil 60s Of
admtnihtering two prime contracts or a two-part contract ih place of one contract
would be higher; and since there Was no real benefit to the Goveriment from
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the proposed scheme. After conioderkble time and effort by myself, my staff, and
senior officials in the'Bureau 6.& Ships and the Office of Naval Material over a
period of months, the Vice Chiof of Naval Material in 1963 agreed that in the
circumstances my method of .contracting was appropriate and should be
continued.
Despite the 1963 decision of the Vice Chief of Naval Material [
],in
July 1964, again raised this issue. At that time, without consulting me, he dis.
approved a proposed Bureau of- Ships prime contract for nuclear components.
Agaii he proposed" his "two contract" scheme which would show an apparent
reduction in the amount of OPFF contracting. Again it required much time and
effort of myself, my staff, as well as top level personnel in the Office of Naval
Material to resolve this Issue. Because of [
1, continued insistence it
finally became necessary for the Chief of Naval Material himself to review the
issues involved. Following his review he concurred that my method of contract.
Ing was appropriate in the circumstances, He directed that he be informed un.
mediately if further contract clearance actions by the Office of Naval Material
would delay procurements for ;the naval nuclear propulsion program.
], however, did not let the matter rest there. In a speech given on May
S, 1967 before the'Naval Research Advisory Committee he recommended, among
other things, the project managers, systems commanders, and Fo forth, should
be precluded from "dictating types of contracts, by requiring alldirectives relat.
,lng to type of contract to be reviewed and approved, prior to issuance by CNM,"
to support his recommendation he stated:
Admial Rickover, for example, will not make an incentive or fixed price
contract--only OPFF. [., will not make a fixed price contract.
Ils statement was inaccurate, as were other- statements in his speech. As he
should know, for over 20 years I have Insisted that nuclear components be pro,
cured under fixed price type contracts and subcontracts.
Shortly after this speech, [-],
your then Deputy for Procurement, arranged a meeting among [], my representatives, and others, to review
[ -]
statements. At the conclusion of this meeting, [
] stated that
[i-] statements reflected poor judgment concerning the matters covered in
his speech.
In view of this long background, I do not understand why C
] made the
statement in his June 18, 1969 memorandum:
iIt is noted that * * * [] is the sole source for the nuclear propulsion
plants for both classes of ships (DLGN and DXON) despite the millions we
have expended to maintain two contractors [] in the reactor business.
As[ -]
pointedout in reference (d):
T e Navy has not spnt millions to, maintain two contractors In the reactor
business. The Nav places prime contracts with [] and [
'rea]
to develop
and, furoish speifc types of reactor plants, the components for which are procured tcor tit erly from Industry. The DXG9N and the DLGN utilize the same
r
bcater plnt aWhcwas designed by -nC- ]. -S ce the components for the
fea re ctor plants for oth typ ofship are identical, it Is more efficient and
economil
toprocutre thim nthrtugh theisam prime
e
contrsictAr.V
P
1 would add horfeto this memorandum by discussing other Instances where,
In orde t6, protect the Interests of theGovernn,
gr amounts' of my time
andtht f m snir, people have, bee cos
bcaueoC,
be
I'cin

ift ma ters inder my cognizanhce. F'or example, In "1967 and :196 he delayed a,

number of contracts for nuclear. components becausehe considre that the fixed
fee to thedl
fotrdeaors proposed ylow.
tou wircremember
te6 oxchangof corresponded intlat
In
d by [ -I In 1908 whe he disapproved
plcig ne of tI ese prime cnacts. 'In' this ase he considered thatNAVSHIPS

sohould pay' a higher. fee' to th6e' ntractor than NAYSHIPS considered 'approprlate.-a, fee 1t~oe contrActor had accepted, on, similar contractsi'n the past You
will iecallt*that I' re~ucantly ag'redto. Inerdase the fixed fee by*a nickel in order
to "avoid,' further de
ai
$59 nlinpie
contract. This ecagofcr
respondence6-the "n1ickel letters'-s, contiIbd on' paew5,throgh 659 of the
Join Ecoomic~o~im~tee Harins!o thie Economics of Milithiy'Procurement,
Part 2,'I 4646en61r 14,1988
ou nay recall the issue mentioned
..
In reference (d), concerning
Iy
the opptoo
0f .-..
, 1-office to the negotiation of a coitractWith
.]
for the nuclear-power
frigates DLGN's 86 and
.
office
e wanted to
dectale f16 bids received from , .
I] and
Y-Ito' be ompeftive,
aid 'taward
tha
o tii l!ow bidder-'
1- i-but without' nego/

.1f
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:tlatio s. NAVSHIPS considered the bids too high and desired t6-fnegotiate
'with [-]
in order to obtain a lower price. Ultimately it required your
decision, overruling the recommendation of [
I office, to permit NAVSHIPS
to negotiate with ( _. ]. As a result of these negotiations the Navy was able
to obtain a substantial reduction in the price of these ships. However,, the
NAVSHIPS representatives spent more time in obtaining approval from the
Naval Material Command to negotiate with [] than they spent in getting.
[] to agree to lower their price.
From my experience with [], it appears he does not understand all that
Is involved in procuring complex technical equipment, His statements indicate,
that project managers or systems commanders can or should readily adapt their
programs and technical management to the type of contract he insists upon,
[] has frequently raised contract issues relating to naval nuclear propulsion. No matter how many times an issue Is resolved it keeps on rearing its
hdad. These issues take up considerable time and'effort-time and effort which
we need to devote to our technical work. Invariably, after these contract issues
have been aired, [
] has been shown to be incorrect.
The issue facing me is my increasing inability to carry out my assigned responsibilities because of unwarranted interference by those who do not share
or contribute to getting the job done-but have the authority to interfere at their
volition. You must realize that the situation described in this memorandum is one
of the examples of "overmanagement" in the Department of Defense about
which I have testified many times, You must recognize the deleterious effect it
is having on the Navy.
It is important that this intolerably Inefficient situation be remedied as soon
as possible. I therefore request that you reassign responsibilities within your
office so that [
] no longer has review or approval authority over contracts involving naval nuclear propulsion work.
H. G. RIOKOVER, DePrty Commanderfor Nuolear Propulsion.
Copy to: Commander, Naval Ship Systoins Command.
Project manager, SSN 688 and later design SSN submarine project (PM 13).
Director, Strategic Systems Projects Office.
(No reply to this letter has been received.)
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING DEFENSE PROCUREMENT

Mr. MAHON. Admiral, I want to thank you for your frank comments on the defense procurement situation. We have all heard and
read many generalities about this in the past few months, but you
have talked to us in specifics, and you have made numerous specific
reemmondation1s to correct the problems you have pointed out. I
think, it would be valuable if you would summarize all the recomendations you made today.
Admiral RioxovFi. Yes sir. Here are my recommendations
1. This committee should include in the fiscal year 1970 Appropriations Act a provision to require thie Department6of Defense to review
and approve all subcontracts in excess of $106io' o
ider any contract
in which the Government-shares in cost overruns or underruns.
2. This committee should require the Department of Defense to
~intan records and report to Congress regularly regarding major
subcontracts-those in excess of $100,000. These reports should reflect the extent of competition in the award of the subcontracts and
tho amount of subcontracted work that goes to contractors in the top
100 contractors list.
3. This committee should direct the General Accounting Office to.
conduct a detailed review of prime contractor procurement practices in
contractor plants where the Department of Defense relies on an "api

6 6'

.poved" purchasing system.

4. The Truthin-Negotiations Act should be strengthened to require
Contracting officers to obtain and contractors to provide cost data on
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.all contracts iin excess of $100,000-unless such contracts are 'awarded
as formally advertised procfurements. The Department of Defense
should n6t be allowed to waive the Truthl-in-Negotiatiotns Act for any
contractor with mor ti i'$%
i$million of Government, bus less anifially.
This w tniatee shouId ask the Justice Department to investigate the
antitrust mplications when entire segments of industry, such as coinputer manufacturers, material suppliers, and others, appear to take a
united stand in refusing to providicost and priciig da'at.
5. Congress shouldtake tin active interest in the General Accounting Office study of the feasibility of uniform accounting standards.
Upon conipletion of the study, Conigress should enct a legal requirement 1tat
1all defense contrtO6 rs account for cost and profits on their
Government work in accordance with uniform cost, accountiing standards.
6. The General Accounting Office should'conduct a comprehensive
study on pu-fitbility in defense contracts. The study should consider
going-in as well as actual profits both as a percentage of costs and as
a. return on investnieit. The GAO should establish a study on a contiuing basiSto provide regular reports on defense profits to (iougress
and the public. If the General Accounting Office will not undetifke 0
profitability study on, its own accord, Congress should direct it to do
so. If the General Accounting Office persists in its cltim that it, lacks
the necessary authority to undertake a comirehensive profit study,
Congress should enact legislation giving it the authority it considers
necessary.
7. If the General Accountib Office continfues to abdicate its responsibility, Congress should considiter establishing a new organization to
undertake
operations. independent and comprehensive reviews of Government
8. The Defense Department should' make the cost principles in section XV of the Arned Services Procurement Regulation miindatbry
for all types of negotiated contracts. It should resist the attempt of
industry organizations to defeat or delay the proposal currently before the Armed Services Procurement legulatiof Conmittee.
9. Congress should require by law that return on investments be
considered in establishfig the profit of any cotractt over $100,000.
This shouldbe included as a provision in the fiscal year 1970 Appropriations Act.
10. The Reeigotitflohi Act should be miiAe permanienit. In addition,
the loophole that exempts standard . commercial articles" froin the
renegotiation process should be. eliminated. The Renegotiation Act
should be extended so that it apples to construction contracts, machine
tools, dirable production, equipment, and the Tennessee Valley Authority. The level of reporting contracts for renegotiation shlold be
lowered from$1 million to $250,000. Contractors should be required
to report costs and profits on every defense contradt' ito the Renego
tiation Board on' a contract-by-contrcOt basis. Costs and profits slioe|l l
be reported to the Board in accordnnie with Uniform standards of
accounting appropriate for Government contracts.
An autfioried senior company official sh6ild berequired to certify
reports to the Renegotiation Board With criminal penalties for false
or misleading data. -Such officials shotild not be allowed to plead nolo
oontendere in these cases. The Renegotiation Act should provide for
/
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renegotiation of contracts in individual cotimodity groupings as descri1d by the Federal Supply Catalog, rather than by total coipany sales.
11. Congress should require the Department of Defense to provide a
detailed public record of all Industry Advisory Council activities.
Complete transcripts of all meetings as well as studies and reports of
the Industry Advisory Council or its staff should be made public as
soon as they are available.
12. The executive branch should maintain contract experience records which reveal such matters as original and final prices of contracts, the amounts of unfunded and exorbitant claims submitted by
contractors, and the ainotunts of excessive profits on contracts so that
this information can be considered by all Government agencies prior
to awarding of contracts. Contractors should be required to keep
records that show the actual cost of chait ged work. The Department of
Defense should improve its ability to handle contractor claims so that
more thorough reviews can be undertaken. In cases of complex aid
voluminous claims the Department of Defense should hire private
law firms for the defense. When a claim is found to be unwarranted,
the contractor should :pay all the Government's legal expenses, iclhiding the fees for these private firms.
A Government lawyer who resigns to go into private practice
should not be allowed to prepare or prosecute a case against the
Government on behalf of a contractor for at least 5 years following
his resignation.
Mr. MAHON. I want to thak you for sharing with us the insights
you have developed during your 50 years in public service.
Admiral RiOKOVER. I feel a deep responsibility to share with you
what I have learned during 1my career in Government, Mr. Chaii Man.
The acquisition of knowledlge creates the responsibility for transmission of knowledge. It is in duty to pass on my experience and the
lessons I have learned. Perhaps my feelings are best expressed in the
words of the Talmud: "It is not for you to complete the task, but
neither have you the right to desist from it."
I did ,ot come here for the purpose of personal aggraidIzement, or
of wiing favor. My purpose in commenting on Defense procuremnent is to advise you of how tie Goveriiient can obtain the best
equipment at the lowest possible price. I amn convinced thAt congressional action 'is necessary to achieve that goal. Judging frmfii the
record of the perfomiinice of the Departifint of Defense and the
General Accounting Office, it is evident that Congress will have to
take the initiative for impr1i'oving defense procuremelit.
Problems are always opportunities. You have a great opportunity
to face this procurement problem head on. In this cotifection I am tminded of Capt. Thomas Jeffero1i Jackson See, who was the last
naval 6fflicer to be designated "professor of ifithleiiitis" In the 1U.S.
Navy. He was the astronomner atte
66Mare Island Navy Yard, when I
was there on a destroyer in 1923. We had magnetic coinhpsses-not
gyroco6if"tsses-in destroyers in those days. It was my ditty, as a
1new ensign, to take-the compasses ashore and calibrate them b'y lnasu ring ti earth's magnetic force. Professor See took the trouble to
assist me. I have always been grateful to this kindly gentleman. He
even gave me his cailting card engraved with all the signs of the zodiac.
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Later I learned that once, on -eturnhig from leave. He was greeted
by the commandant of the yard with, "While you were on leave,
Professor, we took down all your stars and polished them. up." You
could do what the Conmandant did-take down our procurement
regulations and polish them up.,
0 As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, the military is being castigated for
inefficiency Itis also fashionable today to blame many of our problems
on the "military-industrial complex." Some of these complaints are
well founded. However, the phrase "military-industrial complex" has
become an evocative symbol. Not that it is meaningless, but it serves
only to fix blame or excite expectations rather than to demand analysis.
Analysis requires the day-to-day ding
out of details. This unglamorous work is not compatible with the notion that you can solve
large problems with simple phrases. There seems to be a division of
labor between those who dig out the details andthose who think about
them.
What is so frustrating in dealing with the Department of Defense
is that even when enough details have been unearthed to show the
full outline of the problem, practically nothing is done about it. The
Pentagon is content to conduct studies. These studies have been
trumpeted as a great management devise by the public relations staff-:the counterfeiters of administration. But in the Pentagon, the word
"studies" is a euphemism for inaction and delay.
Perhaps in their continued preoccupation witLmaking surveys and
studies, and requesting status reports Defense officials are suppressing
their own feeling of emptiness which, for its part, suppresses everything luminous in those subject to them.
The military should not bear all ofthe criticism for inefficiency in
defense procurement. Civilians in the Department of Defense--and
Congress as well-deserve a share of the blaie. The Department of
Defense should see to it that the laws which do exist are carried out.
Where
the law is inadequate, Congress should strengthen it.
_Mr. MAHOx.
In order to do our part of the job, we have to know
what is going on in the Defense Department. That is why I appreciate
your' frank and open testimony. It has been extremely valuable.
Admiral RioiovEn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
MONDAY, JUNE 9,1969.
TESTIMONY OF MEMBERS OF CONGRESS AND OTHER
INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS
ARn PxOyPRC1MANT

OXM-705

TRU0oS

WITNESS
VON. MAON DRADEXAS A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS ]FRON
T9E STATE O1 INDIANA
Mr. MAnox. The committee will come to order.

We are pleased to have our able friend and colleague, John Brademas, -:before the committee today. I believe you are accompanied,
Mr. Brademas, by Mr. Coughen6ur, Mr. Podnos, and Mr. So-huster.
Mr.
BADEHS. YeW sir.
I
]/
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Mr. MAnox. Their names will be appropriately recorded in the
record.
I believe you had expressed an interest in the XM-705 Army
truck.
Mr. BRADEMAS, Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHONv. All right; why don't you proceed?

Mr. BRADEMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
At theoutset let me say that I read very fast.
Mr. Chairman, I very much appreciate the opportunity, to appear
before this distinguished subcommittee. My testimony this morning
is directed at a problem of growing concern to Members of Congress
and to the American people and I know to the distinguished chairman of the Committee on Appropriations.
I refer in general to increasing evidence that the Department
of Defense is willing to pay excessively high costs for weapons systems and equipment that often provide only marginal improvements
in combat effectiveness.
Mr. Chairman, I know that members of this subcommittee are vitally inrte sd both our national defense and our national economy.
Your concern i to act upon Defense Department requests for weapons and equipment essential to our national defense while at the same
time disapproving the expenditure of public-tax moneys when not essential to our national security.
I requested the opportunity to appear before your subcommittee,
Mr. Chairman, to br'ng to your attention some details of a Government procurement with important implications for the public interest in terms both of our national defense and our nationaI economy.
Specifically, I intend to demonstrate that the U.S. Army is now procuring a 1/4-ton truck-the XM-705-which will burden the American taxpayer with as much as $150 million in unnecessary expenditures. Yet abundant evidence shows that the XM-705 will produce at
best only a modest improvement in combat effectiveness.
Moreover, the Army seeks to buy this vehicle, with all the risks
attendant to buying a vehicle that exists only on paper deSpite the
fact that a modestl, improved version of an existing vehicle, the
M-715, can substantially meet the Army's requirements.
Mr. Chairman, these conclusions are not merely my own. The
General Accounting Offlice which at my request has undertaken an
examination of the XM-705 program, only last week made the following tentative observations:
It appears that the XM-705 does not represent a real stride forward in terms
of combat effectiveness. Rather, it appears to offer only a relatively small increase in terms ot combat effectiveness over the XM-715 1/4-ton truck already
in the Army system and no clearly significant superiority over the improved
XM-715 proposed by the Kaiser Jeep Corp. Accordingly, the XM-705 program
appears to represent an excessive expenditure for marginal improvements in
combat effectiveness over the Improved XM-715.

Moreover Mr. Chairman, the Army's ill-advised decision to procure the XKf-05 flattly and unconscionably contradicts the explicit
conclusions reached by the Army's own Army Materiel Command.
This report, prepared by; the Systems and Cost Analysis Division of
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tile ArmyMateriel Command, dated July 8, 1968, compares the proposed XM-705 both with the existing and the improved M-715. The
report finds:
The XM-105 has all the uncertainties associated wi-th a vehicle that does
not exist * * *. With the improvements proposed, an adequate design guarantee
and warranty, and contractor liability established ly demonstration to Government test secificatlils, there are no known performance or effectiveness preclusions to selection of the improved M-715.

With respect to this report the Chief of the Vehicles and Equipment
Division, Maintenance Directorate, Army Materiel Command, states
flatly:
We conclude that there Is questionable necessity for going through the expense
of developing a replacement vehicle at this time.

He recommended that:
The M-715 series of trucks be considered for adoption as the standard replacenient for the M-37 series and that procurement of the M-705 series of trucks be
held In abeyance pending the acquisition of more definitive operation and malntenance experience with the M-715.

Thus, Mr. Chairman, the evidence available at this time, developed
both by the General Accountinig Office and, indeed, by the Army itself
militates strongly against procurement of the untested, untried paper
XM-705 at an additional cost to the American taxpayer estimated
by the Army Materiel Command to be $150 million. Here again is
the conclusion from the Army Materiel Command report I have
already cited.
I believe this conclusion is particularly worthy of underscoring.
Here I quote:
Introduction of improved M-715's requires fewer vehicles In the total fleet
and approximately $150 million less for the total fleet life cycle costs than does
time XM-705.

It is for these reasons, therefore, that for the first time in my 10
years in Congress, I lhve requested an opportiitty to testify before

your subcolhmuittee.
Mr. Chairman, let me elaborate: I first began looking into the
Army's procurem~nt of a new fleet of 11/1-ton velles this past January when officials of the Kaiser Jeep Corp., whih has a plant located
in the congressional district which I represent, brought to my attention the Ai-my's intention to procure the XM-705 from the GenerMal
Motors Corp..
After a period of several months of investigation oi my part, which
included meeting personally with the Secretary of the Army, Mr.
Stanley R. Resor, on February 18, 1969, I became increasingly convinced that the XM-705 program could not be justified. I first transmitd my concern to you: and to your committee m a letter dated
Mai'dh.
19, 1969. At that timne, I indicated my serious reservations
about the XM-705 program. Concurrently, I advised the Comptroller
General of the United States of my concern about the XM-705 prograi i ,aid
*requested that the General Accoutiig Office undertake a
o
m
,
iii
thoroughinvestigation.
After'several months of continue inqUiry on-my art, and o tle
bsis' of tle preliminary review submitteT to me by the General
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Accounting Office, I am thoroughly convinced that the XM-705 prograin has not been justified by the Army, and that as available
expert evidence indicates, this program will cost the inerican taxpayer many millions of dollars beyond what is required for an adequate l1/ 4 -ton truck fleet.
HISTORY

OF TiE 1-1/4-TON TRUCK PROGRAM

lJet me briefly sufilnarize the U.S. Army 1 -ton truck program.
At the present time the Army has about 3,00) M-715 trucks. This
truck is it convention ilmobility truck which first went into
1/AtOl
4
l)roduCtilft in Jantitry 196T, at it cost of less than $3,500 apiece to
the Government.
Notwithstanding the success of the M-715 in the field, the Army has
embarked on a program to procuire another 1%4 ton conventioil
mobility truck-the XMI-705. The complete acquisition cost for tie
first 18,000 of these vehicles is scheduled to be $8,160 per truck, accordin ato data provided me by Army officials.
'he Army made this award despite the fact that for more than 6
months, the Army had held in abeyance an unsolicited firm fixed price
proposal from the Kaiser Jeep Corp. in the amoutit of $71
mullI on to prodtice it like quantity of improved M-715 trucks. The
improved M-715 is a lnodlcation of it similar and apparently satisfactory M-715 vehicle already in thetmilititry system.
Congress has repeatedly cautioned the Army about ilitroducifir It.
new truck into the'logistic system. The full House Committee on Xpl)ropriations, its far back as June 1963, questioned the Army's conltinued sole-source l)rocuireinelt of the M-34 3/4-ton ton truck
and eniphsized the need to develop the follow-on XM-561 vehicle
with competitive procurement at the earliest practical date. (The M561, known as the Gama Goat, is a high mobility truck now beifig
procured at a cost of about $11,000 each.) The Approprilatns Com"Aeiit for 3,ton trucks
mitee, however, approved a limited proc
for fiscal year 1964 anticipatifig that these vehicles as well as existing
iventory would be adequate to meet Army requirements ititil the
successor M-561 was ready for procurement.
The Approp riati.s Commitffttee fuirtheroted that the Army was
otlher cofmercially mVaihble
ote the possibility of utiliing
lookingthat
mi ght meet the Army's requirements. TIhe commit ee adtrucks
monisheid the Army that the advantages of competitive procuremiit
must be weighed agaaiTst the higher costs associated with introditnmg
a, new vehicle into tle logistics system.
Thus, the Army at present is faced with logistically support i ng two
trucks of the sameldass-the M-37 tand tile M-71,-and will sooi have
a third truck, the high mobility M-561 truck in its system. Procurement of the XM-705 wiill add yet a fourth 13 0-ton truck to the system.
The Army Materiel CommIanid itself, in its compi ison of the iml)roved M-715 aind the XM-705, warned of the addit6iial expense and
unnecessary logistical comfictition that would result from addifig
this fourth 1 4-tontrtidk-the XM-705- to the fleet. In its report, the
Army Materiel Commic l emphasized the logistical advantages of retainig the M-715 and rejecting tile XM-705:
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Selection of the improved M-715 would have the following effects
in logistic factors:
I. Reduces the types of major items in the fleet .
b. Reduces the number of new component line items introduced
into the system . . .
c. Avoids increased supply and distribution costs... The XM705 would require complete togi cs introduction.

Mr. Chairman, a co(irson of initial investment costs for the

XM-705 andmatter.
for the M-715 is plail evidence of the Army's misjndgment iin this
For an initial buy of 18,000 vehicles, the Army estimates that the
initial investment (6st will be $8,160 for each XM-705. This flgu.te
compares with $5,120 for each XM-715. The addit, oiAl cost, then, is
over $5fmillion for the XM-705. Moreover, based on a projected fleet
of 560O vehicles, the Army Materiel Command estimated that the
total additional cost to the taxpayer would be approximately $150
mill ioh.
Mr. Chairman, I have sought time and tinm again to obtain from
the Army satisfactory explanaitions to questions I 1have raised about,
the basis 'for its determination to procure the XM-705.
Following my meeting with the Secretary of the Army in February,
I exchange correspondence with him. I subsequently met. at some
length wifth a team of Army officials dispatched by tie Seoretary of the
Army which included the Army's Director of Materiel Acquisition,
Maj. Gen. Roland B. Anderson. I have studied materials thereafter prepared for me by General Anderson. I have reviewed with
care the answers concerning the XM-705 submitted by the Army to
this subcommittee just 4 days ago.
But, Mr. Chairman, tie deeper I look into this matter, the more
convinced I have beconie that the Army's justification of the XM-705
prograin is not only inadequate, but also misleading.
Essentially, Army officials have attempted to justify their decision to
l'ocure the XM-705 by statig tht it.would result, in contrast to contiming procurement of the M-715 or an itnlmproved version in both
substantial ifiprovements in military effectiveness and lower life-cycle

costs.$0

t fi

Mr. Chairman, the Army has failed to support, either, of those contentions. Let me explain.
1. Life oycZ
so0t9
Life cycle costs lie at the heat of the issue and draw attention to
the questionable accuracy of the Army's method of comparing the
real-fife M-715 and the paperwork XM-705.
I was informed by the Army that its decision to proceed with the
procurement of the XM-705 was based on the A
Irmys
caculated
highe,.' life cycle cost of the improved M-715. In. fact., however, as I
have indicated, the internal Army study 'to which I have already
6 al life cycle cost of
referred, state in July 1968 that the addito4
adding XM-705's to the fleet would be approximately $150 million
over the altrnative of pouring the iftnpoved M-715.
Yet, Maj. Gen. Roland B. Anderson, who headed up the delegation sent to my office by Secretary Resor, represented this figure to
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be only $75 million. Moreover, he dismissed the savings which would
result. from purchasing improved M-715's as unsubstantiated in the
eyes of the Army. According to General Anderson, in a document he

submitted to me on April 18, 1969:
A cost comparison study made by the Arin Materiel Command ComptrOller
and Director of Programs did Indicate itlife-cycle cost advantage of $75 million
for the improved M-715 on the basis of a 50,000 vehicle fleet. However, this
study was made on the basis of the assumptions that Kaiser Jeep's unsupported
claims as to reliability and durability could be attained, For that reason it has
never been accepted by the Army. This study was accomplished in July 1008.
, General Anderson's letter of April 18 takes the un itivocal position

that the Army's life cycle cost computations showed a lower cost for
the XM-705. But the Gehieral's assertion is in direct conflict with the
earlier determination of the Coinlptoller and Director of programs,
Army Materiel Command, that the life cycle cost for the improved
M-715 would'be substantilly lower than that for the XM-705.
R. Oont.iived cost comparison

Notwithstanding this Army Materiel Command report, the Army
subsequently contrived-and I use that word advisedly-an unrealistic
life cycle cost for the improved M-715 in order to justify procurement
of the XM-705.
Let me explain.
The Army has relied heavily on the alleged high life cycle cost of
the improved M-715 as compared to the life cycle cost for the XM-705.
Simply stated, the life cycle cost is the initial acquisition cost of a
vehicle plus the maintenance and repair cost for that vehicle over its
expected lifetime.
S
In calculating a life cycle cost, the so-called "maintenance index"
is vitally important. This is because a maintenance index indicates just
how much tunie a vehicle will be unable to operate because of the need
for repairs and other maintenance.
To illustrate how crucially important the maintenance index is, the
Army stated that repair parts and maintenance fr each improved
M-715 would amount to approximately $13,500-over $1,000 each year
for each year of the M-71.5's 12-year life span. At the same time, the
Army stated that the repair parts and maintenance for each X.M-05
Wihichl. exists on paper only, would-be slightly over $6,000 for the lifetime of each velfcle-or approximately $500 each year.
As a result, the difference in cost as given between maintaining a
fleet of XM-705's and maintaining a fleet of improved M-715's, based
on Army assumptions is enom ous. In fact, that, difference, based on a
projected fleet of 50,00 vehicles over a 12.year life expectancy for
aeh vehicle, amounts to several hundred million dollars.
And yet, when I sought to learn the basis on which the A'my assigned these very different yet crucially important maintenance in(lodxes to both of these velholes, I was astonished, as I am sure that the
members df this subcommittee will be, by the lack of integrity of the
criteria the Army chose'to Use."
Whit I learnea was this:
The Army had assigned a maintenance index for the XM-705 based
on conjecture,, assum option, and insufficient data. In fact, no XM-705

has dier been 'built. The index iassigned for the .vehicle is based on!tirely on values calculated by the contractor which-the Army, after
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checking

acce ted. And yet the vehicle exists only on paper, and I

will indicatee lter in my statement how dangerous this practice of
failing to rely on prototype development has been in. the past.
Moreover, the very high maintenhAnce index assigned for the improved M-715 is no more supportable than the very low index assigned
to the XM-705. The Army has failed, despite my repeated requests to
Army officials, to provide me with any explanation of how the figure
for the improved M-715 was derived-:-an index almost three times as
hirh as that for the XM-705. And yet there are at least three conpeling reasons which suggest that the maintenance index assigned
the M'715 Is arbitriary in the extreme.
1. Apparently, the Army used only five of the first M-715's off the
production line, tested them, but ignored considerable test data on
later M-715's in calculating the mainte6nancc index.
2. At present, approximately 25,O06 M-715's are operating in the
field, :many of these vehicles for close to 2 years. (About 5,00011-115's
are in reserve storage.) Yet neither officials of the Kaiser Jeep COPp.
nor Ihave succeeded in getting any information from the Army which
suggests that the existing M-715's have not been performniug effectivelyand economidly. In fact, one Army Materiel Command memorandum states specifically that "there are no reports pointing to
other than normal maintenance and MWO (modification work order)
re , irements." Moreover, officials of the Kaiser Jeep Corporatioi have
visited many field commands where the M-115 is deployed, both mI
the United States and abroad, and reported to me that the M-715
apparently has received wide acceptance among field commanders.
.3. Moreover, two reputable management consutiiigfirms, Harbidge
House and Commufiiodions and Systems, Inc., condiicted studies, commissioned by the Kaiser Jeep Corp., based on test data made available 'by the Army. The concligon of bothof these studies is that the
maintenance index assigned to the improved M-'I715 by the Army is
much greater-and hence of course much more costly-than is justifiable based on the data used by the Army.
In sum, the Army has chosen to rely heavily on the alleged merits
of hhe paper XM-705. Yet the truth is best stated in the Army
Materiel Command's study of the XM-705 and the M-715: "No
conclusive difference in-estimated reliabihlity can be stated because of
the uncertainties involved in both Vehicles."
Mr. 'Clialrmfi, I am convinced that in their assignment to-the improved M-i5. of a maintenance idex almost three times greater than
that assumed for the XM-705, the Army has taken elaborate pains to
construct a self-serving case.
COMBAT

EFFECTIVENESS: VNSUPPORMD AND VNTESTED COMPARISON
BENEFITS OF X4-705 ANDM-715 PROGRAMS

OF

Mr. Ohai rmaa, as members of this subcommittee will all be aware,
Army regulations are clear that the bulk of research, development,,
testing und evaluation funds should be spent on items providing significant advances in combat effectiveness with emphasis on mobility,
firepower,, and communications.: No substanti al sums of money are
to be Spent for small, incremental. increases in combat effectir-eness
with emphasis on mobility, firepower, and communications. No subI

,
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stantial suims of money are to bo spent for smallincremental increases
in combat effectiveness. Furthermore, regulations specify that the cost
of new items must be carefully weighed against expected improvement in operational capability..According to Army doctrine, "improvemenits of modernization action are avoided," and "unnecessary
technical features, over-refinement, and excessive durability must be
elimifated."
Army Regulation 11-25, entitled "Army Programs, the Management
Process for the Development of Army Systems," dated April 10,
1968, is clear and, succinct: "Prior'ity is placed on new capabilities
which provide signifflcant ifilpovement in combat effectiveness."
Yet this explicit mandate has been ignored in the present case.
The General Accotiifing Office is conducting an extensive study of
the Army's analysis and cost comparison of the XM-705 and the improved M-715 programs. As we are all aware, Mr. Chairman, the
General Accotinfig Office was placed in the legislative branch of the
Governifment to provide the co f4rtes and Members of Congress with
itidepend
photrts on the mahagemeIit operations of the executive
branch. The unremitting duty ofrthe Comptroller General and the
General Accountiig Office staff is to serve Congress by searching continually for means 'of achieving greater effectiveness, economy, and
efficiency thrtighioit the Government.
Although the General Accoutitfig Office has not yet completed its
review I have been greatly impressed both by their findings to date
and by the thoroughness of their investigation.
Mr. Chairman, let me here cite in detail some of the unequivocal,
unambiguous findings of the General Accounting Office:
Based on our review of the XM-705 development -and the conclusions of the

cost-effectiveness study made by AMO (Army Materiel command) In July 1968,
it appears that the XM-705 does not represent a real stride forward in terms
of combat effectiveness. Rather, it appears to offer only a relatively small increase in terms of combat effectiveness over the XM-715 1-ton truck already
in the Army system and no clearly significant sUperlority over the improved
XM-715 proposed by KJC (Kaiser Jeep Corp.). Accordingly, the XM-705 program appears to represent an excessive expenditure for marginal improvements
in combat effectiveness over the improved XM-715.
As far as we, know, the Army does not accept the Ithly
"9
AMC cost-effectiveness comparison because it was based on unsupported assumptions. It does
not seem reasonable to make such a study for the apparent purpose of providing
a better basis for decisionmaking, when the input is based on unsupported
assumptions that cannot be accepted. Further, the definitive data considered
necessary to validate the assumptions was not requested by the Army for about
.6 months. It appears that the Army should have taken action to obtain such data
much sooner than it did. Further, we believe the. award, of the TPP (total package procurement) contract to General Motors should not have been made .prior
to receipt and ev aluatin of the requested definitive data. If the evaluation was
favorable to KJC, then it seems the course of less risk to the Government would
have been to proceed with development andtest of KJC'i improved XM-715 since
K30 also guaranteed performance and offered a significant saving in cost and
time: While there is the possibility that the improved XM-715 would fail during
,tests to. meet the requirements although guaranteed, the same possibility also
exists in the more costly, current XM-705 program.

Mr. Chairman, having cited the finding of the General Accounting
Office, I want, in order to complete the evidence for the members of the
subcommittee, to cite several additional points contained in the Army
Materiel Commanids comparison study, to which I have earlier referred.

I

"
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They are essential points which I have not yet made. The Army
Materiel Command report said:
1. With'the improvements proposed, an adequate design guarantee and war.

ranty, and contractor liability established by demonstration to Government
test specifications, there are no known performance or effectiveness preclusions
to selection of the M-715. Areas in which the QMR (qualitative materiel re-

quirements) are not met; are not considered significant. Cost differentials are
significant, particularly In the acquisition category (R. & D. and investment)

and are considered to be conservative. The current M-715 is programed in the
Army inventory through fiscal year 1978 and further logistics simplification and

cost avoidance are factors for M-715 selection. The Government's legal and moral

obligations in abandonment of the XM-705 are proteetable and/or defensible.
Government rights-in-data are roughly comparable between the two suppliers.

Significant savings are also evident to the M-715 In the ambulance version and
high density kits. Other savings, on cost-effectiveness considerations, can be made

from the"improvements specified in both proposals.
2. Both the XM-70 and the improved versions of the M-715 are "paper
vehicles" in the sense that neither exists or has been demonstrated. The current
version of the M-715 does exist * * * and both costs and performance values have
some historical documentation. The values (performance and maintenance estimates) of the XM-705 have been derived from quotations and estimates made by

the contractor and modified where considered appropriate. These, therefore, are

considered to have a greater uncertainty (plus or minus), than for the current
M-715 data.

In view of the unielenting investigative work and the findings to
date
of the General Accounting Office in the present XM-705/M-715
controversy,
and in further view of the devastating Army Materiel
,Command's comparison study, I must conclude thatand
method used
by the Army to procure the XM-705 is unjustifiable the irresponsible.
Basedon a careful examination of the XM-05 program, then, I fail
to see any justification either for the increased costs or the complication
of logistics caused by several equivalent vehicles in the military system. It is my undersanding that the M-715, with minimum improveInents can f ilfihlt system sdescription of 'e XM-405.Accordiil
there is no reason for the Depr
h toM'0.Acr
y
opartmettonofo~
Defense
incur the additional
cost of developing a new vehicle where the capabilities required can
be provided through minor modification of the existing M-15. In
summary.,it appears that, at best, the XM-705 program offers a
marginal improvement in overall Vehicle performance at a dispro.
*port onateincreaseincoot.
lim
At a time when the Federal Government is trying very, had tol Iit
expenditures and when Defense Department appropriations are appriacng&
-$0 biflon annually I res petfuly urge the members of
thin
d
Istiguished subcommittee, carefully to review the entire XM-705
-ontract
and
in which
it was awarded.
Naturally, the
M.maner
Ohafrna'n
7 I would hope that your distiiishet
asubcoinittewould
alsoArgmy
i
iive
nst,
view
of the kind of evidence
have
to theI quessatisfactory-responses
ere presnted, that the
tonIhae~t
the the
AyI
tons
I have raised, which
Army hiisa
hasup tno
to now failed completely
MAHbriT Mr. Br'Is'
Mr.
we 4re. pleased to have you 'before the
committee. I think it Is the duty of all of us,who are Members of
o136sstobe a alerts p6ssiblein order that we: mayser the
&i seveth
aii the voices of the people
foura
thewebesg
in our
listen
should
iprper that
It tbitrs
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In addition, I assume, to your interest in the general situation and
in the interest of the taxpayer and efficiency in the Army, you are also
interested in your own district--andyou shouildbe.
I am the same way with matters involving my own district.
As I understand it, there is a company in your district calledMr. BRADEMfAS. Kaiser Jeep, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. It does lot of Army truck business?
Mr. BRAP3MAS. Yes, sir,

Mr. MATHON. Place in the record, Mr. Clerk, at this point, the extent
of the Army business which Kaiser Jeep has.
(The information follows:)
ARMY PURCHASES FROM KAISER-JEEP CORP
IBased upon currently available Information, the Army, during the period fiscal year 1961 through fiscal year 1969, madethe following purchases from the Kalser-Jeep Corp.J
IOollar amounts in millions)
South Bond, Ind.
Fiscal year

Toledo, Ohio
Amount Items

Items

Amount

Total'

$4.6

$4.6,

67.3
15. 1
8.0
9.2
74.0

67. 31
15.1
87.6
196.3
358.1

9dton, MI15,an1 spare parts
.o
.......................
252.9 .....
do .......................
110.9 Spare parts ...................

49.8

1.7

41.3
2.8

294.2
113.7

Total .................................... 1,009.5 ..............................

272.1

1,281.6

0 Truck )4.ton.M38A1, and'spare
paRs.
1962.............. do .......................
0 Truck
34-ton, Mi51, and'spare
parts.
ae ............
1963 ..........do..................0 Same..................
1964 ............. Truck, 2Wton, M44; truck,.....
$79.6 Same ........................
5-ton, M39, and spare parts
1965 .......... do ......................
187.1 Truck 3-ton M606, and spare
1966 .......... do .......................
284.1 rrc V.ton,M606- truck,-..
1961 ............. Hone ........................

1967 .................. do................ .......
1968..........do................
1969............. Same plus truck, 5-ton, SM809..

The projected fiscal year 1970 Army purchases from the Kaiser-Jeep Corp.

are expected to amount to approximately $60 nillibn to cover existing multiyear

procurement. Additional awards would be dependent upon the results of com-

petitive bidding for other Army purchases.

Mr. MAIION. Now, Kaiser Jeep has other plants, I assume, not in
your district?
Mr. BRAD)fMAS. Oh, yes, sir.
ARMY INVESTMENT IN X3-705 TRUCK

Mr. MAHON. Now, General Motors is the company that is concerned
here with the XM-705 truck.' Last year we were requested to provide
some funds for the XM-705 trucks. In fiscal year 1966, $1,094,000
was provided. In 1967, $2,147,000 was provided and in 1968, $683,000
was provided. This makes a total of $3,951,000 that has been provided
thus far for research, development, test, and evaluation of this proposed truck. These facts, of course, are before you. I am just putting
this into the record.
.Now, for fiscal year- 1970, which will begin July 1, 1969, the Army
is reuesting $4.5 million to be used for the procurement--now we are
getting into procurement and out of rresearch and development-theproposed procurement of 400 or 500 of these trucks.
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This would be the first purchase of a 4-year buy and this would be,
as you point out, a very large program In toto.
iour -ointis that you feel tt
congress should deny these fundsyou, taking the position that the results of the research and developinent and so forth would hiidicate that the truck that is being suggested,
the XM-705, is really by no means a quanitum leap over other vehicles
and you do not think as a practical, commonsense matter we ought to
launch this program. Is that.about it?
XM-705

MAY REPRESENT ONLY MARGINAL IMPROVEMENT

Mr., BRADEMAS. If I may commeiit oil your observation, Mr. Chairman, in the first place my quarrel, I want to make very clear, is not
with General Motors, but it is with the Army. As I have said in my
statemeiit, aid as I can prove, I believe, the Army has contrived to
place the contract with this firm and thiat in spite of the fact that as
much as $7 million for R. &D. and procurement may already have been
invested, that uiiess the decision is reversed, the cost to tie taxpayer
will be not $7 million, but $150 m'ilin, an estimate which was developed not by me, Mr. Chairman, but by the Army Materiel Command,
and the evidence which I am citing to avert the loss of $150 million
comes from the General Accounting Office report, as well as from the
Army Materiel Command.
As you will see, sir, on page 9 of my statement, I quote the finding
of -the GAO, which says liat, based on their review of the XM-705
development and the conclusions of the cost-effectiveness study made
by the Army Materiel Command in July 1968-those are two studiesit appears the XM-705 does not represent a real stride forward in
terms of combat effectiveness; rather, only indicates a small increase
in terms of combat effectiveness for the XM-715 and no clear superiority over the improved one.
Accordingly, the 'M-705 program appears to represent an excessive expenditure for margina im rovements in combat effectiveness
over the improved XM-15. You have very wefl summed up, Mr.
Chairman, the point that the Army proposes to spend -a great deal of
money for :a marginal improvement in the vehicle proposed.
Mr. MAtioN. There are times when a marginal improvement can,
of course, be justified, especially in fields where 'human life is very
decidedly involved. We take, I think often, and I think you would
take the position th~t' in cases involving weaponry as such, anythiih-g
that is a marginal improvement that will save a considerable number
of 'lives and wotuld be more effective may be wortl while, but this is
not precisely that kind of thing.
Mr. BRADEMAS. Mr Chairman, you have hlit..the nail right on the
head when you make that poitnt. We are talking not about a weapons
system here, but about a track, and I might also point out that the
comparson-t'meir justification for the XM705 lias been made completely on paper. It would seem to me that, if the GM people and the
Kaier Jeep people were doing something to go ahead, going ahead
and-:prodcicing some test vehicles and they could be tested in some
pr6tatype-way, then if one or the other proved significantly better,
members of~the H6use and of Congress generally could ,feel 'moike
eoifidefice in suppoiting thiis kind of an appropfiation. But I thifik,
/
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Mr. Chairinian, you hit the nail right on the head when you pointed
out this is a truck and not, as it were, a life or death kind of weapon
iii everyday battle use.
TESTIMONY TO BE CONSIDERED DURING HEARINGS

Mr. MA ON. We have not had our hearings this year on this item
:about which youspeak. We will have your statement before us when
the Army is before us and we will ask our people who work with the
comifitftee to be as helpfull as possible in contifection with it.
We will give the whole matter thorough conmsiderlition. We appreciate yot appeartalce here. Of course, youwill be at liberty to discuss
this mater with us from time to time as the picture develops.
Mr. BRADIKmAS. I would like to say just one or'her word, if I may, Mr.
Clhairiaiti.
The chairman very correctly pointed out that the Kaiser Jeep firm

has a plant filby (histrit and it is for that reason only that, was able

to have this matter brought to my attention and was able to go
ahead and get. the General Accotilitfih Office iito the picture. But I
wouldbe just as6lprfoundly concerneI about the waste of moneys of
this niagnitude if it. were a plant in somebody else's district and I
ought, in all candor, to say, Mr. Chairman, that before I deternih1ed

to come before your suwomiittee and, as I said, aid as the clhirmAii

knows, this is the first time since I ,have been in Congress in 10 yearn
that I have ever asked to come, so I think from my point of view
it
is an unusual thing for me to appear before this distinguished comnmittee.
Before I was willing to move ahead in this matter, Mr. ChairmAn,
and to get the Comptroller General in the act--which I have never
done in 10 years in Congress-I wanted to satisfy myself, sir, that
the evidence was pretty solid, that the taxpayers' money was going
to be outrageously Wasted.,
if you will examn'ie ny statement caftfiilly, you will see that I
make a very serious charge. I charge that the Army has contrived
to phtkce this with a particlAr firm. That is a serious charge which I
make before your committee and I make in the publi4 press, so I would
hope that the charge which I bring-and I am confident it will, Mr.
(Tirfmt-will be given the attention th t I know your great subcofmfifittee will give to it. I am very grateful for th opportunity to
:appear before you.
Mr. MAIoN.

Thank you very much.

MONDAY, JUNE 9, 1969.
RECOMMENDATIONS

OF TIE NATIONAL BOARD FOR TilE, PnOtoTIoN OF

Rimp, PRACTICE
WITNESS
FRANKLIN L. NORTH, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr, MAriON. At this time we will hear from Franklin L. Orth of the
National Rfle Association. Mr. Orth, you have been before tt his
committee many times. We are always pleased to have you, and any
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other person interested in the welfare of the eofifitry or in the issues
of the day involving Federal funds, appear beforethe committee.
Mr. ORTH. Mr. Chairman and members of the 6i3tilte.Thaink you

for grantfing me the opportunity to come before you to speak in sup.
port of that valuable element of our defense effort, the national board
For the promotion of rfle practice. The courtesy extended by this subcommitte. on all previous-oecasions is most deeply appreciated.
It is with mixed emotions of grave concern and frustration that I
speak today In my personal knowledge ana acquaintance, there are
in this Nation thousands upon thousands of interested and concerned
private citizens who place a high enough preminm onl their freedom
to dedicate freely and without reservation niuch of their valuable time
and energy toward the preservation of our way of life. These are men
more ofe'n than not who have on previous occasions placed their lives
on the line while wearing the uniform of one of our country's armed
services. Convinced
of tle vaii of mairksmtnshlp training prir to
mflitaky serve, these loyal patriotic Americans upon their return to
civilian life, havedeterm~ined to participate as fully as possible, within
the limits of their time and talent, toward insuring that there would
be available (1) a large group of expert instructors to train recruits

in the fundamentals of marksmanship in the. event of war, and (2) a
hard core Of our Nation'syouth who hadtoreceived
instruction
the use
militaryin service.
and handling of the servicerifle prior entry into
It goes without saying that the national board program is one of the
few defense programs in which a civilian may actively participate. Today's professional and technical emphasis in the armed services preclude to a large extent such activity in other areas.
The truly unique e aspect 6f the activities carried on by the national
board is that it stimulate§ and encourages, civilian participation to the
extent that a genuine pump-primig relationship exists. The amouit
of money and time expended by the Government is small by any
method of measurement or comparison. The cost of the program must
be weighed against the urgent importance of training thousands of
civilians in the use of the service rifle priorto entrance
in the military
service. Thei prgram is largely puip-prifiing in that it furnishes only
materiel (surplus rifles aid ammunition) to rifle clubs, who accomplish the training programs with their own civilian instructors on their
own range at no cost to the Government.
Unquestionably, our so iety. as it must in order to survive, is in a
constant process of social development andtogrowth.
Constructive persion and changes in emphases are essential the advancement andrevipetuation of our civilization. However, of late, there has been a threatening, ominous, and sometimes violent attack on what has come to be
d6rpogtorily termed "the Establishment." Customs, mores, practices,
procdures, and institutions 6f sometimes long-stafinfig and proven
worth have been attacked and severely criticized, often solely to further strictly personal and selfish goals.
1-In- this veion, beoauw of ,several! tragic events of national impact,
much attsntion was directed to the .ownershipof firearms. Emotions
ran high rind the Congress reacted, with enactment of Federal legIslatloh of far-reaching effect. ParticulWly discOUragigi during the debate, however, was the uhifounded' misleading, and politically motivated attack on the civiliant marksm t ni ship program. An apparent pur-

pose of the attack was to dlsciedit both this beneficial[ defiisb prgi'ait
and those who argued against certain of the proposed controls on
firearms.
With full awareness that it is the responsibility of those in positions
public
interestto of
in therelative
authority
such recent
to exercisebehind
of
authority
continuathethe
decisions
th reasoning
welfare,
tion of the national board program. seem clearly in error. Specifically,
I refer to the fact that no fu nds have been requested for fiscal year 1970
for continuing the operation of the national board for the promotion
of rifle practice.
You are, no doubt well aware that since 1903 the program has received the support o? the vast majority of the Congres, including the
House and Senate Appropriations Committees. Presidents Ulysse S.
Grant, Theodore Roosevelt, William H. Taft, Harry S. Truman,
Dwiglht D. Eisenhower, John F. Kennedy, and others have been enthusiastic supporters of the civilian marksmislip program. Generals
Eisenhower, Lemnitzer, Holcomb, Smith, Edson, Johnson, Greene,
and others have expressed their full support of the program.
Particularly appropriate are the following comments by General
'Harold K. Johnson, former Chief of Staff, U.S. Army, in reference to
the conflict in Vietnam: "For the people involved i it, it is a very
personal type of conflict--fought generally at rather close and intimate
range where skill in the use of small arms is often a decisive factor. It
is, in short, a rifleman's war.
"There can be no question that a man who has been a shooter before
lie enters the Army is probably going to make a better military rifleman than his less experienced associates."
It is significant that the Soviet Union, Communist China, and all
-eastern bloc countries have moved forward to intensify military training for their civilians, They prepare their youth for military service
:by training them in rifle shooting, physical fitness, propaganda and
political work; and they stress the need for military preparedness. In
short, these nations recognize and accept the importance of civilian
training. Their view is largely based on historica.ly repeated lessons
-demonstrating the importance of the individual rifleman in any war.
The present engagement in Vietnam, our past involvement in Korea, and well-found-ed predictions by military strategists and other
-experts indicate that the stalemate of threatened nuclear powers will
continue to result in so-called brush wars rather than a confrontation
of the international nuclear powers. Such wars, as has 'been repeatedly
-demonstrated, are basically wars in which the rifleman plays the key
role. The primary aim of any marksmanship training sponsored for
national defense purposes is to train potential combatants so that they
may function effectively in the national interest in case of war. Until
the likelihood of armed conflict is eliminated, this requirement will
persist.
A competent unbiased study of the National Board for the promo'tion of Rifle Practice was conducted by the Arthur D. Little Co. for
the Department of the Army in 1965. One of the major conclusions of
the study was that shooting experience, "and particularly marksmanship instruction, with mil itary-type small arms prior to entry into
military service contributes significantly to the training of the individual soldier." Among the major recommendations of the study was
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that the NBPRP be continued and certain aspects of the program be
broadened to reach more young men reaching the age for military
service.
In addition to attaining higher marksmanship qualification scores,
the study found that Army trainees who were gun clfib members prior
to entering the service are more apt to enlist, more apt to prefer a
combat unit, more apt to choose outfits where they are more likely to
use their rifle, liked firearms and shooting more, had more shooting
experience, received more marksmanship instruction, are more confident in their ability to use their rifle effectively in combat, comfipeted
in more and higher level shooting matches, and are more likely to
want to l)ecome a marksma:nsiihp instructor. In light of present ill
advised demands for removal of ROTC courses and other defense
or military oriented subjects and projects fm'om college curricuhmuliins
the prlPblem of producing trained leaders becomes serious indeed.
Little study should'more thia justify an adequate
of the
The flndihgs for
expenditure
a marksmanship
training program such as that sponsored 'by the National Board for the Promotibn of Rifle Practice.
Where else will be found sufficient trained leaders and other experienced instructor personnel for an all-volifiteer Army which is now
under consideration?
Recognizing the value of national prestige to be gained through
international shooting competition, this subcomifiittee has supported
requests for funds for this purpose and for traiing and sending
military shooters to tle Olympic: and Pan Amlerican Games aid World
Shooting Championfiships. This is now also eliminated from the Army
budget.
I earnestly hope that this subcommittee will continue to recognize
the importance of a citizenry trained in the use of military service rifle
and reestablish an appropriation i-n the Department of Defense budget
request for fiscal year 1970 adequate to continue operation of the
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice.
Briefly, the NRA supports the idea of having a national board for,
the promo6tiotn of rifle practice. The Congress willed it in 1908, and
this program has continued ever since, to train young men of military
age in marksmanship prior to military service. We think the fact
that we have a Vietnam war is no real reason for discontiidiW tle
program. It doesli't make sense to us. We simply would like to have
the record show that we believe the general oticters who organized
the National Rifle Association after the Civil War knew what they
were talking about and it is necessary to train young men in the use
of the service arm. It is being done on 12,000 NR:A ranges at no cost
to the Government; the NRA furnishes the instructors and ranges
upon which the training is given. This program is simply a pumppriming program in which the materiel;4 namely, the rifles and the
surplus amminhtion, is furnished by the overimenet. We would urge
this committee to support this program with funds.
Mr. MAHoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Orth, Your views will'
have our attention.
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PRIORITIES ON DEFENSE AND CIVIL DOMESTIC PROGRAMS

WITNESSES
JACKIE ROBINSON, MEMBER, NORTH STAMFORD UNITED CHURCH
OF CHRIST; FORMER PRESIDENT, UNITED CHURCHMEN; VICE
PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF COLORED PEOPLE; CHAIRMAN, BOARD, FREEDOM NATIONAL
BANK; FORMER MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL PLAYER AND MEMBER, BASEBALL HALL OF FAME
REV., HARRY C. APPLEWHITE, DIRECTOR OF PEACE ACTION,
COUNCIL FOR CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ACTION

Mr. MAION. We have a letter here addressed to a, member of the
staff, Mr. R. L. Michaels from Mr. Harry C. Applewhite of the Councii for Christian Social action under date of June 4. This council, as I
understand it, represents the United Church of Christ.
Now, Mr. Robinson, we are pleased to have you before us. It is
noted that you are vice presideiit of Seahost. What does that mean?
Mr. RoBiNSON. It is a restaurant-franchisilig company, sir, and we
are vice president of the company.
Mr. MAi-oN. Vice president of the company known as Seahost?
Mr. ROrINso. Yes.
Mr. MAHoN. Does that have anything to do with your testimony?
Mr. ROBINSON. Absolutely nothing; no, sir.
Mr. Ai'PLPW1InITh. My name is Harry Applewlhite. I am th1e director
of peace action with tie Council for Christian Social Action of the
United Church of Christ.
Mr. MAiON. Please tell us about the chtrreh which you represent.

Mr. APPLEWHTr. It is the United Church of Christ.
Mr. MAiON. Tell us about it.
Mr. APLEwIiITE. The United Church of Christ is the product of a

merger between the Congregational Christian Churches and the Evangelical and Reformed Church and it consists of about 2 million
members.
Mr. MAHON. Where are the members located generally ?
Mr. APPLEWITT,. There is a. heavy strain in New England because
of the Congregationa-lists. The Evahngelical and Ref6rmfed Church had
a large group in the Pennsylvania area and also in the Mississippi
Valley area, Illinois, and some places in the South, coming down the
river there.
Mr. MArioN. That is fully adequate. You may proceed.
Mr. ROBINSON. I think you have gottenbasically the first part of my
testimony. We were going to exp-ii'i a little bit abott the United
Cliurch of Christ in the opening ofofr testimony.
My name 'isJackie Roblhnson. I am vice president of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, chairman of the
board of the Freedom National Bank, a. former najor league baseball
player and a meiber of the Baseball Hall of Fame. I am also a member
of the North Stamford Church and former president of the United
Churchmen. This association gives me the opportunity to speak today
on behalf ff
the Coincil for Christian Social Action of the United
Church of Christ. The United Church of Christ was formed by a
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merger of the Evangelical and Reformed Church and the Congregational Christian Churches. The Council for Christian Social Action is
charged to "formulate and promote a program of social education aid
action." While I do not necessarily speak for each of the 2 milon members of the United Church of Christ, I do speak for the Council for
Christian Social Action within the framework of carefully formulated
policies.
The security of the United States is threatened by both external
and internal forces. A secure nation must not lose sight of either
threat. It is our concern that an -over preoccupation with a possible
future external threat is blinding us to an immediate and expanding
domestic crisis. This results in a distortion of our priorities, a distortion of our values, an emasculation of justice, and a decrease in our
IThie possible future external threat.-There is no immedite threat
to our stlategic deterrent. Secretary Laird and his colleagues are worried that there may be a possible threat to a portion of our deterrent,
the land-based ICBM's, in the mid-1970's. Therefore, he has recommended that we launch an ABM program to protect some portion of
that land:based deterrent which maybe threatened. Even if Secretary
Laird's reading of Soviet intentions is accurate, and there are numerous experts including many within the intelligence community who
doubt that this is the case, the possibility of the Soviets launching a
coordinated attack which would simultaneously eliminate our 1,000
land.based ICBM's our 41 submarines which "Rear Adm. Levering
Smith, Director of Navy Strategic Systems Projects, recently saidWashington Post, May 12, 1969-are not under threat in the foreseeitble future, our bombers, and our 7,000 tactical nuclear weapons in
Europe, some of which are capable of reaching the Soviet Union, seems
highly remote. The possibility that the Chinese would launch an attack upon the United States in the face of sure and total annihilation
borders on the fantastic.
The risks of deploying Safeguard are too great. They include:
The risk of an escalation of the arms race by causing a Soviet response.-Hardliners in the Soviet Union and in the United States
think alike.
The risk of intensifying overkill.-Since a Soviet response would
likely be to stop up its offensive capability, thus pointing more missiles
at us.
The risk of sp oiling the possibility of arms limitation a reements.
the
The risk of distorting our relationships with China.-N-w,
close of an Asian war, is the'time for a reappraisal of our relationships
with China, not the building of an anti-Cinese missile.
The risk of obsolescence.-Dr. Jerome Weisner has said that the
ABM is technologicallyobsolete in its conception. Since the mid-i940Is,
we have spent $23 billion on missiles which were never deployed; Nike
Zeus, forerunner of Safeguard, would have been obsolete by the time
it was deployed...
The risk of spiraling costs.-The $64 billion which Safeguard was
announced to cost does not include'research and development, the nuclear Warheads, operationand maintenance of the system, all of which
bring it ul to $11 billion. The cost does not include inflation or possible upgrading of functions. Most complicated weapons systems cost
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at least 200 and often 800percent more than the atioticed cost, which
could well mean that Safeguard might cost $20-0 billion.
The risk of distortion of our priorities.
The risk of Increased militarization of our society.-The sheer
preponderance of resources made available to the military-industrial
complex encourages the definition of problems in military terms and
their solutions as military, when more often they are political.
The best way to achieve security from this externally threat is to
achieve an arms control agreement with the Soviet union, limiting
both offensive and defensive weapons systems. Such an agreement is
in both their md our self interest. Satellite inspection now makes possible accurate inspection as to whether or not agreements are being
kept. What's missing is trust.
Building an expensive weapons system of dubious value is not the
way to build trust. The continuied testing of MIRV is not the way to
build trust. The Soviets have indicated a. willingness to enter into
meaningful negotiations for nearly a year, We keep delaying. The
reports that we will postpone these talks until after September,
which means after the next round of MIRV tests, are disturbig. We
are on a technological plateau. Once MIRV tests are completed and/or
Safeguard is deployed, it will be vastly more difficult to reach agreements since satellite inspection will not be possible on the MIRV.
the delay is not all on the other side.
responsibility
The
Go)unci forforChristian Social Action noted in its statement
The
of 1967 that the decision to deploy an ABM is a "decision with moment6ts bisequences for the arms race, the pursuit of peace, and the
priorities of our Nation in every realm of domestic and foreign policy.,, We believe that time has borne out that statement and that it is
even more true today than in 1967 that "the risks of escalation are
immeasirably more difficult to justify in this instance than the risks
of restraintV,
We urge the House Appropriations Committee to strike fifids for
the deployment of the ABM and to call for a halt to additional testing
of MIRV until after we have explored the possibility of achieving an
arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union.
2. The present and expanding domestic threat.-Our domestic crisis
is growing worse. Our cities are burning, not from enemy missiles, but
from anger at oppression. The polarization in our society, is wider
this year than last year. Ten million Americans, many of them chilnmalntriton.
dren, are being permanently damaged by hunger and
poverty
minimum
the
below
remain
Americans
million
Twenty-two
now
couples
Elderly
ill-housed.
are
Americans
million
Twenty
line.
eke out a living on $122 a month.
Our over preoccupation with a possible fture external threat, on
which we are preparing to spend billions of dollars, has blinded us
to human misery at home. The same voices which call for expanded
weapons systems of dubious value are the voices which tell us there
is no money to help our children and our youth.
sound like an alarmist, but I am greatly
want tofrom
Gentlemen,
concerned
thatI don't
the dangers
within are mduch greater than th;e
dangers from the outside, for I warn you that out there on ghetto
streets of our Nation are young black kids not propaandized by any
goupI not subsidized by any conspiracy, just bllack ids whose frustrations are so great, whose trust of what America stands for is nil85-26,2--89--1qt. 6-56
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black kids who aren't afraid to die, for I heard them say they'd
rather die in the streets of America than in Vietnam. I have heard
them say, "I'm not afraid to die for I am barely living now."
They say they are not willing to wait any longer for the hearts of
man to change.
Gentlemen, while I deplore violence in any form, and while I do not
endorse rioting and looting, I don't intend to bury my head in the sand
about the pure, sheer sincerity of most black kids and their conviction
that they are right in their cause, especially when they talk about what
history has proven, that progress thrives on violence.
I respect that sincerity just as I respect the sincerity of those young
black athletes who said "n one breath, "I would give my right arm for
an Olynpic medal," but who say on the other hand that they can find
no honor in competition so long as this Nation is willing to do business
as usual with South Africa.
JHave I failed to talk positively? Have I eml)hasized alinost exclusively the negatives which bespeak and account for the lethargy, the
hopelessness, the despair, and ti
he lawlessness which are breedino. in
the ghetto? Well, let ine say that no one has to tell grown men wAl1t
to do to promote decency. If, within yourself, you cannot comprelieid
the golden rule or understand the logic that if God is the father of
all of us, all men were intended to be brothers; ,..
you don't know why
Martin Luther King died; if you don't have the capacity to examine
yourself and find you are wanting in the quality of your conscience of
the discharge of your duties as a public servant, then there is nothing
I can tell you. I can only say that if you want to accentiate the :positive,
it follows that you must eliminate the negative. This is the most powerfill country in the world, and you are one of its most powerful groups.
You can't, change the country overnight. But you can help in such a
meaniin ful way.
Let's have the courage to reach out for what is right. Let's extend a
friendly hand to those young black Americans who have little if any
faith in those who shape the destiny of our country. Let's stop doing
things out of fear. Let's do them because they are right.
Me may have, in my opinion, little to fear from the Soviet Thion
who fears Red China more than they do us. Let's extend a helping
hand to the poor, the disadvantaged, and let's stand up against those
in Congress who make statements that say, "If we give food stamps
to the poor, they will use the cash we give to buy whisky and drugs."
Of course, some will. But just as we don't condemn all Congressmen
when one errs, we should not lump all the poor into one category. What
Mr. Lincoln said 100 years ago, that a house divided into itself cannot
stand, is still true today.
America, in my view, is a divided nation in danger of falling because of internal, conflict.
A final suggestion.-I would like to make a final suggestion to the
committee.. We have got to encourage industries to convert to nondefense projects. We have got to help the families and commniies
face the problem that this means. People need Jobs, and theycd rather
do something besides make missiles and btilks.I would like to suggest
thiatthe committee give considerationh to. the national economic conversion bill, introduced" by Senators.McGovern and Hatfld, Represenitaives Bingham and Morse. This seems to be a way to help us
with this problem.
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CONCLUSION

We; must take a rare took at ourselves and become more aware that
because of our priorities, because of our'bigots within the Government
and within our country, we are living in a world of trouble. More importantly, we must prove we are strong enough and powerful enough
and decent enough to overcome.
We do this only if we are willing to extend the helping hand to prove
we do care. If we take care of our needs at home, we will not have to
be as concerned about our enemies abroad. This will make us strong.
Strike the funds for Safeguard and use them to help the poor.
If our people can help themselves in my view it will bring a tremendous amount of pride and dignity and self-respwt to our people. Certainly we urge the committee to take into consideration some of the suggestions we have made.
Thank you very much, gentlemen.
HoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Robinson, for your appearMr.
ance. We will be glad to give consideration to your views.
The problemm of what to do about having an adequate defense for
this country in the threat of pagai .comihninsm is a question that
people have various views about. I think all Americans want to keep
America strong and we all want to do what we can to avert World
War III, which would be catastrophic insofar as civilization is concerned, and We want to do the best we can for our own people.
We want to help our people help themselves and we want to do the
best we can for humanity everywhere.
We will be pleased to give consideration to your statement.
Mr. RoBINson. Yes, sir.
I would just like to say though, in light of what you have said, it
would certainly appear to me that when we talk about doing the things
that you talk about, with 80 percent of the people in this world being
colored looking ut us, I think they are looking to see whether or not
we are taking care of the needs at home, and'when we talk about doing
things throughout the world, we talk about colored people and we
talk about black people and we talk about the problems that exist. In
my view, I think we build our prestige and we build whatever is going
to follow by taking care of the needs at home.
It appears to me that we are directing our priorities in the wrong
way in terms of helping people. I think that these colored people
throughout the world who are being told by the Red Chinese, "Let's
get back at our white enemies "if they can see us turning our priorities
to helping people at home, I think it would help us a great deal in
eliminating some of the problems that we face not only here at home
but throughout the world.
Mr., MAHON. What you are doing,you are advocating, while we are
doino a great deal now spending. billions for the poor, regardless of
creeT or color, your feehng is that we should do much more, as I understand your testimony.
Mr., ROBINSON. I just feel we have to do whatever is necessary to
take care of these people. We look at statistics that prove we are not
doing enough. I tlnk we have to look at this more so than we look at,
perhaps some of the thifigs we are doing overseas.
Mr. e AHiG. Thank you very much.
8"02,69-pt. 6-07
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Mr. MAHON. We are busily engaged in seeking to evaluate the request of the administrati on for funds for the Department of Defense.
You have been before this committee many times with the Department 6f Defense. We are pleased to have you with us this morning.
Give us a little background of what you are doing now, Dr. York.
.Mr. YORK. My primary job is at the University of California, San
Diego, which is situated in La Jolla and is sometimes known better by
that name. At the present time I am chairman of the physics departmentrth6WrI am also a trustee for the Aerospace Corp., and the Institute for Defeise Analysis. I was until April 29 a member of the Genal'A iory Committee of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency.'which is a statutory committee. I am still a consultant but
President Nixon accepted the resignations of 'all the members 6f that
committee and I guess of all, other State De artmeiit committees.
Mr. MAHoz. Thank you. You may .procd with your statment .
Mr. YORK. Mr. chairman and members of -thecommittee, I at grateful to you for extending an invitation ito the Federation of American
Scientists to participate in these hearings, and I am grateful to that
organization for asking me to be their spokesman on this occasion.
As in the case of everyone who has so far testified before the Congress on the subj]ct of the ABM, I endorse the President's basic
objective of maintafining the credibility of our strategic deterrbit. I
also strongly endorse his desire to avoid any actions which night
jeopardize thepossibility of conductig successful strategic arms limitations tWks as soon as possible. However, I do not agree thait the
proposed phase deployment of the Safeguard ABM system would be
an effective way to preserve the credit ility of the deterrent. And
further, I do suggest that while such a deployment probably would not
have any influence on getting strategic arms limitation talks started,
it could very well seriously inhibit. a successful outcome to such talks.
My reasons for so believing. are similar tothose given before other
cominittees of the Congress. in earlier hearings by other;witnesses as
well as by myself, so I will simply briefly summarize them for you
here;.we could go into any of them in more detail later should you
wishit.
First of all, I do not believe the deterrent is in the kind'or degree
ofdanger that.Department-of: Defense spokesmenhave suggested. Our
deterrentconsit of three major prts: silo-based ICBM's, submaiinebased SLBM's, and bombers. it also has a number of minor bomp tents
including carrir-based bombers and the short-range bombers ;based
in Europe and' elsewhere. Eachof these components has entirely. different kinds of, potential vulnerabilities -and,entirely different ways of
guarding against their exploitation. Thus, while it is possible, even
though not probable, that the Minuteman component of our deterrent may become endangered in the midseventies by'the Soviet SS-9
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buildup, it is not at all credible that all three major components would
become endangered at the same time, In; this connection I wish to
point out that while the Minuteman, unfortunately, only, as the two
options of either remaining in its hole or flying toward a target on
a ballistic projectory, the other two major components of the deterrent
have a wide variety of possible alert statuses, and a wide variety of
tactics are available for protecting them against various unforeseen
contingen ies. It may indeed turn out eventually to be quite unfortunate that the Minuteman is so inflexible, but as lon 'as the other components of the deterrent are not similarly so limited in tactics, we need
not now become excessively worried about it.
Secondly I do not believe that Safeguard could, in fact, safeguard
the Minitemian component of ourdeterrent even if it "works" in the
technical sense. Safeguard is a system which in phases I and II together contains only a small number of missiles (that is, small compared to the size of the Minuteman force) and a still smaller number
of MSR's (missile site radars) which are, on the one hand, essential
to the operation of the system and, on the other hand, are an order of
magnitude softer than the silo-based missiles the system is designed
to defend. Thus, Safeguard itself can 'be attacked and exhausted or
destroyed by smaller less accurate warheads, while the larger more
accurate warheads are held in reserve for a free ride against the Minuteman moments later. Alternatively, a somewhat larger force of
the larger missiles could be built up and then it would be possible to go
after both Safeguard and MiiitemliAn simultaneously. Of course, a
very moch larger and munch ire expensive ABM system could in
principle, if not in practice, handle this problem, but that is not at all
the sort of thing that could be bought with any of the various budgets
currently being discussed.
Third, I have grave doubts whether Safeguard will, in fact, "work."
Here I have three major factors in nind:
(1) The battle between penetration aids tind penetration tactics on
the one haled and discrimination teclhilfhes and interception methods
on the other. This battle is, to be sure, easier in the present case of
defending hard points than it was in the earlier case of defending large
soft targets. Even so, in the event of a large sophisticated attack on
our Minuteman,' which is the onily kifid we need be concerned about
here, I believe the outcome still deftiitely favors the offense,.
(2) The system reqtiires a hair trigger so that, after standing ready
for an indeAnite numb&r of years, it dan fire at precisely the correct
second after only mnirittes of warning. The system must at the'same
tinie have a trigger stiff enough so that it will not fire on a false alarm
and so that it cannot be fired without aitiorizationby the highest authority. The Army has assured us repeatedly that such authorization
is reqti ed and I concur most heartily in'this requirement. However,
the reqtirement for hair trigger go it will fire when needed and a stiff
trigger so 'it never will fire when it liShldh't are, contradictory requirements which must lower the system's reliabiity. The situation
is different in thecase of our offensive missiles, which 'do not necessarily have to be subj ct to.'i s samecontradiction. In order to retaliate a missile need not, in general, be fired at some precise instant
.,.which was determied by the side which struck first.,
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(3) There is also the great difference between the test range and the
real world. On tha test range test crews use test equipment to intercept U.S. targets accompanied by- U.S. penetration aids at a known
time and Under contrived conditions. In the real world operational
crews must use operational equipment to intercept enemy missiles acdompanied by enemy penetration aids launched at an unknown time
nust do so in an atmosphere of total astonishment and disbelief.
mnd
I realize that Defense Research and Development officials are aware
of some of these differences and are trying to cope with them, as
witness the recent special tests of deployed Minutemen. That is all
very well and to their credit, but some substantial lack of confidence
in the system must remain by reason of this major, though unquiantifiable, factor. In all of this, it is important to note again certain differences between offensive and defensive missiles. Once an individual
offensive warhead is finally on its way, it need "do" nothing until it
contacts the ground (or arrives at some preset height) at which time
it has only to explode. The defensive system must, n a matter of only
some seconds puzzle its way through the deceptive devices and tactics
6fthe totalioensive payload, and then explode its warhead at precisely
the correct time and place, neither of which can be predetermined
before the battle starts. This latter is intrinsically a much more complex problem and hence the subtler differences between the test range
and the real world matter much more in the case of defensive missiles
than in the case of offensive missiles.
Thus in summary, I believe that the proposed Safeguard ABM system
probably not "work," I believe that even if it did work,
coudwill
not safeguard the Minuteman component of our deterrent, itI
doubt that the Minuteman Atself will be endangered by the Soviet
oftense in the mid-seventies and even if it were, I find it incredible that
the deterrent as a whole would be in danger at that time. Even so, one
still mTight suggest that it would be prudent to deploy the Safeguard
if sudi a deploymenl
y
t would do no harm, so let us exaniine that matter.
It eoulddoK harm, of course, by diverting money from other places
where it might be more sorely needed, as for instance, either in civil
programs or in military programs better suited to satisfy critical defense needs. Let me pass over these for now and turn instead to its
relationship to the arms race. It is frequently said that the ABM or
at least some versions of it does not have serious arms control implications. The reasons advanced have to do with its intrinsically deensive character. In my opinion; such a belief is based on an error
wh ic6hmay be called the "FMllacy of the Last Move.". It is indeed true
that if the last move ever made ifi the arms race consisted in deploying
an ABM system, then depl ying the ABM by definition would not
have any arms race implicatioii but in the real world of constant
chk:iige in both the technolgy and the deployed number of all kinds
g weapons systems, ABM's are accelerating elements in the
fstrato
egk
air s race. In support't f this, let us consider a relevant bit of recent
history;
Atthe beginnijig of this decade, we bean to hear about a, possible
Soviet ABM and we became convened about
its potential effects on
ouir: IOBMK anid Polaris systems. It was then that we: began seriously
to consider varioUS penietratinr aidideas, among them thatofplacing
more than one war ead on a single offensive missile. This idea has
/I
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sincegrown in complexity as these things do and has resulted in the
vehicles.
re-entry
MIRV
penebesides
for MIRV
justificationstargetable
additionalindependently
There concept
are now multiplee
tration, but that is how it all started. As others have pointed out, the
MIRV concept is a very important element in accelerating the arms
race and potentially seriously destabilizing. In fact, the possibility of
a Soviet MIRV on the SS-9 missile is used as one of the main arguments in support of the idea of hardpoint defense and thus we have
come one full turn around the arms race spiral. No one in 1960-61
thought through the potential destabilizing effects of multiple warheads and certainly no one predicted, or even could have predicted,
that the inexorable lbgic of the arms race would carry us directly
from Soviet talk in 1960 about defending Moscow against missiles
to a requirement for hardpoint defense of offensive missile sites ill
the United States in 1969, Likewise, I am sure, the Russians did not
foresee the large increase in deployed U.S. warheadsthat would ultimately result from their ABM deployment.
Similarly, no one today can describe in detail the chain reaction
which the Safeguard deployment would lead to. I think we can, however, see yirt its outline would be. Let us suppose for the sake of argumefit that the Safeguard ABM system will be deployed. Both in
the United States and the U.S.S.R., strategic analysts will apply what
is known as "worst case analysis" to the situation. The Soviet analysts
will-look at it and say, "We don't know if it will really work or not, bit
we must assume it will." Soviet officials in charge of the deployment
and development of offensive weapons will, eventually, act accordingly. On our side, and despite the present rosy technological views to
the contrary, our strategic analysts will look at it and say, "We don't
know if it will really work or not, bfit we must assume that it woniIt."
U.S. officials in charge of the deploymenit and development of offensive
weapons will, eventually, act accordingly. I do not know precisely
what we will do in that case, but I de predict that some kind of
frantic effort to really safeguard (or replace) the MAlinfitdman will be
undertaken. In other words, the kind of uncertainty that will be Inevitably introduced into strategic thinking by tIhe deployfilent of an
extensive ABM as a part of the deterrent will seriotisiy distirb both
sides and create an atmosphere of disequilibifum in which effective
arms control will be even more diffldfilt than it is now.
I should like now to turn from this matter of the arms race and to
raise one further question. That is: What ABM system are we really
talking about here?" To explain what I mean, and to explore this
question, let me first recall a part of Secretary MoNamarals falnotis
San Francisco speech. With reference to a possible Chuinese missile
threat, he said, "* * * there are marginal grounds forconcludin that
a li hit deployment of U.S. ABM's against this possibility is pru~eiit."
A ow lines later he warned, "the danger in deployiiig this relatively
light and Chinese oriented ABM is going to.'be that the pressures will
develo,? to expand it into a heavy Soviet oriented ABM." The record
makes it -all too clear that he was probably all too' right in this prediction. Let me also quote from Donald Hornik's testimbn6y giveii before
the Senate Subcomiittee on International Organination and Disarmament Affairs just a little over 2 weeks ago. He said:
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If I Were convinced that the protection of'a credible deterrent were indeed the
eventual goal and that Safeguard -was -the best way to protect our deterrent, I
Would support it. But the uneasy feeling persists that although Presidents may
chalge, 'Seretaries of Defense may come and go, the philosophies enunciated by
our political leaders may change, the design of our ABM system hardly changes
at all. It includes the same radars, the same rockets, -and largely the same deployment -which was contemplated for the "heavy" defense. Safeguard continues to
look like a first step toward a much 'bigger, more expensive and still ineffective

system.

Thus, -the ABM appears to me to have all the characteristics of a
solution in search of a problem and I suggest that the fundamental
reason you have this ABM decision before you today is that in 1959,
Secretary of Defense McElroy in dividing up the space and missile
roles ana missions among the three services assigned the ABM to the
Army as its only large sophisticated missile program. This created a
situation in which for many years the lives and careers of many able
persons have 'been closely entwined with the life and fate of one single
program: the Army's ABM. This includes not only the civilians employed in the program office and by the main contractors, it also inchldes uniformed personnel and probably just as importantly, a whole
host of part-time advisers at all levels. f, in fact, we examine closely
the testimony given by persons who are part-time advisers to the De-

fense Establisiment and who were also in favor of deployment of the
present ABM, we find that with only very few exceptions, they favor

Bafeguard, not as an end in itself, not for the purposes which the
President laid down, but rather as a prototype of something else, much
bigger, much more compl6x, and enormously more expensive. They
want a grand system which they hope could protect not only the deterrent but the rest of what goes to make up the United States of
America as well. In short, they want to do a job which almost certainly
cannot be done, which equally certainly would result in a reaction by
the Soviets which would more than offset even the theoretical capability of such a system, and, again equally certainly, would cost vastly
more money than the sums anyone is nomw talking about. In short, it
seems to be almost impossible for the United States to build a thin
A13M sYstem.
Let me end on a more positive note. An ABM designed and deployed
as: part of a truly major arms control and disarmament agreement
miight be a useful theory, Such an agreement might, for instance, involve the elimination of one offensive missile for each defensive missile
deployed. Along with others who have discussed this matter, I agree
that a world in which this ratio was reversed, and if those two choices,
and 6nly those two choices, were i fact being offered, I would take the
first. However, I emphasize that both the design and deployment must
be specifically configured with the reduction of offensive forces in
id, and major deployment should follow and not precede formal
international parents to this effect.
Thaikyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MHON. Thank you, Dr. York.

We. have had before usthe Secretary of Defense, who has testfied
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We remem ber your appearance through the years 'before this comnittee. Your testimony was alw "ys most interesting.
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Of ,cdurse, you testified in favor of programs that later didn't work,
I believe.
Mr. YoPx. Yes, there were such.
Mr. IMAnoz. We appropriated funds for programs which were

recommended by you and your colleagues in te
apartment of Defense at an earlier time. We all recognize that the problem of defense
is one of almost unbelievable complexity. No one knows all the answers. I think it is good to have a man of your stature to appear before
the committee and give your views of this highly controversial matter.
I think the position of the House of Representatives is that whereas
the Soviet Union has in being or is working on an ABM system of
sorts, that it would be unwise or the United States not to take appropriate action to provide some defense against the Soviet ICBM. If
the Soviet has some sort of defense, valid or not, against the intercontinental ballistic missiles of the United States, it would seem that
it would be a bit militarily and politically unsound for this country
not to react appropriately in order to have some defense against
possible attack by the ICI3M's from the Soviet Union.
Mr. YoRx. May I comment?
Mr. MAio. Do you more or less agree with this?
Mr. YORK. I agree with it in part, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAHON. As I understand it, you would like to keep this on the
level of research and development rather than to go forward with
deployment.
Mr. YoRK. I would like to keep the ABM program on the level of
R. & D. I think one has to react. We reacted to the Soviet ABM when
.I was in the Defense Department. That is when we began the penetration aids program and MIRV program. I think we overreacted. We
reacted in 1960 to the Soviet ABM program in such a way that there
are many more warheads than there would have been if we had not
reacted to that ABM. What the President is talking about doing is
quite different from what the Russians-have done. Th&Russian ABM is
around Moscow and hypothetically defends Moscow. I do not think
it does. It has resulted in much more American firepower being aimed
at Moscow.
The President is proposing a deterrent and, therefore, one should
judge the Safeguard system whether it does or does not prove the
credibility of the deterrent, because that is what the President says.
It was the Sentinel system that was designed to protect cities but
against the Chinese threat. Now we are talking about the Safeguard,
whMich is the same system but designed to protect the deterrent against
the Russian threat not to defend American industry or population.
The deployment OR phases I and II is a deployment designed to protect the deterrent,.
Mr. MAHomN. You and I have had considerable experience in defense.
I assume we would agree that if the arms race continues that we will
do the best we can to build a defense against the intercontinental ballistic missile and the Russians will undertake to build the best defense
'they can against intercontinental ballistic missiles. Th1s would seem
to be more or less a fact of life.
As I understand it, there are many who feel that if th6 United States
proceeds witha very limited Safeguard system that this would not be
to our disadvantage at the conference table with the Soviet Union
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but might very possibly be to our advantage. They feel that this would
make it more urgent that some sort of agreement be reached to slowdown the arms race.
. I think all of us would like to see the arms race slowed down. I do
not think we believe that it is possible or practical to have disarmament.
Certainly I do not believe so. But I would like to see us reduce armament programs insofar as we safely can.
I rather subscribe to the view that if we are proceeding with a limited ABM system, this would tend to bring into focus this whole issue
of a meafigful and ironclad and dependable and safe agreement for
some slowdown in the arms race. What is your reaction to this?
Mr. YORK. I think MIRV provides us with sufficient stimulus and
the Russians, too, forgetting at talks and for trying to make something
come out of them. I do not think we need a further stfiulant. As I
said in my remarks, I do not think the issue of deployment of the ABMI
has any bearing on whether the talks start. I have the feeling that it
makes the outcome more difficult, it inhibits the successful outcome,
and I say that for' a lumber of reasons. Perhaps the main one of which
is that the record of being able to undo something that you have al
ready done is so extremely difficult.
Getting rid of a weapons system once it. is deployed turns out to b,'
mnuch harder, as you know better than i, than stopping one which i,
in development or stopping it at the interface between develoinen,
and deployment. If you want to stop something, that is the time to stop.
Mr. MAHON'. Are there any questions?
Mr. Lipscom. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. York, you are appearing here in behalf of the Federation of
American Scientists.
Mr. YORK. Yes.
Mr. Lrsco[n. What kind of a group is thht?
Mr. YOiRK. It isan organization whidh started soon after WorldWar
II. It was started by persons who had been at the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and elsewhere, for the ptirpose of considering the relatlonsipi
those days between atomic energy and politics and society,
andso forth. I cannot give you-perhaps ir. Singer could give you a
better answer than I can.
Mr. SNGoER. I am the general coutinsel for the Federation of American Scientists. I am an attorney here in Washington. As Dr. York
says, the organization was formed in 1946 by the coming together of
groups of scientists from the various laboratories that had played a
role in the maiuifacture of the initial atomic weapons. In the!20-plus
years that it has 'been in existence, it has by and large held quite true
ito
ts initial Charter whichdescribed it as an organization of scientists
concerned with the impact of science on national and international
affairs. Throughout the generation that it has been around, it has
grown to a membership' now of approximately 2,600. At the outset it
fivolved well over half of 61i of the scientists who, had participated
in the lab0ratry projects involved with the
'itial
development of the
atomic bomb, I can expand it at somewhat greater length if it is of
11intrest to you.
.Mr. Lwscomn. What do they do, meet in conferencftead set policy?
!Mr.Sfitn. The organization is composed of essentially members at

large who can be aniy place in the country, as well as chapters. There
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is a council of approximately 40 members, the majority of whom are
delegates at large elected by the membership, and the balance are delegates from chapters. Chapters are located in such places as Brookhavenl, in Washi ngton, Chicago, Seattle, and on the west coast, as well
as Los Alamos.
Mr. LIPSCOMB. Does this Federation of American Scientists agree

with your position? Is that why you are here testifying?
Mr. YORK. They invited me to testify knowing what I have said before the Senate Armed Services Committee and Senate Foreign Relations Committee before. As I said today, as I mentioned here, this is
almost entirely a restatement based on what I have learned. I think
all of us, certainly myself have learned a great deal from these hearings that have been held the last 3 or 4 months. There is no poll of the
membership on this, but I was in touch with members of the executive
committee.
It was the chairman of the executive committee who called and
asked me if I would act as spokesman for the organization.
Mr. LirscomB. Do you conciur with all the positions on issues that the

Federation of Americanii Scientists takes?
Mr. YORK. I do not even know what they are. I really couldn't answer
the question, However, insofar as I know what they are, I generally
do. I know personally the members or most of the members of the
executive committee, and there is a committee of sponsors. I know
that I generally agree with what they have to say on matters of this
sort. The answer is generally "Yes," and it may very well be entirely
"Yes," but I really don't know what all tie positions are.

Mr. Lirscomn. Does the Federation of American Scientists put out'

a house newsletter or bulletin?

Mr. SINGER. Yes; there is a newsletter published 10 times a year by
the federation. You might be interested, at the origins of the federation
back in 1946, the publication of the chapter was something called the
Bulletin of the Atoic Scientists. For other reasons, when the federation came together as a federation, the bulletin stayed for a short
period of time as the publication of the Chicago chapter and later
itself got an independent status. So that the bulletin now is not technically in any way a publication of the Federation of American Scielitists, although at its origins it was the publication of a group that
were part of the federation.
Mr. LIPscoMB. But there are members of the Federation of American

Scientists who contribute to the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists?
Mr. YORK. Yes.
Mr. SINoEn. Yes ;and nonmembers also.
Mr. YORK. The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is now a general
journal in the field of science and public policy. But it grew out of
the same orgafiiationi,
Mr. LIrscoM. Do you contribute to that?
Mr. Yop . They ?ave pUblished something I. have written, but it
was something which was previously in the public record. I may very
well in 'the future. So far what they have published of mine, they
pubhished part of my testimony before the Congress. I think they have
done that twice. It was republishfig something that was already on
the record.
Mr. MINSHALL. Mr. Singer, you said you had 2,000 members.
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Mr,SiwGR. Approximately; yes.
Mr. MiNSIHALL. Are they all active members?
The number 2,000 is a summary of essentially the duesMr. SINGER.
payingy
members.
1!r,1-MNSuALL.What are your dues I

Mr. SiNGnR. The minimum dues are $7.50 a year except for students
who are still given a rate of $4 a year. They are quite nominal.
Mr. MizSAsLL. Do you receive any other kind of financial support
from foundations or private individuals?
Mr. SiNG R. Over the years we have had without any-regularity or
systematic process small gifts-gifts of certainly under a thousand
dollars, generally in the neighborhood of $100 or $200, from individuals who I would say have an emotional attachment and have over
the years had such an attachment with the organization. The newsletter itself may be purchased for $2 a year by subscription. The number of newsletter subscribers, I think, is measured in a few hundred.
Mr. MAHON. Would you let us have copies of the newsletter for the
last year?
Mr. SINpER. Certainly.

(The information was provided to the committee.)

Mr. MINSITALL. You receive no funds of any kind from any foun-

dations. Your sole source of income is from private individuals, of
donations of less than $1,000. Is that a fair statement?
Mr. SINGER. If 15 years ago someone gave $2,060 1 am unaware of
it. It may have happened. One other source I should have mentioned
is that at various times we have solicited our members for special
contributions. Back in 1962 the Federation of American Scientists
conducted a series of briefing breakfasts for Members oft he Senate
ban treaty
with the with
nuclear
*their
staffs
and
status and
for
the test
statutory
I thik
just
priorintoconnection
that in connection
the Mi6d States or what was previously the U.S. Dearmament
Administration tnd became the. Arms Control and Disarmamnent
Administfation. There were special contributions made at that time.
:Mr. MINS giALU. Dr. York, who is paying your expenses for your
appearance here?
Mr. YoPik. I am back here for another meeting tomorrow. No one
is paying my expenses for today.
Mr. MINSTIAL. Overall you are not taking this out of your own
Mr. Yoni. Not my transportation; no. Today's living costs, yes,
but then I would have to live somewhere anyway, although I would
not be in a hotel if I was home."
Mr. MISHiALL. Are you payi him any kind of 'fee
Mr., YOux. We have iot even discussed it. I had not intended.
Mr. MINSHALL. No promises have been made.
Mr. Yonx. None. I will proWiise theraverse now if it is important?
;,Mr. Smogs. I didpay for Dr. York's fare from the Cosnios Club
to1the H6use this mOrni,
saiuHAL, What other recent1projects, if I might cQlI them
Mr.
subh, have y~6ii espousd or opp~ed :in the last few years, "or your

o Raniza'IrkJ)n'
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The organization as such.
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Mr. Sigoim. Aside from the opposition to the ABM we have opposed
development and testing of cheiical and biological weapons, a subject which the federation started becoming interested in, I would say,
3 or 4 years ago and has consistently taken a position against the
development and testing of CB weapons. We took a position against
the use of defoliants and other types of chemical or gas weapons in
Vietnam.
Mr. MINSHALL. Anything else in the last 8 or 10 years?
Mr. SINGER. Eight or 10 years? Very much in favor of the formation of the Arms Control and Disarmament Administration. Very
much in favor of the Senate's giving its advice and consent to the nuclear test ban treaty. Similarly with respect to the Nonproliferation
Treaty.
Mr. MiNSHALL. Is this a full-time job?
Mr. SI Gr. For me? No; by no means. I am a partner in a law firm
here in Washington and one of my clients whom I serve as general
counsel is the Federation of American Scientists.
The name of the law firm, if the reporter will bear with me, is Strasser, Spiegelberg, Fried, Frank & Kampelman, a firm consisting of approximately 100 lawyers, about 80 or, 85 of whom are based in New
York and the balance based here in Washington.
Mr. MiNSHALL. How many are on your executive committee
Mr. SINGER. There are seven members of the executive committee.
Mr. MINSHALL. Who are they?
Mr. SINGER. Present chairman as of the end of April is John Rasmussen, who is a chemist at Yale University. The secretary is Lincoln
Wolfenstein, who is, I believe, a physicist at Carnegie-Mellon Univeris Leonard Rodeberg, a physicist at the University
sity. The treasurer
of Maryland. The other members .of the executive committee include
Jay Orear, a physicist in the laboratory of nuclear studies at Cornell
University. Jack Hollander who is a physicist on the west coast, either
Stanford or Berkeley. Dan Boloef from Pittsburgh.
Mr. MINSHAL You c n put the rest in the record.
(The information follows :)'
The other members are: Dr. Cameron B. Satterthwaite, University
of Illinois, Urbana, Ill.; Miss Judith Eckerson, Newsletter editor,
Washington, D.C.
Mr. M._INS ALL. If I understand correctly from the previous questioning you have never taken a poll of your members or your executive committee.
Mr. SINGER. On all issues?
Mr. MINSHALL. On this issue.
:Mr. SINGER. On the ABM issue, the executive committee and the
recently as the end of April on the ABM.
Couicil have met as
Mr. MINSHALL. Didthey adoptt reso1ution
Mr. SINGER. I believe there was a resolution and statement adopted
atthat tie.
Mr. 1WIN9HAtt. You are ntsure,though?
Mr. SrGm. I do not wait to go on record as being absohitely
ert~ain.
Mr. MiSHALL. Check the record and supply it for thigs record.
'Mr. a meeting of the oi.idiii at te end of Jaithy,such
STNOE. At
a resolution was adopted and statement issued.
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(A copy of the statement follows; additional material was provided
to the committee:)
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS,

Washington,D.C., February7,1969.
RESOLUTION OF THE FEDERATION OF AMERIOAN SCIENTISTS

The Federation of American Scientists (FAS) today announced plans to wage

it major Ongoing campaign against the deployment of anti-ballistic-nissile systems (ADM) and independently guided multiple warhead missiles (MIRV).
Either of these programs would fundamentally undermine the prospects for the
stalled United States-Soviet strategic talks. Separately, and especially together,

they will destabilize the strategic context. In a decade, these weapons might absorb more than $50 billion. In this campaign, FAS plans to expand its activities,
to organize its membership, to petition Congress in person and by mail, and to
educate local citizen groups using suitable materials and lectures. Opposed to
the deployment of these systems for some years, the FAS believes that each
can now be decisively deferred or defeated if their implications are brought home
to public and Government.
While calling upon the administration to "give the United States-Soviet strategic talks a chance," the FAS reaffirmed its views that the ABM system under
consideration iS an expensive and effective boondoggle-one uniformly opposed
by past Presidential science advisors. The congressional and administration support for the missile defense Sentinel system last year was an exercise in political
bemusement complete with fears of widescale Soviet ABM deployment-now
known to be false; with anti-Chinese rationalization of Sentinel's purposenow disowned by its supporters ; and with Johnson administration efforts to
avoid antimissile gap charges, in and election Lyndon Johnson then expected to
fight,
The deployment now of the Sentinel missile defense would decisively limit the
U.S. Government's freedom to negotiate, when the strategic talks begin. Politically, the dismantlement of an existing system would be very difficult. Thus Sentinel would effectively preclude U.S. negotiations aimed at forestalling a Soviet
defensive system. It is the deployment of Sentinel, not its deferral, which ties the
hands of the U.S. GoVernment in future negotiations. A deferred system can always be buiitlater.
Moreover, if negotiated agreements are not able to forestall a Soviet missile
defense system-now universally agreed to be only a token defense of a single
city-then the U.S. MIR V program cannot be halted. Its avowed purpose was
the penetration of a Soviet city missile defense. But the MIRV program will
multiply U.S. warheads several times threatening Soviet land-based missiles and
encouraging a Soviet MIRV program. Soviet multipitbation of warheads on each
launcher will threaten, in turn, U.S. land-based missiles. And both sides will
then fear that neither land nor sea-based missiles are reliable deterrents. In
this way, and by strengthening political, economic, and military vested interests
on both sides, U.S. deployment of ADM and MIRV will generate pressures not
likely to be controllable in emerging U.S.-Soviet strategic talks.
During the 1965 White House Conference on Internatioil Cooperation year,
the U.S. Committee on Arms Control and Disarmament called for a 3-year moratorium on the deployment of MIRV and AIIM in anticipation of possible United
States-Soviet agreement. If the Nixon administration does not follow some such
course the pursuit of false arms race goals will sqihfnder both the credibility of
its drive fot peace and the resources needed for domestic renewal. Faced already
with hard choices at home arid in Vietnam, we cannot afford to open a new front
in an already overblown, sterile anid discredited competition in arms. The Council of FAS calls upon the administratibri to'defer the ADM and MIRV programs,
to give'the strategic talks a chance.
The FederatiOn of "American 'Scientists is a nationwide organization of 2,000
scientists and engineers concerned with the Impact of science on national and
international affairs. The Federation of IAmerican Scientists wag organized in
1946.

Mr. MiiNSHALL. But at no time have you taken a poll of your entire
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On the ABM issue?
Yes.

Mr. SINGER.

Mr. MINSHAL.

Mr. SiNaER. That is correct.
Mr. MINSHALL. That is all.
Mr. DAVIs. Dr. York, you have me a bit puzzled.

I was not on this committee last year, but I take it you did work
in this general area in the Pentagon. I gathered from your comments
this morning that you have always had misgivings about this program
but you waited until you got out of the Pentagon in order to publicly
voice them. Is that a fair statement?
Mr. YORK. No, sir.
Mr. DAvis. Tell me where I am wrong. That is certainly the impiession I got.
Mr. YOR. In ydtr very last remark. At all times I supported R. &D.
in what was then the Nike-Zeus program. But that was the predecessor
of the Nike X which was the predecessor of the Sentinel, which was
the predecessor of the Safeguard. I favored the research and development in the Nike-Zeus. I established an R. & D. program known as the
Defender program which lasted up until this last year. Whenever the
issue then came up about deployment of the Nike-Zeus. I opposed it.
The record of this committee as well as other congressional committees,
I am sure, would cover that because it was a hot issue when I was in
the Pentagon. The question of should we deploy the Nike-Zeus was an
issue then. I opposed it. You might ask, am I on a track I cannot get off
of, but my record is certainly consistent. It may be too consistent but
it certainly is consistent. I did that incidentally under Secretary McElroy, Gates, and again under McNamara.
Mr. MINSHALL. If my memory serves me correctly, you also recom-

mended BOMARC very highly.
Mr. YORK. I can't recall what I said on the subject of BOMARC.
BOMARC, as a part of the SAGE system-I may have said when I
first came in and was learning about these things, I probably did support its inclusion in the program-I think down the road I became disenchanted with the SAGE system before I left-the Pentagon.
I honestly cannot recall what I had to say about BOMARC as an
item. I will say it was never a favored program of mine.
Mr. MINS1IALL. It was several billon dollars worth.
Mr. YORK. BOMARC was started long before I was involved. BMARC is not something that was started when I was there. The SAGE
system was cut budc when I was in positif in the Defense Department, however. One of the major elements of the cutbckin the SAGE
system was the decision to deploy only a very few squadrons. At one
time there was a plan to put BOMARC almost entirely arouiid the
periphery of the United States. WhileI was in the Pentag6n that was
cut back to the point where-whatever it is today. There are only a few
BOMARC squadrons. I am sure you know better thanf I. There were
never very many BOMARC squadrons deployed.
Mr. MINSHMAL. That is an understatement. It never has been
SUccessful.
Mr. YORK. The SAGE system as a whole, I developed considerable
doubt about. That includes the BOMARC.
Mr. MINSHiAp. Your testimony is all in the record in 1960. I am

not goig to belabor this hearing with thiat now.
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Mr. ,YOar I had not refreshed my mewoy bout it
Mr. DAVIs. Doctor, is this also an unfair statement, tliat apparently
you are in favor of continuing to develop these things and t st these
things but never establish a prototype I
Mr. YORK. No* it is not quite a fair statement.
Mr. DAVIS. I iidn't, think you would think so; I am probing from

what you previously told us.,
Mr. YoRK. Let me try to answer that. I have been in favor of the
development program for several reasons. I don't know whether they
are in the record of tis committee or elsewhere, but I have been in
favor of the development program really for two reasons, One is that
it is throfigh the Nike-Zeus R. & D. program and Its successors that
we understand ourselves What it takes to overcome any hypothetical
ABM that the Soviets might build. So, one reason for supporting the
development program hap been just as a supportive program to the
development of our offensive systems.
Second, I supported the program always on the grounds that at some
point, even though I don't really expect it, one might develop; something that is in fact useful. The last part of your remark I have

forgotten..

Mr. DAvis. Whether we should ever establish a prototype.
Mr. Yoim. It is a question of what you mean by a "prototype."
Mr. DAvis. I am talking specifically about Safeguard.
Mr. YoRK. Yes. The present equipments set up out at Kwajalein, the
kwajalein base was largely established during my tenure in the Defense D department and that was established for the purpose of putting
test equipment which could become prototype equipment for whatever
the ADM system might be. Kwajalein s a place that one can shoot at
and conduct effective experiments in this field. it is just nicely within
of thePacific Missile Range, which is something that I did prorange
mote. When I say that, I am sure it would have happened if 0i:had
never, heard 'ofme, but the fact is, I was involved in the establishment
and promotion of that particular test arrangement between missiles
fired from Point Arguelio and Vandenberg Air Force Base and the
equipments for both measurement and test which were placed at Kwa-

jeei Atoll.

Mr. DAvis. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
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of going from Polaris to Poseidon. There are other shorter range actions which could be taken if one does become very worried about this
situation. So I am not opposed to doing something.
I am opposed to this parficutlar way of doing it because I don't think

it would N effective at all.
Mr. Liscoxii. So, as an alternative to facing up to this action that
apparently the Soviets are taking, you are suggesting going into the
so-called hard rock program with emphasis.
Mr. Youx. Yes.
Mr. Lirsco[ist. And all costs that it incurs. You also propose that
we continue with the Poseidon and MIRV prorat 1.,A .
Mr. YORIC. Yes; although I would put iglest priority for now on
getting these strategic arms limfitation talks g61han and having them
come to a successful outcome. If a freeze on tle MRV was suggested
early, I would be all for that.
The Poseidon is more than just MIRV. Poseidon is a bigger rocket.
Mr. Lscornt. Everybody wants a i'ns limitation talks.
Mr. Yom. That is iight'. The question is what you are willing to
pay for it.
fr. LiscomB. We all want that,. We don't exactly dictate the destiny
of those. Do you think the Soviets have or will hl1ave a Capa)ility of first
strike?
Mr. YoRn. No.
Mr. LipscomB. Do you want to clarify that?
Mr. YORK. So far as the present is concerned, I am assuming you
mean by first strike what is usually meant, and that is they can mount
such a strong attack that they don't have to be concerned about the
retaliation that comes back. After all, anybody can strike flist. It is a
question. First strike capability usually means you can do it so strongly
that you won't et hit back. My answer to that is ther don't have it
now. I do not believee they will have it in the midseventies. I would say
that even if we did nothing.
I don't recommend doing nothing, but I believe that would be the
case even if we did not.
Mr. MINSiALL. Doctor, I am not sure you are answering the question.
Do the Soviets have a first strike ICBM capability as of June 9, 1969?
Mr. YoRK. Not in the sense that is usually said.
Mr. IN S LA. Beg your pardon. My question is very simple: Do
they have that capbilIty or don't they?
Mr. Yonx. Anybody can strike first.
Mr. MNSHALL. They have the capability?
Mr. YORK. Not in the sense the words are usually Used.
Mr. MizsoAL. Do they have the cApa bility or don't they?
Mr. YORK. Not in the sense the words are usually used.
Mr. MiNSHALL My words are very simple. They came out of the
Englishdictionary.
IODM capabiligy. In your opinion, do the Soviets have a first-strike
Mr, Y6x. In the jargon of strategic analysis that has a special

meaning.

Mr. MrSHAL. I am asking you as one layman to another layman
for he minute.
Mr. Yomx. Anybody who has one missile could strike first.
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Mr. MIN sHAu.

That is all I want to know. And they have a lot more

than that?
Mr. Yom. That is right.

Mr. EVANS. I assume the last half of the question is, with one missile
they can strike first but they cannot possible yget away with it.
Sir. YoRK. The tern "first strike capability" as Mr. Laird used it
meant that they were going for a situation in which they would have
enough power so if they would strike first they would not have to
fear the residual retaliation. That is what the phrase usually means.
That I don't believe they do have. Mr. Laird says they don't have it.
Mr. Packard says they don't have it, et cetera. The argtmenit is
whether that situation will still pertain in the midseventies.
Mr. Laird suggests it may not, whereas I believe it very definitely
still will. That is where the argument is.
Mr. MAHON. Thank you very much, Dr. York.
REsEnvE FoRCrs
WITNESSES
COL. JOHN T. CARLTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RESERVE OFFICERS
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES
COL. ARTHUR A. BRACKETT, U.S. AIR FORCE (RETIRED), DIRECTOR,
AIR FORCE AFFAIRS
COL. JOSEPH L. CHABOT, U.S. ARMY (RETIRED), DIRECTOR, ARMY
AFFAIRS

Mr. MAHON. We have before us our old friend, Col. John T.
Carlton, executive director of the Reserve Officers Association of the
United Stites. Will you introduce your group and proceed?
Colonel CARIroN. Admiral Jackson, Colonel. Chabot and Colonel
Brackett.
Mr. Chairman, I have a brief statement which I will read for the
record.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee; we appreciate this
opportunity to express our views concerning Reserve personnel appropratins for fiscal year 1970 fot the Selected Reserves of the Reserve
components of our Armed Forces.
In this statement we are addressing ourselves to the proposed
strength authorization of the various reserve components, except for
the National Guard and Coast Guard Reserve.
We note, that with the exception of the Air Force Reserve, the proposed strength authorizations as contained in S. 1192 are generally
of the same magnitude as provided in the fiscal year 1969 authorization bill-Public Law 90-500.
We understand fully the priority concentration of available means
toward our efforts int Southeast Asia. However, when our commitments in Southeast Asia are reduced or eliminate it will undoubtedly
result in a consequent clamor for reduction in active force strength.
Additionally, the search for an all "'ofessional force will require more
and more reliance on strong, Ready Reserve forces, including expanded
elected Reserve strengfls for eacl component.
Thus we are confident that your committee and the Congress, as a
e known to Defense officials that plans should begin
whole, will ma kit
35-202--69--t. 0-58
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.nqw toward developing the kind of Reserve components in composition and number, which will be available as an immediate backup to
the active forces. The planning and equipping and training of these
forces takes time.
Following are our views concerning the Reserve components of each
service:
ARMY RESERVfl

Experience in maintaining large military forces overseas reflects
'the strain upon our active forces to meet new contingencies and the
consequent necessity to have available a greater base for quick mobilization. We have been told that otur failure to retaliate when the
North Koreans shot down our reconnaissance plane over the Sea of
Japan in violation of international law was because of our inability
to take on another major contingency. Furthermore, our countryfs
ability to negotiate successfully with opposing forces can only be
accomplished from a posture of military strength.
Therefore, we believe that the Army's Selected Reserve should be
increased to a strength of 400,000 and .that this increase should be
made concurrent with any reduction in the strength of the active
Army which may result from cessation or dimiffition of hostilities
in Vietnam.
We recommend to you that this increase in strength should be
structured by the reestablishment of the six Army Reserve combat
divisions that were disestablished in 1965. These divisions should be
highly trained properly equipped and ready for immediate mobilization and early employment. I
.
.
It should be borne in mind that upon any substantial reduction in
the active Army there will be large numbers of highly trained personnel in both the officer and enlisted ranks who will return fo civilian
life and would be available for service in Reserve units, but ti ey would
be attracted to combat units for which their experience would fit
them. They would provide a very high quality input into these combat
divisions t at would otherwise be lost.
Furthermore, it is a disservice to our country to close our eyes to
the fact that the lack of self discipline that has grown in our society
and the wholesale disregard of law and order which has developed is
such ato imperil the internal security of our Nation if all the combat divisions now structured in the National Guard were deployed.
The maintenance of law and order in the face of riots and insurrection
has been traditionally a State function and should be continued. Our
National Guard has proven over and over again its ability to serve
this purpose in an outstanding fashion. It should continue to do so.
It shoWd also cdtifiue Its structure as a Federal force to augment
the active Army but there should be established, we believe, at the
earlies
tOssible
time at least six Army Reserve combat divisions unimpeded by any other mission. These ivisions can be called to active
duty at once without any deleterious impact upon the Nation's ability
to tAintai law and order and put down anarchy.
NAVY RESERVE

Lassye

the Congrs
r increased the strengfi o'fthe Navy's .So-

16Oted -Reserve by ;000 tot bring its average strength up to 129,000
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personnel. This has been accomplished. by the Navy and has resulted
m a substantial improvement in the readiness of the Navy's Selected
Reserve.
This strength level of 129,000 will provide an increase of 15 percent
to the active Navy for iiiiiediate mobilization. The Army's Selected
Reserve strength permits an increase of 44 percent to the active Army.
We believe the Army's proportion is much more realistic. The "call
up" last year of Naval Reserve aircraft squadrons was a convincing
demonstration of a serious personnel shortage. The shortage existed
because the overall strength of the Selected Reserve would not permit
100-percent manning of the units. The Navy has corrected this deficiency by manning the "hardware" units at a 100-percent manning

level and decreasing the manning levels of the fleet augmentation units

proportionately.
Actually, the Selected Reserve will not even fill the M-day requirements which amount to approximately 200,000 officers and men.
With such a thin backup force the Navy relies heavily upon the
Ready Reserve pool for enlisted men and for the phased forces component of the Naval Reserve for its officers. These officers drill without
pay but perform active duty for tmining with pay. They are known
as category D personnel since they fall into the DOD training
category D.
For fiscal year 1969 the Navy requested and the Congress appropriated funds to send 7,300 officers and enlisted men in this category to
active duty for training. Somehow or another, although fun& were
appropriated for these numbers, they were arbitrarily reduced through
administrative sources to 2,800.
As a result, the Navy is now operating under a poHey of sending
personnel in the phased forces program to active duty for training
only once every 5 years in the grades of captain and commander.
Mr. Chairman, this simply transcends the ridiulous. To keep up
professionally, in these days of rapid technological changes, these
officers and men of the phased forces of the Ready Reserve should have
active duty for training every year.
The new 1970 budget request for Reserve personnel, Navy keeps these
numbers at 2,800.
Mr. Chairman, this is not proper support. This substantially lowers
the readiness of the Nav ,'s Ready Reserve.
We urge you to question closely the Defense Department witnesses
and the Navy witness and find out who made this cut, and the rationale
therefor.
Our conversations with responsible officers in the Navy and in the
Defense Department indicate that both believe 6,800 officers and 500
enlisted menis the lowest acceptable figure.
We urge you to use your authority to specify in your report that
provides funifds for category D training for
the RPN aptio
a total of 7,800 personnel for fiscal 1970.
We also recommend thtIhe Selected Reserve average. strength of
129,000 be suppQrted in your appropriations.
MARiNE C0oPs RESRVE,

We recommend your approval for the strength figure of 48,000 and
funding recommiended for the Marfie Corps Reserve by the Defense

-W

-5,.
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Department with the exception that it be designated as average
strength instead of end strength.
AIR FORCE RESERVE

We are pleased to note the increase ini the total authorization for
the Selected Reserve of the Air Force Reserve to 50 304. Part of this
increase results from modernization of a number oi flying units and
part from an increased making percentage for a number of these
units.
Notwithstanding, there are some serious losses of experienced air
crew and flying support personnel in connection with the conversion
of integral (self-supporting unit) into associate units. We would
hope that the Air Force will make every effort to maintain these skilled
people in the Active Reserve inventory so that they will be available for
new programs that will undoubtedly result if there is a scaledown in
activity in Southeast Asia, and the inevitable resultant cutback in
active force strength.
We also understand that the Air Force, under the leadership of the
Chief of Air Force Reserve, is undertaking a complete review of the
individual mobilization augmentation (Tifh) program.
It is expected this will result in an increase of validated manning
requirement which will afford the Air Force the opportunity to use
more of the varied and highly developed professional and other skills
available in the Air Force Reserve inventory. Again, we hope this
will be reflected in an increased request for fiscal year 1971 which we
are confldont your committee will suIport.
We would like to bring one more tliiig to your attention at this
time although it would not affect the fiscal year 1970 budget,
Following the principles expressed in the Reserve Forces Bill of
Rights and Vitalization Act the Air Force has given its Chief of Air
Force Reserve, virtually total responsibility for the management of
the Air Force Reserve program. We feel that he should this control
the funds necessary to exercise this responsibility.
Therefore we would hope-and are informed the Air Force agrees
with us-that there would be provided a separat e Air Force Reserve
O. & M. appropriation in fiscal year 1971. Your support of such an
action would be of great assistance to the Air Force Reserve.
To reiterate, we support the request for Air Force Reserve funds and
urge the funding support of your committee.
SUMMARY

In smnmary, Mr. Chairman, we would urge that the funding for the
Selected Reserve of all components be based on an average, rather

than anend strength.
For the Army Selected Reserve we would hope that the committee
woftid urge offlci ls of the Army to begin plans now to develop an
Army Selected Reserve with an eventual strength of approximately
400,000 to provide for the reestablishment of the six Army Reserve divisions and the necessary supporting units.
For the Navy Selected Reserve we request your committee to maintain its strength -and to increase its funding authority for category D
training to 7,300.
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The strength and funding for the Marine Corps Reserve is adequate
for the coming fiscal year programs.
Funding for the Air ForceSelected Reserve of 50,304 and consideration of a separate AF Reserve 0. & M. appropriation beginning in
fiscal year 1971.
Mr. MAHON. We are pleased to have you gentlemen before us again

this year. We have had several weeks of hearings and we have a long
way to go before we complete our study of the Defense budget and the
Defense program.
Your statement will be before us at the time we give consideration
-tothe action which this committee mnay take.
Colonel CARLTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAIIo. The committee will recess until 1 o'clock.
AFTERNOON SESSION

MONDAY, JUNE 9, 1969.
RECOMM ENDA'TIONS

OF TIlE AMERICAN

LEGION

WITNESS

JAMES R. WILSON,
COMMISSION

JR.,

DIRECTOR,

NATIONAL

SECURITY

Mr. MAHON. We are pleased to have before us Mr. James R. Wilson,
Jr., director of the National Security Connission of the American Legion. Will you please proceed
Mr. WILsox. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of this subcommittee; I appreciate this
opportUihity to present the American LegIon's views on the 1970 Defense budget. The positions taken in this statement are based upon
mandates adopted by the national convention and national executive
committee of our orgaiizatii of 2,600,000 members.
The majority of the resolutions cmprising this statement had their
origin in some one of our nearly 17,000 posts. In most instances, those
filly adopted were given thorough consideration at the local, State,
and National level. This procedure is mentioned in order to dispel
any thought that our stands are hastily conceived and considered.
,I n the interest of the subcommittee's time, I shall not read the full
text of the resolutions upon which this testimony is based. Rather, I
have listed the number and title of these resolutions, which are appended to my statement and respectfully request the distigufiehed
members to review them as time permits.
261--"Strategic superiority"
162-"National defense of the *UnitedStates"
15-"Maintennice of superiordefenses of United States"
5-"Appropriate response to Communist attacks in Vietnam"
225-"-.,Air-to-air fighter aircraft"
226--"Interceptor airc'raft"
228--"Advanced manned strategic aircraft"
-229--"Strategic airlift"
558--"Mannel 0rbital laboratory"
.60-"Advanced air rescue system"
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80--"Antibalistic missile system"
4-"Deployment of an ABM system"
22'T-"AMrmobihedivision"
37-"Military retireme nt pay",
503-"Supfort legislation for recomputation of pay for retired
military personnel"
42-"Adequate equipment for all elements of Reserve
components"
6--"Reserve Officers Training Corps program"
369--"U.S. Navy oceanographic program"
285--"North Atlantic Treaty Orgaizatilon"
0'33-"Continued freedom of the seas"
Mr. MA How. The various resolutions which have been adopted by
your organization will be made a part of the record.
Mr. WILsoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
As veterans w-ho fought and won America's wars over the last half
century, we earnestly strive for peace but we recognize the facts of life
as they exist in today's world.
Were it not for Vietnam and Communist inspired insurrections the
world over, the United States, its dependable allies and
the worldand
in
general, could begin to relax tensions, reduce defense expenditures
in good faith enter agreements aimed toward a 'o ofworl pae
Unfortunately., Communist perfidy in the field of
relations,:the Soviet Union's recent intrusion into the international
national affairs
of Czechoslovakia and the aid she and Red China render to world
insurrection and unrest, make acting on faith alone questionable
indeed.
As President Nixon said last week, "if America were to turn its
back on the-world, a deadening form of peace would settle over this
planet-rthe kind of peace that-suffocated freedom in Czechoslovakia."
The American
. ...
L
Legion
e..
has by national-convention
.......i.
3,nY express
I sed'ts
i firin
belief tht the United States has no course other than to remain militarily strong. By this we-mean our weapon, systems should
kept as
modern as American technology can provide- in sutfficien be
quantities
and at a high state of readiness. We feel it is of thl Utmost importance
that our N~ation not allow its strategic retalitory capability to deteriorate for it is our shield against overt attack.
Secretary.of Defense Laird recently stated thecase for adequate defense w hen he said: "We -realizethat military power by itself is not
an adequate prescription for peace. But i today's world it is an indispensable element of a strategy designed to avoid conflict." The
AmericanLeglon concurs.
On the need to mainta~ii powerful-m'iitary forces in
present
age of peril, the late President J6hn -F, Kennedy stated,this
"in
imperfect world where humai folly has been the rule and not the an
exception, the surest way to bring on the war that can never happen is to
sitltb
and assureourselves it willnot happen' .
In thepast,
this Nation has too often followed the advice
of the
so-called peacemakers only to discover to its sorrow that weakness
invites attack.
-

-

Much of the work of the American Legioti duringit's first

50 years
has concerned the'victims of Americans involvemefit.in war. The
voices
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which shrieked for disarmament then, and weakened our Nation, are
rising from every quarter todiy.
Has history taught us nothing Are the advocates of social needs
blind to the fact that, if this country cannot guarantee its own freedom, it cannot possibly extend freedom and the "good life" to others.
Presently, there is a concerted effort underway to strip this Nation
of the type of defense it needs to protect itself and its people in this
age of peril. We share the President's opinion that:
"We must rule out unilateral disarmament. In the real world that
simply will not work. If we pursue arms control as an end in itself,
we will not achieve our end. The adversaries in the world today are
not in conflict because they are armed. They are armed because they
are in conflict, and 'have not yet learned peaceful ways to resolve their
conflicting national interests."
Later in his addTess to cadets of the Air Force Academy, the President said: "I believe that defense decisions must be made on the hard
realities of the offensive capabilities of, our adversaries, and not on our
fervent hopes about their intentions * * * we must take risks for
peace--but calculated risks. not foolish risks. We shall not trade our
defenses for a disarming smile or honeyed words. We are prepared
for now initiatives in the control of arms, in the context of other
world."of $23 million to
around theaddition
to reduce
movessupport
specific
administration's
thetensions
We firmly
speed research and development of an advanced manned, strategic
To delay longer in placing
B-52.
to the overagemay
a followon
aircraft
very well make it unavailable
AMSA construction,
contractsasfor
to the Air Force in the mid-1970 when it must replace the B-52 if
we are to retain a creditable "mixed force" of bombers and missiles.
We support deployment of the Safeguard system, as our resolutions
attest, as the Very minimum protection our Nation needs to assure the
contfiuedviability of our deterrent capability. If we had our way,
we would go much further by protecting not only our weapons, but
our cities and our people as well.
The present controversy being waged against Safeguard, in the
American Legion's opinion, portends attacks on other minimaldefense
needs.
These minimal needs should extend to Navy ship replacement,
equipping of the reserve forces, an air superiority fighter and interand, most importantly, an ABM and AMSA.
Wceptor
Contrary to public opinion, the world's foremost peace advocates
are not the "flower people" but the veterans who fought and bled in
this Nation's wars.
to public opin.
Mr. MAiHOiN. Let us examine that sentence. Contrary"flower
Jpeople"
the
not
are
advocates
peace
foremost
world's
the
ion,
but the veterans who fought and bled in this Nation's wars. Thi seems
to' be a statement to the effect that public opinion does not support
the position of the Amerlcah Legion. I don't quit get that sentence.
not intend that it should read thht way. What
Mr. WiLsbiq. We did&
we felt was that the flower people profess that they are for peace.
Mr. M 14o. IContrary to what might be represented by some but
you say contrary to public 0inion.
Mr. VW sox. I see. We willaccept any correction on that, Mr. Chairman. It was not our intent to say that the public does not believe we

,-- A
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are for peace, but more often we are labeled war mongers and advocates
of more than adequate preparedness. We don't believe we are. We
believe we are realistic. Fortunately,their desire for peace in a world
where man would build rather than destroy is not deluded by unrealistic idealism. Rather it is buttressed by the facts of life in today's
world.
Is this the kind of world in which the precious gift of American
liberty can be left to the tender mercies of communism? The American
Legion does not think so.
l have been requested by our national rehabilitation commission to
make the following statement a part of ny presentation to this subcommi'ttee. I would respectfully request that it be given your sincere
consideration and support.
The American Legion urges this distinguished committee to authorize the appropriation and expenditure of funds necessary for the construction of a memorial chapel and columbarium in Arlington National
Cemetery.
Congress decreed that this cemetery, a national shrine that will remain an area dedicated to those who served in defense of their country,
be extended to include 200, acres of ground occupied by the south post
of Fort Myer, Va.
The Department of the Army developed a twofold comprehensive
plan to carry out this expansion. The first,. to prepare each new sector
as it is annexed, at a level of quality consistent with the character ol
the old cemetery; and the second, to develop the structure of the cemetery as a whole-landscape, roads buildings, and memorials in a manner that will insure its continued existence as a national shrine and
place of pilgrimage.
One of the several major objectives of this plan, the construction of
a memorial chapel and columbarium, has been approved by the National Capital Planning Commission and the Commission of Fine
Arts.
HoweVer, the necessary funds for the construction of the chapel and
columbariuin
have not
:gprpriations.
_ been included in the 1908, 1969, or 1970 defense
ne advantage of the columbarium is that it included provision for
26,000 niches which could contain Up to two urns bearing the ashes of
decreased veterans of our Armed Forces. The Department of Defense
order of February 10, 1967, restricting burials in Arlington National
Cemetery to certain veterans, will not pertain to the placement of urns
in the columbariumn. Therefore . Mr. Chairman the American Legion
urges this committee to authorize the appropriatin and expenditure
of fonds necessary to construct the memoial chapel and columbarium.
Delay in construction will undoubtedly increase the eventual cost of
this project.
The statement on Arlington is appended and I would appreciate to
lave it included in the record at this point andthe coi0lttee at its
leipure can read the more detailed resolutions which support the statem4t i just presented.
M:', MAON, The resolutions willfbe made a part Of the record.
(The resolutions follow:)
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FIFTIETII NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERIOAN LEGION HELD IN NEW
ORLEANS, LA., SEPTEMBER 10-12, 1968

Resolution No. 261.
Committee: Aeronautics and Space.
Subject: Strategic superiority.
Whereas there exists the possibility of nuclear war through Soviet initiation,.
escalation, or miscalculation; and
Whereas reports indicate that within a year the Soviets will have a larger nuniber of IC3Ms, in hardened sites, than will the Utiited States; and
Whereas the Soviets are reportedly deploying the "Galosh" anti-ICBM system ;
and
Whereas U.S. defense officials indicate that the U.S. "Sentinel" system will not
defend this country against a heavy Soviet attack, even when and if that system
is put into operation; and
Whereas there are some advocate abandonment of American strategic superiority, by proposals which range from failure to provide advance armament for
our present strategic forces to the extreme of U.S. unilateral disarmament; and
Whereas previous U.S. defense policy sought to reduce our superior strategic
forces to military parity with the U.S.S.R. : Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the American Legion i- National Convention a88emnbled In. New
Orlemis, La., September 10, 1l, 12, 1968, That we hope for a world situation in
which disarmaneit may be achieved safely, but vehemently urge upon our national leadership the maintenance of absolute and unquestionable strategic
superiority vis-a-vis potential enemies, both now and at future technological
levels; and be it further
Resotvcd, That keeping such strategic superiority have absolute priority over
all other national goals.
Resolution No. 162.
Committee: Naval Affairs.
Subject: National Defense of the United States.
Whereas the world is divided between the Communist and the free nations
With totally incompatible ideals and principles; and
Whereas the Comnninist nations with a combined popflatton of well over a
billion have undividedly and collectively declared their determination to destroy
the leader of the free nations, the United States of America; and
Whereas the survival of our Nation as a free people depends upon its being
sufficiently strong to defend itself against any attack, conventional or nuclear;
and
Whereas the blessings of existing in peace and security depends upon our being
offensively and sufficiently strong to deter any nation or combination of nations
from daring to attack us; and
Whereas such defensive and offensive strength requires superiority on the
land, on the sea, over the land, under the sea, in space and In outer space; and
,Whereas to accomplish these objectives no nation or nations should be allowed
to attain superiority or even parity with us in space, outer space, ballistic or
antiballistic systems, or in submarfies: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, by the American Legion in Natonal Convention assembled lit New
Orleana, La., September 10, 11, 12, 1968, That we call Upon the Federal Government to do all things necessary to make the defenses of our Nation Impregnable
and its offensive power so awesome that no nation or combination of nations
will dare attack us.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE

COMMITTEE MEETING,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.,

MAY 8-9, 1969

Resolution No. 15.
Committee: National Security.
Subject: Maintenance of superior defenses of the United States.
Whereas it has been Commuist policy since Stalin's day to bleed the United
States white, inthe Eastern Hemisphere and attack eventually in the Western
Hemisphere; and
Whereas some reputable authorities allege that the U.S.S.R. has not moved
all, if any, of its atomic missiles from Cuba; and
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Whereas the cost of the Vietnam war hasmade it very tempting to neglect
the. maintenance of superior defenses of our country, as shown by the present
debate against an effective antimissile program; and
Whereas the maintenance of peace depends upon our superior defenses, since
the Communists only understand the language of strength and power: Now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, by the National Exeoutive Cotmmittee of the American Legion in
regular meeting assembled in St. Louis, Mo., Mal 8,9, 1969, hereby goes on record
as favoring the maintenance of superior defenses in space, on the seas, and on
land.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEEXNG, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 15, 1069
Resolution 5.

Subject: Appropriate response to Communist attacks in Vietnam.
Whereas the President of the United States on March 4, 1969, in a nationwide
report to the people of this country on television and radio, in commenting
upon the escalation of the war in Vietnam by the Communists in their attacks
upon the cities and civilian population of South Vietnam, stated: "We have not
moved in a precipitate fashion by the fact that we have shown patience and
forbearance should not be considered as a sign of weakness. We will not tolerate
a continuance of a violation of an understanding... and an appropriate response
to these attacks will be made if that continues."
Whereas since that statement by the President, the Communists have continued their attacks upon the South Vietnamese cities and the Paris peace talks
after almost a full year's duration have shown no apparent results that would
end the war; Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, by the National Ewecutive on.nmittec assentbled in. spoial meeting
in Washington, D.C. on March 15, 1969, That the American Legion states its
firm belief that it is in the interest of peace or a military victory in Vietnam for
the Government of the United States to make an "appropriate response" to the
Communist attacks.
50TH NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION HELD IN NEW ORLEANS, LA.,
SEPThMBER 10-12, 1908

No. 225.
Resolution
Committee: Aeronautics and Space.
Subject: Air-to-air fighter aircraft.
Whereas, the American Legion in its National Convention last year supported
the development and procurement of high performance fighter aircraft; and
Whereas the wisdom c -this action has been demonstrated in recent months
by the clear indicatt(ild that the Soviets are continiting to push ahead in the
area of aeronautical development; and
Whereas the implications of this Soviet emphasis. on advanced fighters are
compounded by the fact that U.S. fighter aircraft developments have not kept
pace with Soviet developments; and
Whereas the recent conflict between Israel and Egypt has clearly demonstrated the need for ir superiority if a force is to obtain or maintain superiority
on the ground; and
Whereas studies have shown that our technology can provide an advanced
fighter aircraft that will be superior in aerial combat to Soviet aircraft; and
Whereas funds have been requested in the Department of Defense Appropriations bill for fiscal year 1969 to' permit the Air Force and the Navy to proceed
with designs and preliminary work on the avionics and engine for such advanced
fighter aircraft; and, Now, therefore, be it
.
: Resolved, by the American Legion In National Comivoation assembled in.
Net Orleans, La., September 10, 11, 12, 1968, That the Department of Defense,
the administration and the Congress fully support and expedite -the development and procurement of superior air-to-air fighter aircraft; and, be it further
Resolved, That the SecretarY of Defense be urged not to compromise or otherwise degrade such aircraft in their design or performance through attempts to
'achieve commonality.
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Resolution No. 226.
Committee: Aeronautics and Space.
Subject: Interceptor aircraft.
Whereas the American Legion has for several years supported the development of an improved interceptor which would be capable of destroying enemy
bombers before they approach within striking range of target areas within the
United States: and
Whereas today there Is no aircraft in production meeting the requirements
for an interceptor to defend against supersonic bombers; and
Whereas recent testimony before congressional committees supports our view
that the existing air defense system would be virtually ineffective against low
flying bombers; and
Whereas the Air Force has recently developed a plan designed to achieve a
major increase in the effectiveness of our air defense system which plan includes
an improved interceptor, an Airborne warning and control system (AWAOS) and
an over-the-horizon radar (OTH) ; and
Whereas the long endurance aircraft of the AWACS would be capable of
quick reaction and rapid deployment to positions beyond our boundaries and
the techniques being developed will meet the requirements for the timely direction of interceptors to bomber kill positions; and
Whereas the backscatter radars would have the ability to detect targets at
great ranges from our coastlines and thereby deny an enemy the opportunity
to gain the advantage of tactical surprise; and
Whereas the Department of Defense requested funds in the fiscal year 1969
budget to begin the modification of F-106 aircraft with a more advanced radar
fire-control system and air-to-air missile system; and
Whereas the Senate has denied this request and has not provided funds for
an acceptable interceptor aircraft such as the F-12; and
Whereas a failure to provide funds this year for an improved interceptor
aircraft will serve to further degrade our already limited air defense capability;
and, Now, therefore be it
Resolved, by the American. Legion. M. iatlonal Convention. assembled ft New
Orleans, La., September 10, 11, 12. 1968, That we urge upon the Congress and
the administration full support for the earliest possible deployment of an advanced manned interceptor.
Resolution No. 228.
Committee: Aeronautics and space.
Subject: Advanced manned strategic aircraft.
Whereas the American Legion has consistently supported the concept that a
mixture of manned bombers and intercontinental missiles should be maintained
to provide an adequate strategic deterrent agaijist possible aggression: and
Whereas the announced development of supersonic transports foreshadow the
supersonic bomber; and
Whereas the American Legion has supported the development of an advanced
bomber as a replacement for the later models of the B-52 bomber fleet; and
Whereas a new aircraft system is urgently needed to replace the aging B-52
and the retired B-47's; and
Whereas currently approved plans will provide only the PB-111 aircraft as a
replacement for the early models of B-52 aircraft; and
Whereas analyses have -shown that against the higher level of the projected
Soviet threat an advanced bomber would be a cost-effective option over the long
term compared to maintaining the bomber forces which are now approved; and
Whereas even in a nonnuclear conflict an advanced bomber, by combining high
performance with a large payload, could achieve important military results; and
Whereas a manned bomber can carry many more megatons of destructive power
than can any ballistic missile; and
Whereas a mixed force of bombers and ballistic missiles offers more security
than would either alone, compound the defense problem, and increases the
assurance of hitting targets; and
Whereas manned aircraft offer advantages over missiles in mobility, versatility, flexibility, maneuverability, and controlability; and
Whereas there is a continuing need for manned reconnaissance, both strategic
and tactical; Now, therefore, be-it
Resolved, by The A terican Legion in National onvettion assefbd ht.Nwot
Orleats, La, September 10, 11, 12, 1968, That we urge upon the Congress
and the administration full support for the earliest possible deployment of an
advanced manned strategic aircraft (AMSA).
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Resolution No. 229.
Committee: Aeronautics and space.
Subject: Strategic airlift.
Whereas the ability of the U.S. Armed Forces to respond promptly and de.
cisively, when so ordered, is essential to deterring war or limiting a conflict;
and
Whereas sufficient, modern, available strategic airlift is essential for the
rapid deployment and support of U.S. Armed Forces, shortening reaction time
and increasing combat effectiveness; and
Whereas great progress has been and is being made In improving airlift by
the procurement of C-141's and C-5's, the Military Airlift Command; and
Whereas this Jet airlift force will require expanded aerial ports of embarcation, with larger cargo and passenger terminals and with advanced materials
handling systems; and
Whereas the ability of the C-5 to land on 4,000-foot dirt strips can be fully
utilized only by creating an organization of combat engineers to build such
strips; Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Amerlcau Legion l National Convention assembled itn, Neo
Orleans, La., September 10, 11, 12, 1968, That we urge the administration, the
Congress and the Department of Defense, to take action to provide conttilid
Improvements in, and sufficient amounts of, strategic airlift to meet the operational needs for support of U.S. Armed Forces.
Resolution No. 558.
Committee: Aeronautics and Space.
Subject: Manned Orbital Laboratory.
Whereas recent disclosures concerning Soviet space efforts, including the
fractional orbiting bombardment (FOB) system, emphasize the need for the
United States to pursue its space research efforts as a matter of national
emergency; and
Whereas fiscal year 1969 is programed to be one of peak activity for the
Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL) program including test firing, fabrication
of hardware, and installation of ground equipment; and
Whereas the MOL vehicle will constitute an operational test bed in which to.
fully explore the military usefulness of man In the space environment; and
Whereas the Department of the Air Force has requested substaitiAl funds for
the MOL project: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the Aincrlcau Legloit in Natlonzal Convention assembled In New
Orleans, La., Scl)tember 10, 11, 12, 1968, That It urge the Congress to continue its
support of the Manned Orbital Laboratory program as a matter of Urgent
concern in the Interest of national security.
Resolution 560.
Committee: Aeronautics and Space.
Subject: Advanced air rescue system.
Whereas the dedicated efforts of the brave men of the Aerospace and Recovery Service has saved the lives of over 650 airmen downed in hostile areas
in Southeast Asia by October 1967; and
Whereas their efforts have been essential to the recovery of astronauts after
splashdown ; and
Whereas their experiences indicate a need for an advanced rescue system
(ARS) with a greater capability for the rescue mission than is available with a
purehelicopter: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the American, Legion, in National Conventio assembled in, New,
Orleans, La., September 10-12, 1968, That we request the earliest possible developmerit and deployment of an Advanced Rescue System.
Resolution No. 307.
Committee: Military Affairs.
Subject: Antiballistic missile system.
Whereas the American Legion ls called upon Congress and the executive
department of the Federal Government to assign a high priority for the development and deployment of an antiballistic missile system, which would give the
United States a strong deterrent toward any aggressive nation, and hence,
enthusiastically applauds our Goverment's recent decision to employ a thin
antiballistc missile system known as Sentinel, capable of giving limited protetion against the nuclear threat of Communist countries; and
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Whereas the American Legion is convinced that the Communist goal is not
military parity, but superiority; and
Whereas, Russia is at present deploying new weapons, such as the fractional
orbiting bomb (FOB), multiple independent reentry vehicles (MIRV), improved
antiballistic missile systems (ABM), and is increasing also its land and sea
forces of intercontinental balistic missiles (ICBM) ; and
Whereas these alarming changes in the overall strategic power between the
United States, and the Soviet Union, could cause a serious imbalance within
the defense capabilities of the free world and those of the forces of communism,
making it mandatory that our present Sentinel system be Improved and expanded: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, by the American Legion in National OonmeAtion assembled in New
Orleans,La., September 10, 11t 12, 1908, That they recognize that a broad margin
of superiority must be maintained by the free world until peace is assured and
urges the President, and Congress to take action in expediting the authorization of the necessary funds for the continued advance research, development and
ultimate deployment of an improved and expanded autiballistic missile
;system.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH, 15, 10609
Resolution No. 4.
.Subject: Deployment of an antiballistic missile system.
Whereas the American Legion for several years has urged the deployment of
an antiballistic missile system as necessary to the defense of the United States
against hostile nuclear attack; and
Whereas this position was strongly affirmed in a resolution unanimously
.adopted at its national convention in New Orleans in September 1968: Now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, by the national executive committee of the Amer-can Legion as.semblea in special meeting in Washinngton, D.O., on March 15, 1969, That we
commend and pledge our support to the President in his wise decision for the
deployment of a modified antiballistic missile system which in his own words
is "vital for the security and defense of the United States and also, in the
interest of peace throughout the world."
-50TH NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, HELD IN NEW ORLEANS,
LA., SEPTEMBER 10-12, 1908
Resolution No, 227.
-Committee: Military Affairs.
Subject: Airmobile division.
Whereas the measure of success of battlefield mobility is the ability of the
fighting man to maneuver and deliver fire under any conditions against the
.adversities of terrain, weather, and the enemy; and
Whereas mobility Increases the opportunity for surprise and reduces friendly
-vulnerability to enemy fire; and
Whereas in Vietnam the helicopter has proved increased mobility and helped
.achieve great success for the Army forces under difficult conditions; and
Whereas the airmobile division with its increased number of aircraft has
proven its superiority by exploiting mobility to gain surprise against enemy
attempts to mass as well as employing tis same aerial mobility to cross terrain
-obstacles and disrupt enemy formations by operating in his rear: Now, therefore,
be It
Resolve(t by Phe Amerloan Legion in National Tonvention assembled in New
0)leans, La., September 10,, 11, 12, 1968, That the administration, the Congress,
.and the Department of Defense expand the alrmobile division program -to inSure
a steadily improving mobility differential over any potential enenvy.
Resolution No. 37.
- Committee: Military Affairs.
Subject: Military retirement pay.
Whereas many servicemen and women of the various armed services have
.maintained an active status in a Reserve component since World War II and/or
'the Korean conflict; and
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Whereas these servicemen and women by their longevity now hold the majority
of senior billets in the Reserve components of the armed services; and
Whereas by -the presence of these servicemen and women in the billets of the
Reserve components, younger men and women are unable to join Reserve conponents er advance to higher ranks or ratings for lack of billets in the Reserve
components of the Armed Forces; and
Whereas many of these senior servicemen and women are reluctant to voluntarily transfer to the Retired Reserve under title 10, United States Code, sections
1876a and 274 as no retirement pay will be received until reaching age 60 in
accord with title 10, United States Code, section 1331 ; and
Whereas the Congress did modify existing laws to the extent that Federal
employees may now retire from the Federal Service at age 55: Now, therefore,
be it
Resolved by The American Legion in National Convention assembled in Yenw
Orleans, La., September 10, 11, 120, 1968, That the existing law title 10, United
States Code section 1331 formerly title 111 Public Law 810, 80th Congress as
amended, be amended so that servicemen and women may be eligible upon appflication to receive retirement pay upon or after reaching age 55 in lieu of the
present 60; and be it further
Resolved, That the various service organizations such as the National Guard
Association, the Retired Officers Association, the National Naval Reserve Enlisted
Association, et cetera, be requested to assist with having this change enacted.
Resolution No, 503.
Committee: Military Affairs.
Subject: Support legislation for recomputation of pay for retired military
personnel.
Whereas the disparity in the retirement pay of members of the Armed Forces
retired'prior to the periodical pay Increases authorized for active duty members
with a consequent computation of retirement pay for military personnel retired subsequently to such increases in pay: and
Whereas this inequitable method of rettrement pay compttntion violates
a principle in effect for more than 100 years of computing retirement pay for
the Armed Forces for all retired military personnel regardless of the date of
retirement with the current pay scale of military personnel on active duty; and
Whereas as the buying power of the dollar decreases, the economic and living
standards of retired military personnel decline because of the unjust methods
now in force for the inequitable computation of retirement pay which admittedly
broaden the living standards gap between groups of retirees with equal year of
active service and equal rank; and ,
Whereas the so-called cost-of-living Increases in the retirement pay of military
personnel fails by a wide margin to compensate for the inequitable method of
retirement pay compensation now in effect; and
Whereas to continue the current method of computing retirement pay for
military pay often results in the loss of the services of our finest military personnel at an early age who enter civilian employment where the retirement rates.
of compensation are greater and nondiscriminatory: Now, therefore, bte it
Resolved, by the Ainerlvan Legion In National Convention assembled In New
Orle(ns, L ., September 10, 11, 12, 1968, That the Congress of the United States
enact legislation during the second session, 90th Congress, which will provide
that retirement pay for the Armed Forces of the United States be equalized
and computed on the traditional basis of the current pay scale for military personnel on active duty, of like grade and length of service; and further that such
equalized, military retirement pay include that for all military personnel now
and in the future retired.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
ST. Louis,

Mo.

MAY 8-9, 1969
Resolution No. 42.
Committee: National Security.
Subject: Adequate equipment for all elements of the Reserve components,
Whereas repeated equipment withdrawals to meet urgent requirements related to the conflict in Vietnam have so depleted the inventories of the Reserve
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components of the Army that meaningful training has been rendered extremely
difficult in many units; and
Whereas shortages of certain critical items, mainly in the vehicle and communications field, have been persistent and continuous for the past many years
that their scarcity cannot be attributed to the current requirement of force
buildup; and
.Whereas the lack of suitable necessary equipment, designed for the, modern
battlefield employment, has long compelled the use of inaccurately labeled "substitute items," which are so unlike their modern counterparts that they do not
in reality provide a suitable replacement for either training or operational use;
and
Whereas much of the efforts of the Reserve components to attain a high
level of "combat readiness" are futile and wasteful unless provided with the
types of quantities of equipment which will support and substantiate their readiness posture in support of the active forces: Now, therefore, be it
sRe8oliwd by the Natioal Ewcative Votnmittee of the Amcricean Legion in
regula' meeting a8sembled in St. Lottis, Mo., on May 8-9, 1969, That the American Legion go on record as supporting a workable program for the assurance
of provisions of necessary and adequate equipment for all elements of the Reserve components.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING, WASIIINoTON, D.C., MIARCHI 15, 1969

Resolution 6.
Subject: Reserve Officers Training Corps program.
Whereas, there are more than 300 institutions of higher education with Army,
Navy, and Air Force ROTC programs in which there are more than 2T0,000
students enrolled; and
Whereas, there is a waiting list of institutions of higher learning which have
applied for authorization to establish ROTC programs; and
Whereas, each of such institutions of higher learning has the option to require
that the first 2 years be compulsory or voluntary, and whether or not academic
credit, and the amount thereof, is given for participation in such programs; and
Whereas, the academic validity of this training is the equal of any technical
curriculum requiring comparable hours of the participant's time each week, has
valuable patriotic citizenship and civic motivation; and
Whereas, the actual time required for ROTC makes it difficfit for each participant to take full advantage of the elective courses offered; and
Whereas, the Army receives 50 percent of its officers, the Navy 35 percent,
and the Air Force 30 percent, through ROTC -progriams; and
Whereas, there Is at present such a shortage of junior officers in the regular
Army as to require the extension of the tours of duty of many regular and
reserve officers called to active duty; now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the National Dweootitive Committee of the Amcrica* Legiol asscmblcc in Waslhington, D.C., Marohl 15, 1969, That instttittons of higher learning upgrade all ROTC programs and encourage participation in them by giving
appropriate academic credit and by declaring that each participant may select
military science as a minor area of concentration, should a minor be prerequisite
to graduation and that the Defense Department give preference in estafilishing
new ROTC programs to those Institutions agreeing to make the first 2 years
compulsory, giving appropriate academic credit for participation, and allowing each such participant to select military science as his minor area of concentration, should a minor be prerequisite to graduation.
50TH NATIONAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN LEGION HELD IN NEW ORLEANS,

LA., SEPTEMBER 10-12, 1968
Resolution No. 869.
Committee: Naval Affairs.
Subject: U.S. Navy oceanographic program.
Whereas, the oceans have been of strategic importance since the dawn of
history and are becoming of increasing interest as the Navy's operating environment and as food and mineral sources; and
Whereas, the oceans belong to no one nation and are a great resource to be
shared by all mankind; and
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Whereas, Russia has a vigorous and substantial oceanographic program which
Is marked by increased research activities through the world, and ever in-creasing capabilities; and
Whereas, there iS only one first-rate oceanographic fleet in the world, that of
the Soviet Union; and
Whereas, it Isconsidered most essential to our national security and economic
interests to sponsor substantial oceanographic programs at ever increasing
rates; and
Whereas, it is highly desirable for any U.S. Navy oceanographic survey an(
research ship to have unlimited range and staying power (as well as adequate
research and support facilities) while conducting a scientific expedition; and
Whereas, nuclear propulsion will provide this staying power; and
Whereas, nuclear propulsion is in the last analysis cost comparative; now,
therefore, be it
Resolved, by the American Legion n National Convention assembled in Neew
Orleans, La., September 10, 11, 12, 1908, That we urge strong support of:
1. Nuclearization of all U.S. Navy oceanographic survey ships; and
2. An increase in all oceanographic efforts of the U.S. Navy.
Resolution No. 285.
Committee: Naval Affairs.
Subject: North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Whereas the economic problems posed by the deficit in the U.S. balance of
I aymelits has led to proposals by Members of Congress and others that the U.S.
military commitment to NATO be reduced by removing American troops and air
units from Europe; and
Whereas such proposals and resultant actions seem to give more Importance
to a temporary economic situation than to the realities of military necessity in
a difficult world situation ; and
Whereas the failure of some members of NATO to make and maintalli
adequate military commitments of their own makes more, rather than less,
necessary the level of American commitment to NATO military might; and
Whereas the major area of confrontation between the Communist and free
worlds is still divided Europe, even in view of the major war in Southeast
Asia : Now, therefore, be it.
Resolved, by the Amrleai Legion in National Convention. assemnbled In Neils
Orleafn, La., September 10, 11, 12, 1968, That we support the full retention of
the United Stites' commitment to the military forces of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, in order that no adversary will be led to mistake our firm
determinhtin to defend the freedom and territory of our allies in NATO.
Resolution No. 533.
Committee: Naval Affairs.
Subject: Contimited freedom of the seas.
Whereas the American Legion recognizes the necessity of a strong Navy and
Marine Corps team in order to assure freedom of the seas: and
Whereas adequate strength and flexibility of Naval And Marine Corps forces
can only be achieved by strong national support at all political, economic and
social levels; and
Whereas the American Legion recognizes the ihreat presented by the rapidly
growing Communist naval forces to the continued freedom of the seas; and
Whereas the American Legion reeognles that ths freedom and our national
survival Is being challenged by the rapidly growing naval forces of the Soviet
Union and other Communist bloc nations: Now, therefore, be It
Resolved, by the American Lef#;on tn NLationlal ConlrCntiof assCtmbled 't cw
to
Orleans, La., september 10, 11, 12, 19068, That it strongly urge the Congress to:
make available, and the Secretary of Defense to provide the ndequiatetofiunlds
forestall
1. Assure a nava-l construction program of sufficient size and scope
to
sufficient
forces
naval
capable
and
modern
provide
fleet,
obsolescence of the

Insure that our Navy can successfully Accomls .11 its assigned missions and tasks
thle U.S. Navy at All times
over the total spectroin of war and pence, and enable
protection of the interests of the

to control tile seas throughout tile world for the
the free world
United States of America, foreign policy and economic hifellnes of
against Communist aggression or subversion.
program in expanding
2. To continue the Navy research and development
the vitally important
to
only
not
application,
for
fields of science and technology
the end that NayVll
to
but
warfare,
areas of oceanography and antisubmarine
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and Marine Corps forces be provided with moliity, versatility, and flexibility
in ships and weapons to the highest degree.
3. Provide personnel support and training facilities adequate to the purpose
of maifitailing a high degree of readiness, morale, and effectiveness.
4. Provide the weapon systems to enable the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps to
accomplish their mission in both conventional and nuclear walaire,'.
5. Provide and permanently maintain a modern balanced ampliibifts assatdIt
force withea capability of projecting ashore simitaneously the assault elements
of two (2) U.S. Marine Corps division wing teams.
6. Provide sealift facilities where necessary, incliig fast. deployment logistie, (FDL)ships, to support the U.S, Army, US. Air Force. and U.S. Marine
Corps operations, which may be necessary to acconiplisli our national obJectivel s.
7. Meet the needs of the U.S. Navy in shipbniildlig and repair facilities in appropriite balance between public and private Atlantic, Pacific, and other continental shipyards.
8. Matittil strong Naval and Mii'ktne Corps Reserve Forces and supply thiei
with adequate ships, lanes. and eqiflni ilrt necessary to assure effeettve reillitess
of the Naval and Marine Corps Reserve Components for active ditty whene',r required in stirl)ort of our national lnttists.
NATIONAL EXECU'rVE COMMI'zr,

MEETINO OF Tile AMERICAN LEGION,

00T. lW-17. 1968S

Resolution No. 28.
Conlisslon: Rehabilitation.
Subject: Sponsor and support legislation to appropriate and autholze ex)0idihure of funds for the construction of a memorial chapel and coliumbarhiii In
Arlington National Cemetery
Whereas the American Legion recognizes that Arlington National Cemletery
Isa national shrine and that it will remain for all ,tilie an area dedicated to
those who have served in defense of their country; and
Whereas the Congress of the United States decreed that Arlington National
Cemetery be extended to include the grotinlds of tile South Post of Fort Meyer. Va.
and
Whereas the Department of the Army developed a twofold conipreheiensve p)ihIII:
the first, to prepare each new sector of land as it is annexed to the cemetery at ia
level of quality consistent with the character of the old cemetery ; and the second,
to develop the structure of the cemetery as a whole--landscape, roads, bllldiigs,
and nemorials-in a manner that will Insure its contlied existence as a national shrine and place of pllgriiiige; aid
Whereas one of the several major construction objectives of the eonlprehelsive
plan was the construction of n menmorial chapel and coliibitiarlittn and
Whereas the objective of the comprehensive i)lamll-inehding the construction
of the memorial clhapel and colitmbariumn-was approved by the National Capital
l'lannhing Commission ntfd the Coiission of Fine Arts: anid
Whereas the Department of Defense budget for fiscal years 1969 and 1970 do not
appropriate funds for the construction of the memorbil ehapel, and colunifbarkii
and
Whereas preliminary ilIns for the columbarluni Incltde the provision of approximately 26,000 niches whiel cotild contain ) to two urns bearing the ashes
of deceased veterans of our Arned Forces; and
Whereas it is indicated that the restrictive criteria of February 10, 1967, for
burial in Arlingt~h National Cemetery would not pertain to the placement of
urns in the coltimbarili : Now, therefore, be it
Rcaolved, by the National EBeoutive Commnittce of the lmc'lean,Legion in regtlar ntceti g a88ebled in, idianapolis, id., October 16-!7, 1968, That the
American LeAglon shall sponsor and sulpp}ort legislation to atifthorize an appropriation of funds for the construction of the memorial chapel and colhimbaritfia in
Arlington National Cemetery as approved for the comprehensive plan by the
National Capital Planning Commission and the Commission of Fine Arts.

Mr. MAHON. You gentlemen represent a very important organizmtion, especially in the area of stability and defense. Would you agree
that there is a growing disposition on the part of many to say that we
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ouglit to fix priorities and that in fixing priorities there are probably
several things that ought to take priority over national survival?
Mr. WLSON. I agree..
Mr. MAHON. I personally have the feeling that survival is first, Other
things are relatively unimportant unless the Nation suriives. I think
we must agree that there is a changed atmosphere in the country, at
least to some limited extent. It is difficult to say how far it has gone.
Has the Legion detected this?
Mr. WImsoN. We have. I believe it is evident in the effort we are
making now to make our position on ABM known to our people in the
field and to have them respond to Members of Congress just where
they stand on ABM. We detect that if the people who are against defense would have their way we would not have any defense at all. That
seems to be growing rather than diminishing. This is evident on every
side. If they are successful in ABM, where do they move from there
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Lipscomb.
Mr. LipscotB. I have no questions.
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Evans.

Mr. EVANS. I have just one question, Mr. Chairman. Are you saying
that those who would be against the deployment of an adequate balistic missile would also, if successful there, seek another military project
and another military project?
Mr.among
WILSON.
wouldn't of
sayABM
all ofwho,
themil they
sir. Isucceed
would isayeither
therehavare
those
theIopponents
ing ABM rejected or fail to deploy the system, that they would then
logically move to the next major weapon system.
fr. EVANS. Why do you say this?
Mr. WILSON. I think this is pretty well established fact among those
wiho are the principal opponents of adequate preparedness. I am not
speaking of the Members of the Senate and Htouse of Representatives.
I am speaking of organizations like SDS. They would not be happy
until you completely dismantled the Defense Department.
Mr: EVANS. You do not state that the SDS represents a large or im)ortant segment of ptiblic opinion?
Mr. W-isox. No but they get good headlines. In numbers they do
not represent a sizable group. Just take ROTC for example, in a.lot of
colleges and universities they have ROTC on the run and they do not
represent in some cases 1 percent of your student body. Yet they have so
cowed the faculty and the presidents of a lot of these universities where
ROTC is in very serious Jeopardy today.
Mr. EVANS. ts it the belief of the American Legion that there is a
large and serious group in the country that would have us disarm
ourselves?
Mr. WUmsoN. I think so. I just think those people who are about the
serious business of making it dMifficuit for this Nation to retain its
strategic deterrent capability are succeeding quite a bit in clogging
the whole machinery of defense, including selective service, our recruiters for industry on the campus. I can name you a dozen different
thiings, that these people have succeeded in doing, and I just feel it is
allIntended to fmpede our ability to protect ourselves.
Mr. EvANws. I have no -furtherquestions.
Mrr. MATON. Thank you very much. We appreciate having your
vi eWq.
.r.. 11 1tYqox. It is a real pleasure, Mr. Chairman.
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OVERSEAS

J)hOPENDENTS EDUCATION

WITNESS
MRS. EDWARD F. RYAN, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL CONGRESS O
PARENTS AND TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION

Mr. MAHON. Our next withness is Mrs. Edward F. Ryan. We are

pleased to have you before us again.
Mrs. RYAN. Thank you, sir. I am very pleased to be here.

We would first like to express our very deep appreciation of the

recommendations of this comniitt e for last year's budget for the overseas dependents schools, and the budget that was later enacted by the
Congress. The schools were thereby enabled to fulfi a longtime desire for kindergarten in all schools, also education for the handicapped
was improved, and the funds served also to reduce the student teacher
ratio somewhat nearer to the standard of 25 to 1. These are very in
portrait steps for achieving the mission of the overseas schools. We
would also like to take this opportunity to commend the dependents
schools for the effective use of appropriated funds. I would like to
in the European schools,
point out thitt the preparation of the teachersbachelor
degrees than the
for instance, shows a larger proportion of
average in the stateside schools.
On scholastic aptitude tests, the high school senior students who
later entered college show a substantially higher average score in both
the verbal and the math tests.
The improvement that was instituted several years ago in the textbook program has continued, whereas 3 years ago, 62 percent of the
basic texts in use were at least 7 years old, and many even older, this
year only 15 percent of the texts were published more than 6 years
ago. These were all substantial steps forward and it should be pointed
out that they were achieved at a per pupil expenditure substantially
less than the national overage here.
The U.S. Office of Education published this year's average as $657
per pupil, $50 more than the per pupil costs for DOD schools. This
year s proposals are modest, but we hope very much that they will
receive your favorable consideration because they will support better
education for the entire body of students. Included in the reqtiested
$135.4 ilTlion is provision for additional teachers-enough, it is
i hoped, to bring the teacler-sttident ratio at last to that mark of 1 to
25. This makes a great deal of difference in the flexibility of curricultpti thi t canl be offered the body of stucelits. Sinc6 this year's stateside national average is 1 to 23.1, we hope very much lht this may
be granted. The budget includids also an increase in the capability for

elementary guidance, which is very inportant, in increasing the effectiveness 61 the teac-hers, and also it is proposed that paraprofessional
classroom assistance be provided to teachers. This meais that the
school dollars invested in professional staff can be conceitrated in professioial activity. Finally, a, provision is included for school halth
education p rogrram of r)oper standid. This is a provision which our
European PTA's have greatly desired for very many years. We hope
very iuch it meets with your approval.
35-202-69--pt. 6-51)
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We should like to speak also to two major problems of the overseas
schools in the hope that steps might be taken thls year toward solit.io1s
Mr. Chairman, would you allow me to interrupt at. this poiit to g:
back to my first point, which was that we are very grateful for tl,
recommendations which this committee made last year for the overseas schools funding recommendations that were later enacted. The
two items which are not in-depth requests but which we would like
to bring to your consideration for steps as you are able to take them
are these, One is the desirability of advance funding which the Coll.
gress has now undertaken for other edu'eti"nal programs. It would be
particularly helpful for the dependent schools, For instance, the supplies necessary in the classrooms at the op6iiing of school next Soptember must have been funded last January 1, because it takes that
long to process the orders and get them delivered. Then the commitments for teacher employment as well as equipment sUpplies are necessarily made in the spring. They have already been na de on the basis
of projected student enrollments during the following year.
Bu1t his is the main poinit. Troop movements sometimes chane these
enrollments by several thousand students during a year; I tlink as
many as 7,000 students in the European area this past year. Even
though the final average daily membership is close to the projection,
as it is each year, adjustments need to be made during the year witlh
each change in enrollment to meet the ratio requirements. Some costs
involved become fixed so that other changes must be made which often
react adversely upon the educational program so that the children
sometimes suilr. We have even had in PTA indignant letters from
students who objected to losing a desirable program in order to meet
a space requirement. We would therefore support the administration
of the dependenit schools in urging that a firm budget for their operation be established at least a year in advance of a given school year
which could be used for major operational planning. The other niaJor
concern is still school facilities.
As the committee knows, there are a number of excellent buildings
in use, but they fall well short of serving all the dependent school.
In the European area 55 percent of the classrooms in use are classified
as standard: 25 percent as substanlard, and 20 percent as critically
deficient, which means inadequate in floorspace, heating, ventilation,
or other health and safety factors. These inadequacies also mean su1bstandard education because they prevent the development of instructional programs which serve children in standard classrooms. The
overseas commands are concerned with these problems, but as you
know their approval authority is limited to projects of less than $25,000. Larger projects are needed but we are informed that the Army
since
approved
projects
schoolofconstruction
no major
schools
havehad
no school
projects
submission
major Air Force
1960, and
in the last
project was approved.
We understand quite well that in a milita ry mission other construetion projects will take precedence over schools. Thus we would urmge
either that a portion of the defense construction budget be earmarked
for dependents schools, or that separate procedures be developed to
remove the schools from direct competition with military project.. We
greatly appreciate. your concern for these schools and appreciate very
much the privilege of speaking on behalf of the parents and teachers of
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the European Association of the American Parents and Teachcrs, as
well as the more the 10 million parents and teachers of the national

PTA.

Mr. MaiON. Thank you very much.
RYAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mrs.

SIZE OF

THE DE-FENSE BUDGET
Witness

Seymour Nelman, Department of Industrial and Management Engineering,
Columbia Universityp on behalf of SANE

Mr. MA ON. Our next witness is Professor Melmain.
Will you proceed, Dr. Melmfian?
Mr. MEJtaN. I lue the honor to appear before this comifittee today
as the spokesman for SANE, the natioiilh peace organizat ion.
Mr. MA roN. Those letters meaning?
Mr. Mm,m,. They mean exactly wht they say, sane. Formerly National Comiittee for a Sane Nuclear Policy.

Seated at my left is Mr. Stanford Gottieb, the national director of
SANE. I am professionally a professor of industria-l engineering at
Columbia, University, but I do not speak for my universit or any part
thetof appearing here today.
Mr. MAION. 1,erhaps no one speaks for your inlversity, Mr. MelMr. METMAN. It is part, of the strength of a great, university, sir, that
there is strength in diversity.
My credentials in appearing here include the writing or editing of

seven books on military and related matters and numerous articles
in these fields that have appeared in an array of journals ranging from
military to political periodicals. My present statement is based on three
basic understandings: One that, from about 1961 to the present time,
the Armed Forces of the United States have been designed to operate
three wars at once: one, a war in the NATO area; second, a war in the
China area; third, a lesser military action in Latin America.
I find such goals for the design of U.S. Armed Forces as contrary
to the security of the United States. My second underpinning proposition is flat neither a person nor a eommiunit-y can be destroyed more
than once, that no advance has been made in the ability to kll people
more than once, and such a breakthrough is not likely in any predietable future. Hence the construction 'and the operation of forces
whose justification rests on that assumption, on the ability to destroy
more than once, is an irrational and unseemly thiing and should not
be pursed. It should be curtailed. My third reason for being here is
tle understanding that a military budget in the order of magnitude
of $180million as is proposed for fiscal 1970, taking into account the
requested appropriations of the DOD as amended by tei Secretarv
a sort, time ago, as well as the relevant part of the Atomic Energ:.
Commission budget, is an allotment of the, national Treasury whih
reduces the security of American society.
We propose instead that the security of the Unitel States should
be based on a design of Armed Forces to serve three objectives: One,
the operation of a strategic deterrence force; two, guadilng the shores
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of the Urited States; and three, capability for participation in international peacekeeping operations.
I have scrutinized as best I can the published documents concerning
the proposed military budget as they appear in the budget, as they
appear in the appendix of t-he budget, as they appear in the statement
of the Secretary, and as these items are ampliied in certain other
documents 'and statements. On the basis of this exanination, I find
that these three purposes for the security of the United States would
be well served in thoroughgoing fas0hin by the operation of an armed
force of the order of magnitude of 2,300'000 men, and by the operation of that armed force with material made feasible by a reduction
in the, proposed budgets of the Department of Defense and the AEC
by $54 billion.
The detailing of proposed budget reductions is given with close
appreciation of the risk of error owing to under and overestimation
when such an exercise is attempted by any outsider who is not privy
to the detailed accounts of the Department of Defense and the other
relevant agencies. We are also mindful of the possibility of overlapping in certain categories of proposed reduction. I am quite certain-, however, that detailed scrutiny of these proposed items with
the benefit of the detailed data available on call certainly from this
committee will not alter the basic order of magnitude of what is
proposed here. These reductions fall in the following categories. On
the second page I begin an itemization. Item A, a reduction equal to
the approximate incremental cost of the Vietnam war. I base that
estimate of $20 billion incremental cost as including the outlays for
material, services and the like, not including the personnel costs of
the U.S. Armed Forces involved.
This is an estimate that is based on materials that were in'part
prepared and presented to this committee a year ago as somewhat,
modified through various estimates prepared in the Department of
Defense, which indicates an incremental cost of the Vietnam war
as of fiscal 1969 on the order of magnitude of $28 billion. There is
a second class of reductions-pardon me, may I first amplify on
the importance of this first one. I note here that Congress should
reduce the budget of the Department of Defense by this amount as
an instruction to the Depaitmnt and to the President to terminate
this war. It, is within the bounds of the constitutional obligation of
the Congress, and hence of this coiriittee, to contemplate such an

act.
There is a second class of reductions and these are reducing additions
to strategic overkill forces.
I-pIred before this committee and
Gentlemen, 6 yeirs &_o I7,
1963, in which I called attention
May
on
presented a stateinefit
to the then existent, magnitude of strategic overkill forces, pointing
out that allowing for 50 percent failure of vehicles, that the U.S.
overkill capability over the Soviet popiflation industril system was
1,250 times over. Subsequent analyses indicated that allowing for a
calculated 90 percent loss of misses through all causes, and loss of
bombers, that the subsequent overkill factor was 231 times. I submit
that from 1963 to the present date that has not reduced. If anything,
that factor has enlarged. I respectfully submit to this committee copies
of the testimony then presented and the supporting document called
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"A Strategy for Anerican Security, an Alternative to 1964 Military
Budget."
(Clerk's Note: The information was submitted to the committee.
The material referred to appears on pp. 891 thru 910 of Pt. 6 of the
hearings on the defense appropriati6ns bill for 1964.)
I propose to you that the considerations that were relevant at that
time are relevant to the present day.
On these grounds I propose the following reductions in the budget
of the Department of Defense and the AE6. One, a cutoff mi nuclear
weapons production on the ground that there are tens of thousands
of such warheads apparently ample, to m.eet all conceivable requirements. That is a reduction lof $1,518 million. Second, a reduction In
the R. & D. budget. There the figures is given as a large and a round
number, that owing to the fact that no detail is given in the materials
of the budget as to the composition of the purpose of the R. & D.
activity. It appears, however, that the largest part of it is devoted
to research and development on new strategic systems which comprise overkill systems. Third, a reduction is proposed in the Poseidon
and Minuteman III programs, again on the grounds that these are
additions to overkill forces and are, hence, irrationally pursued.
Fourth, on the same reasoning, the ABM system proposals should be
cut. Fifth, the chemical and biological budgets again represent another series of overkill weaponry. These should be cut.
I am advised by a Washington journalist, Mr. Seymour Hirsch,
who has inquired into these matters during the last period that the
available figure of $350 million for chemial and biological warfare
is probably a gross understatement. The figure is probably closer to
$680 million. That is not known in any official published document.
On the same ground the advanced manned strategic program should
be cut. On the same ground the bomber defense system operation
which apparently is a defense system against a nonexistent offensive
force, should be out. Men who have served even the Department of
Defense have called attention to the inefficiency of various surface-toair missiles and these are recommended for a cut of $850 million as
item 8.
Item 9, the Manned Orbiting Laboratory proposal, that is an Air
Force venture which on the scientific side inffringes on NASA's
task, and would comprise an addit~ioto an overkill system insofar
as it added to nuclear other delivery. That should be cut. There is a
third class of reductions proposed here. And tlat is reductions of
what I calicoiventional war overkill. A close reading of the statement,
of the section of defense durifig the last 5 years discloses that the
DOD has been preparing for not simply one Vietnam war but for a
program of such military engagements. The animal statements of
the Secretary of Defense have at various times enumerated probable
places of such engagements. I hold that it is not in the interest of
security of the United States to propose and to prepare to operate
such wars. Hence, a series of reductions in the bit-dgets are proposed
in honor of terminatinho that capability. The first item is the Vietnam
war manpower, that Eeing approximately 639,000 soldiers, sailors
airmen. Hence the amount approximately representing the cost o?
their operation, $6,390 million. Then there are a series of reductions
that are given on pages 4 and 5 of the enclosed statement, all rep-
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resenting particulars of budget reductions, justified in separate ways,

but having the common feature of being functionally part of the
preparation for a series of Vietial-type wars.
I believe it is a prime obligation of the U.S. Congress to place a
check on the executive in the performance of such activity and to do
that by removing from the executive the capability of pursuing such
military operations. This is a series of items of large magnitfide. They
refer to surplus military manpower, $4,200 million. To tactical aircraft
programs of $1,078 millibi; toimproving efficiency-not reducing
the number, just improving efficiency-in the operation of carrier
task forces, allowing for a reduction of $360 million; elmiating
certain types of carrier forces because of proven technical inefficiency,
$400 milli1n. A reducti6io of arhphibils forces and the deletion of the
money to do the fast deployment of logistics vessels. The same for the
G-SA jet. May I underscore those two? The only discussion that has
ever appeared in public con cerfning these devices, the C-5A aircraft
and the fast deployment logistics vessels, is consistent with the understanding that these are designed to rendezvous troops and heavy materials at diverse places around th' world in honor of being able to
carry out swift wars of intervention at a speed and pace and intensity
hitIerto never contemplated. The Congress should not give such
capability the hands of the executive. We propose a reduction of the
military assistance program for grounds that have been amply elaborated Iinmany places. That mounfits to $6104hillion.
We propose that new naval ship construction detailed in the budget
document for 1970 as $2,400 mtiliot should not be pursued, butt to go
beyond a naval force of 347 vessels now in being is to build ip overkill
capability oil both the strategic side and on the conventional war side.
There follow items enunier'ated 10, 11, and 12, and the other items
on page 5 of my memorandumi, a series of reductions based on economies in training, improved buying procedures in the Departinefit of
Defense, on dimishing the U.S. forces in NATO; on scoring economies in military construction and holding back the F-14 aircraft
:,program. May I underscore the latter item? The issue is not whether
this is a good plane or not. The issue is not whether the contractor
is a good constrtuctor of aircraft. The issue is whether these carriers
are necessary and what are they necessary for precisely.
Wlat security purpose of the United States requires 15 carrier
task forces? The only security purpose, the only mn military purj ose that

indicates such a reqitltremenat is the three wars at once requiremnt,
which has lately come to pblic attention.
For all these grounds, gentlemen, we make bold to propose to this
committee and to the Congress that they give earnest consideration,
both separately and jointly, tothese matters in reducing the budgets of
the Department of defense by. the order of magnitude of $54,794 million. We justify these on the flowing common grounds:
1. Present forces are more than sufficient to serve as a competent
security force for the United States.
2. The Congress should stop the Armed Forces from adding to
overkill.
3. The Congress should stop preparation for more Vietnam wars.
4. No conceivable Armed Forces can do more than help secure the
United States in a military sense,. Defense, as a literal shield, is no
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loner purchasable. The Joint Chiefs do not promise to defend the

United States in the sense of shielding it, for they cannot do it. Neither
can they promise a nuclear victory, for that no longer has human
meaning since destruction is guaranteed in the event of entry into
nuclear war.
5. We believe Congress, through these reductions, can make availablea large fund for lifesaving purposes in this country.
6. We believe that only by these means can the American people
cope constructively with the Nation's massive problems of economic
development at home and forestall the dread prospect of racial confrontation and a mass violence that might attend it in this land.
We believe that the Congress is competent to act swiftly in this respect 'because such savings could be translated readily into tax reductions. The States and the cities have capability for picking up this
taxing power. My own city of New York pays $20 billion in taxes to
the Federal Government and receives in return $1 billion. A major reduction in the budgets of the Department of Defense in honor of a
reasonable security pers pective for the United States would 1hake it
possible for New York City to obtain .all the necessary funds that are
so desperately needed for doing what is required for the children and
the adults of New York City.
This committee is the key committee of the Congress. Therefore, I
respectfully pray that you give the closest attention to these proposals.
Lastly, I am aware, as I certainly hope you are, of the human and
institute 0al features that are involved in all these considerations. I am
not simply talking about money here.
We are talking about organizations of men and their habital modes
of behavior. We have the estimate that the men who have constructed
a policy that led into and has operated the Vietnam-type war should
not be autonomously trusted with the security of the United States;
that a check should be placed on their activities.
We have prepared an illustration which in a somewhat colorful
way gives the sense of what we mean by this human factor. This was
a chart that ,ppeared in various newspapers and some of you may have
seen it.
May I place in your record the text that accompanied that illustration because it is a text that speaks to various of the considerations
that I have spoken to hiro todity. I will be more thai pleased to be
responsive to queies from the members of this commiiittee.
Mr. MA1,ox. Thaiik yot very much, Dr. Melmfan, for syour appearance before the committee. We will give all these matter aprpriaate
attention and consideration.
APPR{OPITATION REQUEST FOR VIETNA-M WAR

WITNESSES
J. SINCLAIR ARMSTRONG, REPRESENTING BUSINESS EXECUTIVES
MOVE FOR VIETNAM PEACE

Now we have before us at this time Mr. J. Sinclair
Mr. MAfi.i.
Armstrong. You are appearing here not in your former capacity
as Assistant Secretary of the Navy, but as the representative of
Business Executives Move for Vietnam Peace; is that correct?
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Mr. AiMSTh0oN. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
I am very honored to be here, and I thank you for letting me speak
today, I have caused to be distributed to you a four-page statement.
(The statement follows:)
BUSINESS ExFOumVS MoVE FOR V=TNAM PPAOE
Business Executives Move for Vietnam Peace is an organization of 2,O0 owners
and executives of American business corporations in 49 States who seek by open
and lawful means to bring about an end to U.S. participation in the war in

Vietnam.

My owh credentials to address you are not impressive compared to those of any
of the Military Sponsors of Business Efteeutives Move for Vietnam Peace. How..
ever, .I do come here with a background of service in the Naval Reserve in World
War II and as Assistant Secretary of the Navy during 2 years of the Elsenhower

administration. I am a life member of the Navy League of the United States and
a member of the Advisory Council of its New York Chapter.
My business experience haS been in law and finance, and includes 4 years as a

member of the Securities and Exchange Commission (two as itS chairman), also
under President Eisenhower, and 16 years in my present position as an executive
vice president of the UnIted States Trust Co. of New York (whose official views
I do not purport to Speak for on this occasion).
OUR POSITION AGAINST THE

VIINAM WAR

We conceive that war to be a material and moral disaster for the United States,
and our participation in it to be contrary to our country's economic and strategic
Interests.
'rom the moral point of view, the killing and wounding of hundreds of thou.
Mslnds of human beings in a tiny country on the other side of the globe that
could not possibly endanger the security of the United States weighs on our
national conscience. The losses of our own precious fighting men, about 42,000
killed and 280,000 wounded so far, is a senseless and cruel drain on our Nation's
most valuable human resource.
In our third national meeting, held In Washington, D.C., on-Tuesday, May 6,
our members voted unanimously to seek immediate withdrawal of all U.S. Armed
Force from Vietnamo
We have attempted to present that opinion, and an outline of a specific plnn for
bringing about, such withdrawal,, developed by our executive committee and
national council, with advice of Our military sponsors to the President, t16 Secretary Of State' and the Presidential Asistant for Natonal Security Affairs. We
invited each of thea tod address our national *meeting,or to send a representative
to, hear our views and state the administration's position. We have been rebuffed
by them, up to now.
b Accordingly, we deem it an especially valuable privilege to present this brief
statement to this committeeof the Congress.
Oft UtLITARY oBEbrINTIA W
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Business Executives Move for Vietnam Peaeo does not attack the Armed Forces.
We favor immediate withdrawal from Vietnam In aid of U.S. strategic defense
and vital national interests. We rely on traditional views of U.S. military
leaders, which we deem much sounder than the present leaders' views.
THE APPROPRIATION BEQUEST FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA OPERATIONS

The budget of the United States, fiscal year 1970, pages 78 and 74, states $23,025
million as recommended budget authority ("NOA") for "special Southeast Asia"

and $25,783 million (including $836 million "economic assistance") outlays for
special Southeast A-eia In fiscal year 1970, and military personnel In Southeast

Asia, $689,000 in fiscal year 1970.
Secretary of Defense Clifford's Defense budget and posture statement, delivered In January to this committee, which has not been changed by Secretary
Laird so far as we know, calls.for the level
and personnel requested
in the fiscal year 1970 budget docu ant,5f Southeift-Asi4.
Business Executives Move
ietnam Peace urge tflitsCommittee to reject
this request for NOA of $21iillion and rescind obligational aft~tority heretofore
granted to spend $25% bAllIon on the Vietnam war in fiscal year 1970
We urge this comm ee to hand this requeJ fck
to the administration, and
N from
to require a new e d
e beginn
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a
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ih
pc mPlete withd wal
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ngton
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to spiral. Military spending for nonproductive purposes has pulped money hito
the economy without accompanying consumer and capital goods.
As this has gone along, an economic Instability has developed that threatens
to require more controls. The Congress has already been asked by President
Nixon to continue the surtax and to abandon the investment credit that serves as
an Inducement to industry to modernize outdated capital facilities and equip.
ment, (Neither of these restrictive tax measures would be needed If $12.5 billion
could
taken
fromrunning
the Defense budget by ending the Vietnam war.)
Withbethe
country
out of bank credit and with Interest rates very high,
surely the next steps will have to be direct wage and price controls and alloca.
tons of materials. There is beginning to be felt a considerable body of responsible
business opinion that unless the Vietnam war Is promptly ended and unnecessary
defense spending curtailed, wages and prices will have to be frozen and vital
materials allocated. This would lead to reestablishment of all the old OPA
apparatus with which business and labor struggled, of necessity, during World
War IT.It would lead to a statist society. And in thot statist society, where
would be the economic liberties that we Americans hold dear? The freedom of
competitive enterprise for business, the freedom of collective bargaining for
labor, would be lost to Government controls in Washington, The economics of the
situation tell us that the Vietnam war should be ended now in the vital interests
of our free American society.
CONSTITUTIONAL POSITION
President Nixon also said at the Air Force Academy on JTune 4: "And there
can be no question that we should not spend unnecessarily for defense. How
much ts necessary? The President of the United States is the man charged with
making that judgment."
President Nixon is right that we should not spend unnecessarily.
Unfortunately, with many of the same military and diplomatic advisers on
Vietnam as President Johnson had, such as Generals Westmoreland and Wheeler,
and Ambassadors Bunker and Lodge, President Njxon seems to be making very
little progress, either at Paris or on the bloody battlefields.
But the President is not the only man "charged with making that judgment."
The Congress has the power "to lay and collect taxes," "to provide for the
common defense," "to raise and support armies," and "to declare war" (none has
been declared against Vietnam), (U.S.Constitution, art. I, sec. 8, "Powers of the
Congress").
The President Is "Commander in Chief of ble Army and Navy" and "shall from
time to time give to the Congress information on the state of the Union and
recommend to their consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and
expedient"' (art. II, sees. 2and 3).
Constitutional responsibility for these decisions clearly falls on the Congress.
They must not be taken by the President nor abandoned by the Congress.
The decisions of the Congress on whether to continue the Vietnam war-and
to permit other mistaken adventures of intervention like Vietnam to be commenced by the President-will have vital Implications for the future. If the Congress says "No" to these military adventures, free enterprise in a free economy
will survive and prosper in America. If the Congress Is acquiescent, condoning
them and appropriating money for them, that free society Is doomed.
So we, Business Executives Move for Vietnam Peace, urge the Congress to
review the Defense posture and budget for fiscal year 1070 and revise the budget
so as to deny the President the appropriations with which to continue the Vietnam
war. We urge this in the vital interests of the United States.

Mr. MATrON. What is this committee of businessmen to which you
referI How big is it I
Mr. Anfsoom. Mr. Chairm'ao, the Business Executive Move for
Vietnam Peace is 2,500 owners and executives of American business
corporations. We are entirely a voluntary association of mostly menof course, women are prmitted-and we are either the owner or the
executive., We are in 49 States. We 'have been seeking since 1967 by

open and lawful means to bring about an end to U.S. participation in
the war. We believe it to be contrary to American vital, strategic and
:econoi~iic interests.
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Mr. mAIoI.
As a former Assistant Secretary of the Navy, of
course, you recognize that all of this discussion we are having in this
country about the desirability of our being in the war is weakening the
country at the peace conference and is weakening our posture in

Vietnam. I think you agree to that.
Mr. AI tSTrRON, Sir, I don't believe the effort that we are making

to extricate the United Staites from a commitment that is very damaging to our economic and strategic, positions is in any way weakening
Akmerica. I believe, sir, we are strengthening America.
Mr. MAHON. I am not, talking about Amerca, in the long run or in
a certain context. You know that our opponents, if they feel we are
just about ready to pull out, will not make major concessions toward
a peace or an aceptable compromise. If we had had large organizations
during Worvld War II and World War I of American citizens tending
to undermine the war effort, we would not have done as well in those
wars, I would assume. Would you agree?
Mr. ARts'oNo. Sir, the situation here is entirely different., It is
entirely different. We were fighting a war in which we had been attacked by Japan in World Wair II. There was no question about the
unnimity of America including all segments of business, But there
is
anyAsiatics
questionarethat
a tiny country
10,000
miles
f rom States
here,
17 not
million
threatening
the security
of the
United
and in the meantime we are draining the vital resources of America.
We have had enormous casualties, about 4,200 American soldiers
and 230 000 wounded and we have spent hundreds of billions of dollars draining America. This is detrimental to America. What we were
doing in World War I and Ii was not detrimental to America. It was
necessary. But this is entirely different.
We believe, sir so far as we,the business executives, can tell that
there is nothing that would give us to believe so far as we have heard
that there is any change on the part of the various elements in Vietnam.
They want us out of there. It is not our country; it is their country. We
could be at this 10 years Mr Mahon, if ie go on at this rate.
Mr. MAI-ON. You feel &th.twe shofild just place our forces on ships
and planes and get out of Vietnam, generally speaking?
Mr. ARAtsT0NO.Yes, sir. We request that there be a complete phased
withdrawal from Vietnam of all U.S. forces. We believe this to be in
the best interests of the United States. In fact, we believe it is essential.
The strategic interests we have in other places of the world have
been adversely, affected by our preoccupation over there. We have over
6q0,000 people involved in it. They are all phined down.
I would submit, sir, if I might just brief the material on page 8 on
the economic factors-page 2 covers the budgetary data with the cumulative budget deficit over the past 5 years of $45 billion for
this thing and the result of it has been the inflation in wages and
prices. we are now in an extremely tight money position. When I
wrote this paper on Friday afternoon, as I say on page 4, the prime
rate was 7.5 but some banks were quoting 8.5 .tobrokers. This morning
on Wall Street -the prime lending rate of American banks went up to
8.5 percent.
You gentlemen in the Congress have been asked to continue with
the
surtax of 10 percent and take away the very beneficial money for
industry
for the modernization of plants that was enacted by the
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Congress a few years ago about the investment credit and meanwhile
the inflation is going on at the worst rate in history of America. This
is the result of that war. I believe, sir, with the greatest respect to the
future, that we are going to come to a time when i order to avoid the
inflation unless this drain is ended, you will have to come, as we did
in World War II, to price controls, wage controls and material allocations and we will be moving to a Government-controlled economic
society. All of this because we, the United States, have made a mistake
and got involved in a war in Southeast Asia that doesn't have the
slightest concern for our security.
Sir, as an Assistant Secretary of the Navy, this grieves me very
much. I believe it to be an aberration from the point of view of American military policy. I mention here on page 2, sir, the view of General
Shoup, who is one of the military committee of Business Executives
Move for Vietnam Peace and how he mentions in his article that in
1964, as the result of a change in the couiipjsitlon of the membership
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff the Joint h0116s. reversed the historic milf.
tary policy of the U.S. involvement in a land war in Asia.
I would submit that General MacArthur, who is known to all of us
from his participation in World War I and II, made some remarks
about the undesirability from the point of American military strategy
of involvement in a land war in Asia. This is what we seek, If we get
back the same military policy that we had in World War I and II
which were the basic security of the United States, that is what we,
the business executives, are ?or. But this thing is destroying us. It is
destroying us economically.
That is the burden of our argument.
Mr. MAHON. YOU are a former Assistant Secretary of tle Navy
and yet the present Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of Defense and' the Joint Chiefs 4f Staff tell us that what you are saying
to us is wrong.
Mr. A tmsmoxa. Yes, sir.
Mr. MATTON. That we should bring this war to an honorable conclusion is much to be desired. We cannot flee in confusion from ou1r cornmitments.
Mr. AURMSThoNO, Sir, I believe when you make a.mistake it, is very
honorable to admit it. I disagree with Ahe men that you quoted with
great respect to them becnuse they are leading military' men. We have
leading military men who are advising us on this cominittee of business executives; and we believe that these present advisers, such as
Westmoreland and Wheeler, are wrong and have been proved to be
wrong conclusively by the events of the last 5 years.
We1ook with great concern that President Nixon, the new President,
is advised by men like Ambassador Cabot Lodge and Ambassador
Binker. They have been there. What. tlose men have been through in
this war has been proved absolutely incorrect. You gentlemen are
facing an Upproprtation here for $28 billion at NOA and expenditures of about $25, 4 billion.
I can't say, sir, exactly what this 4hollud be because from my experience as Assistant Secretary for Fihiance for 2 years, I know there
are many, many considerations and tb variables, how you would bri-'
abOut a phased withdrawal. But I believe youcould saveaboUt $12.5
billitin.If you don't do it, where are 1ou going to go with this economy ?
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Are you going to have 8.5 percent interest or more? Are you oing
hou1681g illdustry to (10 w lt is
American
to have it ilupossible for the
et ceteai
cetera,
et
people,
the
for
needed
It is very bad for business. I was very (list turbed, Mr. Mahon, when
I read- in. the Times this morning on the train coming down lere
that the Chif Ftlnanlal Officer of tie Pentagon, Mr. Robert C. Moot,
told Congress there can be no sigifnmnt re(titio inarms expenditures even after the war in Vietnam unless our commitmionuts and our
missions can be scaled back.
We believe, the 2,00 of us, wio are owners and executives of business, and responsible for very large investments and huhididreds of
thousands of jobs, tlat this is absolutely contrary to tie best interests
of tie United States, and that these comiiintents must be scaled down
and that tie first one to sale dowli is this war and let the Vietnamese
have their country.
Sir, where
it doesn't
the
to the
peoplee
of New
whether
lV slityltest
tnaun dif''ence
s run by one
group
or another.
York
I livemake
We, the businessmen, are absolutely certain thit President Thieu does
not represent-how could he represent-the views of the Vietnamese
people when all the opposition people have been clapped in jail. Tlis
is what we are asking you gentlemen in Congress to address yourselves to.
We believe that it is an absolutely vital iit erest, that Congress deal
with this because the President said at the Air Force Academy, the
President is the man charged with making th1at judgment, which is the
judgment of how much is necessary. Ie says there can be no question
that we should not spend unnecessarily for defense. We, the Business
Executives Move for Vietnam Peace, agree with that, He says it is
the President who is the man charged with that judgment. The Constitution charges the Congress with that judgment. You, the Congress,
have the power to collect-taxes and not tlie President, and provide for
the common defense and not the President, and raise and support
armies and not the President, and to declare war. Incidentally, you
know there is not any. Ie is Commiander in Chief of the ArIm and
Navy and he, from time to time, gives to the Congress information on
the state of the Union and recommends to their consideration such
measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient.
I submit to you gentlemen on bealf of we 2,500 business executives
in 49 States that this war is not in the best interests of the United
States, and you gentlemen should begin to require it to be termifnted
by reducing the appropriations for it. You can say how much it would
cost and how much you could save. Surely, Mr,Mahon, if I a year from
now, suggested very hesitantly and respectfully because i don't have
the staff or expertise at present to figure oiut how much we could save
by phasing it down, I suggested $12,N$billion would be prudent. If Mr.
9oot is going to come along, and there has been no reduction in this $23
billion and $25.5 expenditures and add another $12.5, what are we
going to be looking a a year from now?
(Discussion off tile record.)
Mr. MAHON. Mr. Armstrong, we are not sitting here for purposes
of argument with witnesses wlho appear before us. We are seeking information and the views of witnesses.
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Mr.AAmisTitoa. No, sir; and I thank you very much for hearing me.

Mr. MmtION. We have heard from mniny Peintagon witflesses over
the years, civilian and military, nd they have represeflted to us thlt;

they thought that wo llave anl interest llroutghotit the whole world,
very
11y pa't of it,
that this is 1.1Preally one world, and wAlt,hl peis '11
interest oft the ITlitff
often is signiie nt from the standpoint of the
States.
Ve lhave heard tremntidotis n1unlhlm's of witlnesses sly tllit,Ihe welfare

of our country is involved or may be involved in what lhlpens in Etrope or what lhappens in the NATO comiitris, wlhat happens in the
Middle East, what lia)pens in 1Latin1 Anrie'i, what happes in the far.

1lieiflc. We have heard testi(my (o the etreet,flitt there is .Iont rast
between Cofrlilm.insm anid freedom, nd tht the ITnite(d tates must
do its best to promote peace and avert, World War Ill nd so forth and
HO O11.

So we will be gltd to take yotir testimony along with the totstiiiioiv
while we will receivetimid have reoived here from variolls witnesses
iIs. hlik ovei'Y Intlilh.
who nlmli before 'l
Mr. AnrrsTrPoN. We thAllli you very nllCl, Mr. Ma'hon.

Mr. M4 7iroi. I would likle to say I'urther for tho record that you
state that you speak of 2 500 bish'messmen. I assume that these, 2:500
businessmen didn't have th opportunity to reid your statemnt,. This
doesn't represent precisely the views prolably o all these %5t00 ii11nessmen. I doubt that they have all ever mot together and discussed
these issues.
Mr,A, sttRONO. No, sir, Excitse me, that is not, correct.
Mr. MAHON. I say not all of them. Maybe a sn11 grolp or maybe
several lhndr, d?
Mr. An~rs'rnomo. We have had three meetings here, sir, including
one on the 0th of May. The position I speak forMr. MATON. How many were here on the 6th of May?
Mr. An rsmomo. 350. Our resolution wtus clreulated and ,we presented a memorandum signed by 750 members to the White House
on this position.
Sir, we are''not businessmen. We are executives and owners. We permit no, businessmen as such. They have to be in executive position,
managing the fortunes of the business. That is why we are so few i1
number. Excuse me for correcting you oih the record.
Mr. MAmto. I don't think you are correcting me. I said I was satisfl that 2,500 members had never met at one time and agreed on these
statements and you say that 800.-ls did meet.
Mr. AIIMSTI XO.On the 6th o f MlfAiy. We wore visited and addresed
by*very distinguished Members of the House and Senalte on that occasion, We were hero all day. We were addressed by Representative
Findley, by Senator Yarborough and Senator u0tilbriight aid Senator
Cooper, all of whlm are supporting ou, point of view on this subject.
We believe we re a very respo'iblegioUi, of people.
Mr. MAiiON'. The Senators and Represen ttives wlose iAtniles you
and I
to your
herethey
to resporid
present
areitnot
have
views. It would
ouline
thlirstatement.
cnf
clear
that only
to make
wait given
not be proper to"fer that th'y subscribe to the views you have
expressed.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. No, sir.
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111Mr. AIIloN. Tilhe meni whose nmles 31ou have given ats along those
addressing your grouip, have exp~ressedi their vievs upon at muber of
*Occasions, anid .1.*
flihik we sionlid lot those stttm1ts speak fot' themselves.
Mfr. Aicismima~. That is rightt, sir; hult oil the (jllestifll of thle immffediate ('ommlneneit of at phasem and1( complete 'withdrawal from Vijethum11, thlis haus been submiitted to ourl ilmmbership anld hils the broad
alprov~'I of our 2,500 memberO1s.
M.MAHION. I wish you 'would sihilt for oni' attention thle precise
of the sutbmission. EPer??body is in :fioi I wotld hope of
thle hionorable end of the 'war at t to earliest. possible moment.
M1.%ZS'I'htoNG. It. 'was ptilis11('( ill fill Id'ertisemllent Jll Sectioni 4
of the New York '11l)I 0es
i a recent Smidat i-and .1w~ill submit that for
th e'(oI(l.
All. NAMON. YOU Qafi slIhtIlit It to thle comm11ittee0.
1it'. Allrs'rltC)Nl. All.. Mah11onl, ill vIQw of the ('hia-ietel'izatioll that
ha11ve iiiitcle of thei 1military as8 to their' views abtlit thle initerest, of
the Uniteld St-tes ill iltei'veiiflg fill ov,0i' t0e worldl, I amll surte You

Wording
-you

ilidmIlt iue1itii that.
INit'. MXLIoN. .1(oll t bel ieVe I saidl thait.

MIr. Awurs-'iuom. IhM1- is tin ohlcial I epar1tment of State policy Onl
vietflnm.
Mr. NiAIlox. I doii't think .1 saidl that, thle m1ilitary uirge that we
ilitei'vePlio fill over the Voll(1, I think I said that the niihfitary takec the
p~o~tiou 2 mid1( so do the civilian leaders 01! 0111' country, tha we ha'Ve
at stui) in aill parts of thle 'world, mid 'we must be concerned a-boit. all1
areas of the world. 1 don't mneami, and didn't say that, we need to (wo
to 'wilt lbeeallse of something that develops in certain )arts of t~'e
world. It, is generally believed by Americans we cannot ~1i'e enitirelyN
to ourselves \vithoit' any regard to what goes onl in thle rest of the
world,
Mr'. AnutmmONo. We thoroughly agree with that as businessmen.
IlVe are vitally interested. One of the thihis thatt is bh
hurt thait
is referred to, in, my statement was a reference to thle U.S. Steel Corps.,
find the effect upon penetration of American markets by Europeans
because of the increase in thle wages; this is one of the reasons thant we
have to get out of Vietnam, because our economy is being so damaged
by the imports, Textiles avre in this too.
I would like to submit the policy statement of March 27, 1090 the
official documfient of the Depatrtjnent of State as to what our objectives, are.
N11'-0 MAITOW. Very well.
(Thle document follows:)
UNITED STATES ODJuPOTVPS IN VII'TNAAM
As stated by Secretary Rogers before the Senate P oreign Relations Committee
on March 27, our portion on Vietm in essence is:We otre not seeking it military victory, nor do wye wont military escaintioii.
We believe thint pvace should gi1ve the South Vlobtamueso
pe th)1
ie oPportunity

Ill 0uppnort of thlis policy or peafce, wve Are seeking to'achieve, agreedinwut jiith

North vietnam on inuttial withdrawal of forces. We are prepared to begip with.
drawal-of'ouir forces simutltnfeously with thoseq of Northi V'inn. Withldrawals
would reduce the scale of 'hostiites and would be tanItgible and( visual, eVIdenlce,
of the professed desire of both sides to negotiate a pi~ee settlement.
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As a military measure relatively simple to observe and because It has agreed
status as an Integral part of the Geneva Accords of 1954, we are also seeking
restoration of military respect for the demilitarized zone. This also would be a
verifiable test of good faith and a confidence building measure.

We will continue to press for an early mutual release of prisoners of war.

Here again there would be a tangible evidence of good intentions on both sides,
as well as 'a humanitarian measure.
ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR SETTLEMENT

Basically, and as essential elements in an ultimate settlement, we envisage:
Restoration of the provisional military demarcation line at the 17th parallel,
with reunification to be resolved in the future by the free decision of the people
of North Vietnam and of South Vietnam;
Restoration and full compliance with the principle of noninterference between
the two Vietnams;
Full compliance with the Laos accords of 1962 including the ending of the use
of Laos as a corridor and the withdrawal of the North Vietnamese troops now
in Laos;
,Respect for the territorial integrity and neutrality of Cambodia;
A cessation of hostilities;
Adequacy international inspection and supervision machinery to verify the
Implementation of military agreements and to insure respect for a continued
adherence to the military and political elements of a settlement. This is vital
because the peace that will be achieved must be enduring.
U.S. OBJECTIVES SOUND AND REASONABLE

These are our objectives. We believe they are sound and reasonable. The Paris
meetings are based on our hope that the other side really desires to move toward
a true peace and with this hope in mind, we are pursuing the talks with energy
and purpose. President Nixon has said he thinks the best chance for progress lies
in private talks, away from the glare of publicity, This means there will be a
trying time ahead both in Paris and in Vietnam. We will need great patience
and determination in our negotiations and on the battlefield. As President Nixon
stated in his March 18 news conference, we are trying to do everything that we
can in the conduct of the war in Vietnam to see that we can go forward toward
peace in Paris.

Mr. MAION. Thank you very much.
Mr. ARnSThoNG. Thank you for hearing us.
MONDAY, JUNE 9, 1969

CIEMTNQ ON INDUSThIAL FUNDED FACILT Fs oR AcnvinEs
WITNESS
HON. G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OP VIRGINIA
Mr. MAHON. Congressman William Whitehurst, I believe, has a

statement to present.
Mr. WIUThHUR19T. Mr. Chairman I succeeded the Honorable Porter
Hardy, who I think you'knew and who was here for many years.
Mr. MAHON. Yes; we knew him well and favorably. '
Mr. WUTIMHURST. I hope I can fill his big shoes. I have a very brief
statement to make today but I think it is a very significant one. This
is in connection with the coiling that has been maintained as far as I am
concerned in industrial funded facilities or activities. My testimonrv
is in support of lifting that ceiling because I think that financially it
has not b~en sound. We have been perhaps pennywise and pound foolish and i would like to read this statement in support of that.
I
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Industrial funded activities are comparable to private business
in that their workload is assigned based on various program budgets

such as ship repair. Their personnel are paid from the finds received
for the work they do, and fherefore, the ntuftiber of personnel required

is dictated by tie workloa(l. A key factor in the eflleiency of in
industrial fuhdod activity is the proper use of overtime. Overtime
usage in the range of 2 percent to 6 percent does not significantly
increase program costs, since direct labor overtime where the bulk
is used, carries no fringe benefits and only reduce overhead costs.
Also, there are offsetting advantages costwis;, to use of modest amounts
of overtime. On the other hand, excessive overtime, when sustained
for months on end, gradually leads to less efficient work productivity.
According to an article in the Wall Street Journal last week, the
arbitrary ceiling has resulted in the loss of some 500 million tax
dollars. The same article mentioned that due to excessive overtime,
and a resulting delay in normal work programs, the employment
ceiling has cost more than it saved. It seems that too many employees,
or too few employees, in an industrial funded activity are equally
impractical. An industrial funded tictivity should be allowed to cor.
relate its work force with its workload to operate efficiently.
An additional factor, and not incidental to total effectiveness is
the effect, on morale by the required personnel adjustments. iob
security becomes almost nonexistent.
If I might just add to this, I have a very large naval base in my
district. I have a major Government shipyard in my district. To
a man, the officers in command of these facilities, as we I as the labor
representatives in the yards and the naval area work facility which
comes under this, all felt that it would be better if that ceiling were
taken off and they were allowed to operate strictly on the basis of
funds that were appropriated for the operation of those facilities.
Mr.

MAHON.

Thank you very much. We will be glad to give con-

Mr.

WHrm

mRsT.

sideration to your testimony.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

OvmtspAs

DPNDENTR' EDUCATION
WITNZSS

MRS. MARY
CONDON IGEREAU,
LEGISLATIVE
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

CONSULTANT,

Mr. MAHON. Now we have a representative of the National Edu-

cation Association, Mrs. Mary Condon Gereau.
Mrs. GniwAu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am mainly thanking you for your kindness in the past and urging
you to do the same in the future.
I might say I was in Europe and saw the overseas dependents'
schools and the problem is inadequate facilities, which is difficult
for this committee to come to grips with. In the statement I point
that out.
There is a proposal in this year's request from the Defense Department for a minor amount of money to be made available to the
education authorities over there to take care of situations which
up to now have not been able to be corrected because they are un85.24 2O--pt. O--00
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der the control of the military and they Imve other reqiiremloits.
IT 1965 I went with the comlnittee that'Congressman Dent chaired
and saw a school on the Wiesbaden base, a very bad facility left.
over from IWorld War II, with no fire escapes. .twas there 2 veeks
ago and the school still has no fire escapes. It is a firetrap. It this
isapproved by the committee, the superifiteldelit il that, theater
cn go ahead and put fire escapes in that,building., This is tile sort
of money that is in this, but then, it is not, Iajor construction
11one1y.
Mr. MATION. Thank you very much. IWe will be glad to give con.
sideration to your testimony.
Mrs. OGJIIau. I want to thank the committee for its patience.
sTA1'lq

nN'r Oil OEOvo1. J. FISCIlEnl, i'flESTIDXNT, NATrONr., EDi'cATION
ASSOCrATION

Mr. M\mim Mr. Fischer's statement will be made a part. of the
record at this point.
(The statement follows:)

Tie Nationail Education Assoclaton, speaking also for the Overseas Education

Association representing 4,000 teachers in Department of Defense Overseias

Schools, urges that the request in the President's budget for $135.4 million for
DOD dependents education be approved by the committee and the Congress.
Tits budget will provide for continued expansion of the kindergarten program
initiated last year, for an improved host nation program, for -tratilig and employinent of teacher aides, additional pupil personnel services inchlding school
nurses, additional guidance personnel, an expanded special education program
for the handicapped, and improved library services. It also provides for normal
Increases in teachers' salaries as required in Public Law 89-391 without IncreasIng the pupil-teacher ratio.
A new and Important provision is the authorization for area superintendents
to have complete control of the educational resources Including inoir construction and necessary remodeling, Previously they have had control only over the
resources of personnel and supplies, This is a smial lbut vital stop toward meeting
the facilities problem which continues to be the major stuiiblilng block to an

adequate education program for the dependents of military personnel statoned
overseas. Under present policies, the base commander may spend up to $25,000
for construction of all kinds on his own Initiative. Military requirements understandably take precedence. In almost all instances school facilities have a low
priority, With the increased need for facilities brought about by the establishment of kindergartens, the schools h0e been faced with even further overcrowding beyond that which has plagued them for years. The provision for limited
area superintondent's budget Will provide some relief
construction funds i thfi
for the most acute situations which cannot be met by lbnse cothmanddrs, no innatter how eager they may be to improve the schools. Such construction will be
mainly tot remodeling of other buildihgs to convert them to classroom use;
Of course I do not mean to imply that construction is the only major problem
In the DOD schools. However, most of the other problems which arise we believe
can be resolved internally in the tDOD through amending existing regulations
which'differ among the three branches of the armed services; The d(ili lh Pirsonnel Office and the Director of Dependets' EdUcation nIe working on this
constantly' and we commend them for their efforts. The Overseas Education
Assoclntion has entered 'into negotiation agreements, with the administration
of DOD schools in theEuropean and Pacific areas under Executive Order 10088
and' we believe this is i major stbl$ forward toward resolution of mahy of the
unique problems which DOD teachers face.
Thehost nation program is one, which hqs suffered most In those instances
when the overseas school budget hos been, inadequate, This is indeed tragic.
Tho, one compensation for the inconvenences which dependent children endure,
in that they are not in the normal public scho0.l situation,, is the potential opportunity to zieet other children In other lands, to learn the hoet nation'ltnguage

039
anid to he exposed to tit! vlulturlAl adlvantaiges of living abroad~. Ullnfortitilltely
thi lpoteltil i.s not reitlzed excepjt to at very whiot' degree.
Oil ai recent visit to 141tiolle Where I meot andt talked with many of our ov'erWINs teI0i'St one11il
11
fi~tVll~
alt1C('(ht( Wh10h Ililustrates this )oilt. T.he teacher

1had( takeii it group of children oil at field 0eli) to thle auttenhberg museum11 III Wiesbadeti where they were l)rile(.gedi to See thle original (luttolnberg B1ile mid1(
learnl
about the livelilitl of thle l-it-ig prex5. ]it 1rI)ortm after' the' field trip)It became
evidentf thalt; the I-Vil h1ighgt of titme trip, from the ('hldreti'm point of view, was
the opplortuiity to ett.I in Gernman restatirahmt. Some of the children had lived
oil tile near1lby irl base8 for alm11ost, 2 years, andi had1 never beon tin contact with
anythihig r(tproeuelttivo of the' 1lost country,
Tihe tei'iu Amiei'ieai ghetto is ofTenHive-blt too I rite, V'III af'raiid. The D)OD tvieherm allnd illtithtoI'5-aire most
anxious.- to Improve tbe homt ila I ion lirogramni Alnd we uirge the committee to assist
then tin thim effort. by p~roviding the fuil amount requested for the DOI) budget
for overmen5ea ((ldenmts ti liAlimt. It cu1ts tireC made, thle host nation's pirograml
Is always the first to go. After ti, If til(!ehch~(e i4 between this p~rogramhi or arithlIli tile decision Is Obvious.
T1he quality of teachers tin the D)OD schools Is superior. They tire, with few
eXcelptioli, it creative, dedicated group very much concerned with tile education
of thle children they teach. 'This Is understandable sice It requires somewhat
of an adventurous spirit to sever ties with ones family and hometown for a
Period of ait least 2 years to tealchilin Oltintiwn, or 1clanid or Tu~rkey. They tire nlot
aill fin thle glamor spots much1 its WVest Blerlin or Tokyo, you know, We are proud
that so many of these people are members of tile N113A,
This conimittee has been very understanmdifig of the problems of the Departmenit of Defense dependents' education program. Onl blilf of the dependent
children and those who teach~ them, tile Nationlil 144dueation Association expressesS its appreciation and urges your continued Interest and support.
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